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The Physiological Basis for the Mode of Action of 
Organophosphorus Insecticides1 

By B. N. Smallman 
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Ottawa, Ont. 

ABSTRACT 

The physiological basis for the hypothesis that the organophosphorus compounds exert 
their insecticidal action by inhibition of cholinesterase is examined. The elemental basis for 
the hypothesis requires the demonstration of acetylcholine, acetylcholinesterase, and choline 
acetylase in insects. Current evidence for these elements in insects is reviewed and its adequacy 
discussed. Recent findings on the acetylcholine content of insect nervous tissue is presented. 

Evidence that acetylcholine and the mechanisms for its metabolism occur in insects does 
not establish its functional significance nor resolve the anomaly of the insensitivity of insects to 
exogenous acetylcholine. These problems are discussed in the light of recent evidence for the 
release of acetylcholine on stimulation of insect nerves, and the demonstration that the insect 
nervous system is impervious to applied acetylcholine. Finally, evidence is presented to show 
that acetylcholine accumulates in the nervous tissue of insects after inhibition of cholinesterase 
by organophosphorus compounds. 

When it was found that organophosphorus insecticides inhibit the cholinesterase of 
insect nervous tissue, it was natural that insect toxicologists should adopt a hypothesis 
from mammalian physiology as the basis for explaining the toxicity of these compounds to 
insects. This hypothesis supposes that acetylcholine is released and serves as the transmitter 
of nerve impulses at synaptic and neuro-muscular junctions, and that the enzyme choline- 
sterase prevents the accumulation of this potent substance by hydrolysing it with extreme 
rapidity. If then the cholinesterase of nervous tissue is inhibited, acetylcholine will accumu- 
late above threshold causing first excitation and finally death through disfunction and failure 
of the neuromusculature of some vital system. 

This hypothesis has provoked a spate of experimental work which on the whole seems 
to have convinced mammalian physiologists of its validity. Among insect physiologists, 
however, some awkward objections were soon raised. Doubts were expressed about the 
ubiquity in insects of the elements for the hypothesis, acetylcholine and cholinesterase. 
Hopf (1954) pointed to the inadequacy of the purely pharmacological evidence for acetyb 
choline in insects, and Lord and Potter (1951) were unable at first to demonstrate acetyb 
cholinesterase in certain insects. Prosser (1952) referring to work by Fernando, questions the 
presence of acetylcholine in insects on the basis of negative findings with Hestrin’s 
chemical test for choline esters. Even if acetylcholine and cholinesterase are associated with 
the nervous tissue of insects, there are difficulties in the way of assuming that they function 
in the same way as in mammals. Hopf (1952) and others have noted the striking insensitivity 
of insects to injected acetylcholine and the ineffectiveness of acetylcholine antagonists and 
potentiators which are so effective in mammals. Studies with the anticholinesterase 
insecticides themselves have also created anomalies for the hypothesis, for Lord and Potter 
(1954) and Hopf (1954) have demonstrated in insects esterases other than cholinesterase 
which are equally inhibited by organophosphates, and Chefurka (1953) has pointed out the 
low overall correlation between toxicity and cholinesterase inhibition in a large series of 
anticholinesterases studied by Chamberlain and Hoskins (1951). 

These are serious objections to the extension of the hypothesis from mammals to insects, 
and Hopf, as the principal proponent of this heresy, has stated his view that “the physiology 
of the nervous system of the insect is different from that of the mammal, neither cholinesters 
nor adrenalin being concerned in it.” As late as the publication this year of the first volume 
of the Annual Review of Entomology, so eminent an authority as Dr. Kearns concludes 
that to explain these anomalies from present knowledge and “defend the classical interpreta- 
tion of nervous function based on acetylcholine as an indispensable mediator would be a 
task which would have to be accomplished almost entirely on a speculative basis”. 

During the past two years a group of us at the London Laboratory have had in hand 
several lines of work which now enables us to comment from experimental evidence on 

Contribution No. 98 from Canada Dept, of Agriculture, Science Service Laboratory, London, Ontario. 
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certain of these anomalies. In general, our rationale has been to use the 30 years accumulation 
of knowledge on the acetylcholine system in vertebrates and to push the analogy between 
insects and vertebrates to a conclusion. To the extent to which the system in insects and 
vertebrates is found to be similar, or the differences reconcilable, the hypothesis will be 
strengthened; and to the extent that fundamental differences are revealed, the extension of 
the hypothesis to insects will become more dubious. 

The first requirement seemed to be to establish the elements for the hypothesis, that is, 
to determine whether or not acetylcholine occurred in insects along with the enzymic 
mechanisms for its hydrolysis and synthesis. Chefurka and I (1956) undertook to seek an 
unequivocal answer to the question of the occurrence of acetylcholine in insects by applying 
all available methods for determining this substance in animal tissues. We used extracts of 

EXTRACT ACH PERCHLORATE ACH PERCHLORATE 

10>, 20a 

Fig. 1. Chromatogram of the substance isolated from housefly heads as the reinechate, compared with authentic 
acetylcholine. 
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the heads of houseflies, and our first attempts to chromatograph these extracts were 
unsuccessful because of the presence of large amounts of interfering substances. If the 
extracts contained acetylcholine or similar tissue bases, it should be possible to separate 
them by means of their strong positive charge, and we therefore tried paper electrophoresis. 
We found that two bands moved strongly to the cathode leaving most of the interfering 
material behind. From their colour reactions with bismuth iodide the first band appeared 
to be due to choline and the second band to acetylcholine. When the second band was 
eluted and re-electrophoresed in admixture with acetylcholine no resolution of the two 
substances was obtained, and the eluate moved with the same mobility as reagent acetyb 
choline. If the substance in band 2 was indeed acetylcholine, then treatment with choline- 
sterase should hydrolyse it to yield choline and acetic acid. Accordingly, extracts were 
treated with purified cholinesterase and electrophoresed. We found that band 2, cor¬ 
responding to the position for acetylcholine, had disappeared and the remaining substance 
showed the same colour reaction and mobility as choline. 

We next attempted an identification by paper chromatography. Two methods were 
used and by both methods identical RF’s were obtained with the substance isolated from 
the extracts, and reagent acetylcholine. Fig. 1 shows the results obtained with the substance 
isolated as the reineckate and run as the perchlorate. The lower spot in each case appears to 
be choline. 

In other tests we showed that the only substance on these chromatograms which 
caused contraction of the eserinized frog’s rectus abdominis muscle was present in the zone 
with RF identical to acetylcholine ; no other portion of the chromatogram showed pharma- 
logical activity. A positive reaction with Fiestrin’s hydroxylamine-ferric chloride test for 
choline esters was obtained with eluates from band 2 of the electrophoresis strips. Finally, 
the infra-red spectrum of the reineckate isolate was shown to correspond to that of reagent 
acetylcholine. 

From these various lines of evidence we feel confident to say that acetylcholine is 
present in the head of the housefly and we obtained no evidence for the presence of any other 
choline ester. Previously, Lewis (1953) had obtained good evidence for acetylcholine in 
two species of blowfly using a combined chromatography-pharmacological technique. While 
our work was in progress, Augustinsson and Grahn (1954) published chromatographic and 
pharmacological evidence for acetylcholine and for two unidentified choline esters in the 
heads of honeybees. Chang and Kearns (1955) recently gave an account of their chromato¬ 
graphic evidence for acetylcholine and for acetylcholine alone, in the nervous tissue of the 
roach. This last evidence is especially reassuring since it was from Kearn’s laboratory and 
with the roach that Fernando reported his inability to demonstrate choline esters. 

With good evidence for ACh and much evidence over many years for cholinesterases 
in insects, the remaining element required for the hypothesis was the elucidation of the 
mechanism of acetylcholine synthesis. This is the work I undertook last year in Dr. Feldberg’s 
laboratory using the blowfly, Lucilia sericata (Smallman, 1956). Feldberg and others in 
England, and Nachmansohn and others in America, have for some years been compiling 
evidence on this process, mainly with the nervous tissue of mammals. From this evidence 
it is now possible to propose a general scheme for the biosynthesis of acetylcholine as 
shown in Fig. 2. Two enzymic reactions are involved. In the first, acetyl Co A is produced 
by either of two reactions in which acetate or citrate may act as the acetyl donor. In the 
second step, the acetyl group from acetyl CoA is transferred to choline to yield acetyl¬ 
choline. With acetate as acetyl donor, the acetate activating enzyme catalyses a complex 
reaction between CoA, ATP and acetate to yield acetyl CoA. With citrate as acetyl donor, 
acetyl CoA is produced by reversal of the reaction catalysed by the condensing enzyme. 
The terminal enzyme in the formation of acetylcholine is the choline acetylase of Nach¬ 
mansohn. 

If the synthesis of acetylcholine in insects involves the same mechanisms as in mammals 
we should be able to demonstrate the same requirements and produce evidence for the same 
reactions. Table I shows the requirements for the synthesis of acetylcholine by extracts of 
acetone powders of blowfly heads. With CoA, choline and ATP present, the extracts 
synthesized large amounts of acetylcholine with both acetate and citrate, indicating that 
both may act as acetyl donors; considerable acetylcholine was produced without added 
acetate or citrate indicating the presence of an endogenous acetyl source. However, when 
either CoA or choline were withheld, there was a marked reduction in the synthesis. 
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TABLE I—The Requirement for Coenzyme A, Choline and Acetyl Donor 

(ACh synthesized, y/hr/g powder, blowfly heads). 

Conditions 

Acetyl donor 

None Citrate Acetate 

Untreated powder extract 
CoA and choline added 600 2250 3400 
Choline omitted 60 — 180 
CoA omitted — 450 320 

Resin-treated powder extract 
CoA omitted — Nil Nil 
CoA added 340 1450 3600 

Treatment of the extracts with an anion exchange resin is known to remove endogenous 
CoA; when blowfly extracts were treated in this way, no synthesis occurred. An absolute 
requirement for CoA was thus established in agreement with the findings of Balfour and 
Hebb (1952) for mammalian brain. When CoA was added to these treated extracts, the 
synthesis was restored to a high degree with citrate, and completely with acetate. 

In other experiments, it was shown that the postulated two-step reaction occurred 
with the blowfly extracts. A method was developed for separating these two steps and for 
measuring the activity of choline acetylase independently of the formation of acetyl CoA. 

Jceta/e 
Acf/raA/ng 

fnjpr77 e 

Acet ate+ CoA+ATP ;±Ac-CoA +P-P+AMP 

Conc/enS/ng 

£njy/r>e 

Ac-CoA+OAA 5íCilrate+CoA 

Fig. 3. Rate of acetylcholine synthesis with acetate (A), citrate (B), and both acetate and citrate (C). 

Fig. 4. Levels of acetylcholine and cholinesterase activity in the heads of houseflies after treatment with TEPP. 
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Finally, evidence was obtained to show that acetate and citrate are in fact brought into 
reaction by two separate enzymes in the blowfly preparation. Fig. 3 shows the results. 
Curve A shows the activity of choline acetylase with acetate alone. Curve B with citrate 
alone, and Curve C with both acetate and citrate. As can be seen roughly from the curves, 
and as the data show in fact, the rate of synthesis with acetate and citrate together was the 
sum of the rates with each separately. These findings constitute evidence for the presence 
in the blowfly of the acetate activating enzyme for the mobilization of acetate and the 
condensing enzyme for the reaction with citrate. 

The mechanism for the synthesis of acetylcholine in the blowfly thus appears to be 
the same as that in other animals. There is one striking difference however. The initial rate 
of the choline acetylase activity in the blowfly preparation is about 100 mg ACh/g acetone 
powder of heads/hr. Hebb (1955) has found, using other methods, and I have confirmed by 
the present method, that the optimal activity for the rabbit’s brain is about 4 mg ACh/g 
acetone powder/hr. This 25-fold difference becomes even larger if it is granted that the 
activity found for the whole head of the fly resides mainly in the head ganglia. The only 
comparable activity for choline acetylase has been found in another invertebrate—in the 
head ganglion of the squid. Van der Kloot (1955) in the only other work with insects, using 
a fully fortified system, obtained relatively low values for the rate of acetylcholine synthesis 
by Cecropia brain. However, whole tissue homogenates were used, and Hebb and I (1956) 
have shown that the activity of whole homogenates of rabbit brain have only a fraction of 
the activity of homogenates reduced to acetone powders or treated with lipid solvents. 

With reasonable assurance that the elemental requirements for the analogy between 
insects and mammals are fulfilled, it becomes of interest to follow up the indications of 
quantitative differences and to compare the levels of these events in the two groups. The 
early estimates of the acetylcholine content of insect tissues seemed absurdly high as 
compared to those for mammals. For instance, in 1939, Corgeggiani and Sefaty reported 
values as high as 200yAch/g of insect nervous tissue whereas the value for the cat’s cervical 
sympathetic ganglion, rich in acetylcholine by mammalian standards, is about I5y/g. 
Lewis and I (1956) at the Slough Laboratory undertook therefore to re-examine the acetyl¬ 
choline content of insects, taking advantage of the considerably greater knowledge now 
available on the techniques and precautions necessary for the extraction of tissue acetyl¬ 
choline. We encountered some interesting problems. When for instance we attempted to 
use the freezing method developed by Crossland (1951) with rat’s brain, we were unable to 
confirm his finding that the acetylcholine recovery was higher than with unfrozen tissue. 
Indeed, blowfly heads frozen in liquid N2 invariably gave lower recoveries of acetylcholine 
than extracts from fresh heads. The loss was shown to be associated with thawing, even 
momentary thawing. We found that about 85% of the total acetylcholine was lost during 
the first 2 minutes of exposure at room temperature. Ultimately, we were able to account for 
this loss in terms of enzymic hydrolysis by cholinesterase. 

With this sharp reminder of the high cholinesterase activity of blowfly heads we 
abandoned freezing in favour of boiling ! There was good precedent for this method dating 
from earlier work and it seemed especially appropriate for determining the normal acetyl¬ 
choline content in insect tissues where the enzymes for both synthesis and hydrolysis are 
highly active. After certain modifications of the extraction procedure, we were able to 
obtain recoveries as high or higher than those obtained with the several other methods we 
tried. This method was then used to determine the acetylcholine content in several insect 
species. 

Table II shows a comparison of our results with those obtained by the earlier workers, 
and contains also some recent results by Dr. Fisher and myself. The upper part of the table 
shows the generally good agreement between ourselves and the earlier workers on the 
acetylcholine content of the heads of various insects. The only notable disagreement is for 
the heads of Tenebrio where our value, determined in triplicate, is markedly lower. The 
values for the acetylcholine content of insect nervous tissue, shown in the lower half of 
the table, are especially interesting, confirming as they do the high values obtained pre¬ 
viously. Our values for the head ganglia of flies are based on the value for the whole head 
and calculated from estimates of the weight of the ganglia by Lowne (1893) and Metcalf and 
March (1950). Admitting the probability of a considerable error in these estimates, it still 
seems certain that the acetylcholine content of the head ganglia in these flies is extra¬ 
ordinarily high. No such reservation applies to the values obtained with roach cords and 
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here, too, the values are considerably greater than the highest values obtained in mammalian 
nervous tissue. 

TABLE II—Comparison of Estimates of Acetylcholine Content of Insects. 

Insect Tissue 

Corteggiani 
& Serfaty, 

1939 

Tobias 
et ai, 
1946 

Lewis à? 
Smallman, 

1956 

Smallman 
& Fisher 

(Y/g) (7/g) (7/g) 
Calliphora Head 20-35 — 33 — 

Lucilia Head — — 28 — 

Musca Head — 47 
(whole fly) 

26 36 

Tenebrio Head 20-35 — 8 — 

Periplaneta Head 8 — 10 

Periplaneta Nerve cord 

* o
 46 50 66-75 

Carausius Nerve cord 100-200 — — — 

Xylocopa Brain 200 — — — 

Calliphora Brain 
(estimated) 

— — 500 

Musca Brain 
(estimated) 

170 280 

* Mikalonis & Brown, 1941. 

In Table III I have compiled from various sources representative values for the 
acetylcholine content, cholinesterase and choline acetylase activities for insects and manv 

TABLE III—Acetylcholine Content and Rate of Metabolism 

in Nervous Tissue of Insects and Mammals. 

Animal Tissue 
ACh content, 

7/g- 

Choline acetylase, 
ACh synthesis, 

mg/g/hr. 

Cholinesterase, 
ACh split, 
mg/g/hr. 

Blowfly Brain 500 200 2500 
Housefly Brain 170-280 — 27OO 
Roach Thoracic cord 50-75 — 250 

Guinea-pig Brain 2.5-5 0.4-0.5 80-90 
Rabbit Brain 0.5-2 0.8 60-70 
Cat Cervical 

sympathetic 
ganglia 

10-20 2.8* 540 

* Sheep. 

mais. Without commenting on these values individually, it is clear that the levels of acetyb 
choline and the rates for its metabolism are considerably higher in insects than in mammals. 
The reason for this difference remains unknown. One possibility is that there is a higher 
neurone density in insect nervous tissue resulting from a lower proportion of supporting 
tissue than in mammals. Another possibility is that the nervous tissue of insects contains a 
higher proportion of cholinergic nerves. Indeed, we know nothing about the occurrence of 
nomcholinergic systems in insects beyond the fact that Cameron (1953) and Ostliind 
(1954) have demonstrated adrenaline or an adrenalinedike substance, and noradrenaline in 
a number of species. 

Evidence that acetylcholine and the mechanisms for its metabolism occur in insects 
does not establish its functional significance. Classical evidence for the function of acetyl¬ 
choline is to stimulate a nerve and to demonstrate its release at the nerve endings. Dr. 
Colhoun of our laboratory has been engaged in such a study and his results will be reported 
in a separate paper at this Congress. Briefly, he has been able to demonstrate an increase in 
the acetylcholine content of the thoracic cord of the roach following stimulation, and to 
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correlate this with increased electrical activity. Substantial increases in acetylcholine 
occurred in the isolated, eserinized cord following electrical stimulation or stimulation of 
the anal cerei which were left intact in his preparation. The application of eserine alone 
increased the electrical activity of the cord and its acetylcholine content, a finding consistent 
with the hypothesis for the mode of action of anticholinesterases. In contrast to the findings 
with mammals, however, no acetylcholine could be detected in the eserinized perfusate 
bathing the ganglia despite the supranormal levels induced within the tissue by stimulation. 
Only when the ganglia were mutilated was acetylcholine demonstrated in the perfusate. 
This interesting observation will be referred to again. 

Of the objections raised to the application of the anticholinesterase hypothesis to 
insects, the one which seems to discredit the hypothesis at a single stroke is the insensitivity 
of insects to injected acetylcholine. For if the biochemical lesion is the inhibition of cholin¬ 
esterase then the lethal agent is supposed to be acetylcholine itself which accumulates in 
the tissue. Our colleague, Dr. O’Brien, will present at this Congress evidence which seems 
to reconcile this anomaly. Briefly, he has demonstrated that there is a permeability barrier 
in roaches which prevents ionized substrates, such as acetylcholine, from reaching the 
cholinesterase of the tissues. In roaches damaged only by a single dorsal cut thru the integment 
along the length of the animal, and with the tissues constantly bathed in a physiological 
solution, substrates which were highly ionized at physiological pH, such as acetylcholine 
and its analogues, were not hydrolysed; but unionized substrates such as phenyl and ethyl 
acetate were hydrolysed readily. Further evidence for the existence of an ion-impermeable 
barrier was obtained when it was shown that an acetylcholine analogue which was not 
hydrolysed at physiological pH, was in fact hydrolysed when the pH was such that the 
compound was mainly unionized. From such observations as these Dr. O’Brien has derived 
the generalization that this barrier protects insects against a number of substances known 
to be highly toxic to mammals. In support of this generalization, he points to the high 
mammalian toxicity and low insect toxicity of such substances as acetylcholine, atropine, 
adrenaline, and d-tubocurarine, all of which are quite highly ionized at physiological pH. 
Now these are the very substances which, because of their ineffectiveness in insects, have 
caused Hopf and others to demur about the validity of the anticholinesterase hypothesis in 
insects. Dr. O’Brien’s work seems to remove this objection by suggesting that the anomaly 
derives from a physico-chemical difference, and that there is no need to postulate a funda¬ 
mental difference in the pharmacology and biochemistry of the nervous tissue of insects and 
mammals. 

It is interesting to recall Colhoun’s finding that acetylcholine accumulating in the 
eserinized roach ganglia during stimulation did not appear in the perfusate. If O’Brien’s 
barrier to exogenous ACh is identical with Colhoun’s barrier against endogenous ACh, 
then the barrier would appear to be symmetrically impermeable to this compound. But we 
do not know the relation between them nor whether either is identical with the membrane 
described by Hoyle (1952). Clearly, these findings open a fascinating field for combining 
the histological and biochemical approach to the insect nervous system. 

Finally, we come to consider directly the action of the anticholinesterase insecticides. 
It is implicit in the hypothesis for the toxicity of these compounds that following the 
inhibition of cholinesterase, acetylcholine accumulates in the nervous tissue. Dr. Fisher and 
I will present at this Congress the results of a study on the levels of acetylcholine in insects 
following the application of organophosphorus insecticides. In summary, we found that 
after treatment with several of these compounds, the acetylcholine levels in the heads of 
houseflies increased as much as 100 per cent above the normal level. This phenomenon was 
demonstrated also in the thoracic cord of the roach and the brain of the mouse. After an 
initial increase, the acetylcholine level fell again toward the normal level and it was possible 
to correlate these changes with changes in the cholinesterase activity. Fig. 4 shows the 
results obtained in an experiment in which houseflies were treated with a dose of TEPP 
giving about 80% mortality. There was an initial increase in acetylcholine level accompanied 
by complete inhibition of ChE activity. This condition was maintained for about 4 hours 
when reactivation of ChE became apparent and coincident with this, the acetylcholine 
level began to decline. The increase and duration of the supra-normal levels of acetylcholine: 
were shown to be directly related to the dose applied. After a small dose giving about: 
10 per cent mortality, the ACh level rose briefly and then returned to about normal level 
in one hour. The slide shows the results obtained with a moderate dose causing about 
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80 per cent mortality. After a heavy dose causing complete mortality, the acetylcholine 
level rose to nearly 90 per cent above normal and remained there for many hours before 
falling sharply below the normal level. In every case, there was a nice symmetry between 
the levels of acetylcholine and cholinesterase inhibition. Stewart (1952) has shown that 
the acetylcholine level in rat’s brain increased after anticholinesterases, and Mikælis et al. 
(1954) has shown a rise and subsequent fall in rabbit’s brain after sublethal doses of DFP. 
Winteringham and Harrison (1956) have reported an initial increase and subsequent fall 
in the acetylcholine levels in houseflies after a lethal dose of DFP. They conclude, however, 
that the abnormally high level of acetylcholine is not the cause of death since death occurs 
many hours after the high levels have disappeared. However, it seems to us unnecessary 
to require coincidence in time between the biochemical lesion and death, in order to establish 
causality. We need to know much more than we do about the ultimate cause of death in 
insects analogous to the failure of respiration or circulation in mammals. 

In conclusion, it would seem that the analogies between the insect and mammalian 
nervous systems are more persuasive than the anomalies, and that the classical interpretation 
of nervous function based on the acetylcholine system continues to afford the best basis for 
interpreting the toxic action of the organophosphorus insecticides. 
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DISCUSSION 

V. B. Wigglesworth. Using 5'bromoindoxyl acetate as substrate, I have recently 
found that esterase is abundant in the nervous system of Rhodnius. It is concentrated along 
the nerves and in the neuropile of the ganglia, and there is some in the cells of the 
perineurium. I have found none at the neuromuscular junction where it is conspicuous in 
the mammal. 
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ABSTRACT 

The reactions between cholinesterase enzymes and phosphorus and carbamate insedi' 
cides are simple bimolecular reactions leading in the case of the former to phosphorylation of 
the enzyme and in the latter to the bloc\ing of the active site by a relatively stable competitor. 
Thus, maximum activity in the phosphate compounds is a result of pronounced instability at 
the primary ester bond, while for the carbamates pronounced stability at the primary ester 
bond is essential. In addition to the stability of the molecule, its size, shape, and charge are of 
importance in establishing its toxic action. The relationship of these factors to insecticidal 
action has been critically evaluated for a series of phenyl N 'methyl carbamates. Good agreement 
has been found between predicted values of toxicity, as deduced from the influence of sub' 
stituent groups on the reactivity at the primary ester bond and on the degree of fit to the enzyme 
surface, and the experimentally determined LD50 values and cholinesterase inhibition. Highly 
charged molecules although excellent enzyme inhibitors are of inferior activity as contact 
toxicants, apparently because of their inability to penetrate to the site of action. 

Similar approaches have been made to the problems of explaining the toxic action of the 
thionophosphate and dithiophosphate compounds which are highly stable compounds, relatively 
inactive as cholinesterase inhibitors. These have been shown to be oxidized in plant and animal 
tissues to compounds of greater instability which are able to phosphorylate the cholinesterase 
enzyme and are consequently responsible for the ultimate toxic action. Examples include the 
oxidative metabolism of the thionophosphates to phosphates, the dithiophosphates to thiol' 
phosphates, and of thiol ether phosphates to sulfoxides and sulfones. 

Two classes of insecticidal compounds, the organic phosphorus esters and the aryl 
carbamic acid esters are generally considered to exert their toxic action by inactivation of 
the cholinesterase enzymes of nerves and muscles. The evidence for this view is beyond the 
scope of this paper but has been recently reviewed (Metcalf et al. 1955). There are, how¬ 
ever, a number of apparent anomalies which lack clear explanation and which have been 
regarded by some investigators as stumbling blocks to the acceptance of this concept. 
One of these is the lack of apparent correlation between the in vitro activity of these com¬ 
pounds as cholinesterase inhibitors and their in vivo toxicity. It is the purpose of this paper 
to explore the reasons for this lack of correlation and to show that where a sufficiently 
detailed picture of the mode of action of the anticholinesterases is available very satis¬ 
factory correlation can be obtained, which is subject to analysis by the concepts of physical- 
organic chemistry. 

Attempts to correlate the activity of the organo-phosphorus insecticides with in¬ 
hibition of the cholinesterase enzyme have been complicated by difficulties in purifying 
these compounds and by their chemical instability. It has been found that in the synthesis 
of the phosphates contamination with tetraethyl pyrophosphate commonly occurs (Aldridge 
6? Davison 1952), and that in the case of the phosphorothionates thermal isomerization to 
the S-alkyl isomers is also likely (Metcalf 6? March 1953a). These impurities although 
they may only occur to a fraction of a per cent are active as ChE inhibitors at dilutions ot 
1 X 10-9 to 1 X 10-7 so that they may completely mask the normal ChE activity of the less 
active compounds, without, however, altering their in vivo toxicity. 

Further investigation has shown that in most cases, the highly purified phosphoro¬ 
thionates such as parathion, methyl parathion, Chlorthion, Systox, malathion, etc. are 
virtually inactive as in vitro ChE inhibitors, although they produced nearly complete 
in vivo inactivation of ChE after a lethal dosage. Thus it was necessary to seek a mechanism 
for the in vivo conversion of these compounds in the insect body, to active anticholines¬ 
terase compounds. It has been demonstrated (Metcalf 6? March 1953b) that an oxidative 
enzyme system exists in insects which converts parathion, methyl parathion, malathion, 
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EPN, and other phosphorothionates to the corresponding phosphates, according to the 
following reaction. 

S O 

(EtO>, P o/)>N02--—*-(EtoO)2 Po/ 'vNOi 
\—/ enzyme V=/ 

This work has been confirmed by Kok and Wallop (1954) and others and it is now clear 
that it is this in vivo conversion of the phosphorothionates to phosphates which is respon- 
sible for the ultimate toxic action. Thus with parathion, the ultimate toxicant is para-oxon. 

Other types of in vivo activation of organic phosphorus compounds which are weak 
inhibitors to produce strongly cholinergic metabolites are known. Schradan or octamethyl 
pyrophosphoramide is a very weak anticholinesterase in vitro but is converted in insect 
and other living tissues to schradan ityoxide or the corresponding methylol which is some 
106 times as active as an anticholinesterase (Casida & Stahmann 1953). Compounds such as 
Systox having terminal thioether structures are activated many fold by oxidation in insect 
and other living tissues to the sulfoxide and sulfone derivatives (Fukuto et al. 1956). 

It is apparent, therefore, that in seeking correlation between in vitro and in vivo 
effects, the compounds to be examined must be prepared in unquestioned purity and the 
investigator must work with systems whose biochemistry is well understood so that no 
unsuspected in vivo modifications of toxicity occur. It is difficult to assure the former 
condition and as the present investigation shows nearly impossible to avoid the latter. 

In order to eliminate as many of the variables as possible two related series of anti- 
cholinesterases were chosen. The diethyl substituted aryl phosphates can be prepared in 
a very high degree of purity by molecular distillation and subsequent alkaline washing to 
remove tetraethyl pyrophosphate. They have the further advantages over the thionophos- 
phates of not being subject to isomerization or to in vitro oxidation to more active com- 
pounds. The .Apmethyl substituted aryl carbamates are beautifully crystalline compounds 
which can be prepared in perfect purity. Typical members of the series of these compounds 
are shown together with acetyl choline to illustrate the similarities in chemical structure. 

O 

ch3 ch2ch2occh3 

CH 

\ / 
^N+ 

3 \ CH3 

O 

o 

CH: 

acetyl choline m-tert.-butylphenyl m-tert.-butylphenyl 
^methyl carbamate diethyl phosphate 

ARYL DIETHYL PHOSPHATES 
In order to attempt to correlate chemical structure with activity in the organo- 

phosphorus esters it is necessary to examine the detailed process of cholinesterase inhibition 
which may de depicted as follows: (Aldridge & Davison 1952, Hartley òf Kilby 1954). 

O 
li 

En—P (OC2H5) + HO y \ 
o 

HD II 
_^ EnH + HOP(OG,H5), 

R (3) 
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This takes place in a three-step process analogous to the hydrolysis of acetyl choline by 
the enzyme: (1) the formation of the enzyme-substrate complex, (2) the phosphorylation of 
the enzyme by the electrophilic phosphorus atom, and (3) the very slow dissociation of the 
phosphorylated enzyme. As a consequence of this mechanism it appears that the process 
of inhibition of cholinesterase by these compounds is a simple bimolecular reaction between 
enzyme and ester, and that the degree of reactivity or enzyme inhibiting power of the 
phosphorus ester is inversely dependent upon the strength of the P-O-aryl bond. 

To investigate this point and to apply the methods of physico-chemical analysis to 
this reaction, a series of 24 diethyl substituted phenyl phosphates were prepared in 
extremely high purity and were evaluated for toxicity to insects and as in vitro inhibitors 
of fly brain cholinesterase (Fukuto 6? Metcalf 1956). Certain of the pertinent data are 
given in Table I. These compounds were carefully chosen so that the substituents on the 

TABLE I.—Toxicity and Anticholinesterase Activity of Substituted Aryl Diethyl 
Phosphates 

O 
II 

—R C6H4OP (OEt)2. 

R I50 fly 
brain ChE 

molar 

LD50 
topical 

to house fly 
7 per g. 

MLC 
greenhouse 

thrips 
per cent 

p- no2 2.6 x 10-8 0.5 0.001 
m-N02 5.0 X 10-8 98 0.005 
o-N02 5.0 X IO-8 70 0.001 
p-CN 1.3 X 10-7 3.5 0.00002 
p—SO2CH3 2.5 X 10-7 2.5 0.0001 
P-SOCH3 3.1 X 10-6 1.5 0.0001 
/^SCH3 
^-CHO 

3.3 X 10-5 2.0 0.0001 
1.5 X10-7 >500 0.05 

p-COOH 8.5 X10-7 150 0.005 
m-N(CH3)2 4.0 X 10-7 25 0.1 
p—1Cl 3.0 X 1(>-5 150 0.01 
0—Cl 2.0 X 10-5 250 0.01 
p-ch3o >1.0 X 10-3 >500 1.0 
m-CH.iO 
p-CHs 
p-t-butyl 

1.3 X10-4 >500 0.02 
>1.0 X 10-3 >500 >0.1 

1.0 X 10-4 >500 0.1 
m-t-butyl 9 0 X 10-7 500 0.003 
H > 1.0 X 10-3 >500 >0.1 
p-S+(CH3)2-CH3S04 
m-N+(CH3)3I~ 

3.4 X10-9 175 0.0002 
3.0 X 10-8 >500 >0.1 

aromatic ring covered the entire range of electron releasing and attracting properties, with 
consequent influence upon the reactivity of the P-O-aryl bond. Examination of the data in 
Table I shows that the degree of cholinesterase inhibition is a direct function of the 
electron-withdrawing properties of the substituent on the benzene nucleus. Thus the 
N02, CN, CHO, COOH, S02 CHS, S+ (CH3)3, and N+ (CH3)3 substituents which are highly 
electron with-drawing produced compounds of high inhibitory power, while the groups 
such as CH30, CHS, tert.-butyl and H which do not withdraw electrons were of low 
activity. The anomalous compounds were the m-tert.-butyl and m-N(CH3)2 substituents. 
As will be discussed later these compounds have a steric configuration closely resembling 
acetyl choline and it is concluded that they act primarily as competitive inhibitors forming 
the enzyme inhibitor complex by step 1, but are too stable to proceed to phosphorylation 
by step 2. With the exception of these two compounds the data on the other compounds 
produced an excellent straight line relationship when plotted as -log. ChE inhibition 
against the electron-releasing and attracting properties of the aromatic substituent expres¬ 
sed as Hammett’s sigma coefficient (Fukuto Metcalf 1956). 

The correlation between the in vitro cholinesterase inhibition and in vivo toxicity is 
in general highly satisfactory. The most active enzyme inhibitors are generally the most 
toxic with a few exceptions. The -SCH3, -SOCH3, and -S02CH3 substituents provided 
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compounds of equivalent toxicity and this appears to reflect the in vivo oxidation of the 
sulfide and sulfoxide to the sulfone, a process which occurs in insects with similar conv 
pounds (March et al. 1955). A similar in vivo oxidation of the -CHO substituent to 
-COOH may explain the relative inactivity of the formyl compound. 

Special comment should be made regarding the lack of toxicity of the highly inhibitory 
quarternary +N(CH3)3 compound which is a very active anticholinesterase. Insect nerves 
are known to be surrounded by a readily perceptible lipoidal sheath which has been demon' 
strated by Hoyle (1952) to be impermeable to potassion ions. This sheath also acts as a 
barrier to the entrance of other charged compounds such as the quarternary acetyl choline 
molecule. Thus we have found, using the histochemical method of Koelle and Friedenwald 
(1949) for the demonstration of cholinesterase, that quarternary acetyl thiocholine will not 
penetrate into the interior of intact insect nerves and gives no reaction with the enzyme. 
Wherever breaks occur in the continuity of the sheath, however, the acetyl thiocholine 
rapidly enters the nerve and the presence of cholinesterase is readily demonstrated 
(Unpublished). 

From the discussion above it is clear that the ability of the compounds of this series 
to inhibit cholinesterase is a result of their instability to hydrolysis at the P-Oaryl bond. 
The OH catalyzed second order hydrolysis constants were measured for a number of 
these esters and when the log. Khyd. was plotted against the -log. of the I50 for choline' 
sterase inhibition a very satisfactory straight line relationship resulted with the most active 
inhibitors such as p'NCb (paraoxon) proving the least stable to hydrolysis (Fukuto & 
Metcalf 1956). 

ARYL Af'METHYL CARBAMATES 
This group of anticholinesterase compounds of which prostigmine is the best known 

example was discovered by Stedman (1926) and were developed for their pharmaceutical 
activity. These materials are entirely unrelated chemically to the organo'phosphorus 
esters and their toxic action results from similar spatial configuration to the normal sub' 
strate, acetyl choline. The generalized mechanism of inhibition is therefore : 

o o 

.. EnH-CH,NHCO<f \ H2° 
=/'' X .(1) \=/ -*- 

En H + CH3 NHCO ^ ^ 

O 

En H + CH .NHCOH + HO 

X (2) 

X 

As a consequence of this mechanism it appears that two factors are essential for high 
toxicity (1) a degree of structural conformity to the active site of the enzyme surface, and 
(b) sufficient stability to hydrolytic action so that the compound will block the active site. 
Therefore in this series of compounds, activity should occur in direct ratio to the strength 
of the C'Oaryl bond. It will be noted that this is the converse of the situation with regard 
to the organo'phosphorus esters. 

The relation of stability to toxicity and anticholinesterase action for the substituted 
phenyl N'methyl carbamates was investigated by the physicO'chemical approach outlined 
above. A series of some 49 compounds was synthesized and evaluated for inhibitory action 
to fly head cholinesterase and for contact toxicity to insects (Kolbezen et al 1954). Selected 
data is shown in Table II. 

The correlation between the in vitro cholinesterase inhibition and the in vivo toxicity 
was again quite satisfactory, especially with the thripS'ML C values which cover a much 
wider range than the LD50 values to the house fly. In this group of compounds the effect 
of the ring position of the substituents was profound and was in the order p <0 <m. This is 
to be expected from a consideration of the nature of the inhibitory mechanism which 
indicates that inhibition depends upon closeness of structural complementariness to the 
ChE enzyme. From inspection of molecular models and structural formulae it is clear that 
the meta'substituted compounds provide the closest approximation to the configuration 
of acetyl choline and that this fit is optimal with the m'dimethylaminophenyl ^methyl 
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TABLE II.—Toxicity and Anticholinesterase Activity of Substituted Aryl N-methyl 

O 
II 

carbamates—R C6H4OCNHCH3. 

R bo fly 
head ChE 

molar 

LD50 

topical 
to house fly 

7 per g. 

M L C 
greenhouse 

thrips 
per cent 

m'tert. -butyl 4 X 10-7 50 0.00008 
otert. 'butyl 6 X 10-6 75 0.00015 
p-tert. -butyl 1.5X 10-4 >500 >0.1 
m-methyl 8 X 10-6 50 0.003 
o-methyl 1 X 10-4 500 0.008 
p-methyl 1 X 10-4 500 >0.1 
m-chloro 5 X 10-5 100 0.007 
o-chloro 5 X 10-6 75 >0.01 
p-chloro 2.4 X10-4 >500 0.018 
m-nitro 2 X 10-5 >500 0.02 
o-nitro 5 X 10-3 250 
p-nitro 3 X 10-3 >500 >0.1 
m-dimethylamino 8 X 10-6 500 0.0005 
m-dimethylamino 1.6 X 10-8 >500 0.02 

methiodide 
H 2 X 10-4 70 0.015 

carbamate methiodide or prostigmine. This compound produced the highest degree of 
fly ChE inhibition but was relatively non-toxic, again a demonstration of the inability of 
highly charged molecules to penetrate the lipoid nerve sheath. Spatially the closest struc- 
turai approximation to prostigmine would be the m-tert.-butylphenyl ^methyl carbamate, 
which is uncharged. This molecule was found to be an excellent cholinesterase inhibitor 
and to be the most active contact toxicant of the entire series. 

The influence of substituents on the aromatic ring was determined by plotting the 
-log. of cholinesterase inhibition vs. Hammett’s sigma values. Here as with the substituted 
aryl phosphates remarkably good correlation was obtained although the slopes of the lines 
were in opposite directions for the two series of compounds. Also, with the aryl carbamates 
the pronounced steric interaction produced a distinctly different line with the m-substi- 
tuents than with the p-substituents. 

Since the ability of these aryl carbamates to inhibit cholinesterase is a result of their 
stability to hydrolysis at the C-O-aryl bond, the OH catalysed hydrolysis was measured 
for a number of the compounds and when log. Khyd. was plotted against log. toxicity a 
very satisfactory straight line relationship resulted with the least active inhibitors such as 
p-NCL being the least stable to hydrolysis (Kolbezen et al., 1954). 

These studies with two distinct groups of compounds having similar biological 
action, which is, however, produced by differing biochemical mechanisms, show that for 
limited series of closely related compounds it is possible to successfully correlate structure 
with insecticidal activity. Good agreement has been found between predicted values of 
toxicity, as deduced from the influence of substituent groups on the reactivity of primary 
ester bonds, and in the degree of fit to the enzyme surface; and the experimentally deter¬ 
mined LD50 values and cholinesterase inhibition. It is clear that the physico-chemical 
approach to the design of insecticidal molecules has practical value, since by its use several 
new compounds of predicted high toxicity have been synthesized and found to be of 
outstanding insecticidal effectiveness. As our knowledge of both biochemistry and of 
physical-organic chemistry expand it will become possible to extend these useful cor¬ 
relations over a much wider diversity of chemical structures. 
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ABSTRACT 

The cholinesterase (ChE) activity of ground heads of Musca domestica L. was deter' 
mined titrimetrically at pH 8.0, with acetylcholine bromide (AChBr) 0.015 M as substrate, 
as a function of temperature. The rates of inactivation of fly head ChE by heat and by didsopro' 
pylfluorophosphate (DFP) were also measured. 

ChE activity was directly proportional to temperature between —1.6° and 30°C., and 
it is inferred that this relationship actually persists up to at least 50°C. Above 30°C., the true 
rate of reaction is obscured progressively by inactivation of the enzyme, which is irreversible. 
The apparent energy of activation for the dénaturation process was estimated as 44,500 + 4,667 
Cal. I mole, but it was noted that the course of dénaturation fails to follow simple first order 
\inetics over longer periods of exposure. 

Inhibition by DFP of the Ach'Splitting power of fly head suspensions was observed to 
be progressive, competitive and virtually irreversible. Specific reaction rates, calculated on the 
assumption of a nimolecular reaction with first order Nineties, declined progressively with 
time. The discrepancy is ascribed to loss of DFP by way of competing reactions of unknown 
nature and by hydrolysis. It therefore inferred that the true specific reaction rates are larger 
than the measured values. At 25°C., the specific reaction rate is at least 106 liters/mole 
DFP/ minute. 

The rate at which DFP combined with fly head ChE was almost directly proportional to 
temperature between 15° and 35°C. 

Information on the temperature dependence of enzymic reactions is often helpful in 
understanding the detailed nature of the molecular events concerned; and this study of 
the effect of temperature on the activity of fly head cholinesterase (ChE) was prompted 
primarily by our desire to gain more precise knowledge of the way in which this enzyme 
combines with substrates and inhibitors. At the same time, one recognizes that temperature 
is an important factor in the response of cold-blooded organisms to chemicals in the environ¬ 
ment. Thus it becomes a matter of some practical importance for the entomologist to learn 
how the effects of ChE inhibitors, which include a number of the more potent insecticides, 
may be modified by changes in the temperature at which the insects, and hence the enzyme, 
are exposed. 

Three phases of the problem have been considered in the experiments reported here. 
First, the temperature dependence of the hydrolysis of acetylcholine (ACh) was measured 
over the range from zero to 50°C. Inactivation of the enzyme by heat was next investigated ; 
and, finally, the effect of temperature on the rate of reaction with the inhibitor di-isopropyl- 
fluorophosphate (DFP). The results show that, in general, fly head ChE responds to 
temperature changes in much the same way as other ChE’s for which comparable data are 
available, although the insect enzyme is somewhat more heat sensitive than the ChE’s of 
mammalian blood. It is also apparent from the temperature data, both for fly head ChE 
and for other ChE’s, that the reactions with substrates and inhibitors are often more com¬ 
plex than is ordinarily assumed. 

The literature on the temperature response of ChE’s from various sources has been 
reviewed by Chadwick (1957)- Pertinent papers concerned with insect material are only 
those of Carlson (1941), Means (1942) and Tahmisian (1943) on the esterase in developing 
eggs of the grasshopper, Melanoplus; of Roan and Maeda (1953) on the ChE of heads of 
the oriental fruit fly, Dacus; and of Richards (1956) on the ChE in the nerve cord of the 
cockroach, Periplaneta. Smallman and Wolfe have produced unpublished data on houseflies 
that supplement those reported here. 

METHOD 

Details in regard to our material and methods have been given in earlier reports 
(Chadwick et al, 1953; 1954). The species studied here was again Musca domestica L. In 

•Now Head, Department of Entomology, University of Illinois, Urbana. 
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the present experiments, ChE activity of ground fly heads suspended in buffer (NaCl, 
26.30 gm.; KH2PO4, 3.85 gm.; NaOH, 1.00 gm.; EI2O, to 1 liter; pH adjusted to 8.0) was 
assayed by electrometric titration of 20-ml. samples, with acetylcholine bromide (AChBr) 
0.015 M as substrate. Tissue concentrations were equivalent to 1 head per ml. 

The effect of temperature was measured at 5° intervals between approximately zero 
and 50°C. Experimental mixtures and reagents were maintained within 0. Io of the desired 
level by keeping the containers partially immersed on a shelf in the water bath. A mixture 
of ice and salt in a surrounding vessel was used in the experiments at — 1.6°C. The runs 
were of approximately 15 minutes duration. 

Studies of the rate of inactivation of the enzyme by heat were done by incubating 
suspensions at the chosen temperatures for various periods of time and then, before addi' 
tion of substrate, cooling them rapidly to 25°C., whereupon the assays were made in the 
usual manner. 

The rate of reaction of fly head ChE with DFP was measured in the following way. 
A brei was prepared in buffer, its pH adjusted to 8.0, and the suspension equilibrated at 
the desired temperature. Two 20'head aliquots were removed for determination of the 
uninhibited ChE activity of the homogenate. Five to ten mg. of DFP were then placed, 
under the hood, in a tared glass'stoppered weighing bottle and weighed to 0.1 mg. By serial 
dilution of this sample, a DFP solution was brought to such strength that addition of 1 ml. 
of it to the remaining head brei (about 95 ml.) would give the desired inhibitor concentra' 
tion, which was usually of the order of 10-8 M to 2 x 10~7 M. The DFP was added to the 
brei at zero time, the stoppered flask containing the mixture was at once shaken vigorously, 
and five 20'head aliquots (18 ml. each) were pipetted from it into reaction vessels which 
were replaced on the shelf in the bath. After exactly 4 minutes, 2 ml. of 0.15 M ACh.Br 
were added to one of the aliquots, and the ChE activity was determined. When this run 
was concluded, some 15 minutes later, substrate was added to the second aliquot; and so 
on, until all five had been assayed. The resulting data were corrected for nonenzymic 
hydrolysis and expressed as percentages of the average activity of the two untreated 
aliquots, one of which was assayed at the beginning, the other at the end of the experiment. 

The DFP solutions used were freshly prepared for each experiment from a single 
stock of the agent, which was resealed and kept in a refrigerator between withdrawals. 

Correction for nonenzymic hydrolysis was made in all experiments by subtracting 
from the total hydrolysis measured the value observed under otherwise identical conditions 
with tissue samples whose ChE had been inactivated by incubation overnight or longer 
with DFP 10~5 M. 

RESULTS 

1. Temperature dependence of ACh hydrolysis 

A summary of the data descriptive of the activity'temperature relationship for ChE 
from fly heads is given in Table I. 

TABLE I.—Activity of Fly Head ChE as a Function of Temperature. 

Temperature 
Mean 

Activity i s.d. 
Number of 

Observations Temperature 
Mean 

Activity + s.d. 
Number of 

Observations 

Degrees C. Per Cent Per Cent Degrees C. Per Cent Per Cent 

-1.6 17 1.2 9 30.0 114 2.9 10 

5.0 35 1.6 10 35.0 125 3.7 10 

10.0 50 1.0 10 40.0 133 3.0 10 

15.0 70 2.3 10 45.0 128 5.9 10 

20.0 82 3.2 10 50.5 58 9.8 5 

25.0 100 1.8 21 

All runs at pH 8.0, with ACh.Br 0.015 M. The average activity measured at 25.0 degrees C. was 4.91 micro' 
moles ACh.Br hydrolysed per head per hour. Data have been corrected for nomensymic hydrolysis. 
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Below 30°C., the relationship observed did not depart significantly from linearity, 
and the following regression was fitted to the data by the method of least squares : 

Activity (in %) = 66.8 + 3.13 (T —14.8) (l) , 

where T is in degrees C., and the average activity at 25° C. is taken as 100%. 
We note here that what really should be plotted against temperature is not the 

measured velocity at some arbitrary substrate concentration, as we have done, but the 
theoretical quantity, V™*, the estimated reaction velocity at infinite substrate concentra^ 
tion, where the enzyme is completely saturated and hence all in the form of the enzyme- 
substrate complex. In practice, however, according to our own limited data and the more 
extensive observations of Davies (1955), the calculated Vmax differs by only about +5% 
from the velocities actually measured at optimal substrate concentrations. The difference 
is approximately equivalent to the error of estimation of Vmax, and indications are also 
that variation in the substrate concentration optimum with temperature is insignificant 
in this connection. For these reasons, we have refrained from multiplying our experiments 
to the extent required for determination of Vmax at each temperature, and are relying 
upon the measured reaction velocity at near-optimal substrate concentration of 0.015 M 
for all comparisons. 

MUSCA ChE: 

ACTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE 

Fig. 1. Activity of fly head ChE as a function of temperature. Vertical bars show the range of variation for 
±|3 s.e. The straight dashed line was calculated by the method of least squares to fit the data at 30 degrees C. 
and below. All observations at pH 8.0, ACh.Br 0.015 M, corrected for nomen^yrnic hydrolysis. 

At temperatures above 30°C., the data diverged progressively from equation (l). 
The difference was already significant beyond the 0.01 level of probability at 35°C., as 
illustrated in Fig. 1 ; and the slope became negative between 40° and 45° C. With reference 
to estimates of variance, it should be noted that the measurements at different temperatures 
were not wholly independent of one another, since they were made with aliquots of the 
same stock breis. 

2. Inactivation by heat 

Table 2 shows the average ChE activities of samples that had been incubated at 
approximately 45°C. for periods of 10, 20, 40 or 60 minutes before assay. Since the degree 
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of inactivation for a given exposure evidently increased with the age of the brei, the data 
have been grouped in Table II according to the number of days elapsed since the suspem 

TABLE II.—ChE Activity of Fly Head Breis after Exposure to 45.0 + 0.5 Degrees C. 

Age of Brei in Days 
Exposure Time 

Minutes 

0 1 
Activity in 

5 
Per Cent 

6 

0 100 100 100 100 

10 86 72 62 47 

20 82 67 44 36 

. 40 68 56 32 27 

60 70 50 10 15 

Data are averages of 5 determinations at 0, 1 and 6 days; and of 2 determinations at 5 days. All runs were made 
at pH 8.0, 25.0 degrees C., with ACh.Br 0.015 M. The average activity of unheated brei was 5.32 micromoles 
ACh.Br hydrolyzed per head per hour. Data have been corrected for nonenzymic hydrolysis. 

sions were prepared. Five replications were made for each exposure time on each day 
recorded with exception of the fifth, where only 2 replicates per exposure were run. The 
results are reported as percentages of the activity measured at 25°C. on the same day with 
unheated aliquots of the same brei. In spite of changes in degree of inactivation on heating, 
there was no significant alteration in the control values determined at 25°C., over an 8'day 
period of ageing. 

3. Effect of temperature on DFP inhibition 

From determinations of the residual ChE activity of breis after incubation with 
DFP for various intervals before addition of substrate, specific reaction rates, were 
calculated in accordance with the equation: 

2.303 (log y-log y0)/ct = — k (2) 

where y0 is the initial activity; y, the activity at time t after mixing; c, the initial molar 
concentration of DFP, which was assumed to remain constant during the course of the 

TABLE III.—Rate of Reaction between DFP and Fly Head ChE. 

Temperature 
Degrees C. 15 20 25 30 35 

Reaction Time Specific Reaction Rate 
k X 10-5 

minutes liters/mole DFP/minute 

0 (6.10) (7.91) (11.32) (1172) (15.24) 

4 5.53 7.28 10.15 10.85 14.25 

21-23 3.51 5.14 6.63 7-76 10.57 

39-42 3.15 4.74 6.40 7.32 10.28 

58-59 3.04 4.31 6.37 6 56 9.88 

77-79 2.92 4.45 — 6.14 9-70 

Initial 
Concentration 

of DFP 
M X 108 10, 20 10 10 7 or 8 4 

or 30 

Each datum is the mean of 5 observations, except for the values in parentheses, which were extrapolated from 
the data as explained in text. All determinations at pH 8.0. The first column shows the extremes of variation 
of reaction times in different experiments. 
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experiment; and the specific reaction rate in liters/mole DFP/minute. In making these 
calculations, it was also assumed, on grounds given in the discussion, that the inhibitory 
reaction was terminated almost instantly on addition of substrate. 

The concentrations of DFP used were between 1.25 x 10 8 M and 3 x 10~7 M, and 
were usually chosen to give nearly complete inhibition within 60 to 80 minutes. A series 
of tests at 25°C. did not disclose any significant variation in specific reaction rates due to 
differences in DFP concentration within this range, so that results obtained with different 
DFP concentrations have been grouped in Table III. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

1. Effect of temperature on ChE activity 

Fly head tissue, suspended in buffer at pH 8.0, split significant amounts of ACh at 
all temperatures tested, over a range from slightly below zero to slightly over 50°C. Up to 
30° C., the net activity measured was directly proportional to temperature (Fig. l). Similar 
relationships, with nearly the same slope, have been reported for a variety of ChE prepara^ 
tions from other sources (references in Chadwick, 1957), although a few data (Ormerod, 
1953; Davies, 1955) fit the expected exponential formulation. The results with ChE’s 
from other insects (Carlson, 1941; Roan and Maeda, 1953; Richards, 1956) show sufficient 
scatter to accommodate either a rectilinear plot or curves of various other forms, but in no 
case do they conform to the Arrhenius type of equation. 

According to our observations, measurable inactivation of fly head ChE began at 
temperatures only slightly above 30°C., for, although peak activity was not reached until 
40°C., the slope of the activity^temperature curve had already decreased significantly at 
35°C. Assuming that the degree of inactivation at each temperature may be estimated by 
comparing the rate actually observed with the rate that would have been recorded if the 
same linear relationship between activity and temperature had been maintained above 
30°C. as below, the ratio of the measured to the expected value should give the proportion 
of enzyme still active. This hypothesis has been tested in Fig. 2, where the values thus 
calculated from Fig. 1, and expressed as per cent of enzyme inactivated, have been plotted 
as open circles. Also entered in Fig. 2 are data (solid circles) that were obtained by exposing 
brei samples to the indicated temperatures for 20 minutes before returning them to 25°C. 
for addition of substrate and assay. Each value thus recorded is the mean of 5 observations. 
The general agreement between these direct measurements of inactivation and those 
calculated from the data of Fig. 1 validates our assumption that the shape of the upper 
portion of the activity^temperature curve is simply the result of interaction between 
destruction of a portion of the enzyme by heat, and an increase in reaction rate at higher 
temperatures. Therefore, one must conclude that direct proportionality between reaction 
velocity and temperature actually extends from zero or less to over 50°C. 

The inactivation seen above 30°C. is not reversible ; and in this respect fly head ChE 
differs from the ChE’s of mammalian blood, which are reversibly depressed at temperatures 
above 40°C., but are permanently inactivated only with longer exposures at 50°C. or 
higher (Glick, 1939; Davies, 1955). 

The relationship encountered with the fly head enzyme is not readily explained. 
Data such as these, that superficially fail to conform with the theory of absolute reaction 
rates, can frequently be reconciled with the theory by showing that they represent the 
summation of two or more competing processes with differing temperature coefficients, 
as has been demonstrated for many examples by Johnson et al. (1954). In the usual scheme, 
a reversible dénaturation of the enzyme, with a large energy of activation, is superimposed 
on the enzymically catalyzed reaction, which has an energy requirement of the order of a 
few kcal./mole. As we have seen, the results with fly head ChE fail to produce any evidence 
for a reversible dénaturation with a large temperature coefficient; and, if only the active 
fraction of the enzyme is considered, activity is found to be in direct ratio to temperature 
over the whole range for which measurements are feasible. Thus, the apparent energy of 
activation for the hydrolysis of substrate decreases uniformly as the temperature rises, 
despite the absence of a competing reversible dénaturation. 

Kavanau (1950) has made the suggestion, which is basically rather similar to that put 
forward by Johnson et al. (1954 and earlier publications), that such relationships may 
depend on a reversible shift in configuration of the enzyme molecule, which becomes more 
favorable for combination with the substrate as the temperature is increased. However, 
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such a model also seems unlikely in the present case, for its acceptance would require one 
to believe that the optimal configuration had not yet been reached at 50°C., a temperature 
at which extensive irreversible dénaturation occurs in a few minutes and one which is 
several degrees above the thermal death point of the species. 
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Fig. 2. Inactivation of fly head ChE by heat. Open circles computed from data of Table I, as explained in text. 
Solid circles measured by incubating tissue samples at the indicated temperatures in the absence of substrate 
for 20 minutes before returning them to 25.0 degrees C. for assay. The curve shown was fitted to the data by 
the method of least squares and corresponds to an apparent activation energy, E, of 44,550 cal./mole. All measure ' 
ments at pH 8.0, ACh.Br. 0.015 M, corrected for non-enzymic hydrolysis. 

Alternatively, one may suppose that the rate limiting process does not involve the 
thermodynamic aspects of the enzyme-substrate reaction. Thus, Galehr and Plattner 
(1928) concluded that a physical barrier was responsible for the low temperature co¬ 
efficient observed with human blood ChE, and proposed that diffusion of ACh to active 
sites on the enzyme was the limiting factor. This hypothesis is favored also by the fact that 
activity, with many ChE preparations, is directly proportional to temperature. However, 
if diffusion is limiting, activity should also be directly proportional to the viscosity of the 
medium, and this does not appear to be the case (Kodera, 1928; Chadwick et al., 1953). 

Thus, although it is perfectly clear that the true temperature dependence of the 
reaction between ChE and ACh is being obscured by complicating factors, the nature of 
these factors remains unknown and none of the hypotheses that have been developed to 
account for similar situations seems to provide a fully satisfactory explanation of the 
observations with ChE’s. Nor is the situation clarified by the fact that in certain experi¬ 
ments, such as those of Ormerod (1953) and Davies (1955) with mammalian serum ChE, 
data that appear to conform directly to the theory of absolute reaction rates have been 
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obtained. However, such findings do suggest that intensive comparative studies with 
different ChE preparations would contribute to a solution of the problem. 

Assuming heat inactivation of fly head ChE to be a unimolecular process, the data 
graphed in Fig. 2 provide a basis for calculating the required energy of activation for the 
enzyme destroying reaction, since the exposures at the different temperatures were of 
equal duration. The slope of the line fitted by the method of least squares to the usual 
transform in which the logarithm of the fraction inactivated is plotted against the reci¬ 
procal of the absolute temperature yields a value for the apparent energy of activation of 
44,550 ± 4,667 cal./mole, which is of a reasonable order of magnitude for heat dénatura¬ 
tion of a protein. Goldstein and Doherty (1951) and Davies (1955) obtained values of about 
60 kcal./mole for dénaturation of horse and human serum ChE, and Coleman and Eley 
(1954) a value of 61 kcal./mole for the ChE of ox erythrocytes. 

However, the rate of inactivation of fly head ChE by heat, as shown in Table 2 for 
various durations of exposure, does not follow simple first order kinetics over longer 
intervals. Instead, the course of dénaturation is biphasic, and appears to consist of a rapid 
initial phase and a subsequent slower phase, each of which has first order characteristics. 
Similar results have been obtained with mammalian serum ChE (Goldstein and Doherty, 
1951; Davies, 1955), but the reason for the complexity has not been discovered. 

Also unexplained in our data are the observations (Table II) that the heat sensitivity 
of fly head ChE increased progressively over a period of several days’ storage at 2° to 3°C. 
Control experiments showed that the change could not be attributed to alteration of the 
pH of the homogenates. Since the enzymic activity, measured at 25°C., remained constant 
over a storage period of at least 8 days, it is evident that the change that takes place in the 
enzyme or brei on standing does not affect the active sites directly. Possibly the enzyme in 
freshly prepared brei is protected by some more labile substance that disappears gradually 
on standing. 

2. Reaction with DFP 

The combination of DFP with ChE is on good grounds considered to be a bimolecular 
reaction that follows first order kinetics when inhibitor concentration is greatly in excess. 
A glance at Table III reveals that, under our experimental conditions, the reaction between 
DFP and fly head ChE diverged appreciably from this expected course, inasmuch as the 
average specific reaction rates that were computed in accordance with these assumptions 
decreased consistently with time. Analysis of the decrease suggests that it includes two 
components. The larger part, that took place in the first 20 minutes after inhibitor and 
tissues were mixed, can probably be ascribed to removal of DFP from solution via some 
reaction other than combination with the active sites of ChE. Such a process might be 
anticipated with crude tissue suspensions; and, in fact, incubation of DFP with fly head 
brei for 4 to 8 minutes before adding an aliquot of the filtrate to a fresh test preparation 
resulted in losses of inhibitory activity comparable to those deduced from our usual experi¬ 
ments. The continuing but slower reduction in specific reaction rate observed over longer 
intervals was of the order of magnitude to be expected from the known rate of hydrolysis 
of DFP in buffer at pH 8.0. Taken together, the two mechanisms seem adequate to account 
for the failure of the data in Table III to fit precisely the accepted concept of the nature of 
the inhibitory reaction. 

On this basis, however, the measured values of the specific reaction rates given in 
Table III must all be too low, since they were computed from the nominal concentrations 
of DFP. What are probably better estimates have therefore been calculated by extra¬ 
polating the data to zero time, on the assumption that the reactions that reduce DFP 
concentration are of first order through the first 20 minutes. The rates thus computed are 
enclosed in parentheses in the table. These provisional values will of course be subject to 
correction when and if the underlying assumptions can be confirmed or rejected in 
experiments with purified ChE. 

It is appropriate to remark at this point that even pure enzyme might conceivably 
remove DFP from the inhibitory reaction through combination with parts of the protein 
other than the ester-splitting sites. Another serious obstacle to determination of precise 
values for the specific reaction rate is uncertainty as to the quality of DFP, since the 
inhibitory activity has been found to vary with different samples, supposedly of equal 
chemical purity, and with the same sample over a period of time. In Table III, for instance, 
the specific reaction rates determined at 20° and 30°C. are not directly comparable with 
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each other, nor with those measured at 15°, 25° and 35°C., because of demonstrated loss 
of inhibitory activity of the stock DFP sample during the few days that elapsed between 
the several sets of measurements. 

The data shown in Table III for 15°, 25° and 35°C. may be considered homogeneous 
from the point of view that the inhibitory potency of the DFP used did not appear to 
change significantly during the period of experimentation. Comparison of the results at 
the three temperatures, whether on the basis of the “corrected” values obtained by extra- 
polation to zero time or on the basis of the actual determinations at other time intervals, 
indicates both a small temperature coefficient (average Qio, 1.58) and nearly direct propor¬ 
tionality between reaction rate and temperature over this 20° range (Fig. 3). As in the 
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case of the reaction between ChE and ACh, there is at present no evident explanation for 
this unexpected relationship, although the similarity is not too surprising when one recalls 
that the competitive nature of DFP-inhibition is well established and that the same active 
centers are therefore involved in both reactions. The competitive nature of the inhibition, 
and its virtual irreversibility, are thoroughly attested in our experiments by the constant 
rates of hydrolysis of ACh observed over the 15 minutes following the addition of sub¬ 
strate at 0.015 M concentration to partially inhibited suspensions. These same observations 
also show that, at this ratio of substrate to inhibitor, the inhibitory reaction is stopped 
almost instantly on addition of substrate ; a necessary prerequisite to determining the spe¬ 
cific reaction rates by the method we have used. 

Nachmansohn et al. (1947, 1948) measured the rate at which DFP inhibited the 
ChE’s of the electric eel and of the ox caudate nucleus at two temperatures. Their results 
indicate a small temperature coefficient, which they estimated as being approximately 2. 
Our recalculation from their data gives values between 1.22 and 1.44 for the eel enzyme. 

CONCLUSION 

The ChE activity of fly head suspensions does not vary with temperature in a simple 
manner. This is true whether one measures the rate at which substrate is hydrolyzed, the 
rate of inactivation of the enzyme at higher temperatures, or the rate of combination with 
the inhibitor, DFP. Complicating factors are present; and they probably arise from the 
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fact that the.source of enzyme is a crude tissue homogenate, although similar anomalies 
have been observed with partly purified preparations from mammalian sources. More 
intensive search for the causes of these irregularities is needed. Their explanation would be 
a significant contribution to our understanding of the mode of action of ChE and other 
enzymes in biological systems. 

Since the temperature coefficients for hydrolysis of substrate by fly head ChE and for 
reaction of this enzyme with DFP are small and of about the same order of magnitude, 
one may predict that changes in temperature should cause little variation in the toxicity 
of absorbed DFP to flies. So far as we know, this hypothesis has not been tested experi' 
mentally. 
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DISCUSSION 

R. D. O’Brien. The striking difference between insect and mammalian ChE with 
respect to reactivation after heat, coupled with Metcalf’s data on the behaviour of insect 
ChE’s with respect to inhibitors, suggests that we have perhaps been overanxious in the 
past to identify insect ChE’s with one or other of mammalian ChE’s. Clearly there are 
numerous esterases in insects. Perhaps we should use a system of nomenclature indepen' 
dent of those used for mammals, based upon a fresh characterization with inhibitors and 
substrates. 

M. H. J. Weiden. Would organic phosphate inhibitors of acetylcholinesterase of 
insects prevent the heat inactivation you have studied? The use of 2'pyridine aldoxime 
methiodide (Wilson’s organic phosphate antidote) may aid in studying this possibility. 

L. E. Chadwick. So far as I know, the use of such substances as 2' pyridine aldoxime 
methiodide has not been tested in vivo with insect cholinesterases. If such reversal can be 
produced, an investigation could be made of the role of organophosphate in the protection 
of insect cholinesterases from inactivation by heat. 
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The Occurrence of Cholinesterase in Insect Eggs 
and Its Role in the Ovicidal Action of Organophosphates1. 

By E. H. Smith and A. C. Wagenknecht 

New York State Agricultural Experiment Station 

Geneva, N.Y. 

ABSTRACT 

It has been established that in hatched forms organo'phosphorus compounds exert their 
insecticidal action by inhibition of cholinesterase. In the case of ovicidal action it has not 
been agreed whether inhibition of cholinesterase or other esterases is involved. 

In six species representing three orders the pattern of cholinesterase activity was broadly 
similar, activity first appearing near the mid'point of embryonic development and increasing 
thereafter until hatching. The relationship between time of treatment and ovicidal action is 
discussed. 

Eggs of susceptible species exposed to parathion vapor prior to occurrence of cholinesterase 
failed to hatch although embryonic development continued almost to the normal time of hatching. 
This observation suggests two possibilities, that cholinesterase is not involved in poisoning or 
that the toxicant is retained until occurrence of the enzymes. 

Wide differences in susceptibility of various species to ovicidal action were found. The 
relationship between susceptibility and nature of the cholinesterases present is discussed. 

Inhibition by in vivo and in vitro treatment of susceptible and nonsusceptible species 
is compared. 

Considerable evidence has now been accumulated to support the concept that inhibi¬ 
tion of cholinesterase (ChE) accounts for the toxic action of organophosphate insecticides 
to hatched forms. Much less attention has been given to the role of this enzyme in ovicidal 
action. The evidence relating to mode of action in hatched forms may not apply in the case 
of ovicides as the physiological systems are not identical. By contrast to hatched forms, 
ChE occurs in eggs only in the late stages of embryonic development although treatment at 
any stage may result in ovicidal action. This observation has lead several investigators to 
the conclusion that ChE is not involved in ovicidal action. The present paper constitutes a 
review of the employment of thiophosphates as ovicides, the occurrence of ChE in insect 
eggs and its probable role in organophosphate poisoning. Certain practical aspects regarding 
the use of thiophosphate ovicides are discussed because of the clues they provide to the 
manner in which lethal doses of toxicant are acquired and the likely physiological systems 
involved. 

The Use of Thiophosphates as Ovicides 

The effective employment of thiophosphates as ovicides requires first, that the species 
be physiologically susceptible. While no systematic effort has been made to determine 
susceptibility, a number of species representing several orders of insects and mites have 
been found to be susceptible. These include the following : 

Species 

oriental fruit moth 
codling moth 
peach tree borer 
lesser peach tree borer 
silkworm 

grape berry moth 
currant borer 

tomato moth 
Mediterranean flour moth 

Order Lepidoptera 

Grapholitha molesta (Busck) 
Carpocapsa pomonella (L.) 
Sanninoidea exitiosa (Say) 
Synanthedon pictipes (G. & R.) 
Bombyx mori (L.) 
Pieris brassicæ 
Paralobesia viteana (Clem.) 
Ramosia tipuliformis (Clerck) 
Laspeyresia (Grapholitha 

funebrana Tr. 
Diataratia olerácea L. 
Anagasta \uhniella (Zell.) 

Reference 

Smith (1955) 
Hamilton (1954) 
Smith (1955) 
Smith (1955) 
Staudenmayer (1953) 
Speyer (1950) 
Taschenberg (1953) 
Taschenberg (1953) 

Schuhmann (1953) 
Lord U* Potter (1951) 
Lord & Potter (1951) 
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Colorado potato beetle 
plum curculio 

pear psylla 

cherry fruit fly 

European red mite 

Order Coleóptera 
Leptinotarsa decemlineata (Say) 
Conotrachelus nenuphar (Hbst.) 
Brachis rufimanus 

Order Homoptera 
Psylla pyricola Foerst. 

Order Diptera 
Rhagoletis cingulata (Loew) 

Order Acariña 
Metatetr any chus ulmi (Koch) 

Schwartz (1950) 
Smith (1955) 
Speyer (1950) 

Mundinger (1952) 

Cox (1956) 

Lienk (1956) 

It is interesting to note that the preponderance of the species listed is of the order 
Lepidoptera. Whether this is due to phylogeneric susceptibility of the group or to its 
prevalance among economic species is not known. That some species of insects are not 
susceptible to ovicidal action has been demonstrated in the case of the milkweed bug, 
Oncopeltus fasciatus (Dali.), which is not affected by ovicidal parathion treatments at 
practical concentrations although hatched forms of this species are susceptible. 

Aside from the matter of physiological susceptibility are certain requirements of a 
practical nature which must exist to insure ovicidal effectiveness. The egg must be deposited 
in an exposed position where lethal concentrations of toxicant occur. In addition, a large 
segment of the population must be present in the egg stage at a given time to permit control 
with a reasonable number of sprays. This factor is influenced by both the period of ovi- 
position and incubation. Susceptible species which overwinter in the egg stage are obviously 
highly vulnerable to ovicidal control. In some species a combination of factors mentioned 
above accounts for ovicidal effectiveness. An example is the peach tree borer, a single- 
brooded species which deposits its eggs on the trunks of host trees over a period of approxi¬ 
mately six weeks (NY, USA) and has an incubation period of about 10 days. The heavy 
residue deposits on bark remain ovicidally effective for several weeks resulting in effective 
control by two sprays (Smith, 1954). In a number of species the degree of ovicidal control 
is not revealed by the criteria normally employed in control studies. The codling moth is 
an example. While the egg is highly susceptible this fact is obscured because control effec¬ 
tiveness is generally based on the number of individuals surviving treatment without 
regard to the life history stage in which control occurs. It seems likely that the practical 
employment of the ovicidal feature of certain organophosphates will be extended as a result 
of further studies. 

Exposure Required for Ovicidal Action 

Ovicidal action by the thiophosphates may result from the application of toxicant 
directly to the chorion or by exposure of the egg to the vapor arising from surface residue. 
The latter possibility seems to have been largely overlooked in accounting for ovicidal 
action. In the case of the peach tree borer, control is due to both types of exposure with 
surface residues remaining effective for several weeks. Considering the usual short residual 
effectiveness of parathion it seems unlikely that toxic action is due to direct contact between 
chorion and surface residue. A more plausible explanation would be that the toxicant is 
retained in the porous bark and the vapor from this source gains entry to the egg in the 
respiratory exchange of gases. This concept is given further validity by tests at this labora¬ 
tory in which borer eggs were suspended in vessels, the walls of which had been treated 
with parathion at concentrations normally employed. Exposures of 24 hours or less proved 
ovicidally effective although the concentration of vapor was not established. It seems likely 
that irrespective of the method of exposure, some or all of the toxicant acquired gains entry 
as vapor in the course of the respiratory exchange. 

When the Toxic Effect of Treatment Occurs 

It is now generally agreed that eggs receiving lethal exposures of thiophosphates 
continue their development almost to the point of hatching. This observation accounts for 

Fig. 1. Respiratory rate of silkworm eggs treated with parathion. (After Staudenmayer, 1953). 

Fig. 2. Respiratory rate of peach tree borer eggs treated with parathion at 1 and 7 days of age. (After Smith, 1955). 

Fig. 3. Showing ChE activity in peach tree borer and milkweed bug eggs of various ages. Substrate: 
ACh 1 X IO2 M. (After Smith and Wagenknecht 1956). 
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considerable confusion regarding the manner in which ovicidal action occurs. Some in- 
vestigators have termed this effect “larvacidaF rather than ovicidal assuming that lethal 
exposure occurs when the larvae encounter surface residues in attempting to emerge from the 
chorion (Speyer, 1950). The weight of evidence now accumulated supports the view that 
the thiophosphates act as ovicides, eggs in all stages of development being susceptible and 
ovicidal action being independent of direct contact between the embryo and surface 
residue. The delayed action effect observed in thiophosphate poisoning poses the question: 
when does the lethal effect occur? In an effort to answer this question, Staudenmayer (1953) 
and Smith (1955) studied the effect of parathion treatment on the respiratory rate of develop- 
mg eggs of the silkworm and peach tree borer respectively. Their findings, which were in 
close agreement, showed treated eggs to respire normally until approximately 1.5 days 
before the normal time of hatching. At this point the rate underwent a progressive decline 
which continued for several days past the normal time of hatching (Figs. 1, 2). Early 
treatments with toxic levels greatly in excess of the lethal threshold did not alter this 
picture. Likewise, eggs responded similarly whether treated directly or exposed to vapor. 
As the respiratory response was essentially the same irrespective of stage of development 
when treatment was made, no conclusive evidence was provided relative to the time that 
lethal action took place. 

Susceptibility of Eggs at Various Stages of Development 

It seems likely that considering the drastic physiological changes occurring in the 
course of embryonic development, differences in susceptibility would exist and that the 
establishment of these might be suggestive of the mode of action involved in poisoning. 
Accordingly, susceptibility of peach tree borer eggs at various stages of development was 
determined by two methods of treatment, viz., direct application to the chorion and exposure 
to vapor. While all stages were susceptible and the differences between stages were not 
great, early stages were most susceptible by vapor exposure and the reverse occurring 
with direct treatment (Table I). Vapor exposure is believed to reveal more clearly the true 

TABLE I—The Influence of Age on Susceptibility of Peach Tree Borer Eggs by Direct 

and Indirect Treatment with Parathion. 

Direct treatment—Per cent kill 

Concentration* 
Age of Eggs (Days) 

(p.p.m.) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

425 4 29 59 10 96 96 100 
850 47 64 76 51 93 79 100 

1700 93 99 93 87 98 100 100 
3400 100 100 100 98 99 100 100 

Indirect treatment—Per cent kill 

Exposure time in 
Hours 

Age i of Eggs (Days) 

1 3 5 7 

12 84 77 40 2 
24 100 100 30 1 
36 100 100 54 1 
48 100 100 100 — 

* Parathion formulated as emulsion. 

physiological susceptibility of the organism as the variables of deposit and residual persist¬ 
ence are eliminated. If parathion enters the egg as vapor in the gaseous exchange of the 
respiratory process, a positive relation between respiratory rate and susceptibility might be 
expected. This was not the case, eggs having the highest respiratory rate being least 
susceptible. This fact could be accounted for by change in permeability, the egg presumably 
becoming less permeable with age and consequently less susceptible. The extensive studies 
of Salkeld and Potter (1953) on permeability of the chorion to toxicants are of interest in 
this connection although their work did not include tests with parathion. 
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Occurrence of ChE in Insect Eggs 

Since the implication of ChE in the toxic action of thiophosphates a number of workers 
have studied the occurrence of this enzyme in insect eggs. In this connection the investiga' 
tions of Smith and Wagenknecht (1956) will be considered in some detail. 

Here interest centered around both the occurrence of ChE in developing eggs and 
the inhibition of the enzyme by in vivo and in vitro treatment with parathion. The two 
species selected for study represent extremes in susceptibility to ovicidal action, the 
peach tree borer being highly susceptible while the milkweed bug is not affected at practical 
concentrations. It was thought that this differential in in vivo toxicity might be related to 
variations in the esterase system of the two species. Three substrates were screened for 
use in detecting the occurrence of ChE using eggs in advanced stages of development. These 
were acetylcholine chloride (ACh), acetyb/3'methylcholine (AMeCH) and benzoylcholine 
chloride (BzCh). BzCh showed little activity with enzymes from either source but the 
other two substrates were both hydrolyzed at rates sufficiently high to render them satis' 
factory for assay studies. ACh was selected as the principal substrate in assay studies 
because of the similarity in substrate'activity curves for enzymes from the two sources. 
The activity curves determined for eggs of various ages are shown in Fig. 3. In both species 
activity first appeared about the fourth day and increased thereafter until hatching. The 
relationship between the occurrence of ChE activity and embryonic development has not 
been determined. These findings on the occurrence of ChE agree essentially with those of 
Chino and Yushima (1954) using eggs of the rice stem borer, Chilo simplex Butl., cabbage 
army worm, Barathra brassicce L., and silkworm, Bombyx mori L. While the general pattern 
of ChE activity was broadly similar for all three species, these workers concluded that there 
was no correlation between time of appearance of ChE activity and development of the 
nervous system. This conclusion was based on the variable occurrence of ChE in relation 
to the time of blastokinesis. In the rice stem borer and cabbage armyworm ChE activity 
appeared 20-30 hours before blastokinesis while in the silkworm earliest ChE activity 
coincided with blastokinesis. Tahmisian (1943) using grasshopper eggs reported ChE 
activity on the seventh day of pre'diapause, increasing thereafter until diapause. The 
diapause period was characterized by a uniform rate of activity followed by an increase in 
post'diapause. 

Lord and Potter (1954) reported ChE activity only in late stages of development of 
the tomato moth. In a later study (Potter et al, 1956) the occurrence of ChE in relation to 
embryonic development was determined for eggs of Pieris brassicce. Eggs were held at 
15°C., 7_8 days being required for completion of incubation at this temperature. Seven 
developmental stages covering embryonic development were described. ChE activity 
first occurred in 5-6 day old eggs in which the nervous system appeared similar to that of 
fully developed embryos and was presumably functional. By contrast, other esterase 
activity occurred in all stages of development. 

Staudenmayer (1955), working with diapause eggs of the silkworm, reported earliest 
ChE activity 5 days before hatching or shortly after blastokinesis. These findings are in 
general agreement with those of Chino and Yushima (1954) using nomdiapause eggs of 
the same species. 

It appears from the investigations cited that in eggs of 8 species representing 
three orders of insects the pattern of ChE activity is broadly similar, activity occurring in 
the latter half of the incubation period and increasing progressively until hatching. 

Substrate Specificity 

Recent studies have shown that properties of acetyl esterases from different insect 
species vary widely and that these differences in turn relate to specific organophosphorus 
sensitivity. Such differences in cholinesterases can be distinguished broadly by their 
activity on various substrates and intensive research has recently been devoted to the 
elucidation of this complex relationship (Babers and Pratt, 1950; Casida, 1955; Metcalf 
et al, 1955). To provide evidence on the nature of esterases represented in the two species 
under study, substrate'activity curves were determined using the three substrates employed 
earlier in detection studies. The resulting curves after correcting for nonspecific hydrolysis 
and endogenous CO2 production are given in Fig. 4. ChE from both sources reacted with 
ACh to give belhshaped curves. BzCh was hydrolyzed by enzymes from both sources at 
a very low rate. Sharp contrast occurred with AMeCh which was readily hydrolyzed by 
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borer egg ChE with no inhibition at higher concentrations while the curve for milkweed 
bug ChE showed less activity and suggested inhibition at higher concentrations. While 
these limited tests did not fully elaborate the properties of the esterases present, the con- 

Fig. 4. Acivity/pS curves for enzymatic hydrolysis by peach tree borer and milkweed bug ChE. (Smith and 
Wagenknecht 1956). 

trast in activity curves for AMeCh indicates that they are not identical. The curves for 
borer egg brei closely resemble those reported by Metcalf et al. (1950) for bee heads while 
the pattern for milkweed bug eggs is more like that of the housefly. These workers after 
extensive study concluded that bee- and flyTead breis represent two distinct types of 
enzymatic activity toward ACh and AMeCh. It is interesting to note the striking similarity 
in activity curves for milkweed bug eggs and milkweed bug heads (Metcalf et al, 1955) 
suggesting that in this species the properties of ChE remain essentially the same in different 
life history stages. This relationship differs from the findings of Casida (1955) where a 
qualitative change occurred in different stages of the housefly. 

In Vivo Treatment 

It has been established in the foregoing that ChE activity does not occur in early 
stages of embryonic development and that eggs are susceptible to ovicidal action before 
occurrence of the enzyme. This observation suggests that either ChE is not involved in 
toxic action resulting from early treatment or that the toxicant is retained in the egg until 
the occurrence of ChE at which time the inhibitory action occurs. Tests were undertaken 
(Smith and Wagenknecht, 1956) with the twoffold objective of determining the effect of early 
treatment on ChE activity and to determine whether the susceptible and nomsusceptible 
species reacted differently to treatment with respect to ChE inhibition. In this test vapor 
treatment was used to avoid possible contamination of the egg breis with surface residues. 
The results of these tests are given in Table II. Inhibition of the order of 85% occurred in 
the susceptible species as compared with 15% in the nomsusceptible species. Additional 
tests involving treatments made in advanced stages of development gave essentially the 
same results. 

TABLE II—Inhibition of ChE in Eggs of the Peach Tree Borer 

and Milkweed Bug by in vivo Treatment with Parathion. 

Substrate: 1 x 10_2M ACh. 

Age of ChE Activity, b: iso(gross) 
eggs - Per cent 

Species (days) Untreated Treated Inhibition 

Peach tree borer 7 405 63 84 
Peach tree borer 6 394 58 85 
Milkweed bug 5 266 227 15 
Milkweed bug 4 59 54 8 

Assuming that the period of treatment reported in Table II may have slightly over' 
lapped the initial occurrence of ChE in the susceptible species an additional test was 
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conducted in which treatment was confined to the 24 hours following deposition and 
ChE activity determined on the fifth day of incubation. These results are given below. 

ChE activity — biso 
Per cent 

Untreated Treated Inhibition 

134 58 57 
(Substrate : 3 x 10~2 M ACh) 

This exposure resulted in over 50% inhibition which is somewhat less than shown in the 
foregoing. This difference is probably due to the change in substrate concentration and 
the lower gross activity of 5 day old eggs. From these data it is concluded that ovicidal 
effectiveness is associated with a high degree of ChE inhibition and that such inhibition 
may take place as a result of treatment made before the enzyme occurs. In reconciling these 
findings with the respiratory curves shown in Figs. 1 and 2 it also appears that inhibition of 
ChE is of no immediate physiological importance as embryonic development continues and 
death occurs even after the normal time of hatching. 

In Vitro Treatment 

A striking difference has been shown both in susceptibility of the two species to 
ovicidal action and in properties of ChE. The relationship between in vivo and in vitro 
treatment is of interest in attempting to account for differential susceptibility. Accordingly, 
in vitro treatments were made to establish 50 per cent inhibition (IN 50) values and to 
compare the rates at which inhibition occurred. These data are shown in Table III. At the 

TABLE III—The Effect of Parathion Concentration in Inhibition of ChE in Eggs of the 
Peach Tree Borer and Milkweed Bug by in vitro Treatment. Substrate: 1 x 10'2 

mach. 

Parathion 
Concentration (M) 

Per cent Inhibition of CO2 Production 

1 hr. 2 hrs. 3 hrs. 4 hrs. 5 hrs. 6 hrs. 

5-day Old Milkweed Bug Eggs 
1 x KT1 64 76 81 82 86 85 
1 X 10~2 69 78 81 83 86 85 
1 x icr3 50 62 65 67 69 67 
1 x IO“4 29 29 31 32 32 27 
1 x IO“5 29 17 13 13 10 4 

6-day Old Peach Tree Borer Eggs 
1 X IO“2 80 86 90 89 
1 x IO“3 71 80 83 81 
1 x 1CT4 20 29 31 25 
1 x icr5 10 9 7 4 
1 x 10^ 14 11 9 11 
1 x 10~7 9 8 2 4 

higher concentrations inhibition occurred at a more rapid rate in peach tree borer eggs but 
with both species little change occurred after 3 hours. Maximum inhibition was of the 
same order in both species with milkweed bug eggs showing no increase in inhibition with 
excess parathion. The IN 50 values derived from these data are approximately the same for 
both species, being of the order of 3 x 10-3 M. These values appear high, particularly for 
the susceptible species. The similarity in IN 50 values for the two species by in vitro treat- 
ment is in contrast to the marked difference by in vivo treatment. While the evidence is not 
in complete agreement, a high degree of correlation between in vivo and in vitro inhibition 
generally exists (Metcalf and March, 1949; Chamberlain and Hoskins, 1951). Exceptions to 
this corollary may occur due to active impurities in the organophosphates (Aldridge and 
Barnes, 1952) to metabolic conversion to more active anti-esterases (O’Brien and Spencer, 
1953), to enzymatic detoxification of the toxicant (Aldridge, 1953) and to failure of the 
toxicant to penetrate to the site of action (O’Brien and Spencer, 1953; O’Brien, 1956). 

In the present case the lack of agreement between in vivo and in vitro treatment can 
hardly be explained on the basis of diverse properties of ChE from the two sources. It seems 
likely that esterases from both sources are sensitive to a high degree of inhibition as shown 
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by in vitro treatment but in the case of the milkweed bug the toxicant fails to reach the site 
of action by in vivo treatment. 

Other Esterases 

In the current study, investigations were not extended to the role of other esterases 
in thiophosphate poisoning, a possibility which should be considered. Lord and Potter 
(1951, 1953) and Potter et al. (1956) have demonstrated the presence of an enzyme in 
several species which hydrolyses o-nitrophenyl acetate (NPA). This enzyme was present 
in all stages of development and was inhibited by TEPP-containing materials. Furthermore, 
TEPP was ovicidally effective and at high concentrations killed in early stages of develop- 
ment before differentiation of the nervous system (Potter et al., 1956). The writers conclude 
that this experimental evidence does not give convincing support to the theory that the 
eggs are being killed by inhibition of cholinesterase of the nervous system and that the 
results obtained can not be explained on the basis of the inhibition of a single enzyme. 

The principal question raised by these data regards the concentration of TEPP used. 
Treatments with concentrations of TEPP normally employed in practice, viz. 0.02%, gave 
no ovicidal action. Not until the concentration was raised to approximately 15 times the 
practical level did appreciable ovicidal action occur. These data are in general agreement 
with our results using TEPP on eggs of the peach tree borer. Here an LD 50 value of 0.52 per 
cent TEPP was established for three-day old eggs, a value roughly 30 times the concentra¬ 
tion employed in practice. Thus, practically speaking, TEPP has no ovicidal action. It 
seems evident that whatever mode of action is involved in excessive concentrations has 
little relationship to that responsible for mortality under conditions of actual usage. In 
contrast, the ovicidal action of parathion against eggs of the peach tree borer occurred at 
or below the concentration employed in practice. Furthermore, eggs treated in early stages 
with such concentrations continued to develop until advanced stages and inhibition of 
cholinesterase was demonstrated. The hydrolysis of phenyl acetate by enzymes from insect 
breis has also been reported by Casida (1955) and Metcalf et al. (1955). The latter concluded 
that in bee-head brei a considerable amount of NPA hydrolysis is from the action of aromatic 
esterase which is insensitive to inhibition by para-oxon and prosternine at 1 x ET3 M. 
Casida pointed out that in the cockroach ACh esterase was the only esterase consistently 
inhibited over 67% in vivo by various organophosphates and concluded that in this species 
phenylesterase is not involved in the mechanism of organophosphate poisoning. On the 
other hand Hopf (1952, 1954) while not concerned primarily with insect eggs postulated 
that organophosphorus insecticides inhibit a general esterase not specifically connected 
with cholinesters, thus supporting the early concept of Lord and Potter (1951). 

The conclusions of Hopf were based in part on the observation that in contrast to 
mammals, injections of ACh did not prove toxic to insects. It has since been demonstrated 
by O'Brien (l956) that in the roach a barrier exists which protects esterases from the effect 
of certain ionized compounds and it is on this basis that the author explains the non-toxicity 
of ACh. 

Staudenmayer (1955) concluded that enzyme systems other than ChE are involved in 
ovicidal action of thiophosphates. This conclusion was based on the time at which evidence 
of poisoning could be detected in the respiratory rate of treated eggs. While ChE activity 
appeared 5 days before hatching, para-oxon caused a depression in respiratory rate 7 days 
before hatching. Respiration continued beyond the normal time of hatching and the 
pattern closely resembled that typical of parathion poisoning (Staudenmayer, 1953; 
Smith, 1956). Such an effect on respiration would presumably occur where high concentra¬ 
tions of toxicant are used, for as shown by Potter et al. (1956) embryonic development may 
be stopped in early stages. 

While the evidence is not entirely conclusive, it seems unlikely that the enzymes 
hydrolyzing NPA but not ACh are involved in ovicidal action of organophosphates. This 
assumption is supported in part by the observation that early ovicidal treatment with 
organophosphates at practical levels fails to halt embryonic development although marked 
activity by enzymes other than ChE can be shown at this time. On the contrary, ovicidal 
action at any time is associated with ChE inhibition in late stages. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

In seven insect species representing three orders ChE activity was found to occur in 
the latter half of the incubation period, reaching maximum activity at hatching. 
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In vivo treatment resulted in marked ChE inhibition in a susceptible species and little 
inhibition in a non-susceptible species. By contrast, in vitro treatment resulted in over 
50r < inhibition in both species. The properties of ChE from the two sources were found to 
differ widely. 

hi vivo treatments of the susceptible species before or after the appearance of ChE 
activity ultimately resulted in marked inhibition of the enzyme. In treatments made before 
the appearance of ChE the toxicant is apparently retained in the egg, later acting upon the 
enzyme. The weight of evidence cited while not conclusive is believed to implicate ChE 
inhibition in the toxic action of organophosphates. The chief opposition to this concept is 
based on the following: 

1. Injection of ACh in insects does not prove toxic as it does in mammals and as would be 
expected by its presumed physiological role in the insect nervous system. 

2. The presence of other esterases susceptible to organophosphate inhibition has been 
demonstrated. 

3. Developing eggs are susceptible to organophosphate poisoning at stages when ChE is 
not detectable. 

4. The retention of the toxicant in the egg until the occurrence of ChE would not be 
expected considering that organophosphorus compounds are strong phosphorylating 
agents unlikely to remain stable for so long a period in vivo. 

The first point, that of the non-toxicity of injected ACh, may be explained on the 
basis of O’Brien’s works (1956) in which a barrier was shown to exist which protects 
esterases from ionised compounds of this type. 

Regarding the second point, while the occurrence of other esterases has been demon¬ 
strated, their inhibition at practical toxic levels and resulting mortality have not been shown. 
In studies involving organ systems of hatched forms the only enzyme consistently inhibited 
to a large extent at the prostrate stage was AChE of the nerve cord (Casida, 1955). 

Ovicidal action taking place before the occurrence of ChE would provide strong 
evidence that other enzymes were involved but the experimental evidence cited involved 
dosages much higher than those employed in practical control. On the contrary, ovicidal 
treatments with parathion at practical levels resulted in continued development and sub¬ 
sequent inhibition of ChE. 

The evidence suggesting the retention of the toxicant in the egg is the fact that 
treatment before the occurrence of ChE ultimately results in its inhibition. A material so 
readily hydrolyz;ed as TEPP would not be expected to remain toxic for such an extended 
period and indeed TEPP did not prove ovicidally effective against eggs of the peach tree 
borer at practical levels. 

The correlation between ovicidal effectiveness and in vivo inhibition by parathion for 
the susceptible and non-susceptible species is in keeping with the concept of ChE inhibition 
as the mechanism of poisoning. The difference in susceptibility could conceivably be ac¬ 
counted for by the diverse properties of the ChE of the two species. A parallel has been 
cited by Metcalf and March (1950) in accounting for differences in susceptibility of flies and 
bees to certain organophosphates. If properties of ChE accounted for differences in sus¬ 
ceptibility of the two species a corresponding difference in inhibition by in vitro treatment 
would be expected although evidence on the correlation between in vitro inhibition and 
insecticidal effectiveness is not in complete agreement as was cited earlier. The present 
discrepancy between in vivo and in vitro inhibition is believed to be due to failure of the 
toxicant to reach the site of action rather than to insensitivity of the ChE present. This 
point of view is further substantiated by the observation that when eggs exposed to treated 
filter paper hatched, the nymphs died upon exposure to the treated surface. Thus, a lethal 
threshold by ovicidal action was not reached although toxicity to hatched forms could 
readily be demonstrated. 

It has been postulated that the toxicant gains entry in the vapor form, this being 
predicated on the fact that direct contact between the egg and toxic residue is not required 
for ovicidal action. It is also evident that once exposed the toxicant is retained in the egg. 
In view of the foregoing, the ineffectiveness of parathion in the case of the milkweed bug 
egg might be explained by exclusion of the toxicant due to characteristics of the chorion or 
failure of the toxicant to become fixed and thus accumulate after gaining entry through the 
chorion. The latter seems more likely if the toxicant gams entry as vapor in the respiratory 
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exchange. In any event, such factors likely operate independently of the matter of enzyme 
sensitivity in which the properties of ChE play a role. 

In attempting to establish the mechanism of ovicidal action of thiophosphates, the 
observations cited here might be reconciled by the following scheme : Parathion gains entry 
to the egg as vapor, younger eggs being more permeable. The toxicant taken up at any stage 
remains in the egg as such or is metabolized to a more active anticholinesterase that persists 
in the egg. ChE which occurs in late stages of development is inhibited by the retained 
toxicant. Inhibition of ChE is of no physiological importance until embryonic development 
nears completion at which time it proves lethal. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The essential findings reported in the foregoing are as follows: 

1. Parathion gains entry to the egg as vapor presumably in the respiratory exchange of gases. 
2. Irrespective of the time of treatment with thiophosphates, embryonic development 

continues almost to the point of hatching. 
3. Eggs in early stages of development are most susceptible to exposures of parathion vapor. 
4. In 8 insect species representing 3 orders ChE was found to occur in the latter half of 

the incubation period, reaching maximum activity at hatching. Other esterase activity 
was found to occur at all stages of development. 

5. Ovicidal action was associated with a high degree of ChE inhibition. The evidence 
currently available does not implicate general esterases in the ovicidal action of 
thiophosphates. 

6. The properties of ChE from a susceptible and non-susceptible species were found to 
differ but both were inhibited by in vitro treatment. 

7. It seems likely that the discrepancy between in vivo and in vitro treatment in the case 
of milkweed bug eggs is due to failure of the toxicant to reach the site of action rather 
than to insensitivity of the cholinesterases present. 

8. The weight of evidence seems to support the concept of ChE inhibition as the mode of 
ovicidal action of organophosphates. Conflicting evidence on this point is discussed. 
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Pharmacology of Synaptic Transmission in the Cockroach 
By B. M. Twarog and K. D. Roeder 

Harvard University 

Cambridge, Mass. 

ABSTRACT 

The doubledayered connective tissue sheath which invests the cockroach nervous system 
has been shown to restrict the diffusion of potassium, sodium, and acetylcholine ions from the 
surrounding fluid to the interior of ganglia and connectives.1 Desheathing the last abdominal 
ganglion reduced the concentration at which many pharmacological agents affect synaptic 
transmission. Naturally occurring substances \nown to have pharmacological actions on 
neural tissue were applied to the desheathed last abdominal ganglion. Acetylcholine, urocanyp 
choline, adrenaline, and noradrenaline affected transmission in concentrations of 10~4 M. or 
greater. Acetylcholine action was potentiated by eserine. A variety of acetylcholine blocking 
agents and an adrenaline blocking agent were also studied.2 

In the study of the desheathed ganglion, the cereal nerve was stimulated continuously at a 
low frequency (0.5/sec.). This aspect of the method, rather than desheathing appeared responsible 
for observation of a rhythmic alternation of synaptic bloc\ and "normal” synaptic function 
during continuous perfusion with DFP or eserine. This is discussed with respect to the recent 
observations of Roeder and Kennedy on the reversible and irreversible effect of tri'substituted 
phosphine oxides on the cockroach last abdominal ganglion.3 Low concentrations of these agents 
caused synaptic instability and after'discharge in response to brief afferent volleys. Washing 
did not reverse this effect. Higher concentrations of these agents often caused a normal' 
appearing synchronized synaptic response and eventually synaptic bloc\. These highconcem 
tration effects were removed by washing. 

DISCUSSION 

V. B. Wigglesworth. I have recently shown that the perineurium cells, both around 
the nerves and the ganglia in Rhodnius, contain numerous mitochondria and are very rich 
in succinoxidase (néotétrazolium method). I believe that this sheath is highly active enzyma¬ 
tically. Substrates for the esterase, such as 5-bromo-indoxyl acetate, will enter (in the living 
state) only along the nerves. 

W. G. Van der Kloot. Dr. E. L. Schmidt has shown histological preparations to me 
that demonstrate a sheath between the neuropile and the cellular layer in addition to the 
sheath around the ganglions. Since Dr. Schmidt was killed recently in a tragic accident, 
I have taken the liberty of reporting his observations. 

twarog, B. M., and K. D. Roeder, 1956. Properties of the connective tissue sheath of the cockroach abdominal nerve cord. Biol. Bull. 
Ill: 278-286. 

Twarog, B. M., and K. D. Roeder. 1957. Pharmacological observations on the desheathed last abdominal ganglion of the cockroach. Ann. 
Ent. Soc. Amer. 50: 231—237- 

3Roeder, K. D., and N. K. Kennedy. The effect of certain tri-substituted phosphine oxides on synaptic conduction in the roach. 1955. 
J. Pharmacol. Exptl. Therap. 114: 2U-220. 
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Humoral Aspects of Insect Regeneration 
By Dietrich Bodenstein1 

Chemical Warfare Laboratories 

Army Chemical Center, Md. 

ABSTRACT 

This contribution to insect physiology is essentially a causal analysis of the factors 
underlying the remar\able phenomenon we call regeneration. This problem was attached by 
means of extirpation, transplantation and parabiosis experiments, and by a combination of 
these methods. Special emphasis is given to experiments performed on Periplaneta americana. 
The following topics will be discussed: 1) The necessity of the nerves in the regeneration of 
the leg; 2) Inerve regeneration; 3) The humoral factors in regeneration, i.e. the role of the 
corpus allatum, the corpus cardiacum, the prothoracic gland and the brain; 4) The regeneration 
of the glands of internal secretion; 5) The relation between molting and regeneration; 6) The 
regeneration of the adult insect; 7) Stimulation and depression of regeneration; 8) Regeneration 
and wound healing; 9) The effect of age on the regenerative capacity of the formative material. 

1 Present address: Baltimore City Hospital, Baltimore, Maryland. 
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On the Chemistry and Physiology of Ecdysone 
By Peter Karlson 

Max Planck Institut für Biochimie 

München, Germany 

ABSTRACT1 

It is wellffinown that the postembryonic development of insects is governed by three 
hormones: the brain hormone (prothoracotropic hormone), produced in neurosecretory cells, 
the prothoracic gland hormone (growth and differentiation hormone), and the hormone of 
the corpora aliata (juvenile hormone, status quo'hormone). Our biochemical studies have dealt 
with the prothoracic gland hormone. Two years ago, we succeeded in isolating this hormone in 
crystalline form, and proposed the name “ecdysone” (derived from ecdysis = molt). 

Crystalline ecdysone was obtained from Bombyx pupæ collected in methanol; the purifica' 
tion procedure includes among other steps, an extraction with butanol from æquous solution, 
distribution between ether and water and chromatography on alumina. It may be crystallized 
from water, has an m.P.235-237°, and a probable formula C18H30O4. The yield was 25 mg 
from 500 kg starting material; this amount was not sufficient to elucidate the structural 
formula. Spectroseopical data point to an a, ß-unsaturated Keto group. 

The purification procedure was followed up by means of the Calliphora assay, first used 
by Fraen\el and then by Becher and Plagge. It proved to be very reliable and sensitive; 0,0075 pg. 
crystalline a-ecdysone equals one Calliphora unit. 

During the chemical work, it became evident that at least two active susbtances have been 
extracted from Bombyx pupee. It was possible to isolate the second hormone, named 
ß-eedysone, in chemically pure form, though the yield was very lower, only 2,5 mg from 
500 \g pupee. The L/V- and IR'Spectra are very similar to a-ecdysone. 

Crystalline a-ecdysone has been tested in various insect species. It is active in Diptera, 
as is evident from the Calliphora assay used in routine work- In Lepidoptera, it is possible to 
cause a pupal molt in ligated caterpillars (Ephestia, Galleria) as well as a special color change 
preceding pupation in Cerura vinula. In addition, imaginai development is initiated in 
diapausing pupæ or pupal abdomens of Platysamia, <15 has been shown by C. M. Williams. 
In the sawfly Cimbex americana, larval diapausing is terminated by injection of ecdysone. 
The hormone is also active in hemimetabolous insects, e.g. Rhodnius; in decapitated larvæ 
a molt can be induced. The data collected today demonstrate that the principle of species' 
nonspecifity holds true also for the insect kingdom. 

On the other hand, ecdysone has been found not only in Bombyx, but also in Calliphora. 
Starting with 17 kg Calliphora'pupæ, we obtained a purified extract which contained, 
according to the bioassay, 75 ¡ig ecdysone. The identity with the hormone isolated from Bombyx 
was demonstrated in paper chromatography. Furthermore, extracts active in Calliphora have 
been obtained from crustaceans, e.g. Crangon vulgaris. The Crangon hormone behaves very 
similar to the ecdysone, though its identification depends on isolation in pure form. 

Published in full in Vitamins and Hormones 14: 227-266, 1956. 
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TABLE I—The Action of aTcdysone in Various Insects. 

Dose necessary 

Order Species Preparation 
Type 

of action 

In 
Calliphora 

units 

In fig. 
crystalline 
cx'ecdysone 

Diptera Calliphora 
erythrocephala 

Drosophila 
melanogaster 

Ligated larval 
abdomen 

lgl larvae (defective 
ring gland) 

Puparium 
formation 
Puparium 
formation 

1 

3 

0.0075 

(0.0225)* 

Lepidoptera Ephestia 
kiihniella 

Ligated larval 
abdomen 

Pupation >50 >0.375 

Galleria 
mellonella 

Ligated larval 
abdomen 

Pupation >50 >0.375 

Cerura 
vinula 

Ligated larval 
abdomen 

Color change 13-66 0.1-0.5 

Platysamia 
cecropia 

• 

Brainless 
diapause pupae 

Initiation of 
development 

825-1330 6.2-10 

Samia 
walkeri 

Isolated abdomen 
of diapause pupae 

Initiation of 
development 

1330 10 

Hymenoptera Cimbex 
americana 

Diapause larvae Initiation of 
development 

<660 <5 

Hemiptera Rhodnius 
prolixus 

Decapitated larvae Molting 66-100 0.5-0.75 

* Value calculated from Calliphora units; experiments performed with purified amorphous hormone concentrate. 



Mécanismes endocrines intervenant 

au cours de la Croissance des Diptères supérieurs 
Par Bernard Possompès 

Faculté des Sciences de Paris 

Paris, France 

RÉSUMÉ1 

Les actions endocrines commandant la croissance des Diptères supérieurs impliquent 
l'intervention d'un mécanisme en deux temps. Un premier facteur, issu des cellules neuro' 
sécrétrices de la pars intercerebralis du protocerebrum, stimule les cellules de la glande péri' 
trachéenne de l'anneau de Weismann; celles'd réagissent en sécrétant un deuxième facteur, 
l'hormone de mue, qui déclenche les divers processus de la métamorphose. 

L'effet stimulateur ainsi exercé par le cerveau sur le composant de l'anneau de Weismann 
producteur de l'hormone de mue requiert l'intégrité des nerfs d'origine cérébrale desservant 
l'anneau de Weismann. 

Dans une analyse du fonctionnement de la glande péritrachéenne de Calliphora 
erythrocephala, la présente étude associe des données morphologiques relatives à la produc' 
tion de substances neuro'sécrétées visibles et des données expérimentales concernant le rôle 
physiologique du cerveau dans l'induction de la métamorphose. 

Les Diptères supérieurs (Cyclorrhaphes) se singularisent par leur développement 
post-embryonnaire hautement spécialisé. L’état larvaire acéphale, la formation du pupa- 
rium, l’intensité particulière de l’histolyse avec intervention phagocytaire brutale, la grande 
extension de l’histogénèse imagínale, tels sont les faits saillants qui traduisent le niveau 
élevé d’évolution de ces Insectes. Il n’est donc pas surprenant que les mécanismes 
intervenant au cours de leur croissance, s’ils s’identifient dans l’ensemble aux mécanismes 
mis en évidence chez les autres Insectes étudiés, manifestent des traits particuliers dans 
leur déroulement. 

D’autre part, chez les Cyclorrhaphes, corpus allatum, corpus cardiacum et glande 
sécrétrice de l’hormone de mue se concentrent en une unité anatomique composite, l’anneau 
de Weismann. Une telle disposition topographique, sans équivalent chez d’autres représen¬ 
tants de la classe, pourrait témoigner d’une originalité physiologique corrélative. 

Les expériences dont il sera fait état dans le présent exposé portent sur la métamor¬ 
phose de l’espèce Calliphora erythrocephala. Certaines d’entre elles ont déjà donné lieu à 
des publications (1950, 1953); les autres correspondent à des recherches en cours et sont 
encore inédites. 

1. /Les actions endocrines commandant la croissance des Diptères supérieurs impliquent 
l’intervention d’un mécanisme en deux temps (Possompès, 1950). 

Les cellules neuro-sécrétrices de la parsântercerebralis du protocerebrum, sous l’action 
d’une stimulation de nature inconnue, libèrent un premier facteur qui agit sur la glande 
péritrachéenne (grandes cellules glandulaires de l’anneau de Weismann). Cette dernière 
réagit en sécrétant un deuxième facteur, l’hormone de mue, qui déclenche les divers proces¬ 
sus de la métamorphose. 

Une telle succession d’actions endocrines fonctionnellement liées s’apparente aux 
faits de subordination physiologique de la glande prothoracique des Lépidoptères par 
rapport au cerveau, faits analysés par C. M. Williams (1947) dans son étude de la diapause 
nymphale de Platysamia cecropia. Chez Rhodnius prolixus (Hémiptère), Wigglesworth 
(1951) a pu à son tour montrer que le cerveau commande de façon similaire le fonctionne¬ 
ment de glandes thoraciques productrices de l’hormone de mue. 

Dans leurs manifestations les plus générales, les actions endocrines inductrices de la 
croissance des Diptères Cyclorrhaphes se conforment donc à une règle apparemment 
commune à tous les Insectes. 

2. /L’action stimulatrice exercée par le cerveau sur l’anneau de Weismann requiert 
l’intégrité des voies nerveuses unissant ces deux organes. 

i(Jne partie des résultats exposés dans le présent rapport a fait l’objet d’une brève publication. Comptes Rendus des Séances de l’Académie 
des Sciences 246: 322-324. Janvier 1958. 
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Effectuée avant un certain moment critique du dernier stade larvaire libre de Cal' 
liphora erythrocephala, la section des nerfs d’origine cérébrale desservant l’anneau de 
Weismann entraîne la suppression de la métamorphose et le maintien à l’état de larve 
“permanente”. 

Une telle opération équivaut ainsi à une ablation de l’anneau de Weismann2. 

Précisons que la période critique au-delà de laquelle la rupture nerveuse devient 
inefficace précède notablement dans le temps la période critique d’action de l’anneau de 
Weismann lui-même (âge maximum où l’ablation de cette dernière formation empêche la 
métamorphose). 

D’autre part, pourvue d’un implantât constitué par un anneau de Weismann prélevé 
sur un donneur quelques jours après déconnexion nerveuse préalable, une larve “per¬ 
manente”, rendue inapte à une métamorphose spontanée par ablation de son propre anneau 
de Weismann, se maintient à l’état larvaire. Ainsi, une glande en anneau précocement 
isolée du cerveau se montre inactive ou du moins insuffisamment active; elle ne peut induire 
les processus de la métamorphose. 

Enfin, un cerveau et un anneau de Weismann issus d’une larve très jeune du 3ème 
stade3, séparés par suppression de leurs liaisons nerveuses et simultanément implantés, se 
révèlent incapables de rompre l’état de larve “permanente”. En revanche, un implantai du 
même âge ou même plus jeune (originaire de larves des 2ème et 1er stades) formé par un 
cerveau et un anneau de Weismann unis par leurs nerfs déclenche formation du puparium, 
mue nymphale et conduit la morphogénèse imagínale à son terme. Un résultat positif 
identique est obtenu sous l’action d’un greffon comportant un anneau de Weismann en 
association nerveuse avec la seule fraction protocérébrale. 

La continuité nerveuse exigée par l’action cérébrale sur la glande en anneau est une 
modalité spéciale aux Diptères supérieurs. 

Chez; Platysamia et Rhodnius, au contraire, le cerveau stimule la glande génératrice 
de l’hormone de mue en toute indépendance nerveuse, vraisemblablement par voie sanguine. 

Les deux nerfs d’origine protocérébrale desservant l’anneau de Weismann étant les 
nerfs du corpus cardiacum, on peut supposer une intervention de ce dernier organe comme 
intermédiaire entre les cellules neuro-sécrétrices protocérébrales et la glande péritrachéenne. 
Il est également possible d’émettre l’hypothèse d’un rôle des nerfs du corpus allatum, 
issus du corpus cardiacum et étroitement enrobés sur leur entière longueur par les cellules 
glandulaires péritrachéennes. 

La signification de cette continuité nerveuse nécessaire entre cerveau et anneau de 
Weismann peut se préciser à la lumière des conceptions de B. et E. Scharrer (1944) sur la 
conduction centrifuge des produits de neuro-sécrétion protocérébrale le long des axones 
des nerfs des corpora cardiaca. Si, chez; Calliphora, un tel cheminement du facteur cérébral 
s’effectue habituellement, on conçoit les effets de la section des nerfs de la glande en anneau. 

Est-il possible d’apporter des arguments cytologiques en faveur d’une telle inter¬ 
prétation ? Je me bornerai à résumer quelques-uns des premiers résultats d’une étude encore 
à peine ébauchée. 

Sur des larves du dernier stade libre encore en période de digestion du contenu du 
jabot, les connexions cerveau-anneau de Weismann sont sectionnées et, en conséquence, 
l’état larve “permanente” se trouve réalisé. Une semaine environ après l’opération, c’est 
à dire nettement au-delà du moment où le sujet se serait normalement empupé, ce dernier 
est sacrifié et traité suivant la technique de Gomori (hématoxyline chromique-phloxine). 

a) Les cellules neuro-sécrétrices du protocerebrum manifestent des signes visibles 
d’une intense activité sécrétoire; leur cytoplasme est surchargé de produits de sécrétion 
basophiles intensément colorés par l’hématoxyline. Les images observées, comparées à des 
préparations relatives à des animaux témoins, semblent traduire une accumulation de 
substances vraisemblablement non évacuées en raison de la destruction des nerfs du corpus 
cardiacum. 

b) La glande péritrachéenne de l’anneau de Weismann est réduite à un état évident 
de régression et de non fonctionnement: cytoplasme peu abondant, considérablement 
diminué à certains niveaux où les noyaux, normaux en apparence, se trouvent tassés les 

2Burtt (1939) avait constaté un effet analogue chez l’espèce Calliphora vomitoria après interruption de l’innervation de l’anneau de Weismann 
effectuée environ quatre jours avant la formation du puparium. 

3Un anneau de Weismann prélevé chez une larve âgée du même 3ème stade et implanté dans une larve “permanente” suffit à lui seul à induire 
les processus de la métamorphose. 
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uns près des autres. Une comparaison avec la même formation observée chez; des larves 
témoins permet de mesurer l’atrophie consécutive à l’opération. 

Il paraît légitime de conclure à une corrélation entre les trois ordres de faits observés 
à la suite des opérations de rupture nerveuse effectuées dans ces expériences: 

— la rétention du produit protocérébral de neuro-sécrétion, 
— l’atrophie essentiellement cytoplasmique des cellules de la glande péritrachéenne 
— et la suppression de la métamorphose. 

Nous connaissons parfaitement, du point de vue morphologique, la neuro-sécrétion 
à l’intérieur du système pars intercerebralis—corpus cardiacum—corpus allatum de nom¬ 
breux Insectes, mais nous ignorons encore sa signification physiologique exacte. 

La présente étude associe, dans une analyse du fonctionnement de la glande péri¬ 
trachéenne de Calliphora, des données morphologiques relatives à la production de sub¬ 
stances neuro-sécrétées visibles et des données expérimentales concernant le rôle du cerveau 
dans l’induction de la métamorphose. Ses résultats, malgré leur caractère encore sommaire, 
permettent d’entrevoir les bases cytologiques des relations fonctionnelles entre la pars' 
intercerebralis et la glande sécrétrice de l’hormone de mue des Diptères supérieurs. 
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The Integration of Growth in Rhodnius prolixus Stài 
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University of Cambridge 
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ABSTRACT 

The hormonal control of growth and metamorphosis in Rhodnius agrees in general 
outline with that in other insects. A product of the intercerebral neurosecretory cells activates 
the thoracic gland, the hormone from which induces growth and moulting. During the early 
moulting stages the corpus allatum hormone (neotenin) ensures the differentiation of larval 
characters. The activity of the corpus allatum is under the control of the brain which thus 
regulates indirectly the gradual change in form in the earlier instars and the abrupt metamor' 
phosis at the final moult. Metamorphosis involves the permanent breakdown of the thoracic 
gland so that no further moulting can occur; the corpus allatum hormone is then utilized for 
reproductive activity. 

The hæmocytes are concerned in some way in the moulting process, for if they are 
actively engaged in repairing injuries or in the phagocytosis of injected matter the activation of 
the thoracic gland is delayed. This hormone system is inactivated also at high temperatures well 
below the lethal level. The crystalline hormone isolated from the silkworm by Butenandt and 
Karlson is effective in Rhodnius : its action is identical with that of the hormone of the thoracic 
gland. This has made possible a renewed study of the action of this hormone; some of the 
results are reported. 

The best known parts of the endocrine system in Rhodnius are the neurosecretory 
cells in the dorsum of the brain, the corpus cardiacum, the corpus allatum and the thoracic 
glands. The product of the neurosecretory cells passes down the axons and accumulates in 
the corpus cardiacum. Under the stimulus of a distending meal this secretion is discharged 
into the blood and activates the thoracic gland, which then secretes the growth and 
moulting hormone. 

Throughout the larval stages the corpus allatum secretes the juvenile hormone which 
causes the retention of larval characters. In the 5th stage the juvenile hormone is lacking 
and metamorphosis occurs. Metamorphosis is at once followed by breakdown of the 
thoracic glands (a breakdown which is controlled by some humoral mechanism that is 
still unknown) so that further moulting does not occur. 

Some of these relations were first worked out on Rhodnius, others were established 
by other authors in various groups of insects. The fundamental discovery that the brain 
is the primary endocrine organ was due to Kopec working on Lepidoptera—though it was 
in Rhodnius that this secretion was first traced to the neurosecretory cells. The transmission 
of this secretion to the corpus cardiacum was demonstrated by Hanström and by Berta 
Scharrer. That the thoracic glands are the immediate source of the moulting hormone 
was first proved experimentally in the silkworm by Fukuda; and the fact that this gland is 
activated by the brain factor was suggested and proved by Carroll Williams in Platysamia. 
The central importance of the corpus allatum in the control of metamorphosis was first 
demonstrated in Rhodnius and has been repeatedly confirmed in other insects. 

The purpose of this contribution is to discuss the mode of action of these hormones.1 

THE BRAIN FACTOR 

Very little is known about the nature or mode of action of the hormone from the 
brain. We shall see later that the thoracic gland hormone is becoming active in Rhodnius 
within an hour or two after feeding. Indeed there is evidence that it shows some activity 
even if the insect is decapitated within a few minutes after feeding. That suggests that 
some of the brain factor is liberated even during the act of feeding. 

But the 4tUstage larva of Rhodnius can be decapitated as late as three days after 
feeding and still moulting is prevented. That means that the brain factor is not just having 
a ‘triggering'' effect on the thoracic glands: long continued action is necessary. Perhaps it is 
providing some essential material needed for the production of the moulting hormone by 
the thoracic gland. 

*A more detailed account of this work, with illustrations and references to the literature, is in course of publication in Symposia of the 
Society for Experimental Biology, 10: 204'227. 1957. 
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The phagocytic blood cells, the so-called amoebocytes, seem to be concerned in some 
way in this process. The normal 4tlvstage larva moults at about 14 days after feeding. If 
it is injected with Indian ink or iron saccharate at 1 day after feeding, moulting may be 
delayed for two or three weeks. The same thing happens at two days and three days after 
feeding. But at four days (and later), when the activation of the thoracic gland is complete, 
these injections have no effect at all. 

What this result means is not yet known. It may be that the hæmocytes are normally 
producing some substance needed by the thoracic glands for hormone production—and 
when they are diverted to phagocytosis this substance is not produced. Or it may be that 
during phagocytosis of the foreign matter the brain factor in the blood is inactivated. 
Nothing is known as yet about the nature of the brain factor. 

THE THORACIC GLAND HORMONE (ECDYSON) 

Much more is known about the thoracic gland hormone. The active principle (ecdyson) 
has been isolated in crystalline form from the silkworm by Butenandt and Karlson. Dr. 
Karlson has very generously supplied me with small quantities of this hormone and that 
has greatly facilitated its study. 

This work is still far from complete. I can give only some preliminary observations. 
I propose to illustrate the results by reference to three tissues: the fat body, the ventral 
abdominal muscles, and the epidermis of the abdomen. 

The fat body is actively engaged in all kinds of syntheses throughout the moulting 
cycle. In the later stages particularly it accumulates large amounts of fat, glycogen and 
protein for rapid transfer to the growing tissues. 

In the resting or newly fed insects the nuclei of the fat body have relatively small 
nucleoli and the mitochondria are mostly coccoid or oval in form with a few short rods. 

Within six hours after feeding there is a detectable increase in ribonucleic acid around 
the nuclei of these cells. Within twentyTour hours after feeding the nucleoli are greatly 
enlarged and lobulated; much nucleic acid is accumulating; the mitochondria appear to be 
increasing in number; there are many filamentous forms which seem to be radiating from 
the nucleus and many of them are branching. Subsequently, as nucleic acid and protein 
accumulate in the cytoplasm, the mitochondria tend to become obscured. 

The second tissue studied is the ventral abdominal group of muscles which in Rhodnius 
undergo a remarkable cycle during each moulting stage. They are fully formed only at the 
time of moulting. By three days after moulting, when examined in polarized light, they can 
be seen only as 'ghosts’ running across the segments. By five days the biréfringent fibrils 
have disappeared completely. Nothing remains but the muscle sheath, containing the 
nuclei and a very little cytoplasm with slender mitochondria. 

Within six hours after the injection of ecdyson the nucleoli are enlarging and 
ribonucleic acid is increasing in the cytoplasm. At twentyTour hours these changes are 
well advanced, and the mitochondria are swollen and increasing in number. By three days 
after feeding or hormone injection the nucleoli are greatly enlarged; the mitochondria are 
now very numerous and many of them are elongated longitudinally between the muscle 
fibrils which are now beginning to separate out. 

The epidermis shows very similar changes. In the insect decapitated immediately after 
feeding and injected with Ringer’s solution the nucleoli are small, the mitochondria mostly 
in the form of minute granules or slender filaments. In a similar insect twentyTour hours 
after the injection of ecdyson the nucleoli are enlarging and the mitochondria are for the 
most part contracted and swollen to form rounded or oval bodies. Ribonucleic acid is 
increasing markedly in the cytoplasm. These changes are already evident within six hours 
after the injection of ecdyson. Measurements of mitochondria in thin sections examined 
with the electron microscope showed that these had an average thickness of 0.15/1 in the 
resting state; 0.28/1 six hours after the injection of ecdyson. 

By two days after feeding the nucleoli are still further enlarged and the mitochondria 
are increasing in number. The cells are now thickening. By four days after feeding the 
epidermal cells form a cubical epithelium; they are loaded with protein and nucleic acid and 
the mitochondria are becoming obscured. Nuclei and nucleoli are greatly enlarged; mitosis 
is beginning. 
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RESPIRATION DURING MOULTING 

As is well known, respiration in the insect pupa follows a more or less U-shaped curve; 
and there has been much speculation as to the significance of this curve. K. Zwicky and 
I have recently followed the oxygen uptake during moulting in Rhodnius. This is low in 
the unfed insect. After feeding it rises steadily for about five days and then remains more 
or less constant until it commonly rises to a peak at the time of moulting. During the next 
five or six days respiration falls gradually to a new low level. Thus the oxygen uptake 
rises to a peak at each moult—or, if the period from one moult to the next is considered, 
it follows something like a U-shaped curve. 

We interpret this curve as being essentially a curve of protein synthesis. In all the 
tissues, as we have seen, protein synthesis begins within a few hours after feeding and 
proceeds at an increasing rate as the cells enlarge and divide. In the ventral muscles of the 
abdomen new fibrils begin to appear within three days after feeding and continue to increase 
until the day before moulting. The epidermal cells build up their cytoplasm from the outset, 
and they at once begin to synthesize protein and chitin and add it to the old cuticle. Then 
they separate, lay down the new cuticle and digest the old. At the time of moulting only 
about half the cuticle is formed: the remaining half is synthesized at a diminishing rate 
during the next few days. This process is at an end about five days after moulting. 

Thus the intensity of protein synthesis runs more or less parallel with the rate of 
oxygen uptake. 

I would suggest that the characteristic defect in the resting or dormant insect, when 
no moulting hormone is being secreted, is a failure of protein synthesis. The mechanism 
of protein synthesis is not fully known, but we do know that it is not a simple reversal of 
peptide hydrolysis; it is an endothermic process requiring energy. 

There are two ways in which the moulting hormone might be supposed to act in 
restoring this deficiency. In the first place it might be providing some substance needed by 
the cells for some particular step in the process of protein synthesis. The hormone certainly 
has a quantitative action: 0.25 ¡1 g cause only a little protein synthesis; 0.5 ¡ig rather more: 
O.75-I.O ¡ig are needed for complete moulting in the 4th-stage larva. 

Alternatively the hormone might act by increasing permeability within the cell, so 
that the enzymes in the nuclei and mitochondria, etc., have access to their substrates. It is 
widely believed that insulin acts chiefly in that way—and insulin also has a quantitative 
action. 

I am attracted to the idea that the moulting hormone is acting by an effect on perme¬ 
ability. I think of its action as liberating enzymes, such as might happen during a mild 
autolysis within the cells. If the epidermal cells are cut with a knife that will cause a local 
autolysis; and this has the same effect locally as the moulting hormone has throughout 
the body. 

In the adult Rhodnius the epidermal cells are permanently in the resting state with 
small nucleoli and relatively small and thin mitochondria. If a minute incision is made in 
the cuticle so as to injure the epidermal cells below, then within twenty-four hours the 
surrounding cells, up to a distance of 250¡1, show numerous swollen mitochondria and the 
cytoplasm becomes filled with ribonucleoprotein. 

Whether there is any connexion between the products of autolysis in the injured cells 
which cause this wound reaction, and the moulting hormone which causes the very similar 
general reaction throughout the body, remains to be seen. 

THE MODE OF ACTION 

OF THE CORPUS ALLATUM HORMONE (NEOTENIN) 

I will now turn to the other chief hormone, the juvenile hormone (neotenin). Twenty 
years ago I attempted to describe the control of metamorphosis in Rhodnius in terms of 
Goldschmidt’s theory of differential velocities in two concurrent developmental processes. 

In the moulting cycle there are two processes at work: the exaggerated growth of 
certain parts of the epidermis, which leads to the change in form of the next instar, and the 
deposition of new cuticle which terminates in the act of moulting. 

Now growth in the epidermis is possible only during the early phase of the moulting 
cycle, while the cells are detached from the cuticle. As soon as the deposition of a new 
cuticle begins, further growth is impossible. I therefore suggested that the corpus aliatimi 
hormone, which at that time I called the 'inhibitory hormone’, inhibits differentiation 
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towards the adult form by accelerating those processes which lead to the deposition of 
the cuticle. 

It was supposed that at each instar differentiation towards the adult begins, but is 
cut short by cuticle deposition before it has gone very far. This continues until the final 
moult, when in the absence of the corpus allatum hormone, complete differentiation occurs. 

This same idea is implicit in the writings of other authors. Thus Scharrer calls the 
moulting hormone the 'growth and differentiation hormone’—implying that it is stimulating 
adult differentiation. And Williams has sometimes called the corpus allatum hormone the 
'status quo hormone’—implying, as the term inhibitory hormone did, that it inhibits adult 
differentiation. 

There are many observations which fit in well with this interpretation. The moulting 
hormone is certainly secreted before the juvenile hormone: in the very first paper on 
Rhodnius hormones it was shown that decapitation after the moulting hormone has been 
secreted, but before the juvenile hormone has been secreted, leads to precocious metamos 
phosis. 

The following is another striking experiment. If a 4th-stage larva A has another 
4th-stage larva B joined to it, and both are at the same stage after feeding, A will develop 
into a normal 5th-stage larva. But if A is at twenty Tour hours after feeding, and B is at 
7 days after feeding (so that it already contains juvenile hormone, and therefore A receives 
this hormone too early in the moulting process), differentiation towards the adult does not 
proceed so far as usual and insect A develops characters intermediate between a 4tlvstage 
and a 5th-stage. 

A similar experiment was performed many years ago on Cimex. In the male 5th-stage 
larva of Cimex the rudiments of both lateral appendages can be seen; that on the left side 
being slightly larger. During the final moult the epidermal rudiments of both lateral append¬ 
ages develop for a time beneath the cuticle, and then the right one atrophies and disappears 
and only the left one remains by the time the new cuticle is laid down. If graded doses of 
juvenile hormone from Rhodnius are given to the 5th-stage Cimex, a graded series of inter¬ 
mediates is obtained, with genitalia which reproduce exactly the intermediate stages shown 
by the epidermal rudiments. It is difficult to avoid the impression that the juvenile hormone 
has obliged these insects to lay down new cuticle precociously. 

But when the growth processes during metamorphosis are studied closely, the hypo¬ 
thesis that the juvenile hormone merely inhibits differentiation towards the adult becomes 
untenable. 

The most obvious change at metamorphosis is the exaggerated growth of special 
organs such as the wing lobes and genitalia. Thus the cuticle of the dorsum of the abdomen 
in the adult Rhodnius is relatively thin, with transverse folds, and few bristles. The larval 
cuticle is far thicker and is adapted for stretching; the epicuticle is thrown into deep stellate 
folds, and the numerous bristles are surrounded by smooth plaques. 

In order to allow for the great distension of the abdomen which occurs at feeding, 
not only is the surface of the larval cuticle highly folded, but the number of epidermal cells 
per unit area is far greater than in the adult. In consequence, the histological changes during 
moulting are different from the outset, depending on whether a larval or an adult cuticle 
is to be formed : there is far more active mitosis if a larval cuticle is to be laid down. 

It is impossible to describe such differences as due to an inhibition of the outgrowth of 
adult structures. The juvenile hormone is clearly doing something active and positive in 
causing differentiated growth of larval type. 

The same thing is seen even more strikingly in the partial reversal of metamorphosis. 
The adult Rhodnius can be induced to form a new cuticle if exposed experimentally to 
the moulting hormone; and this cuticle is again of adult type. 

But if at the same time it is supplied with juvenile hormone, the new cuticle over the 
surface of the abdomen shows a partial return to the larval type, with stellate folds and 
an attempt to form plaques. Moreover, in these insects the number of epidermal cells per 
unit area has greatly increased. 

One must conclude from such observations that the epidermal cells of Rhodnius 
contain within them the gene complex and the potential enzymes capable of producing 
either larval or adult structures; and that the larval system persists, in at least some of 
the cells, even after metamorphosis has taken place. 
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In the developing larva, all the cells have dual potentialities. Which of these poten* 
tialities is realised, which system of enzymes becomes functional, is determined by the 
presence or absence of what must be a comparatively simple chemical substance, the juvenile 
hormone. 

This phenomenon, of a single cell carrying multiple potentialities, is, of course, a 
commonplace in the development of all living organisms. Whole organisms exist in dimorphic 
or polymorphic forms : seasonal differences, differences in sex, or differences in caste appear 
in different individuals. Vegetative or floral structures develop at different seasons, or in 
different parts of the same plant. Indeed, differentiation of the animal, with all its varied 
parts, consists in the realization in specific regions, of potentialities all of which were latent 
in the fertilized egg. 

Evidence is accumulating that the manifestation of particular forms in polymorphic 
organisms, or the realization of particular phenotypes in certain genetic strains, is dependent 
upon the supply of relatively simple chemical substances. 

According to the view that I am putting forward the larva, pupa and adult of an 
insect represent different forms in a polymorphic organism, the realization of which is 
controlled by the timing and the amount of juvenile hormone secretion. 

The manifestation of these forms is dependent on the synthetic activity of the epider¬ 
mal cells. The juvenile hormone must be reacting with the gene-controlled enzyme system 
of these cells in such a way as to deflect morphogenesis by its influence on particular syn¬ 
theses. 

Cells activated by the moulting hormone alone develop their adult characters; if a 
small amount of juvenile hormone is present, pupal characters appear; and if a large amount 
of juvenile hormone is present, larval characters are developed. 

We have already considered the nature of the action of the moulting hormone : I have 
suggested that it facilitates the access to their substrates of the enzymes concerned in 
protein synthesis. 

As regards the juvenile hormone, I have been inclined in the past to think of this as 
some kind of coenzyme which favours the activity of those enzymes concerned in the realiza¬ 
tion of larval characters. But it is possible to conceive it, also, as being concerned in the 
regulation of permeability relations within the cells—in such a way that the gene-controlled 
enzyme system which is responsible for the larval characters is brought increasingly into 
action when the juvenile hormone is present. 
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The Corpus Allatum of Leucophæa maderæ (Blattaria) 
By Berta Scharrer 

Albert Einstein College of Medicine 

New York, N.Y. 

ABSTRACT 

Among the endocrine organs of insects, the corpus allatum plays a major role. Its fune' 
tions include the control of postemhryonic development, of female reproductive organs, and of 
various metabolic processes. In our laboratory, some aspects of these functions were studied 
in Leucophæa. For example, the carbohydrate content of whole specimens, and the oxygen 
consumption of the thoracic musculature tend to rise as a result of allatectomy. During 
postemhryonic development, severance of the nervi corporis cardiaci causes increased activity 
of the corpora aliata with the result that supernumerary molts produce “giant" nymphs. This 
observation reflects a normally existing restraining effect of innervation on the release of 
juvenile hormone. A histophysiological analysis of the corpus allatum, viewed as part of a 
neurosecretory organ system, is of great value in the functional interpretation of this gland. 
As a result of ovariectomy, the corpus allatum shows an increase in volume, nuclear number, 
and relative cytoplasmic content. This effect manifests itself over a period of from 4 to 9 months 
of adult age. Similar changes occur in adult females whose corpora aliata have been denervated. 
These observations suggest a feedhac\ mechanism in which the control of the corpus allatum 
by the ovary ta\es place via the neurosecretory cells in the protocerebrum which innervate the 
corpus allatum. Thus, the corpus allatum is a lin\ in a neuroendocrine chain comparable to 
similar chains in vertebrates. 

( 
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The Juvenile Hormone of Insects1 

By Carroll M. Williams 

Harvard University 

Cambridge, Mass. 

ABSTRACT 

Since the pioneering researches of Wigglesworth (1936) the corpora aliata have been 
known as the source of a '"'juvenile hormone” which opposes or prevents the metamorphosis of 
immature insects. The presence of this hormone exerts a biochemical restraint on the cellular 
transformations responsible for the metamorphosis of the insect as a whole. These facts have 
been ascertained by biological procedures such as parabiosis and the transplantation of living 
corpora aliata (Wigglesworth, 1954). The hormone itself has apparently not been extracted or 
obtained apart from the living insect or endocrine organ. 

Studies of the Cecropia silkworm (Platysamia cecropia L.) have recently revealed a rich 
depot of the corpus allatum hormone in the abdomen of the adult male of this moth. By the 
extraction of abdomens with organic solvents it has been possible to prepare the first potent 
extracts of the juvenile hormone. The latter, when injected into previously chilled pupæ of 
Platysamia cecropia or Telea polyphemus, duplicate the results obtained by the implantation 
of living, active corpora aliata; i.e., the formation of the adult moth is blocked and the pupa is 
forced to transform into a second pupa. The hormonal extracts from Cecropia have also been 
found active when tested on Pieris brassicae (Lepidoptera), Tenebrio molitor (Coleóptera), 
Rhodnius prolixus (Hemiptera), and Periplaneta americana (Blattaria). 

The hormone is readily extracted when one or more adult male abdomens are blended at 
room temperature with ether, petroleum ether, ethanol, or methanol. Ether appears to be the 
solvent of choice. After evaporation of the solvent in a water bath, the hormone is recovered as 
a residual, goldemyellow, nomtoxic of low viscosity. Each abdomen yields approximately 
0.2 ml. of the active oil, and it is therefore possible to obtain a manageable volume of extract 
from even a single abdomen. When injected into Polyphemus pupæ weighing 5 grams, 0.023 
ml. of the oil gives a clearæut effect. 

The hormone is insoluble in distilled water, and at all stages in extraction can be washed 
repeatedly with water without loss of activity. The hormone resists extraction when fresh 
abdomens are blended at room temperature with acetone, choloform, benzene, or carbon 
tetrachloride; but after initial extraction with ether, the hormone is soluble in acetone. 

In addition to the above'mentioned solubilities, preliminary studies show that the hormone 
is a heat'Stable substance which, at room temperature, is resistant to aqueous alkali (3J\[), 
acid (0.2AQ, and to anionic and cationic exchange resins. 

Only a trace of hormone is extractable from the heads and thoraces of male Cecropia 
moths, even though the corpora aliata are located in the head. Evidently, little hormone is 
present at any one time in the corpora aliata or the blood. But the hormone is easily eluted 
from any of a number of tissues in the abdomen of the male moth. The abdomen and its 
contents apparently serve to extract the hormone continuously when the latter is secreted in 
the adult moth and during the final wee\ of adult development. If one excises the corpora 
aliata before this period, then no hormone is recovered later on from the abdomen. For reasons 
which are not understood, it has been impossible to extract any hormone from the abdomens 
of female Cecropia moths or from any part of male or female Polyphemus moths. 

Endocrine studies making use of the extract have already revealed that the hormone is 
inactive when injected into isolated pupal abdomens or into other preparations where the 
prothoracic gland hormone is absent. The juvenile hormone intervenes in reactions to the 
prothoracic gland hormone which occur early in adult development; i.e., during the first few 
days of the 21 days required for adult development at 23°C. It has no effect when injected 
after the 4th day. In the experiments performed thus far on silkworm pupæ, even the highest 
doses of hormone have failed to cause the reappearance of any trace of larval characteristics. 

Extracts prepared from petroleum ether have been found active when applied topically 
to the outside of the pupal cuticle. The result is an insect which is a mixture of pupa and adult. 
Individuals of this type show a low viability and soon die without completing their develop' 
ment. Therefore, in addition to the great theoretical interest of the juvenile hormone, it seems 

JSee also: Rature 178: 212-213 (1956); Anat. Ree. 128: 640-641 (1957); and Scient. Am. 198: 67-75 (Feb., 1958). 
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lively that the hormone, when identified and synthesised, will prove to be an effective insecticide. 
This prospect is worthy of attention because insects can scarcely evolve a resistance to their 
own hormone. 

REFERENCES 
Wigglesworth, V. B. 1936. £¿. J. Micr. Sci. 79: 91. 
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Temperature in Relation to Developmental 

Thresholds of Insects1 

By Alexander C. Hodson and Mohammed A. Al Rawy 

University of Minnesota 

St. Paul, Minn. 

ABSTRACT 

The subject will be discussed in two aspects; one concerning the rate and amount of 
development at and below the thresholds for certain growth stages, the other concerning the 
survival of insects after completing certain stages of their growth under minimal temperature 
conditions. 

Recent wor\ has demonstrated that a considerable amount of development can ta\e 
place at temperatures below the threshold for the completion of a growth stage. It has further 
been demonstrated that development can be completed under a regime calling for daily alter' 
nations of temperature when as little as 4 percent of the time is spent at a temperature 10 
degree C. above the threshold. Studies also indicate that there may be no “sensitive period” 
throughout embryonic development for the sub'threshold temperature effect. 

JSlymphs of the mil\weed bug, Oncopeltus fasciatus, show a uniformly high rate of 
hatching after incubation at a variety of combinations of temperature and relative humidity. 
However, nymphs hatched under some of these conditions may fail to survive through the first 
instar if the incubation temperature lies close to the threshold temperature. High and low 
relative humidities during incubation intensify this “carry over” effect. 

A study of the extensive literature on the subject shows that the term “threshold of 
development” has been defined in a variety of ways. In much of the early literature it is 
at least implied that it is a point on the temperature scale at or below which development 
ceases. This point of view has commonly been associated with the belief that the relation¬ 
ship between the rate of insect development and temperature can be expressed as a straight 
line. Some authors have applied this straight line concept to determine the threshold 
temperature by extending the line until it intercepts the temperature axis. The point of 
interception then has been assumed to represent the minimum temperature at which 
development could take place at a constant temperature. 

In later investigations, where more points were determined and more careful tech¬ 
niques were employed, a non-linear relationship between temperature and the rate of 
development was found to be the general rule. Furthermore, the values calculated for the 
so-called temperature threshold and those determined by graphical methods were found to 
be higher than the actual threshold. In this respect the recent data support Krogh’s (1914) 
contention that the zero of the equilateral hyperbola, to which the time-temperature curve 
was supposed to conform, is not the actual threshold. 

With reference again to the older work on temperature and insect development we 
find that the term “threshold of development”, or one of its equivalents, was used to 
designate the minimum temperature at which some particular stage of development could 
be completed. Little recognition was given to the possibility that some development, 
though short of the completion of a process, might take place below the calculated thresh¬ 
old. What may be even more significant, the threshold was calculated or arrived at by 
extrapolation rather than determined experimentally, thus leaving the way open for con¬ 
siderable differences in interpretation of the data. 

The more recent investigations, of which the work of Johnson (1940) is an excellent 
example, have demonstrated the need for considering the existence of various finite thresh¬ 
olds. Johnson, working with the bedbug, recognized three threshold values for the egg 
stage. These were a “developmental threshold” at about 4°C., the lowest temperature at 
which some embryonic development occurred; a “hatching threshold” at 8°C., the lowest 
temperature at which hatching could be accomplished regardless of incubation temper¬ 
ature; and a “developmental-hatching threshold” of 13°C., the lowest temperature at 
which the entire process of incubation and hatching would take place. The major contribu¬ 
tion made by Johnson was to emphasize the need for determining thresholds for the 
particular processes being studied. 

’Paper No. 3680, Scientific Journal Series, Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station, St. Paul 1, Minnesota. 
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In a more recent investigation of the temperature threshold problem, Lin, Hodson 
and Richards (1954) found that the eggs of the milkweed bug, Oncopeltus, would not 
hatch at constant temperatures below 15°C., however, some embryonic development— 
to the blastoderm stage—occurred between 5 and 10°C. This small amount of develop' 
ment suggests a “developmental threshold” for this species which is at least 5 degrees 
lower than the developmental-hatching threshold. At a constant temperature of 14°C., 
no hatching occurred, but many of the embryos appeared to be normal and nearly fully 
developed. Tests were run to determine the amount of development that could be com¬ 
pleted at the sub-threshold temperature of 13 and 14°C. The tests involved the exposure 
of batches of Oncopeltus eggs to each of the temperatures for various lengths of time and 
then transferring them to 30°C. for the remaining time required for hatching. The results 
of this experiment showed that up to the time all the embryos were dead an appreciable 
amount of development, about 27 percent, took place at 13°C. Exposure to 14°C. indicated 
that about 45-50 percent of the total development could be accomplished before the trans¬ 
fer was made to 30°C. 

Another question investigated by Lin, Hodson and Richards was whether hatching, 
per se, determined the temperature of the developmental-hatching threshold. It was found 
that eggs would hatch at temperatures below 15°C. if most of the embryonic development 
was at 20°C. For example, 80 percent of the eggs hatched if the last 10 percent of develop¬ 
ment was at 14 C. and 31 percent if the last 17 percent was at 14°C. Likewise there was a 
50 percent hatch when the last 10 percent of the developmental time was spent at 13°C., 
but only 6 percent if the last 17 percent was at this temperature. Thus the eggs of 
Oncopeltus also have a hatching threshold below the temperature at which development 
through hatching can be accomplished. 

One of the principal objectives of the paper being discussed was to determine whether 
a significant amount of development would occur when during incubation the eggs would 
be exposed to above threshold temperatures for only part of the day. This condition is 
likely to occur in the field during the spring when the average temperature is at or a little 
below the developmental-hatching threshold. An examination of weather records showed 
that the maximum temperature during the day is unlikely to be more than about 11°C. 
above the average, and that there were 6 hours during the day when the temperature 
would be 5°C. above the mean, and only 2 hours with as much as 10°C. above the mean. 
Consequently alternating temperature studies were designed to determine the effect of 
short exposures to above threshold temperatures alternated with below threshold tem¬ 
peratures, to which the eggs were exposed for the remainder of the day. This design 
seemed much more realistic than the usual procedure in which temperatures have been 
alternated at 12, 24 or even 48 hour intervals, a very unlikely situation in nature. 

The results of these studies are summarised briefly because of their bearing on the 
problem of development under minimum temperature conditions: 

1. No consistent acceleration or retarding effect on the rate of development was 
produced by the alternating temperature combinations. 

2. Development proceeded to hatching even when the average temperature was 
more than 1°C. below the developmental hatching threshold. 

3. Not more than 4 percent of the time required for hatching had to be spent at 
temperatures above the threshold, i.e. about 1 hour each day or its equivalent. 

4. There was no demonstrable “sensitive period” during the course of embryonic 
development for the low or high temperature effect. Additional experiments were 
performed to establish this point. 

These results lead the authors to conclude that a component process which cannot 
be completed at lower temperatures will become limiting under constant temperature, and 
the whole process will come to a standstill. Under alternating temperatures, however, 
this component process can be viewed as proceeding at the higher temperature, while 
other component processes proceed at both lower and higher temperatures. The net result 
is that development continues to completion at a lower average temperature, although 
individual processes may require higher temperatures. 

During the course of one of the experiments performed by the above authors it was 
found that when eggs were tested at near minimal hatching conditions a very small number, 
less than 1 percent, of the hatched individuals survived to become adults. This phenomenon 
lead the present authors to explore this result further. A literature survey indicated that, 
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in all but a few instances, investigators studying the effects of temperatures on growth and 
survival have discarded the hatched individuals, and have based their conclusions solely 
on the percentage of eggs that hatched. It will be shown by the following data that an 
opinion as to how favorable conditions are for insect survival based on hatching alone can 
be very misleading. Also it will be suggested that another threshold value can be a useful 
concept. 

Batches of Oncopeltus eggs were exposed to a number of combinations of temperatures 
and relative humidity during incubation. Upon hatching the nymphs were transferred 
within 2 hours to a standard rearing condition which had been found to be favorable for 
nymphal development. This consisted of a temperature of 25°C. and a relative humidity 
that varied from 50-60 percent. After transfer, the hatched nymphs were followed closely 
to determine their ability to survive. The results shown in Fig. 1 represent the percentage 
of the eggs that hatched after the various treatments, the percentage of the hatched 
nymphs that reached the second instar, and the percentage of hatched nymphs that reached 
maturity. These results are the average figures for 10 replicates of 30 eggs each. 
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Fig. 1.—Effect of several combinations of temperature and relative humidity on hatching and subsequent 
nymphal development at 25°C. and 50 percent relative humidity. Percentages of second instar nymphs and adults 
calculated from number of eggs hatched. 

The hatching and survival data for eggs incubated at a relative humidity of near 
100 percent illustrate the general course of events. The most striking feature is that the 
high hatching percentage at temperatures of 30, 20 and 17°C. is followed by a very poor 
nymphal survival. For example, 88.2 percent of the eggs hatched at 17°C. producing 
nymphs that appeared to be normal, and yet none of the nymphs lived longer than six 
days. Even at a relative humidity of 75% where conditions were somewhat more favorable 
for hatching and survival none of the nymphs hatched from eggs incubated at 17°C. lived 
through the first instar. An additional 30 replicates of 30 eggs each were tested at this 
combination of temperature and relative humidity and still none of the nymphs reached 
the second instar. In more recent work somewhat more than 30 percent of the nymphs 
reared from eggs incubated at 17°C. have survived. Apparently some difference in the 
rearing procedure has produced these results. The results at the lower relative humidities 
indicate that unfavorable moisture conditions may have the effect of raising the develop- 
mental-hatching threshold temperature slightly and perhaps weakening the nymphs 
sufficiently to lower their chance for survival. In any case there is “carry over” or “delayed 
action” effect which persists when the eggs are incubated at near minimum temperatures 
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and also when the maximum temperatures tolerable to this stage of these species are 
approached. The results at 30 and 35°C. illustrate that latter point. Thus we have here a 
graphic illustration of an opinion mentioned by Lin, Hodson and Richards which has been 
stated as follows: “It seems to us that we are dealing with some intangible debility, 
where almost all individuals die under minimal conditions, and that the question of whether 
death occurs before, during, or after hatching is only a minor detail11. 

To test the delayed action effect under somewhat different conditions a series of 
experiments were performed in which eggs of Oncopeltus were exposed to the sub-threshold 
temperatures of 5 and 10°C. for different lengths of time and then transferred to 25°C. for 
further development and hatching. Again the hatched individuals were kept under stand¬ 
ard conditions so that their survival could be recorded. Figs. 2 and 3 show results similar 
to those discussed before, namely, that in general there was much poorer nymphal survival 
after the treatment than would be suggested by the hatching percentage figures. There is 
one difference to be noted. The percentage of hatched nymphs that survived after the 
second day at 5°C. and the fourth day at 10°C. equaled or exceeded the values for hatching 
success in most cases. Inasmuch as the number of eggs that hatched was small, this differ¬ 
ence may be of little significance. 
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Fig. 2.—Effect of exposing eggs at 5°C. for various lengths of time on hatching and subsequent nymphal survival 
at 25°C. Percentages of second instar nymphs and adults calculated from number of eggs hatched. 

Fig. 3.—Effect of exposing eggs at 5°C. for various lengths of time on hatching and subsequent nymphal survival 
at 25°C. Percentages of second instar nymphs and adults calculated on basis of numbers hatched. 

Fig. 4.—Nymphal survival after exposure of second instar nymphs to several temperatures and a relative 
humidity of 75 percent. Percentage adult survival based on number of nymphs that survived treatment during 
the second instar. 

Thus far only the effect of temperatures on the development of eggs and the sub¬ 
sequent survival of the hatched nymphs has been presented. Additional experiments were 
performed to determine the effect of minimal temperatures on the survival of nymphs 
during and after treatment. For this purpose second instar nymphs were exposed through¬ 
out this stadium to a relative humidity of 75 percent and various temperatures. When the 
nymphs completed the second stadium, as indicated by molting, they were transferred to 
standard rearing conditions to obtain survival data subsequent to the treatment. The 
survival of the nymphs during treatment in the second stadium and their subsequent 
ability to mature is illustrated in Fig. 4. 

The results are quite different from those obtained in the experiments with eggs. In 
all cases there was a higher percentage of the individuals reaching the adult stage after 
surviving the second instar than the percentage that survived the treatment. In other 
words, if the nymphs lived through the test period they were able to continue on to 
become adults with little mortality. The striking “carry-over” effect exhibited in the 
incubation experiments with eggs was not seen here. It can be expected that other com¬ 
binations of temperatures and relative humidity would produce still different results. 
Experiments to test this possibility have not been performed. 
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We are now faced with the need for adding at least one more threshold to the list 
proposed by Johnson. You will remember that he suggested developmental, hatching, and 
developmentabhatching thresholds. To these we would add a “hatching'Survival thresh' 
old”. In the case of Oncopeltus the developmentabhatching threshold was stated to be 
15°C. at constant temperatures. The hatching'Survival threshold for this species would lie 
somewhere between 17 and 20°C., or about 3 or 4 degrees higher than developmental' 
hatching threshold. The addition of another threshold is well in line with the useful 
threshold definition given by Allee et al. (1949), which is stated as, “the lowest temper' 
ature at which a given physiological process, or development through a given stage in the 
life history can be carried through to completion”. We must also agree with Salt (1955), 
who, in a paper dealing with the concept of survival as distinguished from mortality, had 
this to say, “from the standpoint of a species or a given population, indifference to the fate 
of organisms surviving a subdethal treatment is insupportable.” 
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Temperature in Relation to the Activity of Single and 
Multiple Physiological Systems in Insects1 

By A. Glenn Richards 

University of Minnesota 
St. Paul, Minn. 

ABSTRACT 
It has been found that the occurrence of a hatching threshold for the Milkweed Bug, 

Oncopeltus fasciatus, is due to the very different quantitative effects of temperature on growth 
rate versus energy expenditure below 20°C. The lower the temperature the greater the amount 
of energy required to produce a larva. To a first approximation, the hatching threshold is that 
temperature at which energy expenditure approximates exhaustion of stored fats. But further 
elaboration is required to account for the discovery of a “viability threshold" which is indepem 
dent of hatching and which seems to have a chemical basis. 

Activation energies for various physiological systems of the American Cockroach show 
some sensible correlations but the exceptions imply that overall activity of the insect cannot be 
accounted for by the properties of single enzyme chains. 

Similarly, activation energies of muscle apyrase (ATPmse) of different insect species 
are not well correlated with the inactivation of these species by cold, but there is a good cor' 
relation implying a relationship between absolute apyrase rate and chill coma. 

THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON EMBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT 
Eggs of the Milkweed Bug, Oncopeltus fasciatus, incubated at constant temperatures 

give the usual nearly hyperbolic time-temperature curve for development to hatching. The 
reciprocal of this curve, the rate-temperature curve, is sigmoid, and zero hatching is ob¬ 
tained experimentally at a considerably higher temperature (14°C.) than would be pre¬ 
dicted from prolonging the rate-temperature curve to z;ero. Both direct examination and 
alternation between two or more temperatures show that embryonic development does 
occur at temperatures somewhat below the zero hatching point, and that if allowance is 
made for the rate of development at each temperature the time of hatching can be predicted 
with considerable precision, i.e., the necessary time for development can be calculated on 
a day-degree basis (Lin, et al, 1954). 

The question then arises as to why the hatching threshold is well separated from the 
zero developmental rate point. It was shown that the hatching process itself is not critical, 
that there is no sensitive period during development when a vital process is blocked by 
threshold temperatures, and that length of time per se and periodicity of repeated short 
treatments are not critical. Arrhenius type plots show that the oxygen consumption of 
developing bugs is linear over the range 10-40°C., but that developmental rate is not 
(Fig. 1). In the range 20-30° C., developmental rate gives a slope similar to that for oxygen 
consumption, but below 20°C. the developmental rate curve becomes much steeper. It 
follows that progressively more and more energy would be required to complete develop¬ 
ment as the temperature is lowered further below 20°. This is confirmed by gross weight 
and fat determinations on bugs incubated at 25°, 17° and 15°, approximately 1.7 and 2.4 X 
as much energy being expended for development at the lower temperatures. Calculation 
shows that to a first approximation the hatching threshold (14°C.) is well correlated with 
the point at which complete exhaustion of the fat reserves in the egg would be expected. 

Similarly, both weight determinations and calculations show that the low and variable 
hatching percentages obtained at the hatching threshold (15°C.) can be correlated with 
variation in individual egg weights in different lots of eggs. It is only the heavier eggs 
which give fully hatched larvae; eggs of average and less than average weight give larvae 
which die prior to or during hatching. 

But there is some change more vital than just developmental rate at incubation 
temperatures below 20°C. because larvae hatched at constant temperatures of 15-17°C. 
usually die even though placed under optimal conditions for growth. Also, larvae hatched 
under optimal conditions (25°C., 75% R. H.) almost all eventually die if reared at 17°C. 

*Paper No. 3646, Scientific Journal Series, Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station, St. Paul 1, Minnesota. 
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mental rate values taken from Lin et al (1954); oxygen consumption at 30°C. = 0.39 mm.3/larva/hour. 

In addition to the other developmental thresholds there is, then, a “viability threshold” 
between 17° and 20°C. in this species. Appropriate tests revealed no pathology even at 
the mitochondrial level, no significant difference in oxygen consumption, and no nutritional 
deficiency correctable by a fortified diet. However, the fatal debility is prevented by brief 
daily exposure of eggs or nymphs to 25°C. even though the average temperature remains 
in the range that is fatal when maintained constantly. It is postulated that some factor 
needed for vitality requires temperatures of 20°C. or higher for its synthesis but available 
data do not exclude the alternative possibilities of an inhibitor or a physico-chemical 
change. 

It seems certain from discrepancies between the effects of constant and varying 
temperatures that the actual situation will prove to be more complicated than presented 
here. More work is required for further elaboration. Thus, the day-degree calculation 
works satisfactorily for predicting the time of hatching under either constant or varying 
temperature conditions, but the calorie-counter calculation works satisfactorily for pre¬ 
dicting weight losses only under constant temperature conditions, and neither will permit 
predicting vitality. 

(The above data are being presented in greater detail elsewhere (Richards, 1957) ). 

THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON THE AMERICAN COCKROACH 
Determinations were made of the effect of temperature on the rate of various processes 

in Penplaneta americana to see if sensible correlations could be made between the effect 
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of temperature on bodily activity (e. g., running, heartbeat) and the effect of temperature 
on enzyme systems that seem likely ones for controlling overall movements. Since the re¬ 
sults were essentially negative they can be presented briefly. In Fig. 2 complete curves are 
given for the ten systems measured. For clarity, the individual points are omitted from 
these smoothed curves but several of them have already been published in detail (Davison 
& Richards, 1954; Lin & Richards, 1956; McConnell 6? Richards, 1955). Individual 
points fit the other curves about equally well. 

Fig. 2. Smoothed curves for the effect of temperature on ten systems of the American Cockroach. Solid portions 
of curves represent actual determinations; brokervline portions represent straight-line prolongations to 0°C. 

Anyone interested in details of the methods employed may obtain them from the 
author. Briefly, wing frequency was determined stroboscopically, running speed was deter¬ 
mined on a specially designed race track (McConnell fe? Richards, 1955), sperm motility 
was measured as the time required to swim a standard distance across the microscope 
field, heart beat was counted for a standard time interval (found to give the same slope on 
an Arrhenius plot for intact cockroaches and isolated hearts, and for cold-adapted and 
warm-adapted individuals). Oxygen consumption was measured in differential respiro¬ 
meters patterned after those of Flemister 6? Flemister (1951), and the enzymes were meas¬ 
ured by standard procedures. ATP-ase is the Mg-activated apyrase measured colorimetric- 
ally (Davison & Richards, 1954), succinoxidase was measured by oxygen uptake in Warburg 
vessels (Brooks, 1957), invertase and proteinase were measured colorimetrically (Lin fsf 
Richards, 1956), and cholinesterase was measured by microtitration using Glick’s method. 
Enough replications and repeats were made to justify each of the curves with the single 
exception of cholinesterase which was run only once. The cholinesterase curve is not very 
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Fig. 3. The grouping of kinetic curves from the American Cockroach for the range 15-25°C. 

Fig. 4. Kinetic curves for muscle apyrase with vertical bars indicating approximate cold inactivation (chill 
coma) temperatures. A = Pimephales prometas (minnow); B = Libellula pulchella (Odonata); C = Cambaras 
diogenes (crayfish); D = Lethocerus americanas, leg muscle (Hemiptera); E = Celerio lineata (Lepid.); F = 
Pristiphora eric\sonii (Hymen.); G = Tenebrio molitor (Coleop.); H = Periplaneta americana and Blaberus 
craniifer (Blattoid.); I = Sarcophaga ballata (Diptera); and J = Lethocerus americanas, flight muscle (Hemiptera). 
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satisfactory but agrees with other ChE determinations in having a low slope (Chadwick 
& Lovell, 1956). 

Comparison of these rate curves is facilitated by taking the activity in the interesting 
range of 15-25°C., treating the curves as straight lines, and arbitrarily starting them all at 
one common point. When this is done some sensible correlations appear (Fig. 3). Thus, 
one might expect oxygen consumption to be similar to succinoxidase activity, and it cer¬ 
tainly is not surprising to find both of these similar to curves for rates of heart beat and 
sperm movement. It is also not surprising to find the frequency of wing movement giving 
a curve similar to that for cholinesterase. However, one must hesitate to assign any real 
significance to these correlations when it is noted that equally good correlations occur for 
the curves given by the two digestive enzymes. And, finally, one cannot explain the failure 
of muscle ATP-ase to be correlated with any of the movements. 

Since some of the correlations cannot be more than coincidental, and since different 
movements give three different slopes no one of which matches that for the enzyme system 
thought most likely to be the immediate source of muscle energy, it does not seem desirable 
to assign significance to any of the correlations. 

THE POSSIBLE RELATION BETWEEN CHILL COMA AND MUSCLE 

ATP-ASE ACTIVITY 

Some years ago Steinbach (1949) attempted to relate the muscular activity of poiki- 
lothermous vertebrates to the kinetics of the energy-releasing apyrase enzyme system of 
the muscles. Although the correlations were not particularly impressive with vertebrate 
muscles, a study has been made with several species of Arthropoda to see what correlations 
might be found in this phylum. Complete Arrhenius type plots have been obtained for 
the Mg-activated apyrase of eleven species of insects plus a crayfish and a cold-water 
minnow. A representative sample of these data are given in Figure 4. 

Analysis of these data is complicated by the fact that several enzymes in muscle split 
ATP ( = adenosine triphosphate) (Gilmour 6? Calaby, 1953). The percentages of these 
different enzymes seem to vary from one muscle to another (Kenney 6? Richards, 1955) and 
probably from one species to another. By favoring the activity of one or another of these 
enzymes by varying the ionic environment it is possible to shift the ¡i value of the Arr¬ 
henius equation for cockroach thoracic muscle over the range 15,000-23,000. The value 
for the Mg-activated apyrase lies in the lower part of this range; the value without added 
cations lies in the upper part (Chin, 1951). It is questionable, then, whether worthwhile 
deductions can be made at the present time from determinations of /t values obtained 
from crude breis. 

However, it is noteworthy that there does appear to be some correlation between 
chill coma temperatures and the absolute level of ATP splitting at that temperature. For 
almost all of the species studied, the chill coma temperature is one at which the splitting 
of phosphorus from ATP has fallen to the level of 0.15-0.23 ¡ig. P/mg. wet wgt of tissue/ 
minute. Such a low level can be reached either by a low activity level at all temperatures 
(curve J) or by a steeper curve showing greater temperature dépendance (curves H + I). 

Particularly impressive is the fact that this “inactivation level” for apyrase activity 
is reached at quite different temperatures by the flight and leg muscles of the Giant Water 
Bug (Lethocerus americanus), and that cold inactivation of these two sets of muscles differs 
in a corresponding manner (Kenney & Richards, 1955). Both sets of muscles become 
inactivated at the same absolute level of apyrase enzyme activity, but, as shown in Figure 
4, curves D versus /, this is correlated with inactivation of flight at about 10°C. whereas 
walking and swimming are not blocked until the insect reaches a temperature only a few 
degrees above 0°C. Unfortunately no insect species active at or near freezing temperatures 
have been available to us (except some too small for this work). However, a fish which 
swims freely in ice water gives a low slope (curve A) which at 0°C. is still about 2X above 
the maximum of what I have here called the “inactivation range.” 

Incidentally, for Libellula and Celerio there are no significant sex differences in either 
the absolute activity values or in the slope of the line on an Arrhenius plot. But in adult 
cockroaches (both Periplaneta and Blaberus) there is a similar slope in the two sexes but a 
significantly higher absolute level for activity in the male (compare Brooks, 1957). In the 
beetle Tenebrio there appears to be some relation to acclimatization because Mr. Mutchmor 
working in this laboratory has found that heat-adapted beetles, in contrast to cold-adapted 
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ones, have significantly lower muscle apyrase activity levels (and a somewhat lower slope 
to the curve) associated with the slightly higher inactivation temperatures. 

The dragonfly Libellula is distinct from all the others examined, and is an exception to 
the idea of a general “inactivation range.” The muscle apyrase gives high values in the 
interesting range of 15-35°C., and has a low slope such that it is still above the “inactiva' 
tion range” at 0°C. (curve B). Yet the species begins to show effects of chilling at 18-20°C., 
becomes incapable of flight at about 15°, and ceases wing movements at about 10°C. To 
be sure, dragonflies have distinctive musculature and a type of wing movement not found 
in other insects but the fact remains that this species is a clear exception which exhibits 
inactivation at an apyrase activity level 3 X the usual maximum value. The gradual in' 
capacitation of flight movements over the range of 20° to 10°C. suggests that more than just 
the possibility of muscle movement is involved in dragonflies. (The moth Celerio may also 
be a lesser exception (curve E) but there is some uncertainty about the determination of 
inactivation temperature for this species.) 

In conclusion, perhaps the above level of 0.15-0.23 fig P/mg./min. does represent the 
minimal amount of ATP splitting necessary for muscular movement in insects. But detailed 
comparison of the curves for the thirteen species studied show that there is no rigorously 
held value for muscle inactivation; it is only approximate within a range of about 1.5 X, 
and it has the dragonfly as an outstanding exception. Obviously temperature has other 
effects on muscle (e.g., viscosity) besides its effect on enzyme activity, as well as possibly 
affecting other portions of the locomotor mechanism. Therefore, current data force the 
reserved conclusion that, while the absolute level of muscle apyrase activity seems to be 
an important factor in the production of chill coma, it does not supply a full answer to the 

phenomenon. DISCUSSION 
t 

J. R. Busvine. At low temperatures the eggs had development prolonged more than 
the reduction of rate of consumption of reserves. How does this compare with later develop' 
ment stages where lower temperature seems to produce a heavier adult (admittedly in 
higher temperature range)? 

A. G. Richards. The extra energy required at below 20° is correlated with the 
developing insect either dieing or becoming a dwarf. The phenomenon of cool conditions 
giving large individuals involves higher temperatures where metabolic rate is correlated 
with developmental rate. We have not checked this point with Oncopeltus in the range 
above 20°. 

D. L. Collins. Do adults that survive unfavorable temperature complex, either high 
or low, produce offspring which are similarly able to survive theoretically unfavorable 
temperature conditions? 

A. G. Richards. A direct test involving approximately 10,000 individuals failed to 
result in selection of a more cold'hardy strain. In other words, we do not think our data 
are complicated by genetic diversity within our laboratory colony. 
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Cold"Hardiness of Insects1 
By R. W. Salt 

Science Service Laboratory 

Lethbridge, Alta. 

ABSTRACT 

Ability to supercool is the only protection against freezing that most hibernating insects 
possess; it is a direct measure of their cold'hardiness. A better understanding of the initiation of 
freezing in supercooled liquids has emerged from recent advances in the field of nucléation. 
The events leading up to freezing, and factors influencing these events, are discussed at the 
molecular level. 

Supercooling of insects is decreased by airborne nucleating agents of high efficiency when- 
ever water containing them comes into intimate contact with the tissues. This is the prevalent 
situation in feeding insects and those wetted by environmental moisture, secretions, excretions, 
and wounds. Supercooling is greater in the nom feeding stages of insects and is determined by 
internal nucleating agents whose efficiency is characteristic of species and stage. Cold'hardening, 
which is increased ability to supercool, involves the replacement of an existing nucleating agent 
with a less efficient one. Desiccation or other water loss does not result in appreciable cold' 
hardening; neither does temperature treatment as such, although temper ature'dependent 
processes are responsible for cold'hardiness changes, in both directions, throughout the life cycle. 
When metabolic changes at low temperatures have resulted incidentally in increased cold' 
hardiness, the survival value of such changes has led to their preservation; however, such cold' 
hardening is not a general occurrence. 

INTRODUCTION 

The subject of insect cold-hardiness is too broad to be covered in detail in the time at 
my disposal. I propose to omit some aspects that are fairly well known, as well as others 
that are almost entirely unknown, and concentrate on some recent developments in unrelated 
fields that shed considerable light on the subject. I would like to be able to explain how some 
insects develop the ability to survive ice-formation in their tissues, for here the entomologist 
might find common ground with the plant physiologist. Unfortunately this field is almost 
completely unexplored and I shall have nothing more to say about it except to recommend 
it as fertile territory. My remarks will be applicable only to those insect species that are 
freezing-susceptible (Salt, 1955). Since these are killed by freezing, their cold-hardiness is 
measured by their ability to avoid freezing, and this is accomplished by supercooling. 
Supercooling, therefore, is the dominant factor in the winter survival of such insects, and 
anything that influences it becomes of importance. 

Strictly speaking, our concern is not so much with the state of supercooling as with its 
termination, when freezing suddenly ensues. It is important to know the circumstances 
leading to freezing and the factors influencing them. It is not difficult to explain what 
happens after freezing has once started : the first ice crystal grows, by accretion, at a rate of 
several centimeters per second. The rate may be slowed by physical barriers, but in a moist 
tissue this is negligible; the freezing wave sweeps through a supercooled insect in a fraction 
of a second. But this is the final part of the freezing process; what we want to know is how 
it started, or in other words, how the first bit of ice came to exist. And this brings us to 
the subject of nucléation, which is of great interest these days in several fields, including 
meteorology and metallurgy. 

NUCLEATION 

The structure that initiates freezing in a supercooled liquid is appropriately called a 
nucleus, since it is the entity on or around which freezing takes place. The nucleus in turn is 
the end-point of a formative process about which little is known. It is presumed that the 
nucleus owes its ability to induce freezing to its similarity to the molecular configuration 
of the solid phase. Hence the efficacy of silver iodide in nucleating supercooled water. 
Whether nuclei result from chance molecular orientations is not known, but it seems 
probable that a part, at least, of their presumably stepwise construction occurs in this way. 
The effect of temperature supports this conclusion, especially when temperature is thought 
of in terms of kinetic energy. Greater kinetic energy favors the probability of formation of 

1Contribution No. 3566, Entomology Division, Science Service, Department of Agriculture, Ottawa, Canada. 
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any given molecular orientation in a given time, but equally favors its destruction. Lower 
temperatures, or lower kinetic energies, decrease the probability of formation but increase 
the chance of survival. The reasoning here is that a molecule or group of molecules is more 
likely to retain an existing position or configuration when its kinetic energy is low than 
when it is high. Hence the precursors of nuclei, or incipient nuclei, may be formed readily 
in water that is only slightly supercooled, but stand little chance of survival, whereas 
conditions of greater supercooling offer better chances of survival and growth. Since only 
one nucleus is required to initiate freezing, survival is more important than numbers. The 
essential truth of this is evidenced by the fact that as supercooling is increased, i.e., the 
temperature lowered, a point is reached where, in seconds at most, an incipient nucleus will 
mature. As the temperature is raised above this point, the mean time to freeze becomes 
longer and longer. That freezing is based on probability becomes evident when large 
populations are exposed to various constant amounts of supercooling : individual specimens 
vary tremendously in the time at which they freeze, yet the time-frequency curve is fixed. 
As supercooling is increased more individuals freeze in less time. This reaches a limit, as 
already noted, as the time element approaches zero, and a nucleus forms, survives, and 
starts growing spontaneously. 

In a perfectly pure liquid, the nucleus is formed solely of molecules of that liquid, and 
nucléation is then said to be homogeneous. However, a liquid is seldom so pure that it does 
not contain some contaminating particles from the air or from the containing vessel. Some 
particles, or more precisely portions of their surfaces, are able to serve as bases for the forma¬ 
tion of nuclei, and since they may be regarded as foreign matter, nucléation is referred to as 
heterogeneous. Such foreign nuclei are often referred to as motes (Dorsey, 1948). 

The action of a foreign body in initiating freezing resembles that already described for 
homogeneous nucléation. A portion of its surface resembles to some degree the ice crystal 
lattice, but there is still a deficiency that must be met by the correct addition of water 
molecules or aggregations. Foreign particles have different efficiencies as nucleating agents, 
probably proportional to their resemblances to the ice lattice. The most effective agent for 
water, for example, is silver iodide, whose crystals most closely resemble ice. However, even 
silver iodide is not spontaneously effective until supercooling amounts to a few degrees, and 
less effective nuclei allow greater amounts of supercooling. 

Water in bulk is certain to be contaminated with countless foreign particles or motes 
from the air and, in addition, the walls of the containing vessel may provide suitable surfaces 
for nucléation. Under ordinary circumstances, then, water is contaminated with a large 
variety of potential nucleating agents. Their resemblance to ice will of course vary greatly, 
and most of them may be extremely poor prospects; nevertheless it is convenient to think 
of them as arranged in order of nucleating efficiency. If a quantity of water is uniformly 
cooled, the nucleating agent with highest efficiency has the best chance of becoming the 
first nucleus. Because of dependence on chance, however, the event may be delayed by the 
non-occurrence of a suitable molecular collision; during the delay supercooling increases and 
so also does the chance of nucleus formation. Freezing thus takes place at a slightly lower 
temperature. Alternatively, a less efficient agent may form the nucleus, again at a lower 
temperature. Hence the real efficiency of a nucleating agent is a potential that in practice is 
subject to some variation. 

In many liquids, and in many systems of certain types, nucléation is multiple, i.e., many 
nuclei form and initiate localized crystallization in a short space of time. This situation is 
possible only where crystal growth is slow or supercooling is slight. In water, however, 
crystallization is very rapid ; the ice front advances at a rate of several centimeters per second, 
and hence sweeps through an average-sized insect in a fraction of a second. In this limited 
period, other nuclei are not likely to be formed, and as a result the entire mass of ice in the 
tissues may be considered to be a single crystal. Under conditions of advanced dehydration, 
where the water in a tissue may lose physical contact with that in adjoining tissues, multiple 
nucléation may occur, but this is exceptional in insects. 

Before leaving these basic considerations, it should be noted that in attaining suitable 
molecular orientation, the surface energy relationships of the water and the nucleus are of 
the utmost importance in some situations. The surface energy of a liquid is changed as its 
curvature is increased in capillary tubes or in droplets, and this has the effect of increasing 
supercooling. The application of this phenomenon to insect freezing will depend on details 
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of physical structure and on size. For instance, the liquid in tracheoles supercools far more 
than the tissues themselves and hence does not affect the freezing of the intact insect. 

EXTERNAL NUCLEATION 

With the foregoing as background, we are now in a position to interpret many phases 
of insect cold-hardiness that heretofore have been poorly understood. One of the most 
important of these is the action of so-called “contact moisture” in reducing the amount of 
supercooling of an insect. Free moisture on an insect, whether present as condensed atmos¬ 
pheric moisture, or in a secretion or excretion, or at the surface of a wound, supercools less 
than the tissues, provided its surface is relatively flat. If there is direct aqueous contact with 
the tissues, as may occur through the cuticle and will occur through a wounded surface, 
freezing continues from the contact moisture into the tissues. It is now apparent that 
nucleating agents present in the contact moisture are responsible for the small amount of 
supercooling in this water as compared to the potential supercooling ability of the tissues. 
Even when the contact moisture is originally relatively free of contaminants, as in the case 
of a fresh surface wound, air-borne nucleating agents quickly enter it. Ordinary air literally 
teems with dust particles of infinite variety; many types, perhaps especially those that are 
crystalline in nature, are effective nucleating agents. If an insect such as a lepidopterous larva 
be pierced by a needle or cut with scissors, its ability to supercool is reduced. As the surface 
of the wound dries, however, supercooling increases and finally reaches its original level. The 
contaminants in and near the surface of the wound are trapped in the drying tissues, but 
they are still effective as nucleating agents. However, as the surface layer dries its solute 
concentration increases greatly and depresses the freezing point. The supercooling point falls 
a similar amount and is eventually lower than that of more interior tissues ; the latter there¬ 
upon determine the supercooling temperature as in the intact insect, so that the surface of 
the wound, along with its enclosed nucleating agents, no longer influences freezing. This is 
not the complete picture, however, since changes in surface energy as the wound dries also 
increase supercooling. 

If steps be taken to eliminate or avoid the contamination of a fresh wound by air-borne 
nucleating agents, little change in supercooling ability results. If an insect is placed under 
95% ethyl alcohol, wounded, and frozen within a few minutes, its supercooling point rises 
a few degrees at most. Several facts should be noted : first, the alcohol excludes air and air¬ 
borne motes from the wound; second, the alcohol itself contains such motes from its contact 
with the atmosphere; third, the alcohol rapidly mixes with water at the wound and thereby 
depresses its freezing and supercooling points greatly; fourth, the alcohol-borne motes act 
like the air-borne motes in a dried wound, i.e., they are potentially operative, but at such 
a low temperature that the internal tissues will freeze before them; fifth, and perhaps most 
important, the surface energy relationships are radically different from those of an air- 
water interface. 

The concept of air-borne nucleating agents can also be used to explain why feeding 
stages are generally less cold-hardy than non-feeding stages. It has been shown (Salt, 1953), 
that chewing larvae such as cutworms and Mediterranean flour moth larvae went through 
cycles of cold-hardiness during each instar. During the feeding period they supercooled only 
a few degrees, but when feeding ceased before a moult supercooling increased considerably. 
The greater degree of cold-hardiness was retained throughout the moult, but reverted to 
the lower level as soon as the larvae resumed feeding. In cutworm larvae it seemed clear that 
chewed plant material, which itself supercools little, froze first and inoculated or “seeded” 
freezing in the insects’ tissues; in larvae of the Mediterranean flour moth, feeding on non- 
freezable wheat-flour, the digestive juices were thought to be responsible. It is now apparent 
that any food that has been in contact with the air will bear motes, and that these will 
cause freezing in the moist contents of the alimentary tract at a fairly high temperature. 

The food of some insects, however, is never exposed to the air, and in such cases 
supercooling is quite substantial. Endoparasitic insects such as larvae of Scelio, feeding 
inside eggs of the grasshopper Melanoplus bivittatus (Say), supercool to — 23°C., almost 
as much as the unparasitized eggs, and twice as much as most feeding mandibulate insects. 
Many sucking insects, such as some aphids, supercool at least 20°C. Not all sucking insects 
supercool this much, however; in exploratory tests, mosquitoes supercooled 8° to 10°C., 
Lygus nymphs and adults 6° to 24°C. The variation may be attributable to differences in 
“cleanliness” of feeding, i.e., the exclusion of motes from ingested food, or to the food 
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itself, or other causes. It is of interest to note that plant juices that may not supercool 
appreciably in the plant may supercool greatly in an insect, indicating that the generally 
low degree of supercooling found in plant tissues is caused by factors that lessen a potentially 
greater ability. 

INTERNAL NUCLEATION 

Foreign nucleating agents, or motes, explain very nicely the reduced supercooling 
found in the inoculation type of freezing. We are next faced with the problem of explaining 
nucléation within insect tissues that are unaffected by outside influences, e.g., in non- 
feeding stages. It would be helpful to know whether such nucléation is homogeneous or 
heterogeneous. Most experimental work on homogeneous nucléation of water in cloud 
chambers and other such apparatus points to a “criticar’ temperature near — 40°C., but 
some results are several degrees higher than this (Holloman, 1950). Mason (1956) suggests 
that the variation may be attributable to apparatus design, and thus implies that homo¬ 
geneous nucléation of water is possible at temperatures above — 40°C. If this is so, nucléa¬ 
tion within insect tissues could be of the homogeneous type. Supercooling points well 
above — 40°C. would presumably be explained by the influence of the non-aqueous portion 
on the aqueous phase. But it is known that solutes and colloids increase supercooling 
(Lusena, 1955). In addition, if such factors are operative, surely such nucléation must be 
regarded as heterogeneous. 

Nucléation within insect tissues nevertheless differs from that caused by contaminants. 
Usually, supercooling is considerably greater and is restricted to a more narrow temperature 
range. Moreover, this range of supercooling is characteristic of the species and stage and is 
rather difficult to change. This indicates that the effective nucleating agent is the same in 
all individuals of the same kind ; by the same token a different nucleating agent is to be ex¬ 
pected in a form with a different supercooling range. In addition, the agent is internal , and 
is probably effective in nucléation only incidentally, being present in the body primarily 
in some other capacity. It is generally distributed throughout the body. In any case the 
nucleating agent owes its effectiveness to its physical properties, a concept which is in 
accord with a characteristic amount of supercooling. It has already been noted that the 
variation of supercooling within a uniform group of specimens is attributable to the partial 
dependence of nucléation on chance; hence it seems appropriate to speculate that only one 
type of nucleating agent is operating in such a group. Other potential nucleating agents 
may be present but because of less efficiency do not get a chance to become operative. 

COLD-HARDENING IN INSECTS 

We are now in a position to discuss the subject of insect cold-hardening on a sounder 
basis than the empirical one formerly used. We must revise the old concept that cold¬ 
hardiness is something that is acquired by a warm-weather form in preparation for cold 
weather. Instead we see that insects normally possess a fairly fixed level of cold-hardiness 
(supercooling ability) which is readily reduced under certain circumstances such as the 
ingestion of chewed food or contact with free water. Strictly speaking, then, cold-hardening 
must involve an increase in potential cold-hardiness beyond a former level possessed by the 
organism itself. Changes are common between one stage and the next, but they are towards 
more cold-hardiness in some cases and towards less in others. In addition, most such changes 
occur during warm weather, at a time when cold-hardening is meaningless. The only 
cold-hardening the has real significance is that which assists in preparation for cold weather. 

A cold-hardiness increase adds protection to a species whether it results from a change 
of stage or from the operation of environmental factors during the early stages of hiberna¬ 
tion. The physiologist will wish to discover the mode of action in both types. Classically, 
the environmental factors have received most attention, especially drying and chilling. 
Recent work has shed new light on each of these. By gradually drying grasshopper eggs, 
wheat stem sawfly larvae, and beet webworm larvæ, I showed (Salt, 1956), that the lowering 
of the supercooling point is similar in amount to the lowering of the freezing point; i.e., the 
amount of supercooling remains approximately constant. Lusena (1955) showed that this 
was true of solutions of many inorganic and organic compounds. The decreased freezing 
points are of course directly attributable to the concentrating of solutes, whether in a 
biological tissue or in a simple solution. Customarily, biological tissues are sufficiently dilute 
that a rather large proportion of water must be lost before the freezing point is lowered 
appreciably. The tolerance of insects to desiccation is of course rather variable, but it has 
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been shown that most insects will have died from desiccation before such treatment has 
increased their supercooling ability by more than one or two degrees Centrigrade (Salt, 
1956). In practical terms we may state that insects in general are cold-hardened only to a 
negligible extent by sublethal desiccation. 

Water loss can of course result from causes other than desiccation. The cessation of 
feeding and the storage of reserves in preparation for hibernation usually result in a reduced 
total moisture content, a redistribution of moisture, and probably an increased osmotic 
pressure. Osmotic pressure determines the freezing point and affects supercooling propor¬ 
tionately ; at the same time, this may be counterbalanced or enhanced by changes in nucle¬ 
ating agents or their efficiency. 

In disposing thus of water balance as a minor influence on insect cold-hardiness, it 
should be noted that because the action is purely physical, it applies to insects in general. 
However, exceptions may be found in species adapted to severe desiccation or otherwise 
possessing high osmotic pressures. 

The other environmental factor commonly suspected of producing cold-hardening is 
temperature, particularly low temperature. Species differ greatly in their response to 
chilling: eggs of the two-striped grasshopper, Melanoplus bivittatus, and larvæ of the wheat 
stem sawfly, Cephus cinctus, did not cold-harden at 0° or 5°C.; larvæ of Bracon ce phi, 
a parasite of the wheat stem sawfly, hardened considerably at 5°C., whereas larvæ of the 
beet webworm, Loxostege sticticaiis, responded variably (Salt, 1956). These results were 
obtained at constant temperatures; at the fluctuating temperatures of the natural environ¬ 
ment, however, all four species cold-hardened. The amounts of hardening were proportional 
to those at constant temperature, being very small in the grasshopper eggs and sawfly 
larvæ, large in Bracon cephi, and moderate but variable in beet webworm larvæ. The latter 
species also cold-hardened during cocoon-formation, and in one experiment continued to 
harden for several weeks at 20°C. The main conclusion drawn from these experiments was 
that chilling per se was not responsible for cold-hardening. Rather, it appeared that some 
metabolic processes resulted incidentally in increased cold-hardiness while others did not. 
Some of these are able to proceed at low temperatures whereas others are restricted to a 
warmer range. It might be expected also that some such metabolic processes would lead to 
decreased cold-hardiness; however, these would possess reduced survival value and would 
tend to become eradicated. 

In this interpretation of its role, temperature does not directly produce changes in 
cold-hardiness, but may do so indirectly through its influence on a variety of metabolic and 
other processes, some of which are accompanied by cold-hardening. This, of course, is 
always the role of temperature; it controls the rate of a reaction and therefore also its limits. 
Since the experimental evidence shows that cold-hardening occurs throughout a wide 
temperature range, it is unjustifiable to credit low temperature in particular as a cold- 
hardening agent. As far as is known, cold-hardening at low temperatures does not differ 
basically from that resulting from a change in stage at developmental temperatures. 

In summary, we see that insect tissues supercool to an extent that is typical of species 
and stage. This amount may be reduced readily and considerably by contact moisture, 
including food; increased to a usually small extent by desiccation or other means of in¬ 
creasing osmotic pressure ; and increased or decreased to varying degrees by various meta¬ 
bolic processes that are temperature-dependent. The first two factors are now reasonably 
well understood, the third not so well. 
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The Resting Potentials of Neurons in the Cecropia Brain 

During Diapause and Development 
By William G. Van der Kloot 

Cornell University 

Ithaca, N.Y. 

ABSTRACT 

At pupation the physiology of the brain of the Cecropia sil\worm is drastically altered: 
the neurons lose spontaneous activity and can no longer be excited by electrical stimuli. At 
this time, twenty'Six specialized neurons within the brain—the neurosecretory cells—become 
inactive and, as Williams has shown, diapause results. Furthermore, the cholinesterase 
activity of the brain markedly decreases at the time that the neurons become electrically silent. 
Months later, cholinesterase re-appears in the brain, the neurons recover activity, the neuro' 
secretory cells release the hormone, and diapause is ended. 

The resting potentials of neurons of the electrically active brain, measured through 
intercellular micro pipettes, were 60-70 millivolts. However, during diapause the resting 
potentials were merely 20-30 millivolts. 

Though inhibition of cholinesterase is \nown to blocl{ conduction in excitable tissues, 
this enzyme has never been implicated in the maintenance of the resting potential. For this 
reason, experiments were undertaken to test the effect of cholinesterase inhibitors on the resting 
potential. Frog muscles were exposed to 10-4 M HETP. After a few hours the resting potential 
had fallen to 20-30 millivolts. 

The muscle experiments clearly show that the inhibition of cholinesterase causes a decrease 
in the resting potential. Similarly, the decrease in the resting potentials of the Cecropia brain 
neurons during diapause may be owing to the decrease in cholinesterase, while the inactivation 
of the brain neurons during diapause may serve to inactivate the neurosecretory cells and 
thereby enforce the pupal diapause. 
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Control of Spontaneous Activity in Certain Efferent Nerve 

Fibers from the Metathoracic Ganglion of the Cockroach, 
Periplaneta americana1 

By Elizabeth A. Weiant 

Tufts University 
Medford, Mass. 

ABSTRACT 
A steady pattern of asynchronous nerve impulses can be picked up by electrodes placed 

under any nerve arising from a thoracic ganglion of a cockroach. 
Using the metathoracic ganglion and nerve 3A or nerve 5, it was found that these im' 

pulses continued if the nerve was pinched or cut distal to the electrodes, proving that this 
activity is efferent. Since it continues after severance of all nerve connections between the 
ganglion and other nerve centers and the periphery, this activity may be spontaneous in origin. 

Decapitation causes an increased frequency of these impulses. If this operation is carried 
out in two steps by first severing one cervical connective, there is an increase in activity. Then, 
if the heterolateral connective is cut, there is a further increase in activity. Severance of com 
nectives between the thoracic ganglia causes no further increase in activity. 

If the abdominal cord is cut just below the metathoracic ganglion, there is some decrease 
in activity. If, following these operations, the right and left halves of the metathoracic ganglion 
are separated in the median plane, there usually is a further increase in activity. It is concluded 
that spontaneous activity in motor nerve fibres of the metathoracic ganglion is inhibited 
bilaterally by centers in the head ganglia. In addition, there is crossed inhibition between the 
two halves of the metathoracic ganglion. This may be of significance as related to the normal 
walking movements of the cockroach. 

INTRODUCTION 
If electrodes are placed under any nerve arising from a thoracic ganglion of the cock' 

roach (Periplaneta americana), a steady pattern of asynchronous nerve impulses are re' 
gistered by recording equipment. 

Using the metathoracic ganglion and nerve 3A or 5 (Pringle, 1939), it was found that 
these impulses continued if the nerve was pinched or severed distal to the electrodes 
proving that this activity is efferent (arising from within the central nervous system). 
Since the activity continues after severance of all nerve connections between the ganglion 
and other nerve centers and the periphery, this activity is spontaneous in origin (Roeder, 
1955a). 

It was found (Roeder, 1955b) that decapitation of the praying mantis caused increased 
spontaneous activity in efferent nerves of the last abdominal ganglion, suggesting the 
presence of an inhibitory center in the cerebral ganglia. The present paper describes more 
detailed investigations on the control of similar activity in thoracic ganglia of the cockroach. 

METHOD 
Whole adult cockroaches were pinned ventral side up on cork set in a moist chamber. 

The region surrounding the metothoracic ganglion was exposed and fine'tapered silver 
electrodes were placed under nerve 3A or 5. For recording a Grass P4A preamplifier, a 
DuMont 304'H oscillograph, a Magnecorder type PT6'J tape recorder, and an Electrodyne 
pulse counter were used. Gross changes in nerve impulse frequency were determined by 
visual inspection of the oscilloscope screen. The impulse pattern was simultaneously 
recorded on tape and more precise counts were obtained at a later time by playing the tape 
into the Electrodyne pulse counter. 

The nerve from which the recording was made was pinched distal to the electrodes 
and all other nerves (including those from the pro' and mesothoracic ganglia) were severed. 

Recordings were made from such a preparation for at least 15 minutes, or until the 
activity became relatively steady. Then, instead of decapitating the roach, the operation 
was carried out in 2 steps: (l) severing the ipsilateral cervical connective and recording 
for 10 minutes, (2) severing the heterolateral connective and recording for 10 minutes. 

Immediately following certain of these transections there occurred a transitory 
increase in impulse frequency from injured or dying fibers. Increased activity resulting 

'The work described in this paper was supported by United States Public Health Service Grant E 947- 
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from injury was, by its immediate appearance and subsequent disappearance within 10-20 
seconds, readily distinguished from increased spontaneous activity due to release from 
inhibition. Increased spontaneous activity due to release of inhibition often took as much 
as 3 minutes to reach a steady value and persisted for at least an hour, or until the experi- 
ment was terminated. 

Next the abdominal cord was severed between the me ta thoracic ganglion and the 
first abdominal ganglion, and further recordings were made .Then the right and left halves 
of the metathoracic ganglion were separated in the median plane with very fine iridectomy 
scissors, and this was followed by sectioning of the thoracic cord between the meso- and 
metathoracic ganglia. 

RESULTS 
Sectioning the cervical connectives: When recordings were made from either left 

nerve 3A or left nerve 5 from the metathoracic ganglion, first there were from 1 to 3 or 4 
fibers firing quite regularly but asynchronously. Within one minute after the left cervical 
connective was cut, there was an increase in the frequency of activity of one or more of 
the fibers already present. This remained quite steady, and at the end of 10 minutes the 
heterolateral (right) cervical connective was cut. After cutting the second cervical connec¬ 
tive, there was a further increase in frequency of firing of previously active fibers frequently 
accompanied by impulses in a fiber not previously active. This activity also reached a 
peak and remained steady. 

Sectioning the abdominal cord: If the abdominal cord was severed between the 
metathoracic ganglion and the first abdominal ganglion, the activity decreased in frequency. 
This decrease followed abdominal cord section irrespective of previous section of the cer¬ 
vical connectives. The decrease following abdominal cord section did not quite counteract 
the increase due to previous section of the cervical connectives, activity remaining higher 
than that registered before either operation. 

Bisecting the metathoracic ganglion: When, after the above operations, the 
metathoracic ganglion was separated in the median plane, there was a further and more 
noticeable increase in the frequency of activity which was often accompanied by short 
bursts of trains in one large fiber. This increase in frequency of activity became stable 
within 3 minutes. 

In a few preparations the procedure was reversed. That is, the metathoracic ganglion 
was bisected first and the cervical connectives were severed subsequently. In such cases 
again the increased frequency of activity was greater when the ganglion was bisected, but 
the severing of the cervical connectives added a further small increase. In any case the 
frequency of spontaneous activity increased to its highest level when both cervical con¬ 
nectives were cut and the ganglion bisected. 

Sectioning the thoracic cord between the mesothoracic and metathoracic 

ganglia: Following bisection of the metathoracic ganglion the thoracic cord was cut 
between the mesothoracic and metathoracic ganglia. This operation left an isolated half 
metathoracic ganglion with a nerve stump long enough for recording (usually nerve 5). 
The activity continued at the previous level with the short bursts or trains and was 
observed in several preparations for as long as 1 hour, at which time the recordings were 
stopped. 

CONCLUSIONS 

From these results it may be concluded that the spontaneous activity in certain 
motor nerve fibers of the metathoracic ganglion of the cockroach is inhibited bilaterally 
by centers in the cerebral ganglia. In addition to this, there is powerful crossed inhibition 
between the 2 halves of the metathoracic ganglion. This crossed inhibition may be of some 
significance as related to the alternate activity of muscles on the right and left sides of the 
animal during normal stepping movements. 

Opposed to the inhibition from higher centers, it appears that the abdominal ganglia 
(probably the last abdominal ganglion in particular) may potentiate or trigger nerve 
elements in the metathoracic ganglion. 
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Proprioceptors in the Muscles of Insects 
By L. H. Finlayson and Otto Lowenstein 

University of Birmingham 

Birmingham, England 

ABSTRACT1 

Receptors which respond to stretch have recently been found in insects. They have been 
studied in detail in the Lepidoptera where most segments of the body contain a pair of modified 
muscle fibres. Each fibre has a central giant nucleus and many connective tissue fibres running 
along it. Attached to the fibre near the giant nucleus is a large sensory neurone. 

A regular single unit discharge has been obtained from isolated organs. Stimulation by 
stretching increases the discharge frequency. There is gradual adaptation on prolonged stimula' 
non. After cessation of stretch there is a post'stimulatory depression followed by a gradual 
return to the initial rate. 

Until recently it was generally believed that postural changes and rapid body move" 
ments in insects were signalled to the central nervous system by epidermal receptors, such 
as campaniform organs, chordotonal organs, and setae, and perhaps by peripheral neurones 
under the epidermis. To this list has been added (Finlayson and Lowenstein, 1955) an 
internal receptor which is associated with the musculature of the body wall. It is similar 
in structure and function to the muscle receptor organs of Crustacea (Alexandrowicz;, 
1934-1956; Wiersma, Furshpan and Florey, 1953; Florey and Florey, 1955). 

These receptors have been studied in greatest detail in several species of saturniid 
moths. They can easily be seen in the adult after those longitudinal abdominal muscles 
which persist from the larval stage have degenerated in the adult. The muscles disappear 
during the first few days of adult life (Finlayson, 1956). Their disappearance reveals in 
each segment two fibres that lie above and parallel to the dorsal longitudinal muscle bands. 
In the larva and pupa the fibres can be exposed by dissecting away the underlying muscles. 
In the larva of Antheræa pernyi they have been identified in the mesothorax, metathorax, 
and abdominal segments one to nine. 

Each organ consists of a modified muscle fibre (Fig. l). Striations can be seen at the 
ends of the fibre but they are much fainter, both in living and stained preparations, than 

Fig. 1. Receptor from 5th abdominal segment of a fulbgrown larva of Antheræa pernyi showing sensory neurone, 
motor innervation, fibre tract and connective tissue fibres which attach the receptor to the epidermis at the 
intersegmental folds. 

'A more detailed account, including new material, is in the press. Proc. Roy. Soc. B. (1958). 
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the striations of normal muscle fibres. In a dissected larva the organs can be seen contract' 
ing and relaxing slowly, showing that the muscular part is definitely functional. At the 
centre of the organ is a swelling that contains a giant nucleus measuring over 100/i in 
length. Attached to the fibre in the vicinity of the giant nucleus is a sensory neurone 
measuring approximately 50jll in diameter (Fig. 1). The dendrites of the neurone enter a 
tr^ct which runs along the edge of the receptor. The tract is formed by the aggregation of 
numerous connective tissue fibres. The whole organ is enmeshed in connective tissue 
fibres and accordingly has a much greater tensile strength than an ordinary muscle fibre. 
The axon of the neurone joins a major branch of the second main segmental nerve. From 
the same branch comes the motor innervation. There are motor endings at intervals all 
along the organ (Fig. 1). 

The function of the organs in the larva and pupa of Antherœa pernyi has been in' 
vestigated oscillographically. Single receptors attached to suitable lengths of cuticle are 
dissected out and attached to an apparatus so designed that the preparation can be stretched 
a known amount. The movement is produced by a solenoid and the return to the initial 
setting by a spring. The initial setting and the amount of stretch can be controlled by 
micrometer screws. Throughout the experiment the preparation is immersed in insect 
Ringer. 

From such preparations a regular single unit discharge is obtained. The impulse has 
a duration of approximately 5 msec, at room temperature. When the receptor is stretched 
the discharge frequency rises from about 20-30 per second to an upper limit of about 
80 per second in normal preparations. The extent of the rise depends on the amount of 
stretch imposed on the receptor. A stretch of less than 0.2 mm produces little or no re' 
sponse. In Fig. 2 are shown the responses by a receptor from a fulbgrown larva of A. pernyi. 
A successive increase in frequency was recorded up to a stretch of 0.6 mm and then a 
lesser response to 0.7 mm indicating that an upper limit had been reached. 

Fig. 2. Responses of a receptor from a fulhgrown larva of Antherœa pernyi to a series of stretches ranging from 
0.3 mm to 0.7 mm. 

There is a gradual adaptation on prolonged stimulation. After cessation of stretch 
there is a marked post'Stimulatory depression followed by a gradual return of the impulse 
frequency to the initial rate. 
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Similar receptors have been discovered in the Orthoptera (Slifer and Finlayson, 1956). 
They differ from the saturniid type in several ways. The neurone is attached to the margin 
of a normal muscle band, not to a separate fibre as in the saturniids. There is nothing cor¬ 
responding to the giant nucleus except possibly a number of nuclei which surround the 
neurone. There are however numerous connective tissue fibres running along the edge of 
the muscle band to which the neurone is attached. 

Recordings have been obtained from one of these receptors in the grasshopper 
Romùlea microptera. The results are similar to those described for Antheræa. 

Oscillographic studies on nymphs of Aeschna (Odonata) indicate that they also 
possess stretch receptors. The results also indicate that more than one pair is present in 
each segment. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study deals with the structure and function1 of the closing mechanism of the lepidop' 
terous spiracle. The insect on which the wor\ is done is Hyalophora cecropia (L.) commonly 
referred to as the giant cecropia silkworm or the cecropia moth. 

The morphology and histology is described for larvae, pupae, and adults fixed and stained 
in various manners. 

The musculature and nervous system of a typical abdominal segment of larva, pupa, and 
adult of cecropia are figured. The spiracular apparatus in all stages consists of a closing 
muscle and its nerve, an elastic opener which has no nerve, and a closing band and lever. 
The closing nerve receives fibres from both the median and the main lateral nerve of the central 
abdominal ganglion. The elastic opener of cecropia replaces what has commonly been referred 
to as an opening muscle in many insects. Its elastic fibres are formed by a special formative 
tissue within the opener. Behind the closing band lies an epithelial pouch of unknown function. 
Its epithelium is continuous with that which lines the closing band, lever, and bow and which 
meets the epidermis of the body wall. The nerve net of the closer muscle is described. 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1669 Malpighi published his remarkable account of the tracheal system of the 
commercial silkworm, Bombyx mon L. and correctly ascribed to it the function of respira¬ 
tion. The mechanism of respiration has been investigated by many authors since. An 
excellent review of their work is found in (Wigglesworth, 1931). That many of their findings 
and particularly their theories are contradictory suggests the elusive nature of the subject 
and the variations in the mechanism from one group of insects to another. 

The majority of insects breathe by means of tracheal tubes and these tubes generally 
open at the surface of the body through a number of spiracles. The spiracles are provided 
with closing mechanisms, which are described for different groups by Landois and Thelen 
(1867), Krancher (1881) and Hassan (1943). A comprehensive review of the early literature 
on spiracles is given by Babak (1921). 

Some insects have definite rhythmic respiratory movements which are said to be 
responsible for ventilation of the tracheal system (Wigglesworth, 1931). But the Lepidoptera 
show no rhythmic respiratory movement unless the movements of flight in the adult can 
be so considered. Oxygen can penetrate to the deepest tissues in such insects by simple 
diffusion from the spiracles through the tracheal system as shown by the experiments of 
Krogh (1920). 

The spiracles provide the sole gateways to the tracheal system and it appears that by 
regulating the opening of the spiracles the insect regulates the exchange of carbon dioxide 
and oxygen. The spiracular regulatory apparatus also serves in water conservation. Terres¬ 
trial life demands that an insect conserve water and if its spiracles were open constantly it 
would soon dessicate and die. As evidence for this Koidsumi (1934) and Mellanby (1935) 
have shown that the greater part of evaporation from insects takes place through the 
spiracles. Therefore, it is evident that the insects must regulate the spiracular opening to 
obtain enough oxygen to supply its needs, rid itself of enough carbon dioxide to prevent 
intoxication and yet permit as little evaporation of water as possible. This is admirably 
illustrated by the phenomenon discovered in diapausing pupae by Punt (1948) and again, 
independently by Schneiderman and Williams (1953a, b). These authors observed that the 
pupae expelled carbon dioxide in large intermittent bursts rather than continuously. As a 
result it was necessary for the spiracles to be open for only short periods of time. This 
phenomenon is widespread and is found in larval, pupal and adult insects of several orders 
(Punt, 1948). Schneiderman and Williams (1955) and Schneiderman (1956) have made a 
thorough investigation of this phenomenon in the pupa of Hyalophora cecropia (L.) and 

^he part of the paper dealing with physiology has been published as follows: Beckel, W. E., and H. A. Schneiderman. 1957. Insect 
spiracle as an independent effector. Science 126: 352-353. 
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have shown that in cecropia pupae the spiracular valves are the key to the understanding of 
the respiratory mechanism. 

Landois and Thelen (1867) were the first to describe in any detail the spiracular 
regulatory apparatus of Lepidoptera. Anterior to each spiracular opening of the larva of 
the goatmoth Cossus, they describe a semicircular closing bow, which attaches to the body 
wall invagination or atrium and to the spiracular trachea leading inward from the atrium. 
A closing band surrounds one-half of the remaining posterior semicircle of the spiracular 
opening and from this band a lever projects. On this lever the closing muscle inserts and 
stretches to the ventral part of the atrium. Landois and Thelan mention an opening muscle 
in the larva extending from the tip of the lever to the body wall in line with the closing 
muscle, but they do not figure this muscle. Krancher (1881) gives a similar description of 
the closing apparatus in the Lepidoptera. Although he mentions two muscles operating the 
spiracle in some other orders of insects, in the Lepidoptera the two muscles are said to 
occur only in the larva. Solowiow (1909) figures the spiracular apparatus of the goatmoth 
Cossus. Three muscles are shown: the opener, the closer and a supporting muscle running 
ventrad from the base of the spiracle. All three muscles are figured with striations, although 
the opening muscle is termed the musculus tendinosus. Solowiow also figures the opener of 
the caterpillar Malacosoma as a much reduced fibrous organ called the ligamentum tendi' 
nosum. Babak (1921), in his excellent review of the literature, mentions Verson’s (1881) 
description of the spiracles of Bombyx mon as having two antogonistic muscles, opener and 
closer. Imms (1934), in describing the spiracular apparatus of the larvae of a sphingid, 
reports that the opener is an elastic fiber. Hassan (1943) describes in Diptera, Mecoptera 
and Trichoptera a definite opening muscle, and figures it as inserting closely meshed with 
the closing muscle, and actually continuous in some fibers. This survey of the literature on 
the closing mechanism indicates that various spiracular muscles may exist in insects, and 
one cannot conclude that these muscles, even within the Lepidoptera, are constant in 
number or structure. For an understanding of spiracular co-ordination the knowledge of 
whether there are actually two muscles is of importance. If two antagonistic muscles are 
present, nervous co-ordination between them would, presumably, exist. No information 
concerning these points is available for Hyalophora cecropia. 

Information regarding the innervation of the spiracular apparatus is similarly incon¬ 
stant. Newport (1836) made an excellent study of the nervous system and the muscles of 
the abdomen of the lepidopterous larva Sphinx ligustri L. He figures the major innervation 
of the muscles operating the spiracle coming from the mid-lateral nerve of each segmental 
ganglion, and mentions that small branches of the median nerve also innervate the spiracular 
apparatus. Landois and Thelen describe the innervation of the spiracle in the larva of the 
goatmoth. They mention a peripheral ganglion which receives nerves from the mid-lateral 
nerve of each central segmental ganglion and from the median nerve which ramifies in that 
segment. From the peripheral ganglion, they record a nerve which runs to the closing muscle 
of the spiracle. No such peripheral ganglion is described by Newport for Sphinx. Forbes 
(1914) ascribes the sole innervation of the spiracles of Lepidoptera to the median nerve, 
as does Snodgrass (1935); neither author mentions a peripheral ganglion. Whether the 
apparatus of Hyalophora cecropia is innervated by both median and midlateral nerves or 
by one or the other, and whether a peripheral ganglion exists, is unknown, but is most 
important for understanding of spiracular control. 

Physiological studies of the spiracle have indicated that a peripheral nervous center 
capable of spiracular control probably exists. Ha^elhoff (1927) observed that denervated 
spiracles of the cockroach responded to carbon dioxide and suggested that centers for recep¬ 
tion of the stimuli were in the spiracles themselves. Wigglesworth (1935), working with 
the flea, found that although some measure of control resided in the thoracic ganglia and 
that major control was in the abdominal ganglion of each segment, completely denervated 
spiracles would also respond to a lack of oxygen or the presence of carbon dioxide by open¬ 
ing. As Haz;elhofF had suggested that, in the cockroach, cells sensitive to carbon dioxide 
were located in the spiracular region itself, Wigglesworth sectioned this region of the flea 
but found no special sense cells. He therefore thought it likely that the chemical changes, 
to which the spiracles responded, acted on the respiratory centers located in the central 
ganglia. He was unable to explain how the denervated spiracles of the flea reacted, but 
suggested that either ganglion cells were located peripherally, or a secondary nerve supply 
to the spiracles from “the visceral nervous system” was present. 
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Schneiderman and Beckel (1954) reported an experiment with a diapausing cecropia 
pupa where parts of the central nervous system were removed and thus certain spiracles 
denervated. The pupa, after recovery, continued to give bursts of carbon dioxide. Therefore, 
the denervated spiracle must have remained closed as no bursts will occur if even one spiracle 
is maintained permanently open (Buck, 1953, and Schneiderman and Williams, personal 
communication, 1954). Direct observations have confirmed that in the denervated spiracle 
of cecropia the closing muscle is constantly contracting (Schneiderman 1956, Beckel and 
Schneiderman, 1957) In the absence of the central nervous system connection, the origin 
of the stimulus for contraction must lie peripherally. This makes the study of the spiracle of 
uncommon interest. 

The vagueness of the literature on the morphology of the spiracular apparatus, and 
recent results on the role of the spiracle in respiration makes further study of the spiracle 
and its regulatory mechanism worthwhile. The information from such a study would aid 
in explaining the phenomenon of bursts of carbon dioxide. It would also be important to 
the understanding of the operation of a denervated spiracle. The morphology of some 
lepidopterous spiracles has been worked out, but no adequate study of the pupal spiracle 
or of the spiracle during metamorphosis exists; and nothing is known of the spiracle in 
any stage of Hyalophora cecropia. These considerations have prompted the present investi¬ 
gation. 

MORPHOLOGY 

Materials and Methods 

The larvæ, pupae and adults of Hyalophora cecropia, used in this study were reared 
from eggs and were supplied by Dr. H. A. Schneiderman. Larvae were collected in final 
instar and during larval-pupal transformation, and fixed in Petrunkevitch’s fluid, Bourns, 
Carnoy’s or 10 percent formalin. All fluids gave specimens satisfactory for dissection. 
The formalin was the best. Living diapausing pupae were available until late February of 
each year. Developing and mature adults were obtained by chilling diapausing pupae and 
returning them to room temperature. 

Dissections were made on animals bisected parasagitally. Thus one part was available 
with an intact central nervous system (CNS); the other part with no CNS was used where 
detailed study of parts that needed no orientation with the CNS was desired. The greatest 
difficulty encountered in the dissection of the pupae was the mass of fat body which sur¬ 
rounded all the other organs and which had to be removed before observation could be 
made. Progressive dissection down to the spiracle, with drawings made at each critical level, 
was the procedure used in all cases. Many animals were observed before interpretation 
was made, as in any one dissection some muscle insertions were loosened or some nerves 
broken. 

A method of staining each level of dissection with Delafield’s hematoxylin (Gatenby 
and Beams, 1950) was of particular aid. The stain was applied directly on the exposed 
dissection covered with a solution of 50 percent alcohol. A superficial and contrasting 
bluish stain resulted if the hematoxylin was allowed to remain on the exposed tissue for 
ten to twenty seconds before it was washed away with water or 50 percent alcohol. As the 
stained tissue was dissected further, more hematoxylin was applied. If a crucial area was 
being examined stain might be applied many times, for example along the total length of a 
nerve to trace its course through fat and in muscle to be certain that no structures were 
overlooked or damaged. 

In the adults a different type of fat body was encountered, and this had to be removed 
with great care to see the parts of interest. In the female, though less fat body occurred, 
masses of eggs which flattened out the muscles, nerves and trachea against the body wall 
were present, and it was necessary to remove them. 

Gross Anatomy of a Typical Abdominal Segment 

Detailed studies of the musculature, the form of the body wall and the central nervous 
system of the larvae of Lepidoptera have been made by Lyonnet (1762), Newport (1836), 
Lubbock (1858), Berlese (1909), and Forbes (1914). 

The nomenclature used by Lyonnet for Cossus is followed in this study of cecropia. 
This is done because the muscles of cecropia resemble closely those of Cossus and because 
Forbes, in his comparative studies of the Lepidoptera, also used this nomenclature. In 
cecropia some single muscles occur in the same location as a complex of two or three muscles 
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of Cossus. As the origins and insertions of the comparable muscles are the same and as 
the work done in the two insects appears to be similar the muscles are considered to be 
homologous. Therefore, the single muscle of cecropia is labelled with the letters of all the 
muscles of Cossus thought to be involved (Figs. 1, 4, and 6 bed; Figs. 2 and 3, ß y B). 
The resultant nomenclature is not efficient but is used to permit comparison with Lyonnet 
and Forbes. 

No studies of the metamorphosis of the musculature of the lepidopterous abdomen 
are reported in the literature. The pupal and adult muscles are, therefore figured (Figs. 4-7). 

I 

Fig. 1. A part of the fourth abdominal segment of a cecropia larva with all the muscles intact to show the relation' 
ship of the nervous system to the muscles and to the spiracular area. ALN—anterior lateral nerve. CNG—central 
nervous system ganglion; ISF—intersegmental fold; MLN—middateral nerve; LTR—lateral tracheal trunk; 
PLN— posterior lateral nerve; STR—spiracular tracheal trunks; nerve branches A 1—A 12 and muscles a, 
bed, C, E, e, f, g, H, i, and 0 are described in the text. 
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Although the muscles other than those of the spiracle are not specific to the present problem, 
an adequate knowledge of all the muscles of the abdomen aids in proper orientation of the 
nervous system, the spiracles and the spiracular muscles. Muscles such as 0, H, e, E, F, /, 
G, g, I, i, (Fig. 2) and P, q, and £ (Fig. 3) degenerate in the larvabpupal transformation and 
all but disappear in the pupa. Of particular interest is the disappearance of muscle / 
(Fig. 3) which runs to just beneath the spiracle and may be involved in spiracular action. 
Sometimes the degenerated muscles remain in the pupa with only the membranous sheath 
of the sarcolemma and the nerves still attached. Finlayson (1956a) describes a similar 
situation in detail. Muscle ß y B (Fig. 3) is a complex which degenerates in the pupa in all 
but abdominal segments two and three; here it remains as thick dorso ventral strands. In 
those segments all the longitudinal muscles a, bed, and C (Fig. 4) disappear, as they do also 
in segments seven and eight. The degenerated muscles 0 and ß y S in segments four to 
six still have some contractile power in the pupa, but when fixed and mounted show no 
striations and are very much reduced. The only well defined muscles found in the pupa 
are the dorsal, lateral and ventral longitudinals in segments three to five (Fig. 4, C, bed, 
and a), and muscles ß y 3 in segments two and three. 

In the adult a more complex musculature develops (Figs. 6 and 7). Muscles C, bed, 
ff, a and i from the pupa are in evidence in the adult (Fig. 6); these are common to larva, 
pupa and adult. Muscle bed is destined to disappear in the first few days of adult life. 
A similar situation is described by Finlayson (1956a) for Antheræa polyphemus (Cram.). 
Under C lies G, E, I, and L (Fig. 7)- Muscle L is broken into a series of small oblique 
muscles. The alar muscles, well developed in the adult (Fig. 6, aim) are single strands making 
up the dorsal diaphragm. The ventral diaphragm is a layer of single striated muscle fibres 
running from the intersegmental fold to the mid-line of the CNS (Fig. 6, VD). These 
muscles are capable of violent contractions in the living animal making the central nerve 
cord move in a snake like fashion. An interesting feature of these muscles is that they anas- 
tomose freely. Lining the body wall and continuing dorsad to just beyond the spiracle is 
a layer of striated muscles much like those which make up the ventral diaphragm. (Fig. 7, 
BWM). 

Of the muscles of the spiracles only l is named by Lyonnet and Forbes. What role this 
muscle plays in spiracular activity is unknown but in the larva with its supple body wall 
it may serve to anchor the spiracle for more efficient action of the opener and closer. The 
opener is not a muscle as will be explained. 

Central Nervous System 

The central nervous system of the abdomen is similar to that found generally in insects, 
(Figs. 1-7). Each segment had a ganglion (CNG) with a pair of ensheathed connectives, 
coming from the segment preceding and going to the segment succeeding. At each ganglion 
three branches emerge (Figs. 1-7, ALN, MLN, and PLN). The most anterior (ALN) is 
actually the median nerve which arises in the ganglion preceding and courses between the 
ensheathed connectives to arise from the ganglion succeeding. The mid-lateral nerve (MLN) 
of any segment is actually the first lateral nerve in the ganglion of that segment, since the 
median nerve, though apparently arising first, actually arises in the preceding ganglion. 
Because of the close association of the median and other lateral nerves of any one segment, 
the median will be regarded here as the anterior lateral nerve of that segment. 

There is a definite shortening of the CNS during the larvabpupal transformation; but 
there are few visible changes in the structure of the ganglion. The most noticeable change is 
in the anterior lateral nerve. In the pupa, after ALN emerges from the ganglion, for a short 
distance there is a close fusion between it and the ganglion (Fig. 4). In the larva, this fusion 
does not exist (Fig. 3). During pupabadult transformation the central nerve cord shortens 
even more and the obvious bulge of each ganglion smoothes out considerably (Figs. 6 and 7). 
In the adult a longer, more extensive bulge marking the area of the ganglion continues out 
along the connectives until it reaches almost the mid-point between ganglia. 

The anterior lateral nerve arises some distance anterior to the mid-lateral nerve, 
i.e. almost at the half-way point between successive mid-lateral emergences. It lies dorsad 
of the ventral diaphragm whereas the mid-lateral and posterior lateral nerves lie ventrad. 

Peripheral Nervous System 

The peripheral nervous system of a typical abdominal segment is made up of numerous 
branches of the three lateral nerves of each ganglion (Figs. 1-7). 
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The anterior lateral nerve (ALN) branches close to the ganglion as A 1 and innervates 
muscle a in the larva (Fig. 1). This area of the nervous system was not sectioned so it 
cannot be said with certainty that the fibers which go to the muscle a are median in origin. 

2 
Fig. 2. A part of the fourth abdominal segment of a cecropia larva with the first layer of muscles removed. 
ALN—anterior lateral nerve; ISF—intersegmental fold; MLN—middateral nerve; LTR—lateral tracheal 
trunk; PLN—posterior lateral nerve; SCO 3—dorsal scolopophorous organ; nerve branches A 1—A 13, 
M 1—M 12 and muscles E, e, F, f, ff, g, G, H, i, I, P, 6, and ßy â are explained in the text. 
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They may be elements of a lateral nerve from the ganglion. However, they appear to arise 
from the anterior lateral (median) nerve. The second branch of ALN, A 2, runs to the body 
wall in the region of the intersegmental fold (ISF, Fig. 2). The third branch, A 3, crosses 
the intersegmental fold and joins the posterior lateral nerve of the ganglion preceding 
(Fig. 3). If this third branch of ALN is median in origin then it joins the posterior lateral 
nerve (PLN) of the segment whence it arose. If, again, it is actually a part of another lateral 
nerve, then it joins successive ganglia. A 4 splits off A 12 before it courses on to join the 
mid-lateral nerve (MLN) (Fig. 2). A 12 disappears in a mass of fat around the large tracheal 
trunks coming from the spiracle. It lies closely appressed to one tracheal trunk, but, as no 
other tracheal trunks were seen to be innervated, it is unlikely to be the case with this one. 
A 4 lies over the main longitudinal tracheal trunk (LTR) and runs close to the main branch 
of the mid-lateral nerve (Fig. 2). It joins this by means of A 13 and, sometimes by still 
another branch not figured. Whole mounts stained with non-vital methylene blue have 
shown that fibers from A 13 continue in the mid-lateral nerve to emerge with branch M 7 
which innervates the lateral scolopophorous organ (Figs. 3, 5 and 7, SCO 2). Beyond A 13 
the anterior lateral nerve continues out over muscle band E; its ramifications further were 
not followed. 

In the larva, A 6 and A 7 form a loop (Figs. 1-3), separating and then joining to become 
A 9. This loop does not occur in the pupa and adult (Figs. 4~7)- In the larva A 14 branches 
from A 9 to innervate muscle l which lies under the spiracle (Fig. 3). Both muscle and nerve 
disappear in the pupa and adult. A 8 innervates the closing muscle of the spiracle (Fig. 3.) 
Whole mounts stained with non-vital methylene blue show this nerve to be made up of 
fibers not only of A 8 but also of the mid-lateral nerve of its segment (Fig. 33). The muscle l, 
present only in the larva, is also innervated in this fashion. 

The mid-lateral nerve (MLN) of each ganglion is no less dendritic than the anterior 
lateral (ALN). Close to the ganglion it extends beside and is bound to ALN. Over muscle a 
it separates from ALN and branches just before dipping under muscle bed (Figs. 1 and 4). 
It divides into M 14, which innervates the ventral scolopophorous organ (Figs. 3, 5 and 7, 
SCO 1), and into M 15 which sends fibers into A 8 and thence to the closing muscle. Also 
M 15 sends fibers into A 9 then into A 14, and thence to muscle 1. The dorsal scolopophorous 
organ (Fig. 2, SCO 3) is innervated by the mid-lateral nerve as are muscles q, H, E, F, G, 
and I (Figs. 2 and 3). The dorsal scolopophorous organ is described as a proprioceptor in 
some detail by Finlayson and Lowenstein (1958). Just after A 13 joins MLN, a branch 
M 7 courses under muscle E to send a nerve into the lateral scolopophorous organ SCO 
2; this nerve also ramifies in the body wall. Whole mounts, as mentioned, show this 
nerve to contain fibers of A 13. 

The posterior lateral nerve (PLN) is separate from ALN and MLN. It emerges almost 
ventrally on the ganglion and disappears under muscle i (Figs. 1-3). It then branches into 
P 1 and P 2. P 1 ramifies in the body wall and P 2 connects to A 3 of ALN of the succeeding 
segment. It also splits off nerves to muscle ß y B and p and connects to ALN of the suc¬ 
ceeding segment again, at the level of the spiracle, by A 11 (Fig. 3). The connection between 
PLN and MLN, reported by Lyonnet for Cossus, was not observed in any segment dis¬ 
sected. Forbes (1914) mentions that all three lateral nerves connect, but shows no figures. 
As mentioned above, ALN connects to PLN of the segment whence it arises, and connects 
to MLN of the segment in which it ramifies. The lack of a connection between MLN and 
PLN restricts the possibility of peripheral co-ordination between spiracles. No peripheral 
ganglion was observed in any segment of larva, pupa or adult. 
Special Structures 

Three scolopophorous organs were found on each side of a typical abdominal segment 
of cecropia. The ventral scolopophorous organ (Figs. 3, 5, and 7, SCO l) arises just posterior 
to the intersegmental fold and extends to the cuticle of the body wall below the spiracle. 
This organ is innervated by a branch of the mid-lateral nerve, M 14 (Fig. 3). A membrane 
in which 50 to 100 œnocytes are embedded attaches to this scolopophorous organ and 
surrounds it along its course (Fig. 3, OECS). This membrane of œnocytes often inserts by 
elastic fibers into the body wall around the point of attachment of the scolopophorous 
organ, but may continue to insert at the base of the spiracle. When this is the case the 
terminal œnocyte in the membrane often lies just over the nerve to the closing muscle, 
(Fig. 33). This œnocyte is occasionally a composite of two or three œnocytes enclosed in 
one membrane and connected to the spiracle or even to the closing nerve by elastic fibers. 
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3 

Fig. 3. A part of the fourth abdominal segment of a cecropia larva with only the outerlayer of muscles remaining. 
ALN—anterior lateral nerve; ISF—intersegmental fold; MLN—mid-lateral nerve; OECb—oenocytes; bUUa 

ventral scolopophorous organ; SCO 2—lateral scolopophorous organ; nerves A 1 A 1 , 7, 
and muscles i, l, q, P, ßy à and ( are explained in the text; cl—closing muscle of the spiracle; op opener ot 

the spiracle. 
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Its connection to the remainder of the œnocytes is by a very long elastic fiber and if this is 
broken the terminal oenocyte appears to be a separate oval mass attached to the spiracle or 
to the closing nerve. The œnocytes stain intensely with vital methylene blue, and in a 
preparation stained in this manner, the terminal oenocyte over the closing nerve may easily 
be mistakenly considered as a small ganglion attached to the nerve. Careful examination 
shows that this is not the case. 

A lateral scolopophorous organ (Figs. 3, 5, and 7 SCO 2) is found in the region of 
the spiracle. This organ stretches from the body wall, just anterior to the spiracle, to that 
part of the body wall to which the opener attaches. SCO 2 actually joins with the dorsal 
tip of the opener and accompanies it in its attachment to the body wall. It is shorter in 
length and smaller in diameter than the ventral organ and is innervated by a branch of the 
mid-lateral nerve M 7 (Fig. 3). Whether this organ is involved in spiracular action is not 
known. Physiological experiments where it is removed from living animals have shown 
that it has no apparent effect on the action of the spiracle (Beckel and Schneiderman, 1957). 
The microscopic anatomy of this structure will be discussed in the section on histology 

Dorsal to the spiracle, lying on top of and parallel to muscle E, is situated a dorsal 
scolopophorous organ (Fig. 2, SCO 3) which inserts on the anterior and posterior inter- 
segmental folds of each segment. This organ is also innervated by a branch of the mid¬ 
lateral nerve, M 9. SCO 3 is the proprioceptor described by Finlayson and Lowenstein 
(1955). 

The Detailed Anatomy of the Spiracle and Spiracular Regulatory Apparatus 

Fig. 8 shows an external view of a spiracle of an abdominal segment of the pupa with 
the raised cuticle surrounding the peritreme and filter apparatus. In the larva the filter 
apparatus extends almost to the peritreme ; in the adult it is only slightly different from the 
pupa folding in to the atrium as a result of the suppleness of the adult body wall. Lying 
posterior and dorsal to the spiracle in the pupa is the pit into which the opener attaches 
internally (Fig. 8,) opo). Small setae (Fig. 8, SE) are situated around the spiracle as they are 
elsewhere on the cuticle. Figs. 9, 10 and 11 show internal views of an abdominal spiracle 
and regulatory apparatus. These views are typical of larva, pupa and adult. The sclerotised 
filter apparatus (FA) which covers the spiracular opening is seen at the bottom of the atrial 
chamber in Figures 9 and 10. The filter apparatus does not move with movement of the 
spiracular valve; its apparent purpose is to keep foreign objects from entering the atrial 
chamber and, possibly to prevent the spiracular valve from drying out as a result of excessive 
evaporation. It is this filter apparatus which is dissected away when the spiracular lid is 
exposed to view for physiological experiments. The cuticle and epidermis of the body wall 
in vagina tes to form the atrium (ATR). From the inner border of the atrium the spiracular 
trachea begins. This has well formed tænidia in the tracheal membrane leading from the 
anterior rim of the atrium, but has only weak tænidia in the membrane leading from the 
posterior rim. A sclerotiz;ed thickening of the anterior lip of the atrium forms the closing 
bow (CLB). Firmly attached to the bow but articulating at the dorsal bend in the oval is the 
closing band. This band in cecropia is made up of two dorsal closing bars, the lateral and 
the median (X and Y), and a ventral closing bar (Z), all embedded in the tracheal membrane 
(TM) arising from the posterior atrial lip (Figs. 9, 10 and 11). From their articulation with 
the closing bow the two dorsal closing bars continue ventrad in the tracheal membrane and 
approximately half way down the posterior side of the oval they bend sharply, the median 
before the lateral, then join and extend posteriorly as the closing lever (Figs. 9, 10 and 11, 
CLL). The ventral closing bar (Z), an extension of the median bar (Y), extends in the tracheal 
membrane around the remainder of the oval. The ventral end of this third bar does not 
articulate with the ventral end of the closing bow. The tracheal membrane is firmly attached 
around the atrial lip, and the posterior part with weak tænidia meets the anterior part with 
the stronger tænidia at the dorsal and ventral ends of the atrial oval. The epidermis extends 
on the anterior side up the invaginated wall of the atrium and over the closing bow. On the 
posterior side, the epidermis extends up and around the closing lever, the three closing bars, 
and makes an epithelial pouch (EPP) just posterior to and surrounding the ventral closing 
bar. It would appear that the closing apparatus is formed from the invaginating epidermis. 
A short distance from the atrial lip the posterior tracheal membrane with its weak tænidia 
acquires stronger tænidia and appears as the normal spiracular trachea. 

The closing muscle inserts on the tip of the lever and on a small ventral projection 
therefrom. This muscle originates from the epidermis and cuticle of the ventral end of the 
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atrium, and partly from the posterior tracheal membrane extending from the atrial lip. 
In a line continuous with the closing muscle a column of fibres inserts on the dorsal tip of 
the closing lever. This is the opener and, as will be shown, is not a muscle. Only an epithelial 
connection exists between this opener and the closing muscle. The fibers of the opener 
extend dorsoposteriad, often fraying out along the way in the larva and pupa, and connection 
is made through the epidermis to the body wall on a slight bulge above and just behind 

Fig. 4. A part of the fourth abdominal segment of a cecropia pupa to show the pupal muscles, the nervous system 
and the spiracular region. ALN—anterior lateral nerve; CNG—central nervous system ganglion; ISF—inter' 
segmental fold; MLN—middateral nerve; LTR—lateral tracheal trunk; PLN—posterior lateral nerve; STR— 
spiracular tracheal trunks; nerves A 1-A 13, M 1-M 7, and muscles a, bed, and C are explained in the text. 
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the spiracle. As mentioned previously the lateral scolopophorous organ adds its fibers to 
those of the opener (Fig. 5, SCO 2) to connect to the body wall. 

When the closer muscle relaxes the spiracle opens, and the closing bars and lever tilt 
back away from the atrium; the membrane in which they lie forms a wide bowl with the 
membrane of the anterior side (Figs. 10 and 12). When the closing muscle contracts and 
the spiracle closes, the lever is nearly horizontal and the two dorsal closing bars push the 
top part of the tracheal membrane until it is closely applied to the tracheal membrane of 
the anterior lip or closing bow of the atrium, and partly against the anterior lip itself. 
The third ventral closing bar pushes the bottom part of the tracheal membrane, in which it 
lies, past the line of the closing bow to form an overlapping of the two tracheal membranes 
(Figs. 11 and 13). Thus a closure is effected apparently along the complete length of the 
closing bow. A complete closure of the spiracle especially in the pupa raises the question of 
how the insect is able to maintain a constant uptake of oxygen when carbon dioxide is 
only given out in bursts. The spiracles should be completely closed to permit the build up 
of carbon dioxide between bursts. Careful observation of the spiracular valve during the 
interburst period shows no observable opening of the valve, i.e. no movement of the closing 
lever which would allow the two tracheal membranes to part. However if light is shone on 
the animal so that it is reflected from the inside of the animal through the spiracular valve 
then occasional bright cracks are observed along the valve indicating a minimal break in 
the liquid seal which normally binds the two tracheal membranes together when the valve 
is closed. These minimal breaks may mean that the spiracle opens every so often during the 
interburst to sip oxygen with a minimum of carbon dioxide release. Hassan (1944) refers to 
the closing membrane as the spiracular lid. Equally apt is the term spiracular valve which 
will be used hereafter in the discussion. 

HISTOLOGY 

The morphology just presented orients the spiracle and its regulatory apparatus to 
the rest of a typical abdominal segment. It shows the gross innervation, the absence of a 
peripheral ganglion and suggests that the opener is not a muscle, but merely a column of 
fibers. The gross anatomy also reveals a scolopophorous organ which is associated with 
the spiracle and has a nerve which could enter the opener close to the body wall. But many 
questions of an histological nature arise and require answers. 

Materials and Methods 

Intact cecropia larvae, pupae and adults were injected while alive with Bouin’s, 
Petrunkevitch’s or Carnoys fixing fluids or with ten percent formalin. All fluids gave 
satisfactory results with the stains used. Staining with Delafield’s hematoxylin, methylene 
blue and Golgi’s silver was done as outlined by Gatenby and Beams (1950); the protargol 
method was that of Scudder (1953). A new silver method for nerve fibers, using silver 
pyridine (Palmgren, 1955) gave excellent results with whole mounts of nerve and muscle. 
Carey’s technique with gold chloride to demonstrate motor end plates was also used 
(Carey, 1942). Sectioning was done at 5 ju except with Golgi’s silver method in which case 
20 ¡1 sections were employed. The sections were made using a razor blade (Valet by Gillette) 
in a Spencer razor blade holder and a Spencer microtome. Excellent sections of hard sclero- 
tized parts were obtained by dehydrating in methyl cellulose for 24 hours, infiltrating with 
methyl benzoate and one percent celloidin for 24 hours, and rinsing in cold benzene. 
The tissues were then placed in benzene saturated paraffin at 50°C. for 15 minutes and then 
embedded in paraffin (M.P. 56-58°C.). For gross mapping of the nervous elements a 0.01 per- 
cent solution of vital methylene blue in Ringer was used as well as methylene blue reduced 
with rongalite (Smith, 1947). These stains were not effective when injected into the animal; 
but when a living specimen was bisected parasagittally, and the stain was dropped on the 
exposed tissue, satisfactory results were obtained. After sketches had been made of the 
vitally stained regions in the spiracular area, parts of special interest were dissected out and 
whole mounts made in glycerine. The stain was fixed before mounting by immersing the 
stained parts in saturated ammonium picrate (Gatenby and Beams, 1950). Whole mounts 
were also made of fixed nerves stained with non-vital methylene blue. These showed the 
nerve fiber tracts stained clearly although individual fibers could not be made out. This 
procedure made it possible to trace the nerves in branches or where nerves joined, and thus 
to ascertain if fibers from more than one nerve were present in any one branch. 
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The most successful method of studying the fine nerve endings in the spiracular 
muscle was by means of fixed and silver stained whole mounts of individual muscle fibers. 
The best fixative for the silver staining was ten percent formalin. After a few days in the 

Fie 5. A part of the fourth abdominal segment of a cecropia pupa with all the muscles but those of the spiracle 

removed. ALN-antenor lateral nerve; CNG-central nervous system ganglion; cl-c 
spiracle; ISF-intersegmental fold; MLN-mid-lateral nerve; op-opener of the spiracle; P^N-^stenOT 
lateral nerve; SCO 1—ventral scolopophorous organ (œnocytes have been removed), SCO 2 lateral 
pophorous organ; SP-spiracle; nerves A 1-A 13, M 1-M 15 and P 1-P 6 are explained in the text. 
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fixative a spiracular apparatus with the muscle attached was removed by cutting out the 
spiracular region from the outside of the fixed specimen. In fresh formalin the spiracular 
muscle was isolated from the regulatory apparatus and left attached only to the closing lever. 
A fine scalpel or needle was then used to tease apart the individual fibers of the muscle. 
Each of the fibers could then be removed. A single fiber was then embedded within a silk 
thread. The thread was tipped with wax at one end to prevent fraying. Thus the thread and 
the individual fiber could be carried through the staining solutions of the silver pyridine 
technique. If the fiber was well embedded within the thread there was less chance of silver 
deposits on the outside of the fiber obscuring the nerves stained within. For best results 
the following time schedule was followed: ammoniated 70 percent alcohol, 3 minutes; 
wash in distilled water, 1 minute; 15 percent silver nitrate and pyridine, 3 minutes; directly 
to pyrogallol in 55 percent alcohol, 2 minutes; rinse in 55 percent alcohol; wash in distilled 
water, 3-5 minutes; 0.1 percent gold chloride until sarcolemma and muscle become dark 
grey not black; wash well; 5 percent potassium oxalate, 30 seconds; wash; 5 percent sodium 
thiosulphate, 15 seconds; wash; 70 percent alcohol to xylol and mount in balsam. This 
staining technique shows muscle striations, cytoplasm, nuclei, nerves and tracheae. 

Results 

The nature of the nervous elements and specialized nerve ending of the lateral scolopo- 
phorous organ (SCO 2) and of the closing muscle were investigated first. Whole mounts of 
the nerve to the closing muscle (A 8) and to the scolopophorous organ (M 7) were stained 
with non-vi tal methylene blue and mounted in permount. As shown in Fig. 33 nerve A 8 
is made up of fibers from the middateral nerve M 15, as well as from the anterior lateral 
(median) nerve, A 5. The closing muscle thus appears to have a double innervation. A 
similar situation is found in the nerve (M 7) to the scolopophorous organ SCO 2. Fibers 
from the middateral nerve (M l), as well as from the anterior lateral nerve (A 13), occur in 
this nerve. It was not possible to identify fibers along the length of the nerve; consequently 
it is not clear whether the branch of M 7 to SCO 2 continues to have two types of fibers. 
Since M 7 also innervates the body wall the fibers from A 13 which run in it may only go 
there and not extend to SCO 2. The nerve which enters SCO 2 was traced ventrad to a 
slight enlargement of this organ where it disappeared. The area of slight enlargement holds 
the scolophore which receives the stimuli of stretch or tension (Snodgrass, 1935). Vital 
methylene blue staining showed a similar ending of the nerve but did not permit a more 
detailed examination of the region of the scolophore. No sign of a nerve running dorsad 
to the opener or the body wall was discovered. 

Sections of SCO 2 show it to be made up of elastic fibers with a core of amorphous 
substance. A short distance from where the nerve enters, a cavity appears. There is one 
very large elongate nucleus and many smaller nuclei in or close to the cavity and filaments of 
connective tissue criss-cross it (Figs. 32 and 35). The cavity holds the scolophore which has 
a stiff spine-like projection as part of its make up; but more details were not observed. 
Sections of the ventral scolopophorous organ (SCO l) show the same type of cavity, fibers 
and nuclei. In SCO 2 pyridine silver shows nerve fibers entering and continuing down to 
the cavity but their actual ramifications were not seen. No nerve fibers were observed 
dorsad, to the body wall or to the opener. 

The nerve endings in the closing muscle were next investigated. As a preliminary 
approach the pupal spiracular region was stained with vital methylene blue. This technique 
showed the spiracular closing muscle with the nerve (A 8) entering the muscle, and rows 
of what appeared to be large heavily staining bulges of the sarcolemma along the length of 
the muscle fibers. Most of these large bulges were as wide as the individual muscle fibers; 
some were smaller and appeared separated from one another (Fig. 14). The main nerve 
branched just before entering the muscle and continued to branch as it wrapped around 
the muscle to join the rows of stained bulges. The bulges were considered to be cones of 
Doyere which house the neuromuscular junctions in some insects. 

When a spiracular muscle was stained using Carey’s technique with gold chloride after 
fixation in lemon juice a similar pattern to that observed with vital methylene blue appeared 
(Fig. 37). The bulges or cones were black masses on the muscle fibers with the nerves and 
trachea entering them. Many of the trachea followed the nerve pathways into the cones, 
other trachea entered the muscle fibers independently. 

Fixed animals gave a clearer picture of the closing muscle and permitted observation of 
the larval muscle. Non-vital methylene blue and hematoxylin clearly stained the muscle 
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striations as well as the nuclei within the bulges of the sarcolemma. But the best stain for 
all features was pyridine silver and gold chloride. This stain, if handled properly, showed 
nerve fibers, cytoplasm, tracheae, nuclei and muscle striations. 

On the larval muscle very few well defined bulges or hillocks were visible (Fig. 19 and 
34). There was considerable tracheation but not nearly as much as observed in the pupal 
muscle. Only a few muscle nuclei were noted on the muscle fiber under the sarcolemma. 

Fig. 6. A part of the fourth abdominal segment of a cecropia adult to show the first layers of muscles, the nervous 
system and the spiracular region, aim—alar muscles; ALN—anterior lateral nerve; CNG—central nervous 
system ganglion; ISF—intersegmental fold; LTR—lateral tracheal trunk; MLN—mid-lateral nerve; PLN— 
posterior lateral nerve; STR—spiracular tracheal trunks; VD—ventral diaphragm; nerves A 1-A 13, M 1 and 
M 2 and muscles a, bed, C, //, i, are explained in the text. 
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When individual muscle fibers were compressed under a cover glass a narrow sheath with 
an enclosed thread like nerve fiber was observed running along most muscle fibers (Figs. 19 
and 34). The nerve branched only occasionally (Fig. 34); the fine ends of the branches were 
applied to the muscle fibrils. 

The microstructure of the pupal muscle was very different from that of the larval 
muscle. Of particular interest were the bulges or cones of the sarcolemma. During larval- 
pupal transformation on each muscle fiber the sarcolemma bulged into as many as 15 cones 
or hillocks of Doyere. A nerve fiber and a trachea in a common sheath entered each row of 
hillocks; the particular hillock entered varied from fiber to fiber. Within the nerve sheath a 
reticulum of fine fibers gave support. As the nerve and trachea entered a hillock the sheath 
appeared to fuse with the sarcolemma. Inside the hillock the trachea branched into many 
tracheoles which went to many parts of the hillock and the muscle. Some trachea entered 
the bulges independently of the nerve sheath. The nerve often branched as it entered the 
cone, each branch going to different ends of the muscle fiber. However it was not possible 
to decide whether two neurons had entered the cone or one neuron had branched just before 
entering. Some insect muscles öfter receive double innervation as shown by Mangold (1905). 
Or one fiber may be motor and the other sensory. 

In whole mounts each nerve fiber within the cone was a dense black staining thread. 
Occasional branches were observed within the sarcolemma but these have never been seen 
to apply themselves closely to the muscle fibrills. 

Within the hillock attaching to the sarcolemma at many points was a silver staining 
reticulum which appeared to be a cytoplasmic condensation. This reticulum took a variety 
of forms. In some cases it was made up of fibers anastomosing to form many sized polygons 
(Fig. 40). In other cases a union of the reticulum occurred along the roof of the cone and 
many filaments extend down from this to the muscle fibrils (Fig. 38). The union of the 
reticulum in the roof often appeared to be a nerve running along the cone ; thus the filaments 
and anastomosing polygons were thought to be a nerve net. But, although over 200 muscle 
fibers were examined none showed a well identified nerve fiber entering a cone and continuing 
out as the net. Close observation did demonstrate that true nerve fibers often passed through 
the reticulum giving the impression of physical continuity in some cases. However, the 
reticulum may have elements at least twice as thick as the nerve entering the cone, arguing 
that the reticulum is not part of the nerve. Yet only the reticulum was observed actually 
making extensive intimate contact with the muscle fibrils. This it did by means of many 
fine branches (Fig. 39). It is possible that the reticulum is responsible for continuation of 
the nervous impulses from the nerve proper to the muscle fibrils. 

To date well identified nerve fibers have not been found in all muscle fibers on any one 
muscle or in all parts of any one fiber. This is thought to be the result of the vagaries of 
the silver and gold staining procedures. Certainly with Carey’s technique the branching 
main nerve which enters the muscle can be traced to every muscle fiber and enters the 
system of bulges at least once on each muscle fiber. With Carey’s stain each bulge stains 
black indicating a myoneural junction many times along the muscle fiber. 

Within the pupal cone is a unique nuclear situation. In contrast to the situation in 
the larva there are many nuclei identifiable as muscle nuclei (Fig. 23). Even more numerous 
are smaller nuclei associated with the cytoplasmic reticulum and with the extensive 
tracheation (Figs. 23, 36, 38, 39, 41 and 42). These are round and dense. Most striking of 
all is the large central nucleus found in each bulge or hillock. These large nuclei are com¬ 
parable in size to hypodermal nuclei and may have migrated in from the hypodermis. 
The sarcolemma appears to be continuous with the hypodermis so a route of migration 
exists. These large nuclei will be called Doyere’s cone nuclei for convenience. 

With none of the stains used has a definite sensory system been observed in or near 
the muscle. In some muscle fibers two thread like nerves have been observed within a 
single cone running side by side; perhaps one is sensory. But no cell bodies of sensory 
nerves have been found. However these may be situated within the dense nerve sheaths 
outside the cones. The scolophore in SCO 2 near the spiracle is sensory and has a structure 
similar to that of the cones on the muscle. The large nucleus with supporting nuclei, 
cytoplasmic reticulum and a nerve are present. Yet no nerve cell body has been found for 
this sensory structure. Certainly none exists like the definite cell body described for the 
proprioceptor SCO 3 by Finlayson (1956b). Perhaps the dense nerve sheath again hides 
the cell body. The structural similarities between the sensory scolophore and the Doyere’s 
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cones suggest similarity of function but as will be discussed some sensory structures, 
especially in vertebrates, have elements similar to motor structures. 

In the adult muscle of cecropia the numbers of hillocks decreases; some muscle fibers 
appear to have none. The entrance of the nerve into the hillock and the internal structure 

Fig. 7- A part of the fourth abdominal segment of a cecropia adult with only the outermost layers of muscle 
remaining. ALN—anterior lateral nerve: BWM—body wall muscles; cl—closing muscle of the spiracle; CNG— 
central nervous system ganglion; ISF—intersegmental fold; MLN—mid-lateral nerve; op—opener of the 
spiracle; SCO 1—ventral scolopophorous organ (œnocytes have been removed); SCO 2— lateral scolopophorous 
organ; VD ventral diaphragm; nerves A 1-A 13, M 1-M 15 and muscles G, E, L, I are explained in the text. 
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resembles that of the larva i.e. there are only a few nuclei and a reduced cytoplasmic 
reticulum. 

The opener is of considerable interest particularly because it is not a muscle. Sections 
of the opener in various planes and conditions of contraction and relaxation show no stria' 
tions even with such excellent striation stains as non-vital methylene blue, protargol or 
pyridine silver. In the larva and pupa the appearance is one of darkly staining masses of 
cytoplasm with no visible cell walls surrounding extremely elongate nuclei (Figs. 30 and 31, 
FT). This tissue commences at the attachment of the organ to the lever and continues along 
the organ toward the body wall. As the body wall is approached less and less dark staining 
tissue occurs and its place is taken by well defined fibers (Figs. 29 and 31, EF). The chemical 
nature of the elastic ligament is not definite. Its elastic properties are obvious when the 
spiracular apparatus is observed in a live pupa. The ligament stretches and relaxes as the 
muscle contracts and relaxes. But chemical tests cast some doubt on whether the fibers of 
the ligament are elastin. The fibers stain with orcein but not as dark brown as would be 
expected of vertebrate elastin. They are initially acidophilic and stain well with acid 
fuchsin. Also using VerhofFs elastic tissue stain (Gatenby and Beams, 1950) a blue black is 
obtained if differentiation is not carried too far. But the fibers disintegrate in hot concen¬ 
trated potassium hydroxide. They stain greenish blue with Weigirt’s gentian violet resorcin 
stain and only pale blue with resorcin fuschin. In Mallory’s triple stain they stain light 
purple. There is some suggestion from these results that the fibers are collagen but the 
weight of evidence is for elastin slightly different from vertebrate elastin. Of their elastic 
properties when fresh there can be no doubt. 

The connections of the elastic ligament to the body wall consists of branching fibers 
inserting among the elongated epidermal cells and into the cuticle (Fig. 28). When stained 
with pyridine silver, the amorphorous nucleated tissue stains darkly and is observed to 
extend as a core into many of the fibers (Fig. 31, FT). The amorphous tissue is apparently 
the formative tissue of the fibers. Where there is no amorphous or formative tissue there is 
an absence of nuclei. 

Many blood cells occur among the fully formed elastic fibers as well as in regions where 
the formative tissue occurs (Figs. 28, 29 and 31 BC). These are also to be seen in many other 
parts of the spiracular region, particularly where angles between structures exist. The form¬ 
ation of elastic tissue in insects has been generally attributed to blood cells (Lazarenko, 1925) 
but the elastic tissue of the opener appears to be formed by the special formative tissue. 

The insertion of the elastic opener on the closing lever is directly opposite that of 
the closing muscle (Figs. 27, 28 and 30). Both attach to the closing lever through numerous 
attenuated epithelial cells. No connection exists between the elastic opener and the closing 
muscle except the epithelium that binds them both to the lever. Yet a likely hypothesis to 
explain the origin of the opener would have it as the ligament of the closing muscle with 
the closing lever inserted between the ligament and the muscle. No sign of nervous tissue 
was noted in the elastic opener with silver or other stains. Numerous tracheae ramified 
throughout, particularly near the insertion of the opener on the lever. 

The adult elastic opener has a slightly different appearance than that of the larva and 
pupa (Fig. 24). When sectioned and stained less distinct bands of formative tissue are seen, 
and the elastic fibers appear to be bound closely together. A connective tissue sheath 
apparently covers them. In the living larva and pupa it is not difficult to tease apart the 
elastic fibers of the opener. Actually, when the opener is cut away from the body wall, it 
spreads apart by itself in Ringer and, particularly, in glycerine under a covers!ip. This is 
not the case with the adult organ which requires the application of a needle and forceps to 
tease apart the elastic fibers from beneath the connective tissue sheath. In and around the 
sheath many blood cells are located and it may be that, although the elastic fibers of the 
opener are not formed by blood cells, the connective tissue sheath is so formed. 

Fig. 31 shows two foreign bodies (FM) of brown sclerotin-like material embedded in 
the formative tissue in the elastic opener. These foreign masses were observed in a number 
of openers but not in all. A similar mass was found in one ventral abdominal scolopophorous 
organ. No aggregation of nuclei was observed around the mass; rather it appeared to be a 
solid ball of elastic tissue which had formed aberrantly. Often two such masses were 
observed in one elastic opener as is shown in Fig. 31. 
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Nothing unique was found in the microscopic anatomy of the spiracular closing 
bow, closing band and lever or the atrium. These are sclerotiz;ed structures surrounded 
or lined by epithelial cells continuous with the epidermis (Figs. 12-18 and 27). Their 
formation must be a function of these epithelial cells. 

Of some interest is the pouch of epithelium just posterior to the ventral closing bar. 
This pouch extends in reduced form along the ventral surface of the closing lever and into 
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the area of insertion of the closing muscle (Figs, 14-18 and 24, EPP, LEPP). Figs. 15 to 18 
show a progressive enlargement of the pouch from the tip of the lever to its greatest enlarge- 
ment just behind the ventral closing bar. In the area from the tip of the lever to the point 
of projection of the ventral closing bar the pouch is lined with an apparently structureless, 
possibly chitinous membrane which extends into it from the edges of the hollow lever. No 
sign of a lining membrane was seen in the bulbous part of the pouch but it may have been 
closely appressed to the wall. This bulbous part of the pouch is filled with a material which 
is slightly granular when fixed, and which stains faintly with acid fuchsin. There is a 
cavity at the tip of the lever (Figs. 24, 27 and 30, H CL) which is filled with a lightly staining 
material of a different consistency than that observed in the bulbous part of the pouch. In 
one preparation of the pouch, fixed in Bouin’s, the epithelial cells appeared vacuolated as 
if the cells were secretory in nature. 

The closing lever is a union of the three closing bars and is hollow on its underside and 
rounded on top. It lies in an epithelial sheath which extends as the reduced pouch on its 
ventral side (Fig. 27, CCL). Epithelium continuous with that of the pouch completely 
surrounds the sclerotized closing bars and lines them as they proceed dorsad and ventrad 
(Figs. 12-18 and 27). As mentioned this epithelium is continuous with the epidermis. 
No nervous elements were discovered in the closing bow, band, lever or in the epithelium 
lining these. 

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

The study of the structure of the spiracular regulatory apparatus of cecropia reported 
here, differs from any such previous study in the Lepidoptera in that it describes the 
apparatus of larva, pupa and adult. Considering the extensive changes that occur in other 
parts of the body of the insect during metamorphosis it is of considerable interest that very 
little gross change occurs in the closing mechanism of the spiracle. A closing muscle, and an 
opener are found in all stages. The opener is not a muscle in any stage, but is a column of 
elastic fibers. The role of this elastic opener appears to be simply one of assistance in opening 
the spiracle and support for the lever and the closing muscle. When the opener is removed 
the spiracle can still function. Also in larva, pupa and adult an epithelial pouch, not reported 
previously, is found situated behind the ventral closing bar of the closing apparatus. 
The function of this epithelial pouch is not clear. It is filled with fluid and changes shape 
with radical changes in tonicity. It might be anticipated that the lid of the spiracle, if dry, 
would not make a tight seal with the closing bow or the trachea arising from the bow. 
The pouch perhaps supplies a lubricating fluid which produces a closer union when the 
band pushes the membrane against the bow. Certainly the union between these membranes 
appears to be moist and shiny. But this lubrication function is hypothetical and the pouch 
may be involved in some less obvious relation. 

Understanding of the pupal spiracular muscle presents a particular challenge because 
of the action of a denervated spiracle. As will be reported in detail elsewhere, in cecropia 
and some other lepidopterous pupae, a spiracular muscle denervated for as long as 70 days 
continues to respond to carbon dioxide and oxygen and shows throbbing movements similar 
to those of a normal spiracular muscle. Adequate information about the numerous Doyere’s 
cones with their many nuclei, rich tracheation and cytoplasmic reticulum should aid in 

Fig. 8 (X20). A fragment of the body wall of the fourth abdominal segment of a cecropia pupa viewed from the 
outside, to show the external spiracular opening and the external manifestation of the internal attachment of 
the opener of the spiracle. FA—filter apparatus; opo—origin of the opener; PTR—peritreme; SE—setae. 

Fig. 9 (X30). An internal view of a spiracular regulatory apparatus from which the spiracular trachea and most 
of the surrounding epidermis have been removed. ATR—atrium; cl—closing muscle; CLB—closing bow; 
CLL—closing lever; FA—filter apparatus; HYP—epidermis or hypodermis of some authors; op—elastic opener; 
X—dorsal lateral closing bar; Y—dorsal median closing bar; 2—ventral closing bar. 

Fig. 10 (X30). An internal view of the spiracular regulatory apparatus in the open position. ATR—atrium; 
cl—closing muscle; CLL—closing lever; FA—filter apparatus; EP—epithelium; op—elastic opener; STR— 
spiracular trachea; TM—tracheal membrane; X—dorsal lateral closing bar; Y—dorsal median closing bar; 
2—ventral closing bar. 

Fig. 11 (X30). An internal view of a spiracular regulatory apparatus in the closed position, cl—closing muscle; 
CLL—closing lever; CLLD—closing lid; EPP—epithelial pouch; op—elastic opener; X—dorsal lateral closing 
bar; Y—dorsal median closing bar; 2—ventral closing bar. 
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explaining how the ¿enervated pupal spiracular muscle can be independent of the central 
nervous system. 

It might be expected that the cones would have a unique morphology correlating 
with the unique physiology of the muscle. But a striking resemblance exists between the 
motor nerve endings of the spiracular muscle of cecropia and some described for the verte' 
brates (Boeke 1932, in Penfield 1932). In some of the illustrations in Boeke’s chapter on 
motor nerve endings (in Penfield, 1932 page 247, Fig. 5) entrance into the end plate or sole 
is typical of what has been observed in cecropia. Particularly the “reseau placulaire” of 
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Cajal (in Penfield, 1932) also called the periterminal network of Boeke is similar to the 
cytoplasmic reticulum of cecropia. 
I 5) Orlov (1924) and Marcu (1929) have described Doyere’s cones for insects; but neither 
description shows much inner detail. Marcu has a “brush of nerves'” under the sarcolemma 
supposedly applying to the muscle but Orlov shows a group of amorphous blobs on the 
muscle fibers at the end of the nerve. Orlov’s conception in closer to motor end plates shown 
for the lizard stained with gold chloride by Boeke (in Penfield, 1932 page 245, Fig. l). 
Carey’s technique using gold chloride with cecropia shows a cone somewhat like that of 
Orlov. 

The nuclei of the lepidopterous cone are similar to those in the vertebrate end plate 
except for the size of the largest nucleus in the insect. However the large nuclei or Doyere’s 
cone nuclei in insects could correspond to the nuclei of the bed or “noyaux fondamentaux” 
of Ranvier’s 1878 (in Penfield, 1932) classical description for the vertebrate. The medium 
sized nuclei are either small “noyaux fondamentaux” or correspond to the nuclei of the 
arborization of the neurofibrillar branches of Ranvier. The smallest nuclei are probably 
sheath nuclei corresponding to those seen in the insect nerve and tracheal sheath before it 
enters the cone or are the nuclei of the tracheole end cells. 

There appears to be no structure in the insect motor end plate which is unique to 
insects and further, nothing which explains the autonomy of the spiracular muscle when 
the nerve is cut. The work with denervated cecropia spiracles and the work of HazelhofF 
(1927) on the cockroach and Wigglesworth (1935) on the flea suggests peripheral sensory 
stimulation and peripheral ganglionic control as the explanation. This would best require 
ganglion cells within the muscle fibers with the possible internal synapses capable of 
mediating action of a denervated muscle. Thus the nerve from the CNS would only be 
present for co-ordination of the spiracle with other spiracles. But no ganglion cells or signs 
of nerve plexes were found within the muscle unless the cytoplasmic reticulum can be so 
considered. The possibility of nerves which do not degenerate in the pupa is now very 
real in the light of Finlayson’s recent work (1956a). He found that cut nerves in pupae in 
diapause did not degenerate for months. This might permit a reflex arc through the cut ends 
of a nerve containing both sensory and motor elements. Such could explain autonomy of 
the muscle. Preliminary research to date on the denervated muscle shows normal looking 
nerves present after many weeks of denervation. 

The cytoplasmic reticulum in the sensory scolophore of cecropia is also in keeping 
with the findings of the vertebrate morphologists. The only point of variance is the coarse¬ 
ness of the network in the scolophore compared to the fine periterminal network illustrated 
by Boeke (Penfield, 1932 page 290, Fig. 46) in the corpuscle of Grandy from the duck’s bill. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The spiracular regulatory apparatus of cecropia, in larva, pupa and adult, consists of 
a closing bow anterior to and around the invaginated atrium hinged to a flexible closing band 
which lies posteriorly and from the middle of which a lever arises. The band is made up of 
a dorsal median, a dorsal lateral, and a ventral closing bar. A closing muscle stretches from 
the ventral tip of the lever to the ventral point of the atrium; from the dorsal tip of the 
lever, in line with the muscle and continuing on to the body wall, is an opener. Detailed 
morphological and histological study reveals that the opener is not a muscle but a column of 

Figs. 12 à? 13. Frontal sections through the spiracular region, above the closing lever, and cutting the two dorsal 
closing bars. These show another view of how the spiracle closes when the closing bars are pushed against the 
closing bow or atrium. ATR—atrium; CUT—cuticle; FA—filter apparatus; PTR—peritreme; STP—stigmal 
plate; STR—spiracular trachea; X—dorsal lateral closing bar; Y—dorsal median closing bar. 

Fig. 14 (X60). A part of the spiracular regulatory apparatus showing the Doyere’s cones on the closing muscle 
which stained with vital methylene blue. BRCLN—branch of the closing nerve A 8; cl—closing muscle; 
CLL—closing lever; CLN A8— closing nerve; DC—Doyere’s cones; EPP—epithelial pouch; op—elastic 
opener; X—dorsal lateral closing bar; Y—dorsal median closing bar; Z—ventral closing bar. 

Figs. 15-18 (X45). Cross sections of a part of the regulatory apparatus from regions similar to those of the broken 
lines 15-18 of figure 14. The sections show the progressive enlargement of the epithelial pouch and show the 
epithelium surrounding the closing apparatus, cl—closing muscle; CLL—closing lever; EP—epithelium; 
LEPP—lumen of the epithelial pouch; X—dorsal lateral closing bar; Y—dorsal median closing bar; Z—central 

closing bar. 
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elastic fibers. A special formative tissue located within the column is responsible for forma¬ 
tion of the elastic fibers. The elastic opener is found in larva, pupa and adult but in the adult 
it is more condensed and appears to be surrounded by a connective tissue sheath which*may 
have been formed by blood cells. Part of the spiracular trachea rises from the anterior lip 
or bow of the atrium and has strong tænidia; these tænidia prevent collapse during respira- 
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tion. The remainder of the spiracular trachea rises from the posterior lip of the atrium and 
has very weak taemdia. Thus this part of the trachea is flexible and permits free movement 
of the closing band which is embedded in it. Closing of the spiracle is brought about when 
the closing muscle contracts and forces the lever to push the closing band against the closing 
bow. 

Although there is a complex peripheral nervous system in each segment, in the spiraea 
lar region there are only two nerves; one to the closing muscle and one to the lateral scok> 
pophorous organ. This latter organ lies close to the spiracle but its role in spiracular action 
is unknown. Both nerves to the spiracle region carry fibers of the middateral and anterior 
lateral (median) nerves. No peripheral ganglion, such as that described in Cossus, is present. 
No special nervous elements which might be direct receptors of changes in’tension of 

Fig. 24 (X45). A section of the spiracular closing muscle and elastic opener of an adult cecropia. BC—blood cell; 
CB—contraction band in the muscle fiber; cl—closing muscle; DC—Doyere’s cone; HCL—hollow of the closing 
lever; op—elastic opener. 

Fig. 25 (X45). The attachment of the elastic opener of an adult cecropia to the body wall. ACT—apódeme in 
the cuticle; BWM—body wall muscles; CT—cuticle; op—elastic opener. 

Fig. 19 (X200). A whole mount of a larval spiracular muscle fiber showing a nerve fiber entering the sarcolemma 
and applying itself to the muscle fibrils. BRCLN—branch of the closing nerve A 8£MN—muscle nucleus; 
MST—muscle striation; NF—nerve fibre; NSH—nerve sheath. 

Figs. 20-22 (X200). Whole mount of two Doyere’s cones on a part of a pupal spiracular muscle fiber. In Fig. 20 
only the nuclei and nerve fibers are shown, in Fig. 21 only the nuclei and tracheation of the cones, and in Fig. 22 
only the nuclei and the cytoplasmic teticulum are shown. ACN—accessory nucleus; CYR—cytoplasmic 
reticulum; DC—Doyere’s cone; DCN—Doyere’s cone nucleus; MF—muscle fibril; MST—muscle striation; 
SL—sarcolemma; TRL—tracheole. 

Fig. 23 (X300). Whole mount of a part of a pupal spiracular muscle fibre showing two Doyere’s cones with all 
the details in each cone. Labels as Figs. 20-22. 
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carbon dioxide and oxygen or which might act as ganglion cells were found anywhere in 
the spiracular region, although a search for such elements was made with classical nerve and 
ganglion stains. 

The histology of the closing muscle reveals typical striated muscle fibers, nuclei and 
sarcolemma. In the pupa particularly there are hillocks or bulges of the sarcolemma. These 
are under the sarcolemma, often extending the length of the muscle. They are considered 
to be the cones of Doyere. Within the hillocks an extensive cytoplasmic reticulum attaches 
to the sarcolemma and is applied to the muscle fibers by many branches. Many nuclei are 
situated within the cones of which one nucleus is particularly large. A single nerve fiber is 
most often seen on the larval, pupal and adult muscle fiber. Two such nerve fibers have been 
observed in the adult and the second may be present in the larva and pupa also. 

The atrium, closing bow, band, and lever are covered with an epithelium continuous 
with the epidermis and are probably formed by this epithelium as the cuticle is formed by 
the epidermis. An epithelial pouch is situated behind the ventral closing bar of the closing 
band, but no clues to its funtion have been discovered. 
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Fig. 26. A diagrammi the spiracular regulatory apparatus to show the area from which the section in Fig. 27 is 
taken. 

Fig. 27 (X45). A sagittal section of the area of a regulatory apparatus shown in the rectangle of Fig. 26. cl_ 
closing muscle; CLL—closing lever; EPP—epithelial pouch; EPN—epithelial nuclei; HCL—hollow of the 
closing lever; LEPP—lumen of the epithelial pouch; TM—tracheal membrane; X—dorsal lateral closing bar; 
Z—ventral closing bar. 



Fig. 28 (X45). A cross section of the elastic opener and part of the lateral scolopophorous organ of a cecropia 
pupa in diapause showing the attachment to the body wall. BC—blood cells; CT—cuticle; cl—closing muscle; 
HYP—epidermis; op—elastic opener; SCO 2—lateral scolopophorous organ. 

Fig. 29 (X200). An enlarged section of rectangle 29 of Fig. 28 to show the elastic fibers of the elastic opener. 
BC—blood cells, EF—elastic fiber; TR—trachea. 

Fig. 30 (X200). An enlarged section of rectangle 30 of Fig. 28 to show the formative tissue at the base of the 
elastic opener. EF—elastic fiber; EPN—epithelial nuclei; FT—formative tissue; FTN—formative tissue nucleus; 
HCL—hollow of the closing lever; TR—trachea. 
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Fig. 31 (X200). An enlarged section of the area of the elastic opener shown in rectangle 31 of Fig. 28, to show the 
formative tissue extending into the elastic fibres. BC—blood cells; EF—elastic fiber; FM—foreign matter; 
FT—formative tissue; FTM—formative tissue nucleus. 

Fig. 32 (X200). An enlarged section of rectangle 32 of Fig. 28, to show the region of the scolophore of the lateral 
scolopophorous organ and the entrance of the nerve M 7- ASN—nucleus associated with the scolopale; SC— 
scolopale region; SCN—Schwann cell nucleus. 

Fig. 33 (X200). A whole mount of the unions of nerves A 5, A 9, A 8, and M 15, showing that A 8 has fibers 
from M 15and A 5. This figure also shows œnocytes attached to nerve A 8. NF—nerve fibers; OEC—oenocyte; 
OECM—oenocyte membrane; OECN—oenocyte nucleus. 
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Fig. 34. (X300) Photomicrograph of a whole mount of a part of a larval spiracular muscle, stained with Palmgren’s 
silver and gold technique to show the nerve fiber ramifying on the muscle fiber. 

Fig. 35 (X200). Photomicrograph of the region of the scolophore in the lateral scolopophorous organ (SCO II) 
showing the large nucleus, the accessory nuclei and the cytoplasmic reticulum. 
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Fig. 36 (X200). Photomicrograph of a pupal spiracular muscle fiber to show two Doyere’s cones with the nerve 
barely visible under the sarcolemma running along the top of the cones. 

Fig. 37 (X45). Photomicrograph of two pupal spiracular muscle fibers teased from the muscle and stained with 
gold chloride after fixation in lemon juice (Carey’s technique) to show the Doyere’s cones stained black with the 
gold, the faint nerve coming into the fiber and the trachea entering the muscle. 

Fig. 38 (X200). Photomicrograph of a Doyere’s cone on a pupal spiracular muscle fiber, stained with Palmgren’s 
silver and gold technique, to show the Doyere’s cone nuclei, the accessory nuclei, and the cytoplasmic reticulum. 

Fig. 39 (X200). Photomicrograph of a Doyere's cone on a pupal spiracular muscle fiber to show the cytoplasmic 
reticulum extending from the roof to attach intimately to the muscle fibrils. 

Fig. 40 (X200). Photomicrograph of a Doyere’s cone on a pupal spiracular muscle fiber to show the large Doyere’s 
cone nucleus and the cytoplasmic reticulum. 

Fig. 41 (X200). Photomicrograph of a compressed Doyere’s cone on a pupal spiracular muscle to show a tracheole 
and a nerve fiber running through the cone. 

Fig. 42 (X200). Photomicrograph similar to Fig. 41. 
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ABSTRACT 

‘Pi* cne5 °f bdts, the wing beats of another moth, and other natural sounds as well as 
artificially generated clicks and pulsed or continuous ultrasonics were effective in eliciting 
electrical responses from the tympanic nerve in various noctuoids, chiefly Prodenia eridania, 
prepared by mid'sagittal hemisection and deganglionation. The records indicate that two 
acoustically sensitive fibers originate in the tympanic sensillum, presumably in the two scolopes 
characteristic of the noctuoid tympanic organ. The two fibers differ in their intensity thresholds. 
The acoustic response has been observed in various preparations throughout a range of fre' 
quencies extending from 0.2 to 240 \cps, and in the most sensitive part of this range, between 
about IS and 60 \cps, is evoked by sound energies of the order of 0.01 dynes/cm2. It is charac' 
terized by a latency of about 3 msec., an initial discharge rate as high as 1,000/sec., rapid but 
incomplete adaptation, and a brief after'discharge. The response is similar at all frequencies. 

A third fiber, continuously active but unresponsive to sound, originates elsewhere than 
in the sensillum but traverses the intra'tympanic portion of the nerve, central to the Bügel. 
This fiber discharges regularly at a frequency which is characteristic for each preparation but 
is much lower than that of the sound'sensitive fibers. Its rate can be varied by mechanical 
stresses applied to the tympanic frame. It is silenced by dividing or damaging the tympanic 
nerve at the Bügel. 

INTRODUCTION 

Late in 1876, G. Romanes published in Nature a brief note on the sensitivity of 
certain moths to high pitched sounds. Shortly thereafter (1877), the British lepidopterist 
F. Buchanan White wrote as follows: “Mr. Romanes’ observation of the sensible apprecia- 
don moths have for high-pitched notes suggests a question. Does the shrill squeaking of 
bats convey an intimation to moths of the approach of one of their greatest enemies7” It 
was not until later in the same year that Swinton (1877) published the first description of 
the noctuid tympanum, regarding it, to use his own words, as “an auditory organ, protec¬ 
tive and generally ultimative”. The detailed studies of Eggers (1919, 1925, and 1926) 
established the tympanum as one of the scolopophorous organs, and the actual instrument 
of auditory sensitivity. With the discovery of the remarkable process of écholocation in 
bats (Griffin, 1941), White’s suggestion, had it not been so long forgotten, might have 
taken on new significance. In 1949 Schaller and Timm proved by behavioral studies that 
noctuids and geometrids are sensitive to airborne vibrations of ultrasonic frequency, of 
which the tympanic organs are the receptors. In the following year (1950) these authors 
stated that moths confronted by bats react in the same way as to artificial ultrasonics. 

his observation has been discussed by Treat (1955), who has also made kymographic 
studies of the behavioral response to acoustic stimulation. 

Electrophysiological investigation of the noctuoid tympanic organ was first reported 
m 1956 by Haskell and Belton in Scotland and by Treat and Roeder in the United States. 
The present paper describes the work of the latter team at Tufts University (see note 1 
below). 

. The gross structure of the tympanic organ has been well described by Eggers (1919), 
Richards (1933), and others, and is treated briefly in another context in Section 4 of this 
Congress. The tympanic air sac lies in the metathorax. A portion of it is applied to an 
exceedingly thin area of surface cuticle to form the tympanic membrane. To this is attached 

‘A more extensive report appears in the Journal of Experimental Zoology 134: 127-158. 1957. 
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a biscolopophorous sensillum, clothed in tracheal epithelium and suspended within the 
air sac by its nerve and by a non-nervous cord or ligament. As it traverses the air sac, the 
nerve (or its sheath) makes contact with an apodema of the tympanic frame known as the 
Bügel (Eggers, 1919) or stapes (Kiriakoff, 1948). The ligament passes to a scutal phragma 
adjacent to the air sac on the side opposite the tympanic membrane. Bearing upon the air 
sac proper are various internal pockets of the tympanic frame, and external reflecting 
surfaces including the hood, the alula, and the countertympanic cavity. It has been sup¬ 
posed that these surfaces are somehow concerned with intensifying the vibrations to which 
the insect is sensitive. 

The chief histological studies are those of Eggers (1919). They show, typically, two 
scolopes of unequal size, together with their sensory cells and the usual assortment of 
envelope and cap cells. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A variety of noctuids, one species of arctiid, and one notodontid have been used. 
For the experiments undertaken during the winter, however, only one species was avail¬ 
able—the amphipyrine Prodenia eridania Cramer, commonly known as the southern army 
worm. The moths were first decapitated and dealated. The legs were removed and the 
thorax partly denuded. The surviving trunk was then hemisected approximately in the 
mid-sagittal plane, and the selected portion was pinned with the cut surface uppermost to 
a small cork block mounted on a lucite platform. Both block and platform were perforated 
with an opening of about 2 mm. diameter to allow free access of the experimental sounds 
to the tympanic membrane. The tympanic branch of the main metathoracic nerve trunk 
was located under Ringer’s solution. A short length of the nerve was then lifted out of 
the liquid on a fine silver hook electrode, and was there allowed to dry. The nerve was then 
severed central to the electrode, leaving its peripheral stump attached to the hook and its 
distal end (including the tympanic and several non-tympanic branches) intact and immersed 
in the saline solution. An indifferent electrode was placed either in the thorax or in the 
abdomen. To reduce electrical interference from motor activity, the pterothoracic ganglion 
was usually removed. 

The electrical response of the nerve was led through a cathode follower and Grass 
P 4 preamplifier to one channel of a dual beam cathode ray oscillograph, the other channel 
carrying the stimulus signal from the sound generator described below. The responses 
were monitored by a loud speaker, recorded on tape, or photographed directly in the usual 
way. The recording apparatus and nerve preparation were placed in separate rooms so as 
to reduce the incidental noise affecting the preparation. .No attempt was made to produce 
anechoic conditions, however, and the resting response of the nerve probably reflects the 
general noise level of the laboratory. 

Experiments were conducted with various sound sources both natural and artificial. 
The former included both restrained and free-flying bats and the wing beats of a moth in 
stationary flight. Artificial sound sources were chiefly a Galton whistle, a piez;o-electric 
crystal plate of Rochelle salt, and a condenser transmitter of the solid dielectric type 
recently developed by Kuhl, Schodder, and Schröder (1954). The last named instrument 
was placed below the experimental table and its output was directed upward toward the 
preparation through a cardboard cylinder fitted to an opening in the table top. It was 
roughly calibrated by means of a Western Electric 640AA calibrated condenser microphone 
substituted in position for the nerve preparation. The transmitter was driven by an 
oscillator of standard type. For the generation of brief pulses of pure tone, its output was 
modified by a Grayson-Stadler electronic switch, while for producing monophasic square 
pulses (clicks), a Grass Model 30 stimulator was employed. 

RESULTS 

Various preparations ranged in frequency sensitivity from a low of about 200 cycles 
per second (Catocala sp.) to an apparent high of about 240,000 cps. (some specimens of 
P. eridania). As in other insects, there is no suggestion of frequency discrimination, how¬ 
ever. In noctuids, the nerve response appears to involve either one or two fibers, depending 
upon the intensity of the stimulus. It is probable that these fibers represent the axons of 
the two sensory cells of the tympanic sensillum. The response is abolished by touching or 
destroying the sensillum, but not by simple puncture of the tympanic membrane. 
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Latency and after-discharge are shown in records of responses to clicks produced by 
monophasic square pulses of 1 msec, duration and of variable intensity. Here an increase 
in the voltage producing the click reduces the latency from 3.5 msec, to 2 msec, (allowing 
for the transit time of the sound in air). At the same time, the increasing intensity of the 
click evokes at first an after discharge of two and then of three impulses in the more sen¬ 
sitive of the two responding fibers, and finally elicits a response in the second, less sensitive 
fiber, the spikes partially overlapping in the record. Similar effects are seen in records of 
responses to brief pulses of pure tone. 

Continuous stimulation with a pure tone of constant intensity shows that the acoustic 
receptors adapt rapidly but incompletely, the impulse frequency often falling to half of its 
initial very high value in a tenth of a second. 

In most preparations, the frequency range in which the sensitivity was greatest lay 
between 15 and 60 kcps. In this range, the minimum sound pressure capable of eliciting a 
sustained response was between 0.01 and 0.1 dynes per square centimeter. Below 15 kc., 
the sensitivity declined rapidly in most preparations. Above 60 kc. it was difficult to 
evaluate the decline because of uncertainties regarding the transmitter output. This also 
cast some doubt upon the values of the highest detectable frequencies. It is clear, however, 
that the tympanic organ is well adapted to detecting the pulsed ultrasonic cries of vesper- 
tilionid bats, whose maximum emission of acoustic energy occurs just in the frequency 
range to which the moths appear to be most sensitive. 

By means of the dual beam oscillograph and the 640AA condenser microphone, 
simultaneous records were made of the cries of the big brown bat, Eptesicus fuscus and the 
nerve responses of Prodenia eridania. In some experiments the bat was held in the hand, 
close to the preparation and the microphone, while in one, the bat was permitted to fly 
about without restraint. In the latter instance the bat was not often close enough to the 
microphone for its cries to register, but occasional photographs of the oscilloscope screen 
show the bat’s vocal pulse, barely detectable above the electronic noise level of the equip¬ 
ment. These records remove all doubt that noctuid moths are capable of detecting bat 
cries at distances which would permit effective evasion. They make it appear highly pro¬ 
bable that the swerving or diving often observed in flying moths on the approach of bats 
are actually in response to the ultrasonic cries of their pursuers. 

It has often been assumed that insects would not possess organs of audition except 
for the detection of sounds produced by others of their own species, and surely the tym¬ 
panic organs of the Orthoptera and Hemiptera fulfil this function. Among the Lepidoptera, 
however, some of the best known instances of sound production occur in species without 
any recognised auditory sense, while the noctuids, geometrids, and pyralids, with their 
highly developed tympanic apparatus, are generally regarded as mute. Perhaps the paradox 
may be resolved by the assumption that sound production in deaf species serves for the 
repulsion of predators, while sound reception by the mute forms assists them in evading 
enemies. Nevertheless, it is of interest to find that the wing beats of otherwise silent 
noctuids may be detected at least at close range, by the tympanic organs of other moths. 
A female Prodenia eridania in stationary flight near a tympanic nerve preparation of the 
same species evoked a train of responses coinciding with its wing beats. Upon analysis, 
the wing beat sounds were found to contain frequency components in the neighborhood 
of 15 kcps. There is as yet no evidence, however, that these sounds as such are of any 
biological significance to the moths producing or detecting them. 

That the tympanic organs subserve an auditory sense is no longer open to doubt, but 
whether they may also fulfil functions other than hearing remains to be determined. A 
constant feature of the records from the tympanic nerves of the noctuids studied is the 
continuous discharge at low impulse frequencies in a third fiber, acoustically insensitive, 
and independent of the other two. The spikes representing this activity may be seen in 
records made in the absence of acoustic stimulation, and they continue steadily during the 
acoustic response, where they are distinguishable by their greater height and much lower 
frequency. The discharge in this third fiber persists when the tympanic sensillum has been 
destroyed, but is abolished by injury to the nerve at or near the Bügel. Rearward tension 
on the dorsal part of the metathorax, and certain other mechanical stresses applied to the 
tympanic region of our preparations reversibly increased the frequency of discharge in the 
non-acoustic fiber. This feature of the tympanic organ is being further investigated. 
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Nervous Activity and Acetylcholine in Periplaneta americana L. 
By E. H. Colhoun 
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London, Ont. 

ABSTRACT 
Although acetylcholine is \nown to occur in insect nervous tissue, its relation to nervous 

activity has not been clearly demonstrated. In the present communication, evidence for a 
functional relation between acetylcholine and nervous activity was obtained when it was found 
that the acetylcholine content of the nerve cord of the roach increased with nervous activity. 

When isolated nerve cords of roaches were eserimzed and subjected to ascending electrical 
stimulation, there was a significant increase in the amount of acetylcholine as compared with 
the level in unstimulated controls, as assayed on the eserimzed frogs rectus abdominis. 

In the absence of electrical stimulation, treatment with eserine of the isolated nerve cord 
and the cord in situ also resulted in an increase in acetylcholine as compared with the normal 
level. This increase in acetylcholine is also attributed to increased nervous activity following 
treatment with eserine. These observations on the acetylcholine levels in roach cord are col 
related with recordings of the electrical activity. 

Acetylcholine was detectable in eserinized perfusates of isolated nerve cords but not in 
perfusates of cords in situ. This observation supports the suggestion that there is a barrier to 
acetylcholine in the nerve cord of the roach. 

\ 
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The Genetical Basis for Nutritional Requirements in Insects 
By Taylor Hinton and Albert Dunlap 

University of California 

Los Angeles, Calif. 

ABSTRACT 

Raising Drosophila melanogaster on a chemically defined medium in the absence of 
microorganisms, some 100 genetically different strains were studied and the pattern of growth 
determined. Growth on minimal, semi'minimal, semi'compíete, and complete media was 
tested for various strains. As compared to a control, some strains showed better growth; some 
showed poor growth; and some showed no growth. When percentage pupation and time in 
days to pupation were both considered, no two strains gave exactly the same pattern of growth 
when compared with the control. In some cases the exact metabolite or class of metabolites 
was determined as being the one responsible for the aberrant growth pattern. Of these cases, 
some are being analyzed genetically. The genetic analyses are likewise proving to be diverse in 
nature. One has proven to be a heterochromatic effect; while others seem to be the result of 
several gene loci being involved in different ways; or a single locus affecting the response to 
the metabolites in the medium. The conclusion, at this point, is that the various metabolic 
pathways of this organism are dependent for their functioning upon a variety of genetic 
mechanisms. Some of these will be discussed in more detail. 

The working hypothesis in our laboratory has been, that insects, like the micro- 
organisms, have the various metabolic steps leading to growth, controlled by genetic 
mechanisms. The aim of our work has been twofold: 1) to reveal the metabolic steps 
(which is to say, the nutritional requirements, and the intermediate metabolites that will 
substitute) and, 2) to try to determine the genetic control of these steps. 

The only feasable way, at the moment, to determine genetic control of a metabolic 
step is to have a strain that differs from another strain in its ability to utilise a compound. 
To discover such strains has been the approach used in the work with microorganisms, 
and the approach used by our laboratory. 

Such an approach, using insects as the test organisms, demands two conditions: 
1) a chemically defined medium, so that each metabolite can be exactly controlled, and 2) 
to work under aseptic conditions (namely, in the absence of microorganisms which could 
supply the metabolite being tested). An insect that has lent itself to these two require¬ 
ments is Drosophila. 

Aseptic conditions are achieved by collecting eggs and washing them in repeated 
rinses of 70% alcohol, agitating them constantly to free them of all adhering spores. While 
still in the alcohol, the eggs were placed in sterile wire mesh baskets and then transferred 
to sterile petri dishes containing non-nutrient agar. The eggs were allowed to hatch and 
the young larvae transferred, using standard bacteriological technique, into test tubes 
containing the chemically defined medium which had been previously autoclaved. That 

TABLE I.—Metabolites Required by Drosophila. 

arginine methionine 
histidine phenylalanine 
isoleucine threonine 
leucine tryptophane 
lysine 

sucrose 
cholesterol 

valine 

biotin pantothenic acid 
choline pteroylglutamic acid 
pyridoxine riboflavin 
thiamine 

potassium 
phosphorous 

niacin 

this treatment is sufficient to render the cultures aseptic was shown by the fact that larvae 
railed to grow and soon died in an incomplete medium. However, when an occasional tube 
became contaminated, growth and pupation proceeded normally. Also all tubes, at the 
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end of an experiment, were filled with nutrient broth to test for contamination. Any tube 
that showed bacterial growth was withdrawn from the experiment. 

The other prerequisite, a chemically defined medium, has been worked out over a 
period of years. The medium, of course, has varied as improvements have been incorporated. 
However, the work has shown that the metabolites that are absolute requirements by the 
organism are as listed in Table I. 

Meeting only these minimal requirements in the diet produced very slow growth as 
compared to a more complete medium as seen in Table II. Note that there is not much 
difference in the amount of pupation or in the amount of éclosion, but a striking difference 
exists in the length of the larval period. 

TABLE II.—Growth of Drosophila on Minimal and Complete Media. 

av. time % pupae 
original no. % larvae in days to become 

medium of larvae to pupate to pupation adults 

minimal 94 87.2 18.9 86.6 
complete 110 90.0 9.9 93.9 

Since growth was so much faster on a complete medium, 4 different media were de' 
vised in order to detect possible differences in nutritional requirements in different strains. 
The amino acid content of the 4 media is listed in Table III. They will be designated from 
here on by the number of amino acids (AA) which they contain. The 10 ÄA mixture 
contains only the so'called rat-essential amino acids; the 13 A A mixture contains, in addi' 
tion, glycine, glutamic acid and cysteine; the 18 A A includes 5 other non'essential amino 
acids; and the 19 AA mixture includes serine in addition. 

TABLE III.—Amino Acid Content of the Various Media. 

Amino acid mg./ml. 10 AA 13 AA 18 AA 19 AA 

L-alanine 1.085 X X 
L-arginine 0.559 X X X X 
L'aspartic acid 1.221 X X 
L'Cysteine 0.484 X X X 
L-glutamic acid 4.418 X X X 
glycine 1.745 X X X 
L'histidine 0.484 X X X X 
L-hydroxyproline 0.384 X X 
L'isoleucine 1.260 X X X X 
Ldeucine 2.345 X X X X 
L-lysine 1.337 X X X X 
DL-methionine 0.339 X X X X 
L'phenylalanine 1.008 X X X X 
L'prolme 1.682 X X 
L'serine 1.260 X 
DL'threonine 0.756 X X X X 
L'tryptophane 1.745 X X X X 
L'tyrosine 1.240 X X 
Invaline 1.355 X X X X 

Table IV shows additional ingredients that were in the media. 

It was shown that the addition of nucleic acid to the media gave further improvement 
in growth. In order to keep the medium chemically defined, the individual purines and 
pyrimidines were used instead of the whole nucleic acid molecule, as shown in Table V. 
Media containing purines and pyrimidines were designated by the symbol NA (standing 
for “nucleic acid components”). 

Before genetic tests could be run, it was necessary to find strains that differed from 
the control in their nutritional requirement. To accomplish this, a series of genetically 
different strains were tested on the various media just described. 

Of the strains tested, 33 grew on the media with a pattern similar to that of the 
control. An average of 63 larvae were tested for each strain. There was variation between 
strains in this group as far as the number of larvae to pupate (ranging from 33.3% to 
98%) and the time necessary to reach the pupal stage (ranging from 9.6 to 19.8 days). In 
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TABLE IV.—Additional Ingredients. 

Ingredient mg./ml. 10 AA 13 AA 18 AA 19 AA 

sucrose 
cholesterol 
inosine 
thymine 
para'amino'benzoic acid 
inositol 
Bi2 

MnS04.4H20 
MgS04.7H20 
FeS04 
kh2po4 
k2hpo4 
NaCl 
CaCl2 

7-5 X 
0.4 X 
0.25 
0.04 
0.002 
0.042 
0.000028 
0.0129 X 
0.246 X 
0 0129 X 
0.606 X 
0.0606 X 
0.0129 X 
0.0129 X 

X X 
X X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

TABLE V.—Purines and Pyrimidines Used. 

mg./ml. mg./ml. mg./ml. 
0.110 each of 0.165 each of 0.250 each of 
cytosine cytidine cytidylic acid 
uracil uridine uridylic acid 
guanine guanosine guanylic acid 
adenine adenosine adenylic acid 

fact, no two appeared similar. However, no further work was done using any of these 33 
strains since it was assumed that the variation was a reflection of a complex system of 
genetic modifiers. To elaborate this assumption would be impossible with our present 
techniques. r 

Another group, consisting of 6 strains, showed growth so poor, as compared to the 
control, as to warrant special consideration. In this group the percentage pupation was less 
than 35% and the time required to reach the pupal stage was 15 days or longer. One strain 
from this group was selected for further study. This was our strain of “white eye” which 
grows very poorly without nucleic acid and growth is poor even when nucleic acid is 
present in the synthetic medium. White females were crossed to wild-type males and when 
the oilspring were raised on a medium lacking nucleic acid, the very poor growth character¬ 
istic of the white strain occurred. The offspring that were raised on a medium containing 
nucleic acid showed the more rapid growth and higher pupation characteristic of the wild- 
type. Thus, these two features (dependence on nucleic acid, and poor growth in general) 
could be separated However, when the reciprocal cross (wild-type females crossed to white 
males) was made, both features characteristic of the white strain remained in the offspring 

his suggests that in addition to nuclear factors, cytoplasmic factors may also be playing 
a role in the genetic control of nutritional requirements in insects. 

. third category of results includes 5 strains, all of which grew normally on the 
meoia which contained the nucleic acid components, but failed to grow at all on those 
media lacking nucleic acid components. One of these (In(2LR)40d) was analyzed in detail, 
biochemically, cytologically, and genetically. It was shown to be incapable of synthesizing 
aderirne. The genetic basis was localized to a block of heterochromatin from the region of 
the kinetochore of the second chromosome, which had through a chromosomal inversion, 

een carried to the distal part of the chromosome. The block of heterochromatin was 
apparently incapable of functioning in adenine synthesis in this position. By the use of 
X-rays the chromosomes were repeatedly broken further and this block of heterochromatin 
was found in 18 cases to be in a still different location in the chromosome complement. In 
none of these positions was it capable of functioning. Genetically it behaved as a dominant 
effect when crossed to certain strains, but as a recessive effect when crossed to others. 

Another strain in this category (Bl L) is also an adenine requirer. However in this 
case, the genetic basis appears to be that of an orthodox dominant gene. We were even able 
to locate its position on the linkage map and cytological examination of that region of the 
chromosome failed to reveal any abnormality. 

A third strain in this group, our stock of Bar eye, requires adenine and the require¬ 
ment is likewise, not satisfied by guanine or the pyrimidines. Bar males were crossed to 
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wild-type females and the offspring raised, some on medium containing adenine and some 
on medium without. Since Bar is sexdinked, only the daughters would inherit the Bar 
chromosome. On the medium containing adenine 31 daughters and 20 sons reached the 
adult stage. But without adenine the sex ratio was in favor of the males—41 daughters 
to 66 sons. Thus, it appears that the sex-chromosome is in some way involved in adenine 
synthesis. There is no evidence that the Bar locus itself is involved. The flies that developed 
on the medium lacking adenine were 3 days slower to reach the pupal stage than is the 
wild-type (for which they were heterozygous). Since this was true for both males and 
females, it appears that some dominant autosomal factor is also involved. 

Our strain of “plexus”, even though not studied in detail is interesting since it re¬ 
quires nucleic acid, yet without NA, 12 out of 153 larvae pupated and 4 of these became 
adults. But it took them 32 days to pupate. This is the longest larval period yet encoun¬ 
tered in all of our work on Drosophila. Details concerning the other strains in this category 
are not yet available. However, the work on the strains just described shows that for 
even a single metabolite an array of genetic mechanisms is in control. In the case of adenine 
we have seen that, at least, heterochromatin, autosomal dominants, and sex-linked factors 
are involved. 

Another category is that where there is a requirement for a non-essential amino acid. 
So far only one strain has been found which seems to fall into this category and it was 
found so recently we cannot say with certainty. However, we do have one strain that 
grows well on the 13 A A medium but pupates two days faster if proline is added. This is 
our stock called “lethal 51”. It is the first definite case of a non-essential amino acid having 
a measurable beneficial effect. 

No strain has been found as yet which requires one of the non-essential B-complex 
growth factors, such as inositol, paraaminobenzoic acid or B12. 

However, the final category contains many uninvestigated cases which may, upon 
investigation, fall into the amino acid or growth factor categories. These are strains which 
failed to grow at all on the medium, or media tested. There are 14 such strains. 

Two of these are of particular interest since 100% of the larvae die in a few days on 
every synthetic medium we have, including the most complete. No genetic analysis has 
been attempted as yet. The other 12 strains in this category have not been tested on com¬ 
plete medium to date. Two of them, when crossed to each other, gave offspring that grew 
normally, indicating the two parent strains failed to grow for different genetic reasons. 

There remain 9 special cases, but time will permit the mention of only one of these. 
It is our stock known as “lethal 117”. It is characterized as being a slow grower regardless 
of the medium—always 2 to 3 days behind the control. Yet, when it is crossed to the 
control, the offspring are over a day faster than the control. Whether this is hybrid vigor, 
genetic modifiers, or gene interaction will need further testing to decide. It is suggested by 
the preliminary data that heterosis may be the answer because the offspring which were 
expected to be of twTo types (the lethal chromosome over wild-type and the balancer 
chromosome over wild-type) when classified gave a ratio of 217 lethal to only 160 balancers. 
Under most conditions, this balancer (Curly) is known to be extremely viable. 

Thus, it may be said that, even though the genetical approach to nutritional require¬ 
ment is in its infancy, it already indicates that the biochemical pathways in a form as 
advanced as insects are complex. Many metabolites are required, but those that are not 
have a complex relationship to the organism. Some may, due to the genetic constitution 
of the strain, become complete requirements; others may become partial. Double require¬ 
ments may arise within a strain. Requirements may counteract each other to give hybrid 
vigor to the species. 

Apparently a diversified part of the genome is concerned with nutritional require¬ 
ments and the manner in which metabolites are utilized, since it has been found that all 
types of genetic systems are involved, ranging from the extremes that are, at present, 
beyond analysis, to genetic modifiers; heterochromatin acting both as dominant and 
recessive effects; autosomal dominants and récessives; sex-linked factors; and possible 
cytoplasmic factors. 

We may conclude that the biochemical steps in the metabolism of insects seem to be 
involved and complex and to be under the control of a very diversified set of genetical 
factors. 
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ABSTRACT 

The information available on the dietary requirements of insects for the sulfur amino 
acids, the observations recorded on the utilization of analogues of the sulfur amino acids by 
insects in satisfying dietary requirements, and the \nown routes of intermediary metabolism 
of sulfur compounds in insects are summarized. This information is used to draw diagrams 
showing both the demonstrable and the hypothetical metabolic relationships between these 
various sulfur compounds. 

A discussion is presented in order to review the following thesis: The special fields of 
insect nutrition and intermediary metabolism are but aspects of the general process by which 
insects incorporate the matter of which they are made. The purpose is first to remind the 
reader that this principle has been recognized and followed in the past, and second to remind 
the reader of the importance of this philosophy before the present tendency to specialize causes 
a gap to open between these two related areas. The interdependence of insect nutrition and 
intermediary metabolism is shown in at least four ways: (1) in matters of definition, (2) by 
the overlap in technique and contiguity of ainis, (3) by virtue of the interpretive aid lent to 
nutritional research by metabolic studies, and (4) through the perspective point of view brought 
to studies of intermediary metabolism by nutritional research. 

I have two purposes in presenting this talk: First: I wish to summarise for your con¬ 
sideration the information available on the nutrition and intermediary metabolism of sulfur 
amino acids in insects. Second: I wish to discuss the relationship of nutrition and inter¬ 
mediary metabolism of insects in the light of this summary. 

The qualitative dietary requirements for methionine and/or cystine have been deter¬ 
mined in eleven species of insects and are summarised in Table I. The plus sign indicates 

TABLE I.—Dietary Requirements of Insects for Cystine and Methionine. 

Insect Cystine Methionine Authors 

Blattella germanica ± — House, 1949; Hilchey, 1953; 
Gordon, unpublished data. 

Attagenus piceus — + Moore, 1946. 
Triholium confusum — + Lemonde and Bernard, 1951 ; 

Fraenkel and Printy, 1954. 
Dermestes vulpinas + Gay, 1938. 
Oryzœphilus surinamensis + + Davis, 1956. 
Phoenicia (Lucilia) sericata + Michelbacher, et al, 1932. 
Drosophila melanogaster ± + Lafon, 1932; Hinton et al. 1951. 
Aedes œgypti ± + Golberg and DeMeillon, 1948. 
Pseudosarcophaga affinis — (cysteine*) + House, 1954. 
Calliphora erythrocephala — + Sedee, 1954. 
Apis mellifera — + DeGroot, 1953. 
Chilo simplex — + Ishii and Hirano, 1955. 

* House showed cystine and cysteine to be equivalent for Pseudosarcophaga. 

that, the amino acid is required, while the dash indicates it is not. In cases where both signs 
are used, the amino acid is not required for growth but is required for development. In 
six of these species, methionine is required for growth and/or development, but cystine or 
cysteine is not (Moore, 1946; Lemonde and Bernard, 1951; Fraenkel and Printy, 1954; 
House, 1954; Sedee, 1954; DeGroot, 1953; and Ishii and Hirano, 1955). On the other hand, 
when cystine was deleted from the diet fed to Blattella or Aedes, developmental failures 
occurred even in the presence of apparently adequate amounts of methionine (House, 
1959; Golberg and DeMeillon, 1948). During moulting, the test insects were unable to 
work their way out of the exuviae; they died in a characteristic position with head and 
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pronotum hunched half-way out of the cast skin (Golberg and DeMeillon, 1948). How- 
ever, when both cystine and methionine were removed from the diet, Blatteila moulted 
with no discernible difficulty (Hilchey, 1953). When diets lacking cystine were fed to 
Phoenicia or Dermestes, developmental failures occurred in the form of failure to pupate or 
eclose, or even in the formation of distinctly abnormal pupæ (Michelbacker, Hoskins and 
Herms, 1932; Gay, 1938). When Oryzaephilus was reared on diets lacking either cystine or 
methionine, the growth rate was less than normal (Davis, 1956). 

The results obtained by Lafon in working with Drosophila must be considered 
doubtful (Lafon, 1939). He found that abnormally shaped pupae were formed when cystine 
was omitted from the diet, but no such response was observed by Hinton in his recent 
studies (Hinton, Noyes, and Ellis, 1951). 

A modest number of utilisation studies have been carried out on derivatives of the 
sulfur amino acids using insects as test animals. 

Unfortunately, very few species have been tested for their ability to utilise these 
derivatives and in most cases Blatteila is the sole insect tried. In summary, the German 
roach can use homocysteine, methionine sulfoxide, cysteic acid, taurine, isethionic acid or 
sulfate as a source of dietary sulfur in place of cystine or methionine1. Neither methionine 
sulfone nor mercaptoacetic acid could supply dietary sulfur to this species. Cysteine can 
be employed by Pseudosarcophaga to satisfy its needs for cystine (House, 1954), while the 
cystine requirement for development of at least one species, Aedes, can be satisfied by 
dietary glutathione (Golberg and De Meillon, 1948). 

Using the observations we have just reviewed it is possible to set up hypothetical 
schemes of routes of intermediary metabolism. Five orders of insects are represented in the 
list of dietary requirements for cystine and methionine. At least one representative of 
each order has not required cystine for growth, thus indicating that it is possibly capable 
of synthesizing this compound from methionine. 

Another transformation which may be carried out by insects is the oxidation of 
cysteine to form cystine. In fact, it seems likely that methionine sulfur is transulfurated 
into cystine sulfur by way of this route. Unfortunately, little direct evidence exists for 
this oxidation; however, results with Pseudosarcophaga (House, 1954) have indicated that 
this species can perform this transformation. It should be pointed out that simple assump- 
tions of the biological equivalence of cystine and cysteine in insects cannot stand alone 
regardless of the evidence found in other classes of animals. Actual proof is necessary 
before such a generalization can be made. Finally, glutathione can be used to satisfy the 
cystine needs of at least Aedes (Golberg and DeMeillon, 1948) and probably, of many 
insects. Again there is little other direct evidence than this available within the insect 
group. It should be noted that the use of glutathione to satisfy dietary needs for cystine 
gives indirect proof of the nutritional equivalence of cysteine and cystine for Aedes. 

These are the typical reactions which, in all probability, most insects will eventually 
be proved capable of performing. Of course, nutritional studies have taught us to expect 
exceptions. These might be due to extra requirements imposed by unusual physiological 
loads, or deprivation caused by external circumstances. However, there is little detailed 
information on utilization from which we can infer detailed metabolic relationships for 
insects in general. 

There are at least two species, Blatteila germanica and Musca domestica, for which 
detailed information is available on the intermediary metabolism of the sulfur amino acids. 
In dealing with the first of these, Blatteila, we are fortunate in that there is a large amount 
of dietary and utilization research with which to begin building our metabolic map. In 
diagramming this map, I shall make no distinction between studies made under aseptic 
conditions and those made in non-aseptic environments. These relationships will be drawn 
on the basis of non-asepsis. Surely, if an insect is capable of carrying on a synthesis under 
asepsis, it will be capable of doing the same in the normal environment. 

Interest in the sulfur amino acid nutrition of Blatteila was first stimulated by the 
early results obtained with other species of insects, such as Phoenicia, Dermestes, Attagenus, 
and Drosophila. Basic studies of dietary requirements by House showed that neither 
cystine nor methionine was required for growth if the other were present in the diet 
(House, 1949). Since both methionine and cystine were shown by Pratt’s work to occur 

Gordon, H. T., unpublished observations. 
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in the body of this roach (Pratt, 1950), these results implied that the two were metabolic' 
ally interconvertible, as is indicated in Fig. 2. 

I should note in passing that the unqualified solid lines denote very probable trans' 
formations for which reasonable proof exists. The dotted lines represent reactions which 
have been inferred from studies of dietary requirements and utilization. The question 
marks denote general reactions for which proof exists, but in which alternative routes are 
possible. For instance, cystine can be utilized for the production of methionine, but with' 
out more rigid tests we can not tell whether this reaction proceeds via cystathionine or not. 

House immediately obtained a preliminary confirmation of this possibility of inter' 
conversion using sembquantitative paper chromatographic analysis to show that German 
roaches reared on a diet tacking either cystine or methionine produced large amounts of the 
missing amino acid. In later nutritional studies it was shown by the present author that, 
if a source of inorganic sulfur was provided, in this case Na2S04, neither cystine nor 
methionine was required to maintain slow growth (Hilchey, 1953). Preliminary con^ 
firmation was made by showing that large amounts of both these substances were syn^ 
thesized by the roaches fed the test diet. Shortly afterwards, final confirmation of the 
synthesis of cystine and methionine from SO was obtained by use of tracer techniques 
(Hilchey, et al., 1955). More recently, Dr. Cotty and I carried on similar tracer studies 
which showed that cystine sulfur could be converted to methionine sulfur, however, 
the roaches could not produce taurine from cystine in amounts large enough to be detect' 
able in the roach body“. Meanwhile, Noland and Baumann studied the dietary require' 
ments of Blandía for methionine in the presence of succinyl sulfathiazole used in the diet 
to eliminate interference by the gut flora. His results indicated that methionine was pro' 
duced only by the gut flora (Noland and Baumann, 1951). DeGroot showed that succinyl 
sulfathiazole is unfavorable to nitrogen metabolism in bees (DeGroot, 1953). In somewhat 
similar studies, Gordon3 has found that while sulfasuxidine reduces the use of sulfate 
sulfur for dietary needs, this chemotherapeutant interferes with normal utilization of 
methionine and cystine. Therefore, a question remains whether succinyl sulfathiazole 
interferes more with the gut flora or with the normal methionine synthesis of the roach 
and/or its symbionts. Certainly such a technique cannot be expected to duplicate the 
usual techniques of asepsis. 

Utilization studies carried out by G ordon3 have shown that homocysteine, methionine 
sulfoxide, cysteic acid, taurine, and isethionic acid could satisfy the requirements of this 
roach for sulfur. These substances can probably be entered as they have been in appropriate 
positions in this diagram, and should be capable of undergoing the transformations in' 
dica ted. However, further research will be needed before these results can be confirmed. 

No information is currently available on the dietary requirements of Musca for the 
sulfur amino acids. Fortunately, nutritional studies have been carried out with five other 
dipterans. Methionine was required for the growth of four of these Diptera, and cystine 
was probably not. Therefore, it was felt probable that Musca utilized methionine for 
cystine production, while the reverse was not true. This hypothesis provided an excellent 
starting point for the investigations of intermediary metabolism which Dr. Cotty and I 
carried out (Hilchey and Cotty). A summary of all these results is given in Fig. 1. Tracer 
studies were used to show that the conversion of methionine to cystine did, in fact, occur, 
but that Musca did not reverse this reaction. Since it was found later that cystathionine 
could possibly be synthesized from cystine, it is not yet known whether transsulfuration 
occurs via cystathionine or some completely unknown route. In the same series of studies 
it was shown that Musca was capable of degrading cystine to taurine and S04, but unable 
to synthesize methionine or cystine from S(X 

We noted earlier that there are some differences in the two patterns of metabolism 
occurring in these two species. These differences are summarized below: 

1. The German roach produces large amounts of cystine and methionine from SOI 
sulfur, while the housefly produces none. 

2. The housefly produces and retains massive amounts of taurine in the body, while 
the roach does not. 

3. The roach produces large amounts of methionine from cystine, and the housefly 
does not. 

-Hilchey, J. D., and V. F. Cotty, unpublished observations. 
Gordon, H. T., unpublished observations. 
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METHIONINE 

METHIONINE SULFOXIDE 
I 

I 

TAURINE ◄-ISETHIONIC ACID 

Figs. 1-2. Relationships of cystine, methionine and their derivatives in the sulfur metabolism. Fig. 1, Musca 

domestica L. Fig. 2, Blattelia germanica (L.). 

It seems clear that the differences in the modes of sulfur metabolism, and, therefore, 
the corresponding dietary requirements of these two insects are so great as to indicate that 
broad generalisations about occurrence of specific biochemical reactions of the sulfur 
amino acids in insects at large can be made only for a very few of these transformations. 
Qualitative and quantitative species specificity will be encountered to a very great degree. 
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Now that we have laid the necessary groundwork of information, we shall turn our 
attention to a consideration of the relationship between nutrition and intermediary 
metabolism, as illustrated by the utilisation of sulfur amino acids in insects. 

The thesis which I wish to elaborate for you today is this: the special fields of insect 
nutrition and intermediary metabolism are but aspects of the general process by which 
insects incorporate the matter of which they are made. Certainly this is not a new thesis. 
Thus my twofold purpose in presenting it for your consideration is, first, to recall how 
this thesis has been applied up to this time in the field of insect physiology, and, second, 
to remind us all of the importance of this philosophy before the present tendency to 
specialise causes a gap to open between these two research areas. 

You are all well aware that processes of metabolism are, indeed, intimately related to 
the mechanisms of other physiological functions such as tissue formation, metabolite 
storage, excretion, and respiration. However, in view of the scope of this meeting, we shall 
restrict our discussion to a consideration of nutrition and intermediary metabolism only. 

There is one theoretical relationship which should be reviewed before we pass to the 
practical examples. Nutrition and metabolism are intimately related in matters of defini- 
tion. This close connection is amply illustrated by the near impossibility of defining these 
two appellations in mutually exclusive terms. I spent fully one and one half hours at the 
Physiology Smoker in the company of five very able gentlemen all of whom were fluently 
conversant with the field of insect nutrition. During that time, we attempted to set up 
definitions of nutrition and intermediary metabolism which did not overlap in any way. 
We found it impossible to do so. Let us consider an example of the reasoning we encoun- 
tered. 

Suppose we define an insect’s nutritional requirements as the sum of the substances 
required in the diet for optimum functioning of that insect. I think that such a working 
definition would be acceptable to most of you. But what are “substances required in the 
diet”? Are they not the substances which are needed for body function but which cannot 
be synthesized by the body itself? I’m sure you will agree that the synthesis of substances 
for bodily needs is one phase of intermediary metabolism. Thus nutrition has been defined 
in terms of metabolic failure. 

Now, before I precipitate an unwarranted discussion, let me hasten to say that the 
logic of such reasoning is not in question. The point is this; the mere fact that such cyclic 
reasoning can exist, specious or otherwise, indicates that finding mutually exclusive defini¬ 
tions will be welbnigh impossible. For this reason I believe it is self-evident that an intimate 
relationship exists between the two fields. 

I do not mean that we should not use the terms, “nutrition” and “intermediary 
metabolism”. We must have convenient labels for such fields of study which are somewhat 
different in character but which overlap distinctly in their ultimate aims. If we must 
define, we might characterize nutrition as asking the question “what?”; that is, what is 
needed by the body. In the same vein, intermediary metabolism might be very simply 
characterized as asking why and how? ; that is, why are specific nutrilites required and 
how are they manipulated by the body chemistry to suit the body’s needs. Thus, without 
splitting hairs, we are able to distinguish between the different aspects of a given problem 
without losing our perspective of their close relationship. 

In a sense, we have a practical example of the interrelationships of such definitions. 
If we define nutrition and intermediary metabolism, as we have done, we must postulate 
the existence of indispensable and dispensable nutrilites. 3A?e can then reason in two ways 
that a close relationship exists between nutrition and intermediary metabolism. First, the 
existing metabolism directs the nutritional requirements. For instance, if methionine 
cannot be synthesized by an insect from the precursors in a particular diet, then that diet 
must contain methionine itself if the insect is to survive. Conversely, the qualitative or 
quantitative nutritional value of a diet may dictate the intermediary metabolic activity 
of the insect wThich consumes it. Consider the case of the dispensable amino acid, cystine; 
if a diet does not contain this substance, the intermediary metabolism of the insect consum¬ 
ing it is forced to compensate by producing cystine from some available source of sulfur. 
Thus we see that the philosophy applied in day to day conduct of research in nutrition 
and metabolism indicates that the two fields are overlapping in scope. 

We now turn our attention for a moment to a consideration of the ways in which 
experimental techniques testify to the close relationship which exists between nutrition 
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and intermediary metabolism. There are numerous techniques which are used for attacKing 
problems in both areas. A few are worth citing here, such as the purined diet techniques 
using incomplete proteins, with or without amino acid supplements, as practiced by Noland 
and Baumann (1951). Another important one would be the amino acid diet techniques as 
used by House (1949; 1954). Frankel and Printy (1954), Golberg and DeMeillon (1943) 
and many others. Non-aseptic methods, applied by Noland and Baumann (1949), Frankel 
and Printy (1954), and Hilchey et al. (1955) as well as aseptic methods of rearing, as used 
by House (1949, 1954), Golberg and DeMeillon (1948), Hilchey (1953), PTilchey et al. 
(1955) and Ishii and Hirano (1955) among others, have been employed in studies of both 
nutrition and intermediary metabolism. Such research has been carried out in order to 
determine the role played in nutrition and metabolism by the insect itself and by micro¬ 
organisms both inside and outside the insect. I m sure that everyone realises that there are 
techniques which are utilized in one area more than in the other, as in the intensive appli¬ 
cation of tracer techniques and methods of ultramicro chemistry to the quantitative 
evaluation of biochemical changes taking place in the insect. However, this does not 

occlude the large area of overlap previously described. 
It might appear that differences in the criteria used for evaluation of performance 

would indicate a fundamental difference between the two areas of work. In this sense, 
nutritional studies are traditionally based on the use of one or more of the several physio¬ 
logical functions as a criterion of the test insect’s performance, while studies of inter¬ 
mediary metabolism might be considered to be based most typically on the results of 
chemical and physical analyses. However, you all recognize that this artificial distinction 
fails when we consider the important information on possible^ routes of metabolism which 
has been derived from the utilization studies of Gordon4 and others based on the criteria 
of normal physiological responses such as growth, development, and reproduction (House, 

1954) (Golberg and DeMeillon, 1948). 
It can be shown for other practical considerations that observations from each field 

of effort are aids to the interpretation of the other. While, in the early days of insect 
nutritional study, many workers strived only to determine the qualitative amino acid 
requirements for growth and/or development, contemporary students of this field are not 
satisfied with knowing only what an insect’s dietary needs are. The large majority wish to 
know why the needs exist and how nutritionally required substances are transformed into 

metabolically required forms. 
We have seen how it is possible to infer hypothetical metabolic relationships of the 

sulfur ammo acids from studies of the dietary requirements and the utilization of deriva¬ 
tives by the species in question or by related species. However, we have also seen that such 
inferences are not sufficient in themselves. They must be and have been supported with 
direct confirmation by suitable analytical techniques as has been done in studying Blattella 
and Musca (House, 1949; Hilchey et al., 1955; Noland and Baumann, 1951). Thus, the 
record shows clearly that students of insect nutrition have relied on metabolic studies to 
lend significance and even credibility to the results of their efforts. 

Results obtained with at least two species of insects show the need for nutritional 
studies to support research on the intermediary metabolism of sulfur amino acids. It was 
shown in preliminary metabolic tests that Blattella could use methionine for the synthesis 
of cystine (House, 1949). Since it had been shown that the growth rate on a cystine free 
diet was approximately equal to that of controls (House, 1949), one might conclude er¬ 
roneously that synthesis could satisfy all requirements. However, parallel observations by 
House showed that in the absence of dietary cystine developmental failures occurred. 
Moulting roaches sometimes failed to emerge successfully from the exuviae. Thus, it is 
obvious that for some unknown reason internal synthesis, rapid though it is, is not sufficient 
to satisfy all requirements of this species. A combination of nutritional and metabolic 
studies are still needed to resolve this problem. 

A second and somewhat parallel example exists. We have seen that the roach Blattella, 
utilized SO4 to produce cystine and methionine when these amino acids are lacking from 
the diet (Hilchey et al, 1955). However, the dual attack just described is still needed to 
tell us (l) what role this synthesis plays, if any, when adequate dietary supplies of these 
amino acids are provided and (2) what role intrinsic synthesis by the roach plays in pro¬ 
portion to synthesis by the gut flora and fauna and by the intracellular symbionts. 

4Gordon, H. T., unpublished observations. 
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A third case in point is that of the common housefly; certain phases of the inter¬ 
mediary metabolism of sulfur amino acids have been worked out for this species. It has 
been shown that methionine can be utilised for the production of cystine, but that the 
reverse does not occur, despite the possibility that cystine can go to produce cystathionine5. 
On the basis of this information one might erect the hypothesis that while methionine is 
required for growth and development, cystine is not. However, at least two other Dipterans, 
Phoenecia (Michelbacher et al, 1932) and Aedes (Golberg and DeMeillon, 1948) and 
possibly Drosophila (Lafon, 1932) as well as two species from other orders, Blattella (House, 
1949) and Dermestes (Gay, 1938) have shown tendencies toward developmental failures 
when cystine is omitted from the diet. Therefore, there is no sound way to be sure of 
dietary requirements of Musca except to carry out the appropriate nutritional tests. 

It is clear that once possible metabolic pathways have been determined, classic 
nutritional studies must play an indispensible role in confirming predicted dietary require¬ 
ments for the several physiological functions and in providing us with a proper perspective 
on the variation in importance of various metabolic pathways in specifically different 
environmental situations. 

In returning to the original thesis, we find that we have shown the interdependence 
of insect nutrition and intermediary metabolism in four ways: (l) by definition; (2) by the 
overlap in techniques and the contiguity of aims; (3) by interpretive aid lent to nutritional 
research by metabolic studies; (4) by the perspective point of view brought to studies of 
intermediary metabolism by nutritional research. 

These two areas are, in fact, so comingled that there seems to be little point in 
attempting to distinguish or isolate them in practice. I’m sure you will agree with me that 
it would be more appropriate to keep in mind the view that nutrition and metabolism are 
two overlapping areas on a spectrum, and that every type of study or datum has its own 
position on that spectrum, which though distinct, is intimately related to all other positions 
on this spectrum. Such a philosophy will inevitably lead to awareness of the metabolic 
implications of his work on the part of the insect nutritionist, and to the realisation by 
the student of metabolism of how much support can be obtained from nutritional studies. 

The continued support and application of these ideas, so well established in the 
research of many past and current workers, cannot but effect a liaison beneficial to this 
field of insect physiology. 

DISCUSSION 

K. R. P. Singh. I want to bring to the notice of Dr. Hilchey that in my present studies 
on the nutrional requirements of Aedes aegypti, on a chemically defined diet, it is clearly 
indicated that the absence of cystine affected pupation and larvae died during metamor¬ 
phosis. 

J. D. Hilchey. I am very pleased to hear of this confirmation of the studies of Gol¬ 
berg and DeMeillon. Their work gave an early indication that developmental failures 
could occur in the absence of cystine. This is an intriguing problem and deserves active 
study. 
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ABSTRACT 

Literature dealing with the subject of nutritional requirements for reproduction in insects 
is discussed. The most complete wor\ to date has been carried out on Aedes ægypti. With this 
insect, 11 amino acids were found essential for egg production: arginine, cystine, histidine, 
isoleucine, leucine, lysine, methionine, phenylalanine, threonine, tryptophane, and valine 
The optimum concentrations of the essential amino acids, the availability of the optical isomers, 
experiments with salts, vitamins, and other growth factors, and a comparison of the relative 
effectiveness of blood and dmivio acid YhixtuTes aye discussed. 

The reasons for using caution in attempting to extend the results with mosquitoes to 
cover other insects are mentioned. 

Throughout the animal kingdom, studies on the dietary nutritional requirements for 
growth and maintenance have exceeded in scope and number studies on the requirements 
for reproductive phenomena. The reason for this is apparent. Except among some inverte¬ 
brates, immature and adult animals generally consume the same or similar diets. One would 
presume that, in such cases, the required dietary nutrients would differ but slightly at most 
between the immature and adult forms. 

Among the insects, however, several examples have been observed wherein the 
females have special nutritional requirements for reproduction. Blood sucking flies are 
obvious examples. Similarly, some blowflies require a meal of meat juice before eggs will be 
laid. In some Orthoptera, the female consumes a portion of the spermatophore, and in the 
honey bee and other social forms, nutrition may play a part in determining the reproductive 
caste. Other examples are numerous. 

Thus far, attempts to determine the essential constituents of these specialised diets 
have been few and incomplete. Among studies on the nutritional requirements for reproduc¬ 
tion in insects can be mentioned the following. Lecithin has been shown to increase the 
fecundity in the Colorado potato beetle. Ovarian development in the blowfly is stimulated 
by the addition of potassium, phosphorus, choline, and nicotinic acid to a diet containing 
sugar and protein. Finally, oviposition rates in some phytophagous insects have been shown 
to decrease when fed on host plants deficient in several minerals. See reviews of Linke and 
Fraenkel (1956) and Träger (1953). 

• cr^L U^er an<^ ^roseghini (1956) have reported on some requirements for egg development 
in Tribolium confusum. Ovarian growth on a mixture of cornstarch, Brewer’s yeast, 
cholesterol, wheat germ oil, salts, vitamin-free casein, and eight vitamins was used as a 
control response. 

When the items in this basic diet were tested separately, only Brewer’s yeast supported 
growth to the same degree as the control. Except for the omission of casein, removal of 
any one of the items had no effect upon ovarian growth within a 5-day period. When casein 
was lacking, only 20 percent of the ovaries showed partial development. When all the 
vitamins were omitted, only 18 percent of the ovaries developed fully in five days. On an 
otherwise adequate diet in which casein was replaced by a mixture of 19 amino acids, 
ovarian development was normal at five days. Omission of any one of 10 amino acids,’ 
previously found to be essential for the larva, from the adequate diet did not influence the 
rate and degree of ovarian development. 

The experiments to be described in this paper concern the substitution of chemically 
efined diets for the blood meal to induce egg development in Æedes ægypti. The adult 

mosquito offers an excellent subject for the study of the protein requirements for egg 
development in that this insect can maintain apparently normal metabolism in the absence 
of dietary nitrogenous material but requires protein for the development of eggs. Thus, the 
needs for maintenance and for reproduction can be separated and studied independently. 

Diets were prepared as solutions in water and contained only chemically defined 
ingredients. Other than the amino acids, all diets contained glucose, a salt mixture, and 

•Tbs investigation was supported bey a research grant G1888 (C6) from the National Institutes of Health, Public Health Service. 
•Now with the Maine Forest Service, Augusta, Maine. 
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sufficient sodium hydroxide to neutralize the solutions. Early tests indicated that vitamins, 
nucleic acid, and sterols had no stimulatory effect on egg production under the conditions 

The mosquitoes were fed from cotton pads which were saturated with the experimental 
media. These pads were replaced in the cages daily. Each cage also contained an oviposi ion 
dish from which the eggs were removed daily and counted. Counts were made over a 
14-day period after the initial feeding. The total egg production after 14 days from cages of 
400 female mosquitoes served as the basis of comparison of the experimental diets. The 
actual data for these experiments and the composition of the regimens have been previously 

published (Dimond et al. 1956a.) 
Eight amino acids (arginine, isoleucine, leucine, lysine, phenylalanine, threonm , 

tryptophane valine), when eliminated from the diets, resulted in the production of no eggs, 
and were therefore designated as absolutely essential for egg production. When histidine 
and methionine were eliminated from the diets, a few eggs were produced, but only during 
the first few days of the experiment, no eggs were laid after three or foui.days. Apparently a 
reservoir of these amino acids was present in the mosquitoes and could be utilized W 
the stores were expended, no further eggs were produced. It was necessary to include these 
amino acids among the essentials for egg production. , . 

When cystine or glutamic acid were eliminated from the diets, a significant reduction m 
egg production occurred which lasted throughout the testing period Cystine was shown 
to be essential for a high level of egg production m that variation m the level (af methionine 
present in the diets did not affect the reduction in egg production occasioned by the absenc 
of cystine. The stimulatory effect of glutamic acid on egg production could be matched by 
aspartic acid and ammonium acetate but not by alpha ketoglutaric acid It appeared that 
the contribution of glutamic acid to the diets was m the form of available ammo groups 
rather than its value as a specific amino acid. It was therefore considered nomessen la . 

Thus, the amino acids essential for egg production in Aedes œgypti were the eight acids 

considered as absolutely essential plus histidine, methionine, and cystine. . 
Another phase of the experimentation involved the establishment of the optimu 

concentrations of each of the essential amino acids for egg production. With each of tour 
successive media, dose-effect data were obtained for each component individually. I he 
optimum concentrations for each acid were combined to form the next successive medium. 
No improvement could be made in the final medium through further change in concentra-- 
tions of the constituents. Egg production in the final medium was more than double that 
from the original diet while the total weight of ammo acids was lowered about 25 percent. 

Other experiments with the mosquitoes indicated that the D isomers of histidine, 
methionine, phenylalanine, and tryptophane could be utilized at least to some extent. 
The unnatural isomers of isoleucine, leucine, threonine, and valine were not effective. 
Citrulline could replace arginine in the diet in part, but ornithine had no such effect. I he 
interrelationships of these three amino acids have been studied in a number of organisms 

with similar results. , , , r , . , . • j 
Further testing concerned attempts to increase the level of egg production obtained 

with the essential amino acids by adding the non-essential acids Improvement of the media 
occurred if additions were made to quantitatively sub-optimal mixtures of the essential 
acids, however, no improvement could be made in the optimum medium through the addi¬ 

tions of non-essentials in groups or singly. 
Some experiments were also devoted to attempting to determine which components 

of the salt mixture included in the diets were stimulatory to egg production. As a result of 
trials with a great many salts, only those containing sodium or potassium were shown to 
increase egg production. At the proper concentrations, either of these salts doubled the 
product ion of eggs over that from salt-free diets. . c 

No stimulation to egg production was observed upon the addition of vitamins, 
nucleic acid, and sterols to the diets. Further evidence of the lack of stimulation from these 
factors arose from the fact that diets fed immediately after formulation from dry materials 
were as effective as diets stored for several days under refrigeration, sufficient time for the 
elaboration of growth factors by microorganisms. Undoubtedly, microorganisms within 
the insects were able to provide those growth factors which are required. 

The effectiveness of amino acids in promoting egg production in the mosquito could 
not be compared directly with that of whole blood because of the different method of 
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feeding and differences in the amounts of food taken (Day, 1954). However, by hemolysing 
the blood and adding sugar as an attractant, this difficulty was overcome. In this manner 
blood was imbibed as any other solution containing sugar and in similar amounts although 
the ruptured cell walls did provide sufficient stimulation for a slight increase in the amount 
of blood taken compared with other materials in sugar solutions. Under these conditions, 
beef blood was about twice as effective as the optimum amino acid mixture. However, if 
the blood was diluted with water to a total nitrogen level (29 percent blood) equal to that 
of the amino acid mixture, egg production dropped to about one^tenth of that of the amino 
acids. Thus, at an equivalent nitrogen level, beef blood is a poor medium for egg production 
compared to the amino acid mixtures. This should not be surprising in light of the knowledge 
that many hemoglobins, including beef, have very low isoleucine contents. 

In conclusion, it should be stated that the results reported herein should be applied 
with caution to other species of insects, (l), because the studies were not conducted with 
germ free insects, and (2), because of specific differences in the numbers and amounts of 
nutrients carried over from the growing stages and differences in the degree of ovarian 
growth at the time of éclosion. This point is exemplified by comparing the work with 
mosquitoes with that of Tauber and Broseghini on Tribolium. The mosquitoes will not 
develop eggs when certain amino acids are omitted from the diet; with Tribolium, elimina^ 
tion of these amino acids does not appear to affect egg development. In addition, Drosophila 
melanogaster requires only sugar for egg maturation, and certain mosquitoes and moths 
require only water or no dietary material at all for development of at least an initial batch of 
eggs. 

In studies which have been carried out on the nutritional requirements for growth in 
several insects, there has not appeared to be a great deal of specific difference. This is 
apparently not the case with the nutritional requirements for reproduction. 
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ABSTRACT 

The nutritional requirements of Pseudosarcophaga affinis (Fall), a dipterous parasite of 
Chonstoneura fumiferana (Clem.) have been determined by feeding chemically defined diets 
aseptically. The diet consists of 19 amino acids, glucose, ribonucleic acid, cholesterol, five fatty 
acids, a known salt mixture, 10 B'complex vitamins, agar, and water. By omission, addition, or 
substitution of nutrients the importance of a number of substances for growth and development 
have been determined by feeding tests. The essential nutrients include 10 amino acids, six 
vitamins, glucose, cholesterol, ribonucleic acid and probably some of the fatty acids. A number 
of carbohydrates can be utilized by larves for growth and by adults for longevity Some sub' 
stances required by other insects are not needed by P. affinis but no significance relating to its 
specialized food habits can be associated with such results. 

Preliminary wor\ with other entomophagous parasites have shown that the ichneumonid 
Pimpla timonella (L.), and the dipteron, Kellymyia kellyi (Aid.), can be reared on artificial 
foods. J 

Apparently the nutritional requirements of entomophagous parasites are quite generalized 
as this wor\ shows them to be very similar to those of other \inds of insects with various food 
habits. J 

The question arises. have the specialised food habits of entomophagous parasites 
resulted in nutritional requirements fundamentally different from those of other insects? 

There is much published information on insect nutrition and related subjects Extensive 
reviews were made by Uvarov (1929), Wigglesworth (1939), Craig and Hoskins (1940) 
Träger (1941, 1947, 1953) Levinson (1955), Lipke and Fraenkel (1956), Hinton (1956) and 
others (Albritton, 1954). Brues (1946) discussed the foods and feeding habits of insecte and 
Prosser et ai. (1950) compared the nutrition of insects with that of other animals. Some 
generalisations can be drawn from these sources. For example, the requirements of all 
metatrophic animals are similar, especially for the essential amino acids and Bwitamins 
Insects require for growth at least the 10 amino acids that also are essential to the rat 
(Rose, 1938) and the ciliate, Tetrahymena geleii (Kidder and Dewey, 1945). They need a 
sterol, such as cholesterol, a number of minerals, and six or more Bwitamins, including 
thiamine, riboflavin, niacin, pyridoxine, and panthotenic acid. The vitamins A,’ D, E, and 
K are not needed by insects. Insects utilise, or may need, certain carbohydrates and fats. 
Some insects need other food substances, such as glutathione (Subbarow and Träger 1940) 
and ribonucleic acid (Hinton, Noyes and Ellis, 1951) or its constituent purines and pyrimn 
dines (Villee and Bissell, 1948), as do certain protozoa (Kidder and Dewey, 1948) but not 
vertebrates. Thus the nutritional requirements of insects are similar to those of vertebrates 
in some respects and to those of protozoa in others. 

As the economic value of entomophagous parasites depends entirely on their food 
habits it is surprising that their nutrition has not been investigated more fully. Salt (1938) 
did some work with the hymenopteran parasite, Trichogramma evanescens Westw and 
other egg parasites reared on different hosts. The results obtained indicated that undetete 
mined nutritional factors were involved for larval development. Pielou and Glasser (1953) 
measured the effects of various sugars on the survival of the adult parasitic hymenopteran, 
Macrocentrus ancylivorous Roh. 

^^ork on the nutrition of entomophagous insects is in progress at the Entomology 
Laboratory, Belleville, Ontario. Much progress has been made with Pseudosarcophaga 
affinis (Fall.) and its nutritional requirements for growth have been largely determined The 
results of this work are reviewed here as they provide the best foundation for understanding 
the food requirements of entomophagous insects at present available. 

Contribution No. 3558, Entomology Division, Science Service, Department of Agriculture, Ottawa, Canada. 
2Senior Entomologist. 
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Pseudosarcophaga affims is a dipterous endoparasite on PrePuPæ of theinsP^UCy 
worm, Chonstoneura furraferana (Clem.), (Wilkes, Coppel, and Mathers, 1948). Inthe 

laboratory it mates readily and after about two weeks active larvae are dePoslte^ bal J 
small numbers When no host is available larvae can be recovered from the floor of the cage 
and nlaced on suitable food. They feed for about a week. The pupae develop for about 
13 days. Development through all stages takes about 28 days at 22°C. Adults are obtame 

normally with a sex ratio of 1:1 (House, 1951). 
Early work showed that the species could be reared on several insects other t an 

spruce budworm. Later an artificial diet of pork liver and fish was developed (House and 
Traer 1949) and was used to rear thousands of flies for liberation. Subsequently only por 
liver was used. As a result a reasonably uniform food was available so that laboratory 
propagation no longer depended on a seasonal supply of various insect hosts. Consequently, 
P. affims could be used for nutritional investigations throughout the year. 

Further work (House, 1954a) developed an aseptic rearing technique to avoid the 
intervention of microorganisms and a chemically defined diet as a basis for feeding tests to 
determine the nutritional requirements of P. affims. The diet now contains 19 amino aci s, 
ribonucleic acid, cholesterol, glucose, five fatty acids, a salt mixture, 10 Bwitamins, water, 

and agar (House and Barlow, 1956). . 
Components are withheld from, or added to, the diet and the importance of each is 

determined by feeding tests. Diets are dispensed into 25 or more small test tubes and each 
tube receives one larva. Assays are repeated at least three times and the results are ana yse 
statistically. Although the experimental designs have varied, the basic diet and rearing 
techniques have remained much the same while more than 40,000 larvæ were reared over 

the last five years. / 
Published results show that P. affims requires the amino acids, arginine, histidine, 

isoleucine, leucine, lysine, methionine, phenylalanine, threonine, tryptophane and va me 
for growth When glycine, alanine, serine, or tyrosine was omitted from the diet the rate 
of growth was reduced considerably (House, 1954c). The vitamins required are thiamine 
riboflavin, calcium pantothenate, niacin, choline chloride, and biotin; Bl2 is among those not 
required (House, 1954b). Larvae require a carbohydrate, ribonucleic acid a sait mixture, 
a sterol, and fats for optimum growth and development on this diet, but glutathione is not 
an essential dietary requirement (House, 1954d). The optimum dietary level of the amino 
acid mixture is about 2.0 per cent; of glucose, about 0.5 per cent; of fats, about 0.4 per cent 
and of the salt mixture, about 0.07 per cent when the potassium ion is about 0.17 per cent ot 
the diet. Amounts much in excess of the optima for the amino acids, for glucose, or or e 
salts are harmful probably because they result in a detrimental nutritive balance, or ratio, 
between nutrients. Possibilities that interactions exist between certain dietary components 
were investigated but no such relationships were found at the levels studied (House and 

Barlow, 1956). 
Unpublished work3, much of which is still preliminary, provides other information. 

Growth rates do not differ whether the amino acid mixture is composed of some racemic 
forms or exclusively of the natural isomers. But the amount of the mixture can be decreased 
by about 33 per cent, or equivalent to the amount of D isomers eliminated when only the 
natural isomers are used. Ribonucleic acid increases the growth rate of P affims; the 
optimum dietary level is about 0.1 per cent. Brust and Fraenkel (1955) observed in Phormia 
regina (Mg.) that nucleic acid reduces adult emergence. This has not yet been clearly shown 
in P affims. Each vitamin can be fed in much lower concentrations than the levels quoted 
in published work (House, 1954b) without affecting the results, though higher levels are 
not harmful. The optimum level of cholesterol is about 0.1 per cent of the diet Current 
work shows evidence that one of the fatty acids has a beneficial effect on growth but the 
results are not yet conclusive and work is continuing. The effects of a number of carbo- 
hydrates on the rate of growth were as follows: starch, glycogen, and sucrose are superior 
to glucose, but, mannose, rhamnose, xylose, sorbose, mannitol, and sorbitol are interior. 
Galactose and arabinose seemed to be toxic. Dextrin, fructose, and melesitose are utilised 
equal to glucose. These carbohydrates were fed as 2.0 per cent of the diet. Possibly the 
picture would be altered somewhat if each were fed at its optimum level as glucose was 

subsequently found to be slightly toxic at the level used. 

3By H. L. House and J. S. Barlow. 
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Some work has been done with adults to determine effects of different carbohydrates 
on survival. Qualitative tests showed that both sexes utilise some carbohydrates but not 
others. Flies live longer on fructose than on glucose; they do equally as well' on sucrose and 
maltose as on glucose; and they do poorly on galactose, raffinose, and mannitol. The females 
generally lived slightly longer than the males. Apparently neither lactose nor xylose is 
utilised This investigation is now being attempted on a quantitative basis. Preliminary 
work shows that a fly ingests about 1.0 mg. of glucose per day. 

Other current work at Belleville shows that the ichneumohid, Pimpla tunonella (L ) 
an endoparasite of lepidopterous pupæ, can be reared on pork liver like P. affims4. Kellymyia 
kellyi (Aid.), a dipterous parasite of grasshoppers, has been similarly reared in considerable 
numbers for some time5. Recently it has been reared successfully on the synthetic diet 
developed for P. affinis. As a matter of interest, the chalcid, Dahlbominus fuscipennis Zett., 
an ectoparasite of sawflies, was reared by the author on the royal jelly of honeybees but 
though a few larvae developed from the first instar, growth was slow and none could pupate. 
Musca domestica L., also, has been reared from egg to adult on the synthetic diet for 
P. affinis with fair results. 

The nutritional requirements for growth of an entomophagous parasite can now be 
compared with those of insects that have quite different food habits. Pseudosarcophaga 
affinis needs the same 10 amino acids essential to other insects (Hinton, 1956), except 
Blattella germanica (L.) (Hilchey, 1953; House, 1949) in which dietary requirements proba¬ 
bly are modified by intracellular symbionts. Pseudosarcophaga affinis requires six vitamins 
commonly needed by most other insects (Hinton, 1956; Levinson, 1955) reared free of 
microorganisms, but unlike most other insects it does not need pyridoxine. Little or no 
significance can be attached to this, at present however, as specific requirements vary 
among insects. Like other insects (Brust and Fraenkel, 1955; Subbarow and Träger, 1940) 
P. affinis requires a sterol, such as cholesterol, and its growth rate is increased by ribonu¬ 
cleic acid. It utilizes fats for optimum growth on the synthetic diet and it may even need 
certain fatty acids as do Ephestia \uhniella Zell. (Fraenkel and Blewett, 1946) and apparently 
Loxestege sticicalis (L.) (Pepper and Hastings, 1943). The larva utilizes a variety of common 
carbohydrates—some simple and others more complex—which differ very little in kind 
from those utilized by other insects (Albritton, 1954). Moreover, the adult utilizes the same 
sugars that are known to nourish other adult insects (Hassett, 1948; Pielou and G lasser, 

The nutrition of an animal involves at least three phenomena: growth and develop¬ 
ment, survival, and work or function, such as reproduction. Most investigations with 
insects have mainly determined effects of food substances on growth though some have 
shown effects on pupation, adult emergence, and reproduction. Food requirements some¬ 
times vary with sex, as for essential amino acids in B. germanica (Hilchey, 1953), and with the 
stage of development, as for ribonucleic acid in P. regina (Burst and Fraenkel,,1955). Nitro¬ 
genous food is always essential for larvae, but it is not always essential for adults. In fact, 
there are a number of insects belonging to several Orders which do not feed at all after 
maturity (Brues, 1946). In some species, however, nitrogenous food is needed by young 
adults to complete the maturation of their gonads before reproduction can take place 
(Brues, 1946). Recently, amino acids essential for reproduction in mosquitoes were identified 
(Dimond et al, 1956). These examples show that the requirements of an insect for certain 
nutrients for different life phenomena differ both qualitatively and quantitatively. 

Further work with P. affinis is necessary as successful reproduction has not been 
obtained, and pupal mortality is high, largely because fewer males than females survive 
development. Both sexes reared on the chemically defined diet mate readily. Fertilization, if 
accomplished, is not followed by embryonic development. On the other hand, larvae were 
produced when either sex reared on liver was mated with the opposite sex reared on the 
synthetic diet6. Solutions to the problems of survival and of reproduction probably depend 
on establishing a suitable nutritive ratio, or on improving the energy value of the diet, or 
on identifying some unknown essential nutrient. Work has determined the optimum levels 
for growth of most of the dietary components and these levels result in a nutritive ratio 
similar to that of liver or host insects. More work on the amino acids is necessary. It is. 

4By Joan Bronskill and H. L. House. 

5By R. W. Smith. 

6By Joan Bronskill. 
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known that deficiencies of certain of these acids affect the growth and development of the 
male cockroach more severely than of the female (Hilshey, 1953) and certain ones are essentia 
for reproduction in mosquitoes (Dimond et al.. 1956). It is not known whether the present 
dietary levels of individual amino acids, which together equal the composition of casein, are 
satisfactory for adequate survival and for reproduction of P. affinis. On the other hand the 
difficulties were not overcome by a general increase of all dietary nutrients to equal the 
calorific value of liver or of insect bodies. Consequently, it appears likely that some unknown 
nutrient may be implicated if nutritional deficiencies are involved. However this does not 
necessarily mean that some substance essential to insects and new to the knowledge o 

nutrition will be discovered. . ,, .1 
Successful rearing of insects can depend on other factors even when all essential 

nutrients are provided. For example, the difficulties encountered in rearing P. tunondla 
on pork liver were largely those of technique. Experience showed that environmental 
conditions, such as the physical properties of the food, the availability and utilisation o 
nutrients the presence and nature of various stimuli to induce feeding responses, are 11m 
portant, it may be extremely difficult to set up suitable conditions to satisfy the peculiar 
behaviour of some parasitic insects that have a long and complex life within their hosts. 

There are nevertheless, reasons for expecting that the nutritional requirements ot 
entomophagous parasites are quite like those of other insects. The nutritional requirements 
of an animal depend on its synthetic abilities which generally vary much less between 
members of one Class than between those less closely related systematically. The essential 
dietary requirements of all insects studied are much the same and they apparently include 
less than 30 substances. Providing that a food supplies these in somewhat exacting propon 
tions, insects can manage very well. They, like vertebrates, can break down protein in o a 
simpler form and reassemble them into specific kinds of proteins body carbohydrates are 
formed from certain nutrients; and fats also can be synthesized. The physiology involved in 
digestion, absorption, storage, and metabolism of ingested material is not well unders 00 

in insects but obviously their synthetic abilities are highly developed On the other hand, 
examples are found among work on microorganisms (Prosser et al 1950; bcheer 194«, 
Träger 1941) notably among ciliate and flagellate protozoans, of a stepffiy-step loss o 
synthetic abilities. These losses are reflected by differences in nutritional requirements. 
Among insects nutritional requirements differ between different species but differences 
that have taxonomic significance have yet to be established. _ 

The work done at Belleville provides practical information on the nature of the nutre 
tional requirements of entomophagous parasites. It has shown conclusively that entorno^ 
phagous insects can be reared on artificial foods and, like other insects, even on synthetic 
diets when suitable environmental conditions are provided. The nutritional requirements of 
P. affinis are largely known and differ in no important way from those of other insects 
Similar requirements are indicated for K. \ellyi and for P. tunondla. This indicates that 
the insect host has no special role in nature except to provide the parasite with an attractive 
and convenient environment rich in ordinary nutrients. Apparently the nutritional 
requirements of adult entomophagous parasites, particularly of species not parasitic in 
the imaginai stage, are also like those of other adult insects. Consequently, one can conclude 
that the entomophagous parasite has very ordinary nutritional requirements in spite of its 
long dependence on preferred hosts. Therefore, factors other than the need for special basic 
nutritional substances probably are responsible for the inception and maintenance of para' 

sitie food habits. 
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DISCUSSION 

Marion A. Brooks. Would you elaborate on the statement that feeding liver 
improves reproduction? Is liver necessary for at least one sex? 

H. L. House. We crossed liver-fed males and females with diet-fed males and females. 
Diet-fed males and females seem to have normal gonads (eggs and sperm, are produced), 
but no embryonic development occurs. Something in liver does seem to be necessary. 

M. H. J. Weiden. What effects do the osmotic properties of the diet have on dietary 
efficiency? 

H. L. House. We don’t know. By calculation the osmotic pressure of the diet was found 
to be about the same, or less than the osmotic pressure of human or insect blood. Certainly 
Dr. Singh showed that osmotic pressure of the diet was an important factor for mosquitoes. 
We don t know about this in P. affinis. We are keeping an open mind about it, but we are 
not too concerned at present in view of other problems. 
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The Nutrition of Phytophagous Insects 
With Special Reference to Hylemya antiqua (Mg.)1 

By W. G. Friend 

Entomology Division 

Ottawa, Ont. 

ABSTRACT 

Wor\ on the nutritional requirements of phytophagous insects is briefly reviewed. 
Nutritional requirements of larvæ of the onion maggot Hylemya antiqua (Mg.), are reported; 
in studies conducted since 1951 by the author, the insect required cholesterol, 8 water'soluble 
vitamins, and the same 10 amino acids that are needed by the rat. 

INTRODUCTION 

Knowledge of the exact nutritional requirements of plant feeding insects has increased 
greatly within the last few years. More workers are entering this field and research methods 
are being refined. This paper presents some of the important references, and reviews the 
results of five years research by the author on the nutrition of larvae of the onion maggot, 
Hylemya antiqua (Mg.). 

The entire field of insect nutrition has recently been reviewed by Lipke and Fraenkel 
(1956), and Levinson (1955). These reviews include most of the studies conducted on 
phytophagous species. Eyere (1921), and Huff (1928) did some early work with root mag' 
gots, using natural food plants treated in various ways. Later, Bottger (1942) developed 
synthetic food media for the European corn borer, Pyrausta nubilalis (Hbn.). Beck and his 
co-workers (1949) described a satisfactory purified diet for rearing larvae of P. nubilalis. 
Beck has since published other pertinent papers on corn borer nutrition (1950, 1953) 
demonstrating that larvae of the European corn borer require a dietary source of an urn 
identified factor contained in corn and other grasses. The factor differs from any of the 
known water-soluble vitamins, ascorbic acid, sodium nucleate, citrovorum factor, or 
carnitine. It is heat-stable, acid-stable, water soluble, and dializable. Beck’s work is of great 
interest to workers studying the nutrition of plant-feeding insects because the requirement 
for this factor may indicate a fundamental departure from the nutritional requirements 
of other insects. Whether many phytophagous insects require unknown growth factors 
remains to be seen. Not enough species have been studied critically to permit any useful 
generalizations. 

Stride (1951) has shown that the dried fruit beetle, Carpophilus hemipterus (L.), 
requires a special growth factor when reared aseptically. This factor occurs in yeast, is 
slightly soluble in water, alcohol, and petroleum ether. No requirements for special un¬ 
known factors have been shown for the pink boll worm (Vanderzant and Reiser, 1956), or 
the onion maggot (Friend and Patton, 1956). 

Many Japanese workers are studying the nutritional needs of phytophagous insects. 
A recent review of their work has been published in Japanese by Ishii (1956). His paper 
describes methods by which 10 species of plant feeders have been successfully reared 
under artificial conditions. Most of the diets described use extracts or homogenates of 
the insect’s natural food plants. Ishii and Hirano (1955) have done excellent qualitative 
studies on the essential amino acids needed for growth of larvae of the rice stem borer, 
Chilo simplex Butler. 

Vanderzant and Reiser (1956), working in the United States, have recently published 
a method by which the pink bollworm, Pectinophora gossypiella (Saund.), can be reared 
under aseptic conditions on synthetic media. 

In Canada, various research centres are studying the nutrition of aphids, the southern 
armyworm, Prodenia eridania (Cram.), (Elliot, 1955), and the pale western cutworm, 
Agrotis orthogonia Morr. 

A great deal of research is being conducted on problems that are directly connected 
with the nutrition of plant-feeding insects. Studies on the chemical compositions of leaves 
and the effect of age or variations in soil upon their composition are laying a groundwork of 
information that will be very useful. Thorsteinson (1953, 1955) has conducted a number of 
key experiments on the chemotactic basis of host specificity in phytophagous insects. 

'Contribution No. 3560, Entomology Division, Science Service, Department of Agriculture, Ottawa, Canada. 
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METHODS 

A direct method of determining the exact dietary requirements of an insect has been 
developed over the last thirty'five years. It requires: (i) a mixture of chemicals that will 
enable the insect to grow normally under aseptic conditions, (ii) suitable aseptic rearing 
conditions, (iii) an appropriate criterion for measuring the effects of the diets. Difficulties 
encountered in solving these problems when working with a plant'feeding species have 
recently been reviewed (Friend, 1955). Nutritional research with phytophagous insects 
has lagged behind similar work with stored products insects mainly because of difficulties 
encountered in formulating suitable chemically defined diets. Since 1951 at Ottawa, the 
author has by this direct method, studied the dietary requirements of larvae of the onion 
maggot. The check diet used in these studies is shown in Tables I, II and III. 

TABLE I.—Composition of the Check Diet. 

Amount per ml. of diet 

Constituents Milligrams Micrograms. 

Agar 20.0 

Ribonucleic acid 1.0 

I nosine 0.03 

Thymine 0.004 

Cholesterol 0.1 

Dextrose 15.0 

Mineral mixture U.S.P. XIII, No. 2f 2.0 

Amino acid mixture (see Table II) 24.20 

Vitamin mixture (see Table III) 89.77 

tCalcium biphosphate, 13.58%: calcium lactate, 32.70%; ferric citrate, 2.97% ; magnesium sulphate, 13.70%; potassium phosphate (dibasic), 

23.98%; sodium biphosphate, 8.72%; sodium chloride, 4.35%. 

TABLE II.—Composition of Amino Acid Mixtures. 

AMINO ACID Concentration mg./ml. 

Glycine added to 
maintain N. level In lowdevel 

In check and when amino acid in amino acid 

deficient diets column 1 omitted diet 

L-alaninef 1.09 1.09 1.09 

L'arginine f (free base) 0.79 0.79 0.79 

L-aspartic acid* 1.22 1.22 0.49 

L'Cysteine t (free base) 0.48 0.48 0.48 

L'glutamic acidf 4.42 4.42 4.42 

glycinej 1.75 1.75Î 1.75 

L'histidinef (free base) 0.48 1.44 0.48 

L'hydroxyproline* 0.38 0.38 0.38 

L'isole ucinef 1.26 1.26 1.26 

L'leucine* 2.35 2.35 2.35 

L'lycine HC1 1.34 2.68 1.34 

L'methionine* 0.34 0.34 0.34 

L'phenylalanine* 1.01 1.01 1.01 

L'proline* 1.68 1.68 1.69 

L'serinef 0.88 0.88 0.88 

L'threoninef 0.38 0.38 0.38 

L'tryptophanf 1.75 3.50 1.23 

L'tyrosinef 1.24 1.24 0.62 

L'valine f 1.36 1.36 1.36 

Totals. 24.20 28.25 22.32 

ÎL-alanine used as supplement. 

■("Nutritional Biochemicals Corp., Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A. 

*Mann Research Laboratories Inc., New York, N.Y., U.S.A. 
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TABLE III.—Composition of the Vitamin Mixture. 

VITAMIN Concentration in diet 
mg./ml. 

Biotin (aqueous solution) 0.02 
B12 0.05 
Calcium pantothenate 7.0 
Choline Chloride 23.0 
Coenzyme Af 1.7* 
Folic Acid 7.0 
Nicotinic acid 12.0 
Pyridoxine HC1 34.0 
Riboflavin 2.7 
Thiamine HC1 1.7 
Thioctic acidf f 0.6 

Total. 89.77 

fNot yet classed as a vitamin, but suspected of having vitamin activity in H. antiqua. 

^Equals 246 x 10-6 lipman units. 

ÍDL-6-thioctic acid; donated by Lederle Laboratories, Division of the American Cyanamid Company, New York, U.S.A. All other vitamins 
supplied by Nutritional Biochemicals Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A. 

With this diet, the onion maggot can be reared from egg to adult aseptically and 
individually in 1 dram, screw-capped vials. When the adults are removed from their sterile 
containers and fed yeast and molasses, they produce viable eggs. When these eggs are 
placed on the chemically defined diet, they develop into normal adults. The diet does not 
contain any of the chemicals that give onion its distinctive odour and taste. 

The diets are compounded in a slightly different way each time, depending on the set 
of nutritional chemicals to be studied, but in general, the method used is to dissolve all of 
the amino acids in a minimal quantity of water and then add the vitamins, ribose nucleic 
acid, inosine and thymine, which have been made up previously into individual solutions. 
The solid salt mixture is then added and the pH of the solution is adjusted to 6.5 with 
2N NaOH. Cholesterol, which has been dissolved in alcohol and added to a weak solution 
of polyoxyethylene sorbitan monooleate (Tween 80) to form a suspension, is then pipetted 
into the diet mixture. The required amounts of sugar and agar are added as solids. The 
mixture is heated to melt the agar and dispensed in 1.5 ml. portions into 1 dram screw- 
capped vials. These vials are then sterilised by autoclaving at 15 pounds pressure for 15 
minutes. 

Eggs of the onion maggot are disinfected by immersing them in 20 percent formalin 
for one hour. They are transferred to the surface of the diet with a sterile wire loop. 
Standard bacteriological procedures are used throughout. The diet tubes are inspected 
daily and any tubes showing obvious signs of contamination are discarded. When the 
insect is removed from the diet tube at the completion of a study, a smear made from a 
portion of the diet is inspected under phase contrast at 800 magnifications. If any micro¬ 
organisms are seen, the data from this tube are discarded. Usually, data from one half of 
the diet tubes are discarded because of contamination, larval death, or loss. The change in 
the shape of the mouthhooks during the insect’s three larval instars is used as the growth 
criterion. On the complete diet, 80 to 90 percent of the aseptic larvae develop into adults 
capable of laying viable eggs. The larval development rate is approximately 30 percent 
faster on the diets than on onions under the same incubator conditions. 

RESULTS 

These methods being used, the requirements of larvae of the onion maggot for certain 
vitamins, amino acids, and sterols have been studied with the following results: 

Vitamin Requirements 

Of 11 growth factors tested, biotin, pantothenic acid, choline, folic acid, pyridoxine, 
riboflavin, niacin, and thiamine are essential. Omitting one of vitamin B12, thioctic acid, or 
coenxyme A slowed larval development slightly; fewer pupated and a low proportion of 
female flies survived (Friend and Patton, 1956). It is hoped that a similar study conducted 
over several generations will give more definite information on the effects of deficiencies 

of the latter three growth factors. 
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Amino Acid Requirements 

The generally accepted method of determining the amino acids needed for the growth 
of an organism is to prepare a check diet that contains all or most of the naturally occurring 
amino acids and then to study the effect of omitting the amino acids one by one. Develop- 
ment on each of the diets deficient in one amino acid is compared with that of organisms 
feeding on the check diet. If lack of an amino acid stops growth, the amino acid is classed 
as “essential” or “indispensable”. When growth is slowed by omitting an amino acid, it is 
usually assumed that this amino acid can be synthesized by the organism but that the 
gyiilpgsis slows growth. This simple approach can not show whether omitting an ammo 
acid causes toxic effects. These toxic effects have been studied by Gladstone (1939) who 
used Bacillus anthracis as the test organism. His check diet contained mineral salts, glucose, 
and the following 17 ammo acids: aspartic acid, alanine, arginine, cystine, glutamic acid, 
glycine, histidine, hydroxyproline, isoleucine, leucine, lysine, methionine, phenylalanine, 
proline,’ tyrosine, tryptophan, and valine. All of the strains of B. anthracis tested grew well 
on this medium. When amino acids were omitted singly from the diet, Gladstone obtained 
the following results: leucine- or valine-free, no growth in nine days; isoleucine- or glycine- 
free, initial delay in growth but full growth in 40 hours. 

On this evidence, it is reasonable to assume that leucine and valine are essential amino 
acids for B. anthracis, and that glycine and isoleucine can be synthesized after an initial 
delay. However, when leucine, valine, and isoleucine were collectively omitted from the 
medium, after an initial lag of 48 hours there was only slightly slower growth rate than the 
maximum obtained on the' check diet. Gladstone further found that adding isoleucine, 
leucine, or valine to a mixture from which the three had been omitted prevented growth. 
This toxic effect was apparent at very low concentrations (M/312,500 isoleucine, M 42,500 
leucine, M/187,500 valine). When all three amino acids were added to the deficient medium 
in these concentrations, maximum growth rate resulted in 22 hours and growth rate was 
better when the three were present. They must, therefore, be capable not only of neutral¬ 
izing each other’s toxic effects but of actually stimulating the growth of B. anthracis. 

Gladstone’s experiments, therefore, indicate that the need for any one amino acid 
may not always be independent but due to interactions in the diet caused by lack of the 
amino acid. Because of the possibility of these interactions, all possible combinations of 
deficient diets should be tested in a study of this type. 

At Ottawa, two studies on the amino acid requirements of H. antiqua have been 
conducted. The first was a survey in which each of the 19 amino acids listed in Table II 
was omitted from the diet. This study showed that diets lacking any one of L-arginine, 
L-histidine, L-isoleucine, L-tryptophan, or L-valine caused mortality of all of the test larvae 
in the first instar. Diets lacking either L-phenylalanine or L-threonine would not support 
the development of larvae beyond the third instar, and all of the larvae on the L-leucine-, 
L-lysine-, and L-methionine-free diets died before reaching the pupal stage. Changing the 
amino acid mixture slightly as shown in column three of Table II improved the rate of 
larval development significantly and increased the number of eggs laid by the resulting 
adults. 

Diet studies with H. antiqua similar to those of Gladstone were conducted at Ottawa 
using the diet listed in Table I. The results differed from those of Gladstone; when any 
one or any combination of L-leucine, L-valine, or L-isoleucine was omitted from the diet, 
the larvae of H. antiqua failed to develop past the first instar. Many more tests will be 
necessary before knowledge of the effects of multiple amino acid deficiencies can be con¬ 

sidered complete and accurate. 
Sterol Requirements 

If cholesterol is omitted from the diet of H. antiqua, no pupae are formed. Supplement¬ 
ing cholesterol-free diets with ergosterol lengthens the larval life span somewhat, but 

no pupae are formed. 

The author believes that these studies on the vitamin, amino acid, and sterol require¬ 
ments are of too limited scope to enable one to generalize concerning the nutritional re¬ 
quirements of phytophagous insects; before this can be done, it will be necessary to conduct 
quantitative studies on many more plant-feeding species. 
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DISCUSSION 

J. D. Hilchey. I wish to compliment Dr. Friend on his approach to the possible 

interactions between essential amino acids”. I propose that such an interaction may 

possibly be responsible for developmental failures in Blatella fed a cystine-free diet since 

such failures do not occur when methionine and cystine are omitted from the diet. 
K. R. P. Singh. What are the reasons that in the absence of some essential amino acids 

the larvae can develop up to the third instar in this diet? Is it a sort of partial synthesis, or 
is there carry-over from the egg stage? 

W. G. Friend. No amino-acid chromatograms have been run yet. The results have been 
interpreted to date in terms of metabolic failure at the time of moult. 
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Types of DDT Metabolism as Illustrated in 

Several Insect Species1,2 

By W. M. Hoskins and J. M. Witt3 

University of California 

Berkeley, Calif. 

ABSTRACT 

The metabolism of DDT in thirty species of insects falls into three classes: a) absorbed 
DDT remains largely unchanged and can be recovered by solvents, b) much of it is converted to 
DDE and c) the chief products do not respond to the Schechter'Haller test and hence are not 
DDE nor DDA. By detailed radiometric analysis of paper chromatograms from extracts of 
treated insects it has been shown that the milkweed bug, resistant house fly and American 
roach illustrate the three types of metabolism. 

INTRODUCTION 

The metabolism of toxicants to less poisonous derivatives is a well-known phenomenon 
among animals and it is to be expected that similar processes will occur in insects. Because 
of the widespread use of DDT and the development of resistance among several species, it 
was of special interest to investigate the metabolism of this insecticide. For these reasons an 
investigation was begun some years ago in the insect toxicology laboratory of the Depart¬ 
ment of Entomology and Parasitology, University of California at Berkeley, to survey 
the occurrence of DDE formation in a wide range of insects. This work has been 
supported by the Office of the Surgeon-General, United States Army, as a part of a large 
research program on resistance to insecticides. 

As is well known, the conversion of DDT to DDE was first found with DDT-resistant 
houseflies. The discovery was made simultaneously but independently at the University of 
Illinois and at the University of California and, because of its novelty, was the subject of 
considerable correspondence before the two publications appeared (Sternburg et al, 1950; 
Perry & Hoskins, 1950). Since that time many workers have confirmed the result with 
resistant houseflies but there is a surprising dearth of data on other species. For comparison 
with results obtained in this investigation, the earlier data on DDT metabolism in insects 
may be summarized briefly as follows: 

No DDE or DDA was found in the milkweed bug (Oncopeltus fasciatus) after injection 
of 100 or 200 pg DDT/gram body weight and within ninety minutes most of the DDT had 
been converted to some form not giving the Schedi ter-Haller color reaction. (Ferguson 6? 
Kearns, 1949). A recent study with the American roach (Robbins 6? Dahm, 1955) by 
radiometric and chromatographic techniques revealed six materials of differing Rf values in 
feces following topical application of DDT. About eighty percent of the activity, however, 
was in components which migrated faster than DDT in reversed phase chromatography and 
hence presumably were oxidation products. The chief metabolites of DDT in the feces of 
the Madeira roach have high Rf values in reverse phase chromatography (Lindquist 6? 
Dahm, 1956). Small amounts of DDE and a slow-moving metabolite also were detected. 

Among Lepidoptera, larvae of the red-banded leafroller, Argyrotænia velutinana, 
consuming DDT-treated apple leaves over a seven day period (total intake 85 fig) passed 
most of the DDT through the digestive tract without absorption but held from 27.5 percent 
at 24 hours to 15 percent at 168 hours as DDE in the body and excreted from 3.4 to 17 per¬ 
cent as DDE (Sternburg 6? Kearns, 1952). Only a few percent were not accounted for by 
Schechter-Haller analysis. Treated topically with 20 ¡ig DDT this insect contained no DDT 
at 72 hours and had converted one-third to DDE. The remainder was not found. The only 
Coleopteran examined, larvae of the Mexican bean beetle, Epilachna varivestis, when fed 
from 2.2 to 8.9 jug DDT contained from 15 to 35 percent as DDE. The total fraction meta¬ 
bolized, calculated as DDE plus unaccounted for was 35 percent soon after feeding to 
97 percent after seventy-two hours. Body lice (Pediculus humanis) of Korea have become 
virtually immune to DDT. A material behaving like DDE in the S-H test may be isolated 

^Contribution from Laboratory of Insect Physiology and Toxicology, Department of Entomology and Parasitology, University of California 
Berkeley, California. 

n'his work has been supported by Contract No. DA-49-007-MD-304, between the Office of the Surgeon-General, Dept, of the Armv 
and the University of California. 7 ’ 

3Now at Department of Entomology, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona. 
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from these lice after treatment with DDT (Kearns, 1955). It should be noted that the three 
species mentioned last are all quite difficult to control with DDT and their ability to meta' 
bolide the toxicant is a probable factor in this situation. 

The present understanding of the metabolism of DDT in houseflies may be stated in 
terms of the data in three rather recent publications. Perry et al (1955), using readiometric 
techniques, found DDE within the body to increase with time and DDT to decrease, in 
conformity with many earlier reports. An ether-soluble material, presumably DDE and 
amounting to several percent of the dose, appeared in the excreta. Terriere òf Schonbrod 
(1955) found that both DDT-susceptible and resistant flies produced large amounts of 
water-soluble derivatives in the feces, i.e., with S flies, 58 percent of total dose in eight days, 
88 percent in thirteen days; with R flies, 20 percent in five days, 33 percent in fourteen days. 
Continuing formation of non-Schechter-Haller derivatives was found by Tahori 6? Hoskins 
(1953) under two types of exposure, i.e., repeated topical applications to adult flies and 
exposure of larvae to DDT in their food. The simultaneous decrease in DDE is an indication 
that it is the intermediary. Each of the above mentioned groups of experimenters expressed 
the opinion that the comparatively slow degradation of DDE is unimportant in the resist¬ 
ance of flies to DDT, but this conclusion does not necessarily apply to other insects. 

INSECTS AND PROCEDURES USED 

The insects were all taken from laboratory colonies reared without special effort to 
control temperature or humidity. During the testing period the temperature was kept at 
25 ± 1°C and the relative humidity at approximately 50 percent. The toxicants were applied 
topically in 1/d acetone to the mesonotum. After exposure, the insects were kept in small 
glass jars and offered water and appropriate food. Observations of behavior and mortality 
were made at intervals until mortality and recovery were definite. This required several 
days with some species. The susceptibility of the various species was determined by topical 
application of several amounts of DDT in acetone solution in the manner mentioned before. 
From the log dosage- probit lines, the LD 50’s were estimated. 

Insects selected for analysis were rinsed in carbon tetrachloride, ground finely in 
presence of anhydrous sodium sulfate and extracted with three portions of carbon tetra¬ 
chloride, followed by thirty minutes’ extraction in boiling ether-alcohol mixture. The 
container and fecal matter therein were extracted similarly. All extracts were analyzed by 
the Schechter-Haller (hereafter called the S-H) procedure. In the more detailed examination 
of a few species, DDT labelled by C-14 in the secondary ethane position was applied. 

Since radioactivity is not specific, the metabolites of C14 DDT had to be identified by 
such characteristics as extractability in various solvents and position on a paper chromato¬ 
gram. In the case of the milkweed bug, DDT-resistant housefly and American roach, the 
tissues and the holding jars were extracted with water, CCI4 and hot alcohol-ether succes¬ 
sively. Each extract was concentrated to a fixed volume and an aliquot taken for determina¬ 
tion of the total radioactivity. On the basis of this value, a portion of each was put on a 
paper strip coated with petrolatum (Winteringham et al, 1950) and developed by a 6:4:2 
mixture of acetonitrile; water; methylal in which DDT and DDE have mean Rf values of 
0.48 and 0.37, respectively, and the more water-soluble metabolites having higher Rfs are 

separated. 
The paper strips were scanned in a gas flow scanner of novel design. Fig. 1 shows the 

important parts. A revolving drum 2.5 cm wide and 14 cm in diameter is connected through 
a universal joint free from backlash to a Brown Recorder. The top of the drum is set 1 mm 
below a slit 5 mm by 30 mm in a 2 mm thick aluminum plate which leads to the ionization 
chamber of a gas flow Geiger tube. The slit may be varied, of course, in width and in thick¬ 
ness depending upon how wide a section of the paper is to be exposed. The cathode is 
3.5 cm inside diameter by 8.5 cm long and the wire of Tracerlab’s Center Wire Anode 
Assembly No. SC 14-7A terminates about 2 cm above the slit. The tube is made from a 
brass tube and is finished inside and out with unpolished nickle plating. 

Paper chromatograms are stretched around the demounted drum and fastened at the 
ends with scotch tape, the drum and end plate are put in place and the system is flushed 
at the rate of 140 ml/minute with helium which has been bubbled through absolute ethanol 
at 0°C. The gas flow is then reduced to 25 ml/minute for reading and the recorder is started. 
A gas bubbler containing light oil on the bottom of the exit tube prevents contamination 
from the atmosphere. The rates of movement of the paper chromatogram and of the paper 
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of the recorder are identical and may be set by use of suitable gears at 2,4,6 or 8 inches per 
hour. The drum will accommodate a paper strip up to 42 cm long. Usually two strips each 
15-20 cm long are mounted at one time and run successively. 

Fig. 1. Strip scanner used in chromatography of extracts from insects treated with C14T)DT. 

Figs. 2-4. Chromatograms from extracts of tissues and excreta. Dotted lines indicate result of adding DDT or 
dichloroben^ophenone to extract before chromatographing. In all cases chromatograms start from the left. 
Fig. 2, milkweed bug, Oncopeltus fasciatus. Fig. 3, resistant housefly, Musca domestica. Fig. 4, American roach. 
Periplaneta americana. 

The drum and its housing are constructed of cast aluminum. The end plate is made of 
lucite to permit observation and the lap is made gastight by means of a soft rubber gasket. 
It should be noted that other kinds of detector tubes may be used with the drum assembly, 
e.g., an ordinary end window tube or one with exits around the window mounting for 
flowing gas. The tube in use for the present work has a plateau from 1150 to 1600 volts and 
usually is operated at 1400 volts. 
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With the apparatus used the radioactivity on strips could be measured only if the 
activity of the total amount applied was at least 100 counts per minute. Some of the 
extracts, especially the aqueous ones, were too low in activity to allow successful reading of 

the chromatograms. 
RESULTS 

DDE Formation as Determined by S-H Analysis 

Table I gives the results obtained by analysis of six species chosen to illustrate from a 
total of thirty examined what appear to be three kinds of response to DDT : l) there is very 
little degradation of DDT and most of it may be recovered unaltered (silkworms, mourning 
cloak moth larvae), 2) most of the absorbed DDT is converted to DDE (tent caterpillars, 
resistant houseflies), 3) absorbed DDT is chiefly converted to substance(s) not giving the 
S-H reaction (Indian mealmoth larvae, soft-shelled ticks). Analyses were made on survivors 
only. This made it necessary to wait for different periods since mortality can be ascertained 
within a few hours with some species such as the housefly but only after much longer 
intervals with others. After this characteristic minimum period there is a continued increase 
in non-Schechter-Haller metabolites. LD 50’s also vary with the chosen interval. Those 
shown in the last column are for the indicated intervals, i.e., when mortality had come to a 
steady value. It will be noted that the LD 50’s are larger as the extent of DDT metabolism 
increases. A point of considerable interest is that the tobacco hornworm, Protoparce sexta, 
is very resistant to DDT and formed much DDE, e.g., 267 /¿g from a dose of 1000 /ig DDT, 
but it is susceptible to DDD and formed no measurable amount of the corresponding ethy¬ 

lene derivative. 

TABLE I—Differences in DDT Metabolism Among Several Species Treated Topically. 

Recovery in % of 
absorbed dose 

Species Stage Dosage Interval Absorbed DDT DDE NomSH* Mg/mg 

Bombyx mori 
(silkworm) 

larva 5 Mg 72 hours 1.4 Mg 88 12 — 0.005 

T^ymphalis antiopa larva 
(Mourning cloak butterfly) 

10 72 2.1 69 2 29 0.009 

Malacosoma americana 
(tent caterpillar) 

larva 3.5 19 2.6 15 66 19 0.05 

Musca domestica 
(housefly, moderately 
resistant) 

adult 2.5 24 2.1 6 60, 34 0.14 

Plodia interpunctella 
(Indian meal moth) 

larva 5 144 1.57 18 26 56 0.38 

Ornithodorus coriaceous 
(soft shelled tick) 

2 stage 
nymph 

60 96 31 4 — 96 1.0 

*By difference, i.e., total absorbed—(DDT+DDE). 

Determination of Metabolites by Use of Cl4-DDT 

The reality of non-Schechter-Haller metabolites has been a subject of disagreement 
among various experimenters since it obviously depends upon complete extraction of all 
tissues and excreta. There is also the fact that DDE estimation by the Schediter-Haller 
process is not really quantitative. In our experience, two factors operate in opposite direc¬ 
tions: the nitration of DDE simultaneously converts part of it to products giving no color 
with sodium methylate, and in the presence of extractives from insect and other tissues 
broadly absorbing materials are formed by the nitration which give a high result. Hence for 
a detailed study of the milkweed bug (Oncopeltus fasciatus), the resistant housefly (Musca 
domestica), and the American roach (Periplaneta americana) Cl4-DDT was applied and the 
course of its metabolism was determined by the procedures described earlier. 
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Table II and Fig. 2 show the results with the milkweed bug. In this and later figures 
addition of C14-DDT as a marker is indicated by the dotted portion of a line. The bottom 
curve shows the positions of DDT, DDE, dichlorobenzophenone (DBP) and dichloro- 
diphenyl acetic acid (DDA) on the strips. It is evident that with the milkweed bug there 
was found only DDT and perhaps a little DDE at 2 days plus some fast moving substance 
which was not DDA by S-H test. The top curve shows the result of injecting 3.6 jig 
C14-DDT and analysing all tissues after two hours. Only DDT was found in contrast to 
the almost complete disappearance of DDT reported by Ferguson and Kearns (1949). 

TABLE II—Metabolism of DDT as Determined Radiometrically in the Milkweed Bug. 

Species Dosage LD 50 Interval to determine LD 50 

Oncopeltus fasciatus 2-25 Mg 2 - 5 Mg 5 days 

Interval 1 day 2 4 8 10 
% absorbed* 51 68 81 96 96 
% internal DDT** 38 44 40 40 38 
% internal DDE** 0 4 0 0 0 
% excreted DDE** >5 >4 2.5 4 5 >6 
% total excreted*** 4 12 24 25 25 

*In terms of applied dosage. 

**In terms of absorbed dosage. 

***Including small amount wiped off insect. 

The resistant housefly, Bellflower strain about two hundredfold resistant compared 
with the susceptible Berkeley strain in terms of topical LD 50’s, handles DDT in a quite 
different manner. Table III and Fig. 3 show the data. In contrast to the milkweed bugs, 

TABLE III 

Metabolism of DDT as Determined Radiometrically in the Resistant Housefly. 

Species Dosage LD 50 Interval to determine LD 50 

Musca domestica 4.5-0.5 Mg 7.8j»g 1 day 

Interval 1 day 2 4 8 
% absorbed* 63 87 91 100 
% internal DDT** 4 l 0 0 
% internal DDE** 41 59 33 30 
% excreted DDE** 1 >4 3 4 
% total excreted*** 7 6 8 8 

*In terms of applied dosage. 

**In terms of absorbed dosage. 

***Including small amount wiped off insect. 

resistant flies convert a large part of the absorbed DDT to DDE within the first day. 
Maximum DDE is usually found after about forty-eight hours and it decreases slowly there- 
after. An increasing fraction of absorbed DDT goes into the various fractions too low in 
activity for chromatographing, probably as more is converted to water-soluble derivatives. 
It is significant that the obvious defense mechanism, i.e., formation of DDE, operates rapidly 
in the housefly whose fate is decided within a few hours, whereas in the milkweed bug and 
the roach (as will be described below) the operations of forming derivatives occur much more 
slowly in conformity with the much longer periods before mortality or survival becomes 
certain with these insects. 

The American roach offers a more complex metabolism than any other insect studied 
to date, as shown in Table IV and Fig. 4. Internal DDE goes through a maximum after 
about a week but never constitutes any large part of the excreted metabolites. Considerable 
amounts of DDT in the excreta, especially after eight days, could not include more than a 
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TABLE IV 

Metabolism of DDT as Determined Radiometrically in the American Roach. 

Species Dosage LD 50 Interval to determine LD 50 

Peri planeta americana 67 Mg 70 7 days 

Interval 1 day 2 8 27 

% absorbed* 52 70 93 99 

% internal DDT** 40 38 >11 >3 

% internal DDE** 3 3 >11 >3 

% excreted DDE** 1 >2 1 2 
% total excreted*** 1 14 10 55 

*In terms of applied dosage. 

**In terms of absorbed dosage. 

***Including small amount off wiped insect. 

trace of the compound rubbed off the insects. The most interesting feature is the three 
metabolites moving more rapidly than DDT as shown in CCI4 extracts of excreta at five 
and eight days. The fastest one did not give a SchechtenHaller reaction and hence cannot 
be DDA. The least rapid of the three coincided exactly with dichlorobenzophenone added 
to the extract, as checked in several cases. Coincidence of Rf in a single chromatographic 
system is not conclusive proof of identity and this matter is being studied with other systems 
before drawing conclusions. After a long period (27 days) the rapidly moving metabolites 
have become the predominant ones, but this is long after the critical period of mortality. 

With each of the three insects there is a sequence of metabolites and the important 
question concerns which are significant in the defense against DDT. The only clear answer 
as yet is for DDE in the resistant housefly. DDE occurs only in small amounts in the milk' 
weed bug and the American roach, which may mean that little is formed or if much is 
formed then it is metabolized further rapidly. Separate tests have shown that topically 
applied DDE is absorbed readily but can be recovered almost quantitatively for considerable 
periods. Hence it probably is not an important metabolite. 
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Factors Associated With DDT'Resistance in the House Fly 

Musca domestica L. 
By Albert S. Perry 

Communicable Disease Center, U.S. Public Health Service 

Savannah, Ga. 

ABSTRACT 

The protective mechanisms concerned with DDT'resistance in the house fly, Musca 
domestica L., may he characterized as morphologic, physiologic, and behavioristic. 

Morphologic characters which deviate from the normal DDT'Susceptible strain of house 
flies include, thickness and pigmentation of the tarsi, pulvilli, and articular membranes of 
tarsal joints; diameter of pulvilli; differences in wing venation; certain structural differences 
with respect to the frons and the abdominal sternum, etc. 

Physiologic factors include enzymatic detoxication mechanisms, cytochrome oxidase 
activity, protection from possible inhibition of phosphorylation, reduced permeability of the 
cuticle to DDT, differences in rate of penetration and movement of DDT to the site of action, 
resistance to \noc\down, differences in oxygen consumption, changes in sensitivity of ganglionic 
tissue, changed properties of peripheral sense cells, and storage of DDT in nomsensitive 
tissues. 

Behavioristic patterns involve differences in resting habits, choice of resting places, 
pupation site, emergence characteristics, flight inhibition, etc. Other factors such as vigor, 
biotic potential, viability, and length of life cycle have also been associated with DDT'resistance. 

Among the factors reported above, some are directly concerned with protecting the insect 
from the lethal action of DDT; others supplement a protective mechanism already present. 
Still others, i.e., certain structural differences, wing venation, etc., are incidentally associated 
with resistant strains but offer no protection to the fly. The latter are rather specific in nature 
and may be termed resistance^marflers. 

The complex nature of DDT'resistance ma\es it di fficult to characterize this phenomenon 
in terms of a single common factor. It is lively that each strain possesses a combination of 
attributes for resistance which are different from that found in other strains. 

The general problem of insect resistance to chemicals has already been masterfully 
reviewed by several eminent workers in this field (Babers, 1949; Babers and Pratt, 1951; 
Hess, 1952,1953; Chadwick, 1952,1954,1955; Kninling, 1952; Brown, 1954; Simmons, 1954,’ 
Wiesmann, 1954; Metcalf, 1955; Kearns, 1955; Winteringham and Barnes, 1955; Hoskins 
and Gordon, 1956). 

The following presentation is an attempt at a critical evaluation of the many factors 
which have been described or which have been experimentally shown to be associated with 
DDT'resistance in the house fly. 

The protective mechanisms which have been demonstrated to be associated with 
DDT-resistance in the common house fly Musca domestica L. may be conveniently charac' 
termed as morphologic, physiologic, and behavioristic. 

MORPHOLOGIC FACTORS 

Wiesmann (1947) described a DDTuresistant strain of flies which was distinguishable 
from a susceptible strain by darker pigmentation of the cuticle, stiffer tarsal bristles, and 
thicker and more pigmented tarsi, pulvilli, and articular membranes of the tarsal joints. 
On the basis of these observations it was suggested that the morphological differences 
between the two strains might explain their difference in susceptibility. Similarly, 
D Alessandro et al. (1949) measured the diameter of the pulvilli of normal and resistant flies 
and found that, on the average, the diameter of the resistant strain’s pulvilli was less than 
that of the susceptible strain. Bigelow and LeRoux (1954) showed two distinct morphologic 
cal differences between DDTuresistant and susceptible strains, i.e., the ratio of width to 
length of the second abdominal sternum, and the ratio of length of the terminal antennal 
segment to width of frons, both of which were greater in the resistant strain. 

The authors cited an established fact of genetics that physiological characters may be 
genetically associated with morphological characters without apparent functional correlation 
existing between them, and concluded, therefore, that the differences found in their strains 
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were genetically associated with the factors producing DDT-resistance. The authors further 
suggested that a thorough search for other characters might reveal a complex of morphologi¬ 
cal characters which, if combined in a discriminant function, could provide an accurate 
criterion for the detection of relatively slight degrees of DDT-resistance in house fly 
populations. Although an attractive suggestion, conclusive proof of this hypothesis will 
depend on the successful demonstration of such morphological differences among many 
more DDT-resistant and susceptible strains from various origins Also, when making such 
comparisons between strains one must ascertain by toxicological means the actual level ot 
resistance and also specify rearing conditions. These factors were not considered by Bigelow 

and LeRoux in their studies. , . , .. .. . 
Examination of the gross morphology of a susceptible strain and one highly resistant 

to DDT (March and Lewallen, 1950) revealed no significant differences with regard to 
tarsal length and width, and cuticular thickness of tarsi and thorax. 

' A more extensive analysis of morphological differences between resistant and sus- 
ceptible flies was undertaken by Sokal and Hunter (1955). These workers measured 16 mor¬ 
phological characters and four ratios computed therefrom (including those analysed by 
Bigelow and LeRoux, 1954) in five DDT-resistant and four nonresistant strains of house 
flies Analyses of means and standard errors with respect to representative characters in 
four series of tests revealed that strain means changed from series to series without any 
apparent pattern. Analyses of variance showed some significant morphological differences 
between nominally resistant and nonresistant strains, but in general the authors concluded 
that DDT-resistance did not correlate with any of the morphological characters or ratios in 
their study. This contradicts the findings of Bigelow and LeRoux cited above. Sokal and 
Hunter contend that since numerous reports in the literature support the view that different 
genetic systems are responsible for DDT-resistance, therefore, there can be no common 

morphological correlate. ^ 
P PHYSIOLOGIC FACTORS 

If one were to compare DDT-resistant or susceptible flies from different origins, one 
would undoubtedly find large or small differences among the strains with respect to a number 
of physiological functions. Indeed, many such differences have been reported in the litera- 

ture. _ _ 
Effect of DDT on Enzyme Systems 

Babers and Pratt (1950) showed that the cholinesterase activity of the heads of DDT- 
resistant house flies was lower during the first 5 days after emergence than the corresponding 
activity in the susceptible strain. In a later work, Pratt and Babers (1953b), realizing that a 
knowledge of normal differences between strains was essential before biological differences 
could be associated with DDT-resistance or susceptibility, made a comparative study of the 
brain cholinesterase activity of six susceptible and three DDT-resistant strains of flies. 
Considerable variation in cholinesterase activity was found among the susceptible strains 
and the authors considered it questionable whether the lower activity occasionally observed 
in resistant strains is a true strain difference. A study by March (1952) revealed no signifi¬ 
cant differences in cholinesterase activity of resistant and susceptible flies. In any case, such 
differences in cholinesterase activity, if present, bear no relation to the problem of resistance 
judging from the works of Richards and Cutkomp (1945) and of Tobias et al (1946) who 
have clearly demonstrated that DDT does not inhibit the enzyme cholinesterase m house 

flies 
Another approach to the problem of DDT-resistance in house flies was the finding by 

Sacktor (1949) that DDT partially blocked a vital metabolic pathway, cytochrome oxidase. 
Subsequent investigations by Sacktor (unpublished) with a purified soluble cytochrome 
oxidase preparation showed that after incubation with DDT for 1 hour in the cold, 
the rate of oxidation of reduced cytochrome G was diminished 50 percent. Sacktor 
(1950, 1951) also observed that adults of a resistant strain had, on the average, 50 percent 
more cytochrome oxidase activity than a susceptible strain and that pupæ of the same 
resistant line had less of this enzyme than the susceptible strain. Furthermore, the resistant 
pupae respired to a greater extent via a cyanide insensitive system. Hence, Sacktor concluded 
that DDT-resistance in this strain might, in part, be correlated with the ability to maintain 
essential energy yielding processes despite partial inhibition of the enzyme. It is worth 
noting, too, that Pratt and Babers (1953b) found this resistant strain (Edgewood) to have 
significantly greater O2 uptake than other resistant or susceptible strains used in their 
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study. Recently, Perry and Sacktor (1955) showed a great deal of variation in the cytochrome 
oxidase content among four susceptible and six DDTresistant strains of flies, and concluded 
that no distinction could be made in this respect between all resistant and susceptible 
strains. 

Using manometric and colorimetric techniques, Anderson, March, and Metcalf (1954) 
showed that DDT was not an effective inhibitor of cytochrome oxidase and succinic 
dehydrogenase in either susceptible or DDT'resistant house flies. In fact, equal or greater 
inhibition was obtained with compounds structurally related to DDT but nontoxic to 
house flies (Table I). Succinoxidase was more effectively inhibited by all compounds exa' 

TABLE I Inhibition of Resistant and Susceptible House Fly Succinoxidase, Succinic 

Dehydrogenase and Cytochrome Oxidase by DDT, DDE, and a Series of DDT'Analogs. 

O2 Uptake by Thorax Homogenates; 3.3 x 10“4 Inhibitor (Anderson et al. 1954). 

Percent Inhibition 

Inhibitor 

(P'C1C6H4)2 COHC=CH 
(P'C1C6H4)2S02NH 
(P'C1C6H4)2C0HCH = CH 
(P'C1C6H4)2C0HCH,CH3 
(P'C1C6H4)2CHC1 
(P'C1C6H4)2C = CC12(DDE) 
(P'C1C«H4)2CHCC13(DDT) 
(P'C1C6H4)2CHCH3 
(C6H5)2CH2 
Lindane 
G'4** 
G'll*** 

Succinic dehydrogenase Succinoxidase Cytochrome oxidase 

s* Ri* r2* S Ri S Ri r2 

65.9 65.6 716 100 100 72.4 75.8 73.8 
69.4 61.5 68.1 100 100 75.8 78.1 71.4 
60.3 57.1 — — — 72.I — 65.7 
55.0 — — — — 73.2 — — 

— 59.4 55.2 100 — 39.0 — 65.8 
18.4 12.4 • — 92.8 — 71.4 — 54.4 
12.2 30.9 38.5 91.4 88.1 67.9 68.5 57.2 
78 — — — — 59.4 — 57.2 
8.0 — — — — 58.2 — 

14.5 — — — — 33.0 9.5 15.8 
100 — — 100 — 94.5 — — 

~ 

— 99.4 97-8 — 

*S susceptible; Ri — DDT and lindane resistant; R2 = DDT'synergist resistant. 
**2,2’'methylenebis'(4-chlorophenol). 

***2,2’'methylenebis'(2,3,6,trichlorophenol). 

mined. The authors concluded that the relative ineffectiveness of DDT as an inhibitor 
its similarity in activity to DDE, and the lack of correlation between in vitro inhibition and 
in vivo toxicity for the most effective inhibitors studied indicate that this inhibitory 
activity is not a factor of primary importance in the mode of action of DDT and DDT' 
synergists or in the mechanism of DDT'resistance in the house fly. 

The effect of DDT on the carbonic anhydrase system of the American roach and the 
house fly failed to demonstrate any inhibitory activity of a magnitude that would indicate 
the involvement of this system in resistance or in intoxication mechanisms (Anderson and 
March, 1954). 

In a recent study, Sacklin, Terriere, and Remmert (1955) showed that DDT inhibits 
the oxidation of citric acid cycle intermediates and oxidative phosphorylation when these 
processes are catalysed by subcell particles from adult house flies. Inhibition of oxidation of 
a substrate mixture, and of oxidative phosphorylation, was virtually complete at 5 x IO-5 
M DDT (17.7 ppm)- No inhibition of cytochrome oxidase by DDT was noted. Although of 
preliminary nature, these studies are encouraging and would be worth continuing, especially 
from the standpoint of DDT'resistance. 

Oxygen Consumption 

Babers and Pratt (1953b) found statistically significant differences in 02 consumption 
when one susceptible strain was compared with one resistant strain, but no consistent 
difference was found when several susceptible and resistant strains were compared. 

The detailed study of Fullmer and Hoskins (1951) showed practically no difference in 
the normal respiration of a susceptible and a DDT-resistant strain, but when DDT was 
applied topically in acetone, the peak 02 consumption for the susceptible strain was 2 to 
3 fold higher and occurred much sooner than in the resistant strain. To obviate the possi' 
bility that differences in 02 uptake might have been due to differences in the rate of pene' 
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tration of DDT, chemical analyses of internal DDT were made in conjunction with respira¬ 
tion rates. The authors showed that on the basis of equivalent amounts of internal DDT, 
the rate of respiration of the resistant strain was only 60 to 75 percent as high as that of 
the susceptible strain. That these differences in respiration between the two strains were 
specifically related to DDT resistance was shown by the fact that topical application of 
Prolan (l,l-bis-(p-chlorophenyl)-2-nitropropane) elicited practically identical increases in 
02 consumption in both strains. The authors concluded that the slight response with DDT 
in the resistant strain indicated a low degree of stimulation which resulted from the in¬ 
activation of DDT or its removal from a key site which controls response to the Toxicant. 

Detoxication Mechanisms 

Some of the most challenging and fruitful studies in clarifying the nature of house fly 
resistance to DDT have been those dealing with the metabolism of DDT. Sternburg, 
Kearns and Bruce (1950) have shown that various strains of resistant house flies have the 
ability to degrade DDT into the relatively nontoxic derivative DDE while no DDE could 
be demonstrated in the susceptible strain. Almost simultaneously, Perry and Hoskins (1950) 
reported that both resistant and susceptible flies metabolized DDT to DDE and that the 
strains differed in this respect only quantitatively and in proportion to their LDöo’s as 
shown by topical application of the insecticide. The same authors (1951b) found that sur¬ 
viving flies of a given race always contained more DDE than those that died and they con¬ 
cluded that ability to effect this conversion was a major factor in survival. The breakdown 
of DDT by house flies has been corroborated by other workers who have variously shown 
that both resistant and susceptible flies are capable of metabolizing DDT to DDE (March, 
1952; Winteringham, 1952; Tahori and Hoskins, 1953), or that only resistant flies are able 
to accomplish this conversion (Fletcher, 1952). Other studies involving bioassay methods and 
C-14 labeled DDT (Lindquist et al, 1951), revealed that both resistant and susceptible flies 
metabolized absorbed DDT at the same rate to a product nontoxic to mosquito larvae. 
The metabolites, however, were not identified. Babers and Pratt (1953b) compared the 
abilities of resistant and susceptible flies to dehydrochlorinate DDT by injection and by 
topical application. They showed that, at low DDT dosages, more DDE was recovered 
from resistant insects than from susceptible ones, but at high dosages the ability to meta¬ 
bolize injected DDT was reduced considerably. The authors concluded that conversion of 
DDT to DDE was not a sufficient explanation for the resistance phenomenon, and suggested 
that ability to metabolize DDT by susceptible and resistant flies should be compared when 
the insects are in the same condition of poisoning. 

Investigations by Fletcher (1952) revealed that when sublethal doses of DDT were 
injected into susceptible and resistant flies, only the resistant flies metabolized DDT to 
DDE. Total recovery from susceptible flies was lower than from resistant flies, suggesting 
that susceptible flies metabolized DDT to another material undetectable by the Schechter- 
Haller method. Several reports of such undetectable metabolites in either susceptible or 
resistant strains have appeared in the literature and have been variously called metabolite X 
or non-Schechter-Haller compound (cf. Sternburg et ál., 1950; Perry and Hoskins, 1950; 
Tahori and Hoskins, 1953; Lindquist et al, 1951a; Babers and Pratt, 1953b). In all such 
cases, the evidence for the presence of the unknown metabolite was based entirely on 
analytical differences and no characterization or identification of the unknown material was 
ever made. However, in a recent study using C-14 labeled DDT, Terriere and Schonbrod 
(1955) obtained substantial quantities of a water soluble conjugate from the excreta of 
DDT-treated resistant and susceptible house flies. The conjugate was found to be hydrolyz¬ 
able with acid to produce a weakly acidic compound which was extractable with CCU. 
Attempts to identify this compound were not successful. In a further attempt to quantify 
the products of DDT metabolism Perry, Jensen and Pearce (1955) demonstrated by colori¬ 
metric and radiometric techniques that essentially quantitative recoveries were obtained by 
more thorough extraction and by closer checkup on the volume delivery of the apparatus. 
In conformity with previous reports, the major product of DDT-metabolism was found 
to be DDE, but after extended time intervals a small amount of a water soluble compound 
was detected in the excreta but was not identified. This was not considered vital to the 
fly’s survival. Winteringham et al, (1951), using the radioactive bromine analog of DDT, 
demonstrated the breakdown of DBrDT to the ethylene derivative DBrDE by resistant 
but not by susceptible flies. DBrDE, which was the only metabolite found, was identified 
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by paper chromatography. The authors concluded, however, that the breakdown of 
DBrDT was insufficiently rapid to account for the resistance of the strain. 

A positive correlation between ease of alkali dehydrohalogenation and the relative 
resistance of two strains of flies to toxic DDT-analogs was first suggested by Busvine (1951). 
The resistant Italian strain showed greater resistance than the resistant Sardinian strain to 
o,p’-DDT, dimethyldiphenyl trichloroethane, and to methoxychlor, all of which are more 
difficult to dehydrochlorinate than DDT. On the other hand, the resistant Sardinian strain 
showed greater resistance to chlordane, aldrin and dieldrin. Based on these observations, 
the author concluded that the Sardinian strain relies for its survival mainly on dehydro- 
chlorination whereas an unknown defense mechanism predominates in the Italian strain. 
Although chlordane is easily dehydrochlorinated under alkaline conditions, aldrin and 
dieldrin do not yield hydrogen chloride under ordinary conditions. As pointed out by 
Cristol (1950), that although certain of the cyclodiene insecticides can be dehydrochlorinated 
under alkaline conditions, there is no apparent relationship between this process and toxi¬ 
city. Sternburg et al. (1954), too, have shown that ease of alkaline dehydrochlorination of 
DDT-analogs did not correlate with the enzymatic breakdown of these compounds in vitro. 

An important contribution in support of the theory of dehydrochlorination as a 
major factor in DDT-resistance in house flies was the discovery by Perry and Hoskins 
(1950, 1951a) that piperonyl cyclonene, which apparently is harmless to flies, enhanced the 
activity of DDT against DDT-resistant flies, but had slight or no effect on susceptible flies. 
It was further demonstrated that piperonyl cyclonene inhibited the formation of DDE with 
a resultant increase in mortality. The authors concluded that detoxication of DDT is an 
enzymatic process which is vital to the fly’s survival and that inhibition of this process 
results in a shift toward susceptibility. Similar results were obtained by Tahori and Hoskins 
(1953). As mentioned earlier, Fullmer and Hoskins (1951) demonstrated a progressive and 
more rapid increase in 02 consumption in the susceptible than in the resistant strain follow¬ 
ing application of DDT. However, when piperonyl cyclonene was added to the DDT 
the respiration curves of the resistant strain resembled those of the susceptible strain, 
indicating that addition of the synergist restored the level of DDT at the site of action and 
caused the typical muscular hyperactivity which in turn resulted in higher 02 consumption. 
This substantiates the earlier conclusions that inhibition of the process which removes 
DDT from a critical site, e.g., by detoxication, results in a shift toward susceptibility. 

In recent years, more effective DDT-synergists have been discovered. (Sumerford et al., 
1951; Speroni et al., 1953; March et al., 1952; Tahori, 1955). Speroni et al. (1953) suggested 
that the synergist DMC may act by competition with DDT for a site on the DDT- 
detoxifying enzyme and pointed out the similarity between dehydrochlorination of DDT 
and dehydration of DMC. Perry et al. (1953) investigated the mechanism of synergistic 
action of DMC and found that DMC undergoes rapid degradation in the body of the fly 
to the ethylene derivative and is further metabolized to bis-(p-chlorophenyl) acetic acid 
(DDA) which is excreted. Highest synergistic activity was obtained when DDT and 
DMC were applied together for separate application of the chemicals at 6 and 24 hour 
intervals reduced the effect considerably. The authors showed that DMC inhibited DDE 
formation and further demonstrated a quantitative relationship between dosage of DMC, 
percent inhibition of DDT-breakdown, and mortality (Table II). DMC is nontoxic to 

TABLE II—Inhibition of Detoxication of DDT in vivo and Resultant Mortalities of 

Resistant Flies in 24 Hours (Perry, Mattson, and Buckner, 1953). 

Atg/fly Percent recovery 
Percent 

Inhibition 
Percent 24-hr. 

Mortality DDT DMC DDT DDE 

0.65 0.0 76 78.4 0 0 
0.65 0.06 9.4 63.0 19.6 2.0 
0.65 0.13 16 9 58.4 25.5 14.0 
0.65 0.32 27-7 49.2 372 25.0 
0.65 0.65 44.6 40.0 49.0 50.0 
0.65 1.30 53.8 27 7 64.7 72.0 
0.65 3.25 69.2 18.4 76.5 92.0 
0.65 6.50 76.9 12.3 84.3 100 
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house flies and no observable symptoms are noted from application of high dosages of 
DMC alone. Unless DMC causes the derangement of an unknown physiological process in 
the fly which might be associated with resistance, these results clearly show that detoxica¬ 
tion is a major factor in survival and that inhibition of this process is a factor in mortality. 

Perhaps the most convincing evidence in support of the detoxication hypothesis was 
the isolation by Sternburg, Vinson and Kearns (1953) of an enzyme, DDT-dehydrochlori- 
nase, which is capable of dehydrochlorinating DDT in vitro. These workers showed that a 
crude enzyme extract of a single resistant fly could dehydrochlorinate 5 to 7 micrograms of 
DDT in 1 hour at the optimum pH of 7-4 and at 37°C. Glutathione was found to be 
essential for activation of the enzyme, but cystine or BAL (2,3-dimercapto-1-propanol) 
produced no activation. Under identical conditions, extracts from susceptible flies failed 
to dehydrochlorinate DDT showing that this process was characteristic of resistant flies 
only. In a subsequent work using more purified enzyme preparations, Sternburg, Kearns, and 
Moorefield (1954) described in more detail the relation of temperature, pH, substrate 
concentration, type of enzyme preparation, enzyme concentration, etc., on the activity of 
DDT-dehydrochlorinase. They further showed a correlation between enzymatic activity 
in homogenates of different resistant and susceptible strains of flies and their corresponding 
LDôo’s as measured by topical application of DDT. No measurable activity was detected in 
four DDT-susceptible strains including a specific dieldrin resistant strain. DDE was the 
only metabolite found and chemically identified. The enzyme showed a high degree of 
specificity with respect to the substrate. The analogs of DDT most readily attacked were 
found to be those most toxic to flies. Ease of alkaline dehydrohalogenation of DDT-analogs 
did not correlate with rate of activity of DDT-dehydrochlorinase. Substantiating evidence 
on enzymatic degradation of DDT in vitro has been obtained by Brown and Perry (1956) 
who showed dehydrochlorination of DDT by homogenates and acetone powders of two 
DDT-resistant strains of house flies. 

Neurophysiological Aspects 

Pratt and Babers (1953a) exposed the thoracic ganglia of adult female flies and applied 
a DDT emulsion to the surface of the ganglion. Tremoring in the attached metathoracic leg 
was used as the criterion of poisoning. The authors showed that ganglionic tissue of resis¬ 
tant flies was not as susceptible to DDT poisoning (fewer flies showing tremors) as that of 
normal flies, and that ganglionic tissue of resistant flies could recover from DDT poisoning 
more rapidly than could that of susceptible flies (Table III). It was concluded that, probably, 
the dosage threshold for DDT-poisoning is higher in resistant than in susceptible flies. On 
the other hand, the fact that resistant flies showed symptoms of poisoning but eventually 
recovered might indicate detoxication of DDT at a key site. 

TABLE III—Duration of Leg Tremors Induced by DDT Applied to Thoracic Ganglia 

(Pratt and Babers, 1953a). 

/ug. DDT 
applied 

% of flies tremoring at 

Fly strain 5 min. 60 min. 120 min. 

Susceptible 0.57 88 76 — 

Resistant 0.57 64 16 — 

Susceptible 1.14 100 — 93 

Resistant 1.14 60 — 27 

Smyth and Roys (1955) found that DDT lowered the tarsal sucrose threshold of 
DDT-sensitive flies nine fold but did not affect the response threshold of DDT-resistant 
flies. The same trend of events occurred whether DDT was picked up by the tarsi, applied 
in mineral oil to the abdomen, or injected in saline. This implied that cuticular imper¬ 
meability was not responsible for the resistance of the strain. The authors suggested that 
resistance must include some intrinsic mechanism by which the receptors are protected 
from the un stabilizing action of DDT. In a similar study on the electrophysiological and 
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behavioral characteristics of DDT-resistant and nonresistant flies, Weiant (1956) was able 
to show that DDT affects primarily the sense organs of the fly, and that the sensory nerves of 
DDT-resistant flies are less sensitive to the direct action of DDT than are the sensory nerves 
of the susceptible flies. Also, the DDT-resistant flies are able to recover from and adapt 
themselves to the DDT poisoning. Furthermore, the resistant flies were found to be less 
sensitive to toluol vapors used as an evocative agent. The author concluded that there is a 
basic physiological difference between the sensory nerves of DDT-resistant and nonresistant 
flies. These studies corroborate the results of Smyth and Roys (1955) and Hodgson and 
Smyth (1955) and, further, lend support to the findings of Pratt and Babers (1953a) who 
showed that nerve tissue of resistant flies is less sensitive to the action of DDT than nerve 
tissue of susceptible flies. 

Permeability of the Cuticle 

The hypothesis that acquired resistance to DDT in the house fly is attributable to 
decreased permeability of the cuticle (Wiesmann, 1947) has been disputed by other workers 
(Sternburg et al, 1950; Winteringham et al, 1951) who found no differences in the rate of 
absorption of DDT between resistant and susceptible flies, and also by the fact that certain 
strains were found to be resistant when DDT was injected into the hemolymph (Bettini, 
1948; March and Metcalf, 1949; Busvine, 1951). The level of resistance may also vary 
depending on the solvent used for topical application (Busvine, 1951), and the method and 
locus of application (Fisher, 1952). Tahori and Hoskins (1953) suggested that the rate of 
absorption of DDT in resistant flies closely corresponds to the logarithmic equation, log 
fraction absorbed = -k dosage. This relationship would hold true only over a small range 
of low dosages as indicated by the parabolic nature of the curve relating topically-applied 
dosage versus amount absorbed (Winteringham, 1952; Perry et al, 1953). Recently, 
Perry and Sacktor (1955) showed that absorption of DDT varied considerably and was well 
randomized among several resistant and susceptible fly strains from different origins 
(Table IV). Such differences can undoubtedly occur in wild populations in nature but 

TABLE IV—Absorption of DDT in 2 Hrs. Following Topical Applications of 6.8 fig. 

DDT/fly (Perry and Sacktor, 1955). 

Resistant 
strains 

DDT 
absorbed 

Mg./fly 

Ratio 
absorbed/ 
applied 
DDT 

Susceptible 
strains 

DDT 
absorbed 

Ratio 
absorbed/ 

applied 
DDT 

Roberds 1.23 0.18 NAIDM 1.20 0.18 

DDT-45 0.77 0.11 Control 0.89 0.13 

DMC-5 0.37 0.05 Beltsville 0.82 0.12 

Edge wood 0.36 0.05 Illinois 0.40 0.06 

Urbana 0.35 0.05 

Orlando 0.24 0.04 

they also can be brought about experimentally as a result of selection. This was shown1 by 
selecting a susceptible strain with DDT and further extending the selection with DDT- 
DMC (DMC being a synergist) combinations. As selection progressed and the strain 
became more and more resistant, the rate of absorption of DDT decreased accordingly. 
This decreased absorption was restricted to DDT but not to DMC (Table V); hence, 
application of DDT-DMC mixtures favored the penetration of DMC which resulted in 
unbalanced DDT/DMC ratios inside the fly. As the flies are able to metabolize DMC at 
a fast rate (Perry et ai., 1953), the lower doses of absorbed DDT were not sufficient to 
provide the ratios necessary for maximum synergistic effect. This enabled the flies to meta¬ 
bolize both DDT and DMC and to eventually become resistant to the combination. Moore- 

!Data from the Technical Development Laboratories, Communicable Disease Center, U.S. Public Health Service, Summary of Activities 
No. 31, p. 31-42, 1952. 
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TABLE V—Absorption of DDT and DMC at Various Intervals and Percentage Mortality 

in 24 Hours Resulting from Topical Applications of 3.4 /ig. DDT + 1.7 /¿g. DMC per 

Female Fly. 

Fly strain 
in order of 
selection 

Hours 
after 

application 

Absorbed /¿g./fly Ratio 
absorbed 

DDT/DMC 

Percent 
24-hour 

Mortality DDT DMC 

2 0.51 0.99 0.51 

DDT-45 8 1.16 1.46 0.79 

24 1 76 1.46 1.20 71 

2 0.36 0.92 0.39 

DMC 8 0.88 1.46 0.60 

24 1.16 1.49 0.78 21 

2 0.27 0.73 0.37 

DMC-5 8 0.65 1.34 0.48 

24 1 06 1.47 0.72 9 

2 0.62 0.80 0.77 

SD* (F—17) 8 1.51 1.32 1.14 

24 1.79 1.40 1.28 80 

*Selection discontinued. 

field and Kearns (1955), on the other hand, demonstrated that flies resistant to DDT' 
synergist combinations contained higher titres of the enzyme DDT'dehydrocholorinase. 
They suggested that this resulted from the higher selection intensity which otherwise 
could not be accomplished with DDT alone. 

Temperature has been shown to influence the penetration of DDT. Roth and Lindquist 
(1953) and Tahori and Hoskins (1953) have shown an increase in the rate of penetration of 
DDT with a corresponding rise in temperature. It has not been established, however, 
whether this effect is associated with DDT-resistance, or it is merely involved in the mode 
of action of DDT. 

Distribution of DDT in the Body and its Transport to Site of Action 

The distribution of DDT following topical applications to resistant flies has been 
studied by Sternburg and Kearns (1950), Lindquist et al. (1951b, using radioactive DDT) 
and Tahori and Hoskins (1953). It is rather remarkable that all these investigators arrived 
at similar results, especially with regard to the amounts of DDT, or DDT and DDE, 
recovered from the cuticular components of the head, thorax and abdomen. The results are 
summarized in Table VI. In another detailed investigation, Le Roux and Morrison (1954) 
studied the absorption, distribution and site of action of DDT in resistant and susceptible 
flies using radioactive DDT. They found that 10 times more DDT moved to the head 
region of susceptible flies than of resistant flies when equal dosages were applied to the leg, 
and the resultant mortalities were 68 and 25 percent, respectively. On the other hand, 
the differences between the two strains in the amount of DDT reaching the head region 
and in the mortalities resulting therefrom were much smaller when DDT was applied to 
the labella. The authors further showed that cervical ligatures reduced the amount of DDT 
reaching the head and this resulted in lower mortality. When 0.05 microgram of DDT was 
administered within the head cavity, it killed 66 percent and 84 percent of resistant and 
susceptible flies, respectively. These observations led the authors to conclude that the site 
of action of DDT is in the head region and that resistance in house flies appears to be due to 
slower penetration and distribution of DDT, especially in the head, more rapid elimination 
in the feces, and lower sensitivity of nerve tissue. The conclusion that the site of action of 
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TABLE VI—Distribution of DDT, Including Metabolites, in Various Tissues Following 

Topical Application of DDT. 

Tissue 

DDT and metabolit .es recovered 

-. 

Per cent of absorbée j dose % of applied dose 

Sternburg 
and 

Kearns 
(1950) 

Lindquist 
et al. 

(1951b) 

Tahori 
and 

Hoskins 
(1953) 

Le Roux 
and 

Morrison 
(1954) 

Treated leg 

S* R* 

Head 5.8 Ì 
— 

38.Ol 
Wings 6? legs 11.5 j Head 5.5 0.5 

Thoracic cuticle 18.5 Ì 58.6 
> 

Thorax 18.0 1.5 
26.0J> 

Abdominal cuticle 33.5 J J Abdomen 11.0 1.5 

Thoracic muscle 16.2 5.0 
> 

Treated labella 

Intestinal tract 14.4 5.0 S* R* 

Hemolymph — 13.0 26.5 Head 11.0 3.0 

Malpighian tubules 0.0 — Thorax 33.0 3.0 

Sex organs 0.0 10.0 
j Abdomen 30.0 2.5 

Nerve tissue 0.0 3.0 14.8 

DDE = 100% Radioactive DDE = 73% Radioactive 
DDT DDT 

DDT = 0 DDT = 23% 

*S = Susceptible; R = Resistant. 

DDT is in the head region appears to be contradictory to the findings of Pratt and Babers 
(1953a) which indicated that decapitation of flies had no effect upon the poisoning action 
of DDT on the exposed thoracic ganglia, and to the work of Lovell (quoted by Kearns, 1956) 
who demonstrated characteristic hyperactivity, tremors, and terminal convulsive move' 
ments in decapitated house flies treated with DDT on the mesonotum. By analogy with 
similar work on Penplaneta americana this also contradicts the findings of Tobias and 
Kollros (1946) who had demonstrated that decapitation of the American roach before or 
after exposure to DDT had no effect on the abnormal activity of poisoning, and the con' 
elusions of Roeder and Weiant (1946, 1948), i.e., that the primary site of action of DDT is 
in the sensory peripheral nervous system. Recently, Hodgson and Smyth (1955) showed that 
physiologically active DDT is transported throughout the insect body and will act first upon 
peripheral sense organs in the areas it reaches most directly. 

The lower sensitivity of nerve tissue in resistant flies could very well be the result of 
detoxication of DDT since Miyake et al. (1955) have demonstrated the presence of the 
enzyme DDT'dehydrochlorinase in nerve tissue of resistant flies but not in measurable 
quantity in that of susceptible flies. 

BEHAVIORISTIC FACTORS 

t There have been reports in the literature suggesting that changes in behavior patterns 
of flies have contributed to the acquisition of resistance. For example, King and Gahan 
(1949) observed that in several DDT'treated dairy barns many more flies were resting in 
feed troughs and on untreated floors and equipment than on treated walls and ceilings. 
This suggested a possible repellency effect of DDT, but it could not be substantiated 
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experimentally. Similar observations were made by Bruce and Decker (1950) and the authors 
further reported on other cases where house flies seemed to have developed sedentary habits 
such as stable flies. Resistance due to changes in resting habits of Musca vicina has also 
been reported (Silverman and Mer, 1952). These authors found that in certain agricultural 
settlements in Israel nocturnal migration from houses to nearby vegetation protected 
house flies from picking up lethal doses of the insecticide. Barber and Schmitt (1949) 
observed that flies of a resistant line were capable of surviving repeated knockdown by 
intermittent exposures to DDT-residues, but they were knocked down somewhat slower 
than nonresistant flies. Busvine (1951) showed that one DDT-resistant strain of flies was 
paralysed almost as rapidly as the normal strain but the flies recovered when removed from 
the DDT-residue, whereas another strain equally resistant to DDT, as shown by Harrison 
(1952) was highly resistant to knockdown by DDT. Similarly, March and Metcalf (1949) 
observed several strains which were insensitive to knockdown by DDT. With our present 
knowledge of some of the physiological factors involved in DDT-resistance it becomes 
apparent that recovery after knockdown involves the removal of the insecticide from the 
site of action, such as by detoxication of the chemical. Some interesting observations made 
at this laboratory (unpublished work) revealed that sensitivity to knockdown by DDT in 
resistant strains was associated with rate of penetration of the chemical. Evidence was 
obtained to show that strains with low absorptive capacity for DDT were highly resistant 
to knockdown, whereas rapid penetration of DDT was reflected in the rapid knockdown 
of the flies which eventually recovered in proportion to their ability to detoxify the chemical 
or due to some other intrinsic factor. These results are summarized in Table VII. 

TABLE VII—Relationship Between DDT Absorbed, Unchanged DDT, Percent Knock¬ 

down in 2 Hours, and 24-Hr. Mortalities Following Topical Application of 6.8 Micrograms 

DDT per Female Fly. Perry, et al. (Unpublished). 

Strain 

Absorbed 
DDT 

Unchanged 
DDT 

Mg./fly 

Percent 
2-hr 

knockdown 

Percent 
24-hr 

mortality 

Yuma 1.18 0.89 100 74 

Roberds 1.15 0.61 92 35 

Penitas 1.08 0.38 78 10 

DDT-45 0.86 0.35 26 12 

Urbana 0.35 0.16 18 3 

Edgewood 0.36 0.16 8 3 

DMC 0.37 0.11 6 3 

Orlando 0.24 0.11 2 2 

An experimental study of behavioristic resistance was reported by Smyth and Roys 
(1955) who demonstrated that following treatment with DDT, tarsal sucrose thresholds of 
susceptible flies were lowered nine fold. This increase in the stimulating effectiveness of 
sugar was explained as due to the unstabilizing action of DDT on the chemoreceptors 
converting the afferent output from a sequence of separate impulses to a series of trains. 
The sucrose thresholds of DDT-resistant flies were not changed, even when DDT was 
injected. Hence, the authors concluded that there must be some intrinsic difference other 
than cuticular permeability in the chemoreceptors of resistant flies. Also, given a choice, 
susceptible flies showed preference for DDT-treated areas, but failed to discriminate areas 
containing non toxic DDT-analogs from control areas. Resistant flies showed no preference 
for DDT-coated surfaces. The authors concluded that such behavior should contribute to 
the survival of resistant flies in partially treated areas. 
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OTHER BIOLOGICAL FACTORS 

Numerous experimenters have attempted to correlate resistance with certain other 
biological factors not mentioned previously. For example, Bruce (1949) noted that the life 
cycle of certain resistant fly strains was one to two days longer than the normal strain. 
Similarly, Pimentel et al. (1951) reported a significantly longer larval stage in four DDT' 
resistant strains than in a susceptible strain and that the increases in larval stage were 
roughly proportional to the resistance. These authors also discovered that in a given 
population the flies emerging during the first 48 hours were more susceptible to DDT 
than those emerging in the last 48 hours of the emergence period. They found no significant 
difference in the number of eggs, hatching period, fertility, length of egg, pupal, or adult 
stage, pupal weight, sex ratio, and preoviposition period. Decker and Bruce (1952) also 
found that early emergence was associated with greater susceptibility to DDT and that 
selection of late emerging adults for three generations produced a three-fold reduction in 
the number of susceptible flies. The detailed investigations by Norton (1953) revealed that 
a decrease in the length of larval cycle in two strains of flies was accompanied by a reduction 
in tolerance to DDT. However, an increase in length of larval cycle of another strain was, 
likewise, accompanied by reduced DDT'tolerance. It was, therefore, suggested that longer 
than normal life cycles are not necessarily associated with insecticide tolerance. The author 
further concluded that a longer than normal life cycle, when associated with tolerance to 
insecticides, reflects the response of the individual strain to its environment, and that this 
association is purely coincidental. March and Lewallen (1950) found no significant differences 
between susceptible and resistant flies in length of life cycle, weight of adult females, and 
sensitivity to heat and cold. Likewise, Gagliani (1952) found an almost identical duration of 
larval life cycle when he compared a DDT'resistant and a susceptible strain of house flies. 
Babers et al. (1953) found no significant differences attributable to resistance among six sus' 
ceptible and two DDT'resistant strains of flies with respect to egg viability, length of 
larval life, and emergence of adult flies. Varsandeh et al. (1954) showed that the inheritance 
of factors associated with the general term vigor, such as egg production, pupal and adult 
weights, adult longevity, egg hatchability, and survival of larvae and pupae, were inde' 
pendent of the factors associated with resistance. More recently, McKenzie and Hoskins 
(1954) found a definite correlation between length of life cycle and resistance to insecticides 
based upon laboratory selection. A strain of flies moderately resistant to DDT was split 
into an early substrain and a “late” substrain by successive selection of early and late 
pupation. The period from oviposition to midpoint of pupation decreased slightly in the 
early substrain and increased 50 percent in the late substrain. Adult resistance to DDT and 
DDT'analogs fell slightly in the early substrain and increased 6-8 fold in the late substrain 
after 15 generations. These changes in susceptibility were absent with lindane, aldrin, 
dieldrin, and pyrethrins. General vigor, longevity, egg production, and viability were not 
affected. This work demonstrated that a significant increase in resistance to DDT could 
result from selection of pupæ without any exposure to the chemical, and that various 
laboratory breeding techniques permit either conscious or subconscious selection on the 
basis of length of larval life and of early and late pupation. This could explain how variations 
in susceptibility of laboratory colonies might come about. One pulling thing, however, 
remains unexplained, i.e., why should late pupation produce adults resistant only to DDT 
and its analogs but not to lindane, aldrin, dieldrin, and pyrethrins. This point needs further 
clarification. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

The complex nature of DDT'resistance in the house fly makes it difficult to characterise 
this phenomenon in terms of a single factor common to all strains. It is apparent, however, 
that not all factors discussed in the text and conveniently summarised in Table VIII are 
directly associated with resistance. 

The intensive selection which ordinarily precedes the development of insecticide 
resistance results, in many cases, in the accentuation of many characters which otherwise go 
unnoticed in the normal population. Many of these characters may contribute to the total 
resistance of a strain, but elucidation of the extent of contribution of each of these factors 
has never been attempted. Also, judging from the number of factors discussed in the text, 
the number of possible combinations is tremendous. Is it likely, then, that different popula' 
tions within a species could vary by so many factors with respect to a single biological 
phenomenon? If such were the case, how could anyone quantify the degree of resistance of 
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TABLE VIII—Factors which Have Been Considered to be Associated with DDT' 

Resistance in the Common House Fly, Musca domestica L. 

Morphologic 

Thicker òr1 more pigmented cuticle 
Smaller diameter of pulvilli 
X1/X2 and XVX5(Bigelow 6? LeRoux) 
Larger puparia 

Behavioristic 

Choice of resting places 
Sedentary habits 
Sluggish behavior 
Faster or slower knockdown 
Higher tarsal sucrose threshold 
No preference for DDT 
Flight inhibition 

Other biological factors 

Longer life cycle 
Late adult emergence 
Greater vigor 
Egg viability 

Physiologic 

Cholinesterase 
Cytochrome oxidase 
Succinoxidase 
Succinic dehydrogenase 
Carbonic anhydrase 
Oxidative phosphorylation 
Oxidation of citric acid intermediates 
Oxygen consumption 
DDT transport to site of action 
Lower sensitivity of thoracic ganglia 
Lower sensitivity of sensory chemoreceptors 
Detoxication mechanisms in vivo 
DDT'Dehydrochlorinase in vitro 
Permeability of cuticle 
Permeability of nerve sheath 
Storage mechanisms 

a strain with regard to all the possible factors that may be involved? Obviously, the question 
must be settled on the following assumptions : (l) Is resistance due to a number of apparently 
unrelated factors, each of which could contribute to a greater or lesser extent to the total 
resistance of a strain, or (2) Is resistance manifested by a few, well defined, basic protective 
mechanisms which must be present in all resistant strains and which must differ from 
susceptible strains either qualitatively or quantitatively? 

The weight of experimental evidence shows that a great deal of variation between 
strains, either resistant or susceptible, exists with respect to many factors such as cholim 
esterase, cytochrome oxidase, 02 consumption, length of larval life cycle, etc. Such non' 
specific factors may indirectly contribute to the total resistance but cannot be considered 
of primary importance. On the other hand, any process which is directly involved in 
preventing the chemical from reaching the site of action or in its neutralisation at a key site 
may be said to be a basic protective mechanism. Two such processes, i.e., enzymatic detoxb 
cation of DDT and lowered sensitivity of peripheral nerve components to the excitatory 
action of DDT, have been conclusively shown to be directly concerned with protecting 
the fly from the lethal action of DDT. So far as the writer is aware, no case has ever been 
described where a DDT'resistant strain was unable to accomplish the conversion of DDT 
to DDE to a measurable degree. Enzymatic breakdown of DDT in vitro was shown only in 
DDT'resistant strains but on various occasions small amounts of DDT were shown to be 
degraded in vivo by susceptible flies. This would indicate a qualitative or a quantitative 
difference between resistant and susceptible flies with respect to the enzyme DDT' 
dehy droch lorinase. 

The lower sensitivity to DDT of nerve tissue of DDT'resistant flies may also be the 
result of local detoxication. Recently, Wigglesworth (1956) pointed out that the. underlying 
cytoplasmic sheath of insect nerves (the perineurium) is exceptionally rich in enzymes, such 
as the succinic dehydrogenase'cytochrome oxidase system, esterases, etc. He went on to 
suggest that if this enzyme system can act upon those neurotoxic insecticides, it may well 
be responsible for the protection of the sensitive axons by a mechanism of local detoxication. 

Another factor which can provide partial protection to the fly is a slower rate of 
penetration of the chemical through the integument, due to either morphological or physio' 
logical differences. It is obvious, however, that unless the chemical is completely prevented 
from penetrating the cuticle, a slower rate of penetration alone can only delay the onset 
of symptoms and the eventual lethal effect until the chemical accumulates in sufficient 
concentration at the site of action. On the other hand, slower penetration of DDT coupled 
with the ability to detoxify the chemical may enhance the resistance level of a strain by 
preventing the rapid accumulation of DDT in the tissues. Such a factor may be termed 
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“supplementary" because it contributes to a defense mechanism already present. A striking 
example of this factor, as discussed in the text, involves the slower penetration of DDT 
induced by further selection of resistant flies with DDT-DMC combinations. Several 
generations after discontinuing the selection pressure with DDT-DMC, the flies reverted 
back to the resistance level of the parent strain due to an increased rate of absorption and, 
consequently, suffered a higher mortality. 

Another aspect of penetration may involve internal accessibility of the chemical at 
the site of action once the insecticide has penetrated the cuticle. Thus, differences in nerve 
sensitivity to the excitatory action of DDT may also be due to permeability factors. 
Wiesmann (1955) was able to show stronger tremors in isolated legs of susceptible flies 
treated with benzene vapors followed by DDT than in isolated legs of DDT-resistant flies 
treated similarly. He attributed this to lower permeability to DDT of nerve tissue of the 
resistant strain. The results of Pratt and Babers (1953a), Smyth and Roys (1955) and 
Weiant (1955), may also be interpretated as involving differences in nerve permeability to 
DDT. 

Still other characters, such as the structural differences noted by Wiesmann (1947), 
D’Alessandro et al. (1949) and Bigelow and LeRoux (1954), most likely, bear no relation to 
a basic protective mechanism, and their association with resistant flies might be purely 
coincidental. Such characters are nonspecific in nature and may be termed “resistance- 
markers." 

An excellent and detailed discussion of the primary and secondary protective mecha¬ 
nisms which might be associated with resistance was presented by Hoskins and Gordon 
(1956). 

As the problem presently stands, the camp is divided into three schools of thought, 
i.e., that (a) Detoxication of DDT is a major factor in the survival of DDT-resistant flies and, 
hence, in the cause of resistance, (b) detoxication of DDT is the result of survival and not 
the cause of resistance; that is to say, resistant flies are able to detoxify DDT because they 
survive longer than susceptible flies, (c) detoxication of DDT may play a role in survival of 
some strains but not in others, that is, other unknown defense mechanisms predominate in 
some strains. 

The arguments against the dehydrochlorination hypothesis as the major cause of 
resistance are as follows : 

(1) Large quantities of unchanged DDT remaining in surviving resistant flies, sufficient 
to kill several susceptible flies. 

(2) Certain strains of DDT-resistant flies also show cross-resistance to compounds 
such as 1,1-dianisyl neopentane which cannot be dehydrochlorinated. 

(3) DDT-metabolism is too slow to account for resistance of certain strains. 
(4) Analogy with other insects, such as the milkweed bug which is able to completely 

metabolize lethal doses of DDT in a relatively short time. 

The presence of unchanged DDT in surviving resistant flies need not imply that the 
chemical is in a physiologically active state. This portion of DDT may be stored or bound 
in nonsensitive tissues where it has no appreciably harmful effects. Furthermore, this DDT 
has been shown to be well distributed in various tissues so that the concentration at any 
one locus may be below the threshold of poisoning. On the other hand, Babers and Pratt 
(1953b) were able to show the presence of 48 micrograms of unchanged DDT per adult 
resistant fly surviving an injected dose of 60 micrograms of DDT. It would certainly be of 
interest to investigate the physical state and the distribution of such enormous quantities of 
DDT corresponding to approximately 2400 mg./kg. 

Mention has been made of the fact that certain DDT-resistant strains of flies also show 
resistance to 1,1-dianisyl neopentane (Brown and Rogers, 1950; Busvine, 1953). Some 
critics of the dehydrochlorination hypothesis contend that the cross-tolerance of DDT- 
resistant flies to this compound which contains no chlorine atoms and cannot, therefore, be 
dehydrochlorinated, suggests that detoxication of DDT is not an important mechanism in 
resistance. It has been shown,2 however, that a Prolan-resistant strain which exhibits 
cross-resistance to DDT, is able to dehydrochlorinate DDT and also accomplish the break¬ 
down of Prolan into a neutral and an acidic unidentified products, both of which are 
excreted. Obviously, two different mechanisms are involved here since Prolan contains no 

^Technical Development Laboratories, Communicable Disease Center, U.S. Public Health Service, Summary of Investigations No. 4, p. 57, 
1953. (cf. also Brown and Perry, 1956). 
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chlorine atoms in the propane moiety and the end products are different from those of DDT 
metabolism. Other such examples also exist. It seems rather unfortunate that the term 
“DDT'dehydrochlorination” has established roots in the literature since the basic step in 
the alkaline conversion of DDT to DDE involves the removal of an active hydrogen with 
the subsequent splitting off of a chlorine atom due to the resulting imbalance of electrical 
charges. Although the end result is removal of hydrogen chloride, the analogy with other 
noivchlorinated compounds has been somewhat misleading. 

The rate of DDT'metabolism in vivo varies from strain to strain, depending upon the 
detoxication potential of the strain and also upon the rate of penetration of the chemical 
and its availability at the site of detoxication. Metabolism in vitro depends only on the titre 
of the enzyme DDT'dehydrochlorinase. The slow rate of metabolism by resistant flies 
reported by Winteringham et al. (1951) was for the bromine analog of DDT which need not 
necessarily be of the same order of magnitude as that of DDT. On the other hand, good 
correlation between rate of DDT'metabolism in vivo and survival of resistant flies was 
shown by Perry et al. (1953) and for metabolism in vitro by Sternburg et al. (1954). 

Lastly, analogy with other insect species needs careful consideration, for different 
species might accomplish the same end by different means or vice versa. Although the 
milkweed bug metabolizes DDT to unknown products, the metabolic process might result 
in autointoxication. Schradan, for example, is metabolized by insects to a toxic cholinesterase 
inhibitor. Many other such examples exist in the literature. Hence, analogy between species 
must be made only with accomplished facts bearing close similarity. 

In conclusion, one must admit that a great deal of progress has already been made in 
the search for an understanding of the causes of DDT'resistance in the house fly. However, 
more work needs to be done and more ingenious experiments must be devised to clarify 
the nature of the fundamental mechanisms involved in this complex phenomenon. 
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The Correlation of the Chemical Structure of Substituted 
Benzenesulphonanilides and Their Synergistic Activity 

with DDT Against Resistant House Flies 
By M. Neeman 

Research Council of Israel 

Jerusalem, Israel 

ABSTRACT1 

Benzene sul phonanilides with halogen or methyl substituents in the phenyl radicals, with 
or without -N['d\yl substituents, were assayed as DDT'synergists against DDDresistant 
house flies. Contrasting test methods provided a guide to the intrinsic biological activity of 
the synergists, and to their "availability" for insects by pickup from residual deposits and 
absorption through the cuticle. 

Benzene sul phonanilides substituted by halogen in the para 'positions, without Jsfdlhyl 
substituents, or with A[m'al\yl radicals from Ci to C8, were found to be nomtoxic or slightly 
toxic by themselves, and active as DDT synergists. Among benzene sul phonanilides, the 
synergistic activity by topical application was highest for the compounds substituted sym' 
metrically by fluorine or chlorine in both para*positions. In tests of short contact of flies with 
residual deposits the synergistic activity was highest for the compound 4'bromo'benzene' 
sulphon'4 'chloroanilide, which was followed by the compound substituted symmetrically by 

The homologous series of A['n'dl}{yl'4'chloro' and 4'bromO'benzenesulphon'4’l'chloroan' 
Hides were studied. In both series the biological response to topical application of dilute toxicant 
solutions was highest for the methyl compounds. The "availability" from deposits appeared 
highest in the medium range C4 to C8. In this range the "availability" appeared to oscillate 
between homologues having an odd number and those having an even number of carbon atoms. 
The homologues in the medium range showed a high solubility in \erosene. Homologues above 
C9 showed no biological activity. 

DDT dehydrochlorinase was inhibited in vitro by the active synergist JTmethyl'4'bromO' 
benzenesulphon'T'chloroamlide. The possible modes of action and penetration of the benzene' 
sulphonanilide synergists are discussed. 

iPuhlished in J. Sci. Food Agrie. 8: 55*64. 1957. 
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The Synergistic Action of Certain Chemicals Used in 

Combination With DDT 
By Elmer A. C. Hagley and F. O. Morrison 

Macdonald College, McGill University 

Ste. Anne de Bellevue, Quebec 

ABSTRACT 

Four methylene dioxyphenyl compounds, 1, 1 bis (p-chloro-phenyl) chloromethane 
(.DBC); 1, 1 bis (p'chloro phenyl) ethanol (DMC); and 1,1 bis (p'chlorophenyl) ethynyl carbinol 
(EC) were tested for synergistic action when applied topically to adult house flies of two strains. 
The (p'chlorophenyl) compounds were all effective in increasing the lethal action of DDT. The 
other chemicals showed no synergism. The fly strain did not affect the results. Increasing the 
proportion of synergist from 1:1 to 1:10 increased the effect. Studies using C14 labelled DDT 
revealed no increase in DDT penetration due to the synergist. When either DDT orsynergist 
was applied in advance of the other, or when applications were made to different loci on the 
body, the synergistic effect was the same, but mixtures applied directly to the brain tissue were 
little more effective than DDT alone. When the synergist was applied to the proboscis, and 
the DDT to the thorax after the cervical region had been tightly ligated, the effect of the ligation 
in reducing mortality was still evident but was not so marked as with DDT alone applied to 
the thorax. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is now welbknown that DDT may be rendered more effective in some instances by 
the admixture of certain chemicals, which themselves have little or no lethal effect on 
insects. This phenomenon falls within the generally accepted definition of synergism 
(Bliss 1939, Wadley 1945, Finney 1947)- Summerford (1954) has reviewed the whole field 
of synergism among halogen-containing insecticides, while Metcalf (1955), Chadwick 
(1955) and Hoskins and Gordon (1956) have reviewed the controlled laboratory studies. 
We shall mention here those papers only which suggest: (l) that the synergism between 
DDT and some related or other chemical is limited to action against a few species or even 
a few strains of a species, (2) that the proportion of synergist to toxin is important, or 
(3) supporting evidence in favor of certain suggested mechanisms for synergistic action. 

Specificity of Synergistic Action 

Ranganathan et al. (1949) reported that beta methyl anthroquinone, ben^il and 
p-benzoquinone synergffed DDT vs. female Culex fatigans. March et al. (1952) found these 
ineffective with DDT vs. house flies. Turner (1953) injected methylene dioxphenyl com¬ 
pounds along with DDT into milkweed bugs (Oncopeltus fasciatus (Dali.) and found no 
synergism while March (1950) reported piperonyl cyclonene (P.C.) to have a low order of 
synergism for DDT and Perry and Hoskins (1951) reported that P.C. showed a very slight 
effect with a DDT-susceptible strain of house flies but strongly increased mortality with 
resistant strains. This differential effect of synergists on two strains of the house fly was 
further confirmed by March et al. (1952) who found sixteen hydrocarbons to synergffe 
the action of DDT applied topically to resistant flies of the Super-Pollard strain. Com¬ 
binations were 20 to 120 times as active as DDT alone against the resistant (R) flies, but 
less effective against susceptible (S) strains. 

Proportion of Synergist 

March and Metcalf (1950) found P.C. at 10 parts to one of DDT synergistic as a 
residual against house flies. Sumerford et al. (1951) using 1, l,bis (p-chlorophenyl) ethanol 
(DMC) found synergism with ratios of 1:100 to 10:1, (DMC:DDT). At 1:5 the effect 
was maximum but showed little change from 1:10 to 1:1. March et al. (1952) using various 
halogenated hydrocarbons with DDT against R-house flies found increasing effects from 
1:100 to 10:1. Perry and Hoskins (1951) using P.C. on an R strain of flies by topical applica¬ 
tion or as a spray in small chambers reported increased kill with increased synergist, though 
the synergist was most effective at lower proportions. They found no support for Blackith’s 
(1953) theory based on pyrethrin synergists, that a 1:1 molecular ratio was most effective. 

175 
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Theories on the Mechanism of Synergism 

Sumerford (1954) classified attempts to explain the action of synergists on a basis of 
whether or not they were founded on: (l) the effect of the synergist on certain physical 
factors, (2) chemical action between the constituents, (3) alteration of the permeability 
of the insect cuticle, (4) what he refers to as “physiological effects , and under which he 
includes any effects by the synergist on the organism which may render the toxin more 
available to the sensitive mechanism, e.g., prevention of storage or excretion; or any effect 
which renders the sensitive mechanism more sensitive; or which prevents the functioning 
of a vital by-pass mechanism in the organism; and (5) interference with detoxification 

mechanisms. ^ 
Perry and Hoskins (1950) claimed no effect due to synergist on DDT penetration. 

Several workers are cited by Metcalf (1955) as having found no differences in the rates at 
which R and S flies absorb topical doses of DDT alone. LeRoux and Morrison (1954) 
report a difference in the rate of absorption measured by carbon14 labelled DDT in their 

R and S strains. - i f „ „ _ , 
Sacktor (1949, 1950, 1951) demonstrated an inhibitory effect of DD 1 on cytochrome 

oxidase in R adults. The pupae of the same strain were low in cytochrome oxidase but had 
an unusually effective cyanideunsensitive respiration. Fullmer and Hoskins (1951) found 
adults of R and S strains to respire at similar rates under normal conditions, but that S 
flies from a few minutes to four hours after receiving increasing DDT dosages showed 
increased respiration which reached maximum rates in shorter and shorter periods. Respira¬ 
tion then declined to zero in from several hours to one day. R flies on the other hand showed 
much smaller increases and attained comparatively low maxima. Both strains showed a 
high respiration after treatment with 1, 1 bis p-chlorophenyl 2 nitropropane. When P.C. 
and DDT were mixed the curves for R flies resembled those of S flies with DDT alone, 
but reached lower maxima. Ludwig (1946), Buck and Keister (1949) and Lord (1949) 
have reported that DDT increases the respiratory rate of insects. 

Interference with detoxification mechanisms is held to be a very likely explanation 
of the high synergism of certain materials with DDT against R strains of house flies. 
Perry and Hoskins (1950, 1951a, 1951b) have produced evidence for the inhibition of the 
DDT detoxifying agent in R flies. Winteringham et al. (1951) using the radioactive bro¬ 
mine analogue of DDT and resistant Mediterranean flies gave further proof that P.C. 
inhibited the in vivo dehydrochlorination of DDT-like compounds. Speroni (1952) suggested 
that DMC was in some way competitive with DDT for the dehydrochlorinating enzyme. 
Perry et al (1953) found that DMC inhibited the detoxification of DDT in R flies. Moore- 
field and Kearns (1955) have demonstrated that DMC 1, 1, bis (p-chlorophenyl) chloro- 
methane (DBC) and several related compounds inhibit in vitro the enzyme DDT-dehydro- 
chlorinase from R flies. Some of the materials appeared to compete with DDT for the enzyme 
their reaction with the enzyme being reversible. Others irreversibly inactivated the enzyme. 
None was attacked by the enzyme as had been suggested might be the C3se for DMC 

(Perry et al. 1953). 

SYNERGISTS TESTED AND TEST ANIMALS 

Degree of Synergism with Adult House Flies of Two Strains 

Since 1953, we have been investigating the bases of synergistic action as it affects 
the response of house flies and other insects to DDT. In the beginning, (l) piperonyl 
cyclonene (P.C.)1, a technical product, consisting of 3 hexyl-5-(3, 4 methylene dioxy- 
pheny 1)-3-cyclohexene-1 -one and 3-hexyl-5-(3, 4 methylenedioxyphenyl)-6 carbethoxy-3 
cyclohexen-1 -one; (2) piperonyl butoxide (P.B.)1, -3-4-methylene-choxyphenyl-6-propyl 
benzyl-1-butyl diethylene glycol ether; (3) n-propyl isome2, -di-n-propyl- 6, Tmethylene- 
dioxy-3 methyl -1, 2, 3-tetrahydranaphthalene -1, 2- dicarboxylate; (4) sulfoxide2, -n-octyl 
sulfoxide or isosafrole; (5) D.M.C.3, -1, 1 bis (p-chlorophenyl)-ethanol, (6) DBC4, -1, 1-bis 
(p-chlorophenyl) chloromethane, and (7) EC4, -1, 1 bis (p-chlorophenyl) ethynyl carbinol— 
were tested as potential synergists. The tests were made using four-day-old adult, male 
house flies, individually immobilized and handled as by Fisher (1952). The flies were reared 
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on milk by Fisher’s method and treated topically on the thorax with a microdrop of benzol 
solution. The drop was applied directly in its dilute form and not evaporated down first. 
A recrystallized DDT (melting point 109°C) was utilized in all tests. The synergists were 
used at 1, 6 and 10 parts by weight to 1 part of DDT. Table I lists the observed mortalities 
after 24 hours with the Macdonald strain of flies which had an LD 50 of 0.63 fig. per fly 

TABLE I—Recorded Mortalities from 105* Adult Macdonald Strain of 
House Flies Treated on the Thorax with Benzol Solutions of DDT and 

DDT'Synergist Mixtures**. 

DDT dosage 
per fly 

Chemical under 
test for 
synergism 

Amount of synergist per unit 
weight of DDT 

OX IX 6X 10X 

1.5 Mg- PC 82 86 63# 70# 
1.5 Mg- PB 80 77 66 81 
1.5 Mg- n—propyl isome 86 53# 58# 50# 
1.5 Mg- sulfoxide 88 54# 51# 50# 
0.82 Mg- # # DMC 58 71# 87# 89# 
0.82 Mg- EC 52 65# 91 # 98# 
0.82 Mg- DBC 41 63# 95# 102# 

*15 flies were treated with each combination in each test and the tests replicated 7 times. 

**Mortalities in check flies treated with solvent only averaged 1.11 percent mortality. 

# Significant at the P = 0.01% point. 

# #The amount of DDT had to be reduced to avoid 100% mortality. 

TABLE II—Per cent Mortalities Recorded after 24 Hours 
when the Macdonald Strain and Wild Strain House Fly 
Adults were Topically Treated with 0.82 fig. of DDT in 

Admixture with 8.2 /.ig. of Synergist. 

Treatment 
Per cent Mortalities* 

Wild strain Macdonald strain 

DDT 21 29 

DDT plus DBC 67 100 

DDT 42 53 

DDT plus DMC 73 88 

DDT plus EC 69 91 

*Fifty flies were tested from each strain with each treatment. 

TABLE III—Per Cent Mortalities Observed after 24 
Hours when 8.2 fig. Dosages of DBC, DMC and EC were 

Applied Alone to Adult Flies*. 

Synergist Treated Flies 
Solvent Treated 

Check 

DBC 14 10 

DMC 10 8 

EC 14 10 

*Each percentage represents the results from 7 tests on 10 flies, i.e., 70 flies. There are no 
significant differences at P = 0.05. 
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by our method of application, and Table II the results of similar tests with the three effec- 
tive materials against a wild strain of flies collected in the local poultry plant and reared 
through one generation in the laboratory. The LD 50 for this strain was 1.13 fig. per fly. 

Topical application of mixtures up to 10 parts to 1 of DDT failed to reveal any syner¬ 
gism with the methylendioxy compounds. At the highest ratio there was some antagonism 
with sulfoxide and n-propyl isome. DMC, DBC and EC were synergistic with both strains. 
Their effectiveness increased as the ratio was increased to 10 to 1. Application of the 
synergists alone at 8.2 fig. per fly and higher resulted in no mortality above that in non- 
treated checks (Table III). 

Effect of Mixtures on Larvae of House Flies 

Topical applications of 1.5 micrograms of DDT with and without 15 micrograms of 
synergist were tested on third instar larvae of the Macdonald strain of house fly. The 
larvae were returned to moist bran after treatment and observed at intervals until adult 
emergence was complete. The results appear in Table IV. It will be noted that there was 
no significant increase in larval mortality due to treatment but both the average pupal 
weight and per cent adult emergence were lowered. 

TABLE IV—Effect of Topical Application of 1.5 Micrograms of DDT 
and 1 to 10 DDT-Synergist Mixtures on Mature Third Instar Larvæ of 

Macdonald Strain House Flies. 

Treatment 

Per cent 
larval 

mortality 

Per cent 
larvae 

pupating 

Average 
pupal 

weight mg. 

Per cent 
adult 

emergence 

None 7 93 14 82 

DDT 17 83 11 35 

DDT'DBC 20 77 9 32 

DDT-DMC 30 77 11 37 

DDT'EC 20 83 10 50 

Note: (1) Tests were conducted on 3 lots of 20 larvae each. 

(2) The application of the synergists alone had no effect. 

Effect of Mixtures on Oncopeltus fasciatus Say. 

Three- to five-day-old adult male milkweed bugs (Oncopeltus fasciatus Say.) were 
topically treated with 1.5 microgram dosages of DDT and with combinations of 1.5 

TABLE V—Per Cent Mortality after 24 Hours when 
Adult Oncopeltus fasciatus were Topically Treated on the 
Dorsum of the Thorax with 1.5 fig. of DDT and 

1.5 fig. DDT and 15 f.g. of Synergist. 

Treatment Per cent 
mortality* 

DDT 0 

DDT'DBC 14 

DDT'DMC 14 

DDTTC 0 

Benzol 0 

*21 bugs were tested at each dosage. 
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micrograms of DDT and 15 micrograms of synergists. Application was made to the dorsum 
of the thorax. The bugs were immobilized with C02 for treatment and later released in 
small glass cages. The results appear in Table V. The mortality due to the combinations 
indicates a synergistic effect. 

Effect of DDT-Synergist Mixtures on Aedes aegypti Larvae 

Fourth instar Aedes ægypti L. larvae reared on bread crumbs were divided into lots 
of 10 and exposed for 24 hours in 330 ml. of distilled water to which the toxins had been 
added in acetone solution. Three jars (30 larvae) were used for each test at each concentra¬ 
tion and the tests replicated five times. DDT and DBC were used in equimolar concentra¬ 
tions. No mortality occurred with acetone alone or acetone plus DBG. Fig. 1 presents the 
resulting probit-log.-dosage regression lines. The interpolated LD 50’s expressed in parts 
per million of DDT are 0.22 for DDT alone and 0.036 for the mixture. The slopes of the 
two lines are significantly different. 

Fig 1. Probit log. regression lines for mortality of last instar Aedes ægypti larvae exposed to DDT and DDT-DBC 
mixtures. 
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General Discussion 

It is impossible to compare accurately the resistance and susceptibility of our fly 
strains with those reported by other authors. Busvine (1951) has shown that LD 50’s will 
vary with the solvent used. They also vary with sex and with the locus of application 
(Fisher 1952). But comparison with earlier work at Macdonald and with published LD 
50’s suggests that our strain is a comparatively susceptible one. The milk weed bug strain 
and mosquito strain used have never, as far as we know, been exposed to DDT. We are 
drawn to a tentative conclusion that the synergistic phenomenon which was observed with 
the chemicals reported here is exhibited against insect strains other than those known to 
have acquired resistance to DDT. It must be the result of more than one mechanism or of a 
mechanism not confined in its action to resistant strains. If it occurs as a result of the im 
activation of a dehydrochlorinating enzyme the enzyme must be present in appreciable 
amounts in all the species and strains tested. It will be recalled that Sternburg et al. (1950) 
were unable to demonstrate dehydrochlorination or the necessary enzyme in S'flies (Cf. 
Sternburg and Kearns 1950, 1954). 

INVESTIGATIONS INTO MODE OF ACTION 

Effect of Synergists on Rate of Penetration of DDT 

Carbon14 labelled DDT was applied alone and in combination with synergists. Two 
DDT dosages, 0.42 ¡ig. and 0.82 /ig. per fly were tried. Ten flies were used per test. After 
40 minutes in one experiment and 24 hours in another the flies (dead and alive) were 
separated into heads, thoraces and abdomens and the parts extracted with benzol as by 
Morrison and LeRoux (1954). Recovered activity was recorded as a percentage of the total 
recovered. 

TABLE VI—Per Cent Activity Recovered from Grouped Body Parts of 
Flies Treated with C14 Labelled DDT and DDT-Synergist Combinations. 

Exposure 
period Treatment Heads Thoraces Abdomens 

*DDT 1 97 2 
DDT'DBC 2 95 3 

40 minutes 
**DDT 4 88 8 

DDT'DMC 4 91 5 
DDT-EC 4 89 7 

DDT 10 70 20 
DDT'DBC 4 87 9 

24 hours 
DDT 24 65 11 
DDT-DMC 9 85 6 
DDT-EC 9 80 11 

*0.42 micrograms DDT per fly. 

**0.82 micrograms DDT per fly. 

(Synergists were used at 10 times concentration of DDT). 

TABLE VII—Per Cent Acitvity Recovered after 24 Hours 
from Grouped Body Parts of Flies Treated with 0.82 ¿¿g. of 
DDT on the Thorax and 8.2 /ig. of Synergist on the Abdomen. 

Synergist Heads Thorax Abdomen 

DBC 4 92 4 

DMC 4 89 7 

EC 5 90 5 
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There was no significant difference in the amounts of DDT which had penetrated in 
40 minutes with and without synergist. After 24 hours considerably less DDT was found 
in parts other than the thoraces of the flies treated with mixtures. When DDT was applied 
to the thoraces and the synergist to the abdomens the distribution of activity was similar 
(Table VII). The greater penetration in 24 hours into flies treated with DDT alone can be 
attributed to the more rapid death of a larger number of flies (Table VIII). Penetration is 
very much slower after death (Le Roux and Morrison, 1954). 

TABLE VIII—Per Cent Mortality Recorded at Intervals when Flies were Treated 
with DDT and Mixtures of DDT and Synergist on the Thorax. 

Time after 
treatment Check DDT* DDT'DBC* DDT** DDT-DMC** DDT-EC** 

40 minutes 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 hours 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 “ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 “ 0 0 10 20 10 0 
8 “ 10 0 20 20 20 0 

10 “ 10 10 40 40 50 10 
12 “ 10 20 60 40 70 20 
14 “ 10 30 80 50 70 30 
22 “ 10 40 90 60 90 60 
24 “ 10 50 90 60 90 70 

* DDT at 0.42 fig. per fly alone and in mixtures with 4.2 fig. synergist. 

**DDT at 0.82 fig. per fly alone and in mixtures with 8.2 fig. synergist. 

Note: Tests were conducted on 4 lots of 10 flies with each treatment. 

Mortality Studies with Applications of DDT and Synergists 

Separated in Time and Space 

Applications of DDT were made to the thoraces of adult flies and followed after two 
-~ wao aloe; icvascu. iviui Ldiiues were 

counted 24 hours after the first material had been applied. The mortalities, corrected by 
the method of Abbott (1925) for natural mortality in the checks, appear in Table IX. 
Perry and Hoskins (1951a) using PC and Perry et al. (1953) using DMC reported similar 
results with longer intervals. 

TABLE IX—Per Cent Mortalities after 24 Hours when 
Flies were Treated with 0.42 fig. of DDT and 4.2 fig. of 
Synergist per Fly, the Applications being Separated by 

an Interval of 2 Hours. 

Order of application Per cent mortality* 

DDT followed by DBC 100 

DDT “ DBC 94 

DDT “ DMC 95 

DMC “ “ DDT 81 

DDT “ EC 97 

EC “ DDT 93 

DDT alone 46 

*Based on 50 flies treated by each combination. 
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DDT and synergists were also applied separately, one to the thorax, the other to the 
abdomen. The results appear in Table X. These results confirm the findings of Perry and 
his associates. Perry and Hoskins claimed this as proof that the synergist did not affect 
penetration of the DDT. It does appear that the effect is not a local one on integument, 
but one cannot rule out a gross effect on physiology which might render integument more 
permeable. 

TABLE X—Per Cent Mortality after 24 Hours when 
Adult Flies were Treated with DDT on the Thorax and 

Synergist on the Abdomen or Vice Versa. 

Material applied to: 
Thorax Abdomen Per cent mortality* 

**DDT 29 

DDT DBC 100 

DBC DDT 100 

47 

DDT DNC 89 

DMC DDT 86 

DDT EC 92 

EC DDT 88 

*Based on 40 flies treated with each combination. 

**0.42 /xg. DDT with 4.2 /xg. of synergist when used. 

***0.82 ng. DDT with 8.2 ¿xg. of synergist used. 

The greater effectiveness of DDT prior to DMC observed by Perry et al. (1953) 
appeared in our results also and since the time interval was comparatively short, it seems 
less likely to have been due to the longer period of time during which DDT was present. 
If the synergist inhibits a protective enzyme one might expect prior application of the 
synergist to be more effective unless the synergist is rapidly destroyed. If DDT affects one 
sensitive vital mechanism and the synergist another which can serve as a by-pass for the 
first (a sort of auxiliary motor), the results are explainable. But if this is so a third vital 
pathway must be postulated to explain the rapid development of resistance to DDT- 
synergist combinations (March et al. 1952). Moorefield and Kearns (1953) have overcome 
this last objection by claiming that there is a need for a certain degree of “selective pres¬ 
sure” before strain selection occurs. No proof of this appears to have been offered. 

Attempts to Locate the Site of the Synergistic Action 

Sternburg and Kearns (1950) and Tahori and Hoskins (1953) produced evidence that 
much of the dehydrochlorination of DDT by R-flies took place in or near the integument. 
Le Roux and Morrison (1954) found that tightly ligating the cervical region of flies before 
applying DDT topically to a leg reduced the expected mortality apparently by preventing 
the accumulation of an effective dose in the head. The presence of a DDT sensitive locus 
in the head was further established by the fact that when DDT was applied directly to 
the ganglia of the head the dosage required to kill flies was greatly reduced and also the 
differential susceptibility of R and S strains was minimized. Gordon and Walsh (1948) 
found that DDT affected the nerve axon in Periplaneta americana and certain Crustacea in 
such a way as to produce prolonged bursts of impulses. Roeder and Weiant (1946, 1948, 
1951) showed that DDT applied to the cuticular sense receptors of Penplanata americana 
or perfused through the leg caused abnormal impulse discharges in associated nerves. 
Weiant (1955) has shown similar effects in R and S flies with a distinctly lower sensitivity 
and greater power of recuperation in the nerve tissue of the R strain. Hodgson and Smyth 
(1955) measured nerve impulses in treated adult Sarcophaga ballata Parker treated with 
DDT as a means of locating sense organs. 
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Flies were treated with 0.42 fig. of DDT on the thorax and 4.2 fig. of DBC on the 
proboscis after the cervical region had been tightly ligated. Other flies were similarly 
treated with 0.82 fig. of DDT and 8.2 fig. of DMC or EC. The mortalities after 24 hours 
appear in Table XI. 

TABLE XI—Per Cent Mortality of Adult Flies 24 Hours 
after Treatment with DDT on the Thorax and Synergist 

on the Proboscis. 

Per cent mortality* 

Treatment 

Flies 
cervically 

ligated Nondigated 

DDT** 14 33 

DDT'DBC** 76 98 

DDT*** 18 49 

DDT-DMC*** 73 92 

DDTEC*** 76 90 

*50 flies used with each treatment. 

**0.42 jug. DDT with 4.2 jug. DMC when used. 

***0.82 jug. DDT with 8.2 jug. synergist when used. 

Synergism was still evident as was also the reduction in expected mortality due to 
ligation but the latter effect was not as marked. This may have been due to the test being 
recorded well above the LD 50 when synergists were present. This effectiveness when the 
applications are separated in space does not disprove the theory that synergism occurs in 
the integument, but throws much doubt on it. One would expect the application of mix¬ 
tures to be relatively more effective if such were the case. 

When the DDT synergist combinations were applied directly to the ganglia of the 
head by the technique of LeRoux and Morrison (1954) the 24-hour mortalities showed 
little, if any, effect from the synergists (Table XII). 

TABLE XII—Per Cent Mortality of Flies 24 hours after 0.08 
Micrograms of DDT With or Without 0.8 Micrograms of 
Synergist had been Applied Directly to the! Ganglia of the 

Head. 

Treatment Mortality* 

DDT 59 

DDT'DBC 58 

DDT'DMC 62 

DDT'EC 63 

*50 flies tested with each treatment. 

It appears that when DDT is placed on the ganglia of the head the synergist is unable 
to exert its effect. The DDT sensitive mechanism in the head is not the same one that is 
synergist sensitive. 

Biological Activity of the Synergists Themselves 

It has long been assumed that because synergists such as those used in this study 
applied alone produce no lethal effects, they are innocuous. Yet many of these chemicals 
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are biologically active as can be shown by criteria other than death or by death in certain 
stages of some organisms. Mitlin and Konecky (1955) have shown that piperonyl butoxide 
when present in the rearing media has both a lethal and delaying effect on house fly larvae. 

The authors are currently conducting tests on the effects of DBC, DMC and EC 
when incorporated into the media in which flies are reared. Evidence to-date is that very 
small quantities of synergist alone incorporated into rearing media has a lethal effect on a 
percentage of small larvae, reduces the average pupal weight of resulting pupae and may 
result in larvae and pupae both of which show increased sensitivity to DDT. It is proposed 
to publish this work in detail elsewhere. 

Work is also in progress on the effects of the synergists on larval and adult respiration. 
DDT is known to markedly raise the respiratory rate of treated adult insects in the early 
stages of poisoning. Harvey and Brown (1951) found this to be true when they injected 
DDT into Blattdla germanica. Lethal doses had a similar effect on Oryzæphilus surinamensis 
when applied topically (Lord 1949). Buck and Keister (1949) reported similar results with 
Phormia regina adults and larvae. Ludwig (1946) found that Japanese beetle adults and 
larvae showed an increase in respiration two hours after treatment. The same author cites 
Barron as getting increased oxygen consumption in poisoned Tnbolium molitor larvae 
but not in diapausing grasshopper eggs. Some authors have reported antioxidase activity 
from DDT, others none (Sacktor, 1950, Johnson 1951, and Anderson et al. 1954). Ludwig 
et al. (1955) explain the conflicting results on the strength of the homogenates used. When 
concentrations were high inhibition of a considerable portion of the enzyme could occur 
without being detected. Perry and Sacktor (1955) found no correlation between cyto¬ 
chrome oxidase activity in resistant strains tested as opposed to susceptible ones. Lin and 
Richards (1955) report similar results. We are finding that the synergists in question here 
definitely upset normal respiration and produce as well changes in the hæmolymph. We 
tentatively conclude that though non-lethal on topical application to adult insects tested, 
these synergists upset the normal physiology of insects and either by a general effect or 
by a weakening of specific susceptible mechanisms, render the insect more susceptible to 
DDT. These studies also will be reported elsewhere. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The chlorinated hydrocarbons DMC, DBC and EC at dosages which are not them¬ 
selves lethal enhance the effectiveness of DDT against different house fly strains, house fly 
larvae, Aedes ægypti larvae, and large milk weed bug adults. This universality of action 
suggests a common mechanism independent of any selected resistance in the insect strain 
involved. These materials did not influence the rate of penetration of DDT into adult 
flies. Applications of these synergists and DDT on separate body areas or after two-hour 
time intervals did not affect the observed synergism. However, when the points of applica¬ 
tion were separated by a tight ligature the effect was reduced and when application of 
mixtures was made directly to the head ganglia no synergism was evident. Preliminary 
tests indicate that the synergists alone, though not lethal on topical application to adults, 
do show marked biological activity as judged by other criteria. 

We tentatively conclude (l) that the synergists studied exert their effects on the 
insects not on the DDT, (2) that they do not affect the central nervous system in the same 
way as DDT, (3) that their locus of action appears to differ from that of DDT, (4) that if 
they overcome a protective mechanism it must be present and functional in certain insects 
never selected for DDT resistance, and (5) that selection for resistance to the synergist 
can only take place in the presence of DDT because then only is its effect lethal. 
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ABSTRACT 

Resistance to DDT or other chlorinated hydrocarbons is now found in 34 species of 
insects of public health importance, including 9 Anopheles, 10 Cullane mosquitos, 3 Musca, 
2 Cimex, 5 fleas, 2 cockroaches, Pediculus and Tria toma. 

The physiological basis of resistance in mosquitos, Pediculus, etc. is discussed in the 
light of knowledge of detoxification and absorption of insecticides in the housefly. The genetical 
basis is considered under such headings as accumulation of alleles, mutations, chromosome 
changes, survival value, dilution and reversion. The urgent need for research is stressed in 
many phases of the field. 

Members of the Expert Committee on Insecticides of the World Health Organisation, 
meeting in July 1956, agreed that resistance to chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides is 
now present in 10 of the important disease vectors, and that there is evidence of resistance 
in 27 other species of public health importance, in 15 of which further substantiation is 
needed. In this tale of woe, the only important genera now lacking are Simulium, Glossina 
and Phlebotomus. 

Resistance could be accepted as an unavoidable seal of fate upon the chlorinated 
hydrocarbons, were it not that two practical considerations make resignation impossible 
and action imperative. Firstly, we have no other insecticides so cheap, so safe and with 
such long residual action. Secondly, chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides are still standard 
treatments for the important disease vectors, and there is no reason yet to abandon a ship 
that is still afloat. 

Obviously the first measure is an intelligence system that will detect resistance as 
soon as it occurs, and report it. The initial sign is a lapse or failure of control, in which the 
efficiency of treatment and the insecticide must first be suspected. Then the insects should 
be tested with a standard method and standard materials. Often a test method is lacking, 
as in the case of fleas, the vectors of plague and murine typhus. Since 1950 it has become 
impossible to achieve control with DDT, in two regions of Ecuador, of Pulex irritans, 
Ceratophyllus londinensis, Polygenis spp. and Xenopsylla cheopis; in 1952 the same situation 
developed in the state of Pernambuco, Brasil (Saens Vera, 1953). In this year also the 
failure to control Pulex irritans was reported from Greece (Hadjinicolaou, 1954) and the 
United Nations refugee camps of Syria and Jordan (Hess, 1953), and in 1953 from Peru 
(Simmons, 1954). Yet in two villages of Lebanon two miles apart, one treated for six years 
and the other never treated, fleas were successfully controlled by emulsions that were not 
controlled by 10 percent dusts, in both cases (Gramiccia and Sultan, 1953). Failure to 
control Ctenocephalides felis and C. canis with DDT was first reported in the United 
States in 1952 (Kilpatrick and Fay, 1952), and more recently in Colombia, British Guiana 
and French Guiana (Quarterman and Schoof, 1958). 

Our intelligence of the body louse, vector of typhus and relapsing fever, is very much 
better. Lack of control by DDT in Korean Prisoner'oLWar camps at the beginning of 1951 
was promptly confirmed by test as a case of strong physiological resistance (Hurlbut, 
Altman and Nibley, 1952), and a similar situation was found to exist in Tokyo (Barnett 
and Knoblock, 1952). Lice collected in Cairo in 1952 were found to have an intermediate 
degree of resistance (Busvine, 1953) which was later reported from two provinces of 
Egypt (Hurlbut, Peffly and Salah, 1954). In 1953 the World Health Organisation set up a 
standard test method and distributed materials to perform the test. Through its use, a 
high resistance has been found to be widespread in Japan, and to occur in Hong Kong and 
South Africa, intermediate resistance in Chile and Turkey, and intermediate to high 
resistance in Iran, Syria, Jordan, Ethiopia, Sudan, Senegal, French Guinea, Nigeria and 
Peru (Wright and Brown, 1956). The susceptibility of body lice to DDT in Europe has 
fortunately persisted, but examination of vagrants at Marseilles, many of whom were 
from Africa, showed that one cannot generalise from person to person; out of 118 individual 
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collections of lice, 21 were partially resistant and two extremely resistant (Nicoli and 
Sautet, 1955). 

Another insect that is well adapted to a standard test is the bed-bug Cimex lectularius. 
Lack of control by DDT was first noted in Hawaii (Johnson and Hill, 1948), and then in 
Greece in 1951 (Hess, 1953). In the last few years DDT-resistance has been reliably re' 
ported from Israel, Italy and China, while instances in Lebanon, Belgian Congo and the 
United States demand substantiation (Quarterman and Schoof, 1958). Bed-bugs are now 
hard to kill with DDT in Teheran, Iran, and resistance to DDT has developed in the 
last five years in C. hemipterus at Poona and the coastal region south of Bombay, India 
(Rao and Halgeri, 1956). DDT-resistance has been confirmed in this species on Formosa 
(Chen, Tseng and Pietsch, 1956). 

The question of natural versus acquired resistance is well exemplified by the species 
known as Culex fatigans or quinquéfasciatus, the vector of filariasis. It is common knowledge 
that the larvae require a higher concentration of DDT than other culicids, and the adults 
quickly leave sprayed houses (Wharton, 1951). But quantitative evidence of DDT-resist- 
ance as an acquired change is now available from Delhi State in India for adults (Pal, 
Sharma and Krishnamurthy, 1952) and from Reunion for larvae and adults (Hamon, 1953); 
solid evidence of BHC-resistance in larvae was obtained in Malaya in 1953 (Reid, 1955). 
Acquired resistance in Culex quinquefasciatus has been reported from Brasil, Colombia, 
Ecuador, Venezuela, British Guiana and Puerto Rico (Quarterman and Schoof, 1958). 

Valid evidence for resistance in Culex molestus (pipiens autogenicus) was obtained 
in 1947 in Latina, Italy, with zero mortality for deposits of DDT that formerly killed all 
(Mosna, 1948). Similar resistance was observed qualitatively in Greece in 1948 (Livadas 
and Georgopoulos, 1953). DDT-resistance in larvae of Culex tarsalis, vector, of western 
equine encephalitis, was first noted in 1948 and assessed in 1951 to be from two to 10 
times the normal1 (Gjullin and Peters, 1952). DDT-resistance in larvae of Culex pipiens, 
first reported from Toledo, Ohio, in 1953 (Hess, 1953), has been fully documented from 
Massachusetts in 1955 (Armstrong, 1955). 

Questions of original levels of susceptibility and behaviour are of great importance 
in the case of the anopheline vectors of malaria. For example, it has been found that the 
comparative resistance of surviving populations of Anopheles claviger larvae in Sardinia 
is a characteristic shared by untouched populations in Italy (Trapido, 1951) and that the 
habit of A. sergenti to escape control by staying in cellars and caves is a species character¬ 
istic (Saliternik, 1955). Reduced mortality in treated dwellings or a lack of reduction in 
the general population has been reported for Anopheles mêlas and A. gambice in Nigeria 
(Muirhead-Thompson, 1947; ibid, 1950), A. minimus in Assam (Bertram, 1950), A. 
albitarsus and A. pseudopunctipennis in Venezuela (Gabaldon, 1952) and A. darlingi in 
Argentine, Brazil, British Guiana and Venezuela (Pinotti, 1951; Bustamante, 1951). In 
many cases this lack of control may be associated with considerable zoophilism in the 
species and region concerned. To call it a “behaviouristic resistance” is a misnomer, since 
in nearly all these cases the mosquitos do pick up a lethal dose from an adequate deposit, 
and in the few instances where they do not there is no suggestion that they have 
acquired this behavioural characteristic over the generations from selection by the DDT 
treatment. 

The behaviouristic resistance of A. albimanus in two villages of Panama, where 
control had failed after five to eight years of consistent success, was investigated in 1952 
(Trapido, 1954). It was found that the adult mosquitos, when confined to a known deposit 
of DDT according to the method of Busvine and Nash, were just as susceptible as the 
normal laboratory strain. It was concluded that the resistance to control was due to the 
acquisition of hyperirritability to DDT. Indeed, these mosquitos have been observed to stay 
out of corners, come to lights, and avoid engorging themselves, in sprayed buildings 
(Trapido, 1952). Induced behavioural resistance of A. albimanus has also been reported 
for Ecuador (Levi-Castillo, 1956). This type of behavioural change, whereby the successive 
generations come to avoid lethal deposits, has been observed to accompany resistance 
to control in Culex fatigans in the Old World and C. quinquefasciatus in the New 
(Symes, 1952). 

Evidently physiological resistance has succeeded behaviouristic resistance in Ano' 
pheles sacharovi of Greece. The behavioural change was observed in 1949, three years after 

When degrees of resistance are so expressed, it means the ratios of the MLC or LD50 values. 
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the inception of highly successful house spraying with DDT ; increasing proportions of 
the adults were escaping from the sprayed buildings and resting outside (Hadjinicolaou, 
1954), evidently a sublethal effect. In 1951 some of the adults were remaining unharmed 
in the buildings. Tests on the population at Skala, Lakonia in 1952 showed that 50 per cent 
of them could withstand a deposit of DDT which is normally always lethal (Livadas and 
Georgopoulos, 1953). In 10 out of 33 villages sprayed in 1953, the mosquito population in 
the houses returned almost to the unsprayed level (Belios, 1954). A test in 1954 by the 
Busvine-Nash method showed the resistance at Skala to be 13 times (Livadas, 1955), and 
in 1955 more than 15 times, the level of A. sacharovi from an unsprayed area in Iran. 
Similar physiological resistance of about nine times the normal was found in populations 
of this species in two villages of northern Lebanon in 1953, a year after an extensive cam-' 
paign was started (Garrett-Jones and Gramiccia, 1954); despite this, curiously enough, 
they are reported to have been controlled in these villages by 1956. 

Greek officials are noting a failure of field control by DDT developing in A. maculi peri' 
nis and A. super piaus (Belios, 1954); results of tests are therefore awaited. The develop- 
ment of DDT-resistance in A. superpictus was reported from certain parts of Turkey in 
1952 (Hess, 1953), but it has evidently not materialised at the present time. 

A clear case of physiological resistance, sufficient to prevent control by DDT, was 
discovered in A. sundaicus in 1954 and 1955 at three places along the north coast of Java, 
namely Djakarta and Tjirebon (Crandell, 1954) and Semarang (Davidson, 1955a). The 
levels of resistance, by test, were respectively 23 times, 27 times and 18 times that in 
unsprayed areas. In 1956, A. sundaicus reappeared in the region of Soerabaya, after having 
been virtually eliminated there, and it was DDT-resistant. Another case of DDT-resistance 
was found with Anopheles stephensi at the Qatif and ALHasa oases in the Persian Gulf 
area of Saudi Arabia, the MLC being about eight times that encountered in unsprayed 
areas (Davidson, 1955b). 

In 1955, dieldrin-resistance appeared in anophelines. Adults of A. gambiæ in an area 
of Western Sokoto, Nigeria, in which a house spraying campaign with dieldrin was in¬ 
cepted 16 months earlier, proved to be eight times as resistant as normal populations in 
other parts of Nigeria and Africa (Elliott and Ramakrishna, 1956; Busvine, 1956). Adults 
of A. quadrimaculatus which had developed in the rice fields of Bolivar county, Mississippi, 
showed mortality of zero to deposits of dieldrin that normally kill 100 per cent. (Mathis 
et al., 1956). In the previous year, dieldrin-resistance had appeared with astonishing 
rapidity in the rice-field mosquitos Psorophora confinais and P. discolor of Bolivar county. 
Larval control with dieldrin, which had been effective one to two months earlier, was quite 
ineffective from July onwards. The adults obtained from these refractory larvae proved to 
be considerably and significantly more resistant to dieldrin than those from untreated areas 
(Mathis, Elmore and Schoof, 1955). 

The rapid appearance of dieldrin-resistant Psorophora in response to a single larvicidal 
treatment was considered due to widespread use of insecticides on cotton crops in the 
region during previous years. This is evidently the sole cause of the dieldrin-resistance in 
A. quadrimaculatus. Cotton dusting is also a factor in the slight but significant changes 
observed in the last 10 years in the DDT-susceptibility of this species in the Tennessee 
valley (Kruse, Hawkins and Ludvik, 1952). Attempts to induce resistance in A. quadri' 
maculatus by laboratory rearing under DDT pressure have failed to obtain more than a 
slight change of this order (Fay, Baker and Grainger, 1949). Agricultural applications have 
now made the culicine larvae of parts of California just as resistant outside the mosquito 
abatement districts as within them (Gjullin, 1956.) 

DDT-resistance in the irrigation-water mosquitos Aedes mgromaculis and A. dorsalis 
was first noted in California as a lack of control in 1948 and was determined in 1951 to be 
three to 12 times that of normal larvae (Gjullin and Peters, 1952). DDT-resistance in the 
salt-marsh mosquitos A. sollicitans and A. tceniorhynchus was first noted in Florida as a 
lack of control in 1948 (Deonier, Cain and McDuffie, 1950), and then substantiated by 
test in 1949 (King, 1950). DDT-resistance in the yellow fever mosquito, Aedes ægypti, 
was first noted in Trinidad as a local lack of control in 1950 (Gillette, 1956); larvae tested 
in 1955 were 1000 times as resistant as normal strains (Fay, 1956a). This resistance has 
also been reported from Paramaribo, Dutch Guiana (Pinotti, 1954); and a significant 
failure of control has been observed in Cucuta, Colombia and in Ciudad Trujillo, Dominican 
Republic. A spread of this resistance in such a vector would be a serious matter indeed. 
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Reports in 1951 of DDT-resistance in Aedes communis, punctor and vexans (Russell, 1951), 
and in the sandfly Phlebotomus papatasii in Greece (Hess, 1952), have not been substan- 
tiated. Local suspicions of the resistance of Aedes and Culex in southern Ontario in 1953 
were disproved by test (Brown, Armstrong and Peterson, 1954). 

An early finding that specimens of the oriental roach, Blatta orientalis, collected from 
treated premises in Rome in 1947 were more resistant to DDT than those from untreated 
premises (Ricci, 1948) should not be taken as an instance of acquired resistance, for the 
former group were simply the survivors of the control programme (not the offspring of 
the survivors) and would naturally be expected to be more resistant than an untreated 
group. Chlordane-resistance, however, has been discovered in Blattella germanica, being 
first observed as a failure of control in Corpus Christi, Texas, in 1951. Tests in 1952 proved 
it to be over 100 times the normal tolerance level of German roaches (Heal, Nash and 
Williams, 1953). This resistance has appeared in San Antonio (Laake, 1955) and other 
points in the United States. Recently, pyrethrnvre sis tance of Blattella has appeared in 
the U.S.A. Colonies from Mississippi and from Philadelphia are about 20 times as resistant 

as normal to pyrethrins. 
Since a number of human diseases are transmitted by ticks, the reports that both the 

arsenic-resistant blue tick (Boophilus decoloratisi of South Africa and the cattle tick 
(B. microplus) of Australia had become resistant to BHC is of great interest. Recently, 
after six years of control, chlordane-resistance has been reported for the brown dog tick 
(Rhipicephalus sanguineus), a vector of Q fever of man, in New Jersey (Hansens, 1956). 

Recent records of DDT-resistance include Stomoxys calcitrans in Sweden and Fannia 
canicularis in northern Spain (Wiesmann, 1955a). Among aquatic Diptera, resistance to 
BHC and EPN has been acquired by Glyptotendipes midges in Florida (Lieux and Mulren- 
nan, 1956), recalling the DDT-resistance in Psychoda alternata sand-flies discovered in 

Illinois in 1949 (Bruce, 1950). 
The resistance of the house-fly to DDT and other chlorinated hydrocarbons has 

become so widespread, since its appearance in northern Sweden in 1946 and in Italy and 
Greece in 1947, that it is more interesting to mention where it has not developed. In Japan 
and Korea, military establishments did not quickly encounter failure in control by DDT 
(Hess, 1952). In the United Kingdom, appreciable resistance is found only in the vicinity 
of certain refuse tips (Goodwin-Bailey and Davies, 1954). In southern Germany (Reichmuth, 
1951) it has not developed to the extent it did in Denmark and central Switzerland. In 
India and Ceylon, despite anti-malarial spraying with DDT for many years, Musca d. nebulo 
has remained susceptible (Pal, Sharma and Krishnamurthy, 1952). 

Other flies which have not developed resistance, although found in barns and stables 
in company with house-flies which have, are Hcematobia irritans, AAuscina stabulans, 
Callitroga macellarla, Phormia regina (Wiesmann, 1955a) and Phoenicia pallescens (Hess, 
1952; Metcalf, 1955). Korean head-lice were of normal susceptibility to DDT, although 
the body-lice from the same individual were highly resistant (Hurlbut, Altman and Nibley, 
1952) . Years of DDT house spraying has not demonstrably changed the susceptibility of 
Anopheles atroparvus in Spain, Sardinia and Italy, A. culicifacies in Ceylon and India, or 
A. pseudopunctipenms in Mexico. After eight years of DDT dusting, the body-lice in 
Yugoslavia are still normally susceptible (Lepes, 1956). 

’ Laboratory selection of Musca domestica under DDT pressure produces a high level 
of resistance in 12 to 18 generations (Metcalf, 1955); it would be interesting to know of 
any sizeable population which failed to develop resistance under pressure. Selection of 
M. d. nebulo for 45 generations produced only a slight decrease in susceptibility, which 
appeared in one generation of removal from DDT (Pal, Sharma and Krishnamurthy, 1952). 
The tolerance level of Anopheles albimanus was not changed after 70 generations of DDT 
selection (Trapido, 1954). With Xenopsylla cheopis, seven generations of DDT pressure 
approximately halved their susceptibility (Kilpatrick and Fay, 1952). With normal body- 
lice, 25 generations of DDT pressure increased the resistance by 12 times (Eddy et al, 
1955). With Blattella germanica, 12 generations of selection with DDT increased the 
resistance of males by 20 times, and of females by 200 times (Grayson, 1953). In the house¬ 
fly, selection pressure on the larvæ develops DDT resistance much faster than on the 
adults (Bruce and Decker, 1950). Nearly all the instances of resistance in mosquitos have 
been associated with larviciding of salt marshes, irrigation water or rice fields, with the 
recent exception of Anopheles stephensi and A. gambiae (Bruce-Chwatt, 1956). Laboratory 
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experiments now in progress however have not indicated larval pressure to be more effective 
than adult in Anopheles. 

When laboratory strains of DDT-resistant house-flies are bred free of the insecticide, 
some may retain their resistance for 35 generations before gradually reverting, while others 
such as the Orlando strain may lose it quite quickly. Field-collected strains immediately 
commence a steady reversion under these conditions, Danish strains segregating into a 
susceptible and a resistant group within a year. Since the discontinuation in 1952 of 
chlorinated hydrocarbons for fly control in California, there has been an appreciable diminu¬ 
tion of resistance (Metcalf, 1955). The Korean lice lost their resistance in eight generations 
of freedom, but those which had been submitted to a further 17 generations of DDT 
pressure could ony lose part of it (Eddy et al, 1955). There is evidence that the Blattella 
in which DDT-resistance had been induced lose the greater part of it on removal from 
pressure (Fisk and Isart, 1953). 

A return of the house-fly to DDT will now bring the resistance back very quickly. 
This has been found with the Torre in Pietra strain in the laboratory (Busvine, 1956). 
In 1955 nearly all of the Danish flies had been reverting since 1950, but one experimental 
spraying with DDT brought the resistance back in four weeks (Wichmand, 1956). BHC- 
resistant larvae of M. d. vicina in Egypt, which had lost it in a season of freedom, regained 
it in seven weeks of re-exposure (Peffly and Shawarby, 1956). 

It is now recognised in the house-fly that there are two main types of resistance, one 
to DDT, methoxychlor and DDD, and the other to dieldrin, aldrin, chlordane, heptachlor, 
toxaphene and gamma-BHC. A few exceptional strains are known, such as methoxychlor" 
résistants susceptible to DDT, and a chlordane-resistant strain susceptible to BHC. Flies 
with the first type of resistance can acquire the second type in a very few generations, so 
that strains multi-resistant to all chlorinated hydrocarbons are becoming very frequent 
(Metcalf, 1955). 

A similar situation evidently exists in resistant mosquitos. Anopheles sundaicus 
(Davidson, 1955a), A. stephensi (Davidson, 1955b) and Aedes ægypti (Fay, 1956a) were 
resistant to DDT but showed normal susceptibility to dieldrin and to gamma-BHC. The 
DDT-resistant Culex molestus was controlled by chlordane or BHC (Mosna, 1948). The 
dieldrin-resistant A. gambice (Davidson, 1956) and A. quadrimaculatus (Mathis et al., 
1956) were also resistant to other cyclodiene derivatives and to gamma-BHC, but not to 
DDT. The BHC-resistant C. fatigans in Malaya were not resistant to DDT (Reid, 1955). 

However, the DDT-tolerant A. sacharovi of Greece were evidently tolerant to BHC, 
dieldrin and chlordane (Georgopoulos, 1954), although they had been susceptible to 
chlordane for a short period in 1952. The DDT-resistant salt marsh Aedes of Florida 
(Keller and Chapman, 1953) acquired resistance to cyclodiene derivatives and BHC, on 
being exposed to them from 1950 to 1953. The DDT-resistant Aedes and Culex of Cali¬ 
fornia were multi-resistant when tested in 1951, having already been exposed to some 
kind of cyclodiene derivative or BHC as well as DDT (Gjullin and Peters, 1952). 

When DDT-resistant body-lice were first discovered in Korea, Japan and Egypt, 
they were susceptible to BHC. (Adults and eggs of the Korean strain were resistant to 
Lauseto-neu (Cole, 1955), which resembles DDT structurally). However, BHC-resistant 
lice have now been found in many collections from Japan and some from South Africa and 
Marseilles (Nicoli and Sautet, 1955). The DDT-resistant Ctenocephalides fleas tested in 
1952 were susceptible to chlordane (Kilpatrick and Fay, 1952), but now the resistance in 
the USA involves both compounds. The chlordane-resistant Blattella are also highly 
resistant to dieldrin, less so to gamma-BHC, and only five times as DDT-resistant as normal 
(Heal, Nash and Williams, 1953). 

House-flies resistant to chlorinated hydrocarbons commonly show a slight decrease 
of their susceptibility to pyrethrins and to the organic phosphates. Laboratory pressure by 
pyrethrins has increased the tolerance by eight times, and by synergized pyrethrins 20 
times (Metcalf, 1955). Induced resistance to organo-phosphorus compounds was at first 
of this order, the increase with paraoxon being 11 times in 40 generations, with DFP 10 
times in 70 generations, and with parathion 18 times in 148 generations. In California, 
16 generations of malathion pressure has multiplied the resistance by 12 times, and 39 
generations of chlorthion pressure has increased it 54 times (March, Lewallen and Metcalf, 
1956). In Switzerland, diazinon pressure has increased resistance to this compound by 10 
to 30 times. In Israel, diazinon pressure on the larvae can increase the survival to this 
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chemical in the medium by 30 times (îvler and Cwilich, 1956). It is of interest that dilan 
pressure, which induces resistance to DDT, has also induced resistance to Resitox (Fay, 
1956), and pyrolan pressure, which has increased resistance to pyrolan 300 times, also 
imparted resistance to diazinon (Wiesmann, 1956). 

These increases in tolerance of organo-phosphorus insecticides are not of the order 
of the thousandfold resistance to chlorinated hydrocarbons. In many cases they are not 
sufficient to cause the failure of control, but in some cases they are. In Denmark, where 
organic phosphates have been used for three years, a five-fold increase in tolerance of 
parathion and diazinon, and a 40-fold resistance to Resitox, definitely jeopardises the use 
of these compounds (Keiding, 1956). In Florida, the use of organo-phosphorus baits for 
three to four years has increased the tolerance of house-fly populations in dairy barns by 
five to 30 times to malathion and dipterex (Lindquist, 1956). 

The resistance of insecticide-resistant strains to other environmental factors is of 
great interest. The DDT-resistant flies at Arnas, Sweden, were not only thicker-cuticled 
and darker, but also more resistant to extremes of temperature (Wiesmann, 1947). DDT- 
resistance has been found to be higher in larvse that are slower to reach the pupal stage, 
and most (but not all) resistant strains have longer larval periods than normal. In general, 
however, the bionomics and biotic potential of field resistant strains are no different from 
susceptible strains (Metcalf, 1955). But resistant strains produced by laboratory pressure 
will often decline in survival value if the conditions of rearing remove the selective mortality 
which the environment normally exacts from the housefly. Adults of the DDT-resistant 
Anopheles sundaicus and the dieldrin-resistant A. gambiœ are longer-lived than the normal. 
But Blattella in which DDT-resistance has been induced proved to be smaller and to 
produce less offspring (Grayson, 1953). 

DDT-resistant house-flies do not contain any more of the enzyme cholinesterase than 
susceptible flies (Pratt and Babers, 1953b). The Ellenville strain of resistant flies was found 
to contain about 50 per cent, more cytochrome oxidase activity than normal flies (Sacktor, 
1950); but there is no correlation between resistance and cytochrome oxidase in a number 
of strains (Perry and Sacktor, 1955). And the assessment of a number of strains showed 
that DDT-resistants had no greater rate of oxygen consumption than the normal (Pratt 
and Babers, 1953b; Sacktor, 1951; Lin and Richards, 1955). The resistance of a German 
population to DDT could be increased by adding Cu to the larval diet (Reichmuth, 
1956). Resistant house-flies have recently been found to contain 10 to 30 per cent, more 
fat than normal, and the fat content was directly correlated with resistance (Wiesmann, 
1955b). It appears that increase in the enzymes of cellular respiration, and nossibly in 
the amount of fat, could contribute to “vigor tolerance”, that slight increase of resistance 
to insecticides induced by any kind of selective agent (Hoskins and Gordon, 1956). 

It has become evident that, although reduced cuticular absorption of DDT is a factor 
in some strains, the main cause of DDT-resistance is increased detoxification. House-flies 
resistant to DDT can convert this toxin by dehydrochlorinating it to DDE (Sternburg, 
Kearns and Bruce, 1950), and the more DDT-resistant the strain, the greater the DDE 
production (Perry, Fay and Buckner, 1953). Species such as Oncopeltus, Melanoplus and 
Epilachna, which are normally refractory to DDT, can also detoxify it (Ferguson and 
Kearns, 1949), while normal susceptible Musca produce only a small amount of DDE 
(Perry and Hoskins, 1951). This conversion is affected by an enzyme recently called DDT- 
dehydrochlorinase, which in the house-fly requires activation by glutathione (Sternburg, 
Kearns and Moorefield, 1954). The enzyme is present in the epidermal cells, so that 
detoxification may be effected as DDT penetrates the integument. It is also present in the 
nerves themselves (Miyake, Kearns and Lipke, 1957), so that the nervous system of 
resistant flies comes to be less susceptible to the unstabilizing action of DDT (Pratt 
and Babers, 1953a; Weiant, 1955). The production of DDE in vivo is inhibited by 
piperonyl butoxide, and DDT-dehydrochlorinase is competitively inhibited by DMC; 
these materials are thus found to act as synergists for DDT (Perry and Hoskins, 1950; 
Perry, Mattson and Buckner, 1953). 

The enzymic detoxification in the house-fly produces DDE, and under some conditions 
in vivo water-soluble metabolites may appear. DDT-resistant Aedes cegypti and salt-marsh 
Aedes also produce DDE in vivo, which the susceptible population do not do; but their 
dehydrochlorinating enzyme, like that of Epilachna, is not activated by glutathione (Brown, 
1956; Brown and Perry, 1956). The DDT-dehydrochlorinase of resistant body-lice may be 
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activated by glutathione, but the product is a water-soluble metabolite (Perry, 1956)- but 
there is just as much of the enzyme in normal body-lice, and neither susceptible nor resistant 
strains absorb DDT to any extent. DDT-tolerant Blandía metabolize DDT more rapidly 
than normal roaches; in this species only about half of the DDT eventuates as DDE 
(Babers and Roan, 1953). 

Detoxification is evidently important in the resistance of the house-fly to other 
insecticides. BHC-resistant strains may absorb slightly more (and sometimes less) of the 
insecticide; some strains dehydrochlorinate it to pentachlorocyclohexene (Sternburg and 
Kearns, 1956), others metabolize it to water-soluble metabolites several times faster than 
susceptible strains (Bradbury and Standen, 1956). Heptachlor-resistant flies can survive 
application of heptachlor epoxide, the metabolite which is more toxic to susceptible 
flies than heptachlor itself (Perry, Mattson and Buckner, 1954). The fact that certain 
synergists inhibit an esterase which can hydrolyze pyrethrins suggests that this enzyme 
might confer pyrethrin-resistance (Chamberlain, 1950). And the discovery of an aromatic 
esterase in the house-fly and other insects, which can break down phenyl esters, including 
parathion, suggests a mode of detoxification for many of the organo-phosphorus insecticides 
(Metcalf et al, 1956). 

inheritance of DDT-resistance has been found to be due to genetic factors. Once 
achieved, it is possible for it to be maintained in generations free of the insecticide and it 
may be produced by sibling selection without the individuals in the direct line of descent 
being exposed to the insecticide (Crow, 1956). Levels of DDT insufficient to kill and thus 
select are found not to increase the resistance of house-flies (Hoffman, Roth and Lindquist, 
1951). Sublethal treatment through 30 generations of Drosophila melanogaster did not 
change its resistance to DDT. Moreover it did not increase the natural low mutation rate 
(Luers, 1953). The conclusion therefore is that the DDT induces resistance by selecting 
the genes already existing. 

There being no valid evidence for cytoplasmic inheritance, the genes for DDT- 
resistance must be in the chromosomes. There being no evidence of sex linkage of resistance, 
they must be in autosomes. There is little or no maternal effect in its inheritance in house¬ 
flies. 

In the early work on the genetics of DDT-resistance in Musca it was concluded that 
it was due to a number of genes (Bruce and Decker, 1950). But with more homogeneous 
stocks or single matings the F2 segregation was obtained that indicated a single gene for 
resistance (Keiding, 1953; Maelzer and Kirk, 1953; Lichtwardt et al, 1955; Lichtwardt, 
1956). Evidence for this monofactorial expression was first obtained for DDT knockdown 
rather than kill (Harrison, 1953). Further research should elucidate whether the gene for 
knockdown is identical with that for kill, and indeed whether the gene for DDT-resistance 
is the same in all strains of the house-fly. For example, Harrison, and also Keiding found 
the gene to be recessive; while Maelzer and Kirk, and also Lichtwardt, found it to be 
dominant. Since there are physiological differences between resistant strains, there must at 
least be differences in modifying genes. 

r ^een shown that in Musca the gene for DDT-resistance is different from that 
for BHC-resistance (Busvine, 1953), and chlordane-resistance (La Face, 1952). In Drosophila 
it is identical for DDT-resistance and BHC-resistance (Tsukamoto, 1954), and it has been 
located at crossover distance 66 on chromosome II (Tsukamoto and Ogaki, 1953). Nicotine- 
resistance induced in this species is due to another gene located near the centromere of 
chromosome III (Tsukamoto and Ogaki, 1955). These results were produced by applying 
insecticide pressure on the larvae of a Japanese strain. When DDT pressure was applied 
to adults of American strains, the moderate degree of resistance obtained was unaccom¬ 
panied by dehydrochlorination (Crow, 1956) and was polygenic in inheritance (King, 
1954) involving all chromosomes (Crow, 1954). Polygenic inheritance of BHC-resistance 
was also indicated when the insecticide was applied to the adult Drosophila (Oppenoorth 
and Dresden, 1953). 

DDT-resistance has at times been associated with certain morphological character¬ 
istics in house-flies, such as a wider frons and second abdominal sternum (Bigelow and 
LeRoux,1954), a broken costa (Lichtwardt, Bruce and Decker, 1955), black abdominal 
sclerites (Lichtwardt, 1956), or reticulation of the posterior transverse vein (Milam, 1955)- 
but since this association does not hold good for all strains and all individuals, thes¿ 
characteristics must derive from other genes either linked or accidentally associated with 
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DDT-resistance. The genetics of the house-fly which in diploid state has 12 chromosomes 
and XY males (Makino, 1951), is gradually progressing. Already 21 mutant characters 
have been listed (Milani, 1954) in addition to those of resistance. 

In genetical studies on the German roach, which in the diploid state has 24 chromo- 
somes, the chlordane-resistance has proved to be due to an autosomal gene or genes (Gray¬ 
son, Jarvis and Levitan, 1956). But the induced DDT-resistance in Bldttelld, although 
mainly autosomal, betrays some maternal effect, in that the Fi always resembles the female 
parent more closely than the male in reciprocal crosses (Cochran, Grayson and Levitan, 

Among mosquitos, it is known that geographical races within a species may be 
characterised by the frequency of certain arrangements within their six (n = 3) chromo¬ 
somes (Kitzmiller, 1953; Roseboom, 1954). The DDT-resistant Aedes œgypti of Trinidad 
concerns a special chromosomal type characterised by ring formation and non-disjunction. 
Much is known about the chromosomal dimorphism of Anopheles mdculipennis (Frissi, 
1951) and certain observations, publication of which is awaited, suggests that DDT favours 
the survival of one of the chromosome types (D’Alessandro, Frissi and Mariani, 1957). 
The rearing of Culex quinquefdscidtus under DDT pressure in Venesuela resulted in a great 
increase of gynandromorphs (Blasques and Maier, 1951). The fate of dieldrin-resistance in 
Anopheles gdmbiœ is now under study. It is definitely monofactorial in A. gdmbiæ, back- 
crosses of the Fi hybrid with either parent showing a 1:1 segregation (Davidson, 1956b). 

Extension of such studies to other species of Anopheles, Aedes and Culex, and eventu¬ 
ally to the body-louse (2n = 12), Ctenocephdlides (2n = 14), and the bed-bug (n = 16 to 21), 
would be of the greatest value. The formal genetics developed for Drosophild is gradually 
emerging for Mused, and eventually may be an element in comparative studies of all 
resistant vectors. Population genetics is one of the most vital fields in the resistance prob¬ 
lem. One question at present is whether the slow rise and sluggish reversion of resistance, 
contrasted with its rapid rise on re-exposure, is due to the presence of satellite genes or 
whether it is simply an expression of frequency changes in a single gene for resistance. 
It is important, too, that the spread of resistance in a population should be geographically 
mapped. 

Field studies, in addition to tests of resistance levels, should involve some quantitative 
measure of behavioural changes where they occur. Wherever possible, resistant strains 
should be taken into insectary culture. Laboratory studies of the biochemical nature of 
detoxification in the various resistant vectors, along the lines so well developed for Mused, 
would be of the greatest interest. The selective effect of combinations of insecticides should 
be investigated. In the overall programme, the control officer, the ecologist, physiologist, 
biochemist and geneticist all have their essential place; and every honest and informed 
investigation has equally great value for an understanding and solution of the resistance 
problem. 
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ABSTRACT 

, psect-borne diseases are among the greatest of the public health problems confronting 
the world Health Organization. Considerable success has been attained in the control of 
malaria, typhus, plague, filariasis, and dysentery in the last ten years by the use of DDT and 
other residual insecticides. Because of the development of resistance, control projects have, in 
some instances, been jeopardized or negated. 

On the initiative of certain member nations, WHO is setting up a world program on 
the resistance of insects to insecticides. By means of standard tests, a survey is being made of 
the extent of resistance throughout the world; reported cases are being verified, and new cases 
discovered. Coordination is effected between the various laboratories of the world which are 
in a position to study resistance, and cognizance is being ta\en of their facilities and future 
needs. Channels for rapid exchange of information are being set up. The aim of this program 
is, therefore, for WHO to stimulate and coordinate the research on resistance throughout the 
world in order that the attac\ on disease<arrying insects may be maintained in an enlightened 
and effective manner. 

Arthropod-borne diseases are very prominent among health problems of concern to 
member governments of the World Health Organisation. Although the advent of DDT 
and other modern insecticides has resulted in great progress in the control of such diseases 
as malaria, typhus fever, plague, filariasis, leishmaniasis, onchocerciasis, bartonellosis, and 
shigellosis, the incidence of these infections is still extremely high in many parts of the 
world. 

Initial results from the use of modern insecticides indicated that the majority of 
vector Tome diseases of man could be controlled effectively, and in some instances eradi- 
cated. With the development of resistance by house flies, certain species of mosquitoes, 
lice and fleas to chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides, this optimistic outlook has been 
somewhat modified. Nevertheless, in spite of the resistance problem, the improved health 
and subsequent social and economic benefits which have resulted from the use of modern 
insecticides are outstanding. These gains have stimulated intensive efforts to assure com 
tinuation and extension of the control of vector-borne diseases. The principal technical 
impediment to the success of such efforts is insecticide resistance. 

The problem of resistance is growing much more rapidly than are remedial measures, 
and the stage has now been reached where a greatly accelerated effort, organized on an 
international basis, is needed. Cognizant of this situation, the World Health Organization 
convened the Seventh Session of the Expert Committee on Insecticides in Geneva, Switzer- 
land, from July 10-17, 1956. The following were members of the Committee: 

Members 

Dr. W. Cottier, Director, Entomology Division, Department of Scientific and 
Industrial Research, Nelson, New Zealand. 

Dr. R. A. E. Galley, Director, Colonial Products Laboratory, London, United 
Kingdom. 

Dr. R. Milani, Istituto di Zoologia “Lazzaro Spallanzani,” Pavia, Italy. 
Dr. e. Mofidi, Director, Institute of Malariology and Parasitology, Teheran, Iran. 

(Vice-Chairman). 

Dr. J. A. Reid, Entomological Division, Institute for Medical Research, Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaya (Rapporteur). 

Dr. S. W. Simmons, Scientist Director, Chief, Technology Branch, Communicable 
Disease Center, Atlanta, Georgia, USA. (Chairman). 

Dr. H. Wichmand, Director, Government Pest Infestation Laboratory, Springforbi, 
Denmark. 
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Consultants 
Dr. J. R. Busvine, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street, 

London, United Kingdom. 
Dr. L. E. Chadwick, Chief, Entomology Branch, Directorate of Medical Research, 

Army Chemical Center, Maryland, USA. 

Observer 
Dr. R. Wiesmann, Scientific Department, J. R. Geigy, S.A., Basel, Switzerland. 

(Member, Expert Advisory Panel on Insecticides). 

Secretariat 
Dr. A. W. A. Brown, Division of Environmental Sanitation, WHO. 
Dr. R. I. Hood, Chief, International Quarantine Section, WHO. 
Dr. E. B. Weeks, Malaria Section, WHO. 
Mr. J. W. Wright, Division of Environmental Sanitation, WHO. (Secretary). 

Most of the disciplines concerned with the problem of resistance were represented 
on the Committee, with specialists in such fields as entomology, chemistry, genetics, and 
malariology. The Committee reviewed available data, plans, and needs for further inform 
mation on various aspects of the resistance problem, including physiology, biochemistry, 
genetics, and alternative methods of control. This presentation outlines recommendations 
of the Commitee for an international program of research on the resistance of insects to 
insecticides. The report of the Committee and a working paper entitled, “A World Pro- 
gram on the Resistance of Insects to Insecticides, prepared by the author for the Com- 

mittee have been used as source material. 

The Committee was greatly aided by information secured by staff members and con' 
sultants of the World Health Organization. During 1955 and 1956, extensive preliminary 
surveys were made of laboratories throughout the world to ascertain the nature and 
extent of research in progress and to assess the potentialities for future research. The 
results indicated clearly an almost cosmopolitan deficiency in efforts expended on this 
very important problem. Even though only laboratories known or believed to be working 
on insecticide resistance were visited, about 20 percent were conducting no work related 
to resistance. Where pertinent activities were in progress, work in most instances was 
confined to detection of resistance in the field, or to random screening of chemicals for effect 
against resistant species. Research related to resistance was largely part-time, and the 
number of laboratories with adequate equipment and staff trained to do the much needed 
basic research was extremely small. Some workers were not familiar with research in other 
parts of the world because of inadequate exchange of information and ineffectiveness of 
distribution through normal publication channels. In many laboratories published materials 
often were not available to the workers. Such poor exchange of scientific information con¬ 
tributes to duplication of effort, increased costs, and reduced efficiency. 

Considering the magnitude and importance of operational programs for the control 
of insect vectors of diseases, the Committee concluded that the proportion of funds devoted 
to research on the resistance problem is entirely inadequate and out of line with sound 

economic practice. 
Vector control programs are sponsored and financed on international as well as on 

national bases. Several international agencies, including WHO, are supporting programs 
designed to effect an eventual global eradication of malaria and to control other vector- 
borne diseases. Such an international approach must be taken to support research if success 
of operational programs is to be insured. The Committee suggested that WHO is an 
appropriate body to assume leadership in the stimulation and coordination of an inter¬ 
national research program on the resistance problem. A program of this nature was recog¬ 
nized as an undertaking requiring several years. 

The following were designated as the most important activities for immediate atten¬ 

tion: 
1. Collection and dissemination of information on the insecticide resistance problem. 

The Committee recommended that WHO (l) establish a depository for information on 
insecticidal resistance from all sources, and undertake subsequent distribution of appro¬ 
priate materials to research workers, (2) encourage more extensive direct exchange of 
reports and visits by personnel between various research establishments, (3) maintain 
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œntmumg contact with laboratories and scientists to assure regular receipt of information, 
and (4) accelerate publication of material on insecticidal resistance. 

2. Promotion of needed research. Although research is needed on all phases of the 
resistance problem, the most serious deficiencies are in basic research, particularly in fields 
concerned with the mechanism of resistance—physiology, biochemistry and genetics. 

More complete information on biology and ecology of vector species is necessary to 
elucidate characteristics which are responsible for development of resistance in the field. 
Such knowledge might enable design of better and more economic operational procedures 
that would delay the development of resistance. 

3. Facilitating the procurement of personnel and funds. The Committee noted the 
almost universal scarcity of highly qualified research workers, as well as the shortage of 
research funds, and was aware that these two deficiencies did not always occur in the 
same countries. Some countries have highly qualified people available for basic research 
but do not have sufficient funds for their employment; in a few other countries funds were 
not so serious a limiting factor as was the lack of qualified personnel. The suggestion was 
made that WHO consider making small grants for equipment or personnel to laboratories 
having adequate leadership but inadequate financing. 

4- Adoption of standard test methods for use in control programs. The Committee 
recognised the necessity of using standardised tests in control programs, and recommended 
development of the following types of tests, which should be subjected to extensive field 
trials in different geographical areas prior to adoption: 

(a) Tests for detecting resistance in all arthropods of public health importance. The 
use of such techniques would provide an accurate appraisal of the resistance 
problem throughout the world and advanced information on potential problem 
areas; 

(b) Investigation of standard bioassay techniques for determining the toxicity of 
residual deposits; and 

(c) Development of simple chemical tests for quantitative field determination of 
insecticide on treated surfaces. 

yittjya' ^rocurernent and testing of new insecticides. Through its world-wide contacts, 
WHO often obtains early information on newly developed insecticides. The Committee 
recommended the judicious distribution of these data and, in some instances, the shipment 
of samples to cooperating laboratories for testing so that worthwhile materials can be put 
into use as soon as possible. 

6. Liaison activities. It was suggested that liaison visits to selected laboratories by 
representatives of WHO would do much to stimulate research and to induce early dis¬ 
semination of data. The preliminary surveys of research laboratories disclosed gaps in the 
research program; in some cases, laboratories potentially able to undertake such research 
were noted. Visits to these establishments are indicated, and the initiation of new research 
projects at some or all of them should do much to build a balanced research program for 
elucidation of the resistance problem. 

7. Meetings and conferences. The Committee noted with satisfaction that WHO 
intends to sponsor an early conference of directors of the major laboratories able to parti¬ 
cipate in the collaborative program of research. This will effect better international co¬ 
operation in the research effort. Regional meetings of research workers would further aid 
in the formulation and execution of the program. 
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On the Activity of Blatella germanica L. 
(Orthoptera: Blattidae) 

By B. Hocking 

University of Alberta 

Edmonton, Alta. 

ABSTRACT 

Apparatus which permits the continuous recording of activity of insects weighing from 
20 mg. upwards is described. Activity of Blatella germanica L. in relation to eating, drinking 
and sheltering was recorded. The weight of food eaten, the weight of water drun\, and the dry 
weight of excreta passed, over varying periods of time were recorded. The first two items were 
also recorded approximately for single sessions of eating and drinking. Observations on both 
sexes over a period of several months are summarized. Isolated individuals of each sex, pairs of 
females, and the males of mixed pairs, abandoned their nocturnal rhythm after about three 
wee\s in the apparatus. 

INTRODUCTION 

There are several references in the literature to the slower growth of isolated insects 
in comparison with those raised in batches (Landowsky, 1938; Chauvin, 1945; Hockin^ 

et al. 1950; Ludwig, 1956). There has been no adequate explanation of this effect. The work 

described here was carried out in connection with investigations into this problem. It throws 

little light on this, but other unexpected results are of sufficient interest to justify this 
report. 

METHOD 

The actograph with which these observations were made consists of paired cylindrical 
cages of 20 mesh saran screening, 30 cm. long by 5 cm. diameter, the ends closed with caps 
of clear cellulose acetate sheet. The two cages were arranged parallel to each other in the 
same horizontal plane with a space between them of 2.5 cm. Each cage was pivoted at the 
centre on two steel screws with conical points resting in adjustable agate cups, one a female 
cone, the other grooved. Steel stiffening wires along the sides of the cages carried riders of 
1.5 gm. at one end and of 0.15 gm. at the other end of the cage. The positions of riders could 
be read on mm. scales. Movement of the riders 1 mm. thus represented weight changes of 
10 mg. and 1 mg. respectively at the ends of the cages. 

In each cage a pellet of food was sealed with wax onto a semi-circular platform at 

one end and water was made available at the other end from a 1 cm3, glass ampoule with a 

small hole blown in the side at the bottom. The food used was a commercial preparation 

known as “Miracle” rabbit pellets (Ogilvie Flour Mills Ltd.) on which the Laboratory 

culture of the cockroach was maintained, composed approximately as follows: protein 
16.0%, fat 3.0%, carbohydrates 58.5%, fibre 20.0%, and mineral matter 2.5%. 

The evaporation loss from the water container and the excess weight of water con¬ 
sumed over weight of food consumed were collectively counterbalanced by a second similar 
ampoule with a somewhat larger hole which was fixed outside the food end of the cage so 
that the insects did not have access to it. This was done to obviate the necessity for frequent 
resetting of the zero, an operation which was accomplished by means of the riders All 
water containers were calibrated so that their relative rates of weight loss by evaporation 
were known; it was thus possible to correct for the evaporation loss from the drinking 
container by measuring that of the counterbalancing container. 

In order to detain the insect at the centre of the cage for sufficient time for a zoro 
reading to be obtained between a visit to water and a visit to food, a double spiral maze of 
black cardboard (Fig. 1) was fitted in the centre of the cage. The distance through this was 
20 cm., so that the minimum total distance travelled between food and water was 50 cm. 
Insects used the maze as shelter during most of the daylight hours and usually at night when 
not visiting food or water. 

Aluminium sheet trays were arranged underneath the cages to catch excretory 
material; this also had to be collected from the maze where much of it was deposited 
A cellulose acetate cover protected the cages and trays from draughts. Pens attached to 
the water ends of the cages recorded changes in balance on a one foot diameter kymograph 
drum rising one inch per revolution, the surface of which travelled at about 5 cm./hour. 
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To obtain records of the weights of food or water consumed at a single session it was found 
necessary to operate at two to three times this speed. The recording paper was changed and 
the zero set twice weekly; the pens were inked once a week; the only other attention 
required was the periodical weighing of containers, excreta, and insects. Sensitivity was 
adjusted by raising or lowering the points of the supporting screws. In the tests reported 
here a change in load of 3.3 mg. at the end of a cage caused the pen to travel 1 mm. The 
total travel was limited by stops to 6 mm. in each direction, caused by a load of about 20 mg. 
at the end of the cage. Zero setting was accomplished by loading each end of the cage to 
record the food and water limit lines and then, with the insect in the central mase, adjusting 
the riders to bring the pen to halfway between these lines. 

Apart from a few occasions when they were exposed to artificial light at night, 
insects were subjected to normal changes of daylight and darkness, year round at latitude 
53° 30' N. Recordings of temperature, humidity, and barometric pressure in the laboratory 
were made during some experiments. The apparatus was placed near a window. This, with 
the transparent materials used in its construction ensured good illumination of all parts of 

the cages except the central mazes. . 
All specimens used were adults taken at random from a laboratory culture. 36 speci¬ 

mens were used and records were obtained for a total of 750 cockroach-days. Single indivi 
duals of either sex and each of the three possible sex combinations were tested. 

RESULTS 

The normal daily cycle of activity after allowing a day or two for the insects to become 
accustomed to the cages is shown in Fig- 2. The data are adjusted for an equinoctial day. 

Fig. 1. The double spiral maze used at the centre of cages to provide shelter and delay the passage of the cock¬ 
roach. Actual size. The dotted circle indicates the position of the hole in the lid. 

Fig. 2. The normal daily cycle of activity of B. germanica; data adjusted to an equinoctial day. 

This pattern of behaviour did not persist however, except when there were two male 
insects, one in each cage, and on the part of the female if there were a male in the other cage. 
With all other arrangements, i.e. a single female; a single male; two females, one in each 
cage; and the male of a male-female combination, the nocturnal feature of the pattern was 
gradually lost and with females the activity both at night and especially by day increased 
greatly as shown in Tables I and II. At the same time the normal reaction to the presence of 
the observer—running into hiding—was lost, the insects remaining at an exposed end of 
the cage even when blown at or touched with the finger. It was sometimes necessary to 
prod an insect into the maze with a needle to permit the zero to be reset. Insects which 
became excessively active usually died in three to four weeks; others survived more than 
two months, but with gravid females the hatching of eggs sometimes terminated the 

experiment. ' 
Data on the weights of food and water consumed and of excreta passed are recorded 

in Table III. The weights of food and excreta are dry weights; at room temperature and 
R.H. about 55 per cent of these materials contained about 8.0 and 8.75 per cent moisture 
respectively. The average live weight of males was 53.9 mg. and of females 97-2 mg. 
Temperature during the experiments ranged from 60 to 85°F. and humidity from 38 to 
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TABLE I—The Activity of Isolated Females of B. germanica; 

Four-day Averages for Six Specimens. 

Days 1-4 5-8 9-12 13-16 17-20 21-24 

Mean no. of daylight excursions 1 
to food in 24 hrs. 

3 8 8 18 51 

Mean no. of daylight excursions 1 
to water in 24 hrs. 

2 6 7 15 49 

Mean no. of excursions 
to food in darkness in 24 hrs. 

10 14 39 36 30 55 

Mean no. of excursions 
to water in darkness in 24 hrs. 

11 14 45 46 28 40 

Ratio of activity in darkness 
to activity in daylight. 

11 6 6 5 2 1 

TABLE II- The Activity of Isolated Ldales of B. germanica; 

Four-Day Averages for Six Specimens. 

Days 1-4 5-8 9-12 13-16 17-20 21-24 

Mean no. of daylight excursions 1 
to food in 24 hrs. 

2 4 4 d 1 6 

Mean no. of daylight excursions 1 
to water in 24 hrs. 

2 3 7 6 8 

Mean no. of excursions 
to food in darkness in 24 hrs. 

14 15 9 9 8 9 

Mean no. of excursions 
to water in darkness in 24 hrs. 

21 23 11 12 10 10 

Ratio of activity in darkness 
to activity in daylight. 

18 10 3 2 2 1 

TABLE III -Dry Weights of Food and Water Consumed and of Excreta passed by 

B. germanica in mg./gm. Live Weight. 

Mean daily Maximum at 

Food 9 24.6 33 

cf 21.5 36 

Water 9 163 76 

cf 156 93 

Excreta 9 4.2 _ 

cf 3.6 
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72 per cent R.H. In general, food consumption was correlated with activity, but the data 
are insufficient to permit the relationship to be expressed mathematically. 

If it is assumed that a complete excursion to food or water and back requires that the 
insect travels an average distance of 50 cm. and a partial excursion an average distance of 
25 cm. the distances travelled by the insects in different times can be estimated from the 
records. The average distance travelled by females in 24 hours was 56 m., that travelled 
by males 23 m., the maximum distances travelled in any one day were 458 and 68 m. 
respectively. These figures do not represent normal behaviour, but include the data for 

hyperactive females. 
F DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The normal daily activity rhythm observed does not differ in any essential features 
from that described for Periplaneta americana L. (Harker, 1956) or Blatta orientalis L. 
(Gunn, 1940; Mellanby, 1940). The observed effects of isolation, however, do not appear 
to have been recorded previously. A simple hypothesis which would explain the facts is 
that the nocturnal rhythm and the normal (low) activity level are maintained only in the 
presence of a stimulus produced by males. This stimulus acts at a distance. Presumably it is 
not visual since in the early stages of an experiment two insects were never found at the 
same ends of their cages in daylight, and hence in sight of each other. I have no evidence of 
auditory stimuli. This suggests a chemical, olfactory stimulus. A possible source of such a 
stimulus is the tergal glands, which in this species are present in the males only (Roth and 
Willis, 1954). Since activity is increased in its absence such an odour would contribute to 
aggregation through orthokinesis. Possibly too, the secretion of the tergal glands is controlled 
by the suboesophageal ganglia, which Harker found determined the activity rhythm. 
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DISCUSSION 

R. C. Dickson. Was there an increase in food intake accompanying the increased 

activity in the latter part of the run? 
B. Hocking. There was some evidence of this, but I have insufficient data. There is a 

definite increase in water consumption. 
J. R. Busvine. Did you clean the cages between runs, or notice any differences in 

results from clean and contaminated cages? Wigglesworth, for example, found differences 
in behaviour of lice on clean cloth and cloth contaminated by other lice. 

B. Hocking. The only cleaning between runs was the removal of faeces, usually only 
found near the food tray. I have not noticed any differences between early runs when the 
cage was clean, and later runs when the cage was not. 

R. Darchen. Ave^vous trouvé un changement dans le rhythme d’activité de Blatella 
du cours du temps (plusieurs semaines)? 

B. Hocking. Yes. There is a very marked change in the activity during daylight. 



Studies on the Relationship between Changes in the Volume 

of the Tracheal System and Growth in Locusta migratoria L. 
By Kenneth U. Clarke 

University of Nottingham 

Nottingham, England 

ABSTRACT 

The volume of the tracheal system shows cyclical changes during the growth of the locust 
The volume decreases during a stadium and increases at an ecdysis. These changes are related 
to those of weight, animal volume and density which occur at these times. It is shown that 
the tracheal system plays an important part in the growth of the animal, particularly at an 
ecdysis, it being the mechanism by which the locust can increase its dimensions when the amount 
of tissue present and its density remains constant. The changes in volume of the tracheal system 
are largely due to changes in the volume of the air sacs. 

Such changes in the volume of the air sacs might be expected to affect respiration However 
the oxygen consumption shows no corresponding cycle of changes. It increases at a constant 
rate throughout the stadium and is relatively unaffected by an ecdysis. The number of respira' 
tory movements per minute is likewise unchanged during a stadium or by an ecdysis. 

These facts together with an examination of the anatomy of the tracheal system suggest 
that the dorsal abdominal air sacs represent a special adaptation to these growth changes and do 
not play a part in the respiratory wor\ of the tracheal system. The changes in volume of the 
tracheal system are studied in single individuals throughout the cycle of instar and ecdysis by 
means of X'ray photographs. 

Studies on the growth of insects have emphasised that during a stadium their linear 
dimensions and hence their volume remain constant, while their weight approximately 
doubles and at an ecdysis the volume nearly doubles but the weight slightly decreases 
Teissier (1931) calculated on this basis that there was a cyclical change in the density of 
the animal, it increased during a stadium and returned to a minimal value at each ecdysis 
While studying the growth of the locust it was found that changes in the volume of the 
tracheal system played an important part in these weightwolume relationships. 

^bbe volume of the tracheal system was measured by a modification of Wiggles worth's 
(1950) injection technique. The locust was weighed, injected with fluid of known specific 
gravity and then reweighed. From the difference in weight the volume of the tracheal 
system was calculated. After the second weighing the immersion volume of the animal was 
measured by immersing the animal in fluid in a measuring cylinder. The locust was then 
dissected and the tracheal system examined to check that it was completely filled with 
fluid. The changes in volume that the tracheal system undergoes during the 3rd, 4th & 5th 
stadia and ecdyses were found by measuring its volume in animals of known age in each 
instar, the results obtained are illustrated in Fig. 1. During a stadium the volume of the 
tracheal system decreased to about 15% of its initial volume, and at an ecdysis it increased 
to about 10 times its minimal value. An examination of the dissected locusts showed that 
the decrease in volume was due to the growing tissues pressing upon the air sacs and thus 
occluding them. At an ecdysis the expansion of the system was partly due to real growth 
and partly due to the relaxation of this tissue pressure (Clarke 1957a). 

The effects of these changes on the growth characteristics outlined above are as 
ollows. In Fig. 2, the data obtained for weight and immersion volume for the same indivi^ 

duals whose tracheal volumes were given in Fig. 1, are illustrated for the 4th 6? 5th instars. 
The weight showed an increase in each stadium and a slight decrease at the 4th ecdysis. The 
immersion volume showed an increase during each stadium and at the 4th ecdysis. The 
trend that these changes showed during each stadium can be expressed by a straight line of 
the type y = a ± bx and this was fitted to each set of observations by the method of least 
squares. The slope of the line given by V for weight in the 4th stadium was 4.1652 + 0 6733 
and for immersion volume 2.462 + 0.5055 showing clearly that the weight was increasing 
faster than the volume. The density shows the cyclical changes predicted bv Teissier. 

Fig. 3. illustrated the modifications introduced into this picture by allowing for the 
changing volume of the tracheal system. This was done by subtracting from the immersion 
volume the volume of the tracheal system to give the volume of the tissues in the body. 
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The tissue volume showed an increase during the 4th stadium at the rate of 3.4824 ± 0.5456 
which was comparable with that obtained for weight (4.1562). There was no sudden change 
in tissue volume at an ecdysis and the tissue density shows no cyclical change. Comparison 
of Figs. 2 and 3 suggests that the tracheal system played an important part in allowing a 
rapid increase in size at an ecdysis while the mass and density of the tissues remained 
constant. In fact the increase of immersion volume at an ecdysis was almost exactly equal 

5 th stadium 
K 

Fig. 1. Changes in the volume of the tracheal system during the growth of Locusta migratoria between the 
2nd 6? 5th ecdyses. Lines join the mean values for each set of observations. Each stadium and its ecdysis was 
studied independently of the others. This is indicated by circles and straight lines for the 3rd & 5th stadia and 

by crosses and broken lines for the 4th stadium. 

to that of the tracheal system; at the 4th ecdysis the immersion volume showed an increase 
of 370.8 mm3 while that of the tracheal volume was 371.1 mm3. 

The part played by the tracheal system in these changing weightwolume relationships 
could be followed in an individual by x^ray photographs. These are illustrated in Fig. 4. 
Fig. 4a shows the locust at the commencement of the 4th ecdysis with some air in its gut; 
Fig. 4b shows the same animal 10 minutes later with the body completely distended by air 
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in the gut, Fig. 4c taken one hour later shows the gut contracted and the air sacs expanded; 
Fig. 4d taken 130 hours later at the end of the 5th stadium shows the body packed with 
tissues, the air sacs being completely occluded. 

4*stadium 4* eedysis S^stadium 5ecdysis 

V 
V ,8 

Time in hours. 

Fig. 2. The relationship between weight and immersion volume and the changes in immersion density during 
the 4th & 5th stadia and the 4th eedysis. Weight X-X; volume O-O. 

Lee (1929) 6? McGovran (1931) have shown that in the Acridiidæ the air "sacs'form 
part of a system by which air is circulated through the body of the animal, and it seems to 
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have been generally assumed that this circulation aids respiration. Any considerable 
change in the volume of the respiratory system such as has been described might be expected 
to affect the respiration of the locust. Three possibilities were considered 1) the oxygen 
consumption of the animal may show cyclical changes corresponding with those of the 
volume of the tracheal system, 2) the number of respiratory movements per minute may 
increase to compensate for the decrease in tracheal volume, 3) the air sacs may not play an 

important part in respiration. 

Fig. 3. The relationship between weight and tissue volume and the changes in tisuse density during the 4th 6? 

5th stadia and the 4th ecdysis. Weight X-X; volume O-O. 

Fig. 5 shows the changes that occurred in oxygen consumption in mm3/hour at N.T.P. 
and of weight in milligrams in an individual locust throughout the 4th stadium and ecdysis. 
There was no indication of a cycle in oxygen consumption in this locust nor was there in 
any of 32 other individuals studied for the period of instar and ecdysis (Clarke 1957b). 

Fig. 6 shows the number of respirations per minute measured at 12 hour intervals 
throughout the 3rd, 4th, 6? 5th stadia and ecdyses. Again there is no evidence of cyclical 
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changes in the number of respiratory movements per minute that can be correlated with 
changes in tracheal volume. This is supported by similar results from 15 other individuals 
that were studied. 

The possibility that the air sacs do not play an important part in respiration is sup- 
ported by the above observations but not proven since there is a possibility that air circular 
tion can continue normally despite these changes in tracheal volume. For example, 
McGovran showed that in Chortophaga viridi/asciata the volume of tidal air was 0.222 mm* 
per gram of insect at 28°C. Now, if the volume of the air sacs does not become less than this, 
changes in their volume need not alter the amount of tidal air providing the magnitude 
of the abdominal movements does not decrease. Indeed, the decrease in that volume of 
the air sacs which is in excess of the volume of tidal air will mean that a greater proportion 
of the air within the tracheal system is changed at each respiration and in this sense the 
system may increase in efficiency as it becomes smaller. 

a b c d 

Fig. 4. X-ray photographs of an individual locust during the 4th ecdysis and 5th stadium, a) at the commence- 
ment of ecdysis with some air in its gut, b) 10 minutes later, gut fully distended with air, c) one hour later 
gut contracted and air sacs full of air, d) 130 hours later at the end of 5th stadium showing the air sacs occluded 
by the packed body tissues. 

Studies on the anatomy of the tracheal system show that certain of the air sacs cannot 
play an important part in respiration. Albrecht (1953) has figured the tracheal system of 
the abdomen of a locust. His figure shows the dorsal air sacs of the abdomen from a selb 
contained group, opening close to the abdominal spiracles at their ventral ends and into 
each other dorsally. Their expansion and contraction, together with the alternate opening 
and closing of the thoracic and abdominal spiracles, would cause the circulation of air in 
through the thoracic and out through the abdominal spiracles. This action however, does 
not substantially reduce the diffusion path of gas from the spiracles to the tracheoles of 
important organs. Comparison with the positioning of air sacs in Melolontha helps to 
emphasise this. In Melolontha (Figure in Schroder, 1928) the air sacs are at the ends of the 
trachea distal from the spiracles and have trachea and tracheoles opening from them to 
supply the adjacent organs. Expansion and contraction of these air sacs clearly serves to 
ventilate their trachea and to shorten the diffusion path of gas from the spiracles to the organs 
they supply. Similarly placed air sacs are to be found in the body of the locust. 

The cyclical changes in the volume of the tracheal system described; the relationship 
of these changes to growth; the anatomy of the dorsal abdominal air sacs and their oblitera- 
tion during a stadium without affecting respiration; suggest that these air sacs form a 
system especially developed in the locust to allow changes of volume at an ecdysis when 
the mass and density of the tissues remain constant. 
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Fig. 5. Changes in weight and oxygen consumption during the 4th stadium and ecdysis. All measurements were 
carried out on the same individual, one of six 4th instar locusts studied. 
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Fig. 6. Changes in weight and in the number of respirations per minute during growth between the 2nd & 
5th ecdyses. 
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Perception of the Photoperiod by the 

Colorado Potato Beetle (Leptinotarsa decemlineata Say)1 

By J. de Wilde 

Laboratory of Entomology, Agricultural University 

Wageningen, The Netherlands 

‘ ABSTRACT 

The photoperiod is a primary factor regulating the production of the gonadotropic 
hormone (corpus allatum hormone) in the Colorado potato beetle. “Short'day” treatment of 
the adult female (Photoperiod less than 14 hours) directly after emergence from the pupa 
inhibits the activity of the ovaría and promotes the diapause condition. “Long'day11 treatment 
(more than 14 hours) progressively stimulates the activity of the ovaría and a 20'hour photo' 
period produces 70 to 80 percent active, nomdiapausing animals. There is some slight effect of 
the photoperiod on the larval stages, which supplements the effect on the adult. 

In this communication, details are given on the intensity threshold and the shectml 
sensitivity of the photoperiodic response. P 

Experiments were made to localize the site of perception. Two series of experiments are 
aedit with. In the first series, a 10'hour basic photoperiod was supplemented in different ways 
the beetles being fixed in a membrane during an additional illumination for 10 hours, which 
was either applied to the head or to thorax and abdomen. In such experiments the diapause 
condition is invariably obtained. Further experiments have shown that a long'day effect is only 
produced by feeding and illumination together. In the second series, the eyes of adults grown 
from long'day larvae were cauterized diathermically or covered with blac\ paint. The adults 
were then given different photoperiods and the effect compared with that on unoperated controls. 
It was shown that removal of the eye function was without effect on the photoperiodic response 
The eyes at least are not the only site of perception of the photoperiod. 

The Colorado potato beetle is one of the insects most studied by economic entomolo- 
gists; in fact it may be called the prototype of an insect pest. It invaded the central and 
eastern United States from about 1860-1875, and has become established on this continent 
as a regular pest of potatoes between the 35th and 50th degree Northern Latitude In 
Europe, it has been introduced from the United States in 1918 and has since that time been 
spread through most of the european countries between 40° and 53° N.L. 

Hibernation was studied in this beetle as early as 1906 by Tower (1906) and later by 
Breitenbecher (1918) and Fink (1925) in the United States, Busnel (1939), Grison (1944) 
Precht (1953) and others in France and Germany. Nevertheless, the causal factors which 
produce hibernation have been obscure and have been attributed to different atmospheric 
conditions, none of which generally prevail throughout the range of dispersal. Thus, low 
humidity and low temperature have been thought of as being the primary factors but did 
not explain the life cycle as observed in the field. 

The hibernating condition of the adult beetle has been named diapause in 1944 by 
Grison, and we have several good reasons to maintain this term, which has recently been 
adopted by Lees (1955). There are several criteria which characterise the diapause condition 
m Leptinotarsa. Burrowing responses towards suitable substrates, a diminished positive 
phototaxis, a positive geotaxis and a rather strong thigmotaxis are the most characteristic 
behaviour elements which can be evaluated quantitatively (de Wilde, 1954). Along with 
this an arrest of egg production by ovaries is observed. These features seem to be linked 
together, though, as we have observed, not always completely. Newly emerged beetles, 
brought under conditions that induce diapause, will go through a period of preparation' 
prediapause, which lasts 10-14 days at 25°C. 

We know that the photoperiod is the main factor determining the diapause condition. 
The Colorado potato beetle is a “long-day11 insect. Photoperiods up to 14 hours invariably 
induce diapause; above 14 hours, this percentage sinks sharply until at 18 to 20 hours 
20 to 30 percent diapause is obtained. Constant illumination permits 50 percent to be active.’ 

The response of males and females is remarkably equal. Temperature does not seem 
to influence the response in any important way except for the speed of reaction. At a range 
of temperatures from 20 to 29 C, similar results are obtained. The curve of Fig. 1 is, there¬ 
fore, representative of different temperatures. 

•Part of this work has been done in collaboration with Miss S. Duintjer, Mr. L. Mook and Mr. J. M. Bonga. 
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Fig. 1. Percent of diapause obtained with different photoperiods at 25CC. 

Apart from this, the response differs from that described in other species for, even 
at the optimal photoperiod, only 70-80 percent at a maximum remain active. One would 
be inclined to think that the varying responses of individuals to “long-day” are due to a 
genetical component. This seems unlikely, however, as we have continuously grown 
beetles for at least 15 generations under a photoperiod of 20 hours, propagating the active 
beetles of each generation. The response still remained unaltered. 

The response to “short-day” shows no variation and this is why, in my opinion, this 
beetle is of no economic importance below 35° N.L. where it cannot build up more than 
one generation per year. The most sensitive stage is the newly-emerged adult. There is some 
effect on the larval stages, as is apparent from our experiments of Fig. 3. When “diapause 
development” is completed, the beetle is no longer sensitive to the photoperiod. This is in 
accord with the normal season of emergence, during which the photoperiod may be 14- 
15 hours (Fig. 2). 

The response of the ovaries is of special interest. The photoperiod does not greatly 
influence the condition of the germarium, and primary oocytes are present in full numbers 
when the adult moult is finished. The yolk supply of the ovum appears to be a very sensitive 
reaction to day length. A 16-hour photoperiod applied to the larva causes the egg follicles 
of the adult to vitellinise the eggs although after this treatment, complete, ripe eggs are 
only formed when the beetle is subjected to “long-day”, constant light or constant darkness. 
When “long-day” treated adults are exposed to a “short day”, ovisorption takes place. 
Even in nearly ripe ova, the egg follicle may reverse its former task of yolk supply. It 
désintégrâtes and yolk is reabsorbed. 

As regards the control mechanism regulating the activity of the ovaries, the work of 
Wigglesworth (1937), Joly (1945) and Thomson (1952) has revealed the role of the corpora 
aliata. We have been able to demonstrate, that the siz;e and endocrine activity of these 
glands is greatest in active beetles. Implantation of 4 to 6 “active” glands into pre-diapause 
adults, grown at a 10-hour period, results in a prompt response; oviposition may start 
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within 48 hours in some cases (de Wilde, 1955). We have not been able to change the 
behaviour of beetles in diapause. Gnson (1949) has reported the reactivation of such beetles 
by means of implantation of a brain of an active specimen. Our inability to confirm this may 
oe due to insufficient technique, for Grison’s results are in accord with the recent conception 
of the regulating overall mechanism. 

. The experiments to be described here have been concerned with the mechanism of 
action of the photoperiod. We do not intend to give more than a few preliminary results 

We have not yet been able to determine the intensity threshold for white light very 
accurately, but it is certainly below 1 Lux and probably not far from 0.2 Lux. Experiments 
of this type were made as “substitution” tests, consisting of a 10-hour light period of fairly 

Flg- 2- Egg production of post'diapause beetles reared at 25°C under “long day” and “short day” conditions. 

high intensity (500—1000 Lux) followed by a period of equal duration at the intensity to be 
tfste^- The commercial silkworm, as investigated by Kogure (1933) has about the same 
threshold as our beetle, but in most other insects studied it is higher (about 10 Lux). The 
sensitivity of compound eyes, however, is much greater than would appear from this thresh' 
old, and this already suggests that perception of the photoperiod may occur outside the 
eyes. Indeed, Tanaka (1950) has recently proved that in the Tussor silkworm, the stemmata 
are not required for photoperiodic responses. 

We have excluded the eyes in several ways in groups of 30 beetles. One group was 
subjected in CCVnarcosis to diathermic cauterisation. Though the immediate mortality is 
low, it rises during several weeks after the treatment. The surviving beetles consistently 
gave the same responses as in the second group, in which the eyes were covered with black 
paint. The effectiveness of this cover was controlled daily by placing the beetles in a 
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horizontal beam of light in a dark room, and following the occurrence of phototactic 
responses. In case these occurred, the painting was repeated. 

The results of these experiments are most clear if we compare the behaviour of beetles, 
grown from “long'day’Marvae, and exposed to a) absolute darkness; b) long day and c) long 
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Fig. 3. Influence of the photoperiod under which the larval stage has been reared, when the adults are grown in 
absolute darkness. Abscissus: number of days from the beginning of adult emergence. The numbers in the right 
upper corner indicate the photoperiod applied to the different stages. The curve indicates the number of beetles 

above soil. 

day combined with blinding. The groups b and c give equal results while, group a shows a 
considerable percentage of diapause and few eggs (Figs. 3 and 4). From this it follows that 
the eyes are not essential for the photoperiodic effect to occur. However, only if the 
intensity thresholds for normal and blinded beetles were the same, could we conclude that 
the eyes take no part in the perception of photoperiod in normal beetles. To locate the site 
of perception, we tried to expose the beetles partially to light, putting part of their body in 
a black tube covered with a black rubber membrane. 
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Three groups of 10 beetles, from “long'day” larvae, were given a 20-hour photoperiod. 
During half of this time, all beetles were fed. During the second 10 hours, 10 beetles 
only had their head illuminated, 10 only thorax and abdomen and 10 were fixed in a trans' 
parent glass tube as a control. During the 4 hours of darkness, the beetles were again 
liberated and fed. 

8 2 * « I 10 It l( li II 20 22 24 H. 

Fig. 4. Influence of blinding on the effect on the photoperiod applied to larva and adult, as shown in the right 
upper corner. The blinded group is indicated by white eyes and marked with L. The number of eggs p 9 in each 
group is surrounded by a circle. & y 

Fig. 5. Influence of periodic inanition combined with different photoperiods in groups of 30 beetles. It is shown 
that the effects of darkness and inanition are by no means the same. 

To our surprise, in all groups 9 beetles went into diapause after 4 weeks of treatment 
and no eggs were produced. We subsequently did experiments with different combinations 
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of feeding- and photoperiods. The results are shown in Fig. 5, from which it is clear that 
the percentages named before only occur when food is constantly available. The effect of 
periodic inanition was, however, by no means the same as that of a dark period of the same 
duration. Moreover, continuous observations over 24 hours showed that feeding is not 
arrested during the dark period. It is, therefore, highly improbable that the photoperiod 
merely acts by determining the feeding period. 

Much information on the receptor substances involved in the perception of the 
photoperiod can be obtained from the spectral sensitivity. We have started to study 
this by means of 10 Schott interference filters, each having a sharp transmission maximum 
between 423 and 675 m/t. The intensity of illumination within the visual range of wave" 
lengths was about 10 Lux, well above the threshold. Again the substitution method was 
used. At all wavelengths used, the diapause percentage remained low, and the number of 
eggs per female was considerable. It thus seems that the action spectrum differs from that 
obtained in larval stages and eggs of other species as demonstrated by Kogure (1933), 
Dickson (1949) and others. 

In measuring the total transmitted energy by means of a thermopile and using suitable 
infrared filters, we found that in all filters mentioned more than 80 percent of the radiation 
energy transmitted was in the infrared. It appeared that the filters transmitted wave' 
lengths harmonic to the visible maximum. This leaves open the problem whether infrared 
is photoperiodically active, as it is in plants. 

Summarizing the results obtained we may conclude that the photoperiodic responses 
of the Colorado potato beetle differ in some respects from the pattern obtained with earlier 
developmental stages of other insect species, although there are also similarities. The 
physiological basis of this will be the object of our further studies. 
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DISCUSSION 

A. J. Thorsteinson. What treatment is required to break diapause in Leptinotarsa 
adults (as distinct from methods of preventing onset of diapause)? 

J. de Wilde. This beetle does not seem to have a negative t° coefficient of its diapause 
development. At 30°C. diapause is broken in about 30 days. Chilling will delay diapause 
development. 

R. C. Dickson. Does the Colorado potato beetle normally feed both day and night? 
J. de Wilde. Yes; only at the beginning of the dark period does feeding cease for 

one or two hours. Grison has found that, at 25°C., the quantities eaten during day and 
night are equal. 



Diel Periodicity of Pupal Emergence in some 
North European Chironomids 

By Ernst Palmen 

Zoological Institute, University of Helsinki 

Helsinki, Finland 

ABSTRACT 

According to recordings with the aid of quantitative underwater traps checked every 
second hour, there is a definite diel periodicity of pupal emergence from natural populations 
of some Chironomids living in brac\ish water (5-6%0) at 1-2 m. depth. In Chironomus 
halophilus, Microtendipes pedellus, Polypedilum nubeculosum, Limnochironomus nervosus. 
Lentia flavipes, Tanytarsus heusdensis, and Monotanytarsus inopertus emergence occurred 
practically only around midnight, whilst in Allochironomus crassiforceps, Cladotanytarsus 
mancus, and C. atridorsum small numbers of individuals emerged at other times of the day 
also. A time difference of about 2 hours was observed between the diel bursts of emergence of 
the June and August generations of C. halophilus, M. pedellus, P. nubeculosum, L. flavipes, 
T. heusdensis, and M. inopertus. The time of onset of the burst of emergence coincides with 
the day'tO'night change, being earlier in the August generation than in the June generation. 
It is concluded that the timing mechanism governing emergence is regulated by the day^omight 
change in illumination. As the intervals between successive pea\s of emergence and their 
actual position remained unchanged in spite of rather different temperature conditions, it is 
suggested that the timing mechanism is temperaturedndependent within ecological limits. 
In Allochironomus crassiforceps the emergence rhythm persists in darkness for at least 6 days. 
In the same species, the bul\ of the males emerges within the first two'hour period of each pea\ 
and the females during the second. In other species no differences could be observed in the time 
of emergence of the two sexes. 

Periodic phenomena connected with the diel periodicity of pupal emergence of hok> 
metabolic insects have been comparatively little studied as yet. îvluch of the data so far 
available has recently been summarised by Pittendrigh (1954), Brett (1955), Palmen (1955) 
Remmert (1955) and Morgan (1956). 

When investigating the brackislvwater Chironomids of the coastal waters around 
the .Zoological Station of Tvärminne, S. Finland (59°51/ N., 23°l5r E), the present author 
also studied the time of emergence of certain of the most abundant species. The area of 
observation is on the northern shore of the Gulf of Finland where the salinity is about 
5.5 to 6 /00, and where a few small islands provide enough protection to allow continuous 
recording of emergents from a certain area per unit time. All data presented below are based 
upon quantitative recording of emergents from natural populations, i.e. it is assumed that 
the data obtained represent the responses of the different species to the normal diel cycle of 
environmental factors. As the studies dealing with the normal periodicity of emergence 
were made during two summers, over a period of about 3 months each, with considerable 
variation in the environmental conditions, they will permit of some conclusions concerning 
the effect of temperature and light upon the diel course of emergence. A detailed description 
of the underwater trap technique employed is included in a previous paper by the present 
author (Palmen 1955). During the days of maximum emergence of each species studied, 
samples were taken every second hour, usually beginning with the sample for 15 to 17 hr., 
and each series of recording was extended to cover 4 days in order to be sure that the 
emergence peaks observed were in fact a diel phenomenon and not merely due to a very 
short period of maximum emergence of the species in question. 

Representative examples of the diel course of pupal emergence are shown in Figs. 1-5, 
in which the results for Allochironomus crassiforceps Kieff., Chironomus halophilus Kieff., 
Monotanytarsus inopertus (Walk.) Edw., Cladotanytarsus atridorsum (Kieff.) Edw. and 
C. mancus (Walk.) Edw. are summarised. Of these species, Chironomus halophilus and 
Monotanytarsus inopertus emerged practically exclusively during the dark period of the 
24 hours, whilst the other species mentioned showed a definite nocturnal maximum of 
emergence, but an additional minority of individuals emerging at other times of the day. 
Whether each of those species where the periodicity of pupal emergence is less definite is 
genetically heterogeneous with respect of the mechanism timing emergence, cannot be 
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decided on the basis of the data available. Another explanation might be that in these 
species the mechanism timing simultaneous emergence is relatively inaccurate, or easily 
affected by environmental factors other than the one timing the “clock'systenT controlling 
emergence. 

In Allochironomus crassiforceps a slight but significant difference was observed in the 
time of emergence of the males and females, the majority of the former emerging slightly 
earlier than the latter. A similar difference has been observed in a few other species of 
Diptera, e.g. Cecidomyids (Barnes, 1930), the Chironomid Clumo marinus Halid. (Caspers, 
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1951), and the mosquito Aedes tœniorhynchus (Wied.) (Nielsen and Haeger, 1954), but the 
physiological causes for this difference have not yet been studied. 

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE 

It was possible to study many of the species mentioned under different temperature 
conditions. During each founday period of recording, the changes in water temperature 
were insignificant, usually only ± 1°C or slightly more (for details, see Palmen, 1955), but 
since many such series of recordings were made for each species, an idea was obtained of 
the effect of different temperatures upon the course of emergence. For Allochironomus 
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Cladotanyfarsus atridorsum (Kieff.) Edw. © 

crassiforceps, for instance, recordings are present for temperatures of about 10, 12 and 15°, 
for Chironomus halophilus for about 10-12, 16-17 and 21-22°C, for Monotanytarsus 
inopertus for about 10-12, 15-17 and 21-22°C. In spite of these temperature differences, 
there is no sign of a change in the time of day at which maximum emergence takes place, 
nor of a variation in the intervals between the successive peaks according to the temperature. 
These data give the impression that the periodicity of emergence is temperature-indepen- 
dent, at least within ecological limits, as suggested by Pittendrigh (1954) and Brett (1955) on 
the basis of their work on Drosophila pseudoobscura and D. melanogaster. According to 
Pittendrigh (op. cit.) a drop in temperature from 26 to 16°C affected the position of the 
first emergence peak following the change, but further peaks occurred with only a slight 
delay owing to an adaptation to the new temperature. During the recordings of emergence 
of Chironomids, the changes in temperature were never so abrupt as in Pittendrigh’s 
experiments on Drosophila. Hence there is reason to believe that the timing mechanism had 
time enough to become thoroughly adapted to the higher or lower temperature observed. 

TIMING OF THE EMERGENCE 

In those species that have two or more generations during one summer season, the 
possible role of light as a stimulus controlling the timing of simultaneous emergence of 
the majority of individuals at the appropriate developmental stage could be studied in¬ 
directly. In Chironomus halophilus, for instance, it was observed that there is a slight but 
significant difference in the position of the diel maxima of emergence in the June and August 
generations (Fig.2). This difference is about 2 hours, but as the intervals between the succes¬ 
sive recordings were just 2 hours, the actual difference may be slightly smaller or larger 
than this. The data seem to indicate that the change in time of maximum emergence matches 
the seasonal change in the time of onset of darkness. Taking sunset as a measure of the 
relative darkness during the periods of recordings (June and August), a study of the data on 
the time of sunset shows a difference varying between 1 hr. 15 mins, and 1 hr. 45 mins. 
On the other hand, the change from light to darkness is more abrupt in August than 
in June. This would mean that a certain low light intensity which is reached say 30 mins, 
after sunset in mid-August will occur relatively later in June. A difference in time of about 
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2 hours or less between the emergence bursts of the two generations would seem to coincide 
rather well with the seasonal shift in the time of the change from light to darkness. Hence it 
seems probable that the timing of the nearly simultaneous emergence of the bulk of the 
adults is achieved by this change. 

In Drosophila (Pittendrigh, 1954; Brett, 1955) and in the Chironomid Pseudosrmttia 
arenaria Strenne (Remmert, 1955), the final synchronisation of the time of emergence is 
achieved by the change from darkness to light. In the Chironomids dealt with in the present 
paper, the situation seems to be the converse, the timing being achieved by the change from 
light to darkness. Timing according to the change from darkness to light would be unable 
to produce the result observed, since the time of sunrise changes towards a later hour at 
the same time as the time of sunset changes towards an earlier hour. Thus, if the timing of 
the emergence maxima were brought about by the change from darkness to light, the result 
would necessarily be a delay of the emergence maxima of the August generation as compared 

W i ji . ?e §enerati°n- Another possibility could be that the actual process of emergence 
would be inhibited by light exceeding a certain critical limit, but so far there is no evidence 
or any such inhibition. 

PERSISTENCE OF THE PERIODICITY IN DARKNESS 

It has been shown that in Drosophila the periodicity of emergence persists in continual 
darkness provided that the animals have previously been subjected to diel changes of 
illumination at some developmental stage other than prelarval (Pittendrigh, 1954; Brett, 
1955) In order to study the periodicity of emergence in Chironomids under naturai condi’ 
tions but with the light eliminated, a special type of underwater trap was designed. 

The apparatus used consists of a galvanized iron funnel with a cylinder of about 
20 cm high and about 0.75 m2 in area attached to the mouth. The cylinder is fitted with 
five side-tubes for water intake on one half, and one side-tube for water outlet at the mid¬ 
point of the other half. The outlet tube consists of a funnel with a sieve (mesh 0.5 mm) 
across its mouth. Attached to each intake tube is a loop of rubber tubing with a sieve 
(mesh 0.5 mm) at the outer end. The outlet tube is connected with a motor-driven pump by 
means of which a water current of given velocity can be produced. Between the apical tube 
of the funnel collecting the rising pupae and the collecting jar is fitted a rubber tube with a 
glass tube passing through a rubber plug at its other end. When in action, the cylinder of 
the trap is pressed about 5 cm into the soft bottom material to exclude the light. The 
sampling jar attached to the apical rubber plug is covered with a non-transparent rubber 
bag which can be fixed to the apical tube of the trap with the aid of a rubber ring. Before 
removing the cover bag to collect the sample, the apical rubber tube is bent and clipped to 
exclude light from above. During the experiment, water was pumped through the traps for a 

gQr Allochironomus crassiforceps Kieff © 

Normal photoperiod 

June 10 11 12 13 14 15 
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30 min. period every two hours, beginning with every odd hour, about 50 liters passing 

during each two'hour period. 
A series of recordings of the emergence of Allochironomus crassiforceps was performed 

with the aid of the apparatus described above. The results of this study of emergence from 
a depth of 1.2 to 1.5 m are summarized in Fig. 6. 

It can be seen from this figure that the diel periodicity of pupal emergence from the 
darkened section of the bottom showed almost the same trend as in the control series ob¬ 
tained at the same time, i.e. the onset of darkness on 10. VI. 1956 at I2h noon did not cause 
any significant change in the relative numbers of individuals emerging within the successive 
two-hour periods during the five next 24-hour periods. It is interesting to note that there is 
no sign of any inhibition of emergence by light exceeding a certain critical level, since no 
increase in the relative numbers of emergents during the daytime could be achieved by 
means of eliminating the light entirely, at least not in an experiment covering 6 days. 
Hence it can be concluded that, as in Drosophila (Pittendrigh, 1954; Brett, 1955) for in¬ 
stance, the “internal clock mechanism”, once set in motion, cannot be altered by means of 
excluding the light, at least not when the individuals of A. crassiforceps are either full- 
grown larvae ready to pupate, or pupae ready to emerge. In this case, an adaptation to the 
normal photoperiod must necessarily already have occurred at an earlier stage of develop¬ 
ment. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that there was no clear correlation between the 
periodicity of emergence and the fluctuations of water temperature. The idea of 
relative temperature-independence of the periodicity of emergence is thus supported by 
the results obtained. It still remains unknown whether periodicities other than the usual 
24-hour one can be induced at earlier stages of development. It hardly seems, however, that 
experiments of this type can be made on natural populations. 

Nocturnalism is generally considered to be an adaptation of the organism to the cyclic 
changes of the physical and biotic environment, brought about by natural selection 
(Park, 1940). According to this hypothesis, it would seem possible to correlate the evolution 
of the timing mechanism ensuring the emergence of the majority of a given Chironomid 
species around midnight with the selective effect of those environmental factors which 
exhibit a diel cycle. A few aspects of this problem have been discussed by the present 
author in another connection (Palmén, 1955 and 1956; cf. also Pittendrigh, 1954). 
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The Effect of Anticholinesterases on Acetylcholine Levels 

in Insects 
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ABSTRACT 

. , . ^ corollary of the hypothesis that the organophosphorous compounds kill insects by 
inhibiting cholinesterase is that acetylcholine, normally destroyed by the enzyme, accumulates 
in the nervous tissue. To test the hypothesis in this way, experiments were carried out to deter¬ 
mine the acetylcholine levels in insects during the course of poisoning with anticholinesterases 
and to relate the observed changes with the degree of cholinesterase inhibition and with mortality. 

The acetylcholine content of the heads of houseflies was shown to increase markedly 
following topical applications of lethal doses of TEFF, parathion and malathion. In each case, 
there was a coincident, almost complete depression of cholinesterase activity. The acetylcholine 
content of the thoracic nerve cord of the roach and the brain of the mouse was also shown to 
increase after treatment with TEPP. In houseflies, the degree and duration of the supranormal 

ffS °Imety Toiirle was Positiveh correlated with the dose of TEPP applied and the mortality 
effected (Fig. 1). With TEPP, the cholinesterase activity was at first completely inhibited but 

Fig. 1 The effect of various doses of TEPP. on the cholinesterase and acetylcholine levels in the heads of house* 
flies. Doses: 0.068/fly, 10% mortality; 0.258/fly, 75% mortality; 1.08/fly, 100% mortality. 

n/ter a period, dependent on the dose applied, reactivation of the enzyme became apparent. 
Coincident with this reactivation there was a prompt reduction in the induced high levels of 
acetylcholine which ultimately resulted in a fall below the normal level. In other experiments it 

22 5 
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was shown that subnormal levels of acetylcholine occur in flies exposed to lethal treatments 
other than anticholinesterases, suggesting that at death the acetylcholine normally in the bound 
state and unavailable to cholinesterase is released and exposed to the enzyme. 

DISCUSSION 

L. E. Chadwick. Would the speaker care to comment upon: 1. Possible interference 
of inhibitors with acetylcholine synthesis, and 2. The mechanisms of rapid reactivations of 
inhibited cholinesterase in vivo? 

B. N. Smallman. We also were surprised at the rapidity of recovery of ChE. activity. 
Presumably this results from the dissociation of the enzymeunhibitors complex as has been 
shown in vitro with mammalian ChE. The in vivo reactivation seems to be much more 
rapid. The available evidence indicates that ACh synthesis mechanisms are unaffected by 
ChE inhibitors. 

J. Colvard Jones. After decapitation, how long does it take the fly to die? Did you 
place TEPP (in acetone) with a microloop to the head and elsewhere? 

B. N. Smallman. After decapitation, spasmodic extension of the proboscis may 
continue for several hours and it is impossible to say precisely when the head “dies”. The 
only criterion of death we have found is blackening of the eyes but we do not know how 
precise it is. The flies were treated with the toxicants in acetone and applied topically with 
a microdrop syringe to the thorax. 

G. T. Harvey. Could you tell us of the progression of symptoms in these flies and its 
relation to the curve of acetylcholine level? 

B. N. Smallman. With all doses of TEPP used there was complete knockdown during 
the first halbhour. Subsequently, at doses giving low mortality fine tremor developed fob 
lowed by active struggling, righting, and normal posture and movement. With higher doses 
there was progressive delay in the appearance of these symptoms and at lethal doses they 
did not progress beyond tremors. 



Inhibitors of Phosphorylation in Muscle Homogenates of the 

Cockroach Periplaneta americana (L.) 'and DDT-Resistant and 

Non-Resistant Strains of the House Fly Musca domestica L. >•2 

By Ann D. Anderson3 

University of California 

Los Angeles, Calif. 

following preliminary observations were made in the course of an investigation 
of the biochemical mechanisms of resistance and the mode of action of insecticides in pn> 
gress at the Department of Entomology, University of California Citrus Experiment 
Station, Riverside, California. The in vitro toxicity of DNOC (4,6-dmitro-o-cresol) and 
several insecticides has been determined qualitatively against phosphate uptake in homo- 
genates of the coxae of late instar cockroach nymphs and of the thoraces of DDT-susceptible 
(Laboratory strain) and resitant (Super-Pollard strain) adult house flies. 

Homogenates were prepared in the cold in a glass tube, with 0.9% KC1 as the sus- 
pending medium, and strained through gauze. Cockroach homogenates contained the equiv¬ 
alent of three coxae per ml., fly homogenates, 20 thoraces per ml. In a final volume of 0.75 ml., 
the incubation systems contained: 0.25 ml. tissue suspension, 0.02M glycine + 3 x 10-3M 
KH2P04 at pH 7.4, 3 x 10-4M MgCl2, 1 x 10-2M NaF to inhibit phosphatase activity 
(but see Sacktor, 1953; Sacktor et al., 1953), 2.5 x 10-2M.pyruvate, 2.5 x 10-3M fumarate, 
0.02M glucose, 1.2 x 10-5M. cocarboxylase, 1.0 x 10-5M. DPN + , 2.0 x 10-4M. adenosine 
diphosphate, 7-5 x 10-6M. cytochrome c. An excess of yeast hexokinase was added to the 
fly preparations only. Free orthophosphate was determined (Lowry and Lopez, 1946) at 
zero time and after 15 minutes incubation in a Warburg respirometer at room temperature. 
The rate of phosphate incorporation was nearly twice as great for fly as for cockroach 
preparations, but since the tissue concentrations were not determined on a weight basis, 
no direct comparison of rate for the two insects can be made. 

Jhe results of experiments with cockroach homogenates are summarized in Table I. 
The data for the house fly are shown in Table II. The DNOC concentration for approxi- 

TABLE I—Inhibition of Phosphate Uptake in Homogenates of the Coxal Muscle of the 

American Cockroach. Phosphorus Uptake Averaged 12 /tg./l5 min. 

Inhibitor Concentration, M. % Inhibition 

DNOC 

Nicotine, technical 
DDT 
Prolan 
Dieldrin 

Benzenehexachloride, gamma isomer 
Dia^inon 

1.7 x 10-6 
3.4 x 10-6 
1 0 x 10-5 
8.0 x 10-4 
3.8 x 10-4 
2.2 x 10-5 
3.5 x 10-4 
4 6 x10-4 
1.0 X 10-3 

12 
38 
96 
72 
24 
24 
48 
42 
48 

mately complete inhibition of phosphate uptake in insect homogenates is the same as that 
reported to be required for complete uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation in most 
mammalian tissue preparations (Hunter, 1955). The phosphate-esterifying reactions were 
very much less sensitive to the insecticides determined. The insecticides, all highly purified 
except nicotine, which was technical grade, were added to the homogenate systems in 
small volumes of acetone. Acetone was added in the same amounts to check determinations. 
Sacklin et al. (1955) report that in preparations of washed subcell particles from house fly 

omogenates, 1 x 10—4M DDT completely inhibited both the oxidation of citric acid cycle 
substrates and the accompanying phosphate uptake. A less sensitive response was observed 
with the whole homogenates used here, as one might expect. 

'This work was supported by a grant from the Rockfeller Foundation, 

n'he guidance of R. B. March and R. L. Metcalf is gratefully acknowledged. 

Present address: Graduate Departmeht of Biochemistry, Brandéis University, Waltham, Mass. 
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The response to DNOC of homogenates from the cockroach and both strains of house 
fly was of approximately the same order of magnitude. Recognising the difficulty of extra' 
polating from in vitro reactions to in vivo mechanisms, these data do not suggest that 
the development of tolerance to DDT involves drastic changes in the unknown enzyme 
system or systems inhibited by DNOC, or that the modes of action of DDT and DNOC 

coincide. 
The precise site or sites of enzyme inhibition by DNOC in insects remains to be 

demonstrated. Physiological studies with insect embryos, whole cells, and whole insects 
(Edwards, 1953; Metcalf, 1955) have shown that the application of DNOC causes increased 
oxygen consumption by the cells or tissues. In in vitro preparations of mammalian tissue, 
aerobic phosphorylation is abolished by concentrations of DNOC which stimulate or do 
not affect substrate oxidation (Kaplan, 1950; Hunter, 1955), the phenomenon referred to 
as uncoupling. However, among vertebrates as well as insects, the basic mechanism respoiv 
sible for this effect has not been elucidated. 

TABLE II—Inhibition of Phosphate Uptake in Homogenates of Thoracic Tissue of 

DDT 'susceptible (S below) and DDT'resistant (R below) House Flies. 

Phosphorus Uptake Averaged 22 ¿tg./l5 min. 

Inhibitor Concentration, M. % Inhibition 

S R 

DNOC 3.4 X 10-6 77 53 

1.0 X 10-5 97 99 
DDT 1.3 X 10-4 12 8 
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Untersuchungen sur Chemie der Insektizide der Dièrpgruppe 
Von Randolph Riemschneider 

University of Berlin* West 

Berlin Charlottenburg, Germany 

i • nUntcr V,!rtretern der Diën-Gruppe verstehen wir Insektizide, bei deren Herstellung 
die Dien-Synthese eine Rolle spielt, z.B. C10H6C16 (Addukt aus Hexachlorcyclopentadiën 
pndH p[C^entad«n). CwHeClg (Chlordan, M 410) (Riemschneider, 1950? 1951a), 
C10H5CI7 (Heptachlor), CioHsCle (Aldrin) u.a. 

• * ^ Anwendung der Diën-Synthese zur Herstellung insektizider Halogenverbindungen 
st verhältnismässig neu in der Insektizid-Chemie. Entscheidend für diese Entwicklung 

war die Tatsache, dass Tetra-, Penta- und Hexahalocyclopentadiëne als Komponenten für 
Dien-Synthesen verwendet werden können. Mit dem aus Hexachlorcyclopentadiën (I) und 
^lopentadien (II) synthetisierten Addukt C10H6C16 (III) beschäftigen wir uns seit 

JW piemschnei&r, 195°’ í951a( Dle §enaue Kenntnis der Konstitution dieses Adduktes 
rschien uns besonders wichtig, da es Zwischenprodukt bei der Synthese der Insektizide 

Chlordan bezw. M 410 und Heptachlor ist. 

Von anderer Seite sind bis lang keine experimentellen Beweise für die Konstitutions¬ 
formein der zuletzt genannten Insektizide und des Adduktes Clc,H6Cl6 (III) bekannt¬ 
gegeben worden. Noch 1952 sagte z.B.R.B. March (1952) in seinem Bericht über die Zer- 
egung von technischem Chlordan: The four distinct constituents are postulated to be”. 
n den Patenten (Br. P 614931; 618432) der Velsicol-Corporation wird I nur als Korn- 

ponente, nicht als Dienkomponente bezeichnet. 

r nachstehend mitgeteilten Versuchsergebnisse beweisen, dass das Addukt 
UoH6U6 die Konstitution eines 4.5.6.7.10.10—Hexachlor—47—methylen—4 7 8 9— 
tetrahydro—indens (III) hat: ' 

1.) HI (und andere Addukte aus I mit Philodienen) treten nicht mit Phenylazid in 
Reaktion, da die weitgehende Chlorsubstitution des Bicyclohepten—(1.2.2)—Systems 
die Bildung eines Dihydrotriazolderivates unmöglich macht. 

c uv)- Das Ad,duktdiI ,zeichnet sich >m Gegensatz zu I durch eine ausserordentliche 
Stabilität gegenüber Alkali aus, was nur mit dem Vorliegen eines halogenierten Bicyclo- 
nepten (1.2 2) Systems in Einklang zu bringen ist (8-stdg. Kochen von 0, 4 g III in 

35, 0 ml ccm 0,5—Nalkohol. Kalilauge erzeugt keine Chlorabspaltung, während I unter 
diesen Bedingungen mehr als 35% Chlor abspaltet). 

3.) III vermag ein weiteres Mol I zu addieren: Addukt C15H6C112 (IV), dem nach 
unseren Untersuchungen (Riemschneider, 1951b, 1952) nachstehende Konstitution zukommt: 

Ci Ci 

4.) III zeigt insektizide Wirksamkeit. Diese Tatsache, die im Einklang mit unseren 
Anschauungen (Riemschneider, 1955) über die Molekülgrösse kontakt-insektizider 
Substanzen der Hai ogenkohlenwassers toffklasse steht, macht es—ebenso wie die Molge- 
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wichtsbestimmung von III—unwahrscheinlich, dass III ein Polymeres völlig anderer 

Konstitution ist, z.B. ein porphinartiges Ringsystem vom MoDGew. 678 aus je 2 Mol l 
und II. Dass III weiteres I addiert, liesse sich nicht dagegen einwenden,^da ja auch IV 

dimer sein könnte (entstanden aus jenem hypothetischen III—Dimeren C20Hi2C1i2 und 

2 Mol L). .... 
5. ) Rasches Erhitzen von III auf 280-320°C im Stickstoffstrom fuhrt zu einer—von 

starker Zersetzung begleiteten—thermischen Spaltung des Adduktes. Die Spaltung konnte 
unter anderem durch Isolierung von IV bewiesen werden, das aus dem bei der thermischen 
Spaltung entstandenen Hexachlorcyclopentadiën (I) und unverändertem III gebildet wird. 

6. ) Die Oxydation von III mit Salpetersäure führt zu Reaktions'produkten, aus 

denen wir zwei Dicarbonsäuren isolieren konnten: CgH202Cl6 (V) und CioHßO-iCle (VI). 
Reaktionsbedingungen : Z.B. 48-stdg.Kochen von 26 g III mit Salpetersäure (1.38) oder 

32'Stdg. Kochen der gleichen Menge des Adduktes mit einem Gemisch von Salpetersäure 

(1.38) und konz. Schwefelsäure. Die Dicarbonsäure V war identisch mit der aus Hexachlor' 
cyclopentadiën (I) und MHeinsäureanhydrid synthetisierten. Die Identifizierung der 

Säuren erfolgte durch Titration und Veresterungen. Die ausserordentliche Stabilität des 

hexachlorsubstituenten Bicyclohepten (1.2.2) Systems in III, V und VI zeigte sic 
auch beim 48'Stdg. Kochen von IV mit Salpetersäure bzw. Salpetersäure^Schwefelsäure : 

IV wurde unter den gennanten Versuchsbedingungen nicht angegriffen. 

Auf Grund dieser 6 Beweise kann die Konstitution des Grundgerüstes des Adduktes 

III sowie der daraus hergestellten Insektizide CioHöCIs (M 410, Chlordan) und C10H5CI7 

(Heptachlor) als gesichert gelten. Entsprechendes gilt auch für die aus Difluortetrachlor- 
cyclopentadiën bezw. Tetrafluordichlorcyclopentadiën und Cyclopentadiën synthetisierten 

Addukte CioH6F2C14 (VII), CioH6F4Cl2 und die daraus hergestellten Chlorderivate 

M 377 und M 344. Oxydation von VII mit Salpetersäure führte unter anderem zur Dican 
bonsäure C9H404F2Cl4, die wir bereits 1947 aus Difluortetrachlorcyclopentadiën und 

Malems äureanhydrid erhalten haben (Riemschneider u. Kühnl, 1947, 1955). 
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The Effect of Temperature on the Toxicity of Insecticides 
By Neely Turner 

Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station 

New Haven, Conn. 

ABSTRACT1 

The effect of temperature after treatment on toxicity of insecticides has been studied for 
many years. It has been proposed that the “temperature coefficient" be used as a criterion of 
mode of toxic action. Cotton (Jour. Econ. Ent. 25: 1108) has shown that metabolic processes 
are involved in the reaction, and Brown (Insect Control by Chemicals, 1951) has proposed a 
hypothesis to explain the reaction. 

The extensive tests of Sun (Minn. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul 177) over a unde range of tempera¬ 
tures reveal a pattern of effect of temperature. If only two temperatures are considered in such 
tests, the same gas may have a positive or negative “temperature coefficient." This would cast 
some doubt on the results of tests made at two temperatures selected arbitrarily. 

„ A study °f the litera^e and of laboratory tests indicates that many insecticides have a 
negative temperature coefficient." If, as Brown suggests, the effect is the result of the interaction 

of speed of action and of detoxification or elimination, plotting the results at a series of tempera' 
tures might produce a polymodal curve. Such a curve resulted in a series of tests using lindane. 

It is concluded that the “temperature coefficient" as determined from tests at only two 
temperatures cannot be used with confidence as a measure of mode of action. 

JManus ript will be submitted to Jour. Econ. Ent. 
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Selecting Procedures and Development of Resistance 
By Raimon L. Beard 

Connecticut Agricultural Experimental Station 

New Haven, Conn. 

ABSTRACT1 

A model system has been applied to a study of variation among insects and of the type of 
selection responsible for the most rapid development of tolerance and sensitivity to chemicals. 
This system employs C02 and A[20 as the test chemicals, Oncopeltus fasciatus as the test 
insect, and the recovery time (righting response) following an anaesthetic action of the gas as 
the criterion of effect. 

Ten different selecting procedures were used to segregate tolerant and sensitive individuals 
and selective breeding was carried on for ten generations. These procedures included each ga¡ 
used separately, in combination, and in three alternating schedules. Also in each of these 
one selecting procedure was based on single tests and another was based on repeated tests to 
select the consistent performers. All schedules were replicated three times. The degree of segrega' 
tion obtained with each selecting procedure is evaluated and compared. 

The differences in action between C02 and A[20 are considered with respect to the develop' 
ment of cross'resistance. 1 

*To be published in full in Bull. Conn. Exp. Sta. 611. 

I 
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The Mode of Action of lodo, Bromo' and Chloroacetic 
Acids on Insects and the Insecticidal Properties of Some 

of their Derivatives 
By Sergio Bettini and Mario Boccacci 

Istituto Superiore di Sanità 

Rome, Italy 

The problem of insect resistance toward the chlorinated hydrocarbons in Italy had 

reached in l^l iMoSfla’ 1 }) §reat Poetical importance in both hygiene and agriculture 
fields. Resistant houseflies (M. domestica), especially, aroused deep interest in the field of 

preventive medicine (Corto, 1951). It was at that time impossible to control this species 
employing chemicals so far known: in some regions, as in the province of Latina in fact 
resistance against all chlorinated hydrocarbons had reached a very high level 

It became then necessary to convey research toward new groups of substances which 

would not only be active against the already resistant strains, but that would induce no 
new resistance within a relatively short time. 

i • íus ducted our attention toward those inhibitors of vital biochemical processes 
w ich had not been yet thoroughly studied in the entomological field and which could 
represent a starting point for new research on insecticides. 

Among the various substances, iodoacetic acid struck our attention because of the 
following characteristics: a) As already known, the toxic action of iodoacetic acid on 

vertebrates is due to the inhibition of triosephosphate dehydrogenase (TPD) which is an 

fructose- 
I 

,6-diphosphate 

(aldolase) 

y 
triosephosphate 

(triosephosphate ^ 
dehydrogenase) 

y 
1,3-diphosphoglyceric acid 

l 

inhibited by 
iodoacetic acid : 

(R-SH + ICH2COOH-^ 
R-S-CH2COOH + HI) 

TABLE I. 

Substance LD5o in mg/Kg Animal treated 

Chloroacetic acid 
Chloroacetic acid 
Chloroacetic acid 
Bromoacetic acid 
Iodoacetic acid 
DDT 

Lindane 
Chlordane 
Aldrin 
Dieldrin 

Toxaphene 
Parathion 

255*, 165f mouse 
76* rat 

80 guinea-pig 
100f mouse 

831 mouse 
250t nt 
125f rat 
500Í rat 

50Î rat 
65f rat 

150Î rat 

10f rat 

*Woodard J. ; fMorrison J. ; JTilemans E. and Dormal S. 

irreversible phenomenon; b) the characteristics of toxicity of iodoacetic acid are proper of 
bromo' and chloroacetic acids as well; c) a very large number of iodo-, bromo' and chloro' 
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acetates can be prepared, maintaining all the same characteristics of toxicity; d) the toxicitv 

hydrocLtobnT(Tatle^mamma lanS “ °f ^ ^ °f maSnitude as that of chlorinated 

The literature on the subject (Frear, 1947) shows that some bromo- and chloroacetic 
acids derivatives had been indicated in the past as insecticides, without, however the r 

toxicity having ever been related to the mode of action proper of iodo-, bromo- and chloro- 
scene acids. 

From our first experiments it appeared that: a) iodo, bromo and chloroacetic acids 

and some of their esters had a marked contact insecticidal action; b) the insecticidal action 

for resistant strains of M. domestica was of the same degree as for susceptible strains 
(Bettim and Boccacci, 1952); c) the toxicity toward M. domestica compared to that of 
DDT was of the same order of magnitude (Table II). F 

T/iBLE II. 

Substance No. individuals % Mortality 

Lindane 
Pyrethrum* 
Chlordane 
DDT 

Chloroacetic Acid 

130 
100 
100 
110 
100 

100 
20 
34 
72 
60 

*25% extract. At the end of the contact period, all individuals were knocked down; during the following 24 hrs. 80% of them had recovered. 

i r fSe preliminary results led us to plan a more extensive research programme, in view 
also of the fact that the Rockefeller Foundation had at that time granted support to the 

Istituto Superiore di Sanità for a three years research programme on the resistance of 

M. domestica. Our research was, therefore, continued within this plan, and was oriented 

toward three objectives: a) study of the mode of action of iodo, bromo, and chloroacetic 

acids and of their derivatives* on insects; b) selection of M. domestica strains toward 

chloroacetic acid; c) synthesis of chloroacetic acid esters and evaluation of their insecticidal 
action. 

MODE OF ACTION 

, J¡£°rc*er to study the action of TAA on TPD, we have carried out estimations of 
Tv? activity on the insects total extracts by means of a colorimetric method, using 

2,6-dichlorophenolindophenol as hydrogen acceptor, and fructose 1,6-diphosphate as 
substrate (having previously demonstrated the presence of aldolase which, as already 

known, is not inhibited by iodoacetic acid (Bettini and Boccacci, 1955). Fig. 1 illustrates 

the enzymatic reaction, where extracts of Periplaneta americana treated with iodoacetic 
acid show complete TPD inhibition. 

The relationship between mortality and TPD inhibition has been demonstrated on 
groups of houseflies exposed to increasing doses of TAA, by contact. The results are shown 

in Fig. 2, where (a) represents the mortality percentage and (b) the TPD inhibition per^ 

centage at various concentrations of chloroacetic acid. The enzyme inhibition curve is 
parallel but lower than the mortality curve. 

Having ascertained that TPD is inhibited by the TAA2, we have then studied the 

eifect of these substances on succinic dehydrogenase and on CoA (already identified by 
Wolff and Williams (1953) in larvae and adults of P. cecropia), both associated with the 

oxidative metabolism of carbohydrates, and the activity of which depends from thiol groups. 

We shall indicate these acids and their esters as “thiol alkylating agents” (TAA). 

-Chefurka (1954) found that iodoacetic acid did not inhibit TPD in vitro at concentrations which inhibit TPD of vertebrates. 

Figb 1. In vivo action of iodoacetic acid on TPD in P. americana: decoloration of 2,6'dichlorophenolindonhenol 
a) by normal coxal extracts and b) by coxal extracts of individuals treated with 1 mg/g of iodoacetic acid. 

Fig. 2. Comparison between “kill'’ percentage and TPD inhibition percentage in M. domestica (ITSardiniai 

ofTPDaCt Wlth Van0US C0ncentrati0n of chloroacetic acid, a) Percentage mortality and b) percentage inhibition 

Fig. 3. Blood radioactivity of P. americana injected with 90 fig (1), 180 fig (2) and 360 fig (3) of 2-C14 Tromo' 
acetic acid. 

Fig. 4. Log dosage'probit lines for chloroacetic acid (a) and DDT (b) in M. domestica susceptible strain (Scorna). 
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By means of Seligman and Rutenburg’s method (Seligman and Rutenburg, 1951) 

(formation of “formazians” granules following reduction of tétrazolium derivatives in the 

presence of succinate) we have shown that iodoacetic acid, injected at a dose of 1 mg/g in 
P. americana, does not inhibit the succinic dehydrogenase activity of coxal muscle (Bettini 

and Boccacci, 1954), while, as already reported, the same dose of iodoacetic acid determines 

complete TPD inhibition. „ , , 
CoA was estimated by the acetylation of sulfanilamide method, as reported by 

Novelli (1955). We have shown that iodoacetic acid injected at the dose of 900 fig/g in 
P. americana inhibits only 19% of coxal muscles’ CoA (Bettini and Boccacci, 1956) 

(Table III). Most probably, therefore, in iodoacetic acid poisoning, CoA inhibition is less 

important than TPD inhibition. 

TABLE III. 

Injected individuals 

Normal individuals 180 fig of 900 Mg of 

ICH2COOH/g ICH2COOH/g 

1 11.4 9.5 9.2 

2 11.5 9.4 

During the course of our experiments on succinic dehydrogenase and on CoA, we have 

observed some facts which are worth being mentioned. The coxal muscles of P. americana 
present among themselves a marked difference in pigmentation (cytochrome). We have 
demonstrated that the highly pigmented muscles show a most intense succinic dehydro¬ 

genase activity, while the non-pigmented ones show no activity, as can be seen from the 

two microphotographs on Fig. 7- . 
It has been observed, moreover, that there is a marked difference in CoA content 

between the highly pigmented and the non-pigmented muscles, as shown on Table IV 

(Boccacci and Bettini, 1956). 

TABLE IV. 

Whole coxae White coxal muscles Red coxal muscles 

11 4 6.1 28.0 

Briefly stated, some of the coxal muscles of P. americana show a relatively high content 

of succinic dehydrogenase, of CoA and of cytochrome. It follows, therefore, that in such 

muscles there is a very active oxidative metabolism bound to their specific functions. 
For a better understanding of the mode of action of the TA A, we have studied their 

fate after having injected them into P. americana (Bettini et al, 1955). We have used for 

Organs and tissues 

Dorsal vessel 
Fat body 
Ventral nerve cord 
Exoskeleton 
Foregut 
Metathoracic muscles 
Mesothoracic m. 
Coxal m. (highly pigm.) 
Coxal m. (moderately pigm.) 
Coxal m. (nompigm.) 
Accessory glands 
Hindgut 
Malpighian tubules 
Rectal feces 

TABLE V. 

Injected doses/individual 

90 Mg 180 Mg 360 Mg 

600 1200 3000 

440 1400 3000 

400 1000 2000 

220 800 1200 

190 500 1000 

150 300 700 

150 300 600 

90 200 600 

70 200 540 

60 150 350 

60 120 250 

500 600 800 

1500 1500 2000 
1070 
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this purpose 2-C 'bromoacetic acid and have determined the radioactivity distribution in 
the various organs and tissues after the insect showed poisoning symptoms. Fig. 3 shows 

4 k radl0activitj °f males °f P• americana injected with 90, 180, and 360 tw g of 
'bromoaceticacid. lt appears that radioactivity is related to the dose injected reaching 

a peale between 5 and 10 minutes after inoculation and then falling rapidly after 
50-00 minutes. During the following three hours, radioactivity increases again. 

1 ab£ v shows the radioactivity distribution in various organs and tissues dissected 
out from P. americana 4 hours after inoculation. A direct relationship between the injected 

dose and radioactivity may be observed in most cases; whereas in the hindgut and in the 

Malpighian tubules radioactivity values show no relationship with the increasing doses • 

it seems as if the lowest dose of bromoacetic acid had already saturated all thiol grouDs 
present in these organs. & ^ 

It should also be noted that skeletal muscles present a low radioactivity, the values 
being directly related to their degree of pigmentation. 

We have, furthermore, separated the reaction products between thiol containing 
substances and bromoacetic acid by means of paper electrophoresis of the total deon> 

temped roach extracts. Autoradiographies of the paper strips have revealed 7 components 

two of which electropositive ones (Fig. 6). The identification of the components is presently 

t t t t t tt t t t t 

50 min 

Smsur^nSmUrPf > ls°,lated fore§ut of R americana (a) and of Cebyster lateralimarginalis (b) following 
exposure to lodoacetic acid at a concentration of 1:10.000. a) |BaCl2 stimulation; f ) washed out. & 
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under way. The most abundant one (no. 1 paper strip C) shows the same mobility as 

S-carboxymethylglutathion. 

In the course of our experiments it has been demonstrated that the TA A induce a 

contracture paralysis of insect skeletal muscles, analogous to the one observed on verte¬ 

brates. The dorsal vessel responds to TAA poisoning as the skeletal muscles do. When 
the TAA are injected through the tergites, they at first block the dorsal vessel and then 

induce a contracture paralysis of skeletal muscles; whereas, when the TAA penetrate by 

contact through the tarsi, they at first induce a contracture paralysis of skeletal muscles and 
subsequently block the dorsal vessel. The blocking of the cardiac activity depends, there¬ 

fore, from the distance between the site of penetration of the toxic substance and the 

dorsal vessel. 

Fig. 6. Paper electroforesis autoradiographies of deproteinized extracts of P. americana injected with 180 pg of 
2-Q14 .bromoacetic acid, a) 2-C14 'bromoacetic acid solution. P. americana extracts: b) electropositive components 

c) electronegative components. 

Fig. 7. Highly pigmented (a), and non pigmented (b) coxal muscle of P. americana after 50 minutes of contact 
with Seligman and Rutenburg’s reagent, at 37°C. Abundant “formazan granules in (a); no formazan granules 

in (b). 
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The TA A determine a contracture paralysis of the intestinal muscles as well. Fig. 5 
shows the effect of iodoacetic acid on the isolated foregut of P. dmericdud and of Cybister 
Idterdlimargindlis. Contracture appears, in the cockroach, as a “paradox” phenomenon, i.e. 

it induces a fall instead of a rise of the muscle tonus. This is probably due to the prevailing 
contracture of the circular muscle fibers (Natalizi, et dl., 1956). 

SELECTION OF M. DOMESTICA TO CHLOROACETIC ACID 

In order to determine whether it was possible to develop resistance toward chloro- 
acetic acid in strains of M. domesticd, we have exposed flies to this substance for several 

generations. We have used a susceptible strain (S-Roma) and a resistant one (R-Sardima), 

the latter showing a very high resistance toward chlordane, DDT and analogs, and lindane.’ 

About 300 males and 300 females of each generation (separately and before mating) have 

been exposed to chloroacetic acid by contact, so as to obtain a survival of about 40% of males 

and of females. All the survivors of each generation have been used in breeding the following 

one. The results are reported on Table VI which shows that after 55 generations we have 

been unable to obtain appreciable resistance toward chloroacetic acid of the two housefly 
strains. 

These results lead to the supposition that in M. domesticd the physiological characters 
responsible for its susceptibility to the TAA, present a marked genetical homogeneity: 

this may find an indirect proof in the steepness of the ld-probit line for chloroacetic acid 
(Fig. 8) the slope of which ( = 8) is much steeper than the one obtained from the ld-probit 

line for DDT ( = 3.5), with the same fly strain and under the same experimental conditions. 

EVALUATION OF THE INSECTICIDAL ACTION 

OF SOME CHLOROACETIC ACID ESTERS 

We have prepared a series of chloroacetic acid esters (from various alcohols and 

phenols) with low vapour tension and having no hydrophylic functions (Boccacci and 

Bettini, 1936). We have evaluated the insecticidal action of these esters on wall, at the 

dose of 5 g/m2. Of the 22 esters thus tested, some have shown a marked insecticidal action, 

but only one (2,4,6-trichlorophenyl chloroacetate) has shown a residual action which has 
lasted only a few days. The rapid loss of its residual effect is due to its relatively high 

volatility. On the other hand, the less volatile products have shown an irrelevant insecticidal 
action. 

As a conclusion, our research has shown that the TAA present undoubtedly note¬ 

worthy characteristics : high contact effectiveness, toxicity for resistant strains, low tend¬ 

ency of inducing resistance. A long residual effectiveness is, however, essential for a good 

insecticide for practical use. None of the products prepared by us may be considered, in 

this regard, an insecticide fit for practical use. Nevertheless, considering the most lllimited 

number of possible synthesis in the field of TAA, it would be highly desirable that research 

on this line be continued with the aim of obtaining products bearing all characteristics of 
good insecticides. 

TABLE VI. 

Strain of 
M. domestica Generation 

LD59 for chloroacetic acid, 
g/m2 

S'Rome before selection 1.25 
S'Rome Fi 1.25 
S'Rome Fio 1.50 
S'Rome f27 1.50 
S'Rome F54 2.20 

R'Sardinia before selection 1.40 
R'Sardinia Ft 1.40 
R'Sardinia f12 1.60 
R'Sardinia F28 1.65 
R'Sardinia F30 2.40 
R'Sardinia F54 2.25 
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Development of a New Insecticidal Formulation for 
Mealy Bug Control - Synergism of Nicotine 

Sulphate with Sesame Oil 
By A. S. Srivastava and G. P. Awasthi 

Plant Protection Service 

Uttar Pradesh, Kanpur, India 

INTRODUCTION 1 

Mealy bugs of mango and guava (Drosicha mangiferae Green and D. contrahens W.) 
have been found to be resistant against the action of DDT, Gammexane and other synthetic 
insecticides. As this insect is very hardy and the insecticides cannot penetrate through the 
outer waxy covering easily, the only method to control these bugs has been grease banding 
against the nymphs and adults or by spraying with 3-4% fish oibrosin soap against the 
nymphs. These methods are only mechanical barriers to prevent upward movement of 
these insects. In our laboratory, intensive work has been carried out for the last few years 
for devising suitable and effective control measure against this pest. The researches have 
led to the discovery of a new insecticidal formulation, which when sprayed upon these 
mealy bugs, have proved very effective and have given good control. This work has shown 
that sesame oil containing sesamin and sesaminol, possesses the special property of being 
synergistic with nicotine sulphate or nicotine extract. The sesame oil or nicotine sulphate 
alone on the other hand has been found to be nomtoxic against mealy bugs. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In order to test the insecticidal toxicity of nicotine sulphate in combination with 
white sesame oil, different concentrations of nicotine sulphate were taken up. Adult 
mealy bugs were collected from the mango trees in large numbers in a cage. Young mango 
leaves were given to them every day. Ten adults were each kept in 11 square inch petrb 
dishes. One c.c. of the insecticidal solution was sprayed into each petrfdish containing 
the mealy bugs with the help of atomiser (Scent sprayer). The mealy bugs after being 
sprayed were transferred to fresh petrbdishes. The mortality of the mealy bugs was re^ 
corded every 24 hours. 

RESULTS 

The results of the various treatments are given in Table I. 

TABLE I—The Percentage Mortality of Adult Mealy Bugs Obtained after Spraying 

Them with Different Concentrations of Nicotine Sulphate and Sesame Oil. 

No. of 
Petri'dish Treatment given 

Percentage of mortality after 

24 
hours 

48 
hours 

72 
hours 

96 
hours 

1. 0.1% Nicotine sulphate + 
1.25% sesame oil emulsion 10% 10% 

2. 

+.25% soft soap + 0.3% Soda 
and 0.03 % ethyl alcohol. 

—do— 10% 10% 
3. 0.15 nicotine sulphate + 

1.25% sesame oil emulsion 100% 100% 100% 100% 

4. 

+.25% soft soap + 0.3% Soda 
and 0.03% ethyl alcohol. 

—do— 90% 100% 100% 100% 
5. 4% Sesame oil 0% 0% 0% 0% 
6. —do— 0% 0% 0% 0% 
7. Control 0% 0% 0% 0% 

This formulation is based on the use of a mixture of Nicotine sulphate 0.15% and 
white sesame oil 1.25% containing sesamin and sesaminol that are suitably dispersed (soft 

Grateful acknowledgement is made to Dr. S. B. Singh, Director of Agriculture, Uttar Pradesh, Lucknow, for his interest in this work. 
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soapo. 25% + 0.3% Soda and0.03 alcohol) to give the requisite emulsion. In order to test 
the efficacy of this insecticidal formulation on a field scale an experiment was performed in 
a guava orchard infested with mealy bugs. The infested trees were banded with ostico 
(a proprietory product) to prevent any ascent of nymphs and adults of mealy bugs that 
would ascend the trees. Five twigs were selected at random from each tree and tagged at a 
distance of about 6 inches approximately from the point of infestation in each twig. Ostico 
was also applied on the twigs near the tags to prevent any ascent or descent of mealy bugs 
on the sample twig. Observations regarding population were recorded before spraying as 
well as after 24 hours. It was observed that the treatment of guava trees with 0.125% 
nicotine sulphate and 1.25% sesame oil emulsion gave a high mortality (about 90%) 
24 hours after treatment. Following this experiment another experiment was conducted 
on the mango orchards where a number of insecticides have been used. In this experiment 
four mango trees were taken for each treatment. The population counts were made in 
5 twigs of each plant before and after the treatment. The results (Fig. l) have shown that 
water alone (as control), 0.25% DDT, 0.25% DDD, 0.04% Parathion, 0.033% Diazinon, 
0.05% Diazinon and 0.15% Nicotine Sulphate (with 0.25% soap and 1.25% sesame oil) 
gave 14.21%, 3473%, 52.91%, 70.55%, 83.1%, 85.02% and 97-18% control of the 
mealy bugs, respectively. 

Fig. 1. Average percentage reduction of mango mealybug after 72 hours of treatment with various insecti¬ 
cides. 

CONCLUSION 

A mixture of nicotine sulphate (.15%) with sesame oil (1.25%) soap, (.25%), 0.3% 
Soda and 0.03% alcohol, shows a definite synergism. This phenomenon, though not pre¬ 
viously known with these materials, is already known for pyrethrum and sesamin and 
sesammol. This new formulation was developed in the laboratory after a careful study of 
the action of sesame oil with nicotine sulphate against mealy bugs of mango and guava. 



An Insecticide from the Extract of a Plant, Adhatoda 
vasica Nees, Harmless to Man 

By A. S. Srivastava and G. P. Awasthi 

Plant Protection Service 

Uttar Pradesh, Kanpur, India 

INTRODUCTION1 

It is known that insecticides possessing residual properties may be harmful to human 
beings and cattle. This residual property may be useful for the control of insects but has 
definitely proved harmful to human beings and cattle when they consume treated fodder 
or other rood material. In order to avoid these risks toxicological investigations have been 
carried out on plant extracts to test the toxicity against certain pests. With this object in 
view a number of plants have been tested and screened in this laboratory for their insecti- 
cidal value. G. Watt (1908—Commercial Products of India, Vol. I, p. 25) gave indications 
that the plant, Adhatoda vasica possesses some sort of insecticidal property but this toxicity 
has not been assessed against insect pests with modern bu>assay techniques. It was there' 
fore considered desirable to confirm this finding. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Adhatoda vasica is a very common plant throughout the plains of India and it is also 
found over hilly tracts up to a height of 4000 ft. above seadevel. The leaves of this plant 
were collected and dried in the shade and then powdered. The composite resinous extract 
was dissolved in alcohol, which was then evaporated. The yield of the extract was 6 9% 
of the dried material. The experiments were done with a 1 percent solution of this extract 
in spra.yed on filter paper and placed inside a petrbdish. Twenty laboratory-reared 
red flour beetles were placed in each petrudish containing filter paper sprayed with various 
amounts of the extract. The insects were allowed to remain on the treated filter paper for 
24 hours and then transferred to fresh petrndishes containing untreated filter paper. 
Crushed wheat grains were provided in each petrbdish for food. The activity of the beetles 
was recorded every 24 hours. 

RESULTS 

The results of the experiment conducted are given in Table I. 

TABLE I—The Toxicity of 1% Extract of Adhatoda vasica (alcoholic solution) 

Against I. castaneum Adults. 

No. of 
Petri'dish* 

Quantity of extract 
sprayed over 
11 sq.inches 
of filter paper 

] Percentage mortality r after** 

24 
hrs. 

2 
days 

3 
days 

4 
days 

5 
days 

6 
days 

7 
days 

1. 0.5 c.c. — 50 60 75 75 75 75 

2. 1.5 c.c. — 55 55 70 80 80 80 

3. 1.5 c.c. 25 65 65 65 70 70 80 

4. 2.0 c.c. 30 70 90 100 100 100 100 

5. Control — — — — — — 5 

*20 insects were placed in each petridish. 

**Period of exposure was 24 hours. 

'Grateful acknowledgement is made to Dr. S. B. Singh, Director of Agriculture, Uttar Pradesh, Lucknow, for his interest in this'work. 
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CONCLUSION 

These experiments have shown that an extract from leaves of Adhatoda vasica is 
toxic to T. castaneum and may have a promising future as an insecticide. Large scale experi' 
ments will be performed in due course. The greatest advantage of this insecticide is that 
it is employed as a medicine for the cure of bronchial disturbances and it is completel 

harmless to man. 



Comportamiento de Tres Especies de Acridoidea Ante Cinco 

Compuestos Orgánicos Sintéticos2 EL TL 901 Como Expresión 

del Comportamiento de Insectodnsecticida 
Por Aquiles Silveira Guido3 r Omar Nunez Vina4 

Facultad de Agronomía, 

Montevideo, Uruguay 

ABSTRACT 

The action of aldrin, dieldrin, benzene hexachloride, chlordane and Lindane on the 
grasshoppers Scyllinops bruneri (Rehn), Dichroplus pratensis Bruner and D. conspersus 
Bruner was tested in the water'Ogloblin cabinet. 

A different behavior of the three orthopteron species when treated by the above substances 
was found (see graphs 1-6). 

The evaluation of the lethal time (TL$o) was done by probits and logarithms of the time. 

The regression figures concerning TL90 and the conclusions drawn by diagram 6 were 
interpreted as meaning a reciprocal behavior between species and insecticide. 

These results were similar to those obtained in field wor\ with power equipment. 

INTRODUCCION 

Este trabajo se ha realizado en colaboración estrecha de la Cátedra de Entomología de 
la Facultad de Agronomía y la Sección Técnica de la Oficina Nacional del Servicio de Lucha 
Contra la Langosta (Ministerio de Ganadería y Agricultura). 

Los autores expresan su agradecimiento al Ing. Agr. Gustavo J. Fischer, por su valiosa 
ayuda en la interpretación gráfica de los resultados. 

CONSIDERACIONES VARIAS 

Existen, por lo menos, doce especies indígenas de Acridoidea de importancia económica 
para el Uruguay por los grandes danos que ocasionan a plantas cultivadas y praderas natu¬ 
rales. De tales especies escogimos tres de las más importantes, (A) Scyllinops brunen (Rehn), 
(B) Dichroplus pratensis Bruner y (C) Dichroplus conspersus Bruner. Estas tres especies 
fueron objeto de extensos ensayos de control con aviones, equipos motorizados terrestres y 
equipos de mano, pero son los ensayos con la cámara Water-Ogloblin-Silveira los que nos 
presentan una apreciación numérica más precisa y de más fácil dominio. Es interesante decir, 
que hemos observado una buena coincidencia entre los datos obtenidos en los ensayos con 
equipos terrestres y los obtenidos con la cámara Water-Ogloblin-Silveira. 

Para la apreciación rapida hemos tomado como índice relativo el TL90 o sea tiemoo 
letal 90. ’ F 

MATERIAL Y METODOS 

Se trabajó en total con 1869 individuos de las especies Scyllinops bruneri (Rehn) 
(Acndinæ), Dichroplus pratensis Bruner (Cyrtacanthacridinsî) y Dichroplus conspersus 
Bruner (Cyrtacanthacridinæ). Todos los individuos fueron recogidos en el mismo momento 
y en el mismo campo utilizando la red común y evitando dañar los especímenes. Enseguida 
fueron trasladados al laboratorio donde se procedió a realizar los tratamientos respectivos. 
Siempre se proporcionó a los acridios tratados alimentos frescos. 

Se hicieron cinco tandas de insectos para cada especie (ver Tablas I-V). 

MEZCLAS EMPLEADAS 

Las mezclas se hicieron en la Cátedra de Entomología de la Facultad de Agronomía, 
empleándose una mezcladora, que es esencialmente un cubo giratorio. 

tiempo letal 90. 

2Este trabajo se realizó en el 1er. trimestre del año 1955. 

3Profesor de Entomología de la Facultad de Agronomía de Montevideo y subdirector de la Oficina N. del Servicio de Lucha contra la 
Langosta. 

^Practicante de la Facultad de Agronomía de Montevideo. 
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Por ciento muertos -»• 

Fot oionto muerto* 
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TABLAS I-V—Expresión Numérica del Comportamiento de los Insecticidas sobre 

(A) Scyllinops bruneri (Rehn), (B) Dichroplus pratensis Bruner y (C) Dichroplus cons' 

persus Br. 

log. 
Insectos muertos 

Proporción de 
insectos muertos Probits 

Días Días A B C A B C A B C 
118 (Aldrin) 

(1/143) (1/129) (1/148) 

1 0,000 34 9 55 0,2378 0,0698 0,3716 4,2865 3,5228 4,6723 
2 0,301 75 77 132 0,5245 0,5969 0,8919 5,0615 5,2453 6,2367 
3 0,477 93 110 146 0,6503 0,8527 0,9865 5,3861 6,0481 7,2115 
4 0,602 115 119 148 0,8042 0,9225 1,0000 5,8567 6,4222 infinito 
5 0,699 122 127 148 0,8531 0,9845 1,0000 6,0498 7,1571 inf. 
6 0,778 129 129 148 0,9021 1,0000 1,0000 6,2936 inf. inf. 

1 0,000 60 13 93 
2 0,301 127 96 130 
3 0,477 145 103 146 
4 0,602 145 112 146 
5 0,699 146 113 146 
6 0,778 146 114 146 

497 (Dieldrin) 
(1/146) (1/119) (1/146) 

0,4110 0,1092 0,6370 
0,8699 0,8067 0,8904 
0,9932 0,8655 1,0000 
0,9932 0,9412 1,0000 
1,000 0,9496 1,0000 
1,0000 0,9580 1,0000 

4,7750 3,7692 5,3505 
6,1259 5,8658 6,2287 
7,4677 6,1054 inf. 
7,4677 6,5650 inf. 
inf. 6,6413 inf. 
inf. 6,7279 inf. 

666 (B.H.C.) 

(1/99) 

1 0,000 62 33 56 0,6263 
2 0,301 79 61 80 0,7980 
3 0,477 90 71 86 0,9091 
4 0,602 96 75 102 0,9697 
5 0,699 97 75 105 0,9799 
6 0,778 97 80 105 0,9799 

(1/110) (1/124) 

0,3000 0,4516 5,3300 4,4756 4,8784 
0,5545 0,6452 5,8345 5,1371 5,3724 
0,6454 0,6935 6,3352 5,3730 5,5058 
0,6818 0,8226 6,8765 5,4727 5,9254 
0,6818 0,8468 7,2153 5,4727 6,0229 
0,7273 0,8468 7,2153 5,6047 6,0229 

1068 (Clordano) 

(1/152) (1/116) (1/90) 

1 0,000 49 36 53 0,3224 0,3103 0,5889 4,5390 4,5049 5,2247 
2 0,301 108 104 86 0,7105 0,8966 0,9556 5,5549 6,2624 6,7690 
3 0,477 126 110 89 0,8289 0,9483 0,9889 5,9498 6,6285 7,2869 
4 0,602 133 116 89 0,8750 1,0000 0,9889 6,1503 inf. 7,2869 
5 0,699 136 116 90 0,8947 1,0000 1,0000 6,2520 inf. inf. 
6 0,778 138 116 90 0,9079 1,0000 1,0000 6,3279 inf. inf. 

1 0,000 78 10 39 

(1/151) 

0,5166 

Lindano 

(1/115) 

0,8700 

(1/81) 

0,4815 5,0416 3,6405 4,9537 
2 0,301 

0,477 
111 45 60 0,7351 0,3913 0,7407 5,6283 4,7241 5,6455 

3 120 48 70 0,7947 0,4174 0,8642 5,8228 4,7914 6,0994 
4 0,602 124 58 76 0,8212 0,5043 0,9383 5,9200 5,0108 6,5406 
5 0,699 127 67 78 0,8411 0,5826 0,9630 5,9990 5,2086 6,7866 
6 . 0,778 128 74 78 0,8477 0,6436 0,9628 6,0266 5,3678 6,8720 

Gráficas 1-3. Comportamiento de los insecticidas sobre (A) Scyllinops bruneri (Rehn), (B) Dichroplus pratensis 
Bruner y (C) D. conspersus Bruner. Gráfica 1, “118” (Aldrin). Gráfica 2, “497" (Dieldrin). Gráfica 3, “666” 
(B.H.C.). 
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Se emplearon cinco formulas pulverulentas que denominaremos 1,2,3,4,5. Tales 
fórmulas tenían la siguiente composición: 

Aldrin (118), con no menos de 95% del 1,2,3,4,10,10-hexacloro-l,4,4a, 
5,8,8a-hexahidro-l,4,5,8-dimetanonaftaleno y no más de 5% 
de otros clorados insecticidas. 2,5% 
Talco. 97,5% 

Dieldrm (497), con no menos de 85% de 1,2,3,4,10,10-hexacloro 6,7 expoxi- 
1,4,4a,5,6,7,8,8a-octahidro-l ,4,5,8-dimentanonaftaleno. 2,5% 
Talco. 97,5% 

B.£H.[C. (666), 1,2,3,4,5,6 hexaclorociclohexano (con 1,2% de isómero 
gamma y 2,4% de otros isómeros. 3,6% 
Talco. 96,4% 

Clordano (1068), 1,2,4,5,6,7,8,8-octacloro 4,7-metano-3a,4,7,7a-tetrahidroin- 
daño. 2 5% 
Talco.97]5% 

Linddno Isómero gamma 1,2,3,4,5,6 hexaclorociclohexano. 1,2% 
Talco. 98,8% 

INTERPRETACION GRAFICA 

Para estimar los resultados se convirtieron los por cientos de mortandad que se distri¬ 
buyen en una curva, en líneas rectas, usando como coordenadas las unidades de probabilidad 
(Probits) y los logaritmos de los tiempos (Log.). 

El ajuste rectilíneo de las regresiones se hizo graficamente determinando su trazado los 
probits que corresponden a los valores medios. 

Los resúmenes numéricos se exponen en las Tablas I a V y su interpretación gráfica 
de 1 a 5. 

El TLqo (Tiempo Letal 90), obtenido también graficamente, expresa el tiempo en horas 
transcurridas desde el momento del tratamiento hasta la muerte del 90% de los insectos 
tratados. Esta expresión es de un valor preciso. 

Los guarismos del TLbo fueron calculados graficamente deduciéndolos del punto de 
intersección de la línea de comportamiento con la coordenada del 90% de mortandad. Este 
punto trasladado sobre el eje del tiempo nos da directamente TL9o. Dichos datos componen 
la Tabla VI. 

Hemos obtenido un tercer cuadro de datos que da los valores de coeficiente b5 (expuestos 
en Tabla VII) y el cual es deducido también graficamente, en base a la medida de probits de la 
proyección de la línea de comportamiento (o su prolongación) comprendida en la unidad 
logarítmica. Estos valores son inversamente proporcionales a TL9o. 

TABLA VI—Valores de Tiempo Letal 90. 

Insecticidas 

“118” “497” “666” “1068” Lindano 

S. bruneri 146 54 66 120 198 

D. pratensis 87 75 680 70 290 

D. conspersus 44 52 190 40 78 

Los datos de TL9o y Coef. b dispuestos sobre un eje de coordenadas (Gráfico 6) nos 
ubican 15 puntos. Uniendo los que corresponden a igual tratamiento determinan cinco 

. .. , , , ... . , , aumento (probit) d(probit) 
6L1 Goer, b expresa el aumento en probits por unidad logaritmica del tiempo letal o sea ---=-——\ o -rr,- 

aumento (log.Tiem) d(log.TL) 

Gráficas 4-5. Comportamiento de los insecticidas sobre (A) Scyllinops bruneri (Rehn), (B) Dichroplus pratensis 
Bruner y (C) D. conspersus Bruner. Gráfica 4, “1068” (Clordano). Gráfica 5, (Lindano). 

Gráfica 6. Resumen gráfico del comportamiento de los 5 insecticidas con respecto a las tres especies de langostas. 
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triángulos a los cuales graficamente se les halla el centro geometrico. Estos puntos trasladados 
sobre el eje de las abcisas, indican directamente, la rapidez, de efecto de cada insecticida 

considerando las tres especies como población. 

TABLA VII—Valores de Coeficiente b. 

Insecticidas 

“118” “497” “666” “1068” Lindano 

S. bruneri 2,8 4,5 2,6 2,3 1,2 

D. pratensis 5,0 3,4 1,0 4,5 2,3 

D. cons per sus 5,2 2,9 1,7 5,0 2,7 

RESULTADOS 

De la observación de las regresiones, de las tablas de valores de TL9o, y de las com 
clusiones del gráfico 6, se interpreta el comportamiento ieciproco de especiesdnsecticidas, 
los cuales se ajustan de manera similar a los resultados obtenidos en nuestros trabajos de 

campo con equipos de espolvoreo de gran poder. 
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ABSTRACT 

Removal of the tarsus in Blattella germanica (L.) by pulling out the pretarsal retractor 
apódeme results in regeneration on an “all or nothing ’ principle, influencing the moulting 
cycle in the same way as but to a lesser extent than regeneration of the leg from the trochantero' 
femoral level. 

Removal of the cercus results in regeneration, but this does not follow an “all or nothing" 
principle and does not influence the moulting cycle in a similar manner to regeneration of the 
leg or the tarsus. 

Development of the regenerating leg after removal before the critical period occurs 
proximo'distally, but is disto'proximal when the leg is removed after the critical period. A 
series of stages lettered A to G and BA to BG, representing the development of the regenerate 
in these two situations, is described. 

The tracheal supply of the regenerating leg is derived from two small trachea; supplying 
the trochanter of the normal leg. The old main leg trachea remains a stump in the regenerate 
throughout subsequent life, being replaced by “twin tracheae" derived from the original tro' 
chanterai supply. 

Implications of these findings for further wor\ are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the cockroach, Blattella germanica (L.), the removal of a metathoracic leg at the 
trochanteroTemoral articulation can lead to one of two alternative situations, without 
intermediate conditions between them (“all or nothing” regeneration). In the first, the 
operation is performed before a critical period, occurring about half-way through each 
instar. A complete “hypotypical regenerate” (Giard, 1897) with tetramerous tarsus then 
appears at the next moult, which is delayed by a period roughly equal to the time lapse 
between the preceding moult and the operation. Alternatively, performance of the opera' 
tion after the critical period results in the appearance at the next moult of a rounded 
papilla, and the regenerate appears only at the second moult after the operation, the timing 
of the moults not being significantly affected in this situation. Leg regeneration is con' 
sequently believed to be linked with the hormonal mechanism controlling moulting 
(O Farrell and Stock, 1953, 1954; Stock and O’Farrell, 1954; O’Farrell, Stock and Morgan, 
1956). The rapid differentation of the regenerate, and its tendency to differentiate proximo' 
distally following operations before the critical period and distO'proximally following 
operations after the critical period, were commented upon in this work. ÌA somewhat similar pattern of events in the regeneration of the tarsus, and a widely 
different one in the regeneration of the cercus, will be briefly described here, a more detailed 
account being reserved for publication elsewhere. Further, the gross development of the 
regenerating leg will be described, since the stages recognized by Bodenstein (1955) in 
observing the progress in vivo of leg regeneration in Penplaneta americana, may not cor' 
respond with those occurring in B. germanica, and take no account of the situation arising 
from operations performed after the critical period. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

First'instar nymphs of known age, obtained and maintained by the methods of 
O Farrell and Stock (1953) were used throughout. Regeneration of the leg was studied 
at 25°C, and that of the tarsus and the cercus at 29°C, at R.H. 75%. 

Removal of the leg at the trochanteroTemoral articulation was done by traction on 
the femur. The tarsus was removed at the tibio'tarsal articulation by traction on the first 
subsegment while steadying the tibia with forceps, a procedure which pulled out the 
whole pretarsal retractor apódeme and so caused some tissue damage proximad to the 
tibio'tarsal joint. The cercus was removed entire, without damaging the surrounding 
cuticle, by nipping and twisting at its base with fine forceps. These operations and sub' 
sequent handling of the animals were done under ether anaesthesia. The regenerating 
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animals and controls were examined at 24-hourly intervals through two or more instars 

after The1" cobalt sulphide method of Wigglesworth (1950) was used m studying the 
tracheation of the regenerating leg. After examination as unstained cleared whole mounts, 
the preparations were stained with alum carmine to permit observation of gross changes 
in structures other than the tracheæ. Further work, at the histological level, is in progress. 

EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

Regeneration of the Tarsus 

Removal of the metathoracic tarsus resulted in reconstruction of the tibia, which 
retracted within the cuticle of the old tibia to leave a distal space. When this process 
was complete, usuallv in 35-45 hours after operation, a tarsal bud appeared at the end ot 
the regenerated tibia and proceeded to differentiate and grow rather rapidly in the distal 
space Differentiation of the tarsal bud was usually completed within 45 55 hours of its 
first appearance. The regenerated tarsus was almost always tetramerous, although a very 
few instances of three-segmented regenerates were observed. It appeared externally at 
the next moult after operation if the operation was done before the critical period. kJpera- 
tions done after the critical period resulted in the appearance at the next moult of at most 
a small papilla on the end of the tibia (very rarely this papilla was more or less elongated 
and showed traces of segmentation); the regenerated tarsus then appeared at the second 

moult after operation. . , c . 
Counting as “intermediates” all instances of papillae with segmentation and of tarsi 

with imperfectly formed pretarsi or with less than four segments, the incidence of ^inter¬ 
mediates” in about 1200 observations of regenerated tarsi was under 1%. An ail or 
nothing” principle, similar to that seen in leg regeneration, thus seemed to be operative. 

The critical period appeared to correspond exactly with that observed in leg regenera¬ 
tion. Operations performed after the critical period did not influence the timing of sub¬ 
sequent moults, while those done before it affected the timing of the moult as shown in 

Table I. 

TABLE I—Relationship Between Tarsal Regeneration and Timing of the First Moult in 

945 First-Instar Blattella germanica at 29°C, 75% R.FI. _ 

Age at operation Age at first ecdysis 

Time elapsing between the 
operation and the ecdysis 

8 103 95 

24 107 83 

40 117 77 

56 129 73 
« 

Note: Age and time expressed as approximate percentage of mean duration of first instar in controls, i.e. 6.5 days. 

This table is based upon examination of data from 600 experimental animals and 350 
controls. Times have been expressed as approximate mean percentages of the mean dura¬ 
tion of the first instar in the controls. The results suggest that tarsal regeneration following 
an operation before the critical period must proceed to completion before a moult can occur. 
There is a remarkable physiological timing mechanism to ensure that the moult is post¬ 
poned just enough to provide the necessary period of about 100 hours (roughly 70% of 

the duration of the normal instar). 
Preliminary experiments have indicated that the occurrences resulting from remova 

of the tarsus by cutting through the first subsegment, without pulling out the pretarsal 
retractor apódeme, may be very similar to those described above. 

Regeneration of the Cercus 

Fig. 1 shows the various stages in differentiation of the regenerated cercus observed 
at the first moult after variously timed operations. The maximum level of development 
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attained (Fig. 1, f) resembles the normal first-instar cercus, and it was found that the 
maximum number of segments present in the regenerate at a given moult corresponded 
with that characterising the normal cercus in the preceding instar (Table II). (Counts of 
the normal cereal segments made in this work did not agree with the data of Wille (1920), 
who gave 5 for the second and 9 for the fourth instar). 

Fig. 1. Normal and regenerated cerei of seconddnstar Blatt ell a germanica (L). Viewed from posterior, (a) Normal 
cercus of right side, (b) to (f) Regenerated cerei of left side, resulting from operations performed respectively 3, 
4, 5, 6 and 7 days before the first moult. 

By assigning arbitrary numerical values to the various stages in differentiation at¬ 
tained by the cercus at the first moult, from 0 for healed cuticle through 1 for an undif¬ 
ferentiated papilla and 2-6 for the stages shown in Fig. 1, b to f, Table III was constructed. 
It shows the simple relation between time available for regeneration and the stage appear¬ 
ing at the next moult after operation, with no critical period and no “all or nothing” 
principle. (Regenerates of value 6 were seldom obtained directly, but were frequently 
observed following removal of the cercus at one day old and of a metathoracic leg at two 
or three days old, which of course increased the time elapsing before the moult.) 

TABLE II—Number of Segments in Normal Cercus in each Instar in Blattelia germanica, 

Compared with the Maximum Number seen in Cerci Regenerated after Removal Early 

in the First Instar. 

Instar I II 

Normal 
cercus 3 6 

Regenerated 
cercus * 3 

III IV V 

7 8 9 

6 7 8 
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TABLE III—Stage Reached at the First Moult by the Regenerating Cercus of Blandía 

germanica, in Relation to the Time of Removal at 29°C, 75% R.H._ 

Days elapsing 
between removal 
of cercus and 
first moult 1~2 3 4 5 6 7 

Mean stage in 
differentiation 
reached 0.5 1.3 2.5 3.8 5.1 6.0 

TABLE IV—Delay in First Moult of Blandía germanica Associated with Removal of 

Left Cercus at Various Ages, at 29°C, 75% R.H. _ 

Age, in days, at removal of cercus 0-1 2-3 3-4 

Age at first ecdysis, in days 6.21 6.14 6.03 

Probability of chance result 0.02 0.10 0.65 

Note: Mean age of controls at first ecdysis (6.00 days). 

Cereal regeneration apparently affected the timing of the moult only slightly, and in a 
different way from the regeneration of leg or tarsus, as seen in Table IV, based upon 
observation of 600 animals. Certainly there appeared to be no mechanism for postponing 
the moult to ensure complete regeneration before its occurrence; rather, it seemed that 
young animals were more affected than older ones by removal of the cercus, and further 

study of this aspect will be undertaken. 

Development of the regenerating leg 

Figs. 2 to 8 show the sequence of distinguishable stages observed in the stump of 
the regenerating leg after removal at the trochantero-femoral joint at three days old (well 
before the critical period) at 25°C, 75% R.H. The stages have been allotted reference 
letters rather than numbers, in order to avoid confusion with those designated by Boden" 

stein (1955) for Penplaneta. . . . . , . , 
Stage A, 24 hours after operation, shows the trochanter rather densely packed with 

cells. No regression of the coxal musculature has occurred, and the broken distal end of the 
main trachea of the leg is still close to the inner margin of the blood clot. 

Stage B, a day later, shows appreciable emptying of the cells from the trochanter, in 
which a hollow pouch of blastema is now formed. IVIarked regression of the coxal muscu a" 
ture and hypodermis, especially on the lateral aspect, has left a space within the coxa 
cuticle. The main trachea has been withdrawn into the distal part of the coxa, and is 
surrounded by a dense collar of cells in which active mitoses are visible in the origina 

preparations. . ... . 
Three days after operation, in Stage C, the distal blastema is beginning its withdrawal 

from the blood clot. The growth zone round the tracheal stump is developing folds, which 
will ultimately produce the characteristic Z-shaped regenerate, with the femur lying 
against the coxa and the tibia folded against the femur. The same folding process also 
seems to be responsible for forming the trochantero-femoral and fémoro-tibial joints. 
Extensive breakdown of the old coxal musculature is now apparent. 

Another 24-36 hours brings about Stage D, where the femur, tibia, and tibio-tarsal 
joint are well formed, and the distal blastema, now almost wholly withdrawn from the 
blood clot, contains a strand of elongated cells probably representing the pretarsal retractor 
apódeme. No sign of tarsal segmentation or of a pretarsus is yet recognisable. 

Stages E, F and G, observed respectively 5, 6, and 7 days after operation, show 
progressive enlargement in size of the femur and tibia, whose musculature is also under¬ 
going differentiation, concurrently with the segmentation of the tarsus and the formation 
of the pretarsus, in which the claws are completely formed by 7 days after operation. 

A different pattern results from operations performed after the critical period, at 
8-9 days old. No visible change occurs in the coxal musculature or in the position of the 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 
Figs. 2-12. Development of the regenerating leg in Blattella germanica (L.). Unless otherwise stated, all figures 
show the stump (i.e. coxa and trochanter) of the regenerating leg, viewed from posterior (dorsal) aspect; Figs. 
2-9 are from animals in which the leg was removed at 3 days old, and Figs. 10-12 from animals in which it was 
removed at 8-9 days old. See text for further details. 
Fig. 2. Stage A, with coxa and trochanter of normal leg for comparison. 
Figs. 3-8. Stages B to G (G viewed from anterior (ventral) aspect). 
Fig. 9. Unstained, cobalpsulphidednjected regenerate as it appeared at the first moult. 
Figs. 10-12. Stages BA, BC and BE respectively. 
Abbreviations: be, blood'dot; gr, growth zone; ft, fold indicating formation of femoro'tibial joint; apo, pre* 
tarsal retractor apódeme rudiment; tr, fern, tib, ts trochanter, femur, tibia and tarsus of regenerate; cl, pretarsal 
claw; tt, twin tracheae of regenerate, derived from trochanteral tracheae of normal leg; st, stump of main trachea 
of leg; mit, main trachea of normal leg; cs, strand of cells between femoroTibial joint of regenerate and disin' 
tegrating coxal muscles. 
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main trachea, of the leg up to the time of the moult. Fig. 10 shows the situation in an animal 
which had just moulted 3 days after operation. Apart from the replacement of the tro¬ 
chanter by a cuticular papilla containing a hollow pouch of hypodermis with relatively 
few cells in its lumen, this stage resembles Stage A and certainly does not suggest Stage C. 
Six days after operation and three days after moulting, as shown in Fig. 11, the stage 
reached somewhat resembles Stage C and does not at all approach Stage F, hence the 
moult rather than the operation seems to be the starting-point of the regeneration process. 
By five days after the moult, however, the different sequence of differentiation is apparent. 
Fig. 12 shows how at this stage the tarsus is already well developed and beginning to 
segment in a situation where the femur and tibia are still intermediate in their develop 
ment between Stage C and Stage D of the first series. (The significance of the strand of 
cells linking the femoro-tibial joint to the disintegrating coxal musculature is still not clear). 

Thus a different terminology may be needed to describe the development of the 
regenerate resulting from an operation performed after the critical period. The use of the 
letter B preceding the index letter of the stage seems adequate at present. Thus Fig. 10 
would be Stage BA, Fig. 11 Stage BC, and Fig. 12 Stage BE. Stages BC, BD and BE, pos- 
sibly also Stage BF, reflect the difference in differentiation (disto-proximal rather than 
proximo-distal) between the two series; Stages BA, BB, and BG are essentially similar in 

appearance to Stages A, B and G respectively. 
In both series, the tracheal supply of the developing regenerate is derived from two 

small tracheae whose function in the normal leg is to supply the trochanteral hypodermis 
(Fig. 10, tt). There is no direct outgrowth of the old main leg trachea to supply either 
the developing or the completed regenerate; it remains as a stump throughout the sub¬ 
sequent life of the animal. The twin tracheal supply shown in Fig. 9, derived from the 
original trochanteral tracheae, is as diagnostic of a regenerated leg as is the tetramerous 
condition of the tarsus. (It seems to be visible in Bodenstein s (1955) illustrations of re¬ 
generation in PeTÏplâïictd in vivo). There is much individual variation in the details of the 
tracheal supply and especially in the extent and method of replacement of the tibial air- 
sacs in regenerated legs. The subgenual chordotonal organ regenerates well, and the 
associated tracheal expansion may be derived from either of the twin tracheae of the re¬ 
generate. Either or both of them may extend far into the tarsus, or end blindly in the tibia, 
at the first appearance of the regenerate, and varied changes may occur at subsequent 

moults, but the “twin” condition persists. 
The trochanteral tracheae become elaborately looped and twisted in the process of 

moving into the developing regenerate, presumably migrating towards the zone of low 
oxygen tension resulting from active tissue differentiation. They are nearly always trace¬ 
able in injected preparations as far as the base of the tibia by Stage D or E, but it is not 
clear whether their arrival constitutes a primary cause for the outburst of differentiation 
characterising the period between Stage G and Stage E. WTether their movement involves 
actual growth accompanied by filling with air of the newly-formed portion, or is attribut¬ 
able simply to migration and stretching, is not yet certain; but it is clear that their presence 
as functional channels of oxygen supply in the developing regenerate renders the original 
tracheation superfluous, and establishes the pattern upon which the definitive tracheation 

of the completed regenerate is formed. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The notion that the effect upon the moulting cycle of regeneration may be simply 
related to the quantity of tissue to be replaced is at first sight supported by the comparison 
of the results obtained from regeneration of the tarsus with those obtained from that of 
the whole leg; but it does not survive the observations on cereal regeneration, where the 
effect on moulting is qualitatively different and the critical period and “all or nothing 
principle are both absent. Tarsal regeneration involves tibial (and therefore muscular) 
reconstruction, whereas cereal regeneration does not involve muscle replacement. The 
cercus does and the tarsus does not undergo profound morphological change during post- 
embryonic life and especially at metamorphosis. Either of these differences might form the 
basis for further investigation of the underlying causes of the apparently fundamental 
difference between cereal regeneration and that of the leg or tarsus. 

The fact that the regenerating leg undergoes differentiation in a generally proximo - 
distal sequence after operations preceding the critical period, but disto-proximally follow- 
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ing operations after the critical period, is also of considerable interest. Either an inhibitory 
effect of the blood clot on the development of the distal part of the blastema, or a total 
shift in the balance of tissue competition for metabolic substrates in the two different 
hormonal situations represented, might provide an explanation; the second hypothesis 
might conceivably be related to differential responses of muscle and hypodermis, com¬ 
parable to the suggestion made above regarding the difference between tarsal and cereal 
regeneration. The possible morphogenetic role of tracheal supply in the developing re¬ 
generate also provides a field for further investigation. 
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Analyse morphogénétique du Développement des Organes 

imaginaux chez les Insectes holométaboles1 
Par D. M. Steinberg 

Zoological Institut of the Academy of Sciences 

Leningrad, U.S.S.R. 

ABSTRACT 

Based on the morphological and experimental investigations with Galleria mellonella L. 
and some other species the paper examines the interaction processes in cells and tissues, 
accompanying the development of imaginai discs on the wings and extremities of insects. 

Il est connu que les germes embryonnaires des organes—les disques imaginaux—se 
logent dans l’hypoderme et ont la forme de petits sacs renflés vers l’intérieur. Au début de 
leur période de croissance, la cavité du sac perd—dans une mesure plus ou moins grande— 
son contact avec le milieu extérieur et le disque lui-même se détache en majeure partie de 
l’hypoderme. Durant les stades plus avancés poussent, au bord du fondement hypodermique, 
des éléments musculaires ligamenteux, trachéiques et nerveux entrant en divers contacts avec 
le fondement, suivant l’importance future de l’embryon de l’organe. En partant de cette suite 
de processus on peut analyser les trois étapes de développement des disques imaginaux se 
suivant l’une l’autre: 1) la naissance des disques, 2) leur croissance et leur détachement de 
l’hypoderme, 3) les rapports entre les disques et les autres tissus qui donnent la possibilité 
de développement des organes différents. 

PREMIÈRES PHASES DU DÉVELOPPEMENT DES DISQUES IMAGINAUX 

Le premier processus— le fondement des disques—est toujours lié à certaines parties 
du corps de l’embryon ou de la larve, bien que se passant chez les différents insectes aux 
diverses périodes de leur développement—dans l’œuf, lors de l’éclosion des larves ou 
pendant la période post-embryonnaire. La question peut être formulée de la façon suivante : 
quelles sont les causes déterminant la stricte localisation des disques; ceci dépend-il de 
l’inéquivalence des cellules hypodermiques, de la complexité de l’hypoderme ou de facteurs 
extérieurs induisant la formation des disques. 

Les meilleurs sujets pour l’étude de cette question sont les insectes à développement 
tardif des disques imaginaux, car chez eux le tissu présomptif des organes imaginaux entre 
dans la composition du tégument des jeunes larves. Ceci facilite considérablement toute 
intervention expérimentale. En outre, chez de telles espèces, l’hypoderme des larves reste 
moins spécifiquement déterminé, ses cellules conservent la faculté de se multiplier par 
division et leur tissu, dans l’ensemble, conserve la propriété de se régénérer. 

Le sujet présentant le plus d’intérêt pour l’analyse de la question est la Galleria 
mellonella L., car chez cette espèce, les disques imaginaux des ailes se forment chez les 
chenilles après la deuxième mue et les disques des extrémités chez les chenilles du dernier 
stade. La propriété de régénération du disque de l’aile se conserve chez la G. mellonella 
jusqu’au début de la formation des chrysalides (Steinberg, 1938) et le disque de l’extrémité, 
avant les premiers jours du développement du dernier stade. 

Malgré l’homogénéité extérieure des tissus de l’hypoderme des tergites et des pleurites 
des deuxième segments du thorax chez G. mellonella, ils sont qualitativement inéquivalents. 
Les rapports entre les cellules de l’hypoderme prédéterminent l’existence sur chacun de ces 
segments d’une paire de territoires embryonnaires, dont toutes les parties sont potentielle¬ 
ment aptes au développement des disques de l’aile (Steinberg, 1938). Aux stades précédents, 
chacun des territoires englobe une surface égale à la partie droite ou gauche de l’un des 
segments; au moment de la cessation de la nutrition des chenilles, le territoire se rétrécit 
jusqu’à ne former qu’une mince bordure tenant par son côté dorsal au disque imaginai. 
Lors de l’élimination des disques au détriment des cellules entrant dans la composition 
du territoire, la régénération des ailes devient possible, tandis que la partie périphérique 
du territoire n’est susceptible que d’une régénération limitée de l’organe imparfait. 

Si on transplante sur le prothorax ou sur l’abdomen le territoire entier ou l’une de 
ses parties toujours sans disque, la formation des disques des ailes devient possible ainsi 

’Also published in Entomologkheskpe Obozrenie 35(3): 503'509. 1956. (Russian with English abstract). 
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qu’après la metamorphose des ailes différenciées (Steinberg, 1945, 1949a); dans ce cas, sur 
le prothorax, baile développée est plus parfaite que sur n importe quel segment abdominal. 

En cas d’implantation dans la cavité du corps de la chenille de l’hypoderme du deu¬ 
xième ou du troisième segment du thorax, pris sur de jeunes sujets avant la formation de 
leurs disques imaginaux, dans le sac épithélial (Piepho, 1938) il se forme un disque de 
l’aile se tournant vers la cavité de l’ampoule et, lors de la métamorphose, prenant des 
formes différenciées de structure simulant l’aile (Steinberg, 1950). Des résultats analogues 
ont été obtenus lors des experiences sur les larves du fiAcldsoynd sdliccti tyfs. (Steinberg, 

1948b). , . 
La possibilité du développement des disques imaginaux de l’aile au detriment des 

cellules du territoire embryonnaire en dehors de sa localisation normale témoigné d une 
façon concluante que la condition nécessaire et suffisante au développement du disque est 
l’existence du système de cellules hypodermales qui forment, sur les cotes^de chacun des 
deuxième ou troisième segments du thorax, des territoires originaux. De meme, non seule¬ 
ment en dehors des limites du territoire, 1 hypoderme est incapable de former des disques, 
mais même dans ces limites les possibilités potentielles des cellules sont inequivalentes. 

Une régénération des plus complètes de 1 organe est possible au detriment des parties 
de cellules contiguës, du côté dorsal, à la partie de 1 immersion du disque; ce sont elles qui 
gardent le plus longtemps la faculté de régénération.^ Tout au contraire, les parties péri¬ 
phériques du territoire embryonnaire ne sont aptes a la formation des disques qu en cas 
de stimulation complémentaire. Ainsi, les cellules de la partie dorsale du territoire, les plus 
éloignées du disque, ne peuvent être entraînées dans le processus de la formation des disques 
imaginaux de l’aile, que dans le cas de leur transplantation auprès d un processus de ré¬ 
génération en cours se déroulant à côté d’eux. (Steinberg, 1949a). Des rapports analogues 
ont lieu sur le prothorax également, dont l’hypoderme ne possédé pas les potentiels in¬ 
dépendants nécessaires au développement de l’aile, mais étant transplante dans une region 
où se passe déjà le processus de régénération, il est regulierement attire dans le processus 
de la formation du disque. De cette manière, les possibilités de creation des formes par 
l’hypoderme tombent, à la manière des vecteurs, du moins d immersion du disque jusqu au 
bord du territoire périphérique. Normalement, le disque surgit dans la partie centrale du 
territoire, qui possède le maximum d’activité. L’existence d une graduation de 1 activité 
régénératrice permet de déterminer plus exactement le territoire embryonnaire (regene- 

ratif) comme étant un vrai champ-graduant. 
Le disque imaginai de l’extrémité apparaît chez, la chenille à la jonction du premier et 

du second article larvaire de la patte. Néanmoins, sa régénération est possible non seule¬ 
ment au détriment des cellules hypodermiques directement contiguës au disque, mais 
également au détriment de celles plus éloignées formant le tegument de la partie sternale et 
pleurale de segments du thorax (Steinberg, 1938). De cette matière, il existe autour du 
disque imaginai de l’extrémité un territoire embryonnaire semblable a celui existant autour 
du disque de l’aile. Sa partie périphérique n’est capable de former que des extrémités 
imparfaites, ce qui indique probablement la présence dans le territoire embryonnaire de la 
patte également des différences graduelles de potentiels morphogenetiques. Neanmoins, 
ce champ-graduant n’a pas été analysé d’une manière plus détaillée. Lors de sa transplanta¬ 
tion, le territoire de l’extrémité est susceptible, moyennant sa propre differentiation, de 
former une extrémité imagínale, pratiquement sur n’importe quelle partie du corps de la 

chenille (Bodenstein, 1933, 1937, 1941; Steinberg, 1951). 
Des données analogues concernant les extrémités ont été obtenues egalement chez; 

d’autres insectes (Furukawa, 1940; Mauser, 1938; Balaz;uc, 1945). 
Toutes les données expérimentales citées plus haut témoignent sans aucun doute que 

la possibilité de la formation du disque est entièrement déterminée par le système même 
des cellules hypodermiques lesquelles forment sur des parties bien determinees du corps 
de la chenille des champ-graduants spécifiques de l’aile ou de 1 extrémité. Les disques 
apparaissent dans la région dont la graduation est la plus élevée, indépendamment des 
tissus ou des organes tapissant l’hypoderme. 

DEUXIÈME PHASE: DÉPLACEMENT DES CELLULES DE L’HYPODERME 

La deuxième étape soumise à examen, celle du développement des disques represente 
le processus de l’immersion des cellules,—ce qui le détermine, quelles sont ses premisses 
matérielles, conditionnant la formation et la croissance du disque lors des stades precoces 
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de son fondement. L’étude histologique des tableaux en présence d’un développement 
normal du disque de l’aile de la G. mellonella, est convaincante en ce que l’immersion 
des cellules se produit principalement du côté dorsal, ce qui est lié avec le déplacement 
dorso-ventral des cellules, et dans une mesure moindre, du côté ventral par suite d’un 
déplacement ventro-dorsal se produisant à sa rencontre; il ne se produit pas d’immersion 
de cellules du côté avant ou arrière du disque. 

La présence du déplacement dorso-ventral des cellules se signale lors des diverses 
lésions de l’hypoderme. Dans ce cas, l’existence du système pileux est un indicateur certain. 
Les poils de la chenille de la G. mellonella, liés à l’action des cellules spécialisées, ne sont 
pas susceptibles de régénération, pas plus que les poils des chenilles de la Vanessa urticæ, 
d’après les données de Bodenstein (1930). Si l’on éloigne une portion d’hypoderme sans 
endommager la paire dorsale de poils, après l’épithélisation de la plaie, qui se produit grâce 
à la migration des cellules hypodermiques sous la croûte sanguine et la mue suivante, on 
peut observer un déplacement des poils restés indemnes toujours dans la direction ventrale. 

L’épithélisation de la plaie ne produit jamais un déplacement d’avant en arrière des 
poils non touchés par l’opération, quelle que soit leur situation par rapport à la blessure, 
avant la lésion. Par suite de la détermination précoce des structures chitineuses de la 
chrysalide qui se développent déjà dans le tégument des jeunes chenilles (Bodenstein, 
1936; Bytinski-Salz, 1936; Steinberg, 1938), le déplacement des cellules hypodermiques, 
lors de l’épithélisation, près de la ligne dorsale médiale produit chez la chrysalide, comme 
résultat du déplacement des cellules dans le segment endommagé, la transposition de la 
crête caractéristique passant par le milieu des tergites de la chrysalide. De plus, la trans¬ 
position de cette partie de la crête est toujours dirigée uniquement du côté ventral et dans 
n’importe quelle variante de l’expérience elle ne se produit en avant ou en arrière. 

La polarisation dorso-ventrale et la direction identique des mouvement des cellules 
dépendant de cette polarisation se fait sentir d’une façon extrêmement nette lors de la 
transplantation des parties de l’hypoderme du côté gauche du corps vers le côté droit, et 
vice-versa, ce qui est lié inévitablement avec une perturbation de la disposition normale 
des graduations dans la partie transplantée (Steinberg, 1949). Si dans ce cas, l’axe dorso- 
ventral est atteint, c’est-à-dire si le bord dorsal de la partie transplantée est tourné du côté 
ventral de la chenille et par conséquent le bord ventral est tourné du côté dorsal, le dépla¬ 
cement des cellules dans la partie transplantée est dévié de 180° et n’aboutit pas à un 
développement de l’organe correspondant à l’hypoderme de la partie réceptrice. Il en résulte 
que plusieurs disques imaginaux se développent—et plus tard plusieurs ailes; l’une se 
forme des tissus du sujet et est orientée normalement; l’autre se développe à partir de la 
partie transplantée et a son bord dorsal dirigé vers le côté ventral; la troisième apparaît 
comme un dédoublement parfait de la seconde aile, se développe comme cette dernière à 
partir des tissus de la partie transplantée et est orientée normalement. Ayant analysé le 
développement des disques imaginaux et les dimensions finales de l’aile, j’ai démontré 
(Steinberg, 1949a), que la troisième aile doit être regardée comme le résultat d’une régula¬ 
tion compensatrice des tissus—régulation de la déviation de la polarisation de la partie 
transplantée—et du déplacement inverse des cellules dépendant de cette déviation en 
présence de la formation du disque imaginai de la seconde aile. 

Si dans une autre série d’expériences on transplante le tissu de droite à gauche, de 
telle manière que son bord avant soit tourné vers l’arrière et le bord arrière vers l’avant, 
une telle déviation de la polarisation de l’axe avant-arrière ne change en rien l’orientation 
du mouvement des cellules et conduit à la formation de deux ailes dirigées normalement—• 
dont l’une se développe à partir des tissus du sujet, l’autre à partir des cellules de partie 
transplantée (Steinberg, 1949a). Les dédoublements se développent très rarement lors de 
cette variante de l’expérience et seulement lors d’un fort rapprochement des deux embryons 
des disques imaginaux et leur transposition opératoire vers la direction dorso-ventrale. 
Une orientation normale des ailes se développant à partir de la partie transplantée est un 
indice de non-détermination du processus de leur développement vers la direction de l’axe 
longitudinal du corps de l’animal, ce qui correspond entièrement à l’absence de dépla¬ 
cement des cellules lors du développement du disque sur des bords avant et arrière. 

Lors de la transplantation de l’hypoderme du mesothorax sur le metathorax et inverse¬ 
ment, la concordance des processus du mouvement des cellules sur les différents segments 
du corps de la chenille nous mène vers la possibilité de la formation des ailes chimériques 
(Steinberg, 1945, 1949a). Dans ce cas, les écailles, le frenulum, se développent conformé- 
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ment à l’origine de leurs cellules témoignant par la le caractère chimérique de 1 aile, dans 
son ensemble, l’aile représente un organe régulièrement, entièrement et harmonieusement 

formé, capable de remplir une fonction limitée. 
De même, la possibilité du développement des ailes dans les sacs épithéliaux par 

implantation de l’hypoderme dans la cavité du corps de la chenille, demontre d une manière 
indiscutable l’importance du déplacement des cellules lors du développement du disque 
car les autres facteurs quels qu’ils soient, par exemple la réduction musculaire, sont exclus 
des conditions d’une telle expérience. D’un autre côté, lors de la formation du sac epithelial, 
la régénération du disque préalablement élimininée devient difficile parce que le mouve- 
ment des cellules, dirigé vers la formation du tissu recouvrant le sac et par sa direction 
même directement opposé à la formation du disque, freine le processus de sa régénération; 
dans la plupart des cas, le disque ne se développe généralement pas (Steinberg, 1950). 

Lors de la formation des disques imaginaux des extrémités, les processus du mouve- 
ment dirigé des cellules ne peuvent être expérimentés suffisamment. Néanmoins,^ la possi¬ 
bilité du développement des extrémités dédoublées au moyen d’expériences variées et des 
extrémités chimériques (Bodenstein, 1935, 1937), de même que la formation des disques 
imaginaux des extrémités dans les sacs épithéliaux, en cas d implantation de 1 hypoderme 
des'premier et second articles des pattes de la chenille (Steinberg, 1951), permet d affirmer 
que le déplacement des cellules, lors du développement des disques imaginaux des extré¬ 
mités, représente un processus aussi obligatoire que celui qui a lieu lors du développement 

du disque imaginai de l’aile. 

ACTION RÉCIPROQUE DES HYPODERMES AVEC D’AUTRES TISSUS 

Le troisième groupe de processus soumis a analyse dans le present rapport se développe 
aux stades plus avancés du développement des disques imaginaux. Leur croissance, a son 
début, s’effectue au détriment du repliement continu des cellules hypodermiques du cote 
dorsai et du côté ventral. Néanmoins déjà aux premiers stades de la formation des disques 
et en même temps que le repliement, il commence à se produire une multiplication renforcée 
des cellules des disques à proprement parler; c’est à partir de ce processus que se produit 
une grande partie de leur croissance. Le caractère du rapport^ mutuel des disques avec ms 
autres tissus, rapport qui se fixe plus tard, est déterminé^ déjà par les particularités spéci¬ 
fiques de tels ou tels disques, par leur importance projetée. L’organe qui se développe du 
disque—l’extrémité ou l’aile—se trouve determine des les stades les plus precoces, bien 
avant la naissance des disques, très probablement déjà chez ^’embryon dans l’œuf. La 
spécification des tissus se manifeste également dans le fait qu’il est impossible d obtenir 
des organes chimériques qui soient formes de la combinaison des pattes et de Inaile dans les 
différents cas de soudure de l’hypoderme (Steinberg, 1951). De ceci dépend également la 
spécification de la connection qui s’établit entre les différents disques et les autres tissus. 

Pour les ailes, ce sont les relations des tissus avec système lacuneux qui présentent la 
plus grande importance. Déjà les observations directes des anciens auteurs, et plus tard les 
travaux de Köhler (1932), Behrends (1935), Hundertmark (1935) ont démontré que le 
système des lacunes se forme dans le disque de 1 aile avant que les trachées ne commencent 
à s’y implanter, et bien que par la suite le système des veines coïncidant avec une telle 
lacune se transforme en grande partie, le système trachéen se développe toujours comme 
étant dépendant du système des lacunes. Les données des recherches expérimentales cor¬ 
respondent entièrement avec ces observations directes. 

Dans le cas du développement des ailes au détriment de l’hypoderme transplante, il 
se forme également sur le prothorax un système de lacunes normal, dans lesquelles s implan¬ 
tent partiellement certaines trachées. Le même phénomène est observé également chez les 

ailes chimériques (Steinberg, 1949a). 

Les lacunes se développent également dans la cavité du corps dans le cas du dévelop¬ 
pement des ailes dans les sacs épithéliaux. Lors de ces experiences et dans des cas separes, 
on a observé également la formation de trachées séparées et de tracheoles dans les embryons 
des ailes, mais il a été impossible d’en suivre la génèse. La formation indépendante des 
lacunes et l’implantation, dépendant de l’orientation de ces lacunes, dans celles-ci ^ des 
trachées peuvent être considérées dans tous les cas comme un fait formellement prouve. 

Les connections, entre les cellules hypodermiques et les éléments musculaires, lors du 
développement des extrémités, ont un rôle décisif. 
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Dans les experiences de transplantation des embryons des extrémités de la G me/* 
lonella sur d autres segments du corps, et également leur implantation dans la cavité du 
corps de la chenille (Steinberg 1951), il a été démontré que l’articulation des extrémités 
ne devient possible qu en cas d établissement d’un contact entre les cellules du disque et 
les myoblastes. Dans tous les cas où un tel contact n’a pas été établi, l’extrémité prenait la 
torme d un organe distendu, cylindrique, bacilliforme, complet et non articulé Chez 
certains exemplaires on n’a remarqué une pénétration dans la cavité de l’embryon que de 
quelques myoblastes isoles et dans ces cas le serrement de l’embryon, c’est-à-dire l’appari- 
tion de articulation avait lieu seulement aux points où les myoblastes avaient un contact 
avec 1 hypoderme. Mais comme, néanmoins, dans une extrémité normale l’articulation ne 
se produit pas d une maniere désordonnée et que les différentes parties de l’extrémité se 
forment en des dimensions strictement invariables, il faut donc admettre que dans des 
secteurs determines de 1 hypoderme apparaissent certaines influences qui déterminent le 
rapprochement des myoblastes et leur fixation en ces points, après quoi commence la for* 
mation de enfoncement hypodermal caractéristique à la jonction des articles. De cette 
maniere, les endroits^ de 1 articulation future sont prédestinés par l’hypoderme, mais 

defmuscles11 meme D ^ P°SSlb 6 qu’en Cas de contact avec les éléments embryonnaires 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Le développement des organes imaginaux extérieurs est prédestiné par l’hypoderme. 

2. Les structures articulaires des téguments de la chenille de la chrysalide et de l’image 
propres a certaines cellules, sont déterminées déjà aux stades très précoces et se dévelop* 
pent en mosaïque, conformément à leur origine. ^ 

, L organe dans son ensemble se développe avec des possibilités largement régulatrices 
resultant du déplacement dirigé des cellules hypodermales. ë 

4. Aux stades précoces du développement des organes imaginaux, ce n’est que la 
cooperation des cellules entre elles qui présente de l’importance, ce qui amène la formation 
des champ*graduants spécifiques. 

5. Aux stades plus avancés, il se forme des influences formatives de l’hypoderme avec 
d autres tissus a 1 aide desquelles seulement l’organe imaginai peut se développer L’action 
directrice dans ces connections est laissée à l’hypoderme. 
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Corpora aliata, Croissance post-embryonnaire et Ovogénèse 
chez; Sipyloidea sipylus W. (Phasmoptère) 
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RESUMÉ1 

Des expériences d'ablation des corpora aliata effectuées à toits les ages du Phasme 
bipyloidea sipylus revelent l existence, au cours du développement post-embryonnaire de cet 
Insecte, d un moment critique approximativement situé au dème stade juvénile. A ce stade 
les tissus accèdent a un état leur permettant de répondre immédiatement aux incitations 
hormonales susceptibles d induire leurs caractéristiques imaginóles. 

En l absence des corpora aliata, /’ovogénèse de Sipyloidea sipylus 5e déroule jusqu au 
terme de la vitellogénèse. J H 

om u'îyyU^e\A,AylUS eSt ?" Ph:lsme judo-malais et australien introduit accidentellement, 
semble-t-il, a Madagascar. La souche d origine malgache sur laquelle portent les présentes 
experiences descend d une unique femelle et se maintient par reproduction régulièrement 
parthenogenetique. Durant la plus grande partie de l’année, le développement post-em¬ 
bryonnaire complet exige 7 mues, mue imagínale comprise. L’imago possède des ailes 

membraneuseseS re^Ult£S a <leux pr<;ves écailles et des ailes métathoraciques longues et 

i./L ablation des corpora aliata, pratiquée à tous les stades juvéniles fie dernier 
excepte évidemment), entraîne une accélération du développement imaginai .Sipyloidea 
se comporte donc a ce point de vue comme les espèces d’insectes étudiées jusqu’à ce jour. 

L opération effectuée ches des jeunes des 4ème, 5ème et 6ème stades est suivie d’une 
mue qui donne immédiatement naissance à un imago “anticipé”. Formés avant terme ces 
imagos sont dotes d ailes membraneuses achevées mais relativement courtes, et leur taille 
est d autant plus réduite par rapport à la normale que l’accélération provoquée supprime 
un nombre plus elevé de stades juvéniles. 

Par contre, si l’on ^procède à la même intervention chez; des jeunes du 2ème stade 
(je n ai pas encore opere de nouveau-nes, mais il y a lieu de supposer que leur réaction 
serait similaire), on n obtient jamais d’imago avant la deuxième mue postopératoire. 

Enfin, des jeunes du 3ème stade privés de leurs corpora aliata répondent de façon en 
quelque sorte intermediaire. La mue consécutive à l’ablation libère un individu manifestant 
un développement important des ailes, mais l’état membraneux “sec” de ces dernières 
exceptionnellement atteint, est souvent moins parfait. La cuticule générale conserve une 
coloration de type juvénile et le corps lui-même, dans sa forme et dans les proportions de 
ses differentes parties, evoque un état pré-imaginal. Dans quelques cas, le développement 
P°st;embryonnaire s arrete à cet état qui se maintient tout au long d’une existence “ima- 
ginale atteignant parfois 4 mois. Cependant, dans la majorité des cas, ces imagos douteux 

ans des delais plus ou moins considérables, tentent une deuxième mue postopératoire au 
cours de laquelle ils succombent régulièrement; ils meurent à l’intérieur de leur exuvie 
incomplètement liberee, souvent affectés d’hémorragies abondantes. 

^aPPe^ns après ablation des corpora aliata, le Phasme aptère Carausius 
i - Lhxippus) morosus subit toujours deux mues, quel que soit le stade de l’opéré HPflug- 
leider, 1937a, 1937b). F v 0 

Chez; Sipyloidea sipylus se situe, au cours de la vie juvénile, un moment critique 
approximativement localisé au 3ème stade. La signification de ce point critique pose un 
problème susceptible de réponses diverses. 

S agit-il, chez; les plus jeunes des opérés (2ème stade), d’un maintien plus prolongé de 
1 hormone juvenile déjà présente dans l’hémolymphe et, de ce fait, responsable du caractère 
juvenile de la première des mues suivant l’ablation? 

Il me paraît plus indiqué de recourir à une explication faisant intervenir la réceptivité 
des cellules a un milieu hormonal donné. 

uíe irtSA-crl nul Phasmidej’ J'e Pe svis abstenu- dans le présent texte, de faire état des données relativ 
démif de^Sc^nces 245^ Décembre^l957^ communication a fait l’ob& d'une brève publication. Compt 

aux autres ordres d’insectes 
Rendus des Séances de VAcf 
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* 

Sift®».»?“ ?»“ - ——J-— 
sanee des tissus sous leur ror susceptible de différenciation imagínale, 

juvénile évidemment dépourvus de corpora aliata, pondent des œufs qui se développent 

smmsmmm 
progressif de l’abdomen qui finit par éclater sous leur Pres*lon' à y tivité de phon 

SSTSeuir»« S»»* r» «waj» (1937b) 

Chez Cur« XTavantage de présenter un état imaginai indubitablement défini par 
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Neurosecretory Cells as a Source of the Brain Hormone 

in the Phenomenon of Insect Metamorphosis 
By Mamori Ichikawa 
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Kyoto, Japan 

and 

Kanji Yashika 

University of Osaka 

Osaka, Japan 

It is now becoming the accepted idea that the brain of insects is concerned with the 
phenomenon of their metamorphosis, and that the hormone or principle released from 
the brain is involved in this process in the sense that it stimulates the prothoracic gland 
or its homologue so as to secrete a different hormone which is responsible directly for the 
pupation and emergence. The evidence in favour of this idea is increased by the experi¬ 
ments of Williams, Wigglesworth and others as well as by our own work. Further, a 
source of this brain hormone is now considered to be the neurosecretory cells that are 
located in the pars intercerebralis of the brain. In our previous experiments, however 
this point was not indicated clearly, because the data from which our conclusion was 
drawn were the outcome of the experiments of extirpation and transplantation of the 
brain as a whole, and not of the neurosecretory cells alone. 

The paper to be reported here is related to this point. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Pupæ of the Ernsilkworm, Philosamia cynthia ricini, were used as materials. Before 

penod °f th? brainAnnone for emergence, i.e., 18'20 hours after pupation 
U3 ± 1 U,, pupae were deprived of their brains, and kept for 22 days to ascertain that they 

TABLE I Results of the Implantation of n.s.c. 

Individual No. 
Days required for 

assuring adult 
differentiation 

Presence (+) or 
absence ( —) of 

n.s.c. 

1 + * 16 + 
2 + 17 + 
3 + 18 + 
4 + 18 T 
5 + 18 + 
6 ~b 18 + 
7 + 18 + 
8 ~b 19 + 
9 + 19 + 

10 + 19 + 
11 + 20 + 
12 + 21 t 
13 + 21 + 
14 + 21 t 
15 + 21 + 
16 + 21 t 
17 -f 22 t 
18 + 22 + 
19 + 23 + 

20 - (30) _ 
21 - (30) _ 
22 - (30) — 

Control (80 in number) - 52 (30) 

t indicates the failure of preparation procedure. 
* +, adult differentiation: —, no sign of adult differentiation. 
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were completely incapable of differentiating into adults. They were divided into experi- 

mental and control specimens. # „ r. , «. . i i- „ 
The brains to be tested were each cut into a small part of mtercerebralis including 

neurosecretory cells (n.s.c.) and the remaining large one excluding n.s.c. The former 
was planted into the antennal or wing case and the latter into the wing case through a 

wound inflicted on respective integument. . . . . 
Confirming the occurrence of adult development by dissection, the implants were 

fixed into Bouin s solution and sectioned in the ordinary way in order to make sure the 
presence or absence of n.s.c. The results will be shown briefly in the form of Table I. 

As shown in Table I, 15 positive cases of the grafts were found to be composed ot 
n.s.c. a few ganglionic cells and a great number of nonmervous elements. The latter 
proliferated much, surrounded the former two and were invaded by trachæ of the host. 
In 3 negative cases the grafts were found to be degenerated each into a pigment mass 
or scattered pigment granules, and no trace of n.s.c. was detected. 

In the series of implantation of nonm.s. parts of the brain, 7 cases were available 
and none of them differentiated into moths. Histological examination revealed that 6 out 
of 7 specimens lacked n.s.c. and the remaining one contained some, although this individual 
remained as a pupa. The reason for this is surmised to be a shortage of the hormone 

released from these cells. The results are arranged in Table II. 

TABLE II—Results of the Implantation of the Brain without n.s.c. 

Individual No. 

Days from implantation 
until dissection 

Presence (+) or 
absence ( — ) of n.s.c. 

/ 

1 - 30 + 

2 - 30 — 

3 - 30 — 

4 - 30 — 

5 - 30 — 

6 - 30 — 

7 - 30 

The control specimens which were deprived of their brains and did not receive any 
kind of implantation, remained permanent pupae after 52 days following the removal 

of brain (cf. Table I.) 
CONCLUSION 

From the results of the present experiment, it will be safe to state that it is the n.s.c. 
in the pars intercerebralis of the brain that secrete the brain hormone, although the grafts 
contain not only n.s.c. alone, but a small number of ganglionic cells as well. 
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Storage and Excretion of the Red Pigments in the Malpighian 

Tubes of the Wild Type and the Mutant Rosy2 of Drosophila 

melanogaster as Determined in Feeding Experiments1 

By Ilse Schwinck2 

Albert Einstein College of Medicine 

New York, N.Y. 

ABSTRACT 

Former transplantationexperimentshad demonstrated the nom autonomy of the formation 
of the red eye pigments in the Drosophila mutant rosy2 and the release of a rosy+ agent hy wild 
type Malpighian tubes and fat body. Feeding of red pigments results in the storage of the 
administered pigments in the cells of the Malpighian tubes and, furthermore, for the mutant 
rosy in the excretion of the red pigments in the normally yellow spheric globules, 
reeding of neither pigmented head homogenates nor of homogenates of abdomina increases 
t e pigment formation in the rosy2 eyes. Thus, feeding and transplantation experiments lead 

formatioT ^ ^ C°nCermng the rekase °fthe ro^+ a&ent and the "omautonomy of pigment 

r Recently Hadorn and Schwinck (1956a, 1956b) demonstrated the non-autonomy 

° eL?matl0n °* Te<d eYe pigments in the Drosophila mutant rosy2. This mutant has 
reddish brown eyes; the color is due to a reduction of the red eye pigments to about one- 
ntth of the amount which is found in the wild type. Reciprocal combinations of eye disk 
transplantations showed (l) for the rosy implants in wild type hosts an increase of the red 
pigment formation almost up to the wild type level, and (2) for wild type implants in 
rosy hosts a considerable decrease of pigment formation. This non-autonomous behavior 
of the red pigments could also be demonstrated in reciprocal transplantation experiments 
with 11 additional Drosophila mutants. From these experiments, it was concluded that 
one or more red pigment precursors must reach the eyes from other parts of the body. 
1 herefore, by transplantation experiments we tested several organs for their ability to 
increase the pigment formation in the rosy host eyes (Fig. 1). Implanted parts of the 

O 
Fig. 1. Non-autonomy of the formation of red eye pigments in the mutant rosy2 as demontstrated in 
tion experiments. transplanta- 

¡I d” Ä2“ind wers continued during my stay in New York-1 would l,ke 

1 Present address: Columbia University, New York, N.Y. 

to express my thanks 
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larval fat body as well as of Malpighian tubes from rosy+ donors intensified the pigment 
formation in the rosy host eyes almost up to the wild type level. For the Malpighian tubes 
a quanti tati ve relationship could be established between the Me of the implant and the 
amount of red pigments in the host eyes. Consequently, the Malpighian tubes seemed to 
play an important part in the production of an unknown pigment precursor, w ìc is 

SponsS the limited pigment formation in the rosy 
temporarily designated as the rosy+ agent (Hadorn and Schwinck 1956b, Hadorn 1956fi 

P Furthermore it should be mentioned that the rosy animals m the larval, pupal, and 
adult stage excrete yellow to yellowish orange globules; these globules are in the lumen of 
the Malmgthan tubes, and can reach a diameter of 0.1 mm They are actually excreted 
,n the form of globules through the hind gut. As in the wild type and other genotypes 
with normal formation of the brown pigment, there are small yellow granules in the 

Maloiehian tube cells of the rosy mutant. , . . , . 
Two important facts, first, the release of the rosy + agent by the wild type Malpighian 

tubes and second, the excretion of pigmented globules in the rosy mutant, indicate that 
the hereditary disfunction of the rosy genotype may primarily interfere with the y - 
thetic and the excretory functions of the Malpighian tubes. . • 

This paper reports some experiments designed to study the: following que • 
(1) “How do die Malpighian tubes of the rosy mutant and of the wild type behave to war 
artificially administered^native red pigments?“ and (2) “Can the rosy mutant use these 
additional pigments to increase its eye pigment formation. . , 

Homosenates of (l) wild type heads, (2) rosy heads, (3) wild type abdomina, and 
(4) ro^y abdomina were mixed with yeast and fed during all larval ^ges^pure yeast was 

n in tu rnntrol experiment. Fig. 2 gives the summary of the data irom the dissection 
of 3rd instar larvæ shortly before pupation. The color of the Malpighian tri es ^ cause 
bv intracellular pigment granules which under normal conditions are yellow. A change 
color can be recognized with the naked eye even through the chitin of the living.animal 
but a microscopical check on fresh preparations in Ringer solution was carried out i 
cases Paper chromatography of the Malpighian tubes of the experimental animals c ear y 
shows theTd pigment s'pots which normally can be found in totems from eyes 
only In another experiment the mutant rosy was compared with the wild type and 
mutant white (Fig. 2). In this series only wild type head homogenates and pure yeast 
were fed The results with mutant rosy and wild type were the same as m earlier 
experiments. In the white larvæ and adults the Malpighian tubes remarne ?Y:,r ?Y 
under“ feeding conditions. At present it cannot be stated what the fate of the fed 
pigments in the Mute larvæ may be. They may pass through the intestine without 
being taken up, they may be excreted rapidly by the Malpighian tubes without reaching 
a perceptible concentration or they may be destroyed by a special medi.amsrm Feedmg 
of the homogenates of abdomens resulted in no change of the color of the Malp g 

tubeSj(Fig£ p|gment fed larvæ the newly emerged and even the 8 day old wild 

type adults still had reddish Malpighian tubes, although the adults had been fed i 
pure yeast. In the rosy mutant only the newly emerged and the three day old adults 
bere studied. In the pigment fed series the Malpighian tubes were still more orange 
colored, but as in the larvæ the color was lighter than in the respective wild type animals. 
The globules in the lumen are also more reddish than in the yeast control. As known 
from our former studies (Hadorn and Schwinck 1956b), the rosy mutant is semiletha 
with a critical period in the late pupal and early adult stage. This fact and ^ un a™ ' 
able conditions in the feeding experiments may account for the early death of rosy flies. 
Therefore 8 day old rosy flies could not be studied in this experimental series. 

An increase in the pigment formation in the eyes could not be discovered either 
in the group fed pigments or in that fed abdomina homogenates. Consequently, it 
seems reasonable to conclude that the formation of the red eye pigments must occur in 
situ, and that the mutant rosy cannot use native pigments to increase the amount ot i 

eye pigments in a recognisable quantity. . - , i r 
It should be mentioned that the yellow color of the testis of the wild type and o 

the rosy mutant were not influenced by this feeding experiment. But this may not 
necessarily indicate a chemical difference between the pigments of the testis and ot e 
Malpighian tubes, because pigment formation in the testis occurs in the early adult stage, 
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Genotype 

Wild Type 

Food Administered During the Larval Life 

Pure 
Yeast 

I-Yeast + Homogenates of: —¡ 
Wild Type Rosy Wild Type Rosy 

Head: 
-OC .- V11.11",! I 

Heads Abdomina Abdomina 

White 

- Color of the Malpighian Tube Cells 

_ Color of the Globules in the Lumen of (2) 
\_) the Malpighian Tubes of the Mutant Rosy 

Fig. 2. Color of the Malpighian tube cells and of the Malpighian tube globules in the rosy2 mutant. Different 
degrees of gray demonstrate different colors from yellow to orange to red. 

at which time pigment was not fed. In contrast to the testis, the Malpighian tubes of 
Drosophila are taken over unchanged from the larvae. 

As demonstrated above, the feeding of red pigments does not influence the synthesis 
of the red pigments in the eyes of the mutant rosy. These red pigments fed to the larvae 
are accumulated in the cells of the Malpighian tubes in the wild type and in the rosy 
mutant. In the rosy animals they are also excreted with the globules, which in the 
control are yellow. On the other hand, from former experiments we know how 
effective implanted wild type Malpighian tubes are with respect to the release of the rosy+ 
agent. Furthermore, the rosy mutant differs from wild type in the excretion of pigmented 
globules. As a result of studies with paper chromatography, we know of the striking 
differences in the pattern of fluorescent substances from wild type and rosy flies (Hadorn 
and Schwinck 1956a, 1956b, unpublished data); some of these substances have been 
identified as pteridines. The rosy gene of Drosophila thus seems to have an important 
effect on the function of the Malpighian tubes and on pteridine metabolism. It is hoped 
that further studies might reveal whether a primary functional disturbance is localized 
in the Malpighian tubes, or if there is true pleiotropy with several independent disturb- 
anees. 
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DISCUSSION 

I. Schwinck (Miss). (In response to questions concerning the function and precursors 
of the pigments). In transplantation studies we found release of the precursors only 
from fat body and Malpighian tubes, implanted ovaries, testis and larval salivary glands 
were inefficient. Injection of isoxanthopterine (a substance which the rosy mutant lacks 
in all developmental stages) had no effect on the eye pigment formation. Therefore 
isoxanthopterine is not the limiting precursor in the mutant rosy. To date no function 
of the pigments is exactly known. Eventually useless end products or by-products of 
the metabolism can precipitate as pigments or be excreted. The red pigments of Droso¬ 
phila are not ommochromes, they are thought to be pteridine dérivâtes, but on this point 

opinions are still at variance. 



Déterminisme de l'Apparition des Formes sexuées chez; les 

Aphidinae et des Formes hivernales ches les Psyllidae 

(Homoptères) 
Par Lucien Bonnemaison 

Station Centrale de Zoologie Agricole 

Versailles, France 

RÉSUMÉ 

L'apparition des formes sexuées de la plupart des Aphidinæ est principalement sous 
la dépendance d'une photopériode inférieure à 14 h. Les températures de 22 à 25°C. inhibent 
la production des formes sexuées avec des modalités variées suivant les espèces. D'autres 
agents interviennent également: "l'effet de groupe", le "facteur'fondatrice" et un facteur 
interne. 

Le psylle du poirier (Psylla pyri L.) présente une forme estivale qui pond peu de temps 
après la mue imagínale et une forme hivernale plus grande et plus sombre que la forme estivale, 
qui présente une diapause imagínale. L'apparition de la forme hivernale est liée à une photo' 
période inférieure à 14 h; la nature des géniteurs intervient également. 

Dans les conditions naturelles, les formes sexuées de la plupart des Aphidinae sont 
observées dès les premiers jours de septembre et les sexupares qui les produisent 
naissent à partir de la première quinzaine du mois d’août, c’est-à-dire à une époque où 
la température moyenne est d’environ 20° et la durée .de la photopériode de 14.45 h. 
au début du mois d’août et de 13.30 h. à la fin du mois. 

Diverses expériences réalisées avec Brevicoryne brassicæ L., Myzodes persicæ Suis, 
Sappaphis mali Ferr. (S. plantaginea Pass.) ont montré que la photopériode optimum 
(lumière naturelle ou artificielle) pour la production des formes sexuées était de 11.30 h. 
à 13 h. 

Les températures élevées inhibent l’apparition des formes sexuées avec des modalités 
variables suivant les espèces : une température constante de 25° s’oppose à la production 
des mâles et des femelles de B. brassicæ ainsi qu’à celle des sexupares ailés de M. persicæ 
mais pas toujours à celle des mâles de cette dernière espèce. Les mâles de B. brassicæ 
naissent dans les élevages réalisés aux températures de 22 à 25°, mais les femelles n’apparais¬ 
sent qu’aux températures constantes inférieures à 22°. Pour S. mali une température 
constante de 22° diminue la proportion des formes sexuées mais elle n’inhibe pas la pro¬ 
duction des sexupares ailés et des mâles. Une température constante de 24° empêche 
l’apparition des sexupares ailés mais non celle des mâles à la 1ère génération. 

L’état physiologique de la plante-hôte n’intervient que d’une façon accessoire; 
cependant des sexupares ailés de M. persicæ élevés sur des feuilles de chou (au lieu de 
feuilles de pêcher) sous une photopériode supérieure ou inférieure à 12 h. peuvent engendrer 
des femelles sexuées, puis à partir du 19e jour après le début de l’expérience, des 
virginipares ailés (Bonnemaison 1950). Cela n’a pu être obtenu avec S. mali, espèce à 
migration absolue. 

"L'effet de groupe" (Bonnemaison 1951) augumente la proportion des sexupares 
ailés ou des femelles sexuées par rapport à celle des mâles pour B. brassicæ, celle des sexu¬ 
pares ailés pour M. persicæ, et celle des formes sexuées (sexupares ailés et mâles) pour 
S. mali par rapport aux formes parthénogénétiques. 

En plaçant la descendance de fondatrices dans les conditions optima de production 
des formes sexuées, on constate que celles-ci n’apparaissent qu’à la 5e ou la 6e génération 
après la fondatrice soit au minimum 61 à 85 jours après la mue imaginale de la fondatrice. 
Ce "facteur'fondatrice" peut être attribué à une hormone inhibitrice; la présence de cette 
hormone permettrait d’expliquer les modalités d’apparition des sexués chez les pucerons 
radicicoles pour lesquels il ne peut être invoqué l’action de la lumière ou de la température. 

Enfin, il a pu être mis en évidence l’existence d’un facteur interne qui conditionne la 
reproduction sexuée. En maintenant la reproduction parthénogénétique en permanence, 
il a pu être obtenu des lignées de M. persicæ ou de B. brassicæ qui, placées dans les con¬ 
ditions optima de production des formes sexuées n’ont donné qu’une descendance parthé¬ 
nogénétique après 19 mois à 7 ans et demi de reproduction exclusivement agame. A priori, 
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la disparition de ce facteur interne doit être beaucoup plus difficile chez des espèces à 
migration absolue. Un élevage de S. mali a été commencé au printemps de 1 annee 1949 
et une lignée a été maintenue en reproduction parthenogenetique continue par action 
coniugée d’une température constante de 23° et d un éclairement permanent. A la 
fin de l’été de chaque année, des pucerons étaient prélevés dans cette lignee et eleves a 
la lumière naturelle ainsi qu’à une température moyenne de 18° en comparaison avec la 
descendance de fondatrices écloses au début de l’année; de 1950 a 1954, les formes sexuees 
sont apparues sensiblement en même temps dans les deux lignées mises en comparaison, 
à l’automne 1955 les formes sexuées ont été notées dès la mi-août pour la lignee provenant 
d’une fondatrice éclose au printemps 1955 et seulement à la mi-septembre pour la lignee 
1949 (il a cependant été obtenu 100% de sexues à la 162e génération entre le 12 octobre 
et le 7 novembre) Il est donc possible d’espérer obtenir 1 elimination de la reproduction 
sexuée dans quelques années1. Il est à noter cependant que le puceron lanigère (Eriosoma 
lanigerum Hausm.), qui a été introduit en France en 1812, donne, a Versailles, 100 % de 
sexués lorsqu’il est élevé au laboratoire, à la lumière naturelle et a une temperature 

de 18° 
La forme hivernale adulte du psylle du poirier (Psylla pyri L.) est observée à partir 

du début du mois de septembre; elle provient d’œufs éclos à partir du 8 au 10 août. La 
forme hivernale diffère de la forme estivale par sa morphologie (taille plus grande, coloration 
plus sombre) et sa biologie; la première présente une diapause imagínale (dans les condi¬ 
tions naturelles, la ponte commence à la fin du mois de janvier, alors que la forme estivale 
pond le 4e jour après la dernière mue). Des larves provenant de pontes de formes estivales 
ou hivernales soumises à une photopériode de 16 h. et à une température constante de 
16 ou de 22°, deviennent en totalité des psylles du type estival. En plaçant des larves aux 
températures de 16 ou de 22° et à une photopériode de 4 à 12 h., on obtient 95 a 100% 
de formes hivernales pour les larves provenant de pontes de formes estivales et 78 a 97 Zo 
de formes hivernales pour les larves issues de pontes de formes hivernales, le reste étant 
constitué par des formes “intermédiaires”, c’est-à-dire présentant des caractéristiques 
morphologiques moyennes entre le type estival est le type hivernal; la ponte commence 

quelques jours plus tard que chez le type estival. v 
La forme du géniteur intervient donc dans une certaine mesure, en soumettant a 

une température inférieure à 20° et à une photopériode de 12 h. des larves provenant 
de formes estivales, on obtient presque toujours 100% de formes hivernales; avec des 
larves issues de pontes de formes hivernales, on obtient en moyenne 75% de formes hiver¬ 
nales, 15% de formes intermédiaires, 10% de formes^ estivales. 

L’état physiologique de 1 aliment a un role extrêmement faible. ^ 
En faisant intervenir une photopériode de 12 ou de 16 h. sur differents ages larvaires 

on constate que les âges les plus sensibles à l’action d une courte photopériode sont le 3e 
et le 4e pour les descendants de psylles du type hivernal, les 1er et 2e pour les descendants 
de psylles du type estival: le type morphologique est donc détermine plus tot dans ce 

dernier cas que dans le premier. . , , 
Le type morphologique hivernal et 1 état de prediapause sont determines par les 

mêmes facteurs: toutes les formes morphologiquement hivernales obtenues expérimentale¬ 
ment ne sont pas affectées de la diapause mais les psylles présentant une diapause sont 
tous du type morphologique hivernal; le type morphologique hivernal est pratiquement 
déterminé à la fin du 4e âge quelle que soit la forme des parents; l’état de prediapause 
n’est établi que lorsque les quatre.premiers âges larvaires sont soumis à une photoperiode 
inférieure à 13.30 h. La diapause proprement dite s’étend sur le 5e âge larvaire et 1 imago 
jusqu’à la migration des symbiontes dans les premiers ovocytes; sa duree est liee a la 
photopériode appliquée aux larves du 5e âge; une photopériode de 12 h. 1 augmente alors 
que celles de 4 à 8 ou 16 h. la diminue; elle est égalemenr réduite par 1 action de tempera¬ 
tures inférieures à 10°. Il en est de même en ce qui concerne l’imago et il y un effet cumulatif 
lorsqu’un même facteur est applique a la fois sur le 5e age et 1 adulte. _ . 

Nous voyons donc qu’il existe un grand parallélisme entre le déterminisme des formes 
parthénogénétiques des Aphidinæ et celui des formes estivales de Psyllmæ d une part, 
celui des formes sexuées d’Aphidinæ et celui des formes hivernales de Psyllmæ d autre 
part Dans une certaine mesure, le déterminisme du déclenchement de la reproduction 
sexuée chez les Aphidinæ peut être assimilé â celui de la prédiapause chez les Psyllmæ. 

i Dans l’ouest de l’Orégon, l’espèce peut persister durant l’hiver sous la forme parthénogénétique sur Tlantago sp. (Lathrop 1928). 
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Thermogénèse de Periplaneta americana (L.) 
Par Henri Prat 

Université de Montréal1 

Montréal, Qué. 

ABSTRACT 

By means of Calvet micro-calorimeters the thermograms (records of heat production) of 
several insect species have been obtained. Blattidce exhibit a sharp contrast between a low 
maintenance level and spontaneous paroxysms up to twenty times higher. Other paroxysms, 
even greater, can be provoked by physical or chemical factors, such as light, contacts, odors, 
etc. The shape of the thermogram evolves during the hours following the molting. Illustrations 
are given in the special case of Periplaneta americana, showing this fact and also the progres¬ 
sive sensitization of some male individuals towards alcohol vapors and female odors, as 
revealed by the thermogenesis recording. 

Avec des micro-calorimètres Calvet (Calvet et Prat, 1956), nous avons obtenu Pen' 
registrement continu (thermogramme) des variations de la thermogénèse de plusieurs 
espèces d’insectes à l’état adulte, aux divers stades larvaires et dans des conditions variées 
d’échanges respiratoires, d’intoxication, de température, etc. (Prat, 1954). Chez; les Blattidés 
le débit thermique présente de fortes inégalités. L’animal au repos fournit une thermogénèse 
constante et faible (régime d’économie, type R), de l’ordre d’une à deux calories-heure par 
gramme de poids vif à 30°C. A intervalles irréguliers, le débit thermique s’élève brusque¬ 
ment (C.F.J. Fig. 1), pouvant être multiplié par 10 ou 20 en quelques minutes (régime 

F 

3h 4 5 6 7 8 9 
j_i_i-1-1--«-L 

© 
Fig. 1. Thermogramme d’un mâle adulte de Periplaneta americana, pesant lgr, 15, à 31°, 5C. Enregistrement par 
Photopen Beckman avec amplification. A, B, D, G, K: régime d’économie. C, F, J:.paroxysmes spontanés (régime 
d’activité). En ordonnées les débits thermiques, exprimés an calories-heures; en abscisses, les temps, en heures, 
à partir du début de l’expérience. 

d’activité, type T ou S), puis retombe à son niveau de base. La fréquence, la durée et 
l’amplitude de ces paroxysmes spontanés varient en fonction des conditions externes: 
température ambiante, composition de l’atmosphère, degré hygrométrique, et de certains 
facteurs internes: stade de développement, temps écoulé depuis la dernière mue. D’autre 
part, il est possible de provoquer des paroxysmes en faisant agir des facteurs physiques, 
lumière, contact, ou chimiques, substances actives à l’état liquide ou^gaseux (Prat, 1956). 

Par exemple, ches Periplaneta americana (L), environ 45% des males adultes examines 
produisent des paroxysmes de thermogénèse par des vapeurs d alcool. Dans ce cas, on 
observe une sensibilisation progressive (Fig. 2): la premiere réponse est moderee, fournis¬ 
sant p. ex. un maximum simple Bi, de 6 cal. h. par gramme, s’étalant sur une heure; la 
réponse à une seconde excitation est un paroxysme complexe B2 B 2, dépassant 14 cal. h. 
par gr. et se prolongeant pendant deux heures; enfin la réponse à une troisième adduction 
de vapeur d’alcool est un paroxysme d’épuisement B3 B’3, pouvant s’étirer sur dix à vingt 
heures par la conservation d’un régime E, irrégulier et anormalement élevé, et se terminer 
par la mort. Par contre les autres individus (environ 55%) demeurent parfaitement in¬ 

sensibles aux vapeurs d’alcool. 

1 Travail effectué au moyen d’un octroi du Conseil National des Recherches. 
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Fig. 2. Thermogramme d’un mâle adulte de P. americana, pesant Ogr, 83, à 31°, 4, montrant la sensibilisation 
progressive aux vapeurs d’alcool. Zi Z2 Z3: adductions successives des vapeurs. Bi B2 B3: réponses croissantes 
(paroxysmes provoqués). A: paroxysme spontané; R: régime d’économie. Enregistrement par Photopen sans 
amplification, à déroulement lent. 

Environ 30% des mâles examinés donnent des réactions analogues (avec sensibilisa- 
tion progressive aboutissant à des paroxysmes d’épuisement) lorsqu’ils perçoivent l’odeur 
émise par des femelles, les autres mâles demeurant indifférents à cette odeur. Les individus 
sensibles aux vapeurs d’alcool ou à l’odeur des femelles perdent complètement leur sen¬ 
sibilité lorsqu’on pratique sur eux l’ablation des antennes. 

Quand un individu vient de muer, son tégument étant encore blanc et mou, sa thermo- 
génèse est du type irrégulier W (I, Fig. 3). Puis, 8 à 10 heures plus tard, le tégument brunis- 

Fig. 3. Modifications du thermogramme succédant à une mue et accompagnant les changements d’état de la 
cuticule. I: Nymphe de P. americana pesant Ogr, 15, 2 heures après avoir effectué sa 3e mue, à 37°, 1. La surface 
du cercle S représente un dix millième de calorie'gramme. II : La même nymphe 8 heures plus tard. Même mode 
d’enregistrement que figure 1. En abscisse, les heures comptées à partir de la mue. 
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sant et durcissant, son thermogramme passe progressivement au type RT, avec des par- 
oxysmes spontanés Ei, E2, E3, bien distincts du régime d’économie F Fi (II, Fig. 3). En I 
Fig. 3, la surface du cercle S représente un dix-millième de calorie gramme; les fines indenta^ 
dons visibles sur la courbe sont de cet ordre de grandeur, ce qui donne une idée de la 
sensibilité de 1 appareil. Le micro-calorimètre enregistreur permet ainsi de détecter les 
moindres variations survenant dans le métabolisme de l’animal, en fonction tant de son 
état de développement que des circonstances extérieures. 
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Phosphorus Compounds of the Midgut in the Silkworm 
By Toshio Ito, Yasuhiro Horie and Motozô Tanaka 

Sericultural Experiment Station, 

Suginami-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

ABSTRACT 

During the 4th and 5th larval instars of the sil\worm, Bombyx mori, nucleic acid P 

Jrf J one't*llTd °f total P °f the midgut. Just before cocoon'spinning, nucleic acid P and 
lipid P decrease gradually, while acid'soluble P increases rapidly. This is caused by the increase 
in inorganic P, suggesting the excretion of P as a form of inorganic P into the midgut cells 
from other parts of the body at this period. There is almost no change in protein P throughout 
larval stage. As the result of using P32, it was shown that the part absorbing P actively is the 
posterior midgut. The total P32 of the midgut reaches the maximum two hours after feeding 
P , then decreases gradually. The same is true for the acid'soluble fraction, which, however 
decreases more rapidly with time than the total P32. Lipid P32 reaches the highest level 14 
hours after feeding. The changes relating to the turnover in the midgut were also observed in 
various P fractions of the blood. There are some differences in pa per chromatograms and radio' 
autograms between the midgut and the blood. 

INTRODUCTION 

Many studies have been done on the midgut of the silkworm, Bombyx mori, both 
from the cyto-histological point of view and from the standpoint of physiology of digestion. 
I here is no doubt of the importance of this tissue in the metabolims of the silkworm, 
however, we do not have sufficient knowledge on the metabolism of midgut itself, either in 
the silkworm or other kinds of insects. This is the reason why we have started the in¬ 
vestigation on the metabolism of this tissue. 

Recently, Kogure and his coworkers (1951-56) studied the uptake of P32 by silkworm 
arv.æ discussed the role of digestive tract in phosphorus metabolism. The present 

^eaJs t^ie phosphorus compounds of the midgut, incorporation and turnover 
of P32 in this tissue, and those of the blood. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In this experiment the 5th instar larvae were mainly used. The gut was dissected out 
in a cold room at 5°C. The trachæ, Malpighian tubes and muscles attached to the gut 
were trimmed off as far as possible. Midgut can be easily distinguished from the foregut 
and hindgut. The midgut thus taken out was rinsed in cold water, and after removing 
t e water with niter paper, the midgut was weighed, then homogenized in distilled water 
to obtain a 20% homogenate, which was used for analysis. The four phosphorus compounds 
were fractionated according to the procedure of Schneider (1945, 1946). The phosphorus 
was determined with the method of Fiske and Subbarow (1925). 

. T^e radiophosphorus used in this experiment was in the chemical form H3P32Oi. 
This solution was diluted in water to an appropriate concentration, and placed on the 
mulberry leaves. The larvae usually sucked the drop completely, then began to feed on 
the mulberry leaves around the drop. Further feeding was continued with normal leaves. 

he amount of P32 fed was less than 0.5 micro-curie per larva. Fractions containing radio- 
p osphorus were ashed with sulfuric acid, then phosphate was precipitated as magnesium 
ammonium phosphate, which was used for the determination of radiophosphorus by means 
of a Geiger-Müller counter. Correction was made for the radioactive decay. 

Paper chromatographic separation of acid-soluble fraction was carried out according 
to the procedures of Ebel (1952) and Sekiguchi (1954). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The variation in phosphorus compounds of the midgut is shown in Fig. 2. The total 
r increases slightly after the molting, but in general there is a gradual decrease in the total 

during the 5th instar, until a rapid increase occurs with the beginning of cocoon-spin- 
ning. As shown in this figure, the value increases three times as much within 48 hours. 

his is obviously caused by the increase in acid-soluble P, especially the increase in the 
sero-minute P. During the early period of the 5th instar, nucleic acid fraction contains 
more than one-third of the total P, but gradually decreases with development, and at the 
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onset of cocoon-spinning it decreases rapidly. Almost the same change can be seen in 
lipid P. Protein P occupies a small part of entire phosphorus and there is almost no change 

in this fraction during the experiment. 
In order to know what percentage of P32 fed to the larvae is accumulated in the 

tissues or organs, the feces were collected at an interval of 30 minutes and were counte 
after ashing. As shown in Fig. 3, a small amount of P32 is found m the feces l/2 hours 
after feeding. The excretion of P32 is the greatest between 2K and 4 hours after feeding 
After this the rate of excretion decreases gradually and an almost constant l^el ° 
is obtained 6 hours after feeding. Since the mulberry leaves usually pass through the gut 
in about 5 hours in the 5th instar larvae (Ito and Tanaka, 1952) P - which had not been 
absorbed from or in the gut is considered to have been excreted by 9 hours after feeding. 
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Since we can measure the radioactivity on the mulberry leaves, the difference between 
total P32 fed and P32 excreted in the feces by 9 hours indicates the quantity absorbed by 
the larvæ. This value is almost 40 per cent, and about 60 per cent of P32 is considered to 
have been excreted. Kogure (1956) showed that the percentage of absorption ranges from 
45 to 65 per cent. The interesting observations are that P32 can still be determined 44 or 
47 hours after feeding, and that a great deal of P32 exists in the feces of mature larvæ 
(Fig. 1). Both cases seem to suggest the fact that P32 taken into the tissues or organs was 
metabolized, and afterward some of it was excreted out of the body. 

TABLE I—Distribution of P32 in the Midgut. 

(Counts / minute / 5 individuals). 

Time after 
feeding 
(hrs.) 

Anterior 
midgut 

Middle 
midgut 

Posterior 
midgut Total 

1 
123 21 21 165 

74 5% 12.7% 12.7% 99.9% 

2 
160 84 515 759 

. 21.1% n.i% 67.8% 100.0% 

3 
230 150 1067 1447 

15.9% 10.4% 73.7% 100.0% 

266 139 804 1209 

22.0% 115% 66.5% 100.0% 

446 252 730 1428 
6 

31.2% 17.6% 51.1% 99.9% 

The accumulation of P32 into insect tissues or organs has been shown in several 
kinds of insects (Lindsay and Craig, 1942; Irwin et al, 1950; Roan et al., 1950; Hassett 
and Jenkins, 1951; Hoffman et al, 1951; Radeleff et al, 1952; King, 1954; Fang and Allen, 
1955). In the present experiment the distribution of P32 in the midgut was examined, and 
one of the results is shown in Table I. One hour after feeding the radioactivity can be 
determined and it increases rapidly. At this time most of P32 is in the anterior midgut, 
and P32 in this part increases gradually with time. Two hours after feeding, almost 70 
per cent of P32 is contained in the posterior midgut and the maximum is reached 3 hours 
after feeding. Of three parts of the midgut the lowest value of P32 is found in the middle 
midgut. In the next the distribution of P32 in the entire gut was examined and it was found 
that the part actively absorbing phosphorus is the posterior midgut (Table II). 

Fig. 1. P32 in feces. The values are shown for each 30 minutes. 

Fig. 2. The variation of phosphorus compounds on the midgut of silkworm larvae. 4’ indicates the 4th day of the 
4th instar, and M indicates the 4th molting period. On the 8th day the larvae were matured, then they began 
to spin cocoons. 

Fig. 3. P32 found in feces. Points on the curve are expressed by adding each value from zero time. 

Fig. 4. Incorporation of P32 into the midgut. 

Fig. 5. Radioactivity pattern of paperchromatograms. TCA extract was made to pH 8.2 by KOH and the 
precipitate was obtained by adding barium acetate and ethanol. This was dissolved in 0.1 N HC1, barium ions 
were taken off by passing through Amberlite IR 120, and the eluate was frozen and dried. This sample was 
developed at 5°C for about 48 hours. Curve A was obtained by Sekiguchi’s method (solvent: iso-amylalcohol, 
5ml; iso'propanol, 15 ml; Ldactic acid, 0.5 ml; TCA, 0.5 g./ water, 10 ml; conc-ammonia, 3 drops), curve B by 
Ebel s one (solvent: iso'propanol, 75 ml; TCA, 5 g.; water, 25 ml; conc-ammonia, 0.3 ml). 

Fig. 6. Incorporation of P32 into the blood. 
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TABLE II—Distribution of P32 in the Different Parts of the Gut. 

(C.P.M. g. live weight). 

Time after 
feeding 
(hrs.) 

Foregut 
plus 

anterior 
midgut 

Middle 
midgut 

Posterior 
midgut Hindgut 

IX 1635 924 2576 712 

IX 2346 2229 4585 1809 

4 1480 1379 3476 997 

6 1923 1918 3428 1322 

Incorporation of P3- into the various P fractions of the midgut was examined and the 
result is shown in Fig. 4. The total P32 and acid soluble P32 show respectively the highest 
peaks 2 hours after feeding, then they decline. The decrease of acid-soluble P32 is more 
rapid than that of total P3-. From this figure it is obvious that P32 is incorporated into lipid 
and nucleic acid. This result coincides with that of Kogure and Nakajima (1956). Protein 
P32 is small in quantity, as compared with other fractions. The specific activity of lipid P 
is almost twice as much as that of nucleic acid P (Fig. 4). From these results and from that 
the considerable amounts of both lipid P and nucleic acid P are contained in the midgut, 
they are considered to play some important roles in midgut metabolism. 

Even though the acid-soluble P of the midgut was not fractionated in this experiment, 
a paperchromatographic separation of this fraction was tried. The results are shown in 
Figs. 5 and 7- Samples for chromatogram were taken 5 hours after feeding. Several peaks 
are recognized in the chromatograms and several spots can be seen in the radioautograms 

midgut. The highest peak at Rf value of 0.6 or 0.65 is considered to be inorganic P. 
It is impossible to discuss details from these results, but it can be said that P32 has been 
incorporated into phosphate esters of the midgut within 5 hours after feeding. 

In relation to the change in phosphorus compounds of the midgut, those of the blood 
as well as the incorporation of P32 into the blood were examined. As shown in Table III, 
the majority of P in the blood of the normal silkworm is in the form of acid-soluble P, and 
from this table it is concluded that the amounts of lipid P, nucleic acid P and protein P are 

TABLE III—Phosphorus Compounds of the Blood of Larvae. 

(mg P 100 ml. of the blood). 

Time 
(5th instar) Total P Ackbsoluble P O’P 

1st day 70.3 64.2 6.1 

2nd day 59.8 53.5 — 

3rd day 54.8 53.6 5.3 

6th day 122.0 96.8 6.2 

8th day 
(matured) 694 55.9 6.3 

very small. Zero-minute P occupies about one-tenth of the acid-soluble P. Recently, Wyatt 
et al. (1956) showed the same result on the acid-soluble P of silkworm larvae as that in the 
present experiment. After hydrolysing acid-soluble fraction with N-HC1, the amount 

Pig. 7- Radioautograms of acid soluble fraction of the midgut. Sekiguchi’s solvent was used. Left, midgut; right, 
blood. 
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of non-hydrolyzable P of the blood (180 min.) is shown to be more than two-thirds of acid- 

soluble fraction. The high amount of non-hydrolyzable P has been ,?alh£!lZ\ 
(Agrell 1952; Levenbook, 1953) and in silkworm pupae (Ito et al.,1955). backtor (,1955) 
stated that the non-hydrolyzable fraction is mainly glucose-6-phosphate in the fly. Hoph 
(1940) showed the presence of hexose-mono-phosphate, hexose-di-phosphate and adenyl- 
pyrophosphate in Callipkora and Phormia. Smolin (1952) has shown that glucose-1- 
phosphate and glucose-6-phosphate are present in the larval blood of wild silkworm and 
Faulkner (1955) has published a paper on the hexose-1-phosphatase of silkworm blood. 
Wyatt et al. (1956) have recognized the presence of glucose'6'phosphate in silkworm blood. 

In Fig. 6 the incorporation of P32 into the blood is shown. P32 appears 2 hours alter 
feeding and the value of total P32 reaches the maximum between 5 and 9 hours after feed' 
ing then decreases rapidly. The maximum value of P32 of the blood appears several hours 
after the maximum peak in the midgut. The high value of the specific activity of zerommute 
P suggests that the inorganic P can be easily taken into the blood, and that later it is 
removed from the blood. From Fig. 6 it is clear that some of P32 is incorporated into the 

phosphate esters. . r . 
From the paperchromatogram and the radioautogram the incorporation or r m o 

the esters is recognized in the blood. There are some differences in the patterns or t* em 
between the midgut and the blood. The analysis of the differences between those two is 

In conclusion, the process of the incorporation of P3~ into the midgut and the blood 

was traced in this experiment. This is summarized as follows : 

goes into gut (midgut) 

excreted 

t? ester 
lipid _ 
nucleic acid 
protein 

t 
blood 

s\ 
organs excreted 

tissues 

ester 
lipid 
nucleic acid 
protein 
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The Interaction of Heat and X-rays on Killing 
in Dahlbominus fuscipennis (Zett.) 
By W. F. Baldwin and Claire A. Narraway 

Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd. 

Chalk River, Ont. 

ABSTRACT1 

In previous studies, a marked similarity was found between filling by high temperatures 

and \illing by very high doses of x-rays in adults of Dahlbominus. (Baldwin, Radiation Re- 
search 3, 1955.) In the present experiments, the lethal effects of X'rays were drastically modified 

by temperatures which are normally nondethal (10° to 36°C.), the effect being observed when 

the temperatures were applied during or after the irradiation, but not when they were applied 

before the X'ray (e.g., an increase from 5 per cent up to 100 per cent \iill). When subdethal 

X'ray doses were used, subsequent exposure to heat which would not normally give any mortality 

produced a high \ill within 24 hours. (In the reverse order, heat followed by x-rays, negligible 

\illing occurred.) If a period of time was allowed to elapse between the X'ray and the heat 

exposures, significant recovery occurred during the intervening period; doses giving 100 per cent 

mortality when the X'ray was followed immediately by heating resulted in progressively lower 

\ills with longer delays between the two agents, mortality amounting to only 35 per cent with 

a delay of 24 hours. Apparently, some system (e.g., an enzyme system) becomes reversibly 
sensitized towards heat as a result of the X'ray exposure. 

DISCUSSION 

V. G. Dethier. Are not your results almost exactly similar to the findings of geneti- 
cists with respect to X-ray and infra red treatment? 

W. F. Baldwin. There is a close similarity between our results and that mentioned 
above. This effect represents another possible mode of action of X-rays. 

P. Faulkner. Have sulphydril compounds been found to protect X-ray-sensitised 
insects from the effects of heat? 

W. F. Baldwin. We have done some work wfith cysteine in chemically defined diets 
of Pseudosarcophaga affinis larvae. Preliminary results show slightly increased tolerance to 
X-rays when the cysteine content was increased three times over normal diets. Further 
work is planned on combined effects of X-ray and heat. 

xThe complete text is published in Rature 179: 971-972. (1957). 
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Isolation and Characterisation of the Sex Attractant 

of the Silk Worm Moth (Bombyx mori L.) 
By Erich W. Hecker 

Max-Planck-Institut für Biochemie 

Tübingen, Germany 

Continuing the isolation attempts initiated by A. Butenandt in 1939, we have been 
successful in isolating the sex attractant of the female silk worm moth as the 4-(p-Nitro- 
phenyl-azo-) benzpic acid ester in pure state (Butenandt, 1955). 

For the biological assay, we observed the behaviour of male silk worm moths stumub 
ated by extracts containing the sex attractant. A glass rod was dipped into a solution of 
the sex-attractant extract in petroleum ether and held for one second just in front of the 
antennae of the male moth. With adequate sex attractant in the solution, the moth fluttered 
its wings immediately. One can get quantitative results with appropriate reproducibility 
if the extract is diluted to determine the lowest concentration of the series which is able 
to excite 10 out of 20 male moths. This concentration (weight units/ml.) is called the 

sex-attractant unit. A more sensitive test can be performed by drawing off action 
potentials from isolated male antennae after stimulation with sex-attractant extracts 
(Schneider and Hecker, 1956). 

The starting material for the isolation was the petroleum-ether extract of 313,000 
glands of female moths. After saponification of the dry residue, the neutral compounds 
were separated (sex-attractant unit lju/ml) and the alcohol fraction isolated; the latter 
contained the biological activity (sex-attractant unit 0.01/i/ml.). Cholesterol was the major 
constituent of this fraction. After esterification with 4-(p-Nitrophenyl-az;o-) benzoic acid 
chloride (Hecker, 1955a), the resulting mixture of esters was separated through chromato- 
graphy on alumina, Craig-distribution (countercurrent distribution, Hecker, 1955b), and 
partition chromatography (Amin and Hecker, 1956); and 5.25 mg. of highly purified sex 
attractant was isolated. The ester itself had no biological activity. However, after sapon- 
ification, the sex-attractant unit of the derived sex-attractant alcohol was below 10-5/i/ml. 

The purified derivative migrated as a single substance on paper chromatograms and 
on partition columns. The melting point was 58-68°C. An absorption band at 231 mju, 
characteristic for two conjugated double bonds, was observed. We suppose from paper 
chromatographic evaluations and from measurements of the molecular weight of the deriva- 
tive that the sex-attractant alcohol contains 12 to 15 carbon atoms. 
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DISCUSSION 

S. A. Hall. Has an elementary analysis been attempted on the active fraction? 
E. W. Hecker. No, because of insufficient material presently available. 
C. M. Williams. As I recall you have tested the biological activity of a number of 

synthetic molecules which may resemble the natural sex-attractant. Can you tell us some¬ 
thing about this? 

E. W. Hecker. We tested several hundred synthetic substances. The most active 
ones are 

Substance Sex-attractant unit mg/ml 
2,4'Hexadienole 0.1 
2, 4, 6-Octatrienole 0.001 
Cycloheptanone 0.1 

All three substances are much less active than the native sex-attractant and there is some 
indication that the exciting property of these substances is unspecific. As an example, 
in our test 2, 4-Hexadienole and Cycloheptanone are able to make males as well as females 
flutter, whereas, females give no response at all on their own sex-attractant. Furthermore, 
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we could not observe any difference in the action of the 4 possible geometric isomers of 
2, 4-Hexadienole on males (Butenandt et al. Chem. Ber. 88: 1185, 1955). 

In general, sex-attractants are highly species-specific^ substances. There are only a 
few pairs of moths known in which copulation over cross is possible. 

I. Schwinck. “Copulation over cross” has been observed between Ephestia uhniella 
and P lodi a inter punctella and also between Lymantna monacha and L. dispar. 

L. Levenbook. How do you manage to weigh the volatile sex attractant m the 

petroleum-ether solution in order to express a concentration unit? Secondly can you 
calculate how many molecules of the sex attractant are necessary to stimulate the males.'' 

E. W. Hecker. The active material is obtained by evaporation of the petroleum ether 
over paraffin chips at room temperature; the dry residue can be weighed. A very rough 
calculation based on a sex-attractant unit of lO-ty/ml. can be made and this shows that 
104 to 105 molecules per ml. of air are necessary to excite the male moths. This calculation 
includes assumption on the value of diffusion constant and velocity of evaporation of the 

sex attractant which, at the present time, cannot be measured. 
V. G. Dethier. Does the minimum effective concentration which elicits the be¬ 

havioural response differ from the concentration which elicits an electrical response? 
E. W. Hecker. The minimum effective concentration for the electrical response is 

about 1/10 to 1/100 of the minimum effective concentration for the behavioural test. 
P. Karlson. If the minimum effective concentration is 104 to 105 molecules per ml. of 

air, the concentration per single receptor is much less. Could you tell us something about 
the differences in the electrical response on native and on synthetic attractants? 

E. W. Hecker. Except in the minimum effective concentration, there is no remarkable 
difference between the native sex attractant and 2, 4-Hexadienole nor Cycloheptanone. 
For more detailed information, see Schneider and Hecker, Z. f. Nat. forschg. lib: 121, 1956. 



Biosynthesis of Tyrosine from C14' 

Phenylalanine in the Larva of the Rice Stem Borer, 

Chilo suppressalis Walker 
By Shoziro Ishii and Chisato Hirano 
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Nishigahara, Tokyo, Japan 

ABSTRACT 

The nutritional requirement of the larva of the rice stem borer, Chilo suppressalis 
Wal\er, was studied by synthetic media under aseptic conditions. Amino acids and vitamins 
required by the larva have been reported in the previous papers. 

Tyrosine, one of the nomessential amino acids, is derived from other compounds in the 
larval body, but the course of metabolism is still unknown. In the present experiment, biosym 
thesis of tyrosine was studied by using a4abeled'CL1'L'phenylalanine. The radioactive tyrosine 
was detected by radiometric analysis in the larvae which were reared with a tyrosine free 
synthetic diet containing the labeled phenylalanine. Phenylalanine is converted to tyrosine, and 
not to alanine during the course of metabolism. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the previous paper, the authors have reported that the larva of the rice stem borer 
Chilo suppressalis Walker1 which was reared with synthetic media under aseptic conditions, 
required the following amino acids as indispensable : arginine, histidine, isoleucine, leucine, 
lysine, methionine, phenylalanine, threonine, tryptophan and valine. If any one of these 
was omitted from the synthetic diet, the larva failed to grow and always died at the first 
larval instar. On the contrary, alanine, aspartic acid, cystine, glutamic acid, glycine, 
proline, serine, tyrosine and possibly hydroxyproline were synthesized from other com¬ 
pounds in the course of metabolism in the larval body (Ishii and Hirano, 1955). 

Biosynthesis of tyrosine was investigated to determine whether phenylalanine is 
converted to tyrosine or not in the larva. Larvae were reared with tyrosine-free synthetic 
diet, containing a-labeled-C-14-L-phenylalanine under aseptic conditions. 

The authors express their hearty gratitude to Mr. S. Kato and Dr. M. Fukaya, this 
Institute, for encouragement during this experiment, and Mr. C. Tomizawa, this Institute, 
and Mr. T. Fukuda, Sericultural Experiment Station, Tokyo, for their elucidation of 
radioisotopic techniques. They are also indebted to Dr. H. L. House, Entomology Labor¬ 
atory, Belleville, Canada, who kindly read this manuscript. 

MATERIAL AND METHOD 

The diet used for this experiment was modified from the previously reported one to 
fit the present study. Composition of the diet is shown in Table I. 

The amount of each amino acid was calculated based on the nutritional requirements 
of the rat as reported by Rose et al. (1948). Tyrosine was omitted from the diet. The total 
amount of amino acids was about 0.7 gm. The basal diet and the amino acid mixture con¬ 
taining about 8 pc. of a labeled-C14-L-phenylalanine2, about 1.6 mg. as phenylalanine, 
dissolved in water were put into a 100 ml. Erlenmeyer flask, and plugged with absorbent 
cotton. Three vials were prepared for the rearing of the larvae. After double sterilization 
of the diet by a Koch s flowing steam sterilizer, the aqueous solution of vitamins was added 
to the diet, and then the diet was sterilized once more. The method of sterilization of the 
diet has been described in detail in the previous paper (Ishii and Hirano, 1955). Egg masses 
of the insect were obtained from adults collected in Aichi prefecture, by courtesy of Prof. 
K. Iyatomi and his coworkers. At the head pigmentation period, an egg mass laid on a 
piece of paper was sterilized by 0.1 per cent solution of mercuric chloride for about 4 minutes 
and then washed with 70 per cent ethyl alcohol. After sterilization, the egg mass containing 
about 50 to 100 eggs was inoculated in one flask. The rearing was carried out for 38 days 
in the laboratory from June to July under normal room temperatures. The larvae grew to 

1 Formerly Chho simplex Butler. 

2 Prepared by the Radiochemical Centre, England. 
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TABLE I—Composition of the Diet. 

Basal diet 

Water 10 ml.* 

Agar 0.1 gm. 

Cellulose 0.3 

Glucose 0.5 

Sucrose 0.2 

Cholesterol 0.006 

Wesson’s salt mixture 0.06 

Vitamins 
Thiamine hydrochloride 50 ¿¿gm. 

Riboflavin 25 

Nicotinic acid 50 

Pyridoxine hydrochloride 25 

Calcium pantothenate 50 

Choline chloride 1000 

Folic acid 5 

Inositol 500 

/>Aminobenzoic acid 
Biotin 

*Total aqueous content is regulated to 10 ml., finally. 

Amino Acids 

DCalanine 18.48 mg. 

Marginine hydrochloride 23.15 

L'aspartic acid 18.48 

L-cystine 9.24 

L'glutamic acid 92.38 

Glycine 4 66 

L'histidine hydrochloride 43.90 

L'hydroxyproline 4.59 

DL-isoleucine 73 96 

Ldeucine 55.47 

• Ldysine 69.37 

DCmethionine 36.91 

L'phenylalanine 55.47 

L'proline 924 

DL'serine 924 

DL'threonine 64.72 

L'tryptophan 18.48 

DL'valine 92.45 

about 10 to 15 mm. in length under these conditions, but the larval growth was inferior 

compared with those fed on the rice plant. 

Fifty larvae, five of which were dead, were removed from the flasks, transferred into a 
50 ml. flask, and homogenized by a glass stick. The homogenate was hydrolyzed with 
15 ml. of 10 per cent sulfuric acid for nine hours. After hydrolysis, 50 ml. of water was 
poured into it, and filtered. The filtrate was neutralized with a saturated solution of barium 
hydroxide, and the resulting precipitate was filtered off. The filtrate was evaporated to 
about 0.5 ml. under a reduced pressure. Two dimensional paper chromatography was 
employed to separate amino acids contained in this concentrate. The paper sheet used ror 
the chromatography was Toyo filter paper No. 50, 20 cm. X 20 cm. in size. A mixture o 
butyl alcohol, water and acetic acid (4:2:1), and also 80 per cent aqueous solution or pheno 
were used for the solvents in the chromatography. After running, the colour was developed 
with the ninhydrin reagent. The radioactivity of each amino acid spot was detected with 
a GeigenMiiller counter, with a windless gas flow counter, and also with radioautography. 
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RESULTS 

After each amino acid spot was clipped from the chromatogram, its radioactivity 
was measured by a Geiger-Müller counter under 0.5 cm., 27 mg. per cm2, of mica. The 
radioactivities of the amino acids are shown in Table II. 

TABLE II—The Radioactivity of each Amino Acid. 

Amino acid I II 

Alanine 20.6 c.p.m. 19 3 c.p.m. 
Aspartic acid — 21.2 
Glycine, serine and glutamic acid — 23.2 
Leucine and isoleucine _ 21.2 
Phenylalanine 47 1 53.0 
Threonine 20.4 
Tyrosine 291 29.2 
Background 19.4 20.2 

Since the radioactivity of tyrosine in each chromatogram was rather weak, and tyro¬ 
sine spots from three sheets were pooled and eluted with 0.05 N potassium hydroxide 
solution and its radioactivity was measured by the same apparatus. The radioactivity 
was 38.2 c.p.m. under the same background mentioned in the table. An SC-16 windless 
gas flow counter made by Tracerlab Inc. was also employed for counting the radiation. 
The number of counts per minute both in phenylalanine and in tyrosine was about six 
times as frequent as that shown in Table II. Furthermore, the result of radioautography 
showed that after 148 days the radiation was detectable in the spots of phenylalanine and 
of tyrosine (Fig. l). No radioactivity was observed in the other ammo acid spots. 

Fig. 1. Radioautograph of amino acids developed by two dimensional paper partition chromatography. P: 
phenylalanine, t: tyrosine. 
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From the close structural similarity between phenylalanine and tyrosine, it has been 
suggested along several lines of investigation that phenylalanine may be converted to 
tyrosine by oxidation in vivo. Conclusive investigation on the conversion of phenylalanine 
to tyrosine in rats was carried out with DL'deutero'phenylalanine by Moss and Schoem 
heimer (1940). They found that tyrosine isolated from the proteins of these animals com 
tamed a certain concentration of deuterium. Udenfriend and Cooper (1952) also demon' 
strated that 3'C14'DL'phenylalanine is converted enzymatically to C14'tyrosine in a di' 
alyzed rat liver preparation. However, three microorganisms tested were not able to carry 

out this conversion. 
Recently Fukuda (1956) reported when radioactive phenylalanine was injected into 

the silkworm, radioactive tyrosine was isolated from their cocoon fibrin. 
According to the results of the present study, it is clear that phenylalanine is con' 

verted to tyrosine and not to alanine during the course of metabolism. 
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DISCUSSION 

R. C. Rainey. How was the synthetic diet presented to the larvae? Were the physical 
properties such as form and consistency found to be critical for successful development? 

S. Ishii. The larvae were always reared on the synthetic diet as prepared in the bottom 
of flasks under asceptic conditions. Since the larvae would readily bore into the diet, the 
physical properties do not seem to affect the growth of the larvae. 

( 



Studies on the Nutrition of Aedes aegypti Larvae 
By Arden O. Lea and Dwight M. DeLong 

Ohio State University 

Columbus, Ohio 

ABSTRACT 

A chemically defined medium has been developed in which the larvae of Aedes aegypti 
can be reared aseptically to adults. The medium consists of a mixture of amino acids, salts, 
sugars, cholesterol, ribonucleic acid, and a mixture of B'vitamins, dissolved or suspended in 
water. Agar is added prior to sterilization, and on cooling, the agar along with the nutrients 
are solidified in the bottom of the rearing bottles. Sterile water is added on top of the agar 
medium and bacteria'free larvae are introduced into the water. The essential amino acids 
and vitamins have been determined, and several concentrations of each tested to find the 
optimum amount of each component. 

A paper read at this Congress (Dimond, 1956a) has already reported some of our 
studies on the amino acid requirements of the adult female mosquito, Aedes aegypti. When 
we found that adult mosquitoes could be induced to feed from cotton pads on mixtures of 
amino acids and sugar, and subsequently develop eggs, we began to consider along what 
other lines these studies might be extended in order to take full advantage of the use of 
such synthetic adult diets. It was not possible, using caged mosquitoes, to determine the 
vitamin requirements of the adult, because of the problem of microorganism contamination. 
However, if larvae were reared under aseptic conditions and the adults fed sterile synthetic 
diets, it would be possible to study the effects on egg production of vitamins in the diet of 
the female. 

Aedes aegypti larvae can be reared quite easily under sterile conditions on several 
diets; Träger (1935) demonstrated this nearly 20 years ago. The medium we have been 
using for Aedes larvae is lactalbumin and Brewer’s yeast, in about equal parts. No supple' 
ments are required, and the larvae grow rapidly, while the emerging adults are large and 
vigorous. We have worked out a technique now, for rearing Aedes larvae on a sterile 
lactalbumin'yeast medium, washing the pupae, and transferring them to a sterile gallon 
jar where the adults emerge and are fed synthetic test diets. The details of this technique 
were reported at this Congress (Lea, 1956a). 

At the time we began developing the technique of testing adult mosquitoes under 
sterile conditions, we considered the possibility of substituting a chemically defined diet 
for the lactalbumin'yeast mixture for rearing the larvae. We hoped that it would be possible 
eventually to combine the two procedures, that is: feed synthetic diets to adults reared 
from larvae which had developed on a chemically defined medium. In this way, the effect 
of various deficiencies in the larval diet might be studied for their effect on the egg produC' 
tion of the female mosquito. Since Aedes aegypti require protein in the adult diet before 
they can complete the development of any eggs, they are useful in studying the relation' 
ships between larval nutrition and the adult dietary requirements for reproduction. 

Although we are reporting in this paper on some of the nutritional requirements of 
Aedes larvæ, we wish to emphasize that the main objective of this investigation has been 
the development of the best possible chemically defined diet, as far as rate of growth and 
uniformity of larvae are concerned, to be used in the adult nutrition work just mentioned. 
While in this instance the finer points of larval nutrition are secondary for the moment, 
we believe that as nearly an optimum diet as possible must be established before the 
nutrition of an insect can be accurately studied. For example, we (Dimond et al. 1956b) 
found in adult Aedes nutrition experiments that a mixture of essential amino acids at their 
optimum concentrations was not improved by the addition of the non'essential acids, 
other that glutamic acid and cystine. This was true only in the final medium where the 
amino acids were in “balance”. Following this procedure with the larval diet, we have 
been determining the amino acids and vitamins essential for the growth of the larvæ and 
then running dosage levels of these. Those concentrations of each component which appear 
to promote the most rapid growth to the pupal stage are selected and combined into a new 
medium. The process must be carried out repeatedly in order to develop an optimum 
medium. Once a balanced condition is at least closely approached, the effect on growth of 
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reduced and increased levels of the constituents can be investigated, as well as the effect 
of substituting a series of compounds chemically related to a particular essential component. 

Briefly, the preparation of the chemically defined larval medium is as follows: 

The amino acids, sugars, salt mixture and ribonucleic acid are dissolved in water in the 
amounts required to make 25 ml. of the final medium. The cholesterol is dissolved in 95% 
alcohol and added to the medium. Dilutions of the vitamins are prepared, and the required 
amounts of each added to the medium. The solution is then heated and neutralised with 
5 N NaOH after which agar, to make 1%, is added. Five ml. of the medium are put 
in each of five 1 ounce French square bottles, the bottles plugged with cotton, and auto¬ 
claved for 25 minutes at 20 pounds pressure. 

The bottles are cooled rapidly and shaken frequently to ensure even distribution 
throughout the medium of those components in suspension. When the agar has solidified, 
5 ml. of sterile distilled water are added on top of the agar medium. Into this water four 
newly hatched bacteria-free larvae are introduced and the bottles held for observation. 
The larvae, free of microorganisms, are obtained by surface-sterilizing eggs as described 
by Lea (1956b). 

We spent considerable time trying to rear the larvae in a completely liquid medium, 
but growth was very poor and extremely slow. We suspected that this might be due to an 
unfavorable osmotic pressure and decided to circumvent it by using agar to “hold” the 
numerous components. The larvae obtained the nutrients by feeding on the agar mixture 
and the soluble chemicals, some of which eventually diffused into the larval water above the 
agar. The result was that the growth rate was greatly speeded up. 

Although the larvae pupated, most of the emerged adults were found dead on the 
larval water. After two weeks the larval medium becomes somewhat viscous, and the 
surface tension appears lowered, so that the adults cannot get off the water surface but are 
trapped and die. However, pupae transferred to sterile water or to nutrient broth, emerged 
and flew for several days in the small bottles. After transferring pupae from a number of 
different diets, we concluded that no nutritional deficiency was involved in this death 
after emergence, rather, it is simply a mechanical problem. We have not found any solution 
for it other than making transfers to water, so in calculating the total adult emergence we 
have included all adults found in the larval medium. This will not be a problem when we 
use this medium to rear adults for feeding tests under aseptic conditions, since in this 
technique the pupæ will be transferred from the larval medium to the adult container 
before emergence takes place. 

TABLE I.—Composition of Chemically Defined Medium for Rearing Aedes cegypti Larvae. 

Amino Acids mg/ml Vitamins mg/ml Sugar-Lipid'Salt mg/ml 

L'Arginine* 2.4 Biotin* .0001 Glucose 4.0 
L'Aspartic Acid 0.8 Ca Pantothenate* .03 Fructose 4.0 
L'Cysteine 1.2 Choline chloride* .5 Cholesterol* 0.5 
L'Glutamic Acid 3.0 Nicotinic acid* .005 Wesson's Salt mixture 1.0 

Glycine* 2.4 Pteroylglutamic acid .00002 Ribonucleic acid* 5.0 
L'Histidine* 0.4 Pyridoxine HC1* .0002 Agar 10.0 
DL'Isoleucine* 3.2 Riboflavin* .02 NaOH (pH 6.8-7-2) 

L'Leucine* 3.0 Thiamine HC1* .02 Distilled water* 1 ml 
L'Lysine* 6.0 

DL'Methionine* 0.8 
DL'Phenylala nine * 1.5 

L'Proline* 3.6 
DL'Threonine* 1.5 

L'Tryptophane* 0.5 
L'T yrosine 0.4 

DL-Valine* 1.5 

♦Essential for growth and development to the adult stage. 

Table I shows the components of the present larval medium with the quantity of 
each given in mg. per ml. Using the omission technique, we have determined, for the mos¬ 
quitoes maintained in our laboratory, those constituents which are essential for growth 
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and development. Among the amino acids, there are 12 essential acids, the usual ten plus 
glycine and proline. Golberg and DeMeillon (1948) had previously shown glycine to be 
essential for Aedes ægypti, and this has been confirmed in the present study. They had 

we fo nad ha ty,OSlne could reP'tce Phenylalanine. Even at increased levels of tyrosine 
we found no development when phenylalanine was omitted. This difference may be due 
to he inclusion of yeast autolysate in Golberg’s medium. The omission of cysteine or 
ystme did not appear to have any effect on the emergence of the adult from the pupal 

skin as was found by Golberg and his associates with their mosquitoes. The mostP sur¬ 
prising point regarding the ammo acids is the effect of omitting praline When praline is 
omitted growth is greatly slowed, and less than one-half of the la^væ become adults even 

time reqmred °n the synthet,c con«ol diet. Nucleic acid and ribo- 
fiav n hold the same position; omission reduced the rate of development, although some 

s do emerge if held for a long time. As far as I know, no one has developed genetically 
pure lines of this insect. Our mosquito colony has been reared in the laboratory for over 

probable tW The Í 0,ngmfy from a gemment laboratory in Florida It seems 
cnee 1 A, AaJes USed in Athese tests lnc,ude several, * not many, strains having 
special nutritional requirements Among the larvæ tested, some appear to require praline 
m the larval diet while others do not. It may be possible to select out these lines; but 

arowrhTTime, ribonucleic acid, and riboflavin must be considered essential for normal 
reported Tha f poila^ merits further study, as Hinton and his coworkers (1951) have already 

developed1™1 Stram ^ Dmsot>hla recluinng an exogenous source of adenine has been 

Cholesterol is essential; there is some growth without it, but the larvæ die before 
reaching the fourth instar. 

While no attempt was made to use a salt-free diet in testing, the omission of the 
Wesson salt mixture itse f or of the sugars did not appear to have an effect on the growth 
of the larvæ. Both the salt mixture and the sugars were included in all other test diets. 

Among the vitamins no growth takes place when pantothenate, pyridoxine or 
thiamine are excluded singly from the diet, and only slight growth, with no pupæ being 
formed, occurs without nicotinic acid. F F s 

The effect of reduced amounts of choline is striking. The larvæ die in the third and 
fourth instars generally at the time of ecdysis, and often appear paralysed. No adults 
are formed without the presence of choline. 

formeÏTdults^emerge111"8 ^ ^ a^SenCe ^otin’ but the few pupæ formed die, or poorly 

A number of other growth factors have been tested in the medium, but no improve¬ 
ment has been observed with any of them. F 

cTl6 ilyantitites of the constituents of the medium shown in Table I have been 
established by running at least five dosage levels of each essential component and then 
c oosing the leve of each which produced the most rapid growth to pupation. In this way 
it has been possible to reduce the time to 50% pupation by several days. 

Nevertheless, the fault with this medium is still that, although growth is ranid up 
to the fourth instar the length of the fourth instar is equal to or greater that the first three 
instars combined While the larvæ are small when they enter the fourth instar, they do 
not pupate untfl they are full grown and well formed. Thus, pupation does not commence 
until the 13th or 14th day, whereas using a medium of yeast and lactalbumin pupation 
begins on the 5th or 6th day after hatch. This, of course, is the optimum growth rate which 
we had hoped at least to approach. With regard to the prolonged fourth instar, it may be 
that either some stimulatory but non-essential growth factor is lacking, or that all the con¬ 
stituents are not yet present at the optimum level, thereby slowing the rate at which the 
other components can be utilized for growth. These are certainly not the only possibilities 
and we hope to be able to improve the present medium. 
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Feeding and Nutrition of Certain Hemiptera 
By C. A. Scheel, S. D. Beck, and J. T. Medler1 

University of Wisconsin 
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ABSTRACT 

Previous research on a membrane-feeding technique for sucking insects has not given 
a method suitable for rearing these insects on artificial diets. A new feeding technique employing 
semi-solid diets has been developed at the University of Wisconsin. The technique has enabled 
successful rearing of the large milkweed bug, Oncopeltis fasciatus Dallas, and a pentatomid 
Fuschistus variolanus P. de B. 

Both species have been reared from ecloswn to imago on purified diets. Some of the 
physical and environmental factors essential to the feeding behavior of these species have been 
determined. The insects reared on purified diets are smaller and require more time for develop 
ment than insects in cultures with normal food. The diet requirements are discussed in detail. 

It is believed that research in the heretofore unsuccessfully studied field of nutritional 
physiology of plant suc\ing insects will now be possible. Basic problems in host plant relation' 
ships should also be open to investigation. 

INTRODUCTION 

Research on the nutritional requirements of plant feeding insects has been difficult 
because these insects are so closely associated with living plant tissues by the nature of 
their feeding habit. In the past few years a few mandibulat forms have been studied 
successfully: the European corn borer, Pyrausta nubilalis (Hubn.), (Beck 1953)- the rice stem 
borer, Chib simplex Butler (Ishii and Hrushibara 1954); and the pink bollworm, Pectins 
phora gossyjpiella (Saund.), (Vanderzant and Reiser 1956), Research on the plant sucking 
Hemiptera has never been successful, because either the nutritional requirements of these 
insects are quite different from those of other forms, or more likely, the environmental 

conditions r6qUired for maintenance and feedin§ have not been duplicated under laboratory 

Review of Artificial Feeding Techniques 

Several species of Hemiptera have been maintained under laboratory conditions for 
short periods by utilizing various membraneffeeding techniques. Carter (1927) failed in 
attempts to feed the sugar beet leafhopper, Circulifer tenellus (Baker), on solutions (l) 
soaked in filter paper, (2) through cheesecloth-collodion membranes, and (3) through gelatin 
membranes, before he developed a feeding technique with a fish swim bladder. Using beet 
juices and other plant saps, he kept beet leaf hoppers alive for two or three days at 70° F 
However, by using tap water and weak solutions of sugars, he maintained this insect for 
two weeks, and one specimen of Geocoris bullatus Say for a month. Carter (1928) improved 
his method by adoption of a beef mesentery ( = Badruche) membrane. The nutrient media 
consisted of 0.2 gram dextrose, 0.5 gram raffinose, 1.0 gram each of maltose, sucrose and 
lactose dissolved in 250 ml. of distilled water. No indication was given as to how long the 
insects were fed. 6 

Severin and Swezy (1928) and Severin and Freitag (1933) used modifications of 
Carter s technique to feed the adult beef leafhopper in their investigations of the curly- 
top virus of sugar beets. The nutrient was five per cent sugar solution with beet juices 
In no case were the insects kept alive for more than a few days. To meet the exacting 
needs of biochemical studies on curly-top virus, Fife (1932) used a thin (60-120 microns) 
paraffin membrane. The feeding chambers were small and useful only for short periods. 
The nutrients were slightly buffered five per cent sugar solutions. Bennett (1935) used 
specially designed small chambers to feed plant juice to beet leafhoppers from four to six 
hours at temperatures of 95-110°F. under constant light. No other nutrients were used 
and prolonged feeding was not attempted. Fife and Frampton (1936) used Bennett’s 
feeding chambers in studies of pH references of the beet leafhopper. Nutrients were eight 
per cent sucrose solutions solidified by agar and made either acid (by addition of sulfuric 
acid and a buffer) or alkaline (by addition of sodium hydroxide and a buffer) Feeding was 
never continued for more than about an hour. Fulton and Chamberlin (1934) were able 
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to maintain the beet leafhopper for up to 12 days by feeding adults on a solution of 15 
ner cent glucose and 1.5 per cent fructose. The feeding vessel was designed with an L tube 
arm for regulation of the amount of nutrient solution This type of apparatus allowed 
for easy washing and sterilizing of the feeding vessel Temperatures of 70-80 >F were 
maintained and the chambers were constantly illuminated. Using Carter s method, Storey 
(1932) fed the corn leafhopper, Cicadulina mbila Naude, a vector of the streak disease 
virus of maize, on 5-20 per cent sucrose solutions to which small amounts of crushed corn 
seedling juice had been added. Herford (1935) fed Empoasca solana De Long on Badruche 
membranes which had been degreased with carbon tetrachloride, and demonstrated that 
the salivary secretions contained both an invertase and a diastase. Insects were also fed 
on paraffin-covered starch agar media contained in tubes. Day and McKinnon (1951) 
fed the leafhopper, Orosius argentatus (Evans), by means of a plastic membrane fatted 
between a small glass nutrient chamber and a screen insect cage. The feeding periods were 
up to one hour and the nutrients were either 1.6 per cent sucrose or Carter s (192») 
medium into which had been incorporated traces of p3~ as a means of measuring ingestion 

rates. 
Nuorteva (1951, 1952) in studies of host plant selection of leafhoppers allowed 

several species to roam over a gauze under which full containers of various test liquids 
were placed. It was possible for the insects to sample the liquids through the gauze. A 
species tested preferred a 3.3 per cent over a 1.7 per cent solution of egg albumin. A 
avoided sodium chloride solutions. Most avoided sucrose solutions. A few avoided solutions 
of pH 4 but none avoided solutions as alkaline as pH 10. As these were preference expert 

ments, no prolonged feeding was attempted. . 
The peach aphid, Myzus persicæ (Sulz), was fed by Hamilton (1930) with devices 

similar to those of Carter. The aphids were maintained for up to 7 days on weak sugar 
solutions containing 0.05 per cent methylene blue or 0.01 per cent eosin as feeding mdi- 
cators. Later, Hamilton (1935) used ring-chambers covered with a membrane of either 
a cabbage, iris or tulip leaf epidermis. A solution of 20 per cent sucrose in three per cent 
agar was used, but the insects could be kept alive for only a few days. An aphid feeding 
chamber described by Pietsch (1937) provided for humidity control by addition of moistened 
plaster-of-Paris to the bottom section containing the aphids. To aid the insects in reaching 
the membrane, strips of paper were also placed in the bottom section. Pietsch mentioned 
using fish skin, gold-beaters skin, and capping skin membranes, but did not say how long 
feeding was maintained nor on what solution. Maltais (1952) used the Pietsch device with 
a membrane of a light-colored rubber made from a balloon which had been inflated 48 hours. 
Aphids were fed on pure water for 3-5 days. No mention was made of any nutrient tried. 

Interest in the oral secretions of the pineapple mealy bug, Pseudococcus brevipes 
(Ckll.), led Carter (1945) to devise a method of feeding with 2-3 per cent agar gels. The 
addition of nutrients to the block was prohibited by rapid contamination. Feeding con¬ 
tinued for as long as ten days. Mention was also made of feeding the coccids on liquids 
through thin agar films made by dipping wire screening or stretched broadcloth in hot agar. 

Disselkamp (1954) used a membrane floated on a match stick raft in studies of the 
scale formation of the San Jose scale, Quadraspidiotus perniciosus Comst. The membranes 
(20-25 microns) were made by dissolving a glue in acetone, spreading it on a glass plate, 
allowing it to dry for five minutes, and then stretching it to the required thickness. Fifty 
per cent sucrose did not sustain the scales significantly longer than did 5 per cent sucrose. 
The addition of tyrosine to the basic sucrose diet increased longevity, while tryptophan 
and cystein did not. In these experiments the insects were kept alive as long as three weeks 
at an average temperature of 21°C., and a relative humidity of 47 per cent. 

Gray and Fraenkel (1954) tried many feeding techniques in attempts to get the 
citrus mealy bug, Pseudococcus citri (Risso), to produce honeydew when fed on nutrients. 
They tried membranes of animal mesenteries, paraffin, plastics, lens paper dipped in 
paraffin, hot paraffin or hot beeswax poured over cold nutrient solutions, cellophane 
sheeting, thin rubber, thin cork, plant leaf epidermis, chicken chorion, fish air bladders 
and agar membranes made by dipping a wire screen into hot agar. The last mentioned 
membrane was the only one pierced by the mealy bug stylets, but no honeydew was 
produced. Liquid nutrients soaked in cotton, the same covered with facial tissue, sterile 
sand saturated with nutrient solutions and nutrients added to agar blocks and plates 

all failed to produce feeding. 
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It is apparent from the above review of previous research that laboratory feeding 
conditions necessary for the growth and development of plant-sucking species have never 
been accomplished. Ingenious techniques have been described but none has proved 
adequate for the satisfaction of the insect’s feeding requirements for more than short 
periods. In all but a few cases the only nutrients present in the diets were sugars. It is 
well known (Träger 1953, Albritton 1953, and Lipke and Fraenkel 1956) that all previously 
studied insect species have been shown to require a dietary source of available amino 
acids, a sterol, several water-soluble vitamins of the B group, and in some cases, a carbo¬ 
hydrate. It is reasonable to believe that the plant-sucking insect may have similar require¬ 
ments. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A research project concerned with the nutrition of plant sucking Hemiptera has been 
in progress since 1954 in the laboratories of the Department of Entomology, University of 
Wisconsin. From the onset of the program, it was apparent that the problem was one 
of behavior as well as nutrition. Because nutritional requirements could not be investigated 
prior to the development of a successful feeding technique, the initial emphasis was on 
a study of the feeding requirements of the test insects. Nutritional requirements could 
not be ignored at any time, however, because of the possible interrelationships between 
nutritional requirements and physical-chemical feeding requirements (Dethier 1941, 
Thorsteinson 1953, Beck 1956). 

During the early phases of the work, many species of aphids, leafhoppers, mirids, 
coccids, coreids, and cercopids were tested under the conditions of most of the previously- 
reported techniques. The behavior of each insect was carefully observed under each new 
set of conditions tried. Attempts to modify the physical apparatus and the chemical 
composition of the nutrients all resulted in repeated failures. In no instance were the 
insects provided with adequate feeding stimuli, nor access to a dietary condition conducive 
to the prolonged feeding necessary for growth and development. 

The fact that certain plant sucking Hemiptera feed on fruits and seeds as well as on 
the leaf and stem tissue of plants, led to the hypothesis that these species might be reared 
on semi-solid diets and water. A series of experiments were carried on using nymphs of 
the large milkweed bug, Oncopeltus fasciatus (Dallas), as the experimental form. These 
bugs were tested under a number of different situations before a convenient technique 
was developed for rearing them on purified diets. 

The technique, currently being used with considerable success, involves materials 
which are readily available and simple to assemble (see Figs. 1 and 2). A pint ice cream 
carton covered by a petri dish bottom is the feeding chamber. Water is provided from a 
jar directly beneath the carton via a glass-sleeved dental cotton wick. The edge of the 
carton is flattened with sandpaper to provide uniform contact with the glass and prevent 
escape of the smallest nymphs. The glass cover to the chamber facilitates diet renewal 
and permits observations to be made conveniently. The insects can be anesthetized, 
removed, weighed, and returned to the chamber easily and quickly. 

Using the semi-solid type of diet for the large milkweed bug, it has been possible to 
develop diets which are attractive to this insect and which promote growth and maturation. 
Table I lists some of the more successful diets used. Diets 2, 10, 19, 19a, 19b were made up 
in pellet form. Diets 17, 18, and 23 were provided in shallow plastic dishes because of 
their powdery consistency. Diets 2 and 10 were adequate to sustain nymphal life for 
several weeks, but inadequate to promote proper molting. A few bugs were reared from 
egg to adult on diets 17, 18, and 23, but survival was poor. Diets of the 19 series have 
been satisfactory in production of nymphal growth from the second instar to adulthood. 
No diet tried has yet been sufficient to cause any satisfactory number of first instar bugs to 
molt the first time. In most experiments they have been allowed to feed on eggs of their 
own species until they reach the second instar before being fed the diets. Of the 19 series, 
diet 19a with its lower corn oil content has been the best diet developed if evaluated 
according to the number of adults produced. Table II gives comparative data on the 
development of the large milkweed bug reared on diets 19a, 19b, and its natural food, 
milkweed seed. It can be seen that this insect required twice as long to mature on the 
purified diets as it did on the seed. While the seed usually produced more than 80 per 
cent survival, the best purified diet, 19a, never produced more than about 40 per cent. 
Table III shows the average weights of adults reared on diets 19a, 19b, and milkweed 
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Fig. 1. Top view of a feeding chamber showing four fourth instar large milkweed bugs. One is on the diet pellet 
and one on the water wick. ^ 

Fig. 2. The feeding apparatus used in the laboratory research on Oncopcltus fasciatus and Euschistus variolarius. 

seed. Adults maturing on the purified diets weighed about half as much as did those 
maturing on the seed. 

More recently, nymphs of the one^spot bug, Euschistus variolarius (P. de B.), have 
been tried on these diets. This insect, reared in stock culture on green beans, does not 
feed during the first stadium. It has been reared from second instar to adult on diet 19a 
with about 8 per cent survival. As with the large milkweed bug, its cycle is considerably 
prolonged when it is reared on a purified diet. Sufficient numbers of these nymphs have 
not as yet been tried on the other diets to warrant any conclusions about them. 

All experiments were conducted in a room in which the temperature was regulated 
to range between J5 and 80 degrees Fahrenheit. The relative humidity in these feeding 
chambers averages about 60 per cent. Diets were changed daily, made up fresh at least 
twice weekly, and kept refrigerated. 

The problem to be overcome m using these diets is that of evaluating the dietary 
components. An individual ingredient may be required as nutrient, as a physical consist 
tency tactor, or act as a chemical feeding stimulant. 
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TABLE I—Composition of Different Diets used in the Laboratory Feeding of Oncopeltus 

fasciatus and Euschistus variolarius. All Figures are in Grams unless Otherwise Noted. 

Diet number 2 10 17 18 19 19a 19b 23 

Carbohydrates 
glucose 6.25 6.25 6.25 12.50 6.25 6.25 6.25 12.50 
starch 6.25 6.25 6.25 — 6.25 6.25 6.25 — 

Proteins 
casein 12.50 12.50 — — — — — — 

sodium caseinate — — 12.50 12.50 6.25 6.25 6 25 3.125 
casein hydrolysate — — — — — — — 3.125 

Lipids 
corn oil 3ml 3ml 3ml 3ml 3 ml 1.5ml 6.0ml 3ml 
cholesterol 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

Minerals 
Wesson’s salt 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 

Vitamins 
Brewer’s yeast 2.50 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 10.00 
Water (distilled) — — 2 drops 2 drops 15ml 15ml 15ml — 

Consistency factors 
5 per cent gelatin 10ml 10ml 

10 per cent glycerin — — — — — — — 2 drops 
alphacel 3.00 

TABLE II— Development of Oncopeltus fasciatus, on i Purified Diets 19a, 19b, and its 

Natural Food (milkweed s eed). 

19a 19b Milkweed Seed 

Number Stadium Number Stadium Number Stadium 
of in days of in days of in days 

Instar nymphs avg. range nymphs avg. range nymphs avg. range 

1 105 5.0 (4-6) 117 5.0 (4-6) 100 6.6 (5-9) 
(egg fed) (egg fed) 

2 96 6.3 (3-18) 107 6.6 (3-14) 86 3.8 (2-7) 
3 77 14.7(3-35) 69 16.7(4-36) 84 4.5 (4-6) 

4 67 16.9 (10-33) 19 20.6 (10-35) 84 5.7 (4-7) 
5 49 19.0 (13-36) 13 16.0 (12-21) 84 9.1 (8-14) 
Adult 39 *59.2 (42-83) 11 *61.3 (41-85) 82 *29.5 (25-40) 

* Eclosion to imago 

TABLE III—Weights of Oncopeltus fasciatus Adults Reared from Second Instar on 

Purified Diets in comparison with Weights of Adults Reared Entirely on Milkweed Seed. 

Diet Number of insects Average weight 
in mgm. 

19a 38 34.36 

19b 11 37.40 

Milkweed seed 50 62.48 

CONCLUSIONS 

Previous investigations concerned with the feeding and nutrition of Hemiptera have 
been largely limited to membrane feeding methods for leabhoppers, aphids and coccids. 
However, none has been successful for more than a short period. 
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During the early phases of the present study, attempts were made to feed several 
species of Hemiptera under modified conditions of most of the previously reported mem¬ 
brane techniques. This technique did not provide the environmental and nutritional con¬ 
ditions necessary for prolonged feeding, growth and maturation. 

A successful technique was developed for feeding the large milkweed bug and the 
one-spot stink bug on semi-solid diets. The insects were supplied with water by means 
of dental cotton wicks and the diets were provided in pellet form or in shallow plastic 

dishes. 
The large milkweed bug was reared from éclosion to imago on purified diets, but 

in most cases it was necessary to feed the nymphs on eggs of their own species or on milk¬ 
weed seed during the first stadium in order to obtain subsequent growth and maturation. 

Glucose and starch were utilized as an energy source by this insect. Sodium caseinate 
was the most satisfactory protein used. Diets containing a small amount of corn oil 
resulted in better survival than did those containing a larger amount. Nymphs were 
attracted to diets containing starch and large amounts of yeast powder. 

The one-spot stink bug, which does not feed during the first stadium, was reared 
from second instar to adult on some of the diets found to be most satisfactory for the 
large milkweed bug. 

Development of both insects was slow on purified diets and the adults produced 
were subnormal in size. 
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The Feeding of Aphids 
By T. E. Mittler 

University of Cambridge 

Cambridge, England 

ABSTRACT1 

It has generally been supposed that aphids feed by sucking up the phloem sap they ingest. 
It is proposed to show that this concept must be modified. Experiments with Tubero' 

lachnus salignus (Gmelm), a large species of aphid colonizing the stems of Salix spp., have 
shown that the phloem sap within the sieve tubes of an intact turgid willow stem is under 
considerable pressure; and that this pressure is mainly responsible for causing the flow of 
phloem sap through the stylets of an aphid into its body. 

It may be suggested that aphids insert the tips of their stylets into the phloem sieve tubes 
of their host plant mainly because these plant elements have the greatest capacity for maim 
taming a supply of nutrient sap under pressure. Æphids may therefore be able to rely upon 
their host plant to feed them, sometimes greatly in excess of their nutrient requirements. 

1 Published in full in Jour. Exp. Biol 34: 334-341. 1957. 

The Nitrogen Economy of Tuberolachnus salignus (Gmelin) 

(Homoptera: Aphididae) 
By T. E. Mittler 

University of Cambridge 

Cambridge, England 

ABSTRACT1 

By means of experiments to be described, it was possible to show that the total quantity 
of nitrogen assimilated by growing nymphs of Tuberolachnus salignus (Gmelin) is absorbed 
by them from the phloem sap they ingest. 

The results of these and other experiments with nymphal and adult reproducing T. 
salignus throw further doubt on the claims made in the past that aphids are able to fix atmos' 
phene nitrogen in order to meet their nitrogen requirements for growth and reproduction. 

To be published in full in Jour. Exp. Biol. 
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Nature and Significance of Intracellular Bacteroids in 

Cockroaches1 

By Marion A. Brooks 

University of Minnesota 

St. Paul, Minn. 

ABSTRACT 

Evidence is presented indicating that the bacteroids are microorganisms and not mito' 
chondria or cellular products. Furthermore, the mycetocytes are seemingly host'Specific. 

Rearing roaches on a diet containing certain antibiotics prevents the normal transmis' 
sion of the bacteroids through the eggs so that the F\ generation is aposymbiotic. Lacking 
bacteroids, nymphs are unable to grow on a variety of diets that support normal nymphs. 
Enrichment of the diets with yeast or liver results in good growth, but there are other yet un- 
\nown factors for normal reproductive performance of the aposymbiotic adults. 

Efforts are in progress to rear aposymbiotic nymphs on a completely synthetic diet sup' 
plemented with chemically'defined substances. 

The symbiotic relationship helps elucidate the oftemobserved poor survival of succeeding 
generations reared on refined diets. Whereas a semi'synthetic diet permits rapid growth of 
normal nymphs, after maturity many of their eggs are nonwiable and the few resulting off' 
spring are usually feeble. Histological studies reveal that certain salt compounds in the diet 
prevent the penetration of the bacteroids into the eggs, resulting in aposymbiotic nymphs. 

While carbon dioxide anesthesia has an inhibitory effect on the growth of German cock¬ 
roaches, the effect is comparable in roaches both with and without bacteroids, suggesting that 
the bacteroids are not related to the cytoplasmic virus of carbomdioxide sensitive Drosophila. 

One of the oldest disciplines in the biological sciences is the identification and clas¬ 
sification of living organisms. Except for new discoveries or re-classifications, we feel that 
most well-known higher plants and animals have been quite nicely catalogued. However, 
among the lower organisms whose identity remains incomplete, we may include certain 
intracellular symbiotes of insects. A number of extracellular symbiotes, particularly those 
inhabiting the digestive tract, have been identified (Buchner, 1953; Steinhaus, 1947). A 
good many insects harbor symbiotic bacteria and yeasts which are transmitted on the 
surface of the eggs and infect the gut and reproductive canals. And of course there are the 
well-known protozoan symbiotes of termites and woodroaches, and the rickettsiae, whose 
effect on the host is little understood. 

I’m going to discuss the intracellular bacteroids of cockroaches. Blochmann (1887)* 
who described and named the bacteroids, thought they were symbiotic bacteria. Since 
that time an impressive number of investigators have studied the bacteroids by means of 
staining reactions, electron microscopy, attempted culture in vitro, or subjection of the 
insect host to such physiological extremes as starvation, low temperature, high temperature, 
or administration of antibiotics or drugs. While the judgment of the investigators remained 
divided as to the success of culturing the bacteroids, the consensus held that the bacteroids 
are probably bacteria rather than mitochondria, yeasts, or products of cell metabolism, and 
that they are of benefit to the cockroach (see Brooks, 1954, for references). 

Definite proof of the symbiotic relationship was not forthcoming until the two 
organisms—the cockroaches and the bacteroids—were separated from one another, a 
technique which was accomplished only about three years ago (Brooks and Richards, 
1955a). 

In serial sections cut through the abdomen of a normal young German cockroach 
nymph (Blattella germanica), the tissue seen surrounding the digestive tract and embed¬ 
ding the gonads is the adipose tissue or fat body. Probably less than half of the cells are 
true fat cells, containing globules of stored fat. The rest of the cells are either mycetocytes 
or urate cells. The mycetocytes are specialized cells containing the bacteroids, and sur¬ 
rounding each mycetocyte is a ring of cells which accumulate urates and crystalloids as 
the insect grows older. The mycetocytes are restricted to the visceral fat body of the 2nd 
through the 6th abdominal segments, and are never found in the thorax. 

1 Paper No. 968, Miscellaneous Journal Series, Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station, St. Paul. Financial assistance from the National 
Institutes of Health is gratefully acknowledged. 
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In a smear of fat body stained with Gram’s stain, the bacteroids appear to be Gram 

positive rods. 
The mycetocytes have a propensity for congregating around the gonads of both sexes 

of nymphs. While the total nymphal period of German roaches is about six weeks at 
optimum temperature, by the time the females are three weeks old large numbers of 
bacteroids have invaded the tunica propria of the young oöcytes, forming a thick peripheral 
layer around the cytoplasm where they remain until the onset of embryogenesis. During 
cleavage, clumps of bacteroids are carried to the middle of the yolk by the vitellophags, 
from which they ultimately find their way to the mycetocytes already formed in anticipa' 
tion of infection. Clusters of mycetocytes are formed, one cluster on each side, and one pair 
in each abdominal segment 2 through 6 (Koch, 1949). 

As the bacteroids multiply, the mycetocytes divide by mitosis and spread apart 
(Brooks and Richards, 1955b), becoming evenly distributed throughout the fat body. 
During the subsequent growth of the nymph, a burst of mitotic activity occurs in the 

latter half of each instar. 

By this means, every female transmits bacteroids and every embryo receives its allot' 
ment of bacteroids via the cytoplasm of the egg. Males do not transmit. 

Elimination of the bacteroids can not be accomplished by surface'Sterilization of eggs 
or by prevention of infection by feeding. The critical stage in the life'cycle of the bacteroids 
occurs during the ripening of the oocytes. Of all the various treatments tried, none has 
succeeded in destroying all of the bacteroids of the fat body of the treated roach short of 
killing the roach. However, if German roach nymphs are reared from hatching on a stock 
diet containing 0.1% aureomycm, although the bacteroids infect the young oocytes in the 
normal manner, just before the females mature the bacteroids perish in the first'ripening 
egg of each ovariole. As a consequence, the embryo forms its mycetocytes but they never 
become infected. In the nymph, empty mycetocytes persist as distinct entities for weeks. 

Aposymbiotic nymphs are abnormal in several respects. First, immediately after 
hatching they are weak and suffer a high mortality rate if handled. Second, their specific 
gravity is lower than that of normal ones, as they float or at most sink slowly if they are 
put in Carnoy’s fixing fluid; although this reaction is elicited in other instances even though 
bacteroids are present. Third, the surviving nymphs can not grow on the stock diet, but 
do grow slowly if fed 25-50% yeast, or 25% whole liver. Fourth, the cuticle, especially 
of those fed yeast, is a light tan color instead of brown and black. Fifth, the fat body 
becomes distended early in life with urates and appears chalky'white through the inter' 
segmental membranes. Finally, when adult, these roaches do not possess normal reproduC' 
tive capacity. 

Another example of the critical oocyte stage is the effect of the mineral composition 
of semi'synthetic diets. The first generation of insects grows well on diets incorporating 
Wesson’s salt mixture (Noland et al, 1949), but the bacteroids are not transmitted satis' 
factorily (Brooks, unpublished). 

That all of the symptoms of aposymbiosis are indeed caused by the lack of bacteroids 
rather than by side'effects of the treatment of the parents is attested to by the following 
facts. Regardless of what treatment is used to break the chain in the ovarian transmission, 
aposymbiotic nymphs always exhibit the same symptoms. Also, in cases of treatments 
which are less than 100% successful, nymphs which possess bacteroids appear and behave 
normally while their aposymbiotic siblings are as described above. And finally, aposynv 
biotic nymphs which have received implantations of pieces of bacteroid'containing fat 
body from normal roaches recover their normal color and exhibit an accelerated growth 
rate (Brooks and Richards, 1956). 

A color photograph was taken 28 days after a selected group of aposymbiotic nymphs 
had received implantations. They and the unoperated controls had been kept on a yeast' 
enriched diet. One nymph had just molted when the picture was taken. Ten days later 
the same insects were again photographed, and the obvious darkening of the new cuticle 
of the molted nymph was welbshown. Histological examination of one of the group of 
operated nymphs clearly distinguished the bacteroid'containing tissue which had been 
implanted. Subsequent sections of additional nymphs followed the progressive growth of 
the implants. The mycetocytes slowly advanced and eventually, when the insects matured 
about three months later, the entire abdominal fat body contained bacteroids. 
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To date, all attempts to re-infect aposymbiotic nymphs with homogenized or crushed 
tissue, or with tissue of two other species of roaches, have been unsuccessful. Also, even 
though the bacteroids become re-established in the fat body, they have not as yet invaded 
the ovaries. Consequently the offspring of such roaches have also been aposymbiotic. 

The logical question which follows is : How can we define the nature of the beneficial 
effects of the bacteroids? Whereas that of which I have just treated has been well docu¬ 
mented, I am now about to discuss experiments which are still in progress and the results 
are therefore incomplete. 

There seem to be four different bacteroid-factors, the first three of which, at least, are 
nutritional; and some of them may in turn be sub-divided. Under ordinary circumstances, 
but particularly under stress, the bacteroids are necessary for life itself. They evidently 
synthesize or metabolize one or more amino acids. A synthetic diet made with nine amino 
acids (Gordon, H. T., personal communication) will support life and suboptimal growth of 
normal roaches, but when aposymbiotic roaches are fed this diet they not only fail to 
grow but they die in 6-10 weeks. If 19 of the 20 amino acids of casein (hydroxyglutamic 
acid being omitted) are fed, the nymphs live and grow slowly. If enzymatically-hydrolyzed 
casein is fed, survival and growth are improved (Brooks, unpublished). 

The second bacteroid-factor is necessary for normal rate of growth, and can be re¬ 
placed by large amounts of yeast or lyophilized whole liver if fed with casein. The vitamin- 
content of a 25%-yeast diet is no higher than that of the diet made with crystalline vita¬ 
mins, suggesting that it is not a B vitamin but rather the familiar although unidentified 
“factor x” of yeast which is responsible. 

The third bacteroid-factor produces normal dark cuticle. Nothing is known of this at 
present except that it is absent when the roaches grow rapidly on a casein-yeast diet, but 
usually present on a casein-liver diet. 

The fourth factor is essential for normal rate of egg-production, for normal fertility 
of males, and for full viability of embryos. Since no dietary substitute for this has been 
found, there remains the possibility that this factor is a hormone. Nevertheless, reinfected 
roaches in which the gonads were not invaded did not recover normal fertility. 

The final aspect which may be discussed briefly is the nature of the bacteroids—whether 
they are true microorganisms. A number of histochemical tests have been applied and it is 
curious that the bacteroids give positive responses to both nuclear and mitochondrial 
tests. They are usually considered to be Gram-positive, but it is easy to remove all of the 
crystal violet with lengthened alcohol-extraction. If they are photographed in ultra-violet 
light of 2537 A, which is absorbed by nucleic acids, the bacteroids absorb light homo¬ 
geneously. If they are stained by any of several methods used to detect DNA in bacteria, 
they have stained granules but the granules resulting from each method are unique. The 
Feulgen test is faintly but definitely positive; so is the toluidene blue “O” test for RNA, 
and the periodic-acid-Schiff test for polysaccharides, each of these resulting in homo¬ 
geneously stained bacteroids with no evidence of internal differentiation. 

Janus green B supravital staining results in selective staining only if the dye is applied 
in a higher concentration than is prescribed for the identification of mitochondria. How¬ 
ever, supravital staining with néotétrazolium chloride results in vivid dye reduction. If a 
stained mycetocyte is crushed, the bacteroids look as if they have internal bandings and 
externally-adhering granules of formazan, which are interpreted as sites of mitochondrial 
dehydrogenase activity. If the fat body is extracted with a bile-salt solution before it is 
incubated with tétrazolium, the tissue will no longer reduce the dye unless succinate is 
added as substrate (Brooks, 1954). In this case, only the bacteroids stain, the granular 
mitochondria having been dissolved, presumably. Straightforward as this seems, it is con¬ 
tradicted by the results of two classical methods, viz., the Baker acid hematin test for 
phospholipids and the Altmann acid fuchsin-methyl green test for mitochondria. In the 
case of the Baker test, about 10% of what appear to be long bacteroids give a positive 
response. The reaction can be prevented by extraction with pyridine. Likewise, in sections 
which have been fixed in Zirkle’s fluid and stained with Altmann’s stain, a significant pro¬ 
portion of what look like bacteroids stain like mitochondria. After fixation in Carnoy’s 
fluid, this reaction is not given. 

In addition to resembling both bacteria and mitochondria, under certain conditions 
the bacteroids appear to grow in mycelial forms like fungi. This has been observed in 
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nymphs which were ssmiaposymbiotic. The small number of bacteroids in their myccto 

cytes seem to be in long chains. . 
During the course of measurements of the effect of carbon dioxide anesthesia on the 

growth of the German cockroach, comparisons were made with aposymbiotic roaches. The 
gas inhibits growth, but this is true for roaches either with or without bacteroids (Brooks, 
unpublished) ; so that the bacteroids must not be similar to the genoids of Drosophila 

(Plus, 1950). . . ... 
Because of the contradictory evidence, I decline to express an opinion at this time as 

to the classification of the bacteroids. But it is certain that regardless of what they may be, 

they are of vital significance to the insects. 
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ABSTRACT 

An explanation is given for the contradictory statements about the presence of mycetomal 
microorganisms in Sitophilus granarius. It has been confirmed that this species occurs in at 
least two microbiologically different strains which also differ in certain general facies. A pale 
variety similar to one previously recorded from Egypt appears now to be present in Canada. 
The micro-organisms have been shown to be inherited congenitally through the female weevil. 
Results of feeding an antibiotic to both S. granarius and S. orysa1; the suggestion that the 
micro-organisms are probably Actinomycètes; and their relationship with their insect hosts 
are briefly discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Certain micro-organisms have for long been known to be associated with many species 
of insects. Many investigators have regarded these associations as mutually advantageous 
(Buchner, 1953; Fraenkel, 1952; Steinhaus, 1946) and have presumed that the micro¬ 
organisms obtain food and shelter from the insect host and supply, in return, some essential 
metabolite or other benefit. These associations have often been described as symbiotic 
though a more precise, if less euphonius, term mucualistic has been proposed (Steinhaus, 
1946). Unfortunately, it has been possible only rarely to show clearly that the micro¬ 
organisms in question do benefit the insect (Aschner, 1934; Brecher and Wigglesworth, 
1944; Fraenkel, 1952). There is evidence that in some insects micro-organisms supply 
vitamins of the B complex (Fraenkel, 1952) ; and it has been suggested that in others they 
may be supplying an antibiotic (Goodchild, 1956). Their role in nitrogen fixation is now 
seriously doubted (Fraenkel, 1952). In several species of insects the supposedly beneficial 
micro-organisms are contained in cells called mycetocytes. These are sometimes held 
together in organs called mycetomes. The micro-organisms have proved difficult to isolate 
and culture. Many of the claims of successful isolation and culture are open to doubt: 
Gier (1947) expressed great reluctance to accept any of them. Nonetheless, the isolations 
of Brecher and Wigglesworth (1944) and those described by Fraenkel (1952) were demon¬ 
strably successful. 

MYCETOMES OF THE SITOPHILUS WEEVILS 

Our present investigations stem from statements in the American and British liter¬ 
ature to the effect that while Sitophilus oryza (L), the rice weevil, harbours micro-organisms 
in larval mycetomes its close relative, Sitophilus granarius (L.), the granary weevil, does not. 
It seemed that if this statement were correct the microbiological differences in the two 
species of weevils might be exploited experimentally; and if not, a reassessment of the 
situation might be profitable. 

According to Murray and Tiegs (1935) the larval stage of Sitophilus oryza has a 
U-shaped mycetome that clasps the ventral region of the foregut. During metamorphosis 
the mycetome breaks up into its constituent mycetocytes, which are carried in a posterior 
direction and, with their contained micro-organisms, eventually lodged in the caeca of the 
young adult2 midgut and female gonads. Thus there are no mycetomes in the adults, though 
there are mycetomal micro-organisms. Similar observations in S. oryza had been made in 
1933 by Tarsia-in-Curia. 

1Tbe synonymy, Sitophilus granarius (= Calandra granaria) and S. oryza ( = C. oryr.cz), is discussed and clarified by Pierce (1919) 
and Back and Cotton 1926. 

2 We believe our conclusions are unaffected by Schneider’s (1956) claim that adult midgut may be sterile after 20 days. 
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STRAINS OF SITOPHILUS GRANARIUS 

During the course of our investigations we have been led to conclude that the state 
of affairs in S. granarius is similar to that in S. oryza. However, it became obvious that 
S. granarius exists in several strains (Musgrave and Miller, 1956). Two strains in Canada 
(MW and GG), in particular, may be separated on microbiological criteria. They are also 
separable by differences in general facies. When reared under similar, standard, nearly 
optimum conditions, most adults of the MW strain are paler in colour and lighter in weight 
than the dark brown adults of the GG strain (so that cultures of the two strains are readily 
distinguished by the unaided eye by the appearance of their adults “en masse”) and in¬ 
dividuals of the GG strain mostly harbour characteristic mycetomal micro-organisms which 
appear to be rare in individuals of the MW strain (Musgrave and Miller, 1956). The 
existence of the GG strain thus confirms the contention of Scheinert (1933) that S. granarius 
harbours mycetomal micro-organisms, while the existence of the MW strain adds evidence 
to Mansour’s (1935a, 1935b) contention that this species occurs in strains that do not 
harbour mycetomal micro-organisms. The MW strain, indeed, resembles Mansour s 
Egyptian strain micro-biologically and Zacher’s (1933) variety africana from Egypt, in 
general facies (Musgrave and Miller, 1953). This complex state of affairs also provides an 
explanation for the erroneous statements in several standard works that S. granarius is 
free of mycetomal micro-organisms. 

Experiments in crossing the Canadian strains have provided evidence that transfer 
of the micro-organisms is congenital and only through the female (Musgrave and Miller, 
1956). This is in accord with the absence of the micro-organisms from the male gonads 
(Johannsen and Butt, 1951; Musgrave and Miller, 1953). 

ARTIFICIAL REMOVAL OF MICRO-ORGANISMS 

Several investigators have attempted to remove artificially the supposedly beneficial 
micro-organisms of insects by heat, by the feeding of antibiotics and other pharmacological 
preparations or by the surface sterilization of the eggs. It was hoped in this way to see if 
the insects were harmed by the absence of the micro-organisms. It is difficult to decide, 
under these circumstances, whether the insects are affected directly by the treatment or 
by the indirect effect of the treatment in removing the micro-organisms. 

In 1951 we reported (Musgrave and Miller, 1951) that S. oryza appeared to be more 
adversely affected than S. granarius by being fed grain treated with the antibiotic terramy- 
cin. At that time no report was made of any effect that the antibiotic might have had 
upon the micro-organisms. Subsequent experiments have given some indication of the 
effect of the antibiotic on the micro-organisms in vivo, in the weevils, and in vitro in special 
slide cultures. Though the results of these experiments require further analysis, they led 
us to suspect that feeding weevils with grain treated with terramycin caused eventual 
loss of the mycetomal micro-organisms. Recently Schneider (1956) has reported similar 
experiments and claims that the antibiotics terramycin and aureomycin do indeed cause 
mycetomal micro-organisms to perish. However, our in vitro observations suggested that 
terramycin had no effect on the micro-organisms in slide cultures. It seems possible that 
this whole question needs further investigation. Our results suggest that S. oryza has a 
greater need than S. granarius of the mycetomal micro-organisms. This is in line with the 
finding that S. granarius apparently exists in strains that are free of micro-organisms. 

POSSIBLE IDENTITY OF THE MICRO-ORGANISMS 

We have made careful observations of the mycetomal micro-organisms of the two 
species of Sitophilus weevils referred to here. The micro-organisms seem to be pleomorphic. 
Mostly they are filamentous or rod-like (Musgrave and Miller, 1953). Ampoule-like 
structures occur. On the basis of their morphology, behaviour and habitat (Waksman, 
1950, p. 24) we suggest that they are Actinomycètes, most likely of the genus 7\[ocardia 
(as at present constituted) the members of which, it has been supposed,- were originally 
parasites of grasses (Waksman, 1950). There is no reason for believing that the micro¬ 
organisms in the two species of weevils are necessarily of the same species. We have been 
able to distinguish them morphologically in the weevils in our cultures (Musgrave and 
Miller, 1953); and it seems unlikely that such intimate associations could exist unless the 
species of micro-organism were closely and precisely adapted to the insect host. 
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DISCUSSION OF STUDIES 

The origin of the association between the weevils and the microorganisms is obscure. 
The existence of the mycetome, a special structure apparently developed in response to 
the microorganism, is in itself fascinating. Is the mycetome some kind of pathological 
or cancerous growth? Or does it have some unique function of its own in the insect economy 
irrespective of whether it harbours microorganisms? Musgrave and Miller (1955) have 
tentatively suggested that the mycetomes of the Sitophilus weevils are primarily endocrine 
glands concerned with the initiation of metamorphosis, and analagous with the prothoracic 
glands of the Lepidoptera, which as a result of invasion have secondarily become, in addi' 
don, organs for the harbouring of beneficial microorganisms. As the embryonic origin of 
the prothoracic glands, as such, is apparently uncertain, it is perhaps permissable and 
relevant to place side by side the statement that the mycetocytes of S. grananus are of 
ectodermal origin (Johannsen and Butt, 1951, quoting Scheinert) and the statement that 
the peculiar ventral cervical glands (prothoracic glands?) of certain lepidopterous larvae 
are also of ectodermal origin (Johannsen and Butt, 1951). 

According to Zacher (1934), Bodenheimer considered that the original home of 
S. oryza was India. But S. grananus is regarded as preferring a more temperate climate and 
is, indeed, said to be uncommon in the Southern United States (Back and Cotton, 1933), 
where S. oryza is a common pest. But it seems that a pale form, similar to our MW strain’ 
can withstand the climatic conditions of the Nile Valley (Mansour, 1935b; Zacher, 1934)’ 
Perhaps, as Koch (1933) has suggested, these pale forms lost their symbionts (micro 
organisms) as a result of exposure to high temperatures. This suggests the possibility that 
the pale form may now spread in the Southern United States. 

How and when the weevils became associated with the microorganisms is, of course, 
a matter of conjecture. The association appears to be a very intimate one. Zacher believed 
that the Sitophilus weevils originally fed on acorns. He claimed to have reared them thereon 
successfully. Was the transfer from acorns to man’s early wheat varieties effected with 
the aid of Jopear dia sp. ingested with the wheat? 

Now that someone (Goodchild, 1956) has found evidence that insect microorganisms 
may be producing antibiotics it seems possible that the weevils might benefit in some way 
from an antibiotic produced by the microorganisms. 

It is also of passing interest to note that the aposymbiotic cockroaches (i.e. those 
artifically freed of beneficial microorganisms) of Brooks and Richards (1955) were paler 
than normal specimens, thus comparing with the MW strain and suggesting that the micro 
organisms play some part in the production of a darker cuticle. 

Clearly, the relationship of the Sitophilus weevils with their mycetomal micro 
organisms is beset with questions that offer fascinating avenues of further research. 
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Insect Tissue Culture: A Review 
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ABSTRACT 

A review of the literature on insect tissue culture with a discussion of possible applica- 
tions to tissue culture techniques to researches in general cell physiology virology and 
toxicology. ' 

Why has insect tissue culture lagged so far behind vertebrate tissue culture? This 
question is not asked to depreciate the work that has already been done in this field, but 
until insect tissues can be cultured for long periods of time, the method will be of relatively 
little practical importance. This lack of success has prevented basic studies on the bio- 
chemical processes and their responses to external stimuli. Once long-term, aseptic cultures 
are obtained in active mitotic condition they can be subcultured and genetically homo¬ 
genous cells can be tested for response to chemicals. The pathway will then be opened for 
developing new specific poisons, for example, insecticides with greater differential toxicity 
or insects and warm-blooded animals. Possibly still more important would be the oppor¬ 

tunity to understand the metabolism and biochemistry of specific insect tissues. The 
importance of tissue culture methods in virus research is already well recognized. 

The literature on insect tissue culture is scattered and not readily accessible to 
entomologists. Fortunately, however, there has recently been assembled by Murray and 
Kopech (1953) a bibliography of tissue culture references on plants and animals including 
insects. 

The Çresent PaPer i® an attempt to review the literature on insect tissue culture as 
an aid to those who wish to conduct research on this subject. Briefly the media that have 
been used to culture insect tissues fall into four groups: (l) hæmolymph, (2) various 
perfusion fluids such as Locke s and Ringer s solutions, (3) tissue culture media that have 
been developed for use in growing vertebrate tissues, and (4) synthetic media that attempt 
to duplicate the chemical components of insect blood. 

The literature of insect tissue culture begins with the work of Goldschmidt (1915) 
w o cultivated the sperm cells of the moth, Sarnia cecropia L. Pupal testicular cysts were 
isolated and mounted under aseptic conditions in hanging drops of hæmolymph. In Novem¬ 
ber most of the follicles contain spermatogonia or young spermatocytes during the growth 
period. These he succeeded in keeping alive for about three weeks, during which time a 
great many follicles finished the process of spermatogenesis up to full grown spermatozoa. 

Lewis (1916) reported that a medium for tissue culture can be formed by adding to 
90 cc. of a dilution of sea water (or Locke s solution), which is isotonic with the plasma 
of the animal from which the cultures are to be made, 10 cc. of bouillon made from the 
muscle of the animal in question, 0.02 g. NaHCOs (to neutralize the acid formed by the 
culture) and 0.02 g. dextrose to supply the energy for the growth of the tissue. Later, 
Lewis and Robertson (1916) found that the mitochondria of Chorthippus curtipennis can 
be seen to present delicate granules in the primary spermatogonium. They increase in 
amount during the growth stage and arrange themselves along the spindle in a definite 
manner during spermatocyte division. They form the paranucleus of the spermatid and 
from this develop into homogenous threads in the tail of the spermatozoon. The medium 
most isotonic to the body fluids of the grasshopper which was also most favorable for 
growth was practically Locke’s solution, i.e. sea water 30 cc. + dist. H20 50 cc. + 
bouillon 20 cc. + dextrose 0.25 g. + NaHCO,3 0.12 g. 

Insect blood or hæmolymph has also been a favorite medium. Glaser (1917) who 
cultured the leucocytes of the silkworm in the plasma saw them divide. 

Collier (1920) employed a tissue culture method using wound response to epithelium 
cells. It was found that young larvae of Musca vomitona when wounded could build a 
second cuticle. 

Following the technique of Goldschmidt, Takakusu (1924) cultured spermatocytes 
in pupal hæmolymph. Paillot (1924) also employed hæmolymph cultures. 

Chambers (1925) placed testicular follicles of the grasshopper, Dissosteira carolina, 
in drops of blood obtained by cutting off the leg of individuals of this species. Spermato¬ 
cytes developed and he observed certain phases of the process of division. 

319 
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Schmidtmann (1925) determined the hydrogen-ion concentration in physiological and 
pathological conditions by the introduction of dye particles to cells which acted as indi- 

Ccitors 
Murray (1926) was able to maintain (but not grow) amitotic cells of the cricket egg 

follicle for long periods in Locke’s solution to which a small amount of dextrose was added. 
Frew (1928) succeeded in growing the imaginai discs and appendages of the blowfly, 

but states, however, that the larvae were malformed in aseptic cultures. 
Kohring (1930) followed the development of tissues in insects by the use of neutral 

Träger (1935) used a synthetic medium containing maltose, NaCl, MgCl2.6H20, 
CaCb , NaH2P04.H20, and K2HP04 in distilled water to which egg albumin digest was 
added to culture certain cells from gonads of the female for periods of two to three weeks. 
In such tissue cultures strains of silkworm grasserie virus were obtained in successive 
passages to the number of ten. The virus multiplied greatly and typical polyhedral bodies 
formed in the cells of the infected cultures. He also obtained partial development of Nosema 
bombycis Nägeli in the digestive fluids of the silkworm (1937)* He later described a medium 
(1938) in which certain tissues (i.e. larval thoracic and pupal head) of the yellow fever 
mosquito, Aedes œgypti, lived for a long period of time. Ovarian tissue from recently 
emerged females remained contractile for several weeks and in four cases for over 40 days 
while used in equine encephalomyelitis virus studies. . 

Hibbard (1935) grew various tissues of cold-blooded animals in vitro in hanging drop 
cultures. Small bits of the ovariole wall of Samia cecropia grew in chicken plasma and 
remained alive over a month. The cells had transparent nuclei and numerous cytoplasmic 
fat droplets. A large number of preparations of silkworm (Bombyx mon) were made in 
various solutions as media including silkworm blood, centrifuged blood (silkworm), chicken 
plasma, Locke-Lewis solution, modified White’s solution and mixtures of these. Bombyx 
blood presented the difficulty of becoming easily oxidized in air, turning black with granular 
precipitation. The best means of preventing this was to draw off the blood at once into fine 
capillary tubes. When not exposed to air the blood remained clear yellow in appearance 
for several hours. The blood from the pupa was very much more rapidly oxidized than that 
from the larva. Tissues cut up in blood were less satisfactory than those cut in salt solution. 
Ringer’s cone, to 1.8% NaCl, 2% NaCl, and Locke-Lewis gave good results. Agglutinated 
clumps of ameboid cells appeared very early and from these grew long fiber cells, resembling 
microphages of chick tissue. These long, slender and sometime branched cells migrated over 
the whole slide. Their nuclei were very granular staining like chromatin after fixation. 
Various amounts of fat droplets were found in the cytoplasma as well as neutral red 
granules and chondriosomes. In blood from pupa and oxidized blood of larva these cells 
became filled with brown granules similar to the precipitate in the medium causing a brown 
color. Other “fibroblasts” appeared after several days from bits of ovariole, from fat masses 
and other tissues, growing out as delicate spears and finally detaching themselves from the 
explant. Many of these cells remained alive and active for 16 days of cultivation. In frag¬ 
ments of testes, clumps of spermatocytes sometimes became disorganized and the cells of 
the protective wall of the cyst assumed an ameboid shape and wandered off, leaving the 
germ cells. These wandering cells were always richly filled with fat droplets. The sperma¬ 
tocytes left behind had a tendency to spread out in a thin layer against the coverglass. 
The fact that wandering cells, “fibroblasts” or “macrophages”, grew successfully was in¬ 
dicative of an approximate isosmotic concentration. 

The light organ of Lucióla vitticolis was cultured by Takeda (1937) in the following 
nutrient media and the light production was activated. There was, however, no trace of 
growth of tissue. The light organs lived in the nutrient media the time periods indicated 

below : 
Ringer’s solutiod, 43 - 62 hours 

Clotted blood plasma of frog, 50 -- 68 hours 

Hæmolymph of silkworm, 62 - 67 hours 

Pfeiffer (1937,1939,1942,1943) grew the super and subesophageal ganglia of the ventral 
nerve cord of Corethra larvae in a solid medium for a time in vitro and noted that the 
mechanism of action was the same as that of the fibroblasts of the mantle cavity tissue of 
Helix spec. 
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Wermel (1938) transplanted the blood of the silkworm, Bombyx mori, and of the oak 
spinner, Antherea pernyi, in hanging drop cultures in physiological salt solution. The drop 
of blood in each case had first been mixed with a centrifuged extract of pupa. Most of the 
cells quickly became rounded and spread out on the glass. After one or two hours, processes 
began to form fusing with one another into spear shaped flat cells which anastomised into a 
reticulum. He concludes that proleucocytes transform readily into macrocytes. The star 
shaped forms, morphologically fibroblast-like cells, which he terms nexocytes hypertrophy, 
developing into giant cells. Finally he states there develops a connective tissue. After two 
or three days there appear fine fibrillas, their number increases and later they form thin 
fibres. He concludes that the basophil cells of the blood mesenchym element are growing 
organisms. 

Blood cells of the hæmolymph of Drosophila melanogaster were cultivated by Fischer 
and Gottschewski (1939) and Gottschewski and Fischer (1939). The blood cells form 
pseudoepithelia in culture. Mitosis was observed. Hæmotocytes were able to form pig¬ 
ment, probably the decomposed products of cells which died in culture. Explanted imaginai 
discs developed typically. These authors also grew prepupal eye discs and noted a rich 
pigmentation when V+ was added to the medium and no pigmentation in the control. 

A simple method of cultivating testes and genital ducts of two species of Drosophila 
in vitro was reported by Stern (1940). Expiants were made at suitable stages and typical 
growth and form changes proceeded. He found that there is a critical stage during which 
the vas deferens promotes growth of the gonad. 

Wigglesworth (1940) points out the importance of hormones in the growth and 
development and differentiation in insects illustrated by examples from his exhaustive 
studies on Rhodnius. 

In malarial investigations Gavrilov and Cowez; (1941) wished to grow plasmodia 
imbedded in the esophagus of Anopheles mosquito adults in tissue culture. They succeeded 
in doing this by dissecting the esophagus, washing the tissue fragments repeatedly in 
Ringer’s solution to render them aseptic and finally placing them in a medium made up as 
follows: a drop of chicken plasma and chick embryo extract and juice of mosquito larvae 
which was made up by grinding the larvae in a flask containing glass beads and Ringer’s 
solution, and then filtering through a Berkefeld or Chamberlain filter. Mitotic division was 
observed in salivary gland tissue grown in this medium for two weeks. 

Arvy and Gabe (1946) found that at 37° C. Forficula aunculana L. blood cells multi¬ 
plied rapidly in a medium of gelatine or in its proper plasma producing a syncitium within 
several hours. 

Carlson (1946) employed a tissue culture medium in making a study of the proto¬ 
plasmic viscosity changes in different regions of neuroblasts of the grasshopper, ChortO' 
phaga vinài/asciata (De Geer). 

The effect of colchicine on the neuroblasts of grasshopper embryos growing in culture 
was observed by Gaulden and Carlson (1947). At the highest concentration (2.5 x 1(T6 
molar) spindle formation was completely prevented, and the chromosomes were scattered 
at random throughout the cell. Cells in prometaphase or early metaphase at this concen¬ 
tration of colchicine suffered immediate destruction of the spindle, while cells in later 
metaphase or early anaphase exhibited division abnormalities which often led to the 
formation of tetraploid cells. At lower concentrations (1.9 x 10-6 molar) the spindle was 
extremely small, the chromosomes radiated in all directions from contiguous points of 
attachment on the reduced spindle, giving the appearance of clumping and mitosis was 
blocked from the start of treatment. At somewhat lower concentrations (0.2 x 10-6 molar) 
the spindle was reduced in siz;e and often the chromosomes were not located on the cell 
equator. At this concentration the cells divided during the first few hours, after which 
they were blocked. At the lowest concentration tested (0.05 x 10“6 molar) there was no 
appreciable effect on the spindles, chromosomes or mitotic rate for 5 or 6 hours. After this 
the cells reacted in the manner described above for the higher concentration. 

In a later paper the same authors (1951) observed the effect of the colchicine on 
embryos of the grasshopper, Chortophaga vindifasciata (De Geer) removed from the egg 
at the 14th day of development at 26° C., in artificial culture medium consisting of NaCl 
0.68 g., KC1 0.02 g., CaCl2 0.02 g., MgCl2 0.01 g., NaH2P04 0.02 g., NaHCCh 0.012 g., 
glucose 0.77 g., water (pyrex redistilled) 100.0 cc. The head and posterior portion of the 
abdomen of the embryo were removed and the remaining part was mounted, ventral side 
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up, against a coverglass in a thin film of the medium to which colchicine was added and the 
coverglass sealed over a depression slide with a heavy mineral oil. Hanging drop prepara- 
tions were studied under the microscope at 38° C. Mitoses of the neuroblasts and the cell 
components were studied. They found that colchicine interfered with spindle development. 

Lüscher (1947) described a method by which growing epithelium could be observed 
in transmitted light, while still in connection with the hæmolymph and the epithelium 
of the living insect. The method is based on the fact that the epithelium cells, after injury, 
will grow along any surface and if the wound is covered with glass the cells will spread 
rapidly on the surface of the glass. The hind leg of a freshly fed 5th stage nymph of Rhodnius 
prolixus was amputated in the distal part of the tibia. A fine glass tube, 2 mm. long and 
0.15 mm. thick was introduced into the opening in the tibia. This operation was made 
with the leg immersed in Ringer’s solution. The Ringer’s solution was then withdrawn 
and the distal end of the capillary tube sealed with paraffin wax. For observation the insect 
was affixed on a special slide. The treated leg was immersed in water and covered with 
a coverslip. At 25° C. this preparation could be kept under physiological salt solution for 
about 25 days. In fresh preparations a great number of hæmocytes could be observed. 
They were spherical and elongated while floating freely in the hæmolymph but became 
more elongated and flattened when they attached themselves to the walls of the glass tube. 
Many cell divisions could be observed on the first day and after the 5th or 6th day they 
became vacuolated and degenerated quickly leaving behind little droplets. After 12T4 
hours the first epithelial cells migrate into the tube, closely applied to the wall by extending 
and withdrawing pseudopodia, connected with each other and within the leg by biré¬ 
fringent protoplasmic threads. 

Duryee (1948) has shown a phase-contrast, time-lapse film of living spermatocytes 
of the grasshopper, Psophus stridulus L., isolated in salt solution. Prophase, anaphase and 
telephase were shown. À remarkable sequence showed continuous elongation of the spindle 
substance even after each cell had divided. Concomitant sol-gel reversals of the polar surface 
were evident. 

Millara (1946) while making a revision of the classification of the leucocytes of 17 
species of insects observed the behavior of the leucocytes in artificial media and the 
influence on concentrations of certain substances on their vitality. He prepared a liquid 
medium whose composition in grams per liter was as follows: NaCl 0.38, CaCb 0.80, 
KC1 2.00, KH2PO4 2.00 and MgS04 200. Experiments were conducted with the blood of 
Carausius morosus. The salts alone were found to be inadequate. The addition of glucose 
improves it very much. The presence of glycocoll 2 parts per 100 was very favorable when 
the solution was weak. Pseudopods were rare in solutions containing glucose or glycocoll. 
The authors found real differences in the blood elements in different insects. These were 
not morphological but physiological. 

Schmidt and Williams (1949) noted that spermatocytes from testes of dormant pupæ 
of the silkworm, Piatysamia cecropia and Samia wal\eri develop promptly into spermatids 
when placed in hanging drops of blood obtained from donor silkworms of specific stages. 
The active period corresponded to the period when the prothoracic glands are thought 
to secrete the “growth and differentiation” hormone in the intact animal. On the basis 
of this test the hormone is absent from the mature larva prior to the stage when the inner 
coat of the cocoon is spun. It appears abruptly in the blood and persists until some time 
after pupation, apparently in low titre during the chilled pupa, but sufficient in the pupal 
blood when adult development is initiated. The hormone is then present throughout 
developemnt and persists in the newly developing adult to cause growth of the spermato¬ 
cytes in vitro. 

In a brief review of insect tissue culture, Goodchild (1954) states that there is no 
indication that insect tissues will form cultures of the sort familiar with vertebrate material. 
Reports of insect tissue culture can be assigned, according to him, into two classes: 1) 
growth takes place during an experiment of extremely short duration (usually a matter of 
days), and 2) cell migration. In his own researches he used 4th and 5th instar nymphs of 
Rhodnius, surface sterilised with 0.1% HgCl2 for five minutes, washed in three changes 
of sterile water and put in a sterile Petri dish lined with filter paper until dry. Hanging drop 
cultures of the hæmolymph were made in which small bits of abdominal cuticle and 
epidermis were suspended. Changes observed in drops were of a degenerative nature. 
Lysol (25%) was not found to be a satisfactory sterilising medium. 
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Grace (1954) found no improvement in insect tissue culture by use of mica in place of 
glass surfaces or by use of a wax film as suggested by Goodchild. Hanging drop cultures 
were used with antibiotics. The materials used had no effect on tissues. Survival of various 
tissues up to a week were obtained, but no growth was noted. Fat cells resembled vertebrate 
fibroblast cultures but no mitosis was noted. He deems greater knowledge of hormone 
balance necessary before insect tissue culture can become established. 

Ramsay (1954) employed single Malpighian tubules in isolated drops of hæmolymph 
under liquid paraffin. Osmotic pressures of hæmolymph and urine were determined. The 
urine is more or less isotonic with the hæmolymph over a wide range (45445%) of osmotic 
pressures. In a majority of cases the urine is slightly but significantly hypotonic to the 
hæmolymph. From this it was concluded that the water must be transported across the 
wall of the tubule. The normal rate of urine production is of the order of 0.07 x 10~3 cu. 
mm./sq.mm./min. 

Ball (1954) reported the prolonged contraction of mosquito digestive tract in vitro 
with partial development of oocysts of Plasmodium relictum. 

Using phase-contrast photomicrography Roberts (1955) recorded the division of 
the neuroblasts of Chortophaga viridi/asciata (De Geer) and observed that the neuro¬ 
blasts divide unequally giving rise to small ganglion cells and a large daughter neuroblast. 
Cytokinesis is initiated by a visible expansion of the cell membrane at the pole which will 
give rise to daughter neuroblasts. 

Beckel (1956) used a tissue culture medium for suspending extirpated ovaries of three 
species of Aedes mosquitoes. The ovaries were removed from the insects using sterile 
technique in the following manner. The adult female was surface sterilised by immersion 
for 2 minutes in 0.5 per cent solution of mercuric chloride in 50 per cent ethyl alcohol, 
transferred to Ringer s solution and the last abdominal segment was held by a pair of 
forceps while the genitalia, spermatheca, ovaries and gut were stretched from the rest 
of the abdomen by steadily pulling on the last segment. The ovaries were then broken 
away from the vagina and separated from the insect. The ovaries were placed in a drop 
of tissue culture medium on a polished, sterile, coverglass and the coverglass inverted over 
a deep depression slide. Finally, the coverglass was fastened to the slide with hot melted 
paraffin. The chemically defined tissue culture medium was improved M 199 and desig¬ 
nated M 150. The medium is similar to that used in growing monkey kidney for polio 
vaccine research. In M 150 the muscle tissue of the ovaries of Aedes hexodontus Dyar 
and Aedes communis (De Geer) showed contraction for as long as seven days but no egg 
development was noted. The muscle tissue of Aedes aegypti (L.) showed contraction for 
as long as 60 days in M 150, but again no development took place. Control insects in 
Ringer s solution and in Polyphemus and Cynthia blood permitted much movement only 
for 2 or 3 days; there was no development of ovaries. No signs of mitosis were noted in 
any of the tissue culture preparations but there was some indication of strands of tissue 
attached to the ovaries along the polished glass surface. 

Wyatt (1956) cultured the ovarian tissue from Bombyx mon L. larvæ about to pupate 
in Träger s (1935) salt solution and 10% hæmolymph, with indifferent results. Improve¬ 
ment of cultures was sought modifying the culture medium. To reduce the activity of 
the tyrosinase, hæmolymph for culture medium was heated for 5 minutes at 60°C. and 
the coagulated protein removed. The physiological salt solution was formulated containing 
cations and amino acids as they occur normally in silkworm hæmolymph. In both hanging 
drop and small tube cultures use of this medium brought about increased cell numbers, 
improved cell appearance, more rapid mitosis, and longer life of the cultures. To the 
solution formulated for analyses, tryptophan, cystine, cysteine, malate, fumarate, succinate, 
and a-ketoglutarate were added after testing individually, resulting in improved growth 
in culture. Use of silkworm egg extract prepared for 4 to 5 days after acid treatment 
produced an increase in cell number. In small roller-tube cultures, when the new medium 
was changed twice a week, the cells spread over the walls of the tube in four to five days, 
rapid mitosis was observed after 2 weeks and transparent active cells were present at 
three weeks. Subculturing was not attempted. 

Wyatt, Lougheed and Wyatt (1956) collected hæmolymph for analysis from the 
silkworm, Bombyx mori, in a series of development stages ranging from the second molt 
to the late pupa. The mean pH of the larval hæmolymph after collecting was found to 
be 6.45, that of the pupal hæmolymph 6.57; in vitro values were slightly lower. Total dry 
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solids ranged from 5.4 to 10.6%. Total proteins ranged from 1.2 to 5.3%; increasing 
rapidly during the fifth instar. Free amino acids were separated chromatographically and 
estimated. Of 19 ammo acids, amounting collectively to 8234497 mg. per 100 ml., glutamine, 
histidine, and lysine generally occurred in greatest amount. Tryptophan was detected and 
cystine (or cysteine) was found in only one sample. The total free amino acids accounted for 
35-55% of the nonprotein nitrogen of the plasma. Free sugars, estimated semiquantitatively 
on chromatograms, comprise glucose, fructose, and sucrose in total amount ranging from 
5 to 40 mg. per ml. Total acid solution ultrafilterable carbohydrate, estimated as glucose 
by the anthrone reaction, ranged from 166 to 635 mg. per 100 ml. indicating the presence 
of low molecular weight sugar derivatives. Inorganic phosphate amounted to 5-15 mg. 
per 100 ml., and acid soluble organic phosphate to 100-200 mg. per 100 ml. The latter 
fraction includes several substances of which one was tentatively identified as glucose-6- 
phosphate and the remainder unidentified. Single samples of hæmolymph were also taken 
from larvae of the wax moth, Galleria mellonella, and the spruce sawfly, Diprion hercyniœ. 
These contained even higher concentrations of solutes than the silkworm samples, but 
with generally similar distribution. The properties of the free amino acids were different 

in each species. 
In conclusion we cite three text books that have sections that discuss insect tissue 

culture, namely Huxley and de Beer (1934), Fischer (1942), and White (1954). 

CONCLUSIONS 

Methods of insect tissue culture unfortunately have not kept pace with vertebrate 
tissue culture and as a result our knowledge of cellular physiology of insects is fragmentary. 

At present, insect tissue culture can be assigned to two classes: (l) growth takes 
place during an experiment of extremely short duration, usually a matter of days: and (2) 

tissue migration. 
The more favorable media for culturing insect tissues fall into four groups: (l) 

hæmolymph; (2) various perfusion fluids such as Locke’s and Ringer’s solutions; (3) tissue 
culture media that have been developed for use in growing vertebrate tissues; and (4) 
synthetic media that attempt to duplicate insect blood. 

Cell division in cultures has been observed most frequently in blood cells in plasma 
and especially in seminiferous and ovarian tissues. 

A beginning has been made in the understanding of hormones and the role they play 
in the initiation of growth and tissue differentiation. 

The lack of knowledge of the composition of insect blood has been the chief obstacle 
in the preparation of a suitable medium for growing insect tissues. This gap is rapidly 
being bridged by the work of Wyatt and the younger generation of chemists. 
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The Control of Electrolyte Penetration through Cuticles 
of Fly Larvae 

By A. Glenn Richards 

University of Minnesota 

St. Paul, Minn. 

ABSTRACT1 

Using a high precision type of Wheatstone bridge circuit, conventional complex impedance 
curves have been obtained for normal isolated cuticles of Sarcophaga larvae and for the same 
cuticles after heating, scratching, or treatment with various solvents and other reagents. The 
effective barrier to electrolytes was found to be a thin layer of the order of ISO À thic\ at the 
outer surface of the epicuticle. It is resistant to heat, water, hot organic solvents and moderate 
concentrations of mineral acids but is destroyed by strong alkaline solutions and by an oxidizing 

Comparison of the effects of various treatments on electrolyte penetration, water penetra' 
tion, and asymmetrical permeability show that these three barriers are distinct and super' 
posed. It follows that the superposition of chemically distinct sublayers in the epicuticle is ot 
be interpreted as superposition of functionally distinct barriers which in combination with one 
another result in the near impermeability of these cuticles to a large variety of chemicals. 

Using a new type of electronic circuit for analysis of dynamic impedance changes, some 
unexpected electrical properties have been discovered in these isolated cuticles. Although the 
phenomena are not yet understood, examples were shown illustrating remarkable rectification 
and polarization (symmetrical, biased and bimodal) effects. Both the bimodal polarization 
indicative Oj transient energy changes and the rectification shown by these nonliving isolated 
cuticles are similar to membrane properties of living nerves. The implications of these data 
for interpretation of electro physiological phenomena are considerable. 

•These data are presented in detail in Journal of Insect Physiology 1: 23-39 (1957). 
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A New Interpretation of the Relation Between Temperature 
and Transpiration in Arthropods 

By E. B. Edney 

Salisbury, S. Rhodesia 

ABSTRACT 

Recent wor\ on the relation between temperature and transpiration through the cuticle 
of arthropods has shown that the well \nown “critical11 temperature, above which transpira' 
tion was believed to increase abruptly, is to a large extent an experimental artefact. Provided 
the saturation deficit is held constant, the shape of the temper ature/transpiration curve shows 
no abrupt brea\. The effect of temperature alone on permeability of the cuticle varies greatly: 
there is little or no effect in woodlice and certain aquatic insects but an approximately ex' 
ponential relationship exists in certain insects with low transpiration rates. These facts, 
together with the results of wor\ on the properties and composition of isolated cuticular waxes, 
necessitate a reexamination of current theories regarding the nature and distribution of the 
waxes. The answer is by no means clear, but the evidence at present suggests that wax is 
absent or very porous in woodlice, myriapods and perhaps some aquatic insects; present, but 
porous to a varying extent, in more terrestrial insects, tic\s and spiders. Where transpiration 
occurs through nomwaxed areas, little or no temperature effect is observed, whereas an approx' 
imately exponential temperature dependence results from transpiration through a complete or 
feebly porous wax layer, the precise nature of the relationship depending upon the degree of 
porosity. 

My purpose in presenting this paper is not so much to offer a tidy hypothesis as to 
review certain recent work which makes necessary a reconsideration of our ideas regarding 
the effect of temperature on transpiration in arthropods. 

Many authors, following Wigglesworth (1945) have measured the effect of dry air at 
different temperatures on rates of transpiration, and the shapes of the curves obtained are 
by now very familiar. The interpretation of the salient features of these curves is also 
familiar: that at a certain ‘critical1 or ‘transition1 temperature the wax layer of the epi- 
cuticle, which may be thought of as the waterproofing layer, undergoes a sudden physical 
change which permits water to pass through it much more readily at temperatures above 
this point. 

This hypothesis is open to criticism on two important grounds. Firstly, the technique 
used, although providing information of interest and value, does not tell us much about 
the effect of temperature on cuticle permeability because as the temperature of dry air 
rises, so does the drying power of the air. The increase in rate of transpiration observed 
may therefore have been caused by either or both of two separate factors: an increase in 
permeability of the cuticle and an increase in drying power of the air. Secondly, as I have 
pointed out elsewhere (Edney, 1957) there has also been a lack of precision in setting out 
and interpreting the graphs that were obtained. Several authors, including myself, have 
failed to state the reliability of the points they have plotted, indeed some of the published 
curves show no points at all. And again, as Holdgate and Seal (1956) have clearly demon- 
strated, authors have failed to realise that the scale used in plotting a graph may affect 
profoundly the apparent position of a turning point in the curve. 

If the effect of temperature alone upon cuticle permeability is to be measured, then 
one must ensure that the drying power of the air used at each of the experimental tem¬ 
peratures is the same. This is by no means easy to achieve in practice, for there are at least 
two important causes of increase in the drying power of a sample of air as its temperature 
rises: firstly, the saturation deficit increases exponentially (saturation deficit is the differ¬ 
ence between the amount of water vapour present and the amount required to saturate 
the air at the same temperature), and secondly, the rate of diffusion of molecules, and 
hence the steepness of the drying gradient next to the evaporating surface, increases 
approximately as the square of the absolute temperature. 

Recent attempts have been made to take these factors into consideration. In measur¬ 
ing the transpiration from woodlice Edney (1951) arranged the relative humidities of the 
air used at each temperature in such a way that the saturation deficit was the same at all 
temperatures. The effect of temperature on cuticle permeability in woodlice was then found 
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to be negligible, for the rate of transpiration remained reasonably constant at all temper- 
atures. Mead-Briggs (1956) in my laboratory, and Holdgate (1956) and Holdgate and Seal 
(1956) at Cambridge, have carried the investigations further and examined the effect of 
temperature alone on the cuticles of insects. 

Mead-Briggs used air moving in a continuous circuit and adjusted to a relative 
humidity at each experimental temperature such that the sat. def. was 31.8 mm. Hg. at all 
temperatures. He measured evaporation from a free surface of water in his apparatus at 
each of the temperatures he employed, and found that after allowing for the diffusion 
effect the rate was constant. He thus established that the drying power of the air he used 
was constant at all temperatures. This is, in my opinion, a satisfactory method, for the air 
which one is using actually has the required drying power. The method used by Holdgate 
and Seal was to experiment in still dry air at all temperatures and then to express their 
results in such a way that the effect of rising saturation deficit could be allowed for. The 
assumption here is that the only effect of using dry air is to increase the saturation deficit, 
and this, I think, needs to be demonstrated. 

Fig. 1 is a composite diagram designed to facilitate comparison of the results and the 
various methods of expression of a number of authors. The scales used are arbitrary and 
are not necessarily the same in each graph, for my purpose is to simplify and to make 
qualitative comparisons. 

In Fig. 1A, rates of transpiration per unit area measured in dry air are shown. The 
curve for the woodlouse Porcellio (Edney, 1951) is seen to follow the shape of the vapour 
pressure curve very closely—in other words, water evaporates from Porcellio at a rate 
proportional to the saturation deficit. Mead-Briggs (1956) obtained a similarly shaped 
curve for another terrestrial isopod, Oniscus, and Cloudsley-Thompson (1950) and Edney 
(1951) did so for millipedes. Holdgate (1956) found the same shaped curve for certain 
highly permeable aquatic insects such as Gœnagrxon larvæ. The curve for Periplaneta 
(Mead-Briggs, 1956) rises less rapidly than does vapour pressure, while those for Glossina 
(Mead-Briggs) and Tenebrio (various authors) rise less rapidly still, at any rate at lower 
temperatures. 

In Fig. IB, rates of transpiration are expressed on a logarithmic scale. The vapour 
pressure curve which is exponentially related to temperature, appears as a straight line. 
So too do the transpiration curves for Porcellio and for Periplaneta. That of Periplaneta 
also shows an exponential relationship between transpiration and temperature, but the 
rate rises more steeply with temperature than does the vapour pressure. In other words 
the permeability of the cuticle of Periplaneta increases with temperature. Holdgate and 
Seal (1956) expressed their results in a form similar to that of lB1, and they found that for 
several aquatic insects log R/T-1 is linear, and that the slope of the line is greater in less 
permeable cuticles, showing a greater effect of temperatures on permeability than in more 
permeable ones. They point out that this is also characteristic of certain organic membranes, 
as demonstrated by Barrer (1941). 

Not all the curves in Fig. lB show an exponential relation between transpiration and 
temperature however, for the curves for Glossina (Mead-Briggs) and Tenebrio (Mead- 
Briggs and Holdgate and Seal) are not linear. We must remember of course that these 
curves are composite—they represent the sum of two effects of temperature: increasing 
drying power of the air and increasing permeability of the cuticle. The exponential rela¬ 
tionship in Porcellio is due to the exponential relationship between saturation deficit and 
temperature. The other curves are made up of this exponential relationship plus an effect 
of temperature on permeability of the cuticle. 

We may now turn to Figs. lC and ID. In both of these the raw data have been derived 
from measurements at constant saturation deficit (S). In Fig. lC, the graph for Porcellio 
is a horizontal straight line (Edney, 1951), as is Mead-Briggs1 graph for Oniscus. Periplaneta 
shows an increasing effect of temperature on the permeability of its cuticle, so too pre¬ 
sumably, would the less permeable aquatic insects of Holdgate and Seal if these had been 
measured at constant saturation deficits. The permeability of Glossina and Tenebrio 
cuticles shows progressively greater temperature dependence. 

1 These authors use the reciprocal of the absolute temperature as the abscissa in their graphs, in order to bring the expression of transpiration 
from an arthropod into line with a more general physical expression governing the transport of gasses. At temperatures of about 300° A., 
T-1 is nearly linear with T over a short range, so that a function linear with one will also be linear with the other. 
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Now it is natural to ask whether the effect of temperature on the permeability of the 
cuticle is itself exponential, for Barrer (1941) and Doty, Aitken and Hermann (1944) have 
found this to be so in certain organic membranes. The question is answered in Fig. ID, 
where log S is graphed against temperature (data derived from Mead'Briggs, 1956), and it 
appears that the relationship may be less than, equal to or greater than an exponential one 
in ^different insects. 

i As regards the interpretation of these curves, it is evident that in no instance is a 
‘orticai’ temperature present. Bursell (1955) claims to have demonstrated two breaks in 
the curve for Oniscus. Auz;ou (1953), on the other hand, found none in this woodlouse, 

Fig. 1. Idealised graphs showing various ways of expressing the relation between temperature and transpiration 
in arthropods. 
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though she claims one for Porcellio: but her claim is based on one point of doubtful signb 
ficance. Holdgate and Seal found no critical temperatures in their work, neither did they 
find any evidence of a 'transition’ when they examined the surface wax of Tenebrio by an 
electron diffraction technique. In sum, the evidence today is against a sudden change in 
permeability as temperature rises, but in favour of a continuous change in some cuticles. 
As regards the mechanism of this continuous rise in permeability there is room for doubt. 
Beament (1955) has shown that the surface grease in cockroaches is composed of several 
members of the alcohol and paraffin series, which suggests that progressive melting of the 
various constituents might account for the phenomenon. On the other hand, the known 
temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficients of porous membranes (Barrer, 1941) 
might explain it equally well; and we cannot, at present, discriminate between these two 

possibilities. 
Broadly speaking the situation at present seems to be as follows. It we discount the 

known exponential effect of temperature on the drying power of air, and confine our 
remarks to the effect of temperature on the permeability of the cuticle itself, then there are 
some arthropods whose cuticles show no temperature effect (isopods, millipedes and some 
aquatic insects); others show varying degrees of temperature dependence, the extent of 
the effect being greater in those with less permeable cuticles. But the temperature de' 
pendence is largely destroyed on abrasion of the surface layers, and this is confirmatory 
evidence for the hypothesis which is already well established on other grounds, that the 
epicuticular waxes, when present, are the waterproofing agents, and that their diffusion 

coefficients are temperature dependent. 
Perhaps the simplest hypothesis at present is that when a wax is lacking, or when 

there are large pores in the wax, evaporation occurs largely through a norvwaxed surface 
and the cuticle is not subject to a temperature effect on permeability. But when the wax 
is more nearly continuous, evaporation takes place partly through norvwaxed pores and 
partly through wax (particularly in arthropods with a normally low permeability, and 
particularly at high temperatures), the latter component being subject to a temperature 
effect which is greater in those animals with nearly or quite continuous wax layers, and 
summing with the former component to give a variety of approximately exponential 

curves. 
This hypothesis does not cover all the reported facts, indeed to so do any hypothesis 

would have to be extremely complicated — and it will certainly have to be modified in 
the light of further work. But before we can go much further more information is needed 
about the structure of the wax layer itself, whether it be continuous or porous, superficial 
or distributed. The aim is now to demonstrate the cause or causes of the residual term 
perature effect on permeability. 
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Organic Components of Insect Hemolymph 
By G. R. Wyatt and G. F. Kalf 

Yale University Medical School 

New Haven, Conn. 

ABSTRACT 

Carbohydrate and phosphorus'containing components of the hemolymph of some 
lepidopterous larvae and pupæ have been examined by methods including lomexchange and 
paper chromatography. In all blood samples examined the principal carbohydrate was tre' 
halóse; it comprised 80 to 95% of the total free sugar, and ranged in concentration from 
160 mg. per 100 ml. (Bombyx pupa) to 1300 mg. per 100 ml. (Galleria larva). Glucose is a 
relatively minor constituent. Trehalose is widely distributed among other insects (Wyatt and 
Kalf, Fed. Proc. 15: 388. 1956). Its metabolism is under study. 

Another newly identified component of insect hemolymph is free glycerol. Plasma of 
Platysamia cecropia pupæ contains about 1 to 2 g. per 100 ml., but preliminary examination 
of a few other species failed to reveal any comparable levels. 

The acid'soluble phosphorus of the plasma of Telea polyphemus pupæ amounts to 120 
to 140 mg. per 100 ml. Of this, 20 to 40 mg. per 100 ml. is orthophosphate, and the remainder 
is divided among at least six organic compounds. The quantitatively greatest of these is phos' 
phorylcholine (about 25 mg. P per 100 ml); sugar phosphates could not be detected. Bombyx 
larval blood is similarly rich in organic phosphates, which include phosphor y Icholine and a 
small amount of glucose'6'phosphate. Others of these compounds are being studied. 

It is evident that insect hemolymph differs profoundly from the blood of vertebrates, and 
analyses by methods developed for human blood are misleading. It is felt that hemolymph 
analysis is at present one fruitful approach to discovering the biochemical peculiarities of 
insects. 
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The Application of a Bernouilli Equation to Problems of 

Insect Respiration 
By George O. Stride1 

University of Khartoum 

Khartoum, Sudan 

The Bernouilli equation concerned states the relationship between the pressure and 
velocity in different parts of a flowing fluid stream as being given by the equation 

p + Y2 Pv2 = a constant 

(p—pressure, p—gravitational constant, v—velocity). 
It thus follows that in any flowing fluid stream the regions of faster flow will be regions of 
reduced pressure. Theoretically it seems that this factor may be of some importance in 
producing an increase in the ventilation of the respiratory system in certain flying insects. 

In the locust, Locusta migratoria, both the posterior and anterior thoracic spiracles 
open, via tracheae, into a common system of respiratory air sacs that supplies the thoracic 
musculature. The anterior spiracles He beneath the lateral folds of the pronotum and are 
protected from the direct effect of the moving air, the air pressure at the spiracular entrance 
being governed by the pressure in the subnotai chamber. The position of the locust during 
flight suggests that the pressure in this chamber will be above the normal atmospheric 
pressure. Not only will the free ventral edges of the pronotum act as a scoop to collect the 
air as the locust moves forward, but the anterior opening of the pronotai cavity lies in the 
narrow anterior part of the thorax, anterior to the ‘shoulders’ of the pterothorax. In this 
region the velocity of the air passing the flying insect will be temporarily reduced as it 
backs up against the projecting ‘shoulders’ of the insect. This reduction in air velocity 
will increase the air pressure in the subnotai cavity and thus also at the point of entrance 
of the anterior spiracle. 

The posterior thoracic spiracles are situated in an exposed position on the sides of 
the thorax at a level where the thorax is at its widest. During flight the flow of air past 
these spiracles must be comparatively fast and the pressure at the spiracle entrance con 
respondingly reduced. 

Thus in the flying insect the ventilation of the thoracic muscles is probably assisted 
by the actions of a positive pressure acting at the anterior spiracles and a negative pressure 
(relative to atmospheric pressure) acting at the posterior spiracles. The pressure in the 
regions of the abdominal spiracles will presumably be strongly influenced by the air cun 
rents set up by the wings of the locust. 

It has also been suggested that the phonomena associated with the Bernouilli effect 
may explain certain features in the respiration of Potamodytes tuberosas Hinton (Stride, 
1955). This elmid beetle inhabits fasnflowing water where it can cling to the substrate 
and face the oncoming water. It carries a large exposed respiratory bubble the front edge 
of which is supported on the widespread front legs of the beetle, while the body of the 
bubble is drawn out behind the beetle by the force of the current. In the laboratory it 
was shown that this bubble could act as a permanent physical gill provided that the beetle 
was kept in a fast current of ainsaturated water. If the velocity of the water current was 
reduced to very low value, the bubble rapidly decreased in size and the beetle drowned. 
The following explanation was offered to account for the permanent nature of the bubble 
in running water. The velocity of the water in the immediate region of the beetle must be 
increased as a result of the water having to force its way past such an obstacle. From the 
Bernouilli equation it follows that water passing the beetle is therefore entering a region 
of reduced pressure, and water saturated with air at atmospheric pressure will become 
temporarily supersaturated as it passes the beetle. Under these conditions it appears that 
the water gives up oxygen and nitrogen to the bubble continuously and prevents the 
shrinkage normally associated with naked respiratory bubbles. 

Under any given conditions of current speed there appeared to be an optimum size 
for the bubble, and if it were brushed away it would slowly grow again until it had 
acquired its original size. Experimentally it was demonstrated that the pressure of the 

1 This work was done at the University College of the Gold Coast, Achimota, Gold Coast. 
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bubble fell below atmospheric pressure once a certain critical current velocity had been 

exceeded. 
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Oxygen Poisoning in an Insect1 

By Mary Helen Goldsmith and Howard A. Schneiderman 

Cornell University 

Ithaca, N.Y. 

ABSTRACT 

Post'embryonic stages of the wasp Mormoniella vitripennis were exposed to elevated 
pressures of oxygen and the effects on development and differentiation studied. Chilled diapaus- 
ing larvae (animals that will pupate after 3 days), prepupae, pin\ developing adults (animals 
that have pupated one day previously), and blac\ developing adults (animals that will emerge 
after one day), and adult insects were placed in airfflled Incite tan\s and compressed with 
positive pressures of oxygen. Controls in nitrogen and helium showed that the effects of oxygen 

were not due to pressure per se. 
At 30°C. oxygen pressures of 1.6 to 10 atmospheres (atm.) poisoned adults. After two 

hours exposure to 5 atm., adults lost their righting reflex. The early stages of adult develop' 
ment were less sensitive than the later stages; for example, four hours in 5 atm. oxygen had 
no visible effect on pin\ developing adults while the same exposure prevented the emergence 
of 50% of the blac\ developing adults. Chilled diapausing larvae exposed to oxygen immediately 
upon removal from chilling were comparable in sensitivity to pin\ developing adults, but early 
prepupae were 4S times more sensitive than either chilled diapausing larvae or pin\ developing 
adults. Indeed, the prepupa is the most sensitive of any of the developmental stages studied. 
Perhaps this sensitivity can be correlated with the fact that in the prepupal stage rapid cell 

division is occurring. 
Immediately after a four hour exposure to 5 atm. oxygen, the respiration of blac\ develop' 

ing adults had markedly declined. Within 24 hours these animals had regained an oxygen 
uptake comparable to the unexposed controls, and although they survived for several days, 
they never emerged. This inability to emerge was the only permanent manifestation of the 

oxygen poisoning. 
After 16 hours in 5 atm. oxygen, about 80% of the exposed pin\ developing adults 

appeared to have completed adult development; however, less than 20% were able to emerge 
from the pupal cuticle. Examination of the animals which were unable to emerge showed that 
only a few had developed normal adult thoracic muscles. In 80—90% of the animals examined 
the muscle differentiation had not advanced beyond that of earlier stages of adult development. 
In these animals oxygen exposure which impaired development of adult muscles had no effect 
on epidermal differentiation. Thus in this early stage of adult development we see the first 
indication that different systems may have different sensitivities to oxygen poisoning. Further, 
results with blac\ developing adults and adults suggest that the gradual increase in sensitivity 
to oxygen poisoning during adult development reflects an increasing sensitivity of one system, 

possibly the nervous system. 

1 This investigation was supported in part by a research grant (H'l887) from the National Heart Institute of the National Institutes oí 
Health, Public Health Service, and by the Sage and Sackett Funds of the Department of Zoology of Cornell University. 
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Possible Mechanism and Rationale of Cyclic CO2 
Retention by Insects1 

By John Buck 

National Institutes of Health 

Bethesda, Md. 

ABSTRACT 

J\[ew empirical data for length of spiracular valve passage, tracheal pCO2, tracheal 
volume, 'blood CO2 content and blood CO2 capacity in diapausing pupee of the moths 
Agapema gaibina and Hyalophora cecropia have made possible the estimation of spiracular 
valve cross'sectional area during both the burst and interburst portions of the CO 2 release 
cycle, and of tracheal p02 and pA[2 during the interburst period. From these parameters it is 
possible to compute a rate of bul\ inflow of air (caused by a slight reduction in total intra' 
tracheal pressure due to 02 being temporarily ta\en up faster than it can diffuse in through 
the constricted interburst spiracles) which, by supplementing the in'diffusion of 02 and reducing 
the out'diffusion of C02, can bring about any desired degree of C02 retention in relation to 
rate of 02 upta\e. Further computations indicate that the observed alternation of long periods 
of spiracular constriction with brief periods of dilation conserves more water vapor than a 
constantly'maintained valve aperture which is just adequate to allow C02 to bleed out as fast 
as formed. 

In a number of insects C02 is given off in brief periods of rapid release (“C02 bursts”) 
alternating with long periods of slow steady release (Punt, 1950; Schneiderman and 
Williams, 1955; Buck and Keister, 1955). Oxygen uptake is, however, continuous and 
regular throughout the C02 cycle, and does not increase in an Or enriched atmosphere. 
During the interburst period the respiratory quotient may be as low as 0.1 but the over-all 
value for a complete cycle is about 0.8, which indicates that the cycling is due to alternating 
retention and release of the normal respiratory C02 rather than to sudden periods of C02 
production by some unusual metabolic means. 

Several lines of evidence, including the absence of ventilatory movements, indicate 
that the respiratory exchange occurs by diffusion. Further, it has been shown that the 
spiracular valves dilate at intervals approximating those between the bursts (Schneiderman, 
1956). Hence the burst could reasonably be regarded as the diffusive escape of stored 
C02, providing there existed a mechanism for retaining C02 during the interburst period. 
Because the spiracular valves are constricted during interburst and the pupal integument 
is impervious to gases, and because forcing a valve to stay open abolishes the C02 burst 
cycle, the observed impoundment of C02 can also reasonably be ascribed to the spiracle 
(Buck and Keister, 1955). However, the observed simultaneous and unrestricted entry of 
of 02 during interburst is much less easily understood, as shown by the following con¬ 
siderations. 

Oxygen and C02 have nearly equal diffusivities. Therefore their unequal transfer 
rates could not be explained on the basis of diffusion unless their concentration gradients 
were correspondingly different. In diapausing pupae of the moth Agapema gaibina, where 
it has been recently found that the tracheal pC02 is about 45mm Hg (by volumetry with 
the pupa in various ambient C02 concentrations, Buck and Keister, 1958) the observed 
3:1 interburst 02/C02 transfer ratio could just possibly be explained on the basis of relative 
gradients. Thus, by assuming a tracheal p02 of 20 mm, the gradient ratio would be approx¬ 
imately (155 —20)/(45 —0). However, in the pupa of the cecropia moth Hyalophora, which 
has the same blood C02 concentration and capacity as Agapema (Buck and Friedman, 
1958), the observed 02/C02 transfer ratio of 6:1 or more (Schneiderman and Williams, 
1955) cannot possibly be explained by corresponding diffusion gradients. Moreover, even 
in Agapema the requisite partial pressures of 02 and C02 would apparently lead to a 
badly unbalanced total pressure budget: Atmosphere = 155 (02) + 0 (C02) + 23 (H20) 
+ 582 (N2) = 760 mm Hg; Tracheal gases (respectively) = 20 + 45 + 23 + 582 = 670. 
Thus the observed degree of impounding of C02 by the spiracles during the interburst 
period, in the face of unrestricted entry of 02, is not satisfactorily explicable on the basis 

1 The theoretical aspects of this report owe much to various colleagues, particularly Rubert Anderson, Roscoe Bartlett, F. A. Brown, Jr., 
John Hearon, H. Specht and Jacob Verduin. 
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of diffusion alone although diffusion appears to be the only gas transfer mechanism in 
operation. This paper is concerned with a possible resolution of this paradox. 

The observed discrepant O2/CO2 transfer ratios during the interburst period could 
be brought about either by nondiffusive enhancement of O2 uptake, or by reduction in 
potential diffusive escape of CO2 by some factor other than valve orifice. Both of these 
effects can be achieved by postulating that there occurs a bulk flow of air into the tracheal 
system through the spiracular valve passages. This would supplement the diffusive entry 
of O2 and simultaneously retard the escape of CO2 molecules by increasing the frequency 
of molecular collision impacts from the direction of the outside atmosphere. However, the 
postulate raises a number of questions which must be answered before bulk flow can be 
seriously considered a factor in the CO2 retention cycle. Among these questions are: 
What could be the motive force for the flow? What would happen in regard to the N2 

that would be swept into the tracheal system along with the 02 of the air? Could the total 
pressure differential between environment and tracheae, and the volume of air flow, be 
small enough to be compatible with the observed quasi-steady state of gas exchange 
during the interburst period and with the fact that Ö2 uptake is not 02-limited? 

The “suction” which is visualized as the cause of the inflow of air is thought to 
develop because O2 is, for a short time, absorbed by the tissues more rapidly than it can 
diffuse in through the restricted interburst spiracular valves. (Note that this results in 
steepening the inward diffusion gradient for 02, but need not actually reduce the rate at 
which O2 is taken up by the tissues.) That a negative intratracheal pressure can in fact 
develop diffusively is indicated by numerous observations (for review see Buck and Keister, 
1956). The disposition of the N2 which flows into the tracheae (as part of the air) is 
difficult to predict quantitatively in view of the simultaneously changing 0> and C02 
concentrations, but intuitively it can be seen that intratracheal pN2 will tend to increase 
and that there will simultaneously develop an out-diffusion of N2. In the somewhat 
analogous situation of respiration through the root lenticels of the mangrove, Scholander 
et al. (1955) did in fact find evidence that the internal N2 concentration at times reaches 
90% of one atmosphere. 

The question of total pressure balance, and the equally important question of whether 
a combination of flow and diffusion could account for the very diverse degrees of C02 
retention in Agapema and cecropia, can at present only be answered indirectly by com¬ 
putations. Thus far it has proved impossible to balance quantitatively the simultaneous 
in-diffusion of 02, in-flow of 02, out-diffusion of C02, flow-dependent reduction in C02 
loss, in-flow of N2, and out-diffusion of N2, except by trial and error. The computations 
involved are on a single valve basis, assuming that all 14 spiracles are equivalent, and 
depend on anatomical and computational evidence that the valve is the only site in the 
environment-tissue path which offers significant resistance to diffusion (Buck and Keister, 
1958). The procedure devised for assessing the combined effects of flow and diffusion 
involves the following steps: 

(a) By subtracting the measured interburst rate of C02 release from the average rate 
of CO2 production over the whole cycle, obtain the overall rate of C02 retention. 

(b) Chose arbitrarily a rate of air m-flow (flow-retention) which is less than the total 
rate of C02 retention. 

(c) Add the rate of flow-retention to the observed interburst rate of C02 release to 
obtain the rate of C02 release which would prevail if there were no flow (i.e., the potential 
rate of C02 loss by diffusion alone). 

(d) From this corrected (diffusive) rate of CO2 release, the known tracheal pC02, and 
the known length of the spiracular valve passage, compute, using the Fick equation, the 
area of the interburst spiracular valve. 

(e) Subtract from the measured rate of 02 uptake the rate at which 02 is brought in 
with the air flow (i.e. 1/5 the total flow rate) and, using this corrected diffusive rate of O2 

entry, the measured valve passage length and the valve area obtained in (c) above, compute 
the O2 diffusion gradient obtaining during interburst (which gives thus the tracheal p02). 

(f) Sum the tracheal p02, pH20 and pCOo values and subtract from 760 mm. to 
get the tracheal pN22. 

2 In view of the initial assumption of a total pressure drop within the tracheae this may appear to be an invalid step, but in point of fact 
it is readily shown by a Poiseuille s Law computation (Table I) that the total pressure differential necessary to account for any conceivably 
required How volume is less than 1 mm Hg — a value unlikely to have any perceptible effect, for example, on tracheal volume. 
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(g) Using the computed valve area (section d), valve length and N2 gradient (secton f) 
compute the rate of outdiffusion of No. Compare this with rate of No in-flow (i.e. 4/5 of 
the rate of air flow). If the two are not equal, repeat the series of computations, using 
another value for air in-flow rate. 

TABLE I—Measured and Computed Parameters for C02 Retention during Interburst. 

Measured rate of 02 uptake (cm3/sec/spiracle) 
Measured rate of CO2 release in interburst (cm3/sec/spiracle) 
Rate of CO2 release per complete cycle (cm3/sec/spiracle) 
Measured tracheal pC02 (mm Hg) 
Measured spiracular valve length fu) 
Measured tracheal volume (¿tL) 
Postulated air inflow rate (cm3/sec/spiracle) 
Degree of CO2 retention by air flow 
Computed inter burst valve area fu2) 
Computed interburst tracheal pÛ2 (mm Hg) 
Budgetary interburst pN2 (mm Hg) 
Computed interburst rate of N2 inflow (cm3/sec/spiracle) 
Computed interburst rate of N2 out-diffusion (cm3/sec/spir.) 
Total pressure difference necessary for flow (mm Hg) 

Ag apcma 

5.1 X 10-7t 
2.0 X 10-7f 
3.6 X 10-7 f 
45 * * 
50 * 
60 * 
1.2 X 10-7 
75% 
16.3 
99 
593 
1.0 X 10-7 
0.96 X 10-7 
0.08Î 

Hyalophora 

14 X 10-7 ff 
2.5 X 10-7 ff 
11.8 X IO-7 ff 
45 ** 
100 *** 

280 * 
5.2 X 10-7 

56% 
78 
92 
600 
3.9 X 10-7 
4.1 X 10-7 
0.03Î 

Agapema 
(Hypothetical 
20:1 — O2 :C02) 

5.1 X 10-7 
0.25 X 10-7 
3.6 X 10-7 
45 
50 
60 
2.2X 10-7 
66% 
12.8 
86 
606 
1.73 X 10-7 
1.76 X 10-7 
0.23J 

t = 1953 sample, after Buck and Keister, 1955. 
ft = Converted from data of Table 1, Schneiderman and Williams, 1955. 

* = From Buck and Keister, 1957. 
** = Estimated from blood content (Buck and Friedman, 1958). 

*** = Estimated, courtesy Dr. W. E. Beckel. 
Í = Computation from Poiseuille’s Law. 

Table I gives empirical data and sample computed parameters for interburst condi¬ 
tions in Agapema and cecropia. Whether or not the estimates of spiracular valve area, 
tracheal p02, tracheal pN2 and N2 flux are actually correct (i.e., are true values) is of less 
importance than the fact that it is possible to set up an internally consistent set of theore¬ 
tical conditions which provides for any observed 02/C02 transfer rate during the interburst 
period and requires only a negligible total pressure difference between environment and 
tracheae and a very modest air flow rate. It may be objected that each solution is a unique 
one and depends on making the proper assumption, and it is true that until it becomes 
possible to analyse the tracheal gas content directly there can be no independent check 
on the computed parameters. Actually, however, whatever the mechanism of C02 reten¬ 
tion and whatever the actual tracheal gas concentrations, the gas flux relations in a partic¬ 
ular insect can only be fitted descriptively by a quantitatively unique set of parameters. 

Aside from the actual mechanism of C02 retention the physiological utility of the 
burst cycle invites attention. It was suggested some years ago (Buck, Keister and Specht, 
1953) that the cycle has no basic relation to C02 metabolism per se but is, rather, an in¬ 
cidental consequence of conditions designed to minimise transpiratory water loss. Later 
it was found that molar water loss per cycle is more than 10 times that of C02 (Buck and 
Keister, 1955). Since the diffusivity of H20 is only 50% higher than that of C02, and 
tracheal pC02 (45 mm) is higher than the maximum pH20 that could obtain at 25°C 
(23 mm Hg) it seems clear that if there is any conservation of water relative to C02 it is 
not accomplished by static diffusion alone. 

The introduction of a bulk flow component into the gas transfer picture will of 
course reduce water loss during the interburst period just as it reduces C02 escape, but 
does not appear to provide for preferential retention of water or to bear on the cyclic 
nature of the retention. The question that needs answering is this : Is more water conserved 
by a cycle of alternating dilation and restriction of the spiracles than by a constantly main¬ 
tained valve aperture which is just large enough to permit C02 to escape as fast as it is 
formed? The interburst spiracular valve area derived from the C02 data discussed above 
is the key to a series of computations which possibly provide an answer to this question. 
The steps are as follows: 
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(a) From the computed interburst valve area, measured valve passage length, diffus- 
ivity of water vapor, and water vapor concentration gradient (from the tracheae to an 
atmosphere of specified relative humidity), compute the interburst rate of diffusive loss of 
water vapor. 

(b) Using this computed interburst rate of water loss and the measured over-all cycle 
rate of water loss, and allowing for the much greater duration of the interburst period, 
compute the rate of water loss during the burst. 

(c) Since tracheal pH20 can be considered constant (at saturation) during both burst 
and interburst, the ratio of rates of water loss in burst and interburst should equal the ratio 
of spiracular valve areas during these two parts of the cycle. Hence, knowing the inter¬ 
burst valve area, we have the valve area during the burst. 

(d) From the measured rate of C02 loss during the burst, and the computed burst 
valve area, the necessary C02 diffusion gradient for the burst period is computed. 

(e) From the over-all cycle rate of C02 loss, and an estimated pC02 for conditions of 
no C02 retention (taken conservatively as equaling the average prevailing during the 
burst) is now computed a “minimum non-restrictive valve area” which is just sufficient to 
permit C02 to diffuse out as fast as it is formed. 

(f) The rate of water loss through this minimum non-restrictive valve area is com¬ 
puted. 

(g) This theoretical rate for steady water loss is compared with the observed rate of 
water loss over the whole cycle. 

The computations for Agapema pupae in an environment of 40% relative humidity 
indicate that about twice as much water would be lost through spiracular valves held 
constantly to an area just sufficient to allow C02 to bleed off as fast as formed, as is in fact 
lost during normal cycle of alternating dilation and constriction of the valves. As with the 
C02 computations it is not claimed that the theoretical rates and volumes of water loss are 
necessarily quantitatively correct, particularly as the bulk flow factor was omitted from the 
computations in the interest of simplification. The main burden of the exposition is to 
suggest that the raison d'etre of the curious cyclic respiratory behavior under consideration 
may lie in an interesting adaptation for reconciling the necessity for conserving water with 
the necessity for getting rid of metabolic C02. Thus whereas tracheal pH20 remains 
constant (23 mm Hg at 25°C) in all phases of the cycle, tracheal pC02 is at much higher 
levels (40-45 mm) throughout interburst and hence is lost proportionately much faster 
than water during all that period. It is therefore advantageous, as far as water conservation 
is concerned, to prolong as much as possible the interburst periods and shorten the burst 
periods. 
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Variations in the Metabolic Rate in Male Desert Locusts 

(Schistocerca gregaria Forsk) 
By A. G. Hamilton 

St. Thomas’s Hospital Medical School 

London, England 

ABSTRACT 

It has been found that the length of adult life of females of the Desert Locust reproducing 
parthenogenetically is approximately three times that of females reproducing sexually (HamiL 
ton 1955). In an attempt to investigate their metabolic rates (measured as C02 output) it was 
found necessary to study the metabolic rate of male locusts in order to obtain a standard 
metabolic rate not affected by oviposition. In these experiments it has been found that there is 
a very rapid increase in the metabolic rate during the first few days of adult life. Then as 
sexual maturity is reached there is a gradual slowing down in the metabolic rate to a figure 
which is little over half of the pea\ rate. 

INTRODUCTION 

Some years ago when I found (Hamilton 1953, 1955) that the desert locust (SchistO' 
cerca gregaria) would reproduce parthenogenetically for at least six successive generations, 
I also found that the length of adult life of females reproducing parthenogenetically was 
about three times that of females reproducing sexually. It was these findings which led me 
to start an investigation into the metabolic rate of adult desert locusts. A considerable 
amount of research has been carried out on the effect of temperature on the metabolic rate 
(measured as Oxygen consumption or Carbon Dioxide output) in eggs, larvae, pupae and 
adults of many insects (Bodine 1921, Bodenheimer 1929, Ludwig 1937, Gunn and Cosway 
1942, LoziinaTosinskii 1943, Edwards 1946, Birch 1947, Grison 1948 and many others). 
Also some research workers have correlated body weight (sometimes using 2/3 power of 
weight) with metabolic rate (Bodine 1921, Davis and Slater 1926, Bodenheimer 1929, 
Butler and Innés 1936, Ellenby 1945 and others), while Ellenby (1945) has correlated 
metabolic rate with surface area. Bodenheimer (1929) working on Schistocerca gregaria 
has compared the metabolic rate in nymphs, young male and female adults and old female 
adults, but he does not give exact ages. Butler and Innés (1936) working on Locusta migratoria 
have made a comparison between male and female nymphs and adults of migratory and 
solitary phases. Krogh and WeisTogh (1951) have compared the respiratory exchange 
before, during and after flight in Schistocerca gregaria. In spite of all this work little, as 
far as I know, has been done on the changes in the metabolic rate (measured as C02 output) 
associated with sexual maturation and ageing of adults. As the metabolic rate of females 
appears to be affected by oviposition, it was decided to carry out a full investigation of 
males which had been kept isolated from females. The changes I describe below are those 
which take place in the metabolic rate, first day by day and then at longer intervals up to 
the 50th day (almost the entire life at 32°C as many start to die after this age) of adult 
life of male locusts (Transients phase). A fuller account of this work, including the changes 
in the respiratory quotient, will be found in Hamilton (in prep, press a). 

Krogh and WeisTogh (1951) kept the locusts in small containers for a certain time in 
order to increase the C02 content to approximately 1%. Then they determined the 
oxygen consumption, C02 output and respiratory quotient on a Haldane type of analyser. 
It was in an effort to avoid the possible ill effect of an increase in the C02 content of the 
air that the present apparatus (Fig. 2) was devised. Using this method it is possible to 
estimate the C02 in a stream of air, at known temperature and relative humidity, which 
has passed over the insects. 

Because of the fact that some insects release their C02 in bursts (Punt 1950 in adults, 
larvae and pupae, Schneiderman 1953 and 1956, Schneiderman and Williams 1955, Buck, 
Keister and Specht 1953, Buck and Keister 1955 in pupae), I decided to investigate the 
possibility of C02 being given off in bursts by adult locusts. I found (Hamilton in prep, 
press b) that the C02 was produced in bursts which occur at intervals of approximately 
5 minutes, depending on temperature. In order to overcome the possible effect of these 
bursts on the estimation of the C02 I precipitated the C02 produced by 5 locusts over a 
period of 30 minutes. The method used for the estimation of C02, entailing filtration 
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within a closed system, was devised by Dr. M. B. Thorn of the Department of Biochem- 
istry, to whom I record my indebtedness and thanks. I also wish to thank Mrs. J. Quinn 
of the same department for technical assistance; Mr. A. G. Dinnes of the Biological Depart¬ 
ment; Mr. Wooding of the Photographic Department; and the Antilocust Research 

Centre for the original stock of locusts. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

The male locusts used in these experiments were reared in cages (Hamilton 1955) at 
32°C ± 2°C. and at a relative humidity of approximately 60% to 70%. They were kept 
in groups of ten, isolated from females, but only five were used in the experiments at the 
same time During the period when C02 was being estimated (Fig. 2) the temperature was 
maintained at 32°C ± 0.3°C and the relative humidity at 65% ± 1%. The locust tubes 
were 15 ml. conical centrifuge tubes with the ends blown and connected by tubing so 
that a continuous stream of air could be passed over the locusts. This siz;e tube was selected 
because the diameter was such that one locust could be slid into each tube with its hind 
legs projecting back. In this position in the dark tank there was practically no movement, 
thus the locusts could be regarded as being at rest. The tubes containing the locusts were 
placed in the controlled tank 45 minutes before the estimation of the C02 commenced, 
this period was regarded as sufficient to allow the locusts to recover from the effects of 
handling; the C02 free air, at known temperature and relative humidity was then drawn 
through the locust tubes, the condenser (ice) and flow meter at the rate of 25 ml. per 
minute. A similar flow was taken through the control tubes etc. When the estimation of 
the C02 was carried out the air streams were diverted through the gas wash bottles 
(Dreschel pattern) containing Ba (OH)2 of known concentration. After a period of 30 
minutes the BaC03 was filtered off and the un-neutralffied Ba (OH)2 estimated by a back 
titration against standard acid. This filtration and back titration had to be done within a 
closed system free from C02. The results given in Table I and shown in Fig. 1 represent 
the average of a series of experiments at any given age. 

TABLE I—Table Showing how the Average Weight, the C02 Output and the 

Colour of Male Schistocerca Change with Age. 

Age of 
Adults 

(in days) 

Average weight of 
locusts at end 
of experiment 

(in grams) 

CO2 output per 
locust per minute 

(in microlitres) 

CO2 output per 
kilogram per hour 

(in litres) 
General Tone of Colour 
Irrespective of markings 

E 1.60 18.09 0.68 Vivid pink 

1 1.48 15.59 0.63 Vivid pink 

2 1.79 22.92 O.77 Pink 

3 1.84 27.91 0.91 Pink 

4 1.87 40.89 1.31 Pink 

5 1.95 38.89 1.19 Pink 

6 2.03 36.19 0.97 Losing pink 

8 2.07 33.46 0.97 Light brown 

10 2.01 30.33 0.91 Slight yellow 

12 2.07 28.76 0.84 Yellow in body region 

15 2.05 26.26 O.77 Yellow passing to elytra 

18 2.08 21.93 0.63 Base of elytra yellow 

21 1.98 21.39 0.65 Body vivid yellow 

24 1.97 21.74 O.72 Body vivid yellow 

27 2.00 22.65 0.68 Body vivid yellow 

30 2.00 23.21 O.70 Body vivid yellow 

35 2.05 23.49 0.66 Body vivid yellow 

40 2.08 24.08 0.69 Body vivid yellow 

45 2.04 21.18 0.62 Body vivid yellow 

50 2.02 23.02 0.68 Body vivid yellow 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Locusts tested for the C02 output on the day of emergence (E), as soon as the cuticle 
had hardened but before feeding had commenced, produced 18.09 fi.l. C02 per locust per 
minute. This was higher than the amount, 15.59 ju.L per locust per minute, produced on 
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and therefore not shown. 

the following day and when they had started to feed. Also there was a decrease in the 
average weight from 1.60 grams to 1.48. After the initial drop in CO2 output there was a 
rapid rise to 40.89 fi. 1. per locust per minute on the 4th day, then a gradual slowing down 
until the output was 21.93 ¡1.1. per locust per minute on the 18th day. Following this 
there was a very slight rise during the period 18 to 50 days but it was so small that its 
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existence is doubted. If disregarded then an average of the results after 18th day gives a 
C02 output of approximately 23.0 ¿cl. per locust per minute. Between the 1st and the 4th 
day there was an increase in the average weight from 1.48 grams to 1.87 grams per locust, 
but unlike the C02 output, the increase in weight continued until a stable average weight 
was established between the 6th and 8th day. Fluctuations in the stable weight are perhaps 
higher than might be expected but it must be remembered that the batches of locusts used 
in successive experiments were not necessarily the same. During the period when both 
the average weight and the average C02 output are increasing, it would seem reasonable 
to expect the C02 output per kilogram of locust to remain constant; this was not so, as 
the increase in C02 output outstripped the increase in weight. Indeed the increase in C02 
output per kilogram doubled (from 0.63 to 1.31) during this period. Between the 4th and 
the 18th day there was a gradual decrease in the average C02 output per kilogram and 
then it remained fairly constant at an average of 0.67 litres per kilogram. Therefore it was 
not until approximately the 18th day when the locusts were sexually mature (c.f. Hamilton 
1950 and Norris 1952) that the C02 output per locust, their average weight and C02 per 
kilogram had all been stabilised. This can be regarded as the basic metabolic rate of a male 
adult locust. 

A preliminary investigation into changes in the respiratory quotient during the adult 
life of male locusts suggests (Hamilton in prep, press a) that the curve is very similar in 
shape to that for C02 output (c.f. Fig. l) except that the peak comes a day or so earlier. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The changes in the C02 output which I have shown to occur during the adult life of 
male Schistocerca gregaria are such that they must be due to metabolic changes in the locust 
itself and not to any external factors. Starting from the emergence of the adults it would 
seem that the C02 output is higher on the day of emergence than on the following day 
because during the exertion of moulting they have built up a metabolic debt. This is com" 
parable with the high 02 consumption recorded by Krogh and WeisTogh (1951) after 
flight had ceased. However, it should be remembered that on the day of emergence the 
locusts have not started to feed and fat metabolism is taking place, as demonstrated by 
loss in weight and respiratory quotient results (Hamilton in prep, press a). By the time the 
locusts are one day old they have started to feed so carbohydrate metabolism has started 
to take place. Also they are now beginning to gain weight and continue to do so until 
between the 6th and 8th day. Norris (1954) found that they went on increasing in weight 
until 15th day by which time she nearly always found sperms in the receptacula. I believe 
that during the first four days of adult life the locusts are building up new tissue (muscle, 
etc.) and storing some fat, but after this it is the storage of fat which is responsible for the 
increase in weight. This I think would account for the beginning of the decrease in the 
C02 output which starts on the 5th day and continues until 18th day. After the 8th day 
when the average weight remains fairly stable, fat must be replacing other substances as 
Phipps (1950) and Cheu (1952) have shown that the maximum fat content of the body is 
reached about the time of sexual maturation. From the results obtained it would seem that 
the flattening out of the curve for C02 output (Fig. 1) on the 18th day to give an average 
of approximately 23.0 ju.l. C02 per locust per minute, corresponds with: (l) Colour changes 
(Table I) which indicate sexual maturation as Norris (1952) has stated that “The base of 
the wing commonly turns yellow at an early state of maturity”. (2) The findings of HamiL 
ton (1950), who gives 19 days as the period before copulation takes place. (3) The results of 
Phipps (1950) and Cheu (1952) which show that the peak fat content of the body in 
Locusta migratoria occurs at sexual maturation. It is therefore reasonable to assume that 
C02 output of 23.0 ¡i. 1. C02 per locust per minute represents the metabolic rate required 
for the maintenance of a male Desert Locust, and that the difference between this and 
40.89 /id. C02 represents the energy spent by a young locust building up new tissue. 
Bodenheimer (1929) found a similar difference in metabolic rate (at certain temperatures) 
between young and old female adults but as he does not state the exact age of his locusts 
and only gives two sets of results it is impossible to draw a definite comparison. 

Although the C02 output figures, between the 18th and 50th day, give an average 
of 23.0 ¡i. 1. C02 per locust per minute, there is an indication of a very slight increase in 
the C02 output as the locusts get older. If this increase is a real one, then it might be in 
some way connected with a decrease in the percentage of body fat which Phipps (1950) 
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and Cheu (1952) have shown to occur after sexual maturation and to continue until the 
death of the locust. 

Some authors, as I have indicated in my introduction, have been able to correlate 
metabolic rate with body weight but I have been investigating the metabolic rate of the 
same groups of insects at different ages and find that the variation in C02 output and 
weight are such that it is impossible to correlate C02 output with unit weight per unit 
time. These variations which I have shown to be related to sexual maturation may account 
for some of the unexplained individual variations reported by Ludwig (1937), Gunn and 
Cosway (1942) and others. 

In conclusion I think I can claim for Schistocerca gregaria, and perhaps other insects, 
that it is not sufficient to know whether one is dealing with a male or female adult, but 
that it is necessary to know first the age, and then the state of development (weight, 
sexual maturation) which the insect has reached. 
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The Incorporation of Formate in the Ureide Groups of 

Uric Acid by Periplaneta americana (L.) 
By William D. McEnroe and Andrew Forgash 

New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station 

New Brunswick, N.J. 

ABSTRACT1 

Uruc acid extracted from the fat bodies was identified by its absorption curve in the U. V. 
region and the decrease in its absorption pea\ at 290/1 by the action of uricase. 

The injection of HC14OOTla into the hæmocœle produced labeled uric acid in the fat 
body. The activity was distributed as follows: 

Carbon 
#4& 5 
#6 
#8 
#2 

*By difference 

The formate was also oxidized, as indicated by the production of C1402, with a biological 
half life of 9.5 hours. 

It is concluded the ureide carbons do not come from urea but are incorporated from a 
formyl group in a manner similar to the vertebrate pathway. 

1For complete text see: Ann. Ent. Soc. America 50(5): 429-431. 1957. 

% of total activity 
1.6%* 
1.1%* 

55.8% 
41.6% 
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Some Recent Advances in Carbohydrate Metabolism in Insects 
By W. Chefurka 

Science Service Laboratory 

London, Ont. 

ABSTRACT 

Studies have shown that the degradation of hexose sugars to C02 and water in the house 
fly can occur via the EmbdemMeyerhoff scheme of glycolysis and the citric acid cycle. More 
recent studies have revealed that a TP ]\['linked hexose-monophosphate oxidation cycle may be an 
alternative method of C02 formation. 

The various reactions of the latter pathway that have been studied indicate the following 
scheme: Glucose'6'phosphate is oxidized by the corresponding TPJfl dehydrogenase to 6'phospho' 
glucono' *lactone which is hydrolyzed to 6'phosphogluconic acid by a lactonase. The oxidative 
decarboxylation of 6'phosphogluconate by a purified preparation of 6'phosphogluconic dehydro' 
genäse results in four products: ribulose, xylulose, ribose, and C02. These observations suggest 
that the primary oxidation product is probably ribulose which is epimerized to xylulose and 
isomerized to ribose. The occurrence of both phospho\etopentose epimerase and phospho' 
pentoseñsomerase in this preparation has been established. 

The products of ribose phosphate metabolism were triose, heptulose, and hexose, suggesting 
the occurrence of both trans\etolase and transaldolase. Trans\etolase was demonstrated 
spectrophotometrically. The stoichemistry of breakdown of the pentose phosphate indicates that 
two moles of pentose phosphate is converted to heptulose and triose phosphates. The heptulose 
reacts further to form hexose phosphates. 
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Metabolism in the Insect Egg 
By Daniel Ludwig 

Fordham University 

New York, N.Y. 

ABSTRACT 

Changes in carbohydrate, fat, various nitrogen and phosphorus fractions, activity of the 
succinoxidase system, and the rate of 02 consumption which occur during the embryonic 
development of the Japanese beetle, Popillia japónica (which requires 8 days at 30 °C.) will be 
described. Reducing substances increase during early embryogenesis and then decrease on the 
fourth day. Oxidation of glycogen furnishes the main source of energy during the first 4 days, 
followed by the utilization of fat. During the first 4 days, there are pronounced shifts in nitrogen 
and phosphorus from Fraction C (water soluble, precipitated by tungstic acid or trichloroacetic 
acid) to other fractions which include lipid, acid soluble, and the insoluble fractions. Similar 
changes occur to a more limited extent during the latter part of the embryonic period. The 
activities of cytochrome oxidase and succinic dehydrogenase decrease rapidly during the first 
4 days, associated with the imbibition of water and an increase in weight. During the latter part 
of the embryonic period the activities of these enzymes increase rapidly although weight remains 
constant. These observations suggest a change in the mechanism of embryogenesis at the fifth 
day. A study of embryonic development of carefully timed eggs (Gese, 1953) has shown that 
blasto\inesis occurs between the fourth and fifth days. Prior to this process, organ formation 
occurs; and following it, differentiation predominates. The energy for blasto\inesis may be 
obtained from the oxidation of reducing compounds. 

During the past six years, a study has been made of metabolic changes which occur 
during the embryonic development of the Japanese beetle, Popillia japónica. This study 
consisted of an analysis of the egg for each of the eight days required for embryogenesis 
at 30°C. Eggs were collected daily in the laboratory and stored on the surface of moist soil at 
30°C. until used. It was found (Rothstein, 1952) that during the first four days there was an 
increase in weight from 0.83 to 2.3 mg. associated with the imbibition of water, the water 
content increasing during this time from an initial value of 50.0 to 81.8 per cent. Nitrogen 
content remained constant throughout embryogenesis. Reducing compounds, expressed as 
glucose, increased from an initial value of 0.20 to 0.77 mg. per 100 eggs during the first four 
days, decreased between the fourth and fifth days to 0.50, and then slowly increased to 
0.61 at the end of the embryonic period. Glycogen decreased rapidly from a value of 2.09 to 
1.24 mg. per 100 eggs during the first four days, remained constant during the next two days, 
and decreased to 0.93 at the time of hatching. There was no change in free lipid (ether 
soluble) during early embryogenesis. However, beginning with the fourth day, it began a 
decrease which continued until the time of hatching, the total loss amounting to approxi¬ 
mately 58 per cent of the available supply. On the other hand, bound lipid remained constant 
throughout the embryonic period. On the basis of these observations, Rothstein concluded 
that glycogen furnishes the main source of energy during the early part, and free fats during 
the latter part of embryogenesis. 

Corresponding to these changes in the concentration of metabolites, the respiratory 
quotient decreased from a high of 0.89 in newly laid eggs to 0.75 in eggs just before hatching 
(Ludwig and Wugmeister, 1955). The rate of 02 consumption increased rapidly during the 
first day of embryogenesis, remained constant during the next two days, and then increased 
steadily during the remainder of the embryonic period. The activities of the respiratory 
enzymes, cytochrome oxidase and succinic dehydrogenase, were studied in egg homogenates 
at a dilution of 1:1000. The activity of each of these enzymes is high in newly laid eggs. 
Activity values decreased rapidly during the first four days associated with a dilution of 
enzymes due to the imbibition of water. Beginning with the 5-day egg, activities increased 
rapidly until the end of the embryonic period although weight and water content remained 
approximately constant. Thus, in early embryogenesis, there is no correlation between the 
activities of these enzymes and the rate of 02 consumption. 

Changes in the distribution of nitrogen were studied using a modification of the Van 
Slyke method (Hiller, Plaziin and Van Slyke, 1948) for the purification of protein as a frac¬ 
tionation process (Ludwig and Rothstein, 1952). Fraction A (lipid nitrogen) increased during 
the first four days of development and then decreased gradually during the remainder of 
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the embryonic period. Fraction B (water soluble, not precipitated by tungstic acid) nv 
creased during the first three days'and then remained constant. Fraction C (water soluble, 
precipitated by tungstic acid) decreased very rapidly during the first four days and then 
more slowly and irregularly during the remainder of the embryonic period. The changes in 
Fraction D (insoluble nitrogen) were in the opposite direction from those in Fraction C. 
Thus, the main shifts were from Fractions C to D. They may indicate the synthesis of 
structural proteins in the embryo from metaproteins, proteoses and peptones stored in 
the yolk. 

Phosphorus was fractionated using the same method as given above except that the 
soluble proteins were precipitated by trichloroacetic acid instead of tungstic acid (Ludwig 
and Viccaro, unpublished). The latter precipitant interferes with the colorimetric deter^ 
mination of phosphorus by the method of Fiske and Subbarow used in these experiments 
(Fiske and Subbarow, 1925). In the determination of lipid phosphorus (Fraction A), 
trichloroacetic acid precipitated phosphorus (Fraction C), and the insoluble phosphorus 
(Fraction D), the organic material was removed by digestion with 10 N H2SO4 and 30 per 
cent perhydrol. The phosphate solutions thus obtained were treated with ammonium 
molybdate to form a phosphomolybdic acid which was then reduced to a blue phosphomo' 
lybdous acid by the addition of aminonaphtholsulfonic acid. The acid soluble phosphorus 
(Fraction B) did not require digestion with H2S04 and perhydrol. Colorimetric readings 
were made in a Helige photocolorimeter. 

Total phosphorus remained constant during embryonic development, averaging 
0.422 mg. per 100 eggs. The changes in the distribution of this phosphorus are shown in 
Table I and Fig. 1. Lipid phosphorus increased steadily from a low of 6.2 in newly laid eggs 

TABLE I—Changes in the Distribution of Phosphorus during the Embryogenesis of the 

Japanese Beetle. 

Age 
No. of 

individuals A 

Phosphorus as per cent total phosphorus 
Fractions 

B C D 

Newly laid 500 6.2 41.2 24.6 28.0 

1 day 500 9.1 41.8 14.1 35.0 

2 days 800 9.8 42.6 8.1 39.5 
3 days 800 10.8 42.7 5.9 40.6 

4 days 500 12.4 42.8 3.7 41.1 
5 days 700 14.0 40.5 3.4 42.1 

6 days 400 14.7 40.5 3.1 41.7 
7 days 700 19.5 38.0 4.2 38.3 
Larva (newly hatched) 600 21.5 32.2 10.4 35.9 

to 21.5 per cent of total phosphorus in newly hatched larvae. The phosphorus of Fraction B 
increased slightly during the first three days and then decreased during the remainder of 
the embryonic period. That of Fraction C decreased rapidly during the first four days and 
then more slowly until the last day of the embryonic period when it increased slightly. 
Hatching was accompanied by an increase from 4.2 to 10.4 per cent of total phosphorus. 
The phosphorus of Fraction D showed changes which were the reciprocal of those in 
Fraction C. These observations indicate that Fraction C contains a pool of phosphorus 
which is transferred during embryogenesis to other fractions, mainly to D. The increase in 
Fraction D may show the synthesis of tissue proteins since phosphorus is known to be an 
important constituent of protein. The increase in lipid phosphorus may be an indication of 
tissue synthesis because many of the phospholipids are structural in nature. The results of 
this experiment are not comparable to those on the egg of the grasshopper, Melanoplus 
differentials, since in the latter case, the phosphorus of the embryo and not of the entire egg 
was fractionated (Lu and Bodine, 1953). 

Phosphorus was also fractionated (Ludwig and Gavin, unpublished) using the method 
employed by Lu and Bodine. In this technique, the water soluble fractions were removed 
before the extraction of the lipid phosphorus. It resulted in increases in Fractions B and C, 
and a large reduction in Fraction D. The treatment of the eggs with alcohol and ether to 
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AGE IN DAYS L 
Fig. 1. Changes in the distribution of phosphorus during the embryonic development of the Japanese beetle. 
Graph A, lipid phosphorus; Graph B, phosphorus of the water and trichloracetic acid fraction; Graph C, phos' 
phorus of the water soluble, tricholoracetic acid insoluble fraction; Graph D, phosphorus of the insoluble fraction; 
L, newly hatched larva. 

remove the lipid phosphorus before the removal of the water soluble fractions caused the 
alcohol precipitation of protein so that Fraction D became larger at the expense of C. Some 
of the alcohobether soluble phosphorus also appears to be water soluble and is present in 
Fractions B and C when these fractions are removed before the lipid phosphorus. 

These observations on the biochemical events which occur during the embryonic 
development of the Japanese beetle suggest that a change in the mechanism of embryogenesis 
may occur after the fourth day. A morphological study was made of the embryonic develop- 
ment of this insect at 30°C. (Gese, 1953). Eggs were collected at intervals of one hour so 
that development could be carefully timed. During the first four days embryogenesis con¬ 
sisted of the formation and growth of the germ band and its associated structures, such as 
appendage buds and the rudiments of the various internal organs. A photograph of a 
sagittal section through a 72-hour embryo is shown in Fig. 2. At this stage, the germ band 
has increased to such an extent that it is longer than the egg and has grown dorsally to partly 
enclose the yolk mass. Between the fourth and fifth days the process of blastokinesis occurs. 
Gese used this term to describe growth movements and other movements of the germ band 
rather than a rotation of the embryo around a longitudinal axis. This latter process does not 
occur in the Japanese beetle. In this species, blastokinesis consists of a shortening of the 
germ band so that in the 108 hour egg it is the same length as the egg (Fig. 3), and a dorsal 
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buckling of the embryo so that the anterior and posterior ends almost touch each other 
ventrally. Instead of growing around the yolk dorsally, as it did earlier, the posterior end 
twists under the middle part of the embryo and grows anteriorly. During this process, the 
yolk mass, as viewed laterally, changes from an oval to a bean shape. The embryo thus 
assumes the typical scarabœoid shape. These movements are completed at 120 hours as 
shown in Fig. 4. 

The reduction in the concentration of reducing compounds which occurs between the 
fourth and fifth days suggests that glucose furnishes the energy for the movements just 
described. The present experiment substantiates the concept (Fink, 1925) that the early 
part of embryogenesis constitutes a “formative period”. During this time there is a rapid 
increase in weight due to the imbibition of water, a decrease in the activity of the succiiv 
oxidase system associated with a dilution of the enzymes, a low rate of 02 consumption, a 
decrease in glycogen content, and rapid transfers of nitrogen and phosphorus from Fractions 
C to D. Beginning with the fifth day, increases in the rate of 02 consumption are associated 
with an increase in the activity of the succinoxidase system, free fats are utilized, and the 
nitrogen and phosphorus transfers occur in a slow and irregular manner. During this time 
the formation of new structures becomes secondary to the growth and differentiation of 
structures already formed. 
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Figs. 2 to 4. Sagittal sections through the Japanese beetle egg showing blastokinesis. Fig. 2, 72-hour egg; 
Fig. 3, 108-hour egg; Fig. 4, 120-hour egg. Y, yolk mass; A, anterior; P. posterior. Magnification, 55 times. 
(From Gese, 1953). 
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Fat Metabolism with Reference to Insects1,2 

By Walter L. Nelson 

Cornell University 

Ithaca, N.Y. 

ABSTRACT 

Most of the intermediate steps in fatty acid metabolism can be documented on the 

enzymatic level. The contributions of a number of workers in the field have shown the stepwise 

mechanism of the overall oxidation of fatty acids to carbon dioxide and water. The reverse 

mechanism, the synthesis of fatty acids from acetate units in the form of acetylCoA, has 

received the attention of a number of investigators. The metabolism of the fatty acid esters 

(i.e., neutral fat, phospholipids, sphingolipids, etc.) except for the synthesis of phosphatidic 

acids and phospholipids has been assumed by inference from isolated studies on various lipases 

and esterases. A clear pattern of enzymatic sequences, on a cellular level, involving these 

esters has, as yet, to be accomplished. The enzymatic pattern and the implications of the 

reactions demonstrated by earlier investigators will be discussed. 

In our laboratory we have investigated fatty acid activating enzymes, lipases, and oxida' 

tive enzymes in the fat body of the giant silkworms (Hyalophora cecropia, Antherea poly- 

phemous and Antherea mylitta) at various stages in their life histories. Our results will be 

discussed in the light of existing information about fat anabolism and catabolism. 

INTRODUCTION 

Most of the intermediate steps in fatty acid metabolism can be documented on the 

enzymatic level. The contributions of Leloir and Munos (1939), Medes, Weinhouse and 

Floyd (1945) and Lehninger and Kennedy (1949) established the essential characteristics 

of the system and the mitochondria as the focal point of fatty acid oxidation in mammalian 

tissue. This particulate with the addition of an oxidit;able member of the Krebs cycle, 

magnesium ions, either ATP, ADP or AMP and phosphate buffer, pH 7-4 was shown to 

be capable of oxidising fatty acids of carbon chain lengths from C2 to Cis. The concomitant 

oxidation of a Krebs cycle intermediate, termed the “sparking phenomenon”, is now known 

to contribute at least three essential features to fatty acid oxidation (Leloir and Munoz;, 

1939) the generation of ATP via oxidative phosphorylation (Medes et al, 1945) the com 

densing partner for the “active acetate” formed during /Toxidation and (Lehninger and 

Kennedy, 1949) the liberation of a molecule of coenzyme A one of the key coenzymes in 

the process. In view of these facts it appears obvious that tissues concerned with fatty 

acid oxidation must have an ensymatic constitution which meets these requirements. 

The discovery by Lipman (1945) of a coenzyme which in the presence of ATP and 

the proper enzyme was capable of converting acetate into an active form and the elucida¬ 

tion of its structure by Snell et al. (1950) and Novelli (1954) paved the way for a systematic 

inquiry into the mechanism of fatty acid oxidation. The work of Barker (1945) with 

Clostridium \luyveri established the broad role of coenzyme A in reactions involving fatty 

acids, unsaturated fatty acids and beta-keto acids. The mechanism of coensyme A activation 

of fatty acids was solved by the isolation of acetyl ^CoA by Lynen and Reichert (1951) 

from yeast. These workers established the thiol group of coensyme A as the functional 

group of the coenzyme. The isolation of individual enzymes concerned in the beta oxidation 

of fatty acids by Stern and Ochoa (1951), Drysdale and Lardy (1953), Green et al. at 

1 This study was supported in part by grant number H'1654, of the National Heart Institute, National Institutes of Health. 

2The following abbreviations are used throughout this paper: CoA—coenzyme A, ATP—adenosine triphosphate, ADP—adenosine 
diphosphate, AMP—adenylic acid, DPN—diphosphopyridine nucleotide, TPN—triphosphopyridine nucleotide, GSH—glutathione. 
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Wisconsin (1954) and Lynen et al (1952) permits a stepwise construction of fatty acid 
oxidation as follows: 

1. R'CH2'CH¿C'OH+CoA ~ SH+ATPí=;R'CH2CH2'C ~ S CoA+AMP+P ~ P 

2. R'CHrCH-C ~S CoA+FADí=rR'CH =CH'C~ S CoA+FAD. H2 

O OH O 
Il I II 

3. R'CH = CH'C ~ S CoA+H2O^R'CH'CH2'C~ S CoA 

OH O O O 
Il II II 

4. R'CH'CH2'C - S:CoA +DPN±^ROCHrC - S'CoA +DPNH+H+ 

O O O O 
Il II II II 

5. R'C'CHrC - S CoA +CoA - SH^R'C - S'CoA +CHrC - S^CoA 

O 
II 

6. CH.rC ~ S'CoA +Oxalacetate±=^Citrate -f-CoA ~ SH 

In the above reactions at step (l) the fatty acid is converted to an active form by the fatty 
acid activating enzymes (acyl kinases) with the participation of ATP and coenzyme A; reac' 
tion (2) is catalyzed by flavin enzymes three of which have been extensively studied, a copper 
flavo'protein isolated by Green et al. (1954), a crotonase enzyme by Lynen and Ochoa 
(1953) and an iron containing flavo'protein by Crane et al. (1956); reaction (3) is catalyzed 
by a hydrase enzyme isolated by Wakil and Mahler (1954; 1956) and Stern et al. (1953); 
reaction (4) is catalyzed by a DPN dependent dehydrogenase (Wakil et al, 1954); reaction 
(5) is catalyzed by a thiolase enzyme requiring coenzyme A as the coTactor, Lynen and 
Ochoa (1953) and reaction (6) is catalyzed by the crystalline condensing enzyme of Stern 
and Ochoa (1951). The citrate formed at the last step is readily oxidized via the Krebs or 
citric acid cycle and would thus account for the oxidation of the acetate unit to carbon 
dioxide and water. 

There appears to be little doubt that the synthesis of fatty acids occurs by a mechan^ 
ism which is the reverse of beta oxidation starting from the acetyl CoA level. Carboxyl 
labeled acetate studies by Barker and associates (1951) with bacteria, Brady and Gurin 
(1952) with pigeon and rat liver preparations and Popjak (1954) with mammary tissue 
preparations have all clearly indicated such a pathway. The synthesis pathway appears 
to be strongly influenced by concomitant glucose metabolism (Boxer and Stetten, 1944; 
Shapiro and Wertheimer, 1948: Medes et al., 1952; Chaikoff et al, 1952 and 1953; and 
Hutchens et al., 1954). Wakil, Porter and Tietz (1956) and Gibson and Jacob (1956) have 
succeeded in preparing soluble enzymes from pigeon liver capable of synthesizing long 
chain fatty acids from acetate in the presence of ATP, Mg++, Mn++, CoA, DPN, TPN, 
GSH, lipoic acid, acetate, glucoseT-phosphate, isocitrate and phosphateTicarbonate 
buffer (pH 7-0). In these experiments isocitrate can be partially replaced by glucose^ 
phosphate plus glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase. One would interpret these findings 
as an indication that glycolysis is furnishing the reductive mechanism necessary for con' 
verting betaTeto acids to betaTydroxy acids and alphaTeta unsaturated acids to the 
corresponding saturated fatty acids. 

A few statements should be made concerning our present knowledge of the hydrolysis 
and synthesis of the glycerol esters of the fatty acids, i.e., neutral fats, phospholipids and 
their derivatives. One assumes that a lipase type of action whether of the pancreatic lipase 
type, of the phospholipase group, or of the lipoprotein lipase (Korn, 1955) type is respom 
sible for the initial release of the fatty acid moieties. Concrete evidence for the direct 
participation of any one of these enzymatic mechanisms in tissues which metabolize fatty 
acids is lacking, although it is only reasonable to assume that the initial step involves an 
esteratic cleavage. The most concrete evidence for the mechanism of glycerol ester synthesis 
was that reported for phosphatidic acid synthesis by Kornberg and Pricer (1953b) in which 
palmitic acid in the form of palmityl^CoA was esterified to alpha glycerol phosphate to 
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form the corresponding phosphatidic acid, dbpalmityl alpha glycerol phosphate. The for' 
mation of a lecithin type of phospholipid involving the participation of cytidine dbphos' 
phoryl choline has been reported recently by Kennedy (1955). The direct formation of a 
neutral triglyceride by isolated enzyme systems has yet to be accomplished. 

The above constitutes a brief review of enzymatic mechanisms directly concerned 
with lipid metabolism. Tissues concerned directly with fat metabolism would be expected 
to show similar enzymatic activities. Our investigations with insects has been directed 
toward an examination of the fat body of silkworm pupae (Hyalophora cecropia. Antheræa 
polyphemous and Antheræa mylitta) and the fat body of the American cockroach (Peri' 
pianeta americana) with respect to enzymes concerned in the overall scheme of lipid 
metabolism. 

METHODS 

Fat body was obtained from the indicated insect by careful dissection and placed in a 
weighed beaker containing ice cold 0.25 M sucrose or glass distilled water. Before removal 
of the fat body the tissue was thoroughly washed to remove blood by means of a âne spray 
of distilled water. Weight of the tissue was obtained by the increase in weight of the 
beaker containing the sucrose or distilled water. Fat body homogenates and particulate 
fractions were prepared as follows: 

1. Grind pyrex glass in a mortar until ñnely pulverized. 
2. Remove fat body and place directly into ice cold 0.25 M sucrose (prepared fresh 

daily). 

3. Homogenize in all glass homogenizer using the powdered pyrex glass to assist in 
grinding. 

4. Filter the homogenate through a double layer of cheesecloth and transfer to cold 
20 ml. plastic centrifuge tubes. 

5. Centrifuge at 800 x g. for 15 minutes. 
6. Filter the supernatant through a double layer of cheesecloth. 
7. Centrifuge the supernatant at 15,000 x g. for 30 minutes. Carefully pour the 

supernatant through a double layer of cheesecloth and wipe off the fat layer 
which adheres to the centrifuge tube. 

8. The residue is resuspended in 0.25 M sucrose or cold distilled water (Mito' 
chondria fraction). 

9. The supernatant is centrifuged at 144,000 x g. for 30 minutes in a Spinco Model L 
ultracentrifuge. 

10. The residue is resuspended in 0.25 M sucrose or cold distilled water (microsomal 
fraction). 

11. The supernatant is designated as fat body supernatant free from cellular partie' 
ulates. 

Cytochrome oxidase and succinoxidase activities were measured by conventional 
Warburg techniques (Umbreit et al, 1949). Ascorbate was used as the reductant in the 
cytochrome oxidase assay. 

Anaerobic glycolysis was determined by the procedure of Potter and LePage (1949) 
and lactic acid determined by the method outlined by Umbreit et al (1949). 

Fatty acid activating enzymes were determined essentially by the method described 
by Kornberg and Pricer (1953a) with activities expressed as micromoles of acyl hydroxa' 
mates formed per milligram of nitrogen per 30 minutes. 

Nitrogen in tissue homogenates and fractions were determined by the Conway 
microdiffusion technique (Conway, 1950). 

Lipase activity was determined by using tributyrin in 0.5 M Tris buffer, pH 8.0 and 
measuring residual tributyrin at the end of the incubation period of 45 minutes at 30°C. 
The tributyrin was determined essentially by the method described by Hestrin (1949). 

RESULTS 

The activity of several enzyme systems in the fat body of silkworms and American 
cockroach are given in Table I. 

As can be seen, the only measurable activity in silkworm pupæ fat body homogenates 
were activation of lauric and palmitic acids and a lipase activity as measured by the ability 
of the tissue to split tributyrin. On the other hand the fat body from the American cock' 
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TABLE I—Some Enzymatic Activities of Insect Fat Body Homogenates. 

Enzyme 

Silkworm Pupae 
(Cecropia - Anther cea) 

American Cockroach 
(4th Instar Stage) 

Succinoxidase None Positive 

Cytochrome oxidase None Positive 

Anaerobic Glycolysis None Positive* 

Fatty acid activation: 
Acetate None Positive** 

Butyrate None 

(supernatant) 
Positive** 

Laurate Positive 

(supernatant) 
Positive** 

Palmitate Slight Positive** 

Lipase Positive Positive 

*Specific activity = 0.41 ; rat liver = 0.45 
**Specific activity for Acetate= 1.4 ¿iM/mg. N/30 min. 

Butyrate = 1.0 ¿iM/mg. N/30 min. 
Laurate = 1.0 ¿iM/mg. N/30 min. 
Palmitate = 0.4 pM/mg. N/30 min. 

roach at the 4th instar stage showed positive activity for all enzymes examined. It is note¬ 
worthy to point out that the measurement of specific activity of anaerobic glycolysis is 
equal to that of rat liver and the values reported for fatty acid activation are equal to that 
found in lactating mammary tissue which range from 1.4 to 2.8 for acetate, 0.5 to 0.6 for 

palmitate. 
The cytochrome oxidase activity and succinoxidase activity of the cockroach fat 

body homogenate and mitochondrial preparation is compared to a rat liver preparation in 
Fig. 1. The fat body preparations show a measurable cytochrome oxidase activity but the 
homogenate is some 15 times less active than a rat liver homogenate. The succinoxidase 
Qo2(N) of the liver and fat body homogenates show much the same relationship. The cock¬ 
roach fat body mitochondria preparation shows a relatively strong cytochrome oxidase 
activity indicating that this enzyme is intimately associated with this cellular particle. 
On the other hand, the mitochondria show no succinoxidase activity indicating that a 
part of the electron transport mechanism involving succinate oxidation has been lost during 
the preparation of the mitochondria. This is in sharp contrast to observations on other 
tissues in which this enzyme system is localized almost exclusively in the mitochondria 
(Gibson, et al, 1956). Attempts to measure succinic dehydrogenase activity in this tissue 
by manometric techniques using dye acceptor systems (Bonner, 1955) were unsuccessful. 
We have observed an exceptionally high catalase type of activity (as measured by the 
ability to decompose hydrogen peroxide) in fat body preparations of both silkworm pupae 
and cockroaches. The activity was only partially inhibited by cyanide and this may have 
accounted in part for failure to detect succinic dehydrogenase activity by the dye acceptor 
systems. It is also of interest to note that a spectroscopic examination of silkworm fat body 
homogenates and mitochondria preparations failed to reveal any of the cytochrome bands 

or iron hematins. 
CONCLUSIONS 

In view of the several enzymes and enzyme systems shown to be directly concerned 
with fat metabolism in tissues from plants, mammals and microorganisms, the observations 
on fat body tissue of insects reported here may indicate that it is participating in this 
metabolic activity. If one is justified in comparing the fat body of diapausing silkworms 
pupae with that of the American cockroach during the 4th instar stage, it would be ap¬ 
parent that this tissue shows a transition from a relatively inactive metabolic state to that 
of a relative active state. This view is in complete harmony with the accepted physiological 
role of the fat body in many developing insects (Wigglesworth, 1950a) and also with 
observations made on metabolic changes during growth of insects (Wigglesworth, 1950b). 
Our data indicate that suitable preparations for enzymatic studies can be made from insect 
fat body and the particulate components of the cells, i.e., mitochondria and microsomes can 
be isolated by standard techniques. The behavior of succinic dehydrogenase in regard to 
its cellular distribution needs further investigation, as does the close examination of the 
metabolic behavior of the fat body during various transitional states. We have confirmed 
the observation by Sacktor (Sacktor and Bodenstein, 1952) of the presence of cytochrome 
oxidase in cockroach fat body and have also shown the presence of a succinoxidase system, 
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Cytochrome Oxidase Activity of America Cockroach 

Fat Body 

-> 

strong anaerobic glycolysis, lipase and fatty acid activating enzymes in this tissue. These 
observations would suggest that the fat body, at least during certain stages of develop- 
ment, plays a role in the metabolism of lipids. 
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ABSTRACT 

In connection with a study of the fate of sulfanilamide in Periplaneta americana, (L.), 
it was observed that extracts of tissues from this insect catalyzed the hydrolysis of acetylated 
primary arylamines. Acylase activity was also qualitatively demonstrated in the five other 
species tested. Positive results were obtained with the fat body, the digestive system plus com 
tents, and muscle tissue plus hypodermis (the legs) of P. americana. 

Crude roach acylase is stable to dialysis, is rapidly inactivated at 50°C., and shows a 
pH maximum at neutrality with A[4'acetylsulfanilamide as substrate. 

Acetanilide, mmcetotoluidide, omcetotoluidide, acetophenetidide, APmcetylsufamlamide 
and p'acetamidoazobenzene were all found to be hydrolyzed by the enzyme. Typical hydrolysis 
rates for these substrates ranged from 5 to 76 micrograms/roach/hour. 

Acylase activity was inhibited by fluoride, arsenite, pyrophosphate, acetone, methyl ethyl 
\etone, 5,5'diethylbarbiturate, eserine, and parathion. Fluoride inhibition was found to be pH 
dependent and acetone inhibition was reversed by dialysis. 

INTRODUCTION 

While attempting to demonstrate acetylative detoxication of arylamines in the Amerh 
can roach, Periplaneta americana (L.), it was observed that the reverse of this reaction was 
catalyzed by an aromatic acylase present in roach tissue. The reaction may be illustrated 
as follows: 

CH3CONH 
acylase 
—-► CHaCOOH + 
h2o 

The present paper describes an in vitro study of this enzyme from insect tissues. 

ASSAY PROCEDURE 
Tissues to be assayed for enzyme activity were ground with sand and buffer solution, 

and the debris was removed by centrifugation. Roach acylase, which was used in most of 
the work to be described, was prepared at the rate of 1 adult American roach, minus head, 
gut and wings, per 5 milliliters of halffstrength phosphate^citrate buffer, pH 7-6. The final 
pH of this acylase preparation was close to neutrality. 

Each assay tube contained 1.5 to 3 milliliter aliquots of the tissue brei. Substrates 
were made up in aqueous solution and added at the rate of 50 to 200 micrograms per milli¬ 
liter brei. Thus the final concentrations of substrate were usually somewhat less than 1 x 
10~3M. Acetone was unsuitable as a substrate solvent since it was found to reduce acylase 
activity. Assays were carried out at 25 to 27°C. for a duration of 1 to 4 hours. Although 
microscopic examination showed no bacterial contamination for these time intervals, 
toluene was routinely used as an antiseptic. Aliquots of the tissue brei, which had been 
inactivated by heating in boiling water for five minutes, served as controls. 

The extent of hydrolysis was determined by quantitative determination of the freed 
arylamine. Trichloroacetic acid was added to the assay mixture to stop the reaction, to 
precipitate the protein and to extract the free amine. After filtration thru a retentive 
paper, aliquots of the filtrate were analyzed as follows. For p^ammoazobenzene, direct 
colorimetric readings were made at 500 m/i since its acetylated derivative does not absorb 
light at this frequency (Handschumacher et al., 1951); for sulfanilamide, the welbknown 
diazotization and coupling method of Bratton and Marshall (1939) was used. The later 
method also proved satisfactory for the remaining four compounds, provided the coupling 
time was lengthened to 18 hours (Smith and Williams, 1949) and the colorimetric readings 
were made at the appropriate absorption peaks. 

* Taken mainly from the author’s PhD thesis, Cornell University, September, 1954, 
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RESULTS 

Roach acylase hydrolyzed the following Nicety 1 arylamines: 

Compound Rate 
¡1 g./roach/hr. 

p-acetamidoazobenzene 27-76 

acetanilide 4-14 

nracetotoluidide 
% 

p-acetotoluidide 
* 

N 4-acetylsulfanilamide 3-5 
& 

phenacetine 

*Semi'quantitative results indicate a rate of hydrolysis similar to acetanilide. 

Activity was unaffected by dialysis against dilute buffer. Heating for five minutes 

caused complete inactivation at 60°C. , partial inactivation at 50 C. and no inactivation 

at 40°C. 

With N4-acetylsulfanilamide as substrate, the pH maximum occurred close to neu- 

trality. 

The following table illustrates the effect of inhibitors on roach acylase activity: 

Compound Concentration % Inhibition 

HgCk 1.2 X 10-sM 75 

NaAsCh 2.5 X IO-3M 82 

NaF 3. X IO-3M 71 
NaCN 6.6 X IO-3M 19 

Pyrophosphate 40. X IO-3M 28 

Parathion 0.7 X 10-4M 81 

Eserine 4.7 X 10-4M 76 

Thymol 70. X 10-4M 31 

Diethyl barbiturate 270. X 10-4M 47 

Above neutrality, fluoride inhibition was found to decrease with an increase in pH. 

Acetone caused 65% inhibition at a concentration of 3% (v./v.), and ethyl methyl 
ketone caused 55% inhibition at 1.7%. Dialysis of acetone-treated breis reversed inhibi¬ 

tion. 
Acylase activity was found to occur in tissue breis of the fat body, the digestive 

system plus contents, and muscle plus hypodermis of the American Roach. Qualitative 
observations indicated aromatic acylase activity in tissues of the following insects: On- 
copeltus fasciatus (Dali.) (adults and nymphs), Galleria mellonella (L.) (larvae), Prodenia 
eridania (Cram) (pupae), Epilachna varivestris Muls. (pupae), and Tenebrio molitor L. 
(pupae). 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Studies with N-acyl arylamines have shown that aromatic acylase activity occurs in 
a wide variety of mammalian tissues. There is a difference of opinion whether there is a 
real distinction between aromatic and aliphatic acylases (Bray et al., 1949; Bernheim, 
1950). In view of the variety and relative specificity of known peptidases, the definitive 
answer as to the normal function of aromatic acylases must lie in the future. 

The idea that this acylase might also hydrolyze aromatic esters was entertained during 
the course of this work. This may not be the case, however, since Metcalf and co-workers 
(1956) have found that the aromatic esterase activity of roach tissues is relatively insen¬ 
sitive to parathion. 

One aspect of the technique demands comment. The rather concentrated breis used 
in the present study contained considerable amounts of lipid material from the fat bodies. 
This lipid phase takes up significant amounts of some of the substrates and inhibitors, 
thus reducing their actual concentration in the aqueous phase in which the enzymatic 
hydrolysis occurs. For precise studies, these fats must be removed by high speed centri¬ 
fugation, by solvent extraction or by other techniques. 
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Aldolase and Malic Dehydrogenase in the 
Fat Body of Peri planeta americana 

By Roger G. Young 

Cornell University 

Ithaca, N.Y. 

ABSTRACT 

The methods of Lowry et al. were used to determine normal values for aldolase and 
malic dehydrogenase in the fat body of P. americana. 

Saline homogenates of fat body tissue from individual nymphs of both sexes (weights 0.2 
to 1.0 g.) were assayed to ascertain sex and weight correlations with enzyme content. 

Mitochondria and microsome fractions of fat body were prepared by differential centri' 
fugation of sucrose homogenates. The mitochondria contained only 5 to 15% of the total malic 
dehydrogenase. 

In connection with studies on the mode of action of insecticides it became necessary 
to establish normal values for the enzymes aldolase and malic dehydrogenase in the fat 
body of nymphs of the American cockroach, Periplaneta americana. 

Aldolase occupies a central position in the glycolytic breakdown of glucose to lac¬ 
tate and pyruvate and is the enzyme responsible for the cleavage of fructose-1, 6-diphos- 
phate into dihydroxyacetone and glyceraldehyde phosphates. 

Malic dehydrogenase carries out one of the oxidative steps in the tricarboxylic acid 
cycle whose overall function is the conversion of pyruvate to carbon dioxide and water. 

METHODS 

For both enzyme assays homogenates of fat body from nymphs weighing 200-800 
milligrams were prepared in cold Yeager’s (1939) saline solution. Aliquot portions of 
homogenate were assayed by the methods of Lowry (1954) for aldolase and of Strominger 
(1955) for malic dehydrogenase. 

The aldolase method is based on spectrophotometric determination of the dinitro- 
phenylhydrazones of the trioses formed by enzymatic cleavage. 

Approximately 40 micrograms of wet tissue were incubated in 20 microliters of sub¬ 
strate solution at 38°C. The final color was read at 570 millimicrons in a Beckman DU 

spectrophotometer. 

Incubation of varying amounts of tissue showed the optical density to be proportional 
to the tissue concentration in the range used. 

The malic dehydrogenase activity was determined by measurement of diphosphopy- 
ridine nucleotide (DPN) reduced concomitantly with the conversion of malate to oxalo- 
acetate. Ten micrograms wet weight of tissue were incubated in 110 microliters of malate- 
glycine buffer at pH 10.2 containing 150 micrograms DPN. Optical density readings were 
made at 340 millimicrons over a period of 10 to 20 minutes, depending on the rate of re¬ 

duction of DPN. 

This rate of reduction of DPN was linear over the time intervals used. 

Malic dehydrogenase assays were done at room temperature. The increase in rate 

was 5% per degree Centigrade in the range 29° to 30°C. 

The general procedure of Schneider (1948) has been used to separate cell components. 
The most satisfactory homogenizing medium found has been 0.25 M sucrose in 0.05 M 
phosphate buffer pH 7.4 with 1CT3 M EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid). Ten per 
cent homogenates were prepared from 10-20 milligrams of fat body in homogenizers of the 
Potter Elvehjem type made from Pyrex tubing shaped over a carbon mold. Pestles were 

constructed of glass rod. 
Before proceeding with the cell fractionation the fat was first separated from the 

homogenate by centrifuging 15 minutes at 8500g. in an International PR-2 centrifuge. 
After removing the underlying liquid, the fat layer was removed with cleansing tissue 
and the homogenization repeated with all the components except fat. 
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All manipulations were carried out in the cold. Homogenisation was carried out 
with the tube immersed in an ice bath. 

The mitochondrial fraction was cream colored, and stained well with 1:10,000 Janus 
green, and the particles were spherical or slightly oblate with dimensions of about 1 micron 
in length when examined under a magnification of 950 power. 

RESULTS 

For aldolase a mean of 7-72 x 1(T5 (standard error 0.62) moles of hexosediphosphate 
split per hour per gram of tissue was found for male insects. For females the mean was 
5.98 x 10~5 (standard error 0.67) moles per hour per gram wet tissue. 

No significant difference in activity attributable to sex was evident. The F value 
obtained was not significant at the 5% level. 

The correlations of aldolase activity with body weight were slightly negative for 
both sexes, the r values of -0.1 indicating this to be of little practical importance. 

A comparison of the aldolase content of cockroach fat body with that of rabbit 
brain showed that the fat body contains about 1/10 the enzyme activity of brain. Lowry’s 
(1954) value for brain tissue is 6.1 x 10“4 moles hexosediphosphate split per hour per gram 
of tissue. 

For malic dehydrogenase, means of 1.63 and 1.21 x 10“3 moles DPN reduced per hour 
per gram wet tissue for male and female nymphs respectively were found. The standard 
errors were 0.22 and 0.11 respectively. 

In the case of this enzyme, significant correlation with sex at the 1% level was found, 
F being 24.83. Comparison of malic dehydrogenase activity of roach fat body with that of 
rabbit nerve tissue indicates nerve tissue has 5 to 50 times the activity of fat body. Strom- 
inger (1955) reports malic dehydrogenase activities of 5 to 60 x 10~3 moles DPN reduced 
per hour per gram dry tissue. 

Correlation of enzyme activity with size of insects was again of little importance. 

Preliminary examination of the enzyme content of the fractions obtained showed 
that the greatest portion of the malic dehydrogenase was present in the supernatant from 
the mitochondrial fraction (8500g). Only 5-15% of the malic dehydrogenase appeared in 
the mitochondria and about the same proportion in the low speed residue (nuclei and 
cell debris) fraction. 

Some increase in the mitochondrial fraction activity was obtained by suspending the 
particles in water rather than sucrose. This is in accordance with findings of Christie and 
Judah (1953) for rat liver and our own for guinea pig liver. 
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Studies on Glycolytic Enzymes in Insect Muscle 

By Ernst Zebe 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wise. 

ABSTRACT 

In extracts of different tissues of the insect body, especially of muscles, the distribution 
and activity of lactic dehydrogenase (LDH) and glycerophosphate dehydrogenase (GDH I) 
were studied from the comparative point of view. 

In muscles of insects belonging to different groups surprisingly high activities of GDH 
I (soluble and DPJ\[ linked) were found which exceed those of mammalian muscle by many 
times. In fat body this enzyme is also very active. 

In addition the presence of another glycerophosphate dehydrogenase (GDH II) which is 
insoluble and not DPJ^ linked was demonstrated in muscles. 

Assays of the LDH activity with only a few exceptions showed extremely low values in 
all tissues. On the basis of this the question is raised as to whether there is a typical glycolysis 

in insect muscle. 
Differences between the muscles of the two metabolic types in insects, the fat and the 

carbohydrate utilizing type, were not detected, and it is supposed that they will be found in 

other tissues. 

Results obtained during the last few years indicate that from the standpoint of meta¬ 
bolism insects must be divided into two main groups: those which utilize exclusively 
carbohydrates as energy source for their muscular work and those which for this purpose 
depend only on fats. Between these two extremes others take an intermediate position be¬ 
ing able to use both fats and carbohydrates. The specific mechanism responsible for these 
differences is still unknown at the present time. Therefore, a study of the muscles of insects 
belonging to the different types from the comparative point of view seemed to promise 
especially interesting results. The first and most important questions in this direction 
have to be: (l) Do insects in general possess the glycolytic system as we know it from the 
vertebrates, i.e. do their muscles also work under anaerobic conditions, and (2) do modi¬ 
fications or differences exist specific to the two metabolic types? 

In a series of experiments various tissues from different insect species were extracted 
and examined for the activity of some glycolytic enzymes. 

The entire procedure was carried out in the cold. If the animals were too small as to 
allow a proper separation of the different tissues, thorax or abdomen were used as a 
whole after removal of the limbs. The extraction was done with a blood substitute, 
“Periston” which has proved to be an excellent medium for tissue preparations. Phosphate 
was added to make a 0.05 M solution of pH 7*3. The extraction was done in the following 
way : By means of a Potter-Elvehjem homogenizer the tissue was homogenized in ten vol¬ 
umes of the Periston-phosphate solution, centrifuged (5-10 min at 17,000 g) and the super¬ 
natant fluid separated. The residue was again subjected to the whole procedure including 
homogenization with new fluid. This was repeated five times. It was possible with this 
method to extract the glycolytic enzymes from insect muscle almost quantitatively. 

The activities of the glycolytic enzymes were measured by means of the optical test. 
This technique is based on the speed of oxidation of the reduced form of DPN under ex¬ 
act standard conditions as indicated by a decrease in UV absorption at the wavelength of 
340 mju. This gives an accurate measure of the activity of the enzyme involved. By relating 
this to the protein content of the extract the data become comparable to those from other 
experiments. The enzymic activity is expressed in units as they were defined by Bücher. 
One unit corresponds to a turnover of 1.76 x 10 M~s reduced DPN per minute per ml. 
A Beckman Model DU spectrophotometer was used. The test conditions were the follow¬ 
ing: Medium: 0.1 M triethanolamine buffer pH 7-56; volume: 1 ml in a cuvette of 1 cm 
diameter. The concentration of the enzymes had to be varied according to their activity 

between 0.002 and 0.070 mg protein per cuvette. 

By means of the optical test it was possible to demonstrate the presence of several 
glycolytic enzymes in flight muscles of locusts and bees. Some results of these experiments 
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are reported and discussed here while the complete study will be published later1. The 
most surprising finding was the almost complete lack of activity of lactic dehydrogenase 
(LDH) which is the key enzyme of the typical glycolysis as found in the muscles of verte¬ 
brates. It was impossible to detect any difference between the flight muscles of locusts 
and bees although they do belong to different metabolic types. Therefore, it was supposed 
that the absence of LDH activity might be a feature characteristic to the muscles of all 
insects. In order to support this assumption with more evidence the studies were extend¬ 
ed to a larger number of species belonging to as many different groups as possible. The 
results were the same in all experiments. They are shown in Table I. The activity of the 

TABLE I.—Enzymic Activity of Insect Thoracic Muscle. 

GDH I* 
(DPN) 

GDH II** 
(Cyt.c) 

LDH* 

Phormia (Dipt.) 613 82 4 

Apis (Hym.) 800 110 3 

Bombus (Hym.) 724 
55 

>3 

Leucophaea (Blatt.) 647 4 

Melanoplus (Orth.) 313 56 40 

Lestes (Odón.) 164 10 

Libellula (Odón.) 278 
23 

11 

Polyphemus Lep.) 200 7 

Agrotis (Lep.) 652 7 

Gyrtnus (Col.) 419 19 

Pelidnota (Col.) 477 32 

Tetraopes (Col.) 498 9 

Cambarus (abdominal muscle) 6 247 
Rat (leg muscle) 29 440 

* Units per mg protein. 
** Cmm oxygen uptake per mg protein per hour. 

LDH of the flight muscles which belong to the most efficient muscles known in the animal 
kingdom is extremely low. Only in a few cases the data reach a significant level which, 
nevertheless, is very low compared with the values found in the muscles of animals from 
other groups. Furthermore, all results obtained in experiments on insect flight muscle 
had another feature in common: a strikingly high activity of «-glycerophosphate dehy¬ 

drogenase (GDH I). 

Although the values from the flight muscles of different insect species show a certain 
variation which might correspond to the different degree of activity of the specific animals, 
the GDH is always by far the most active enzyme. The example of the leg muscle of the 
rat and the abdominal muscle of the crayfish (bottom of Table I) make it clear that the pro¬ 
portions of enzymic activities are completely reversed in these animals. 

Studies on leg muscles confirmed the findings in thoracic muscle, only in general the 
activities were remarkably lower here. In two cases, however, exceptions were found: 
high activity of LDH while at the same time the GDH activity was distinctly decreased. 
It seems interesting that in the two examples of increased LDH activity the legs of these 
insects have to perform especially hard work probably under conditions of insufficient 
oxygen supply. In Belo stoma it is an efficient rowing stroke and in the grasshopper leg 
the extremely strong contraction necessary for its jump. In order to show clearly how ob¬ 
vious the differences between flight and leg muscle of the same insect are, the data obtain¬ 
ed from thoracic muscle of Melanoplus are added in parentheses at the end of TableTI. 

Some determinations of the enzymic activities were also done on other tissues of the 
insect body. No significant amounts of GDH and LDH were found in the gonads. In the 
fat bodies glycolytic enzymes also were practically absent with one exception. Like muscle 
this tissue contained a very active GDH. Although the activities were not equal in all 
extracts of the different insect species, the fact as such was confirmed in all cases studied 
so far as it can be seen in Table III. Only in the fat body of the blowfly Phormia was some 
LDH activity found. 

1 See J. Gen. Physiol. 40: 779. 1957. 
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TABLE II.—Enzymic Activity of Insect Leg Muscle. 

Bombus (Hym.) 
Tetraopes (Col.) 
Pelidnota (Col.) 
Bello stoma (Hem.) 
Melanoplus (Orth.) 

(Thoracic muscle) 

GDH I* 
(DPN) 

204 
29 
44 
16 

193 
(313) 

GDH II** 
(Cyt.c) 

36 
(56) 

LDH* 

>3 
3 
3 

139 
187 
(40) 

* Units per mg protein. 

** Cmm oxygen uptake per mg protein per hour. 

TABLE III.—Enzymatic Activity in Other Tissues of the Insect Body. 

GDH T GDH IT* LDH* 

Fat body 
Phormia f 39 17 14 
Apis ff 29 0 0 
Leucophcea 45 0 3 

Melanoplus 88 0 3 

Polyphemus 45 0 3 

Testes 
Leucophcea 3 1 

Ovaries 
Polyphemus 3 1 

* Units per mg protein. 

** Cmm oxygen per mg protein per hour, 

t Whole abdomen. 

ft Whole abdomen after removal of gut. 

y 
Since nothing was known as to whether the enzymes from insect muscle might have 

properties similar to those from vertebrate muscle, for instance their water solubility, the 
residue of the five times homogenized and extracted tissue was examined for its remaining 
enzymic activities. By means of the Warburg technique it was demonstrated that still 
some ability to oxidize «-glycerophosphate was left. By addition of cytochrome c the 
oxidation was increased by five or six times while DPN did not have the slightest effect 

(Fig. 1). 
Because the fifth extract of the muscle was practically free from any GDH activity 

it was concluded from these findings that a second glycerophosphate dehydrogenase 
(GDH II) must be present in insect muscle which is insoluble and not DPN specific, but 
directly linked to the cytochrome system as is known for succinic dehydrogenase. A parti¬ 
culate GDH has been already reported by Green to occur in vertebrate muscle. In insects 
its presence was shown in both thoracic and leg muscle, however, its distribution in other 
tissues is not quite certain. Only in the fat body of the blowfly was significant activity 
demonstrated. In order to determine the amount of the second GDH involved in the oxida¬ 
tion of glycerophosphate, the oxygen uptake of whole homogenates and residues were 
compared with each other. It was found that GDH II accounted for more than one third 
of the oxygen uptake of the whole homogenate. (Fig. 2) But since it is not known whether 
in both cases the enzymes worked under optimal conditions (one might perhaps inhibit 
the action of the other) the interpretation of the results has to be done with caution. 

It seemed desirable to check the unusual results obtained by the optical technique 
by means of another method. Therefore, the overall glycolysis in terms of lactate forma¬ 
tion by muscle homogenate was studied under anserobic conditions. If it was true that the 
LDH activity was almost lacking, only a very small amount of lactate formed from a suit¬ 
able substrate should be expected to accumulate. On the other hand, however, grasshopper 
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leg muscle with its much higher LDH activity should also be able to break down more 
substrate to lactic acid. Indeed, these postulates were proved true. Table IV shows that 
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TABLE IV.—Comparative Studies on Overall Glycolysis. 

lactate (mg per g tissue) 
control after 1 hour increase 

Leucophæa (thoracic muscle) 1,12 3,05 1,93 
Polyphemus (thoracic muscle) 2,96 5,20 2,24 
Melanoplus (femur muscle) 3,50 10,00 6,50 

Each Thunberg tube contained : 
2,0 ml homogenate (50-100 mg/ml) in 0,1 M phosphate buffer pH 7,3 + 0,1 M KF 
0,005 M MgCl2 
0,0038 M fructose diphosphate 
0,003 M pyruvate 
0,005 M ATP 
0,0004 MDPN 
0,005 M glucose 
0,1 M phosphate buffer added to make a total volume of 6 ml 

three times as much lactate accumulated in the experiments with grasshopper leg muscles 
than in those with flight muscles. That the LDH activity actually was the limiting factor 
was proved by the addition of traces of a pure preparation of this enzyme which resulted 
in a great increase in lactate production (Table V). 

TABLE V.-—Overall Glycolysis. 

Tissue: thoracic muscle of Phormia regina (Dipt.) 
FDP Glue. ATP GP LDH Lactate 

(mg/g tissue) 

+ + + — + 12,7 
+ + + + — 2,6 
— — — + + 10,6 
— — + — + 2,0 
— + + — + 12,6 

FDP = fructose'di'phosphate 
Glue. = glucose 
ATP = adenosine'tri'phosphate 
GP = «'glycerophosphate 
LDH = lactic dehydrogenase 
Conditions were the same as in Table IV 

The fact that in insect muscle apparently with only a few exceptions there is no 
significant LDH activity means an incomplete glycolytic system which, because its key 
enzyme is not present, cannot work as it does in vertebrate muscle. In other words: the 
insect muscle does not have a typical glycolysis. The presence of the other glycolytic 
enzymes is no contradiction, for they are involved in every breakdown of carbohydrates 
on the ordinary pathway which leads directly to their complete oxidation in the citric 

acid cycle. 

The reported results, furthermore, seem to suggest that the combination of the lack 
of LDH and the abundant GDH activity might not be incidental, but it appears as if in 
the different muscles one enzyme at least to a certain degree takes the place of the other. 

- Fig. 1. «'glycerophosphate oxidation by muscle residue. Tissue: thoracic muscle of Leucophæa (Blatt.). Each 
Warburg flask contained 0,5 ml of a 10% suspension of the residue in “Periston”; 4,3 x 10 3 M L'«'glycerophos' 
phate; final concentrations of cofactors: 6 x 10-6 M cytochrome c; 8 x 10-4 M DPN. 

Fig. 2. «'glycerophosphate oxidation by whole homogenate and residue. Tissue: thoracic muscle of leucophata 
(Blatt.). Each Warburg flask contained 0,2 ml of a 10% suspension of the whole homogenate (WH) or the residue 
(R) in “Periston”; 4,3 x 10~3 M L'«'glycerophosphate; final concentration of cytochrome c: 6 x 10-6 M. 
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With the present knowledge, however, it is too early to draw any conclusions from this 
finding. 

The results obtained from the muscles of the different insect groups have been the 
same and no difference was found in relation to the two metabolic types. It seems, there" 
fore, that the metabolic pathways in the flight muscles of insects are uniform. The cause 
for the two different features of insect metabolism probably will be found in another 
tissue of the insect body than muscle. 

There are two possibilities which one may offer to explain the absence of the typical 
glycolytic system in insect muscle: (l) The efficiency of the respiratory system of the in" 
sects is so superior to that of the vertebrates that their muscles always have enough oxy" 
gen to enable the complete oxidation of the substances instead of accumulating them in a 
half oxidized form, or (2) insects have developed a system of their own with the same 
function—but so far unknown—which replaces the glycolytic system of the vertebrates. 
Different experiments have been started already or are being prepared in order to find out 
which of both possibilities is more probable. 

The author wishes to express his sincere gratitude to Prof. Th. Bücher, Marburg, 
Germany for his friendly help and to Prof. McShan, Madison for his constant interest in 
the work. He is also indebted to the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft which enabled the 
preliminary experiments for this study and to the International Cooperation Administra" 
tion for a scholarship to the U.S. 
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An Ion-Impermeable Barrier in the Roach 
By R. D. O’Brien 

Science Service Laboratory 

London, Ont. 

ABSTRACT1 

The anomaly that acetyl choline, although poisonous to mammals, is virtually nomtoxic 
to insects, has raised doubts as to whether the compound has an important role in insect nerve 
and, therefore whether or gano phosphate insecticides \ill by inhibiting cholinesterase. An ap' 
paratus has been devised for studying esterases in the “semvintact” roach: small wax'floored 
baths are each equipped with an airlift pump which aerates and circulates Ringer solution. 
A roach is opened dorsally, the integument deflected, and the insect pinned to the wax floor, 
so that it is immersed in the Ringer. Substrates are added to the Ringer, and their rates of 
hydrolysis observed either colorimetrically or electrometncally. Unionized esters (phenyl and 
omitrophenyl acetates, triacetin, ethyl acetate) were hydrolysed promptly and in a linear 
fashion by the preparation. Ionized esters (acetyl choline, acetyl ß'methyl choline) were not 
hydrolyzed. The tertiary base dimethylaminoethyl acetate was hydrolyzed only if the pH of the 
Ringer was made high enough (8.2) to obtain an adequate fraction of unionized compound. 
All the substrates were readily hydrolyzed by whole roach homogenates. These results sug¬ 
gested that ionized compounds in the semi'intact" preparation fail to penetrate to the 
esterases. 

If it is assumed that neuro pharmacological agents have the same fundamental action in 
insects as mammals, then one can predict the toxicity ratio, insects: mammals, of such a com' 
pound by measuring its pK and calculating the fraction unionized at hcemolymph pH (approx' 
imately 7). Thus if a compound is 20% unionized at pH7, it should be 1/5 as active against 
insects as against mammals. Table I gives qualitative confirmation of the hypothesis for the 
roach. 

TABLE I—Predicted and Observed Toxicity Ratios, Mammals: Insect, for Nitrogenous 

Drugs which Effect Mammalian Nervous Systems. 

F = 
Fraction1 
Unionized 

at pH7 

1 = 
Insect2 

Toxicity 
(LD50, 8/g) 

M = 
Mammal3 
Toxicity 

(LDñ0, 8/g) 

I/M = 
Observed 
Toxicity 

Ratio 

I _ 

F 

Predicted 
Toxicity 

Ratio 

Prostigmine <10-5 > 1200 0.4 >3000 > 105 
d-tubocurarine kk 

> 800 0.5 >1600 
k k 

Hexaméthonium 
kk 

2300 60 38 
k k 

Décaméthonium 
k k 

430 3 143 
kk 

Acetyl choline 
kk 

10,000 250 40 
kk 

Adrenaline 0.0016 > 800 15 > 53 630 
Atropine 0.0050 > 800 400 > 2 200 
Eserine 0.091 23 3 7-7 11 
Nicotine 0.10 500 55 9.1 10 
Pilocarpine 0.39 900 264 3.4 2.6 

1 Calculated from the pK of the compound. 

2 For the locust or roach. 

3 Mouse (intraperitoneal) in most cases. 

It is concluded that the nomtoxicity of ionized compounds to insects does not preclude 
the possibility of their having physiological significance. 

1 For a full account of this paper see: O’Brien, R. D. 1957. Esterases in the semi-intact cockroach. Ann. Ent. Soc. Amer. 50:223-229 
(1957). 
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Acclimatization to Cold in Insects 
By E. H. Colhoun 

Science Service Laboratory 

London, Ont. 

ABSTRACT 

Experiments were carried out with Blattella germanica L. to investigate the phenomenon 
of acclimatization to temperature in insects. Insects \ept at 30°C. and 25°C. were more 
easily immobilized by cold at temperatures above freezing than those \ept at 15°C. There 
appears to be a temperature below which further acclimatization does not ta\e place. 

The rate at which acclimatization ta\es place when B. germanica was changed from one 
temperature to another depended upon the direction and degree of temperature change. Sur> 
vivai at temperatures above freezing was related to the temperature of acclimatization. 
Characteristic effects suggesting injury to the nervous system occurred when insects were held 
at, or below, chilbcoma temperatures. 
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Ricerche di laboratorio e di campagna eseguite in Italia sui 
mezzi chimici e sui sistemi di lotta per la difesa della 

Barbabietola da Zucchero dal Temnorrhinus mendicus Gyll. 
Per M. Ciampolini 

Stazione di Entomologia Agraria 
Florence, Italia 

e 

C. Antonelli e A. Giardini 

Consorzio Saccarifero Italiano 
Ferrara, Italia 

INTRODUZIONE 
Il Temnorrhinus mendicus Gyll., coleottero curculionide appartenente alla sotto- 

famiglia cleoninæ, è il parassita più dannoso per la barbabietola da zucchero in Italia; 
l’adulto si nutre voracemente delle giovani foglie della bietola appena spuntata dal terreno, 
mentre la larve scavano nelle radici numerose e profonde gallerie; nei casi più gravi si ha 
la totale perdita del prodotto. 

Nel 1954 da parte della Stazione di Entomologia Agraria di Firenze e del Consorzio 
Saccarifero Italiano sono stati approfonditi gli studi sulla biologia dell’insetto e condotte 
ricerche di laboratorio e di campagna sui sistemi di lotta più idonei par la difesa della bar¬ 
babietola da zucchero, con particolare riferimento agli insetticidi clorurati di sintesi. 

PROVE DI LABORATORIO 
(A) Caduta diretta dell’insetticida sull’insetto 

Queste ricerche furono realizzate deponendo con una microsiringa sulle elitre di 
ciascun insetto la quantità di liquido (0,004 cc.) che teoricamente cade su ogni individuo 
al momento dell’esecuzione delle irrorazioni di campo. Vennero impiegate le seguenti 
quantità di p.a. per ettaro: 

— Esaclorocicloesano in 4 HI. di liquido Kg. 0.320 di p.a. 
— Octacloro. “ ’ “ 1.000 
— Dieldrin. “ " “ 0.350 “ 
— Eptacloro. “ “ “ 0.500 
— Toxafene. “ “ “ 1.000 

Per ogni p.a. furono inoltre considerate dosi decrescenti per accertare le minime 
quantità di insetticida da impiegare per difendere vantaggiosamente la coltura. I risultati 
sono riportati nella Tabella I. 

TABELLA I—Prove con microsiringhe — Medie di mortalità % riscontrate in 
10 giorni di osservazioni con diversi insetticidi a varie dosi. 

INSETTICIDI Dosi 
normali 

Dosi 

Vi 
Dosi 

V 
Dosi 

Us 

Differenza minima 
significativa 

P =0.05 P = 0.01 

Testimone. 12 4 6 10 n.s. n.s. 
Esaclorocicloesano. 69 21 7 8 16 24 
Octacloro. 75 65 35 20 27 39 
Dieldrin. 81 63 38 23 37 54 
Eptacloro. 82 81 67 46 35 50 
T oxafene. 76 37 il 13 29 42 

Differenza minima ( P = 0.05. 10 29 26 25 
significativa f P = 0.01. 13 41 36 36 

—l’intensità e la prontezza di azione degli insetticidi sono direttamente proporzionali alla quantità di p.a. usata; 
—alla massima concentrazione impiegata (0.004 cc.), tutti gli insetticidi praticamente si equivalgono, pur ris¬ 
contrando una leggera superiorità del dieldrin e dell’eptacloro; riducendo della metà il p.a., il grado di tossicità 
rimane invariato per l’eptacloro, diminuisce, senza raggiungere i limiti della significala, per il dieldrin e l’octa- 
cloro e si abbassa significativamente per il toxafene e l’esaclorocicloesano. Con dosi ancora più ridotte, pari ad 
14 di p.a., l’intensità di azione diminuisce significativamente per tutti i prodotti, restando invariata soltanto per 
l’eptacloro; con J/g del p.a. scompare ogni azione insetticida, ad eccezione del solo eptacloro che rimane superiore 
al testimone. 
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(B) Contatto dell’insetticida con gli arti dell insetto 
Le prove vennero eseguite in apposite cassette di legno ripiene di terra, opportunamen¬ 

te circondate con nastro di alluminio ripiegato per evitare 1 allontanamento degli insetti. 
Dette cassette vennero poste all’aperto e trattate con gli insetticidi in epoche diverse per 
avere la misura dell’efficacia dei vari p.a. a diverse temperature. 

a) Irrorazioni con polveri bagnabili: Furono poste a confronto le formulazioni in 
polveri bagnabili degli insetticidi della prova precedente, impiegati alle dosi normali 
di p.a.; i risultati sono esposti nella Tabella II. 

TABELLA II—Prove in cassette—Dati ritraenti la mortalità %, al netto del 
testimone ottenuta con vari insetticidi usati in irrorazione. 

INSETTICIDI 

TEMPERATURA 
Differenza minima 

significativa 

15°C 18°C 26°C P = 0.05 ►V
 

II o
 

o
 

Esaclorocicloesano. 14.4 16.0 36.1 20.3 30.8 

Octacloro. 13.7 37.2 65.8 17.6 26.7 

Dieldrin. 55.6 58.7 77.0 n.s. n.s. 

Eptacloro.. 26.5 50.2 75.9 21.3 32.8 

Toxafene. 12.3 25.9 22.6 n.s. n.s. 

Differenza minima ì P = 0.05. 18.2 12.4 19.2 

significativa C P=0.01. 25.6 17.4 27.0 

—a 15°C di temperatura ambiente, il dieldrin si è mostrato il più efficace, superando significativamente tutti 
gli altri prodotti, tra i quali il solo eptacloro ha manifestato una lieve azione significativamente superiore al 
testimone; 
—a 18°C l’eptacloro è aumentato di efficacia sino ad eguagliare il dieldrin; seguono con scarti significativi 
l’octacloro, il toxafene, ed infine l’esaclorocicloesano; 
—a 26°C, dieldrin, eptacloro ed octacloro si sono equivalsi, superando significativamente l'esaclorociclcesano 
ed il toxafene; 
—solo per alcuni insetticidi (esaclorocicloesano, octacloro ed eptacloro) si è verificata una correlazione positiva 
fra temperatura ed intensità di azione, mentre dieldrin e toxafene non hanno risentito dell’innalzamento termico. 

b) Trattamenti polverulenti al terreno: Gli insetticidi in polveri secche posti a 
confronto, vennero opportunamente diluiti ed interrati in epoche diverse nelle seguenti 

quantità: 
— Esaclorocicloesano Kg. 1,500 ad ettaro di p.a. 
— Octacloro. “ 3,000 
— Aldnn. " 2,000 
— Eptacloro. " 2,000 

I risultati sono riportati nella Tabella III. 

TABELLA III—Prove in cassette—Dati ritraenti la mortalità %, al netto del 
testimone, riscontrata con diversi insetticidi incorporati nel terreno. 

INSETTICIDI 
TEMPERATURA 

Differenza minima 
significativa 

15°C 26°C P = 0.05 T>
 

II o
 

o
 

>—
* 

Esaclorocicloesano. 199 76.1 12.3 22.6 
Octacloro. 15.1 64.8 18.5 34.0 
Eptacloro. 393 92.0 11.9 21.9 
Aldrin. 20.7 87-6 25.2 46.3 

Differenza minima ) P = 0.05. 16.0 10.7 
15.4 significativa l P = 0.01. 23.0 

—l’intensità d’azione con bassa temperatura è stata molto debole. Il solo eptacloro ha superato statisticamente 
gli altri prodotti, i quali hanno reggiunto appena i limiti di significanza sul testimone; 
—a temperatura più elevata, l’efficacia è aumentata notevolmente per tutti gli insetticidi. Eptacloro ed aldrin 
sono risultati tra loro equivalenti ed entrambi superiori all’esaclorocicloesano, che a sua volta si è dimostrato 
più attivo dell’octacloro. 
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Per gli insetticidi in prova (polveri bagnabili usate in irrorazione e polveri secche 
interrate) esiste una correlazione positiva, statisticamente dimostrata con il metodo Student, 
fra intensità e persistenza di azione nel senso che l’insetticida più efficace è anche il più 
persistente. 

PROVE DI CAMPAGNA 
Per convalidare i risultati ottenuti nelle ricerche di laboratorio furono effettuate prove 

di campo in presenza della coltura. Le parcelle furono circondate interamente con bandella 
metallica ed in ciascuna di esse venne creata artificialmente l’infestione di T. mendicus 
ponendo 7 individui per metro quadrato, ripetendo esattamente l’infestione registrata in 
un apposito campo trappola. 

A) Trattamenti liquidi 

Usando gli stessi insetticidi impiegati nelle prove con microsiringhe, alle medesime 
dosi di p.a. per ettaro, si ricercò il numero di trattamenti più conveniente; i risultati sono 
sposti nella Tabella IV. 

TABELLA IV—Prove di campagna—Dati ritraenti il % di bietole sane ottenute 
con l’uso di vari insetticidi in diverso numero di trattam. 

INSETTICIDI 

% Bietole Sane 

N° DI TRATTAMENTI 
Media prodotti 

insetticidi 4 3 4 

Dieldrin. 86 94 96 92 
Eptacloro. 49 76 97 73 
Octacloro. . ... 11 48 63 40 
Esaclorocicloesano. 59 78 92 76 
T oxafene. . 66 72 87 78 

Media N° trattamenti. 56 73 86 

Differenze minime significative. . P = 0.05 *0
 

II o
 

o
 

I—
* 

— fra medie di numero di trattamenti. 9 14 
— fra medie di prodotti liquidi. 10 13 
— fra medie di interazione (N° trattamenti x prodotti liquidi). 18 23 

—per qualunque prodotto, l’efficacia aumenta significativamente con l’aumentare del numero dei trattamenti; 
—nella media dei trattamenti, il miglior insetticida in prova è risultato il dieldrin, seguito a distanza significativa 
dall’eptacloro, dall’esaclorocicloesano e dal toxafene tra loro equivalenti, i quali a loro volta hanno mostrato 
un’efficacia nettamente superiore a quella dell’octacloro; 

—con due o tre trattamenti si mantiene per i diversi prodotti la stessa graduatoria della media, tuttavia, mentre 

per il dieldrin due sole irrorazioni sono sufficienti per una protezione pressoché totale della coltura, per tutti gli 
altri p.a. è necessario ripetere 4 volte il numero degli interventi. Inspiegabile in questa prova il comportamento 
dell’octacloro. 

B) Trattamenti polverulenti al terreno 

Furono posti a confronto in due epoche di interramento (avanti la semina ed alla 
nascita delle bietole) gli stessi insetticidi in polveri secche impiegati nelle prove di cassette, 
alle stesse quantità di p.a. per ettaro. I risultati sono esposti nella Tabella V. 

TABELLA V—Prove di campagna—Dati ritraenti il % di bietole sane ottenute 
con diversi insetticidi usati in epoche diverse. 

INSETTICIDI 
% Bietole sane con trattamento 

alla semina alla nascita 

Octacloro. 6 9 
Esaclorocicloesano. 84 77 
Eptacloro. . 87 89 
Dieldrin. 84 97 
Aldrin. . 8 9 

Differenza minima significativa P =0.05 = 53 P = 0.01=69 

—l’azione esplicata dai vari fitofarmaci non è stata diversa nelle due epoche di distribuzione; 
—solo dieldrin, eptacloro ed esaclorocicloesano si sono dimostrati capaci di contenere i danni alle radici, mentre 
cctacloro ed aldrin sono risultati scarsamente efficaci. 
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C) Trattamenti misti 

In questa esperienza vennero effettuati trattamenti polverulenti al terreno alla nascita 
delle bietole, seguiti da una o due irrorazioni liquide. Le quantità di p.a. impiegate cor' 
rispondono a quelle delle precedenti prove. I risultati sono riportati nella Tabella VI. 

TABELLA VI—Prove di campagna—Dati ritraenti il % di bietole sane ottenute 
con diversi insetticidi con uno o più trattamenti. 

TRATTAMENTI LIQUIDI CON: 

% Bietole sane con 
trattamenti polverulenti al terreno di: 

Octacloro Esacloroc. Eptacloro Dieldrin Aldrin 

Nessun tratt. liquido. 8 80 88 90 8 

Dieldrin . 51 97 99 99 48 o o 
Eptacloro . 49 88 96 98 42 

Ö0 
ni rt Octacloro . 19 77 92 94 7 
e a 

Esaclorocicloesano . 6 81 91 100 16 
1—1 oo 

Toxafene . 27 86 99 95 37 

q Dieldrin . 97 99 100 99 100 
d òó 

Eptacloro . 86 96 98 99 96 
Li rd 
£ S Octacloro . 84 94 97 96 70 
rd *-* 
£S On Esaclorocicloesano. 39 78 75 86 12 

T—1 

1 
OO Toxafene. 78 98 98 98 63 

Differenza minima significativa P = 0.05 = 16 P = 0.01 = 21 

—è superfluo intervenire con trattamenti liquidi quando siano state effettuate in precedenza polverizzazioni a 
terreno con dieldrin, eptacloro ed esaclorocicloesano Con octacloro ed aldrin distribuiti al terreno si rendono 
indispensabili non meno di due irrorazioni integrative che raggiungono la maggiore efficacia con dieldrin, eptacloro, 
ed octacloro. 

CONCLUSIONI 
Le prove condotte nel 1954 hanno permesso di accertare la prontezza, intensità e la 

persistenza di azione di vari clorurati di sintesi nei confronti del Temnorrhinus mendicus 
Gyll.—Le ricerche di laboratorio si sono dimostrate estremamente utili per orientare le 
prove successive di campo e per ridurne enormemente le difficoltà tecniche e la spesa. Tra 
i vari insetticidi considerati, di più o meno recente formulazione, alcuni, come il dieldrin 
e E eptacloro, si sono distinti per l’elevata e pronta tossicità e la notevole persistenza; essi 
fra l’altro possono essere impiegati con dosi di p.a. ridotte e con un più limitato numero 
di trattamenti, economizzando sensibilmente le spese di lotta. 

Dall’insieme delle prove sperimentali condotte è stato possibile trarre orientamento 
sicuro per razionalizzare la lotta contro il T. mendicus che rappresenta il più temibile e 
dannoso parassita della bieticoltura italiana. 



Production de soie et métamorphose chez quelques espèces 

de Lépidoptères. Importance des acides aminés séricigenes dans 
la physiologie de la métamorphose 

Par P. All eg ret et P. Pesson 

Institut National Agronomique 

Paris, France 

RÉSUMÉ1 

I -L'auteur établit d'abord, par des bilans azotés individuels, la répartition de l'azote total 
larvaire, au cours des phénomènes de métamorphose. Deux types de bilans ont été réalisés: 

1) Azote de la soie -p Azote des excreta larvaires -f- exuvie larvaire -f- nymphe. 

2) Azote des excreta imaginaux (méconium) -j- exuvie nymphale + Imago. 

De tels bilans mettent en évidence: 

A/Des différences interspécifiques: 

Les espèces rejetant avant la métamorphose une forte quantité de soie (Bombyx) ou de 
soie et d'excreta larvaires (Galleria) et de plus un important méconium (Bombyx, Galleria) 
donnent des imagos à reproduction immédiate et à vie imagínale brève (alimentation imagínale 
nulle). 

Les espèces produisant peu de soie et rejetant de faibles quantités d'excreta larvaires et 
de méconium (Pieris, Vanesse, Sphingides, Jffoctuelles) ont au contraire des imagos à vie 
imagínale longue, et devant s'alimenter avant de pouvoir se reproduire. 

BjDes différences intra-spécifiques : 

Les males rejettent une plus grande quantité de soie et de méconium que les femelles, les 
gonades femelles conservant une plus forte fraction de l'azote larvaire que les gonades males. 

Chez les chenilles de Galleria alimentées sur brèches de cire (combs) on observe des 
differences considérables dans la période d'apparition de la nymphose (nymphose normale 5 
jours après la montée—nymphose tardive de 10 à SO jours après la montée). Les chenilles à 
nymphose tardive montrent, par l étude de leur bilan azoté, que l'excrétion azotée sous forme 
de soie est accrue et que le retard à la métamorphose semble correspondre au temps nécessaire 
à réaliser cette épuration azotée. 

II—L auteur étudie ensuite les effets d'une rétention expérimentale de la soie, par cautérisa' 
tion élective de la filière. 

La soie peut alors être totalement ou en majeure partie stoc\ée dans les réservoirs des 
glandes séricigènes et la mue nymphale se déroule normalement. Mais au cours des phéno' 
mènes d'histolyse des tissus larvaires qui accompagnent la métamorphose, les produits azotés 
de la soie ainsi stockée repassent dans le sang et l'achèvement normal de la nymphose n'est 
possible que si l'organisme est capable de satisfaire par la voie malpighienne (méconium) à 
l'épuration azotée indispensable. 

Si la quantité de soie bloquée est trop forte pour être stoc\ée dans les réservoirs, le sang 
de la chenille est surchargé en produits azotés formateurs de soie. La mue nymphale n'est 
alors possible que si les tubes de Malpighi peuvent assurer l'épuration sous forme d'excreta 
larvaires particuliers et plus abondants (Galleria), sinon la chenille meurt après une phase de 
pigmentation caractéristique (Bombyx). 

L'élimination par les tubes de Malpighi des éléments azotés contribuant normalement à 
former la soie, permet de considérer la soie comme un produit de déchet inutilisable pour la 
nymphe et l'imago. 

Des expériences couplant la rétention de soie avec des ligatures du corps, inhibant le 
fonctionnement malpighien d'une part (ligatures abdominales, segments 6V), la diffusion des 
hormones de mue et de métamorphose d'autre part (ligature promésothoracique), montrent 
que la régulation humorale (notamment épuration azotée) assurée par les glandes séricigènes 
et les tubes de Malpighi est indispensable au déclenchement hormonal des phénomènes de 
métamorphose. 

1 Cette note est extraite d’un important travail de P. AUegret: “Etude des glandes séricigènes des larves de Lépidoptères. Leur rôle 
dans la physiologie du développement”. (Thèse Sciences, Paris, 1956. Publiée in Ann. Inst. Ration. Agronom. 42: 1-345. 1956). 
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Sulla permeabilità del follicolo sericeo in alcuni Diaspididi 

(Hem. Cocc. Diaspididae) 
Per Athos Goidanich 

Università di Torino 

Torino, Italy 

RIASSUNTO1 

La Cocciniglia europea degli Abeti, Dynaspidiotus abietis Schran\ (Diaspididæ, 
Aspidiotina), sceglie a suo habitat soltanto la pagina inferiore degli aghi di alcune Abietineæ 
e più raramente di altre Coniferæ: Abies, Picea, Pinus, Juniperus. Studiata in Piemonte 
nell"arco alpino'appenninico e soprattutto su Abies alba ( = pectinata), la specie mostra la 
singolare e finora sconosciuta (o non segnalata) caratteristica di aver il gngio'scuro follicolo 
percorso con perfetta regolarità dalle medesime fascie bianche larghe e parallele che corrono 
lungo tutta la foglia. Il materiale bianco è un secreto del vegetale e viene a trovarsi all'esterno 
del follicolo con il consueto aspetto polverulento candido con cui si raggruma sopra ciascuna 
apertura stomatica dell'epidermide fogliare. Lo studio anatomico rivela che la foglia di Abies 
alba (finora non illustrata neanche nei testi botanici) possiede due zone dell'epidermide e 
dell' ipoder mide della pagina inferiore ricche di stomi distribuiti regolarmente in grandissimo 
numero in S'8 e generalmente 7 serie parallele per ciascuna; le zone costituiscono due fascie 
depresse subcentrali e sublaterali, tra l'area dei fasci vascolari e quelle dei due canali resiniferi. 
Da questi ultimi e dal mesofillo spugnoso diffondono verso gli stomi notevoli quantità di 
oleoresine od olii essenziali, qualche mescolanza di composti isoprenoidi (unità isopreniche 
ciclizzate in anelli o legate in catene, come sesquiterpeni, diterpeni e triterpeni). Durante 
l'alternanza di apertura e chiusura degli stomi queste sostanze si addensano in pressione nelle 
camere sottostomatiche. Cosi al momento della apertura una sottile colonna gassosa traversa 
rettilineamente la camera sottofollicolare abitata dall'insetto nonché il follicolo stesso, e alcune 
delle frazioni meno volatili, derivati ossidati o ridotti dei terpeni, si condensano alla superficie 
del follicolo in granellini ed in grumi, in maniera indentica che sulla superficie libera della 
foglia. La natura fisica di tessuto di fili di seta che è caratteristica dei follicoli dei Diaspididæ 
consente simile passaggio; i continui movimenti di filatura compiuti dall'apoda femmina, che 
fa perno sulle setole boccali per ruotare in un senso e nell'altro, libera successivamente tutte 
le aree della foglia dalle quali devono scaturire con pressione i suddetti terpeni. Cosi il decisa' 
mente insolito ed incomprensibile disegno appare uniformemente distribuito sopra il vegetale e 
sopra l'animale. Ugualmente permeabili a certi materiali si mostrano poi i follicoli della 
Diaspis Boisduvalii Signor et, una specie tropicale polifaga che in Europa è dannosa alle 
Cattleya in serra calda. In ambiente saturo di umidità, dai follicoli giovani si sprigionano 
dense serie di filamenti cerosi rigidi e lunghissimi, che finiscono col coprire tutta la coloniola. 
La permeabilità dei follicoli sericei dei Diaspididæ a composti superiori molto complessi quali 
sono i terpeni e le cere suggerisce la possibilità di sperimentare sostanze di tal genere quali 
vettori di insetticidi per contatto contro i dannosi Cóccidi. 

1 For complete text see Memorie della Società Entomologica Italiana 35: 207-224. 1956. 
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Die Wirkungsweise der Repellents. 

Ein Beitrag zur Sinnesphysiologie der Insekten 
Von Werner Peters und Heinrich Kemper 

BerlimDahlem, Germany 

Repellents sind Stoffe, die längere Zeit Blutsauger von Mensch und Haustier fenv 
zuhalten imstande sind. Die Blutsauger werden ja nicht so sehr durch die Blutentnahme 
gefährlich, sondern viel mehr durch die Folgeerscheinungen: Beunruhigung, Juckreiz, 
Sekundärinfektionen und vor allem die Übertragung von Krankheitserregern. Sie wirken 
dadurch, dass sie die Wirtsfindung der Blutsauger stören. Bacot und Talbot (1919) nahmen 
an, dies käme dadurch zustande, dass die Repellents den anlockenden Bestandteil des 
Wirtsgeruchs in irgendeiner Weise verändern, sodass die Blutsauger ihr Opfer nicht mehr 
finden können. Stellt man aber einmal die Literaturanhaben üder die Wirkungsdauer 
einiger Verbindungen gegenüber einer Reihe von Tierarten zusammen, so erkennt man 
auffallende Verschiedenheiten. 

Tierart 
Dimethyl' 
phthalat 

Äthyl- 
hexandiol Indalon Kik 

Aedes aegypti + + + + + + ~h 
Aedes taeniorhynchus + + + + 
Anopheles quadrimaculatus +/+ + — — — 

A. maculipennis freeborni 
Anopheles albimanus 

+ + + + 

Anopheles gambiæ — — — 

Phlebotomus sp. 
Culicoides sp. (Alaska) 

+ + 

Culicoides sp. (Westafrika) 
Stomoxys calcitrans _ _ 

+ + 
+/++ 

— = wirkungslos; + = stichfreie Zeit über 1 Stunde; 
~b + = stichfreie Zeit über 3 Stunden. 

Man müsste, um bei der Hypothese von Bacot und Talbot bleiben zu können, annelv 
men, dass jede Blutsaugerart ihren besonderen Lockstoff im menschlichen bzw. tierischen 
Körpergeruch hat, der von den einzelnen Repellents verschieden lange gehemmt wird, und 
bei dessen Fehlen der Blutsauger nicht mehr imstande ist, seinen Wirt zu finden. Damit 
erhebt sich die Frage, ob bei Ausschaltung eines einzelnen Faktors, nämlich des chemischen 
Lockstoffes, die Wirtsfindung unmöglich gemacht werden kann und welcher Art dieser 
Lockstoff überhaupt ist. 

Ein Blutsauger findet seinen Wirt bekanntlich dadurch, dass er den Reizen nachgeht, 
die von diesem ausgehen. Dabei kommen als Reize in Frage: visuelle Eindrücke, Feuchtig' 
keit, chemische Reize und vor allem Wärme. 

Blutsaugende Wanzen orientieren sich vorwiegend an Hand der vom Wirtskörper 
abgegebenen Wärme. Die Flöhe reagieren in dieser Hinsicht verschieden; während der 
Igelfloh, Archæopsylla erinacei, schon auf Geruchsreize hin sticht, benötigt ein Fieder' 
mausfloh, Ischnopsyllus simplex, neben dem Hautgeruch seines Wirtes auch noch einen 
Wärmereiz um zu stechen. Die blutsaugenden Dipteren orientieren sich ebenso wie die 
Flöhe vor allem an Hand von chemischen Reizen. Sie reagieren aber auch sehr stark auf 
Wärme, vor allem wenn diese mit geeigneten Feuchtigkeitsverhältnissen kombiniert ist. 
Die Vielzahl der Untersuchungen zum Problem Wirtsfindung sollte uns nicht darüber 
hinwegtäuschen, dass wir über das Wesentliche noch vollkommen im Unklaren sind. Wir 
wissen bisher bei keinem Blutsauger, welcher Art das geruchlich anlockende Agens ist! 
Der bisher einzige, scheinbar klare Befund von Totze (1933), dass Zecken durch den 
Buttersäuregeruch ihrer Wirte angelockt werden, ist durch die Untersuchungen von Lees 
(1948) wieder in Frage gestellt worden. Kommen wir nochmals auf die Hypothese von 
Bacot und Talbot zurück, so müssen wir feststellen, dass wir sie zur Zeit weder beweisen 
noch widerlegen können, denn wir kennen den Lockstoff, der nach dieser Auffassung durch 
die Repellents verändert werden soll, bisher in keinem einzigen Falle. Nach unseren 
bisherigen Kenntnissen über die Wirtsfindung können wir aber wohl annehmen, dass ein 
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derartiger Wirkungsmechanismus der Repellents, wenn überhaupt, dann nur eine unter' 
geordnete Rolle spielen kann. Im allgemeinen sind gleich mehrere Reize imstande, die 
gleiche Reaktion, wenn auch in verschieden starkem Masse auszulösen. Und chemische 
Reize sind durchaus nicht immer der Hauptfaktor, dessen Ausschaltung die Reaktion ja 

am nachhaltigsten stören würde. 

Es gibt aber eine Reihe von Möglichkeiten für die Wirkungsweise der Repellents, 
die ohne weiteres einer experimentellen Prüfung zugänglich sind. 

1. Man könnte zunächst einmal annehmen, dass mit einem Repellent behandelte 
Hautstellen kälter sind als die umliegenden Hautbezirke, da ja für die Verdampfung des 
Repellents eine bestimmte Wärmemenge notwendig ist, und diese im wesentlichen den 
umliegenden Hautpartien entnommen werden dürfte. Messungen mit dem Thermoelement 
ergaben jedoch, dass die Temperaturunterschiede innerhalb der Fehlergrenze liegen. Rlan 
kann ausserdem beobachten, dass die Hauttemperatur in der Nähe von Adern höher ist. 
Dennoch bevorzugen die Mmcken diese Stellen nicht zum Einstich, wie man leicht an einem 
zerstochenen Arm erkennen kann; man muss daher annehmen, dass sich die M^ücke auf 

der Haut nach anderen Gesichtspunkten orientiert. 

2. Durch die hohe Viskosität mancher Mittel kann der Tastsinn der Blutsauger 
gereizt werden. Ein derartiges Ivlittel ist beispielsweise das Äthylhexandiol. Versuche mit 
Calliphora erythrocephala ergaben, dass die Tiere zwar zunächst heftig zurückschrecken, 
sich aber mit der Zeit an die ölige Unterlage gewöhnen. Mittel, die in verhältnismässig 
dicker Schicht auf die Haut gebracht werden und nur langsam in diese einzudringen ver' 
mögen, können demnach allein schon durch die Reizwirkung auf die Tastsinnesorgane 
viele Blutsauger eine Zeitlang abschrecken oder zumindest vom Stich abhalten. 

3. Ist bei vielen Repellents eine insektizide Wirkung vorhanden. Sobald aber eine 
solche im Spiele ist, können die unter Umständen ebenfalls gereizten Chemorezeptoren 
nicht mehr genau lokalisiert werden. Bei der irritierenden Wirkung derartiger Verbin' 
düngen, die der tödlichen meist vorangeht, spricht man vielfach von einer Reizung des 
1 "allgemeinen chemischen Sinnes (common chemical sense) . Es dürfte sich hier aber wohl 
kaum um die Reizung eines Sinnes s.str., sondern viel mehr um einen groben Eingriff in den 
normalen physiologischen Zustand des Körpers bzw. bestimmter Teile desselben handeln. 
Bei der erregenden Wirkung der Kontaktinsektizide im ersten Vergiftungsstadium, der 
sog. Exzitationsphase, spricht man ja auch nicht von einer Reizung des allgemeinen che' 
mischen Sinnes. Und zwar wahrscheinlich deshalb, weil man in diesen Fällen ganz unter dem 
Eindruck der insektiziden Wirkung steht, während man etwa bei ätherischen Ölen ganz 
unter dem Eindruck der Geruchswirkung auf den Menschen steht. Man sollte daher 
möglichst Chemorezeption und insektizide Wirkung auseinanderhalten. 

Entscheidend für die Wirkung eines Repellents, vor allem für die Distanzwirkung, ist 
im allgemeinen die Reizung von Chemorezeptoren. In den Fällen, in denen unter den 
Versuchsbedingungen keine insektizide Wirkung auftrat, konnten die gereizten Chemore' 
zeptoren einwandfrei lokalisiert werden. Sie befanden sich bei Rhodnius prolixus (Repellent 
war Indalon) und Formica rufa (Repellents waren Indalon, Dimethylphthalat und Di' 
methylcarbat) auf den Geisselgliedern der Antennen, was mit den morphologischen Unter' 
suchungen von Wigglesworth und Gillett (1934) bzw. Krausse (1939) vollkommen über' 

einstimmt. 

Die Untersuchung der Schmeissfliege Calliphora erythrocephala erbrachte ein sehr 
ungewöhnliches Ergebnis. Durch Dimethylphthalat wurden weder die Rezeptoren auf 
den Antennen noch die auf den Labellen, sondern nur die an den Beinen gereizt. 

Nach der Definition von Geruch und Geschmack reagieren die Geruchsorgane bereits 
auf geringe Konzentrationen flüchtiger Verbindungen, während die Geschmacksorgane 
erst auf höhere Konzentrationen von flüssigen bzw, gelösten Verbindungen ansprechen. 
Bei den Fliegen befinden sich “Geruchsorgane” auf den Antennen, können aber, wie 
Frings (1941) zeigte, auch auf den Labellen Vorkommen. Die weniger empfindlichen 
“Geschmack sor gane” befinden sich ebenfalls auf den Labellen und an den Beinen. Die 
Versuche mit Formica rufa und Rhodnius prolixus hatten nun, wie bereits erwähnt, 
ergeben, dass das Dimethylphthalat einen ausreichenden Dampfdruck besitzt, um die 
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“Geruchs”-organe auf den Antennen dieser Tiere zu reifen. Wenn nun die Rezeptoren 
auf den Antennen und Labellen von Calliphora nicht gereizt wurden, so kann das nicht 
daran liegen, dass das Dimethylphthalat einen zu geringen Dampfdruck hat, sondern dann 
müssen diese Organe unfähig sein, das Dimethylphthalat wahrzunehmen. Ebenso wie die 
Eregbnisse von Frings (1941) und Hodgson (1954) scheint mir auch dieser Befund auf die 
Revisionsbedürftigkeit unserer bisherigen Auffassungen über die Trennung von Geruch 
und Geschmack bei den Insekten hinzuweisen. Es dürfte im Sinne einer unvoreingenom- 
menen Analyse der Primärvorgänge angebracht sein, die Begriffe Geruch und Geschmack 
bei den Insekten aufzugeben und statt dessen nur den neutraleren Begriff Chemorezeption 
zu verwenden. 

Abschliessend soll versucht werden, ein Bild vom Eingreifen der Repellents in die 
Wirtsfindung von Blutsaugern zu entwerfen. Die Wirtsfindung stellt bekanntlich eine 
Kette von Reaktionen dar, deren Endziel die Nahrungsaufnahme ist. Ausgangspunkt ist 
immer ein endogener Reiz, der Hunger, der aber nicht den folgenden exogenen Reizen 
zugezählt werden soll, da er in jeder Hinsicht eine Sonderstellung einnimmt. Bei den 
Mücken tritt er bei einem bestimmten Reifezustand der Ovarien auf und kann zunächst 
noch durch klimatische Einflüsse gedrosselt werden. Erst wenn diese günstig sind, entfällt 
die Hemmung und die Mücke beginnt nach einem Opfer zu suchen. In diesem Zustande 
ist die Reaktionsbereitschaft ausserordentlich gesteigert, d.h. die Schwellenwerte für die 
im Laufe der Wirtsfindung auftretenden Reize liegen sehr niedrig. Sobald ein solcher 
Reiz wahrgenommen ist, folgt ihm das Tier so lange, bis es auf den nächsten trifft: 

(Ri, RA, RB)->(R2, RA, RB)->Rn, RA, RB = Blutaufnahme). 

Die Reihenfolge der Reize, d.h. die Richtung des Reaktionsablaufs, scheint fest' 
Zuliegen. Es können aber mehrere Glieder ausgelassen werden. Die Kette kann offenbar 
von jedem beliebigen R-Gliede ab beginnen—wäre das nicht der Fall, so wären ja fast alle 
diesbezüglichen sinnesphysiologischen Experimente unmöglich. Es ist aber bisher noch 
nicht gelungen, eine vollständige Reaktionskette zusammenzustellen. 

Für das Verständnis der Repellentwirkung ist noch eine Komplikation in dieser 
Reaktionskette sehr wesentlich. Es kommt sehr häufig vor, dass mehrere Reize die gleiche 
Reaktion auslösen, dass also eine Koppelung von Reizen auftritt: 

R- 

R 

Diese gekoppelten Reize sind aber meist nicht gleichwertig. So haben beispielsweise 
die Untersuchungen von Wigglesworth und Gillett (1934) gezeigt, dass bei Rhodnius 
Geruchsreize bzw. optische Reize zwar imstande sind, allein das Ausstrecken des Rüssels 
hervorzurufen, dass diese Reaktion aber in ganz anderer Stärke und vor allem Regelmässigkeit 
durch Wärmereize bewirkt wird. Man kann also die Wärme als Hauptfaktor für diese 
Reaktion bezeichnen. Damit ist auch eine Erklärung für Versuche mit Rhodnius im 
Olfaktometerrohr möglich, die scheinbar im Gegensatz zu anderen Beobachtungen stehen. 
Während die Tiere im Olfaktometerrohr sehr stark auf Indalon reagieren, ist es unmöglich, 
sie durch dieses Mittel längere Zeit vom Stich abzuhalten. Sobald man aber die relative 
Wertigkeit der Reize berücksichtigt, löst sich dieser scheinbare Widerspruch ohne weiteres 
auf, denn man kann annehmen, dass der geringwertige chemische Reiz einfach durch den 
höherwertigen Wärmereiz übertönt wird. 

Ebenso klar erscheint auch die Wirkungsweise der Repellents gegenüber Stech¬ 
mücken. Arten mit Chemorezeptoren, die gegenüber den betreffenden Verbindungen 
besonders empfindlich sind, werden schon in einiger Entfernung abgeschreckt werden 
können, während solche mit weniger empfindlichen Rezeptoren erst bei Kontakt reagieren. 
Im übrigen werden ebenso wie bei Calliphora die verschiedensten Kombinationen von 
mehr oder weniger starker insektizider Wirkung, Chemorezeptorenreizung und Reizung 
von Tastsinnesorganen, jeweils den physiologischen Fähigkeiten der einzelnen Arten 
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entsprechend, auftreten. Schematisch könnte man die Wirkungsweise der Repellents 

etwa folgendermassen darstellen: 

Repellent 

Rj— RAj—RBj—>R¿~R^2 RR>2 ^ Rm R^m RB/n ~*Rn * 

^RB 
Der Blutsauger trifft dadurch, dass er dem Repellentreiz auszuweichen sucht, nicht 

mehr auf den nächsten Reiz;, sodass die Wirtsfindung unterbrochen ist. 

Überblicken wir noch einmal das Ganze, so kommen wir abschliessend zu dem Ergebe 
nis, dass man nicht von der Wirkungsweise der Repellents sprechen kann, sondern dass 
diese bei den einzelnen Insektenarten sehr verschieden sein kann. 

Das hängt 1. von den physiologischen Fähigkeiten der betreffenden Art ab. Ob eine 
Distanzi' oder Kontaktwirkung vorherrscht, wird nicht vom Dampfdruck der untersuchten 
Verbindung, sondern von der Empfindlichkeit der Rezeptoren des Blutsaugers bestimmt. 
2. ist die Wirkungsweise der Repellents von den Eigenheiten der Wirtsfindung der unter' 
suchten Blutsaugerart abhängig. Das zeigt sehr schön das Beispiel von Rhodnius. Bei dieser 
Artist die Wärme der Hauptfaktor bei der Wirtsfindung, sodass es sehr schwer sein durfte, 
gegen diese Art ein geeignetes Repellent zu finden. 

Und schliesslich spielen auch noch die Eigenschaften des Repellents selbst unter 
Umständen eine Rolle. Als Beispiel wurde das Äthylhexandiol genannt, das bei Calliphora 
allein auf Grund seiner hohen Viskosität einige Zeit abschreckend wirkte, indem es die 
tarsalen Tastsinnesorgane reizte. 
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Action de l’Heptachlore sur les Ganglions cerebroides 
de Blabera fusca Br. 

Par Jean Lhoste et Andre Roche 

Laboratoire ¿’Anatomie et ¿’Histologie Comparées de la Sorbonne 

Paris, France 

ABSTRACT1 

Special cytologie methods were used for testing the effect of heptachlor on cephalic ganglia 
of Blabera fusca Br. imago. 

Under experimental conditions insects which have been intoxicated for 48 hours show 
nucleus injuries in globuli of the corpora pedunculata. The nuclei, which are increasing in 
number as the intoxication is spreading, become smaller and have a condensed chromatin 
when compared to the normal nuclei. Feulgens reaction proved that the chromatin was com' 
pletely destroyed. Tests carried out after various intervals on decapitated insects showed that 
the injuries mentioned above were really due to the toxic action of heptachlor and not to normal 
necrosis of tissues. 

The neurosecretory cells did not appear to be affected by heptachlor at the beginning of 
the intoxication, but some hours before death, nuclei of these cells were degenerated. 

1 Cette communication a été publiée dans les Archives d’Anatomie Microscopique et de Morphologie Expérimentale 45(4): 302-310. 1956. 
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The Experimental Analysis of Aphid Behaviour and its 

Bearing on Current Theories of Instinct 
By J. S. Kennedy 

University of Cambridge 

Cambridge, England 

ABSTRACT 

The three types of hypothesis now current concerning the nature of instinctive behaviour 
have been tested on the conveniently simple example of the major changes of activity'pattern 
occurring during the early adult life of the winged aphid. 

The first hypothesis is the new'old one advanced by the modern Ethologists, which draws 
a distinction of principle between reflex and instinctive action, the latter depending on an in¬ 
ternal/ drive'generating mechanism which, even when it is set going by some external stimulus, 
has nothing in common with reflex mechanisms, and requires special new concepts borrowed 
from our subjective experience. The second hypothesis is a simple physiological one such as 
Loeb favoured, according to which reflex and instinctive action do not differ in principle and 
changes of behaviour pattern (i.e. changes of reflex thresholds) are due primarily to changes 
in the state of receptors and effectors. The third hypothesis is based on the wor\ of the reflex 
physiologists, notably Sherrington, and also sees no difference of principle between reflex 
and instinctive action, but attributes changes of threshold in both cases primarily to the inte' 
grative activity of the central nervous system. 

The experimental wor\gave no support to the first two hypotheses and entirely confirmed 
the third. The Ethological contention that there are central nervous factors governing responses, 
as well as immediate stimuli from outside, was confirmed, but there was every indication 
that these internal factors are themselves part of, and can be studied only through, reflex 
activity in the comprehensive physiological sense of that term. They do not belong to a separate 
category of fact, nor warrant a special vocabulary. 

THEORIES ANCIENT AND MODERN 

The ancient problem of Instinct is one in which entomologists have an almost pro- 
prietary interest. But it must be admitted that so far, the major developments in this 
field have come from other people, working mainly on other animals. We owe the latest 
development, which is commonly if improperly referred to as “Ethology”, to Lorens 
(1937, 1950) and Tinbergen (1942, 1950, 1951). This may possibly turn out to be the most 
important advance since Jacques Loeb’s theory of Tropisms. One cannot yet be quite 
sure of that because from the position they have reached it would seem possible to go for¬ 
wards or backwards; indeed some movement in both directions is discernible. So it is 
worth while looking back for a moment along the road we have travelled. 

Loeb (1900), inspired by Ernst Mach, set himself the task of breaking down the 
very venerable animistic or anthropomorphic tradition in the study of animal behaviour. 
To his lasting credit, he succeeded; liberating research from that cramping anti-analytical 
tradition by establishing the idea that behaviour could be explained in material terms. 
And he did this with the help of his Tropism theory, with all its faults, because this 
theory did allot the primary causal role in behaviour to the environment, instead of to 
internal psychic forces beyond experimental control. “There is no sharp line of demarca¬ 
tion between reflexes and instincts”, he declared, “in both cases we have to deal with re¬ 
actions to external stimuli or conditions. ... As long as such apparently complex things 
as the instincts are not analysed but treated as entities, it is easy to believe that they are 
based on very mysterious nervous structures.” But his understandable anxiety to leave 
no dark recesses whatever in the nervous system for demons to lurk in, led him to over¬ 
simplify. He felt it necessary to deny any integrative activity to the central nervous system, 
asserting that “the central nervous system has nothing further to do with these phenomena 
than that it furnishes the protoplasmic connection between the skin and the muscles”. 
It was entirely to changes there, in the state of peripheral structures, that he attributed 
the changes of responsiveness which are so prominent in instinctive behaviour. The or¬ 
ganisation of responses to make up an instinct was not due in his view to any “centres” 
or hierarchical organisation in the central nervous system. An instinct was simply a chain 
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of segmental reflexes. In other words he held to the crudest kind of press-button or 

“S-R” (stimulus-response) theory of behaviour. 
The over-simplification of the Tropism theory was soon generally recognised, but 

its influence persisted in an experimental pre-occupation with immediate responses to 
purely excitatory stimuli, as if the nervous system really were no more than a transmitter 
of excitations. Analytical interest now centred on the organisation of some given response. 
The question of what governed the strength of the response, its appearance and disap¬ 
pearance, was neglected, as if —although no one believed it—behaviour were simply the 
sum of such fixed responses. That too was a cramping assumption and the modern htholo- 
gists have now succeeded, to their lasting credit, in liberating research from it. Thanks 
to them we are not likely now to forget the important truth to which they have drawn 
attention, namely, that responses are not only elicited by specific immediate stimuli, but 
are also “primed” in varying degree; this being a central nervous function no less than 
conduction and not simply due to changes of state in the receptors or effectors as Loeb 

maintained. . . . 
That is a step forward. But the new theory of Instinct which the modern .ethologists 

have offered, to replace reflex theories such as Loeb s, is a very old one revived, a step 
backward. The neglected facts to which they have drawn attention have long been fami¬ 
liar to physiologists : mammalian and even insect physiologists. It reflects little credit on 
experimental students of instinctive behaviour that we have gone on for years virtually 
ignoring them. We may blame Loeb, but that is hardly good enough for it has been known 
since Loeb’s own time that even the simplest reflexes do not at all fit the push-button, 
S-R model Reflex action always depends on much more than the immediate ex¬ 
citatory stimulus and to study only the effects of that is to be satisfied with a peep-show 
view of behaviour. An elementary point is that every reflex action is inhibitory as well 
as excitatory. The knee-jerk occurs not only because the extensor muscles are excited to 
contract, but equally because the flexors are inhibited and relax. That is readily seen, 
but when the reactions under study are those of the entire animal, what we call its be¬ 
haviour”, then one easily overlooks the concurrent inhibition. Behaviour students spend 
their time watching and therefore thinking about what an animal is “doing”. What thanks 
to inhibition it is not doing is out of sight and out of mind. As far as one can see from 
outside, inhibition is just nervous inactivity, absence of excitation. It is hard to remember 
that “inhibition is coequally with excitation a nervous activity” (Sherrington, 1939). 

The very idea of Behaviour as a separate study thus carries a certain anti-analytical 
flavour. It was not without reason that Pavlov preferred the ponderous but physiolo- 
gically-insistent phrase “higher nervous activity”. For what makes it doubly hard to 
remember that inhibition is a nervous activity, is that in ourselves, too, what we are aware 
of is only excitation. There is exactly the same kind of one-sidedness in what we see as 
“objective” observers of animal behaviour, and in what we know subjectively of our 
own. That is why despite the best of intentions behaviour students fall time and again 
into subjective analogizing. In ourselves, as in the animals we watch, we are conscious 
of what is being done, not of what is not being done. We are unconscious of inhibition 
as a nervous activity in ourselves—necessarily, because the function of inhibition is to 
permit us to get on with and “attend to” what we are doing. “The great psychical pro¬ 
cess of "attention”’, as Sherrington (1947) pointed out, absolutely requires inhibition, the 
shutting off of excitatory processes in whole regions of the nervous system; and naturally 
it is impossible to introspect that inhibitory activity by means of which our attention is 
directed elsewhere. Because inhibition is an alien, strictly objective factor in behaviour, 
a deliberate intellectual effort is required to keep it in mind during the experimental an¬ 
alysis of behaviour. For descriptive and ecological purposes it may be enough to know 
what the animal resultantly does , that is, to know where, from moment to moment in 
the neuromuscular system, excitatory processes predominate. But for analytical purposes 
that is by no means enough. Inhibition, far from being the mere absence of excitation, is 
one of the causes of excitation: “A precurrent inhibition favours after its withdrawal the 
development of central excitation at the previously inhibited units (Sherrington, 1939). 
In this way external stimuli serve to ""prime” certain reactions as a inseparable concomit¬ 
ant of their directly eliciting other reactions. Thus the conventional restriction of the 
term ""reflex” to more rigid cases where little priming is evident, may be verbally conve¬ 
nient but is physiologically quite misleading. The two function of " priming and of re- 
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lease” are both contained in reflex action. The “extension-reflex predisposes to and may 
actually induce a flexion-reflex, and conversely the flexion-reflex predisposes to and may 
actually induce an extension-reflex” (Sherrington, 1947). This effect Sherrington discover¬ 
ed and called “successive induction”—around the turn of the century. 

Reflex action, then, has long been known to include such things as the priming of 
responses, priming even to the point of “spontaneous” or “vacuum” activity. Yet these 
are the very things which Ethologists have presented as evidence that instinctive behaviour 
is not reflex. Lorenz; (1937) actually cited the work of Sherrington and von Holst on “spinal 
contrast” (successive induction) in lower reflex action, as supporting evidence for his 
idea of “automatic stimulus-production” or “internal energy-accumulation” in instinc¬ 
tive behaviour. Yet his whole theory of instinct was founded on the claim that such inter¬ 
nal -energy-accumulation was an independent neuro-physiological process peculiar to 
instincts and absolutely different from reflex action. Thorpe (1948) sought to strengthen 
Lorenz’s case by casting doubt on the importance of successive induction in lower reflex 
action itself. He dwelt particularly on an experimental example of it which Creed et al. 
(1932) thought was probably an artefact. It should therefore be underlined that physiolo¬ 
gists still regard successive induction as an “important principle of reflex action” (Fulton, 
1949) as Sherrington himself unmistakably did. 

Reasoning like Loeb in reverse, the Ethologists evidently felt that in order to get 
rid of the rigid “S-R” conception of behaviour it was necessary to throw out the reflex 
theory altogether; for as Thorpe (1954) clearly states, what Lorenz resuscitated as “the 
essential idea of instinct”, was “the concept of internal drive”. Still apparently under the 
impression that reflex action means push-button action and that some bits of intact be¬ 
haviour really are like that, they saw this was quite untrue of the rest and swung right 
over to denying that most behaviour was even in principle reflex—that is to say a reflex¬ 
ion of or adjustment to the environment. Thus they rejected that broad and far from 
rigid conception of behaviour (this was what Sherrington, 1947, and Pavlov, 1928, under¬ 
stood by the reflex theory), quite failing to distinguish it from the narrow mechanistic 
rigid kind of reflex theory to which Loeb and many subsequent behaviour students have 
in practice adhered. Thorpe (1954) called the distinction “a quibble”; Tinbergen (1951) 
similarly called the reflex theory as such, without discrimination, a “grotesque simplifi¬ 

cation”. 
The trouble is that, by rejecting the reflex theory altogether, even those Ethologists 

like Tinbergen who look to physiology for help in their attempt to overcome the deficiencies 
of mechanistic Behaviourism, deprive themselves of the help which reflex physiology 
can give in abundance, and have to import causal concepts borrowed from psychology— 
energy1, appetite, drive, mood, etc. These concepts provide some sort of descriptive analogy 
for what is observed of the animal’s behaviour but inevitably as we have seen they mis¬ 
represent its causes. Therefore they never are simply descriptive, analogical or “opera¬ 
tional”. The theory is at bottom a subjective one not merely removed from but opposed 
to physiology (Kennedy, 1954)2. If then this new-old theory were generally accepted by 
entomologists and other students of behaviour, we should soon find ourselves liberated 
from push-buttons only to lose ourselves in the old pre-Loebian anthropomorphic wilder¬ 

ness. 
It is the practical importance of these theoretical considerations which I should like 

to bring out in this paper. For the difference between the Ethological theory and a broadly 
reflex one is a practical matter, not a mere matter of different words to describe the same 
things. It affects what one looks for, hence what experiments one does, and what one 
finds. On Ethological theory one will not expect to find and will not seek the causes of 
priming (threshold-lowering) in the very reflexes that make up the instinctive chain, and 
therefore in the results of external stimulation, but in some distinctive internal process; 
for “to say ‘all behaviour is reflex’ is stultifying for research” (Thorpe, 1954). This belief 
was put to the test in an investigation of the instinctive behaviour of the young winged 
adult of the Black Bean Aphid, Aphis fabce Scopoli. 

1 The substituted terms potential (Thorpe, 1951) or better potentiality (Hinde, 1954) describe more objectively what is observed; but so 
long as they refer to internal processes different in principle from reflex mechanisms (as in Thorpe, 1954), little has changed. 

2 Work inspired by the theory has led to correction and re-correction of its earlier tenets (e.g. Hinde, 1954; Thorpe, 1954). Its distinctions 
between priming (motivation) and release, between appetitive behaviour and consummatory act, and even between reflex and instinct, 
have become so loose as to serve as difficult guides in experiment. Opposite movements are in progress, toward reflex physiology (Prediti,. 
1956), and toward subjectivism and plain teleology (Thorpe, 1956). Attention is fixed in this paper on the continuing central idea of Ethology 
which has created these difficulties because it is flatly opposed to all reflex theories: the concept of the internal drive. 
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AN EXPERIMENTAL TEST 

The winged, parthenogenetic, viviparous adult of this insect has a conveniently 
simple instinctive repertoire made up of two main patterns : (i) most of its life is spent as 
an ectoparasite feeding on a host'plant, with intermittent excretion and parturition exe^ 
cuted without even removing its beak from the plant tissues, but, before that phase be- 
gins, there is (ii) a preceding phase of intense locomotor activity in the course of which 
the young adult finds a new host plant, Nioericke (1955 et dnte) described the whole 
sequence of behaviour here in the Ethological way as a succession of “moods” (Stimmungen) 
controlled by internal factors. At the end of the teneral period (Rühestimmung) the thres' 
hold for host stimuli (which for brevity we may call the host threshold) is high. the insect 
will not settle down to feed on a plant however suitable the plant may be as a host. The 
threshold of its locomotor reponses on the other hand is low (.Flugstimmung) and it moves 
in response to light to an exposed position on the plant and takes off for a considerable 
flight. After that its host threshold is found to have fallen: given a suitable host it does 
now settle down to feed and deposit young (Befallsstimmung and Ansiedlungsstimmung). 

Now this kind of behaviour sequence, often more complicated than this example, 
is common, as the Ethologists have pointed out : wherein a phase of locomotor behaviour 
which they call “appetitive” leads up to some kind of “consummatory reaction” which 
they call the instinct sensu stricto and which can be defined following Sherrington as the 
stage when visceral effectors take over from skeletal muscle. The Ethological interpreta^ 
tion of such sequences is made clear in the following abridged version of Thorpe’s (1948) 
“Diagram of instinctive behaviour in the wide sense showing the part played therein by 

instinct in the strict sense of Lorenz;”: 

DRIVE-> 

The as yet unreleased 
instinct accumulates 
round itself a store 
of energy 

APPETITIVE BEHAVIOUR 

Random or directed 
locomotion, being the 
expression of an urge 
or appetite for a 
particular direction 
or kind of activity 

->GOAL 

The instinct is 
released by the 
environmental rekaser, 
with dissipation of the 
energy. 

Note that the locomotory activity which appears first, is called “appetitive” because 
it is attributed to the “drive” generated in the central nervous apparatus of the consuim 
matory instinctive act proper, which appears last. The drive is toward that end. It is built 
up, on Ethological theory, either by an internal maturation process, or by external stimuli 

acting nomreflexly. 
How far does the aphid’s behaviour fit in with these causal assumptions? Taking the 

first alternative, is the lowering of the host threshold an internal maturation process? 
Is the time spent in flight simply the time needed for the maturation process to be com' 
pleted, with the locomotion itself the first consequence of that process occurring in the centre 
for the consummatory host responses? That can hardly be so. Aphids can be kept on a 
suitable leaf for hours, even for a day or two, after they have become ready to fly, by 
keeping them in the dark—and they still take off promptly when exposed. Their host 
threshold is then as high or higher than ever; whereas, as Johnson (1954) first discovered, 
stimulating them by means of light to fly for as little as 2030 seconds, as soon as they are 
ready to fly, produces a small but distinct drop in the host threshold: the aphid now 
wanders about and probes the leaf for a while instead of taking off at once. Indeed it has 
been found repeatedly that teneral alate aphids left unconfined on perfectly suitable host 
leaves (the stilhfurled leaves at the tip of a growing bean shoot), do not settle down but 
begin to walk off, even in the dark, from about the time they would fly off if exposed to 
light; and after about three days they have all left. If the aphids are confined on the leaf 
by a small flat cage so that they keep meeting the leaf again as they move round the cage, 
then they do eventually settle and deposit some young. But this cannot be said to indicate 
a strictly internal process of maturation of the host responses, since the aphids are expos' 
ed to repeated host stimuli which may summate, and the parturition is definitely delayed. 
Less than 10 per cent of the aphids have begun parturition 12 hours after the end of the 
teneral period, and about 70 per cent at 36 hours; whereas over 95 per cent have done so 
at 3^2-3 hours if they have flown during that time. 
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The first Ethological alternative seems therefore to be excluded. The lowering of 
the aphid’s host threshold is not primarily an internal maturation process. It requires a 
prior flight: more precisely, it requires a sufficiency of locomotory or at any rate skeleto- 
muscular activity of some kind, for walking alone can lower the host threshold. Moericke 
(1941) was the first to note that flight is a pre-requisite for settling down on a host plant, 
and Johnson (1954) and then we confirmed it. Flight is of course a reflex action in the con¬ 
ventional push-button sense of an immediate response to external excitatory stimuli: 
light, in particular, for aphids. It is those external stimuli, therefore, which are responsible, 
indirectly, for the lowering of the host threshold. This is the kind of effect of external 
stimuli which, because it is not a direct push-button effect, Ethological theory regards as 
different in principle from reflex action. The external stimuli here set off an internal drive¬ 
generating mechanism supposedly peculiar to instincts. In order to test this second Etho¬ 
logical hypothesis to account for the lowering of the aphid’s host threshold, we set out 
to examine the effect of flight on the host responses in some detail. It should be said that 
in doing so our own inclination was at first toward yet a third alternative hypothesis, 
not Ethological but mechanistically physiological. This hypothesis was in the Loebian 
tradition, attributing changes of responsiveness to peripheral changes in the body rather 
than to the integrative activity of the central nervous system, as many physiologists as 
well as behaviour students have tended to do. Müller and Unger’s (1952) hypothesis was 
one of this type, when they attributed the fall in the aphid’s host threshold to flight ex¬ 
haustion. Johnson (1954) disproved that particular suggestion by showing that 20 
seconds’ flight was enough to reduce the host threshold appreciably, and he put forward 
the vaguer suggestion that “flight itself’’ was responsible. This still could be and generally 
was taken as an hypothesis of the same type, postulating some peripheral change which 
now had to be much quicker than exhaustion but was still presumably “physical’’, not 
nervous, in nature (such as accumulation of CO2 in the tracheal system). 

An interesting technical difficulty soon encountered was that seemingly simple and 
harmless experimental procedures, such as picking an aphid up with a capillary suction 
tube, themselves changed the aphid’s host threshold. It was therefore necessary to use an 
apparatus in which the aphid could fly freely for set periods and then alight freely on a 
leaf, without any handling. This apparatus consists of a large black-walled chamber with 
a battery of lights above a central opening in the roof, and a fan above them blowing air 
down past them into the chamber. The aphid flies up toward the lights but is held in the 
air below them by adjusting the downward air speed to balance the aphid’s rate of climb, 
which can thus be recorded continuously. 

Using a highly suitable leaf (bean tip) as a take-off and alighting platform in the 
chamber, a few one-minute flights are found to be enough to change the aphid’s response 
to the leaf from prompt taking off to settling down to feed and deposit young. If the aphid 
is kept flying for a long time so that it shows signs of fatigue in flight and finally appears 
quite exhausted, and only then is allowed to alight, then its response to the leaf is stronger, 
inasmuch as it deposits more young there in the ensuing hours. Using a less suitable leaf 
(mature bean), the aphid stays a while but takes off again without depositing any young 
after short flights, depositing young on the leaf only after a long flight. Using a quite un¬ 
suitable leaf, say potato, the aphid stays longer after a long than a short flight, but prac¬ 
tically never stays long enough to deposit any young on the leaf. The priming effect of 
flight on the subsequent response to a leaf is thus a quantitative one : the longer the flight, 
the better the host response. But the direct external host stimulus has the last say in de¬ 
ciding whether the excited host reflexes will be carried through to completion or inhibit¬ 

ed again. 
On the face of it, this behaviour bears a close resemblance to the spinal phenomenon 

Sherrington called successive induction, and demands no new causal assumptions. Exter¬ 
nal elicitation of the flight reflexes totally inhibits all host responses for the time being, 
but when the flight reflexes are finally inhibited in their turn (by contact with a host 
again, preferably after partial inhibition of flight by fatigue), then the threshold of the 
host reflexes is found to have fallen. The host reflexes now “rebound’’, or show “exalta¬ 
tion”, in Sherrington’s terms, as in the inductive priming of the leg extension-reflex by a 
precurrent flexion-reflex in the mammal. This hypothesis was then adopted for further 
work, since it was difficult to see any means of putting the Ethological hypothesis to direct 
experimental test; and experimental tests of the “Loebian” physiological hypothesis (of 
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purely peripheral rather than central nervous changes), while perfectly practicable, had 

given confusing, inconclusive results. 

REFLEXES IN ANTAGONISM AND ALLIANCE 

On the ""Sherringtonian” hypothesis of successive induction between antagonistic 
reflex-groups, the experimental procedure was clear, namely, to study not merely the 
effects of flight on the host threshold, but the two-way interaction between these two 
types of response. On the Sherringtonian hypothesis, the observed quantitative excite 
tory influence of flight on the host responses implies that the central excitation of the host 
reflexes is cumulative, i.e. summa tes, during flight, concurrently with a summation of 
central inhibition of the flight reflexes. The growing central excitability of the host re- 
flexes during flight is due to the temporary inhibition imposed on those reflexes by the 
external excitation of the antagonistic flight reflexes, which at the same time causes central 
inhibition to grow in the flight reflexes so that they become progressively easier to sup- 
press by an external inhibitory (host) stimulus. If that interpretation were correct, then 
it should be possible to obtain by suitable external stimulation, reciprocal effects as well: 
cumulative central inhibition of the host reflexes, with concurrent summation of central 
exitation in the flight reflexes. Since the host responses are not apparently fatigable (aphids 
being parasites), in contrast with the flight responses, the demonstration of those recipro- 
cal effects would provide strong evidence for the Sherringtonian hypothesis of central 
nervous integrative activity and against the Loebian type of physiological hypothesis 

giving pride of place to peripheral factors such as fatigue. 
Inhibition of the host response is observed when the aphid makes contact with some 

solid but non-host surface, which first inhibits flight and excites the host response of pro¬ 
bing the surface with the rostrum, but then causes retraction of the rostrum and re-take-off 
from the surface toward light. If this external inhibitory influence from a non-host surface 
is imposed repeatedly, it is found to have a cumulative effect. As the succession of short 
flights and alignments continues, the host response may weaken instead of strengthen¬ 
ing as the flying time is added to. But the opposed effect—the strengthening of the host 
responses by the lengthening flight—of course continues as the same time. The result is 
that if this is done with a moderately unsuitable leaf (mature bean leaf), the host response 
eventually re-asserts itself and usually 11'wins in the sense that parturition does sooner 
or later ensue. But before that final stage there is an irregular oscillation in the strength of 
the host response, now waxing, now waning, in just the way one would expect given two 
antagonistic processes, excitation and inhibition, which are both summating concurrent¬ 
ly_a ding-dong battle between them. If an entirely unsuitable leaf is used instead, then 
alightment and re-take-off can be repeated many times, for the aphid will not settle down 
to feed here even when it is "finally exhausted. The central inhibition of the host re¬ 
sponse can be built up by this means to the point where the insect will not settle long 
enough to deposit young even on the highly suitable leaf at the tip of a growing bean 
shoot. On such a leaf, as we have seen, an aphid that has not previously alighted on an 
unsuitable leaf will settle down and deposit young after very little flying indeed. 

The other reciprocal effect which would be predicted from the Sherringtonian suc¬ 
cessive induction hypothesis, is the priming of flight by a pre-current host response. Dur¬ 
ing a long series of short flights and alightments on an unsuitable leaf, there occurs not 
only the build up of inhibition of the host responses just described, but also a build up 
of excitation of the flight response. The aphid’s rate of climb, instead of decreasing as in 
uninterrupted flight, increases. The rate often rises to well above the level that was reach¬ 
ed at the first take-off when the aphid was perfectly fresh, so that the ""exaltation of flight 
here can hardly be attributed simply to recovery from fatigue (or mobilisation of reserves: 
Wigglesworth, 1949), during the aphid s brief rest on the leaf. This reciprocal inductive 
effect is also quantitative, i.e. summates, as analysis of the full set of records has shown. 
The better the leaf as a host, and hence the stronger the response to it and the longer- 
lasting the concurrently imposed inhibition of the flight reflexes, the more likely are the 
flight reflexes to show rebound ""exaltation” when re-take-off does occur. Or again, the 
longer the flight before alightment is permitted, and hence the stronger the host response 
on alightment, the more likely are the flight reflexes again to show ""exaltation” afterwards. 
Such ""exaltation” of flight vigour occurs even when the aphid has already flown to the 
point of apparent exhaustion. Thus, behaving in an exhausted fashion is something de- 
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creed by the central nervous system long before the insect is exhausted in any “physical” 
sense. This kind of exhaustion can be completely reversed, many times in succession, if 
no suitable host is encountered, thus greatly prolonging the total period of flight. These 
reciprocal effects clearly show that we are dealing here with reflex interactions, and not 
with actions decided by any one, or any one-way, process inside or outside the central 
nervous system. “Priming” is not the special province of those particular centres which 
organize “consummatory” reactions like feeding and parturition in the aphid. 

Other ways in which the results obtained with the intact aphid parallel those ob¬ 
tained in the spinal mammal can only be mentioned here. The generation of oscillations or 
crude rhythms by continuous stimuli (or by stimuli which are not correspondingly os¬ 
cillatory) has already been touched on in one context (see above) but has been observed 
again and again in various contexts covering a wide range of time-scales and physiological 
amplitudes, from the oscillatory movements of the beating wings, and the oscillations in 
the rate of climb of the aphid when its alighting response is inhibited, right up to the grand 
oscillation from the Vegetative1 mode of life in the immature stages to the active loco- 
motory existence of the young adult and back to the vegetative existence of the older adult 
when its flight muscles have been histolysed (Johnson, 1953). It is this generation of occil- 
lations by non-oscillatory stimuli which provides perhaps the most clinching evidence 
that we are dealing here with reciprocally-innervated, antagonistic reflex systems on the 
Sherrington model. And it is in his analysis of rhythmic reflex activities that he made 
the most direct contribution to the problems of the student of intact behaviour. That is 
the point from which we can proceed; and it is all the more regrettable that students of 
intact behaviour and neuro-physiologists alike have left his work largely on the shelf. The 
old idea of instincts as chain-reflexes recognized only one aspect of the chaining mechanism, 
the fact that the execution of each reflex brought in the appropriate external stimulus 
for the next reflex in the chain. The chain-reflex idea fell into disrepute because it con¬ 
tained the mistaken assumption that each reflex had a fixed threshold, while instinctive 
behaviour was marked above all by changes of threshold. But the chain-reflex conception 
of instincts regains its full force once the fact of successive induction between antagonists 
is conceded, since this means that a precurrent reflex lowers the threshold of, as well as 
bringing in the stimulus for, the next reflex in the chain. 

Classical reflex physiology brought out another way in which reflexes are linked 
centrally so as to alter each other’s thresholds. In addition to antagonistic reflexes where 
external excitation of one partner inhibits (and thereby primes) the other, and vice versa 
inhibition of one excites the other, there are also allied reflexes where excitation (or in¬ 
hibition) of one irradiates to the other, exciting (or inhibiting) it simultaneously. The 
alighting response of the flying aphid, and its feeding response after alightment, appear 
to be allied reflexes in that sense. For flight increases the excitability of both at the same 
time, and what is more striking, external inhabition of one, the feeding response, by an 
unsuitable leaf, spreads centrally to the alighting response so that the aphid now “re¬ 
fuses to alight” although no external inhibitory action has been exerted on the alighting 
response itself. 

Although the intact aphid’s behaviour shows all these features which parallel the 
lower reflex co-ordination of the spinal mammal, it does of course show a number of new 
features as well. In the first place, the intact animal is a more complex and delicate system. 
The experimental advantage of the aphid here is that, as a parasite, its behavioural reper¬ 
toire is limited. Its possible courses of action are few making the general laws governing 
the choice between them easier to discern ; but they are still much less predictable in detail 
than spinal reflexes. In the intact aphid one is dealing with higher-order integrations, that 
is with the interaction not of simple reflexes but of compound reflex-groupings within 
which there is much room for variable subsidiary interactions. But there are more import¬ 
ant differences. Events in the intact aphid also extend in time, over a scale which overlaps 
but goes well beyond the time scale of the classical mammalian experiments. Successive 
induction, for instance, can be observed in the aphid as quick or as long drawn out process. 
And whereas the antaganistic reflexes Sherrington studied were roughly equals, and conse¬ 
quently showed rather regularly rhythmic alternations (stepping, scratching, nystagmus), 
in the intact aphid the reflex-groups linked together in the same way are not equals. Thus 
flight is fatigable, but feeding is not. The antagonists do not either occur together in 
rhythmic alternation, or both cease, together, for one partner can gain upon the other 
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and finally suppress it altogether. And because these reflex groupings amount to the 
major activities of the animal, their interaction has much more radical consequences in the 
life of the animal than the interaction between single reflexes. 

Nevertheless, the principles of the interaction between the reflex groups, as allies 
and antagonists, seem to be the same as between single reflexes. A set of single reflexes 
(acts) which are connected with one another as allies or antagonists, has now as a group 
similar relations of alliance and antagonism with other groups. The instinctive behaviour 
of the intact aphid when analysed experimentally as a reflex chain, does not show any 
features which require us to call in nomreflex concepts—certainly not psychological com 
cepts such as appetite and drive. Such concepts put the cart before the horse. The aphid’s 
flight, which brings it to a new host plant, is not appetitive or host seeking behaviour at 
all, for that would mean it was caused by a feeding drive. It is not the aphid’s appetite 
for a host plant that makes it fly, but on the contrary, it is the flying that creates the ap' 

petite, makes it feed. 
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ABSTRACT 

The fritillary butterfly, Argynnis paphia L., and its grey'green mutant, valesina, can 
be reared continuously in captivity (3 generations per year). 

In sexual appetitive behaviour, males see\ the females in characteristic flights, distinguish' 
able from the food'flights of both sexes. In these the males react to optical sigmstimuli with 
directed flights. 

Analysis of the optimal stimulus situation for this reaction showed, that firstly the 
stimulus'giver had to be coloured and that the colour had to correspond nearly to that of the 
wings. In experiments with dummies the OSTXVALD'Colour'paper }fr. 4 FA realized the 
colour sign'stimulus most closely. Secondly the colour sign'stimulus had to be as extended as 
possible. Thirdly it was more effective the offener it met the eye. The natural blaci{ pattern of 
the wings and the natural form are of no importance as sign'Stimuli; the movement in natural 
flutter'flight is a stimulus only in so far as many sign'Stimuli are produced per unit of time. 

The sign'stimulus shown by the natural female has an innate optimal effect only with 
regard to its quality (wavedength of the colour). On the contrary its quantitative stimulus 
effect (luminous efficacy of the colour, enlargement of the colour area, frequency of the stimulus) 
can be enhanced by experimental procedure and therefore become “overoptimal”. The possible 
stimulus'intensifying is dependent on the physiological efficiency of the eye as the organ of 
perception. The positive colour sign'stimulus does not exist in the dar\coloured females, 
forma valesina, which are therefore at a disadvantage in comparison with normal females. 

In a butterfly recently emerged from its chrysalis which is just starting its life as an 
imago, many instincts are going to lead it safely to find its food source, its sexual partner 
and its sleeping place, as well as other places of biological importance in turn. Such in- 
stincts are innate, not acquired through learning; they enable the insect to cope with a 
situation which it has never experienced before. 

Every instinctive action must be based on some definite predisposition of the central 
nervous system which does not depend on individual experience, and which we shall call 
“Innate Releasing Mechanism” (IRM). Each releasing mechanism has its corresponding 
“sign'stimulus”, its releaser, which causes the instinctive response in question to start, 
provided the animal has reached the right stage of its instinctive development. In many 
cases, in order to create a fully adequate stimulus situation, the various sign'Stimuli 
must reach the animal in a definite order as well as at a definite intensity. Moreover, the 
behaviour of a butterfly, far from being the result of such innate instinctive responses 
alone, is based on a number of other components. The second important component of its 
behaviour is that part that is based on experience. It is true that butterflies, in the open, 
are able to collect and to utilize certain experiences to a varying extent. Naturally it is 
often extremely difficult to separate an inborn response from one based on experience, in 
an experimental analysis of such a complex pattern of behaviour. In the following, we shall 
deal exclusively with the investigation of purely instinctive behaviour patterns, which 
are inborn and independent of any experience. 

A comparative study of such inborn patterns of behaviour shows that, in the last 
analysis, they are always purposeful, and in the interest of the survival of the species. 
Obviously, “errors of instincts” are either eliminated, or at least reduced to a minimum 
not endangering survival of the species, in all animals living under normal conditions in 
their natural surroundings. For we must assume that in the course of evolution the inborn 
releasing mechanisms must have developed alongside with their specific sign'Stimuli, 
based on effective, and hence optimal, sources of stimuli, through natural selection. We 
should expect those sign'Stimuli to be the best and most effective that could possibly 
exist in connection with these mechanisms. It is true that, under experimental conditions, 

405 
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cocasionally we come across certain stimuli surpassing the normal and,^as^we might say, 
the optimal ones; but such stimuli which have been termed “overoptimal”, “superoptimal” 
or “supernormal”, have uptil now remained inexplicable. For example, we would expect 
that the actual female of the same species would constitute the optimal stimulus for any 
male butterfly, as regards his innate mating behaviour; in fact, nothing better ought to 

exist for him. 

However, I shall prove, in the following, that it has nevertheless been possible to 
present the males, in experiments, with females which proved to be much better than 
their own—with an ideal type of female, as it were, which they actually preferred to their 
normal females; and I shall try to give an explanation for this strange behaviour. 

The first fundamental and extensive analysis of butterfly behaviour, based on modern 
methods, was undertaken by Tinbergen and his collaborators (Tinbergen et al, 1942). 
For a long time, this investigation has remained the only one of its kind, and only recently 
have comparable papers been published (Petersen et al, 1952; Crane, 1955; Stride, 1956). 

My own investigation has been undertaken with the Silver-Washed Fritillary, 
A.rgyYiTiis paphia L. First of all, the various phases of its courtships have been established 
during observations carried out in the open (Magnus, 1950). In connection with this, I 
have attempted to study the bionomics and ethology of individual butterflies, as well 
as a whole butterfly population; this was done by marking 1320 individuals, 762 males 
and 558 females, approximately one fifth of the whole population present in a wooded 
valley in southern Germany (Magnus, 1954b). The biological and ecological data thus 
obtained by means of observation and measuring carried out during a whole period of 
flight were to form the necessary basis for the planning, the performing and the assessing 
of the results of later experiments which had been specially designed for the analysis of 
various types of individual behaviour, in the open as well as in an observation cage. 

As for the mating flight of the fritillary, previous observation had led me to believe 
that, firstly, it is primarily an optical stimulus complex that is responsible for the detec- 
tion of the female by the male, and secondly, that this complex may contain only a few 
characters acting as sign-stimuli. For this reason I have started my experimental investe 
gation with an analysis of this mating-flight. This investigation has been carried out with 
the help of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. 

Argynms paphia prefers wooded areas, where it inhabits predominantly the clearings 
and the edges of the wood. Moreover, it shows a fixation to locality. Even within large 
forest areas, very little movement of population is observed. There is one generation year¬ 
ly, the imago flying during July and August. An obligatory winter diapause occurs in the 
first-stage larva. Normally, Argynms paphia shows a light yellow-brown coloration in the 
male, whereas in the female the coloration is yellowish-brown with a more or less greenish 
admixture. However, there exists a second female form called valesina, from which the 
yellow pigment is absent, so that, as a background colour of the wings there remains a 
lighter or darker grey, to which some greenish or bluish lustre is added. Genetically this 
blackish valesina coloration is dominant over the normal, yellowish-brown one, but since 
it expresses itself in the female sex only, all males appear uniformly yellowish-brown, in¬ 
dependent of their genotype (Goldschmidt and Fischer, 1922). In south western Germany, 
where our experiments have been carried out, valesina is very rare. On the other hand, 
valesina is more frequent in certain places of northern Germany. It is amazing that this 
form should be so rare in spite of its coloration being dominant. Though we do not know 
anything as yet about the reasons for this phenomenon, I shall be able to show in the fol¬ 
lowing that at least one of the factors prohibiting its increase may be found in the mating 

behaviour of the male. 

In captivity, a female would lay from two hundred to six hundred fertilized eggs. 
After having spent their first week at cellar temperature, the young caterpillars were 
then kept in a refrigerator where for six weeks they had to pass through their diapause: 
here, they lived at +2° to +4° C. during their first week, then at from -8° to -15° C. 
for the next four weeks, and finally at +2° to +4° C. again for the last week. It was pos¬ 
sible to keep them in the refrigerator at the latter temperature much longer, up to ten 
months, without damaging the insects. The food offered to these caterpillars consisted 
in violet leaves which were available even in winter: they were given the leaves of Viola 
odorata or of Viola tricolor. The caterpillars are strictly monophagous, refusing to feed 
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anything but Violaceæ. Under natural conditions they feed on the wood violet, Viola 
silvestris. 

In the first instance, I have tried to cause the male butterflies to copulate in captivity 
by heating up the temperature of their cage very gradually. Under these conditions they 
became more and more active, flying about and imbibing food, until at a temperature of 
about 30° C. they finally became quiescent, without having shown any signs of sexual 
behaviour. By chance I then discovered that through irradiating them by means of an 
Osram-Siccatherm-bulb of 250 Watts, that emits a high proportion of infrared rays, I 
could make them start to perform their courtships and display and even to copulate in 
captivity; this discovery was later made use of systematically. Air temperature, in these 
experiments, was kept at 20° C. or below. Accordingly, in order to reach a certain stage of 
sexual excitement, it seemed to be necessary for the males first to produce an internal 
body temperature that should exceed the air temperature of their environment. 

In a paper, recently completed, dealing specially with the temperature regulation 
and heat èconomy of the fritillary butterfly, which originally had been inspired by the 
above mentioned observation, W. Vielmetter has shown that these insects, by utilising 
the temperature of their environment as well as the radiant heat from the sun, are able to 
keep up an almost constant body temperature of about 34° C. compensating any change of 
the former by altering the position of their wings in such a way that either an increase or 
a decrease of their heat-absorbing surface will result (Vielmetter, 1954 and unpublished). 

Since in captivity other forms of radiant heat can be used, artificially, to induce 
sexual behaviour in the male at any given time, it is now possible to obtain a sequence of 
three generations per year, as compared to the one generation occurring in the open. Hence, 
any of the stages of its development are available in any numbers, during any season of 
the year, whenever we may need them for in our experiments. As for valesina, since these 
occurred too rarely our in area of observation to be of any real use in open air experiments, 
I have experimented with laboratory-bred material exclusively. During the successful 
breeding of this form, I have been able to obtain a homozygous line of valesina; the females 
were as viable and as capable of reproducing in this homozygous phase as are those of the 
normal form. 

During its natural season of flight almost all of the work with the fritillary has been 
carried out in the open. In order to make the best use of this natural flying-season I have 
restricted my controls with laboratory-bred caged butterflies to other periods, e.g., to the 
days on which suitable weather prevailed during May and June. The insects, separated 
as to sex, were kept in neutral and cool surroundings, where their innate behaviour pat¬ 
tern was not likely to become modified through experience. Those butterflies that were 
to be tested in an observation cage, as for example the valesina males, had to be marked 
individually. This was done during ether narcosis, by means of a piece of very thin tissue 
paper with a number in white paint, which was fixed to the media cell of the forewing 
with a little shellac dissolved in alcohol. 

The male fritillary searches for his females on the wing. He does not lay claim to a 
territory. His searching-flight, performed along a zig-zag-line, provides an example of true 
appetitive behaviour. This may be started when the butterfly has reached an age from 2 
to 3 days and is fully-fed, provided he is able to maintain an internal body temperature of 
about 34° C., which he does by adjusting the position of his wings so as to catch a smaller 
or greater proportion of the radiation of the sun. This regulation of body temperature is 
effective at an air temperature varying over a wide range, from a minimum of about 14° 
C. to a maximum of about 30° C. However, even within these limits, the male will per¬ 
form his sexual searching flights without any special effort only if he can maintain internal 
temperature both in the act of flying and in the act of performing his ardent courtship. 
During the flights, his internal temperature will go down, while on the other hand it will 
rise during courtship. Once the male fritillary has come across a sexually mature ^female 
during one of his sexual searching flights, he will start performing his characteristic court¬ 
ing flight”. Which, now, are the sign-stimuli that the female fritillary has to emit in order 
to be recognised as such by her own male? We know from earlier experiments (Kühn and 
Ilse, 1925) that the fritillary is capable of distinguishing certain colours. Hence, the first 
question to be investigated was whether perhaps “colour” might act as a sign-stimulus, 
and if so, which colour. In order to find this out, males engaged in their “searching flights , 
in captivity as well as in the open, were presented with dummies cut from grey and colour- 
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ed OSTWALD papers in the natural shape and sise of a butterfly and spread out over the 
floor When the number of approaches towards the dummies were counted, the result was 
quite clear: the males preferred the dummies dyed in those colours which most resembled 
their own colour as perceived with the human eye; that is to say, the coloured papers ot 
OSTWALD numbers 3 to 5 PA golden yellow to orange). However, the males did not 
do more than approach these dummies. As soon as they had arrived at an average distance 
of about eleven centimeters from the dummy in question they would stop short and fly 
off again after having circled round the dummy for a few moments, without ever perforan 
ing any actions indicating courtship. Hence the optical stimulus is effective only in so far 
as it elicits the male’s approach from a distance; it is the first stimulus to be emitted by the 
female. At close range a female sexual scent has to be present as a second stimulus to set 
the actual courting movements going. Whenever actual females were kept hidden under' 
neath the attractive dummies, so that only their scent was perceptible to the males, these 
would start carrying out courtship movements at once, and even try to copulate with 

the paper model. 

The flight'responses might have been feeding responses. It is true that it is fairly 
easy to identify a flight as either a feeding flight or a sexual searchlight, according to the 
manner in which it is performed. Nevertheless, I have undertaken some additional expert 
ments in order to disprove the hypothesis, brought forward by critics, that the responses 
to my dummies might have been feeding responses after all. One fact that clearly spoke 
against this, was that only the males, but never the females, flew towards them. In my 
observation cage I have offered dummies made of various colours to both males and 
females that had been bred in captivity and had recently emerged from their pupae, and 
hence had never had an opportunity of seeing any colour before. These experiments 
were carried out at temperatures from 18° to 20° C., with little direct radiation from 
the sun While feeding'flights directed towards flowers do take place at such temperatures, 
this temperature range, being near the lower limit for the self regulation of the body- 
temperature of the male, excluded any appetitive sexual behaviour as expressed in the 
sexual searching flight. The result of these experiments was, that without ever having 
seen any colours before, both males and females spontaneously preferred the dummies 
offered in certain colours to approximately the same extent, even ahghtmg on those 
dummies. The colours distinctly preferred to others were yellow (OSTWALD Nr 3 
PA and LA) and blue (OSTW. Nr 15 GA and EA). Further, the butterflies preferred 
those green colours (OSTW. Nr. 23 PA) which also cause them to alight on them in 
their normal surroundings, where they appear in the shape of green leaves (Fig. 4). n 
these experiments, males and females have always been tested separately. 

In the open under natural conditions, female fritillary butterflies will not usually 
approach any coloured dummies, for the simple reason that soon after emerging they e 
gin to train themselves to feed on certain flowers which happen to be present in their 
particular biotope and which are rich in nectar, and thus soon become trained to approach 
certain specific scents and colours only. The same holds for the feeding response of the 
male. Consequently, the fact that the male only, and never the female, inhabiting a parti' 
cular biotope and having trained themselves to feed from certain flowers, is seen approach' 
ing the orange'yellow dummies exclusively, is a proof in itself that we are here dealing with 
an innate response as part of the sex behaviour, independent of experience. 

Since the upper surface of the wing of the fritillary is provided with a blackish pat' 
tern (Fig. 8), the question whether this pattern might possibly have a releaser function 
has been studied in specially designed experiments. It was found that the butterflies made 
no difference between dummies without any pattern and those with a normal pattern. 
Since the normal pattern of the wing is too fine for the eye of the butterfly to be optically 
resolved it cannot be perceived by the approaching insect. It has no effect on the attrae' 
tiveness of the background colour of the wing. Hence, the natural pattern is of no impor' 

tance as a releaser; it may, but need not, be present. 

Likewise, the shape of the dummy does not seem to play a part as a releaser. When 
dummies were offered all dyed in the same orange'yellow colour and of the same surface 
area, but cut in a number of different shapes, none was specially preferred. It did not matter 
at all whether a dummy had the form of a circle, a triangle, a square, or even a butterfly 

(Fig. 1A, B). 
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Fig. 1. Approaches of Argynnis paphia cf cf to 7 unmoved 22 cm- dummies of OST WALD colour papers 
Nr. 5 PA of different shapes. A, Shapes of dummies. B, Results from 5 separate experiments. Abscissa, 

shapes of dummies; Ordinate: Percents of approaches. 

Fig. 2. Approaches of Argynnis paphia cT cf to 7 unmoved OSTWALD colour papers Nr. 5 PA of 
different surface areas. A, Size of the dummies. B, Results from 4 separate experiments. Abscissa. Size o 

dummies; Ordinate: Percents of approaches. 

However, the factor that mattered, was the area of the stimulating surface. The 
larger the area, the greater its stimulus value and hence the greater the number of males 
approaching it. The surface area of a normal fritillary butterfly is about 22 cm . In our 
experiments, a dummy extending over an area of 88 cm", that is to say, four times the area 
of a normal female fritillary, obtained the greatest number of approaches: without any 
doubt, it had the effect of an “superoptimal releaser (Fig. 2A, B). Whether there is an 
upper limit at which attractiveness decreases, I have not been able to test. Therefore it 
remains an open question exactly how much the size of the area must be increased in order 
to reach the limit beyond which the stimulus is no longer effective. Possibly the upper 
limit of the attractiveness may be reached at the point when every single one of the oim 
matidia, making up a functional unit, receives the colour stimulus. Naturally, the distance 
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at which the insect happens to perceive the dummy for the first time plays an important 

part in this. 

Summarising the results obtained from these experiments in which stationary re¬ 
leasers were used, we may state the following: Both sexes of the fritillary butterfly show 
innate responses to certain colours which act as sign-stimuli to blue and yellow (response 
to food source) and to green respectively (response to resting place). These releasers are 
effective even under relatively unfavourable conditions of temperature. On the other 
hand, sexually appetitive behaviour of the male as expressed through characteristic sexual 
searching flights, will not occur unless climatic conditions are optimal. A special analysis 
of the situation which provided the most effective optical stimuli for eliciting sexual ap¬ 
proaches towards an unmoved goal yielded the following result: First of all, the presence 
of a colour stimulus reflecting a certain wavelength area was necessary. Secondly, the 
coloured area had to be as large as possible, while its specific shape was of no importance. 
Any object answering this description as to stimuli emitted from it will be approached 
by the male; however, this approach will not be followed by any typical courting behaviour, 
unless the source of stimuli emits a sexual scent as well. 

The fritillary when engaged in a searching flight in his natural biotope will not only 
approach any butterfly of his own, or of a similar looking species, that happens to sit on 
a leaf, a flower and so on; he will actually respond to any kind of moving object, as for 
example, a leaf turned yellow that happens to be moved by the wind or to fall down 
from a tree. Sometimes he may even pursue a butterfly of another species, of such a small 
size as a Hesperid or a Cœnonympha. It seems that, as far as this flying after moving ob¬ 
jects is concerned, the fritillary does not prefer any object of definite size or of definite 
shape: the only sign-stimulus of importance being the coloration. From these observations 
we must conclude that the factor of “movement” is another important component among 
those constituting the stimulus pattern which releases the response “approach in flight , 
adding to the stimulus value of the object in question. 

For a long time, butterfly collectors have taken advantage of the well-known ten¬ 
dency of many species of butterflies to pursue any moving coloured object. They attract 
the coveted butterflies by waving about a dummy dyed in the appropriate colour, at the 
end of an angling line. N. Tinbergen and his collaborators and B. Petersen also made use 
of such angling devices when analysing the courtships of butterflies. In these experiments 
it turned out that the males responded particularly strongly to dummies performing move¬ 
ments of their own, and that the way in which the dummies hanging from the angle were 
moved was of supreme importance; it was supposed that a movement imitating the na¬ 
tural “fluttering” of the butterfly though too difficult to achieve in experiments, might 
have been the optimal sign-stimulus for the male among the various stimuli pertaining to 
movement. However, since unfortunately the angling method does not lead itself to a 
methodical variation of the single factors constituting the “fluttering” movement, the 
authors were not able to carry their analysis of the pattern of its physiologically effective 
sign-stimuli any farther. For this reason I have desisted from using the angling method 
at the outset, even though the males of the fritillary will fly very well after such 
dummies attached to angling lines. In contradistinction, I have developed the “Merry- 
go-round-method”, in order to create a method of presenting separate stimuli that could 
not only be measured and controlled as to their intensity, but also be varied in many ways 
as required by the problem to be solved. 

By means of a winch turned by hand, it was possible to rotate the “Merry-go-round” 
which was fixed to a transmission cord (Fig. 3). Each of the arms of the roundabout had a 
length of 1,70 m. and was stable enough to carry a high, adjustable tripod at its end to 
which several dummies could be attached. These dummies, presented one on top of the 
other, thus covered a circular path of 10 m. at each rotation of the roundabout, while at 
the same time, by means of an adjustable mechanism, carrying out individual movements 
of their own. This latter mechanism, during the rotating of the roundabout, was driven 
by a wheel provided with a rubber tyre. The power was transmitted from the mechanism 
by means of an axle, to the end of the carrier arms to which had been fixed another mechan¬ 
ism, built in three steps, which allowed the dummies to be moved directly through trans¬ 
mission cords. In this way it was possible to attain almost any speed of rotation. It seem¬ 
ed to me that the possibility of varying methodically the speed of the individual move- 
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Fig. 3. “Roundabout” for experiments. The dummies are at a distance of 1.60 m from the central point of the 

roundabout. 

Fig. 4. Approaches of Argynnis paphia cf cT and $ $ to 95 unmoved OST WALD colour papers of the 
PA, LA, GA and EA>eries. Comparison of the results of 3 separate experiments.' Ordinate: Percents of 

the visits. 
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ment of the dummies was one of the most important conditions necessary for the analysis 

of the sex instinct. 
In order to enable the flying males to approach the dummies quickly enough, the 

speed of flight of the latter had to be kept at 1 m. sec. As soon as the male had made sure 
after a brief pursuit, and usually after touching the dummy with the end of his antennae, 
that the dummy lacked the sexual scent characteristic of his female, he would fly off, 
thus clearing the way for the next male. When the speed of flight still further was increase 
ed, so that the dummy was getting out of reach of the pursuing male, the speed of flight 
of the latter was measured. Thus it was established that the maximum speed of the fly¬ 
ing male fritillary was about 20 kilometers per hour, in still air. 

It was possible, during such approaches of the males towards the dummies, to take 
photographs as well as films of all the events in question with the help of a gliding con¬ 
tact, fixed between the movable part of the roundabout and its stationary base, through 
which by means of a trigger a camera could be electrically released from a distance. 

First, I used dummies which were meant to imitate the fluttering movement of the 
actual butterflies as realistically as possible. However there was one important difference 
between the dummy and a real butterfly: while in a flying fritillary at each wingstroke 
the two wings touch on top, for technical reasons they did not do so in the dummy; here 
they only moved up and down at a maximum angle of 90 degrees (Fig. 5). Later on, this 
difference turned out to be significant. 

To such “fluttering dummies”, the males responded very well with pursuing flights. 
It was found that the intensity of their response rose in direct proportion with the increase 
in number of wing strokes. However the latter was limited for technical reasons. Hence 
I started using the so-called “rotating dummies ’ which resembled the above described 
type of dummy in all respects (size, shape, colour) except in their movement. These dum¬ 
mies, provided with rigid wings, could be rotated round their longitudinal axis, point¬ 
ing in the direction of their locomotion in flight (Fig. 6). 

In a chance experiment in which the males were given a choice between the two, 
the rotating dummy proved to be much more effective than the fluttering dummy, in 
spite of the fact that the number of movements performed per second was the same in 
both cases. From the outcome of this experiment I have drawn the conclusion that it 
was not the fluttering in itself that was the decisive factor, but rather the rapid alter¬ 
nation between colour and non-colour resulting from it, which alone was shown to even 
greater perfection in the “rotating dummy”. We have already mentioned that the flutter¬ 
ing dummy was not capable of closing its wings completely, so that the change from colour 
to absolute absence of colour did not take place at all except at its margin; on the other 
hand the rotating dummy, at each full rotation, went through a short phase during which 
the colour remained invisible to a male flying after it at slightly higher level. 

If this hypothesis is correct, then it should be possible to offer this change of colour 
stimulus even more effectively by using some other artificial device. For this purpose, I 
designed a new type of dummy consisting of a cylinder provided with a pattern of alter¬ 
nating longitudinal stripes made from black and coloured paper, which could be rotated 
round a longitudinal axis situated transversely to the direction of its flying movement 
(Fig. 7A). I considered such “striped cylinder dummies” to be particularly useful inso¬ 
far as, seen from the position of the pursuing male, they present an optimal coloured 
surface in its entire breadth gradually rolling off at a right angle to the flying male until 
its disappearance, to be then replaced by the black area. In this manner, the colour stimu¬ 
lus was offered in a more perfect and particularly more measurable way than would have 
been possible in the case of the fluttering dummies, e.g., the breadth of coloured and black 
stripes could be varied more methodically in this case. Since the fixation of the cylinder 
dummies to the axis was rigid enough and the resistance of the air was negligible, it was 
possible to rotate them at a constant and measurable very high speed. 

My suspicion that it was the alternation between colour and non-colour stimulus 
that played the decisive part in the movement of the actual females as well as the dum¬ 
mies was confirmed during my very first experiments with the new device. The males 
immediately approached and pursued the striped cylinder dummies, in spite of their 
having nothing else in common with the actual females with regard to movement or to 
optical appearance, except that they show an alternation of a colour and a non-colour 
stimulus. This means that the important releaser is the intermittant flash of the optimal 
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Fig. 5. “Fluttering dummy”. 

Fig. 6. “Rotating dummy”. View from behind and above, as it presents itself to the pursuing butterfly. 

Fig. 7- “Striped'Cylinder dummy”. A, Single cylinder. B, Two cylinders, rotating in opposite directions. 

releasing colour stimulus, the more effective the more often it is being repeated per time 

unit. 
Even during the first experiments performed with these striped cylinder dummies 

it'was noticeable that the males on the wing had great difficulties in reaching the middle 
line of the dummy; instead, with some regularity they were diverted to a point above or 
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below it, according to the direction of the dummy’s rotation. This deviation is also shown 
in the films. On the other hand, if two striped cylinders fixed one closely on top of the 
other were rotated in such a way that both moved either in the same, or in the opposite 
direction, then the males were able to reach the middle line quite easily. Again if both 
cylinders were rotated in the same direction, then the butterfly was diverted in the dir- 
ection of the movement of the stripes (Fig. 7B). This diversion might have been caused, 
either by an air current produced by the rotating cylinder or through an optomotor re¬ 
sponse. In order to decide this question I have offered striped cylinder dummies rotating 
inside transparent fixed glass cylinders, which excluded any possible effect of an air cur¬ 
rent. Now it could be shown that nevertheless the deviation of the flight of the butter¬ 
flies persisted, ffence, without any doubt, this deviation must have been caused by an 

optomotor response. 

That the shape of the source of stimulus is of no importance in the moved as well as 
in the unmoved optical releaser may already be concluded from the fact that the cylinder 
shaped dummies showing an alternation of colour stimulus during rotation obtained such 
strong responses from the flying males. Beyond this, a few series of experiments were 
specially undertaken to investigate this point. When rotating dummies were offered in all 
kinds of different shapes, the results again confirmed the irrelevance of the shape of the 
source of stimulus, whether moved or unmoved. 

In another series of experiments, the importance of the size of a coloured moving 
area was investigated through offering several rotating dummies of different sizes simul¬ 
taneously, in the same steps that had been used in experiments with fixed dummies before: 
again it showed that out of various dummies moved at equal speed, the males always pre¬ 
ferred those of greater size, even of a size far beyond that of the actual butterfly. 

In certain experiments, the stripes of coloured paper were replaced by stripes made 
up of wings of actual females stuck on to the cylinder so as to make a continuous surface 
(Fig. 9). When confronted with cylinders provided with stripes in optimal OST WALD 
colours, these latter were vastly preferred by the males to the natural wing colours, prob¬ 
ably because the colour stimulus of the OST WALD colour is more intense and hence 
provides an “over-optimal” source of stimulus. 

Further, a comparison was made between the stimulus value of coloured stripes 
made of normal wings of paphia females and those made of wings of the black valesina 
variety (Table I). These experiments yielded the interesting result that the approaching 
males did not recognise the valesina colour as belonging to their species, even when rotated. 
This result agreed very well with the one obtained with unmoved dead specimens of 
valesina in a earlier experiment. Both go to show that valesina is at a definite disadvan¬ 
tage in comparison with the normal female; its neglect on the part of the male without 
any doubt constitutes a factor hindering its distribution. However, in biotopes offering 
optimal conditions populations of fritillaries are usually very numerous and we may as¬ 
sume that in such areas the females of the form valesina are bound to meet some males in 
pairing mood, while feeding on flowers, where they are “recognised” as females on ac¬ 
count of the females sexual scent which they emit, in spite of the absence of any primary 
optical sign stimulus. At any rate, as long as the releasing mechanism of the male does 

TABLE I.—Approaches of Argynnis paphia c? cf to Striped Cylinders with Colour- 

stripes made of Wings from Argynnis paphia 9 9 . Choice-experiments Between Stripes 

from Argynnis paphia 9 9 Normal Wings and Argynnis paphian valesia 9 9 Wings, resp. 

OSTWALD Colour-paper Nr. 4 PA. 

Experiment 
Number 

Combination 
of stripes 

Approach 

% 

Total numbers 
of approaches 

1 valesina wings 3 

paphia wings 97 132 

2 OSTWALD— 66 
colour paper 
Nr. 4 PA 

paphia wings 34 182 
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Fiji. 8. Argynms paphia $ . Pattern of wings. 

Fig. 9 Stiiped cylinder with colour^stripes made of the wings of Argynnis paphia $ $ . 

not change with regard to the optical sign stimuli coordinated to it, the valesina form 
will remain at a disadvantage when compared with the normal form of female. 

Another open question is, whether perhaps the heterozygote or homozygote males 
of valesina which themselves have the normal yellowish-brown coloration might show an 
innate positive response to the valesina colour. In order to test this, I have bred a culture 
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of homozygote vdlesind forms. Later, back crosses proved that this breeding had been 
successful. In 1953, in experiments carried out in the observation cage, it turned out that 
these heterozygote and homozygote vdlesind males (not distinguishable from normal males 
as to their outer appearance) behaved exactly as normal male fritillaries would have done. 
they, too, approached preferably yellowish-brown colour stimuli neglecting those offered 
in vdlesind colour. This is of importance from the point of view of evolution. It shows 
that any mutation whose coloration deviates from that of the species may be at disad- 
vantage and may therefore actually have difficulties in maintaining itself among the popu- 
lation unless the pattern of sign-stimuli is kept wide enough from the beginning to em- 
brace those emitted by the new mutation as well; or, as an alternative, until the sexual 
releasing mechanism of the male will have changed together with and in the same direc- 
tion as the sign-stimuli which are co-ordinated to it. 

In another series of experiments (Table II), I offered a set of two rotating striped 
cylinders, each with one dummy always rotating at double speed as compared to the other : 
hence, one always presented double the number of changes per time unit as the other 
from colour to black and back again. In all these experiments, the males preferred the 
cylinder rotating at higher speed, even though the speed was increased from one experi¬ 
ment to the next. But this preference suddenly creased at a speed of about 75 alternations, 
of colour to black per second; the greater proportion of males (76.4% of a total of 110 
flying approaches) then responded to the dummy that was rotated more slowly. Likewise, 
among the few butterflies that still approached the fast rotating dummy no optomotor 
deviation could be observed. It must be assumed that at a speed of 75 rotations per second, 
under the conditions of this experiment, the upper limit had been reached at which the 
fritillary was able optically to resolve the movement, and consequently that the insects 
were no longer able to perceive an alternation of separate stimuli. Hence, also the cessa¬ 
tion of the optomotor deviation. This limit may vary according to local conditions of 
illumination, as well as to distance from the eye, luminance and size of the coloured area. 
Dummies that moved too fast to be preferred by fritillaries were still hotly pursued by 
the males of Hesperids, for whom the limiting speed at which they can still resolve the 

movement may be higher still. 
Professor H. J. Autrum has been kind enough to have the fusion frequency for the 

eye of Argynnis pdphid examined electrophysiologically in his department in Würzburg, 
Germany. His student Anneliese Müller undertook to examine both sexes of the normal 
form as well as males and females from our vdlesind cultures. After having severed the 
head from the thorax with great care, she illuminated the eyes with a type of flicker illumin¬ 
ation in which the flashes of light lasted as long as the dark intervals. The illumination 
potentials were amplified with the help of a direct current amplifier and thrown on to the 
screen of a cathode ray oscillograph. It is known that in intermittent illumination the insect 
eye responds with periodic oscillations of potential. At lower frequencies the insect re¬ 
sponds with a single spike. As soon as the flicker has reached such a frequency that the 
retina can no longer respond to the impulses separately, then the oscillations cease, the re¬ 
sult becoming similar to one obtained with continuous illumination. The frequency at 
which oscillations no longer appear in the retinogram is called the fusion frequency. The 
figures which we have obtained under the above described optimal experimental condi¬ 
tions, when the whole of the retima was illuminated, vary from 102 to 180 per second 
(Table III). The average figure of 151.7/ sec. was twice as great as the figure of 73,45/sec. 
which I had obtained by quite different methods in the open. 

Naturally a change of such quickness as 75/sec. or more is not provided by the normal 
fluttering flight of the female fritillary. Thus it was surprising to find that, in experiments, 
the males prefer the quicker change to the normal speed: we may say that they, in fact, 
prefer the super-normal or over-optimal frequency of change, from which we may deduce 
for certain that it is the capacity of the sense organ receiving the stimulus, and not the 
actual maximal frequency of stimulus which the females can provide, that determine the 
limit of response. 

We have thus found as many as three cases in which the optical stimuli which de¬ 
cide the flight of the searching male fritillary can be made over-optimal. How can this 
phenomenon be explained? 

We should have expected the qualitative and quantitative characters associated with 
the wing coloration of the living female to represent the optimal releasing stimuli. This 
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TABLE II.—Approaches of Argynnis paphia cf1 cf to Striped Cylinders with Different 

Frequencies of Rotation. The Preference for the Cylinder with the Higher Frequency fo 

Colour- change does not occur if about 75 changes/sec. from Colour to Black are Offered. 

Experiment 
Number 

Numbers of the colours 
offered per second. 
OST WALD colour paper 4 PA 
changing with black paper. 

Approach 

% 

Numbers of 
approaches 

1 18,55 31,8 
37,15 68,2 110 

2 31,15 35,1 
63,25 64,9 208 

3 36,75 76,4 
73,45 23,6 110 

TABLE III.—Electrophysiological Determination of the Fusion Frequency of the Eyes 

of 10 Imagines of Argynnis paphia. (After A. Müller, unpublished). 

Number of 
fritillary 

Fusion frequency 
in 1/sec. 

Forms of 
colouring 

1 175 valesina 
2 144 valesina 
3 175 paphia 
4 140 paphia 
5 180 paphia 
6 138 paphia 

7 175 paphia 
8 150 valesina 

9 138 paphia 
10 102 paphia • 

151,7 

should hold for the natural siz,e and shape and for the speed of fluttering characteristic of 
the female. However, this is not so: on the contrary, in all these three cases we were able 
to replace the natural stimulus pattern by an artificial one that is much more effective 
(= overoptimal or supernormal stimulus). Two different factors ought to be distinguish¬ 
ed from one another at the outset: firstly, the quality, and secondly, the quantity of the 
stimulus. It is the positive response of the male to a definite optical quality namely, the 
yellowish-brown coloration of the wing, that is to say, to a definite wavelength band, 
which alone is innate. As for its intensity, that is to say, its quantitative stimulating effect, 
this is not yet optimal for the sense organ. The male eye can utilise a much greater quantity 
of this stimulus than the female is able to offer. 

This fact seems to yield the solution of the problem why sign-stimuli in the optical 
field may be over-optimal. Firstly, the eye is capable of utilising a colour of greater inten¬ 
sity and greater luminance than the actual female can provide. Secondly, as far as the si2;e 
of the source of stimulus is concerned, the optimal siz¡e is not reached before all the separate 
ommatidia alike, coordinated into a functional unit for the reception of this stimulus, are 
receiving the positive stimulus. Thirdly, the optical stimulation reaches its optimum at 
the highest frequency of stimulation at which the separate stimuli can just be perceived 
separately. 

Obviously, the degree at which these three quantitative factors associated with the 
positive sign-stimulus of colour, namely, intensity, size of coloured area and frequency 
of change per time unit, have an optimal effect is not determined by the innate mechanism 
of the releasing response; it is determined by the eye alone, as the receiving sense-organ. 
We have to distinguish between the fundamental capacity of the eye, keeping in mind 
that it is the organ of perception in connection with many other patterns of behaviour 
and its special role in connection with this particular innate releasing mechanism. 

However, this capacity, as found in experiments, will not often mislead the fritillaries 
to respond to the wrong objects in their natural biotope under normal conditions, because 
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no quantitatively overoptimal stimuli will normally occur there. For example, no larger 
butterflies of similar coloration exist there. It is true that Hesperid females of yellowish' 
brown colour flying there produce a higher frequency of change of stimulus per time 
unit than do the flying female fritillaries; however, the area of their wings is so much 
smaller that the total stimulus effect remains negligible. 

The reply to our original question : Which are the optical stimuli that must be pn> 
vided by the female in order to be recognised by the male from a distance, is therefore. 
The female must provide a colour stimulus of orange^yellow, over an area that should be 
as large as possible, to be repeated as often as possible per time unit, while her natural 
shape and the normal black pattern of her wings are quite irrelevant for the responses. 
Hence the colour, size and frequency of wing movement provided by the natural female 
are perfectly sufficient to provide a positive stimulus for the approaching male, but by 
no means do they provide the stimuli that are optimal for him. 
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ABSTRACT 

Hypolimnas misippus is a nymphalid butterfly exhibiting a marked sexual dimorphism, 
the female being a mimic of Danaus chrysippus L. In Gold Coast the mimetic resemblance is 
poor since the cominant form of the danaid possesses a white hindwing, while that of the 
nymphalid is brown, but sometimes with a suffusion of white scales. 

The behavioural courtship sequence of the male has been divided into five fairly distinct 
stages of increasing intensity. The first stage (the '’flying at' reaction) is elicited by almost any 
small object moving through the air e.g., leaves, wasps, birds, etc. The second stage (the 
ifollowing' reaction) depends on rather more specific visual stimuli, including those arising 
from the colour of the object. Thus, while red, orange, or brown models are moderately attrae' 
tive, blac\, green, white, or blue models prove to be unattractive. White, as a colour, exerts a 
strong inhibitory effect on the early stages of the male courtship behaviour. Some evidence has 
been obtained that the third stage of the courtship (the quivering flight' reaction) may also be 
elicited by purely visual stimuli arising from the female wing. The fourth and fifth stages 
probably depend on chemical and tactile stimuli that are equally associated with both sexes of 
the butterfly. A male can be substituted for the female during these stages without affecting 
the behaviour of the courting male. 

A hypothesis, based on the courtship behaviour of the male, is to be put forward to offer 
an explanation of certain peculiarities evident in the mimetic association between H. misippus 
and D. chrysippus in Gold Coast. 

Hypolimnas misippus is a widely distributed tropical butterfly which exhibits a strong 
sexual dimorphism. The male (Fig. l) is a black butterfly with a large white spot in the 
centre of each wing. The female is predominantly brown in colour (Fig. 2), is polymorphic, 
and is a mimic of the polymorphic danaid butterfly, Danaus chrysippus. An account of 
the mimetic association has been given by Eltringham (1910). Although intermediate 
varieties are frequent, three main forms of Danaus chrysippus may be recognised. The type 
form f. chrysippus is a brown butterfly with black and white markings over the apical 
area of the forewing. The form f. alcippus is similar except that the hindwing is white. 
The third form, f. dorippus, is an entirely brown butterfly. H. misippus, on the other hand, 
occurs in only two main forms, f. misippus corresponding to the type form of the danaid, 
and f. inaria corresponding to f. dorippus of the danaid. In accounts of the mimetic associa" 
tion a third form, f. alcippoides, is usually quoted as corresponding to f. alcippus of the 
danaid. The great scarcity of f. alcippoides suggests, however, that it is merely a rare mutant 
of H. misippus and has no significance in the mimetic association with the danaid, apart 
from indicating that there is no apparent genetical reason why H. misippus should not 
have developed a form corresponding to f. alcippus. Although f. alcippoides remains scarce, 
the other forms of the Hypolimnas female frequently have a suffusion of white scales on 
the hindwing, an indication, perhaps, that the species has a tendency to evolve a form 
with a white hindwing as a result of mimetic selection. 

In West Africa, where the present investigation was carried out, only f. alcippus 
(white hindwing) of the danaid occurs, and the mimetic resemblance between the model 
and mimic is poor. Under these conditions the mimetic selection in favour of f. alcippoides 
would presumably be strong, and the fact that this form has not been established suggests 
that the mimetic selection is counterbalanced by some other antagonistic factor, or factors. 
One such factor is the courtship behaviour and sexual selection of the male butterfly. 

The male of H. misippus courts the female very readily and very persistently. Nor" 
mally the butterfly may be seen resting on the ground or on low herbage, with its wings 

1 This work was done at the University College of the Gold Coast, Achimota, Gold Coast. 

8Present address: Division of Ent., C.S.I.R.O., Canberra, Australia. 
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Fig. 1. Male of Hypolimnas misippus. 

Fig. 2. Female forms of H. misippus (a, b, c) and corresponding forms of Danaida chrysippus (d, e, f). Black, 
white, and stippled areas represent black, white, and brown areas respectively on wing, a, H. m. form misippus 
(West African); b, H. m. form inaria (West African); c, H. m. form alcippoides (very scarce), d, D. c. form 
chrysippus (absent in West Africa); e, D. c. form dorippus (absent in West Africa); f, D. c. form alcippus (West 
African). (From Stride, 1956). 

expanded in the sunlight. From such a position it rises to investigate any flying object that 
may pass by. Thus it will rise to investigate small birds, other flying insects, or falling 
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leaves. The normal courtship procedure may be divided into five distinct reactions as 
follows : 

Grade 1. The approach reaction, when the male approaches the flying female. This 
reaction is elicited by almost any small fluttering object, provided that it is 
not white in colour. 

Grade 2. The following reaction, during which the male follows the female. The 
duration and intensity of this response is governed by visual stimuli, 
including those of colour. 

Grade 3. The quivering flight reaction during which the male flies below the female, 
with his wings vibrating rapidly. 

Grade 4. The settling reaction, which is initiated by the settling of the female. The 
male settles beside her. 

Grade 5. Catalepsis, the quiescent state of the male that occurs when union with the 
female has been achieved. 

For the experimental investigation of the male’s responses use was made of test 
insects made from cardboard or from dead butterflies. The natural or cardboard wings 
were mounted on a small cork in the normal set position. The cork was then pushed onto 
the end of a tensile wire which was itself held in the end of a thin bamboo cane. In this 
way it was possible to manipulate the test insect or model so that the male was able to 
respond by the above series of graded reactions (Stride, 1956). The test insect was pre- 
sented to a number of males and a note made of the grade of response obtained in each case. 

Early experiments (Fig. 3) showed that the response of the male was governed by 
the nature of the wings of the test insect, a test insect with female wings being treated as 
a female irrespective of the sex of the body. That the colour of the wings was an important 
factor was demonstrated by blackening the natural golden-brown colour of the female 
wings with chlorazol black, after which treatment only weak responses were obtained 
from the males (Fig. 4). 

A somewhat unexpected result was obtained when male wings were substituted in 
an otherwise female test insect (Fig. 5). If the substitution were made in the forewings 
(Experiments 19, 22), the test insect appeared to be as attractive as a normal female test 
insect (Experiment 16). When the substitution was made in the hindwings (Experiment 
20) the males showed a marked “all or none” response, some males being apparently in¬ 
hibited during the early stages of the courtship sequence, while others were able to carry 
the sequence to completion. It was clear that, using the experimental technique just 
described, inhibitory stimuli arising from the hindwings were more potent than were 
similar stimuli arising from the forewings. This may have arisen because the male normally 
approached the test insect from behind. As it approached the test insect more closely it 
would come more predominantly under the stimuli of the hindwings. 

A series of experiments was performed using test insects that had been made from 
D. chrysippus butterflies (Fig. 6). The danaid test insect inhibited the courtship of the 
males (Experiment 25), but it could be shown that this inhibition was almost entirely 
due to the presence of the danaid hindwing. Thus when the danaid hindwing was replaced 
by a Hypolimnas hindwing, the resulting test insect was very attractive to the males 
(Experiment 29). One of the inhibitory factors of the danaid hindwing was its white pig¬ 
mentation, and a danaid test insect became more attractive when the hindwing had been 
blackened (Experiment 27). 

The inhibitory effect of white as a colour was more clearly demonstrated during a 
series of experiments on the following or Grade 2 response. For these experiments a differ¬ 
ent technique was used, the males being allowed to chase, but not to catch up with, moving 
cardboard models. The various times for which different males chased a model were re¬ 
corded and entered on a time scale (Fig. 7)- Thus the dots along the top of Fig. 7 represent 
the individual times for which various males were observed to chase a red model. To 
construct the figure the highest and lowest recorded times were joined by a thick bar 
which then formed the lowest tier of the figure. The second tier was formed by joining 
the remaining highest and lowest results and the process was repeated until all the re¬ 
corded times had been incorporated. Examination of Fig. 7 shows that, whereas red, 
yellow, light red, or yellow ochre models were attractive to the males, green, blue, white, 
or black models were unattractive. Further experiments showed, however, that there was 
a difference in the lack of response to a black model and the lack of response to a white 
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model. In Fig. 8, for example, are shown the results obtained when black or white were 
combined in the same model with an attractive colour (orange), and they demonstrate quite 
clearly the inhibitory effect of white. Thus the model I (orange hindwing only) evoked a 
favourable response. This response was increased by the addition of an orange forewing 
(H), and even further increased by the addition of a black fore wing (D). Addition of a 
white forewing, however, caused a complete falling off of the male responses (C), indicate 
ing that the presence of the white was able to inhibit the response that would otherwise 
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Figs. 7-9. Times for which Hypolimnas males followed various cardboard models of different colours. Fig. 10. Res' 
ponses obtained from male Eumenis semele to various coloured cardboard models. Number of responses obtained 
by any colour is recorded as a percentage of those obtained by the brown model (after Tinbergen et ah, 1942). 

Figs. 3-6. Responses of male H. misippus to various test insects. Experiment number in parentheses. Fig. 3. 
Normal male (2a, 2b); Male wings plus female body (3); Normal female (4); Female wings plus male body (5). 
Fig. 4, Normal female (13); Normal female with forewings blackened (14); Normal female with all wings 
blackened (15). Fig. 5, (all test insects with female body), Normal female (16); Female forewings (17); Female 
hindwings (18); Female forewings plus male hindwings (l9, 22); Female hindwings plus male forewings (20). 
Fig. 6, Normal Danaus ( = Danaida) female (25); Hypolimnas female with Danaus hindwing (26); Danaus 
female with white hind wing blackened (27); Danaus female w th Hypolimnas hind wing (28); Experiment 28 
repeated at a later date (29). (From Stride, 1956). 
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have been made to the attractive orange pigmentation. Similar results were obtained in 

another experiment (Fig. 9). , . . , , , _ .1 ^ 
The rather greater attractiveness of contrasted orange and black models over other 

models painted in more natural colours was noted several times during the investigation, 

but the significance of these observations is uncertain. 
The experimental work described above indicated that the male would discriminate 

against females that tended to show a mimetic resemblance to the alcippus form of the 
danaid. Such females would not only carry a large area of the inhibitory white pigmento, 
tion but it would also be situated on the hindwing, the position where its effects would 
be most potent. At first it was thought that the failure of H. misippus to develop a white 
hindwinged form in West Africa was the result of a lack of mimetic selection inl this area 
(Stride 1956). Otherwise the white inhibition’ component of the male courtship behaviour 
would have been biologically disadvantageous and would have been eliminated by natural 
selection. The frequent occurrence of females carrying a white suffusion on the hindwings 
did not, however, appear to support this view, and the question was reconsidered. 

If’the 'white inhibition’ was persisting in the male behaviour despite a mimetic 
selection against it, it followed that the inhibition itself must confer some biological ad' 
vantage to the species. Examination of the literature showed that the unique effect of w ite 
might occur in the courtship behaviour of other species in addition to H. misippus. Thus 
Eltringham (1915), working on the colour vision of Argynnis euphrosyne L., noted that, 
although the males would chase various darker butterflies, they ignored the white pierine 
butterflies. Tinbergen, Meeuse, Boerema, and Varossieau (1942) worked on the courtship 
behaviour of Eumenis semele L., concentrating their attention on the 'approach reaction- 
the equivalent of the Grade 1 response of H. misippus. In one series of experiments they 
compared the response of the males to various coloured models with their response to a 
brown (natural colour) model. The results of these experiments are summarised in Fig. 10. 
It will be noted that although the responses of the butterflies to the red, black, green, blue, 
or yellow models were not essentially different from those to the brown model, the response 
to the white model was much lower and in a category of its own. Furthermore when the 
individual experiments from which Fig. 10 had been constructed were examined it was 
evident that, whereas there was a certain consistency in the results obtained whenever a 
(e.g.) red model was compared with a brown model, there was no such consistency ob' 
tained when a white model was compared with a brown model. 

Field observations at Achimota further confirmed that certain Nymphalid and 
Satyrid butterflies, while readily chasing dark butterflies, tended to ignore white butterflies. 

Thus there is evidence that the 'white inhibition may occur fairly frequently in the 
courtship behavioural complex of Satyrids and Nymphalids, and that it confers some bio¬ 
logical advantage on certain species. The nature of the biological advantage is only a matter 
for conjecture at present, but the following suggestions may be made: 

a. Many species resemble H. misippus in that the male adopts a certain observation 
post from which he arises to investigate passing insects in his search for a suitable mate. 
An excessive number of such sorties would represent an unnecessary drain on the insect s 
physical resources, and also expose it to an increased risk of predatory attack. The white 
inhibition at least enables the insect to avoid the useless pursuit of the common white 

pierid species. ...... ... , « 
b. By enforcing this discrimination against pierids the inhibition will cut down the 

number of responses made to passing butterflies and thus help to prevent fatigue of the 
reflex. Fatigue of the reflex would presumably raise the threshold stimulus necessary to 
evoke the response, and the male might then fail to respond when a suitable female flew by. 

To sum up, it appears that the amount of white pigmentation on the hindwing of the 
female of H. misippus is under the influence of two opposing selective forces, a mimetic 
selection tending to increase the amount of white on the hindwing, and a sexual selection 

by the male tending to decrease it. REFERENCES 
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ABSTRACT 

Many Nematocera aggregate in flying swarms. The swarm develops in relation to a 
visually recognised "swarm-marker that interrupts forward flight and elicits a tO'and'fro 
dancing flight the characteristics of which are briefly considered. The markers are rather specific 
and the swarm is of one species only. Males usually predominate but females also respond to 
the marker and enter the swarm, where mating ta\es place. In Culicidce, Ceratopogonidæ, 
and Chironomidæ the specialized male antennae are auditory, and mediate the short'range 
recognition of the female within the swarm. Response is directional but relatively nonspecific. 
In Simulndae recognition is probably visual, depending on the equally specialized male eye. 

This hypothesis, of assembly at specific landmarks followed by a less specific recognition, 
is probably valid for typical species. In a few species, however, the male sense organs are less 
specialized and cannot mediate recognition in flight. The mating response occurs on contact 
only and "recognition is extremely nonspecific. Swarming—which would be useless—does 
not occur, yet an equivalent of specific assembly always exists. In some cases this consists of a 
high level of population, favoured by special ecological and physiological adaptations, and a 
limitation of dispersal. In another, an alternative process of assembly is developed, depending 
on a source of food common to the two sexes. In yet another, the antennæ of the male are 
transformed to the female type; thus enabling the male to find the mammalian host of the 
female, on which mating occurs. Some of the cases described are perhaps extreme examples of 
trends that occur not infrequently, but it is considered premature to discuss them in detail. 

This paper is a general account of a group of studies on the mating behaviour of 
certain Nematocera. Certain aspects of the work, in relation to Culicoides and other 
Ceratopogonidæ (Downes, 1955a) and to the Simuliidæ (Downes, 1958) have already been 
discussed, but many of the other observations mentioned below will be considered in more 
detail at a later date. 

The first part of the paper recapitulates many of the ideas already put forward in 
regard to Culicoides but is illustrated by other examples; and I wish to suggest that it is 
applicable to many, and as I would say, the typical forms of the Ceratopogonidæ, Culicidæ, 
and Chironomidæ and, with one modification, to the Simuliidæ also. The second part 
describes the mating behaviour of a number of "aberrant’ species, relating it to equally 
atypical features in their structure or economy; in this section it is probably premature to 
attempt any wide generalisation. 

THE SWARMS AND THEIR FUNCTION 

Most entomologists are familiar with the larger or smaller "swarms’ of these insects 
that may be seen in flight over a roadway, a bush, a house, or other object. This swarming 
occurs in all the families mentioned and in many other Diptera, and apparently also in some 
other insects, for instance, the may flies and certain parasitic Hymenoptera. The swarms, 
typically stationary, are determined in position by the objects below (less frequently, 
above or around) them, and they may readily be caused to develop be presenting an object 
that simulates the natural swarm-marker. Thus swarms of Culicoides nubeculosus (Meigen), 
occurring naturally over pads of cow dung lying on a lighter surface, will form over a dark 
cloth on the same background, and those of the mosquito Aedes hexodontus Dyar, observed 
along light-coloured sandy roads, will develop over a sheet of white cloth lying on darker 
vegetation. By treating the cloths in various ways it was established that dampness and 
odours had no effect on the formation or stability of swarms; size, colour and contrast were 
the only significant factors. This indicates that the response to the swarm-marker is purely 
visual. 

In species of Culicoides and Aedes the swarm develops as follows. The insect flies in 
a general up-wind direction and on reaching the first (downwind) margin of a swarm- 
marker or the second (upwind) margin—and this difference may be a specific one—it halts 
suddenly and allows itself to be carried back for a short distance on the wind, while still 

1Contribution No. 3614, Entomology Division, Science Service, Department of Agriculture, Ottawa, Canada. 
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maintaining its up-wind orientation (Fig. 1). It then fl.es forward until it again reaches the 

«1 ¿SSiSSÄfet »SÄÄ« Ä : 
-rr“r 

flSTàbove the marker. When the active population is small, a lone individual arriving 
at the swlrm marker may continue this dance, apparently in its typical form, almost inde¬ 
finitely It is clear therefore that no gregarious factor is necessarily involved mswai 
formation but only the individual reactions of the insects to a common marker, a landmark o 
a relatively rare type. The size of the swarm depends—and in A. hexodontus conspicuou y 
so—merely on the relative abundance of insects and markers. In all species tested the 
swarms disintegrate almost immediately the marker is removed. Nevertheless, interactions 

CHECK FORWARD FLIGHT. INTO 
WIND, EXCEEDING 
WIND-SPEED 

-> 
WIND BACKWARD MOVEMENT, 

FIRST AT WIND SPEED. 
THEN CONTROLLED AND 
ENDED 

Fig. 1. Diagram of movements during the swarming flight. Aedes hexodontus, male. 

Fig. 2. The relationship of the swarm to the swarcmmarker. Profile; scale in feet. A. Aedes hexodontus, males. 

R Aedes fldvescens males. C. Aedes hexodontus, females. . « 
In diagram A the average lengths of the individual flights, at several heights above the marker, are indicated 

(to scale) by the horizontal lines. 

Fig. 3. The relationship of the swarm to the swarm-marker in the absence of wind. Plan. Aedes hexodontus, males. 

between individuals are obviously to be expected, and the evidence suggests that coherence 
may be maintained in this way in certain of the less regular movements. Macdonald (1956) 
found that the dake^flies’ (Chaoborus sp. and various chironomids) of Lake Victoria occurred 
in enormous swarms many miles from the shore, and it would seem under these circuim 
stances that interactions between the swarming insects must play a decisive part. 

The influence of the visually^perceived marker in controlling the swarm may be 
illustrated further by a brief account of some of the changes in behaviour that occur as the 
conditions vary. At all normal wind speeds Aedes hexodontus flies above or slightly m front 
of the leading edge of the marker, maintaining, as already mentioned, an upwind orientation 
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in all phases of the flight (Fig. 2). The length of the run varies, however, with the height of 
flight of the individual, so that the angular displacement of the marker, that is to say its 
movement as perceived by the insect, is approximately the same from all heights. Somewhat 
similarly, the average height of the swarm increases, up to a certain limit, as the size of 
the swarm-marker is increased. As the windspeed rises the mosquitoes adjust their air-speed, 
and output of energy, so as to continue to make forward runs at the same station above the 
marker, up to a maximum wind of about 9 m.p.h.; in higher winds forward flight is impos¬ 
sible and gusts carry them to the rear. At very low wmdspeeds (below 0.5 m.p.h.) there 
seems to be a difficulty in maintaining orientation, at least on the exceedingly slow back¬ 
ward drift, and a series of transitional phases set in, culminating, below approximately 
0.3 m.p.h., in a novel and very striking pattern of flight (Fig. 3). The mosquitoes are then 
flying steadily forward without the repeated halts and pauses, at the accustomed height but 
along a curved track encircling the marker; this flight takes place both clockwise and anti¬ 
clockwise. The pattern is somewhat different in other species, but the occurrence of two 
patterns of the swarming flight, depending on the presence or absence of wind, is probably 
a general phenomenon. 

The necessary characteristics of the swarm-marker have not been fully analysed in any 
one instance. Nevertheless, there is good evidence that the kind of marker used is, to a 
considerable extent, a peculiarity of the species. Studies in two areas in Britain in which 
seven and ten species of Culicoides were in flight and similar work at Churchill, Manitoba, 
where nine species of Aedes occur, disclosed no instance of 'mixed1 swarms, consisting of 
more than one species. The markers used by species of Culicoides are often of a readily 
recognisable type and swarms can be found repeatedly over these objects. Similarly, of 
the species of Àedes at Churchill, three swarm above the margins of pools or along light- 
coloured roads traversing areas of darker tundra; A. nigripes (Zetterstedt) frequently uses 
small patches of the greenish-white lichen, caribou moss; A. campestns Dyar and Knab 
swarms just above the upper twigs of small dead bushes, and A. communis Degeer is 
reported to fly between, rather than above, pairs of spruce trees. The three species that 
swarm naturally at the margins of pools can be induced to swarm over a white sheet on 
the darker vegetation (Fig. 4), and although they may be flying simultaneously yet the 
swarms are in no sense mixed (Fig. 2). A. hexodontus, the commonest, flies at a height of 
about 3-12 ft., a little beyond the upwind margin; A flavescens (Müller) flies at about 
10-14 ft. with the swarm more centrally placed, scarcely reaching the front of the sheet; 
whereas A. excrucians (Walker) flies much higher, at about 20-30 ft. While other factors 
such as differences in the preferred time of day or meteorological conditions, or in the date of 
emergence, no doubt assist in maintaining this monospecific character of the swarm, the 
responses to the marker appear to be of primary importance. 

I have come to the conclusion that these swarms play a decisive part in the meeting of 
the sexes for mating, and that they have two functions. The first, which is obvious from 
the foregoing account, is that they serve to concentrate the population, otherwise widely 
dispersed, into very small areas. And the second is that this function is specific and brings 
together in the swarm individuals of a particular species. The swarming process is thus 
able to play an important role in ensuring intraspecific mating. 

Before considering their function as mating swarms, however, it must be pointed out 
that in most cases the swarm consists almost entirely of males. Everything, indeed, written 
above refers to these predominantly 'male1 swarms. The comparable behaviour of the 
females has, in consequence, often been overlooked. The great predominance of males is 
certainly a most striking feature of the constitution of the swarm, and it is clear that the 
behaviour of the female is at least quantitatively different. Gibson (1942), however, showed 
that in the chironomid Spaniotoma minima (Meigen) the young males and females swarmed 
to a similar extent, but the females did not rejoin the swarm after mating and a balance was 
thus established with the swarm about 93% male. It is probable that something of this 
nature is of common occurrence, since many authors have noted a small proportion of 
females in the swarm. Certain species of Ceratopogon, however, produce clearly bisexual 
swarms in which the females, on the average at least, fly a few feet to the rear of the males. 
Among the mosquitoes the only record known to me of a distinct swarming flight by the 
females is the early one by Goeldi, who observed the sexes of Culex fatigans Wiedemann 
( = quinquefasciatus Say) swarming separately within the same room, the females from 
time to time leaving their own swarm and joining that of the males (see Howard, Dyar and 
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Knah Voi III P 355). A similar situation exists in Aedes hexodontus (Fig. 2). The males, 
Ts ateady mentioned, fly at about 3-12 ft. mainly in front of the marker. Directly over the 
marker at a height of about 1-2 ft. there develops a group of females, rather less stable 
md with a less clearly defined pattern of flight but certainly performing a repeated senes of 

d IJ.Lt stabilizes the group. Mating takes place within the male swarm above, 
TdTL natura" to suppose that die females originate from this group. All these observations 
indicate that the females respond to the same marker as the males, although in a quantità 
livelydifferent manner, and strongly suggest that the marker functions as a specific land- 
mark drawing together the two sexes of the species. In many species of all the families under 
consideration“ however, the female may be captured almost instantly on arrival and so has 
no opportunity to take part in the rhythmical flight; Wesenberg-Lund s description (1921, 
pp. 153,159) of the mating of Culex pipiens L. and of Anopheles bifurcatus (L.) is perhaps a 

CaSe “warning thus brings the sexes into the same limited area The observations on 
C fatimns and A. hexodontus suggest that, in certain species at least, the next stage 
vitiated by the female, and consists of a move from the female zone into the mam or male 

zone nearby. This process has never been studied. . ., . . , 
'In mosquitoes and by inference also in ceratopogonids and chironomids, it is estab¬ 

lished1 that recognition of the female in flight depends on an auditory response of the male 
to the wing-beat tone, as a result of which the male flies towards and captures the female 
Roth (1948) showed that the specialized antennae of the male, with their complement o 
verv long setæ held out at a wide angle from the shaft, are the receptor organs-At suitable 
frequencfes the antennal shaft is set into vibration and this in turn stimulates the battery o 

chordotonal organs in the greatly enlarged pedicel. Sensitivity to sound “idv increased 
absent when the setæ are folded against the shaft or removed, but it is greatly mc^a«ed 
when they are erected and only then is the antenna an effective auditory organ. When 
the antennae or even a single antenna, of Aedes œgypti are stimulated, the insect orients an 
Ls towards the source of the sound and initiates cleasp.ng movements. Observations on 
A. hexodontus indicate that the male responds to the female from a distance of about - 
Assembly in the swarm, or some comparable process, is therefore necessary so that t 
^orTian^e1 mechanism can act efficiently. Equally, however, there is no reason to suppose 
that mating is strictly confined to the swarm; a variety of arrangements are to be expected 
ecologically specialised forms and it might even, in some circumstances, take place at ran . 
In A hexodontus, mating has occasionally been observed during uninterrupted forward 

It is interesting to note, in passing, that the males of some species are continuously m 
the auditorily receptive condition while those of others are not In A. æg y pu the long 

antennal setæ are erected about one day after emergence from the(nTm^oh 
throughout life. This together with a low average and maximum speed of flight (0.4 m.p.h. 
and 3.3 m.p.h. respectively, according to Kennedy, 1940) and a willingness to remain in 
flight in confined quarters, perhaps explains the readiness of this species to mate m cap ivi y^ 

In A. hexodontus, A. flavescens and A. excurcians, however, the setæ have a daily cycle of 
erection and folding; in most specimens captured at rest they are folded, but during 
the period of flight, which lasts several hours, they are invariably erect; similar examp es 
are given by Roth (1948) and Provost (these Proceedings). In Culicoides, males swarm 
with the setæ erect but fold them within a minute of capture, and the setæ remain folde 
at other times (see Downes, 1955a, Figs. 2, 3). Erection is brought about by increase of fluid 
pressure in the antennal shaft; and an antennal pump, apparently capable of exerting this 

pressure, has recently been described by Clements (1956). . 
Roth’s studies on A. ægypti showed that the antenna in the receptive condition is 

sensitive to a rather wide range of frequencies, and that the male is unable to discriminate 
not only between the females of the various species but even, u^er some circumstances 
between a female and a male, which differ more widely. Although Tischner (1955) has since 
shown that the frequency'range for maximum sensitivity is more limited, it remains uncen 
tain how much, if any, specific discrimination of the females is possible; the more particular y 
since the flighhtone may change significantly during the insect s life. Observation suggests 
that specific discrimination by this means does not take place. The females of several species 
of Aedes were attracted into a male swarm of A. campestris by an observer, a prospective 
host, standing within it. Mating took place between the swarming males of campestris 
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and the attracted females of campestns, hexodontus, and excrucians. Occasionally, also, 
flavescens'hexodontus matings have been collected when these species were swarming 
simultaneously and the swarms overlapped one another; usually, however, the matings 
were specific. A number of other instances of interspecific mating are reported in the 
literature. It seems unlikely therefore that this final stage is sufficiently selective to ensure 
specificity. The evidence leads rather to the conclusion that the process of assembly— 
the recognition of the swarm-marker—that concentrates the population into limited areas is 
also the process that brings about intraspecific mating. Recognition of the female by the 
male takes place in the swarm at short range, and this recognition is unspecific. 

Up to this point it has been taken for granted that swarming and mating are intimately 
related. Without question, mating takes place in the swarms of many species of Nematocera, 
and has been seen by many observers. Sometimes, no doubt, it has been overlooked and 
the more conspicuous swarm alone recorded. Recently however studies on mosquitoes 
by Nielsen and his colleagues, both in Denmark and Florida (Nielsen à? Greve, 1950; 
Nielsen and Nielsen, 1953; Nielsen and Haeger, 1953), have lead them to conclude that 
the swarms are not in any significant degree the occasion of mating. 

In my own work I have usually observed matings whenever a swarm, whether of 
mosquitoes, ceratopogonids, chironomids or black flies, has been studied under satisfactory 
conditions. Matings in swarms of A. hexodontus of known sise have been counted and on 
several, but not all, occasions the rate corresponded to the mating of the whole group of 
males once in six hours. (This may not seem a substantial rate to observers accustomed to 
the swarms of brief duration that are characteristic of the short twilight of southern lati¬ 
tudes; but under far northern conditions it is equivalent to a rate of once in somewhat less 
than two days, given fair weather). In Simulium verecundum Stone and Jamnback, observed 
once only, the mating rate was about twice that of A. hexodontus; and in A. campestns 
higher still, with 25 pairings in an hour in a swarm averaging about 30 individuals. Only 
this morning, however, Dr. Provost has expressed his continued doubt as to the significance 
of the mating observed in the swarms, and while I do share his opinion it is evident that 
more counts of the mating rate are needed and that due attention should be given to the 
possibility of mating also occurring elsewhere. It is especially important, also, as Provost and 
Nielsen have shown, to place such observations of behavioural phenomena in their context 
within the whole life cycle of the insect. 

A brief consideration of the mating of the Simuliidæ is appropriate at this point. 
The observations, considered in more detail elsewhere (Downes, 1958), are all too meagre 
but nevertheless point to certain conclusions. In this family the eye, rather than the antenna 
as in the mosquitoes and midges, of the male is very highly specialised; it is greatly enlarged 
and sharply divided into two regions, with large facets in the upper region and small ones 
below. It seems certain that swarming is controlled by vision, in much the same way as in 
the families already considered; but I wish to suggest that the short-range recognition of 
the female by the male within the swarm is, in this family, also a visual process, and that 
the function of the complex eye is to mediate these two, optically very distinct, kinds of 
responses. The evidence for this suggestion, apart from its inherent probability, is of an 
indirect nature and will be referred to later. 

SOME EXAMPLES OF OTHER PATTERNS OF MATING 

A number of species which depart widely and conspicuously from the normal are 
now to be considered. It is a remarkable fact that these species, differing so markedly in 
certain aspects of their behaviour, economy and structure, are nevertheless closely related 
to normal species and frequently fall within the same sub-genus. 

This section can best be introduced by a further account of Culicoides nubeculosus, 
a blood-sucking and anatomically normal species that can exhibit the whole of the typical 
behaviour of swarming and of mating in flight. Unlike most others, however, it is also able 
to mate in an entirely different manner, in a confined space, without flight, and with the 
antennal setae decumbent and thus without an auditory response to the female. When a 
male, not in flight, encounters and touches a female, there is an immediate response and a 
normal mating takes place. The female may be crawling, or at rest, or in the act of blood¬ 
sucking. She is not recognised at a distance, and direct contact, probably by the legs of 
the male, is necessary. This mating response is not specific; it is elicited not only by females 
but also by other males and by the females of other species of Culicoides. It may perhaps be 
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supposed that it represents the final stage of the process of mating during the swarminv 
flight, when the male has moved towards the female and the first contact occurs. (Mosqui- 
toes capture and hold the flying female with the legs, often releasing the hold when copula- 
tion is effected. The claws of the front pairs of legs of the male tend towards the elongate 
raptorial type so highly developed in the females of certain Ceratopogonidae which catch 
insect prey in flight. In many other forms the claws of the two sexes differ in detail). 

This second manner of mating in C. nubeculosus has been studied only in the laboratory, 
but it may occur in nature also since the species breeds at high densities in restricted en¬ 
vironments (farms, sewage plants, etc.) and the adults would have a certain chance of 
encountering each other on the surface of the larval habitat. In Russia, however, it has been 
recorded that the males are attracted to the host of the females, cattle, and so encounter 
them as they are feeding. 

The first of the special cases to be considered is a new species of Culicoides, belonging 
to the nubeculosus group, from southern Alberta. The larval habitat is very localised, being 
confined to the sone of damp mud that often surrounds alkaline prairie sloughs, and the 
larvæ occur at very high densities. It is not a blood-sucking species—the mouthparts of 
the female are reduced— and the ovaries develop within two or three days of emergence 
from the pupa at the expense of internal reserves. These characteristics, by eliminating 
the need for dispersal and searching, probably determine its ability to maintain the high 
level of population. 

Both sexes fly in the immediate neighbourhood of the larval habitat, although probably 
to an unusually small extent; male swarms have not been detected. Both sexes also, however, 
have the habit, not recorded in any other species of Culicoides, of running about rapidly in 
a random exploratory manner on the surface of the mud; and since the surface is flat and 
unencumbered by vegetation it provides optimum conditions for accidental meeting. 
Mating occurs on contact exactly as in the second manner described for C. nubeculosus; 
it does not depend on the flight of the female or the erection of the antennal setae of the male 
and contact occurs only by chance; the claspers of the male, moreover, are somewhat 
enlarged and heavily sclerotised, and presumably unusually efficient. The mating response 
is elicited both by females and males. 

The antenna of the male of this species is strikingly modified (Figs. 5-7)- The long 
setae, although still evident, are much reduced, and the pedicel, which contains the vibra¬ 
tion-sensitive sensilla, is much smaller than usual. Both features suggest that the antenna 
has become non-functional as an auditory organ, in relation to the novel habits of the species. 

There is here a remarkable group of correlated modifications. The apparent elimination 
of mating in flight is accompanied by the reduction of the sense organ that makes it possible. 
The process of specific assembly, a necessary precursor to mating in flight, has been lost 
and is compensated for by high populations which do not disperse from the larval habitat, 
and by active exploration. The high population level, in its turn, probably depends on the 
nature of the habitat and on the structural and physiological peculiarities of the female. 

The black fly, Cnephia dacotensis (Dyar and Shannon), is in many ways a parallel case. 
It lives in limited stretches of fast streams and builds up enormous populations; the emerging 
adults sometimes literally darken the rocks and vegetation of the river bank. Unlike most 
Simuliidæ, the female does not take a blood-meal; the mouthparts are reduced and the eggs 
mature very soon after emergence from the pupa. Yet again, flight and dispersal are greatly 
reduced; the adults spend most of their probably unusually short lives crawling over rocks 
and plants within a few yards of the water. During these wanderings the males mate with 
females that they happen to touch or to crawl over; there is no indication that they can 
recognise the females before contact by the legs occurs. The mating response is extra¬ 
ordinarily unspecific, and is elicited not only by females and males indifferently, but also by 
many other insects (including Tipulidæ, Bibionidæ, Tenthredinidæ, and Dermestidæ!). 

Fig. 4. Experimental swarm-marker for Aedes spp.; Churchill, Manitoba, in a marginal tundra area. 

Figs. 5-9. The reduction of the antenna in species with atypical mating behaviour. 5. Culicoides n.sp. from 
southern Alberta, antenna of male. 6. The same, antenna of female; typical for Culicoides. 7- Culicoides nube' 
culosus, antenna of male; typical for Culicoides. 8. Culiseta inornata, antenna of male. 9. Culiseta incidens,. 
antenna of male; typical for Culiseta. 

Fig. 10. Head of Culicoides utahensis (pars), male, to show the female-like antenna and palp. 
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This unorganised behaviour does not, however, lead to any great proportion of înapprcv 
In te^ ffland evidently is entirely compatible with the survival of the species) 
because of the créât numbers of individuals, far exceeding all other insects in the environ¬ 
ment taken together. Equally, and obviously, the high density compensates for any process 

of assmbly nœesswy to odi^g ^ ^ made_ it was discovered, with great interest, that 

the eye of the male of this species is abnormal. The sharp division into two regions is 
entirelv lacking there are no fully-developed large facets, and although the size of the facets 
vanes the change is gradual and relatively slight (see Downes, 1958). In addition the eye 
as a whole is a little smaller than in normal species. In conjunction with the abnormal 
mating habits which have eliminated the need for the recognition of the female in fl g , 
theses facts strongly suggest that it is the specialized eye that mediates this recognition n 
typical species° and it is mainly for this reason that the hypothesis was put forward 
Reduction of the eye in male black flies is rare, and little is known of the behaviour of the 

few interest is Culiseta inornata (Williston) although in 

this ele tte mob&ations are less extreme. The adults remain, for a time at least among 
îb reeds and grasses of the margin of the larval pool. (Later, the females probably disperse 
ii search of the blood-meal). Usually the species lives at a fairly, although not exceptionally, 
high level of population and usually, also, there are not many other insects resting on e 
»mordent „r,sses It is generally agreed that swarming does not occur; and the habit of 
remaining?t the moderately prolific larval habitat doubtless takes its place. Similar cases 
have been reported in the literature, and it may be that behaviour of this sort is not un- 

C°"th males and females of CuHseta inumata make repeated short flights, of a few inches 
only amonTthe grasses and the population is thus in constant leisurely movement. This 
beha’viTr easily seen in the laboratory also, leads to recognition and mating m two ways. 
When a male on such a flight, accidentally touches a female (or a male, or a male or fema e 
of CulexZrsalis Coquillet or Aedes dorsalis (Meigen)) with his legs the mating response 
Occurs Tes£ with this species have shown that a mechanical stimulation of the legs can 
eHc^t the mating response^ this is probably the reason for the lack of specificity of recogm- 

finn on contact’ both in this and in the preceding instances. 
Also hoover, when a female flies within a very short distance, about 1 cm., of a male, 

but without necessarily touching, the male instantly takes wing and mating occurs i g . 
Thedntoina of male, although clearly still functioning as an auditory organ at very short 
rang¿ is distinctly modified8 The long setae are shorter than usual and the shaft more 
»Ì3àte and presumably less rigid; these points are illustrated by a comparison with 

CuHseta incidías (Thomson) in Figs. 8 and 9. The antennal[setae ofereCt 
throughout life thus enabling mating by this method to take place at any time. 

Atrichobogon pollinworus Downes is a small ceratopogomd associated with certain 
flowers^^ espeaally honeysuckle and ins (Downes, 1955a and b) The females visit he flowers 
to eat the pollen, which serves the same function as the blood^meal of the females o mo e 
typical biting flies. Both males and females of many biting flies, however visit flowers 

to^obtain nectar, and in this species they cluster on the flower^ 
Tvíatíncr takes nlace on the flowers, as the males encounter and touch the temaies during 
îhS^ptoÆTagain the males’fafl to distinguish female and male. Swarming has not 
been detected- but in this species, unlike the preceding, a substitute process of asse y 
dependent cm an already existing habit (nectar-feeding) has been developed to a high degree 

P The antennae of A. pollinworus are, again, abnormal, although to a relatively slight 
extent As was pointed out in the original descritpion the long setae are slightly shorter 
"ss numerous than ulual, and the§ antennal shaft slightly weakened. It is suggested 
that these are incipient modifications related to the loss of the normal process of mating in 

fllghtIn this group of four atypical species (each of which fall within otherwise generally 
typical sub-genera) the normal processes of assembling in swarms and of mating in flight 
have apparently been lost, except that CuHseta inomata retains the latter in a vestig 
degree. For mating, a simpler process depending on chance contacts has developed, 
male is unable to recognise the female from a distance but gives a mating response on contac 
with the legs, apparently as a result of a tactile stimulus. The response is always non-specific, 
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and sometimes remarkably so. In each of these species the specialized sense organs of the 
males, which in typical species enable them to recognise the female in flight, are more o 
less reduced and, again with the partial exception of C. marnata, presumably canno carry 

out thwju nuheculosus forms swarms and mates in flight in an entirely typical way, 

yet is also able to mate on contact in the manner described. A few other ceratopogomds, 
mosquitoes and black flies that retain fully specialized sense organs are also known to mate 
on contact regularly or occasionally. These facts serve to emphasize that the four species 
commented on are probably, in spite of the structural simplification, highly specialized 
forms- the loss of its characteristic function may result in the reduction of the antenna 
or eye) but does not necessarily do so. The ability to respond on contact does not require 

any evident elaboration of the sense organs; nor would this be expected if, as suggested 
a tactile stimulus is in question. If, as also suggested, it represents the terminal action of 
mating in flight, the problem of how it is dissociated from the preceding actions in a few 
species but not in others is presumably on the behavioural, rather than on the structural, 

Planein place of assembling in the swarms over specific landmarks three of these four species 
remain in the restricted larval habitat without dispersing, and adequate assurance of intra- 
specific mating is achieved by the very high populations. Cuhcoides n.sp. and Cnephia 
daœunsts havf special ecological and physiological characteristics that may assist m main¬ 
taining these high levels. Again it is known that not a few mosquitoes, black flies and 
ceratópogonids are relatively sedentary, and some of these also use larval reserves, instead 
of a blood-meal, for the development of the eggs; so that m this aspect also the species 
described may be extreme examples of a more widespread trend. The developmen y 
Atricliopogon pollmivorus of an alternative method of specific assembly, even althoug 
based upon a habit widespread in the group, is probably a case of a rarer sort 

I turn finally to a remarkable species of Cuhcoides which has also developed a new 
method of specific assembly, and one that is not, so far as the male is concerned, based on 
anv already existing process. As is well known, males of biting flies are rarely attracted to 

the"host from which the female obtains the blood meal.In Cuhcoides 
both sexes are found in the ears of jack^rabbits, where the female feeds (Wirth, 1952). It is 
also recorded that many of the males of this species are hermaphrodite An examination of 
the specimens in the U.S. National Museum showed that all the hermaphrodites are 
otherwise normal males which possess antennae and palps, but not mouthparts, of an 
entirely female type (Fig. 10). (A detailed examination of the sensilla has not yet been 
undertaken) All the males taken from jack-rabbit ears are of this type. It is indeed very 
probable that the males with normal (male-type) antennae are another species, and that 
two closely related forms have been included under the name utahensis. The males wi 
female-lflmantennae, and only these, evidently mate readily on contact since many of them 
are preserved in copula, a circumstance never found in normal species. The only likely 
interpretation of these facts is that there is a species of Cuhcoides, at present standing 
as a part of C utahensis, whose males are attracted to the blood source of the female a 
matePthere on contact; and that the relevant sense organs have been transformed to the 
female type enabling the males to locate a warm-blooded animal exactly as does the fema 
lam much indebted to Dr. W. W. Wirth for enabling me to examine these specimens and 

for a preliminary opinion on the taxonomic problem they raise. 
There is reason to suspect that Forcipomyia eques (Johannsen) may be a case of the 

came kind The females of this group of midges attack relatively large insects much as those 
saíne kind 1 he temi. J P ^ this& deg the female obtains the blood meal from 

1 wSveins of the lacewing, Chrysopa. The only two North 
to me (others have been collected in Europe but have not been adequately described) have 
also been found on the wings of Chrysopa, alongside several females, and the antennae are, 
externally at least, of an entirely female form. Mating, however has never been observed. 

Several authors have described species of ceratopogomds from males with antennae 
of the female type and have usually supposed them to be abnormal or intersexua (de 
Mefflon 1939 p 104 and Macfie, 1940, p. 21—Cerawpogon (Fanthamia) adulator 
Macfie 1935 P 98-Atrichopogon sp.; K.effer, 1914, p 234-Forcipomyia hetera cera; etc. 
bu? it is at least equally likely that they are additional examples of the adaptations just 
described On ?he other hand not all males that are able to seek out the female host have 
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female-like antennae. Thus, the males of a Russian form of Culicoides nubeculosus land on 
cattle (see above), but since the observation was made in the course of a careful study of 
mating and yet nothing was said about the structure of the antennae, it must be assumed 
that they are of the normal male type. Again, males of Aedes varipalpus (Coquillet), with 
male-type antennae, assemble around a human host and mate with the females as they fly in 
to bite (Howard, Dyar and Knab, III, p. 640; Peyton, 1956). It seems that a radically 
different process of attraction is here in question : possibly the males respond to the host as 
a swarm-marker. 

I am unable to suggest any intermediate stages through which a male of the normal 
type, with auditory antennae, may be transformed into one able to assemble at the host of 
the female by the same method as the female. It seems more likely that the growth processes 
of the antenna, typically diverging in the two sexes, have lost this characteristic as a result 
of a sudden reorganisation in the chromosomal control of sexual features. 
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ABSTRACT 

The evolution of social life in the Isoptera has proceeded in the direction of increasing 
populations, and in measures to withstand unfavourable climatic conditions Larger numbers 
in the community has necessitated a more rigid behaviour pattern. Control of themicroclima te 
in the nest by its enclosure in increasingly complex structures has allowed termites to spree 
over a wide range of climatic zones. The generally cryptobiotic nature of termite life makes 
detailed observations on their normal behaviour difficult, other than on the founding of new 

colonies, as here discussed. 
Three ways of colony foundation are recognised: 

¡i ly isolation 'o/*part a colony and the development of supplementary reproductive^ 
ni. by migration of reproductives with part of colony to a new site, leaving the residue to 

^ThTcompkxTehlviour associated with colony foundation by winged adults is seen to 

be modified in detail to fit the more precise social activities of the higher termites Examples 
are taken from emergence of swarms, recognition and courtship, care of brood, etc. The practical 
difficulties in establishment of laboratory colonies agree with an increasing complexity of 

behavmur. , ¿ isolation of part of a community depends ultimately on the ease 

with which' supplementary reproductives are formed. Heoteny is a primitive characteristic 
It is absent in the more advanced Termítidos, especially where nest concentration would, in 

any case render unlifeely the isolation of part of the community. . 
y Migration of the reproductive pair with a representative cross-section of the population 

leaving the residue of the community to produce supplementary, has been suggested as 
explaining observed movements m African species of Anoplotermes and Trinervitermes 
This “sJiotomy" is analogous to swarming in bees, and introduces several new features into 

the social life of termites. 

The fact that all the Isoptera are cryptobiotic, together with their constant habit of 
li vino in organised societies give to the order a superficial air of uniformity which detailed 
examination does not support. The evolution of social organisation in the termites is in 
the direction of adaptations to environments which have permitted successful occupation of 
new ecS niches. This is associated with increasing numbers in the community, 

to °"'V “ «”» ,l“ hmi 
stream of termite evolution is usually considered to have progressed thus. 

Hodotermitidæ -damp-wood infesting termites depending on intestinal protozoa for 

Kalotermitidæ —dr^wood tafeting termites, depending on intestinal protozoa for 

Rhinotermitidae—termites'with a fixed nest in rotten wœd but foraging for food and still 

T _termites'with o“iC°s'within increasingly circumscribed limits, 
Termitid underground, in mounds or on tree trunks; without intestinal protozoa to 

assist in digesting woody material. 

T iho first- two families listed the colonies are not isolated from the environment, 

S"“'!! r“SSES”«Ä ... immediate g.. Wo*„ Rhmm 
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termitidæ travel long distances from the nest in search of food, and are able to construct 
protective covered runways when the terrain is unfavourable for tunneling. 

Finally in the largest family of all, the Termitidæ, there is evidence of nest architecture 
which provides partial to complete isolation from the environment and a controlled micro- 
climate within the nest. Intestinal protozoa, as aids to nutrition, are absent throughout this 

family. 
Data is restricted on the social organisation of most termites owing to obvious 

difficulties in observing behaviour under normal conditions, especially in communities 
numbering hundreds of thousands or even millions of individuals. It is, therefore, the more 
readily observed phenomena associated with the foundation of new colonies which are now 
considered. All termite colonies are founded by pairs of reproductives, and throughout 
the life of the colony there exist together male and female parents, not necessarily the 
original parents or even restricted to one of each sex. Copulation follows the construction 
of the first chamber of the new nest. 

Three methods are employed by termites in founding new colonies:— 

i. by pairs of winged adults; 
ii. by isolation of part of an existing community and the development of supplementary 

reproductives; 
iii. by sociotomy, the migration of the original parents to a new site accompanied by a 

selection of the community, leaving the residue to develop supplementary reproductives. 

COLONY FOUNDATION BY WINGED ADULTS 

The departure of alates from a colony is a social event which causes considerable 
activity among individuals of the several castes present therein. By way of preparation for 
the event, nymphs of the Kalotermitidæ (since there is no worker caste in this family) bore 
holes from their cavities inside timber to the outside ; which is also done when they wish to 
discard an accumulation of fæcal pellets in the workings. These holes are plugged up 
immediately swarming is over, and may be re-opened on future occasions. The Rhino- 
termitidæ construct tunnels which lead from the subterranean nest to the outer world, 
with openings in situations as favourable as possible for the swarming flight such as the 
the sides of buildings where night temperatures are the highest. Among the Macroter- 
mitinae are found examples of preparations increasingly elaborate, including the construction 
of wide shafts from the subterranean nests to the surface of the ground with openings 
ringed in walls formed in gentle curves to act as launching platforms for the alates. Common 
to all families is the temporary reversal of the general photophobia to be found in workers, 
soldiers and young alates, and the relaxation for a time of the strong preoccupation in 
keeping the colony isolated from the outside world. Once the flight is over the soldiers 
guarding the exit holes return inside, the openings are sealed, and only the constructional 
work remains as evidence of the event. 

The primitive style of swarming may be summed up as “little and often”. Kalshoven 
(1930) records the appearance of Kalotermes tectonæ alates in small numbers on very many 
nights over a period of three months. Miller (1955) found that 5 of the 9 species of Kalo¬ 
termitidæ in Florida swarmed during five or more months of the year, and that only in 
the month of July were all alates absent. Reticulitermes lucifugus is recorded by Herfs (1951) 
as producing alates during every month over a period of ten years, though he notes that 
75 per cent of emergences noted during each year took place within the period March to 
May. Turning to the Termitidæ it is at once seen that swarming becomes increasingly 
restricted to certain periods of the year, and also to restricted times of day, with the result 
that much larger numbers of alates emerge together than is common among the Kalo¬ 
termitidæ. Skaife (1954) states that in South Africa the colonies of Amitermes atlanticus 
have one main flight each year, with a small secondary flight some two months later. Our 
own records of alates appearing at Morogoro, Tanganyika during 1934-35 and again in 
1935-36 showed a swarming season covering December to April in the first instance and 
November to May in the second, there being no records of Kalotermitidæ or Rhino- 
termitidæ. In both cases the swarming periods coincided with the period during which rain 
fell in other than scattered showers. In Uganda where the rainfall is more evenly spread 
throughout the year, emergence of Termitidæ was restricted to the season March to 
October. An example of the precise conditions which some, at least, of the higher termites 
require for swarming is given by Odontotermes badius. Three years observations on this 
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species near Nairobi, Kenya indicated that swarming would take place one hour after 
sunset, providing that there had been good damping rain approximately half an hour pre¬ 
viously. No rain or only a light drible at 6.30 p.m. meant that there would be no flight at 
7 o’clock, even though rain during the earlier part of the day had stimulated the workers in 
the colonies to excavate emergence shafts and start their excited patrolling of the ground 

surface above the nests. 
The behaviour pattern of the sexes during swarming is at its simplest and most plastic 

among the Kalotermitidæ. They are, in the main, crepuscular fliers. Males and females 
alight after flight and await the arrival of the opposite sex. Wings may be shed as soon as 
the pair have met, or they may be retained during the subsequent parade. The termites may 
have to rub themselves against the soil to dislodge the wings, or even chew each other s 
wings off. They parade in pairs, either sex taking the lead, breaking off and regrouping 
with ease, before finally choosing a site for the new colony. In the higher termites the female 
usually lands first and adopts an attractive attitude, generally by elevating the abdomen. 
It has been suggested that scent signals are made by the female to attract the males. When 
the male arrives wings are usually shed rapidly with a simple muscular action of the thorax, 
and the wingless pair proceed to parade with the female in the lead. In Africa, Pseuddcan' 
thotermes militaris alates have the habit of assembling around the tops of tall trees in 
considerable numbers. Míales have been seen to clasp the females of their choice around the 
abdomen and shed their wings while still airborne, leaving the female to provide the motive 

power for a successful landing on the ground below. 
Having chosen their mates, all termites appear to be similar in the complete reversal 

of their previous phototropism and seek for shelter. Data on mating and oviposition is 
insufficient to indicate possible trends. Grasse (1949) records mating in Kalotermes after 
10—days, while Reticulitermes mated on the same day that the chamber was dug. In the 
more primitive families, however, there appears to be a cessation of egglaying after the 
first batch has been produced until the resultant larvae have developed sufficiently to take 
part in the work of the young colony. These larvae seek out their own food at an early age. 
Among the Termitidae, in contrast, the female may be slower in starting to lay eggs but 
it is then continuous and ever increasing in volume, in spite of the fact that the parents have 
to feed the first lot of young until their penultimate moult is complete. 

Liicher (1951) sums up his observations on colony founding as follows, one may thus 
conclude that the behaviour of the Kalotermitidae during the period of swarming and 
colony foundation is very unstable. Among the higher termites the behaviour pattern is 
more rigid and interruption of the chain of reactions at any point is fatal . The practical 
difficulties in establishing laboratory colonies of the higher termites from alates are indeed 
great. Even when eggs have been laid and the parents live until the larvae have reached 
their last instar, these larvae may, by mischance, prove to be soldiers, as we found with 
Odontotermes badms after a period of two months. Coaton (1949) established laboratory 
colonies which after 61/. months showed the first signs of fungus combs being constructed 
by the young workers. Wìiile this has been achieved by other investigators with the high y 
developed Macrotermitidæ, it is by no means a routine procedure. By way of contrast 
Buchli (1950) produced colonies of Reticulitermes lucifugus from newly pigmented imagoes 
placed in pairs in breeding tubes without opportunity for flight or any other of the normal 

preliminaries to colony foundation. 

COLONY FOUNDATION BY PART OF AN EXISTING COLONY 

The second method of colony foundation employed by termites arises from the isolation 
of a part of an existing community, accompanied by the development of supplementary 
reproductives which enable it to continue as a self-contained entity. For convenience this 
method may be termed “budding”. It depends for its success on the ability of a species to 
produce supplementary reproductives, and on the possession of a diffuse nest-system which 

permits the isolation of parts from the main body. 
There are two kinds of supplementary reproductives. One kind is formed from 

iuvenile alates already present and awaiting the swarming season, and these have their wings 
removed and their mating stimulated without the normal activities of flight and courtship 
already described. The other kind is formed from nymphs of various ages as available, 
whose internal development is accelerated without corresponding external change, the 
phenomenon known as neoteny. So far as is known, the ability to form supplementary 
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reproductives from juvenile alates is found only among the Termitidæ. Coaton (1949) 
describes their occurrence in Macrotermes natalensis and Odontotermes latericius, assisting 
or replacing the original queens according to circumstances, and under conditions which 
precluded their being derived from normal flying pairs which had developed new colonies 
on the sites of old nests. Neoteny, however, is a primitive character which has been lost in 
the sub-family Macrotermitinae and is apparently uncommon in associated sub-families of 
the Termitidæ. 

The nest systems of primitive termites are unorganised. In the Rhinotermitidæ the 
nest is organised but diffuse. Development is generally towards a compact system in the 
Termitidæ. It would appear, however, that when seasonal population increases cannot, 
for architectural reasons, be accommodated by increasing the sise of the mound or arboreal 
nest, then duplicate nests may be constructed, which by isolation and the development of 
neoteinics function as “budded” colonies. This is found with the arboreal nesting 
]s[asutitermes infuscatus in East Africa, and some of the mound building Trinervitermes and 
Cubitermes in various regions. Weyer (1930) has described in detail similar behaviour in 
Microcerotermes amboinensis, which constructs nests of wood-carton on the trunks of 
coconut palms on Amboina Island. But it is among the Kalotermitidæ and the Rhino¬ 
termitidæ that this method of colony foundation is most frequently found, because their 
generally diffuse nest systems are coupled with the habit of neoteny. 

Examples of “budded” colonies are frequently found in the two representatives of 
the Rhinotermitidæ in East Africa, Coptotermes amami and Schedorhinotermes lamanianus. 
In temperate regions Reticulitermes appears to use budding on occasion in preference to 
colony foundation by flight, if we are to judge by reports of the scarcity of alates in labora¬ 
tory colonies of Reticulitermes flavipes in Germany, and in Reticulitermes lucifugus in some 
parts of Italy. In termites generally the eggs are removed by workers as they emerge from 
the queen and carried to nurseries where they are tended until the larvæ hatch out. As the 
nest in the vicinity of the queen becomes congested with nursery cells the eggs are taken 
further away—in the case of Kalotermitidæ into newly excavated side galleries within 
the timber; in the case of the Rhinotermitidæ to small subsidiary nests excavated in rotten 
wood perhaps far removed from the main nest, and linked up by narrow tunnels or run¬ 
ways. It can be appreciated that any diminution in the influence which the presence of a 
queen may have on the development of young reproductives in the colony would be felt 
first of all in the more distant part of the nest, and that the longer the narrow lines of 
communication the easier these distant parts will become accidentally isolated. 

With that very primitive termite Mastotermes darunniensis of Northern Australia 
social development would appear to have been greater than anatomical change, to judge 
by the large populations estimated for some colonies. According to Ratcliffe (1952), however, 
primary queens are rare and a number of neoteinic queens in the same nest is usual. The 
prevalence of relatively small colonies each with a neoteinic queen suggests that budding off 
from the mother colony is of common occurrence with this termite. 

There would appear to be advantages in founding new colonies by budding, since the 
presence of a full complement of the various castes in the new nest avoids the very vulnerable 
stage in a young colony when the parents, existing on their food reserves, await the develop¬ 
ment of the first workers. On the other hand the ability of queens of the higher termites to 
lay eggs at a much higher rate may be of greater use in the end in building up a large popula¬ 
tion. 

COLONY FOUNDATION BY MIGRATION OF REPRODUCTIVES 

A radical departure from the more usual methods of colony foundation is described 
by Grassé and Noirot (1951) as social fragmentation or “sociotomy”. They record three 
occasions in West Africa when termites, normally photophobic, were found moving in 
procession in full daylight. In one case a species of Anoplotermes was moving in a regular 
column made up of a physogastric queen with her consort, surrounded by workers, nymphs 
and larvæ and some termitophiles—this genus does not possess a soldier caste. In the other 
two cases the termite concerned was Trinervitermes bettonianus, and in one of these not only 
were there the royal pair with workers, soldiers, nymphs and larvæ, but also winged alates 
marched in the procession. The Trinervitermes processions were not so regular as that of 
Anoplotermes, and in fact the second of them was an aggregation which was dissipated by 
heavy rain. The A noplotermes emerged from the ground, moved some distance and then 
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dug themselves in; they were followed later by a number of small bands which emerged 
from the same hole, without reproductive forms, marched for a short time and then returned 

below ground by the hole from which they started. 
Similar behaviour has been observed on several occasions in East Africa by at least 

two species of Anoplotermes. The agility of the physogastnc queens was especially noticeable. 
On one occasion Trinervitermes gratiosus was found emerging in large numbers from ìo es 
in the ground and forming an irregular mass on grass and shrubs in the vicinity. The queen 
was not seen, and the organisation apparent in the Anoplotermes columns was absent. 

The South American genus Syntermes, regarded as the most primitive member o 
the subTamily Nasutitermitinae, provides an example which may belong to this small class. 
Emerson (1945) describes how “on one occasion Syntermes terntus workers and soldiers 
were found in a short open trail under leaves on the forest floor at Kartabo and a queen of 
fair size was found under a leaf with a few small nymphs, some carried by workers. Gradua y 
all disappeared inside a decayed log of about 4 or 5 inches diameter which was then broug 
back to the laboratory. The king was later found inside this log. Near the region where I 
found these termites I had seen a number of workers coming from a hole in the gr u 

Grassé and Noirot summarise their own observations as indicating that the columns 
represented only a small part of the community to which they belonged, that columns 
break up in turn into smaller portions each of which proceeds to construct a nest and found 

a new community, and that neoteny is frequent in the two species with the result that 
supplementary reproductives will be available for that part of the community which remains 
behind in ^original situation, and in those fragments of the migrating column which are 

without the original queen. . , , . . 
We have accordingly, a third method of colony formation appearing indépendant^ in 

two unrelated genera in the higher termites, not associated with either primitive characters 
oTa h"gh degree of development. It does not, therefore, fit in with any scheme of evolution 
which one can base on our present knowledge, but further records might clarify die position. 
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DISCUSSION 

D. M. Davies. If a colony is founded by secondary reproductives, can it produce the 

primary reproductive caste? . 
W V Harris There is no evidence that a colony derived from secondary reproduce 

tivesYanmt^roduce normal alates when the community has reached the appropriate size. 
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ABSTRACT 

The thesis is developed that social behavior in bees (excluding the Allodape group) 
arose not through a series of steps involving larva-adult relationships as with wasps, ants and 
termites but through associations of adults to form semisocial groups and ultimately true 
societies. A series of steps in the establishment of social behavior in the Halictinæ is described, 
together with comparative information for the Apinæ. The similarities between social life in 
bees and that of ants, wasps and termites, provide noteworthy examples of convergence because 
the resemblances in behavior of terminal forms result from evolution through quite different 

intermediate steps. 
INTRODUCTION 

The usually accepted concept of the origin of social behavior2 in insects is that it arose 
through a subsocial stage, i.e. an evolutionary stage in which progeny remain with the 
mother for a time and receive her protection or care, but in which the families break up, 
usually with the death of the mother, before the progeny mature. The idea, as explained by 
various authors, is that subsocial ancestral forms, as a result of (l) greater parental longevity 
(so that the mother coexists with her adult progeny), (2) trophallaxis and other mechanisms 
of integration to hold the colony together, (3) division of labor, and (4) establishment of 
morphologically different castes, gave rise to insect societies such as those of the termites, 
the ants, social wasps, and social bees. I have no reason to believe that this theory is in¬ 
correct for the termites, ants, and social (vespid) wasps. These insects all have societies in 
which intimate relations, including extensive and obvious trophallaxis, exist between 
young and adults, and various steps from solitary through subsocial to thoroughly social 

exist among vespoid wasps. 
THE ALLODAPE GROUP 

One group of bees is known in which evolution has resulted in subsocial family 
associations. This group consists of the genus Allodape and its relatives, occurring principally 
in southern Africa, but extending northeast as far as Formosa, and being replaced in Austra- 
lia by Exoneura. The principal sources of information about behavior of these bees are 
works of Brauns (1926), Rayment (1951), and Skaife (1953). These bees belong to the Cera- 
tinini, in the large family Apidæ, and are not related to social groups. In other Ceratinmi 
(iCeratina) and in the related tribe Xylocopini (Xylocopa), a long adult life is the rule, but 
like most bees, females of these groups construct series of cells, mass provisioning and closing 
them, and have no contact with their larvae. However, because of their long lives, females of 
Xylocopa and Ceratina may still be making and provisioning new cells when their older 
progeny emerge as adults and it is common on opening nests of these bees to find an old 
female and several young adults. The latter presumably leave to establish new nests, as in 
other solitary bees. In Allodape and Exoneura, however, the females lay eggs in a group or 
arranged in various ways inside a burrow in a dead plant stem, and the larvae, which are all 
together in a common space and do not occupy separate cells, are fed from day to day. 
In some species the larvae are fed individually ; in other cases a common food mass is pro¬ 
vided from which all the larvae feed. When young the larvae are usually fed a clear liquid 
secreted by the females; later much pollen is included in the diet. In some species, however, 
even very young larvae feed on a rather dry pollen mixture which is placed among the eggs 
before they hatch. The females may establish new nests singly but commonly several 
adults (up to at least 14) remain together in the parental nest. Apparently all the females 
(sisters) lay eggs and indiscriminately care for the developing larvae, making no distinction 
between their own progeny and those of their sisters. They carry feces of larvae out of the 

1Contribution number 942 from the Department of Entomology, University of Kansas, Lawrence. 
2For comments on the meaning of this expression, see Michener, 1953. To clarify this and other terms as here used, the following definitions 
may be useful. Social insects occur in groups or colonies, in which one or both parents survive to cooperate with their young when the 
latter are mature, and in which division of labor occurs. Semisocial insects occur in groups or colonies consisting or individuals or the same 
generation (hence without parent-offspring relationship); division of labor (often weak or temporal) or cooperative activity occurs, bubsocial 
insects occur in groups or colonies in which one (or both) parents survive to protect or feed the young but die or leave the young before 
the latter reach maturity. 
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nest as they are voided. When nests are disturbed the bees carry the larvae deeper into the 
burrow like ants. The adult bees exchange food among themselves and mouth the eggs and 
larvæ. It is common for the adult female progeny to care for and feed their younger siblings 

after the mothers are dead. t . , , 
It would seem that we have here a subsocial type of existence which, when several 

females cooperate in a single nest, is also semisocial, and because of the long life of the adult 
females, verges on social because of the association of adults of two generations. However 
there is no evidence of division of labor or of castes. 

HALICTINE AND APIÑE SOCIETIES 

The existence of a type of behavior like that of Allodape and Exoneura might seem 
to strengthen the usual concept of the origin of social behavior in bees through a subsocial 
stage. However, I think it clear that there is another series of evolutionary steps through 
which social behavior has arisen in the halictine and apine bees. 

In these groups social behavior cannot have arisen from a subsocial stage, because 
(except for the presumably independently specialised Bombim and Apini) all of them 
practice mass provisioning, sealing each cell after it is provisioned and the egg laid. 1 hererore 
they cannot see or touch their progeny as larvæ ; only among those that are actually social 
and have long lived females or queens do the mothers live with their progeny and then it 
is only the mature offspring that associate with their mother. 

For this reason it seems likely that the incipient stages of establishment of social 
behavior did not consist of families of a mother and her immature progeny, as among the 
vespid wasps and almost certainly also among the ancestors of ants and termites. Instead 
the relationship must have evolved among adult insects. The lack of larva-adult trophallaxis, 
so conspicuous in termites, ants, and wasps and also probably in the Allodape'Exoneura 
group, is another reason for believing that the social organisation among most bees was 
established among groups of adults. Finally, among halictine bees, every stage in the estab¬ 
lishment of social behavior can be found, without anything suggestive of the subsocial 
conditions found among wasps or in Allodape and Exoneur a. 

The Halictinæ and Apinæ are quite unrelated subfamilies of bees, as a glance at a 
dendrogram showing bee relationships will show (see Michener, 1944). However, there are 
good reasons to think that from the viewpoint of a study of social evolution, the two groups 
complement one another. They appear to have evolved in parallel fashion, but one pro¬ 
gressed much farther than the other. In the enormous subfamily Halictinæ one finds every 
intergradation, among several evolutionary lines, from thoroughly solitary bees to tiny 
colonies with one or a few queens and several workers. Because of the great number or 
genera and species in this group, various combinations of behavioral characters are becoming 
known; we are just scratching the surface in this field3. In the Apinæ we find one tribe, 
the tropical American Euglossini, which contains solitary species as well as species in which 
numerous females nest together, placing their cells in a common cavity, but probab y 
without division of labor or caste differentiation. This relatively small tribe, specialized at 
least in various morphological features, is little known behaviorally for nests are rarely 
found. However, some of the evolutionary steps which have now been more thoroughly 
studied in the Halictinæ probably occur among Euglossini. The rest of the subfamily Apinæ, 
however, has progressed beyond the social level of any known Halictinæ, having larger 
colonies and greater differentiation of the castes. In view of the difficulties of studying 
Euglossini and the small number of existing groups in this tribe, it appears that the best 
way to study the evolution of social behavior among bees is to investigate halictines to 
learn about the initial steps and apiñes (tribes Bombini, Meliponini, Apini) for subsequent 
stages. It should be remembered that the various steps in the evolution of social life described 
below are not, in reality, steps in a phylogenetic series but are existing types of behavior 
probably similar in certain basic aspects to the stages through which the ancestors of the 
more highly evolved social bees passed. 

Since behavior of the higher social bees is relatively well known, the emphasis in the 
remainder of this paper is on the initial stages of social behavior found in the Halictinæ; 
only enough about behavior of social Apinæ has been included to provide comparisons with 

sFor their aid in gathering information on the biology of halictine bees in the United States, Costa Rica, and Brazil, I wish to thank Mr. Alvaro 
Wille and Mr. Howell V. Daly of the University of Kansas and Prof. Rudolf B. Lange of the Museu Paranaënse. The results of these joint 
studies have yet to be completely analysed and prepared for publication but have served as a basis for some of the comments in this paper. 
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less socialized forms. The literature citations are in no way exhaustive; they are intended 

largely as a guide to more recent papers. 

AGGREGATIONS AND DEFENSE 

As is well known, in many bees (a majority of the species) the nests, each made by a 
single female, are isolated. Primitively they are holes in the ground made by the female bee 
herself, although in many groups the nests are made in sticks, wood, or pre-existing cavities. 
Some ground nesting bees in the Halictidae and in the related families Colletidæ and 
Andrenidæ, instead of scattering nests seemingly at random in suitable soil, form aggrega¬ 
tions of nests, sometimes diffuse and at other times very dense. Students of bee biology have 
often wondered if such aggregations result (1) from an innate tendency of the bees to nest 
in groups (perhaps explainable as a tendency for progeny to return to the vicinity of the 
parental nest) or (2) from undetected environmental factors which make the areas of the 
aggregations more favorable than adjacent areas. The latter possibility is difficult to elimin¬ 
ate, but a recent study (Michener, Lange, Bigarella, and Salamuni, 1957) of nesting sites of 
various burrowing bees in a series of banks near Curatiba, Brazil, although showing the 
importance of various factors of soil, exposure, etc., indicated clearly that the aggregations 
of some species could not be explained by any environmental factor studied. They were, 
therefore, presumed to result from a tendency of the bees to aggregate. Malyshev (1926), 
for example, also concluded that aggregations of Andrena vaga Panzer resulted from a 
tendency of bees to return to the parental nest area to construct their new nests. 

The possible significance of aggregations of nests, whatever their reason for existence, 
in the establishment of social behavior was recently shown for Andrena erythronii Robertson 
(Michener and Rettenmeyer, 1956). In this burrowing bee, when the ground in the areas of 
aggregation is moist and soft, each bee makes its own nest independent from those of others. 
But after prolonged dry periods bees establishing new nests spend much time attempting 
to dig through the hard soil crust and occasionally enter instead the loose soil which fills 
the burrows of pre-existing nests. In a few cases we observed two females using the same 
nest at the same time, although we never saw an encounter between two such bees. 
Excavation indicated that the bees used jointly only the main burrow and that each made 
her own branch burrows and cells at the bottom of the nest. This illustrates one means by 
which aggregation of nests may result in joint use of a single burrow. The likelihood of such 
occurrences in bees which do not form nest aggregations is almost nil. 

The habit of joint use of one entrance burrow has become established in certain 
species of Andrena, e.g., A. bucephala Stephens (Perkins, 1919). In this species dozens of 
females can be seen going in and out of a single nest entrance. Similar behavior has been 
reported for scattered species in various other groups of bees (e.g., Custer, 1918, for 
Melissodes obliqua Say, one of the Anthophorin9e which has from one to eight females per 
nest). Too little is known of these cases to indicate what advantages might accrue to the 

bees except reduction in burrow making. 
In the halictines, solitary species and species with nest aggregations also occur; from 

the standpoint of our account, the next significant step is found in such species as Pseudaga- 

postemon divancatus (Vachal). In this species a single female sometimes establishes a nest 
and works alone. However, from two to forty females usually use a single entrance burrow. 
Sometimes these females are probably merely bees that remain in and re-use the parental nest 
but in other cases females from various parental nests may join in a new burrow. This is 
possible because the nests occur in groups. Each female probably makes her own lateral 
burrows and provisions her own cells. In every such semisocial nest there was always or 
almost always a female blocking the entrance with her head during warm weather. is 
guard was not always the same bee; the individual concerned varied from hour to hour an 
day to day. Guards back into the nest where the burrow is broader to allow entrance or 
exit of other bees, but were seen to effectively guard the nest against mutillids on two or 
three occasions. Thus bees in the common nest have the advantage of having to dig on y 
one main burrow (instead of one per female bee as with solitary individuals and species), 
but perhaps more important, have the advantage of protection against intruders. Solitary 
individuals have to leave their nests unguarded while foraging, and do not remain at the 

entrance even when in the nest. 
A similar state of affairs has been noted in Lasioglossum (Choralictus) stultum (Cresson). 

In this species overwintering queens establish nests in the spring. When one is alone the 
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nest is never guarded but when two or more queens occupy the same nest, one is usually 
guarding the entrance during the warm part of the day. After workers are produced in 
nests of this species, one of them is almost always at the entrance during the day although 
very hot sun may force the guard back out of sight into the burrow. 

This type of guarding, with a bee plugging the entrance with its head, is common to 
all Halictinæ known to me and described by others that have nests containing several bees; 
it also occurs in those Meliponini (e.g. Meliporto) that have small nest entrances. Other 
social Apinae usually have nest entrances large enough to be guarded by several bees. 
Of course the larger the colony the more effective the guarding, probably, in true social bees. 

In the Halictinæ there does not appear to be any effective system for preventing bees 
of the same species from nearby nests (in the case of nest aggregations) from entering the 
wrong nest. We have noted this repeatedly in Lasiglossum (Chloralictus) versatum 
(Robertson), a species that has small dense groups of nests. As these bees store no food 
outside of the brood cells, the entrance of such intruders is probably of no consequence. 
In the social Apinæ, where extensive food storage is the rule, intruders of the same species 
are an obvious potential source of loss and are normally attacked. Recent studies indicate 
that in Apis different colony odors, by which foreign bees can probably be recognised by 
guards, result from the different food sources of the colonies (see Ribbands, Kalmus and 
Nixon, 1952; Kohler, 1955). In the smaller colonies of Bombus it may be that foreign bees 
are somehow recognised as individuals. That this may be possible is shown by Free’s (1955) 
recent demonstration of social hierarchies (“peck orders”) in Bombus colonies. 

CONTROL OF PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF ENVIRONMENT 

Most of the solitary and primitively social bees have no obvious means of controlling 
environmental conditions such as temperature and humidity within the nest. In soil nesting 
species the burrow usually extends well below the level of the cells, which perhaps pro- 
vides for drainage of excess water. In Augochloropsis sparsilis (Vachal) the cells are in 
a cluster and several burrows are often constructed from the margin of the cell cluster, 
curving under the cells close to their lower ends. In various unrelated halictines (including 
solitary as well as semisocial species), the cell cluster is more completely separated from the 
surrounding earth; this trend culminates in nests (e.g., of Paroxystoglossa jocasta (Schrottky) 
and Megalopta insignis Smith) in which the cell cluster is supported in its cavity in the soil 
only by a few slender pillars. In these nests it is usual for the earthen walls of the cells to 
be very thin, sometimes as little as 0.2 mm. in thickness. This system of providing an air 
space on all sides of the cells must have some significance and Verhoeff (1897) suggested 
that it might provide an opportunity for brooding of cells. In social Apinæ nests often are 
surrounded by layers of special materials (grass, feathers, etc. in Bombus, an involucre of 
resin and wax in many Meliponini) which serve for insulation. Most or all social Apinæ 
are able to reduce nest temperatures to a certain degree by fanning, and in Apis mellifera 
Linnaeus the temperature can be raised by the metabolism of muscular activity. 

DIVISION OF LABOR AND CASTES 

In bees in which each female makes and provisions her own nest, there is no possibility 
of division of labor for each has to do all the diversified things necessary, such as digging, 
wax secretion, foraging, and egg-laying. When several females occupy a single burrow in a 
semisocial relationship, as in Pseudagapostemon divancatus, the beginning of division of 
labor is possible. In that species each female is believed to make and provision her own cells, 
but as already explained, one guards the nest entrance while some of the others are working; 
the division of labor is very temporary, for later other individuals guard the nest entrance. 

In some more highly semisocial halictine bees, such as Augochloropsis sparsilis (Vachal) 
or Augochlorella aurata (Smith), the division of labor is of greater importance. In these bees 
normally all the females are fertilised. We do not yet know whether all ordinarily lay eggs 
but certainly at any one time only one or two bees are in egg-laying condition in each nest. 
Two or three others may be collecting pollen but those in egg-laying condition do not or 
only rarely leave the nest. As in Pseudagapostemon, one bee (ordinarily not an egg-layer) 
guards the entrance. The pollen collectors may cooperate, all provisioning a single cell at 
the same time. There is evidence that in Augochlorella the egg-laying individuals are often 
younger than the pollen collectors but this is inconclusive and certainly is not true of 
Augochloropsis, in which it seems likely that pollen collectors may later cease foraging and 
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become egg-layers. We thus have a well established temporal division of labor and well 
established integration of activities among foragers in these bees, although castes are 

entirely lacking. 
A most interesting fact concerns the occasional female of Augochloropsis sparsilis 

which does not get fertilised. Few such individuals were found among some hundreds of 
females dissected. They had much worn mandibles and wings at a season when mated 
females were still not or little worn. This suggests the unfertilised individuals even in these 
workerless semisocial species may function like workers and suggests a behavioral pre- 
adaptation that would have made advantageous the establishment of a behavior pattern 
that leaves some females (workers) normally unmated. 

In this same section of the Halictidæ species exist (e.g., Augochlorella michælis 

(Vachal), Pseudogochlora nigromarginata (Spinola)) in which unmated individuals which do 
most of the foraging can regularly be found in nests. Unfortunately, knowledge of these 
species is meager, although we do know that various workers of A. michælis cooperate in 
provisioning a single cell. No difference in size has been observed between such workers and 
egg laying individuals, although differences in ovary size are obvious on dissection. 

In Lasioglossum (Chloralictus) rhytidophorum (Moure) distinguishable castes occur4, 
apparently it has definitely reached the social stage. The queens, on the average, are larger 
than the workers although no other external differences were found. The queens alone 
establish nests in the spring and rear a few workers. After this they rarely leave the nest. 
The queens, although long-lived compared to the workers, do not survive the entire summer 
and are replaced by other queens one or more times during the summer. Males are produced 
in much smaller numbers than females (unlike species mentioned in the preceding para¬ 
graphs) but are produced throughout the season of activity. The fecundity of the queens 
must be somewhat higher than that of most bees, for they lay eggs over a long period, but 
the colonies never become very populous; four individuals is perhaps average size in summer 

and fall, and a dozen is very exceptional. 
Lasioglossum (Chloralictus) stultum (Cresson) has a somewhat similar life history, 

but we believe that the overwintering queens which establish nests in the spring live 
through the entire summer, not being replaced by other queens. They are thus long-lived 
compared to those of L. rhytidophorum and in most nests only worker progeny are produced 
during spring and summer, males and new queens appearing in the fall. A few males, 
however, do appear during the summer months. The queen probably produces considerably 
more eggs than that of L. rhytidophorum, but colonies are normally small, usually not 
containing more than a dozen individuals at any one time except when two or three queens 
establish a nest jointly. L. (Evylceus) malachurum (Kirby) has an essentially similar life 
history except that the queen lays her eggs in batches so that there are two or three broods 
of workers and, in fall, a “brood” of reproductives, the total produced in one nest in the fall 
brood sometimes reaching 120 (see Noll, 19315; Bonelli, 1948). Noll and Bonelli both 
believed that males in this species result from eggs laid by workers, and this may be true of 

L. stultum. 
Bombus has a life history basically similar to that of Lasioglossum stultum described 

above. The fecundity of the queen is considerably higher; this is perhaps correlated with 
the more marked differentiation of the queen from the worker. However, in many species of 
Bombus intermediates between workers and queens exist, forming a graded series from the 
smallest worker to the queen. Colonies of several hundred bees are known. Even in the 
tropics, Bombus colonies last only about a year and are started by lone queens which at 
first do foraging and nest making as well as the egg laying. 

In the Meliponini and Apini queens differ from workers in various striking morpholo¬ 
gical features, lack pollen collecting apparatus, live for several years, and do not start nests 
alone but must be accompanied by workers from the parent colony. Obviously, the principal 
characteristics of these queens could not have arisen in groups where the queen must 
forage in establishing her nest. In the Meliponini the new nesting sites are prepared in 
advance by workers (Kerr, 1951; Nogueira-Neto, 1954), cells and provisions are established 
there, and ultimately a young virgin queen flies to the new nest. Later she makes a mating 
flight with males from the parental or other nests. In the Apini, as is well known, the old 

^Interestingly, some other species of the same subgenus (e.g., L. (C.) opacum (Moure)) have no caste differentiation whatever and all females 

lay eggs. 

5It should be noted that Noll’s interpretations of the life cycles of various South American halictines, based upon the literature, are serious v 
in error because he had no way to know of types of life histories such as that of Pseudagapostemon divaricatus mentioned above. 
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queen with a swarm of workers leaves the nest, and after a few days establishes herself in 
a new place. The high fecundity and long life of the meliponme and apiñe queens give rise, in 
many species, to colonies of many thousands of individuals, although species of meliponmes 

exist which normally have colonies of only a few dozen. 
We have no knowledge how the castes are determined in the social Halictinæ, although 

it seems likely that the control is trophic. In Trigona (s.l.) in the Meliponini and m Apis, 
queens are produced in special large cells and are trophically determined. In Mdipana 
they are produced in normal cells among workers and are perhaps genetically determine 
(Kerr, 1950, 1950a, and previous papers). 

Division of labor between queens and workers has been discussed above. 1 hat among 
workers of different ages appears as soon as workers are recognizable in the series. In 
Lasioglossum rhytidophorum, spar sum, etc., it is the younger workers that guard the nest 
entrance most of the time and older workers that do most of the foraging. The details ol 
the activities within the nests are not known. In Bombus, in which size variation among 
workers is great, division of labor is not very sharp and is based on size as well as age, 
the smallest workers may never become foragers (Brian, 1952). In Melipona (see Kerr an 
Santos Neto, 1953) and Apis (see Lindauer, 1953) the workers pass through a series ol 
stages in each of which a different activity predominates, although environmental conditions 
and the age distribution of the entire worker population of the colony play a significant 

modifying role. 
INTEGRATIVE MECHANISMS 

Nothing is known of integration in colonies of Halictin3e. Several experiments indicate 
tentatively that communication of food sources does not occur in Lasioglossum or AugO' 
chloropsis. The same is true of Bombus (Brian, 1952). In Meliponmi (Kerr and Laidlaw, 
1956) and especially in A pis communication of food sources is well developed. No doubt 
some type of communication is necessary to make possible the swarming method of nest 

multiplication found in Meliponini and Apini. 
An integrative mechanism that has long been regarded as very important in other 

social insects is trophallaxis. As already explained, this seems to have played little if any 
role in the early evolution of bee societies, but for really large colonies such as those ol 
Meliponmi and Apini, a socially significant exchange of materials seems to have been inde' 
pendently evolved. Nixon and Ribbands (1952) gave an indication of the enormous extent 
of such food exchange by feeding radioactive syrup to six foragers of an Apis colony. 
One social importance of such an exchange would be maintenance of a uniform colony 
order (see Ribbands, Kalmus, and Nixon, 1952). The existence of a queen substance , 
produced by the queen, is important in integrating various activities of the workers, as has 
been shown for A pis by Butler (1954). This is an interesting parallel to the social hormones 

of termites. 
FOOD STORAGE AND FEEDING OF YOUNG 

In the halictme bees food for adult consumption is not stored within the nest. In the 
social Apinæ food is stored in special honey and pollen pots or modified cocoons (Meli' 

ponini, Bombini) or in normal comb (Apini). 
Larval cells are mass provisioned and closed after an egg is laid in each in Halictinæ. 

The same is true in most Meliponini, although in that group the food mass is stratified so 
that the food of the larva changes with growth. In certain Meliponini (Rayment, 1932, 
1935), however, the cells are partially provisioned although new food material is added later 
as the larva grows. In Bombini and Apini progressive feeding occurs, although it is so 
different in the two groups that it is presumed to have arisen independently. This con' 
elusion is supported by the retention of mass provisioning in Euglossini, a group close to 
Bombini, and in most Meliponini, a group obviously closely allied to Apini. It is interesting 
to note that (excluding the Allodape group) only in the more highly specialized bees have 
larvabadult contacts, presumably so important in the establishment and maintenance of 
subsocial and social life in other insect groups, become possible. 

POPULATION BIOLOGY 

The principal work on population genetics of Hymenoptera is that of Kerr (1951). 
Most Hymenoptera (including the bees) have haploid males in which, figuratively, all genes 

®It has long been claimed that Apts dor sata Fabricáis does not have large queen cells but this is not true; see Viswanathan (1950). 
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must be exposed to the selective forces of the environment since they cannot be protected 
by their alleles as in diploid organisms. An interesting problem is to understand how, under 
these circumstances, populations can maintain the variability necessary to make possible 
adaption and evolution. Kerr shows that sex-limited genes having unfavorable effects in the 
female only, sexdimited genes having heterotic effects in the female, and non-limited genes 
having heterotic effects in the female could account for the variability. 

In bees such as the semisocial and social halictines with very small colonies, the prob¬ 
lems of population genetics are probably not much different from those of solitary bees. 
However, as bee colonies increase in size, and especially as they become permanent as in 
the Meliponini and Apini, the population biology changes. The number of reproductive 
individuals per unit area decreases enormously, so that we have a few individuals with long 
lives of sexual maturity instead of many short-lived individuals. Wide dispersal of repro¬ 
ductives would be expected to lead to a high degree of inbreeding; the numerous sex-limited 
lethals and doubtless other matters make inbreeding unfavorable (Mackensen, 1955). 
Various behavioral mechanisms seem to have evolved in connection with reduction of 
inbreeding. These include mating in flight at a distance from the nest, powerful flight of 
males, and the fact that males can successfully enter hives other than their own. 
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ABSTRACT 

The term wasp embraces a great array of hymenopterous insects, most of which are 
“solitary", while a few are “subsocial" or “social". It is useful to distinguish thirteen steps 
leading from the simple behavior of the Scolioidea to the complex behavior of the social 
Vespidce. Examples can be cited of genera which represent each level of social evolution, and it 
seems possible that forms now at step thirteen (such as Vespinæ) may have passed through 
each of the other steps in sequence. 

Briefly, these steps are as follows: (1) prey is paralyzed and egg laid upon it; (2) prey is 
stung, dragged into a hole, and egg laid; (3) prey is stung, a nest is dug, and prey is placed in 
nest and egg laid, the nest then being closed; (4) nest is made first, prey obtained, placed in nest, 
egg laid; (5) same, but several more prey added after egg is laid; (6) same, but provisioning is 
progressive; (7) egg is laid in empty cell before provisioning begins; (8) food is macerated and 
fed directly to larva; (9) life of female is prolonged to overlap that of some of offspring; (10) tro' 
phallaxis; females feed offspring other than their own; (11) egg laying done by one female; 
original offspring all female; (12) worker caste well defined, intermediates common; differential 
feeding of larvae; (13) worker caste differs morphologically from queen; intermediates uncommon 
or absent. 

The term wasp embraces a great array of hymenopterous insects which exhibit much 
variation both in structure and in biology. Even the most conservative classification must 
recognize at least five superfamilies for the wasps. The possible relationships of these 
five superfamilies are indicated in fig. 1. While some may disagree with certain points in 
this phylogenetic tree, I think that most will agree that the Scolioidea are the most primitive, 
that the Bethyloidea, Vespoidea, and the ants are all derived independently from the 
Scolioidea, and that the pompiloid-sphecoid-apoid stock represents a single phyletic line 
also arising from the Scolioidea. 

APOIDEA 

Figure 1 

If we scan the wasps as a whole, we find that the vast majority are strictly solitary. 
A few might be termed “subsocial11, and a few Vespidæ may be justly termed social . 
But neither the term subsocial nor the term social is capable of precise definition, and different 
authors use these terms with different shades of meaning. Actually we may define, with 
much greater precision, a series of steps—or rungs of the social ladder, if you wish—leading 
from strictly solitary forms to those which, by any standards, are social. More attention has 
been paid to the higher rungs of the ladder, but the lower rungs seem to me worthy of equal 

consideration. 
Since the Scolioidea are at the base of our phylogenetic scheme, it is logical that we 

begin with them. The females of most Scolioidea search for beetle grubs in the ground, 
sting them into temporary or permanent paralysis, lay their egg upon the grub, and leave 
the grub where it happens to be. This behavior hardly differs from that of many of the 
lower, parasitoid Hymenoptera from which the wasps are presumed to be derived. Some 
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Scolndæ, however, move the grub into a more favorable situation in the soil, even into a 
prepared cell, before oviposition. This movement of the prey into a more suitable niche is 
Ì submit, the very first step in the direction of the fami y association which we speak o 
as an insect society. There is, of course, no contact at all between mother and offspring 
but at least the offspring is provided with temperature and moisture conditions which 
enable it to survive with greater certainty. The selective value of this new element in 

the behavior is, I think, obvious. . r i 
Since the Scolioidea show little advance beyond this very simple manipulation of the 

prey, it is necessary to turn to another group, the Pompilidæ or spider wasps (Fig. 2), 
which seem to be related on the one hand to the Scolioidea, and on the other hand to t e 
Sphecoidea. All Pompilidæ prey upon spiders. Some of them show hardly any advance m 
behavior over the Scolioidea. Wasps of the genus Hotocyphus, for example, are said to sting 
certain spiders in their webs, lay their egg, and depart, the spider recovers from paralysis 
and goes about its business with the wasp larva developing like a parasitoid on its abdomen 
(Williams 1928). In Haploneunon apogonum, Claude-Joseph (1930) reports that the spider 
is dragged into a beetle burrow in a bank, the egg laid upon it, and the cavity sealed off with 
debris. The vast majority of spider wasps have advanced one step further, and actually dig 
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Figure 2 

a simple nest in the ground in which the paralysed spider is placed. I think it is appropriate 
to use the term nest for such a structure, even though the attachment of the wasp to the 
nest is very temporary. Certainly the possession of a nest is another important prerequisite 
for becoming social. The majority of genera of Pompilidæ in both major subfamilies belong 
here—Episyron, Pompilus, Pepsis, Calicurgus, and many others this is merely a selection 
of representative genera. A relatively few Pompilidæ have attained, in step four, an im¬ 
portant rearrangement in the sequence of behavior. These wasps prepare the nest first 
either in the soil or of mud or plant fragments—then obtain their prey and lay their egg 
upon it. Many of these wasps make multicellular nests, and a single nest becomes the focal 
point of the activity of a female for her entire life. In two genera, Macromeris and Paragenia, 
several females tend to nest together—-they may be sisters or mother and daughters 
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(Williams, 1919). Some of the cells are said to be used a second time. The females are said to 
act as individuals, exhibiting no notable co-operation or aggression. Williams’ studies were 
made many years ago, and these wasps deserve much further study. 

It is interesting to speculate why the Pompilidæ have never progressed further up 
the social ladder, and which rungs in particular they have been unable to span. For one 
thing, they all use but a single spider in a cell, a distinctly primitive trait and one which 
makes progressive provisioning impossible. Further, the sequence nest-egg-prey, that is, 
the laying of the egg in the empty cell, which is characteristic of the social wasps, has never 

been attained. 
Let us turn now to the superfamily Sphecoidea, a very large complex containing two 

families, the Ampulicidae and the Sphecidae (Fig. 3). The Ampulicidæ are on a level with 
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Figure 3 

some of the Scoliidae and the primitive Pompilidæ. They sting a cockroach, drag it to a 
suitable niche, lay an egg upon it, and seal up the niche. The most primitive Sphecidae are on 
a level with the majority of Pompilidæ; Priononyx, for example, captures a grasshopper, 
then digs a nest, places the prey in it, lays the egg, and closes the nest. Podaloma does 
essentially the same with its cutworms. But nearly all Sphecidae prepare the nest first, as in 
Palmodes, and many, such as Sphex, add a number of additional prey to the cell after the 
first has been put in place and the egg laid upon it. The genus Ammophila is one of those 
very interesting genera which exhibit several different levels of specialization. Some species, 
such as procera, place a single caterpillar in the previously prepared cell and lay an egg upon 
it. Others add several additional caterpillars to the cell, usually on the same day, but 
occasionally, if unfavorable weather intervenes, over several days. Thus, in Ammophila 
harti, there may occasionally be some accidental contact between mother and offspring. 
In some other species, typified by Ammophila aberti, the female lays her egg on the first 
caterpillar and then actually delays provisioning until just before hatching, after this 
bringing in caterpillars as required by the larva. This progressive provisioning, as it is 
called, involves considerable contact between mother and offspring; the mother inspects 
the nest each morning and receives stimuli emanating from the egg or larva which determine 
the course of her activity for the day. The European species pubescens, which has been 
studied by a number of workers, including particularly G. P. Baerends (1941), is known 
to care for several nests simultaneously, inspecting each active nest in the morning and 
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provisioning in accordance with the needs of each larva as made known to her at the time 

°f msP®^°"ther Amtnop(,,;a is a remarkable genus deserving much further study. But for 

further advance toward social life in the family we must turn to another group, the em" 
bucini (Fig. 4). We find even the most primitive of the Bembicini already ensconced on 
the fifth rung of the social ladder, with behavior essentially comparable to the genus Sphex 
and to such species of Ammophila as harti. The species of Bicyrtes, which prey upon stin 
bugs, occasionally, during unfavorable weather, do not complete their provisioning until 
after the egg has hatched. In some species of Stictiella, and in all species of Bembix, Stictia, 

Figure 4 

and certain other genera omitted here, progressive provisioning is the rule. But note that 
some of these insects have achieved another important rearrangement in the sequence of 
behavior. They omit the first prey and lay the egg directly in the empty cell. This is an 
important economy in the life of the wasp, and presages the universal condition in the 
social wasps. These wasps of the genus Bembix have other very interesting traits. The 
females remain within the nest at all times when not actually feeding or provisioning; thus 
the nest is very definitely the focal point of the life of the females, and the female to some 
extent protects the larva from predation. Contacts between mother and offspring have been 
studied by Tsuneki (1951), using glass burrow and cells; he finds that the female places 
paralysed flies close to the larva as needed, but that there is no trophallaxis, that is, no 
exchange of secretions between larva and adult. A few species of Bembix are known to 
clean out the cells of the remains of flies which have been consumed, thus reducing infesta' 
tion by various inquilinous maggots and again presaging the condition in the social insects. 
Several species make nests of several cells, and one of these, the Chilean brullei, exhibits 
simultaneous care of more than one cell (ClaudeJoseph, 1928). The egg is laid in the cell 
before provisioning of the previous cell is complete. Conceivably, the offspring may begin 
emerging before the mother dies, although whether or not this actually occurs is unknown. 

The short life of the female in all Sphecidae seems to be one reason why none of them 
have become truly social. A second reason is that none of them macerate the prey before 
presenting it to the larva. Here are at least two rungs of the social ladder which the 
Sphecidæ, for some reason, have been unable to climb. 

Finally, let us turn to the Vespidae (Fig. 5). Wheeler (1928) lists four subfamilies of 
Vespidae as being solitary or subsocial, and five as being social. The curious thing is that 
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even the most primitive forms are already well advanced beyond all Pompilidæ and most 
Sphecidæ. All build their nest and lay an egg in it before beginning to hunt prey; nearly all 
build several cells in close proximity; and nearly all use some building material in making 
their nest, in the lower forms mud and in the higher forms paper which they make from 
decaying wood. Everyone is familiar with Eumenes, the potter wasp, which, although it 

practices mass provisioning, lays its egg in the empty cell before capturing several cater- 
pillars, placing them in the cell, and sealing off the top. This sequence of nest-egg-several 
prey, which is the starting point in the Vespidæ, is only achieved by a few of the higher 
Sphecidæ. Presumably the ancestors of the Vespidæ went through a series of steps similar 
but not necessarily identical to those described for the Sphecidæ. 

Even within the most primitive subfamily, the Eumeninæ, there are forms which 
advance to still higher rungs on the social ladder. Roubaud (1916) found that an African 
species of the genus Rygchium practices progressive provisioning. The mother wasp waits 
until the egg is ready to hatch and then brings in the first caterpillar; she inspects the cell 
periodically and brings in provisions slowly and as needed by the larva, finally closing the 
cell when the larva is ready to pupate. There is also a tendency in this species for the mother 
to care for two or more cells simultaneously. All of this is reminiscent of Bembix brulla. 

Another related genus, Synagns, is even more interesting. This is an African genus 
and several species have been studied by Roubaud (1911, 1916). Synagris spiniventris is 
said to build mud cells in an irregular mass and to practice mass provisioning, much like 
Eumenes and most species of Rygchium. However, if food is scarce, due to weather condi¬ 
tions or other factors, the female may bring in caterpillars more slowly, completing pro¬ 
visioning when the larva is about three-fourths grown. Thus progressive provisioning is 
optional in this species. In another species, calida, progressive provisioning apparently is 
the rule. Still another species, cornuta, not only feeds the larva progressively, but actually 
chews up the caterpillar into a paste which it feeds directly into the mouth of the larva. 
Maceration of the prey is characteristic of all the truly social wasps and certainly deserves 
to be regarded as a new and very important step. It is the highest behavior achieved by any 

of the Eumeninæ. 
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The Stenogastrinae are a poorly known group, consisting of a single genus occurring in 
the Oriental and Australian regions. So far as known, these insects all feed their larvae with 
what is described as a “gelatinous paste”, presumably consisting of macerated prey and the 
secretions of the wasp. According to F. X. Williams (1919), some species are solitary, 
although the female attends several young simultaneously. Others, such as depressigaster, 
live in small colonies apparently consisting of a mother and several daughters. These 
daughters differ neither in structure or in function from the mother; they merely remain 
on the nest, adding cells, laying eggs, and caring for their own larvae. All of the Steno- 
gastrinæ make nests of paper; the nests are small, delicate, and often very odd in form. 

In the Stenogastrinæ we find for the first time that the life of the female is prolonged 
so as to overlap that of several of her offspring. Richards and Richards (1951) have suggested 
that in species which practice progressive provisioning and feed the larva directly, and 
where the demands of the larva at least partially determine how much food they receive, 
conditions are particularly favorable for the production of “over-fed” individuals which may 

be capable of living longer than they would otherwise. 

I should like now to turn to the subfamily Polybnnæ, one of the largest groups of 
Vespidæ and mainly tropical in distribution (Fig. 6). The simplest type of behavior is 
exhibited by the African genus Belonogaster (Roubaud, 1916). These wasps have a number 
of structural specialisations, and whether their behavior is truly primitive or specialised by 
reduction is difficult to say. At any rate they suggest a stage of evolution through which 
the bulk of the Polybiinæ may have passed. The nests are small, simple, and suggestive of 
those of Vollstes; the cells are lengthened and broadened as the larva grows, giving the nest a 
somewhat splayed-out appearance. These nests are inhabited by a small number of adults, 
both male and female, and the number of cells is usually around 50 or 60. The females are 
all identical structurally and physiologically; all of them mate and lay eggs, and none can 
be called workers. The nest is said to be founded by a single female which may be joined by 
other females at an early period of construction. As the offspring emerge, the females first 
remain on the nest for a few days and assist in the feeding of the larvae and in cleaning cells; 
later they hunt prey and bring in paper for the cells. Egg laying, in advanced colonies, is 
done mostly by the more mature females, although all the females are normally fecundated. 
Any given female does not restrict her nursing to her own offspring, but feeds any larva 
which needs food. The larvae produce a salivary secretion which is lapped up by the adults. 
Roubaud believed the feeding of the larvae by the adults was in response to this secretion 
by the larva. He called this phenomenon ecotrophobiosis , although Wheeler later used the 
more familiar term “trophallaxis”. Both Roubaud and Wheeler considered trophallaxis 
extremely important in the evolution of social life in insects. 

Recently the trophallaxis concept has been modified by some workers and even 
rejected altogether by others. One recent writer terms it a combination of anthropomorphic 
thinking and Lamarkianism” (Schmieder, 1956). It is impossible to review the concept of 
trophallaxis here, but I believe I am safe in saying that in all Vespidæ above this point, 
some interchange of fluids does occur between larva and adult. 

I believe that we are fully justified in calling Belonogaster a k social wasp. Whatever 
may be said about trophallaxis, the fact remains that in Belonogaster mother and daughters 
do co-operate in nest-building and brood-rearing, and individual wasps often feed larvae 
derived from eggs laid by other individuals. Richards considers the latter phenomenon 
the best criterion for considering a wasp as truly social. 

The more familiar wasps of the genus Vollstes actually represent only a slight advance 
over Belonogaster. Although Vollstes is traditionally placed in a separate subfamily, some 
contemporary workers, including myself, feel that its characters are of only generic value, 
and that it really belongs with the Polybiine wasps. There are many species of Vollstes, 
mostly in the tropics and subtropics, but a few have invaded the temporate regions. 
There seems to be much variation in biology in the different species, and it is impossible to 
review all the work of various authors on different species of Vollstes. I would, however, 
like to review briefly some of Pardi’s (1948) work on Vollstes gallica. 

The colonies of Vollstes gallica are typically annual. The nest may be started in the 
spring by one fecundated female, but she is ordinarily soon joined by several others. Within 
this group of co-operating females a hierarchy or “peck-order” is soon established. Pardi has 
described the various types of contacts between females which result in the psychological 
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dominance of one of them. Dissection of these individuals reveals a direct correlation be¬ 
tween size of the ovaries and degree of dominance. This dominance is associated with a 
trophic advantage; the higher in the peck-order, the more food an individual is able to 
obtain from the social stomach. Dominants spend more time on the nest and assume most 
of the duties on the nest, and the top individual does most of the egg-laying. Due to their 
trophic advantage, the dominants show increasingly full development of the ovaries, while 
those of individuals lower in the hierarchy undergo regression. Thus there is but one 
effective queen. The offspring of this queen are females, similar to the queen but unfecund¬ 
ated and with reduced ovaries. These workers establish a social hierarchy based on age, 
and if the queen dies the top worker assumes the role of the queen, laying eggs which pro¬ 
duce only males, of course. Well along in the active season, males are produced, probably 
due to cyclical factors in the development of the queen, and some of the females are fecund¬ 
ated and overwinter to start the cycle in the spring. Strictly tropical species usually 
send out small swarms of females which may start new colonies immediately. It has never 
been clearly demonstrated that the workers of Polistes, such as they are, are the result of 

differential feeding in the larval stage. 

The most important things which have occurred here are physiological matters which 
are not fully understood. The queen at first produces chiefly if not entirely diploid, fertilized 
eggs which give rise to females; these females act as workers either because of the psycho¬ 
logical dominance of the queen, or because nutritional factors in the larval or adult stage 
do not permit full development of the ovaries, or because males are not present to effect 
fertilization (or perhaps all three). Rau (1939) has suggested that the so-called queens of 
Polistes are merely workers which have become inseminated and have survived the winter. 
Polistes seems to be something of a “key genus” in understanding the origins of social life in 
wasps. Unfortunately there are some contradictions in recent work on the genus. Khalifa 
(1953) failed to confirm the dominance theory. Deleurance (Richards, 1953) has shown that 
temperature has a direct relationship to the production of queens. When workers were 
kept warm at night, the grubs they were feeding turned into queens, suggesting that temper- 
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ature somehow alters the physiology of the worker so that they give the grubs different 
food. This, of course, suggests that differential feeding of larvae does occur in Polistes. 

In Polistes there is ordinarily only one effective, egg-laying queen, a condition often 
referred to as monogyny, but more properly termed haplometrosis (single + mother). 
The vast majority of Polybiine wasps, however, exhibit pleometrosis, that is, there are 
several to many fecundated, egg-laying females in a single nest. Authors disagree as to 
whether haplometrosis or pleometrosis is more primitive, but perhaps it is not possible or 
even necessary to solve this dilemma. In the tropics, a species can afford to be lavish with 
its queens, and pleometrosis is the rule. In Polistes, colonies in the tropics and subtropics 
are founded by several fecundated females, while in temperate species such as fuscatus, 
colonies are usually founded by a single female. Undoubtedly haplometrosis is more efficient 
in temperate regions, where the queens must overwinter, since it represents a maximum 
use of those which succeed in surviving the winter. This may explain why Polistes, although 
essentially a tropical genus, has succeeded in invading many parts of the North Temperate 

Zone. 

Most of the tropical Polybiinæ build more elaborate nests than Polistes or Belonogaster, 
surrounded by one or more protective envelopes. The colonies are often large. To give some 
examples, a colony of Protopolybid pumild studied by Richards and Richards (1951) in 
Guiana contained over 21,000 cells. Over 7000 wasps were taken from this nest, of which 
93 were queens, that is, had well-developed ovaries and had sperm in the spermatheca. 
About 2000 were workers, with more or less filamentous ovaries, and nearly 5000 were 
intermediates, having moderate-sised eggs in the ovaries, but no sperms. There were also 
213 males in the nest. These authors were able to sort out the queens, after some experience, 
by the more swollen abdomens; later they found that queens had, on the average, longer 

wings and more hamuli. 

This condition of many intermediates and no outstanding external differences between 
queens, intermediates, and workers, is presumably more primitive than the condition found 
in many species of Polybid. Whether or not differential feeding of larvae occurs in Protopoly- 
bid is uncertain; certainly it must occur in Polybid, where intermediates are uncommon and 
the queen often distinguishable by clear-cur morphological differences. One colony of 
Polybid occidentdlis studied by Richards and Richards was found to have 596 wasps; 
48 were queens and 548 were workers. There were no intermediates, and the queens differed 
from the workers in having a longer mesonotum, longer and wider first abdominal tergite, 
and fewer hamuli per millimeter of wing-length. Nothing is known, of course, about caste- 
determination in these insects, but Richards is probably right in stating that structural 
differences such as these can scarcely have any other explanation than differential feeding 
of the larvae. Queen cells, by the way, do not differ in any way from worker cells. 

Richards and Richards have suggested that changes in the larva/worker ratio as the 
colony progresses may result in larvae automatically receiving more food and thereby 
producing queens. They have shown that, in general, the ratio of larvae to workers increases 
gradually to a certain point and then undergoes steady decline; it is during this decline in 
the larva/worker ratio that queens and males are produced. The paper of Richards and 
Richards on the social wasps of South America is replete with suggestive data of this sort, 
and I can only suggest that interested persons read their paper in detail. 

The final group which deserve consideration are the common hornets and yellow- 
jackets, which form the subfamily Vespinae. These insects are more poorly known than 
might be expected. It is known that colonies ordinarily have only one queen, which is 
sharply differentiated in sise from the workers and often differs in color pattern and in minor 
structural details. These queens are reared in special, large cells making up the last few 
combs in the nest. It seems logical to assume that the larvae in these cells receive a larger 
amount of food than those in smaller cells. The queens are capable of storing up considerable 
fat, and they are the only members of the colony which survive the winter. The Vespinae 
are basically a Holarctic group adapted for survival even, in some cases, close to the Arctic 
Circle. They are sharply differentiated from other Vespidæ and probably evolved from 
some early vespid independently from the other subfamilies. The steps they went through 
to attain their lofty position on the social ladder are unknown and can only be deduced 
by analogy with other groups of Vespidæ. 
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The recent work of Brian and Brian (1952) on Vespula sylvestris is particularly 
interesting. These workers studied several aspects of the social behaviour of this species, 
including trophallaxis. They found experimentally that the fluid secreted by the larvae 
actually was not attractive to adults. Apparently the larvae secrete excess water via the 
salivary glands, and the behavior patterns of the workers are such that they collect this 
fluid when they feed the larvae, so that it does not dampen the nest. They conclude that the 
trophallactic stage in the evolution of these insects, if it ever existed, has been superseded. 

There is scarcely a group of wasps which could not bear much further study. In fact, 
speculation on the origin of social life seems to have far outstripped the observational data. 
While no group of wasps can be said to have attained the high degree of social evolution of 
certain of the bees and ants, the wasps deserve much further study for that very reason. 
I think we should not expect the steps in the evolution of bees and ants to be exactly 
the same as in the wasps. We are dealing with several different phyletic lines in which 
numerous parallelisms can be noted. Even in the Vespidæ social life must have arisen at 
least twice; in the bees I believe it is supposed to have arisen more than twice independently. 
While the problem of the evolution of social life in insects is perennially interesting, I 
think we should be cautious about trying to find broad generalisations which will apply 
equally to all groups. 
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ABSTRACT 

The fungus'growers form a tribe of ants, primarily neotropical and exclusively American, 
entirely dependent on fungi that they cultivate. 

In the simplest nest of the species of small size (l.7'3 mm) there is a single garden. 
Cyphomyrmex rimosus uses caterpillar or other insect feces for substrate on which to grow 
a unique fungus of yeastdi\e cells; brood is \ept separate from the garden and the nest is an 
irregular cavity ta\en over by the ants. In other species of this and other genera of small ants a 
cell, some 20'30 mm in diameter, is excavated that contains a garden of vegetal substrate on 
which a typical mycelium of filamentous hyphce develops. Brood is \ept in the irregularly 
cellular garden. The ants are monomorphic, do not forage in file and respond to an external 
stimulus by catalepsis. 

Species of ants of medium size (3-5.5 mm) may form nests with several cells. Substrate is 
usually vegetal although insect feces may be included. The ants are virtually monomorphic. 
Some Trachymyrmex are transitional to the larger species in occasionally foraging for substrate 
in file and cutting green leaves and flowers. 

Species of Acromyrmex and Atta have the largest and highly polymorphic wor\ers 
(.2-6 mm and T14 mm) and the most populous colonies. There is a marked division of labor, 
the ants forage in file, cut green leaves or flowers for substrate and are aggressive when the nest 
is disturbed. 

The true culturing of fungi by ants is confined to the New World tribe, the Attini. 
All of the species known in this tribe are dependent on fungi cultivated in the form of a 
fungus-garden. A fungus-garden consists of the fungus together with substrate that is 
carried in regularly by the ants and especially manipulated before being brought into contact 
with the fungus. Gardens were not found with some of the aitine species in the past but 
there is now no evidence that any of the species in nature is not dependent on fungus cul¬ 
tured for food by it. The fungi have not been identified outside of ant nests and this relation¬ 
ship may be considered to be an excellent example of symbiosis. 

Stages in the evolution of the fungus-growing habit have long been sought among 
other ants. The well-known harvesting ants, such as Messor of the Old World and 
Pogonomyrmex of the New World, gather and store seeds or other plant parts in under¬ 
ground chambers. An ant, Oxyopomyrmex santschn of North Africa, closely related to 
M essor, creates a nest similar to that of the aitine, Trachymyrmex, in having a series of 
underground chambers at varying levels. Were these stored plant remains to develop a 
mold or fungus growth at damp times of the year, and were this mold to be eaten by the ants, 
a stage would be created in the evolution of a true fungus-growing habit. This is not known 
to be the case. Dacetine ants commonly nest in damp, rotted wood and their tunnels may 
contain fungi. Their delicate mouthparts have been suggested to be suitable for feeding on 
mycelia but, again, there is no supporting evidence of a feeding or cultivating habit. In 
tropical America one commonly finds dacetines nesting in proximity to the nests of attines of 
various genera and having their brood chambers within several centimeters of the gardens 
but maintaining complete independence. 

Fungi may occur on the walls of the cavities of tropical mymecophytes or ant-plants. 
Ants are consistently associated with these plants and maintain their brood in the cavities. 
The mycelium may grow luxuriantly on the detritus of the Crematogaster ant colony in 
the cavities or myrmecodomatia of Cuviera in Africa and be cropped by the ants. The 
consensus of opinion, however, is that actual culturing and feeding have not been proven 
and that the ants crop the fungus to prevent it from filling the cavities in which they nest. 
It is noteworthy that in none of the tropical American myrmecophytes with suitable 
cavities (Tachigalia, Tococa, Cordia, Tnplans, etc.) have aitine colonies been found. The 
cavities are large enough for nests of Cyphomyrmex rimosus and other small aitine species 
that occur in the same localities. 
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The European ant, Lasms fuliginosus, forms a large nest in the form of a sponge of dark 
carton on which grows the fungus, Cladosporium ( = Cladotnchum) myrmecophilum 

This IS believed to be eaten by the ants but data on culturing are lacking and Las.us, 

a holarctic genus, is well known to have other food habits. 

It appears therefore, that no light can at present be shone on the origin of the fungus 
erowing habTt from what is known of other ants. Among other insects it is suggestive 
that the Old World fungus-growing termites and some scolytid beetles feed on a fun^u 
erowing on their feces. Scolytid larvæ depend for food on the fungus that grows on the 
walls of their galleries. Neither in termites lor beetles, however, is exclusive dependence 

on the fungus for food in all stages known to be the case. 
Numerous comparative studies point to the constant manuring of the attine garden by 

all of the ants in a colony. It is possible that fungi first grew randomly from ant feces 
deposited in particular places and that the ants fed upon these. The chemical qualities of the 
feces would be such as to limit the variety of fungi. The constant cropping would further 
tend to restrict the species and give an advantage to those that would grow a luxuriant 
vegetative mycelium. The continuation of this habit of defecation in particular areas and 
cropping and feeding on the fungus developing here could lead to culturing. 

The next stage would be to add substrate other than the ant s own liquid feces. This 
was probably the solid feces of other insects such as wood-boring beetles. An advance from 
thesebo caterpillar feces, containing small sections of incompletely digested leaf particles, 
could lead to collecting fallen leaf and other vegetal particles from the forest floor. The 
cutting of these into smaller pieces to more readily go down the nest entrance or ce Is 
of thebarden, the planting of the mycelium, and the cutting of green leaves would b 
final staves. The female of the higher attines recapitulates several of the stages when she 
founds a new colony. She leaves the parental nest with pieces of the hyphae from the 
garden in her mfrabuccal pocket, the repository for detritus from cleaning and feeding 
that is situated off the pharynx. After digging a cell in the soil she ejects the contents of 
the pocket and manures it with her feces. The hyphae proliferate and a new garden is 
created. Eggs are laid on it and she eats many of these, thus enabling her to acid more feces. 
Her stored "food in the form of wing muscles presumably is exhausted and this leads to 
egg-eating. Observations in at least Cyphomyrmex and Trachymyrmex indicate that she 

may forage to the outside for fresh substrate. 
These stages are represented in the attines discussed below. It is noteworthy that no 

other ants of any kind are known that so clearly are dependent on fungi for food m the 
first place and, secondly, culture by adding feces or leafy material of any kind to fungi that 
they may find growing, either on the walls of their nest or elsewhere. 

The development of this mutual dependence between ants and their fungi must have 
taken a considerable time. It also must have originated during a humid period because ot 
the liability to dessication of these types of fungi. The fact that the optimum temperature 
in the laboratory for maintaining the colonies and pure cultures of the ant fungi is wit m 
one or two degrees of 25° Centigrade argues for a tropical origin, where shaded soil tempera- 
tures are similar. Conditions in the present tropics are ideal and apparently humid tropical 
conditions have persisted for a long time in the Americas and elsewhere. All ot the genera 
and the great majority of species are now found in Tropical America and the genera 
Myrmicocrvbta, Apterostrgma and Sericomyrmex occur only on the mainland (trinidad 
being considered mainland). Trachymyrmex, Acromyrmex and Atta are the sole genera to 
stray far into the Temperate Zone. Since fungus^growing ants are unknown from the 
Congo and other Old World rain forest areas, the evidence would favor the origin of the 
habit in the Americas during a time of climatic or geographical isolation, cold or dryness 

being as effective barriers as water. 
South America was long isolated during Tertiary times beginning possibly some 

70 million years ago, a time when other animals such as marsupial mammals were diversi¬ 
fying here. The South American tropical forests may have been the original home of the 
attines and their fungi and the symboisis may bave become established during a period of 
the order of magnitude of 50 million years past. Later in the Tert.ary, when the isthmian 
connection was reestablished, Central America could have acquired its attine fauna that 
now rivals the South American in its luxuriance. The few attine species now occurring on 
the northern periphery, to Latitude 40° N., would be comparatively recent migrants. 
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VARIATION IN MORPHOLOGY (Figs. 4, 5) 

Differences in morphology within the Attini are sufficiently great so that some 
400 forms have been described in over a dozen genera and subgenera. The worker length 
varies from about 1.7 mm to 14 mm and spinosity and pilosity vary greatly. The small 
species are monomorphic, the large species of Acromyrmex and Atta are highly polymorphic, 
the latter having a soldier caste. 

Most of the species have a sculptured integument and are dull in appearance to the 
naked eye. Many are densely hairy (Apterostigma and Sericomyrmcx) and all have tibial, 
tarsal and antennal pilosity. The coarsely tuberculate integument of Trachymyrmex and 
A cromyrmex commonly bears curved stiff hairs. Several genera of small species contain ants 
having smooth contours with sparse pilosity that may consist of scale-like hairs. 

The nature of the integument is here emphasised, (l) to illustrate the difficulties in 
maintaining flourishing cultures of the ant fungus, since spores of alien fungi and bacteria 
inevitably fall upon the ants, (2) and to contrast with the similarities in behavior. 

GENERAL PATTERN OF BEHAVIOR 

Grooming (Figs. 1, 2) 

Throughout the range of genera there is fundamental similarity in behavior. One of 
the activities of peculiar importance is grooming or care of the integument, whether by the 
ant of its own integument or assisted by other members of the colony. The details of groom¬ 
ing appear to be similar among all species. 

In grooming itself an ant uses the pecten at the end of the tibia of each fore leg, 
drawing the legs of the opposite side between the pecten and the curved, adjacent 
first tarsal segment. The near surface of the latter bears a row of dense, short bristles which 
together with the pecten make an effective comb. The funicular segments of the antennae 
are kept constantly cleaned in the same manner. The legs and antennae are also drawn 
between the partly opened mandibles and the other mouthparts, thus cleaning them more 
thoroughly and moistening them with saliva. Detritus from this cleaning tends to collect 
in the infrabuccal pocket off the pharynx. The body in general is scraped with the short 
dense bristles of the ventral surfaces of all tarsal segments and the total effect is to keep the 
ant externally clean. 

As though this were not enough, however, the ants spend much time cleaning one 
another. In cleaning one another, the one being cleaned remains passive while one or more 
members of the colony go over it thoroughly with their sub-mandibular mouthparts. 
The mandibles may be opened or closed and are not used. The hypopharynxof the groomer is 
appressed to the integument and is applied thoroughly to irregular crevices as well as to 
flat surfaces. It is in the form of a minutely ridged swab that is moist with salivary secre¬ 
tions. 

The sexual forms, and especially the queen, are thoroughly cleaned by the workers and 
this care may be extended to the wings. The queen remains in one place for long periods. 
In Atta she is so bulky and large as to be incapable of cleaning all parts of her own integu¬ 
ment. The smallest workers go down into her narrowest crevices, such as between the 
head and the thorax, and lick them carefully. 

The amount of time spent in grooming depends upon the “dirtiness” of the environ¬ 
ment to which the ants are exposed but this is always a major activity. What is accomplished 
by this? 

In the first place, the antennal funiculi appear to be the primary sense organs and must 
be immaculate to be used efficiently. The terminal segments are continually plied over the 
substrate and the fungus and actually touch them or come extremely close. They obviously 
perceive substrate as being suitable for incorporation into the garden and can perceive alien 
fungi from a variable distance of several millimeters, depending presumably on their 
pungency. 

In the second place, foraging ants come into contact with a host of organisms such as 
alien fungi, bacteria, protozoa and parasites that would be harmful if taken into the nest 
and must be removed. Thirdly, the ant integument may at the least be a passive if not 
nutritive site for organisms that might proliferate in the constantly humid air in and about 
the garden. Living close together, as these social animals do, requires perhaps more constant 
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Fig 1 Typical behavior of an ant towards an acceptable ant fungus. Antennal apices are directed forward 
touching or nearly touching the fungus and mouthparts are partly opened. Fecal droplets have been deposited 

on the left. The fungus is an artificial culture on agar from Trachymyrmex septentriones and the ant is Atta 
sexdens. The dense white clusters (staphylæ) are of hyphal enlargements typical of the fungi of the high 

attines. 

Fig 2 Behavior of the ants in their nest. Several are cutting or manipulating leaf sections, others have antennae 
directed forward as they walk over the garden, some (not clear) are licking the fungus. These ants had also been 
defecating on new particles of substrate and had been planting tufts of mycelium on them. Atta ceptialotes 

isthmxcola. Panama Canal Zone. 
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care of the integument than in solitary animals and to this has been added their dependence 
on a fungus susceptible to contamination. 

Care of Brood (Fig. 3). 

The care of the brood is similar among the attines. The brood is kept in the cells of 
the gardens, except in Cyphomyrmex rimosus where the brood is roughly segregated from 
the garden and in piles according to sise. 

It is significant and striking that the brood in all genera known is commonly coated with 
the mycelium of the fungus. In Cyphomyrmex rimosus, where the fungus is cultivated in 
the form of masses of yeastdike cells, the brood is covered with filamentous hyphae as in 
the other attines. This mycelial covering may be so dense as to completely obscure the larvae 
and pupae. The eggs may bear less numerous tufts of the mycelium. The mycelium is planted 
by the ants on the brood integument as they similarly plant the substrate. For this reason, 
and apparently because of changing luxuriantness of the fungus in the garden and feeding 
habits, the brood within a colony may vary in the completeness of its mycelial coat from 
day to day. The hairy larvae of Acromyrmex octospinosus may lack a fungus coat. All stages 
of brood among attines are frequently licked by the workers. The saliva as added may be 
nutritive for the fungus and of course the latter may be food for the adults. 

Larvae are fed by the worker bringing in masses of the fungus and placing them on 
the mouthparts, where the larva takes over and manipulates the fungus so that it can imbibe 
the contents of the rasped or punctured cells. It usually rests on its dorsal or lateral surfaces 
with mouthparts directed outward and frequently embedded in the garden as so much 
substrate, being held in place by its hairs or by a mesh of mycelium. 

The soldiers of Atta commonly stay in the nest. They guard the entrances and have 
been known to stand day after day facing a developing female pupa. When the nest is 
disturbed they come out and attack the intruder. 

Care of Garden (Figs. 1, 2, 8). 

Care of the garden, like grooming, is a constant activity of attines. In the simplest 
garden, that of Cyphomyrmex rimosus, the ants plant the fungus growths or bromada1 of 
yeastdike cells on suitable prepared substrate. The substrate, insect feces in this case, 
is prepared by licking it thoroughly and continually applying the antennal apices to it. 
Frequently the ant defecates on it. The bromada, one fourth to one half millimeter in 
diameter, are then planted and these are examined from time to time with the antennae. 
An ant may pick up one, rotate it between the mouthparts, licking it all the while, then 
place it back in the original place or at another site. The ants may defecate on these masses 
as on substrate. The ants may temporarily form a pile of bromada away from the substrate 
and these may sprout short hyphae. Both types of growth are licked. Isolated piles may be of 
two types, one consisting of the same amber, rounded masses that are usually found on 
substrate, the other of opaque, grayish white bromada from which hyphae are sprouting 
that are more angular and have not recently been manipulated between the mouthparts. 

The gardens of other species and genera are in the form of pellets of substrate covered 
by filamentous hyphae. In Apterostigma regularly, and to a variable extent in the genera of 
small Attini, the pellets are insect feces as in Cyphomyrmex rimosus. Other attuies and 
especially Acromyrmex and Atta use fragments of leaves. Before incorporation into the 
garden the substrate is examined with the antennae and licked if dry, or bitten around the 
edges if it is a green leaf section. Frequently the particle receives a fecal droplet. 

When thus prepared the substrate is pushed and moved slightly back and forth as it is 
forced into place, the ant using its mandibles and fore feet. The next stage (Weber, 1956c) is 
the planting with tufts of mycelium. Tufts are picked up from the nearby growths and 
placed on the moistened new substrate. An exposed surface of hardly more than one square 
millimeter may bear ten newly planted tufts within a few minutes. By this habit the growth 
of fungus is greatly accelerated. The average garden nearly fills the cavity in which it is 
contained and, when not completely suspended on rootlets permeating the space, it 
commonly is suspended on pebbles or rock fragments from the floor. 

1W. M. Wheeler coined the term bromatia in 1907 for the form of the fungus eaten by the ants. The term myrmecomyces or “antmaushroom” 
(plural myrmecomycetes) suggested by my colleague, Professor Lucius Shero, might be introduced as a generic term for the fungi and staphyla 
(plural, staphylœ), from the Greek for a cluster of grapes, for the clusters of inflated hyphne (Fig. 1). These clusters are characteristic of the 
fungus in the gardens of higher attines and develop similarly in artificial cultures. Staphylx would be equivalent to bromatia but allude to the 
form rather than the use. This term was first used in Weber 195v7b. 
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The ants wander continually over their garden, feeling it with the apices of the antennse 
and applying their submandibular mouthparts or licking it frequently. The “weeding” 
that Möller in 1893 first suggested, and which subsequent authors recopied without 
adding new evidence, seems to be an uncommon habit and apparently of little or no signb 

Fig. 3. This soldier (largedieaded ant) stood guard facing the developing female pupa in the garden for many 

days. Atta cephalotes. Trinidad. 

Fig. 4. A polymorphic”species, Atta cephalotes, showing the winged male (upper left), winged female (upper 
center) a soldier beneath^the male and workers of variable size. Two sexual larvae are below. Trinidad. 
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ficance in a normal garden. That it can take place, however, may be illustrated by two 
observations in artificial nests. 

In one case a small amount of the artificially-cultured fungus of Apterostigma mayri 

was placed on the fungus of a garden of Cyphomyrmex costatus. The ants immediately 
recognized it as alien and soon removed and discarded it. Both fungi are Basidiomycetes. 
In the second case, ants of Acromyrmex octospinosus were placed in a tube containing an 
agar culture of Atta sexdens fungus that was contaminated by Ascomycetes of the usual 
Pénicillium'Aspergillus types. The ants fed upon the Atta fungus as they did consistently 
on other occasions. One ant finally approached white sporangia of the contaminant and 
pulled on the long thin stalks. It kept its mouthparts retracted and did not at any time 
taste this fungus. Frequently it stopped during the weeding and cleaned its fore tarsi and 
antennae as these ants do when in contact with unacceptable fungi. 

The more significant factors in maintaining a luxuriant growth of the ant fungus are 
believed to be the secretions added by the ants and the continual care they bestow on the 
garden. The actions of the female in creating her initial garden have long been known and 
have been most effectively studied by Autuori (1942). For the colony as a whole, the worker 
ant feces were shown to be regularly used in the garden (Weber in Wheeler 1937, p. 14, 
Weber 1941-1956). At one time (Weber 1947, p. 150) the view was held “that the chemical 
environment created by the malaxated substrate and the ant fecal droplets favor the particu¬ 
lar fungus grown by the ants.” This view must be modified to include the ant saliva, 
although this is implied by the word malaxated, and the behavior of the ants. Antibiotic 
activity of the saliva and feces is indicated. A bacterial flora, present in the succulent 
substrate, contributes in all probability to the totality of factors working towards a flourish¬ 
ing culture of one fungus. Ant fungi themselves show little or no antibiotic activity against 
standard test organisms. 

Nests (Figs. 6-11) 

The simplest nest is made by Cyphomyrmex rimosus and consists of an irregular 
cavity in the soil or rotted wood, in a curled-up leaf, or in similar sites of constantly high 
humidity and even temperature. 

Other small species characteristically have a crater entrance to their nest in the soil, 
below which is a single cavity containing the garden. The crater entrance may be erected 
in the form of a turret or chimney. Species in several genera may have more than one garden. 
The species of Apterostigma usually nest in rotted wood or below this in the soil and rarely 
form a nest entrance in the form of a crater. More commonly the entrance is a bare hole. 
Some of the species of this genus have several gardens, each in a separate cell. In general, 
the species of small size have small colonies (one or two hundred) and small gardens. This 
is in contrast to many non-attine ants of small size that have large colonies of thousands of 
individuals (e.g. Solenopsis). 

The largest species, those of Acromyrmex and Atta, have the largest nests and have 
many thousands of individuals in the colony. Commonly the nest contains several gardens 
that are far larger than in smaller attines. There is more flexibility in the nests of Acromyrmex 

than in Atta and the former may nest in debris up in trees, such as humus and decayed 
vegetation at the bases of bromeliads, or in masses of decaying vegetation at the bases of 
trees. When they nest in soil they have typical crater entrances. 

The large colonies of At ta start with a single, small crater entrance. Below this is a 
single garden containing the female and her first brood. As the colony grows, new chambers 
and new craters are formed. Scores of chambers, each with its garden, and scores of craters 
are present in the large, mature colony. 

Foraging, Defense of Nest and Other Behavior (Fig. 12) 

The species of small size forage singly for substrate and move slowly. At the least 
disturbance they react by catalepsy, becoming immobile in a standing position. In 
Cyphomyrmex rimosus and other species they may respond by drawing the appendages 
close to the body and assume a curled-up position. The small ants do not attack a large 

intruder. 

Some ants of medium size, such as Trachymyrmex septentrionalis, may forage in file 
and, upon being disturbed, will attack. These also may cut green leaves and represent in 
general a stage intermediate between the smallest and largest species. 
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The largest ants, those of Acromyrmex and Atta, forage in file, often moving rapidly, 
and may travel several hundred meters to the trees whose green leaves or flowers they may 
be cutting for substrate., Upon the nest being disturbed the ants rush out and attack. It 

Fig. 5. A monomorphic species, Sericomyrmex urichi, and its fungus garden in an observation nest. Trinidad. 

Fig. 6. Irregular crater entrance to nest of Sericomyrmex urichi, typical of many attines. Scale indicated by 
15 cm. ruler. Trinidad. 
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is a common experience in excavating these nests to have the Atta soldiers attack with such 
effect as to cut the human skin freely to the point of bleeding, to cut holes in woolen socks 
and even to cut half-moon sections out of leather shoes. Ordinarily the soldiers stay in the 
nest. Some stand guard facing the queen or immature female stages with great constancy. 

Towards intruders of comparable ant si2;e all species may show hostility. The attack 
of Cyphomyrmex rimosus on the much smaller Wasmannia ants has been noted (Weber, 
1955c). Attine ants, however, are generally characterised by their non-aggressive behavior 
and all sises may forage freely by Pheidole, Solenopsis, Eaton and other active ants without 
hostility. The common Ectatomma ruidum, a ponerine ant, has been observed systematically 
raiding a file of Acromyrmex ants carrying pieces of papaya fruit (Weber, 1945). An un¬ 
common behavioral reaction is the “jerking” behavior Cyphomyrmex costatus may show. 
When disturbed, these ants may respond by jigging up and down in a vertical plane, 
holding on to the garden with the hind feet and lifting the fore feet into the air. It appears 
to be a response that may tend to alert the colony. Attines do not appear to notice the 
myrmecophiles, such as roaches and mites that inhabit some colonies. On the other hand, 
Acromyrmex octospinosus ants have been observed to jump with outspread mandibles 
at white collembolans (Cyphoderus inœqualis) infesting their observation nest. 

Species of several genera or species within the same genus nest forage and nest freely 
beside one another without evoking hostility. The large nests of Atta commonly have nests 
of Trachymyrmex, Cyphomyrmex and other genera in the soil beneath their craters. 

Within the genus Trachymyrmex differences have been noted repeatedly in observation 
nests under similar conditions and at the same time. When the nest cover was removed, 
unchi and zete\i stayed in the nest, cornetzi ran fast and attempted to escape, and 
septentrionalis and its subspecies seminóle were intermediate in behavior. 

EVOLUTION INDICATED BY MORPHOLOGY 

There are no known fossil attines and phylogeny of the group itself, based on the 
modern adults, is at present speculative. Within the tribe, however, the existence of genera 
of small, monomorphic workers and genera with species of highly polymorphic workers 
suggests an evolutionary sequence as follows: 

Cyphomyrmex rimosus—monomorphic; squamiform, appressed hairs; large, widely-spaced 
frontal lobes; smooth body contours; small size (about 2 mm). 

Cyphomyrmex, other species— monomorphic; pilosity sparse and usually of simple hairs; 
large, widely-spaced frontal lobes; smooth to spinose body; small sise. 

Mycetophylax—monomorphic; pilosity sparse; smooth body contours; frontal lobes of 
medium sise and spacing; small sise. 

Mycocepurus—monomorphic; pilosity sparse; spinose; small sise; frontal lobes approxi¬ 
mated and small. 

Myrmicocrypta—monomorphic; tuberculate thorax bearing squamiform hairs; frontal 
lobes approximated and small. 

Apterostigma—monomorphic; abundant flexuous hairs; smooth body contours; small to 
medium sise. 

Sencomyrmex—monomorphic; abundant flexuous hairs; tuberculate body; cordate head. 
Trachymyrmex—monomorphic to slightly polymorphic; tuberculate body with stiff, 

hooked hairs; small to medium sise species. 
Acromyrmex—polymorphic; abundantly tuberculate body with stiff hairs. 
Atta—polymorphic with maxima caste in form of soldier; few and large spines or tubercles 

in media to maxima castes. 

Based on body form of the worker, the most primitive attines may be the Cyphomyrmex 
—Mycetophylax—Mycocepurus—Myrmicocrypta types and the most specialised are likely 
the Acromyrmex—Atta group with Trachymyrmex clearly transitional. Mycetophylax and 
Apterostigma may have diverged independently from this family tree. 

EVOLUTION INDICATED BY NEST AND GARDEN (Figs. 6-11) 

The nest and garden of Cyphomyrmex rimosus as described above, are of the simplest 
type known. Ants of other species of Cyphomyrmex and frequently of other genera of 
small workers form one symmetrical cell, commonly in the soil, that contains the garden. 
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Polydomous nests, nests with more than one cell and garden, may be expected generally 
though unknown in several small genera. It is the invariable situation only in the mature 

nests of Atta. 

HKh 

:: 

Fig. 7- Entrance in form of a turret of grass sections and soil (76 x 127 mm. white card in back) to nest of Acromyr' 
mex (Modlerius) balzani. The ants carried the soil from excavating some distance to the left before dropping it to 
form a semicircular crater. Venezuela. 

Fig. 8. Simplest nest among attines, that of Cyphomyrmex rimosus. The nest (left center) was an irregular 
cavity in the wet clay and contained masses of yeastdike cells of the unique fungus on insect feces. Panama Canal 
Zone. 
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The garden itself is fundamentally alike in all known attines except Cyphomyrmex 

nmosus. That of some Apterostigma is aberrant in being enclosed in a veil but is otherwise 
of the general plan. Differences are clearly due to size of ants, small ants having gardens with 
small cells. 

The nature of the substrate, however, suggests an evolution from use of insect feces 
only, to feces and debris such as bits of leaves and woody material, to these materials plus 
green leaves or fresh flowers and finally to green leaves and flowers only. The major steps 
are represented by the following : 

Cyphomyrmex nmosus 

Small genera and Apterostigma 

Trachymyrmex 

Polymorphic genera 

EVOLUTION INDICATED BY BEHAVIOR 

The genera of ants that become immobile when disturbed contrast with those that are 
aggressive when exposed to the same stimulus. Cyphomyrmex, Mycetophylax, and Myrmi- 
cocrypta become immobile; Apterostigma, Sencomyrmex and Trachymyrmex usually become 
immobile but T. septentrionalis may show hostility and attempt to bite one when the nest 
is being excavated. By way of contrast, the ants of Acromyrmex and Atta, as noted above, 
regularly attack when one excavates their nest. This suggested evolutionary sequence, 
again from the genera of small ants to those with polymorphic and large castes is not strictly 
according to size of the ant. Large ants of Apterostigma respond quite uniformly by cata¬ 
lepsy. 

Foraging singly and moving slowly, features of the small genera, contrast with foraging 
in file and moving faster in the polymorphic genera. Again, Trachymyrmex septentrionalis 

is transitional in foraging singly most of the time and in file occasionally. Ants of this genus 
can run rapidly as in the polymorphic genera. The polymorphic genera frequently forage at 
night and Sencomyrmex and Trachymyrmex may do so at times. 

The primitiveness of Cyphomyrmex nmosus is suggested by the fact that it alone keeps 
the brood away from the garden. This, however, must be governed by the fact that a 
garden of wet, exposed insect fecal pellets would be a poor site for brood. In the other 
ants the same substrate would be insulated from the brood by a mycelial growth. 

EVOLUTION OF THE ANT FUNGI (Figs. 1, 8, 10) 

The two clearly identified ant fungi are Basidiomycetes, Lepiota n. sp. cultivated by 
Cyphomyrmex costatus and Pholiota ( = Rhozites) gongylophora, cultivated by Acromyrmex 

and Atta. Neither species is known to occur except in association with ants but both are 
well known genera, the other species in them being unrelated to insects in their occurrence 
in nature. Such evolution as has occurred in these two ant fungi appears to have been in 
the loss of the sporophore and consequent dependence on vegetative reproduction through 
the agency of the ants. The vegetative mycelium has evolved hypal swellings that are 
advantageous for ant feeding. In Lepiota n. sp. the hyphæ are merely enlarged, in the Pholiota 

the hyphæ have developed terminal pyriform to globular inflations and in some cases slight 
pre-apical swellings. These inflated hyphæ tend to occur in clusters (staphylæ) both in 
artificial culture and in the ant garden. The greater specializations of the Pholiota hyphæ 
suggest that this fungus is more highly evolved towards symbiosis with ants than is Lepiota. 

Inflated hyphæ of similar form and in similar clusters occur in gardens of at least some 
species of Sencomyrmex, Trachymyrmex, Acromyrmex and Atta. This suggests parallel 
evolution of the fungus with these highest ant genera. 

The yeast-like fungus of Cyphomyrmex nmosus is unique and, since it is unidentifiable, 
nothing can be suggested as to its origin. The fact that it can also grow in a filamentous 
hyphal form in artificial culture that resembles somewhat the Lepiota may possibly indicate 

a relationship. 

The fungus grown by Apterostigma shows abundant clamp connections of the hyphæ 
and is therefore likely to be a Basidiomycete. The growth of the mycelium as a veil sur- 
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rounding some gardens, suspended from the roof of the cavity and scarcely touching the 
garden proper, is unique among Attlni. It is a natural growth not induced by the ants and 
has a somewhat similar growth in some cultures. Otherwise the hyphæ are apparently 
unmodified for living in ant gardens and do not produce swellings. 

Fig. 9. One of many cells in the nest of Atta cephalotes opaca. After the cell has been excavated the ants form 
the garden on rootlets that are left in the space. Forceps 113 mm long. Colombia. 

Fig. 10. Garden of Apterostigma angulatum surrounded by a mycelial veil which was torn aside to show the 
irregular cells of insect feces and the fungus. The fist'size garden was suspended from the underside of a log and 
fitted into a small cavity in the soil. Panama Canal Zone. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

From the evidence presented above it would appear that : 

A. Ants that culture fungus and depend on it for food are known only from the 
New World and all belong to the attine tribe (Attini). 

B. The stages in the evolution of the fungus^growing habit may bave been: 

1. Ants defecated at particular sites in or near the nest. 

2. Fungi developed on the feces. 

3. The biochemical qualities of the feces restricted the variety of fungi. 

4. Certain fungi luxuriated as mycelial growths under these circumstances. 

5. The ants cropped these for food, regurgitated this to the larvæ, then in a later 
stage fed hyphae to the larvæ. 

6. The ants added other insect feces and later vegetal debris, creating a fungus^ 

garden. 

7. A vigorous culture of one fungus was maintained, at least partly by antibiotic 
activity involving the ant feces and saliva that were regularly applied. 

8. Chambers were excavated in the soil in which the brood and garden were kept. 

9. When females left the parental nest they carried pieces of the hyphæ, either 
between the mandibles or in the infrabuccal pocket off the pharynx. 

10. These fragments of hyphæ were deposited in the cell excavated by the female. 

11. The female defecated on these, starting a new cycle of fungus culture. 

12. Substrate was added, the luxuriating fungus was fed to the developing brood and 
a new colony was well launched. 

13. Green leaves and fresh flowers were cut and used for substrate; the mycelium 

was planted. 

14. The inexhaustible substrate and efficient culturing of the fungus permitted very 
large colonies with polymorphic workers to be developed. 

C. The fungus'growing habit may have originated in the humid South American 
tropics during the Tertiary period of the order of magnitude of some 50 million years ago. 

D. Within the tribe, evolution in morphology of adult workers and females may have 

been in the following sequence: 

Cyphomyrmex rimosus 
Cyphomyrmex, other species, and other genera of small workers 

Trachymyrmex 
Acromyrmex 
Atta 
Divergent genera include Mycetophylax and Apterostigma. 

E. Evolution in nest and garden may have followed the same sequence, from the 
simplest nest of Cyphomyrmex rimosus with a garden on insect feces to an]Atta polydomous 

nest of large size, based on green leaves. 

F. Evolution in behavior proceeded as above, from ants responding to their nest 
being disturbed by becoming immobile and with appendages drawn close to the body to 
those responding by aggressiveness and attack, from ants foraging slowly and singly, to ants 
foraging rapidly and in file. Attines became tolerant of one another and species of the same 
or of other genera nested freely beside one another. 

G. The known ant fungi are Basidiomycetes. That of the most primitive ant, 
Cyphomyrmex rimosus, is yeastdike as cultured by the ants and of unknown affinities. 
The fungus grow by Apterostigma is a Basidiomycete. The two clearly identifiable fungi 
are Lepiota n. sp. (cultured by Cyphomyrmex costatus) and Pholiota ( = Rhozites) gongylophora 
(cultured by Acromyrmex and Atta). These have evolved by repressing the sporophore 
stage and by developing inflations of the hyphæ that are more advanced in Pholiota than in 

Lepiota. 
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H. That fungus-growing has been successful is indicated by the large number of 
described forms of aitine ants (some 400) and by the abundance of their nests and individ¬ 
uals. They have exploited a new source of food and cultivate it efficiently in a restricted 
space and in otherwise largely unoccupied soil. 

IH111 

Fig. 11. Nest of Acromyrmex histrix in a pile of trash at the base of palms in the Orinoco Delta, Venezuela. 
Several fungus gardens show under the 25 cm. knife. 

Fig. 12. Trails made by Atta cephalotes cross the human trail at right angles in British Guiana. Two trails at 
the left from leaf-cutting sites converge at the right in the direction of the nest. 
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Social Organisation in the Moth Ear Mite 
(Myrmonyssus phalœnodectes) 

By Asher E. Treat 

The City College of New York 

New York, N.Y. 

ABSTRACT 

A rudimentary social structure is evident in the colonies of this widely distributed 
mesostigmatid which parasitizes the tympanic organs of various hadenine and other noctuid 
moths. Ovipositing females remain with their young until they mature, sometimes resisting 
intrusions of other mites by blocking the orifice of the tympanic air sac, by attaching with their 
mouthparts, or by a peculiar jostling action. The three chambers of the host's ear are used in 
different ways by mites in the various developmental stages. Special sites are selected for 
oviposition, for feeding, for copulation, for defecation, and for the deposit of exuviae. Colonies 
are strictly unilateral until the swarming stage of the young females. One of the host's auditory 
organs escapes damage. Behavior of the mites in culture tubes differs from that on the host, 
and behavioral changes also characterize the swarfning females. The group host specificity, 
the unilaterality of the colonies, the seasonal disappearance of the mites, and their phylogenetic 
history are problems that remain unsolved. 

INTRODUCTION 

Social behavior in mites, in the sense of colony formation or brood care, has rarely 
been reported. Vitzthum (1943) cites as the only instances the argasid tick Ornithodorus 
moubata, which stays near its eggs until some of the early stages have appeared, and the 
prostigmatid mite Cheyletus eruditus, which is said to remain with its eggs and to defend 
them if disturbed. The recently discovered mesostigmatid mite Myrmonyssus phalcem 
odectes provides an example of somewhat more elaborate social behavior. This acarine, 
currently assigned to the family Lælaptidæ, was first found in Tyringham, Massachusetts, 
in 1952, as a parasite in the tympanic auditory organs of noctuid moths (Treat, 1954). 
It has since been shown (Treat, 1955a) to be of very wide distribution. Its chief hosts, at 
least during the summer months, are the hadenine moths of the genus Leucania and the 
closely related genera Aletia and Pseudaletia. These include several species of army worms. 
The mite has been found sporadically, however, in some fifty-two noctuid species repre¬ 
senting five subfamilies. The fully developed and engorged female is a yellow mite about 
a half millimeter in body length. The male is somewhat smaller, with shorter, stouter legs 
and mouthparts fitted for copulation. The early stages include a six-legged larva, a pro¬ 
tonymph, and a deutonymph. The mites are colonial throughout their development, 
forming a compact population within a single tympanic organ of the host. 

STRUCTURE OF THE NOCTUID TYMPANIC ORGAN 

Since the mites make special use of the different parts of the moth’s ear, some knowl¬ 
edge of this organ is required for an understanding of their life history. The structure 
occupies the postero-dorsal and lateral parts of the metathorax, and is concealed from view 
by the hind wings when these are folded against the body. Dissection shows three chambers 
or cavities—two communicating directly with the exterior, and one comprising a tracheal 
air sac, a part of which contributes to the formation of the tympanic membrane or ear 
drum. The first of these chambers, which we may call the tympanic recess, opens broadly 
beneath the alula of the hind wing. It is partly covered from the rear by an ear-like out¬ 
growth known as the hood, a fold in the first abdominal pleurum. Laterally, the anterior 
wall of the recess is a thick, soft, scaleless membrane, the conjunctiva. This is separated by 
a small nodular sclerite or epaulette1 from the more medially and deeply situated tympanic 
membrane, an exceedingly thin structure to which the auditory sensillum is attached. 

Within the body, just anterior to the conjunctiva and tympanic membrane, lies the 
tympanic air sac, containing the auditory sensillum and associated structures. The air sac 

The author wishes to call attention here to the priority of Friedrich Eggers in the discovery of the ctenoid modification of the epaulette 
and in the suggestion of a general protective function for the modified form, which he embodied in his term Trommelfellschutzgitter. Eggers 
paper (1936. Zool. Anz. 115: 212-217) was until recently overlooked by the present writer. His conclusions, however, have been partly 
confirmed by the observation (Treat, 1956. American Museum Tpvitates No. 1768) that in some instances the modified epaulette can effec' 
tively exclude mites from access to the tympanic membrane and air sac. 
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is completely enclosed except for slender tracheal trunks communicating with the second 
thoracic spiracle. Adjacent to the air sac anteriorly are various vertical muscles. 

Just dorsal to the alula, and separated by it as by a shelf from the tympanic recess, 
lies the external orifice of the countertympanic cavity. This chamber is in effect an egg- 
shaped invagination of the external cuticle at the anterior end of the tergo-pleural groove 
in the first abdominal segment. It is separated from the corresponding cavity of the opposite 
side by a thin, transparent, median septum, and from the tympanic air sac by an oval 
countertympanic membrane in its anterior floor. Its only opening is to the exterior, and it 
is commonly supposed to be a resonating chamber concerned with the sense of hearing. 

Details of structure differ rather widely. The foregoing description refers chiefly to 
the subfamily Hadeninæ, with which this paper is principally concerned. As reported in 
another Section of this Congress, the tympanic organs have been shown to be sensitive to 
the ultrasonic cries of bats (Treat and Roeder, 1956), and are probably concerned with 
the avoidance of these predators. 

THE SUMMER LIFE CYCLE OF THE MOTH EAR MITE 

In the type locality, where the mites have been intensively studied for the past four 
summers, transmission to the host is accomplished by the fertile females, probably from 
flowers where the moths are feeding. Experimental transfers from moth to moth have been 
made via flowers in the laboratory, and the female mite has been collected from milkweed 
flowers in the field. Incidence of infestation is usually highest in mid-July, and at this 
season may exceed 60 per cent in favored host species. In warm weather the entire life 
cycle may be completed in five or six days. Several females may invade the same host, and 
a well developed colony often includes more than 100 mites in various stages of develop¬ 
ment. In such cases the tympanic recess and countertympanic cavity seem literally over¬ 
flowing with mites and their eggs. 

On arrival in a previously unoccupied tympanic organ, an infesting female first per¬ 
forates the tympanic and countertympanic membranes, thus providing two openings in 
the tympanic air sac, destroying the sensillum, and with it, of course, the auditory function. 
She then completes her engorgement, which may require several hours of intermittent 
feeding. This time is spent chiefly in or near the tympanic air sac. The first eggs are occasion¬ 
ally deposited within the air sac, but more commonly they are laid on the exposed surface 
of the conjunctiva. Each egg is carefully placed upon a site which has been previously 
kneaded and roughened with the mouthparts. The egg passes forward from the genital 
orifice on the mid-ventral surface, and is pressed into position with the mouthparts and 
palpi. The female will sometimes rock the egg back and forth as if to nestle it more securely 
into place, and will then stroke it from apex to base with her palpi. The eggs are attached 
by a cementing substance of some kind. As more and more are laid they form a pavement 
covering the entire conjunctiva and sometimes the adjacent areas. Successive eggs are 
laid at intervals of two hours or more, between which times feeding is continued. The 
female rests on or near the egg mass between feedings, but often makes exploratory palpa¬ 
tions of the tympanic recess, and occasionally comes to its periphery to defecate. 

About two days are required for the eggs to hatch. The tiny, transparent larvae seem 
to get no attention from their mother, but they slowly and clumsily make their way into 
the tympanic air sac via the perforated membrane. Here they feed upon the host’s hæmo- 
lymph, and here they pass the protonymph stage. As deutonymphs, ready for their final 
molt, they are most commonly found in the countertympanic cavity. Some develop into 
males, but as a rule many more into females. 

Copulation takes place in the countertympanic cavity. The male clasps a transforming 
female dorsally before she has shed her deutonymphal skin. As the molt progresses, he 
changes his position and moves to her ventral side, bringing his specialised copulatory 
mouthparts to her genital orifice while she is still withdrawing her anterior parts from the 
exuviae. Since there are many more females than males it is likely that the males copulate 
repeatedly. 

Fertile females may remain in or near the countertympanic cavity, visiting the tym¬ 
panic recess by the external route now and then, for some time—perhaps a day or two. 
Eventually they make their way singly to the anterior parts of the host. Here they con¬ 
gregate in various places, sometimes under the tegulæ, but more often at the bases of the 
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patagia and around the neck. They feed in these areas, through the soft articular membranes, 
but not to full engorgement. At certain times, perhaps mainly when the moth is active, 
the swarming females will gather in a horde under the base of the tongue, between the 
palpi. When the proboscis is extended two or three mites will advance in single file along 
its ventral surface, waving their forelegs, which they use as antennae. The leading mite 
will usually abandon the moth to board almost any object that is presented. If this be a 
flower, such as a milkweed or campion blossom, eight or ten mites may swarm on to it 
within a few seconds. Many remain behind, however, and cannot at this stage be induced 
to leave the host. Of those that do leave, some will readily reboard the same or another 
moth, while others avoid such opportunities and occupy themselves with prolonged and 
rapid wandering within the corolla of the flower. When moths are confined in glass jars 
during the swarming stage of the infestation, a few of the fertile females at least will 
usually leave their hosts to wander upon the walls of the container. A new reproductive 
cycle begins when one or more fertile females board a fresh host and commence ovi- 
position. 

SOCIAL ASPECTS OF BEHAVIOR 

Perhaps the most remarkable feature of the mites’ biology is their strictly unilateral 
occupancy of the tympanic organs. One of the moth’s ears is always left undamaged. In 
more than 1,000 cases only two bilateral infestations have appeared, and these in unusual 
circumstances as to host species or other conditions. It is sometimes possible to produce 
bilateral infestations experimentally by direct transfer of fertile females to both tympanic 
organs, but often both mites will end up in the same ear. In a recent experiment, nine 
females were placed in rapid succession on a single moth—none in either ear, but in various 
other positions on both sides. All nine were later found in the right ear, where they estab¬ 
lished a large colony. In a natural infestation which was kept under intermittent observa¬ 
tion for eleven days, the right tympanic organ eventually became quite uninhabitable by 
reason of a mold (Cladosporium sp., which sometimes develops in old colonies). Mites 
were swarming all over the head and thorax of this moth. Some feeding scars were found 
in the left tympanic recess, yet the tympanic organ of this side remained intact and un¬ 
damaged. Unilateral colonies can be established readily in either ear by experimental 
transfer, and the statistics of natural infestations show an approximately equal distribution 
between right and left sides. One would almost suppose that the mites could appreciate 
the danger of deafening their host completely! 

The puzzle of unilaterality is emphasized by a peculiar feature of the mites’ social 
behavior. Under most circumstances they appear to be quite indifferent to each other. 
They show no obvious signs of recognition and will creep over each other as over so many 
inanimate objects. A solitary female with a young brood, however, will sometimes show 
behavior that suggests a rudimentary sort of territoriality. If a strange female invades the 
occupied tympanic recess, its approaches to the air sac across the external egg mass will 
often be persistently blocked by the occupying female. The most striking feature of the 
defending mite’s performance is a curious oscillatory or jostling movement. The entire 
body is jerked sharply from side to side, often with a yawing component. The movement 
is executed six or eight times within two or three seconds, the mite retaining its stance and 
alternately flexing the legs on the opposite sides of the body to produce the action. Other 
mites withdraw slightly from a female engaged in this manoeuvre. One is tempted to 
describe the procedure as a sort of territorial dance. It is usually elicited by an invading 
mite, but it can sometimes be evoked by stimulation with a fine bristle, and is occasionally 
seen in an aroused female when no other mite is present. It has been observed, though 
rarely, in the younger females occupying the countertympanic cavity. 

When an intruding mite attempts to pass a defending female in its approach to the 
tympanic air sac, it is frequently met with a bout of the jostling movement just described. 
If it persists, it may be driven off by an attack with the defender’s mouthparts, though 
such attacks produce no obvious injury. If the invader approaches from another angle, 
the defending mite will often obtrude her own body, head foremost, into the open tympanic 
frame so as to block it completely, and while there, may resume the jostling movements if 
disturbed. If the invading mite still persists, these reactions may continue for an hour or 
more. Often, however, they subside more quickly, with the result that the intruder is no 
longer opposed and finally gains access. The defensive behavior may be elicited by young 
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females of the same colony, and probably does not involve any recognition of the intruding 
mite as an outsider. It is seldom seen in large, mature colonies, where there is more or less 
constant contact of the mites with each other. A brood female cannot easily be driven 
away from her eggs by mechanical disturbance as with a bristle or a fine needle, thoug i 
she is persistently annoyed in this way she may abandon the brood temporarily. 

The puzzling feature of this territorial behavior, if that is what it actually represents, 
is that it does not lead to bilateral infestations. It would seem much easier for a late arrival 
to move to the other side of the host and found its own colony than to spend itself against 
the opposition of a previous occupant. That it does not do so is an indication that the in 
fluences promoting umlaterality, whatever their nature, are very powerful. 

The differential utilisation of the three chambers of the ear has been mentioned 
earlier. The tympanic recess is used as a brood chamber, the air sac as a feeding chamber, 
and the countertympanic cavity as a breeding place. The functional segregation is not 
rigid or complete, but the exceptions are not so numerous as to disprove the rule. Now, 
this division of occupancy creates a problem of sanitation. With scores of mites feeding 
and defecating within the space of a couple of cubic millimeters, the fouling of the nest 
could become a serious hasard to survival. Thanks to the remarkable toilet habits of 
these animals, however, the hasard is reduced to a minimum. Whether the colony be arge 
or small, there are two areas especially reserved for defecation. One of these is the 
periphery of the tympanic recess, beyond the normal margins of the egg mass; the other 
is the extreme postero-ventral end of the countertympanic cavity. When a mite is about 
to defecate, it comes to one or the other of these places, turns around, expels a drop of 
whitish liquid, and walks off, leaving the droplet adhering either to a seta of the host or 
(in the countertympanic cavity) to a previous fecal deposit. Within a few seconds after 
its expulsion, the fecal droplet shrinks by evaporation to something less than half its 
initial siz,e, turns yellow, and becomes viscid and waxy in appearance. At the periphery o 
the tympanic recess, this process gradually creates a sort of thatch of moth hairs he 
together over part or all of the exterior opening by the fecal deposit. This thatch may 
completely conceal the mites from view, and may well help to retard evaporation and to 
maintain a favorable microclimate within the recess. A similar function may be served m 
the countertympanic cavity, where evaporation from the fecal droplets must be an irm 
portant source of atmospheric moisture. Here also, the exuviae of the molting deutonymphs 
become incorporated with the fecal mass. Rarely, a mite is found trapped in the fecal 

deposit and unable to extricate itself. 

Thus far, no division of labor has been noted between the brood females and their 
mature but non-engorged female offspring. There appears to be no worker caste, and the 
immatures receive no obvious care or attention from the adults. Nevertheless, the colony 
situation seems to be peculiarly favorable if not indispensable to normal development o 
the young. Mites in at least the earlier stages, when transferred to a previously unoccupied 
host, lack either the ability or the initiative to puncture the tympanic membrane and 
reach the air sac. Even when the membrane is surgically destroyed in advance they rarely 
survive to maturity when transferred in the early stages. It is evident that the colony 
represents something more than a mere chance aggregation, and that it contains the rudi- 
ments of a true society. This conclusion is also suggested by the fact that except in the 
swarming stage the mites will not leave a dead moth, but will remain in the colony and 
perish of desiccation rather than seek sustenance elsewhere. 

SENSORY FACTORS IN SOCIAL BEHAVIOR 

The extent to which the gregariousness of these animals is conditioned by environ- 
mental rather than by endogenous factors is suggested by their behavior in glass culture 
tubes. Here they roam apparently at random except for a tendency to approach a source 
of moisture. They show no response to differential illumination, to gravity, or to each 
other. They show no tendency to follow a chemical trail. They are repelled by certain 
volatile substances such as oil of wintergreen and acetic acid, but are sometimes attracted 
to the vapor of ethyl acetate in light concentrations, and have been observed to board a 
piece of filter paper moistened with enough of this chemical to produce temporary immo¬ 
bility. Amputation of the distal parts of the forelegs seems to abolish these responses, and 
results in prolonged grooming movements in which the stumps of the amputated append- 
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ages are alternately raised and lowered in a way that, in the intact mite, would bring the 
distal parts of the forelegs into contact with the palpi. 

On their natural hosts, the reactions of the mites appear to be chiefly stereotaxic. 
Except in the late swarming stage of the young females, they seek the deeper layers of the 
moth’s hairy vestiture, especially when disturbed. They tend to enter crevices, proceeding 
slowly, with peculiar darting movements, and with the anterior appendages continuously 
palpating the substrate. In the tympanic area, young females when disturbed will often 
move directly around the rear margin of the alula and into the external orifice of the counter" 
tympanic cavity as though along a familiar route. 

In the late swarming stage, however, the behavior of the females is very different. 
Then they move rapidly, carrying their anterior ends well upward, with reaching move" 
ments of the forelegs. On a rough surface such as soil, they will mount any projecting 
particle and stand on their rear legs with their fore parts inclined upward while they make 
lively reaching movements. They will board almost any object offered. Once on a cylindrical 
solid such as the shaft of a needle, they will creep along its axis for some time, resisting all 
attempts to dislodge them. 

At all stages the mites show a remarkable indifference to the vibrations produced by 
the moth’s flight muscles. These vibrations are often strong enough to spread the images 
of the mites under the binocular microscope into a continuous, elongated blur. Activities 
are never interrupted or modified in the slightest detectable way by this experience. The 
mites show no reactions to acoustic stimuli, including those of ultrasonic character, which 
are particularly effective for their hosts. 

The males are seldom seen outside the inner chambers of the ear, and their behavior 
has not been so extensively studied. When placed upon the outer surface of a moth they 
appear to be more or less helpless, and usually die within a few hours. 

UNSOLVED PROBLEMS 

Although there is much to be learned about every phase of the existence of these 
animals, four general questions of particular interest remain unanswered. (1) What factors 
determine the broad group specificity of the mites as regards their selection of hosts? 
Certain noctuids, for example many Acronyctinae, seem virtually immune, as judged both 
by the absence of infested specimens in long museum and field series, and by the fact that 
mites experimentally transferred to these moths fail to develop colonies. (2) How is the 
consistent unilaterality of the colonies achieved, and is it of genuine adaptive significance? 
As regards the latter point, it is noteworthy that even heavily infested moths show no 
conspicuous impairment in their powers of flight, and that they retain (via the intact ears) 
a high sensitivity to sound. One of the largest naturally established colonies was found in a 
moth taken at light after having outmanoeuvred a pursuing bat. (3) Where do the mites 
winter, and how does behavior vary with the seasons? Living mites have been studied 
only from mid"June to late October. In the type locality, infested moths are rare after 
mid"August. What becomes of them, and how is the population reestablished in succès" 
sive seasons? (4) How did the social habit evolve? Thus far only one other mite is known 
to lay its eggs in the tympanic recesses of moths. In this species (Otopheidomenis zaleiestes 
Treat, 1955b) the auditory apparatus is not entered or damaged, and there is no evidence 
of particular gregariousness. While the moth ear mite is perhaps an isolated example of a 
parasitic social or sub"Social acarine, it serves to emphasize the fact that rudiments of social 
behavior exist in widely different groups of arthropods, by no means excluding the more 

primitive. 
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DISCUSSION 

E. M. Hering. Does this interesting mite occur in both types of tympanic organs or 

only in the thoracic ones? 
A. E. Treat. It has been found in thoracic tympanic organs only. 

N. A. Weber. Is the median membrane difficult for the mites to perforate? 

A. E. Treat. Judging by its structure the median membrane should be as easily 
perforated as the tympanic or countertympanic membranes. 
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ABSTRACT 

If we study behavior of social bees, we can note the following: a) The most primitive 
nests consist of isolated cells scattered in the excavated substratum—generally soil. At a 
higher stage of evolution we find similar nests, but with cells assembled in groups in a com' 
mon cavity. The bees come to use different materials to mafie nests, in preexisting cavities, 
or in exposed positions, thus achieving more independence from the environment. In all these 
stages, each cell is more or less independent and combs do not exist, b) Greater independence 
is obtained by specialization and division of labor, culminating in their genetic fixation by 
selection. The worker caste appears, further developing social life. The workers prepare the 
environment, store food, control temperature and humidity, clean and defend the nest, leav' 
ing few bees for reproduction. Even within this stage, there exist different evolutionary trends 
in the systems of storage, nest structures, possibilities of communication, etc. c) Mass pro' 
visioning with a stratified food mass so that larvae feed first on one material, later on another, 
occurs in Meliponinæ. Progressive feeding (larvæ fed at intervals) occurs in Bombinæ, while 
in Apince the larvæ receive at each moment the appropriate food, d) In the establishment of 
a new colony, Bombinæ do not swarm. Colonies are established by a lone queen initially 
performing all wor\. In Meliponinæ, workers find and prepare a place, start rearing combs 
and honey and pollen pots, thus providing for the virgin queen which flies to a new nest from 
the old accompanied by males and workers. In Apinæ, the queen with a large swarm of wor\' 
ers leaves to establish a new nest, whose success is assured by the large number of workers, 
e) In all social Apidæ except Melipona, in which queens are determined genetically, deter' 
mination of castes is by differences in quantity and quality of food, with special large cells 
for rearing queens. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the most interesting evolutionary problems among the bees is the origin of 
social life. Insect societies are usually families; i.e. associations of parents, or in most cases, 
as in bees, of the mother only, with the offspring (Wheeler, 1928; see also Nogueira- 
Neto, 1950). 

Among bees social life starts with protection and attention given to the eggs by 
nesting habits. A further step is aggregation, or tendency to nest in the same place, followed 
by cooperation in digging and defending the nest. The next step consists in the specializa' 
tion of labor among similar females. The last step is reached when the offspring exhibit 
caste differences from the mother so that she lives with them, the offspring doing all the 
work, feeding the mother, helping her or her daughters to establish new nests. 

This sort of life permits a sort of independence from the environment by means of 
the control of temperature, storage of food, etc. 

In the present work we propose to present a study of the nests (situation, structure, 
establishment) and individual behavior of meliponine bees, of some hereditary habits in 
mixed nests, and a review of phylogenetic relationships. 

LOCATION OF NESTS 

According to Michener, construction of nests in the soil is a primitive behavior 
trait among bees, which thus reflect the habits of their ancestors, the Sphecoidea, which 
generally also nest in the ground. This fact is easily shown by the study of all the groups 
of solitary bees, although among these also are observed various stages in the liberation 
from this necessity. 

1The authors wish to thank Dr. C. D. Michener for suggestions and for help in putting this paper into English. 
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1. Among fully social bees, the Bombinae usually make their nests on or beneath the 
soil surface or among clumps of grass, taking advantage of small existing cavities, nests of 
small mammals or even birds. There are a few exceptions to this type of behavior. 

2. Among Apinæ, the most primitive, Apis (Megapis) dorsata and A. (Micrapis) 
florea, make their nests in the open air, whereas the species of Apis (Apis) select cavities 

and holes in rocks, hollow trees, etc. 
3. Among the Meliponinae, there is great variability in nesting places, sometimes 

even within a single species; in other species nesting sites are always quite similar. 
a) Subterranean nests: Tetragona mombuca takes advantage of nests of Atta, general¬ 

ly in hard soil and usually more than one meter deep. Schwarziana quadri punctata has 
similar habits, though sometimes it nests more shallowly. On the contrary, Paratngona 
subnuda nests more shallowly and in soft soil. In the laboratory of Zoology, University 
of Paraná, Moure was able to maintain in satisfactory condition a nest of the last species 
in an incubator more than six meters above the ground ; apparently for this bee tempera¬ 
ture stability is more important for survival than the problem of orientation above the 
ground. A species that nests in roots in the soil is Melipona schenc\i picadensis, lot this 
reason called “guampo” or “guarupú” by the Indians, these names indicating foot of 
tree”. With this species Moure also verified that regulation of temperature is most im¬ 
portant, since for two years two nests have been maintained in the above mentioned in¬ 

cubator at a height of over six meters. 
b) Nests in the interior of trunks, rocks, walls, etc.: These are the commonest nests. 

Although these sites do not provide the temperature stability of those mentioned above, 
they are easier to find and the majority of Meliponinae live in mild climates and select 
places protected from the sun. One can note, however, preferences even among some of 
these species for particular places. Thus Paratngona, Hypotngona, Scaura, and Partamona 
commonly nest in termite nests, and Plebeia (Friesella) schrott\yi in dead wood. Melipona 
ruflventns prefers trunks of large, leafy trees; Melipona fuscata melanoventer, normal 
trees but in very moist regions, and M. scutellaris scutellaris and M. subnitida, simiar 
trees in relatively dry regions. The smallest nest that we know is that of Tetragona (Te' 
tragona) portoi. This nest came from Moz, Pará, and was constructed inside of a liana 12-16 
mm. in diameter, 36 cm. long, having as an outside covering only the thin bark of the 
liana. As proof that some bees are not very specific in their nesting sites in areas of mild 
climate, we have Melipona quadri fasciata that nests in trunks from one to three meters 
high, or in the soil in nests of Atta and even in mud nests of a bird (Furnanus) exposed 
on telephone poles, and Melipona marginata that lives in the same regions, taking advan¬ 
tage of termite nests, adobe houses, trunks of trees to 15 meters high, but preferring dryer 

locations than the preceding. . . . 
The resistance to temperature of the bees that select varied nesting places is quite 

variable. We placed nests of two such species in the open, exposed to sun and cold, so 
that daily temperature variations were high. The bees were Plebeia emerina and Tetra' 
gonisca jaty jaty, the first with 500-600 bees, the second with over 2000 bees. P. emerina 
resisted temperatures below —6° C and above 45 C (direct sun on the box). The colony 
of T. jaty, however, was much reduced during the winter. After an increase during the 
spring, the nest died in summer. Melipona ruflventns ruflventns does not resist the tem¬ 
perature variations in common hives (type of Nogueira-Neto) but requires double walled 

hives with sawdust between the walls. 
c) Aerial nest: There are a few species that construct nests in the open although 

these normally start in a small hole or concavity. Later, as the nest grows, it comes to be 
principally external. We can cite as most notable in this group various species of Trigona 
(Trigona), such as T. ruficrus, T. trinidadensis and T. hyalinata in our area of observation. 
T. ruficrus constructs enormous balls, defended by various hard layers, formed of bits of 
grass stuck together by resin and wax. One of these nests in Curitiba was in the top of an 
Araucaria of 10 meters, where it was exposed to all the rigors of frosts, to at least -8 C, 
and to the heat of summer days. The various involucres and the large population were 
able to maintain the temperature within the limits required by the species. T. hyalinata, 
as observed by Nogueira-Neto, can start nests in smooth places between branches of trees. 

4. Number of exploitable sites: The importance of the number of living places for a 
given species was recently studied by Andrewartha and Birch (1954). On the campus 
of the Agricultural School of the University of Säo Paulo at Piracicaba one of us (Kerr) 
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found in 1945 about 12 nests of T. ruficrus. In 1949 the construction of the building for 
Horticulture and Botany was stopped, leaving exposed on the outside about 580 small 
holes in the brick structure. In spite of some control to prevent an increase of this pesti- 
ferous bee, the existence of 42 nests on the campus was later noted, of which 33 were on 
the building mentioned. There was, thus, a triplication of the genetically active popula¬ 
tion in a restricted area, only by multiplication of suitable nesting places. A similar ob¬ 
servation with the same species was made by Moure at the Colegio S. José, Batatais, 
Säo Paulo. The removal of scaffolding before stuccoing of the building left holes in the 
walls which were occupied rapidly by nests of T. ruficrus. Various efforts to exterminate 
the nests and populations by fire were successful, but the holes were quickly reoccupied 
by new colonies. 

Michener (1946) suggested that the great meliponine populations in Old Panama 
resulted from numerous holes and cavities usable for nesting places by these bees. 

NEST ARCHITECTURE 

Leaving aside references to Bombus and Apis which will be cited only in the section 
on classification, let us consider architecture of Meliponinæ. 

1. All nests of Meliponinæ are characterised by having special structures (pots) for 
storage of pollen and honey. These pots are normally made of wax2 with larger or smaller 
quantities of propolis; this mixture is called “cerumen”. They vary in aspect among colon¬ 
ies of Melipona schenc\i picadensis kept in the same incubator at the same time. In one of 
the colonies the pots were a little larger, with thinner, paler walls; in the other, the pot 
walls were much thicker and darker. These differences were maintained during an entire 
year, in spite of artificial destruction of the pots at various times (Moure). Some species of 
Tetragona, judged more primitive in this respect by Kerr because of their similarity to 
some Bombus, construct two types of storage containers; those for honey are pots of mod¬ 
erate size and oval or pyriform, while those used for pollen are tubes or cylinders, slender 
and very elongate, as was first observed by Silvestri. Such tubes have been observed in 
Tetragona (Tetragona) varia and silvestni. The majority of known species, however, 
make pots of the same shape for honey and pollen but a tendency exists for pollen pots 
to be larger and less numerous than those for honey. The largest size recorded is 55 x 48 
mm. for a pollen pot of Melipona schenc\i picadensis and 52 x 40 mm. for a pollen pot of 
Cephalotngona capitata. The thickness of the pot walls was much greater in picadensis 
than in capitata. Among the smallest pots of honey we have seen are those of Plebeia 
(Fnesella) schrott\yi with subspherical pots 3.5 to 7 mm. in diameter, but smaller pots 
should exist in nests of Hypotrigona duc\ei and T. portoi. 

As far as the shape of the pots are concerned, Meliponula bocandei, from Africa, 
shows the most evolved type, constructing hexagonal pots, as observed by Portugal- 
Araujo (in litt.). 

2. The brood cells are all of the same size in the genus Melipona. In the other Meli¬ 
poninæ queen cells, like those of Apis, are distinguishable by their large size; male cells 
are never larger than those of workers as in Apis mellifera. Brood cells exhibit important 
variations in arrangement, a) In the more primitive types of nests, the vertical cells are 
isolated, clustered without regularity, or form small groups in which they are connected 
by short, slender wax pillars. These types, for convenience, are said to have cells in clus' 
ters. Examples are Tetragona varia, silvestni, portoi, etc., various species of Hypotrigona, 
Lestnmelitta cubiceps from Africa, Scaura (Schwarzula), etc. b) Meliponula bocandei, 
from Africa, although basically a cluster maker, shows a transition toward comb forma¬ 
tion by arranging its brood cells, with but few inter-connections, in irregular horizontal, 
oblique, or vertical layers. Plebeia (Fnesella) schrottJ{yi constructs horizontal combs of 
vertical cells but one can see in its nests some cells in groups of two or three or even little 
combs outside the normal order, c) The greater number of the Meliponinæ arrange their 
vertical brood cells in horizontal combs, which sometimes are united to form a spiral. 
The construction is from the bottom upward, the cells being placed one beside the others, 
without making first a common base. The cells open upward; on being finished they have 
a small upper lip extending above the level of the others already constructed. This lip is 
used by a single worker to close the cell after the queen has laid an egg, leaving the closed 

2 ^ js interesting that meliponine wax is ecreted between the terga, instead of the sterna as in Apis, and is secreted by males as well a3 
workers. 
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cell at the level of the rest of the comb. The combs are supported above one another by 
small wax pillars When the larvae make cocoons for pupation, the workers begin to re¬ 
move the wax of the cell caps which is used for other constructions. Once the new bees 
have emerged the cells are destroyed and the cocoons feces, etc. carried out of the nest. 
Cells and/or combs are not re-used as with Apinae and even some solitary bees; only the 
construction material is utilized again. M. schenc\i picadensis constructs new cells an 
combs only in the upper part of the nest chamber; presumably as old cells and comb 
are destroyed, those above settle slowly, without breaking, thus making space for more combs 
at the topY In other species there is a succession from the bottom to the top starting again 
at the bottom when the used old cells have been destroyed. Each new comb is started as a 
single central cell on a small pillar; new cells are added around it, anidthe com]’ “ues 
to grow in this way. At the same time, new cells are also being added to the margins to 
the8two or three combs below the newest one, but after reaching a certain diameter combs 
are not enlarged, d) Normally, as we said above, the cells are closed soon after oviposi- 
don The food is stored in each cell in a stratified manner so that m spite o1 mass; provi¬ 
sioning the larva eats progressively. Two exceptions are known to this method. They are 
Australian Meliponinæ, T. (?) cassiæ and T. (?) carbonaria, which were discussed by 
Ravment (1932 1935). In these species the brood cell is only half full of food when 
egg “ laid and the larva receives some extra food before the cell is sealed, e) The most 
elaborate type of construction is observed in Dactylurma staudingen from Africa whose 
nest was only recently studied by F. J. Smith (1954). The brood combs hang vertically 
are built from the top downward, and are double (i.e., with cells on both surfaces). Th y 
are parallel to each other but disposed in irregular folds. The queen starts laying at th 
top and at the same horizontal level in each comb although the combs are vertical and 

Using his knowledge of nest structures Nogueira-Neto devised hives suitable for 
almost any Brazilian species; details are given by Nogueira-Neto (1948, 1953, 1956). Ba 
ally each hive consists of one box for the brood and several intercommunicating storage 
boxes at one side. The last model of Nogueira-Neto is more simple, in a sing e box with¬ 
out partitions between brood chamber and storage Kerr constructed several models for 
observation. Portugal-Araujo (1955) adapted the Nogueira-Neto model for some African 

Meliponinæ, taking into account also the thickness of the logs on which the species 

usually occu^ havg the¡r wa¡¡s more or less impermeable because of cerumen, all holes 

and cracks being closed by batumen in which mud sometimes enters m a high percentage. 
This batumen separates the nest from the rest of the cavity, when this is too large, or 
protects it from the external environment. It was demonstrated by one of us (Nogueira- 
Neto 1948) that these batumens are sometimes perforated (T. jaty, testaceicorms, M. 
scutellaria), or cribrate (as in most Meliporto), and thus provide for ventilation. Experi¬ 
ments were made with white smoke produced by burning cotton, which could be seen 
escaping from the small holes in the batumen. The air current entered t e main nes open 

ing and passed out through the batumen. 
4. In addition to this external defense, or limitation, of the nest many Meliponinæ 

construct around the brood chamber an involucrum. This frequently consists ot t m 
sheets of wax, or wax and propolis, united more or less irregularly. T. jaty and T. subnuda, 
etc., are noteworthy for the great number of sheets of the involucrum The species wi 
external nests have an involucrum of numerous sheets around the whole nest; m these 
sheets there must be more propolis than in other species, as they are hard and brittle. 
These sheets provide places for resting bees and serve for temperature insulation. It is 
interesting that closely related species, such as P. entérina and P. remota have complete y 
different behavior in this respect; the former makes an involucrum while the latter does 

not, leaving the brood cells exposed within the nest cavity. 
5. The nest entrances also show interesting diversity and make possible, sometimes, 

recognition of the species. There are species that make no special entrance structures, 
only narrowing the opening to leave room for but a single bee to come or go at a time. 
Other bees have entrances to facilitate entrance and departure of many bees at a time. 
P. remota makes no external structure, only narrowing the entrance. M. quadnjiasciata 
and marginata make narrow entrances of mud with radiating ridges, suggesting t e ar 
of a tree. Other species have salient tubes, sometimes complex and of large siz;e. ror ex- 
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ample Moure has seen a flight tube of Lestrimelitta limao about 35 cm. long hanging from 
the opening of a nest in a tree trunk. T. jaty, N- testaceicornis and P. subnuda make delicate 
perforated tubes of wax that are closed at night, and where bees work continually during 
the day. An entrance tube of T. jaty fiebrigi from Guaira, Paraná, constructed on the sur- 
face of a piece of wood, was forked 5 cm. from its base and the branches continued for 
7 cm. more, forming thus two entrances (Communication of Dr. W. Kosak, photograph 
in the Museu Paranænse). P. entérina makes a small tube, large enough for several bees at 
a time, but more notable in this sense are the large funnel-shaped tubes of Partamona 
cupira and Trigona fulviventris guianæ. At least in the former, returning bees hit against 
the inner wall of the funnel and fall into the nest. Various times auxiliary openings have 
been observed in nests, sometimes used for entering and leaving (P. entérina), but in 
Hannotrigona (Scaptotrigona) tubiba (observation of Nogueira-Neto) and Partamona 
(observation of Rau), this secondary aperture is sometimes very close to the entrance and 
functions for the exit of ventilation air, sometimes with a current strong enough to put out 
a candle. Schwarziana makes a small turret of mud above the soil level, presumably to re¬ 
duce the entrance of water. 

SWARMING 

The activities connected with swarming among the Meliponinæ were unknown in 
detail until one of us (Nogueira-Neto) studied this matter in 1947-48 (Kerr, 1951 ; Nogueira- 
Neto, 1954). The principal steps are as follows: 

Searching Activities 

For three species, T. jaty, N- testaceicornis and P. droryana, some bees were seen 
flying in a survey attitude in front of places where later they generally established their 
nests. These bees seemed to prefer places already visited the preceding year or abandon¬ 
ed nests, perhaps in order to take advantage of cerumen and work of predecessors. Michener 
observed several such cases in Old Panama City, and it has been verified by Nogueira- 
Neto that P. droryana visited the same place four times (1944, 1945, 1946, 1949). He ob¬ 
served that one place was inhabited successively as follows: 7\[. testaceicornis, 1945, April; 
T. jaty, 1946, January; Camponotus (Myrmobrachys) sp.; N- testaceicornis, 1946, May; 
Camponotus (Myrmobrachys), 1946, November; P. droryana, 1947, January; testacei- 
cornis, 1947, October 4; T. jaty, 1947, October 20; P. droryana, 1947, October 31; T. jaty, 
1948, March 16; Camponotus (Mymobrachys); T. jaty, 1948, October. 

Nearly always when ants were occupying the cavity, the bees put near the entrance 
some pellets of propolis and cerumen. 

Workers of P. schrott\yi were seen in July and August, 1949, apparently looking 
for a nesting place (Kerr, 1950). Several bees had done some work at various different places 
in the cracks of an abandoned floor. Two days later only three places were being visited, 
and a week later, two places had been selected and nests were established in them. This 
is the only double swarming known, and the possibility exists that the swarms were from 
different parental nests. An interesting example of a swarm dislodging an existing colony 
was observed with P. schrott\yi. Swarming bees exterminated another colony of the same 
species, using the food and materials, and also sparing the brood combs (Nogueira-Neto). 

The greatest recorded distance covered by Meliponini to start a new nest was about 
365 meters, in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, U.S.A., for a nest of P. emerina sent there for 
study and reported by Dr. W. Whitcomb, Jr. Kerr observed distances of 250-280 meters 
for T. jaty and Nogueira-Neto observed 75 meters for M. favosa orbignyi. Frequently the 
distances are much less, sometimes very few meters. 

Sealing Work 

As soon as the workers select a place, their first activity is to seal any cracks, and 
prepare the entrance. The necessary material is carried from the mother colony, if it does 
not exist at the new site as in the case of occupation of an old nest. This work is done by 
several groups of workers, each in a different place, most of it being lost when a definitive 
place is selected. This fact was clearly observed in P. schrott\yi, as described above. 

Transportation from the Mother Colony 

Having located a nesting site, the workers in larger numbers begin to carry ceru¬ 
men in quantities for smoothing the walls, making of the involucrum, pillars, pots, and to 
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begin the combs. This fact was verified in T. jaty, K testaceicornis, P. droryana,?. schrott\yi, 
T. hyalinata, and M. fuscata melanoventer. The transportation of cerumen is m the cor- 
biculæ, but pollen is carried in a fluid suspension in the honey crop (Kerr) The transporta¬ 
tion of honey from the mother colony has been detected by feeding the latter with arti¬ 
ficially colored Apis honey (red by mercurochrome, blue by methylene blue, etc. (Nogueira- 
Neto) Colored honey was later found in the honey pots of the daughter colony. By this 
means it was possible to prove that the new colony continues to receive honey from the 
old one even after egg laying and brood comb building start in the new nest. In one case 
this connection between colonies was observed to continue for a month after the arrival 
of the queen. Such help of relatively long duration from the mother colony is only discon¬ 
tinued when the new one has the necessary elements for independence. This is a fund¬ 

amental fact which separates Meliponinæ from Apinæ. 

Male Swarming 

After the normal flights of workers to the new nest, some males follow them and to¬ 
gether with males from neighboring colonies, form small groups resting or flying around 
the place. The presence of males in front of the nest has been observed by several authors 
for diverse species. Moure reported this fact for A[. bipunctata, T. guianœ and P. emerina; 
Nogueira-Neto for T. jaty and P. droryana, Kerr for T. jaty, P. droryana, P. schrottt{yi, 

and M. fuscata melanoventer. 

Queen’s Arrival and Fecundation 

Until this time the young queen is protected in the parental nest by workers, at least 
in P. emerina. In an experimental Nogueira-Neto nest, one of us (Moure) observed that 
the workers made two globular prisons about one cm. in diameter with two or three holes 
which permitted passage only to workers. In each one was a virgin or at least non-physo- 
gastric queen guarded and fed by the workers. At this time great agitation was noted m 
the nest. After three days much activity was noted at the entrance and finally a young 
queen flew, apparently followed by some workers. She was not observed to return during 
one hour of observation. At that time the nest was opened and found still m great agita¬ 
tion, and two young queens were found being killed by covering with wax. Some workers 
seemed to be trying to liberate or kill one queen by pulling her antennae. According to 
Kerr the virgin queen flies to the new nest accompanied or not by a group of bees and she 
soon makes a mating flight. The mechanism of fecundation has been observed only in an 
established nest of Melipona quadri fi asciata quadri/asciata (Kerr and Krause, 1950). Ine 
nuptial flight was 4.5 minutes long. The queen was caught after returning and dissected, 
it was observed that the whole male genital armature and seminal vesicles were in the 
vagina. The fact that drones fly outside the new nests is an indication that mating normal¬ 
ly occurs in the open, as would be expected to avoid constant inbreeding. As has been 
indicated above, the old queen remains in her nest at swarming time, contrary to Apis. 
Old meliponine queens are so swollen and physogastric that they could not possibly fly; 

also their wings are often much worn. 

The Beginning of Egg Laying 

The time required before egg laying after the nuptial flight is variable, depending 
largely on the quantity of food in the nest, the number of workers, and the general pro¬ 
gress of nest activities. In a recently established nest of T. jaty it was shown that egg- 
laying started five or six days after appearance of the queen in the colony (Kerr, 1951)- 
We suppose that the time required for beginning of egg laying in recently founded colonies 
is more or less the same as in old colonies, or may be longer if the new colony is incom¬ 
pletely established. The data below were based on established colonies in which the queens 
were substituted: M. quadri/'asciata quadri/asciata Lep., 6-20 days; M. scutellaris sfiutej' 
laris Latreille, 6 days; M. rufiventris rufiventris Lepeletier, 16 days; M. schencifi schencffi 
Gribodo, 30 days; M. favosa orbignui Guerin, 10 days. . 

We observed that T. jaty Smith, in one of the newly established colonies, began to 
lay eggs at different levels in isolated cells connected together by narrow pillars of wax, 
thus suggesting the nest of Tetragona silvestni and Tetragona varia. Only after several 
days the workers constructed the normal combs. This is not a general fact, because in 
another hive of the same species the beginning of the nest was made in the normal manner, 

i.e., the cells were in horizontal combs. 
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The most rapid swarming observed happened in a colony of T. jaty which began 
the searching flights on January 1, 1950, and the first egg was laid on January 18th. 

DIVISION OF LABOR 

Division of labor of Meliponinae was studied by Kerr and Santos Neto (1953) in 
A/f. quadri fasciata quadri fasciata and the report is to appear in ' Insectes Sociaux”. Com 
tinuous observations were made between July 1 and August 18, 1953, in a nest in a lab' 
oratory at the School of Agriculture of the University of Säo Paulo, Piracicaba. Eight con' 
veniently marked workers were used to obtain the basic results which were supported 
by observations on other bees whose ages are easily judged by color. The sequence of 
activities is as follows: 

a) The first four hours after emergence are spent by the bees in cleaning themselves, 
b) The first to eleventh days are occupied with incubation and work with wax in the 
brood chamber, and later, in the entire nest. They also clean in the brood chamber and 
destroy cocoons soon after emergence of bees, occasionally giving food to the queen, c) The 
twelfth to twenty'first days are occupied with construction and filling of cells, sealing brood 
cells after the queen has laid an egg in each, feeding of young adults, cleaning the nest, 
incubating the brood, courting and feeding the queen, d) The twenty'second to twenty' 
sixth days are still occupied with feeding the queen and young adults, intense cleaning 
of the nest, working with cerumen, and incubating during colder hours of the day. If honey 
is put in the bottom of the nest, these bees do not assist in placing it in pots, e) The twenty' 
seventh to thirtyTourth days are occupied by work with wax in the reconstruction of 
the sheets of involucrum, incubating as necessary, and cleaning intensely. At the twenty' 
seventh day they already cooperate in gathering honey placed on the bottom of the nest. 
Between the twenty'seventh and twentyminth days they serve as receivers of nectar, 
also serving as guards at the nest entrance. In the cleaning operations, the first of the eight 
marked individuals to fly out of the nest carried out, on her thirtyTrst day, a cocoon base; 
the others also carried things outside by the thirty'third day of their adult lives, f) 
From the thirtyTourth to the thirty'seventh days the bees pass through a transition 
period to become foragers. The first bee that left the nest to collect syrup situated 40 cm. 
from -the nest was in its thirtyTourth day, but even in these days the marked bees were 
much occupied by cleaning. The last day on which a marked bee was seen working among 
the brood combs or with wax was on the thirty'sixth day. From the thirty'seventh day on 
until death, the bees were definitely field bees. They left to collect pollen from 8:30 to 
11:30 a.m. and for nectar between 11:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. It was observed that foragers 
that spend more time afield also rested longer in the nest between trips. 

Naturally the time periods occupied by various types of behavior vary somewhat, 
as in Apis, according to the conditions in the hive. 

Moure and de Lourdes Lucas, making some observations on M. schenc\i picadensis, 
could confirm in general the observation made by Kerr and Santos Neto. During the whole 
period of study, two queens were noted in simultaneous eggdaying activity, confirming 
previous observations of others for this species. 

Bassindale (1955), studying colonies identified as Trígona (Hypotrigona) gribodoi 
(corrected in manuscript by the author to T. braunsi), confirmed in general lines our ob' 
servations on division of labor and distinguished the following stages: 1. No work. 2. 
Care for brood, feed all castes. 3. Dehydration of nectar and cleaning the nest. 4. Ventila' 
tion of nest and carrying detritus out of nest. 5. Guarding the entrance and foraging. 

In M. marginata, M. schenc\i picadensis and P. emerina Kerr and Moure observed 
that the guards and foragers sometimes exchange places. In M. marginata this was noted 
in a relatively weak nest. In M. schencip picadensis honey placed near the entrance was 
sometimes accepted by the guard and sometimes not. We observed further in this nest that 
one bee, when guarding, made short flights and returned to her place; after going into the 
nest for a few minutes, she returned to her guarding position, this was observed for 25 
minutes, after which she flew outside and did not return in half an hour. On the next 
day this bee was seen in the nest with pollen masses on the legs (Moure and de Lourdes 
Lucas). 

ROBBING 

An activity observed with a certain frequency in Meliponinae is pillage. Lestnme' 
litta depends on such activity for its life. 
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Schwarz (1948) made a general survey of information on this subject available un¬ 
til 1946 and Nogueira-Neto (1949), in a series of observations was able to extend our 
knowledge considerably. We summarize these data, together with some later observations 

1. We can divide the robbing into mild and exterminating forms, on the basis o 
the effect on the colony attacked. In the first category, the colony robbed continued it 
normal activities although suffering minor damage. In the second, the attacked co ony 

succumbs, sometimes being replaced by the attacker. . 
2. The duration of an attack may be quite long, thus confirming observations of 

Mariano Filho (1911). The robbers generally are not molested but sometimes they su 
S mortality. One of us (Moure) has seen the death of a great number of P. enter,na, 

both attackers and attacked, when a colony was pillaged by another of Jhe saI”e sPecl“' 
In Belém do Pará, Moure and Michener observed a great number of M. flavipenms at¬ 
tacker, and Apis meli,{era, attacked, dead or fighting on the ground or inside of the-. Ap,s 
nest. The same fact has been reported by Noel Kempf Mercado in Santa Cruz de la Sier a, 

that lasted almost a month. Sometimes an attack 

continues for only a few hours, or is even intermittent. At times the attacking nest is 

not stronger than the attacked one. . M ^ ^ 
3 In mild pillage, the following observations were made by Nogueira-Neto. a) one 

colony attacking two others; b) robbing of one colony by three; c) the lack of importance 
of theYdistribution of forces between thieves and victims; d) the reversal, after some ti 
of the role of robber and robbed; e) mutual pillage between two colonies, f) the limita 
of the thieves’ impunity; g) the remarkably long duration of mild pillage 

In exterminating pillage, the following facts are of interest: a) The elimination o 
colony by another, and soon afterwards the subsequent extermination of this one by a 
third cofony. b) The sparing of the brood by the attackers c) The apparent attempt made 
by a pilferer to obtain by caresses and by threats, alternately, the liquid carried by a young 
bee in its crop, d) The long duration (almost a month) once observed for this type of 
pillage, e) The robbers’ good memory, f) The conquest of a nest during swarming, with 
seizure not only of the constructions and food but also of the brood of the defeated co ony. 

4. The following items have been reported robbed: mud, nutritive pap, cerumen, 
mixtures of cerumen and propolis, propolis, pollen, and honey. Concerning po en, err 
observed that the robbing bee secretes a liquid which softens the pollen mass. This is 
sucked up and transported in the crop. This process is also utilised for carrying pollen 
from storage pots to the brood cells in normal nests. Dry pollen scattered in the nest is 

picked up in the same way and not carried on the legs. ¿i 
5. The smell of honey attracts a great many bees from other colonies causing lights, 

and probably may cause robbing. The proximity of colonies induces pillage. I he prin¬ 
cipal cause is the mistaking of hives, not due only to the nearness but rather to the simi ar 
orientation of entrances and probably to the odor of provisions m the nests and sight ot 
nest structures. One of us (Moure) has maintained seven nests in a laboratory port ot 
2x1 meters, three of these in a single incubator, without observing robbing; especial 
care was taken to put the entrances in different positions. Entrances in the same side ot a wall 
with the same orientation, if marked with different colors, do not lead to mistakes and 
robbing (Kerr). The proximity of Lestrimelitta limao facilitates the attacks ot tms 

speaes. ^ case of Lestrimditta Umao merits special discussion. The workers as is well 

known, have no corbicula, being thus unable to collect pollen in the usual way. ey must, 
therefore, attack and rob other colonies in order to survive. This attack depends on a 
mechanism discovered by Kerr, which does not result in loss of many ees, eit er at ac e 
or attacking, although when robbing, the Lestrimelitta keep out returning bees ot the 
attacked colony. The process consists in use of scent glands, which give oft a strong odor 
of lemon, which overpowers the normal odor of the nest. As is well known, the guards 
do not permit the entrance of individuals that do not have the colony odor 1 he odor o 
Lestrimelitta is so strong that the entrance and sacrifice of one or a few workers into t e 
interior of a nest is enough to change the colony odor. Once the robbed co ony as ost 
control of the odor, the Lestrimelitta workers can enter and leave freely. Plebeia ecomes 
apparently terrorised and stops all the labor inside of the colony. The odor seems to e 
the important factor in orienting the arrival of the robbers, guiding them to the correct 
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entrance even if other nest entrances are close by, as we observed in Curitiba (Moure, 
Michener, Kerr). 

The robbing is not always exterminating, but is often intermittent. We observed 
the simultaneous robbing of two colonies (one, P. emenna, the other P. remota) at our 
laboratory in Curitiba during two days, after which it was interrupted (Moure, Kerr, 
Michener). Kerr observed a colony of testaceicornis robbed by Lestrimelitta in which 
the adult workers of the former were kept outside of the nest by about 20 Lestrimelitta 
in the nest entrance. This fact was also observed at the laboratory in Curitiba with the 
colony of P. emenna. Michener (1946) observed twice during two months the robbing 
of a colony of testaceicornis perilampoides. On both occasions the robbers prevented the 
return of workers of the robbed colony for several hours but did not actively fight. After 
the attack, the robbed colony lives and works normally, unless much weakened by the 
attack. L. limao is the only observed species that can achieve robbery inside of nests with¬ 
out much violence. We suppose that the same may be true of its rare relative, L. ehrhardti 
of southern Brasil. 

Virgilio de Portugal-Araújo (in litt.) observed that Lesmmelitta cubiceps, in Africa, 
also needs to rob to survive, but this species only attacks Hypotrigona gribodoi. A full 
account of the subject is being prepared by Portugal-Araujo. 

MIXED COLONIES 

The formation of mixed colonies, that is, colonies made up of different but related 
species, opens a field for interesting observations on bionomics of social insects. The idea 
of forming mixed colonies of ants was that of Forel (1923) who started such studies in 
1858, and was followed by Fielde in 1904. Plath (1934) undertook some superficial studies 
of this sort with Bombinæ. Kerr (1948) made some experiments to force two species of 
Melipona to live together. Nogueira-Neto (1950) further developed the study of this 
field among Meliponinae. 

1. As the objective of these experiments was to distinguish hereditary behavior 
from that acquired in the nest, and to study the reactions of the bees faced by diverse 
environments, combs containing only eggs, larvae, and pupae were introduced into normal¬ 
ly functioning host colonies of another species. Except as otherwise stated, adults were 
never introduced with the combs, to avoid any possibility of the hosts learning from the 
introduced adults. To speed up the work, introduced combs normally contain only pupae 
or prepupae. The number of cells introduced was estimated as was the number of cells 
and bees in the host colony. When the latter was weak, it was given pure Apis honey. 
In the following account, the first name given in each case is the host, the second, the 
introduced species, except when the contrary is indicated. 

2. During the studies, a natural mixed colony was found in which at least two work" 
ers of P. droryana lived at least thirteen days in perfect peace in a colony of P. schrottl^yi. 
On four occasions the P. droryana workers were seen carrying detritus out of the nest, 
and twice they were seen bringing nectar to the nest. It was not possible to determine 
the origin of this association, although it may have been due to an error in orientation. 

3. Friendly artificial association was noted between M. q. quadri/a sciata and M. sc. 
scutellaris, P. droryana and 7\[. testaceicornis, M. marginata and N- postica. Relatively 
friendly association was observed between P. schrott\yi and T. jaty, P. schrottkji and N- 
testaceicornis, 7\[. postica and M. marginata, P. schrott\yi and P. droryana, P. jaty and P. 
schrott\yi. On the contrary, M. anthidioides and M. marginata killed the brood of A pis 
mellifera. Adults of P. droryana, when L. limao emerged in their nest, retreated into the 
combs and stopped work for several days (until the limao were removed), but did not 
attack the limao. A mixed colony of M. marginata and postica, another of N- postica 
alone, and other of T. silvestrii, eliminated emerging L. limao, and removed the comb of 
limao cells and larvae. The violence of the hosts shows that these associations are impos¬ 
sible. 

4. Adult queens introduced in any colony were eliminated. Queens of P. droryana 
and -N- testaceicornis which emerged in queenless host colonies of P. schrottl{yi were also 
eliminated. However, a queenless colony of P. droryana with egg laying workers spared 
a queen of P. schrott\yi that emerged there. This also occurred in a queenless colony of 
A[. postica that spared a queen of M. marginata that emerged from an introduced comb. 
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5. In relation to males, the attitude of a colony of P. schrott\yi in which young adult 
males of P. drorydnd and 7S[. testdceicornis were introduced, is noteworthy. The males of 

testdceicornis lived there for almost four months in harmony with the hosts, while 
those of P. drorydnd also survived for a long but undetermined period. 

6. One of the most interesting cases was the following: Three colonies of P. drorydnd 
each received in place of all their own combs, combs of N- testdceicornis. In time, all the 
workers became J\[. testdceicornis, and only the queens were P. drorydnd. The Tsfi testdcev 
cornis made new combs in which the queens placed their eggs, so that eventually the 

colonies reverted to P. drorydnd. 
7. The most important observations relate to the conservation of hereditary be¬ 

havior in spite of completely different environments. N- testdceicornis, when emerging in 
dominant numbers in a colony of T. jdty, constructed an entrance tube typical of the 
species, made of dark cerumen, and closed it at night. When P. drorydnd emerged in this 
colony and came to guard the entrance, they cut off part of the tube, leaving the entrance 
wide open as is their habit. In the host colonies of P. schrott\yi, P. drorydnd in one and 
T. jdty in the other, pots were constructed in the normal sise for these species, distinctly 
different from the tiny pots of P. schrottkji. In a host colony of M. mdrgindtd, Tff posticd 
constructed pots of its usual type and built a broad funnel of cerumen on the narrow mud 
entrance of the host. P. schrott\yi does not construct an involucrum. P. drorydnd which 
normally makes an involucrum, emerged in the nest and constructed an involucrum around 
the brood chamber of the host. The latter then built cells outside of the involucrum, 
which were again covered by involucrum sheets made by P. drorydnd. Similar behavior 
was observed in a colony of P. schrott\yi that received combs from T. jdty. The cell sise 
of P. schrottkji is smaller than that of P. drorydnd, and various times they started to change 
the cells, but P. drorydnd resisted, continuing to make cells of the same sise. 

8. In summary, we can state that such behavior is not learned from host bees, but 
is hereditary and instinctive. However, habits like the association between odor and food 
and recognition of nest site are necessarily learned by each individual. 

SYSTEMATICS AND EVOLUTION 

The preceding pages and principally the section on nest architecture and the mechan¬ 
ism of caste fixation give us some data for systematic and evolutionary studies of social 
bees. Clearly, other fields contribute also to such studies. The old systematics was based 
on morphological characters of museum specimens. The new sometimes ignores these 
characters but really should be concerned with all characters. All data should be accumu¬ 
lated to obtain a perfect vision of the position of a being or group of related beings in the 
general picture. 

1. The older authors made various errors in interpreting the systematics of the 
Meliponinæ. A history would be long and there are already accounts in Schwarz (1932, 
1948) and Moure (1951). We will concentrate our attention in this study on the current 
state of systematics. The upper levels of classification, even though rather subjective, 
have a sufficiently secure objective basis, although we must recognize that studies in some 
fields are only beginning and might cause new changes in the classification. The opinion 
of one of us (Moure) is that the group of bees characterized in the females or workers by 
the presence of a corbicula, by the normally salient scutellum, and the relatively short 
distance between the tentorial pits and the antennal sockets, constitutes a family, Apidæ, 
separate from the Anthophoridæ, thus restricting the broad view of the Apidæ of Mich- 
ener (1944). The above family definition is not usable in a key, because various parasitic 
genera and queens would be excluded. 

2. The genera included in the Apidæ can be divided into four principal groups 
which are quite different from one another but have some morphological characters show¬ 
ing their relationships. Euglossinæ lack well developed social habits and castes and do not 
store food outside the brood cells. Bombinæ have social habits and distinguishable although 
often intergrading female castes. Food is stored outside the brood cells. Meliponinæ have 
social habits and entirely distinct female castes. Food is stored in pots outside the brood 
cells. They have lost certain primitive features, sometimes very striking ones. Apinæ 
also have social habits and very different female castes. Food, however, is stored in combs. 
Some primitive characters have been lost, often different ones from those in the Melipon- 
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inæ, but in general the Apinæ are regarded as less specialized morphologically although 
more so behaviorally than the Meliponinæ. 

Euglossinæ and Bombinæ still have posterior tibial spurs like almost all lower bees, 
and have in common between them the lack of a jugal lobe. The Apinæ and Meliponinæ 
have the reverse combination of characters, having lost spurs but retained the jugal lobe. 
For these reasons, Moure believes that the common ancestor of the Apinæ and Mein 
poninas and that of Bombinæ and Euglossinæ are later and in different lines than the form 
from which they both arose. 

3. The Meliponinæ, both morphologically and by the origin of queens, can be di vid' 
ed into two major groups: The tribe Meliponini (queens determined genetically, frequent' 
ly produced, smaller than workers when virgin, from a ordinary comb cell; workers and 
males with relatively short wings and small pterostigmata, etc.) contains only one genus, 
Melipona, limited to the Neotropical region. The tribe Trigonini (queens determined 
trophically, relatively rarely produced, larger than workers, from special, larger cells; 
workers and males with long wings and large pterostigmata, etc.) contains several genera 
and; is found in the tropical regions of the world. 

4. Generally the authors that studied Trigonini recognized only one genus, Trigona. 
The fundamental reasons for raising Lestrimelitta to the genus level, however, have been 
already widely accepted. Its parasitic habits have selected queendike characters, such as 
lack of the corbicula, large head, etc., even in the workers. Lestrimelitta exists in tropical 
America and west Africa. 

5. The loss of many primitive characters in connection with size reduction isolates 
Hypotrigona. In these bees there exists a great enlargement of the pterostigma and a broad' 
ening of the base of the marginal cell, and principally the scutellum is shifted forward, 
perhaps to enlarge the thoracic size to provide for larger flight muscles. These characters 
are abnormal for the family. Hypotrigona occurs in the tropics of the Americas, Africa, 
and Asia. 

6. The subdivision of the remaining Trigonini is based principally on the structure 
of the posterior tibiæ of workers. Unfortunately supplementary studies have not been 
made for males and queens, to determine the existence of correlated characters. Also, we 
have had but little material for study from outside the Americas. However, we can easily 
recognize three diverse groups, as follows: a) Inner surface of posterior tibia of worker 
with a narrow longitudinal elevation bearing short setae. In this elevation are located the 
tibial muscles. To the rear, the tibia is broadened to form a lamelliform expansion which 
permits enlargement of the corbicula. This group includes genera from all tropical regions : 
Trigona, Tetragona, Tetragonisca, Cephalotrigona, Oxytrigona, Geotrigona, Heterotrigona, 
Lepidotrigona, Dactylurina, Meliponula, and others not yet named, b) Setose elevation of 
inner surface of worker tibia extending almost to posterior border of tibia, leaving a nar' 
row sulcus'like marginal depression. In this group enter Plebeia and its relatives, Scaura, 
Schwarziana, and some groups from Africa and Asia, c) Setose elevation reaching posterior 
margin of tibia so that the inner surface is uniform. This group occurs only in tropical 
America. Included genera are: Partamona (with enormous corbiculæ), Á[annotrigona 
(with a scutellar sulcus and strong preoccipital carina) and Paratrigona (with large frons 
compared to clypeus). Melipona resembles this group in the inner surface of its tibia. We 
do not believe in a monophyletic origin for these four genera, but in a parallelism from 
Plebeia'like ancestors. 

7- It is interesting to note that the development or perfection of social habits, inter' 
preted in a human manner, does not correspond to the above sketch based on morphology. 
It is precisely in the first group of the Trigonini that one finds Dactylurina staudingeri, 
with double vertical combs suggesting those of Apis. And also in this group is the genus 
Tetragona with very contrasting social habits among its various species. They differ in 
the manner of storing pollen and in the arrangement of brood cells (from clusters to hori' 
zontal or sometimes spiral combs within an involucrum). Even those having the supposed' 
ly most primitive nests show great specialization in wing venation. 

8. Evidently we cannot include in these schemes the evolutionary tendencies of all 
the genera. Melipona, in an environment where it has great possibilities for life and for 
swarming, presents a great number of genetically active individuals compared with Tri' 
gonini and Apinæ. The proportion of queens emerging during the swarming seasons, as 
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observed by Kerr (19464949), is one queen for three workers in M. marginata, one for 
seven workers in M. quadri/asciata and others. The success of this system of ample re' 
production is shown by the relatively rapid evolution of Melipona, which after the break' 
ing of intercontinental connections, developed into numerous species and subspecies in 
the Neotropical region. In this group, all cells are equal and apparently all receive the same 
foods All this indicates a great simplification of the activities of the workers. The great 
number of queens, even if it results in reducing the number of workers makes possible 
more swarms, and thus greater dispersal of the species. Owing to the large number or 
queens, more effecti ve selection of the types best adapted to various niches can be expected 
We be!leve that Melipona is a genus in explosion with various groups so recently formed 
that they have not yet accumulated a sufficient number of characters to be easily dis' 
tmguishable. Therefore it is relatively easy to trace the relationships among species. The 
great complex of A4, fasciata serves as an example of this situation. 
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DISCUSSION 

A. E. Treat. What is the behavior described in your paper as “threatening”? 
J. S. Moure. “Threatening” consists in opening the mandibles. 
E. E. Haviland (Miss). Were the artificial nests easily occupied by the bee colony? 
J. S. Moure. Yes, easily. Sometimes also the artificial nests were occupied naturally, 

by swarming. 
G. E. Bohart. When do meliponines carry pollen on the corbicula and when do 

they carry it in the crop. 
J. S. Moure. The pollen is normally carried from flowers in the corbicula, but from 

pollen pots to brood within the nest, and in robbing, the pollen is carried in the crop. 
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The Regulation of Caste Ratios in the Social Hymenoptera 
By S. E. Flanders 

University of California 

Riverside, Calif. 

ABSTRACT1 

The castes in the social Hymenoptera apparently originate as follows: the worker from a 
fertilized egg which when ovulated had a reduced amount of yol\; the queen from any diploid 
egg, provided that the larva from an egg with a reduced amount of yol\ receives extra food; the 
male from any unfertilized egg regardless of its yol\ content. The ratio of females to males 
in a given season is a function of the length of the period of colony indigence (activation of the 
spermathecal gland), relative to that of colony opulence (inactivation of the spermathecal 
gland). 

Under opulent conditions the fertilization of an egg is accomplished by a residual sperm 
—that is, a sperm which was in the sperm duct enroute to the oviduct when oviposition under 
circumstances that stimulate the spermathecal gland ceased, and hence was not used until 
oviposition was resumed under circumstances which inactivate the spermathecal gland. 

In species possessing a system for differential larval feeding as in the army ant and the 
honey bee, each ovulated egg has a reduced amount of yol\. Consequently it is predisposed to 
become a worker and does so if it is fertilized and the resultant larva is not provided with 
extra food. 

In species that lac\ a system for differential larval feeding, as in the genus Melipona, 
only a portion of the ovarian complement of eggs is subjected to castednitiating undernourish' 
ment. This is effected by a differential retention of “ripe" eggs in the ovaries. The proportion 
of eggs with a reduced amount of yol\ may be regulated by a discontinuity in oviposition, the 
last deposited eggs of any sequence being y oliare píete. 

The yol\replete egg (usually fertilized by a residual sperm) becomes a queen regardless 
of subsequent nourishment so that a queen may be smaller than the worker. 

DISCUSSION 

Neal Weber. This is a stimulating theory, and through stimulating and opposing 
theories the truth will finally emerge. So far as ants are concerned one should think of the 
tropical forms as the original source of the world’s fauna. A special case is furnished by 
the fungus'growing ants. A large nest of Atta is a remarkably stable entity with a constant 
temperature and humidity and a surplus of food at all times. How can nutrition affect 
caste determination in this instance? 

S. E. Flanders. Only by the nutrition of the embryo—possibly a response to chemical 
stimuli. 

C. D. Michener. Your distinction between forms with many ovarioles and those 
with few may be weakened by Trigona, which has large colonies and Apisdike caste 
determination, but, I believe, only four ovarioles. 

S. E. Flanders. The reduced amount of yolk in all of the ovarian eggs may not be 
necessarily associated with numerous ovarioles. All of the eggs of Trigona, if fertilised, 
may be predisposed to become workers, this predisposition being counteracted during the 
larval stage. 

E. E. Haviland (Miss). What effect does temperature have on the spermathecal gland 
and the sperm? 

S. E. Flanders. Unaccustomed temperatures may inactivate the spermathecal gland. 

E. E. Haviland (Miss). What happens to a fully nourished egg, inadequately fed as 
a larva? 

S. E. Flanders. Such an egg would become a small queen. 

J. S. Moure. I wish to call attention to the work of Kerr on Melipona. In M. margin' 
ata there are three workers to a queen; in M. quadri fasciata, seven workers. 

S. E. Flanders. This is a characteristic dependent on inherited responses to nest 
conditions. 

'For complete text see Journal of the JJew Torh, Entomological Society 65: 97-105. 1957. 
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The Evolution of Queen Control in the Social 

Hymenoptera 
By M. V. Brian 

Furzebrook Research Station 

Wareham, England 

ABSTRACT 

Recent wor\ on Queen action in colonies of Myrmica scabrinodis is described; she acts 
catalytically on larval growth, apparently by stimulating worker activity and increasing their 
contact with larvæ, but she causes earlier metamorphosis and smaller all wor\er progeny. 

The state of knowledge about queen action in social Hymenoptera is reviewed. Her action 
on adults is to suppress reproduction and a variety of ways exist even in one species (Polistes 
gallicus) most of which depend on her power to exert some sort of behaviour control or dom' 
inance. To this is added, in Apis mellifera, and perhaps others, a socio'humoral process 
(which may even have entirely superseded the other). Her action on larvæ is to prevent gyne' 
formation, this she does directly in P. gallicus and perhaps some primitive ants, but more 
probably through changes in worker behaviour in others. In Oecophylla longinoda her function 
as a caste controller has persisted although that as a reproductive is almost superseded. 

Before reviewing the state of our knowledge of queen action on adults and juveniles 
in colonies of social Hymenoptera, I will give a brief account of my own work on the 
effect the queen has on larval growth in the ant Myrmica scabrinodis Nylander. 

Larvae after winter dormancy, known from previous work (Brian 1954, 1955a, 1955b, 
1956) to have the potentiality for becoming queens were cultured with superabundant 
workers under optimal conditions with or without queens. Differences in worker behaviour 
were soon obvious: in the queenless series they were more often seen away from the brood 
and unoccupied, whereas in the queen-with series they were usually on the larvae and 
actively feeding them. The queen thus stimulated brood rearing: but how? She gave no 
sign of hostility, but she moved about without impediment, that is, was dominant to the 
workers. Most of her time was spent on the larvae, which she occasionally briefly examined : 
and she was licked but not fed by the workers (she fed directly on the food prepared for 
larvae). 

Detailed results of two experiments are given in Tables I and II. The first of these 
summarizes an experiment in which cultures of 30 workers and 8 larvae were either given 
a queen or not; two replicates were used. After a suitable time for growth, the effect of 
the queen’s catalytic action on growth was apparent from the size of larvæ; those in the 
queen-with series weighed nearly twice as much as the others on the average. This point 
is of great importance, for it disposes immediately of a commonly held hypothesis: that 
queen and larvæ compete for food and that in her presence the larvæ are starved into 
workers. 

Later, it was clear that the larvæ stopped growing sooner in the queen-with cultures 
than the others, and this earlier onset of metamorphosis could be seen at a later stage 
(Table I) in the coloration of the pupæ, which gradually changes from white to brown. 
Thus the queen hastens pupation as well as speeding growth. 

The pupæ were weighed individually and it was clear that in general the first to 
pupate were also the smallest, not because they had lost weight during metamorphosis, 
for this is negligible, but because they had grown for less time. Consequently, those in 
the queen-with cultures which had pupated earlier, averaged smaller in spite of a greater 
growth rate. (Table I: the differences between weights in queen-with and queendess 
cultures has a probability of between 0.01 and 0.001). This tendency to yield larger 
workers in the absence of queens was extended in one replicate to the production of gynes. 
It is also shown in the second experiment (Table II) in which only 4 larvæ were given as 
many as 60 workers, with or without a queen. When all had pupated in the queen-with 
cultures they were still larvæ in the others, and when all were brown pupæ in the queen- 
with cultures, they were only white in the others. Again, individual weights were low if 
pupation was early, and high if late, and one gyne was produced in the latter conditions. 
Thus, the general action of the queen on brood as seen in these experiments, is to speed 
both the growth and the development of larvæ, but with a bias in favour of the latter 
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TABLE I—Brood Progress under Queenless and Queen-with Conditions, 

Initially 8 Larvae with 30 Workers in each Culture. 

Queenless 

1 2 

Queen-with 

1 2 

Average weight 
of larvae (mg.) 

after 10 days at 25°C. 1.19 1.79 2.37 3.06 

Pupal weights 
(mg.) and colour. 4.3bw 

4 6w 

3.3a 
4.8w 

3.1b 
3.4b 

3.5b 
4.1b 

4 8w 4.8w 3.6bw 4- lbw 

4 9w 49w 3.6bw 4. lbw 

5 1 w 5.0w 3.6bw 4. lbw 

*8 8w 5.3w 4.2w 4.4bw 

*8.9p 5.4w 4.3w 4.8bw 

*9. Op 4.6w 
_ 

Average weight 6.30 4.79 3.80 416 

p = prepupae; w = white pupae; bw = pale brown pupae, b = brown pupae, a - adult. 

* These formed queens. 

TABLE II—Brood Progress under Queenless and Queen-with Conditions; 

Initially 4 Larvae and 60 Workers in each Culture. 

Brood stage 
after 3 weeks at 20°C. 

Queenless 

4 larvae 

Queen-with 

3 pupae 

Pupal weights and colour. 4.9w 
5. lw 
5.3w 

*6.4w 

2.8b 
3.0b 
3.5bw 

Average weight 5.43 3.10 

^Symbols as in Table I. 

process, the consequence is smallness and a worker form. Gynes are produced in the absence 
of queens, through slower growth and even slower development. 

QUEEN-ACTION ON ADULTS 

These results can now be put in perspective by considering what is known of queen- 
action in the social hymenoptera—first on adults, then on juveniles. Her action on adults 
is usually to suppress reproduction and to organise work. The process has been thoroughly 
studied in the wasp Polistes gallicus by Pardi (1942-51), Pardi and Cavalcant v1951) and 
by Deleurance (1948-1955a). In the case when nest founding females associate iand a divi¬ 
sion of labour develops, these two authors have shown that the process involves both 
direct interaction (interference) and indirect interaction (exploitation). To cut a very long 
story short, they have found that the reproduction of all but one female is prevented by 

means of: 

(a) a dominance hierarchy in which subordinate positions cause a failure in some way 
of oogenesis (the reverse action, large ovaries causing dominance, has been neatly 
disproved by Deleurance using ovariectomy); 

(b) the head female keeping the cells full of eggs and thereby preventing the occur¬ 
rence of an oviposition stimulus caused by empty cells; 

(c) the head female destroying any eggs that the subordinates manage to lay. 

There is thus a triple check acting sequentially on oogenesis, oviposition, and em- 
bryogenesis, but the main one without doubt is the first, and it remains to analyse the at 
present little understood way in which the control of behaviour of some individuals by 
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others has profound though usually reversible physiological effects. Such analysis is only 
just starting even in vertebrates. 

In social species with workers clearly differentiated and incapable of exactly replacing 
the queen(s) suppression of egg production or survival is nevertheless normal; supposedly, 
large ovaries render workers less efficient, and may alter their behaviour undesirably (cf! 
Deleurance 1955a), and as the eggs are infertile and normally yield males, control of these 
at least is necessary. In Polistes gallicus the head female’s relations with the workers are 
the same as with the other females, except that there is less hostility (as is usual between 
more remote members of a hierarchy) and more activation and control of behaviour—it is 
only necessary for the head female to walk about for this to ensue. In Bombus spp. the 
removal of the queen causes an increase in worker oviposition. Again, this may be due to 
dominance and behaviour control which certainly occurs and increases the hostility when 
workers threaten to lay (Brian, A.D., 1952; Free 1955a). Sociohumoral control seems 
unlikely in a species with only indirect food transmission through storage vessels. In the 
stingless bee Trigona gribodoi Magretti the queen inhibits worker oviposition for in her 
presence the celbsealing workers refrain from laying—otherwise they struggle to do so 
(Bassindale 1955); it is not known whether oogenesis is suppressed too. Here the queen is 
certainly dominant and a behavioural control could occur, but nothing is understood. 

When ants are considered it is found that in some the queen does not inhibit worker 
oviposition entirely, if at all. Examples at present authenticated occur in the genera 
Myrmæcia (personal communication), Myrmica and Leptothorax (Le Masne 1950, 1953, 
Brian 1953) and Oecophylla (Bhattacharya 1943, Ledoux 1949). There is also the closely 
similar case of workers of Leptothorax spp. laying in the presence of a parasite queen of 
the genus Epimyrma. (Gosswald 1930, 1933; Le Masne 1953). In these, there is evidence 
that worker oviposition is not harmful to the society, even the contrary, for in the first 
three mentioned, the viability of the eggs is low, partly because many are eaten by larvae 
as they emerge from queen-laid eggs, partly because they are fed by workers to larger 
larvae, and partly because they are eaten by the queen(s). They may in fact constitute an 
important reserve food. In Oecophylla, of course, the eggs of workers give many females by 
parthenogenesis. In other ants, there are examples of the queen inhibiting worker oviposi- 
tion—Leptothorax spp. and Formica spp. for samples of workers removed from a colony 
with a queen take much longer to come on laying than those removed from queenless ones 
(Bier 1953, 1954, 1956). This process has been further analysed and it has been found 
using single and double gau^e screens that contact between queen and workers and be- 
tween workers and workers is essential if the queen influence is to be transmitted (scent 
alone being inadequate). Although this condition is usually considered to indicate a 
chemical process, this is not necessarily true for behavioural processes with similar trans' 
missibilities can be conceived. 

The honeybee Apis mellifera has been left till last because in this, and only this 
species, is there strong evidence for chemical transmission. A hormone from the head of 
the queen is passed to the workers (Pain 1954, 1955, 1956, Groot and Voogd 1954, Voogd 
1955) but evidence on whether it can go from worker to worker or only from queen to 
worker is at the moment conflicting (Butler 1956). In the closely related A. indica oogenesis 
but not oviposition occurs in the presence of a queen (Tokuda 1924, Sakagami 1954). 

QUEEN-ACTION ON LARVAE 

There is some evidence now that the queen suppresses the formation of her own 
caste by acting on the larvae either directly or through the workers. It has until recently 
been thought that it was only necessary for her to keep the workers over-occupied, by 
laying a profusion of eggs, but this no longer seems the sole, or even essential, condition 
in some species. 

In Polistes gallicus the queen suppresses gyne formation in the first larvae, but loses 
this power before workers are hatched, workers being distinguished from gynes only by 
lacking a summer diapause. Deleurance (1949, 1950b, 1955b) has shown that this change 
is probably trophic and affected by the temperature regime, for cool nights prolong or 
cause reversion to worker formation. In this species, at least, it is known that the queen 
acts directly on the larvae. In species of Vespula and Bombus, she also suppresses gyne 
formation, for her removal causes this to start earlier than normal (Cumber 1949). It has 
usually been assumed that she competes with larvae for food and this is still a possible 
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explanation, for it has been shown that high worker/larvæ ratiosal?"e “V* 
early in the season, even in the presence of a queen. (Free 1955b). In both these, sexua 
production starts suddenly and then persists, and changes in worker behaviour itself 
heralds it, marked ones in the wasps which make larger cells in new combs, and less mar e 
ones in the bees which start eating and laying eggs. Whether the queen changes even 
earlier is not known. In Apis melhfera there is a marked and sudden change m worker 
behaviour which occurs either when a queen is removed or before swarming when she 
loses her dominance and may even be subject to violent attack (Taranov and Ivanova 1946 
Taranov 1947) After queen removal there is increased hostility between workers u 
unlike other cases, it is the non-laying ones that are most aggressive against the layers 
rSakagami 1954) It is widely thought however that a socio-hormone is responsible for the 
hangeTn behaviour leading to the construction of special cells, for the work of Muss- 

bichler (1952) and of Butler (1954a and b) has shown that the scent of the queen is not 
sufficient for its inhibition and that contact and transmission from worker to worker is 
essential Curiously, the hormone postulated by Butler is quite different in two important 
respects from that which inhibits the worker ovaries—it comes from all over the body 
but is strongest on the abdomen (instead of the head) and it is unstable chemically (ms ea 
of very stable); and so I think that the possibility that a signal, indicative of the queen s 
dominance, is transmitted must still be envisaged. , 

Amongst the ants there is no evidence in several genera. In Monomorium pharaoms 
it is only necessary to remove the queen from a colony with ful brood and worker com¬ 
plement for sexuals to be produced. (Peacock et al. 1954). Much brood is destroyed in the 
process, a feature which may well be the operative change m worker behaviour In Formica 
pratensis the same is true (Gosswald and Bier 1953, 1954). In Eaton spp. the queen is 
segregated into one half of the dividing colony whilst it is in the other half that replace¬ 
ments develop and again this is associated with brood consumption. (Schneirla and Brown 
1952 Schneirla 1956). In Oecophylla longinoda female broods with few or no gyne-tated 
larvae usually occur in separate nests, which are queenless, m multidomous colonies 
(Ledoux 1950); once more there is much brood consumption m the process. Thus althoug 
the queens have lost their importance as reproductives in this species they evident y 
retain their caste-control function. Lastly, there is Myrmica scabnnodis already tu y 

It has been suggested by several authors that one hormone might both inhibit worker 
ovaries and prevent gyne formation. In the case of Apis melhfera, about which most is 
known, the difficulties have already been mentioned. If there is a chemical gyne suppressor 
it would have to act on worker celbconstruction behaviour rather than directly on larvae, 
as appears possible in Polistes and Myrmica, unless it could somehow be kept away from 
the larvae in special cells. In Myrmica and probably other ants it is more easy to conceive 
of a substance antagonistic to corpora aliata activity which, pervading the colony and 
entering workers would cause ovary regression, and entering larvae prevent the prolonga' 
tion of isometric development that is necessary for gyne generation. 
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DISCUSSION 

G. Le Masne. Je me demande s'il n’est pas dangereux d’employer pour les Invertébrés 
le mot et la notion de dominance, créés pour les Vertebres, sans être sur de la presence 
des divers critères éthologiques et physiologiques de la veritable dominance. / 

Il faut rappeler à ce sujet le désaccord entre Pardi et Deleurance, celui-ci a demontre, 
je pense, que ‘ chez Polistes, les actes d’hostilité, observés n’ont pas pour consequence la 

stérilisation des ouvrières. t 
Dans le cas des fourmis étudiées, est-ce que les inhibitions constatées sont bien le 

résultat de faits de comportement comportant des manifestations d’hostilité? Je ne le 

pense^pc ^ Brian. I think I am using the term "dominance’ in a wider sense than M. 
Le Masne. I include cases of inhibition of behaviour which do not involve at any stage 
(even the origin) actions which are normally called "hostile . I think we agree on the facts; 
we only differ in our usage of "dominance . 
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ABSTRACT 

The evolution of the ant proventriculus as a valve'dam guarding the posterior outlet of 
the crop is correlated with the development of the crop as a social storage organ. The primi' 
tive ant proventriculus (subfamilies Myrmeciinœ, Pseudomyrmecinæ, Aneuretinæ, Ponerinæ, 
and Cerapachyinæ) is thimwalled and flaccid, and therefore UVadapted to dam the crop 
without enforcement from sphincter muscles. Ants having such proventriculi have failed to 
develop “replete'’ castes. In the specialized Formicince and Dolichoderinæ, proventricular 
damming no longer depends on sustained sphincter contraction; the proventricular frame' 
wor\ is rigid and sclerotized, and constructed in such a way as to be virtually impervious to 
leakage. The true \nown “replete” castes are all found in one or the other of these two sub' 
families. 

In the subfamilies Dorylinæ and Myrmicince, many genera show reduction of proven' 
tricular components to the point where the proventriculus is little more than a posterior com 
striction of the crop. The functional significance of this degeneration remains speculative at 
present. 

A dendrogram is presented, outlining presumed formicid phylogenetic relationships, as 
based largely on the proventriculus. 

The Hymenoptera, like many other insects, have two central chambers in the diges¬ 
tive tract—the crop, followed by the midgut (Fig. 1). The midgut is the true digestive 
and absorptive organ. In order to operate efficiently, the midgut requires a relatively con¬ 
stant flow of nutrient material. But in the Hymenoptera, the adult is normally an active 
stage with necessarily discontinuous feeding habits. The opposing requirements of adult 
activity and midgut operation are met by the interposition of a sac-like antechamber to 
the midgut—the crop. 

At feeding, the crop becomes gorged with fluid nutrient, and this fluid is then passed 
slowly, in controlled amounts, to the midgut, via the narrowed valvular connection call¬ 
ed the proventriculus (Fig. 1). As usually developed, the proventriculus of adult Hymenop¬ 
tera is no mere strait between crop and midgut; rather it is provided with both dam- 
effecting sphincter muscles, acting to stem the pressure exerted by the fluid crop contents 
and with a muscular pump-like bulb, which is brought into action whenever fluid is to be 
passed to the midgut. 

In the social Hymenoptera, continued evolution has placed a premium on the stor¬ 
age of nutrients for the benefit of the society as a whole. In the social bees, storage is ac¬ 
complished by deposit of nutrients in receptacles constructed within the hive. In the 
higher ants the storage problem has been solved primarily by structural improvement of 
the storage capabilities of the individual worker crop, which increasingly moves into 
the role of a “social stomach”. The enhanced storage ability of the crop is clearly signifi¬ 
cant as a basis for the development of complex patterns of oral food exchange between the 
foraging and non-foraging nestmates. This exchange is one of the most fundamental bonds 
in the social organization of ants (Wheeler 1923; Le Masne 1953; Eisner and Wilson 1958; 
Wilson and Eisner 1957). 

Improvement of the crop involves, in some cases, an increase in volume capacity. 
But probably more important have been structural modifications of the proventriculus 
that allow the crop to remain full for longer periods of time. In brief, these modifications 
have all been in the direction of replacement of the fatigue-prone muscular valve closure 
by a system in which the dam is effected passively by the structure itself. Since the pas¬ 
sive dam also blocks the ant’s supply of nutrient to its own midgut, elaborate refinements 
of the pumping mechanism were evolved to pass nutrients through the dam when neces¬ 
sary to the requirements of the individual. 

1 This study was supported by grants to Eisner from the Lalor Foundation, Wilmington, Delaware, and the U.S. Public Health Service. 
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The passive-dam proventriculus has reached its highest development in the Dolicho- 
derinæ and in the Formicinae, and it is in these subfamilies that the special replete caste 
workers with crops and gasters capable of great and prolonged distention-has been 
perfected. Such repletes are a functional analogue of the bees honeycomb, and are un¬ 
doubtedly a factor helping the colony to pass unfavorable seasons. 
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These are some of the conclusions reached after a detailed comparative study by one 
of us (Eisner 1957), involving an analysis of structure, explanation of function, and evalau' 
tion of phyletic relationships for each of the principal kinds of proventriculus known 
among the ants. About 50 genera were investigated, representing 8 of the 9 subfamilies. 
The aim of the present paper is to exemplify these studies through the brief considera' 
tion of the most strategic evolutionary types of ant proventriculi. 

Every proventriculus consists essentially of a central cuticular framework, and an outer envelope of muscles. 

The relationships of these two components were determined from serial sections. Additional preparations were 

made, consisting of whole mounts of the isolated cuticular framework, divested of all attached muscles by 

treatment with hot 10% KOH. The illustrations are of two types. One type depicts the isolated framework, 

sometimes in exploded view, or with some sections cut away, so as to clarify structural intricacies. The other 

type shows the intact proventriculus, with all attached muscles, as it appears in longitudinal section. 

THE GENERALIZED FORMICID PROVENTRICULUS: MTRMECIA 

The Australian genus Myrmecia shows many of the features of morphology and be' 
havior expected of a generalised ant. Regurgitad ve feeding is poorly developed, and the 
workers act more as individuals than do the workers of the higher ants. The proventriculus 
is a simple structure. The cuticular framework (Fig. 2) consists of a relatively thin'walled, 
flask'shaped bulb (bl.), with a wide anterior inlet orifice, or portal (pt.), and a slender, 
flexible outlet tube, the stomodæal valve (st. vlv.). The walls of the bulb are four broad, 
sclerotised pfiates, joined by narrow longitudinal strips of thin flexible cuticle, the plicae 
(pi-)- Anteriorly the bulbar plates project into the lumen of the crop as four apically 
rounded lobes, or quadrants (qd.), that frame the portal orifice. The bulb is surrounded by 
a powerful set of circular muscles, and several groups of longitudinal muscles (Fig. 3, c.m., 
l.m.). 

This type of proventriculus is identical in all major respects to that of aculeate Hy' 
menoptera other than ants. Among the ants it is found not only in the Myrmeciinæ, but 
is preserved in essentially unmodified form in the Ponerinæ, Cerapachymæ, Pseudomyr' 
mecinæ and Aneuretinae studied by us. 

Our interpretation of the pumping cycle of this type of proventriculus is as follows. 
The intake phase is initiated by the longitudinal muscles; the plates of the bulb are pulled 
apart causing the plicae to unfold, and crop fluid is sucked through the widened portal 
into the expanded bulb. The longitudinal muscles then relax in favor of the antagonistic 
circular muscle complement, which contracts in its turn; the bulb is squeezed and its 
contents are forced back through the stomodæal valve into the midgut. A significant re' 
turn flow into the crop is hindered by the tight closure of the portal through approxi' 
mation of the quadrants. 

This type of organ is adapted to serve short'term crop'damming needs, but is inade' 
quate for prolonged damming. Neither the portal nor the stomodæal valve seem capable 
of a sufficiently tight closure to stem crop fluid pressure without enforcement from the 
circular muscles. The length of time over which the crop can be maintained full of fluid 
is therefore dependent on the endurance of the muscles that maintain the dam. That pro' 
longed crop storage actually never occurs in ants having this type of proventriculus is 
strongly suggested by the fact that none of them, as far as is known, have evolved true 
‘"replete” castes. 

Fig. 1. Digestive tract of the ant Myrmica rubra (simplified, with some cephalic structures omitted, after Janet); 
ant. int., anterior intestine; b. c. buccal cavity; CR., crop; inf. chb., infrabuccal chamber; M. G., midgut; m. t., 
malpighian tubule, œs.; oesophagus; phy., pharynx; PV., proventriculus; ree. rectum; sal. dct., salivary duct; 
sal. gl., salivary gland. 

Fig. 2. Cuticular framework of the proventriculus of Myrmecia regularis Crawley; bl., bulb; CR., crop; M. G., 
midgut; pi., plica; pt., portal; qd., quadrant; st. vlv., stomodæal valve. 

Fig. 3. Longitudinal secrion through the proventriculus of Myrmecia vindex F. Smith; c. m., circular muscles; 
1. m., longitudinal muscles; other lettering as in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 4. Cuticular framework of the proventriculus of Iridomyrmex detectas (F. Smith). Lettering as in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 5. Longitudinal section through the proventriculus of Iridomyrmex detectas (F. Smith); Stomodæal valve 
omitted. Lettering as in Figs. 2 and 3. 
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THE ADVANCED DOLICHODERINE PROVENTRICULUS: IRIDOMYRMEX 

Passing over a number of lower dolichodennes with intermediate proventricular 
plan (Fig. 9), we come to Iridomyrmex, which has the most highly evolved proventri" 

cuius known among the dolichoderines. 

In Iridomyrmex, the proventricular framework (Fig. 4) is strong and rigid enough to 
preclude all but the most narrowly restricted movement of its parts. The quadrants are 
stiffened and fused together, leaving only a narrow pile-line cruciform slit to represent 
the gaping portal of Myrmecid. Collectively, the quadrants form a dome, or cupola (cp.), 
extended to cover and completely receive the chamber of the bulb and its surrounding 
muscles. The bulb itself is fully sclerotized throughout; there are no longer present the 
flexible plicae found in A4yrmecid. The muscles are interesting, for while they are very 
powerful, they now consist only of circular elements (Fig. 5). The longitudinal muscles 
have become useless, and are lost, since the portal is immovable, ^and the necessary anta¬ 
gonism to the circular muscles now resides in the intrinsic spring of the cuticular frame¬ 

work. 

In spite of the radical structural innovations of the Iridomyrmex proventriculus, 
bulbar operation remains quite similar to what it is in Myrmecid. One difference is that 
in Iridomyrmex bulbar expansion occurs passively, by elasticity, rather than tinder ten¬ 
sion from longitudinal muscles. A second difference is that during bulbar intake it is no 
longer possible to widen the portal. The negative pressure exerted by the expanding bu b 
provides all the suction necessary to draw fluid through the portal slits into the bulb. 

Fig. 6. Exploded diagram of the sepalous formicine proventriculus (based on Camponotus; may be taken also 
to approximate Formici)-, sep., sepal; other lettering as in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 7- Longitudinal section through the proventriculus of Formica (fusca group); stomodaeal valve omitted; 
lettering as in Figs. 2 and 3. 

Fig. 8. Cuticular framework of the proventriculus of Eciton hamatum (Fabricius); lettering as in Fig. 2. 
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But as regards the ability to dam the crop, Iridomyrmex shows great improvement 
over Myrmecia. In Iridomyrmex the resting proventriculus can effectively restrain the 
crop pressure without any sphincter enforcement whatsoever. The rigid, densely pilose, 
and exceedingly narrow portal cleft is in itself capable of stemming crop pressure and pre- 
venting leakage to the midgut. In fact, fluid can probably be passed through the portal 
slits only under suction from the bulb when the active proventriculus prevails in its func- 
tion as a pump. 

THE ADVANCED FORMICINE PROVENTRICULUS: FORMICA 

The formicine proventriculus has evolved independently from that of the dolicho- 
derines (Fig. 9). Again we omit a series of intermediate stages, to pass on directly to a 
representative of the most advanced type within the lineage. 

In the proventriculus of Formica (Fig. 6), the four corners of the bulb have been 
drawn out forward, away from the bulb, as long arms, or sepals (sep.), collectively com 
stituting the calyx. Each sepal carries along its inner face the corresponding extension of 
the cruciform portal slit. Down the inside of each sepal runs a long canal to which the 
pile-guarded slit communicates, and which opens posteriorly into the bulb lumen. This 
proventriculus, like that of Iridomyrmex, is rigidly sclerotized throughout. The plicae of the 
bulb are sclerotised and act as spring-antagonists to the circular muscles during bulb ex¬ 
pansion; as in Iridomyrmex, there are retained no longitudinal muscles for bulb expansion 
(Fig- 7). 

In bulbar operation, Formica is quite similar to Iridomyrmex, except that the sepals, 
with their slits and canals, provide a new route for bulbar intake. As regards damming 
ability, Formica has evolved the same narrow, rigid, slit-like portal as Iridomyrmex, and 
is therefore equally well adapted to serve as a passive dam. 

Fig. 9- Dendrogram showing evolution of the formicid proventriculus. 

If we compare Iridomyrmex and Formica, it becomes apparent that in spite of their 
obvious structural dissimilarity, they are actually remarkably similar as regards their 
functional attainments. Both have met the need for passive damming by reducing the 
portal to a narrow, permanently immobile slit. In so doing, both were faced with the diffi- 
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culty of providing adequate portal area for bulbar intake. This difficulty was solved by 
increasing the portal slits in length, and not in width. Width increase would have con' 
flicted with the damming requirements. In Formica the portal slits are lengthened by ex' 
tending them forward over the sepals. In Iridomyrmex they are lengthened by extending 

them backwards over the bulb. 

In this paper we have omitted all the evolutionary intermediates in both the formi' 
cine and dolichoderine lineages. Actually, we are quite fortunate in having most of these 
intermediates preserved in ants still living today. In Fig. 9 a dendrogram is shown, illus' 
trating the principal steps in the evolution of the ant proventriculus. Note, for instance, 
how the development of sepals is clearly illustrated in the series Notorious, Cladomyrma, 
Camponotus. Note also the evolution of the broadly reflexed cupola of Iridomyrmex from 

a small capdike cupola as that of Tapinoma. 

There remains to be considered one main type of proventriculus, found in some 
myrmicines, and in at least some dorylines, characterized by extreme degeneration. 

THE REDUCED FORMICID PROVENTRICULUS: ECITON 

In this proventriculus (Fig. 8), there remains no trace of the typical hymenopterous 
bulb as seen in JS/Iyrmecia. The cuticle at the level of what used to be the bulb ( bl. ) is 
randomly and irregularly folded. Only the stomodaeal valve is retained in unaltered form. 
This proventriculus is, in fact, nothing but a stomodaeal valve, preceded by a posterior 

constriction of the crop. 

It is clear here that we are dealing with a proventriculus that has departed radically 
from its usual fluid-pumping action. It may well be that this type of proventriculus has 
become modified to yield to the passage of solid matter. This possibility deserves further 
attention, especially since the dorylines and the myrmicines (some, but not all of which 
have similarly degenerate proventriculi) are known for their unusual feeding habits. 

From the structure of this type of proventriculus it is clear that it cannot function 
as a passive dam. Damming, if at all occurring for long periods of time, must be dependent 

upon muscular contraction. 
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Radioactive Tracer Studies of Food Transmission in Ants 
By T. Eisner and E. O. Wilson1 

Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. 

ABSTRACT 

In a series of experiments, honey mixed with a radioactive isotope of iodine (J\[al:131) 
was fed to colonies of several species of ants and the rate of intranidal transmission of this 
substance studied. Striding interspecific differences were noted, from very limited, almost 
negligible exchange in the myrmicine Pogonomyrmex badius (Latr.), to rapid transmission 
leading to near or complete colony saturation in the myrmicine Crematogaster lineolata (Say) 
and species of the formicine genus Formica. An unexpected additional discovery was that the 
nest queens and larvae were often the last individuals to receive honey and as a rule received 
less than the individual workers. 

Recent work by Nixon and Ribbands (1952. Proc. Roy. Soc. B. 140: 43-50) has shown 
that radioactive phosphorus mixed with honey can be used effectively to measure rates of 
food transmission among the adult members of a honeybee colony. The present writers 
have recently undertaken to extend this technique to the study of liquid food transmission 
in ants. Several species, representing widely separated phylogenetic stocks, were selected 
to give indication of evolutionary trends of transmission rates. The experimental procedure 
was as follows. Several workers were selected at random from the colony studied, isolated 
in a separate artificial nest and given free access to honey mixed with dilute solution of a 
radioactive iodide (Nal131). At the end of twenty-four hours, the workers were checked 
with a counter for the iodide and the most heavily laden worker reintroduced into the main 
colony. Samples of workers were then drawn from the main colony at intervals thereafter 
to check the progress of transmission. The amount of radiation recorded (counts per minute) 
was then converted to a measure of volume, called herein “volume-equivalent”, based on 
the original dilution factor of iodide. Transmission was then considered in terms of fre¬ 
quency curves of individual ants classified according to the volume-equivalent of iodine 
they contained. It is clear that, due to probable differential absorption and excretion of 
the honey and iodide, the volume-equivalent is an exact measure of the honey imbibed 
only in the individual originally feeding on the honey, and then only for a short period of 
time after feeding. Therefore, it can be considered only a rough measure of the honey 
volume and is useful primarily in the measuring of the transmission rates. 

In the relatively primitive myrmicine Pogonomyrmex badius (Latr.), exchange was 
very limited (Fig. 1). When single laden foragers were introduced into two colonies con¬ 
taining 51 and 90 adult members respectively, less than 10% of adults received material 
over an eleven-day period. It is even possible, although not proven by direct observation, 
that this limited transmission was achieved not by regurgitation but instead by the feeding 
of material evacuated by the original forager onto the floor of the nest. Intensive direct 
observation of a colony in an artificial nest over a period of several months has failed to 
yield a single record of regurgitation either from worker to worker or from worker to larva. 
Despite this evidence of very limited interindividual transmission, it is known that under 
special circumstances food from a single source can be widely disseminated among the adult 
members of a colony of this species. This was borne out by another experiment, in which 
workers of a colony were given free access to a supply of labeled honey placed near the nest, 
and within two days nearly every adult member of the colony was found to contain a 
significant amount of iodide. This near-saturation was achieved simply by a large percent¬ 
age of workers leaving the nest and feeding on the honey individually. 

In a colony of the more specialised myrmicine Solenopsis sœvissima (Fr. Smith) the 
transmission rate was significantly higher than in Pogonomyrmex. Three days after intro¬ 
duction of a single laden forager, material had been distributed to 65% of the 72 adults 
present. 

In a colony of the very specialised myrmicine Crematogaster lineolata (Say) material 
from a single forager placed in a colony of 257 adults had already been passed to approx¬ 
imately 40% of adults after only four hours; in thirty hours this figure exceeded 90% 

'This study was supported by a grant from the U.S. Public Health Service to Eisner. The writers wish to thank Mr. E. W. Samuels for 
expert aid and advice in the use of radioactive tracer technique. 
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(Fig. 2). Colonies of the formicine species Formica fusca L. and F. pallidefulva Mayr gave 
results similar to those for Crematogaster (Fig. 3). 

As illustrated in Fig. 3, nest queens of the species studied tended to receive less of 
the honey than the majority of individual workers. Larvæ also were fed only small amounts 
of honey. Whether there is differential transmission of the principal foodstuffs to the various 
castes is not known with certainty, but seems a likely possibility. Transmission of proteins 
has not yet been studied. 

In general, the above results seem to suggest that in some species, such as Pogono' 
myrmex badius, adult oral transmission of sugars is normally restricted or absent, while in 
others it is sufficiently developed so that sugars are constantly and fairly uniformly dis- 
tributed throughout the colony. Thus it appears that there has been considerable evolution 
in the rate of such transmission within the Formicidæ. But whether the condition seen in 
Pogonomyrmex badius is a primitive or a retrogressive one remains to be seen. This species 
normally feeds on insects and seeds in nature and is not known to collect honeydew, and 
acceptance of honey in the laboratory may be exceptional behavior. On the other hand, 
Solenopsis salvissima does normally collect honeydew in nature, and transmission of sugars 
appears to be quite incomplete, at least under laboratory conditions, just as in the Pogo' 
nomyrmex. There is much need at present for a quantitative study of transmission of sugar 
in the species of the unquestionably primitive subfamilies Myrmeciinæ and Ponerinæ. 

DISCUSSION 

O. W. Richards. Is not the development of the crop in higher ants related to their 
unusual ability to resist starvation? 

E. O. Wilson. We assume there is such a relation. We know that workers of Myrmecia 
and some of the larger ponerines such as Odontomachus cannot resist starvation for more 
than a few days, whereas it is commonly known that formicine workers can often be 
starved for weeks or months without showing any major ill effects. 

M. V. Brian. Is the iodine excreted, and if so where do you find it? 
E. O. Wilson. The iodine was excreted, occasionally as much as 50% within a day or 

two (by Pogonomyrmex badius), but the location of the excreted material in the nest has 
not been checked. 

Ch. Noirot. L’iode radioactif estui absorbé par le tube digestif? En retrouve-t-on dans 
la salive? La salive joue-t-elle un rôle dans les échanges de nourriture? Chez les Termites 
supérieures, la salive des ouvriers constitue le seul aliment des larves et des sexués. 

E. O. Wilson. The iodine was absorbed by the gut and could be recovered from tissues 
all over the body. The saliva was not checked for iodine. So far as we know, no careful 
study has ever been made of the use of saliva in larval feeding. 

Ch. Noirot. Si l’iode radioactif est absorbé, il faut admettre que la nourriture séjourne 
très longtemps dans l’intestin antérieur. 

G. Le Masne, 1. Je me demande si les quantités de nourriture absorbées (“volume— 
équivalents”) ne seraient pas très différentes, et sans doute plus faibles, avec des sociétés de 
Fourmis alimentées de façon régulière, et non plus avec des sociétés privées de nourriture 
durant plusieurs semaines avant l’expérience. 

2. La faible quantité de nourriture absorbée par les larves et les reines est étonnante. 
Peut-être que avec des sociétés régulièrement alimentées la différence entre les ouvrières 
d’une part, les femelles et les larves d’autre part, avait été moins grande. 

R. Chauvin. Je crois que si la reine n’est radioactive que tardivement c’est parce 
qu’elle ne reçoit que peu de sucres et surtout des protéines. Il me semble que la transmission 
de nourriture est beaucoup plus lente que chez; les abeilles. 

Fig. 1. Liquid food transmission in two colonies of the myrmicine ant Pogonomyrmex badius (Latr.), presented 
in terms of frequency histograms of individuals classified by volume equivalent of radioactive iodide. In colony 
no. 2 the original forager introduced into the nest contained 265 x 10-6 ml. of honey'iodide mixture; in colony 
no. 3 the original forager contained 464 x 10-6 ml. of the mixture. Dotting indicates the nest queens, blac\ indicates 
workers containing no iodide, and hatching indicates workers containing positive amounts of iodide. 
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CREMATOGASTER LI NEOLATA (SAY) 
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Fig. 2. Liquid food transmission in a colony of the myrmicine ant Crematogaster lineolata (Say). The original 
forager contained 748 x 10-7 ml. of honeydodide mixture. Conventions as in Fig. 1. 
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FORMICA FUSCA L. 

15 

10 

SAMPLE of 22 

+ 3 hrs. 

Volume Equivolents (ml.x ICf7 ) 

Fig. 3. Liquid food transmission in a colony of the ant Formica fusca L. The original forager contained in excess 
of 1900 X 10—' ml. of honeydodide mixture. Conventions as in Fig. 1. 
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Construction et Architecture chez, les Termites 

champignonnistes (Macrotermitinae) 
Par Pierre-P. Grasse et Charles Noirot 

Université de Paris 

Paris, France 

RÉSUMÉ 

Les differentes especes de Aiacrotermitinee présentent des types de nids très variés, ayant 
en commun les caractères suivants: outre les parties simplement creusées dans le sol, la cons- 
truction est faite uniquement avec de la terre (le plus souvent argileuse), agglomérée par de 
la, salive, les ouvriers édifient, dans certaines chambres, des meules a champignons en matière 
végétale mâchée; le couple royal est enfermé dans une chambre de forme bien définie, la cellule 
royale. 

Quant a l architecture des nids, on peut y distinguer les types suivants: 
I A[ids sans habitacle, ou les parois de la cellule royale ne sont pas individualisées. 

Parfois, l architecture se complique par l existence d'une exoécie, système de larges canaux 
s'ouvrant à l'extérieur, mais ne communiquant pas avec le nid proprement dit. 

II°—J\[ids possédant un ou plusieurs habitacles (zones entièrement maçonnées où est 
rassemblée da population), cellule royale bien individualisée. Ces Termitières subissent une 
evolution complexe au cours du temps, dont les étapes ne sont connues que dans très peu 
d espèces; aussi la comparaison des Termitières adultes doit être faite avec beaucoup de prudence. 
Dans les nids les plus complexes, l'habitacle est entouré d'une paroi propre ou idiothèque, 
isolee du sol environnant par un espace vide ou paraécie. Idiothèque et paraécie peuvent 
disparaître plus ou moins complètement au cours du développement du nid. 

IIIo Sphærotermes sphærothorax se place à part: les meules sont toujours dépourvues 
de champignons, la structure de la muraille, l'absence de cloisonnement de l'habitacle, et 
surtout l architecture de la cellule royale et de ses annexes sont très particulières; enfin, le 
nodule enfermant la cellule royale est construit non en terre, mais en matériau stercoral. 

Les Termites champignonnistes comptent parmi les plus habiles des Insectes cons- 
tructeurs et ils sont de loin ceux qui élèvent les nids les plus grands et même les plus 
colossaux pourrait-on dire. Ils constituent une unité systématique parfaitement définie, 
la sous-famille des Macrotermitinae dont les représentants vivent en Afrique et en Asie 
tropicales. Ils doivent a la banalité de leur structure d’être maintenus au rang de sous- 
famille; en vérité par leur physiologie et leur comportement, ils méritent largement d’être 
élevés au rang de famille. Quelle que soit la décision prise relativement au niveau à leur 
assigner sur les degres de 1 echelle taxonomique, il faut les considérer comme un phylum 
naturel qui a eu son evolution propre et a dû se détacher depuis des temps très reculés de 
la souche commune des Termitidæ , immense ensemble d’une grande hétérogénéité. 

Tous, dans des nids epiges ou hypogés, confectionnent des amas de débris végétaux, 
ou le bois domine, soigneusement maches, et sur lesquels se développent, à une exception 
près, celle du genre Sphærotermes, le mycélium et les mycotêtes (petits choux-fleurs faits de 
filaments conidiophores) de Champignons Basidiomycètes agaricinæ du genre Termitomyces. 
La forme de ces amas ou meules est caractéristique de chaque genre, voire de chaque espèce. 
Notre propos n est point de les décrire ici, nous désirons seulement étudier l'architecture et 
le mode de construction du nid. 

Les matériaux utilises sont exclusivement la terre et l’argile. Le mortier stercoral ne 
sert en aucun cas, sauf dans la construction de la cellule royale des Sphærotermes. La salive 
est le liant qui donne de la cohésion aux particules de sable ou de terre. 

Le nid se compose essentiellement de la cellule royale qui est toujours une unité bien 
définie, de chambres contenant des meules, de chambres sans meules, de galeries, mais d’un 
genre à un autre offre de grandes variations de son ordonnance. 

Io TYPE: NIDS SANS HABITACLE (OU TYPE ODOA(TOTERMES) 

A. Nids sans exoécie 

Le cas le plus simple est celui des nids entièrement souterrains, se composant d’une 
cellule royale non isolee de la terre environnante (cavité aplatie, creusée dans le sol, les parois 
étant revetues d un enduit maçonné et lisse, plus ou moins épais), et de chambres dont 
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beaucoup contiennent des meules à champignons. Ces chambres sont reliees entre elles par 
un réseau de galeries de diamètre variable, et réparties autour de la cellule royale d une façon 
plus ou moins dense. Ce système de cavités (cellule royale, chambres habitées et reseau de 
galeries qui les unit) constitue Vendoéce, ou nid proprement dit; tout autour rayonnent des 
galeries souterraines, serpentant sous la surface du sol dans toutes les directions pour 
aboutir aux aliments, ou s’enfonçant dans la profondeur pour permettre aux Termites 
d’atteindre l’argile et (dans les régions sèches) 1 eau dont ils ne peuvent se passer Ce 
galeries périphériques forment la périécie, reseau tres étendu que les Termites n utilisent 

que suivant leurs besoins et ou le couvain ne penetre jamais. 
Ce type de nid paraît général dans les genres Microtermes (1), Anastrotermes, 

Allodontermes; on le trouve dans quelques espèces d’Odontotermes et chez divers Protermes, 

notamment P. prore pens. . 
Le degré de concentration des chambres autour de la cellule royale varæ beaucoup. 

alors que le nid est extrêmement dispersé ches Odontotermes erraticus, (Grasse, 944 4 ) 
,1 atteint au contraire son état le plus concentré chez^ Protermes prorepens (Grasse et 
Noirot, 1951) sans que jamais pourtant se constitue un veritable habitacle (voir plus loin). 

B. Nïds avec exoecie 

Simple complication du type précédent, un tel nid présente pourtant, au premier 
abord, un aspect bien particulier. Il est partiellement épige et montre extérieurement 
une série de puits ou cheminées largement ouverts à l’exterieur, beaucoup plus larges que 
les galeries habituelles (souvent une dizaine de centimetres de diamètre). Ces puits, en 
nombre très variable (de quelques-uns à plus de trente), s enfoncent d abord a peu pres 
verticalement puis se ramifient et s’anastomosent, formant ainsi un^reseau continu. Ce 
système de cavités, s'il s’ouvre largement à l’air libre, reste en fait exteneur a la termitière 
d’où le nom d'exoécie qui lui a été donné (Grassé, 1944-45). Contrairement a ce que croyaient 
les premiers auteurs qui l’ont étudié (en particulier Escherich, 1911), .1 ne communique pas 
avec le réseau de l’endoécie. On ne trouve d’ordinaire dans 1 exoecie aucun Termite, ceux-ci 
n'y pénètrent que pour les travaux d’agrandissement ou de remaniement, établissant alors 
entre Tendo- et l’exoécie de fines galeries de communication essentiellement temporaires. 

Suivant les espèces (et même, pour une espèce donnée, suivant les localités), la partie 
épigée est plus ou moins importante; quand elle est très développée, la cellule royale peut 
s y trouver L’exoécie, qui se rencontre dans les genres Odontotermes (nombreuses especes) 
et Protermes (P. minutus), est la seule complication importante du raid. ^ 

Que la termitière soit entièrement hypogée ou partiellement épigée, la cellule royale 
n’est jamais séparée du reste du nid par une cloison isolée. La structure du nid dans toutes 
ses parties, demeure simple: chambres et galeries creusées dans une masse de matériaux 
terreux, (terre du site où la fondation a eu lieu, ou terre transportée de la profondeur en 
surface, p. ex. Odontotermes sudanensis) sans former un habitacle distinct. 

Il se peut que cette règle présente des exceptions; les termitières d Odontotermes 
(Cyclotermes) latencius, d’O. badins et d’O. transvaalensis, si l’on s’en rapporte aux travaux 
de Fuller (1915) et de Coaton (1947), sont d’un type particulier, avec une exoecie tres 
développée et une vaste chambre à champignons compartimentée, seule chez O. latencius, 
ou accompagnée de petites chambres à meules dispersées chez O. badius et O. transvaalensis. 
Toutefois les auteurs sud^afncains n’ont pas distingué les différentes sortes de cavités de 
la termitière et les diagrammes qu’ils donnent sont trop simplifies pour etre utilisables ici. 
Nous avons cependant l’impression que ces trois Termites d Afrique australe marquent 
le terme supérieur de l’évolution parmi les Odontotermes et genres affins. 

IIo TYPE: NIDS À HABITACLE 

L’habitacle (Grassé, 1937) se présente comme une cavité plus ou moins vaste, découpée 
par de minces cloisons en un grand nombre de chambres contiguës, 1 orientation des cloisons, 
la forme et la taille des chambres étant caractéristiques de l’espèce. Cet ensemble est 
entièrement maçonné par les Termites, avec des matériaux tres fins et plastiques ou argi e 

prédomine. 
Suivant les espèces, le nid peut compter un seul habitacle ou^ plusieurs qui, dans ce 

dernier cas sont séparés. Chacun reçoit le nom de calie et la termitière est dite polycalique. 

Réserve faite pour M. \auderni (Holmgren, 1909; Sjöstedt, 1914) qui forme peut-etre un genre distinct. 
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Souvent, le ou les habitacles constituent la totalité de bendoécie (Acanthotermes, 
Synacanthotermes heterodon, Bellicositermes natalensis), mais dans bien des cas, il existe des 
chambres a meule en dehors de 1 habitacle (Pseudacanthotermes, Bellicositermes rex). 

La cellule royale, bien mieux individualisée que dans le type précédent, est située au 
sein d un habitacle; ses parois sont généralement beaucoup plus épaisses que les cloisons de 

habitacle, et le contraste est d autant plus net que la cellule royale se trouve le plus souvent 
au milieu d^ une zone d architecture particulièrement délicate (feuilletée). 

D apres la structure des termitières ayant atteint leur complet développement, il est 
possible de distinguer deux categories de nids a habitacles, mais il n’est pas sûr que cette 
distinction soit valable dans tous les cas. Nous verrons en effet que ces nids subissent, depuis 
leur fondation jusqu’à leur épanouissement terminal, une évolution complexe. Dans les 
rares cas où cette évolution est connue, elle s’arrête, suivant les espèces, à un stade ou à un 
autre. Seule la connaissance du développement des nids permet d’établir, avec certitude, 
des homologies entre les parties des diverses termitières. 

A. Nids sans idiothèque ni paraecie 

. habitacle, dans ces nids, ne possédé pas de paroi individualisée. Il est simplement 
limite par le sol environnant, revetu d un enduit maçonné plus ou moins épais auquel se 
raccordent les lames argileuses qui cloisonnent l’habitacle. 

Chez Pseudacanthotermes militaris, le nid se compose de plusieurs calies, dont l’une 
contient la cellule royale, et de nombreuses chambres à meules isolées. Chez Synacantho' 
termes heterodon, le nid est plus concentre: les différentes calies sont proches les unes des 
autres, et il n’y a pas de chambres à meules isolées (Grassé et Noirot, 1951). 

Il^n est pas certain que ce type de nid diffère beaucoup du type suivant. En effet, la 
termitière adulte de Bellicositermes rex lui ressemble (habitacle sans parois propres, avec 
chambres a meule périphériques), mais ses stades jeunes, récemment observés par nous 
v !^sse Noirot, 1957) montrent 1 existence d’une idiothèque parfaitement nette, qui 
s efface rapidement. 

B. Nids à idiothèque et paraecie 

, Ces présentent une telle complexité qu’on ne peut les bien comprendre qu’en 
etudiant leur développement. 

Nous avons suivîmes premiers états du nid de Bellicositermes natalensis: (Grassé et 
Noirot, 1955). A 1 intérieur d’une grande cavité souterraine qui a servi de copularium, 

l) fes premiers ouvriers construisent une cellule en terre argileuse qui repose sur 
e u°n<^ C0PU^UI? en quelques points et se fixe aux parois du même par quelques 
saillies ou mamelons. A ce moment, habitacle et cellule royale ne font qu’un. La paroi de la 
cellule constitue ce que nous avons nommé Vidiothèque; l’espace régnant entre l’idiothèque 
et la paroi du copularium est la paraêcie et la cavité de la cellule, l’endoécie (Fig. 2). 

Les stades immédiatement suivants ne sont pas connus chez Bellicositermes, en 
revanche, nous savons qu Acanthotermes cloisonne l’endoécie, de telle façon que celie-ci 
comprenne deux cavités : 1 une contenant le couple royal, l’autre la première meule à champi¬ 
gnons et le premier amas de sciure de bois. 

Nous avons observé, chez Bellicositermes natalensis, un stade largement plus avancé où 
la cellule est devenue un grand habitacle en forme de marmite (Fig. 3) reposant par des piliers 
sur le fond de la cavité, laquelle correspond au copularium très agrandi; l’idiothèque l’en¬ 
veloppe mais elle est percée de plusieurs orifices qui permettent aux ouvriers et aux soldats 
de passer de l’endoécie dans la paraêcie et de là dans la périécie. 

L intérieur de 1 habitacle est découpé en chambres et cellules irrégulières par une 
multitude de lames d argile; la loge royale, devenue complètement indépendante de l’idio- 
theque, se tient en general vers le bas de 1 habitacle; elfe a la forme d’un ellipsoïde aplati de 
orme reguliere; ses parois épaisses sont pleines, n’étant creusées d’aucune chambre ni 

galerie, et percees seulement de quelques trous, surtout nombreux dans le plan équatorial; 
elle est rattachée au reste de 1 habitacle par des lames d’argile bien plus minces que sa 
propre paroi.^ La cellule royale est ici individualisée au maximum. 

La paraecie, des ce stade, envoie vers le haut du nid des sortes de cheminées verticales, 
disposées selon un cercle, qui, jamais ne s'ouvrent à l'extérieur. 

C est alors que le nid va devenir en partie épigé. 
Tout en Poussant vers le haut les cavités des cheminées, ainsi que la paraêcie située au 

dessus de 1 habitacle, les Termites apportent de la terre à la surface du sol, Io—au dessus de 
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chaque cheminée, et 2o—au dessus de la voûte centrale de la paraécie. Ils maçonnent de la 
sorte un dôme flanqué d’autant de petits mamelons (terre malaxee dans la bouche et imbibee 
de salive) qu’il y a de cheminées; le tout conflue bientôt et constitue de la sorte un monticule 
surbaissé. Les ouvriers continuant à creuser les cheminées font pénétrer celles-ci dans es 
conules de terre rapportée. Le processus se poursuivant, la partie epigee gagne en importance 
et les parois du dôme ainsi édifié au dessus du sol forment l’épaisse muraille du nid adulte 
(voir Fig. 4). Cette muraille est construite en terre plus ou moins argileuse; elle est parcourue 
par un réseau de galeries dont l’importance et la disposition varient beaucoup. En meme 

Figs. 1-4. Le développement du nid chez Bellicositermes natalensis. 1, Le copularium creuse par le couple fonda¬ 
teur. 2, A l’intérieur du copularium agrandi, les premiers ouvriers ont édifié 1 idiothèque et la premiere meule a 
champignons. 3, Le nid commence à sortir de terre. 4, La Termitière adulte (la disposition des galeries au sein e 
la muraille varie beaucoup, le cas représenté ici est le plus simple). 

Ch., cheminées prolongeant la paraécie; C.R., cellule royale; Id., idiothèque; M., meule à champignons, Mu., 
muraille; P., piliers supportant l’habitacle; Pa., paraécie; Sc., amas de sciure de bois recoltee par les Termites. 
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temps, F habitacle s’accroît en largeur et en hauteur; c’est alors que l’idïothèque éclate, il 
n en reste ça et la que des lambeaux. En consequence, la paraecie et l’endoécie se confondent, 
aucune cloison continue ne les séparant. Le couvain et les œufs demeurent cantonnés dans 
1 habitacle. Chez Bellicositermes ndtdlensis, aucune meule à champignons ne se trouve en 
dehors de l'habitacle. 

L habitacle, cellule royale comprise, est intéressé par une montée qui le fait passer en 
partie dans la portion épigée du nid. C’est d’une véritable ascension qu’il s’agit, puisque 
le socle même de l’habitacle participe à la montée. 

Comment expliquer cette montée? Ce dont nous sommes à peu près sûrs, c’est qu’elle 
ne résulte pas de bouleversements subits et profonds de l’ordonnance de l’habitacle. Elle 
est due vraisemblablement à une infinité de retouches et remaniements d’étendue limitée qui, 
peu à peu, transforment l’habitacle, le font monter ainsi que la cellule royale. Celle-ci change 
de position mais s^accroit sans jamais etre démolie et reconstruite. Nous comparons sa 
croissance a celle d un crane de Mammifere: des dépôts sur sa surface externe augmentent 
sa masse, tandis que des ouvriers évident l’intérieur, agrandissant de la sorte la cavité où 
se tient le couple royal. 

On observe deux types de nids adultes de Bellicositermes ndtdlensis. Dans les uns, 
entre l’habitacle et la muraille règne un grand espace libre; dans les autres, l’habitacle arrive 
directement au contact de la muraille. Dans le premier type, l’espace libre correspond à la 
paraécie primitive considérablement agrandie. 

En revanche, l’évolution de la Termitière s’arrête à un stade moins avancé dans d’autres 
espèces, telles Acdnthotermes dcdnthothordx et Mdcrotermes ivorensis (Grassé et Noirot, 
1951): dans la première, le nid, souterrain, est polycalique; chaque calie est formée d’un 
habitacle entouré d’une idiothèque presque toujours continue, séparée de la terre ambiante 
par une paraecie large de 1 cm en moyenne. La cellule royale, située au centre d’une des calies, 
est particulièrement reguliere. C est évidemment en étudiant le développement de ces 
constructions que nous avons pu établir leurs homologies avec le nid adulte de Bellicositermes 
ndtdlensis. 

Au contraire, ches Bellicositermes rex, l’évolution du nid (Grassé et Noirot, 1957) 
aboutit, tres tot, a la disparition complete de 1 idiotheque et de la paraécie; cette simplifica^ 
tion secondaire conduit à une structure voisine de celle des nids du type II A; l’habitacle 
est directement limite par le sol ou par la muraille, et des chambres à meules nombreuses sont 
creusees autour de 1 habitacle. En outre, cette espèce présente un trait de comportement 
remarquable: elle eleve au dessus de son nid des cônes d’argile massifs, sans cesse détruits 
par 1 erosion et sans cesse reconstruits; les matériaux remontés de la profondeur finissent 
par former des dômes gigantesques, atteignant couramment 5 mètres de hauteur et 25 mètres 
de diamètre à la base. 

IIIo TYPE: SPHAEROTERMES SPHAEROTHORAX 

A bien des égards, cette espèce est distincte des autres Macrotermitinæ, et son nid, 
très complexe a une structure particulière (Grassé et Noirot, 1949). Il est souterrain, 
polycalique, et chaque calie (d un diamètre de 20 à 50 cm) est isolée de la terre environnante 
par une paraecie continue. La calie est limitée par une muraille épaisse, creusée d’une 
multitude de galeries tres fines; la cavité interne, non cloisonnée, est occupée par un chevelu 
tres dense de petites racines, auxquelles sont appendues de petites masses irrégulières, 
composées de boulettes de bois maché, tout comme les meules à champignons, mais sur 
lesquelles ne se développe ducun mycélium. Dans une des calies se trouve la cellule royale, 
en forme de massue fixee a la face interne de la muraille; la zone où la cellule royale se soude 
a la muraille montre une architecture complexe, obéissant à un plan rigoureux, si bien que 
la cellule royale et ses dependances ont mérité le nom d'dppdrtement roydY, ces dispositions 
n ont d equivalent chez aucun autre Termite. En outre, les parois de la cellule royale elle' 
meme sont edifiees en cdrton stercordl, unique exemple de l’emploi de ce matériau chez les 
Macrotermitinæ. Mais nous ignorons malheureusement le développement de ce nid si 
étrange, et ne pouvons établir d homologies certaines (pour la paraécie notamment) avec 
les structures des autres nids. 

DISCUSSION GÉNÉRALE 

Il nous parait premature de tenter actuellement une phylogenèse des nids de Termites 
meme au sein d un ensemble aussi homogene que celui des Macrotermitinæ. D’une part, des 
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structures comme Fexoécie se sont développées indépendamment dans des genres différents 
(Protermes et Odontotermes), d’autre part, nous savons maintenant que les nids subissent, 
au cours du développement de la société, de profondes transformations. L etude de i onto- 
genèse des nids, entreprise sur un grand nombre d’espèces du groupe, serait susceptible de 
fournir des données précieuses et sûres. Néanmoins, il est permis de penser que les genres 
Protermes et Odontotermes constituent un phylum distinct, que les genres Acanthotermes, 
Macrotermes, Bellico siter-mes en forment un deuxième, et que le genre Sphærotermes si 
spécial à bien des égards, forme à lui seul un rameau, isolé précocement de la souche 

commune, qui a subi une evolution particulière. 
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DISCUSSION 

j îvîoure. (l) Sur l’idiotheque et scs relations avec 1 humidité et la temperature, 
(2) Sur l’évolution de la nidification non correlationnée avec le développement des caractères 
morphologiques et son parallélisme, en ce point, avec 1 evolution des Meliponinae^ 

Ch. Noirot. Nous ne savons rien sur les fonctions éventuelles de l’idiotheque, de 
même que nous sommes réduits aux hypotheses quant au rôle de la paraecie. ^ 

R. Chauvin. Est-ce que certains types de nids adultes ne correspondraient pas a des 

stades jeunes chez; d’autres espèces? v 
G)h. Noirot. Oui, ainsi les nids jeunes de Bellicositermes natalensis sont très analogues 

au nid adulte d'Acanthotermes. 
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RÉSUMÉ 

C'est chez les fourmis arboricoles que l'on rencontre les types de nids les plus variés. 

L architecture des nids et le mode de construction ont été observés chez quelques espèces de 

France et d Afrique occidentale et des expériences réalisées sur le comportement nidifcateur. 
Cette étude a montré: 

—chez de nombreuses formes, la méthode de construction est analogue à celle des fourmis 
terricoles et même quelquefois plus rudimentaire (Occupation de cavités préexistantes, avec 
ou sans aménagement intérieur). 

—l'utilisation de matériaux divers (terre, débris végétaux ou minéraux) mélanges à 

la salive des ouvrières, ou de la soie sécrétée par les larves âgées permet l'édification de nids 

à architecture beaucoup plus complexe, souvent de grande taille et d'un type relativement 
constant. 

Des constructions annexes complètent souvent ces formations. 

—(Dependent, il n'existe pas de relation -semble^tnl- entre la qualité architecturale des 
nids et l'évolution psychique des espèces qui les bâtissent. 

Nous appelons Fourmis arboricoles les Fourmis qui forment des colonies dont le cycle 
complet se réalise sur les parties élevées des plantes ligneuses (arbres ou arbustes). Si Ton 
s’intéresse spécialement à l’architecture et à la construction du nid, on peut facilement 
distinguer deux grands types: 

10 Les fourmis qui utilisent des cavités préexistantes dans le tronc ou les branches. 
Leur activité constructrice est très réduite, quelquefois nulle; en tout cas elle est de 

meme nature que celle des fourmis endogées (rejet de débris avec ou sans forage préalable). 
C’est le cas: 

—des femelles essaimantes de nombreuses espèces; 
—des colonies qui occupent des galles de Cynipides (Leptothorax, Colobopsis) de 

vieilles pommes de pin (Cremastogaster européens) ou, en Afrique, des espèces de Cre' 

mastogaster, Tetraponera, Viticicola qui vivent dans les tiges naturellement creuses des 
Myrmecophytes. 

2° Les fourmis qui utilisent des matériaux divers et s’en servent pour édifier des 
constructions souvent très importantes, d’un type relativement constant et qui manifestent 
un comportement nidificateur très complexe. 

C’est de cette seconde catégorie que nous nous occuperons aujourd’hui. 
11 y a lieu de distinguer trois grands types, fondés sur les matériaux utilisés pour 

l’édification du nid : 
1. Nids faits de particules agglomérées; 
2. Nids de “carton”; 
3. Nids de soie. 

NIDS DE PARTICULES AGGLOMÉRÉES 

Pheidole megacephala (Myrmicidæ) est typiquement terricole. Cependant il n’est pas 
rare de trouver dans les plantations de Caféiers, de Cacaoyers ou sur des arbustes sauvages, 
à des hauteurs variant de un à deux mètres, dans les fourches ou sur des branches relative^ 
ment horizontales, des constructions de forme grossièrement hémicylindrique faites de 
terre, dont les éléments sont collés par la salive de l’ouvrière. Le plus souvent, de tels abris 
ne protègent que quelques ouvrières et des Coccides. Mais il nous est arrivé de trouver du 
couvain en grande quantité et des sexués. On peut donc admettre que, accidentellement au 
moins, Pheidole megacephala nidifie sur les arbres. 

Ces constructions sont très fragiles, au moindre contact, les murs se brisent. Leur 
résistance aux intempéries n’est due qu’à la position très protégée de ces nids, le vent a peu 
de prise et l’action de la pluie est fortement réduite par l’épaisseur du feuillage (Fig. l). 

!Cet exposé fut présenté au Congrès sous la forme de projections photographiques commentées. Devant l’impossibilité de reproduire les 
photographies, nous avons dû substituer a celles-ci quelques schemas au trait ou renvoyer aux travaux déjà parus contenant ces illustrations. 
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Chez une Ponerinæ, Odontomachus assiniensis, (cf. Ledoux, 1952) on observe 1 exis' 

tence, dans certains troncs d’arbres creux et en élevage au laboratoire, de nids construits 
avec de fins débris divers soudés les uns aux autres par la salive des ouvrières. 
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Beaucoup plus intéressants sont les nids des genres Myrmicaria (Saunders) et 
Macromischoides (Wheeler), Myrmicana (Myrmicariini Emery) comprend des espèces 
terricoles et arboricoles. Macromischoides (Leptothoracini Emery) ne comprend, à ma 
connaissance, que des formes arboricoles. M yrmicaria nitida Stitz; est très fréquente dans 
la forêt, surtout dans les régions les plus humides, près des marigots. Macromischoides 

aculeatus2 (Tetramonum aculeatum Emery, Macromischa aculeata Mayr) a surtout été 
observée dans les régions denses du feuillage des Caféiers. 

Les nids sont situés soit à la face inférieures des feuilles, soit entre deux feuilles en 
contact. Dans le premier cas, ils sont formés de plusieurs loges disposées longitudinalement 
sur la nervure centrale (Fig. 2). Certains présentent un aspect relativement symétrique 
par rapport à la nervure centrale. Ils occupent alors presque toute la surface inférieure de 
la feuille. En général plusieurs orifices permettent la communication avec l’extérieur. Dans 
le second cas (Fig. 3) des murs sont élevés entre les surfaces des deux feuilles qui se recou¬ 
vrent; ils ne mesurent jamais plus d’un centimètre. Entre ces murs, les cloisons sont établies 
secondairement. Les parois de ces nids se composent essentiellement de débris végétaux 
imprégnés de salive et intriqués les uns dans les autres. Des particules de sciure sont collées 
sur cette trame. L’épaisseur du mur définitif est très variable suivant les nids et même 
les régions du nid. Elle varie de quelques dixièmes de mm à 1 mm et plus. 

La construction s’opère en plusieurs temps (Fig. 4). 
1. Dépôt sur la feuille des premiers fragments végétaux qui marquent le pourtour de 

la future loge. Ce sont les “fondations” qui affectent la forme d’un doigt de gant. Ce travail 
est réalisé par des ouvrières en petit nombre (15 à 20). 

2. Fabrication des “murs”—qui commence souvent avant la fin du marquage des 
fondations—Des fragments plus longs de brindilles, mousses, sont apportés et collés aux 
endroits déjà travaillés. Beaucoup tombent sur le sol et se perdent, d’autres sont retirés par 
les ouvrières et replacés ailleurs. Cependant, au bout d’un temps variable (une à quelques 
heures) on aperçoit nettement les murs qui, épais à la base, deviennent de plus en plus tenus 
et présentent de très nombreuses lacunes. 

3. La fermeture de la logette est souvent très laborieuse. Elle s’effectue de proche en 
proche à partir de l’extrémité aveugle. On note un gros déchet dans les matériaux apportés; 
souvent mal attachés, ils tombent au sol et se perdent. 

4. Epaississement des parois : les vides sont peu à peu obstrués par l’apport de brindilles 
placées grossièrement à l’emplacement des lacunes. D’une façon générale, les parois latérales 
sont toujours plus épaisses que le “toit” qui conserve souvent de petites lacunes. 

5. Formation du mycelium. De telles parois, faites avec des débris végétaux dont 
certains sont déjà en voie de putréfaction, ne tardent pas à être envahies par des filaments 
mycéliens, surtout quand les nids sont situés dans des microclimats très humides (sous-bois 
au voisinage des marigots) où les rayons solaires n’arrivent jamais; les parois sont rapidement 
sillonnées par des hyphes blanchâtres qui en augmentent l’épaisseur et la solidité. Le sub¬ 
stratum ne représente cependant pas une nourriture parfaite car nous n’avons jamais noté 
de fructifications même dans les conditions écologiques optimales. Dans les nids sur Caféiers, 
dans les plantations ensoleillées, le développement mycélien est bien moindre mais existe 
cependant. 

TVs fourmis piquent cruellement et les cueilleurs refusent de récolter les baies sur les arbustes envahis. 

Fig. 1. Nid de Pheidole megacephala sur caféier. 

Fig. 2. Nid de Macromischoides aculeatus Mayr sous une feuille, a) Vue générale. Les orifices sont indiqués en 
noir, b) Coupe du même nid. 

Fig. 3. Nid de Macromischoides aculeatus Mayr entre deux feuilles, a) Vue générale, b) Le même nid. La feuille 
supérieure a été enlevée pour montrer les cloisons. 

Fig. 4. Construction d'un nid de Macromischoides aculeatus Mayr. a) Vue générale, b) Coupe du nid pendant 
les trois phases de la construction. 

Fig. 5. Construction d’un nid de Crema stoga ster sp. africain, a) Coupe des premières logettes. b) Coupe d’un nid 
plus avancé, c) Vue des auvents d'un nid du stade b). 

Fig. 6. Nid de Polyrhachis laboriosa F. Smith dans une cavité. 

Fig. 7. Nid de Polyrhachis laboriosa F. Smith sur un rameau. 

Fig. 8. Coupe du nid de la Fig. 7 ouvert pour montrer les cloisonnements intérieurs. 
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La présence de filaments blanchâtres sur des nids conservés en alcool avait été inter- 
prêtée par certains observateurs ( V. Forel 1916) comme des fils de soie et ce type de cons¬ 
truction rapproché de celui des Oecophylles et Polyrhach.s (v. infra). En fait .1 n en est rien. 

Une question s’est posée de savoir si ces champignons étaient utilises par les Fourmis. 
L'absence de fructification, le développement très variable du mycélium suivant la situation 
du nid portent plutôt à croire qu’il s’agit là d’un phénomène secondaire sans rapport avec 

Loaette primordiale: Nous appelons ainsi le tres petit nid ou la femelle essaimante 
fonde la première colonie. De telles logettes ont été rencontrées avec une femelle desailee et 

du couvain, quelquefois même avec des ouvrières adultes. . 
Nous n’avons pas observé la construction de ce nid. Certains auteurs^ (Forel notam¬ 

ment) admettent la possibilité d’une telle construction par la femelle elle-meme Un parei 
travail par une femelle isolée me semble assez peu probable. Je penserais plutôt a l utilisation 
de vieilles logettes construites par des ouvrières puis abandonnées, ce que 1 on observe 
parfois (avec réparation), ou mieux, à la construction de la logette par des ouvrières accom¬ 
pagnant la femelle au moment où celle-ci s’échappe du nid, ces ouvrières pouvant par la suite 
disparaître en totalité ou en partie. Ce mode d’essaimage—du type apiaire— doit etre, dans 

les régions tropicales, plus fréquent qu on le pense. , , 
Donc certaines espèces de Myrmicana et Macromischoides sont susceptibles de 

construire sous les feuilles ou entre deux feuilles rapprochées, des nids en general plunlocu- 
laires faits de débris végétaux collés par la salive des ouvrières et renforces par des filaments 
mycéliens. Ces nids sont élastiques, solides, résistent bien aux intemperies et peuvent 

certainement durer plusieurs années. 

NIDS EN CARTON 

Dans les types précédents les parois et les cloisonnements sont faits avec des éléments 
bruts accolés par la salive des ouvrières. De la nature de l’élément et sans doute, de la 

quantité, voire de la qualité de la salive, depend la solidité du nid. 
Avec les Fourmis cartonnières, nous arrivons à une technique qui permet des cons¬ 

tructions beaucoup plus solides et beaucoup^ plus durables. On rencontre dans le monde 
entier des fourmis de genres très differents bâtissant de tels nids. 

Parmi les genres de l’Ancien Monde, les plus connus sont Lasms, Liometopum et 
Cremastogaster.Chez Lasms mger et L. brunneus de France, en général tendeóles on note 
une tendance à la fabrication de cloisons servant à réduire des cavités trop grandes entre 

des pierres ou obturant des orifices extérieurs. ^ 
Les matériaux servant à l’édification de ces cloisons sont, soit de la terre triturée avec 

de la salive, soit de la sciure de bois imprégnée aussi de salive. La texture de ce ciment est 

assez grossière et les closions réalisées peu solides. 
Chez Cremastogaster scutellans, forme surtout arboricole, les cloisonnements bâtis 

dans les cavités des arbres où dans les poutres creuses des maisons, sont faits de fines 
particules de bois fortement imprégnées de salive et présentent souvent une durete assez 
grande, mais, comme dans les cas précédents, ces cloisons sont surtout destinées a réduire 

des cavités trop vastes. 
Le maximum de solidité et la plus grande complexité d architecture sont certainement 

atteints en France par Dendrolasius fuligionosus. Ces nids ont été soigneusement observés 
et décrits par Huber puis Forel. On les trouve surtout dans les troncs de chênes, pins, 
peupliers présentant une cavité intérieure; mais aussi, comme nous avons pu 1 etudier en 
détail, dans les poutres des charpentes préalablement attaquées par des champignons et des 

insectes xylophages. 
La construction se fait en deux temps: 
1. Agrandissement des cavités préexistantes. La sciure, les parties tendres du bois 

déjà transformé par les champignons, sont retirees. 
2. Construction des cloisonnements eux-mêmes par apports successifs de petites 

boulettes de carton. . .s , 
Pratiquement ces deux operations se font simultanément, certaines ouvrières aménagent 
les cavités tandis que d autres commencent la construction. 

Le résultat de ce travail est la construction de très nombreuses logettes oblongues de 
1 à 2 cm3 de volume environ, séparées par des cloisons solides de quelques dixièmes de mm. 
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d’épaisseur. Liometopum—selon Forel—construit des nids voisins, mais de consistance 
plus dure. 

Le comportement constructeur des Dendrolasms fuliginosus est très voisin de celui des 
Fourmis cartonnières d’Afrique appartenant au genre Cremastogaster. Les grands nids des 
Cremastogaster africains suspendus très haut dans les arbres (5 à 10 m) et mesurant environ 
1 m. de haut, sont bien connus (v. Wheeler, 1922). 

La consistance de ces nids est extrêmement dure. Pour les briser, il faut frapper avec 
un marteau ou mieux à la hache ou au machette. Les tornades et la pluie n’ont aucune action 
sur eux dès que le carton s’est durci. Ces nids demeurent en parfait état, même lorsqu’ils ont 
été abandonnés par leurs bâtisseurs. 

L’édification d’un grand nid demande très longtemps, certainement 5, 10 ou 20 ans. 
L’activité constructrice se manifeste par périodes, 2 ou 3 fois par an. On assiste alors à la 
croissance du nid un peu en épaisseur, mais surtout en longueur. D’après nos observations 
un nid fonctionnel grandit de 4 à 8 cm. par an et augmente son diamètre de 1 cm. environ. 
Une telle croissance ne suffit pas á abriter l’augmentation constante de la population. C’est 
pourquoi on assiste quelquefois à la formation de colonies bouturées qui construisent un ou 
plusieurs nids dont l’autonomie se précise peu à peu. 

La construction d’un nouveau nid s’effectue de la façon suivante (Fig. 5): 
1. Des ouvrières, souvent très nombreuses, se rassemblent à quelque distance de la 

colonie-mère, sur le même arbre ou sur un arbre voisin et commencent à tapisser, ou mieux 
cimenter <S à 15 cm2 d’écorce. Ce dépôt de carton de 1 à 2 mm d’épaisseur constitue bientôt 
une surface qui épouse la forme générale de l’arbre mais supprime pratiquement les aspérités 
de l’écorce. 

2. Tandis que ce travail continue, la zone cimentée s’élargissant peu à peu, des ouvrières 
abordent la construction proprement dite. Pour cela, elles apportent en des points très 
précis, de nouvelles quantités de carton qui délimitent une, puis 2, 3, 4 futures logettes. 
Tout d’abord le toit et le plancher montent simultanément, puis le toit s’allonge plus 
rapidement constituant une sorte d’auvent protecteur. Enfin les logettes sont fermées. 

Plusieurs groupes de 3 à 4 logettes peuvent être ainsi construits à 5 ou 10 cm les uns 
des autres. La couleur de ce carton est gris-brun et il demeure mou pendant plusieurs jours 
(4 à 5 j.). Avant son durcissement définitif les ouvrières remanient les auvents, construisent 
de nouvelles cellules, en épaisseur cette fois. La confluence des groupes primitifs se produit 
peu à peu. On a alors un nid épais de 4 à 5 cm vers son centre avec 2 ou 3 couches de 
logettes, et vers la périphérie, une seule couche de logettes et 1,5 cm d’épaisseur environ. 
Le nid mesure 25 cm de hauteur sur 10 à 15 cm dans sa plus grande largeur. 

Quand le carton est sec il est brun et les cloisons sont beaucoup plus minces. C’est à 
ce moment que le nid commence réellement à se peupler, avec l’apport de larves d’ouvrières 
et de sexués. La croissance continuera alors par périodes et toujours vers le bas. Les cellules 
des régions supérieures semblent désaffectées. 

La forme définitive du nid est fonction de sa position sur l’arbre. Coniques et pendants 
(forme de poumons) pour les situations élevées, presque hémisphériques pour ceux placés 
dans des fourches, hémicylindriques s’ils se trouvent sur les troncs. 

Un second type de nid de Cremastogaster diffère du premier par la forme ovoïde et 
la structure papyracée (cf. carton des guêpes) (Fig. 9). Ce carton ne se casse pas mais peut 
être coupé au couteau. Ces nids sont en général situés assez bas (2 m du sol) et s’appuient 
sur des rameaux. Ils ne possèdent presque pas d’auvent. La différence de consistance réside 
certainement dans le fait que les nids longs sont faits avec du bois, les nids ovoïdes avec du 
parenchyme foliaire. 

Les femelles essaimantes ne semblent pas construire seules de logettes. 

NIDS DE SOIE 

Ce sont les nids des Fourmis qui utilisent la soie secrétée par les larves des derniers 
stades prêtes à la nymphose. En Afrique tropicale deux genres ont été observés, ce sont des 
Camponotinées : Polyrhachis et Oecophylla. 

Chez Polyrhachis nous rencontrons tous les intermédiaires entre les formes terricoles 
avec superstructures dans les herbes et les nids franchement arboricoles. 

1. Polyrhachis (Myrma) gagates (v. Wheeler, 1922). Le nid, dans le sol, comprend de 
nombreuses loges assez superficielles plus ou moins tapissées de soie. La terre rejetée alentour 
forme un monticule circulaire emprisonnant des graminées. Au dessus, une tente de soie 



Fig. 9. Nid du second type de CrcinûstogdstcT sp. africain. 

réunit les herbes. Le tout est recouvert de brindilles sèches et de^ grains de terre. Des 
sorties sont ménagées. Si des déchirures se produisent, elles sont reparees. Les ouvrières 

utilisent les larves âgées comme outils (cf. Oecophylla). . 
2. Polyrhachis (Myrma) laboriosa. Les petites colonies, sans doute jeunes colonies 

provenant de femelles essaimantes, nidifient dans les cavités des troncs et des branc es 
L’intérieur est entièrement tapissé de soie. Des cloisonnements, egalement en soie, délimitent 
des logettes. Il est très varisemblable (cf. Wheeler) que la femelle fondatrice utilise la soie 
de sa première larve âgée pour fabriquer une logette primordiale dans la cavité ou elle s est 
réfugiée (cf. Oecophylla). Les ouvrières apparaissent ensuite, agrandissant le nid par Mages 

successifs de cloisons (Fig. 6). . , ., . . v r 
Mais les grosses colonies de Polyrhachis laboriosa construisent des nids tout a tait 

extérieurs, aux intersections des rameaux sur les arbustes, à 2 ou 3 cm. de hauteur (Fig. 7). 
Quand on observe la structure de ce nid, on constate qu’il se compose d une trame de soie 
sur laquelle sont collés des débris végétaux (brindilles, mousse, morceaux de feuilles seches) 
qui lui donnent une couleur brune. L’intérieur du nid (Fig. 8) montre des cloisons de tissu 
de soie recouvert de débris. Ces cloisons correspondent aux differentes phases de 1 agram 

dissement du nid quand la population augmente. .v , , . 
Si on pratique une ouverte dans la paroi du nid, une ouvrière la repare, souvent avec 

beaucoup de retard, en filant, grâce à une larve, des fils de soie qui constituent un tissu 
assez; lâche. Presque simultanément, d’autres ouvrières apportent des débris divers. IL y a 
un gros déchet parmi les débris apportés. Si l’ouverture est pratiquée dans les regions 
basales du nid, beaucoup de brindilles tombent sur le sol. Celles qui, par hasard, restent 
accrochées, sont, par la suite, fixées solidement grâce à de nouveaux apports de soie Ce 
comportement est intéressant car il indique une reelle division du travail: utilisation de la 

larve fileuse et apport de matériaux bruts. 
3. Polyrhachis {Myrma) alluaudi enfin, fabrique sous les feuilles ou sous les branches 

des petits nids ovoïdes avec une ouverture très régulière, rappelant les nids de M. aculeatus. 
Mais la texture des parois est bien celle d’un nid de Polyrhachis (trame de soie et elements 

surajoutés). Je n’en ai pas observe la construction. 
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Oecophylla longinoda Latr. (Pour l’illustration v. Ledoux, 1952). 

Architecture: Le nid est essentiellement composé de feuilles vivantes accolées ou 
enroulées et maintenues dans cette position par des tissus de soie. Le plan est variable et 
dépend du matériel foliaire à la disposition des ouvrières. 

Construction : La méthode de construction est bien connue. Des équipes d’ouvrières 
commencent par enrouler ou rapprocher les feuilles, puis quelques autres, saisissant une 
larve âgée entre leurs mandibules, établissent des points de suture en soie, qui retiennent 
les feuilles. Ce tissu est ensuite renforcé et considérablement accru en dimension, de telle 
sorte que tous les interstices entre les feuilles sont obturés. 

Il y a donc une division du travail très marquée entre ouvrières tractrices et ouvrières 
fileuses. Nous avons pu noter que, en l’absence de larves susceptibles de secreter, des 
tractrices peuvent maintenir pendant plusieurs semaines des feuilles rapprochées sans filage 
consécutif. De même—et cela est très fréquent—des fileuses bâtissent des tissus sans qu’il 
existe un travail de traction antérieur. Les nids, en effet, sont très souvent recouverts, sur 
toute leur surface de tissu plus ou moins épais qui n’augmente en rien leur solidité. Enfin 
dans les arbres envahis par les Oecophylles, on rencontre des tissus répartis dans toute la 
frondaison. Sous ces “tentes” de soie, sont très souvent élevées des cochenilles. Mais il 
en est de grandes qui n’abritent rien du tout. Un comportement analogue est observé en 
élevage au laboratoire. Ces tissus sont souvent recouverts de débris divers (cf. Polyrhachis). 

La femelle fondatrice isolée, lorsqu’elle n’est pas dévorée, ce qui se produit très souvent, 
possède aussi cette faculté d’utiliser ses larves âgées comme outil à filer. En élevage en tube 
au laboratoire, la femelle, dès que sa première larve est susceptible de secreter, fabrique un 
opercule de soie qui l’isole du monde extérieur. Si on lui donne du matériel foliaire, elle 
sait aussi en tirer parti. Les logettes primordiales ont un volume sensiblement constant 
(5 à 7 cm3). Les jeunes ouvrières issues des femelles essaimantes, lorsqu’elles sont au nombre 
de 15 ou 20, bâtissent de très petits nids avec la même technique que les grands nids. La 
femelle et le couvain sont alors transportés dedans. 

TABLEAU I 

SECRETION DES OUVRIERES SECRETION DES LARVES 
utilisation d’un outil par les ouvrières 

FOURMIS ARBORICOLES 
CREMATOGASTER : nids extérieurs 

(spp. africains) 

DENDRO 

Toutes les ouvrières 
exécutent le même 

travail 

OECOPHYLLA: 
filage 

POLYRHACHIS: 
et débris 

traction, 

ASIUSI nids dans les 
cavités 

filage 

Division de 
} travail entre 

les ouvrières 

LIOMETOPUM ) 

Carton 

CREM ATOGASTER: sciure de bois 
(scutellaris) ± imprégnée de 

salive 

OECOPHYLLA: abris 

OECOPHYLLA ) filage dans 
POLYRHACHIS > cavités 

(femel es) 

MACROM ISCHOIDES f débris 
MYRMICARIA ) végétaux accolés 

POLYRHACHIS: filage au-dessus 
de nid en terre 

PHEIDOLE: 

Superstructure en terre 

Creusement dans le sol 

terre 

FOURMIS TERRICOLES 

Creusement dans le sol 
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CONCLUSION 

Ces quelques exemples montrent la grande variété qui existe: 
1. dans l’architecture des nids; 
2. dans les matériaux utilisés pour la construction; 
3. dans le comportement lors de la nidification. 
Le point commun à tous ces types de construction est le fait que les Fourmis utilisent 

une secrétion comme element fondamental. 
a) secrétion des glandes salivaires des ouvrières agglutinant 

—soit des débris grossiers (Myrmicaria, Macromischoides) 
_soit de fines particules plus ou moins triturées (Cremastogaster, Dendrolasius) 

Dans ce cas toutes les ouvrières exécutent le même travail. 
b) secrétion des glandes salivaires des larves. Ouvrières et femelles essaimentes se 

servent de la larve comme d’un outil à fabriquer un tissu de soie. 
—Dans de nombreux cas (Polyrhachis, Oecophylla femelle et Oecophylla ouvrières 

construisant des abris à cochenilles) tous les individus exécutent le meme travail, 
—Mais dans les formes les plus évoluées on observe une division du travail 

(Polyrhachis et surtout Oecophylla) 
Le Tableau I résume cette classification. 
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RÉSUMÉ 

Une première série d'expériences démontre le rôle important des grappes d'abeilles 
suspendues aux parties des rayons en construction: elles semblent donner aux ciñeres des 
informations sur l'état du rayon, la nature des obstacles rencontrés. Une seconde série.d'expé' 
nences tente de déterminer les caractéristiques de l'information circulant au travers des grappes 
d'abeilles; elle se développe à la surface du rayon, à partir des obstacles dans tous les sens sur 
une face et sur l'autre se traduit par un gradient de construction, peut être interrompue 
ou rétablie à volonté au moyen d'écrans opaques ou perforés. On a enfin établi l'existence de 
zones sensibles (sommet et côtés) sur le rayon de cire. 

Si les expériences de Grassé concernant le comportement bâtisseur des termites du 
genre Calotermes, nous poussaient à rechercher ches Apis mellifica, un travail véritablement 
social, c’est-à-dire un travail où chaque individu collabore à l'édification des bâtisses, du 
nid, en revanche les conclusions de divers auteurs, non pas moins célèbres, n’étaient pas 
faites pour nous encourager en ce sens : Buffon compare les ouvrières à des automates sans 
relation les uns avec les autres; Huber pense que chaque insecte travaille de son côté sans 
souci de son voisin. 

LES CHAÎNES CIR1ÈRES ET LES CONSTRUCTIONS 

L’apiculteur sait cependant que, lorsque les abeilles travaillent et qu’il retire son cadre 
de la ruche, il découvre autour des rayons en construction des abeilles plus ou moins 
nombreuses accrochées les unes aux autres par leurs pattes; les pattes antérieures servent 
généralement à s’accrocher aux abeilles supérieures, les moyennes aux latérales, les pos- 
térieures aux inférieures. Les insectes de la base de la grappe utilisent leurs pattes antérieures 
et moyennes pour attacher l’ensemble à la barre transversale du cadre. Un insecte dont 
toutes les pattes ne sont pas utilisées n’a de cesse de les agiter pour s’accrocher à un de ses 
congénères ou à un obstacle. Enfin, l’homme de l’art est habitué à voir le corps d’un bon 
nombre d’abeilles des grappes pendantes démesurément allongé sous l’action du poids de ses 
compagnes. 

Ces chaînes ne servent-elles absolument à rien malgré leur présence constante autour 
des zones de développement des rayons? De nombreuses expériences et observations me 
permettent d’en douter; je n’en exposerai que quelques unes parmi les plus caractéristiques. 
J’appellerai “Sommet du rayon” la partie du rayon opposée au haut du cadre; la “base du 
rayon” est adjointe à ce dernier. 

Tout d'abord, l'étude du développement normal du rayon naturel nous indique en effet 
que la grappe cirière conditionne l'évolution régulière du rayon, et, par suite, l’évolution de 
l’habitation toute entière. Si je sortais toutes les demi-heures pendant quelques minutes 
une barette de bois déposée à la place d’un cadre au sommet d’un corps de ruche, il m’était 
impossible de découvrir une construction appréciable. Au contraire, en observant le support 
toutes les heures, j’assistais à un phénomène intéressant: tantôt une ébauche ou deux se 
développaient lentement sur un ou deux centimètres, tandis que d’autres mêmes importantes, 
diminuaient rognées par les abeilles; tantôt une autre progressait au détriment des précé¬ 
dentes qui disparaissaient graduellement. On pouvait voir heure par heure une fluctuation 
dans la construction: l’ébauche qui avait servi de stimulus pour le départ d’un premier 
rayon cédait sa place à un autre pour un deuxième départ. 

Laissant de côté le phénomène de la destruction des rayons, j'insiste sur celui des 
déplacements des points de construction. Il met comme je l’ai dit, en évidence d’une manière 
indubitable un des rôles de la grappe cirière entourant les bâtisseuses: celui d'assurer la 
continuité de l'évolution du rayon. Certes, je l’ai observé, les abeilles de la grappe changent de 
place, la quittent même quelquefois après plusieurs heures d’inertie au même endroit, mais 
l’unité de la grappe cirière se maintient à travers le temps, soit par le remplacement d’un 
élément par un autre, soit par un remaniement des éléments entre eux. 

Certaines régulations de la forme des rayons me semblent ne pouvoir s'expliquer que par 
l'action de la grappe cirière sur les abeilles bâtisseuses. 

529 
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Vue de face, la forme du rayon est ellipsoïde, mais présente à la base une gorge, plus 
ou moins allongée. Qui plus est, avant toute construction les groupes d’abeilles peuvent 
même rogner des languettes de cire rectangulaires pour tenter d’obtenir cette forme au 
départ (Planche 1, Figs. 1 et 2). 

Cette forme est bien celle qui est sans cesse recherchée par les abeilles comme l’indi¬ 
quent les observations sur les régénérations des rayons. En effet, j’ai d’abord sectionné en 
arc le sommet d’un rayon en pleine évolution et j’en ai coloré les bords avec un liseré de 
cire mélangée à du bleu de méthylène. Le lendemain, le rayon était normal: les abeilles 
avaient travaillé beaucoup plus rapidement au-dessous de l’endroit sectionné tandis que 
le reste avançait plus doucement (Planche 1, Fig. 4) J’ai ensuite coupé obliquement sur 
chaque côté et à la base du rayon (point d’attaches) une importante ébauche de cire. Comme 
précédemment le rayon devint régulier: dans le temps du développement lent au sommet, 
les brèches avaient été régénérées et leurs limites dépassées (Planche 1, Fig. 5). 

Bref, toutes ces expériences nous montrent qu’il y a une destruction systématique de 
tout ce qui ne répond pas, dans ces cas particuliers, à la forme idéale du rayon, qu’il y a 
une régulation dans les vitesses de constructions pour retrouver cette même forme idéale. 

La forme du rayon normal, le rognage des languettes de cire, ces régénérations posent, 
on le voit, d’importants problèmes. D’où vient ce sens de la forme du rayon? Pourquoi les 
bâtisseuses se succèdent-elles et construisent-elles plus rapidement au niveau des brèches? 
Il faut bien enfin que les abeilles des brèches soient, disons le tout de même, informées de 
l’état des différentes portions du rayon. Sinon, il faudrait supposer que l’abeille va “prendre 
des mesures’’ avant de déposer sa cire, de façonner une alvéole ou de détruire des édifices 
déjà construits. Disons, tout au plus, que cette technique de travail des abeilles semble 
extrêmement douteuse. Si nous admettons à la rigueur qu’elles agissent ainsi, il nous faut 
alors poser la question suivante: sur quel schéma de rayon comparent-elles leurs construc¬ 
tions? Un schéma inné? Mais alors, les formes extrêmement variées des rayons que nous 
connaissons ou que nous allons connaître expérimentalement ne peuvent s’expliquer qu’avec 
la présence d’un nombre infini de schémas . . . 

Bref, si nous isolons l’insecte au travail de l’ensemble de la grappe cirière, les régulations 
sont pour ainsi dire impensables. Enfin le rayon, vu de face, bien souvent n’affecte pas, en 
effet, la forme standard que j’ai décrite. Il pourra ne plus posséder d’axe de symétrie. 

J’ai observé de tels rayons sans l’intervention de facteurs expérimentaux. On assiste, 
en effet, à une inhibition progressive de la construction à l’approche d’une paroi verticale 
ou horizontale, ou au contraire, à une accélération du côté le plus rapproché d’un rayon de 
cire construit ou en construction (planche 1, Figs. 3-6-7). Cette inhibition ou cette 
accélération sont encore des phénomènes importants qui semblent nous indiquer que 
les abeilles au travail sont informées de la présence d'un obstacle. De plus, cette information 
semble pouvoir donner des renseignements sur les substances rencontrées (bois, cire . . .). 

On peut donc affirmer, semble-t-il, que la grappe cirière est indispensable pour expliquer 
les régulations. Comment agit-elle? 

CARACTÉRISTIQUE DE L’INFORMATION DANS LA 

FORMATION DU RAYON 

Les expériences peuvent être divisées en quatre catégories 

1) celles où j’insère des obstacles sur une face du rayon, 

2) celles où ces mêmes obstacles sont à 10 mm au'dessus du plan des orifices des cellules, 

3) celles dans lesquelles un grillage à fines mailles est appliqué sur le rayon ou au-dessus de 
lui, 

4) celles où je fixe des écrans dans les tranches des rayons. 

Planche 1. 1 6? 2. Développement normal de rayons de cire (b) observé au moyen de cire colorée au bleu de 
méthylène, (a) support de bois; 3. Déformation d’un rayon (b) au moyen d’un obstacle horizontal (c); 4. Régénéra¬ 
tion d’un rayon (b) dont le sommet a été supprimé (pointillés); 5. Reconstruction d’un rayon (b) dont les côtés 
ont été rognés (pointillés); 6. Développement d’un rayon (c) en présence d’un obstacle vertical (b); 7- Extension 
simultanée de deux bâtisses de cire (b). 
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1. Insertion d’obtacles sur une face de rayon 

Comme nous l’avons vu, la simple présence d’une plaquette de bois fixée vers le 
sommet d’un rayon, transversale et horizontale, dépassant de 5 mm la hauteur du bord des 
cellules et débordant les côtés de quelques millimètres, suffit à amener des perturbations. 
J ai distingué arbitrairement trois phases dans leur évolution: la première comprend la forma" 
tion des protubérances, plus ou moins égales, la deuxième leur descente le long du sommet 
et le développement de ce dernier, la troisième, la soudure de l’ensemble (Planche 2, Figs. 3 et 

5)- 
Dans les expériences précédentes, cinq facteurs peuvent déterminer les perturbations: 

la matière de la plaquette, sa position transversale et horizontale, le fait enfin que l’obstacle 
dépasse et déborde le rayon. 

J’ai donc cherché à trouver les facteurs qui régissent ces remaniements. Si la plaquette 
de bois est recouverte de cire si l’obstacle est d’une autre nature, les résultats sont les mêmes 
(Planche 2, Fig. 10). De plus, de petites plaquettes horizontales, fixées uniquement sur les 
bords du rayon, apportent des modifications semblables (Planche 2, Fig. 6). En revanche, 
une plaquette de bois horizontale, dépasse les lèvres des alvéoles, insérée juste dans le milieu 
du rayon sans atteindre les bords verticaux, ne change rien aux constructions habituelles. 
On arrive encore aux mêmes conclusions si la plaquette ne dépasse pas le bord des cellules 
et ne déborde pas les côtés des rayons, ou si de petites baguettes de bois ont été piquées 
perpendiculairement à leurs faces (Planche 2, Fig. 8). Le cas ou la planchette ne fait qu’atteiiv 
dre les côtés du rayon tout en dépassant les orifices des alvéoles est digne d’un étude spéciale 
car les résultats peuvent être totalement différents: ou les protubérances se forment, ou 
bien le rayon se développe normalement. Ce fait s’explique simplement parce que les abeilles 
commencent toujours à rogner la région voisine de l’obstacle: si la destruction amène le 
débordement de la plaquette sur les côtés, on se retrouve dans les cas sités plus haut et on 
obtient les perturbations. Il arrive aussi que la destruction ne soit pas trop grande: dans ce 
cas, les abeilles construisent normalement leur rayon (Planche 2, Fig. 7). 

Mais la planchette peut encore être fixée verticalement dans le rayon sur toute la 
longueur ou seulement dans la moitié supérieure, ou dans la moitié inférieure. Si la plaquette 
traverse tout le rayon ou se trouve dans la partie inférieure, on assiste à la division du 
sommet du rayon en deux parties qui ne tarderont pas à se souder à nouveau lorsque les 
bâtisses de cire seront suffisamment développées. Dans le dernier cas, les protubérances ne 
se développent pas (Planche 2, Figs. 12, 13 et 14). Je puis encore remplacer ces plaquettes 
par un morceau de rayon construit scellé normalement au plan des orifices des cellules sur 
l’axe vertical du rayon. Cette expérience a pour effet, semble'tùl, de polariser le travail des 
abeilles sur une seule moitié du rayon et sur l’obstacle qui ne forment plus dès lors pour elles 
qu’une seule bâtisse qu’elles tordent pour la rendre parallèle aux voisines. 

Dans toutes les expérimentations, les hauteurs des parois des cellules semblent grandir 
comme à l'habitude sur la face opposée de l’obstacle. 

On obtient donc des perturbations significatives : l) lorsqu’un obstacle horizontal 
dépasse, vers le sommet, les bords du rayon et les orifices des cellules (l’obstacle n’est 
cependant pas indispensable dans le milieu du rayon), 2) lorsque l’obstacle vertical est fixé 
dans la moitié inférieure du rayon. 

Planche 2. Etude des caractéristiques de l’information, o, obstacle; les lignes discontinues représentent les phases 
du développement du rayon; 1. Méthode d’insertion d’une plaquette de bois horizontale à la base d’un rayon 
observé de profil; 2. Même expérience sur un rayon vu de face; 3. Fixation d'une planchette au sommet du rayon 
(vu de profil); 4. Insérée au milieu du rayon dans les mêmes conditions, la baguette n’apporte pas de perturbation 
dans le développement du rayon ; 5. Phases de l’extension du rayon dans l’expérience (3) ; 6. Deux petites plaquettes 
de bois attachées dans les bords des rayons suffisent à entraîner des perturbations 7- Un obstacle de bois 
dépassant le plan des orifices des cellules peut ne pas affecter l’édification normale des cellules si le rognage de la 
cire qui précède toute construction (1) n’atteint pas les bords de la baguette; 8. Des tiges de bois piquées per^ 
pendiculairement au plan des orifices des alvéoles, et dépassant le rayon de part et d’autre ne changent en rien 
le développement normal des bâtisses; 9 & 11. Un obstacle entièrement caché dans les cellules ne change rien 
au développement normal des rayons; 10. Le rayon est anormal même si l’obstacle qui dépasse le plan des orifices 
des cellules sur toute la largeur du rayon est enduit de cire; 12, 13 et 14. Diverses structures du rayon lorsqu'une 
baguette de bois fixée dans la cire et dépassant le plan des orifices des cellules coïncide avec l’axe vertical des 
rayons. 
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Enfin, dans ces conjonctures bien précises, l’obstacle appliqué perpendiculairement 
sur le plan des orifices des cellules entraîne aussi les mêmes perturbations (Planche 3, 
Figs. 1, 2, 3 et 4). 

On peut démontrer que: 1) Il existe une information qui se transmet à partir de l'obstacle 
dans tous les sens sur une face et sur l'autre. En effet, si l’un des côtés du rayon contient un 
obstacle, l’autre, au contraire, est libre. Les abeilles, accrochées sur ce dernier, pourraient 
donc facilement, en principe, continuer sans difficulté à construire leurs édifices. Or, en fait, 
la construction standard s’interrompt sur les deux faces. Il faut donc de toute nécessité que 
ces abeilles soient affectées par la présence de l’obstacle de l'autre côté. Seule une information 
circulant à travers la grappe cirière rend compte de ce phénomène. D’autre part puisqu’un 
obstacle au sommet du rayon apporte encore des modifications jusqu’à sa base, il faut bien 
que les perceptions des abeilles adjacentes au corps étranger soient transmises d’une façon 
ou d’une autre aux insectes de la base et à ceux qui se tiennent entre ces limites. 2) Je dis que 
cette information se traduit par un gradient de construction parce que toutes les parties de 
l’édifice ne se développent pas à la même vitesse; j’ai signalé l’interruption du développement 
de certaines parties du rayon pendant un laps de temps plus ou moins long, la naissance dé 
protubérances lorsqu’une plaquette de bois transversale est fixée au sommet du rayon, etc. 
Dans le dernier exemple il est intéressant de connaître les déplacements des centres où le 
développement des constructions est maximum : aux premiers instants, ils se tiennent à peu 
près au milieu des côtés verticaux, situés entre le haut du cadre et l’obstacle; les bâtisses 
progressent horizontalement; dans un second temps, si les centres prennent leur origine 
aux mêmes endroits, les cellules du rayon se déploient brusquement dans une direction 
perpendiculaire à la précédente vers le bas de la ruche. Dans le premier stade, la vitesse de 
construction croissait de la plaquette de bois jusqu’au milieu, décroissait du milieu à la base 
du rayon. Dans le second, elle augmentait en descendant le long du sommet du rayon puis 
diminuait en remontant vers la base. On peut ajouter que 3) il existe des zones sensibles sur 
les tranches au sommet du'rayon et non à la base. Ces faits nous suggèrent déjà que peut- 
être, en ces endroits, se trouvent les abeilles organisatrices du bon développement des 
édifices; 4) Il faut enfin distinguer entre l'élévation des cellules et la formation de leurs assises 
puisque les hauteurs des parois des cellules se développent pour ainsi dire normalement 
sur le rayon dont la forme est perturbée. 

2. Obstacles poses normalement à 10 mm 

AU-DESSUS DES ORIFICES DES ALVEOLES SUR UN COTE 

Dans ces conditions, on n’observe plus de perturbations. Il est donc permis de penser 
que l'information, dans le groupe des cinères, se transmet à la surface de la cire. Tout au 
plus peut-on signaler de légères déformations du rayon et une élévation des cellules beaucoup 
plus lente du côté et à la hauteur de l’obstacle : la grappe cirière serait donc malgré tout un 
peu gênée et agirait en ce sens sur les bâtisseuses. Des compensations ssemblent s’effectuer ici 
de telle sorte que le rayon ne perd pas sa forme standard (Planche 3, Figs. 5, 6, 7 et 8). 

3. Application d’un grillage sur une face du rayon 

Lorsqu’un grillage fin est appliqué à n’importe quel endroit sur la moitié du plan des 
lèvres des cellules du rayon, la construction est automatiquement bloquée sur les deux faces 
dans les limites du grillage. Ailleurs la construction se développe régulièrement (Planche 3, 
Figs. 9, 10, 12). En revanche, si l’écran est à 10 mm de la surface du rayon tout se déroule 
normalement (Planche 3, Fig. 11). Par ses couches centrales d'abeilles, la grappe cirière doit 
donc être en contact direct avec la cire formée en cellules pour fournir un développement 
normal du rayon. Dans le cas présent, le grillage, corps répulsif attaché sur le plan des 
orifices des rayons, doit provoquer une désorganisation de la grappe cirière d’abord sur la 
partie qu’il couvre et ensuite par la transmission d’information sur celle qui lui est opposée.. 
Seule, la surface libre de chaque côté du rayon permet un regroupement de la grappe et une 

Planche 3. Etude des caractéristiques de l’information, 0, obstacle; les lignes discontinues représentent les phases 
du développement du rayon; 1, 2, 3, et 4. L’obstacle de bois est posé normalement au plan des orifices des cellules 
soit horizontalement soit verticalement; 5, 6, 7 et 8. La plaquette horizontale ou verticale est tenue à 10 mm 
perpendiculairement au plan des ouvertures des alvéoles; 9, 10 et 12. Application d’un fin grillage sur différentes 
parties d’un rayon; 11. Le même grillage est maintenu à 10 mm au-dessus de la base du rayon. 
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extension des bâtisses. Cependant, lorsque le grillage coïncide avec le sommet du rayon, 
zone sensible par excellence, certaines parties de la grappe désorganisées se reforment 
en nodules près des zones cirières qui serviront de points de départ de nouveaux édifices : 
on ne peut plus alors parler d’un plan d’ensemble de travail sur le rayon. 

4. Fixation d’un écran dans les tranches du rayon 

Si l’information passait d’une face à une autre, il était intéressant de connaître les 
désordres apportés à cette communication au moyen d’écrans fixés dans les tranches du 
rayon. 

J’ai donc introduit deux lames métalliques minces de 4 à 5 cm de largeur sur toute la 
longueur des côtés. Comme il fallait s’y attendre, la construction a été arrêtée dans ces 
limites; elle s’est cependant manifestée au-dessous de l’obstacle. En revanche, les abeilles 
construisent des bâtisses régulières sur une des tranches du rayon lorsqu’il est le seul des 
deux à ne posséder aucun obstacle (Planche 4, Figs. 1 et 2). 

J’ai recherché alors le moyen de rétablir la communication entre les éléments de la grappe 
cirière. Divers procédés ont été employés depuis la diminution de la largeur du clinquant 
jusqu’à la présence d’orifices dans la plaque en passant par l’insertion de toiles métalliques 
à mailles diverses. 

Le rétrécissement de la largeur de la feuille de clinquant montre qu’au-dessous de 
10 mm, les abeilles construisent graduellement sur l’obstacle. J'ai même observé des abeilles 
de la grappe cirière à cheval sur la tranche du métal et en communication par les pattes avec 
les abeilles de l'une et l'autre face (Planche 4, Fig. 3). 

La présence de trois fenêtres de 15 mm de hauteur allant du bord de la cire au bord 
vertical du clinquant rétablit totalement la construction du rayon. Une seule de même 
taille au sommet du rayon ne permet qu’une construction dans ses limites et au-dessous 
d’elle. Quelques légères bâtisses sont cependant édifiées au-dessus de la fenêtre (Planche 4, 
Figs. 4 et 5). 

Des orifices circulaires nombreux de différentes tailles (de 2 à 10 mm), ainsi que des 
orifices semblables peu nombreux (3 grands de 10 mm situés l’un au-dessous de l’autre ou 
une vingtaine de 5 mm) permettent aux abeilles de construire sur le métal. Cependant, il est 
bon de souligner que l’édification des cellules ne s’opère plus tout à fait de la même manière : 
des alvéoles sont d’abord formées au sommet du rayon, puis, au fur et à mesure que cette 
partie se développe les insectes recouvrent le clinquant. Il y a donc ici, semble-t-il, création 
d’une nouvelle zone de croissance avec modification des données du problème (Planche 4, 
Figs. 6, 7 st 8). 

Les résultats sont semblables lorsque deux gros trous de 10 mm de diamètre sont situés 
successivement depuis le rayon jusqu’au bord vertical du clinquant. Un seul suffit à amener 
le recouvrement du métal jusqu’à sa hauteur à condition d’être assez près du rayon construit 
(Planche 4, Fig. 9). 

Or, c’est bien la présence d'orifices qui est nécessaire pour que la construction se déve¬ 
loppe: en effet, si je dépose sur chaque face du clinquant un grand nombre d’ébauches de 
cire, la construction n’est pas reprise. Les orifices, et non pas la seule présence de la cire, 
semblent donc permettre une communication entre les abeilles et servir en quelque sorte de 
relais à une construction éventuelle (Planche 4, Fig. 10). 

Planche 4. Etude des caractéristiques de l’information, 0, obstacle inséré dans les tranches du rayon; les lignes 
discontinues représentent les phases du développement du rayon; 1. Un écran métallique assez large arrête la 
construction; 2. Elle se développe en revanche sur le côté dépourvu d’obstacle; 3. Des écrans dont la largeur est 
inférieure à 10 mm n’interrompent pas l’extension du rayon; 4,5. Des échancrures horizontales dans des écrans 
métalliques laissent les abeilles édifier des cellules; 6, 7 et 8. Des orifices de différentes tailles et plus ou moins 
nombreux semblent servir de “relais” pour un développement lent du rayon; 9. Il en est de même lorsque de 
grosses perforations sont effectuées horizontalement depuis le côté des bâtisses jusqu’à l’extrémité de la feuille de 
métal; 10. Des dépôts légers de cire (représentés par les triangles) ne paraissent pas avoir les mêmes propriétés 
que les orifices puisque la construction est arrêtée de leur côté; 11. Il a été impossible de découvrir un développe^ 
ment du rayon lorsque deux plaquettes métalliques sont insérées du même côté à 5mm l’un de l’autre dans les 
tranches des rayons; 12. Le grillage à grosses mailles fournit des cellules assez anormales bien que le rayon possède 
une certaine ressemblance avec le rayon standard; 13. Le grillage à fines mailles, au contraire, apporte une destruc¬ 
tion du rayon (hachures). 
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Les résultats sont encore semblables aux precedents lorsque j insere aux memes endroits 
sur un même côté à 5 mm 1 une de 1 autre deux feuilles de metal percees de nombreux 
orifices. Les abeilles ne peuvent plus communiquer: elles ne recouvrent plus 1 obstacle 

(Planche 4, Fig. 11). 
Quel va être le comportement des abeilles lorsque le clinquant est remplacé par de la 

toile métallique? Si j’emploie du grillage à mailles de 5 mm, les constructions ressemblent à 
celles que j’observe avec le métal perce d orifices nombreux. Elles sont cependant tres 
irrégulières, car les batisseuses n existent que sur un seul côté. (Planche 4, Fig. 12). L utilisa' 
don de grillages à fines mailles de 1 mm (type garde-manger) provoque une destruction 

partielle du rayon sans essai de reconstruction. (Planche 4, Fig. 13). Chauvin obtient les 
mêmes désordres lorsqu’il donne aux abeilles de la cire gaufrée à trame en toile métallique, 
puisque les insectes etirent les rayons jusqu au moment ou ils atteignent le metal, a partir 
de ce point, ils entreprennent la destruction de leurs travaux. Quels sont les stimuli propres 
au grillage qui perturbent ainsi les abeilles de la grappe ciriere? Je ne puis actuellement 

donner aucune réponse à cette question. 
Devant une telle somme d’observations et de résultats d’expériences qui vont dans le 

sens d'une véritable coordination sociale dans le travail constructeur d'Apis mellifica d'une 

véritable oeuvre collective hautement organisée, telle qu elle est décrite par Grasse, on est en 
droit maintenant, je pense, d hesiter sur la valeur de ces quelques phrases de Huber. 
“Comment les abeilles prennent-elles de si justes mesures ... ; comment ces insectes 
peuvent-ils se tirer d’un pas aussi difficile (en 1 occurance passer des cellules males aux 
cellules femelles)? . . . Mais ci cependant quelque chose dans la conduite des abeilles pouvait 
donner l'idée d'un consentement presqu unanime (ce que nous présentons comme une appa' 

rence très douteuse)". 

Certes, il n’y a pas un “consentement” au sens anthropomorphique ^ dans lequel 
intervient l’action de plusieurs volontés. En revanche, il existe une entente analogue a 
celle qu’on retrouve dans nos machines complexes dont la bonne marche depend de 1 excellent 
état et de la parfaite harmonie de tous les organes. Dans le travail d edification des bâtisses, 

l'interaction entre les éléments est continuelle. Reaumur genialement lavait pressenti. 
les imperfections des formes des cellules ou des rayons la manifestent clairement en^ meme 
temps quelles expriment sa perfection, comme les exceptions aux lois physiques établies 
indiquent l’existence d’une autre loi, qui régit les phénomènes plus large mais encore 

inconnus. 
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The Nests of Some British Ants 

By M. V. Brian and B. M. Downing 

Fursebrook Research Station 

Wareham, England 

The method of casting soil cavities described by Garner (1953) has been applied 
successfully to the nests of several types of ant living in heathland soils. Liquid latex is 
simply poured down one or more of the entrances, two or three days are allowed for poly¬ 
merisation and the rubber cast is then excavated. The latex penetrates long tortuous 
galleries of less than one centimetre diameter for distances of over a metre, and the elasticity 
of the rubber cast minimises breakages during extraction. Although all galleries, especially 
the smaller ones, are not always penetrated, enough are for the principal features of nest 
design to be exposed. 

Five species were investigated, (a) Lasius alienus shows a central brood area reaching 
from the surface to a depth of about 30 cm. composed of anastomosing galleries. From this 
run a number of irregular foraging channels 2 to 5 cm. below the soil surface, which exhibit 

Fig. 1. Cast of nest of Tetramorium cœspitum seen from above obliquely and arranged on a grid of wires giving 
10 cm. wide squares. Foraging galleries horizontal in grid; brood and seed store cells are shown descending 
vertically. 

Fig. 2. Cast of nest of Formica fusca seen from above obliquely and arranged on a grid of wires giving 10 cm. 
wide squares. Surface galleries horizontal in grid; brood cells and shafts descending vertically. 

Fig. 3. Cast of nest of Formica fusca seen from below obliquely and arranged on a grid of wires giving 10 cm. 
squares. Surface galleries horizontal in grid; brood cells and shafts descending vertically. 
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no special pattern; some visit plants of the grass Molinia cærulea which carry Coccids on 
their leaf bases and may extend over half a metre from the nest centre, (b) Tetramorium 
cæspitum (Fig. 1) is similar in most ways to the above, except that the brood centre shows 
more of a cell and shaft design, and the foraging galleries may extend to over a metre. Seeds 
are stored in these cells as well as brood, (c) Lasius niger shows a greater concentration of 
galleries in the brood centre than L. alienus, so great in fact that anastomosing galleries 
is no longer a suitable description, and it may be better described as very open sponge- 
work. The foraging galleries of this species lie very near, sometimes even above the surface 
(when they may be roofed) and there are no deep cell and shaft systems, (d) Formica fusca 
(Figs. 2 and 3) has no foraging galleries at all (it forages on the soil surface only) and the 
brood nest consists of a set of interconnecting galleries near the surface from which shafts 
descend to a number of large and well dispersed cells, (e) Myrmica scabrinodis has a very 
much smaller nest than the others, and this consists simply of brood cells with connecting 

shafts and galleries. 
REFERENCE 

Garner, M. R. 1953. The preparation of latex casts of soil cavities for the study of tunnelling activities of animals. 

Science 118: 380-381. 

DISCUSSION 

A. Ledoux. Quel est le latex utilisé pour l’étude de ces nids? Est-on sûr qu’il pénétre 
dans tous les diverticules du nid? Les Fourmis sont-elles prises dans ce latex? 

M. V. Brian. The trade name is Boscotex. During excavation it appears that most of 
the galleries are full, certainly the main ones; and the ants are found embedded in the latex. 



The Nests of South American Social Wasps 
By O. W. Richards 

Imperial College of Science 6? Technology 

London, England 

South America is the home of wasps not so much because individuals are numerous 
there, though this is true, as because of the great variety of genera. In no other part of 
the world do more than about 6 genera of social wasps occur in one place, usually only 
two or three. In many parts of South America one may find 16 or more genera, some of 
them very distinct from one another both in structure and in nest architecture. 

Since de Saussure, a hundred years ago, started the serious classification of these wasps, 
the nest-architecture has always played a part in taxonomy. As Ducke has pointed out, 
such genera as Synœca were recognised more because the peculiarity of the nest happened 
to be known than because the adult wasp had any very distinctive structural features. 
Conversely, Metapolybia was not separated off until a much later date when the peculiarity 
of its nest was first appreciated. 

At the present date, there is a general correspondence between the taxonomy of nests 
and that of the adult wasps. Generally speaking, all the species of one genus make nests of 
the same type and many genera can be recognised by the type of nest. There are several 
genera or groups of genera which make nests of the same type and in a few cases rather or 
even very different nests are made by species which are put in one genus. 

The South American social wasps have been put in two subfamilies the Polybiinæ 
and the Polistinæ but these are not really very distinct in structure. In general, the genera 
are not structurally very well marked, usually considerably less so than the nests they build. 
For this reason Ducke endeavoured to arrange the nests in a possible phytogenetic scheme 
in which the structure of the wasps themselves was largely ignored. 

This attempt seems to me to lead to marked anomalies. The genus Brachygastra, for 
instance, which is in many ways one of the most distinct in wasp structure, builds a nest 
which is essentially like that of Polybia and of several other genera. 

Conversely, in Stelopolybia, there are two very marked types of nest-architecture in 
the genus but the species of wasps have not so far been clearly separated into corresponding 
groups. 

I see no reason to regard nest-architecture as any better or as any worse character for 
the purpose of taxonomy than the structure of the wasps (though the latter is known in 
more species). But it may well be too simple a view to assume that the plans of the nests as 
drawn by a human architect show the right way to classify them for phytogenetic purposes. 
The finished nests are the product of complicated behaviour patterns which have been 
very little studied. Perhaps if we knew more of the differences in behaviour which lead to 
the construction of different types of nest we should better understand the apparent 
anomalies. 

DISCUSSION 

H. Kalmus. Does Prof. Richards consider the characteristic features of the nests to be 

as stable as the morphological characters of the individuals? 

O. W. Richards. Wasps often very geographically when their nests do not, so that 
the structure of the wasps is less stable than their architecture. 

G. E. Bohart. Is there any evidence for the secondary loss of such developments as 
the involucrum, thus making the nests of primitive wasps resemble the secondarily simplified 
nests of advanced types? 

O. W. Richards. There is no evidence either way and I think it would be very 
dangerous to make any assumptions. 

J. S. Moure. What does the speaker think of the architecture of Mischocyttarus and 
its generic status? 

O. W. Richards. The differences amongst the species are not very much larger than 
in Polistes. Perhaps if we studied the method of construction we should regard the differ¬ 
ences as less important. 
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C. D. Michener. I think it is important to investigate all characters of a group in 
order to understand phylogeny; not only adult morphology but that of the early stages as 
well and physiology and behaviour should also be considered. Then one must devise a 
scheme, if possible, which does not do violence to these characters. Therefore I agree with 
Dr. Richards that no one set of characters, e.g., nest structure, is more important than 

another. 
O. W. Richards. I agree that a phylogenetic scheme must attempt to take in all 

characters. Ducke certainly overstressed the nests. 

J. C. Bradley. The construction of a large nest (probably Gymnopolybia) was observed 
in Panama. For several weeks the open comb was under construction, then in a few days 
the outer envelope was constructed. 

L. Berland. Les nids des guêpes sociales ont non seulement des charactères constants 
pour les genres mais aussi pour les espèces, et c est le cas en particulier pour les Polistes 
d’Europe, dont on peut très bien reconnaître les différents nids. 



Neue Untersuchungen über die sozialen Wechselbeziehungen 
im Ameisenvolk, durchgeführt mit Radioisotopen 

Von K. Gösswald und W. Kloft 

Würsburg, Deutschland 

ZUSAMMEN FASSUNG1 

Die Verwendung von Radioisotopen ist hervorragend dazu geeignet, die sozialen 
Wechselbeziehungen, insbesondere den Stoffaustausch zwischen den einzelnen Angehörigen 
des Ameisenvoffers zu kontrollieren. Wegen seiner günstigen Halbwertszeit und leichten 
Assimilierbarkeit in alle Körpergewebe eignet sich 32P zur Markierung derartiger Vorgänge. 
Die Application des Isotops erfolgt mit dem Futter, in Sonderfällen unter Umgehung des 
Verdauungs\anales durch Injektion in die Hämolymphe. Eines der bisher bearbeiteten 
Hauptprobleme ist die Futterverteilung im Ameisenvol\. In Einzeluntersuchungen wurde bei 
der Formica rufa 'Gruppe die Futterverteiliung von Tier zu Tier verfolgt, Eine 9 Cann etwa 
8 Gefährtinnen direkt aus ihrem Kropf füttern, ein Kropfinhalt verteilt sich jedoch auf 
80-100 Tiere. Sowohl geflügelte und ungeflügelte Weibchen wie auch Ameisenmännchen 
beteiligen sich a\tiv an der Fütterung im Jflest. In Gruppenversuchen wurde vor allem die 
VerteilungsgeschwindigCeit der eingebrachten Tflahrung studiert, die bei bevorzugt sich tro' 
phobiotisch ernährenden Arten grösser ist als bei mehr räuberischen Ameisen. Bei der 
Futterverteilung in Arbeiterinnen-Gruppen mit Tieren verschiedener Grössen\lassen zeigte 
sich, dass grössere Arbeiterinnen vor mittelgrossen und diese vor ifleinen bevorzugt gefüttert 
werden. Die Aufklärung einer grössenabhängigen Dominanz innerhalb der Arbeiterinnen 
eines J\[estes erlaubt Einblicke in die soziale Struktur des Ameisenvol\es, Radioisotopen 
werden damit zu einem Hilfsmittel der modernen Verhaltensforschung. 

Die Verwendung radioaktiv gemachter Larvenstadien ermöglichte weiterhin eine Vertie¬ 
fung unserer Kenntnisse über das Trophallaxis-Problem. 

Innerhalb vollständiger Kolonien \ann die Verteilung der Tflahrungsstoffe zwichen den 
Kasten bzw. Brutstadien erfasst werden; da die Messung der Radioa\tividät der Ameisen am 
lebenden Tier sehr genau vorgenommen werden \ann, ist es möglich, ganze Jflestpopulationen 
wiederholt durchzumessen. Von besonderem Interesse ist das Verfahren für die Erfassung der 
Beziehungen zwischen sozialparasitischen Ameisen und ihren Wirtsameisen sowie für die 
Untersuchung von Myrme\ophilen. Tflach bisher vorliegenden Beobachtungen werden in 
gemischten Kolonien Epimyrma gösswaldi Men. + Leptothorax unifasciatus Latr. die 
Parasiten-Arbeiterinnen von den Wirtsameisen bevorzugt mit Ffahrung versorgt. 

^olle Publikation der erweiterten Untersuchungen erfolgte auf dem III. Int. Kongress der Union Internationale pour l’Etude des Insectes Sociaux, 
Paris, 9-13. 7. 1957. Insectes Scciaux 5. (In press). 
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Beneficial Effects of Lasius niger L. on Aphis fabae Scopoli 
By S. El'Ziady and J. S. Kennedy 

University of Cambridge 

Cambridge, England 

ABSTRACT1 

Field and glasshouse experiments with aphids colonizing broad bean plants showed that 
attendant ants afforded some protection to the aphids against their natural enemies; but in 
addition, whether enemies were present or not, the ants increased the rate of aphid multiplica' 
tion, and delayed the production of winged forms despite the higher aphid population density 
on the ant'attended plants. In the long run, however, the plants with ants attending the aphids 
suffered less damage from the aphids and from other insects, than the plants from which ants 
were excluded. Some agricultural implications of these findings were mentioned. 

»Published in part in Proc. Royal Ent. Soc. London (A) 31: 61-65. 1956. 
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The Reproductive Behavior of Diploptera punctata 
(Blattaria: Diplopteridae) 

By Barbara Stay and Louis M. Roth 

U.S. Army Quartermaster Research and Engineering Center 

Natick, Mass. 

ABSTRACT 

The characteristic courtship behavior of males of Diploptera was eliminated by bilateral 
antennectomy and palpectomy; contact chemoreception was probably an important factor in 
sexual stimulation of the male. 

The females of Diploptera normally mate just after emergence while they are teneral. 
As virgin females increased in age fewer mated when exposed to males. Although females did 
not mate during pregnancy, after parturition they were courted by males and mated about as 
readily as onesto three'day old virgin females. 

A few one'day old males showed courting behavior; however, the courtship behavior of 
one' to three'day old males was wea\ and sporadic and these males usually did not mate. 
Males four or more days old courted vigorously and mated readily. 

The duration of copulation and size of spermatophore produced was influenced by the 
age of the male and whether or not the male had just mated. Males less than ten days old 
required longer periods of time to copulate and produced smaller spermatophores than males 
IS or more days old. Males which mated twice in succession too\ more than 35 times longer to 
complete copulation during the second matings and produced smaller spermatophores. 

Ho evidence of parthenogenesis was observed. Most of the females which mated only once 
produced two or three litters. The majority of females which mated twice produced three or 
four litters. 

Recently Roth and Willis (1955) published some laboratory observations on the 
biology of Diploptera punctata (Eschscholtz) [ = Diploptera dytiscoides (Serville), Princis, 
1950]. They found that the courting and mating behavior of Diploptera in many respects is 
typical of other cockroaches (cf. Roth and Willis, 1954). The male follows the female, 
touches her with his antennae and mouthparts and flutters or vibrates his wings in front 
of or to one side of her. He then turns with his abdomen toward the female and raises his 
wings about 90°. The receptive female straddles his back while applying her mouthparts to 
his tergum and he pushes his abdomen under the female’s and clasps her genitalia. Once 
joined the pair assumes the opposed position characteristic of blattids with their heads 
facing in opposite directions. 

While in copula the male transfers a spermatophore to the female. Some time later 
the female forms an oötheca, containing about a dozen eggs, in a manner similar to oviparous 
cockroaches but then retracts the oötheca into a uterus or brood sac. Here the eggs develop 
and increase in size through absorption of water and solids from the female. When embryo-* 
genesis is complete, in about 50 days at 29° C., the mature embryos are extruded head first, 
usually in pairs, from the genital opening and the new born nymphs drop free from the 
female. 

In this paper we present additional observations and some experimental data on the 
reproductive behavior of this viviparous insect. 

One series of experiments was performed to determine the role of antennal and palpal 
sense organs of the male in courtship behavior. The results are shown in Table I. Only 
after both antennae and both palpi were removed was courtship eliminated. These results 
are very similar to those obtained with Blattella germanica (L.) (Roth and Willis, 1952); 
in Blattella the males discriminated between the sexes largely by means of contact chemore¬ 
ception. The males of Diploptera did not respond sexually to filter paper on which virgin 
females had been kept for long periods of time. In Periplaneta americana (L.) the males are 
stimulated by female odor and this odorous material is readily picked up by filter paper or 
other objects on which virgin females have walked (Roth and Willis, 1952; Wharton et al., 
1954). Contact chemoreception was probably an important factor in sexual stimulation of 
Diploptera males. 
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TABLE I_Effect of Removing Antennae and Palpi of Male Diploptera, on Courting 

Behavior. 

Number Mean Time (min.) 

Number Courting Female before onset of 

Condition of Male Used (within one hour) Courting* 

Antennae intact 
10 10 

10 
1.2 
0.3 Palpi intact (control) 

Bilateral palpectomy 10 

Unilateral antennectomy 
Palpi intact 10 10 2.8 

Bilateral antennectomy 
Palpi intact 
Unilateral palpectomy 

20 
20 

13 
12 
0 

12.5 
23.3 

Bilateral palpectomy 10 
___—-- 

*From the time the male first touched the female. 

Although the fluttering of the male’s wings is generally a part of the courtship pattern, 
it apparently has little or no influence on the acceptance of the male by the female. Eig to 
ten males which had their wings removed, courted females and mated; the mean duration o 

courtship lasted only 1.7 minutes before mating occurred. 
One unusual aspect of mating behavior in Diploptera is the fact that the males normally 

mate with white teneral females (Roth and Willis, 1955); the only other cockroach in which 
this has been observed is the oviparous species Heostylopyga rhombifoha (btoll) (Roth and 
Willis, 1956). In the course of our observations it was noted that many old virgin lemaies 
would not mate. To check this observation adult females were isolated as they emerged and 
were kept in 250 ml. beakers. When the female was to be tested for mating a virgin male 
one week or more old was placed in the beaker. If the male did not court within a few mm- 
utes, he was replaced by another male. The male was removed after one hour if copulation 
did not occur. The results summarised in Fig. 1 show that a considerably larger number o 
newly emerged females mated than did the older virgin females. Males courted very 
young females for an average of seven minutes before copulation ensued, as cOTQpared to 
an average of less than four minutes for females one or several hours old. The rema e 
was distended with air as she emerged from the last nymphal skin and at this time was not 
very responsive to the courting male. The behavior of the male toward such a distended 
female was somewhat modified. He fluttered his wings slowly and briefly and instead of 
raising his wings he cautiously slipped his abdomen under the female frorn the side an 
attempted to copulate. In some instances the male copulated with a distended female with¬ 
out any preliminary fluttering of wings. From ten to twenty minutes (at 27 U. and 7 /o 
R.H.) after emergence the female began to deflate and within an hour deflation was com¬ 
pleted; both pairs of wings were expanded and her cuticle was cream colored. When the 
female reached this stage the male courted her with vigorous fluttering of wings and the 
female usually responded quickly by assuming a position above the male. Although ewer 
of the older females mated, those which did, responded just as quickly to courting as the 
younger ones. A female which did not mate within an hour usually took a defensive attitude 
toward the male; sometimes she walked away or more often she pressed her sides down 
against the surface on which she stood seemingly to prevent the male from slipping un er 
her abdomen. In some instances the female aggressively chased the male away. 

The behavior of males toward pregnant females was also determined. Pregnant females, 
25 to 28 days old, were exposed to mature males. The males courted only four (19%) of 
the 21 females tested, although all of these males courted subsequently when exposed to 
day-old virgin females. None of the pregnant females mated and they usually repulse t e 

males. 
It was often observed in the Diploptera colony that males courted females while the 

latter were giving birth and immediately after parturition. Females which had given birth 
to their first brood less than 16 hours previously were exposed individually to sexually 
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Fig 1. Effect of age on mating of virgin females of Diploptera. The percentage values are based on from 12 to 
28 observations; a total of 352 females was used. 

Fig 2. Effect of age on male courting behavior of Diploptera. The percentage values are based on from 18 to 
35 observations; a total of 249 males was used. 

mature males. Sixteen (73%) of the 22 test females mated within an hour indicating that 
shortly after giving birth the female may mate about as readily as one' to three'day old 
virgin females. 

Though the female of Diploptera mated just after emergence as an adult, the newly 
emerged male showed no sexual activity. Adult males were isolated upon emergence and 
at various ages exposed to recently emerged (tanned but less than 24'hours old) virgin 
females. Fluttering of the male s wings within 15 minutes after coming in contact with a 
female was the criterion for courtship. The results are shown in Fig. 2. No courting activity 
was observed until the males were at least oneway old. Only a few one' to three'day old 
males courted females and these males fluttered their wings weakly and sporadically. 
A larger precentage of males four or more days old courted the females; they fluttered their 
wings vigorously and continuously, and often raised their wings and extended the hooked 
left phallomere. Although males less than three days old may court, none were observed to 
mate; only one three'day old male mated. Males four or more days old mated readily. 

The duration of copulation, observed in 31 matings, varied from 24 to 63 minutes 
averaging 38 minutes. However, the time spent in copula was markedly influenced by the 
age of the male as shown in Fig. 3 (open circles). Males, less than ten days old required a 
longer period of time to complete copulation than did males 15 or more days old. Whether 
or not a male had recently mated also influenced the length of time spent in copula. After 
a male mated he might continue to court the same female but she discouraged a 
second mating by raising and moving her abdomen from side to side, and opening her anal 
segments and closing her genital segments. However, a recently'mated male was observed 
to mate again with another female. A virgin male 28 days old, mated with a teneral virgin 
female, and remained in copula 30 minutes, transferring a spermatophore 1.7 mm. long. 
Subsequently the same male was exposed to another teneral female and after 17 minutes he 
courted briefly and the pair mated. This mating lasted 25 hours and the spermatophore 
which was produced was soft and only 1 mm. long. Dissection of the male showed accessory 
glands completely devoid of opalescent secretion. Several other observations indicated that 
when the male mated again just after completing an initial copulation the spermatophore 
produced was small and the mating time was markedly increased. Apparently the male will 
copulate even though the accessory'gland secretion, necessary for the formation of a 
spermatophore, has been depleted and he remains in copula while additional accessory gland 
secretion is formed. Males which mated twice consecutively were fertile even though a 
small spermatophore was produced during the second mating. Eight of 14 females each 
mated with a different male produced young (one female had one litter and seven had two 
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litters each); nine of 14 females mated with the same males just after the first mating also 
produced young (four had one litter and five gave birth to two litters each). 

MIN 

AGE OF MALE (DAYS) 

F,a 1 Effect of aae of male on time spent in copula (open circles) and size of the spermatophore (solid circles). 
Each value is the mean of 10 observations; a total of 70 males was used. Vertical bars represent standard error. 

The site of the spermatophore was influenced to a marked extent by the age of the 
male. The length of the spermatophore as related to the age of the ma e is shown in Fig 3 
(solid circles). The average length of the spermatophore of 3-day-old males was 1mm while 
that of males 27 or more days old was 1.7 mm long. The fertility of 4_day -old males; was 
compared with that of 28'day-old males and the results are shown in Table II; the young 

males were less fertile than the older males. 

TABLE II—Effect of Age of Male at Mating on Fertility of Diploptera. 

Age (Days) 
of Male 

Number of Litters Mean No. 
Litters 

per Female 

No. 
Used* 

0 1 2 3 4 

4 7 2 1 0 0 0.4 + 0.22 10 

28 1 2 2 4 1 2.2 + 0.39 10 

*Each male was mated to a different female. 

The fact that the male which produced a small spermatophore during a consecutive 
mating was fertile whereas the young male which also produced a small spermatop ore was 
comparatively infertile indicated that spermatophore sise was not necessarily a good criterion 
for fertility in the male. The sperm content of small spermatophores produced by young 
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males must differ from that of spermatophores of similar size produced by old males during 
a second mating occurring just after an initial copulation. 

TABLE III—Length of Time Spermatophores are Carried by Females of Diploptera. 

Days After 
Mating 

Number with 
Spermatophore 

Number without 
Spermatophore 

or Oötheca 

Number without 
Spermatophore 

but with Oötheca 
Total Number 

Observed 

4 11 (100%) 11 
5 23 (100%) — — 23 
8 14 (74%) 5 (26%) — 19 
9 30 (40%) 41 (55%) 3 (4%) 74 

11 6 (22%) 5 (18%) 16 (59%) 27 
12 4 (16%) 5 (20%) 16 (64%) 25 
14 0 0 17 (100%) 17 
15 0 0 7 (100%) 7 
17 0 0 5 (100%) 5 

In Diploptera the spermatophore was carried by the female until shortly before the 
oötheca formed. Table III summarizes the results of examining females, at different times 
after mating, for the presence of spermatophores or oöthecae. Some females dropped the 
spermatophore by the eighth day after mating and a small percentage of females had an 
oötheca in the brood sac by the ninth day. After the twelfth day all of the examined females 
lacked spermatophores and contained oôthecæ (at 22°C. and 70% R. H.). 

TABLE IV—Effect of Mating on Litter Production in Diploptera. 

Condition of 
Female 

Number of Litters Mean No. 
Litters 

per Female 

Average 
Longevity 
of Female 

(days) 
Number 

Used 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Unmated 10 
(100%) 

- - - - - 0 343 10 

Mated Once 
at Emergence 

0 3 

(7%) 

13 21 
(30%) (48%) 

6 

(14%) (2%) 

2.8 + 0.13 339 44 

Mated Twice; 
at emergence 
and after 
first litter 

0 

(5%) 
5 

(24%) 

6 
(28%) 

8 
(38%) (5%) 

3.1+0.22 350 21 

Mated Twice; 
at emergence 
and after 
second litter 

0 0 

(11%) 

5 
(56%) 

3 
(33%) 

0 3.2+0.22 318 9 

The effect of mating on litter production is shown in Table IV. The unmated female 
did not produce any young although oôthecæ were formed. No visible development of 
unfertilized eggs was observed. Most of the females which mated only once produced two or 
three litters. The majority of females which mated twice produced three or four litters, 
resulting in a slight, insignificant increase in the mean number of litters per female as coiru 
pared with females which mated only once. There was little difference whether the second 
mating occurred after the first or second litter. 

The writers thank Dr. E. R. Willis for reading the manuscript critically. 
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DISCUSSION 

L. G. Monteith. The recognition of the female by the male seems to be largely through 

chemotactic rather than olfactory stimuli. 

L Roth. Yes. Removing the antennae does not eliminate courting providing the palps 
are intact. Only after both antennae and palps are removed is male courtship eliminate . 
Also contact with the female seems to be necessary for initiation of courtship. 

M. W. Provost. Does the male mature earlier than the female in this species. 

L. Roth. Yes. At about 85°F. male nymphs took about 38 days to mature, molting 

3 times; females became adults after about 50 days, molting 4 times. 
J. A. Downes. It would be remarkable if nutrient substances could pass throug t e 

wall of the oötheca. Did you indicate that this is the case? 
L Roth. The oötheca of Diploptera is very thin and incomplete, covering only the 

basal halves of the eggs. It is believed by Hagan that the pieuropodia ■of embryo, are 
involved in the transmission of nutriment from the female to the developing egg. 



Mating and Male Swarming in Psorophora Mosquitoes 
By Maurice W. Provost 

Entomological Research Center 

Florida State Board of Health 

Vero Beach, Fla. 

ABSTRACT 

Five species of Psorophora, representing all three subgenera, were observed mating or 
swarming in Florida under natural conditions. In ferox males copulated whenever the females 
too\ flight, all at the emergence site. In johnstonii the males flew in a small circle low over the 
water at the breeding site and individuals seized females whenever they came near. The males of 
howardii too\ flight when females passed by, or hovered about waiting for females to come by. 
They also performed coursing flights in which no mating was observed. They mated readily in 
jars or cages. The mating of ciliata was not observed, but the males were observed in flights 
appearing to be associated with mating, and they have also been seen swarming with confinnis 
males but never alone. In confinnis, twilight topswarms were observed in detail. Mating was 
observed in the confinnis swarms, but it was not believed sufficient to constitute the significant 
mating method for the broods. Mating in mosquitoes is stated to occur whenever a female 
produces her flight'tone close enough to be heard by a receptive male. This is believed to occur 
mostly within a few hours of the female's emergence. Mating in topswarms is coincidental and 
not the chief method of mating in mosquitoes nor the main purpose of male swarming. 

INTRODUCTION 
Psorophora is a mosquito genus endemic to the Americas, with 24 species placed in 

three subgenera : Psorophora (7), Janthinosoma (8), and Grabhamia (9). Florida has 10 species, 
but I will concern myself here only with the five for which we have mating or male swarming 
information : ferox, johnstonii, howardii, ciliata, and confinnis. 

In this paper I shall draw upon observations of fellow'workers at the Entomological 
Research Center in addition to my own. I must acknowledge especially the contributions of 
James S. Haeger and those of Erik Tetens Nielsen. Dr. Nielsen (1950, 1953) has made a 
special study of male swarming in Nematocera. 

PSOROPHORA (JANTHINOSOMA) FEROX 

On June 2, 1950 J. S. Haeger observed mating of this species at a rock hole breeding 
site in Homestead, Fla. At 9h30' while watching the mosquitoes at close range as they 
performed near the entrance to several landcrab holes, he observed three pairs mate. 
Whenever a female left her resting place, a male would take wing and fly after her. The 
chases ended either in copulation or in both sexes returning separately to rest. The females 
refused to bite when offered a chance and were obviously very recently emerged. 

The significant features of this, the only known observation of ferox mating in nature, 
are that (l) mating occurred at the breeding site. (2) mating occurred early in the adult life of 
the female, and (3) the males did not necessarily seek the females but were aroused into 
flight by the sound of the females’ flight. No twilight topswarms have been observed. 

PSOROPHORA (JANTHINOSOMA) JOHNSTONU 

On August 5, 1948, in the Florida Keys, J. S. Haeger observed the mating of Ps. 
johnstonii. The observations were in the late afternoon by the side of a shaded pool where 
he was collecting larvae of that species (cf. Thurman et al. 1951). When he found males 
flying back and forth over the water to be johnstonii, he sat down and watched them 
closely. Several more males joined until 35 to 40 formed a long swarm moving in a figureoP 
eight pattern about two feet long. Individuals from time to time dropped out of the swarm 
to rest. Two females were seen to fly near the swarm and were seised by males. The copula^ 
tions were 4 to 6 inches above water and lasted about five seconds. Mr. Haeger later made 
identical observations on other islands in the Keys. 

As in ferox, we find mating occurring directly at the breeding site and with teneral 
females involved. However, the males in the case of johnstonii made what appeared to be a 
searching flight for females. No twilight topswarms have been observed in this species. 
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PSOROPHORA (PSOROPHORA) HOWARDII 

On April 22 1953 J. S. Haeger observed mating for the first time in a recently emerged 
(nunæ still present) brood of Ps. howardii. The next day I joined him m observations of this 
phenomenon in a buttonwood-saltwort area near the salt flats on Sambel Island. Matings 
were observed between 9h30' and l8h30', and mostly in the semi-shade within one to four 
feet of the water or ground. Whenever a female flew, one or more males would attempt 
mating. The females rested mostly. The males rested much too, but they frequently too 
flight spontaneously and hovered about as if searching for females^Males were seen to chase 
female tecles solücitans, and when a cloud of new A^ uemorhynchus was flushed they 
became very excited and dashed about among them. Occasionally, male houiardu wo 
chase one another. Most males made several attempts before effecting coitus. Copulation 
often did not take place until after the female had alighted, for the sexes must be face to face 
(venter to venter) for coitus to occur. When the sexes were mixed m a quart jar, they mated 
repeatedly whenever the female moved voluntarily or when the jar was vibrated 

On April 22 between l8h40' and 19''00', and on April 23 at l8h52' male howardii were 
seen in long coursing flights over the tips of the bushes Some would rest a while then 
rejoin the flight. Sometimes they would fly in a figure-of-eight not over two feet long 
but most of the time it was an irregular swing or meander covering an 8-foot radius. No 
mating at all took place while this was going on. These coursing flights were the nearest 

to twilight swarms ever observed in howardii. 
In early Tuly 1953 an attempt was made to colonise Ps howardii The mosquitoes 

mated readily in the 3' x 6' x 4' cage and copulations occurred repeatedly, day or nighp 

Summarising observations on Ps. howardii, mating occurred at the emergence site and 
when the females were newly emerged-both circumstances as in ferox and johnstonn. 
Males initiated mating only when the females were m flight, but as m johnstonn they per-' 
formed hovering flights apparently in anticipation of locating females. In howardii for the 
first time, preWight “coursing” flights were observed in which no mating occurred. 

PSOROPHOR A (PSOROPHOR A) CILIATA 

This species was not been observed to mate either in nature or in the laboratory. 

Repeated attempts to establish a colony have failed. . 
^ On Tulv 14 1951 E. T. and A. T. Nielsen visited a breeding pool of Ps. aliata in 

which a few pupae remained and observed a flight of males. This was in a S^P 
near Fort Pierce, Florida, and the observation was made between 8 00 and 9 00 . There 
were 8 to 10 males flying low over one pool and a few over another. The males flew so ow 
over the surface that their feet dragged through the water during part of their- flight 
Twice an individual was seen resting on the water surface but more often the male r 
on twigs and leaves close to the water. On the following morning only a single aliata male 

was seen performing this way. 
Although no mating was observed, these flights were very much like those of johnstonn 

observed by L S. Haeger and which were associated with mating. The aliata flights were 
also strongly suggestive of the mating flights of the strange Opifex as reported by Kir 

(1923). 
Unlike ferox, johnstonn, and howardii, Ps. aliata males form true twilight topswarms 

of the kind studied by Nielsen and Greve (1950) in Aedes cantans in Denmark, and by 
Nielsen and Nielsen (1953) in Florida Aedes tæmorhynchus. A more proper word than 
“form” would be “join” twilight topswarms, because we have never seen swarming 
aliata males except within the swarms of the more numerous Ps. confinais (see below). 
The aliata males enter confinais swarms only in approximately the first hall ol the latter s 

swarming period. 
Summarizing for aliata, we find that although mating has not been seen, flights very 

similar to the mating flights of johnstonii have been observed among males. And fana y, t e 
males enter the topswarms of confinais frequently but have never been seen to form in e* 

pendent topswarms. 
PSOROPHOR A (GRABHAMIA) COWIHNfS 

Twilight behavior has been studied in four broods of Ps. confinais which developed 
in the grove and pasture land of St. Lucie County, Florida. Mating was looked for only in 

topswarms since these were the main object of the study. 
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No mating was observed in the male swarms of the October 1954 brood. In the 
November 1954 brood, mating was observed in swarms, but only from the 2nd to the 4th 
day of swarming. The greatest rate of copulation was 25 per minute in a swarm of about 
200 males. The brood most intensively studied was that of July 1955 and no mating occurred 
in its huge swarms except on the sixth night when a secondary emergence was beclouding 
the picture. In October 1955 a few matings were observed in swarms, but the brood chrono- 
logy was unknown and the mating thus uninterpretable. 

The males of confinnis form topswarms at dusk but not at dawn. Early observations 
indicated the swarms formed over light areas contrasting with dark-sandy shoulder of 
blacktop road, white mailbox, sandy patch in muddy road, white shirt on a man’s back, 
and so on. We borrow Downes’ (1955) term and call these “swarmmarkers”. The swarm- 
markers of confinnis can be moved and the swarms will follow them. Furthermore a swarm* 
marker of strong white-on-black contrast can steal a swarm away from one of less contrast. 
In the studies of 1955 standardised artificial swarm-markers were used with complete 
success. 

On one night in July of 1955 the swarm-markers were removed at the height of the 
swarming. The “swarms” disappeared, but a spotlight located the well-dispersed males 
dancing high in the air and seemingly oriented with the alignment of parallel contrasts of 
the South ditch, the fence, the roadside ditch, and the road. Five minutes later a swarm- 
marker was reset, and within a minute a swarm reformed over it. This observation, along 
with others of a like nature, leaves me with the impression that the swarming behavior 
or danc in the males is behavior which under certain conditions in the animal and its 
environment will occur somewhere. The “swarm-markers” merely pin-point areas of back¬ 
ground contrast and thereby gather the animals into what we call “swarms”. The most 
likely natural situation is the contrast presented by the reflection of the western sky in a 

Fig. 1. Relationship of male swarming in Ps. confinnis to light intensity on August 4 and 5, 1955 showing light 
threshold at .02 Lux and effect of moon. Swarming curves with schematic ordinate. 
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body of water. We have seen many confinnis swarms, down by the emergence sites, where 
this was strongly suspected. And the reflection phenomenon is also the only explanation for 
a swarm forming over the hood of a black truck, which was the condition of the first 
confinnis swarm ever observed, this by J. S. Haeger on October 16, 1954. 

Males of Ps. confinnis first swarmed anywhere from 2 to 26 minutes after sunset and 
the topswarms then lasted 20 to 30 minutes. There was no uniformity from night to night 
in the illumination at first appearance of dancing males. But the maximum development of 
swarms was quite uniformly between 34 and 41 minutes after sunset, which is to say at 
10 to 15 minutes after the end of civil twilight. By measurement (Fig. l) it was established 
that the swarms ended when the light intensity dropped below 0.02 Lux. With a nearly full 
moon in the sky before sunset, on August 4, 1955, the illumination from the zenith never 
dropped below .025 lux, and swarming persisted over an hour beyond its expected termina^ 
tion The following night the moon was just past full, and before it rose the illumination 
dropped to zero on the instrument (Photovolt, #512 Photometer); male swarming ceased 
at the expected time, at which moment the illumination had dropped to .02 lux. 

Although there have been unexplained exceptions, swarming males of Ps. confinnis 
respond almost dramatically to sound. A baritone hum has been found the most attractive 
sound. On numerous occasions such a hum has drawn down a large swarm from five feet 

away into my face and actually into my mouth. 
The males of the November 1954 brood swarmed into early December. Thanks to 

the several critical temperature gradients experienced at dusk it was possible to establish 
with reasonable certainty that the temperature threshold for swarming in this species is 

11°C. 
A striking feature of Ps. confinnis male swarms is their remarkable list of associated 

mosquito species (Table I). Of 36 sweep-net collections in swarms, only two were exclusively 
male confinnis. In all, males of 7 species (5 genera) and females of 9 species (5 genera) other 
than confinnis were collected from confinnis swarms. The predominant males were Anopheles 
crucians and Ps. aliata. The predominant females were Mansoma perturbans, Ma. titillans, 
and Culex mgnpalpus (or salinarius). Although female confinnis were 4% of the male count, 
they nevertheless were represented in 61% of the swarm collections. As expected, the 
presence of females in the swarms did not always signify mating. 

TABLE I—Mosquitoes in 36 Sweepnet Collections from Male Swarms of 

Psorophora confinnis. 

Total Caught Times Occurring 

Species Male Female Male Female 

PSOROPHORA COHFIHHIS 1824 71 36 22 

All species below 90 89 21 18 

Psorophora ciliata 32 3 6 2 

Aedes atlanticus 1 1 

Aedes mitchellœ 1 1 

Culex nigripalpus 12 4 

Culex salinarius 1 2 1 2 

Culex (Culex) sp. 4 39 2 9 

Culex (Melanoconion) sp. 4 3 

Mansonia perturbans 4 12 2 10 

Mansonia titillans 3 9 2 5 

Uranotaenia lowi 2 1 

Uranotænia sapphirina 1 1 

Anopheles crucians 47 4 12 2 

Anopheles quadrimaculatus 2 1 

The only brood followed closely enough to establish its chronology was that of 
November 1954 (Fig. 2). Small male swarms formed on the second day of emergence, 
Nov. 19, and fully^developed swarms occurred on Nov. 20 with larger ones still on Nov. 21. 
The average adult age at first swarming was thus 2 days. The swarms diminished in size 
gradually after the third night of swarming, but swarming males were still in evidence on 
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Fig. 2. Schematic presentation of chronology observed in the Ps. confinnis brood of November 1954. Ordinate 
without true scale. 

the last date of the study, Dec. 6, when most males were 17 or 18 days old. There is good 
reason to believe that the bulk of the mating occurred on the two nights during the emer^ 
gence period, but our study techniques did not allow us to witness this. It is relatively 
easy to see mating in the male twilight swarms if it is occurring,—yet it was seen only 
from Nov. 20 to Nov. 22. Undoubtedly just about all females of the brood were inseminated 
on their first adult day. 

We see then in Ps. confinnis the same picture as in Aedes tæmorhynchus: mating in 
topswarms occurring only when newly emerged females—usually the last of a brood— 
fly close to swarming males. And they never account for the bulk of the brood’s mating, 
which occurs previous to the formation of male topswarms. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Mating 

Our observations of mating in the genus Psorophora included the following male- 
flight associations : 

1. Topswarms.MATING OBSERVED confinnis 
mating not observed aliata 

2. Coursing flights.MATING OBSERVED johnstonü 
mating not observed aliata 
mating not observed howardii 

3. Hovering flights.,.MATING OBSERVED howardii 
4. No previous flights.MATING OBSERVED ferox 

In the case of topswarm mating (confinnis) it was on much too small a scale to represent 
the significant mating for the brood but was more a matter of accidental passage of new 
females through male swarms. This is as demonstrated for the only other species, Aedes 
tæniorhynchus, where topswarm mating has been correlated with brood chronology 
(Nielsen and Nielsen, 1953; Nielsen and Haeger, 1953). Coursing flights are conspicuous, 
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and the fact that we have seen them so seldom, though we have spent a great deal of time 
at the places where and when they should occur, is indication that they are too rare to be 
the chief mating method. It is also significant that in the species where this flight was best 
developed, howardii, it was not where mating occurred. Thus we have evidence that a - 
though mating can occur in topswarms (confinnis) and L in coursing flights (johnstonu) 
such group flights may well be only accidentally the loci for mating. With hovering flig 
(howardii) we meet with flights which have all the appearance of being intended especial y 
for mating purposes, but they are individual flights and they are not a necessary anteceden 
to mating. We come finally to the mating exemplified by ferox and most of the howardii, 
where there is no special male flight but where the male is aroused at the sound of the female s 
flight and takes after her. This type of mating behavior has been observed for many mosquito 
species in laboratories all over the world. In the field, however, it is very difficult to observe 
this behavior—even at the emergence site—because it is so very inconspicuous. Yet there is 
no mosquito known where the possibility of this being the significant mating method has 

been disproved. 

The simplest statement of when mosquitoes mate would be: whenever a female 
produces her fhght-tone close enough to he heard by a receptive male. The flight-tone of the 
female is the primary stimulus and it is apprehended by the male only when its antennal 
fibrillas are extended (Roth, 1948). The only undisputed exception is Opifex Kirk, 1923). 
The temporal features of mating consequently reduce to two determinants: (1) the occur¬ 
rence of fibrillar extension in males, and (2) the likelihood of females flying near males. 

TABLE II—Summary of Mating and Swarming Observations. Referred to in Horsfall s 

“Mosquitoes” (1955). 

In his book, Horsfall gives special consideration to species (295) about which some 
biological or epidemiological information is available. The following is an analysis of the 
numbers of species, arranged by genera, for which he gives information. 

Type of information on mating and swarming 

Genus 

Mating, not 
in swarms* 

Mating Swarming, 
in swarms** no mating*** None Total 

1 1 
Chagasia 2 2 
Bironella 
Anopheles 6** 

g** 92 
4 

112 
6 

T oxorhynchites 2 
2 2 

Tricho proso pon 1 1 
Tripteroides 3 3 
Wyeomyia 1 1 
Harpagomyia 5 5 
Uranotænia 

1 A 10 
Culiseta 3 3 3 
Orthopofomyia 

1 

J 

1 
16 

2 
Ficalbia 

1 17 
M ansonia 7 2 
A edomyia 11 13 
Psorophora 2* 1 
Opifex 
Aedes 

1 
y * y ** 15** 48 

3 
77 

4 
Hœmagogus 1 5 5 
Eretmapodites 1 2 
Armigeres 1* 7 22 25 
Culex 1 

1 
Deinocerites 1 

Total spp. 
as % 

24 
8 

15 
5 

27 
9 

229 
78 

295 

^Laboratory observations only. 

**Mating also observed elsewhere. 

***Mating observed elwewhere. 
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TABLE III—Mating Observations in Mosquitoes under Natural Conditions, from Recent 

Survey of Literature and from E.R.C. Observations (capitalized species). 

1. Female resting (3 spp.): An. maculipennis 
*Tox. splendens 

Ps. howardii 

2. Female flying (17 spp.) 
a. o' rests till $ flies: *An. quadrimaculatus *PS. FEROX 

Culis, inornata Ae. aegypti 
Culis, longiareolata Ae. varipalpus 
PS. HOWARDII Ae. dianteus 

b. cf hops, hovers, etc. till $ flies: An. maculipennis PS. HOWARDII 
An. culicifacies Ae. ægypti 
Culis, inornata 
Culis, longiareolata 

Ae. varipalpus 

c. cf m coursing flights: *Fic. splendens *PS. JOHNSTONI 

d. Sexes independently flying: *Ae. cantans *Ae. albopictus 
*Ae. cataphylla 
Ae. flavescens 

*An. albimanus 

Males in aggregations (26 spp.) 
1. Not in topswarms (6 spp.) 

a. At feeding sites of $ : Cu. pipiens 
b. At biting site of $ : Cu. pipiens *Ae. scutellaris 
c. At emergence holes of $ : *Hae. equinus *Dei. cancer 
d. At migratory exodus: Ae. sollicitans AE. TAENIORHYNCHUS 

2. In topswarms (23 spp.): *An. claviger *PS. CONFINNIS 
*An. franciscanus *Ae. dorsalis 
An. maculipennis Ae. flavescens 

*An. punctipennis *Ae. niphadopsis 
*An. annularis *Ae. spenceri 
*An. culicifacies *Ae. sticticus 
*An. subpictus *Ae. vexans 
*An. aquasalis AE. TAENIORHYCHUS 
*An. phillipensis AE. SOLLICITANS 
Cu. pipiens *Ae. excrucians 

*Ae. communis 
*Ae. cinereus 
*Ae. punctor 

*Only mating method observed. 

Roth (1948) has shown that Ae. cegypti mate any hour of the day or night because the 
antennal fibrillæ of the male are always extended, but An. quadrimaculatus mate only 
during that short period each day when the male’s antennal fibrillæ are extended. In all 
cases where examined, male mosquitoes in topswarms had antennal fibrillæ extended 
(see also Downes, 1955, for Culicoides). However, E. T. Nielsen (personal communication) 
observed in Iraq that the antennal fibrillæ of Aedes caspius males become extended unerringly 
some 40 minutes before the first male topswarm. Beyond this we know little, but two facts 
seem clear: (l) In mosquito males with constantly extended antennal fibrillæ mating is 
permissible any time; these are quite likely to be all the diurnal species (e.g. Ae. ocgypti, 
Ps. ferox, Ps. howardii), none of which incidentally form true twilight topswarms. (2) In 
mosquito males with diurnal cycles of antennal fibrillæ extension, mating must follow the 
same rhythm; these seem to be the nocturnal species (e.g. Ps. aliata, Ps. confinais, Ae. 
tæniorhynchus, Ae. sollicitans), all of which apparently form true twilight topswarms, by 
coincidence. 

Beyond the male permissive periods for mating just given, there remains the question 
of when the females are most likely to first encounter males in the permissive state. In the 
case of diurnal mosquitoes, whose males have antennal fibrillæ constantly extended, this 
will obviously be at the emergence site where the juxtaposition of sexes is certain to be 
greatest. In the case of nocturnal mosquitoes, whose males have antennal fibrillæ extended 
at twilight only (?) this will again be at the emergence site, but at twilight only. The latter 
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situation will permit mating on a migratory exodus (see Nielsen 6? Haeger, 1953, for 
Ae. tamiorhynchus, and Smith, 1903, for Ae. sollicitons) and also in topswarms 

It follows then that in mosquitoes, as in the majority of Nematocera, mating occu : 
very soon after the emergence of females and at the emergence site. Mating is reported 

frequently in male topswarms only because it is easily observed there ^ w ^Hor^fall 
this respect that in his recent survey of world literature on mosquitoes, W f'-- Hors™‘ 
(1955) gives mating and swarming information on 66 species and of these only 15 have been 
observed to mate in topswarms while 27 have been observed to swarm without ma mg 
therein observed (Table II). I have more recently surveyed the literature and found swarm* 
mating observations in 23 species, but the same survey also revealed mating elsewhere than 
m male swarms to have been observed in 24 species (Table III) The analysis given in the 
latter table includes ten different mating methods, and considering that nine represent 
observations much more difficult to make in the field than topswarms, it becomes remarka e 
that male swarming in mosquitoes has become so entrenched m the literature as epigamie 
behavior. There is good evidence that we have here an outstanding example of the fallacy 

of misplaced concreteness. 
Male Swarming 

In the Psorobhora species observed, topswarms occurred only in the nocturnal species, 
aliata and confinais. In confinais the topswarms are much as described for other species. 

The following points were established : 
1. The temperature threshold is 1I°C. 
2. The illumination at first swarming is variable. 
3. The illumination at last swarming is 0.02 Lux. 
4. The topswarms generally last 20-30 minutes, with midpoint 10-15 minutes after 

the end of civil twilight. . „ _ 
5. The topswarms are oriented over areas of background contrast, especially light on 

6. The topswarms respond to sound, especially a baritone hum. 
7. The topswarms contain both males and females of many other mosquito species and 

genera. * . 
Beyond these specific details, a general hypothesis is proposed that the swarming behavior 
or dance in the males is behavior which under certain conditions of the animal and its 
environment will occur somewhere; the “swarimmarkers”, whether natural or artificial, 
merely pinpoint areas of background contrast and thereby gather the animals into what we 

call “swarms”. 
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DISCUSSION 

j. S. Kennedy. Are we to assume that the cohesion of the swarms is due entirely to 
individual responses to external objects, and contains no element of gregarious behavior- 

responses between individuals? , A 
M. W. Provost. Whether alone or in a group, the male mosquito performs the dance 

we call “swarming”. If any gregarious behavior is involved it is superimposed on the 
fundamental behavior which is individual. Movements of the swarm, as a whole, may e 

directed by gregarious alignment mediated by sound. 
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R. C. Rainey. Further to Dr. Kennedy’s enquiries as to a possible gregarious element 
in the behavior of the mosquito swarms, I should like to direct attention—by analogy 
with locusts—to behavior at the perimeter; and to ask, firstly, just how sharply defined 
are the edges of the mosquito swarms; and, secondly, whether such a swarm is ever seen po 
move, as a unit, relative to the ''swarm marker’ mentioned? Observation on either point 
might provide evidence as to whether or not the mosquitoes are exhibiting any marked 
reactions to each other. 

M. W. Provost. The edges of mosquito swarms are normally well defined. Individual 
mosquitoes maintain their individual small ambits within the swarms. By means of a field 
binocular I was once able to keep my sight fixed on one individual male confinnis for over 
two minutes; it stayed within an area representing not over 5% of the total swarm volume 
and always on the upper southern perimeter. The swarm moves as a unit over a stable 
marker when reacting to changes in the wind or light. I have made swarms move in many 
directions by playing lights of different sorts on the marker. The males within a swarm 
almost certainly react to one another, but the fact remains that the basic dance over the 
marker is also performed by individuals when alone. 

L. Roth. The males of some species of mosquitoes respond to a rather wide range of 
sound frequencies. Is there any indication in the genus Psorophora that sound stimuli from 
the female may play some role in species isolation? 

M. W. Provost. The observation that male howardii attempts to mate with Aedes 
sollicitans would caution us to await further sound studies before reaching conclusions on 
this matter. 

L. Roth. Have you done any work on the determination of sound frequencies of the 
different species of mosquitoes found in a swarm? 

M. W. Provost. No, but we intend to do so soon because if sounds act as isolating 
mechanisms to prevent the crossmating of mosquito species, the swarms of Ps. confinnis 
would be the most likely locale to prove the point. 

J. A. Downes. I can add that the swarming males of Ae. campestris also fail to dis- 
criminate between females of their own and other species. On the other hand, H. Tischer 
(Umschau, 1955, p. 368) has shown that the males of certain species have rather better 
frequency discrimination than those Dr. Roth has in mind. 
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The Method of Ethology 
By Erik Tetens Nielsen 
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ABSTRACT 

Probable causes for confusion in definition of ethology are discussed. Bionomics comprises 
all animal sciences dealing with function; and its subdivisions should derive from degrees of 
functional complexity. Ethology is study of life'histories and thus is the science dealing with 
animal function on the highest level of integration as far as the individual animal is concerned. 
At progressively lower functional levels would be physiology and biochemistry. Ethology deals 
first of all with what animals are doing, then when and how they are doing it, and finally why 
they are doing it. In “modern” ethology all the attention is on the “why”, and yet for the over' 
whelming number of animals even the “what” has not been answered. The science of Ethology 
is presented under five subdivisions: descriptive, comparative, ecological, analytical, and general. 
Students of all these sciences should stop masquerading as ecologists or physiologists or be' 
haviorists, and answer in their own proper name—ethologists. 

The older zoological sciences, because they date back to a time when philosophy still 
affected the development of science, have the advantage of clear-cut, well defined branches. 
The much younger- study of animal functions does not have this organisational advantage. 
At the time when studies of function became an important part of biology, investigators 
were so busy with their special problems that little interest was paid to methodological 
philosophy. This resulted in a somewhat chaotic situation with the names of the different 
categories being used rather haphazardly. 

Another reason for the methodological confusion is a general misconception of the 
principles on which such categories should be founded. It is often said that a distinction 
should be made between the functions of the whole animal (ethology) and of parts of the 
animal (physiology), analogous to the distinction in morphology. This has often been con¬ 
tested, and with good reason. In morphology the subdivisions are derived from the degree of 
structural complexity; in bionomics, by which I understand all sciences dealing with the 
function of animals, the subdivisions should derive from the different degrees of functional 
complexity. 

Every function of the animal is ultimately adapted to maintain the species and the 
individual, and this adaptation is seen as an integration into the complete life-history of 
the individual or species of all the more or less separate functions. Since Ethology is primarily 
the study of life-histories, it is thus the science dealing with animal function on the highest 
level of integration as far as the individual is concerned. 

The life-history of an animal is naturally divided into certain parts such as feeding, 
mating, etc. for which parts I prefer the term habits. Be it noted that terms like life-history 
and habit, contrary to behavior and instinct, are simply descriptive and do not involve 
interpretations of the mechanism of observed actions. In ethology investigations may, of 
course, deal only with a single habit but if it is understood that the habit is a part of the 
life-history this habit will be recognised to be a function on the highest level of integration. 
The dividing line between ethology and physiology depends on the level of integration; 
in physiology the subject is no longer seen as a part of the life-history,—it is on a lower 
level of integration. On a still lower level operates biochemistry. The feeding of an animal 
is ethology; the secretion of the salivary gland is a physiological problem, and the effect of 
ptyalin in relation to pH, a biochemical one. Superficially the problems seem to intergrade 
from one science to another: the actual food intake may be considered from a physiological 
viewpoint, the secretion of saliva may be used as a criterion in the study of the animal’s life 
history; the effect of ptyalin in different stages of food passage is still a physiological 
problem, but the decomposition of carbohydrates is purely a matter of chemistry. In this 
situation we must identify an investigation as ethology if it contributes to the life-history 
of the animal and as physiology if it deals with single processes of the living animal. 

After having thus defined the method of the science dealing with animal life-histories 
a few words should be said about the use of the name Ethology for this science. It is certainly 

563 
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not a new term but until recent years it has been little used, and the use it has had during 
the last few years is limited to a special conception of methods which as pointed out by 
Kennedy is a rather unfortunate situation. As is well known, the study of the causation of 
behavior has made considerable progress during the last few years but this does not justify 
the monopolisation of the term Ethology for such studies. They are part of Ethology, but 
only part of this science. What part, is easily seen from one of the introductory remarks in 
Tinbergen’s book on the Study of Instinct to the effect that Ethology or the scientific study 
of behavior is based on the question: “Why does the animal behave as it does?” 

Ethology, however, deals not only with the problem of why animals behave as they do, 
but first of all with what animals are doing, then when and how they are doing it, and finally 
why they are doing it. 

In “modern” ethology nobody pays the slightest attention to anything but the “why”. 
It is a very peculiar situation: we have a science dealing with the causal explanation of 
observations but the collection of the basic observations is no longer considered a part of 
the science. It is true that in some sciences the emphasis eventually shifts from one aspect 
to another, as in anatomy in which simple descriptive anatomy has given way to a compara^ 
tive method, justified because our knowledge for some groups is enough advanced for this. 
It should also be admitted that the life-history of the white rat, the three-spined stickleback, 
and similar laboratory subjects is well enough known to permit a causal analysis; it might 
even be true for some of the less “domesticated”. One also realizes that some “whys” 
answered for such animals may give general information valuable for the study of other 
animals. But a student of insects cannot help thinking of our miserable ignorance. There is 
probably not more than one insect species in ten thousand for which our present knowledge 
permits us to give a fairly complete answer to the question of what it is doing; and it is 
doubtful if there are any species of insect for which we can explain satisfactorily all questions 
of what and when and how. 

To gather such information requires an army of investigators but only a few cranks 
and amateurs are doing it. The young professional biologist has never heard that to observe 
and record the habits of animals is a science. It is not a university subject, there is no chair 
for it, no journal, society, or even textbook. His natural scientific curiosity is side-tracked 
to the lofty problems of “why” or to the intricate problems of interrelationship, i.e. the 
ecology. His natural scientific snobbishness is nurtured by the cant in which eating is a 
“behavior pattern” and scratching the ear the subject of a discussion as to whether it should 
be called “sparking-over movements” or “displacement activity.” 

Since the days of Reaumur it has been a privilege of descriptive ethology to use plain 
and simple language in description. It has sometimes been abused by the tendency to make 
it anthropomorphic which of course is highly reprehensible, just as today’s tendency is to 
abuse “objective” terms. 

Ethology is the study of animal life histories, — the study of what animals are doing 
during their lives under natural conditions. Ethological studies may differ in some aspects, 
thus: 

(1) Descriptive Ethology is the selective recording of what animals do and when they 
do it during their lives. It also includes, therefore, changes in habits during ontogenetic 
development as well as periodic changes (rhythms) in habits. 

(2) Comparative Ethology is the study of variation of habits in relation to the natural 
system and evolution of species. 

(3) Ecological Ethology is the study of the relation of the animal to physical factors 
(autecology). As certain physical conditions are necessary for the different functions of 
animals, an autecological viewpoint is inseparable from descriptive ethology, and so also are 
the roles played by food, predators, parasites, etc. True ecology (synecology) or the inter¬ 
relationships among all organisms within a certain naturally defined space is an independent 
science on a still higher level of integration than ethology. 

(4) Analytical Ethology is the study of the mechanics of the habits,—the analysis of 
the causal factors in behavior. 

(5) General Ethology is the complete understanding of the habits of animals by 
re-synthesis of the causal relationships including the comparative and ecological views,— 
the over-all answers to what, when, how, and why. Considering the remarkable progress in 
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analytical ethology it is not surprising to find a tendency to forget that this is not the whole 
ethology. Descriptive ethology is a forgotten science, the comparative method has hardly 
begun its existence, and the study of the influence of external factors has been swallowed 
up by ecology. 

For this situation we have only ourselves to blame. Fabricius said in Philosophia 
entomologica: “Nomina si pereunt, périt et cognitio rerum.” Or to paraphrase, we do not 
have a science if we lack a name for it; but how can we establish a name for it without 
realizing our aim and methods, without defining our science and without placing it where it 
rightfully belongs among other sciences. 

Why do we masquerade as ecologists or physiologists or behaviorists? After all, we 
are as legitimate children of the old Natural History as anybody, and even with the right of 
primogeniture. Why do we not answer in our own name, as ethologists, when the students 
of applied zoology need information about the habits of pest animals? 

Why are we afraid to demand that universities have chairs in our science, so that we 
can teach these students the principles of all aspects of ethology, the science which is 
perhaps more necessary for them than any other? 

For a long time I have been aware of these problems. The crisis of which they are 
symptoms seems to me, though unrecognized by most biologists, to become more and more 
acute. 

I hope with these few words to have called attention to these problems and to have 
contributed to their solution. 

DISCUSSION 

R. C. Rainey. I should like strongly to support Dr. Nielsen’s insistence on the im¬ 
portance of the question what. Considerable ingenuity has for example been applied in the 
past to the questions of how and why all the locusts in a flying swarm maintain a persistent 
uniform orientation, while the objective evidence on this point provided by the introduction 
of photographic methods (Sayer, H. J. 1956. Rature, Lond., 177: 226; Waloff, Z. paper to 
be read to this Section) now makes it doubtful whether such behaviour ever actually 
occurs. 

R. Chauvin. In ethology, the question “what” must be considered in full, in accord¬ 
ance with Nielsen s conclusions. The building of a nest, partly or totally destroyed by the 
experimenter, should be of especial interest; indicating the influence of training, the degree 
of psychical ability shown in the rebuilding, etc. 
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The Behaviour of Locusts in Migrating Swarms1 

By Z. Waloff 

Anti-Locust Research Centre 

London, England 

ABSTRACT 

During recent air and ground observations on flying swarms of immature Desert Locusts 

(Schistocerca gregaria Fors\al) in East Africa, carried out jointly by R. C. Ramey, J. H. Sayer 
and Z. Waloff, the hour'to'hour displacements of the swarms studied were determined by 
aircraft observations, and simultaneous ground observations on the behaviour of the locusts in 
them were combined with objective recording of the orientations and directions of movement of 
individual flying locusts by a technique of “double'expo sure" photography (Sayer, 1956) 
throughout the passage of a swarm. 

During their earlier investigations, in which they introduced these observational techniques, 
Rainey and Sayer (1953) demonstrated that the displacements of individual swarms were 
directly dowmwind; at the same time they found that the orientations of flying locusts, which 
were often relatively uniform in each component group within a swarm, varied widely between 
different groups, and were effectively random in relation to the directions in which the swarms 
moved. A similar diversity of orientations between different groups of flying locusts within 
stationary swarms had been noted by, e.g., Kennedy (1951) at the times when changing condi' 
tions and mutual stimulation of locusts led to the development of flight activity over the roosting 
sites. 

Flying swarms are subjected to the potentially disruptive effects both of the diversity of 
orientations of the locusts in them and of powerful atmospheric turbulence, which often causes 
swarms to extend to thousands of feet above ground and is capable of dispersing comparable 
aggregations of passive airborne particles in a relatively short time (Rainey, in preparation). 
Yet another potentially disruptive factor is the settling by large numbers of locusts during the 
characteristic rolling mode of progression of swarms. Lfevertheless, flying swarms, often of 
thousands of millions of locusts, were observed to have well'deflned edges, to maintain their 
identities as discrete and cohesive groups over long periods of time, and, except when they 
traversed areas of tall grass, to leave virtually no stragglers in their wa\e. 

It was found in this connection, that although the orientations of flying locusts recorded in 
the central part of a moving swarm were often of great diversity, those at the leading edge and in 
the rear portion were predominantly into the swarm (e.g. orientations shown in Fig. 1). A 
change of orientation bac\ towards the swarms by individual locusts and groups which flew 
out beyond their perimeters was repeatedly seen at the leading edges and on the flan\s of moving 
swarms. Similar turning bac\ towards stationary swarms was observed in groups of locusts 
flying out of the roosting sites before the evacuation of the latter by the whole swarm. Further' 
more, although some settling and ta\e'off by varying numbers of individual locusts and groups 
was to be seen throughout the passages of rolling swarms, particularly heavy settling by very 
large numbers of locusts was repeatedly observed near their leading edges. In contrast to this, 
striding cases of mass ta\e'off were frequently seen in the rear portions of moving swarms, 
where the situation often resembled that observed by Gunn, Perry et al. (1948) at the departures 
of swarms from their roosting sites—i.e. with many groups taking off in quic\ succession or 
simultaneously, and rapidly clearing the whole area of settled locusts. 

The occurrence of heavy settling near the leading edges of moving swarms suggests that 
stimulation by other flying locusts may be involved in the continuity of flight. The frequently 
observed continuous presence of large numbers of settled locusts underneath moving swarms 
and the occurrence of mass ta\e'off at their rear suggest, on the other hand, that the individual 
locusts in mobile swarms may spend much of their time on the ground. Thus in a well docw 
mented case of a rolling swarm extending to 2,800 ft. above ground and moving with a ground 
speed of 4 miles per hour, it was estimated (from photographic records of the spacing of the 
flying locusts and by estimation of the total number of locusts by subsequent drench'spraying of 
the swarm from aircraft) that individual locusts were spending, on the average, only about 
half of their time in the air. 

1This paper was preceded by a film on the same subject, exhibited by Dr. Rainey. 
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It thus appears that the “migration" of flying swarms does not involve either persistent or 
unidirectional flight, but depends on the transporting effects of air movements while their 
continued cohesion is maintained by the behaviour of locusts at their perimeters. The patterns 
of gregarious behaviour resulting in the cohesion of swarms raise many, as yet unsolved, 
problems of the nature of the stimuli and the sensory mechanisms involved in the reactions of 

swarming locusts to each other. 

from pilot balloon observations at two neighbouring stations (Voi and Makindu at, respectively, 13.30 and 14.15). 

Note the orientations recorded in the front part of the swarm (14.27-14.33), where locusts were heading 
back towards the main swarm to north-east; the diversity of orientations recorded in the central part of the 
swarm (14.36-14.44); and the predominantly south-westerly orientations recorded in the rear portion of the 
swarm (14.46-14.48), where locusts were again heading towards the main swarm. 

REFERENCES 
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DISCUSSION 

J. T. Davey. While Dr. Rainey has given proofs of movements of swarms down-wind, 
I am sure he did not wish to preclude the possibility of both swarms and solitary locusts 
moving or migrating up-wind. There are examples in the literature of swarms of different 
species of locusts moving up-wind and on the middle Niger outbreak area of Locusta 
migratoria our work has shown that an up-wind migration of solitary locusts occurs season¬ 
ably and over large distances. 

R. C. Rainey. Since locusts can fly at an air-speed of 10 m.p.h., up-wind displacements, 
against winds of less than this strength, are clearly physically possible; but, as far as I am 
aware, no such displacements, over distances of more than a few dozen yards, have as yet 
been established by evidence which we would now regard as adequate—though such 
evidence may, of course, be secured in the future. Miss Waloff has described how, in swarms 
travelling directly down-wind, the individual locusts have repeatedly been observed 
flying temporarily in the opposite direction, i.e., up-wind; and even a careful ground observer, 
without means of being certain of the exact direction of displacement of the swarm as a 
whole, might well mistake such behaviour for up-wind swarm movement. While Mr. 
Davey’s own field marking experiments have demonstrated striking displacements of solitary 
Locusta, he has not yet, as far as I know, been able to record the actual wind experienced 
by the locusts in the course of these flights—which may well occupy only a small proportion 
of the total time between marking and recapture. 
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Contribution à l’Etude du Phototropisme des Insectes 
au cours de leur Vol 

Par Gaston Richard 

Université de Rennes 

Rennes, France 

RÉSUMÉ 

Quelques auteurs avaient déjà signalé une différence dans le phototropisme des Insectes 
selon qu ils marchent sur un plan ou qu'ils volent. Lfous avons repris ces expériences d'abord 
avec des Termites essaimants montrant que l'attraction phototropique n'était pas la même 
dans un faisceau lumineux rasant le plan d'expérience (ce qui les oblige à marcher) ou dans 
un faisceau lumineux venant d un point de l espace qu ils ne peuvent atteindre qu'en vol. 
En particulier, le classement de l effet des différentes bandes du spectre n'est pas le même 
dans chacun de ces deux cas. FJpus avons poursuivi l'étude de façon plus précise à l'aide d'un 
manege dérivé de celui de Weis Fogh, en utilisant divers Insectes. La note précise pour les 
Locusta ^migratoria en particulier, les divers facteurs de l'excitation phototropique en vol 
(intensité lumineuse, longueur d'onde, scintillement, etc.) et la combinaison de ces divers 
facteurs entre eux. 

De tres nombreux auteurs ont étudié systématiquement l’attraction des Insectes par 
la lumière et les revues de Weiss (1946) à ce sujet sont très complètes. Le problème de 
l’envol a suscité également un certain nombre de travaux; ceux de Fraenkel (1932) ont 
montré que la perte du contact tarsien jouait un très grand rôle dans l’envol et l’entretien 
du vol; ceux de Weis Fogh (1949) ont mis en évidence chez; les Criquets des organes aéro¬ 
dynamiques d’entretien du vol. 

Peu d’auteurs se sont penchés sur la comparaison du phototropisme des Insectes en 
marche et en vol. Cole (1922) et Mac Ewen (1925) sont arrivés à des résultats contradic¬ 
toires en comparant le phototropisme des Drosophiles sauvages et vestigiales. Ramachandra 
Rao (1947) a montré que les Moustiques privés artificiellement de l’usage de leurs ailes sont 
photonégatifs alors que les mêmes Moustiques capables de voler sont photopositifs. Il y a 
donc une modification du phototropisme soit avant, soit au cours du vol. 

Depuis quelques années, plusieurs fabriques de lampes ont répandu sur le marché 
mondial des lampes dites anti-insectes” dont les réclames prétendent "qu’elles repoussent 
les Insectes”. 

Nous avons voulu, d’une part, étudier les modifications apportées au phototropisme 
d un Insecte pendant son vol; d’autre part étudier l’influence de diverses radiations du 
spectre sur 1 entretien du vol des Insectes. Nous apportons ici nos premiers résultats en 
ces divers domaines; nos expériences se poursuivent encore et leurs progrès seront exposés 
ultérieurement. 

Nous avons d abord utilisé les imagos de Calotermes flavicollis E ab.. Termite dont 
nous connaissons bien le phototropisme. Ces imagos posés sur une table éclairée par un 
faisceau rasant de rayons lumineux parallèles se dirigent très rapidement et en droite 
ligne vers la source, quelle que soit la couleur de cette source. Nous avons prouvé l’orienta¬ 
tion tropotactique des Termites en établissant que, placé dans la plage lumineuse com¬ 
mune à deux faisceaux de rayons parallèles d’égal éclairement qui se croisent à angle droit, 
les Insectes se dirigent à 45° par rapport à chacun des faisceaux, c’est-à-dire suivant la bis¬ 
sectrice de leur angle de croisement. Placés dans la plage d’éclairement commun à deux 
faisceaux parallèles rasant la table d’expériences et se croisant à angle droit, mais dont l’un 
provient d’une lampe blanche à incandescence de 150 watts et l’autre d’une lampe anti¬ 
insectes Hyperion de 150 watts également, les Termites se dirigent, à pied: 10% vers la 
lampe jaune; 90% vers la bissectrice; aucun vers la lampe blanche. 

Les mêmes lampes sont alors placées à deux mètres de souches de vigne au cours d’un 
essaimage de Calotermes. Elles sont distantes entre elles de 1 mètre et un écran opaque 
assure la séparation des deux flux lumineux. En quatre heures d’expérience, la lampe jaune 
attire en vol 44 Termites; la lampe blanche 281; les Insectes s’orientent en vol très rapide- 
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ment vers la lampe blanche sans jamais suivre la bissectrice de Tangle des deux rayonne- 
ments moyens. Il est important de signaler que les deux expériences en vol et en marche 
sont faites simultanément avec des Termites provenant du même essaimage, donc physio¬ 

logiquement semblables. 

Au cours de chasses dans la nature, nous avons pu comparer entre eux les rayonne¬ 
ments fournis par une lampe ultra violette en verre de Wood et divers autres rayonnements: 
jaunes de lampes anti-insectes, rouges, bleus. C’est le rayonnement U.V. qui attire in¬ 
discutablement le plus d’insectes (en nombre et en espèces). La^ lampe jaune attire très 
peu de Diptères et de Lépidoptères; seuls les Microlépidoptères^ sont parfois repré¬ 
sentés; elle attire quelques Hémiptères (Corixidés) et quelques Coléoptères (Lampyres). 
La lampe rouge attire presque uniquement les Lampyres mâles (très peu attirés par le 
rayonnement U.V.) La lampe bleue attire un peu tous les Insectes comme l’ultra violet, 
mais en nombre bien moins important. Ces récoltes non encore complètement dépouillées 
confirment les résultats de Milne et Milne (1944) et ceux de Masokhine Porchniakov 

(1952) entre autres. 

Nous avons entrepris une étude plus précise au Laboratoire de cet effet des diverses 
radiations sur l’entretien du vol des Insectes bons volateurs au moyen d’un manège dérivé 
de celui de Krogh et Weis Fogh (1952). Les premières expériences ont été réalisées comme 
celles de Weis Fogh avec des Criquets Locusta migratoria (16 Criquets étaient suspendus 
au manège en général). Dans notre manège, nous n’opérons aucune compensation de l’iner¬ 
tie; les Criquets ne sont pas mutilés, afin de pouvoir reproduire si possible des conditions 

plus proches de celles du vol normal. 

A l’obscurité, les Criquets tendent, si la température et l’hygrométrie sont conve¬ 
nables, à voler longtemps et régulièrement. C’est ainsi qu’au cours d’une expérience témoin, 
à l’obscurité, les mesures de vitesse ont donné les résultats suivants: 

10 h 30 10 tours en 1 minute 7 secondes 
11 h 30 10 1 “ 10 
11 h 45 10 1 “ 10 
12 h 15 10 1 “ 25 
15 h 15 10 1 “ 30 
16 h 10 1 “ 30 
20 h 30 10 2 

Mais les Criquets tendent à s’arrêter plus ou moins vite lorsqu’on allume une lampe, 
ainsi que Weis Fogh l’a déjà fait remarquer. L’immobilisation est d’ailleurs d’autant plus 
rapide que la lampe est plus puissante. C’est ainsi qu’une série de mesures donne les valeurs 
suivantes avec une lampe blanche de 200 watts : 

10 premiers tours en 2 minutes 15 secondes 
10° au 20° tour 2 “ 5 “ 
20° au 30° tour 2 “ 35 
30° au 40° tour 8 5 
45° tour non terminé au bout de 5 minutes et le manège est im¬ 

mobilisé 

Une série de mesures faites avec pour excitant une lampe de 60 watts donne les ré¬ 
sultats suivants: 

10 premiers tours 2 minutes 
10° au 20° tour 1 “ 55 secondes 
20° au 30° tour 1 “ 50 " 
30° au 40° tour 2 
40° au 50° tour 2 “ 30 
50° au 60° tour 2 50 “ 

Ce n’est qu’au 93° tour que le manège s’arrête après 30 minutes de fonctionnement. 

Si l’éclairement continu produit un arrêt du vol et une inhibition des Insectes, l’éclaire¬ 
ment discontinu excite les mêmes Insectes. Mais le rythme du clignotement joue un grand 
rôle (Weis Fogh incite ses Criquets au vol au moyen d’éclairs de lumière blanche). 
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Voici les résultats d’une experience menée avec une lampe blanche de 200 watts: 

Eclairement continu: 

10 premiers tours en 2 minutes 
10° au 20° tour 2 
20° au 30° tour 2 
30° au 40° tour 8 
40° au 44° % 5 

Manège bloqué. 

15 secondes 
5 “ 

35 “ 
5 " 

Apres blocage du manège, leclairement devient discontinu par clignotement avec 
égalité des périodes de lumière (2 secondes) et d’obscurité (2 secondes). Le manège repart 
immédiatement et décrit 10 tours en 2 minutes 10 secondes. 

L arrêt du clignotement et le retour à un éclairement continu amènent l’arrêt du 
manège au bout de 5 tours faits en 5 minutes 30 secondes. 

Apres blocage du manege, 1 eclairement devient discontinu par clignotement inégal : 
lumière pendant 3 secondes, obscurité pendant 5 secondes. Le manège repart et fait 10 
tours en 5 minutes. A l’arrêt du clignotement, le manège se bloque. 

Lors d’un nouvel essai de clignotement inégal (lumière pendant 6 secondes, obscurité 
pendant 3 secondes), le manège repart et fait 10 tours en 4 minutes. A l’arrêt du clignote- 
ment, le manège se bloque après avoir fait 10 tours en 10 minutes. 

Un essai de clignotement égal (2-2 secondes) permet au manège de repartir; il décrit 
10 tours en 2 minutes 15 secondes. Lorsqu’on arrête le clignotement, il fait encore 6 tours 
en 8 minutes avant de se bloquer. 

Ainsi, une lumière continue inhibe le vol; mais celui-ci peut à nouveau être induit 
lorsqu’on supprime la lumière. Lorsque l’inhibition s’est produite, un clignotement peut 
entretenir le vol pendant quelque temps. Le retour à l’éclairement continu ramène l’im¬ 
mobilisation des Insectes. Il est à remarquer que l’éclairement discontinu dans lequel les 
périodes d’éclairement et d’obscurité sont égales est le plus efficace dans la reprise du vol. 
Les clignotements pour lesquels la période d’éclairement est plus courte que la période 
d’obscurité sont les moins efficaces dans cette reprise. 

Nous avons montré plus haut que l’arrêt était obtenu d’autant plus vite que la lampe 
d’excitation était plus forte; le départ du manège au moment où débute le clignotement 
est également d’autant plus rapide que le flux lumineux reçu auparavant était plus fort 
(lumière de forte intensité ou long temps d’illumination.) 

Nous avons tenté de comparer entre eux du point de vue de leurs effets sur l’entretien 
du vol les rayonnements de trois lampes d’égale énergie transmise mais dont le spectre 
était différent. Les résultats sont les suivants en éclairement continu : 

Lampe bleue 

10 premiers tours en 1 minutes 55 secondes 
10° au 20° tour 2 “ 15 “ 
20° au 30° tour 2 40 
30° au 40° tour 4 “ 30 " 
40° au 45° tour 4 “ 50 “ 

Manège bloqué 

Lampe jaune anti-insectes 

10 premiers tours en 1 minutes 30 secondes 
10° au 20° tour 2 “ 30 “ 
20° au 23° tour 3 “ 10 “ 

Manège bloqué 

Lampe rouge 

10 premiers tours en 2 minutes 15 secondes 
10° au 15° tour 2 “ 5 “ 

Manège bloqué 
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Ainsi la lumière bleue semble inhiber relativement lentement le vol, à peu près comme 
la lumière blanche; par contre les rayonnements jaune et rouge d’assez; forte intensité 
inhibent plus rapidement le vol. Weis Fogh signale qu’il peut faire voler ses Criquets à 
l’obscurité ou en présence d’une faible lumière rouge, qui ne les perturbe pas, mais ses 
expériences ne sont pas tout à fait superposables aux nôtres; en effet, la lumière qu’il 
utilise est relativement de faible puissance; d’autre part, son manège est compensé du 
point de vue de l’inertie par un jet d’air comprimé; enfin, ses Criquets ont les tarses coupés 
pour éviter des inhibitions toujours possibles par contact. Nous n’avons pas voulu com- 
penser l’inertie du manège, d’ailleurs très faible puisque un seul Criquet est capable de le 
faire tourner (la compensation par un jet d’air peut faire intervenir 1 effet d un courant 
d’air comme stimulus supplémentaire); nous n avons pas non plus coupe les tarses des 
Insectes afin de les replacer dans des conditions le moins artificielles possible. Nos buts 
étant différents de ceux de Weis Fogh, ces différences de méthodes étaient nécessaires; 
elles expliquent peut-être certaines différences dans les résultats. 

Nos mesures en lumières colorées discontinues sont encore trop peu nombreuses 
pour qu’il en soit fait état ici, mais on retrouve les mêmes caractères que ceux qui ont été 
mis en évidence en lumière blanche. 

De cet ensemble, nous pouvons tirer un certain nombre de conclusions préliminaires. 

—le phototropisme des Insectes ne s’exprime pas exactement de la même façon selon 
que l’Insecte marche ou qu’il vole. L’effet directeur des rayons lumineux reste le même, mais 
le sens du déplacement phototropique peut être différent. 

—la lumière, qui attire si fortement un certain nombre d’insectes joue un rôle in¬ 
hibiteur du vol, surtout à partir d’une valeur déterminée de l’intensité et à condition que 
l’éclairement soit continu. Les Insectes conservés vivants dans un piège lumineux s’arrê¬ 
tent de voler, le plus souvent non par fatigue, mais par inhibition. 

—les différentes radiations lumineuses attirent l’Insecte en vol de façon différente 
puisque l’Ultra violet est le plus actif, suivi par le bleu; le jaune et le rouge sont bien 
moins attractifs et inhibent mieux le vol que la lumière blanche. 

—le scintillement est un facteur de déclenchement et d’entretien du vol des In¬ 
sectes. Les scintillements inégaux réservant une grande part à l’éclairement et une faible 
part à l’obscurité sont les plus actifs. 

—ce sont les sources placées au-dessus des Insectes qui sont en general les plus 

attractives. 

—mais l’éclairement n’est pas le seul facteur jouant un rôle dans le déclenchement et 
l’entretien du vol des Insectes. La température, le degré hygrométrique et aussi certains 
facteurs difficiles à mesurer (ionisation atmosphérique) jouent un rôle très important. 
Certains Insectes comme les Hannetons par exemple ont un vol très difficile à déclencher 
sur le manège. Les Criquets, les Odonates, volent plus facilement au Laboratoire, mais 
c’est dans une discontinuité des excitations phototropiques ou autres que réside le maxi¬ 
mum de l’impulsion. 

Ce travail et ses résultats constituent seulement une étude préliminaire; ils seront 
complétés par les expériences encore en cours dans notre Laboratoire. 

V 
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DISCUSSION 

V. G. Dethier. Do you have any evidence that stimuli other than light affect an 
insect differently when it is flying and when it is walking, as far as orientation is concerned ? 

G. Richard. Je n ai pas d’expériences précises, mais beaucoup de facteurs agissent 
pour induire le vol des insectes; l’ionisation atmosphérique est un très important facteur. 

J. J. Davey. I should like to ask Dr. Richard if he has any data on the relationship 
between the number of insects caught and the phase of the moon. 

v G; Richard. J’ai observé en particulier d’importantes différences parmi les Hémip' 
teres hétéroptères et les Carabides que je ne prends dans mes trappes que lors de la pleine 
lune ou de la nouvelle lune. 

R. Chauvin. Je suis étonné par le fait que les Lampyres sont attirés par la lumière 
rouge alors que les femelles n’émettent que dans le bleuwert. Il existe peut-être dans le 
phenomene une part de pathologie, impliquée dans la réaction tropistique. 

G. Richard. Je suis également étonné par ce fait d’autant plus que la couleur du 
substratum autour de la lampe de Wood est spectralement voisine de la lueur des femelles 
de Lampyres. Peut-être effectivement y^Ml une part de pathologie dans cette attraction. 

, Chaboussou. Il faut préciser que dans les essais de phototropisme sur C. flavicollis 
il s agissait d insectes essaimants, preleves lors de la même journée, et par conséquent 
dans le même état physiologique. 

G. Richard. Les insectes du même essaim sont testés simultanément, donc dans 
le même état physiologique. 
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A Study of Olfactory Stimuli in the Orientation of Moths1 

By Ilse Schwinck 

Albert Einstein College of Medicine 

New York, N.Y. 

ABSTRACT 

Laboratory experiments were undertaken with Bombyx mori. In addition, field studies 
with several species of Bombycoidea confirmed the results of the Bombyx experiments. The 
intensity of the olfactory stimulation was varied (1) by different concentrations of odor, and 
(2) by reduction of the number of receptors by means of partial amputation of the antennae. 
Increasing scent stimuli release a behavior chain with qualitatively different steps, such as 
movement of the antennae, wing vibration, running in circles, etc. Only a very high molecular 
concentration and a step gradient of smell produced true olfactory orientation over a short 
distance. A relationship between the intensity of the stimuli and the reaction time for releasing 
each behavioural step can be demonstrated by diagrams. Furthermore, it was shown that a 
positive anemotaxis which is released by a scent stimulus, less intensive than that eliciting 
the orientation by smell in the strict sense, is the main orientation mechanism over great dis' 
tances. In other words, the sense of smell releases different levels of excitation. At one of these 
levels the mechanical sense identifies the direction of the scent'carrying air stream and per' 
mits the orientation of males over long distances at which a gradient of odor molecules is no 
longer perceptible. 

The study was undertaken in order to verify existing reports on long-distance olfac¬ 
tory orientation of male moths in response to female sex odor. About fifty years ago, 
Fabre, Forel and others assumed an orientation by the sense of smell over a distance of 
several kilometers. This amazing fact of species specific and long-distance attraction has 
been confirmed again and again, but the physiological mechanism was by no means clear. 
In past years zoologists and chemists have looked into this question—on the one hand 
expecting aid in the prognostication and localization of mass increase, on the other hand 
looking for a way of specific destruction in mass infestations. The question posed in the 
present study was as to how a moth can identify differences in the molecular concentra¬ 
tion at distances of, for example, 900 meters and 800 meters from the source. From meteor¬ 
ological and physico-chemical points of view there is not to be expected any real increase 
of the concentration which may lead to the source. Therefore, in this range of dilution an 
orientation by the gradient of odor molecules seemed to be questionable. The problem of 
long-distance orientation is related to the capability of the sense organ, and is, first, a ques¬ 
tion of the threshold of stimulation, and second, a question of the discrimination of quanti¬ 
tative differences. From the behavioral point of view there are these questions: Which 
intensity releases a reaction? What kind of reaction? Is there eventually a chain of qualita¬ 
tively different reactions? And furthermore, which type of perception by the sense organ 
is the orienting factor in the locomotion to the goal? Or, in other words, what is the orient¬ 
ing mechanism? Thresholds and quantitative reactions are strongly modified by outside 
factors such as temperature, humidity, age of the animals, preceding stimuli, etc. Because 
of these many uncontrollable influences in field studies, the main experiments were car¬ 
ried out with Bombyx mori under laboratory conditions. Field observations, especially 
on the species Orgyia, Lasiocampa and Lymantria confirmed the results of the experiments 
on Bombyx (Schwinck 1954). 

There are two ways to vary the intensity of the olfactory stimuli. First, different 
concentrations of the odor could be administered by changing the number of emanating 
female glands; for example, one, five and twenty isolated glands were taken. In the later 
experiments I had the opportunity to make use of a highly purified sex attractant which 
was isolated from the female Bombyx at the Max Planck Institut für Biochemie in Tübingen 
(Butenandt, 1940, 1941, 1955; Hecker, 1952, 1956). This substance could be tested in 
several degrees of dilution. As it is soluble in lipoid solvents only, it was dissolved in 
petroleum ether, and a certain number of drops was put on a microscopical slide. The 
petroleum ether quickly disappeared, and thus a thin layer of the active substance on glass 
was the odorous source from which the molecules were evaporating. Another way of 

'Carried out under the sponsorship of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft at the Zoological Institute of the University of Munich, 
Uermany. On this occasion I want to thank Prof. Dr. Karl von Frisch for the suggestion of the topic and for supplying student assistance. 
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controlling the olfactory stimulation was by reduction of the number of sensory receptors, 
readily done by amputating parts of the antennae. It should be mentioned that preliminary 
experiments had demonstrated the almost uniform distribution of the receptors over the 
antennae. Table I shows the chain of behavioral steps which indicate the increasing 

TABLE I.—Qualitatively Different Behavioral Steps caused by Increasing Olfactory 

Stimuli. 

A = Rest, remaining motionless. 

B = First posture, lifting head or antennae; frequent cleaning movement with antennae; usually no locomotion. 

Q = Wing vibration with small amplitude, frequently only wing tips vibrating in the beginning, some animals 

in locomotion. 

D* = Wing vibration with great amplitude alternating with wing vibration with small amplitude or motionless. 

B* = Wing vibration with great amplitude during several minutes; usually circular locomotion in a small area, 

typical “Schwirrtanz” (whirring dance). 

p* = Wing vibration with great amplitude during long'distance, unoriented runs, frequent attempts to copulate. 

G = Wing vibration with great amplitude and odor^oriented run to the emanating centre, taking more or less 

zigzag or circular pathways. 

* If there is an air stream perceptible by the mechanical sense in these levels of excitation there may occur an anemotactic orientation. 

stimulation. This series of qualitatively different reactions was found in hundreds of ob' 
servations, either by varying the concentration of odor molecules or by reducing the 
number of receptors. Each of those steps can have the character of a final step. For example 
with weak stimulation the wings may vibrate with small amplitude for half a minute 
(step C), and then after several movements and cleaning of the antennae (step B) step C 
may occur again for some seconds, followed by B and rest (step A). In this case the final 
step is C. Most of the tests were carried out in covered glass containers, and the odorous 
substance was administered on glass slides. Additional experiments were made with 
animals which were running free on a large table. Of course, only in these experiments 
with free locomotion steps F and G could be distinguished (Schwinck 1954, 1955). The 
diagrams of Fig. 1 demonstrate the percentage of distribution of the final steps, which 

Fig. 1. Final reaction steps resulting from stimulation with varying concentrations of the sex attractant. 
a) normal animals, b) antennae partly amputated, only 2-5 branches left on each antennae, c) antennae completely 
amputated. 

Ordinate: Percentage in each experimental series. Abscissa: Behavioral steps. Degrees of dilution of the sex 
attractant: black columns 1: 100, hatched columns 1: 2000, white columns 1: 10,000. Altogether 222 tests. 

are reached in different concentrations of odor. The black columns indicate the series 
diluted 1:100, the hatched columns indicate the dilution 1:2000, and the white ones 
indicate the dilution 1:10,000. In the lower concentrations only some animals with normal 
antennae reached the high steps E and F of locomotion with great amplitude (diagram a). 
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Diagram b illustrates the distribution of the final steps for animals with partly amputated 
antennæ. Here, fewer animals reached the highest excitation level, and even at the high¬ 
est molecule concentration, some remained motionless. Those animals without any part 
of the antennae (diagram c) never reached steps with wing vibration with great ampli¬ 
tude. In diagram c there is no significant difference between the three molecule concentra¬ 
tions. This can be interpreted as a spontaneous reaction which is independent of the ol¬ 
factory stimulation. 

The behavioral steps B to E can be intermediate steps as well, which are passed 
more quickly when the excitation is stronger. Hence, the final steps are characteristic of 
the strength of the olfactory stimuli, and in addition the reaction time for releasing each 
step depends on the strength of stimulation. Diagrams with the behavioral steps A to 
F on the ordinate and time on the abscissa demonstrate this change in reaction time (Fig. 
2). The more receptors that were amputated or the lower the odor concentration, the 

Minutes Minutes 

Fig. 2. Example of the diagram for the two normal animals which were stimulated by varying concentrations of 
the sex attractant. Ordinate: Behavioral steps. Abscissa: Time after odorous source was administered. 

longer the reaction time. All animals were individually numbered with shellac dyes after 
the method of von Frisch. Therefore, I could compare the reactions under different ex¬ 
perimental conditions for each individual. In this way animals with varying degrees of 
amputation of the antennæ could be tested repeatedly and with different odor concentra¬ 
tions. 

To come back to the primary question of the orientation over long distances: The 
quantitative studies on the scent stimulation demonstrate an increasing excitation; the 
speed of movement and the speed of locomotion is rising. With behavioral methods we 
can find only the threshold for the release of certain reactions. The limit of sensitivity 
of the sense organs appeared to be very low. The threshold of the receptors can be analyzed 
only by electrophysiological methods. Recently Schneider and Hecker (1956) published 
first results of their studies on responses of the antennæ of the Bombyx males. However, 
oriented locomotion requires not only perception but a directing stimulus. For the chemi¬ 
cal sense this can be only the discrimination of differences of concentrations. Various ex¬ 
periments considering the tracks, the time for the release of the different steps of action, 
the distance from the odorous centre, etc., were carried out (Schwinck 1954, 1955). They 
demonstrated clearly the fact that an orientation by the olfactory sense occurs only over 
small distances. Only at a very high level of excitation a steep gradient of molecule con- 
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centration can be the directing stimulus (step G). At the level of F. there may result an 
approach at random, but there is no olfactory orientation in the strict sense. On the c ther 
hand ^ood orientation and rapid approach to the odorous object result if a breeze blo\ s 
from'the odor source. Formerly this fact, well known from field experiments, was inter' 
preted as due to a better distribution of the odor. But if we consider the distribution oi 
molecules such a wind will rather disturb any gradient and, therefore, prevent a true 
olfactory orientation. In series of experiments with wind channels the orienting influence 
of an air current with constant odor concentration was discovered. Furthermore, in ex' 
periments on a large table the competition between a gradient of odor and the air 
stream was studied (Fig. 3). The arrow shows the direction from which the air 

Fig. 3. Directing influence of the wind. Varying angles between the direction of the air current (->) and the 
odorous source (9 ). In each experimental series a-f there were tested 10 or more animals, as examp e or 
publication 3 tracks are projected onto one field. 

stream was blown by a fan, and at sign ? the source of odor was located. The tracks 
demonstrate clearly the directing influence of the mechanical sense. Further experiments 
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proved the necessity of the olfactory stimuli as a releaser for the anemotaxis, as orienta- 
tior in current air is called. To summarize this part of the studies: At the excitation levels 
c L>, fc, and h there may result an orientation to the odorous centre, but this is directed 
by recognition of the direction of the wind. Thus there is the collaboration of releasing 
chemical and directing mechanical stimuli. The combined orientation can lead over ah 
most unlimited distances, because scent molecules can be carried over several kilometers 
and the directing function of the wind is not limited either. Therefore, we need no longer 
doubt the reports on long-distance orientation. However, it is not olfactory orientation 
in the strict sense, but an orientation by a mechanical sense which is released by the sense 
or smell. 
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DISCUSSION 

^ Chauvin. Si 1 hypothèse de Schwinck est exacte les expériences d’attraction 
des males doivent mieux réussir dans la nature par temps avec du vent que par temps 
calme. Cela estui exact? Je veux parler d agitation diffuse de l’air et pas forcement d’un 
vent dirige. 

Ilse Schwinck Yes, it is. Firstly, in field experiments there could be observed 
aPProach the male moths almost exclusively during a blast of wind. 

When the wind was calm activity was lessened. This was also demonstrated in the wind 
channel studies. Secondly, the release of the first steps of excitation—before the starting 
of the flight—occurs during a blast of the wind. But these facts from field observation 
could be interpreted also as indicating a better transport of the odor molecules by the 
moving air. These observations are no exact evidence, but they are also in no contradiction 
to the theory of chemical releasing and mechanical orienting stimulation. 

D. L. Gunn. There are, I believe, some moths which fly to females from consider^ 
able distances at night. It is not easy to imagine how an airborne animal can orientate to 
wind if it cannot see. Do such nocturnal flights occur only in moonlight? 

Ilse Schwinck I agree with Dr. Gunn that an animal flying with constant speed 
may not be able to detect the wind direction if the wind speed remains constant 

optical stimuli excepted. But speed as well as direction of a flying moth varies, and 
secondly, in nature we find always wind blast varying. The bristles and hairs on the 
antennae, which are supposed to be the receptors for the recognition of the air current, 
are very small in comparison to the whole animal (comparable to a thin wire on an aen> 
plane). If the speed either of the animal or of the wind changes, the direction of the wind 
should be recognizable due to the quicker reaction of the tiny bristles. Therefore I do not 
see an impossibility in principle for this mechanical orientation mechanism in flight in 
darkness. Furthermore, there is now an experimental way to prove this idea with electro^ 
physiological methods. 

H. D. B. Kettlewell. After total amputation of the antenna do you find any re^ 
sponse whatsoever by the males, when in the presence of scent. 

Ilse Schwinck Animals without any part of the antenna do not give a typical 
response (higher steps of excitation) to odor of any concentration. But the lower steps, 
such as raising the antennae or wing vibration for a short time, can be released as well by 
unspecific stimuli, for example by changes of light intensity, touching the animal and other 
strong disturbances. 
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T A Downes. I believe that your suggested scheme of activation at considerable 
distances by minute amounts of an attractant (too small to provide a directing gradient) 
Mowed by an upwind flight appl.es also to the hunting of prey by the females of certain 
mosquitoes. The females of Aedes hexodontus, a wide-ranging and very abundant tuid 
3 can be seen flying upwind towards the observer, for distances of the order of 30 
meters along a rather narrow track (often less than 2 meters wide) which represents, 
presumably, the area of distribution of the activiting substances by the wind. I have evi¬ 
dence that up-wind flight in this species is controlled by a visual response to the lan - 
scape and I do not think it is easy to imagine a chemical gradient capable of producing 
orientation at these distances. At close range, within one or two meters of the host, 
landing is known to be elicited by a variety of stimuli—color, temperature, mois ur 

and odors—and may well be controlled by a gradient. 
Ilse Schwinck. I think that fundamentally the chemical sense can orient on y 

over small distances and can never be the directing mechanism over long distances Ob 
factory stimuli are often known to collaborate with other one£ting fac^s ’ ^stance 
in the studies on butterflies releasing an optical orientation (D. Ilse, 1926; Tinber§en, 
Meusse et al. 1943). In Geotrupes (Steiner, 1953) it was an additional optical and an 
tactic orientation. Also mammals combine olfactory stimulation and recognition of e 

wind direction in order to localise—for example the hunting man. 
H. Kalmus. In view of Dr. Schwmck’s results the use of the controversial types 

of olfactometers in the study of insect behavior is rather questionable. 

Ilse Schwinck At least, we should be very careful. 



Traps and Lights to Catch Night-Flying Insects* 1 

By S. W. Frost 

Pennsylvania State University 

University Park, Pa. 

When these studies were started in 1947 little or no field information was available 
on the insect groups attracted to various lights. Considerable information had been ac- 
cumulated on the response of individual species of insects and also on the attraction of 
certain species to wave lengths in various parts of the spectrum. 

The study of the response of insects to lights under field conditions is a very compli¬ 
cated problem. Physical factors such as light quality and intensity can be manipulated, 
bizes and types of traps can be controlled. Other physical factors such as temperature, 
wind direction and velocity, moisture and precipitation can be disregarded by operating 
traps in close proximity, that is within 2 to 10 feet of each other. 

Biological factors, many of which are still unknown, greatly affect nightly collec¬ 
tions of insects. Some attention has been paid to the effect of strong lights which attract 
insects from a distance and which in turn repel them as they approach the source of light. 
Insects thus attracted increase the population of insects in the area where traps are operat- 

e j j PeSr° flight play an important part. June beetles, for example, dash into the baffles 
and drop freely into the funnel of the trap. Moths and certain other insects circle the light 
for a considerable time and often fail to enter the trap until the following night. Patterns 
of insect flight may vary according to seasonal or nightly weather conditions. As a result 
comparisons can be made only of traps or lights operated on the same night or nights. 
Udors produced by the scent glands of certain male and female insects may attract others 
of the same species and thus increase the number caught in the trap. Odors produced by 
Pentatomidæ, Carabidæ, Coccinellidæ and similar insects may attract or repel insects of 
other species. Birds, especially wrens, frequent the baffles and funnels of light traps in 
the morning in search of small insects and may even pick them from the killing jar at the 
bottom of the trap. Fortunately wrens or other birds have never been trapped. 

During the early years of these studies, emphasis was placed on the attractiveness of 
pure ultraviolet as compared with white or visible light produced by a tungsten-filament 
lamp. The sources of ultraviolet and other lights are indicated in Table I. 

_TABLE. I—Lamps used in Attracting Insects*. 

Abbreviations 
I-amP used in tables 

15 watt black'light fluorescent BL FL 

15 watt black'fluorescent with integral filter BL FL IF 
15 watt coobwhite fluorescent CW 

100 watt ultraviolet AH4 with filter, 2800 to 3800 Â AH4 
100 watt ultraviolet BH4 with filter, 3000 to 3800 Â BH4 
100 watt tungsten iqa vy 

* All General Electric stock lamps. 

Comparisons were made on the basis of lamp wattages. It was determined that the 
emiptera in general, especially the Miridae and Cicadellidæ responded more freely to 

white or visible rays. Most Macrolepidoptera, including the Noctuidæ, were attracted 
about equally to white and the ultraviolet. The codling moth and Crambidæ were ap¬ 
parently attracted more strongly to ultraviolet. The Diptera in general, especially the 
Drosophilidae and the midges, responded more freely to ultraviolet. The Coleóptera and 
I richoptera also responded more readily to ultraviolet. 

Since the early studies revealed that some species or group of species responded more 
freely to ultraviolet and others more freely to white light, a combination of the two seem- 

V u°?Ca ln °r i to attract a WIde variety of insects. This led to the adoption of the black- 
light fluorescent lamp which gives a mixture of ultraviolet and white light. 

1 Authorized for publication on August 3, 1956 as paper No. 2083 in the journal series of the Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment Station. 
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During the summer of 1955 comparisons were made of insects attracted to various 
sources of light especially the black-light fluorescent, as indicated in Tab es II and III. 
These studies were conducted in a somewhat open area shielded from nearby street an 
other lights in State College, Pennsylvania The traps were hung adjacent to each o e 
or at a distance of not more than 10 feet. The positions of the traps were shifted at east 
once a week so that none were favored by its position. The lights were controlled by a 
time switch turning them on at 9 P.M. and off at 4.30 A.M, E.D.S.T. The temperature, 
moisture wind velocity and wind direction can be disregarded as all the traps were operat¬ 
ed in close proximity. The insects captured in all the traps were identified at least to order 

and family and in many cases to species. 
In order to condense the data, many groups, which were not attracted in large nunv 

bers have been combined in the tables. The Nematocera comprised special counts on 
Culícida: Tipulidæ, Simuliidæ and various midges. Among the Brachycera are counts on 
Anthomyiidæ, Drosophilidæ, Lonchopteridæ, Empididæ and Borboridæ. Miscellaneous 
Coleóptera included counts on Aphodius, several minute species, some aquatic species 
and especially the Phyllophaga. Various economic species of cutworms were considered 
among the Noctuidae. The Tortricidæ included special counts on the codling moth. Ants 
were recorded separately from the other Hymenoptera which in turn consisted chiefly 

of parasitic forms. . 
Many types of traps have been used during the past years, chiefly a proprietary 

trap (Fig. 1), the Minnesota trap (Fig. 2) and a new trap designated as the Pennsylvania 
trap. The proprietary trap is constructed of sheet iron and consists of four screen ba es 

Fig. 1. A proprietary trap with a 15'watt blackdight fluorescent lamp. Fig. 2. Three Minnesota traps with 

various types of bulbs. 

9 X 26 inches coated with a green fluorescent paint, and an 18-inch funnel. This trap is 
provided with a 15'watt black-light fluorescent lamp and operates without a top. bpecial 
construction is supposed to eliminate ram from the killing jar but does not work too suc¬ 
cessfully. The Minnesota trap is constructed of 18-gauge aluminum and consists ot tour 
baffles 6 X 11 inches, a 12-inch funnel and a roof-like top. This trap was used in testing 
bulb-type lamps. The Pennsylvania trap is comprised of four baffles, a funnel and a circular 
top. A larger Pennsylvania trap was also constructed after the same general pattern, oot 
of these were provided with 15-watt black-light fluorescent lamps. These traps are de¬ 

signated in the table as Prop., Minn., Pa. A and Pa. B respectively. 

In addition to the above, several modifications of the Pennsylvania trap were tried 
with different baffles and lamp arrangements which are illustrated in Fig. 3. Eight-watt 
black-light fluorescent lamps were used in all of these. The data has not been complete y 
compiled but it is very evident that the standard Pennsylvania trap with the 15 watt 

black-light fluorescent lamp gave the largest catches. 
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Funnel-baffle'lamp 
arrangement 

Standard 
Pa. trap 

Variations of 
Pa. trap 

Chiefly 
transmitted 
light 

Transmitted 
and reflect' 
ed light 

Chiefly 
transmitted 
light 

Aluminum 
one 15'watt 
lamp 

Aluminum or 
plexiglass 
four 8'watt 
lamps 

Aluminum 
two 8'watt 
lamps 

All black'light fluorescent lamps 

Fig. 3. Diagram showing various funnel, baffle, and lamp arrangements. 

TABLE IL— Number of Insects Trapped in 1955. 

Period of operation 
Days of operation 
Type of trap 
Lamp 

June 29—July 10 
12 

Pa. A Pa. A Prop. 
BLFLIF BLFL BLFL 

May 4—June 28 

24 
Minn. Prop. 

BH4 BLFL 

July 15-17 
3 

Pa. A Pa. B 
BLFL BLFL 

DIPTERA 
Nematocera 2325 4414 1728 6599 3007 2105 1530 
Brachycera 597 557 220 930 548 576 292 

HOMOPTERA, 
HETEROPTERA 
Aphididae 234 302 125 555 532 96 72 
Cicadellidæ 1309 1367 454 543 212 1239 976 
Miridæ 489 590 217 141 305 1796 1362 
Miscellaneous 308 383 149 33 178 179 280 

COLEOPTERA 
Carabidæ 460 749 361 176 545 311 259 
Staphylinidæ 1463 2655 464 517 445 417 304 
Elm Leaf B. 27 25 19 21 77 184 232 
Miscellaneous 2369 3770 1535 418 1133 3137 2259 

LEPIDOPTERA 
Crambidae 236 218 132 59 133 104 164 
Tortricidae 267 232 128 125 274 26 88 
Noctuidae 288 260 169 228 744 178 619 
Macro. Leps. 295 348 281 109 371 261 490 
Micro. Leps. 671 814 309 422 523 474 824 

TRICHOPTERA 
Macro. 163 312 178 84 360 312 344 
Micro. 311 503 90 332 108 448 330 

HYMENOPTERA 391 482 192 143 94 257 315 
Mise. Insects 91 148 97 24 49 57 108 
Total 12294 18129 6848 11459 9638 12157 10848 
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TABLE III.—Number of Insects Trapped in 1955._ 

Period of operation Aug. 1-9 Aug. 10-20 June 2-8 July 15- 
Aug. 22 

-18 
-31 

Days of operation 
Type of trap 
Lamp 

6 
Minn. 

BH4 
Pa. B 
BLFL 

7 
Minn. 
100 w 

Pa. B 
BLFL 

7 
Minn.* 

BH4 

Minn.f 
BH4 

7 
Pa. A 
CW 

Pa. B 
BLFL 

DIPTERA 
Nematocera 
Brachycera 

1637 
269 

2496 
791 

367 
51 

2277 
357 

867 
110 

16278 
1646 

418 
69 

2397 
407 

HOMOPTERA, 
HETEROPTERA 
Aphididæ 
Cicadellidae 
Miridae 
Miscellaneous 

10 
1316 

94 
21 

66 
2337 

223 
130 

14 
490 
304 

16 

89 
3408 
1583 

48 

28 
53 
13 

5 

90 
762 

52 
48 

12 
370 

1215 
90 

112 
1233 
1966 
292 

COLEOPTERA 
Carabidae 
Staphylinidae 
Elm Leaf B. 
Miscellaneous 

43 
71 

905 
1877 

309 
212 

4210 
8807 

48 
18 
72 

498 

423 
175 
616 

3524 

17 
11 

1 
53 

77 
125 

6 
524 

107 
45 
47 

769 

314 
326 
263 

2424 

LEPIDOPTERA 
Crambidae 
T ortricidæ 
Noctuidae 
Macro Leps. 
Micro Leps. 

no 
38 
19 
15 

254 

290 
193 
137 
109 
564 

44 
13 
26 
14 
94 

286 
205 
451 
125 

1275 

1 
4 

24 
16 
43 

14 
51 

109 
76 

518 

94 
18 

191 
106 
98 

254 
115 
778 
512 
931 

TRICHOPTERA 
Macro. 
Micro. 

1152 
142 

1438 
470 

101 
14 

1652 
147 

16 
12 

278 
510 

71 
137 

503 
355 

HYMENOPTERA 
Mise. Insects 
Total 

118 
9 

8100 

243 
*'53 

23078 

155 
7 

2346 

2281 
150 

19072 

11 
2 

1287 

83 
19 

21266 

47 
23 

3927 

349 
138 

13669 

* with top f without top 

CONCLUSIONS 

The 1955 studies show that the 15'watt blackdight fluorescent lamp was superior 
to the blackdight fluorescent lamp with the integral Alter. This lamp was also superior 
to the 15-watt coohwhite fluorescent lamp and to the BH4 and 100 watt tungsten lamps. 

The new Pennsylvania trap was superior to any of the other traps tested. It is light 
in construction, relatively inexpensive and consistently caught more insects than the 
other traps. (It is difficult to accurately compare catches from different types of traps^when 

different kinds of lamps are used.) 
The large Pennsylvania trap caught no more insects than the small Pennsylvania 

trap. 
It is very evident that a cover over the trap reduces the catches considerably. This 

is especially true of the roofdike top used on the Minnesota trap. A top of some sort is 
necessary to decrease the amount of rain in the killing jar. This is especially true when the 
trap is used for general survey and the insects must be identified. In operating traps^for 
certain insects such as Phyllophaga, tops should be eliminated. 

Various papers have been published from time to time on the response of certain 
insects to ultraviolet and white light. Although it is generally recognized that some groups 
such as the leaf hoppers and cutworm moths respond freely, the activity of others are 
little known. For example, the Drosophilidae, Tabanidae, Membracidae, Euplexoptera 
and Pselaphidae have been taken in considerable numbers on various occasions. The Me^ 
copiera have been collected at lights in noticeable numbers in certain localities. Aphids 
are strongly attracted to lights especially ultraviolet. Over 10,000 specimens have^ been 
taken from one or two light traps during the past four years. Thirty^seven species^ have 
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been identified and will be reported upon in a forthcoming paper. Papers by the author 
on this subject are appended. 

Papers by the Author on the Operation of Light Xraps 

The Simuliidae of Pennsylvania (1949) Ent. Hews 60(5): 129-131. 
The diamondback moth in Pennsylvania (1949) Journ. Econ. Ent. 42(4): 681-682. 
Results of the Pennsylvania mosquito survey (1950) Mosquito Hews 10(2): 65-68. 
Unusual catches in light traps (1952) Ent. Hews 63(6): 151-152. 
Miridæ from light traps (1952) Journ. H-T■ Ent. Soc. 60: 237-240. 
Light Traps (1952) Pa. State College Bull. 550: 1-32. 
Tabanidae attracted to lights (1953) Annals Ent. Soc. Am. 46(1): 124-125. 
Response of insects to black and white light (1953) Journ. Econ. Ent. 46(2): 376-377. 
Response of insects to black and white light (1954) Journ. Econ. Ent. 47(2): 275-278 
Membracidae attracted to light (1955) Ent. Hews 66(3): 63-64. 
Response of insects to ultraviolet lights (1955) Journ. Econ. Ent. 78(2): 155-156. 
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The Oviposition Behaviour of the Australian Sheep Blowfly, 

Lucilia caprina (Wied.) 
By Wm. M. Rogoff1 

South Dakota State College 

Brookings, S. Dak. 
AND 

L. B. Barton-Browne2 

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation 

Canberra, A.C.T., Australia 

ABSTRACT 

Earlier workers showed that Lucilia species laid eggs more readily near cotton wads 
soared in indole and ammonium carbonate (artificial putrefaction or “P factor”) on live sheep 
than near, similar plugs in in vitro fleece preparations or on pelts of sheep. A “sheep” or 

Ò factor of unknown character, possessed only by living sheep, was postulated to explain 
this. 1 his paper reports some results obtained in a continuing investigation to determine the 
nature of this S factor . 

Comparisons were made between live sheep and in vitro preparations as well as between 
vue sheep and pelts with their undersides carefully isolated from the experimental situation. 

Comparisons were also made between similar pelts and in vitro preparations. The differences 
noted do not support the importance of “liveness” in inducing oviposition but rather the im' 
portance of surface area (perhaps involving chemical as well as visual factors) when making 
comparisons with small in vitro preparations. 

The importance of fly'sized spaces or cavities between staples is elucidated. In in vitro 
preparations the amount of oviposition and the placement of eggs by the flies can be controlled 

y altering the number and position of the cavities. There is evidence that higher oviposition 
occurs on sheep with open fleece (with more cavities) than on those with dense fleece. 

A comparison of fleece with other fibers showed the superiority of wool to most others 
tested except that the superiority of cattle hair (tied into stapledike bundles) over wool was 
marked. It is suggested that the “S factor” is not limited to living sheep and that living sheep 
are not greatly attractive (or effective in inducing oviposition) as compared with pelts of fresh' 
y killed sheep. It is suggested that, the S factor” at least includes physical (probably tactile) 

phenomena, and that this “factor” or complex of factors, is not peculiarly a characteristic of 
fleece alone. 

INTRODUCTION 

The broad question of why sheep are attractive oviposition sites for blowflies has 
been under attack for many years. The classical work is represented by the many papers 
of Hobson (e.g. 1936) with Lucilia sericata (Meig.) in Great Britain. The realisation that 
fleece contaminated with putrefactive materials, such as digestive wastes, is obviously 
an excellent oviposition site led to attempts to induce oviposition. Cotton wads soaked 
with indole and other materials were fastened to sheep and did induce strike. Similar 
oviposition was not induced in soaked cotton wads alone, nor in pelts to which such wads 

ad been fastened. This led to the postulation of a “P” or putrefactive factor and an “S” 
or sheep factor, the presence of both of which being necessary for extensive attraction 
and oviposition. 

Australia Mackerras and Mackerras (1944) found a similar behaviour pattern in 
Lucilia cuprina (Weid.) and also showed a relatively low oviposition rate in beakers con¬ 
taining fleece and soaked cotton pads. 

U« r The„work described in this paper was initiated to investigate the nature of Hobson’s 
o factor , and is part of a continuing investigation. 

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 

All experiments were performed in the laboratories of the Commonwealth Scientific 
and Industrial Research Organisation at Canberra, A.C.T., Australia. 

1 Senior Fulbright Research Scholar 1955-56, C.S.I.R.O., Canberra. 

Research Officer, Division of Entomology, C.S.I.R.O., Canberra. 
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Flies for experimental use were reared on sheep liver under controlled conditions 

in an insectary. All tests were performed m a glasshouse 24 ^fby/cubicfe/ 
inches high. Some experiments were conducted in screened cages of 3 to 4 cubic e . 

Cotton plugs were soaked with an aqueous solution of indole (0.04%), ammonium 
carbonate (2%) and ethyl alcohol (2.5%), to serve as a standardized P factor for op¬ 
position induction. When experiments were performed on sheep or on pelts, three soaked 
cotton plugs (two to three inches long by an inch to an inch and a half in diameter) wer 
inserted in°the fleece and spaced along the upper midline of the back and in a correspond ¬ 
ing position on the pelts. Experiments conducted m vitro involved use of similarly soa 
cotton plugs surrounded by freshly cut wool staples or other fibers, the entire prepara¬ 

tions being set into 200 ml. beakers. 

OBSERVATIONS 

A small scale experiment in the insectary was in accord with the observations of 
Mackerras and Mackerras (1944) that oviposition around plugs on live sheep was greatly 
m excess (by a factor of 4 to 6 or more) of that around plugs in m vitro preparations This 
was true both of numbers of sites struck and of numbers of egg masses per site struck 
Many obvious points of difference between the two types of sites include on the one hand 
the living sheep, the skin below the fleece, the larger area of surrounding fleece, bo y 

temperature, and movement of the penned animal. 

To evaluate the importance of the living sheep, comparisons were made between 
sheep and fresh pelts thrown over wooden racks of similar size. Comparison of plug sites 
showed a far greater oviposition rate around those in the living sheep. Examination of the 
undersides of the pelts revealed the weakness of this comparison, however for the ™ 
ber of egg masses deposited on this decomposing tissue was so great as to defy cou t g. 
It was apparent that the standardized “P factor" provided by the plugs in the pelts was 

competing with a far more effective attractant. 

An apparatus was devised to overcome the problem of the interference of the e- 
composing underside of the pelts. This consisted of a hemi-cylmder constructed of sheet 
metal and screen wire, the radius of curvature being 11 inches. It accommodated a t 
foot by three foot rectangle of fresh pelt, clamped into place and sealed at the edges with 
melted paraffin. The interior of the device was connected by flexible tubing to a small air 
evacuator and thence to the outside of the glasshouse. These “pseudo-sheep preparations 

were compared to living sheep and to in vitro preparations. 

A comparison of oviposition around indole plugs in live sheep and around plugs 
similarly placed in “pseudo-sheep” preparations again indicated an advantage of living 
sheep as oviposition sites, but the advantage was greatly reduced as compared to earlier 
experience (to figures in terms of a factor of two). Many technical disadvantages of the 
“pseudo-sheep” operate to the advantage of the live sheep preparations, h°weye£ and at 
this writing it cannot be said that these experiments substantiate the view that Hobson s 

“S factor" is a special characteristic of living sheep. 

Another approach to the question of living sheep versus fresh pelts was made m a 
comparison of “pseudo-sheep” and in vitro preparations. Two pelts on frames and six 
m vitro units from each fleece were compared. Fleece I averaged 33 egg masses per plug 
whereas the in vitro units averaged 1.5 egg masses per plug. Fleece II averaged 19 egg masses 
per plug while the corresponding glass preparations averaged 2.5 masses per cotton plug. 
These observations imply that previously observed differences between oviposition rates 
around plugs in living sheep and in vitro are within the range of difference between 

“pseudosheep” and in vitro preparations. 

During the course of other experiments it was noted that flies tend to lay their eggs 
in depressions, particularly in cavities that the flies can move down into. Four separate 
experiments, on different days, served to test this idea In intro preparations m^^^^ 
freshly clipped wool, had preformed cavities (made with a pencil) located in standardised 
positions at opposite sides of the indole-soaked cotton plugs. In each experiment four sue 
beaker preparations were placed in each of two cages of flies. There was no special orienta¬ 
tion of beakers within the cages. The results are summarized in Table I where it can b 
seen that the preformed cavities were more attractive than other portions of the fleece 
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by a factor of nearly ten. Furthermore when only one cavity was preformed in experi 
ment 4, the results were even more startling. 

TABLE I. Number of Egg Masses Deposited in Preformed Cavities at Standardized 

Positions (A and B, at Opposite Sides of Indole Plug) and in other Portions of Clipped 

Fleece in vitro. 

Experiment 

Position of egg 

A B 

masses 

Other 

1 4 30 0 
2 8 11 2 
3 24 18 8 
4 75 no B 

cavity 
8 

Totals: Egg masses in preformed cavities .170 
Egg masses elsewhere. . 18 

The demonstration of the significance of cavities (in the in vitro preparations) led to 
tests of preparations in which fleece was tightly packed into the beakers compared to pre' 
parafions with the fleece only loosely packed. Deep cavities were far more common in 
the atter type of preparation. Three experiments were performed at different times in 
small cages, each experiment involving six preparations of each type. In the first test 5 egg 
masses were deposited in the tight, 20 masses in the loose. The second experiment show' 

ïuanueVIn greater dlfference : no egg masses in the tight preparations, 16 in the loose. 
he third experiment was also unbalanced to the same side, with 13 egg masses in the 

tight, and 38 masses in the loosely packed fleece. A summation of the three experiments 
shows 18 masses in the tightly packed fleece, and 74 egg masses in the loose fleece prepare 

factor”?)8 prOV1<^lng ^urt^er suPPort for the importance of a “cavities” hypothesis (“C 

A further test of the significance of cavities appeared in experiments in which staples 
were tied into bundles by three ties of cotton thread. These bundles were about ^toV2 
inches in diameter and about 2 inches long. In vitro preparations were then prepared by 
assembling enough of these bundles to loosely fill the space available around the standard 
central indole plug. These preparations were then compared with units made up from the 
same fleece sample not tied into bundles. The bound preparations had a very obvious 
excess of fly'Sized cavities. Two experiments were run on different days. In vitro prepara' 
tions of the two types were replicated six times in each experiment. In the first trial 45 
egg masses appeared in the bound units as compared to 16 in the unbound. The second 
trial produced similar results, with 34 egg masses in the bound and 11 masses in the urn 
bound preparations. Summing the two experiments provides a total of 79 in the bound 

ï ui tW masses ln the uubound fleece units. In another test (cf. expt. 10 reported in 
I able 11) oviposition was so high in both types of unit as to vitiate the comparison. Thus 
herein is some additional support for the hypothesis of the importance of cavities in im 
creasing strike incidence. 

A small test of this “cavities” hypothesis was made in living sheep. Four close'fleeced 
sheep were compared with 5 opemfleeced animals, using three indole plugs inserted be' 
tween the staples along the dorsal midline, and tied into place. On counting, a mean of 
11.5 egg masses per plug was found in the close'fleeced sheep, 29.6 per plug in the open' 
eeced animals. This ratio of about 1:2.5 might have been exceeded if artefact cavities 

between the fleece and the indole plug had been avoided in the experimental âet'up. At' 
tempts are being made to obtain more critical data. 

Another approach in this investigation to understand Hobson’s “S factor” was to 
compare fleece with other fibers. These were all in vitro tests performed in the small cages. 
The results are shown in Table II. The fresh fleece was obtained from sheep kept avail' 

able for these experiments. The extracted fleece” had been mechanically deranged and 
extracted for other purposes at the Sheep Biology Laboratory of the Commonwealth 
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Scientific and Industrial Research Organization at Sydney N.S.W Whether tied or not 
this mechanically deranged fiber was hanckolled to simulate small fresh wool stap . 
The cattle hair was freshly clipped from recently killed animals. In tests with&tied ca d 
hair an attempt was made (roughly) to stimulae clumps of wool staple. The extracte 
cattle hair was obtained by several washes in acetone (dried for at least 8 hours be ore 

testing). 

TABLE II.—Comparisons of Various Fibers as Oviposition Sites. Preparations (in 
vitro) were made only where Numbers Appear. Each Figure Represents Average Numbers 

n»nAoi>i>rl in at- T.past Three Renlicates. 

Exp’t 
Fresh 
fleece 

Extracted 
fleece 

Fresh 
cattle hair 

Extracted 
cattle hair 

not 
tied tied roll tied 

not 
tied tied tied 

1 26 8 
2 16 5 

3 13 56 

4 11 2 

5 28 83 

6 11 34 
7 16 45 56 

8 15 20 

9 
1 22 2 

10 85 75 14 
11 141 15 

12 14 22 

In each comparison shown in Table II, tied fresh cattle hair preparations had more 
egg masses than any other fiber, including tied fresh fleece units. Fresh fleece in any co 
parison was more effective than extracted fleece. The poor showing of cattle ( 
tied) and of extracted cattle hair (tied) units is noteworthy. 

Tests were also made with horse hair (tied), human hair (tied), cotton wool (rolled), 
and kapok (rolled). No significant oviposition was obtained in these tests. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

In this paper an attempt was made to describe an investigation of some aspects of 
the phenomenon which Hobson referred to as the “S factor”. In the observations on liv¬ 
in' sheep œmpared to pelts, differences in favor of the living sheep were noted. However 
it should be realised that the pelt preparations had considerably smaller surface area, had 
a radius of curvature which tended to reduce “cavity” formation, were at room tempera¬ 
ture and were non-motile. The importance of “liveness is neither supported nor refuted 
bv these data. A glance at the outstanding difference in performance between the pelt 
preparations and the beaker preparations, however, provide strong support for the im¬ 
portance of surface area available to the fly, and with the other considerations mentioned, 
reduce the desirability of using the term "S factor to represent the Phe"°“®"a 
These observations tend to be in agreement with those of Cragg and Ramage ( 9 ) 
and Cragg (1955) for Lucilia sericata (Mg.). The suggestion of the importance cif tempera 
ture in the sheep versus “pseudo-sheep” observations is supported by the data of Cragg 

The demonstration of the importance of cavities in the preparations tested œuldat 
least partially explain the previously observed decrease in S factor (or S complex J 
as sheep get older. Lambs have open fleece and are regarded as having a high degre 

The comparison of fleece with other fibers indicates several things. Thus, the ar¬ 
rangement of fibers appears to be of great importance. The superiority of F0^ “ 
ranged cattle hair makes it appear that if what has been known as S is of a chem 
nature, a higher concentration occurs in cattle hair than in fleece. Thus the separate con 
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cepts of “P” and “S” may not be serving a useful purpose in answering the broad question 
of why sheep are attractive oviposition sites for blowflies. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Hobson’s “S factor” phenomenon is not necessarily limited to living sheep, nor 
are living sheep oustandingly attractive (or effective in inducing oviposition) as compared 
to pelts of freshly killed sheep. 

2. The “S factor” includes at least some physical (probably tactile) stimulation. 

3. The “S factor” is not limited to fleece alone. 
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DISCUSSION 

B. P. Uvarov. Are you doing any work on the actual behaviour of ovipositing 
flies—how a fly finds a sheep and how it finds the spot to lay its eggs? This may be the 
crux of the problem. 

W. M. Rogoff. We have only limited observations on the general or “macro” 
behaviour of the flies. This work, as reported, concerns the behaviour of the flies at the 
oviposition sites. 

J. Weintraub. Does the “mules” operation affect the reactions of the flies towards 
the “P” factor or towards the “S” factor? I was under the impression that it was directed 
against the reactions of the flies towards the “P” factor. 

W. M. Rogoff. It is also my impression that previous thought was that “P” was 
the reaction involved. This work indicates that there may be a considerable tactile com¬ 
ponent involved. 

F. G. Holdaway. In view of the findings of Dr. Rogoff regarding cattle hair, it 
might be of interest to know that in 1940 blow-fly attack of young calves occurred in 
Hawaii, on the island of Kanai. (This has been reported briefly in the biennial report of 
the Hawaii Agrie. Exp. Station for the biennium ending June 30, 1942: pp. 127T29). 
The problem seemed to be one that was intermediate between fly strike of sheep and 
screw worm attack of cattle in Texas. Predisposing factors were rain and fogs which pre¬ 
vented the new-born calves from drying. It should be recognised that blow fly strike of 
sheep has at least four main phases, a) the attraction of the gravid flies to the sheep; b) ovi¬ 
position on the sheep; c) hatching of eggs deposited; d) development on the sheep of the 
larvae produced. Dr. Rogoff’s paper is concerned with phases 1 and 2. The presence of 
free moisture and microbial decompositions in the wool are important factors in one or 
more of these phases. The experimental approach which Dr. Rogoff has described is an 
important one which should lead to the elucidation of the particular factors involved 
and their action. 

B. Smit. The data will be of great value to us in South Africa in solving the problem 
of plain-bodied sheep over sheep with many folds, and also the mules operation. 





Comparison of the Foraging Habits of Bees and Wasps 
By H. Kalmus 

University College 

London, England 

Since the appearance of Butler’s famous book on the feminine monarchy some 300 years 
ago, the interest in the social insects has been centered in their being elaborately organized. 
The observations presented in this paper are relevant to two aspects of this problem. 
First to the effects of numbers, i.e. the differences between large scale and small scale 
societies, and second to the interactions between individual behaviour and division of 
labour. The observations were made on syrup-filled petri dishes which were placed a 
few yards from a colony of some 40,000 honey bees not previously fed on petri dishes. 
There were no detectable wasp nests in a distance of about 60 yards. Some of the observa- 
tions which were made in the situation have been reported in detail elsewhere (Kalmus, 
1954) but the conclusions from them will be presented here together with some additional 
evidence. 

Wasps (Vespa germanica) found the dishes much more quickly than bees but, un¬ 
like the latter, they did not alert their colony mates and they were less constant to a parti¬ 
cular dish. To some extent a wasp learnt to visit a particular dish but the visits of different 
wasps were apparently quite independent. This is in striking contrast to the mounting 
number and clustering of honey bees which presumably can be attributed to the dance 
of the bee which first discovered the source of food. Wasps were less easily disturbed by 
rain or the dilution of syrup but more easily disturbed by the experimenter or any other 
moving object. Wasps pounced frequently on a single wasp or bee feeding on a dish, 
very often causing them to fall into the liquid, but honey bees never did so in comparable 
situations. On the other hand, in situations of overcrowding with bees of different colonies 
feeding at the same dish, fighting was often observed in which members of one colony 
were seen to attack members of the other colony exclusively. 

On the whole, it appears that honey bees from a large scale society are more efficient 
in the exploitation of rich uniform sources of food (crops), while wasps are better equipped 
to deal with casual and more varied sources of food. The roving wasp can be closely com¬ 
pared to the searching worker of the honey bees (Oettingen-Spielberg, 1949) which is a 
rare and probably transient phase of the worker bee, but is very dissimilar from that of 
the ordinary collecting forager of Apis mellifica. 

REFERENCES 
Kalmus, H. 1954. Finding and exploitation of dishes of syrup by bees and wasps. Brit. J. Anim. Behav. 2:136-139. 

Oettingen-Spielberg, T. ?u. 1949. Über das Wesen der Suchbiene. Z. vergi. Physiol. 31: 454-489. 

DISCUSSION 

J. R. Busvine. Is it known [whether wasps and Suchbienen use similar senses in 
discovering the source of honey? 

H. Kalmus. I know of no facts on this point. But it is reasonable to assume that 
vision and chemical senses play some part, if to varying degrees, in both species. 

Nevin Weaver. What is the evidence for the existence of Suchbienen, and the 
characteristics of their behaviour? 

H. Kalmus. The evidence is in the paper by Oettingen-Spielberg quoted above. 

O. W. Richards. Is not the predatory behaviour of wasps an important part of 
the problem? In South America Stelopolybia ranges everywhere, like Vespa in Europe, 
but many of the other polybiines which are not predatory are rarely seen foraging. 

H. Kalmus. It is for the full analysis of the problem. Only the aspects of numbers 
and communication have been considered in this brief report. 
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A Physiological Basis for Communicative Dancing by Insects 
By V. G. Dethier 

John Hopkins University 

Baltimore, Md. 

ABSTRACT1 

The dance which foraging honeybees perform on their return to the hive and which serves 
to inform their nestmates of the presence of food, its direction, quality, and distance is a pat' 
tern of behaviour of considerably greater complexity than was once thought possible of insects. 
A plausible rationalization of this behaviour in terms of \nown capabilities of the insect 
nervous system and a possible explanation of its origin is suggested by the following series 
of observations of the response of blowflies (Phormia regina) following stimulation by sugar. 
A fly may be induced by appropriate stimulation to perform a crude dance. Its intensity is 
modified by three variables: the concentration of the stimulus, the nutritional state of the fly, 
the time lapse between cessation of stimulation and onset of response. If during its dance the 
fly is subjected to the continuing influence of some directional stimulus such as light or gravity 
the dance acquires a directional component. If a period of flying is interposed between stimulus 
and response, the normal decay of response with time is halted, and when flight ceases the 
dance is performed. If a fly performs its dance in the midst of other flies, these are excited to 
perform gyrations of their own. There is reason to believe that the communicative dance of 
bees represents a highly evolved form of primitive search pattern which is innate and stereo' 
typed. 

Published in full in Science 125: 331-336. 1957. 
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Acceptability of Plants for Phytophagous Insects 
By A. J. Thorsteinson 

University of Manitoba 

Winnipeg, Man. 

ABSTRACT 

Phytophagous insect species, even polyphagous types, are severely limited in the range 
of host plants to which they are adapted. The range of host plants of oligophagous species is 
often determined by the botanical distribution of to\en stimuli. Heretofore, it has been com 
sidered that host selection in polyphagous insects is a negative phenomenon, determined 
largely by the absence of repellent substances in plants. Current studies indicate, however, 
that both oligophagous and polyphagous insects respond to feeding stimuli supplied by nu' 
trient constituents of plants. Feeding activity therefore requires positive chemotactic stimuli 
in both types of insects. These stimuli may include both nutrients and to\en stimuli. The 
potential range of host plants for a given species of insect is determined by the botanical dis¬ 
tribution of these stimuli with the restriction, of course, that the range of host plants cannot 
overlap the botanical distribution of substances that are repellent to the insect. This concept 
is in harmony with the fact some oligophagous insects are adapted to as many or more different 
host plants than some “polyphagous” insects and confirmation of its validity should dis- 
solve the controversy as to the relative importance of the “botanical" and “nutritive” sense 
in determining the host plants of phytophagous insects. 

INTRODUCTION 

Most of the damage caused by injurious insects and also the good done by beneficial 
insects is a direct result or closely associated with the process of feeding. One would ex¬ 
pect as a consequence of this that experimental analysis of the factors that govern insect 
feeding should by now have become a major field of entomological enquiry comparable to 
the study of such fields as orientation, cuticle, metabolism, endocrinology and diapause. 
On the contrary, the critical study of insect feeding behaviour has been relatively neglect¬ 
ed. This is especially remarkable in view of the great interest in insect nutrition because 
an analysis of feeding behaviour would seem to be a necessary prerequisite to the effective 
study of its metabolic consequences. 

A promising beginning indeed has been made by a number of investigators. Most of 
these advances were discussed in the excellent review by Dethier (1953) at the previous 
Congress and it is not the intention here to go over the same ground unnecessarily. It 
may, however, be of some value to discuss in the light of recent finding what concepts 
may be most useful as a guide to the effective study of insect feeding behaviour. 

NUTRIENTS AS FEEDING STIMULANTS 

There has been some difference of opinion as to whether token stimuli or an hypothe¬ 
tical perception of nutritionally adequate food is more important in the selection of host 
plants. The existence of the so-called “botanical sense” mediated by chemotactic percep¬ 
tion of token stimuli has been adequately established at least for a few insects (Chauvin 
1954; Thorsteinson 1953; and others). As Kennedy (1953) has indicated, this does not dis¬ 
miss the case for a perception of nutrients operating on the feeding behaviour of phytopha¬ 
gous insects whether or not they are guided primarily by token stimuli. If this is so, then 
there should be in insects a capacity to taste and/or smell some of the nutrients at appro¬ 
priate concentrations and the quantity of feeding induced by a given diet should be re¬ 
gulated in part by the kinds and quantities of nutrients it contains. 

The notion to put this hypothesis to a test occurred to me as a consequence of the 
observation that ascorbic acid is not included among the list of vitamin requirements for 
insects (Frankel 1953). However, hardly any of the insects studied until very recently 
could afford to require vitamin C because their food does not contain any. On the other 
hand, this vitamin is probably universally distributed among green plants. Conceivably, 
some phytophagous insects might have lost the ability to synthesize it and would have 
a use for the ability to perceive it in their food by taste. 

The results of several preliminary experiments indicate that ascorbic acid wilUin- 
duce feeding by the diamond-back moth larva (Plutella maculipennis (Curt.)), a grass- 
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hopper (Chorthippus longicornis Latreille), and the Colorado potato beetle (Leptinotarsa 
decemlineata (Say)), these species being the only insects that were tested. Whether these 
insects can perceive ascorbic acid in a mixture of many other substances such as occur in 
a green leaf has not yet been determined and certainly this observation is not offered as 
proof that vitamin C is of any nutritional importance. Indeed, several phytophagous 
species have been reared recently on chemically defined diets that do not contain this 
substance (Beck (1956), Friend (1956), Ishii (1956)). However, one may observe that 

none of these are leaf-eating insects. 

The high degree of host specificity especially typical of leaf-eating insects and the 
very complex mixture of chemical substances in their natural food suggests that palatability 
factors require special emphasis in any adequate study of their nutritional requirements. 
In this connection it is worth keeping in mind that some nutrients have a dual role in food 
relations. In addition to their metabolic importance they may also affect palatability. 

For example, we have found that another vitamin, thiamin, also stimulates feeding 
by some grasshoppers, and by the Colorado potato beetle (Thorsteinson, unpublished 
data). A few other plant constituents selected at random were also tested by the pith 
slice method (Chauvin 1952) on grasshoppers (mainly Chorthippus Jongicornus Latreille). 
Of these, sucrose, glucose, betaine and monosodium glutamate were effective whereas 
asparagine and glycine were without effect within the range 0.5M to 0.0008M. 

Although only a few data of this type are available as yet it is already evident that 
not only oligophagous but also polyphagous insects have a highly developed sense of taste 
and that nutrients stimulate feeding activity in both. It is therefore improbable that any 
two plant species will taste exactly alike to a polyphagous insect whether or not both are 
acceptable and it is unlikely that they will be precisely equal in palatability. 

FEEDING BEHAVIOUR OF POLYPHAGOUS INSECTS 

In previous experimental studies of the phenomenon of host selection the oligopha¬ 
gous species have attracted most attention and the role of token stimuli has been empha¬ 
sised. A complete understanding of host selection, however, requires that polyphagous 
species also be studied and the preliminary experiments indicate that this field of investi¬ 
gation will be amply rewarding. 

We find, for example, that the grasshopper Chorthippus will feed on both forbs and 
grasses and both groups of plants include species that are much more palatable than others. 
When extracts of some of these plants were tested, their payabilities were in the same 
order as that of the whole leaves, confirming the surmise of Pfadt (1949) that the basis of 
selection is chemotactic. Encouraged by our growing respect for the gustatory sense in 
this grasshopper, we tested the relative palatability of a series of oat varieties and a series 
of wheat varieties. In both series we found that one or two varieties were strikingly less 
palatable than the others. In view of the finding described previously it seems just as likely 
that these differences are attributable to palatable nutrients as to presence or absence of 
repellents. 

Superficially, there is a striking difference between a polyphagous insect such as a 
grasshopper and typical oligophags such as the diamond-back moth and the Colorado 
potato beetle in which recognised token stimuli are important factors in feeding behaviour. 
However, the distinction lies less in the number of acceptable plant species as the Greek 
roots oligo and poly suggest and more in the degree of correlation between range of host 
plants and plant classification. In short, some insects seem to be systematic botanists and 
others care nothing for taxonomy; all of them, however, probably have a discriminative 
sense of taste. 

It is sometimes stated that polyphagous insects will feed on any plant that does not 
contain a repellent substance or a toxin. It now seems evident that this concept is inade¬ 
quate. Polyphagous insects, no less than oligophags, require phagostimulants in their 
food. The fundamental difference is that for polyphags, the phagostimulants are perhaps 
less likely to include token stimuli and are distributed either universally or at random 
without regard to plant taxonomy. As to repellent and toxic substances in the plants, 
these limit the range of host plants of all insects and are no more relevant to polyphagy 
than to oligophagy. 
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Although our data are still meagre, it is possible to consider what substances are 
most likely to serve as phagostimulants for polyphagous insects in general. Of the sub' 
stances tested on Chorthippus, sucrose was most active in inducing feeding through a 
wide range of concentrations. We also observed that sucrose readily induces feeding in 
the Colorado potato beetle although it was less effective at lower concentrations than our 
preparation of the flavone phagostimulant discovered by Chauvin (1945). A mixture of 
sucrose and flavone was especially delectable to this species. Sucrose has frequently been 
found to be acceptable not only to flies, bees, and butterflies, but also to cockroaches, 
caterpillars, and other feeders on solid substrates. Until recently, investigators have re' 
garded sucrose as merely a representative of a modality with reference to the human sense 
of taste rather than as a food constituent of significance in insect feeding behaviour as 
well as metabolism. Now, at least one leading student of insect nutrition (Beck 1956) 
recognizes this dual role of sucrose and has shown that the orientation of the European 
corn borer larva on the plant is determined most decisively by sugar concentration of 
the plant tissues. 

We have tested sucrose on two species of katydids, three species of grasshoppers and 
the larvae of one arctiid and one notodontid species and all are induced to feed by this 
stimulus. Since sucrose is widely distributed in the plant kingdom and as pointed out by 
Frings (1946) is comestible to most insects, it is likely to be an important phagostimulant 
for many phytophagous insects. On the other hand, Nuvorteva (1952) finds that leaf' 
hoppers avoid sugar. However, his observation that the same insects are stimulated to 
feed by protein (albumin) confirms the fact that nutrients affect feeding activity. 

CONCLUSION 

Several investigators have emphasized the importance of distinguishing between 
feeding behaviour and nutrition as such (Beck 1956; Fraenkel 1953; Kennedy 1953; and 
others). Kennedy (1953) explicitly recognizes the probable role of nutrients as feeding 
stimulants but, lacking a suitable artificial feeding technique, could not demonstrate it 
experimentally. That nutrients reinforce the feeding stimulus of token stimuli has been 
demonstrated earlier (Thorsteinson 1953). Evidence for an independent stimulus for 
feeding by various nutrients is presented here. The role of token stimuli is already suffi' 
ciently recognized. 

The case for a broad outlook on problems concerning adaptations of insects to food 
plants has been well presented by Kennedy (1953). The present contribution is to some 
extent a restatement of his views supported by experimental evidence. All the chemical 
constituents of leaves whether nutrients or not may contribute to selection, acceptance 
or rejection of food. The “dual discrimination“ concept of Kennedy, however, seems to 
have validity mainly in an ecological sense. Physiologically there is little basis for dis' 
tinguishing between perception of token stimuli and nutrients since both are manifesta' 
tions of the chemotactic sense. The quality of duality resides less in insect behaviour 
than in the nutrients, since some of them serve both to aid the insect in “recognition“ of 
food and also to support metabolism. 
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DISCUSSION 

Paul Lippold. In view of the results with sugars, is it possible that the response 
to attractive flavours can be explained by the fact that these sugars would be produced 

on hydrolysis? 
A. J. Thorsteinson. In the only investigation of this question the opposite effect 

was obtained. When mustard oil glucosides are hydrolized by the enzyme myrosin, the 
diet becomes less palatable due to depletion of the primary phagostimulant. Any sugar 

released seems to have an insignificant effect, if any. 



Influence of Host and Its Food Plant on Host-Finding by 

Drino bohémica Mesn. (Diptera: Tachinidae) and 

Interaction of Other Factors1 

By L. G. Monteith2 

Entomology Laboratory 

Belleville, Ont. 

ABSTRACT 

Many stimuli influence host'finding and host selection by the tachinid parasite Drino 
bohémica Mesn. These stimuli include those produced by the food plants of different hosts 
and by different species of hosts. The physiological condition of the hosts and their behaviour 
are important. There is a high degree of interaction between the stimuli: the influence of one 
may be modified by others or have no effect in the absence of one or more of the others. Re' 
sponses by the parasites to these stimuli may be further modified by endogenous factors, in' 
eluding the age of the parasite. 

INTRODUCTION 

Various factors that influence host-finding and host selection by entomophagous 
insects have been determined by Richardson (1925), Thompson and Parker (1927), Salt 
(1935), Laing (1937), Flanders (1947), Williams (1951), and Simmonds (1954). Ullyett 
(1936) was one of the first to emphasize that parasites are influenced by a chain of external 
stimuli. Thompson and Parker (1927) had previously concluded that parasite behaviour 
has a physiological basis. Laing (1938) found that the success of Trichogramma evanescens 
Westw. in locating suitable hosts depended on many factors. Lloyd (1938) concluded that 
oviposition by Ooencyrtus \uvanæ Howard was in response to a complex of stimuli. 

If a parasite is exposed to two or more stimuli at the same time, the resultant activity 
may differ from that induced by the same stimuli presented individually. The high de¬ 
gree of interaction between factors, exogenous and endogenous, that influence host-finding 
and host selection by parasites is demonstrated by the results obtained with Drino bohémica 
Mesn., a tachinid that attacks the larvae of many species of sawflies. 

Host-finding by D. bohémica is influenced by olfactory, other chemical and tactile 
stimuli from the hosts and their food plants (Monteith, 1955). The parasite has degrees 
of preference for larvae of different species and for their food plants. Furthermore, the 
food plants consumed by the larvae change their attractiveness to the parasites (Monteith, 
1958a). As both the host and their food plants influence host-finding it was desirable to 
compare their influence on the searching behaviour of the parasites. This is, in part, a re¬ 
port on the tests made. The interactions of chemical and tactile stimuli from the hosts 
and from their food plants with other factors is also discussed. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The degree of influence by the hosts and by their food plants was determined by ex¬ 
posing different combinations of hosts on their preferred food trees. Changes in the per¬ 
centage of parasites that attacked larvae on a particular tree when different species of hosts 
were exposed at different times on that tree, and the difference in the percentage that 
attacked two species of hosts on two separate trees of the same species provided an indica¬ 
tion of the comparative degree of influence by the host and by their food plants. The 
method was the same as that described by Monteith (1955) except for the combinations 
of hosts and trees used. The positions of the trees in the cage were numbered from one to 
four in a clockwise direction. 

Two series of tests were made:— 
(l) Two species of host, Dipron hercyniæ (Htg.) and Pi\onema alas\ensis (Roh.), 

were placed at the same time on separate white spruce trees, Picea glauca (Moench) Voss, 
and exposed to D. bohémica. The positions of the two hosts were changed between tests 
so that when D. hercyniæ was in position one, P. alas\ensis was in position two, and then 
their positions were reversed (Table I). Twelve tests were made in Series 1 (a) and 18 in 
Series 1 (b). The number of attacks on each species in (a) and (b) were totalled and the 

1 Contribution No. 3620, Entomology Division, Science Service, Department of Agriculture, Ottawa, Canada. 

2 Associate Entomologist. 
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response to each species was calculated as a percentage of the total number of eggs deposit¬ 

ed on all hosts. . 
(2) Two species of host were exposed on the same food tree at different times. 1 wo 

assortments of larvae were used in this series: (a) A[. lecontei on red pine; Nßodiprion sertifer 
(Geoff.) on Scots pine, Pinus sylvestris L.; Njeodiprion swainei Midd. on jack pine, Pinus 
ban\siana Lamb; and D. hercyniæ on white spruce; (b) as in (a) except that Ä[eodiprion 
pratti ban\sianæ Roh. was substituted for K swainei on jack pine. These assortments 
were used in rotation and each was tested eight times. The percentage response to the 
four hosts in each assortment was calculated and the responses to the two hosts on jack 

pine were compared. rii r c 
The difference in the attractiveness to the parasite of the odours of one species ot 

host and its preferred food tree was also tested in an olfactometer; this work has been 
described in a previous paper (Monteith, 1955). D. hercyniæ larvae and white spruce 
branches were used. Branches without new growth were used since D. hercyniæ feeds 

on older foliage. Four series of tests were made. 
The stock of D. bohémica used in these tests was from a line propagated on 

lecontei from red pine (Monteith, 1955). The methods used in handling and selecting the 

host larvae were described by Monteith (1955). 

RESULTS 

Two Species of Host on Separate Trees of the Same Species 

The number of attacks by D. bohémica on D. hercyniæ was nearly seven times greater 
than the number of attacks on P. alas\ensis when these host species were exposed at the 
same time on separate white spruce trees (Table I). This highly significant difference 
(P < .001) indicated that stimuli produced by the larvae were more attractive to the para¬ 
site than those produced by the spruce trees. If the trees had produced the stronger stim¬ 
uli, the number of attacks on the two hosts would have been more nearly equal. 

TABLE L—Numbers of Eggs laid by D. bohémica when two Species of Hosts were 

Present in Equal Numbers on Separate White Spruce Trees. 

Host D. hercynice P. alasl{ensis 

Position 1 2 1 2 

Series la 78 130 10 6 

lb 110 91 33 8 

Total 409—54%* 

oo 1 iry
 

*X2 (between hosts) = 265.8; P <.001 

Two Species of Host Exposed on Same Food Tree at Different Times 

The order of preference for the four hosts in Series 2a (Table II) was D. hercyniæ, 
54 per cent; Tff. lecontei, 19 per cent; Tff. sertifer, 18 per cent; and Tff. swainei, 9 per cent. 
When Tff. ban\sianæ was substituted for Tff. swainei (Series 2b, Table II) the percentage 
of attacks on the host on jack pine increased to 22. The difference was highly significant 
(P<.00l). As the same trees were used in Series 2a and 2b, it is apparent that the differ¬ 
ence in the percentage of attacks on the host on jack pine was caused by stimuli produced 
by the host not by those from the trees. The stimuli from the hosts were apparently stronger 

than those from the trees. 

TABLE ¡II.—Percentage Response to Host Larvae on their Food Trees by D. bohémica 

when the Species of Hosts on Jack Pine was Changed. 

Number of Host larvae and food tree 

Series eggs laid Red pine Scots pine Jack pine White spruce 

2a 272 N- lecontei 

19% 

]\[. sertifer 

18% 

N- swainei 

9% 

D. hercynice 

54% 

2b 278 N- lecontei 

21% 

N- sertifer 

14% 

N- han\sianæ 
22%* 

D. hercynice 
43% 

*X2 (between X(. swainei and banl^siancz)^ 34.2; P <.001. 
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Odours of Host and Food Tree in Olfactometer 

The response to odours of a host, D. hercyniæ, was nearly twice that to the odours 
of its food tree, white spruce (Table III). The difference was highly significant (P<.001). 

TABLE III. Response by D. bohémica to the Odours of D. hercynicc Larvae and White 

Spruce Foliage. 

Number responded to odour 

Series D. hercyniœ White spruce 

1 34 18 
2 32 10 
3 34 24 
4 42 26 

Total 142* 78 

*X2 (between larvae and foliage) = 18.6; P <.001. 

DISCUSSION 

* 

There is a high degree of interaction between the many factors that influence host" 
finding and host selection by D. bohémica. Each chemical and tactile stimulus from dif" 
ferent hosts and from the food plants of the hosts modifies the effect of the others. Monteith 
(1955) found that the order of preference by D. bohémica for the odours of four species 
of hosts was different from that for the same hosts when selected in response to other 
chemical and tactile stimuli. There was a third order of preference for these four species 
of hosts when exposed to the parasites while on their preferred food trees. The order of 
preference for the odours of the food trees of the four hosts was different from that for 
the same trees with the host larvae on them. 

The tests conducted in the current study show that, though stimuli from the food 
trees of the hosts are important, those produced by the hosts apparently have the greater 
attractiveness for D. bohémica. (Tables I—III). In the field these stimuli act in sequence 
with the parasite probably attracted to the food tree before receiving stimuli from the 
host. This increases the importance of stimuli from the food tree and shows the nature of 
the interaction of stimuli from a host and its food tree. 

The species of food plants consumed by host larvae changed the attractiveness of 
the larvae to D. bohémica. The effect was on chemical, other than olfactory, and tactile 
stimuli produced by the larvae (Monteith, 1958a). This effect by the food plant on stimuli 
produced by the host increases the degree of influence by the plants on hostTnding by 
parasites. It emphasises the high degree of interaction that exists between factors. That 
the food plants have an influence was suggested by Picard and Rabaud (1914) who found 
that many parasitic Hymenoptera would attack larvae of insect species of different families 
and even different orders, provided that they all fed on the same species of food plant. 
Such behaviour patterns can be explained by the interaction of factors similar to those 
that influence D. bohémica. 

Movement of host larvae was a strong visual stimulus to D. bohémica provided that 
the parasite was exposed to an olfactory stimulus from a host (Monteith, 1956). It was 
found that some species of hosts and certain instars of some species move more violently 
than others. Therefore, the physiological condition of the host, its stage of development, 
and its characteristic behaviour in regard to movement are additional factors that influ" 
enee hostTnding and interact with other factors. It was also found (Monteith, 1956) 
that certain stimuli act in different sequences on different entomophagous insects. The 
extent to which certain factors may modify others depends upon their position in the 
chain of stimuli or on their relative importance in influencing parasite behaviour. 

The degree of preference by D. bohémica for a particular host and for stimuli produC" 
ed by it, fluctuated continually between successive generations of parasites reared on that 
host (Monteith, 1955, 1958b). It may be concluded from this that the interaction of all 
factors is controlled by endogenous changes. Individuals from any generation of a line of 
parasites may at any time respond to some nompreferred stimulus (Monteith, 1955), 
further modifying the behaviour pattern. 
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Thorpe and Caudle (1938) found a change in the response by Pimpla ruficollisGrav. 
to the odour of the food tree of its host when the parasite was ready to oviposit. This m- 
dicates that the physiological conditions of the parasite may be important in determining 
responses to any of the stimuli that influence host-finding and host selection. 

Additional factors that appear to influence the searching behaviour and selection 
of hosts by tachinids are being studied. When it is recalled that the factors discussed here 
and those being studied are involved in only one group of activities, that is finding suit¬ 
able hosts, and that there are other groups of activities such as mating and adult feeding, 
it is easy to agree with Lorens’ (1950) statement that “there was an immeasurably complex 

system of interaction”. 
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DISCUSSION 

V. G. Dethier. You have implied that the existence of the phenomenon of pre¬ 
imaginal olfactory conditioning is open to doubt. Could you comment further? 

L. G. Monteith. I stated in a previous paper that a small, temporary egree o 
pre-imaginal conditioning was obtained. Studies with a further 50 generations of the same 
line of parasites (as will be shown in another section of this congress) have shown that 
fluctuations in the degree of preference for the host on which this line was propagated as 
continued. Repetitions of the degree of preference shown by the “conditioned genera¬ 
tions have been obtained. There is a possibility that the early conditioning was the re¬ 
sult of commencing our studies at a particular point in a cycle of changes due to endogenous 

V. G. Dethier. Does Professor Thorsteinson have any comments on the effect of 

the host plant on host insect selection by a parasite? . . , 
A. J. Thorsteinson. This phenomenon is one that is predictable on a prion grounds 

as a probability. It is of interest that Dr. Monteith has found evidence to confirm it. 
S. E. Flanders. Did you find that the type of host plant affected the pattern o 

search by the parasite. . , . r « 
L. G. Monteith. The species of food plant of the host, the food plants of alter¬ 

nate hosts and the close proximity of non-food plants all influence host searching y tnese 

tachinids. 
E. E. Haviland (Miss). Were all the plants used of the same age? 
L. G. Monteith. Yes care was taken to ensure that all trees used in this stu y 

were of same age, approximate area of foliage and in the same physiological condition. 



Some Environmental Factors Affecting the Foraging of 

Formica subnitens Creighton (Hymenoptera: Formicidae) 
By G. L. Ayre 

Entomology Laboratory 

Belleville, Ont. 

ABSTRACT1 

The effects of a number of meteorological factors on the foraging activities of Formica 
subnitens Creighton were studied at Westban\, British Columbia. 

Temperatures on and near the soil surface had the most notable effect on the foraging 
activities of the ants. The range in these temperatures that was favourable to foraging was 
approximately 50° to 130°F., with the optimum temperatures between 75° and 90°F. 

Relative humidity was believed to influence foraging activity but methods used for 
recording data proved unsatisfactory. 

Evidence that light and barometric pressure influence foraging activities was obtained but 
as changes in these factors also were associated with changes in temperature and relative 
humidity the effects of each could not be determined. 

Evidence was also obtained that the direction of ant travel was influenced to some extent 
by the compass position of the sun. 

1 Complete text has been submitted to Insectes Sociaux. 
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Studies of the Group'Feeding Behavior of 

the Jack Pine Sawfly, ]\[eodiprion pratti ban\sianae Roh. 
By A. W. Ghent 

Forest Insect Laboratory 

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. 

ABSTRACT1 

Neodiprion sawflies feed gregariously on mature coniferous foliage. The jac\ pine saw' 
fly was selected as a convenient representative of the genus for experimental studies on group' 
feeding behavior. These studies indicate that this behavior is an adaptation to difficulties 
encountered by first instar larvae in establishing and maintaining feeding sites on the tough, 
mature needles of the previous years growth. Strongly significant differences can be shown 
between the survival of first instar larvae forced to feed as solitary insects, and the survival 
of those allowed to feed in small groups. Similar studies indicate that these differences are 
either very wea\ or totally absent in later instars. The stimulus to aggregate appears to be 
equally strong throughout larval life, however, for although the feeding groups become pro' 
gressively smaller with each moult, the rate of decrease parallels the rate predicted by the 
mechanical limitations of increased head capsule size. Larvae removed from foliage show no 
tendency to aggregate, and feeding aggregations on foliage do not form until one larva has 
initiated a feeding site. 

1 These studies are being prepared for publication in full elsewhere. 
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Utilisation de T Orientation astronomique dans le 

Comportement de Melolontha melolontha L. 

(Coleopt. Scarabeidae) 

Par A. Couturier et P. Robert 

Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique 

Colmar, France 

Des expériences récentes de dépaysement de Hannetons capturés au cours des dif¬ 
ferents vols (préalimentaire, de ponte et de retour en forêt) nous ont montré le maintien 
de la direction de vol dans l'espace et dans le temps indépendamment de l'aspect des lieux 
(Couturier et Robert, 1956): les insectes sont capables de reprendre la même direction à 
une heure différente et dans un site inconnu. 

Les uns, pris le soir ou le matin, au cours des vols préalimentaires et des vols de retour 
en forêt, se dirigeaient vers un site remarquable (forêt, colline); lâchés les jours suivants, 
ils ont presque tous repris la direction originelle même si cela les éloignait du but primitif 
en les conduisant en terrain découvert. Les autres, provenant des vols de ponte, pou¬ 
vaient etre amenes à rentrer dans un massif boisé qu’ils avaient quitté auparavant. 

La direction est encore retrouvée plusieurs jours après la récolte, même pour des 
femelles maintenues pendant 10 jours à l’état de vie ralentie à une température de + 2°C. 
Par contre, la ligne de vol n’est plus reconnue par temps très couvert, lorsque le ciel 
est complètement caché par des nuages. 

Lin tel comportement implique l’existence d’un sens interne du temps grâce auquel 
M. melolontha peut reconnaître sa direction, à une heure différente de celle de la capture 
d après le mouvement apparent du soleil, sens indépendant de l’intensité métabolique car 
il n est pas affecté par des variations importantes de la température. 

Cette faculté, déjà mise en évidence chez, l’Abeille par Von Frisch (1950, 1951), et 
chez divers Arthropodes riverains par L. Pardi et F. Papi ('Talitrus saltator Mont, (Pardi 
et Papi, 1953), Tylos latreillei Aud. et Sav. (Pardi, 1954), Arctosa perita Latr. (Papi, 1955), 
et Talorchestia deshayesei Aud. (Pardi et Grassi, 1955) a été dénommée “orientation astro' 
nomique" par ces derniers auteurs. 

D autres expériences révèlent le rôle important joué par ce mode d’orientation dans 
la vie aérienne des Hannetons. 

Lorsque, après l’hiver, ceux-ci remontent à la surface du sol et prennent leur essor 
pour la première fois (vol préalimentaire), ils inspectent tout d’abord les alentours en 
effectuant plusieurs spires, puis se dirigent presque en ligne droite vers la masse sombre 
la plus élevée au-dessus de l’horizon (Schneider, 1952; Couturier et Robert, 1955a). 

Après une période d’alimentation d’une dizaine de jours, les mères vont pondre en 
terrain découvert. Des bêtes pleines d’œufs, capturées en forêt et lâchées à l’extérieur, 
partent en sens inverse du vol préalimentaire, même si cela les conduit à nouveau rapide¬ 
ment vers le bois qu’elles devraient, semble-t-il, fuir. Le résultat est encore le même pour 
des femelles récoltées après la première ponte (au sortir du sol ou au cours du vol de retour 
en forêt) et nourries en cage d’élevage jusqu’à formation des œufs. Dans tous les cas, le 
vol de ponte s'effectue en sens inverse du vol préalimentaire, quel que soit l’endroit où les 
insectes sont lâchés. Ce phénomène, comparable au retour au gîte des Abeilles et des 
Fourmis, confirme l’hypothèse de F. Schneider (1956). 

De nombreuses pondeuses ont été mises sous filets; reprises au sortir de terre, après 
la ponte, et lâchées peu après, elles partent presque toutes selon la direction choisie au cours 
du vol pré alimentaire, quel que soit l’aspect du site où elles sont libérées; cela peut les 
amener à s’éloigner du massif forestier qui pourrait les nourrir. 

Ce comportement fait comprendre le va-et-vient apparemment anarchique ob¬ 
servé au milieu de la saison. Pendant la période d’alimentation, les insectes divaguent 
d’arbre en arbre et s’éloignent du point initial d’arrivée. En terrain découvert, au moment 
de la ponte, on observe aussi, le soir et le matin, des femelles pleines circulant et se posant 
ça et là avant de s’enfoncer en terre pour pondre. Ces mouvements conduisent souvent 
les individus assez loin de leur premier lieu de ponte. 
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Cependant, la direction et le sens du vol à venir (ponte, retour en forêt apres la ponte) 
reste en général déterminé quel que soit le nouveau point de départ. Des betes originaires 
de champs relativement éloignés, mais devenues voisines en foret ou en plaine,^ pourront 
alors présenter des trajectoires différentes si la configuration des lieux est telle qu elles aient 
été amenées à adopter des directions particulières lors du vol prealimentaire. 

Il en résulte, qu’à cette époque, il est fréquent de rencontrer des Hannetons dont les 
vols se croisent, même à quelques centaines de mètres d’une lisiere (Couturier et Robert, 

1955b). , ,, . , ,x 
La direction des grands déplacements des femelles se trouve donc determinee des 

le vol préalimentaire au cours duquel chaque individu cherche à atteindre un objet 
particulier dont il fixe la direction dans sa “mémoire”. Une faculte d orientation astrono' 
inique” lui permet ensuite de se retrouver indépendamment de 1 heure et de 1 aspect des 
lieux d’après des “stimulfisignes” provenant de la voûte céleste: la direction restera tow 
jours la même, mais le sens est sous la dépendance de J état physiologique. Le vol de ponte 
se fait en sens inverse du vol préalimentaire, mais le “retour en foret , apres le depot des 
œufs a toujours lieu dans le même sens. Il s’agit de vols stéréotypes conservant toujours la 
direction choisie à la première sortie, même si cela place l’animal dans une situation defa' 

vorable. 
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DISCUSSION 

j A. Downes. Do cockchafers need direct sunlight for these oriented flights, or 

can they use polarized light when the sun is obscured? 
L. Bonnemaison (au nom des auteurs). La vue du ciel ou du soleil sont nécessaires 

pour l’orientation de l’insecte; la ligne de vol est modifiée lorsque le ciel est complètement 
caché par le nuage. Lors des vols crépusculaires, la direction du vol est, sans doute, assurée 

par la lumière polarisée par le ciel. 
P P. GRAssé. Je souligne l’importance des faits mis en évidence par M. Couturier 

et Robert. On peut affirmer aujourd’hui que chez les Insectes certaines stimulations, se 
produisant à un moment déterminé, affectent d une façon très durable le comportement 

de l’animal. 



Sui concetti contrapposti di plesiotropismo e di 

interattrazione specifica nelle associazioni 

omogenee di alcuni Imenotteri 

(Hym. Chalcid. et Tenthred.) 
Per Athos Goidanich 

Università di Torino 

Torino, Italia 

RIASSUNTO1 

Gli stimoli interiori di natura nervosa che determinano i fatti di associazioni omogenee 
in molti Insetti, qui gli Imenotteri, devono venire distinti, secondo l'A., da un lato in fenomeni 
di inter attrazione specifica (di natura istintiva, quindi psichica), dall'altro lato in fenomeni di 
specializzata risposta protoplasmatica dell individuo singolo ad eccitazioni esterne provenienti 
dal vicino conspecifico (di natura tropica, quindi non psichica). A questi ultimi l'A. propone 
di attribuire il nome di plesiotropismo (dal greco pies ios = vicino). A titolo di esempio sono 
illustrati i comportamenti delle larve mature dei Chalcidoidea Eulophidce Eulophus longb 
cornis 'Thomson ed E. larvarum L. contrapposti a quelli degli affini Pnigalio, qui il P. viridulus 
Thomson. Mentre quest'ultimo, parassita gregario di Pyrausta nubilalis Hübner, si impupa 
incoerentemente nel biotopo della vittima, gli Eulophus (entrambi polifagi) hanno larve che a 
maturità si dispongono radialmente intorno alla spoglia del bruco vittima, regolarmente 
distanziate le une dalle altre così come dal sacrificato. Si tratta di una risposta plesiotropica 
agli stimoli chimici e tattili promananti dal vicino. Con uguale meccanismo biologico un noto 
rappresentante dei Chalcidoidea Elachertidæ, Euplectrus bicolor Swederus (come i congeneri), 
mostra larve ectofaghe gregarie, addirittura riunite a grappolo sulla vittima, le quali a maturità 
si dispongono in regolare fila ordinata, gli individui transversalmente disposti in sene perallela 
ed equidistanti, sotto il corpo mummificato dell'ucciso e soprattutto sotto un denso viluppo di 
fili serici (di origine proctodeale) da esse segregati con un intensa attività motoria conclusa 
nell'allineamento plesiotropico. Finalmente anche i Tenthredinidæ Jffismatinœ sono presi a 
documentazione, esempi il Trichiocampus viminalis Fallen ed il Lygaeonematus mcestus 
Zaddach, delle risposte piesiotropiche con cui nelle larve si distinguono certi atteggiamenti 
paralleli, raggiati od equidistanziati, dai più complessi istinti gregari. 

DISCUSSION 

G. Le Masne. Les comportements ‘plésiotropiques’ décrits se retrouvent au sein de 
sociétés supérieures. Certaines fourmis montrent, dans le nid, des groupes d’individus 
disposes parallèlement les uns aux autres. J’en ai photographié, par exemple, chez; des 
Plagiolepis et des Leptothorax. 

A. Goidanich. La confirmation de M. Le Masne de phénomène plésiotropique chez; 
les insectes sociaux (fourmis) vient d’appuyer l’opportunité de rechercher les stades 
élémentaires de la socialite chez; les familles moins évoluées, tout en différenciant chaque 
type de comportement. L exemple apporté par M. Le Masne est le premier emploi de mon 
terme de ’plésiotropisme’ che2; les fourmis. 

published in full in Memorie della Società Entomologica Italiana 35:183-206. 1956. 
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Gregarismi od individualismi larvali 

e cure materne nei Crisomelidi 

(Col. Chrysomelidae) 
Per Athos Goidanich 

Università di Torino 

Torino, Italia 

RIASSUNTO1 

Nel quadro dei problemi delle manifestazioni associative in specie di Insetti solitane e 
gregarie, che stanno alla base del sorgere degli istinti sociali e delle società più perfette, viene 
descritta con nuovi particolari la etologia della Phytodecta rufipes Degeer (Chrysom. ChrysO' 
melini) sopra il Populus tremula in Piemonte. La femmina, nata alimentata e fecondata 
nell anno precedente e che ha passato in diapausa l inverno, compare improvvisamente, come 
tutta la popolazione dei singoli ristretti biotopi, al principio di maggio. La specie è ovovivipara 
e la femmina genera in un unico parto una trentina o più di discendenti. Le larve si vengono a 
trovare sopra una delle più tenere foglie di un nuovo germoglio e subito, stando strettamente 
addossate, cominciano a corrodere il parenchima, le epidermidi e perfino le nervature, tra' 
lasciando solamente (e non sempre) quella principale. Si mantengono strettamente gregarie 
anche al momento di compiere la muta, la quale ha luogo simultaneamente lasciando le esuvie 
fissate per l'estremità posteriore, rigide ed erette sul supporto. Continuamente ed ininterrotta' 
mente sorvegliata dalla madre, che sta ferma sulla foglia o sul peduncolo o sul rametto alla 
base di quest'ultimo, oppure che ispeziona periodicamente le larve e se ne allontana soltanto 
per brevissimo tempo, tutta la nidiata si sposta insieme appena compiuta la muta, per pas' 
sare ad altra foglia, sempre in compagnia della madre. La vita nettamente gregaria, insieme 
alla sollecitudine materna, si continuano attraverso tutte le successive mute larvali sino al 
raggiungimento della maturità ed alla discesa delle larve nel terreno per le trasformazioni. 
Finisce allora la vita famigliare e la femmina riprende una vita errabonda, senza rinnovare 
la riproduzione. 

Il classico caso di cure parentali postnatali presente nella Phytodecta rufipes Degeer è 
comparato a quelli meno conosciuti di certi Cassidinæ sudamericani: Omaspides (Omoplata) 
pallidipennis Boheman, Stolas (Pseudomesomphalia) thalassina Boheman e Acromis 
spinifex L. Viceversa si rilevano alcuni casi rappresentativi di gregarietà sempre meno decisa 
e di individualismi sempre più accentuati da parte delle larve di Plagiodera versicolora 
Laicharting, poi di Galerucella luteola Müller, lineóla Fabricius e viburni Pay\ull. 

Comportamenti individualistici contrapposti ad ovideposizioni associate mostrano le 
forme coprofore (col corpo rivestito di escrementi) di Criocerinae quali Crioceris asparagi L., 
Lilioceris lilii Scopoli, Lema melanopa L.; quelle olartiche di Cassidince rappresentate ad es 
dalla Cassida viridis L., che si coprono con uno speciale mantello mobile di esuvie e feci. Altro 
carattere fisiologico che si accompagna all'individualismo è la capacità di manifestare la 
autoemorrea, qui illustrata nella larve di Melasoma populi L. Finalmente la dissociazione 
famigliare si accompagna a più complicati istinti, da un lato di cure materne prenatali e 
dall altro di specializzata ecologia larvale, nei Clytrince, di cui viene per la prima volta docu' 
mentata (e descritta nei particolari) l'etologia in Labidostomis cyanicornis Germar. Questo 
insetto fodera le uova con produzioni proctodeali specialmente disposte, e le sospende ad un 
esile ma robustissimo ed elastico filamento di materiale colleteriale (come i Neur°ptcra del 
genere Chrysopa). La larva che nasce taglia con le mandibole il peduncolo e, sempre nascosta 
nel rifugio di guscio d'uovo e feci detto “scatoconca", di cui può chiudere perfettamente l'aper' 
tura con la testa, cade sul terreno e continua là il suo sviluppo, spostandosi sempre nell'interno 
del suo ricovero, beninteso individualisticamente. 

Published in full in Memorie della Società Entomologica Italiana 35: 151-182. 1956. 
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Balance in Insect Populations 
By G. C. Varley and G. R. Gradwell 

Oxford University- 

Oxford, England 

The idea of balance in animal populations is already quite old, although probable 
explanations, and even its very existence remain disputed. Harry S. Smith (1935) has given 
a very readable summary of the problem, and says (l.c. p. 877) “that population densities 
are continually changing, but that their values tend to oscillate about a mean which is 
relatively stable, though itself subject to change”. 

Our estimates of the population density of a number of species of lepidopterous 
larvae which feed together on the common oak (£¿uercus robur L.) show just such a situa- 
tion; when plotted on a logarithmic scale (Fig. 1) two features can be observed. 

First, during the eight years of census each species has changed in population density 
over a range of 10- to 30-fold. These changes may be termed fluctuations. 

Secondly, each species fluctuates about a different level of abundance. Winter moth 
('Operophtera brumata (L.) ) and the green tortrix (Tortnx viridana (L.) ) are the only 
species which have exceeded 100/sq.m, in this study and they are generally recognized as 
the major pests of oak in England, whilst the other species are seldom if ever recorded as 
reaching the status of pests, although all are well known as ‘common’ insects. 

It is fashionable to explain balance in populations in terms of density dependent 
factors. The literature is confusing on this point, and few yet realise that if we accept its 
original definition, parasites and predators cannot properly be included under this term. 
The term was first proposed by Smith (l.c.) as a more expressive synonym of ‘facultative 
agency’ used by Howard and Fiske who say (1912, p. 107), “In order that this balance 
may exist it is necessary that among the factors which work together in restricting the 
multiplication of the species there shall be at least one, if not more, which is what is here 
termed facultative (for want of a better name), and which, by exerting a restraining in¬ 
fluence which is relatively more effective when other conditions favour undue increase, 
serves to prevent it.” Smith also renamed Howard and Fiske’s catastrophic factors, and 
called them ‘density independent factors’ and distinguished a third type, to which he 
applied no name, which destroys a smaller fraction with increasing host density. It is un¬ 
fortunate that in his lucid article on the regulation of animal populations Haldane (1953) 
has perversely applied the term ‘density dependent factor’ to this third type, and used 
‘negative density dependent factor’ for what, by the original definition to which we prefer 
to hold, is simply a density dependent factor ! 

The term ‘delayed density dependent factor’ has been proposed (Varley 1948) to 
distinguish the probable relationship between mortality due to parasitism and host density, 
and at the last congress Varley (1953) pointed out that if parasites behave as postulated by 
Nicholson and Bailey (1953) they cannot be regarded as density dependent mortality 
factors acting upon the host. Instead the host density limits the rate of increase of the 
parasite. This was noted by Smith (l.c.) but he incorrectly supposed that this confirmed 
the view that parasites had on their hosts a density dependent action which fitted the 
definition. 

Can density dependent factors in the strict sense of the original definition explain our 
observations on the population densities of lepidopterous larvæ? Density dependent 
factors consist basically of limitations imposed either by space, or by food supply. It is 
scarcely conceivable that space could have any marked influence at the population densities 
observed in the census. The possible effects of food supply limitation are more interesting. 
Although some oaks were partly defoliated in 1949 (and some had been even more severely 
damaged in 1948 before this work began) there was no sign of mass starvation, and the 
larvæ of all species reached their final instar and pupated. At first sight competition for 
food was unimportant either between or within species. However, the years in which the 
greatest defoliation was observed (1949, 1952 and 1954) were followed by decreases in the 
numbers of many species, whilst the years of light damage (1950 and 1951) were followed 
by increases in a number of species (Fig. 1). If there is an effect of competition for food, 
this shows itself not as mortality, but as reduced egg production of the resulting adults' 
As yet we do not regard this relationship as formally proven, but it is suggestive. 
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Weather factors cannot be density dependent, unless the larvae themselves affect the 
microclimate significantly—which is unlikely. Those (e.g., Andrewartha and Birch 1954) 
who have claimed a density dependent action for weather, do so only by introducing the 
idea of protective niches in which favoured individuals survive. Since limitation is by the 
space in the niche it is best considered as part of the normal limitation which space can 

provide. 
This is not to say that weather factors are unimportant. Various authors (Williams 

1951 Davidson and Andrewartha 1948) have shown statistically that the variation in 
insect population numbers can be correlated with weather measurements This implies 
simply that weather factors affect the survival or the activity of insects. Although weather 
factors are not ‘regulating’ the populations they are probably responsive directly or 
indirectly for a large percentage of mortality, before the larvae become established in the 
oak buds They might therefore provide an explanation for some of the observed changes 
in population densities. It is uncertain whether the similar population changes in a number 
of species (e.g. between 1953-5 (Fig. l) ) are due to defoliation or to weather or acoim 
bination of both. Since weather changes rapidly, and the most critical period for different 
species may not be the same, weather factors may provide the basis for changes of the kind 
described by Cole (In press). We consider that weather changes cannot be directly respom 

sible for the general level of abundance of the different species. 
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Theoretically the interaction of a specific parasite and its host species can, under 
constant conditions, cause oscillations in the population density of both. This effect fs 
responsible for a part of the observed population density changes. But it is a small pairt, 
since parasites have not yet been observed to cause more than 40% mortality in any of 
the species common enough to be recorded in Fig. 1. 

In addition specific parasites provide the most likely explanation of the differing 
abundance of their lepidopterous hosts. In a food chain, only alternate members need to be 
controlled by a limitation of food supply. If the hosts are not themselves severely 
affected by insufficient food, perhaps their parasites may be. Evidence for this is not easy 
to obtain. Analysis of census results, subject as they are to statistical errors, is fraught 
with dangers; but as so few workers have tried to take this essential step, these 
preliminary observations are published, in the hope that others will be encouraged to make 
observations to confirm or refute them. 

» 

Using Nicholson and Bailey’s basic formulae it is possible to deduce that the factors 
determining the level of the steady state at which a specific parasite and its host as in 
equilibrium are: 

i. the effective rate of increase of the host up to the stage attacked by the parasite 

ii. the fraction of host larvae surviving from this stage to become adult (Sh) 

iii. the area of discovery of the parasite (a) 

iv. the fraction of parasite larvae that reach the adult stage (Sp) 

The steady densities of parasite adult and host larvae are then given by 

P = - loge F Sh.(1) 
3. 

p F Sh 
SP (FSh -1) 

These four quantities must all be estimated. The area of discovery can be estimated in 
each generation of the parasite from the formula 

1 i Ui 
a = - loge — 

P u 
where p is the population density of adult parasites searching, ui is the host population 
before and u the population density of survivors after parasitisation, u/ui is the fraction 
unparasitised which is easily measured. Estimates of the area of discovery have already 
been used in the analysis of the causes of insect abundance (Varley 1948). 

In the census of oak insects, adult parasites emerging from the ground have been 
trapped and counted in twenty traps each of Y2 sq.m. area. The number of adult parasites 
is a very small fraction of the number of parasite larvae estimated the previous summer, 
due in the mam to predation occurring in the soil. Hence useful information is available for 
only two of the most abundant of the apparently specific and synchronised parasites; these 
are the tachinid fly, Cyzenis albicans (Fall.), which is a parasite of the winter moth, Oper- 
ophtera bramata (L.), and the ichneumonid, Ophion minutas Kriechbaumer, parasitic on 
the larvae of the moth, Eranms leucophcearia (Schiff.). Table I gives some census figures, 

TABLE I—Census Results for Operophtera bramata and Erannis leucophcearia, 

and their Specific Parasites in two Representative Years. 

1950 1955 

Adult tachinids (Cyzenis albicans) emerging per sq.m. 7.0 0.3 
Larvae of winter moth per sq.m. 125 77 
Larvae of winter moth parasitised by C. abicans per sq.m. 25 0.6 
Calculated area of discovery of C. albicans in sq.m. 0.032 0.023 

Adult ichneumonids (Ophion minutus) emerging per sq.m. 1.2 0.5 
Larvae of spring usher (Erannis leucophcearia) per sq.m. 15 9 
Larvae of spring usher parasitised by O. minutus per sq.m. 6.9 2.6 
Calculated area of discovery of Ophion minutus in sq.m. 0.52 0.69 
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from which estimates of the area of discovery of the parasites have been made. Although 
the accuracy is low, it appears that Ophion has an area of discovery about twenty times as 
meat as that of Cyzems. Hence Cyzems would require twenty times as high a population 
density as Ophion for it to parasitise the same percentage of its hosts. 

The figures for increase and survival in Table II must be regarded as preliminary, ab 
they are averages of rather widely differing estimates obtained in the different years, an 
they have not yet been examined statistically. The rate of host increase is about twice as 
hmh for E. leucophcearia as for O. bramata, which is partly due to a greater egg production. 
On the other hand it has a much smaller survival as a pupa in the ground, where it spends 
eight months compared with five months for O. bramata. The parasite survival is also 
different and greatly in favour of Ophion. Perhaps its many layered cocoon is less easily 
opened by predators in the soil than is the hard pupanum of Cyzems. The steady densities 
for host larvae per sq.m, calculated from (2) show that the differences in the figures given 
in Table II account for a 70 fold preponderance of O. bramataHarvae over those oi t. 
leucophcearia. This is even greater than the observed differences. The calculated figure tor 
Erannis leucophcearia is rather below the observed results, but it seems possible that Ophion 
minutum may be controlling the population density of E leucophcearia m a nicholsoman 
manner In contrast the calculated steady density for O. bramata is so high that it is close 
to the level at which defoliation occurs. The inefficiency of the parasite has allowed the 
host to increase until another factor—defoliation—has supplied an alternative check to 
its increase. This use of Nicholson’s theory to calculate the balance position—the so 
called 'steady density’ gives a plausible explanation of the way m which the various 
measured attributes of the species and their environment contribute to their abundance. 
However, according to Nicholson’s theory this balance is an unstable one leading to 
oscillations of increasing amplitude. Unless some factor intervenes the oscillations will 
eventually reach an infinite amplitude. How can the limited extent of the observed popu a- 

tion fluctuations be explained? 

TABLE II—Approximate Values for the Increase and Survival of Hosts and 

Parasites Derived from Census Results, from which Host and Parasite Steady 

Densities have been Calculated for Comparison with Observed Numbers. 

Host increase F 
Host survival Sn 
Parasite area of discovery a 
Parasite survival Sp 
Calculated steady density numbers/sq.m. 
Observed numbers/sq.m. 

Operophtera Cyzenis Erannis Ophion 

brumata albicans leucophcearia minutus 

x7 xl4 

22% 9% 
0.03 sq.m. 0.6 sq.m. 

7% 20% 

588 14.4 9.2 0.38 

18-486 0.1-10 9-63 0.2-1.2 

Nicholson and Bailey have shown that oscillations can be damped if there is an alter¬ 
native host at fixed population density. But since their theory offers no mechanism by 
which this fixed level could be maintained, this explanation has no biological meaning. 
Oscillations can be damped if the host population is limited by a density dependent factor, 
such as food supply (Utida, 1955). Voûte (In press) has discussed the quenching of oscilla¬ 
tions, and follows the late Luke Tinbergen in believing that general predators such as 

birds may be responsible. 
One of us (G.C.V.) has made a number of calculations on Nicholson lines which 

suggest that quenching may arise in a number of simple ways which are biologica y 

reasonable. . 
First a density dependent factor such as food limitation may act upon a host. I his 

might be observed as a recurrent or periodic defoliation of a woody plant There seem to 
be no well documented cases of this, but perhaps the partial defoliation observed in this 

work may effectively limit the increase of O. brumata. 
Second, a density dependent factor may act on the parasite, so that at high parasite 

population densities the parasite is less efficient, and in effect its area of discovery is re¬ 

duced. 
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For purposes of calculation it is easier to consider this as a change in the shape of the 
competition curve (Nicholson 1933, p. 142, Fig. 1.). In this curve increasing values of the 
area traversed by searching parasites lead to percentages of parasitism which increase 
asymptotically towards 100%. If instead the curve rose asymptotically towards 90% 
instead of 100%, this would be equivalent to 10% of the hosts being protected in some 
way from the parasite. Calculations show that with increasing proportions of protected 
hosts there is first a reduction in the violence of the oscillations, accompanied by an in¬ 
crease in their period, then the oscillations are quenched, and finally when the fraction 
of the hosts protected becomes greater than the surplus which must be destroyed to main¬ 
tain stability, the host population increases indefinitely. This is not the place to go into 
the matter in detail, but there are various simple biological features of the parasite-host 
relationship, which are overlooked in the mathematical formulation of Nicholson and 
Bailey’s theory. These, by wholly or partially protecting some hosts from parasite attack, 
would alter the shape of the competition curve in the direction which leads to quenching. 

Four different protective mechanisms may be listed : 

(a) Niches: insect larvæ living deep in plant tissues, or beside plant roots may be out 
of reach of their parasites. This mechanism cannot apply to leaf feeding insects such as 
those with which we are concerned. 

(b) Parasite restraint : parasites with insufficient drive when presented with a suitable 
host may reject it after examination. This examination will contaminate the host with 
parasite odour, and Salt (1937) has shown that other female parasites may exercise restraint, 
and avoid laying eggs in such hosts, which may then be protected by the odour of a succes¬ 
sion of parasites and remain unparasitised. 

(c) Temporal changes: If a host has an annual life cycle only one stage of which is 
attacked by a parasite, the number of suitable hosts must rise from z;ero to a maximum and 
fall to z;ero again. If the intensity of the parasites’ search varies during this time, those 
hosts passing through their period of suitability when parasite search is less intense will 
be partly protected. The intensity of the parasites’ search depends not only upon their 
numbers, but on their activity. Bad weather could protect some hosts during their suitable 
period. 

(d) Spatial differences: the percentage of parasitism in small local samples of a popula¬ 
tion taken at the same time may be considerably greater where hosts are more numerous 
(Varley 1941) and the hosts in the less concentrated areas are thus partially protected. 
The explanation of this may be found in changes in the nature of the random searching 
movements of the parasites which turn more frequently and concentrate their search after 
successful contacts (Laing 1938). 

If on the other hand parasites fly elsewhere after a number of unsuccessful contacts 
with already parasitised or contaminated hosts, very high local concentrations of parasitism 
would be unlikely, and a small number of hosts in heavily parasitised areas would be pro¬ 
tected. Such changes in behaviour are already well known in the honey bee (Ribbands 
1949), which ceases its contented buying from flower to flower as soon as the nectar flow 
ceases and flies rapidly away. Our present knowledge of parasite behaviour thus suggests 
ways in which searching by random movements may lead to an uneven distribution of 
parasitism, and afford some protection both to isolated hosts, and to a small fraction of the 
hosts in heavily parasitised concentrations. 

That parasites can keep their hosts at population levels such that no defoliation or 
serious damage results is well established by the successful use of introduced parasites in 
the biological control of insect pests. 

The long term observations of insect pests in the German pine forests (Schwerdtfeger 
1942 — see also Varley 1949) show a strikingly different phenomenon, which may have 
resulted from a breakdown in this control mechanism. For a considerable period of years 
Panolis griscovariegata (Goese), Hyloicus pinastri (L.) and Dendrolimus pini L. remained 
uncommon, fluctuating over a narrow range of population density. For instance between 
1895 and 1910 the population density of Panolis changed by less than ten-fold, but by 1912 
it had increased 100 fold, after which it returned to the former level for five more years. 
There is some evidence that parasites play a considerable part in such falls in population 
density. 
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Without much more detailed biological information it is impossible to do more than 
suggest an explanation, which will be useful only in so far as it may focus attention on the 
kind of information required to substantiate it, and lead research workers to plan their 

observations in a new way. . 
Imagine a parasite-host relationship such as that described for Erannis leucophæaria 

and Ophion minutus, in which the values of the factors of increase and survival, and the 
area of discovery too, vary considerably from year to year in response to weather an 
other changes, but in which stabilising factors normally keep oscillations within certain 
narrow limits.’Suppose a time comes when changes in these things produce a situation in 
which the host is temporarily favoured, and the parasite falls by chance to a rather low 
level The high host density will then enable the parasite to find many hosts and the para¬ 
site may then reach the limit of its egg supply, and host increase may proceed until it is 
checked by the defoliation of the food plant, after which the parasite numbers will even¬ 
tually overtake it. Note that if males and females of Ophion minutus are in equal propor¬ 
tions, and the survival is on the average 20%, the average female must parasitise ten hosts 
to maintain its numbers. If it is to increase in numbers by (say) threefold, the average 
number of hosts attacked must be thirty and the extremes will be far greater. As yet we 
know little of the performance of parasites in the field. When parasites are reaching the 
limits of their egg supply we have a parasite-host relationship which fits the conditions 

considered by Thompson (1956). 
Many parasites seem to have two distinct seasonal generations which attack different 

hosts This is an unstable situation in which the parasite may keep the less common species 
at a low level of abundance, whilst allowing the other to increase unchecked until some 

other factor comes into play. 
We hope these ideas will show the great need for field observations and for laboratory 

experimentation on parasite behaviour. Only this will enable us to cut through t e growing 

web of speculation. 
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The Concept of Balance in Nature 
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ABSTRACT 

In the field of demology or population dynamics there are real complexities as well as 
ones of purely semantic origin. The environment acts as a complex or whole, yet it is impor¬ 
tant to visualize the roles or tendencies due to specific elements of the whole. 

The abundance of an animal is restricted by the capacity of the environment for it. Al¬ 
though a population may possess remarkable powers of compensating for stresses encountered 
and thus maintain a characteristic level of population in relation to the conditions of the 
environment, the self-determining action is restricted—the range or level at which it occurs 
being determined by the conditions which set the potential levels of the requisites. As a direct 
cause of mortality or natality, weather, for example, cannot control a population for such 
action is independent of density and not directly related to the base of population on 
which it acts at a given time. Yet, as an indirect cause through setting the potential levels 
of the requisites for which there is competition it helps determine the position at which competi¬ 
tion or density-dependent action becomes significant, thus setting the levels of the equilibria 
about which the governing mechanisms operate. A clarification of direct and indirect causes 
is stressed. 

The furnishing of the requisites by the physical environment is one of the two twin para¬ 
meters of demology and the competitive utilization of those requisites is the other. They are 
essentially inseparable, for how can you have competition for requisites which do not exist, 
or if of infinite abundance, how could they limit? Thus, the ultimate determinate value of 
populations is set by the maxima in resources. Yet, there are many ways in which competi¬ 
tion, or self-inhibition, governs numbers in the utilization of the requisites and usually, as 
well, alters the actual levels of the requisites available during the course of such self-induced 
changes. Density-induced autoinhibition or intraspecific competition in the broad sense is 
the only true governing or equilibrating mechanism and it is symbolic of a sequence of mean¬ 
ingful biological events. It is an indirect, superimposed cause—not contrary to direct causes. 

If the maximal potentials of the requisites are relatively constant, competition for them dom¬ 
inates—i.e. it bears the only meaningful correlation with such changes in population as ear 
observed, but the basic level is still set by the potential of the limiting requisite. On the other hand, 
fortuitous changes in the maximal levels of the requisites in widely fluctuating environments 
may dominate the pattern of such changes in population as are observed, in repeatedly short- 
circuiting or obscuring the tendency for competition to establish balance for any prevailing 
conditions. 

In the study of population dynamics the real ramifications which we are attempting 
to explain are indeed manifold, yet those of purely semantic origin contribute almost as 
much to the confusions which prevail. 

It is obvious that workers’ spheres of activity, and, as a result, their relative emphasis 
of certain aspects have been a major source of differences. There is greater agreement than 
is generally believed concerning the functional operations in the changes in abundance of 
any specific example. There are broad claims concerning the importance of, or the roles 
of certain factors which, if interpreted according to a common understanding of certain 
words used, would not arouse such vehement differences of opinion. Also, a clarification 
of direct and indirect causes and the recognition that there is more than one way to classify 
processes in population dynamics open an avenue to common understanding. 

Compensations tending to stabilise are characteristic of life, physiologically within 
the individual and ecologically as to ecosystems. Evolution may in part be viewed as a 
genetic change effected in compensation for a previous change in conditions encountered. 
The origin of adaptations of high survival value such as diapause, migratory behavior, cold- 
hardiness, cooperation, predation, parasitism, and territoriality or other self-limiting de¬ 
vices may have resulted from evolutionary change tending to compensate and to reëst- 
ablish some sort of stability in the previous ecosystems which at the same time tend to 
change toward maximal utilization of new requisites as they arise. Thus, there is an ever- 
intensifying, more complicated complex of actions, reactions and interactions. 

625 
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As all biotic and abiotic factors vary in time and place there is indeed a tangled web 
of causes and effects—referring to the overfall picture of all populations. This tangled 
web, as so aptly stated by Smith and Allen (1954) may be referred to as a mass of entangled 
parts of countless sizes, shapes and flexibilities. Removal of a tree from a forest spot re' 
suits in a pattern of succession and competition for the unused requisites. Destruction 
of an insect pest by use of a chemical may occasion either resurgence of that population or 
ascendance of some other pest to a position of partial compensation in utilizing the food. 

Thus, while the author is appreciative of this wholeness of the environment, yet it is 
obvious that under some natural conditions single key factors explain the patterns of 
population change and, as well, the specific general levels about which those changes 
occur. Classic examples are the control of cottony cushion scale, Icerya purchasi Mask, in 
California by the Vedalia beetle, Rodolia cardinalis Mulsant, and of the prickly pears, 
Opuntia spp., in Australia by Cactoblastis cactorum Berg. In agricultural entomology, 
wild life management and related fields of applied ecology the emphasis is necessarily 
upon the single species population, and this is the approach in this paper, although the 
interrelations of the communities of which a given species is a part cannot be summarily 
dismissed as unimportant to its fortunes. The excellent considerations of these relations 
by Allee, et al. (1949), Ullyett (1951), and Glen (1954) are recognized as pertinent. 

Regarding the employment of mathematical tools, sometimes useful in curveffitting 
or in testing or forming hypotheses, it bears emphasis that a pertinent attack upon a given 
equation, even if it renders void such an equation, does not necessarily render void the 
basic concept which it was the intent to clarify by its use. The concept must be tested 
empirically, with or without the use of mathematical models. 

A number of important papers and books on this subject have appeared during this 
quarter ^century, (e.g. Ullyett, 1947, 1953; Allee, et al, 1949; Solomon, 1949; Elton, 1950; 
D Ancona, 1953; Odum, 1953; Glen, 1954; Lack, 1954; Errington 1946, 1954; Nicholson 
1954, Andrewartha and Birch, 1954; and Thompson, 1956)1. Also, such earlier works as 
those of Uvarov (1931), Thompson (1929, 1939), Nicholson (1933), and Smith (1935) 
have been extensively utilized. Nicholson s (1954) work is basic to this presentation. Yet, 
the divergence in views regarding some significant points and in the emphasis of others 
may be tco great for Nicholson s acceptance. It is difficult to anticipate to what degree 
these views may prove compatible with those of others. 

The word “balance” expresses the tendency of corrective return to an equilibrium 
position upon displacement. Ceilings or maximal levels are one aspect of balance, as are 
trough positions and interim levels. 

Density'dependent or governing action occurs if a given individual's chance of 
survival is progressively decreased as the density of its own population increases, thus 
always implying intraspecific competition among the individuals of the population con' 
cerned. Resulting changes are thus geared to density, the mechanism being compensa' 
tory in action. Thus, by definition, actions which are independent of density when taken 
alone are not governing. This does not mean that they may not “determine” the general 
fortunes of a species by setting the conditions. That there may be a lag effect (Varley, 
1948, 1953, Solomon, 1949) is understood. It is also understood that this relation does not 
hold at hazardously low densities or under some circumstances, involving protective or 
other cooperative advantage, even at moderate densities. In fact, the reverse is then true 
(e.g. Allee, et al, 1949; Varley, 1953; Doutt, 1954). 

H. S. Smith, in personal correspondence, has stated that he has always recognized 
this delayed density'dependence or “lag” effect, but that he had not put enough stress 
upon it. This cannot be stated better than by quoting from his letter dated January 21, 
1957. Several workers have pointed out to me that they have data showing that a heavy 
population is not necessarily accompanied by heavy parasitism and a light population 
may have a heavier parasitism. There is a lag” effect here, however, which must be re' 
cognized. In other words, a heavy host population this year may produce a high parasi' 
tism the following year. This could be especially true in insects having a single genera' 
tion per year. In such a case heavy parasitism would not be synchronized with a heavy 
host population, but would occur in the following generation [at which time the host 
population may or may not have already declined to low levels as a result of stresses of a 
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different nature]”. This is an example of poor adaptation from the point of view of econo- 
mie control, for the crop attacked may have in the meantime suffered severely. A lag in 
time is only one of the ways by which a parasite or other regulating mechanism may be 
rendered less effective (e.g., see Huffaker and Kennett, 1956). In essence this is a lessening 
of the degree of density-dependence of the action, and this may extend to the point of shar¬ 
ing the role of governing with some other mechanism or loss of the role altogether to an¬ 
other mechanism at some point in time. 

Andrewartha and Birch (1954, p. 20-22), although rejecting Nicholson’s (1933, 1954) 
views on “competition”, define the word almost identically to Nicholson’s definition 
(1954), as a seeking together of a necessary resource in short supply, or if not in short 
supply, if there is harm in the process. Nicholson (1954, p. 19) defined the word as: “This 
state of reciprocal interference which occurs when animals having similar needs live to¬ 
gether and which influences their success is here called competition ’. 

Nicholson (1954, p. 10) also stated, “The mechanism of ‘density governance is al¬ 
most always intraspecific competition, either amongst the animals for a critically important 
requisite, or amongst the natural enemies for which the animals concerned are requisites.” 
The author feels that the last part of this statement weakens the concept, or at least that 
it is unnecessary. Nicholson does not view as competition the reciprocal interference 
occurring as a result of increasing density which depletes the security of position of the 
individuals through inducing heavier predatory attack, nor does he view limitation to 
numbers through density-induced increase in heat or moisture (in grain for example), 
among other density-induced reactions, as properly called “competition”. Perhaps “density- 
induced auto-inhibition” or simply “self-inhibition” is a better general terminology to 
cover the whole of these effects, those which Nicholson recognises as competition and 
those which he does not. The author knows of no instance of true density governance which 
does not fit this single concept. For example, territoriality behavior or other forms of 
intraspecific strife which are triggered by neuro-physiological states result from relative 
crowding, whether or not such strife is always induced by the same, or even higher, ab¬ 
solute densities under other conditions or previous history. 

The word “competition” has been criticised as metaphorical or allegorical. Huxley 
(1953) defended the use of such admittedly metaphorical concepts as “natural selection”, 
“survival of the fittest”, “struggle for existence”, “improvement”, and the like, as extremely 
useful short-hand descriptions of characteristic sequences of meaningful biological oc¬ 
currences. They are thus collective terms. It is the collective feature of the concept of com¬ 
petition which appears often to have been overlooked. 

A population is viewed as being “limited,” given determinate nature, independent 
of the intensity of competition as such. This ceiling effect is axiomatically related to the 
maximal levels of the ultimate limiting requisites (as permitted in a given environment) 
and the minimal needs of an individual. It follows that the final over-riding limitation is 
not self-determined, although true self-governing mechanisms may operate below it 
to its usual preclusion or modification. 

A cause of much misunderstanding is the word “factor”. To speak of density-de- 
pendent or density-governing “factors” if activity is not implied is confusing. A factor 
which is a potential parameter of density-dependent action may never actually become 
involved in such an action. A predator may be a cause of deaths and yet not act 
as a governing mechanism. Food is not a density-dependent factor unless it becomes in¬ 
volved in competition, anymore than is air. In this sense, shelter, food, predators, 
parasites, and pathogenic organisms are not in themselves density-dependent factors. They 
may become parameters of density-dependent, inhibitive actions. 

SUPERIMPOSED CAUSES AND SUPERIMPOSED BALANCE 

Simple as it may appear, the discussion of this topic is fundamental to common un¬ 
derstanding. If we understand, we need not concern ourselves so much with the general 
applicability of specific theories which emphasise particular aspects. If we accept one 
system of classification of the processes in population dynamics, we cannot have under¬ 
standing if we adopt a different classification with each example or argument unless the 
shift in viewpoint is clearly noted. The literature is filled with explanations of the “re¬ 
gulation” of populations on the one hand by climate, where rainfall so restricts the vegeta- 
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tion or shelters that starvation or freezing results; and, at the same time in an entirely 
analogous situation where climate so restricts the occurrence of moist habitats, with the 
surpluses destroyed by desiccation, it is said that competition for the suitable habitats 
'■‘'regulates the population; or, again, unrelated to density, that a given number died of 
desiccation. This is trying to have it either way by employment of a classification which 

is itself ambiguous. 
Direct and indirect causes are superimposed upon one another. Starvation may be a 

direct cause of a death. Finer and finer lines could be drawn by a pathologist. Yet, there 
may also have been an intense intraspecific competition for the food in a way which, 
contrary to the view of Andrewartha and Birch, (1954) and Cole (1955), determined not 
only “which” individuals died (or survived) but also “how many”. Thus, competition is 
an indirect cause, yet it tells far more than does simple death from starving. The simple 
direct cause of death does not express the more important feature of interplay between 
density and the supply of the requisite, or between the density of a population and the 
direct cause or instrument of the deaths or reproductive effects of its individuals. Conn 
petition expresses these interactions. Lastly, the general level of the food supply may have 
been a direct result of weather (competition by plants again a parallel parameter). Hence, 
weather is another indirect cause of the death, and is superimposed upon the whole struc¬ 
ture of causes—but not contrary to or a substitute for either of the other explanations. 
Thus, there are three essentially different yet equally true explanations of events, but the 
whole truth is not available from any one explanation alone. 

Much of the criticism of Nicholson’s (1933, 1954) and Smith’s (1935) concepts on 
the role of density-dependent actions in the balance of nature has involved a failure to 
differentiate between a true equilibrating or governing action as herein used and one which, 
even though perhaps equally important, in determining population levels, is not in itsel 
of such a nature. There has also been involved some confusion as to whether the competi¬ 
tive feature as such or the limited capacity of environment adequately expresses on an 
a prion basis the determinateness of populations. 

There is considerable agreement that the capacity of the environment, in interaction 
with the inherent capacities for self-expansion and compensation of the species, determines 
the abundance of populations—a rough balance or restriction of density to the requisites 
for existence. There is confusion when certain requisites other than the most commonly 
recognizied ones, such as protection from enemies—either by virtue of physical refuges 
or unlikelihood of capture—are considered, and whether the limitation to numbers is 
properly assigned to self-governing competition (or inhibition) or to fixed limiting 
levels of the requisites. There is something here which is fundamentally beyond being 
strictly related to the intensity of competition as such. In its simplest form the level of a 
limiting requisite sets an upper limit nearing which competition must automatically be¬ 
come catastrophically intense in effect upon all surpluses. In particular, if the requisite is 
not changed by use and if there is no wasteful, scramble-type (Nicholson, 1954) of com¬ 
petition, there is a theoretical point where all nesting sites, for example (Andrewartha 
and Birch, 1954, p. 23), could be filled and the population surviving would be determined 
by the level of the requisite whether competition in fully utilizing it were feeble or intense. 
Yet, the destruction of the surpluses is clearly related to intensity of competition. It is 
important, therefore, to know whether we wish to stress the survivors or the mortality. 

Competition in such simple cases does not determine the position, but, rather, is caused 
by it to become progressively severe as the ceiling is approached. An ultimate ceiling 
might be the unstretchable maximum of an unchangeable requisite of fixed abundance. It 
has not been emphasized that as the last such available vacancy is occupied the ceiling 
itself becomes all-important and competing numbers meaningless with reference to the 
survivors, but the ceiling and the competition become almost synonomous with reference 
to the destruction. Only at this theoretical point, and pertaining only to requisites the 
levels of which are in no way determined by the population itself, are the concepts of 
density-dependence and competition superfluous as is sometimes maintained (e.g., Andre- 
wartha and Birch, 1954; Cole, 1955). 

Yet, this emphasizes that there is a rearguard or ultimate limitation which effects 
an over-all determinateness or restriction within maximal material resources over the 
years. Thompson (1939, 1956) rightly stressed that this simple cause and effect relation 
is distinct from the meaning of balance of internal or self-induced origin. Populations 
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could not increase indefinitely, for the ceilings (with competition surely involved as they 
are approached and often also interacting to help determine the levels of the ceilings as 
well) have upon countless times in the past restricted further increase. If the supply of 
all requisites available as ceilings were entirely independent of density, the general levels 
of populations over the years could be claimed as due mainly to the physical environment 
in setting the levels of the limiting requisites. In theory at least the ultimate maxima are 
so determined. But there are many ways by which the role of competition is that of govern- 
ing a finer and internal balance to such theoretical limitation—even though conceived 
only as existing in a relatively constant environment or only momentarily in changing 
environments (Nicholson, 1954, p. 44). This self-governing feature may, as Nicholson 
has shown, compensate for widely varying stresses encountered, yet such compensatory 
reaction is necessarily limited by the proximate ultimate factors which set the potentials 
of the limiting requisites within which the patterns of change may be “self-governed.” 

It is also true that full saturation unrelated to determinative competition even in the 
case of unalterable requisites is seldom if ever realised. And, although competition operates 
within the ultimate ceilings, it certainly plays a vital role in determining degrees of utilisa- 
tion and the loss in numbers and wastage below those ceilings. 

Still far more important, the limiting requisites such as food, and in most cases abode 
in the very broad sense are critically reactive to density, and thus greatly depleted in 
quantity, and the capacity of self-recovery inhibited. Thus, although ultimate theoretical 
ceilings (sometimes of very different nature from the governing mechanisms at lower 
densities) restrict indefinite increase, the observed patterns of change are often a sensitive 
reflection of various competitive mechanisms. In these cases, competition, in interaction, 
also determines the levels of the reactive requisites which are pivotal in the course of these 
changes. Also, the abstract total requisite of security from predation is very largely govern¬ 
ed by the reciprocal relations of the prey and the predator, with the feature of concrete 
physical refuges entering as an interaction (see Huffaker and Kennett, 1956). Thus, com¬ 
petition, or, if preferred, density-induced auto-inhibition, remains an exceedingly useful 
symbol of the processes involved in the maintenance of such true balance as exists. 

A UNIFIED CLASSIFICATION 

All requisites for life and all living things which influence the lives of other living 
things directly or indirectly are furnished by the physical environment, and this is one of 
the two twin parameters in population dynamics. The competitive utilization of those re¬ 
quisites is the^ other twin parameter. The genetic qualities of the organisms are inherent 
in the term “competitive utilisation.” Populations are only partially and “secondarily” 
self-determined. 

It cannot be overemphasised that in nature these parameters are indissoluble and of 
entirely equal importance. We try to separate them in conceptual maneuvers only to un¬ 
derstand the essential nature of their roles. Thus, the forces for changing the nature of 
environments represent an mibalancmg aspect. A species’ capacities for compensating for 
stresses encountered is a counterant but is limited in potential. Hence, it must be recog¬ 
nised that population pressures may result from either of two fundamental causes: The 
requisites may be changed in quantity or their demand altered. Requisites may be dimin- 
îshable, simply by changes in such factors as weather or through depletion by utilisation; 
or rather immutable and stable in quantity even with utilisation, thus fixing a somewhat 
firm ultimate limit to populations, with competition becoming increasingly severe but, 
paradoxically, the less important to total survival, as the limit of use is approached. 

The density-dependent aspect is expressed by competition for the requisites, the 
density-independent by such fortuitous occurrences as alter levels of the requisites. Com¬ 
petition can only be employed as an explanation in the same system of classification if we 
relegate all direct causes or instruments of premature deaths or reproduction to a back¬ 
ground position. We cannot have it both ways. Thus, the essentially density-independent 
role of the physical environment in furnishing the requisite, is not at all relegated to the 
background, but its action as a direct cause or instrument must be so relegated, else its 
action is viewed as causing the same death twice. 

In defense of the emphasis on competition, it is not “dogma” but simple logic to ask 
first, to what extent are events influenced by the supply (or availability) of requisites per 
individual and to what degree does density itself influence events? Populations are thus 
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viewed as partially free from the vagaries of chance occurrences as to weather, edaphic 
conditions, et cetera, and yet the degree of self'governed change is inseparably tied with 
changes in the whole environment. 

For example, the requisite of security from predation or shelter from cold is highly 
reactive to density. Food is also the cover, both as shelter and protection from enemies 
for many rodents, insects, and other animals. Increase in numbers decreases these physical 
shelters and at the same time increases the natural enemies which attack the population, 
thus automatically decreasing still further their chances of security. Competitive mechan' 
isms of varying kinds and intensity in time and place are always operative in tending to 
reëstablish a balance between density and the potential levels of the requisites. 

Populations of a plant and an animal or of a predator and its prey, as a result, may 
exist in reciprocally dependent balance (Huffaker and Kennett, 1956). The reciprocal na' 
ture of the density'dependent actions and of the causes and effects involved are often 

overlooked. 
This view does not minimize the forces which are inherently conducive to fortuitous 

change. Both fortuitous change and the tendency to balance in the absence of such change 
are characteristic and the importance of each in the practical view depends upon the an 
cumstances. Fortuitous changes may not only set the levels of the limiting requisites such 
as food and shelter, and thus the positions of equilibria (Nicholson, 1954, p. 22), but they 
also greatly influence the rapidity of adjusting or “taking up the slack” in Establishing 
such balance as is achieved from time to time under fluctuating conditions (see also Solomon, 
1955). They also alter the kind and intensity of competitive mechanisms in time and place. 

It is also inaccurate to assign the physical environment alone with the role of supply' 
ing or conditioning the requisites. This is because at the very earliest appearance of any 
living things as parameters in primitive ecosystems, there arose competition among those 
living things. The entire complicated and nevenending pattern of change from that pri' 
mitive state to the complex ecosystems of today has involved an inseparable unity and 
parity of the physical world and the living world as suppliers of still additional requisities 

for other living things. 
Illustrating, and as Smith (1935), Thompson (1939) and many others have stated, 

the capacity of the environment for an organism sets the limits of its existence. If a fixed 
requisite is indestructible in use and if full saturation is reached, Andrewartha and Birch 
(1954, p. 24) and Cole (1955), for example, are correct in stating that such competition 
determines only which not how many individuals survive. But far more characteristic, 
intraspecific competition alters many of the attributes of the environment or of its own 
kind in ways such that subsequent, resultant populations are markedly different from 
that which would be permitted if the supply of requisites limited numbers in simple 
fashion, rather than in interaction with competition. It is entirely inadequate to disre' 
gard the interaction between density and the supply of requisites (competition) and thus 
to consider only the absolute levels of the requisites as the limiting feature in most popula' 
tions. It is thus obvious that competition governs not only which but, usually, also how 
many survive in time and place. 

The customary emphasis of density'dependent actions over densitydndependent 
ones, or vice versa, is partly the result of failing to see the distinct yet fundamentally tele' 
scoped, not contrary, roles of each, and that both are always involved as inseparable twin 
parameters—so much so that if one is emphasized, the other is assumed as fixed or con' 
sidered as within certain tolerable limits (as to the physical factors); or temporarily short 
circuited in prominence of action in the case of competitive mechanisms, such that the 
frequently occurring violent changes in the levels of the requisites dominate in practice, 
much as is described by Solomon (1955) in his review of Nicholson’s (1954) work. This 
aspect is discussed later relative to mild, even environments vs. violent, hazardous ones 
and relative to optimal habitats or centers of distribution vs. peripheral, marginal areas of 
tenuous habitation (see further Thompson, 1929 and Glen, 1954). 

It was emphasized by Smith (1935, 1955) that the equilibrium position characteristic 
for a given set of conditions and a specific governing cause (where natality is not a signifi' 
cant variable) is a function of the rate at which mortality from that cause increases with 
density. In practice this is an exceedingly important characteristic for it explains why we 
may have the same per cent parasitism in a heavy or a light population, both of which are 
under control by the particular parasite, and yet this does not indicate a contradiction of 
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the principle of governance or density-dependent action. In the one instance a high rate 
of increase in parasitism with density (of the host) would give a low population at equili- 
bnum If the rate of increase in parasitism, with density, is low the host population at 
equilibrium would be correspondingly higher. It is clear that this relation might involve 
the same host and parasite in two different habitats, or a different parasite in habitats A 
and B, for example, as illustrated graphically by Smith (1935). 

In summary, the environment furnishes or conditions the existence of all material re¬ 
quisites; markedly influences average levels of populations periodically thrown into re¬ 
laxed positions by catastrophe (e.g. by sudden decrease in the supply of favorable habitats), 
A promoting greater or less potentials of recovery of populations from such catastrophes 
(this is an aspect of furnishing the requisites—an increase in the supply of favorableness 
above the sudden, harsh minimum); and, in interaction with competitive actions, condi¬ 
tions also the complex of natural enemies and allies and the kind and intensity of their 
action in ^ time and place. This is all largely a density-independent, fortuitous “setting of 
the stage within which the governing mechanisms operate. Also, the periods of recovery 
or adjustment to a condition corresponding to balance may dominate the actual mainten¬ 
ance of balance in time and place. If one governing mechanism fails, another more rear¬ 
guard one takes over but not at the same level of population. There are other readjust¬ 
ments in the ecosystem. The second- to nth-positions of balance are not really conceived 
as the same balance at all, although a given self-governing mechanism may operate al¬ 
most to the exclusion of others in nature and at levels far below the limits imposed in their 
absence, such as is characteristic of most good examples of biological control. 

It is important to point out that an alternative to this classification would of course 
be to relegate competition to the background and to detail the direct causes of the deaths 
or contributants to births. Smith (1955, unpublished paper) followed this alternative in 
an excellent discussion of the expansive forces and the repressive forces of nature. He 
pointedly ruled out competition from a position among these forces, apparently recognis¬ 
ing the duplicative nature of its inclusion in such a classification. Yet, he emphasised that 
the intensity of a repressive force is related to density. 

Lastly, it is imperative to stress that in the analysis of specific problems the researcher 
must of necessity detail the direct causes in order in the end to appraise the role of competi¬ 
tion behind such causes or the role of fortuitous events in setting the stage for any parti¬ 
cular pattern of competition or in changing the status so frequently that no semblance of 
balance really exists. There is no escape from exacting observation, experimentation and 
endless counting of population effects. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 
An effort is made in this section to relate certain points in the literature to this ap¬ 

proach. 
Genetic Qualities 

Genetic constitution gives to animals their capacities for utilizing requisites. Diapause, 
migratory behavior, predation, self-limiting devices, temperature utilisation, et cetera 
are examples. These properties and the competitive utilisation of requisites are meaning¬ 
less except as considered under a given environment. As Glen (1954) stated, the physical 
factors may through these sources decisively influence the biotic mechanisms. Qualities 
giving a species reproductive powers, protection against weather stresses, behavioral 
patterns of defense, et cetera, adequate for survival or increase serve only within certain 
ranges of physical conditions. 

As tolerable limits are approached, competition for the dwindling supply of favor¬ 
able microenvironments is intensified—going from a region of optimum to the limits of dis¬ 
tribution, for example. The great resurgence of a population following catastrophe is a 
function of reproductive capacity as influenced by the physical factors (e.g., the supply 
of heat or moisture for reproduction is high or low—or more extensive in occurrence). 
Given a state of relaxed competition relative to the requisites of food and abode, repro¬ 
ductive power assumes a role far overshadowing repressive forces or mortality for a time, 
and this may characterize environments with frequent marked fluctuations in weather. 

Supplying of the Requisites 

The furnishing of the requisites by the physical environment is the density-independ¬ 
ent aspect of this classification, even though density-dependent actions may be set in 
motion as a result. 
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Although when suddenly reducing the habitable areas, weather may serve as its 
own instrument of destruction of surpluses, this latter action is outside of this classifica^ 
tion, or rather, is to be remembered as duplicative. The potentials of survival as deter' 
mined by the new requisite levels have been set by weather, and, as Errington (1946) 
has stated in regard to certain populations of vertebrates, it is pointless to specify what 
destroyed the surpluses. The action of weather should not be viewed as acting twice. 
If weather reduced the number of livable abodes, for example, and if in some instances, or 
a part of, the excess is destroyed by disease, in Others by predators (if loss of cover is in¬ 
volved), and still others by intraspecific strife (relative crowding behavior), then it matters 
little whether the instrument or direct cause of the deaths in other instances was simply 
freezing or desiccation. 

The physical environment also promotes every degree of habitableness—altering 
rates of development, longevity and fecundity. Under constant conditions these are of 
little importance in population changes, for time available is endless and the specific re¬ 
productive capacity is a constant—so much greater than needed to create competitive 
pressures in those environments which remain favorable. These qualities are often of 
tremendous importance in practice, however, for they determine how soon populations of 
fluctuating environments may regain levels where competitive pressures become sufficiently 
intense to be reëstablsihed as checks. Contrary to Nicholson’s implication (1954, p. 
45), the oscillations of internal origin cannot be rated as necessarily more or less important 
than the changes imposed by extrinsic forces. 

Solomon (1955) correctly stated that many populations spend most of their time 
recovering from catastrophe. He assumed that competitive actions are discontinuous. The 
intensity of competition at such positions is slight and of little practical importance, as he 
states, but it is still present. The effects of all density-dependent actions collectively, are 
of a continuous nature even though at low densities the result may be feeble. Any single 
governing action may become dominant only within characteristic levels of density. The 
shifting of emphasis from one key action to another as densities vary, has led to the con¬ 
fused view that density-independent direct forces determine populations at levels too low 
for density-dependent features to operate, whereas the latter are operative only at high 
densities. Practically, the average densities over the years with examples of widely fluctua¬ 
ting conditions, may be “considered” largely a function of the density-independent changes 
in weather in altering the levels of the requisites so frequently that competitive actions 
are continuously short-circuited or changed in kind and intensity of action. However, if 
each new, or reduced, level of livable abodes, for example, remained for any appreciable 
time, competition for those abodes would soon readjust and govern densities in relation to 
the new conditions. Therefore, the two parameters are still inseparable as to their roles 
and continuous over all levels of density and in time and place. 

The existence of a species in some hazardous environments is often possible only by 
repeated wasteful immigrations from more favorable environments where competitive 
mechanisms are more patent. Thompson (1929, 1939) has emphasized this 
geographic aspect and, logically correlated with it, reproductive capacities. He also em- 
pasized the continuous change of status in time and place as being too great to relate to 
any simple “theory”. The whole idea of “overflow” as well as the precariousness of popu¬ 
lations in time and place are aspects too important to neglect. Such views are conformable 
to this understanding of events and their importance is recognized. 

The hazards of densities which are too low (undercrowding phenomena), with near¬ 
annihilation occurring except very locally in time or place, may be an important feature of 
populations. In this population sphere an individual’s chance of survival, or of increasing 
its kind, is decreased with decrease in numbers. Following severe catastrophe or during 
repeated periods of, or in places of tenuous habitation, the problems of getting about to 
favorable places, and the losses involved may be great, such that a succession of years of 
more generally favorable conditions are required to raise the general levels of density to 
the point where the disadvantages of greater density outweigh the advantages and thus 
the true governing or checking mechanisms again become operative. Varley (1953) stressed 
this feature. 

It is perhaps true that in relatively stable environments some species are so poorly 
adapted to a particular seasonal adversity which frequently occurs, depleting the population 
each time, that the reappearance of weather conditions conducive to population growth 
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from the low densities would be an important feature of the average population level 
over the years, since the catastrophe and readjustment phases dominate the history. 
However, certain periods would recur during which the commonly recognised competitive 
actions would operate effectively. Also, survival during the periodically hazardous period 
is also associated with competition for the remaining favorable habitats. One form of 
competition may have relaxed but another assumes its role. In altering the environmental 
conditions of the allies and natural enemies of a species, the physical conditions also play 
a large part in the roles of these in promoting or hindering the more effective utilisation 
of requisites by it. (e.g., Burnett, 1948; DeBach, et al, 1955). 

Competitive Actions 

Competition has-been treated in detail under the topic “Superimposed Causes and 
Superimposed Balance , and, to a considerable degree, throughout the paper. 

A few points have not been adequately discussed. Whether one or several species 
utilise the requisites depends upon their properties. The numbers of each is partially a 
function of their division of the resources or habitats between species (interspecific com- 
petition) and the intraspecific competition of the individuals of each. To restrict all deter' 
minative competition to the intraspecific variety ignores this, perhaps partially justified 

y inferring^ a rather constant sharing of the common needs according to the spheres of 
each species superiority. This is not strictly acceptable for the relative densities of each 
m timte and space may significantly affect this sharing and thus the requisites “available” 
to each. 

It bears repeating that competition is not to be construed as a direct cause of death 
sense contrary to such causes, or contrary to the changes in the physical factors 

which set the levels of the requisites. On the other hand, death by freezing, starving, 
disease, or predator action—all direct causes of death—taken alone, are not contradic- 
tory to or substitutes for the interaction concept of competition. The competitive con¬ 
cept is beyond and superimposed upon them, and, of course, acts in relation to natality 

a? W<Y ‘ j e*plains a reciprocity of relation between those direct causes and the population 
of individuals, the surviving as well as the dying. 

Some may question the inclusion of parasites, predators and disease as apparently 
distinct from the competitive concept. As instruments of death they are distinct. The 
competition is not between the predators and the prey for they do not seek the same re¬ 
quisites. Nicholson (1954) made this clear. Andrewartha and Birch (1954, p. 22) misin¬ 
terpreted Nicholson in implying that according to his views the prey compete with one 
another for the privilege of being eaten.” Instead, they compete with their own kind, 
but for the increasingly fewer security positions (or chances) as their own increasing 
density generates more predators which deplete those security positions. Thus, this 
intraspecific competition of the prey and its relation to its own fortunes is exactly the 
same as in all other forms of intraspecific competition. The predator population has its 
own intraspecific competition for its food, the prey. There are thus two interacting 
systems of intraspecific competition—with reciprocal dependence resulting in a tendency 
to equilibrium. 

Salubrious vs. Hazardous Environments 

Most of the controversy in setting climate against competitive or density-governing 
actions is clarified by the present approach. If the potentials of the requisites are relatively 
constant, such as occur in mild, even environments, competition for all practical purposes 
dominates and exerts the conspicuous action over such changes in density as are observed. 
On the other hand, fortuitous changes in the levels of the requisites (e.g., as caused by 
weather) in rigorous, widely fluctuating environments may be dominant in repeatedly 
short-circuiting or obscuring the tendency for competition to establish balance under any 
prevailing conditions. All gradations exist in nature and no one can say that either is more 
important than the other (see further Thompson, 1929). 

If the stresses of the physical environment, or the pressure of predation for that 
matter, go beyond the limit of tolerance of a species over most of an inhabited sphere, 
disregarding genetic differences, the survivors are those which escape destruction by 
virtue of their being more favorably sheltered. Therefore, the mortality is also inversely 
so associated. The surpluses are destroyed. Even though weather acts fortuitously and 
independent of density, there is still competition for the shelters that remain, even though 
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weather may have served as its own instrument of destruction of the vast majority of 
the surpluses in the now mimical habitats. The most significant quantitative feature has 
been this destructive action of the weather in both changing the level of livable abodes 
(within this classification) and destroying the surpluses (outside this classification). Since 
the degree and timing of the shift in weather is fortuitous and independent of density, it 
is logical to refer to the fluctuations of the population as a density-independent result. 
But this is not of the nature of “balance.” There has simply been a shift in the level of a 
given limiting requisite. There may also be a shift to a different limiting requisite. Com- 
petition of the same or a different kind resumes its role at once within the new level and 
kind, perhaps, of limiting conditions to adjust and maintain characteristic balance so long 
as the new conditions prevail. To conceive of a mechanism which governs balance, the 
conditions other than the interacting elements must be conceived as relatively ample 
and stable, as far from reality as this may be in some instances. 

Competition for territories in even, kind environments is fundamentally the same 
as competition for shelters in violently fluctuating, rigorous environments. Competition 
has the same role in each, but in the former case it may dominate in practice, while in the 
latter, the abundance of shelters changes so frequently that weather, the cause of this, 
dominates the picture and is seen by many as the only practical explanation of the changes 
which are observed. There is nothing wrong with this attitude if we realise the nature of 
what is happening and do not assume that the same conclusion would be valid in other 
situations inherently different. 

Some Fallacies of Andrewartha and Birch (1954) 

Some of the work of Andrewartha and Birch (1954) is well reasoned and informative, 
but they cling to three fallacies which cause them to discard the words “competition” 
and “density-dependence”, while retaining what those words imply and to erect in their 
stead a treatment which adds nothing new and the implications of which are very mis- 
leading. They emphasise: 1) material resources; 2) material resources relative to avaib 
ability; and 3) length of time when r is positive. The statistic r of their “General Theory 
of The Numbers of Animals in Natural Populations” is purely descriptive of the trends 
in numbers irrespective of causes. It could be used with any theory but is not itself the 
basis of one as they imply. It is no more than a useful tool. 

They quote from Elton (1927) to the effect that the density-dependent “school” 
considers that density-dependent factors place both a ceiling to increase and a floor to 
decrease. They presume to dispose of the concept by stating that since populations do 
become extinct and the floor does not exist, then the concept of density-dependent factors 
is illusory. Elton’s statement does not represent this school of thought. As populations 
decline the actions of highly specific biotic agents of control, competition for food, shelter, 
et cetera, relax in intensity, thus assuring a greater livelihood against extinction. Such 
mechanisms could not assure against extinction, particularly as it might result from en¬ 
tirely independent chance catastrophe, associated with undercrowding or otherwise, 
falling at such an inopportune moment. 

Andrewartha and Birch (1954) also point to the statement of Smith (1935) 
that weather sometimes so obviously influences populations that it must be acting in a 
density-dependent manner. They refer to this as evidence of “dogma.” They failed to 
state that Smith only had his statement turned around. They ignore his intent. Smith 
stated that this must be through the presence of protective “niches.” Competition for 
suitable abodes in short supply because of adverse climate or weather, is the density- 
dependent action involved—not the climate acting “as a density-dependent factor.” 
Andrewartha and Birch thus mislead themselves into concluding that since climate also 
may act as a density-dependent factor, there is no basis for using the concept. 

The same authors carry the argument to a comparison of the distribution and abun¬ 
dance of animals. They correctly state that those advocates of density-dependent actions 
are wrong who have argued that climate controls populations near the limits of distri¬ 
butions, while density-dependent actions determine events near the centers. Obviously, 
the same laws of population dynamics apply to distributions as to densities. Key actions 
may vary greatly in kind, in intensity, in time, and in place. There is no imaginary line be¬ 
yond which density-independent actions operate exclusively and within which density- 
dependent actions take over. This situation is only a facet of the consideration of “Salu- 
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brious vs. Hazardous Environments just discussed, with peripheral areas representing 
the hazardous environments, as pointed out by Glen (1954). 

Competition is the only true governing mechanism throughout the distribution but 
its action is as always confined within the levels of the key requisites as set by the environ- 
ment for the ever-more-limited suitable abodes or habitats near the periphery, and, 
perhaps, for other requisites near the center. Density-independent furnishing of the re-* 
quisites is important at both regions, and of course ultimately prohibits existence. It is 
vastly more critical, and may be said to dominate in practice, as it causes violent waxing 
and waning of favorable abodes near the periphery and also in serving as a chance influent 
on both mortality and natality, as lag conditioners or adjustors, particularly in transi¬ 
tional or marginal regions subject to frequent relaxation of a particular competitive 
mechanism. Near the center of optimal conditions the requisites are more amply and 
constantly supplied, the population tending to be more obviously determined by com- 
petitive actions, with relatively more importance placed on mortality and less on natality— 
the changes less random, but, rather, density-dependent. ,/ 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is remarkable how near to agreement with this general presentation are several 
leading theorists if we disregard the divergence of views relative to semantics, mathe¬ 
matical aspects, or the randomness or nonrandomness of searching capacity, for example.2 

Uvarov (1931, p. 161) stated that climate is the controlling factor, but he pointed 
out that there may be competitive actions within the limits set by climate, with these 
comparable to the motions of a pendulum. Also, he would go behind direct starvation of 
grasshoppers for an explanation, and behind competition as an explanation of the inter¬ 
actions involved, to climate as the furnisher of the requisites. Thus, he considered the 
supplying of the requisites (anchorage of the pendulum) more important than the competi- 
tive patterns of utilization (motions of the pendulum). This is an expected viewpoint of a 
student of very hazardous, widely fluctuating environments, as often stated by J. K. 
Holloway in personal conversation. 

Nicholson S classification expresses much the same understanding. He con- 
-dersthe environment as the legislator” or, I presume, the furnisher of the requisites 
and the truly governing actions within these conditions as due to intraspecific competi¬ 
tion. He stated that such factors as climate thus have “an influence of outstanding importance 
upon populations. Smith s (1935) view is similar but he stressed the density-dependent 
repressive forces of an environment of limited capacity without terming these “competi¬ 
tive. 

Thompson (1939, p. 337) stated, “Yet suppose we have a region where the edaphic 
and climatic factors allow the existence of only one tree and that outside the radius of its 
branches, the insects inhabiting it cannot subsist. When overcrowding occurs the in¬ 
dividuals migrating out of the tree perish as they leave it.” He further stated, “Here, as 
elsewhere, there are two elements to be considered: (l) the organism with its fundamental 
tendency to unlimited self-expansion; and (2) the environment, with its limited capacity 
or satisfying this tendency. Control is the resultant of these two opposing forces. It is 
ardly legitimate to isolate one of them and designate it as the sole cause of control.” 

These authors as well as Errington (1946), Ullyett (1947), Allee, et al. (1949), Solo¬ 
mon (1949), Odum (1953), Glen (1954) and many other ecologists seem to adhere to the 
two basic features stressed in this paper and to the view that the environment acts as a 
unit, but they often then become involved in an ambiguous classification by explaining 
certain of the instances of control on the basis of the direct instruments of death or of 
lowered natality; others on the basis of competition; and still others on the basis of the 
action of weather in restricting greater favorableness. They also differ greatly as to whether 
it is proper to invoke density-dependent actions or competition as the only explanation 
as to the determinate nature of populations. Likewise, they continue to differ concerning 
the usefulness of approaches which conceive of conditions too simplified in nature and 
e. er too stable of occurrence, or else the specific governing mechanism of only momentary 
significance, to represent events in nature. 

ClpaCIty’ eVe„n if xrTga,nifmS do not search for habitats at random (Thompson, 1939) but, rather, utilize specific adapta ^ 
for the ï nf Î ; he argument on Nicholson s behalf can certainly be carried further by saying that they must surely search at random 
are amre^nXninÌT 7hLCfPtk°f StlI?uU whlCr !ead them t0,thos,e hab¿tats. Also, Nicholson (1954, p. 62) states that his conclusions 
are quite independent of the truth or otherwise of the concept of random searching. 
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The scientific approach is to control as many variables as possible in order to under' 
stand the roles of others. In deductive processes, we must at least conceive of their being 
controlled, and then proceed to do so in simplified experiments designed to test the postu¬ 
lates. While this approach may have its limitations in this field, such efforts will be re¬ 
warded by greater understanding even if broadly acceptable general theories do not result. 
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The Natural Control of Insect Populations 
By A. Milne1 

Durham University, King’s College 

Newcastle upon Tyne, England 

ABSTRACT2 

The problem of natural control of numbers is defined. Three theories are described and 
examined: the prevailing theory (that of Tjicholson, 1933, which is similar to Smith's, 1935), 
and the most useful opposing theories (those of Thompson, 1929, and of Andrewartha & 
Birch, 1954, which are similar to one another). The author's own theory is given in conclusion. 

The main objection to A[icholson s theory is that competing species, parasites, predators 
and pathogens can not control because they are imperfectly density dependent in action. This 
is at once obvious from simple mathematical and ecological considerations. It is also confirmed 
by the field evidence. 

The main objection to the theories of Thompson and of Andrewartha & Birch is that 
they either pay too little attention (Thompson) or attach no special importance (Andrewartha 

Birch) to the concept of density dependence, and so are deprived of fullness. 

Taking the best out of these theories, and in the light of his own experience, the author 
puts forward the following theory: A perfectly density dependent factor or process will com 
trol increase of numbers endlessly. There is only one such in Telature for any species and that is 
competition between its own individuals. This is the ultimate controlling factor for increase. 
But in Ajature, most species, in most places for most of the time, are held fluctuating at popu' 
lation levels where this ¡find of competition is relatively insignificant. That is, the ultimate 
controlling factor for increase is seldom evoked. The suggestion therefore must be that control 
of increase is, for most of the time if not almost endlessly, a matter of the combined action of 
factors which are density independent and factors which are imperfectly density dependent, 
each supplying the lack of the other. The ultimate control of decrease of numbers is brought 
about by density independent factors. 

DISCUSSION 

M. S. Ghilarov. The term population” is widely used in genetics, systematics, 
ecology and biogeography but it is not always used in the same sense and there has been up 
to the present little effort to formulate a precise definition of the term. The definitions of 
Dr. Ernst Mayr are perhaps the most satisfactory but even in these there is some sub¬ 
jectivism because sometimes he regards the population as a mere sample. I think it is im¬ 
possible to arrive at a correct understanding of the structure and fluctuations of popula¬ 
tions unless the term population has itself been precisely defined. 

In my view the population is the unit both with respect to species and associations of 
species. 

Every species within its distributional range occupies not all habitats but only those 
where conditions are suitable to it. But in such habitats conditions are also favourable to 
other species so that there results the community of different interrelated species called the 
biocenose. 

Thus any given species exists in the form of separate and more or less distinct and 
more or less isolated populations. The existence of the species as a whole is maintained by 
the dispersion of representatives of different populations. When the intermingling of 
populations in different areas is interfered with isolation leads to the formation of geo¬ 
graphical races. 

The species is made up of the different populations representing it each forming part 
of the concrete biocenose inhabiting a given concrete biotope. The population is therefore 
the structural unit of the species. But every biocenose consists of the concrete populations 
of different species. Therefore the population is also of the unit of the biocenose. 

This conception which helps to understand the connection between the species and 
the biocenose may be represented as follows. If A, B, C, D are different species whereas 
1, 2, 3, 4 are different biocenoses, every population of a given species may be expressed as 
the combination of the two elements as follows: AT; A2; B4; C3 etc. 

'Agricultural Research Council Unit of Insect Physiology. 

2 For complete text see Canadian Entomologist 89: 193-213. 1957. 
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Population Fluctuations 
By LaMont C. Cole 
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ABSTRACT 

The philosophy of field wor\ in biology has rested very heavily on inductive methods with 
less use being made of deductive methods than is common in other sciences. This inductive 
approach has generated a large literature designed to explain apparent ""cycles' in population 
size for various species. When the same problem is attached deductively it appears that many of 
the explanations of population cycles are unnecessary. The simple assumption that population 
size tends to fluctuate at random but under some influence from past history as well as present 
events leads us to predict population cycles" very similar to those that have been observed. 
If we are to follow the rule of scientific parsimony we should accept this simple concept of 
population fluctuations as long as it is tenable. 

INTRODUCTION 

The brief title of this paper is presumptuous and I do not really intend to attempt a 
summary of a huge field such as that of "population fluctuations”. 

Rather, I would like to review for you a subject that, to me, has been a very good lesson 
on the application of scientific procedures to field work in biology. 

Field biologists have always relied very heavily on the philosophical method of induc- 
tion. Here the biologist observes a series of particular events or facts in the field and from 
these he tries to infer a pattern of causation, or reason back to some mechanism that could 
be responsible for the observed phenomena. His mental procedure is much like that of a 
detective who observes a series of particular clues and from these seeks to " reconstruct the 
crime by reasoning back to a pattern that will explain all of the clues. 

In most sciences, and in most fields of biology, the method of induction is commonly 
supplemented by the method of deduction. Here the scientist selects a series of postulates 
and deduces the consequences that will follow if the postulates are true. He then compares 
the predicted consequences with the empirical data and, on the basis of agreement, he 
accepts, rejects, or modifies his postulates. By the rule, or law”, of scientific parsimony we 
know that when several sets of postulates will explain a phenomenon we should accept the 
simplest or most conservative set of assumptions. 

I believe that we have in the case of the so-called ""population cycles” a good example 
of the desirability of employing deductive as well as inductive methods in field biology. 

INDUCTIVE APPROACHES 

Observations indicating that animal populations fluctuate in size from year to year go 
ack to the very beginnings of recorded history. Locust plagues and eruptions and migra¬ 

tions of rodents are recorded in the Old Testament and similarly ancient sources. These 
were dramatic and often caused great crop losses and, along with other occasional pheno¬ 
mena such as outbreaks of epidemic disease, they must have excited interest and curiosity 
among the first intelligent humans to observe them. 

We have no notion of when man first got the idea that these and similar events might 
be periodic, or recur at regular intervals, so that they could be predicted. We have hints that 
some of the trappers for the Hudson’s Bay Company may have suspected a regular cycle in 
their catches by as early as 1820. It was not until 1873, however, that Koppen (1873) gave 

ennite form to such hypotheses. He described the 11-year cycle in numbers of sunspots 
an suggested that the sunspot cycle was responsible for an 11-year cycle of temperatures 
on earth and for various other phenomena including locust outbreaks. 

Gradually, other cycles appeared in the literature. In 1890 Brückner (1890) described 
a 35-year cycle in the earth s rainfall which, until quite recently, found its way into text¬ 
books of meteorology and which is still to be found in some current biological literature 
(e.g. Rowan, 1954). Altogether, more than 100 climatic cycles were described (Sir Napier 
Shaw is said to have reported 139 cycles described up to 1928; see Kincer, 1934) varying 
in length from a few days to over 200 years. 
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The biologists were also busy describing a 3-4 year cycle in various rodent populations, 
a 6-year cycle in grouse populations, a 7'year cycle in the Chilean guano birds, an 8-year 
cycle in numbers of English rabbits and Partridges (cf. Middleton, 1934), a 14-year cycle 
in starfish, a cycle in the Canadian lynx which was variously described as being 8, 10, or 
11 years in length, and other cycles ranging up to at least 35 years in length. 

Entomologists have also been successful in finding cycles in insect populations. 
Swinton (1883) concluded that locust outbreaks tend to coincide with minima of sunspot 
numbers and Simroth (1908) and his followers reached a similar conclusion for other insects 
(see Uvarov, 1931) including the butterfly Colias croceus and the death’s head moth 
Acherontia atropes. Shelford and Flint (1943) found this 11-year cycle in chinch bug popula¬ 
tions. In addition, several workers found cycles of about three years in length, Barnes (1932) 
found a “possible cycle” of 4, 5 or 6 years in outbreaks of wheat blossom midges, Englehardt 
(1926) reported a 7-year cycle for the swarming of the moth Celerio lineata in Ecuador, and 
Gasow (1925) found a 35-year cycle in populations of Tortrix vindana. 

Gradually, biological opinion came around to the belief that there are two predominant 
cycle lengths in animal populations, one of roughly three to four years and the other of 
9 to 11 years, often called the 10-year cycle. 

In a classical paper published in 1924 Charles Elton (1924) suggested a connection 
between the short and the long cycle and attributed the longer cycle to the influence of 
sunspots. This paper was the stimulus that set off a virtual explosion of papers on population 
cycles. The number published exceeds 2000, and I have not tried to make an accurate total 
count. 

Promptly after the appearance of Elton’s paper the 10-year cycle turned up in popula¬ 
tions of lynx, muskrat, snowshoe hare, salmon, locusts, chinch bugs, and in the width of 
tree-rings, among other places, and was attributed to the influence of sunspots. Most 
workers found population maxima coinciding with sunspot minima but at least one entomo¬ 
logist (Eidmann, 1931) found the opposite for five species of insects in Germany. 

Now that this sunspot effect had been brought to their attention workers began 
noticing its influence in all sorts of places. A French worker (Budai, 1930) found the sunspot 
cycle reflected in human epidemics; it was found in such diverse material as stockmarket 
quotations and the frequency of twin births; and several students now decided that the 
cycles in populations of gallinaceous birds were not 6-year or 8-year cycles after all but 
11-year cycles. In short, it became a fad to find the sunspot cycle reflected in biological 
material. 

Obviously, there was an intellectual need to find some connecting link by which the 
sunspot cycle could cause the population fluctuations and there has been no shortage of 
hypotheses proposed for this purpose. Perhaps the most elaborate of these was the sugges- 
t ion by Bodenheimer and Sulman (1946) that qualitative changes in solar radiation alter the 
production of gonadotropic substances in plants and thus secondarily affect the fertility of 
animals eating the plants. 

Now, if one assumes the sunspot hypothesis to be correct he can deduce the logical 
consequences that the sunspot cycle and the population cycles should be of equal length, 
that populations in different regions should fluctuate simultaneously, and that the “cause 
and effect” should stay in phase, that is, the population changes should not precede the 
sunspot changes. MacLulich (1937) broke the back of the sunspot hypothesis by showing that 
these apparently necessary consequences are not actually realffied. The population fluctua¬ 
tions differ in length from the sunspot cycle, the two wander in and out of phase with 
each other, and populations even in adjacent regions may fluctuate independently and be 
completely out of phase. Elton (1942) accepted MacLulich’s conclusions and deplored the 
fact that the sunspot hypothesis had ever been taken so seriously. 

With the original form of the sunspot hypothesis found untenable, a great deal of 
analytical effort has been devoted to devising alternative explanations for the population 
cycles. 

In one approach, emphasis has been placed on the complexity of the chain of events 
that must connect population size with any extra-terrestrial factors such as sunspots 
(cf. Woodbury, 1954). As stated by Russell (1923): “If we saw only the end of the bough of 
a tree, and could see no connection with a trunk, we might have much difficulty in finding 
relationships between its motion and the wind ...” A more analytical analogy is presented 
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* hMmnl^Li!?46^ Ke,p°'nts out that “y physical systems such as an automobile traveling 
a bumpy road may exhibit quite regular oscillations even though the bumps are irregularly 
spaced; or in his words: “The regularity of the motion ,s determinedly the mternal 

°f T Car: but the e*,s£ence of the motion is determined by external impulses ” 
What these analogies are intended to suggest, of course, is that a population may possess an 
inherent period of oscillation so that it can show regular fluctuations that need Tot 

change.COrre ated fluctuatlons ln any environmental factor that induces population 

Any inherent periodicity in a population must necessarily result from the life history 
features of the organisms involved. The period will depend largely upon the rate of matura 
non, and upon fertility, fecundity, and longevity. If one compares these life history features 

and TousTrtTnn d ChmCh bUgS Mlthuthe corresP°ndlng features for rabbits, foxes, salmon, 
If fbit appears inconceivable that so many species could possess the same periods 

to dh/scTd all ofXthanatlT for P°Pulatl,on cyc,es 13 t0 be accepted it will surely be necessary 
sneefes mT f l hK’COnC UrnS that ^ are,tW° maJor cycle lengths characterizing many 
pecies. MacLulich s conclusions remain today as potent arguments against the direct 

causation of population cycles by any extra-terrestrial forces; the apparent existence of 
two principal periods instead of an unlimited number is an equally potent argument against 
cycles reflecting natural periods of oscillation. aigument against 

The same argument expressed above seems to exclude two other widely-held hypo- 

effeT ,kr “plainmg P°Pulatlon cycles. It is well known that overpopulation has deleterious 
fTT kTu may be disastrous to a population. In a species with population growth that is 

nhibited until disastrous overpopulation effects set in we might expect alternating 

denend °f and ra,pid dec,lme' 4gain’ however. the time interval would have to 

haveffs cCacteTsTpenod112 °f P°pU,atl°n grOWth’ so W£ would «P«* -ch species to 

“ 77 -ame apPlies t0 two-species systems. It is perfectly sound theory to think of a 

starvation iÂ““ “ gl°™mg unt¿111 exceeds lts food supply and then declining from 
starvation until the prey have a chance to recover. There is even some experimental 

oscillations can be set up in this way (Gause, 1934; DeBach and Smith, 1941 ; 
tida, 1955). However there is also considerable evidence that “cyclic” species often 

decline in the presence of ample food and, again, it is clear that chinch bugs and snowshoe 
hares, for example, should not be expected to exhibit the same periodicity. 

This then is the dilemma posed by the empirical data. Populations of numerous 

angina 'Tma> d^mtfly do flucutuate in size from year to year and the majority of students 
analysing the situation have reached the conclusion that two cycle lengths predominate- 

as 1948 S^vnn °fnoLt yearS 7d a i l0nger Cycle” °f ab0Ut 10 years in len§th- As recently a 1948 Suvonen (1948) painstakingly re-examined the empirical date with the same con¬ 
clusion. Snvonen interprets the “population cycle” as a basic cycle 3I/3 years (20 months) 
in length with a tendency for especially large population peaks to occur 3 cycles apart, or 

ntervâls of 10 years. This is what we might expect if numerous species were responding 
1 e to some potent cosmic rhythm but, as we have seen, the evidence will not support such 
conclusion. On the other hand, there are several perfectly good theoretical mechanisms 

lor generating population cycles, but from none of these would we predict that diverse 
species would exhibit the same periodicity. 

We would, of course, be in a better position to analyze the situation if we had accurate 
date on population size over a long period of years. Unfortunately, we do not have such data 
or any species. The long series obtained from commercial trapping records do yield numbers 

dut it is certain that these numbers cannot be taken as proportional to total population size 
Variations in the intensity of trapping, in the size of the area subjected to trapping and 

i oa^US l|ncertamties concerning the collection and recording of the data (e.g. see Elton 
1942) make it impossible even to express the data in terms of “catch per unit effort ” Even 
it this were possible we would not be j ustified in regarding this statistic as a simply function 

population size (e.g. see Ricker, 1948). Such painstaking studies as those of Elton and 
Nicholson (1942, 1942A) give us reasonable confidence that we know in what year a 
population peak was reached but they do not tell us much about the height of the peaks. 

e usually do not know exactly when a “trough,” or minimum population, occurred or 
how low the population went. Although it is desirable mathematically, it is entirely 
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unrealistic to insist, as does Moran (1954), that the available numerical data should be 
treated as though the numbers represented actual population size. And, in any case, the 
great bulk of literature on “population cycles” has been concerned with the regularity of 
appearance of peak populations. Lack (1954) probably gives an accurate expression of the 
feeling of most zoologists when he states (p. 223): “The only peculiar feature of the fluctua- 
tions of the cyclic species is their regularity ... It is astonishing that, with the great specula¬ 
tive interest in the subject, no biologist has yet studied the cyclic animals in their natural 
environment over the term of at least one full cycle. 

DEDUCTIVE APPROACHES 

About the time that Elton was stimulating the interest of biologists in population 
cycles some disconcerting facts about time series were being discovered by the English 
statistician Yule (1926) and the Russian economist Slutzky (1927). 

Yule discovered the annoying fact that two independent series of observations of 
phenomena fluctuating with time will often tend to run along together and yield statistically 
significant coefficients of correlation. Yule’s example of such a nonsense correlation was 
a correlation of -f- .95 between the standardized death rates in England and 3Vales from 
1866 to 1911 and the proportion of the total marriages held in the Church of England. 
The writer (Cole, 1951) stumbled on to such a case in preparing a graph to illustrate “cycles.” 
He had plotted the indices of tree-ring widths, taken from Schulman (1948), for a series of 
Douglas fir trees for the years 1850 to 1910. On the same graph for comparison were plotted 
a series of two-point moving sums of four-digit random numbers taken in the order published 
by Tippett (1927). Subjectively, the two series presented remarkable similarities and, in fact, 
the coefficient of correlation between the two for the 61 years turns out to be -p 0.287, 
which is statistically significant at the 5-percent level. There is clearly no chance of any 
causal relation in this case and the fact that such nonsense-correlations appear with dis¬ 
concerting frequency should be taken as a warning by anyone who is inclined to infer 
causal relations when he notices parallels between two time series. 

Slutzky was apparently the first person to point out that the smoothing of complicated 
time series by attempts to remove some of the periodic components can actually create 
new cycles in the random component of the series. This phenomenon is so easy to verify 
that it is very discouraging to see the abandon with which some manipulators of biological 
data continue to identify “cycles” in their data by using moving averages or comparable 
devices to “remove” these cycles. 

Anyone who will take a few minutes for an experiment on paper can see the fallacy 
in this procedure. Assume, for example, that you wish to analyze a time series that actually 
consists of a perfectly regular cycle and a random component. Let the “cycle” be, say, a 
2-year cycle: 3,7, 3, 7, 3, 7, etc. A two-year moving average of these numbers will, of 
course, get rid of the cycle. Let the random component consist of random digits added to 
each of the numbers in your series. Start anywhere in one of the numerous available tables 
of random digits, such as the recent Rand (1955) table, (or draw numbered slips out of a hat) 
and add a random digit to each number in your “cycle” series. Now, if you try to “remove 
the cycle” from this combined series by taking a 2-point moving average you will not get 
back your random digits but instead you will obtain a series containing obvious cycles. 
Try to remove these new cycles and you will create additional cycles, and so on. Any data 
on population size under natural conditions can be expected to contain random components, 
and any such data that have been subjected to smoothing can be expected to contain 
“cycles” whether or not such cycles exist as natural phenomena. 

The most recent wave of discussion of population cycles was set off by Palmgren (1949) 
when, in criticism of Siivonen’s conclusions, he suggested that the populations might 
actually be regarded as fluctuating at random. Palmgren obtained random series by throwing 
dice and drawing cards and he noted the similarity between these series and those reported 
by Siivonen. He also noted that the similarity could be increased by taking a 2-point moving 
average of the random numbers, a device adopted in recognition of the fact that the popula¬ 
tion sizes in successive years in a given region cannot be expected to be independent. 
Palmgren’s hypothesis attracted my interest to the subject because it could be attacked 
deductively. Since all of the series of data on population size must obviously contain random 
components, it appeared important to deduce the consequences of purely random popula- 
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be'identified inthe population ^'data' Aere w^l,Î'k*’ Unles® ^non-random components could 
cosmic influences or generated bv non i .• ™ i e no need to postulate cycles caused by 

14,74 r,u generated b,y P°Pulatlon phenomena or interactions between species 

Bruckner-, S5 ÂÎ?S,“ “ * ■*"”"» I» »■ created by’ 

randomness 

meaning^M^ewordr‘‘ra^!dom’’1^mí(ímrfUCtUatl0nS 7 biol°gists 15 centered about the 
we sneak of a win d™ 7 ' T“1“1 does "ot mean ln complete disorder” and when 
KäSlT -7e dk°n0í 77 that the result * “undetermined.” When wë 

recognize that something determiÏesÆe resti? S“A“ a random ,event altb°ugh we 

1^Â^^dÆsînÂr 

:SÄ!rg “T"’ by 7 ™s’ by trregulatitiesof the surface on 
able. From probability then Y ot lers.so cbat the result of a particular trial is unpredict- 
frequencies of certain ms It- 7 W£ Can’ however, make some good predictions about the 

*7' “ .b. rSwiSSÄfiT* m 
interac7wawiATachSoatherSäbdeCt t0Kmfluenf a multitude of small haphazard factors 
Not only are the acSaUevels oiVe^!’ mfluencmg d‘fferent sP£c¡es in different ways, 
other factors important but ne emPerature’ moisture, food supply, predation, and many 

profoundly'affect'popuktion^ize.310113 ^ SUCh “ ßr£S’ fl°°ds’ frOStS’ and d™gbta 4 

occur toTviry bltósTA^'Cfpable of affectmg the size of populations will 
PorLaroI nrrkll g A 3 jln!le exam?,le we may refer to the pale western cutworm 
For this soerief h7T’ “ Studl£d esPe“ally by Cook (1924, 1930) and Seamans (1923)! 
represent a disaster for T' °CCU,rnng dur‘n§ a short susceptible period of larval feeding 
two 77s 7 í íe P°Pulation, and large outbreaks depend upon going at least 

ppeayrsaSSStiïT t ^ -ms" » stS 
affected bv soTteir ?«■ 7 ^ number °f ramy day* m spring. The species is also greatly 
and late hosts Cook afe/m"'t.cover’, and. temperature, and to some extent by snowfall 
f, “ tr0sts- a so mentions that these weather events may affect the parasites of 
the cutworm rn ways different from the direct effect on PorosagroZ P f 

influences afecti'ngihe fill of7 P°PU!f °n> 7 have a Sltuatl0n resembling the random 
prntJ tTme“nTñí t 1 f “"r 7 Ve/y heavy raln may « may not occur at the appro- 
iccur or the find i 7 Sp™g;/th]s does not occur then a number of lighter rains may 

cTumíaÍes mavPl Td ti™7 ^ W S°rhmg else’ or a fevorabkcomb.nation of 
are numerous aiTrhe ™^0,unus,ual Populations of predators and parasites. The possibilities 
to cause random finer 7 med resuh ob,s0 many diverse influences may well be expected 

for deducing the consequ^rf^SKiiS0 “ ** rea"y imPortant Justification 

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF RANDOM FLUCTUATIONS 

this puriisi oibvVri,“63 °f rar(d°m "umbers by reading them out of a table prepared for 
draw and ff^e nw7 g cafds/rom a deck- replacing the card and shuffling after each 

;n «?«** ?n graPh Paper’ we obtain a wandering senes 
tin thTZZJ l tr7g,hs- Let us define a >eak” as any number that is greater 
for the moment that nei,7 7d a so gr*f 7 tbanL tbe following number, and let us assume 

moment that ties do not occur and that we have a very long series of numbers. We will 
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call the distance from each peak to the next a cycle . Under these conditions the mean 
distance between peaks Ç cycle length ) will be 3.0 and the variance will^be 1.12, giving us 
a coefficient of variation of 37V3 percent as an indication of the degree of “regularity” of the 
cycles. These values are identical with those obtained from Schulman’s long empirical series 
of three-ring widths. The shorter series of population estimates available for various animals 
aive slightly higher mean distances between peaks (typically between 3 and 4) but they also 
tend to be less “regular” than the random series (Cole, 1951; see also Andrewartha and 
Birch, 1954, p. 655). If, as has been claimed, regularity is the important characteristic of 
population cycles, then there is no need to look for obscure causes of this regularity; the 
short population cycles are no more regular than random fluctuations. 

A number of features inherent in the available population data would affect the cycle 
lengths in random series (Cole, 1954). The mean cycle length will become greater than 
3.0 when the number of successive observations (“years”) is small, when the population 
sizes in successive years are not independent, when tie values occur as will happen with 
crude census methods, or when not all of the peaks in the series are counted. 

In many of the published examples of population cycles not all of the peaks have been 
considered but only those have been counted that, for some reason, impress the investigator 
as important. This, of course, makes the average distance between peaks greater, and by 
an amount that could be computed for random series if the investigator would adopt an 
objective criterion for deciding what peaks to count and what ones to ignore. For example, 
if one would agree only to count peaks that are higher than the peak preceding and the peak 
following he could anticipate finding, in a very long series, a cycle of 9 years length 
which, in practice, would fall somewhere in the range 10-12 years. Alternatively, if the 
investigator would agree to skip all peaks that fail to rise to a certain prominence above the 
adjacent points, it is possible to predict the cycle length in a random series (see Cole, 1954, 
Table 1). By such selection of peaks it would be possible to have the “expected” mean 
cycle length anywhere in the range from 3 years to infinity. Usually, however, the selection 
of peaks to be counted has been made subjectively so that the problem of deciding what 
cycle length to expect appears to be a problem in experimental psychology. 

In a few cases the “cycles1 have not been measured between peaks at all but by some 
other criterion. Thus Williams (1954) reports on cycles between final years of abundance 
defined by the condition that: there must be a sharp and sustained fall of considerable 
magnitude within one or more years from a peak of abundance higher that the average 
shown in the curve, and this in turn should have been preceded by a rising tendency or a 
period of relative abundance of more than a year's duration.” Cycles measured in this way 
are not comparable with cycles measured between peaks because, among other things, 
two-year cycles are impossible by this definition. 

If I interpret Williams’ definition correctly cycles of this type in a long series of random 
numbers should yield a mean length of 6.8 years and a coefficient of variation of 51 percent. 
Thus, in order to show that a series contains non-random fluctuations it would be necessary 
to demonstrate a significant departure of the empirical data from this condition. With short 
series and crude population estimates of the type employed by Williams this definition of 
cycles makes it difficult to predict just what one should expect to observe in a random series. 

Returning now to the definition of cycles as the distances between peaks, we can go 
a little further in comparing theoretical and empirical data. In addition to comparing means 
and variances it is possible to deduce for random series the expected relative frequencies of 
cycles of different lengths. Table I gives the results of such computations for both very 
short and very long series of observations. The points to be noted are that over 99 percent 
of the cycles would be expected to fall in the range of two to six years in length, that 
two-year cycles should be slightly more common than three-year cycles, and that four-year 
cycles should be about one-half as frequent as three-year cycles. 

Siivonen (1950, 1954) has questioned the interpretation of population cycles as random 
fluctuations on the grounds that the empirical data show fewer two-year cycles than three- 
year and four-year cycles. The data are not entirely convincing on this general point al¬ 
though three-year and four-year cycles certainly do predominate in some of the series. 
It turns out, however, that this distribution of cycle lengths which Siivonen interprets from 
the empirical data can also be deduced from probability theory if we merely abandon the 
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TABLE I—The Expected Distribution of Cycle Lengths in Random 

__ Series of Various Lengths. 
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Cycle 
length 

(“years”) 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

more 

Percentage of cycles in N years of observation 

N = 20 N = 50 N = 100 N = 00 
00= co 

41.62 39 93 39.47 39.06 
34.34 34.37 34.37 34.38 
16.31 17.07 17.27 17.46 
5.56 6.23 6.38 6.51 
1.59 1.83 1.90 1.96 

• 47 ■ 57 .61 .63 

obvious oversimplification of our earlier approach in which the populations of successive 
years were regarded as completely independent. 

In most natural situations it will be the case that the number of animals of a particular 
ype occupying a habitat this year may have some effect on the number to be found there 

next year. Breeding stock may carry over or the habitat may be affected either beneficially 

think nf?b y Iby an a“ dePenfdlng on Population density. Alternatively, we can 
* u„k f If Puiation size as being a function of quality of the habitat and of this, in turn, 

eing affected not only by weather events this year but also by its past history We may 

cinsTderm^ thePcen.0Tn0rh0f Senal C°rrelatI°n °r Egression m" a random series by 
considering the cycle lengths in a two-pomt moving average of random numbers where 

entrT ®'FceaBPK f“® ma5i be glV£n d,fferent weights. The case of complete independ- 

preceding year"163 ^ SP£C'a Where 3 Weight °f zero 15 given to the “fluence of the 

rises franco to 4 ^"rh1™8 We find„tkat ina Iong randon series the mean cycle length 
the wiT 3f 4'° he carr>",over from the preceding year rises from zero up to unity 
of two value representing equal importance of two successive years. Also, the proportion 
of two-year-cycles declines from 39 percent to 11 percent as the carry-over increases When 
the ¡^receding year is about one-fifth as important as the current year three-year cycles come 

outnumber two-year cycles, and even four-year cycles become more common than two- 

currenfleS wbenf the influence of the preceding year has a weight about one-half that of the 

EÜtf ,e w p0pulatlon cycles are actually accepted to be random fluctuations 

StiLwhe^mn f fb Ween SUCCeS?‘Ve Years ¿t 13 P°sslble t0 use the empirical data to 

on pop^SÍcfiSST’ °r e re e lmp0rtanC£ °f PaSt and Present lnfluences 

CONCLUSIONS 
■ Tbe principal conclusion to be drawn from this approach to field studies of population 

in theirhd VnTktlgat0rS Sh°U d gr£at cautlon about hiding unexplained “cycles” 
m their data. The investigator should first consider deductively what he would expect to 

Hsdemn,rtn lTtSene^ ^ W£r£ gathered’ exPressed, and analyzed in the same way as 
twn p da a and lf any uncertamtles as to accuracy were of equal importance in the two series. 

, . -i" fany,casf population changes will certainly be consequences of some prominant 
d identifiable influence. In other cases, however, population size will reflect the influence 

m ^fcrytmitk0r lnt^actlr,g,factors In such cases random fluctuations will result. If we wish 

f°n’S TTt 'if0 eS a?d ai?T °b/ectlve criteria for defininS and measuring them we 
°?rej *1 dlstnbutl°n of cycle lengths. With adequate data the mean distance between 
peaks of population size will be between three and four years, as has often been found in 

most1 oflda and regularity ° tbe cycles should be fully as great as has been found in 
Tebr f h em?incal senea- B°th of these P°ints, which are demonstrable in terms of simple 
t ica h¿V,et k comPfetely misunderstood by some recent authors such as Clarke 

, ’ p; f61^ who sa7®:. • • IS unlikely that random fluctuation alone would produce 
that PaW same pe"od “ widely different species.”, and Lack (1954, p. 204) who suggests 
that Palmgren and Cole have questioned the regularity of the cycles and asserts that 

. . . there is no reasonable doubt that there is a tendency to regularity ” 
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The hypothesis that we can regard the “population cycles as random fluctuations 
then, predicts mean cycle lengths of the order observed in nature and a degree of regularity 
as great as that observed in nature. It also suggests the possibility of obtaining new informa¬ 
tion about populations such as measurements of the relative importance of past history 
and present conditions in affecting population sise. Random fluctuations are not inconsistent, 
as Butler (1953) has believed, with a certain amount of synchronism between the fluctuations 
in different regions. Many of the factors influencing population change such as weather 
events, food quality and quantity, and prevalence of parasites and pathogens are capable or 

affecting large areas. 
In addition to the short cycle of three to four years in length there will also be longer 

cycles in randomly fluctuating populations. The next longer cycle will be nine or more years 
in length depending upon how it is defined and measured. This also is in accord with the 
empirical data. When the data have been subjected to smoothing or when attempts have 
been made to “remove” some of the cyclic components we can anticipate the appearance of 
additional cycles which are artifacts rather than natural phenomena. 

All this does not contradict the contention that non-random cycles are possible. There 
are a number of theoretical mechanisms that can generate such cycles and under controlled 
laboratory conditions where the physico-chemical environment and the food supply can 
be kept constant such fluctuations may be observable (cf. Utida, 1955). Under field condi¬ 
tions, however, the curve of population siz,e can be expected always to contain random 
components inextricably mixed with any systematic components. In fact, the field data 
resemble randomly fluctuating series so closely that it seems advisable to treat them as 
such until definite evidence to the contrary may be forthcoming. We should seek to under¬ 
stand the causes of each case of population growth and decline instead of looking for some 
hypothetical and cryptic phenomenon capable of generating cycles. 
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DISCUSSION 

R. Sokal. Dr. Cole appears to have successfully buried the concept of period fluctua' 
tions in animal members as caused by sunspots or other mystic agents. Could these not be 
periodic fluctuations in organisms with short generations caused by periodic environmental 
factors as in diel or seasonal rhythms? 

L. C. Cole. Certainly. Many populations of insects as well as other types of organisms 
ave a seasonal cycle with, for example, large summer populations and small winter popula^ 

tions. 1 wouldn t be at all surprised to learn that some bacterial populations exhibit a diel 
cycle of numbers in response to alternating period of light and darkness. If any environ 
mental cycles of several years length were as regular and as potent as these, I would expect 
some kinds of populations to respond to them. 
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Life History Studies with the Autotrephon 
By J. Stanley 

McGill University 

Montreal, Que. 

ABSTRACT 

The autotrephon is an apparatus for the rearing of stored-products insects under controlli 

ZmXnf^anTlyZMUre ^ ”**** aU*matk Controlled withdrawal of 

Replicated samples are held under controlled conditions and, at predetermined times 

SZf: aZlysT1 £0 odd storage, where growth Jps, and Z sZpks 

Sampling can be at any time, day or night, and no operator need be present. Any intervals 
equal or unequal, can be used between samples, and any reasonable number of samples can be 

withdrawal tane0US ^ äpparMus is entirely electrical, and a record is made of each 

mine2YnUsZThZZedZPk Z ^ head'c^ule width measured to deter- 
mine The ***' kf analysis to deter- 

tL TZ \ m l°T° °P laC,h mStdr have transf°™ed to the next succeeding instar 
he apparatus will be described m reasonable detail, together with methods of setting uh 

e programme controller to obtain various programmes of sampling. Examples will be given 
of some data, and the analysis demonstrated, so that it can be seen how a life history is 
worked out and compared with other life histories. 

DISCUSSION 

D. J. Kuenen. Have these studies been made on a selected strain of Tribolium snn • 
are the results representative of the species as a whole? PP1’ 

similar 6veudlfferent “urces were studied. All were closely 

Tribolium 1 d Seem that thOSe USed Were virtually identical with “wild" 
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TwoYear and One'Year Life Cycles in Melanoplus bivittatus 

(Say) (Orthoptera: Acrididae) in Western Canada1 

By L. G. Putnam2 and R. H. Handford3 

ABSTRACT 

The two'Striped grasshopper, Melanoplus bivittatus (Say), has until recently been 
considered to have one generation per year throughout its range. It was noted, however, that 
populations of the species were high in certain fields in the Kersley district of British Columbia 
during 1948, 1950, 1952, and 1954, and extremely low during 1949, 1951, 1953, and 1955 
suggesting a two-year lifecycle there. Most of the eggs obtained in samples from the Kersley 
fields in 1953, and most of those obtained subsequently from laboratory reared females of the 
same strain, required exposure to two periods of low temperature (corresponding to two winters 
under field conditions), before they would hatch; diapause apparently occurred at each of two 
stages in their embryological development. Most of the eggs from a Saskatchewan strain 
maintained under the same conditions as the Kersley strain, hatched after a single period of 
diapause development at low temperature; this corresponds to one winter under field conditions 
and results in one generation per year. 

INTRODUCTION 

The two-striped grasshopper, Melanoplus bivittatus (Say), has until recently been 
considered to have one generation per year throughout its range. E. R. Buckell in an 
unpublished Annual Report of the Field Crop Insect Laboratory, Vernon, B.C., 1930, 
wrote, “Residents in the Peace River Block assert that grasshoppers hatched in millions in 
1930 on land heavily infested in 1928, but free in 1929, and claim that the eggs lay dormant 
in the soil throughout 1929.” No further reference to this probability is made in Buckell’s 
subsequent reports or publications. In 1948, however, farmers in the Kersley district of 
central British Columbia informed Professor G. J. Spencer, University of British Columbia, 
that outbreaks of the species occurred on alternate years only, and Professor Spencer’s 
initial observations confirmed this. Casual observations by the junior author in 1950 and 
1951 indicated heavy populations of M. bivittatus in a few fields in 1950 and mere traces in 
the same fields in 1951. In 1952 reports were received at Kamloops that an extremely heavy 
infestation had occurred at Kersley and that two farmers had sprayed their fields with 
chlordane (Handford and Neilson, 1953). Egg surveys were conducted in several fields 
near Kersley in the autumn of 1952 and these have been inspected two to three times annu- 
ally since that time. Several fields in the Quesnel district have also been under annual 
observation since heavy infestations of M. bivittatus were discovered in them in 1954 
(Neilson and Handford, 1955). 

Embryological development and diapause in the Kersley strain of the species have been 
studied at the Entomology Laboratory, Saskatoon, since 1953; it has been compared in this 
respect with Saskatchewan strains. 

FIELD STUDIES 

Observation Sites and Methods of Sampling 

All the fields known to be infested with M. bivittatus in the Kersley and Quesnel 
districts of British Columbia have been surveyed annually during the nymphal and adult 
periods since 1953 or 1954 depending upon when each was brought to the attention of 
the junior author. Surveys during the hatching period, or in autumn after egg-laying was 
completed, were attempted but other projects sometimes prevented their completion. 

Most of the infestations occur in fields of 10 to 25 acres seeded down some years ago 
to grass and alfalfa. They are nearly all isolated by stands of poplar and/or fir trees, but in 
a few instances two or three fields occupy the same clearing. 

Nymphal and adult populations per square yard were estimated visually; egg deposits 
per square foot were sampled with the aid of a 6-mesh screen or a sharpened trowel depend¬ 
ing upon the condition of the soil (Handford, 1956; Putnam and Shklov, 1956). 

1 Contribution No. 3571, Entomology Division, Science Service Department of Agriculture, Ottawa, Canada. 

2 Entomologist, Crop Insect Section, Entomology Laboratory, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 

3 Officer'in-Charge, Entomology Laboratory, Kamloops, British Columbia. 
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Results and Discussion 

All of the fields under observation have supported light to severe infestations of 
M. bivittatus during even-numbered years and none, or extremely few, on odd-numbered 
years Indications are that the eggs remained in the ground for two winters that is, from 
the autumn in which they were laid until a year from the following spring (Neilson and 
Handford 1954). Data obtained from some of the fields during the past three years have 
indicated similar trends for M. brunen Scud, and M. borealis jumus (Dodge) (Handford 

and Neilson, 1956; Neilson and Handford, 1955). 

Two of the fields near Kersley which had been observed or reported as heavily infested 
in 1948 1950 and 1952, were sprayed with chlordane in 1952. This action was undoubtedly 
responsible for the failure of M. bivittatus to appear in them in economic nu^bers^r'^ 
1954 and 1956. Ploughing and reseeding of an infested field near Quesnel m 1955 and o 
near Kersley early in 1956 also appeared to be effective in preventing high populations in 

1956. 

A few representative details follow : 

Gray Field, Kersley 

An alfalfa field containing small patches of couch grass and brome grass. 
1952, Oct. 7. Eighteen pods (about 900 eggs) in five square feet. 
1953' luly 24. An average of one nymph in five square yards. 
1953, August 14. Not more than one female of M. bivittatus in 100 square yards, 

no males were observed nor did the females contain eggs. 
1954 lune 17. Nymphs averaged at least 200 per square yard over 15 acres; up to 

500 in some spots; estimated 88% M. bivittatus, 10% M. brunen and 2% Camnula 

^ 1954 July 30. M. bivittatus and M. brunen averaged about 25 per square yard over 
about 20 acres of land with small patches up to 80; ratio of species close to that of June 17; 

about 20% of each species still in nymphal stage. 
1954 Sept. 16. Adults of M. bivittatus and M. bruneri averaged two per square yard 

with concentrations up to 12; 12 pods of M. bivittatus (about 600 eggs) in 20 sq. ft. (The 
autumn of 1954 was damp and cool and generally unfavourable for oviposition.) 

1955, July 21. No grasshoppers of any species seen during intensive observations and 

sweeping. 
1955, Aug. 13. No grasshoppers of any species. 
1956. Early spring. Greater portion of area ploughed and reseeded to oats. 
1956, May 31. Peripheral unploughed strips of alfalfa and grass averaged about 

one M. brunen nymph and nine M. bivittatus nymphs per square yard; up' to 3° per square 
yard in very small patches of vegetation on land that had been poorly tilled. 

1956, June 26. Average over all infested areas had dropped to 5 nymphs per square 

yard, probably due to dispersal. 

Easson Field, Kersley 

An isolated alfalfa field, about one mile from the Gray Field, containing patches of 
dandelion, wild strawberry, and unidentified native grasses; it was not brought to authors 

attention until 1954. . . , ..i 
1954, July 30. M. bivittatus and M. bruneri averaged about 30 per square yard witn 

concentrations up to 80; M. bivittatus formed about 80% of the population; about 40 ,c 

were still in the nymphal stages. . . . , 
1955, July 21. No grasshoppers of any species seen during intensive observations and 

sweeping. 
1955, Aug. 13. No grasshoppers of any species. , 
1956, June 26. An average of about ten nymphs of M. bivittatus and M. bruneri per 

square yard with concentrations up to 30 (The lower population as compared with 1954 was 
probably due to unfavourable weather during the 1954 oviposition period.) 

Dunroe Field, Quesnel , , , 
A field of mixed clovers, grasses, dandelion and ox-eye daisy not brought to the 

writers’ attention until 1954. ~ .u . 
1954, July 30. At least 80 per square yard, nearly all M. bivittatus; about 20 /0 still in 

nymphal stages. 
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1954, Sept. 15. An average of about three M. bivittatus per square yard with con¬ 
centrations up to 10; females still contained eggs; 11 pods (about 550 eggs) obtained from 
the son in 30 square-foot samples. 

1955, July 21. No grasshoppers of any species seen during intensive observations and 
sweeping. 

1955, Aug. 13. No grasshoppers of any species. 

1956. June 26. An average of about ten nymphs per square yard with concentrations 
up to 100; about 60% M. bivittatus and 40% M. borealis. The presence of M. borealis 

is something of a mystery. No grasshoppers having been observed in this field in 1955, it 
seems probable either that the species was overlooked in 1954 or, being earlier than the 
others, had completed its life span before July 30. 

LABORATORY STUDIES 

Methods 

Eggs of both Prairie and Kersley strains were obtained either from field collections or 
from laboratory-reared parents. 

Eggs from laboratory-reared stocks were withdrawn daily, as laid, for use in experi¬ 
ments with eggs of known age; otherwise they accumulated in rearing cages and underwent 
uncontrolled incubation until most of the adults perished. These eggs were recovered in 
bulk. Eggs incubated in such a manner showed embryonic development similar to those 
collected in the field the same autumn as deposited; if laid sufficiently early, morphogenesis 
had advanced until interrupted by diapause; others exhibited less development. 

During subsequent controlled incubation periods, eggs were held at about 82°F., 
usually for one month. This was sufficient to hatch any eggs that were physiologically in 
a hatchable condition, and to bring embryological development in other viable eggs as far as 
it would go without further diapause development. Incubation in the laboratory under 
these conditions did not necessarily duplicate one summer’s incubation m the field, but in 
terms of day-degrees that would normally have been experienced in the field, a constant 
temperature of 82°F. should have been equal to at least two months, under natural condi¬ 
tions. 

Refrigeration for diapause development of eggs of the Kersley strain, where imposed m 
the laboratory, was usually for three or four months at above-freezing temperatures of from 
32° to 40°F. The minimum period required for completion of one diapause developmental 
period in eggs of this strain is not known; the periods adopted here were intended to simu¬ 
late approximately one winter. They did this in duration, of course, but not necessarily in 
other conditions. The requirements for diapause development in Prairie strains being 
approximately known, some collections of these reported in Table I were held in refrigera¬ 
tion only for about one month. 

Where eggs were available in coherent pods, they were handled throughout as pod 
units, held in individual five-centimetre petri dishes in a medium of moist sand. When 
microscopic examination for embryonic development was desired, a sample of two or three 
eggs was withdrawn from each pod for this purpose.4 

Results 

“Prairie Strain’’ Eggs 

The course of embryonic development in eggs of M. bivittatus from the Praiire 
Provinces is well known from the literature (Moore, 1948, and Salt, 1949) and is now 
familiar in the experience of workers in grasshopper projects in progress in that region. 
Eggs laid during a given year have never been observed to hatch in the field the same 
fall, but if brought into the laboratory, some of them exhibit no diapause phenomena and 
proceed to hatch. The remainder cease development when the head end of the embryo is at 
the anterior end of the egg and the embryo is generally well differentiated and developed. 
This is about the 80 per cent developmental stage of Moore (1948) or the 21-day stage of 
Salt (1949). Most of the latter will complete embryonic development and hatch only after a 
period of diapause development at suitable cool temperatures. A few more eggs will hatch 
only after a further period of exposure to cool temperatures and further incubation. The 

diffW0Utd "T” appear that within'P°J variation in embryonic development and hatching behaviour is as great as that between eggs in 
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instances cited in Table I, both from eggs collected in the field, and eggs laid in the labora- 
tory by laboratory-reared adults, are typical of most experience. 

TABLE I—Hatching Behaviour of Eggs of Melano plus bivittatus (Say) of Prairie and 

Kersley Strains, following a Natural and/or Imposed Refrigeration Periods. 

Prairie (Sask.) strains'* Kersley, B.C. strain 

No. of collections 
Total eggs 
Total hatch, % 

first refrigeration 
second refrigeration 
third refrigeration 

Field collections 
Falls of 1952 

and 1953 

From laboratory- 
reared parents 

Field collections 
Fall, Spring, 
1952 1953 

From laboratory- 
reared parents, 

3 successive 
generations 

4 1 1 1 3 

4702 1362 765 309 2200 
71.3 299 71.8 54.3 24.5 

95.7 81.0 56.7 21.4 23.5 

3.8 19.0 38.4 78.6 72.4 

0.5 0 4.9 ** 4.1 

* Eggs were not allowed to incubate, prior to first refrigeration, to a point at which “non-diapause” eggs would uatch. 

** 3rd incubation not completed. 

‘'Kersley Strain’’ Eggs 

The embryonic behaviour of M. bivittatus from the central interior of British Columbia 
differs from that of Prairie material, and the characteristic pattern was repeatedly observed 
in eggs collected from the field or deposited by adults reared in the laboratory for one or 
two generations. Eggs subjected to an initial incubation for up to a month after oviposition 
had embryos at or near blastokinesis only. The head end of the embryo may have failed to 
begin the movement around the posterior end of the egg; or the embryo may have been 
found, apparently stopped, in the midst of moving around the posterior pole of the egg; in 
fewer cases, it had completed the movement and migrated halfway toward the anterior end. 
These stages correspond to the 50 to 70 per cent stages of Moore, or the 14' to 16-day stages 
of Salt. There is therefore evidence of a diapause at about the 60 per cent developmental 
stage that affects most if not all eggs. Embryos of a very few eggs were, however, seen to 
have migrated slowly past this stage and to have reached the anterior end of the egg 
(80 per cent stage) if the initial incubation period was prolonged. When incubation after 
the first refrigeration and diapause development was resumed, some of the viable eggs 
hatched, but usually only a minority (see Table I). In one experiment in which the age of 
each egg-pod was known, rather few eggs incubated for less than 20 days immediately after 
oviposition hatched on first post-diapause development incubation, but an appreciable 
number older than this did. Hatchability during this incubation is therefore possibly 
related to the degree of morphogenesis and migration of the embryo achieved during initial 
incubation, but this has not been established. At the end of the first incubation following 
diapause development (after hatching had ceased) embryos in unhatched eggs were found 
(1) to have advanced to the 80 per cent stage of development, where, apparently, a second 
diapause arrests development, or (2) to have remained in the maximum stage attainable 
prior to the first diapause, without having visibly developed further. After a second diapause 
development at suitable temperatures, and on a third incubation (the second after the first 
refrigeration) the bulk of hatching took place. However, not all the remaining viable eggs 
necessarily hatched at this time; on repeating the cycle still a third time, fairly substantial 
numbers of hatchings were obtained. The same thing is possible in eggs of Saskatchewan 

material, but is much less pronounced. 

In one instance, a sample of Kersley eggs laid in 1952 and collected early in March 
1953, and kept in refrigeration at Saskatoon, was sub-sampled for incubation at intervals of 
zero, nine, and twelve months after receipt at Saskatoon. Hatching in the sub-samples was 
12, 52 and 60 per cent of the total eggs in the sub-samples, respectively, on first laboratory 
incubation. Another collection of eggs was made from the same Kersley infestation late in 
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July of 1953, having undergone natural incubation and having presumably attained maxi¬ 
mum embryonic morphogenesis attainable that season. After refrigeration for four and 
one-half months and further incubation, 88 per cent of these eggs hatched. Although 
prolonged extension of the first natural refrigeration period, with only a few days of 
unavoidable incubation interposed, increased hatchability, a full incubation period between 
two refrigerations increased it more. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Eggs of the Kersley stock of M. bivittatus, as observed in the laboratory, clearly 
differ from those of Prairie stock in the following respects: (l) some eggs of the Prairie 
strain will hatch on initial incubation following oviposition without the interposition of a 
period at cool temperatures for diapause development; those of the Kersley strain will not. 
(2) Most viable eggs of the Prairie strain hatch when incubation is resumed after a period of 
diapause development (so far as is known now, the embryonic stage reached when develop¬ 
ment is interrupted by cooling for diapause development does not affect subsequent 
hatching, i.e., diapause development can proceed irrespective of stage reached); in the 
Kersley strain, only a limited amount of hatching on first incubation after diapause develop¬ 
ment takes place; not until a second period of diapause development under cool tempera¬ 
tures, corresponding apparently to two diapause interruptions of embryonic development, 
does the main flux of hatching occur. 

The “initial incubation” experienced by eggs obtained by rearing at the Saskatoon 
laboratory corresponds to what should occur to at least some extent following egg-laying 
in the field. The first incubation following diapause development, in the laboratory, 
corresponds to the first summer in the field, following the first winter. Hatching of Kersley 
eggs at this stage apparently occurs to only a slight extent in the field. Any inconsistency 
between field and laboratory phenomena here is similar to that in the Prairie strain of the 
species, in which some eggs have no distinguishable diapause under standard laboratory 
conditions, notwithstanding which out-of-season hatching is not observed in the fall. 
The main flux of hatching of Kersley eggs in the laboratory, following two periods of 
diapause development, corresponds to that observed in the field and confirms the two-year 
life cycle suggested by events observed in the field. 

From the comparative results of the observations carried out in the field and the experi¬ 
ments conducted in the laboratory, it seems reasonably certain that the differences of 
embryonic development and hatching behaviour between the two strains are inherent and 
have a genetic basis. 

It is a reasonable assumption that the two-year life cycle in the Kersley strain of 
M. bivittatus is an adaptive physiological mechanism that enables the species to survive 
in a forest meadow of montane and somewhat northerly latitudes. It could readily be 
conjectured that, with a one-year life cycle, the species would have insufficient time to 
complete its development in such habitats. 

A pulling aspect of the problem is why no generation has developed to fill in the 
alternate years; that is to say, why the species in that particular situation has not developed 
two broods. Apparently, also, populations separated by considerable distances are in phase. 

It is also of interest to consider whether the possibility for the development of a strain 
requiring two years in its life cycle is really latent in Melanoplus bivittatus throughout 
much of its distribution. 
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Bionomics of the 1 ^Spotted Ladybird Beetle, Coccinella 

undecimpunctata L., in a Subtropical Climate 

By I. Harpaz 
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Rehovot, Israel 

ABSTRACT 

Although the adults of this aphid'predator can he seen in the Coastal Plain of Israel 
throughout the whole year, reproduction, however, only taffes place during two welldefined 
periods, namely Mayffune in spring and September'November in fall. Duration of develop- 
ment of the spring generation is the same as that of the autumn one, namely 50 days on an 
average, as the mean temperature of both breeding periods are practically the same (22.7° 
C. vs. 22.3 C.). The offspring of early broods in autumn can manage to give rise to another 
generation, which may develop up to the stage of adult emergence before the winter cold puts 
an end to the breeding season. 1 

A single larva consumes throughout its development an average of 200 second'Stage 
larvae of Aphis pomi DeG. Another 800 aphid larvae of the above size are devoured by the 
adult during its 40 days of active life. 

The small number of generations (3 at the most), as compared with 20 or more genera- 
tions raised by most aphid species in this area; the limited predatory capacity, as compared 
with, for instance, a congeneric species C. septempunctata L. of which every individual can 
destroy 4600 aphids; and the extremely cannibalistic habits of the larvae, all lead to the com 
elusion that this predator is of no significant value in restraining the buildup of aphid popm 
lations to dangerous levels. Moreover, reproduction begins in spring at a time when the large 
aphid populations are already dwindling down due to other ecological factors. 

The life history of Coccinella undecimpunctata L. in Israel resembles in general lines 
that of Coccinella septempunctata L., which has already been studied in that country 
(Bodenheimer and Klein, 1936; Bodenheimer, 1943). Although the adults occur through¬ 
out the whole year reproduction only takes place during two well-defined periods, namely 
during May June in spring and again during September-November in autumn. The earliest 
oviposition in the field in spring was recorded on 26th April and the latest on 29th June 
whereas in the autumn the first eggs were found as early as 29th August and the last on 
17th November. During the rest of the year the adult Ladybirds are not dormant and can 
be seen active as long as weather conditions are favourable, i.e. a sunny day in winter 
or a cooler day in summer. 

DEVELOPMENT 

The insects were bred in glass jars in the laboratory at Rehovot; the results of these 
breedings are summarized in Table I. 

TABLE I.—Average Lengths, in Days, of Developmental Stages. (Figures in Parentheses 

Represent Minimum and Maximum Values). 

Egg 

1st instar 
larva 

2nd instar 
larva 

3rd instar 
larva 

Total larval 
development Pupa 

Total 
development 

3.7 5.7 4.5 4.3 14.5 5.3 23.5 

(2/6) (4/7) (4/5) (3/6) (11/18) (4/7) (17/28) 

No significant differences have been found between the developmental data of the 
spring generation as compared with those of the autumn generation. This could have 
actually been expected, as the mean temperatures of the two breeding seasons are more or 
less similar (see table II). 
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TABLE II.—Monthly Mean Temperatures (°C), at Rehovot, Coastal Plain of Israel. 
After Ashbel (1950). 

Tan. 
12.3 

Average for breeding season 

Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. 

13.1 15.0 17-9 21.6 23.8 
Jul. 
25.2 

Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

26.2 25.2 22.8 19.0 15.2 

22.7 22.3 

The duration of development appears to be rather shorter as “XhlTmTdaÍs 
for the same species obtained in England (Hawkes and Marnner 1927) being 17 28 days 
m fead vs 26-32 days in Britain. It should however be stateri that tM correspond.n 
temnerature range in England was considerably lower (13-18 C). However, Hawkes 
andPMarriner fed their larvae, strangely enough, exclusively on manure considering th 
to be the staple food of this insect; whereas in this case the larvæ were fed on live aphids 
alone At any rate the differences in temperature requirements, as well as the difference 
m the numbJr of moults-three in Israel versus four in Britain (Smee 1922)-suggest 
that these are two different geographical or rather ecological strains of the same species. 

The first broods of the autumn generation develop at a somewaht faster rate than 
the averages presented in table I due to the fact that September is the hottest of the breed¬ 
ing months. On the other hand, it happens very often that pupæ, or even larvae, dev«*°P' 
mg from eggs laid in November are caught in the oncoming winter, thereby having their 

development prolonged to 40 days and more. 

ADULT LONGEVITY 

-Average Data of Adult LifeTLstory in the Spring. (Figures in Parentheses 

Represent Nlinimum and h/iaximum Values). 
TABLE III. 

Preo vi position 
in days 

Oviposition period 
in days 

Adult longevity 
in days 

Number of eggs 
per female 

21.3 
(16/25) 

14.8 
(6/31) 

40.2 
(23/61) 

85 
(-/135) 

Oviposition usually starts on the day following copulation. The female sti£ks *e 
eggs to the leaves of the plant in groups of 1-40 eggs, in the immediate neighbourhood of 

aphid colonies. ANNUAL LIFE CYCLE 

As dated above the autumn breeding-season lasts about 80 days Since only 50 days 
are required for the completion of a generation, it is most probable that the offspring 
early broods can manage to produce another generation up to the stage of adult emergence 
before the winter cold puts an end to the breeding season. This additional generati 
eventually merges with the offspring of the mid and late autumn broods. 

The data of tables I and III readily explain how continuity of existence is maintained 
from spring to autumn. There is a gap of about 60 days between the last oviposition date 
m SieCmg and the first one in the fall (29th June to 29th August . But by applying 
merely average values one can easily see that the combinadori of thelengthof total de¬ 
velopment plus adult longevity will bridge this gap: 40.2 + 23.5 - 63.7 days. 

The over-winter gap is much wider than that of the summer, comprising at least 
160 days (17th November to 26th April). In such a case even the application of ma™um 
values Lili not suffice to bridge the interval in which there is no reproduction. Never 
theless, the sequence of generations is still maintained by the late-fall broods whose de¬ 
velopment as well as longevity are both exceedingly prolonged by the onset of winter. 

RANGE OF PREY 

Live 2nd-instar larvæ of the green apple aphis, Aphis pomi de Geer served as stand¬ 
ard food in a series of laboratory feeding-experiments. These revealed that a single Hoc- 
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cmella larva devours about 200 of the aforementioned aphid larvae during its develop- 
ment, whereas the adult ladybird consumes another 800 aphid larvae during its 40-day- 
long active lifetime. Each Coccinella individual is therefore responsible for the destruction 
of approximately 1000 aphid larvæ during its complete life span. 

Observations on the feeding habits disclosed that the beetle upon seizing the aphid 
in its mouth does not actually chew its prey, but only sucks the latter’s body contents 
through the skin injuries inflicted by its mandibles. It takes the beetle abount 30 minutes 
to empty the contents of the body of a single aphid larva. Hence, no more than 28 aphid 
larvae can be eaten even during a 14-hour-long day at the height of the predator’s activity. 
No feeding has been observed at night. Thus, as an aphid-predator this species proves to 
be much inferior to C. septempunctata L. Each individual of the latter consumes 600 
aphid larvae for its development and another 4000 are destroyed by the adult beetle 
(Bodenheimer and Klein, 1936). 

Cannibalism is very common among larvae of this ladybird. It very often happens 

in the laboratory as well as in the field, particularly under overcrowded conditions, that 

a larva will attack and devour its congener, usually a smaller one, long before the last 
aphid has been eaten. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The small number of generations (three at the most), as compared with 20 or more 
generations in most aphid species in the area; the limited predatory capacity, as compared 
with, for instance, C. septempunctata L. of which every individual can destroy 4600 
aphids; and the extremely cannibalistic habits of the larvae, all lead to the conclusion that 
this predator is of no significant value in restraining the build-up of aphid populations to 
damaging levels. Moreover, reproduction in the spring begins at a time when the large 
aphid populations are already breaking down, due to other primary factors, and after most 
of the economic damage has already been done (Harpaz, 1953). 
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Life Cycle and Phenology of Curdbus problemáticas Herbst 
By J. van der Drift 

Institute for Biological Field Research 

Arnhem, Netherlands 

ABSTRACT 

The life cycle and phenology of carahids was studied in different forest types in the 
Netherlands. The technique used in this study consisted in catching the animals in a large 
number of unbaited pit'falls. 

The numbers tallen are proportional to the activity of the species. If the weekly captures 
are plotted against time a histogram results, which shows one or more one'pea\ curves, the 
shape of which is determined by the range in the beginning of individual activity and the 
duration of that activity, slight range and short period of individual activity giving rise to a 
short and steep curve, the reverse to a flat and long curve, etc. If the weekly captures are ex' 
pressed in percentages of the total year catch, the histograms are called “activograms 

The activogram of Carabus problematicus Herbst shows three rather distinct curves. 
The first (May'June) represents the beetles, which hibernated, bred in the preceding year and 
breed again after a rather long period of rest. The second curve (June'July) represents newly 
emerged animals with unripe gonads, which also have a period of rest before they start breed' 
ing. The third curve (end Áugust—begin October) represents the breeding adults. 

In the field the range of beginning individual activity of the newly emerged animals 
could be established thanks to the very soft elytra of these animals. This range seemed to be 
about five wee\s. Observation of these animals in terraria showed that the activity of the males 
lasts two wee\s, of the females about three weeks in both cases followed by a long period of 
rest. 

Reproductive activity begins after a period of rest of about five weeks. This causes a 
distinct separation of the curve for newly emerged animals and the curve for mature adults. 

W/hereas in the Netherlands C. problematicus is a typical summer'breeder, in Dem 
mark and Sweden it breeds in spring (Larsson 1939 and Lindroth 1949). This phenomenon 
may possibly be interpreted as an adjustment to the more severe winters in Scandinavia by 
which in C. problematicus the susceptible larvae are not exposed to the adverse climatological 
conditions. 

Though the series of years and stands is very restricted, the available data suggest an 
influence of temperature on the phenology of carabids. In C. problematicus the first captures 
seem to occur when the average decade minimum temperature in spring exceeds 8° C. No 
captures are made when the average decade minimum temperature falls below 6° C. in autumn. 
This correlation with minimum temperature may be attributed to the fact that this species 
is only active at night. In pine woods the first appearance of this species was somewhat earlier 
than in oak woods. Probably this is also caused by higher minimum temperatures in pine 
woods in spring. 
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Systematics as a Tool in Ecology1 
By Eugene Munroe2 

Entomology Division 

Ottawa, Ont. 

ABSTRACT 

Systematics is essential to all biological disciplines, but plays an unusually large part in 
ecology because of the diversity of organisms that may enter a single ecological problem. Projects 
in synecology, both fundamental and applied, are lively to increase in number in the foreseeable 
future and will ma\e increasing demands for identification service. The physical size of the 
identification problem is well \nown, though means of coping with it deserve further considera' 
tion. Less fully appreciated difficulties are the rudimentary state of taxonomic \nowledge in 
the majority of groups and faunas, and the impossibility of satisfactorily delegating routine 
identifications to untrained or semi'trained personnel. Possible solutions are either (1) the 
restriction of ecological investigations to dominant or massively abundant forms, or (2) the 
development of taxonomic manpower along two lines: (a) the increase in numbers of research 
personnel andjor the liberation of existing research personnel from routine duties, and (b) the 
creating of a trained'technician class of identifiers, with function and professional status 
comparable to those of analytical chemists. The phases of systematic research that deal with 
population structure and with ranges of species and groups will with increasing scope and 
precision of wor\ tend to grade into ecological studies, and systematic methods and concepts 
may lead to important lines of attac\ on problems of general ecology. 

Systematics can contribute to ecology in two ways : mechanically, in providing identi¬ 
fications with which ecological data can be associated, and creatively, in providing data, 
approaches, and hypotheses bearing on ecosystems of different sises and durations. Neither 
of these relationships always gets the attention it deserves. I shall discuss each of them in 
turn. 

It is a commonplace to say that accurate identification of species is a necessary founda¬ 
tion for successful ecology, as indeed it has proved for successful and economical insect con¬ 
trol. However, I wonder how many ecologists realise what accurate identification of species 
means in practical terms of work, training and knowledge. I do not, of course, speak of the 
simple problem in autecology, where only a single species identification is required. Yet how 
many problems of this type have been studied with casually or inaccurately identified 
material, or with a mixture of similar species, or with material identified to genus only? 
The number of errors exposed in last-minute checks shows that identifications of apparently 
commonplace experimental material are too often taken for granted. 

When we tread into the realm of synecology, we are immediately faced with a much 
more difficult situation. Most natural communities are composed of a very large number of 
species, belonging to a wide range of plant and animal groups. The ecological relationships 
of the species are always potentially important and not always easily predictable. It is the 
synecologist’s task to find out what these species are doing. To make his findings intelligible, 
and to avail himself of existing information, he must, just like the autecologist, have reliable 
identifications for his species. However, the synecologist must deal, not with a single species 
or with a small array of species, but with the large natural complex already mentioned. 
Here is a formidable problem, which can be met in various ways. One way is by simplifica¬ 
tion. On the analogy of the chemist, who may be able to neglect a tenth or a hundredth of 
one per cent of impurities, we may be able to concentrate on the abundant species, and 
neglect the more numerous rare ones. The most abundant species are often the best- 
known ones, so that the simplification may be more than a purely arithmetical one. This 
practice has obvious dangers when applied to living systems. Living species have two proper¬ 
ties that may give them importance out of all proportion to their numbers at a given instant : 
these are selectivity and the capacity to reproduce. There is no guarantee that a species 
observed in small numbers at one time may not rapidly increase to become an important, 
though perhaps temporary, influent in the community. There is no guarantee, also, that a 
species that occurs in minor numbers may not be fulfilling a major role through its selective 

Contribution No. 3611, Entomology Division, Science Service, Department of Agriculture, Ottawa, Canada. 

2 Senior Entomologist. 
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activity on some critical feature of the chemical or biotic environment. Who would imagine 
at first sight the importance as malaria vectors of a few species of one genus of mosquitoes? 
Who would predict the fantastic powers of vanadium concentration of the lowly ascidian? 
Similar propensities applied to dominant organisms or important trace elements may lend 
unexpected importance to the most insignificant of species. It is likely to be a better analogy 
to compare ecosystems to colloidal or protoplasmic complexes than to simple inorganic 
solutions. The importance of trace components as catalysts, as stabilisers, as determinants, 

or as reproductive nuclei is comparable in the two classes. 

If we dare not simplify the identification problem, our alternative is to organise it. 
The attempt to do this reveals a new array of difficulties. The first set is purely physical. 
I omit the general problem of sampling, which depends upon the nature of the project, and 
which is essentially practical and statistical. There is one aspect of sampling, however, in 
which taxonomic considerations are important. This is the relating of identifications of 
species to field observations. Experience shows there is a consistent tendency for field 
workers to feel that they are recognizing species when in fact they are recognizing species 
complexes. The only people who seem to be sufficiently cautious in this respect are those 
who have had direct and repeated experience of the type of error that can be made. So many 
species look alike in the field that an experienced taxonomist would hardly venture to make 
field identifications in a group in which he does not have extensive personal knowledge. Even 
where the taxonomy is now believed to be simple, it is almost impossible to be sure that 
future discoveries will not show that a problem exists. The recent segregation of the corn 
earworm into a number of species is an example of the kind of discovery that is continually 
being made. The only sure way to avoid these two pitfalls is to support all ecological 
observations by specimens of the actual organisms concerned. The samples should be large 
enough to reveal the existence of a species complex if one is present, or to demonstrate the 
homogeneity of the material if only one species really is involved. If the observations are of 
permanent value, the associated collections are of permanent value too, and steps ought to 
be taken to preserve them in condition suitable for taxonomic re-examination, and with 

adequate reference to the work to which they relate. 
With adequate sampling methods, a second physical problem arises. This is, to arrange 

for prompt and accurate identification of the specimens collected. Part of the solution de¬ 
pends on efficient planning and administration. A. panel of specialists must be available, 
and the material must be sorted with reasonable promptness and accurately enough for 
specimens to get to the right specialists. It is well known that dealing with specialists 
introduces a serious bottleneck, which can only partly be overcome by effective organization. 
It is true that existing directories of systematists are not as adequate as they might be. 
As a practising systematist, I would myself have difficulty in lining up a group of specialists 
qualified to cope with all the different kinds or organisms that might be expected to turn 
up in even a fairly limited synecological study. I would undoubtedly have to do a certain 
amount of research and make extensive inquiries among my colleagues to prepare a suitable 
list. These difficulties would be somewhat increased for a non-taxonomist. However, the 
basic difficulty is much more serious: there are simply not enough taxonomists to support 
very many full-scale projects in synecology. Perhaps I may illustrate by a concrete example. 
The organization where I work is one of the larger ones in the world devoted to systematic 
entomology. There are in it twenty-odd specialists in various groups, who are fortunate in 
that most of their identification and information service relates to the comparatively 
restricted fauna of Canada. A fairly comprehensive service is given for most insect groups, 
though naturally each worker is more expert in some groups of his responsibility than in 
others, and there are certain groups, mainly of minor economic importance, that have to 
be referred to outside specialists. Although this organization is one of the best-staffed and 
best equipped there is, it is working at or beyond its economical capacity. Depending on the 
exact distribution of responsibilities in relation to demand, individuals spend from one- 
quarter to one-half their time on direct service work: identification and information. The 
remainder of their time is spent on maintenance and development of their essential tools, 
namely the collection and the library, on developing their individual skills, and finally on 
research, on which their professional status largely depends. What should disturb the 
ecologist is that the service being performed at near-capacity by this organization is in 
the main not connected with ecological projects, but is almost all related directly or at 
very short remove to urgent economic requirements. On several occasions potentially 
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valuable ecological projects have had to be opposed because it was simply impossible to 
undertake the required identifications. 

How is it possible to remedy this type of shortage? One way is by simple expansion of 
staff in institutions providing taxonomic service. This must surely come, if synecology is 
to be tackled on a serious basis, but it is not the whole solution. Another is by preparation 
of simpler and better written guides to identification. This will come about as the natural 
by-product of research; it is nowadays being brought to a satisfactory stage in Britain, and 
will gradually develop in other countries. A third, little-explored answer is to discriminate 
between the research and determinative functions of the taxonomist. Many phases of the 
identification process could, with suitable planning, be handled by persons below the 
research level. Mechanical sorting, handling and labelling can consume a great deal of time, 
and are easily done by technicians of not very advanced level. Given suitable keys, manuals 
and reference collections, a large part of routine identification could be done by advanced 
technicians, or what might better be defined as determinative taxonomists, comparable in 
attainments and status to analytical chemists. Workers of this category, perhaps unsuited 
by experience or temperament for taxonomic research, could nonetheless identify large 
masses of comparatively straightforward material, of the type that is sometimes a physical 
problem in purely agricultural investigations and that is almost certain to be one in syneco- 
logical studies of adequate magnitude. These determinative taxonomists would pass on to 
research taxonomists refractory identifications or those requiring original investigation, 
while screening out the vast bulk of material that would simply take up time that ought to 
be devoted to research. Thus the problem of expansion would become primarily one of 
increasing technical staff and organisation, minimising the requirement for, and economising 
the use of, research personnel, the category that is in really short supply. 

I must now go on to discuss certain further obstacles that hinder the application of 
taxonomy to ecology. The most important of these certainly is ignorance of the taxonomy 
of many major groups. Twenty or thirty years ago it was fashionable to say that the day of 
descriptive biology was over and that future progress lay with the experimental approach. 
Nowadays I think it is more generally realised that experimental science has its own limits 
and its own ways of bogging down, and that experimental and observational methods are 
complementary rather than antagonistic. What can hardly be appreciated except by taxono¬ 
mists is how little we know even yet about animal classification. I suppose that only in 
western Europe is there anything like a complete knowledge of the species of animals, and 
even in that long and intensively studied environment there are fringes of ignorance in 
the best known groups. Within the past week a description of a new species of British moth 
has come into our library, and in the more obscure groups new discoveries are continually 
being made. At the level of intraspecific taxonomy, knowledge is incomplete and extremely 
disorganized even in Britain, as has rightly been pointed out be Beirne. Knowledge of life- 
histories, habitat preferences, and geographic distribution is in many respects incomplete 
and unsatisfactory. This is the condition in the best-known region of the globe. I will not 
bore you with a geographic catalogue of our ignorance, but taxonomic knowledge of North 
America, even in the east, lags far behind that of Western Europe, and as we go towards the 
tropics and outlands knowledge declines and ignorance increases in a steady gradient. The 
important point is that in only a few specially favoured parts of the world is taxonomy 
sufficiently advanced to support general ecological studies, and that even there very large 
fields of ignorance remain. 

Another serious hindrance to the effective co-ordination of ecology and taxonomy is 
lack of contact between the ecologist submitting collections and the taxonomist making 
identifications. I suppose that most of us tend to over-specialize, partly because of an ingrown 
interest in our own field and apathy towards the unfamiliar, and partly because necessary 
jobs pile up and often have to be done in the quickest and simplest, rather than in the most 
satisfactory manner. Whatever the reason, there is no doubt that the ecologist often fails 
to take advantage of the full range of information that the taxonomist could give him, both 
as to the biology of species and as to the possibility of confusing them with other species. 
The taxonomist, on the other hand, often fails to volunteer information he could easily 
supply, whether because of lack of thought about what might be useful to the ecologist or 
because of lack of grasp of the ecological problem. The only answer to this type of difficulty 
is conversation and communication—always desirable when workers in different fields must 
co-operate. 
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In the particular case of the systematist and the ecologist, cooperation ought to come 
about naturally, for much of the normal field of investigation of the systematist is ecological 
It is obvious that the systematist must become familiar with the environmental relations o 
the organisms he studies. Indeed the more he knows of such relationships the better a 
systematist he is likely to be. From this it is only a step to the investigation and classification 
of habitats, and many'mportant habitat studies have been made in the= of taxonomg 
investigations. Biogeography—or, as ecologists may prefer to call it, chorology is trail y 
common ground, and I defy any biogeographer, however historical and evolutionary h s 
primary mterest to go very far in his work without beginning to assume an ecological 
outlook. Biogeography is in a sense the ultimate laboratory of ecology for it provides 
evidence of processes and events beyond the scope in time or space of ordinary labora ory 
and field investigations. Solutions of the fundamental problems of ecology and of bio 
geography will in my opinion be largely identical: they will involve statistical and dynami 
interpretations of population density, dispersal, survival, evolution and extinction. 

What can we do to foster this joint development of ecology and systematms? I think 
I can safely assume that tendencies on the ecological side will be healthy. One would wish 
to see-as we are seeing-an intensive study of the behaviour of elementary populations 
under"œ^itroUed conditions If these studies are pursued with insight and wÄ 
allowance for the extremely varied properties of different kinds of life, there is no doubtthat 
they will reveal fundamental laws of great importance for the interpretation o mo e 
complex communities. I hardly suppose that these laws will be the answer to all our 
problems, any more than the elementary laws of chemical combination can be used for 
ready prediction of all the features of, say, protein structure and behaviour, but they will 
have great value in clarifying our thinking, and in teaching us what are permissible and 
what are non-permissible elements of hypotheses designed to meet natural situations. 
For many years to come the more immediately significant investigations of natural l - 
munitieswi11 very likely be on a higher level; they will attack the complex directly and 
empirically rather than seeking to explain it in terms of its elements. There is no mystical 
difference between the two approaches, but in complex systems we must study statistics 
and resultants rather than fully determined particular data The present tendency is to do 
this on an actuarial basis, valuable because it replaces qualitative guesses by quantitative 
estimates. The next steps will be in two directions, to relate the actunal picture upward to 
the fundamental parameters of the environment and downward to the particu ate P[<*esses 
of individual populations. If we can transform such a generalized but static ecological theory 
into a dynamic one, taking into account evolution and geography as well as the momentary 
local picture, we shall have a conceptual instrument of great power and versatility. 

The ecological side of this development is in good hands and will no doubt receive 
adequate support. But it will lag or fail if it does not have sufficient taxonomic resources 
behind it. First, there must be a large-scale identification service available to the ecologist; 
secondly there must be good liaison between taxonomist and ecologist; and thirdly there 
must be taxonomic research: to increase our ability to recognize species and our knowledge 
of their needs and behaviour; to obtain good enough faunal lists to permit comparison of 
faunas developed under different geographic and environmental conditions; to learn the 
preferences and partitions of species among different habitats; to study the population- 
structure of species in relation to their variation and its genetic basis; and to investigate 
taxonomy at all levels in its relation to evolutionary and environmental history. 

Much of this research program will follow the lines already established for conventional 
taxonomy, and will make use of existing facilities and their natural development, borne of it 
will require an experimental approach to natural variation, and will be linked intimately to 
population genetics. However, a very large proportion of essential taxonomic researc is 
obviously ecological in nature. It would seem to be a natural development for ecologists and 
systematists to join forces in attacking this sector of problems that are of common concern. 
Such an alliance, once formed, will go far toward overcoming the communication barrier 
already mentioned. A general science of population-biology can be envisaged t at wi 
embrace the relevant aspects of genetics, ecology, and systematics in an exp oration ote 

generalized type of theory already outlined. 

It is dangerous to forecast the requirements of any kind of research, but it is safe to 
say this much—that existing personnel at the research level are adequate to make at east 
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a beginning on the type of investigation envisaged. What are grossly inadequate are services 
at the technical and sembtechnical levels. The possibilities of applying clerical and technical 
help in biological investigations are in my opinion scarcely beginning to be realized, in the 
more complex realm of population science, as well as in the simpler one of identification 
already mentioned. Adequate supporting personnel, aided by the resources of modern filing 
and sorting equipment and theory, will make possible investigations on a scale suitable to 
population taxonomy and effective synecology. Planning, implementation and intelligent 
direction of such a supporting organization seem the prerequisites for effective progress in 
synecology. 
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Field Approach to Population Studies of Tetranychid Mites 

on Citrus and Avocado in California1 

By C. A. Fleschner 

University of California 

Riverside, Calif. 

ABSTRACT 

The field approach to population problems is considered in the light of information 
obtained from studies of three species of plantffeeding tetranychid mites, namely, the citrus 
red mite, Metatetranychus citri (McG.); the siX'Spotted mite, Eotetranychus sexmaculatus 
(Riley); and the avocado brown mite, Oligonychus punicæ (Hirst). Field populations of 
these mites were studied when protected from and when exposed to predators. Mites were 
protected from predators by four different methods: (1) the sleeve'Cage chec\, (2) the insectv 
cidal chec\, (3) the biological chec\, and (4) hand'piclfing of the predators. Hand'pic\ing 
proved to be the most dependable of these methods. 

Predator activity was the most important single factor in maintaining mites at low 
populations. Other factors which markedly influenced field populations of mites were direct 
and indirect effects of insecticides, indirect effect of soil, direct and indirect effects of climate, 
host'plant genetics and mass migration of the mites. 

The field approach to population problems is herein considered, largely in the light 
of information obtained from studies of the natural balance of three species of tetranychid 
plant-feeding mites. These studies are part of a biological control project which has been 
in progress in southern California for the past 10 years. The mites involved are the citrus 
red mite, Metatetranychus citri (McG.), a pest of citrus; the six-spotted mite, Eotetranychus 
sexmaculatus (Riley), a pest of citrus, avocado, and many other plants; and the avocado 
brown mite, Oligonychus punicee (Hirst), a pest of avocados. 

In some respects field evaluation of populations of these mites is very difficult, owing 
to the fact that the populations are markedly influenced by a wide variety of environ¬ 
mental factors. On the other hand, since the mites reproduce rapidly and react quickly to 
environmental changes, they are excellent subjects for precise ecological studies. 

Field populations of mites are almost always affected to a greater or lesser extent by 
predators. To determine the influence of predation on field populations of mites, it is neces¬ 
sary to compare populations exposed to predators with populations protected from pre¬ 
dators without unduly altering other environmental factors. Also, if the influences of 
environmental factors other than predation are to be accurately evaluated, the mite popu¬ 
lations under study must, obviously, be protected from predators. Thus, a primary re¬ 
quisite in a study of plant-feeding mite populations is the development of a satisfactory 
method for excluding predators from certain of the experimental mite populations. 

In field studies of mite populations, predation has been prevented or inhibited in 
four ways: (l) by enclosing predator-free limbs of the trees in organdy sleeves cages (the 
sleeve-cage check); (2) by the use of selective insecticides that are toxic to the predators 
but relatively nontoxic to the mites (the insecticidal check); (3) by the encouragement 
of large populations of ants which inhibit predator activity (the biological check); and 
(4) by hand-picking of predators from experimental limbs or trees. 

The first three of these methods have been described by DeBach, Fleschner, 6? Die- 
trick (1950). They pointed out that the sleeve-cage and selective-insecticide methods had 
certain advantages which the biological check method did not have. Further studies, 
however, showed that all three of these methods have certain weaknesses. Consequently, 
the fourth method, the hand-picking of predators, was developed. This method has been 
used in evaluating the accuracy of the other three methods and also in studies of other 
factors that influence plant-feeding mite populations in the field. A brief description of 
the methods of predator removal and their evaluation, and some examples of factors found 
to be important in field studies of the population problems of plant-feeding mites, are 
given below. 

1 Paper No. 991, University of California Citrus Experiment Station, Riverside, California. 
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METHODS OF EXCLUDING PREDATORS 

HaND-PICKING 

This method of excluding mite predators is discussed first because it has been used 
in the evaluation of the other methods. In order to evaluate the influence of various factors 
of field populations of plant-feeding mites accurately, it was necessary to exclude the 
natural enemies of the mites without changing the environment in any other way. This 
requirement obviously precluded the use of any sort of protective cover or insecticide. 
It was finally decided to use the tedious, time-consuming, but highly effective method ot 
excluding predators by hand-picking. This method demanded that the full attention o 
one person be given to a tree or part of a tree from morning until night, 7 days a week for 
an extended period. In this manner trees in seven different groves, representing three 
different climatic zones, were studied for a total of over 400 days. A great deal ot basic 
information, most of it as yet unpublished, was obtained in the course of these studies. 
Some general results obtained from these experiments are discussed later in this paper. 

The hand-picking method of removing mite predators has proved to be the most 
dependable one used thus far in measuring the efficacy of natural enemies of plant-feeding 

mites. Its greatest weakness lies in the amount of time required. 

The Sleeve-cage Check 

White organdy sleeve cages of various sizes are made by stretching the organdy 
over cylindrical wire frames. Limb terminals are enclosed in the sleeve and both ends are 
securely closed. The front end of the sleeve cage is supported by a stake so that the c oth 
of the cage does not rest on the leaves of the predator-free experimental limb. The cloth 
back of the cage (the end nearest the tree trunk) is closed securely around the limb. No 

mites or predators can enter or leave such a cage. 
Frequently, the citrus red mite population density within the sleeve cage soon be 

comes decidedly’greater than that on the rest of the tree, which is exposed to predators. 
In order to determine whether or not these differences in mite populations are due to 
predation, the sleeve cage method has been experimentally compared with the hand¬ 
picking method in repeated field experiments. In these experiments predators were ex¬ 
cluded from one limb by a sleeve cage and from a neighboring limb by hand-picking. Strik¬ 
ing differences in the mite populations generally occurred, the mite population density 
usually becoming much higher in the sleeve cage. The following example illustrates this 

difference. 
On February 10, 1956, mature female citrus red mites (one mite to every three leaves) 

were placed within and outside of sleeve-cages on four small, predator-free lemon trees. 
The trees (excluding the parts in sleeve cages) were kept free of mite predators by hand¬ 
picking. In this case the hand-picking was not difficult as the only predators found dur¬ 
ing this experiment were occasional adults or eggs of the green lacewing, Chrysopa cali' 
fornica Coq. Since only the larval stage of the green lacewing feeds on mites, predation 
was considered to be of no consequence in this experiment. By May 1 the average mite 
population density within the sleeve cages was about 12 times that on the exposed parts 
of the trees. Several factors which might have been responsible for these population density 
differences, namely, migration patterns of citrus red mite populations and indirect effect 

of climate, are discussed later. 
The results from numerous such experiments indicate that the sleeve cage favors 

mite increase and that a simple comparison of mite populations inside and outside of sleeve 
cages may not give an accurate measure of efficacy of the natural enemies. This does not, 
however, preclude the use of the sleeve cage in studying other factors that may influence 

plant-feeding mite populations in the field. 

The Insecticidal Check 

It would be a simple matter to measure the efficacy of mite predators if all predators 
could be excluded from certain trees by the use of a satisfactory selective insecticide with¬ 
out altering the environment in any other way. It was early observed that DDT was toxic 
to predators of certain plant-feeding mites but relatively nontoxic to the mites. The in¬ 
crease of mites after the use of DDT was frequently so striking, however, that many en¬ 
tomologists were reluctant to accept the results as caused by the elimination of predators 
alone. It became necessary, therefore, to determine whether or not either the DDT re- 
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sidue or a physiological effect of DDT on the tree, or both, favored the population increase 
of the plantTeeding mites under consideration. 

In order to obtain this information mite predators were excluded from certain citrus 
trees by monthly mist-spray deposits of DDT applied with a knapsack sprayer. The dos¬ 
age was the equivalent of 2 pounds of 50 per cent wettable DDT per 100 gallons of water. 
Predators were removed from neighboring trees by hand-picking. 

Comparisons of citrus red mite populations on “DDT” trees with those on “hand¬ 
picked” trees showed that much higher citrus red mite populations generally developed 
on the former. It appeared that an increase in mite populations on the “DDT” trees was 
frequently stimulated both directly, by the physical nature of the residue, and indirectly, 
through physiological changes induced in the host plant. (See section on “Insecticides.”) 
However, in contradiction, repeated experiments in several citrus groves failed to show 
much stimulative effect of DDT spray on field populations of citrus red mites. The possible 
indirect influence of soil and climate in restricting mite increase in these instances is dis¬ 
cussed later. 

The information gained from these studies has made it clear that the use of DDT as 
an insecticidal check has definite limitations so far as mite population studies are concern¬ 
ed. It should be pointed out at this time, however, that these limitations do not neces¬ 
sarily hold true where other organisms are concerned. For example, according to DeBach 
(1955): “Experimental comparisons show that light, repeated applications of low-dosage 
DDT sprays have no stimulating effect of a physiological or physical nature on increase 
of populations of California red scale, Aonidiella aurantii (Mask.), or of yellow scale, 
Aonidiella citrina (Coq.). A relative increase occurs only when effective natural enemies 
are selectively eliminated by DDT residues.” 

The Biological Check 

It has been observed repeatedly that citrus red mite populations are generally higher 
on citrus trees where Argentine ants are active than on trees free of ants. It is also known 
that the Argentine ants will inhibit the activity of mite predators. In order to make use 
of ants as a biological check, they are permitted to remain active on certain trees but are 
eliminated from neighboring trees. This restriction of the area in which ants are permitted 
to work frequently results in an increase in the number of ants on the “biological-check” 
tree. After a time, the “biological-check” tree almost invariably has much higher popula¬ 
tions of mites and certain other pest species than occur on the ant-free trees. 

There are several reasons why the biological-check method cannot be used to obtain 
an accurate measurement of the efficacy of natural enemies. The first and most obvious 
reason is that the degree of accuracy varies with the number of ants present. The second 
reason, which is more obscure but at times more important than the first, is based on the 
fact that before ants can be present in sufficient numbers to inhibit predator activity 
effectively, there must be a large enough population of honeydew-secreting insects on the 
tree to supply the honeydew which attracts the ants. The honeydew secreted by these 
insects produces sooty mold which in time gathers dust and forms deposits on the leaves 
and fruits. Such deposits frequently have a very stimulative effect on the rate of reproduc¬ 
tion of certain plant-feeding mites. 

FACTORS INFLUENCING FIELD POPULATIONS OF PLANT-FEEDING MITES 

Predation 

Predator activity is by far the most important factor in maintaining field populations 
of the mites at low levels. It must be kept in mind that the influence of other factors on 
field populations of mites can be measured only when predation is effectively prevented. 
Several examples of effective control of plant-feeding mites by predation follow. 

From July 17 through October 10, 1954, all mite predators were removed by hand¬ 
picking from the twigs and foliage of three branches of an avocado tree in a grove at Carls¬ 
bad, California. One of the branches was located on the north side of the tree, one on the 
west, and one on the south. When the experiment was started, two species of mites, the 
avocado brown mite and the six-spotted mite, could be found in very small numbers 
throughout the grove. All during this experiment the six-spotted mites exposed to pre¬ 
dators were maintained under excellent natural control. The avocado brown mites ex- 
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posed to predators increased slowly in number until about September 10, when they were 
quickly brought under excellent control by predators. 

On the foliage from which predators were removed, the mites built up to high popu- 
lations and caused serious damage to the tree. The six-spotted mite caused its most se' 
rious damage on the north limb. This limb was almost completely defoliated, and many 
twigs died as a result of feeding injury by the mites. The avocado brown mite caused its 
most serious damage on the south limb, where leaves were severely bronzed by its feeding. 
The combined injury caused by the two species of mites was severe on all three limbs 

from which predators were removed. 
There is little doubt that predator activity was responsible for excellent control of 

the mites in the entire avocado grove during this experimental period. The most effective 
predators in this grove were, in the order of their importance, several species of Typhlo' 
dromus mites, Stethorus picipes Casey, Oligota oviformis (Casey), and Arthrocnodax OC' 

cidentalis Felt. 
From October 3 to November 6, 1951, all mite predators were removed by hand' 

picking from a 20-year-old navel orange tree in a grove at Riverside, California. During 
this time a citrus red mite population, which was approaching economic proportions, 
was reduced to nearly zero within a 10-day period. The coccinellid Stethorus picipes was 
almost solely responsible for this striking control of the mites. The mite population con¬ 
tinued to increase on the tree from which predators were removed until there was serious 
leaf drop from mite injury. This experiment, like the previous one, demonstrated the ex¬ 
cellent controlling influence which may be exerted by mite predators. 

Influence of Insecticides 

The application of almost any insecticide may influence a mite population either 
adversely or beneficially. Some toxic materials reduce mite populations when applied 
topically, others when used as a systemic. At least one insecticide, DDT, has been shown 
to stimulate the rate of reproduction of several species of plant-feeding mites through 
induced physiological changes in the host plant, fvlany types of residues which are non¬ 
toxic to mites may directly stimulate their rate of reproduction. One example of each of 
these stimulating effects of insecticides follows. 

During the summer of 1950, two neighboring 12-year-old Valencia orange trees in a 
grove near El Toro, California, were selected for testing. One tree was treated monthly 
with light, mist spray of DDT; from the other, mite predators were removed by hand¬ 
picking. There was an abundance of new growth on both experimental trees, and the 
weather was favorable for mite reproduction throughout the summer. 

Despite favorable growing conditions, the mite population on the hand-picked 
tree remained very low. It peaked at 8 mature female mites per 32-leaf sample, or mite 
per leaf, on July 12. As the mite population on all trees in this untreated grove was very 
low, mite predators were rare. For this reason it was a simple matter to keep the hand¬ 
picked” tree free of predators. Predators, therefore, were definitely not responsible to 
any degree for the low mite population on that tree. 

In sharp contrast to the low mite population on the “hand-picked” tree, the DDT 
tree developed a very high peak population of 80 mature female mites per leaf in early 
June. This high mite population was attained on the “DDT” tree in spite of the fact that 
fairly high predator populations developed on the tree between the monthly treatments. 
On the day that the peak mite population was reached on this tree, 38 Stethorus adults, 
36 Stethorus larvæ, 11 Somatium adults, 4 green lacewing eggs, and 1 green lacewing 
adult were counted on the tree in a 5-minute visual sample. Thus the hand-picking method 
of excluding mite predators was much more successful in this instance than the ^ DDT 
spray. Nonetheless, much higher populations of mites developed on the DDT tree 
than on the “hand-picked” tree. Laboratory experiments indicated that this stimulative 
effect of DDT on mite reproduction was partly due to induced physiological changes in 

the host plant. 
In order to determine the effect of nontoxic insecticidal residues or dust deposits on 

plant-feeding mite populations, certain limb terminals on the hand-picked tree dis¬ 
cussed above were treated with talc, road dust, and zinc-deficiency spray material. Equal 
population densities of mature female citrus red mites were placed on each terminal and 

! 

i 

on an equal number of check terminals. 
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In each case, much higher populations of mites developed on the treated terminals 
than on the checks, clearly demonstrating a direct, stimulating effect of inert residues on 
mite increase. From earlier field experiments, Holloway et al. (1942) concluded that popu- 
lation increases of citrus red mite associated with the use of inert granular spray materials 
were due to the characteristics of the material, not to influences on biological control 
factors. 

The use of an inert deposit to stimulate development of mite populations is now a 
regular procedure in the insectary at Riverside. Orange fruits dusted with finely ground 
kapok fibers are used for the mass production of the six-spotted mite and of the two-spotted 
mite, Tetr any chus telarius (Linn.). Neither of these two species of mites will develop 
high populations in the insectary when clean oranges are used. 

Indirect Influence of Soil 

In the Perry orange grove at Fillmore, California, monthly applications of DDT to 

îrees over a 5^ear Peri°d have failed to develop high citrus red mite populations. 
The highest mite population on these trees at any time during this entire period averaged 
2.5 mature female mites per leaf. Most of the time the mite populations averaged a very 
small fraction of a mite per leaf. DDT, which, as previously shown, frequently stimulates 
citrus red mite populations, had little effect in this instance. Predator activity was of no 
importance. The trees were in good growth condition and yielded excellent crops. The 
direct effect of weather was not a limiting factor. 

As there was no apparent reason why mites should fail to develop in large numbers 
on the DDT trees in this grove, it was decided to test for possible indirect influence 
of soil acting through some effect on the host plant. Accordingly, 6 small lemon trees 
were planted in 32-gallon drums containing soil from the Perry grove, and 6 were planted 
in drums containing soil from the Utt lemon grove at Oxnard. Soil from the Utt grove 
was used because over a period of years the trees in this grove were chronically infested 
heavily with citrus red mites. The 12 trees used in this experiment were rooted cuttings 
taken from the same parent tree to insure genetic identity. Water taken from wells in 
these two groves was used for plants in the corresponding soils. These two sets of plants 
have now been growing in the same greenhouse under controlled conditions at Riverside 
for 3 years. Thus far, the population density of citrus red mites on the plants growing in 
soil from the Utt grove has been consistently about twice that on the plants growing in 
soil from the Perry grove. These experiments are now being expanded, and attempts 
will be made to determine more precisely the factor or factors responsible for the mite 
population differential obtained in this instance. 

In any event, the indications are that the soil in which citrus plants are growing 
may indirectly influence the population density of citrus red mites on the plants. 

Direct Effect of Climate 

In southern California low temperatures are seldom severe enough to kill citrus red 
mites directly. High temperatures with low humidities (e.g., 100° F. or above, with 20 
per cent R.H. or less, for a period of 4 hours or more) in some districts may occasionally 
destroy most of the mites. This direct effect of weather extremes, however, is sporadic 
and of relatively short duration. It is now felt that such direct effects are not nearly so 
important as the much longer-lasting, indirect influence of these conditions acting through 
induced physiological changes in the host plant. 

Indirect Effect of Climate 

Field experiments and combination field and laboratory experiments have shown 
that the climatic conditions under which a citrus tree has been grown may indirectly 
influence the citrus red mite population on the tree. For example, three sets of 2-year-old 
lemon and orange trees were grown under three different climatic conditions for a period 
of 1 year. One set was grown out-of-doors, one set in a greenhouse, and one set in an in¬ 
sectary having glass walls and a tile roof. At the end of the year these three sets of plants 
were brought together in the insectary room. 

Here all were infested with citrus red mites at the rate of one mature female per 
leaf. At this time all plants were well balanced with old and new growth. Within 28 days 
there were striking differences in the mite populations on the different sets of plants. The 
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mite populations on the greenhouse-grown plants were about six times as great as those 
on the insectary-grown plants. The populations on the plants grown outdoors were 

intermediate. 
This indirect effect of climate on citrus red mite populations is undoubtedly a real 

and, at times, important factor in determining the field population density of the mites. 

Host-plant Genetics 

It has long been realised that citrus red mite populations develop more readily on 
lemon trees than on orange trees. In recent experiments, five to six times as many citrus 
red mites developed on lemon trees as developed on orange trees in a given period. 

There is good evidence that intraspecific variation may exist in the ability of citrus 
plants to develop high populations of citrus red mites. One outstanding example of this 
type of variation was observed in a nursery planting at Santa Paula, California. In one o 
the nursery rows a number of pairs of nucellar lemon seedlings were growing side by side. 
Both members of each pair were supposedly genetically identical. Each pair originated 
from a different parent tree. For a period of several months the citrus red mite population 
on one pair was approximately ten times as high as that found on any of the other pairs. 
Since all of these trees were in the same nursery row and all were exposed to the same 
meteorological conditions and predator activity, and, especially, since both members o 
the pair had excessively high mite populations, it seems reasonable to assume that the 
population differences were due to intraspecific genetic factors. 

Effect of Mass Migration of Mites on Population Changes 

All three species of mites considered in this paper actively seek suitable feeding 
substrates. When a given host plant becomes unsuitable, practically the entire popula- 
tion of mature female mites may leave the plant in a relatively short time. They accomplish 
this by spinning down free from the plant on silken threads during calm periods. They 
remain suspended by the threads until air currents pick up mite and thread and carry 

them away. 
The population decrease caused by mass migration of mites may be as striking as 

that achieved by effective predator activity. The mite population curves resulting from 

migration and predation may be almost identical. 
Mites migrating in large numbers from heavily infested groves have been observed 

to drift into neighboring mite-free groves. In such instances, since all the drifting mites 
are mature females and there are generally few predators in the mite-free grove, a mite 
population of economic proportions may develop rapidly. 

It is necessary to understand the nature and causes of mite migration if the factors 
responsible for changes in field populations of mites are to be evaluated accurately. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

As stated above predation is the most important factor in the natural control of 
mite populations. It should also be pointed out that any factor which effects the activity 
of predators may indirectly influence the mite population. For example, in one field ex¬ 
periment in a lemon grove, the change from a chemical weed control program to an orchard- 
grass cover crop resulted in a higher population of predatory Typhlodromus mites, with a 
concurrent reduction in citrus red mites. Also it is well known that certain dust deposits 
inhibit predator activity, which in turn favors mite population increases. 

It should also be stressed that the various factors considered individually in this 
paper may interact in different combinations in the field to complicate further the mite 
population problem. It is felt that a complete understanding of this problem can be ob¬ 
tained best by precise study of each factor through combined field and laboratory analysis. 
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Some Methods of Interpreting Trends in Field Populations 
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ABSTRACT 

The changes which occur in the internal reproductive organs and in the average weights 
of field samples may indicate the physiological state and the age of an insect population. 
Interpretations of these changes are only possible after the requisite background of laboratory 
data has been obtained and are useful in the analysis of samples of populations of unknown 
histories. Several indices have been used in determining the ages of field populations of Lepidop' 
ter a by Professor O. W. Richards and by myself and these have included the numbers of the 
ovarial rudiments, the condition of the fat body, the numbers of spermatophores in the bursa 
copulatrix and the average weights of the moths. The results of an analysis of this type of 
field samples of the moth Argyroploce variegana Hüb. (Eucosmidce) are given in Tables I 
and II. In Table I it may be seen that the number of ovarial rudiments falls off steadily 
throughout the flight period, the fat body decreases, while the number of spermatophores in 
the bursa copulatrix increases with the number of copulations and the age of the females. 

TABLE I. Change in Weight, in Weight/Wing Length Ratio and in the Condition 

of Reproductive Organs of Female Moths, Ærgyroploce variegana, Hüb, (Lepidoptera, 

Eucosmidae), Captured in the Field. 

Date 
No. 

dissected 
Average 

weight mg. 
Ratio wt./wing 

length mm. 
No. egg 

rudiments 

Average No. 
Spermatophores 

(1-4). 

Average Condition 
Fat Body (0-3) 

18. VI. 

16 (emerga 
ed in 

laboratory) 
Field 2 

15.2 
13.8 

2.55 
2.23 

484 
525 1.0 2.0 

26. VI. “ 2 15.0 2.33 550 1.0 2.0 
2. VII. “ 16 15.7 2.42 548 1.1 2 2 
9. VII. “ 13 11.9 1.94 326 1.5 1.5 

11. VII. “ 19 10.8 1.71 346 1.7 1.4 
14. VII. “ 9 10.9 1.69 269 2.2 0.7 
17. VII. “ 13 10.3 1.66 257 1.9 0.9 
19. VII. “ 10 9.2 1.52 246 2.2 0.6 
23. VII. “ 8 97 1.56 198 2.2 0.5 

TABLE II. Ages of Field Male Moths, Ærgyroploce variegana Hüb (Lepidoptera, Eucos¬ 

midae) Determined by Changes in Weight and by the Weight/Wing Length Ratio. 

Date Number 
Average weight on 

capture, mg. 
Ratio/wt./wing 
length mm. 

Average longevity 
after capture 

(days). 

18 emerged in 
laboratory 12.5 1.93 10.1 

4. VI. 4 Field 11.0 1.74 9.0 
12. VI. 9 “ 11.0 1.71 8.0 
13. VI. 5 “ 11.6 1.79 5.2 
18. VI. 20 “ 9.9 1.53 7.0 
19. VI. 11 “ 10.4 1.66 7.6 
25. VI. 40 “ 9.7 1.51 4.2 

2. VII. 13 “ 9.4 1.48 4.8 
9. VII. 7 “ 8.0 1.26 2.6 

11. VII. 10 “ 8.7 1.35 2.6 
14. VII. 7 “ 8.0 1.28 4.0 
22. VII. 2 “ 7.0 1.13 2.5 
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The weights of the moths decrease steadily throughout their lives, but as weight on emergence 
varies from individual to individual of a species, possibly a more accurate index is obtained 
by dividing it by a linear measurement indicating the size of the insect, in this species by the 

length of the fore wing (Table I, column 4). This ratio can equally well be used in the assess' 
ment of the ages of the male moths (Table II). Thus, the males in which it was greater or equal 

to 1 7 were young, those with the ratios approximating to 1.5 had lived half of their lives, 

and those with the ratios below 1.5 had entered the last third of their life span. From this 
data it was also possible to see whether the moths had laid most of their eggs, or were still 

liable to do so i.e. to determine stages in their ovipositwn cycle. We have made similar deter' 
minations of the ages of samples of field populations of Crambus pratellus L (Crambidæ), 
of Glyphipterix fuscoviridella Haworth (Glyphipterigidæ), while in the warehouse popula' 

tions of Ephestia elutella Hüb. (Phycitidæ) ive were thus able to distinguish between the pro' 
portions of moths which constituted two overlapping generations. The above listed indices can 

also be applied to the populations of Ephestia kuhniella Zell, but not all of them can be used 

for some other species of Lepidoptera (Williams 1948). For example, there were no appreciable 

changes in the weights of the actively feeding Zygæna filipendulæ L. (Zygænidæ) throughout 

the 31 days of their flight period, although the numbers of the egg rudiments in the field samples 

fell off from 816 to 288. In Manióla jurtina L. (Williams, loc. at.), which had a flight period 

of 51 days, the weight decreased with time, as did the number of the ovanal rudiments, but 
the number of ripe eggs which was zero at emergence increased to 280 and then fell off steadily. 

In our study of the field populations of British Acrididæ, the weights of the samples of 

field populations again proved to be of interest (Richards and W aloff, 1954). The average 

weights of mature individuals differed considerably from year to year in the same colony 

of grasshoppers, i.e. in the same locality. As we were able to show that the fecundity of some 
of the species is a function of their weight, the different mean mature weights in the succès' 

sive years served as indices of the variations in the potential fecundity in the field, provided 
that the temperature during the period of oviposition was also considered. From observations 

on captive insects, we calculated regression equations relating the number of egg pods laid 
by a grasshopper to its means mature weight and to the average temperature during ovv 

portion. By introducing the field data into these equations, the mean numbers of egg pods 
laid by an “average" field female was estimated. This number was related to the number of 

females in the ‘colony1 and the total number of egg pods laid in the field estimated by this 

method served as a useful chec\ and as a guide to the reliability of the total of the pods in the 

field calculated from the data derived from the direct soil sampling (see Table III). 

TABLE III.—The Use of Cage Data in Assessing the Fecundity of Wild Populations 

of British Grasshoppers. 

e.g. Chorthippus brunneus (Thumb). . . . . , , 
Regression equation relating the number of pods (y) laid with mean mature weight (w) and temperature dur* 

ing oviposition period (t). 
y = +0.0564 (w) + 0.7097 (t) - 51.1231 

Total number of pods in the field. 

1948 

1949 
1950 
1951 

Estimated by Soil 
Sampling 

1,970-2,918 

7,017 
846 - 1,529 

1,224 

Estimated by the 
Regression Equation 

1,905 

11,271 
1,126 
1,172 

At present, similar regression equations are being used in the estimations of the fecund- 
ity of a chrysomelid beetle, Phytodecta olivácea Forst., but yet another factor, namely the 

age of the field population, has to be included in these calculations. 
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ABSTRACT 

Our \nowledge of the population dynamics of lice on wild hosts under natural condì' 

TsncVpTpX^ions ^ Wndm^en t0 exPand our understanding 

t During the year from July 15, 1954, through the first half of August, 1955 979 sbecú 

mens of Microtus pennsylvamcus and 1904 specimens of Peromyscus mamculatus were 

trapped, autopsied and the total louse population recovered and counted. These animals 

were taken at the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station at Rosemount, Minnesota 

ta^en at tW0 wee^ ]ntervals and ranSed in size from 56 to 132 Microtus and 
, to 337 Peromyscus per month. Microtus pennsylvamcus was found to harbor Hopkv 

hesperomyislOb ) m' Per0mysCUS maniculatus was found to harbor Hoplopleura 

Data are presented which show string differences in the louse populations on these 
two hosts. Microtus was found to be more frequently and heavily infested with lice than was 

Peromyscus. in addition, an obvious difference in frequency and size of infestation is evident 

in male and female Microtus while such is not evident in Peromyscus. The size of infestations 
is correlated with increased age and size in Microtus but not in Peromyscus. 

Seasonal variation in louse population structure is similar in both species, although the 
percentage of immature lice on both sexes of Peromyscus and on female Microtus is lower 
than in male Microtus. 

V 
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A Model of Host-Parasite Interaction1 

By Thomas Burnett2 

Entomology Laboratory 

Belleville, Ont. 

ABSTRACT 

... h°stfarasite interaction on the growth-form of a host-parasite population 

aSh U1 ^as¥dby the great vanati°n in Physical factors that act on natural populations 
When*the I t enmr°lment mailable for the propagation of experimental populations, 
hen Jh /hTS °{host and PMasite species are distinct, host-parasite interaction can 
be analysed by limiting the time of a generation and reducing the reproductive rate of the host 

Irite%nr h' °r7S ° ^ ëreenhouse, ^tefly Tnaleurodes vaporanorum and its chalcid par- Z , Encarsiajformosa were recorded when host larvce were distributed, more or less uni- 
f m y over the flat surface of a cage, 441 square inches in area, and exposed to female para¬ 
sites for a generation period of 18 hours. The number of parasite eggs laid meachhost 

was recorded; the number of parasitized hosts determined the number of adult parasites in 

the next generation while the unparasitized hosts were considered to have doubledin number 

Twenty-two hosts were exposed to 11 parasites (in 10 replicates) at the beginning of the ex¬ 

periment and the numbers of hosts and parasites recorded for the next 21 generations There 

were two oscillations mthe numbers of host and parasite. The observed grlwth-form 'follows 

btthhVr n d C“ CUhted the e1uatlons of Nicholson and Bailey but the second peak of 

fL tV PaTU lS bíbW ™del appears satisfactory for the analysis 

Encarsi^UenCe ° phySlCal and bmic factors on the interaction of Tnaleurodes and 

The numbers of insects and the fluctuations of the numbers that occur in a natural 

^ ariT mat,terf ,°f great practical and theoretical interest. When the density of 
a species is relatively high attention is directed to the properties of the insect and^he 
nfluence of the many environmental factors on these properties. Surveys of the processes 
hat determine insect densities in the field indicate that a great many complex faterTe 

lations exist and that the effect of any given factor is continually modified byothers It is 
extremely difficult, therefore, to assess the role of a single interaction in the regulation of 

moth Pltdt8' Fo ,°hWlng 1™f,nslvefield studies on the mortality of the diamond-back 
moth, Plutella maculipennis, Ullyett (1947, p. 116) concluded, “It is clear that we require 

before0'1"™ 7°^ the '"/f^101?3 and changes taking place in the environment 
in the tLt drfW any reasonable conclusions . An understanding of the fluctuations 
in the numbers of insects requires not only a description and analysis of natural events 
ut also experimentation on the consequences of simple interactions. 

An important interaction in the determination of the abundance of insect species in 

on the “m“,es 13tbat bet^een host and parasite. The effect of host-parasite relations 

non datfon Wf h’form °f h0St and 5araSlte P°Pulations can be analysed by removing these 
assumntr 7°7 a comPnunity and propagating them in a controlled environment. On the 

derToaSiV'■ boVndlVtdu!l¡S are, protected from attack by the parasities, Flan- 
anrl ’then ef abl.lshed a host-parasite balance using the flour moth, Ephestia kuhniella. 
All he ^^^mentis canescens. The hosts developed in petri dishes filled with food. 

whereas th !h \ C°U d ^ reach?? ^ tbe ovipositor of the parasite were parasitised 
whereas those that were inaccessible produced adult moths. Utida and his co-workers 

irolVh'f3’ 195/’ 1955a’ 195?’ 1955C’ for references)’ 111 a 3«es papers analyTed the 
growth-form of various combinations of two bean weevils Callosobruchus chinensis and 
L-albsobruchus quadnmaculatus and their parasites, the pteromalid Neocatolaccus momazo- 

phagus and the bracomdI Heterospi us prosopidis. The host-parasite populations were reared 
n 10 grams of beans (50-60 seeds) in a petn-dish. Average densities recorded for the host 

and parasite populations were usually in the hundreds and under these circumstances it 

the rlnr'iT15,1"8 ‘Ah°,St de~ty’ a,s Tel1 as Paraslte activity, was a factor that limited 
the Iepioduct!on of the host. These high densities apparently resulted from the fact that 
menti popi!latI<?n was subject to attack by the parasite for only a fraction of its develop- 

a period the mature larval instar. With the possible exception of some predator- 

««EniLwif7, Ent0m0l°Sy Divisi0n- Science Servi‘*. Department of Agriculture, Ottawa, Canada. 
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prey populations of microorganisms (Gause et al, 1936) space is an important parameter 
when one species attacks another in an experimental population, for in restricted areas 
the host is usually eliminated if the parasite increases more rapidly than the host and the 
hosts are exposed to attack at all times. To compensate for the limitation of space usually 
associated with laboratory populations, DeBach and Smith (1941) limited the length or a 
veneration and reduced the rate of increase of the host species. The pupal stage of the 
common housefly Musca domestica was used as the host and Mormomiella vitripennis as 
the parasite. The parasite searched for the host, which was distributed among grains °* 
barley, for a generation period of 24 hours. The unparasitized hosts were considered to 
have doubled in the next generation whereas the number of hosts discovered gave the 
parasite density in the following generation. The interaction of host and parasite over 
seven generations gave indications that this interaction leads to oscillations in the numbers 

of host and parasite species. 

The greenhouse whitefly, Trialeurodes vaporariorum (Westw.), and its parasite 
Encarsia formosa Gahan, have some advantages for the study of host-parasite interaction: 
the sedentary host is distributed on the underside of the leaf of the host plant and there¬ 
fore the host-parasite interaction occurs on a series of planes; the host turns black about 
two weeks after parasitisation and is thus readily identifiable; the parasite population 
consists of females only; and the greenhouse provides an environment intermediate between 
the laboratory and the field. In a study of the influence of temperature on host-parasite 
interaction (Burnett, 1949) it was found that host and parasite populations fluctuated 
with decreasing amplitude when the whitefly was propagated at temperatures over 24 C. 
on four large tomato plants grown in a section of greenhouse. To prevent the progressive 
decline in host numbers it would be necessary to utilize a much larger area. As the female 
parasite is very small (1 mm. in length) and normally searches for hosts over flat surfaces 
the effects of host and parasite density on the growth-form of host-parasite populations 
may be determined in the laboratory. Following the method of DeBach and Smith (1941) 
the generations of host and parasite can be kept distinct, the length of a generation limited 
to a period of hours, and the rate of reproduction of the host reduced. 

This paper reports the use of a laboratory model of host-parasite interaction to mea¬ 
sure the influence of host and parasite density, in the absence of other environmental 
factors, on the growth-form of the greenhouse whitefly and its parasite Encarsia formosa. 

The help and advice of Mr. I. Rivard and the assistance of Mr. G. D. Williamson 

is gratefully acknowledged. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The greenhouse whitefly develops on the underside of the leaf of the host plant. 
The second, third, and fourth larval and the pupal instars are sedentary. Both males and 
females normally occur in this species. Encarsia formosa is an internal parasite of Trialeuro- 
des vaporariorium. The adult female lays its eggs through the dorsal (morphologically) 
surface of the host. The parasite readily superparasitizes the whitefly scales but only one 
parasite larva develops within the host. The adults are usually all females but occasionally 

small numbers of males appear. 

Stocks of host and parasite, from which the experimental individuals were drawn, 
were propagated in the greenhouse and were, therefore, subject to some environmental 
variation. Parasite-free early-fourth instar larvae of the greenhouse whitefly were removed 
each day from a single leaflet of tomato and used as the host. Parasitized host scales, which 
were recognizable by their blackish colour, were incubated at 24 C. and the required 
number of parasites, 24-48 hours old, were selected from the females that emerged each 
day. The cage that formed the experimental universe was 21 by 21 inches in area and one 
inch deep. A sheet of glass, covered by green, moist, blotting paper, which in turn was 
covered by a sheet of Cellophane (water permeable), formed the bottom of the cage. The 
other portion of the cage was a unit consisting of Perspex sides, with ventilating holes, 

and top. 

At the beginning of each experiment the required number of fourth-instar hosts was 
placed on the Cellophane so that they were approximately equidistant from each other. 
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The top of the cage was fastened in place and the required number of parasites introduced 
through a small opening in the centre of the top. The Cellophane 

moisture to pass from the blotting paper to the host insects, and so these softTodied forms 
were kept in a satisfactory condition, but permitted the female parasites to wander freely 

roughout the experimental area. The cage was then inverted so that the hosts were 
uspended from the Cellophane sheet. The cage was incubated at 24° C. and 80 per cent 

relative humidity (as the blotting paper was moist the relative humidity inside die cave 
was higher) in darkness for 18 hours. The position of each host was recorded and numbfr 
o parasite eggs in each host was then determined by dissection. 

neceslrv to^rewnf and Parasite and .^e area of hosUparasite interaction which was 
necessary to prevent early extinction of either species were determined by a process of 

fnr??nh T°a‘ Evfntu^lly !t was found that 11 parasites searching for 18 hours^t 24° C 
P bosts dlstnbuted over an area of slightly more than 400 square inches resulted in 

slight changes in host and parasite numbers. Therefore the series of experiments was 
begun using these numbers in the parental generation. The results for each generation 

TolL tTT u T 10KrepllCateS- The aVera§e number of hosts parasitised^ rounded 
nexth Thp f Wh° e nu,mberV1Iu 0ne §eneratl0n gave the initial parasite density for the 
\ Tbe average number of hosts unparasitised in one generation was doubled and 

rounded to the nearest whole number to give the number of hosts exposed in the follow^ 
ing generation on the assumption that the reproductive rate of the host was two. 

RESULTS 

average generati°n 11 parasites searched for 22 hosts. Table I shows that an 
g 11.9 hosts were parasitized and 10.1 hosts were unparasitized so that in the 

next generation 12 parasites searched for 20 hosts. The parasito laid an average of 16 4 
eggs among the 22 hosts and 54.1 per cent of the hosts exposed were parasitized The 

umbers of host and parasite in each generation are shown in Fig. 1 where the parasite 
numbers are drawn to one-half the vertical scale of the host numbers. Table I and Fig. 1 
indicate that the numbers of both host and parasite oscillated in cycles of increasing 
amplitude over 21 generations. The variation m the numbers of host and pamsite from 
one generation to the next proceeded in a regular manner for the most part. In generation 
12 and 13, however (when five and four females, respectively, were searching) the parasite 
found proportionately more hosts than usual. The period of each cycle was eight to nme 

hnsrTT anìfhere was a la§ m the réponse of the parasite population to a change in 
arinn1n^erS' ^ Parasitism of the host in each generation followed the lari- 
i £ tbe parasites whereas the number of parasite eggs laid was affected by 
both the number of hosts exposed and the number of parasites searching. 

TABLE I.—Results of the Interaction of the Greenhouse Whitefly Trialeurodes vaporar- 

iorum and its Chalcid Parasite Encarsia formosa over 21 Generations. 

ITEM 
G ENERATION 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Number of Hosts Exposed 
Number of Parasites 

22 20 19 18 18 20 24 29 30 25 15 

Searching 
Number of Hosts 

11 12 11 10 9 8 8 10 14 18 17 

Unparasitized 
Number of Hosts 

10.1 9.3 9.0 9.1 10.2 11.8 14.3 15.2 12.5 7.6 5.7 

Parasitized 
Number of Parasite 

11.9 10.7 10.0 8.9 7-8 8.2 9.7 13.8 17-5 17.4 9.3 

Eggs Laid 
Percentage of Hosts 

16.4 15.2 13.7 12.3 10.0 10.3 11.7 16.2 21.5 27.3 11.9 

Parasitized 
Number of Hosts X 

54.1 53.5 52.6 49.4 43.3 41.0 40.4 47.6 58.3 69.6 62.0 

Number of Parasites 
Difference: Observed- 

242 240 209 180 162 160 192 290 420 450 255 

Random Distribution .43 .08 .29 .00 
_ 

■ 17 .18 .46* 1.40* 2.18* .85* 1.12* 
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TABLE I — (continued) 

ITEM 

Generation 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

Number of Hosts Exposed 11 13 17 23 32 39 35 17 6 4 6 

Number of Parasites 
Searching 9 5 4 6 7 13 21 27 14 4 1 

Number of Hosts 
Unparasitized 6.5 8.7 11.5 15.9 194 17.7 8.5 2.9 1.9 3 1 

Number of Hosts 
Parasitized 4.5 4.3 5.5 7-1 12.6 21.3 26.5 14.1 4.1 0 9 

Number of Parasite 
Eggs Laid 4.8 5.1 6.6 8.2 14.6 24.4 28.6 15.8 5.0 0 .9 

Percentage of Hosts 
Parasitized 40.9 33.1 32.4 30.9 394 54.6 75.7 82.9 68.3 22 .5 

Number of Hosts X 
Number of Parasites 99 65 68 138 224 507 735 459 84 16 

Difference : Observed- 
Random Distribution 

* C
O

 
C

O
 .14 .03 .21 

* o
o

 
C

O
 3.15* 6.95* 3.83* .76* 14 

^Difference significant at five per cent level. 

Throughout the 21 generations the numbers of hosts that were exposed to attack 
and the numbers of parasites that searched for these hosts varied simultaneously. It is 
therefore difficult to distinguish the effect of host density from the effect of parasite dem 
sity on the parasitism of the host. When a constant number of parasites searched for van 
ious numbers of hosts distributed over a smaller area than that used in these experiments 
(Burnett, in preparation, Fig. 1) a relatively constant percentage of the hosts was parasi' 
tffied. Similarly, when varying numbers of parasites searched for a constant number o 
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hosts (Burnett, in preparation, Fig. 4) the number of hosts parasitised varied as the na* 
turai logarithm of the number of parasites searching. Increase in the area of host'parasite 
interaction does not affect the level of parasitism nearly as much as variation in the host, 
parasite ratio, and the relation between density and parasitism probably remains the same 
within the areas used. In the present experiments, if host and parasite density operated 
as described, the percentage of hosts parasitised should vary as the natural logarithm of 
the number of parasites searching in each generation. These two variables are plotted in 

lg. 2. In some instances there are two values recorded for a single point in the abscissa 
because the same number of parasites occurred in two generations. The differences between 
aPair °* values occurring at the same point on the abscissa gives an indication of the vari' 
ability encountered throughout the 21 generations. Fig. 2 shows that, in general the 
growthfform shown in Fig. 1 resulted from the fact that the hosts were parasitised in pro' 
portion to the number exposed and in proportion to the natural logarithm of the number 
or parasites searching for hosts. 

LN. PARASITE SEARCHING 
Fig. 2. The relation of the percentage parasitism to the natural logarithm of parasite density during the inter' 
action of host and parasite for 21 generations. 

y = 50.12 + 29.72 (X-2.31) 

The effect of host and parasite density on the oviposition of the parasite throughout 
the 21 generations can also be estimated in a manner similar to that used in the case of 
hosts parasitized. In previous experiments (Burnett, in preparation, Fig. 2) the oviposition 
of a constant number of parasites tended to vary as the density of the host but the number 
of eggs laid was proportionately greater at some densities than at others. When various 
numbers of parasites searched for a constant number of hosts (Burnett, in preparation, 
Fig. 5) the number of eggs laid tended to vary as the common logarithm of the number 
of parasites searching but not throughout the range of parasite densities used. In the pre' 
sent experiments the relation of oviposition to host and parasite density is tested, in a 
rough approximation, by assuming that the number of eggs laid by the parasite varies as 
the density of the host and as the common logarithm of the parasite density. The results 
obtained in the 21 generations are shown in Fig. 3. Though considerable variation is to 
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be expected because of the approximations of the manner in which host and parasite 
density operate and because of the great variability inherent in the opposition of Em 

car sia formosa in the absence of any density effects, the number of eggs per host exposed 
tended to increase as the common logarithm of the number of parasites. The total. nurm 
ber of eggs deposited has no direct bearing on the growthfform of host and parasite be' 
cause, though superparasitism occurs frequently, only one parasite emerges from each host. 

Fig. 3. The relation of the number of eggs deposited per host exposed to the common logarithm of parasite 

density during the interaction of host and parasite for 21 generations. 

The distribution of parasite progeny among the hosts exposed to attack is of interest 
because the smaller the amount of superparasitism the greater the number of hosts para' 
sitized for any given number of eggs deposited. The number of hosts that would have 
been parasitised if the number of eggs laid were distributed among the available hosts 
entirely by chance can be calculated using Thompson’s (1939) formula. 

Y = N(l —e“x/N) W 

where Y = the number of hosts parasitised, N = the number of hosts exposed to attack 
by the parasite, X = total number of eggs laid, and e = base of natural logarithms. 1 he 
difference between the number of hosts parasitised and the number parasitised throug 
random distribution of parasite progeny can be found for each of the 10 replicates within 
each generation. These 10 differences give not only an average difference for each genera' 
tion but also a measure of variability. The differences are listed in Table I. Except m the 
third generation, there were more hosts attacked than expected. These differences were 
sufficiently large to be significant from near the peak to the minimum of each oscillation 
in the number of hosts. Significance occurred generally when the number of possible con' 
tacts was high (number of hosts X number of parasites) or, in generations 11 and 19, when 
the number of parasites, relative to hosts, was high. From Table I it is clear that the para' 
site progeny were not distributed among the exposed hosts at random. However, it caiv 
not be established from the present data whether the parasites actually avoided parasitize 
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hosts and so found more than would result from a random search of the cage area or whether 
some hosts were not so acceptable to a given paras,te as others. § 

. h°St and Parasi,;e populations varied in oscillations of increasing amnlitude 
and as the generations were distinct, the growth-forms of host and parasite can he tested 
against those predicted by the equations of Nicholson and Bailey (1935) In these e^ 
tions the final density of the host population at the nth generation is given by Q ' 

Hn+] =fHne_aPn 
(2) 

where H„ = the density of the host, P„= the density of the parasite fH = the initial 

ensity of the host, f being the power of increase of the host, e= the base of natural 

inTfoTowmg g7nÍationels P°W£r °f ** P“5“*6' The number of P“ 

P„+i=fHn-H„+1 (3) 
on the assumption, as used m the experimental procedure, that only one parasite emerges 
from each host attacked. The initial densities of host and parasite were set at 22 and 11 
respectively in the parental generation and the increase of the host (f) was set at two’ 

herefore the searching power (a) of the parasite needs to be determined and this value 

and Smfowiojfl TW^ equatI0n (2) Mowing the method of DeBach 
and ¡smith (1931). There was considerable variation in the values obtained from the ex- 
perimental results for each generation (range 0.056-0.097) and the average values for dif¬ 
ferent consecutive groups of generations were slightly different. The average for the 21 
generations was taken as 0.067 and the expected numbers of host and paraste were cal 
culated using fractions of individuals (instead of rounding to whole numbers) The ob' 
served and expected growth-forms of host and parasite are shown in F?g 7where the 

holt2 Ther he Parasite Imputation are drawn to one-half the vertical scale of those for the 
host. There is reasonable agreement between observed and calculated values particularly 
m view of the variation in the efficiency of the parasite recorded in the experiments and 

vaîue ofka.d °" ^ the°retIcal growth'form produced by slight changes in the average 

CONCLUSIONS 

In the present study it was found that the numbers of host and parasite oscillated 
in cycles of increasing amplitude when the generations did not overlap the length of a 
generation was greatly shortened, and the reproduction of the host was reduced and held 
constant. With the given power of increase of the host, the growth-form of the host and 
parasite population resulted from the effect of variation in host and parasite density and 

re?Vhf ng mTe resP°nse ,of4he parasite population to a change mhost density These 
results follow those expected from the equations of Nicholson and Bailey (1935^' Ut,da 

Í; TiTf hlgh denSltl£S °f bean W£evils’ found that *e reproduction of 
e host is modified by changes in its own density and therefore the symbol (f) cannot 

be taken as a constant. The greenhouse whitefly has a very high rate of reproduction but 
when the physical conditions of the environment are satisfactory Encarsia formosa is 
able to limit the site of the host population (Burnett, 1949). The growth-forms obtained 
previously are not comparable to those recorded at present but the greatest number of 

u 24°nc°T P anÜS waj a h,ttle,over 700 when the parasite and host were propagateci 
ti, T Pres.ent ®tudy t*le density of the host was quite low. It is possible of 

course, that with cycles of increasing amplitude the density of the host mighf reduce its 
own reproduction at the peaks of later cycles but, on the whole, it seems safe to assume 
in the present experiments that the reproductive rate of the whitefly is relatively con- 
stant. In natural populations the effect of host density on its own reproduction would be 
masked by the sensitivity of whitefly oviposition to changes in the physical environment 
and particularly to changes in the condition of the leaf of the host plant. 

This type of model was criticised by Lack (1954), because it is an artificial arrange¬ 
ment and by Andrewartha and Birch (1954), because it could lead only to the predicted 
results. Its purpose, however, is not to reproduce the growth-form of natural Trialeuro- 

her'EnfTm n°PUR °- t0 thf growth-form from the action of a limited num- 

actionfand of dS; R her’ h 3 F™™ °f determimng the consequences of a simple inter¬ 
action and of determining how this interaction is modified by the addition, one at a time, 
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of extra variables. It is hoped by this means to examine the manner in which some en¬ 
vironmental factors affect the host-parasite interaction In addition, differences between 
laboratory and field results may emphasize the action of additional natural agencies. 

The model appears suitable for the determination of the influence of variations in 
temperature, light, host reproduction, host distribution, and host protection on the inter¬ 
action of host and parasite populations. Some variation in the empirical results is to be 
expected because there is a certain amount of variation in the efficiency of the parasi e. 
This variation results mostly from changes in the properties of host and parasite then - 
selves. Such properties as the natural rate of increase of the parasite and the suitabi y 
of the host to the parasite appear to be influenced by the conditions under which Tnaleuro- 
des and Encarsia are propagated. The influence of environmental conditions, however, is 
so subtle that a quantitative investigation of them would be very difficult. 
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ABSTRACT 

J }yhlt yyy,r f out a study for the Rational Science Foundation on the families Asilidæ 
and Bomhyhidce (Diptera) at Australian Museums, some opportunity Ls afforded by 

Dr. A J. Hicholson, Director of the Division of Entomology tn the Commonwealth Scientific 

and Industrial Research Organization and by biologists in other cities of Australia to make 
visits to a number of types of environment. * 

Several species of Leptospermum in Hew South Wales and tn West Australia when in 

ZledT lMef a rr?kaulj att!aCti0n f0T Dlptem- Cetera, Hymenoptera and 
Lepidottera. In the family Syrphidœ the genera Psilota, Eristalis, Lathyropthalmus and 

Cenoides proved to be dominant members of the fauna. The family Hemestrinidce yielded as 

aSJ'XAZSeVm TrT °"? T'?,0"?l0CaUty- These same areas °ften sh°w'd numerous 
species of Aptocera. Asilids and Bombylnds tn these two areas of Australia did not become 
abundant until the middle of December. 

A ,Whne ca^g OUt a for the National Science Foundation on the families 
As hdæ and Bombyliidæ (Diptera) at Australian Museums, some opportunity was afforded 

wTA li N‘ch°lson> Dlrector-of the Division of Entomology, in the Commonwealth 
Sdentine and Industrial Research Organisation and by biologists in other cities of Australia 
to make visits to a number of types of environments. Because the Australian fauna is unique 
m many ways, these observations may be of some interest to entomologists generally. 

Several geographical areas were visited. In the northern part of Queensland near 
Cairns there areram lorests, the Atherton tableland and the dry sclerophyll south of Äther* 

U'AiTT “T rU Were thf soThern Pa« of Queensland, the coastal forest of New 
South Wales the Canberra area, briefly the areas about Melbourne and Adelaide and more 
extensively the West Australian region in the vicinity of Perth. 

the most ^markable features of the forested areas in Australia, especially in 
southern Queensland New South Wales and southwestern Australia was the many species 
of Leptospermum with a wide range of blooming season, and their exceptional attraction for 

insects, which I have never seen equalled, even under alpine conditions in the northwestern 
United States or in Mexico. Diptera, Hymenoptera, Coleóptera and many Lepidoptera 
were attracted to these flowers in remarkable numbers and in a great variety of species 
Several families of Diptera are of particular interest in Australia. The Nemestrimdæ and 
Apiocendæ are as is well known, exceptionally abundant in point of species; many species 
proved to be abundant as individuals. Syrphids are comparatively few in numbers but 
several genera are well represented. These are Psilota, the metallic species of Eristalis 

Lathyrophthalmus and the genus Cenoides. Most of the Cenoides in Australia are for som¿ 
unexplained reason species of quite small size. 

In the first half of September in the northern part of Queensland about Cairns and 
the Kuranda rain forest area some flowering trees and shrubs and great quantities of lantana 
m flower were available and insects were numerous. Some Ormthoptera were seen Some 
Bombylnds were present but very few Asilids. Syrphids were numerous, including Baccha 
Lathyropthalmus and Psilota. ’ 

The open, dry sclerophyll area near Dambulah in this north Queensland country was 
seen m the company of Mr. Frank Gay, termite authority, and his assistant Mr. Wetherley 
of the C.S.I.R.O., who were excavating the tunnels of the giant wingless fossorial roach 
Macro pane sthia rhinocerus Sauss., to obtain live laboratory cultures. A considerable number 
of specimens were found in the tunnels in loose soil. The stream beds furnished at this time 
numbers of the unique Asilid genus Metalaphria Ricardo and some Bombyliids. 

In two areas the rich Nemestrinid and Apiocerid fauna was observed, near Canberra 
m the middle of December and near Perth during the first week of January. In both instances 
the attraction was Leptospermum. In the mountainous area near Canberra, six species of 
Nemestrinids of the genus Trichophthalma Westwood were seen. One species was ex' 
ceedingly numerous with a proportion of 3% females to 97% males. These were all found 
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beneath a group of 3 or 4 trees at a bend in the mountainous road. There were never more 
than 15 or 20 individuals found hovering at one time beneath these trees, but as rapidly as 
they were netted other individuals appeared to move in from some unknown source on the 
adjacent open hill side and thickets and took their places. The hovering individuals were 
almost all males. Only once was mating observed, the mated pair settling slowly to the 
»round. Forty or fifty yards above this group of trees, on rather open hillside, there was an 
extensive thicket of a shrubby species of Leptospermum in full bloom. A few species of 
Nemestrinids were found on this flower in small numbers, together with four females of 
the species represented by the hovering males. This species appears to be Trichophthalma 

punctata Macquart. 
An equally interesting mixed population of the genus Trichophthalma containing 

seven species was found about 37 miles southeast of Perth, West Australia. One species 
was dominant and several hundred of these individuals were seen. Also seen at this place 
and with these flies were very numerous individuals of Apiocera of two species visiting 
low growing, pink flowered species of Leptospermum about a foot in height and found 
plentifully in the open forest. Asilids were numerous but Bombylnds were extremely 
abundant and several species of Mydaids were present. King s Park within the city of Perth 
afforded a specimen of the rare Cyclopsidea hardyi Mackerras. Two other remarkable species 
of Apiocera were seen visiting the sun baked surface of a mud flat under conditions of 
strong wind and very hot sunshine in the Bullsbrook locality near Perth. A nearby area, 
also in open forest in very hot sunshine, had examples of the Apiocerid Heoraphiomydas 

hardyi Norris and another species resting for moments at a time on the smooth ground 
surface. Another Apiocera was resting even more briefly on the tops of tall, scattered herbs. 
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EINLEITUNG 

Die gestellte Aufgabe bestand darin das Bucegi-Gebirge der Südkarpathen faunistisch 
entomologisch zu durchforschen. Im Rahmen dieser Aufgabe wurden im Gebiete grössere 
als auch weniger umfangreiche Wiesenflächen oder Waldlichtungen gewählt, dieauch durch 
ihre etwas schwer zugänglichen Lagen es erlaubten, das Bestehen einer eher ursprünglichen 
Tier-und Pflanzenwelt annehmen zu dürfen. 

Diese Wiesenflächen oder Waldlichtungen wurden ab April bis Eintritt der kalten 
Jahreszeit, Mitte Oktober, monatlich in mehreren kurzen Zeitabschnitten, je nach Entwick- 
lung der Pflanzenwelt durchforscht und ausser der Zugehörigkeit der gesammelten Insekten, 
auch das zahlenmässige Erscheinen der Arten und die Vergesellschaftung derselben 
festgestellt. Diese Methode der faunistischen und ökologischen Erforschung im Bereiche 
gut umschriebener, durch typische Pflanzengesellschaften und Bodenverhältnisse gekenn- 
zeichneter und in verschiedenen Höhenlagen gelegener Biotope, erlaubt einen tieferen 
Einblick in die Zusammensetzung der Faunen und unter Berücksichtigung der jährlichen 
klimatischen Verhältnisse wiederholt, ergibt dieselbe bei vergleichender Zusammenfassung 
der Ergebnisse einen genauen Aufschluss über die Standortsverhältnisse der Insekten, 
deren Beziehungen zur belebten und unbelebten Umwelt, ihre Dynamik und vertikale 
Verbreitung. 

Da sich das gesammelte und untersuchte Insektenmaterial zu umfangreich für die 
Abhandlung gestalten würde, beschränke ich mich nur auf Thysanopteren und im folgenden 
sollen die Forschungsergebnisse des in einer Höhe von 1163 m in der Umgebung des 
Städtchen Sinaia gelegenen und mit dem Namen "Stmcile clopotel" (Glöckchenfelsen, da 
dieselben reichlich mit Cdmpdnuld cdr pdthicd Jacq. bewachsen) oder Poiana Cäpräriei1' 
(Rehwiese) bezeichnten Geländes veröffentlich werden. 

Das Gelände ist eine 1472 m2 grosse natürliche Lichtung, in Form eines länglichen 
Streifens, inmitten eines aus Buchen (Fdgus silvdticd L.) und Tannen (Abies dlbd Mill.) 
bestehenden Mischwaldes (Fdgetum dbietosum) gelegen. Am Rande wird diese Lichtung 
von locker stehenden und nicht hohen Bergahornen (Acer pseudopldtdnus L.), Bergulmen 
(Ulmus scdbrd Mill.) und niedrigen Eichten (Piced excelsd Link.) umsäumt. Inmitten der 
Lichtung sind einige Sträucher (Crdtcegus, Rosd) und niedrige Bergahorne. 

Der Boden dieser Waldlichtung besteht aus Schutt—und Geröllablagerungen der in 
der Nähe befindlichen Kalkfelsen; dadurch besitzt das Gelände eine starke Neigung. Im 
östlichen und nördlichen Teil des Geländes befinden sich einige 1-2 m hohe Felsblöcke und 
ein Felsen von 6,60 m Höhe. Zwischen den Geröllsteinen schwarze Humuserde, die stellen- 
weise selbst das Geröll mit einer dünnen Schicht bedeckt. Im umgebenden Mischwalde 
führt durch flurartigen Kahlschlag eine elektrische Leitung, die die Lichtung am Rande des 
westlichen Teiles durchquert. Dieser flurartige Kahlschlag wird in Erwähnung gebracht, 
da derselbe als eine Eingangspforte die Zusammensetzung der ursprünglichen Fauna 
beeinflussen wird. Das Gelände ist nach SSO gelegen. 

Pflanzengesellschaftlich besteht die Waldlichtung aus 3 ziemlich gut unterschiedenen 
Facies: der östliche Teil mit vorherrschenden Gramineen (Grdminetum), der westliche Teil 
mit hohen dicotylen Pflanzen und wenigen Grasaten (.Altiherbetum) und die Felsvegetation 
(Sdxetum). Die Felsblöcke am Rande der Waldlichtung sind teilweise vom umgebenden 
Wald beschattet. Im Graminetum herrscht Festucd sdxdtilis (Schur) Hackel vor, so dass 
dieser Teil pflanzengesellschaftlich als Festucetum sdxdtilis bezeichnet werden kann, Die 
Gräser bedecken jedoch das Gelände nicht gleichmässig wiesenartig, sondern durch das 
büschelartige Wachstum der Gräser entstehen mehr oder weniger grosse Lücken, die dem 
Gelände ein stufenartiges Aussehen verleihen. In diesen Lücken siedelten sich auch einige 
dicotylen Pflanzen an. Im Altiherbetum, wie bereits erwähnt, herrschen von Pflanzen die 
Stauden—und Wiesengesellschaften vor, deren Zusammensetzung sich jahreszeitlich 
ändert und aus den weiter unten gegebenen Angaben ersichtlich. Die Felsenvegetation 
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besteht aus typischen Pflanzen, wie Campanula carpathica Jacq., Saxifraga aizoon Jacq., 
Moehringia muscaria L., Dianthus spiculifolius Schur, etc. 

DIE THYSANOPTERENFAUNA DES GELÄNDES 

Analytischer Teil 

Im Gelände der Waldlichtung konnten im Jahre 1952 im ganzen 33 Thysanopterenarten 
festgestellt werden, die folgende Pflanzen, nach Monaten geordnet, bevölkerten: 

Monat April. 

1. —Helleborus purpurascens W.K. 
Pflanze 1: Tæniothrips picipes Zett. 17 $ 9 

2: Tæniothrips picipes Zett. 13 $ $ 
3: Tæniothrips picipes Zett. 10 9 $ . 4 cf cT 
4: Tæniothrips picipes Zett. 3 $ Q , 2 cT (T 

2. —Prímula veris Huds. 
Pflanze 1: Tæniothrips picipes Zett. 6 $ 9 

2: Tæniothrips picipes Zett. 15 9 9,1o71 
3: Tæniothrips picipes Zett. 14 9 9 
4: Tæniothrips picipes Zett. 3 9 9 
5: Tæniothrips picipes Zett. 1 9 

Von 10 untersuchten Pflanzen nur 5 mit Thysanopteren. 
3. —Euphorbia amygdaloides L. 

Pflanze 1: Tæniothrips picipes Zett. 2 9 9 
2: Tæniothrips picipes Zett. 1 9 

Monat Mai. 

1. —Euphorbia cyparissias L. 
Pflanze 1: Tæniothrips picipes Zett. 1 9 
Von 22 untersuchten Pflanzen nur eine mit Thysanopteren. 

2. —Euphorbia amygdaloides L. 
Pflanze 1: Thrips euphorbiæ Kn. 1 9 
Von 6 intersuchten Pflanzen nur eine mit Thysanopteren. 

3. —Taraxacum officinale Weber. 
Pflanze 1: Thrips physapus L., 1 9 

2: Tæniothrips picipes Zett. 1 9 
3: Tæniothrips picipes Zett. 2 9 9 

Von 14 untersuchten Pflanzen nur 3 mit Thysanopteren. 
4. —Prímula veris Huds. 

Pflanze 1: Tæniothrips picipes Zett. 6 9 9 
2: Tæniothrips picipes Zett. 18 9 9 
3: Tæniothrips picipes Zett. 23 9 9 
4: Tæniothrips picipes Zett. 4 9 9 
5: Tæniothrips picipes Zett. 1 9 
6: Tæniothrips picipes Zett. 14 9 9 

5. —Galium verum L. 
Pflanze 1: Thrips minutissimus (L) Uzel. 1 9 
Die Pflanzengruppe Galium verum befand sich unter einem Bergahorn (Acer pseudoplatanus), so 

dürfte das Vorkommen dieser Thripsart hier als zufällig betrachtet werden. 

6. —Gramina. 

Aptinothrips styliferus Tryb. geketschert. 21 9 9 

Monat Juni. 

1. —Orchis militaris L. 
Pflanze 1: Melantrhips pallidior Pr. 2 9 9 

Odontothrips uzeli Bag. 1 9 
Tæniothrips picipes Zett. 5 9 9 

2: Tæniothrips picipes Zett. 4 9 9 
3: Tæniothrips picipes Zett. 3 9 9 

2. —Picea excelsa Link. 
Tæniothrips pini Uzel, geketschert, 2 9 9 

3. —Galium verum L. 
Tæniothrips picipes Zett. 1 9 
Thrips montivagus Pr. 2 9 9 
Thrips tabaci Lind. 4 9 9 

Diese Tiere an einer Pflanzengruppe mit dem Ketscher gesammelt. 
4. —Pflanzengesellschaft: Potentilla thuringiaca Bernh., Veronica chamaedrys L und einige Gräser. 

OpK-pf çrnprf 

Melanthrips pallidior Pr. 9 9 9,2 cf cf 
Melanthrips fuscus Sulz. 1 9 
Odontothrips uzeli Bag. 1 9 
Tæniothrips vulgatissimus Hai. 2 9 9 
Thrips tabaci Lind. 1 9 
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Monat Juli. 

1. —Orchis militaris L 

Pflanze 1: Aeolothrips nobilis Pr. 1 $ 
Thrips tabaci Lind. 1 $ 

Haplothrips plurisetosus Kn. 2 $ $ 
Haplothrips angusticornis Pr., 3 $ $ 

2: Tœniothrips picipes Zett. 14 $ 9,3 cP cP 
Haplothrips plurisetosus Kn. 1 Ç 
Haplothrips angusticornis Pr. 1 $ 

2. —Galium erectum Huds. 

Gruppe 1: Haplothrips plurisetosus Kn. 1 cP 

Haplothrips angusticornis Pr. 4 9 $ , 3 cP cP 
2: Haplothrips distinguendus Uz. 1 cP 

Haplothrips angusticornis Pr. 5 $ 9 
3: Haplothrips angusticornis Pr. 1 9 
4: Haplothrips angusticornis Pr. 6 9 9 

3. —Digitalis ambigua Murr. 

Pflanze 1: Tœniothrips picipes Zett., 3 9 9 

2: Tœniothrips picipes Zett., 6 9 9,2 cP cP 
4. —Erysimum Wittmanni Zaw. 

Pflanze 1: Haplothrips plurisetosus Kn., 1 9 

Haplothrips niger Osb. 16 9 9 

Haplothrips angusticornis Pr., 9 9 9,1 cP 
2: Haplothrips plurisetosus Kn., 1 9 

Haplothrips niger Osb., 1 9 

Haplothrips angusticornis Pr., 2 9 9 
3: Haplothrips plurisetosus Kn., 2 9 9 

Haplothrips niger Osb., 3 9 9 
Haplothrips angusticornis Pr., 6 9 9 

4: Haplothrips plurisetosus Kn., 1 9 

Haplothrips angusticornis Pr., 3 9 9 

5. —Anthemis tinctoria L. 

Pflanze 1: Aeolothrips intermedius Bag., 3 9 9 
Tœniothrips trybomi Kar., 1 9 
Haplothrips plurisetosus Kn., 2 9 9 

Haplothrips angusticornis Pr., 13 9 9,3 cP cP 
2: Thrips montivagus Pr., 2 9 9 

Haplothrips spec. 1 9 
3: Chirothrips manicatus Hal., 1 9 

Thrips tabaci Lind., 1 9 
Haplothrips niger Osb., 4 9 9 

6. —Plantago media L. 

Pflanze 1: Haplothrips plurisetosus Kn., 3 9 9 

Haplothrips angusticornis Pr., 26 9 9,3 cP cP 
2: Thrips flavus Sehr., 2 9 9 

7-—Knautia longifolia Koch. 

Pflanze 1: Aeolothrips intermedius Bag., 1 9 

Haplothrips plurisetosus Kn., 1 9 
2: Haplothrips plurisetosus Kn., 3 9 9 

Haplothrips spec. 1 cP 

8. —Acer pseudoplatanus L. 

An Blättern: Aeolothrips versicolor, f. similis Pr., 1 9 
Liothrips hradecensis Uzel, 3 9 9 

9. —Ulmus scabra Mill. 

An Blättern: Liothrips hradecensis Uzel., 4 9 9 

10. —Astrantia major L. 

Pflanze 1: Tœniothrips picipes Zett., 1 9 

2: Thrips montivagus Pr., 3 9 9 

11. —Anthyllis vulneraria L. 

Pflanze 1: Aeolothrips nobilis Pr., 1 9 

Odontothrips loti Hai., 6 9 9 
Tœniothrips vulgatissimus Hai., 10 9 9 
Tœniothrips atratus Hal., 1 9 
Tœniothrips mont anus Pr., 1 cP 
Tœniothrips picipes Zett., 1 9,1 cP 
Thrips montivagus Pr., 2 9 9 
Thrips tabaci Lind., 6 9 9 

Haplothrips plurisetosus Kn., 3 9 9,2 cP cP 
Haplothrips niger Osb., 3 9 9 

12. —Epipactis latifolia (L) Ail. 

Pflanze 1: Tœniothrips picipes Zett., 5 9 9 
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13. —Valeriana sambucifolia Mikan. 
Pflanze 1: Aeolothrips nobilis Pr., 2 $ $ 

Tœniothrips vulgatissimus Hal., 5 $ $ 
Tœniothrips atratus Hal., 3 $ $ , 1 d71 
Thrips tabaci Lind., 4 $ 9 

14. —Trifolium pratense P. 
Mehrere Blütenkopfe: Tœniothrips pi cipes Zeit., 10 $ $ , 8 d1 o' 

15. -Gr AMIN A. 

Geketschert: Chirothrips manicatus Hai., 34 9 $ 
16. — Geketschert: Anaphothrips silvarum Pr., 3 9 9 

Platythrips tunicatus Hai., 2 9 9 

Monat August. 

1. —Hypericum perforatum L. 
Gruppe 1: Tœniothrips atratus Hal., 1 9 

Thrips physapus L., 1 9 
Thrips montivagus Pr., 1 9 
Thrips tabaci Lind., 1 9 

2: Tœniothrips montanus Pr., 1 9 
Thrips tabaci Lind., 2 9 9 

2. —Verbascum lychnitis L. 
Pflanze 1: Tœniothrips atratus Hai., 6 9 9,1 d1 

2: Aeolothrips nobilis Pr., 2 9 9 
Aeolothrips verbasci Kn., 1 9 
Tœniothrips atratus Hai., 2 9 9 
Tœniothrips montanus Pr., 4 9 9,2 cf cf 
Tœniothrips vulgatissimus Hai., 231 9 9,3 cf cf 
Tœniothrips picipes Zett., 2 9 9,1 cf 
Thrips flavus Sehr., 18 9 9 
Thrips tabaci Lind., 9 9 9 
Haplothrips plurisetosus Kn., 1 9 

3. —Origanum vulgare L. 
Pflanze 1: Tœniothrips vulgatissimus Hai., 5 9 9 

Tœniothrips atratus Hal., 1 9 , lcf 
Thrips tabaci Lind., 3 9 9 

4. —Coronilla varia L. 
In Blüten einer Pflanzengruppe: 

Odontothrips loti Hai., 3 9 9,7 cf cf 
Thrips montivagus Pr., 1 9 

5. —Anthemis tinctoria L. 
Pflanze 1: Aeolothrips verbasci Kn., 1 9 

Tœniothrips vulgatissmus Hal., 1 9 
Tœniothrips montanus Pr., 1 9 
Haplothrips spec., 8 9 9 

2: Haplothrips spec. 15 9 9 
6. —Achillea stricta Schleich. 

Pflanze 1: Haplothrips angusticornis Pr., 30 9 9 , 11 cf d71 
2: Aeolothrips intermedias Bag., 1 9 

Haplothrips angusticornis Pr., 37 9 9,3 d71 cf 
Haplothrips nigricans Bag., 1 cf 

7. -ClRSIUM ERISITHALES ScOp. 
Pflanze 1: Haplothrips plurisetosus Kn., 15 9 9,10” 

2: Haplothrips plurisetosus Kn., 26 9 9 
8. -PlCRIS HIERACIOIDES L. 

In Blüten einer Gruppe: 
Tœniothrips vulgatissmus Hai., 20 9 9 
Thrips physapus L, 3 9 9 
Thrips montivagus Pr., 1 9 
Thrips tabaci Lind., 1 9 

9.—Centaurea mollis W a K. 
Pflanze 1: Tœniothrips vulgatissimus Hal., 1 

Tœniothrips montanus Pr., 1 d” 
Thrips physapus L., 15 9 9 
Thrips tabaci Lind., 1 9 
Haplothrips plurisetosus Kn., 3 9 

2: Thrips physapus L., 1 9 
Haplothrips plurisetosus Kn., 3 9 

3: Thrips physapus L., 3 9 9 
Haplothrips plurisetosus Kn., 1 9 

4: Thrips physapus L., 4 9 9 
Haplothrips plurisetosus Kn., 4 9 

5: Thrips physapus L., 3 9 9 
Haplothrips plurisetosus Kn., 3 9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 
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10- —Alectorolophus major Ehrh. 

Pflanze 1: Tæniothrips picipes Zett., 1 cP 

11- —Chrysanthemum leucanthemum L. 
Pflanze 1: Haplothrips leucanthemi Sehr., 1 $ 

2: Haplothrips leucanthemi Sehr., 1 cP 
3: Haplothrips leucanthemi Sehr., 9 $ $ , 1 cP 

Thrips tabaci Lind., 2 $ $ 
4: Haplothrips leucanthemi Sehr., 3 $ $ 

Monat September. 
1. —Verbascum lychnitis L. 

Pflanze 1: Aeolothrips nobilis Pr., 1 $ 
Oxythrips ulmifoliorum Hal., 1 cP 
Tæniothrips vulgatissimus Hal., 12 $ 9,3 cf cP 
Thrips flavus Sehr., 15 $ 9,5 cP cP 
Thrips montivagus Pr., 1 $ 
Thrips tabaci Lind., 1 $ 

2: Tæniothrips vulgatissimus Hal., 2 9 9 
Tæniothrips mont anus Pr., 16 9 9,4 cP cP 
Thrips flavus Sehr., 2 9 9 

2. —Carlina longifolia Rchb. 

Tæniothrips atratus Hal., 10 9 9,8 cP cP 
Thrips flavus Sehr., 5 9 9,3 cP cP 
Thrips montivagus Pr., 3 $ 9,2 cP cP 
Thrips tabaci Lindm., 7 9 9,1 cP 

Von 22 Blütenkopfen durch den Ausleseapparat erhaften. 
3. —Origanum vulgare L. 

Tæniothrips atratus Hal., 4 9 9,2 cP cP 
Thrips montivagus Pr., 1 9 
Thrips tabaci Lindm., 1 9 

Von mehreren Blüten durch den Ausleseapparat erhalten. 

4. —Bupleurum subfalcatum Schur. 
Thrips tabaci Lind., 6 9 9 

Von mehreren Blüten durch den Ausleseapparat erhalten. 
5. —Campanula spec. 

Tæniothrips atratus Hal., 3 9 9,5 cP cP 
Thrips flavus Sehr. 1 9 

Monat Oktober. 
1. —Gentiana ciliata L. 

Pflanze 1: Tæniothrips atratus Hai., 2 9 9,2 cP cP 
Tæniothrips montanus Pr., 1 cP 

2. —Verbascum lychnitis L. 
Pflanze 1: Tæniothrips atratus Hai., 7 9 9,3 cP cP 

3. —Thymus chamaedrys Fries. 

Geketschert: Tæniothrips atratus Hai., 19 9 9,4 cP cP 
Tæniothrips montanus Pr., 1 cP 
Thrips montivagus Pr., 2 9 9 

Synthetischer Teil 

Unter Berücksichtigung der Wirtspflanzen können im allgemeinen die in der WaldlicU 
ung gefundenen Thysanopteren in zwei grosse Gruppen eingeteilt werden: Praticole 

Arten die auf krautartigen Blutenpflanzen und Gräsern Vorkommen und arboricole Arten 
die auf Laubbaumen und Coniferen leben. 

Praticole Arten 

Alle zu dieser Gruppe gehörenden Thysanopteren waren Blütenbewohner (floricole 
Arten), eine Besiedlung der Blätter der Blütenpflanzen konnte nicht beobachtet werden 
Die floncolen Thysanopteren befanden sich in den Blüten der meisten Pflanzenarten 
des Geländes, eine Ausnahme machten nur wenige Pflanzen, wie z. B. Potentilla, Ranun- 
culux, Lmum, Arabis, Mercuriale, Fragaria, Trifolium strepens, sowie die Pflanzen der 

inn D°fh “nn1 Jede Pñínze emer Art war von Thysanopteren bewohnt, sondern 
nnerhalb der einzelnen Pflanzenarten, ob einzeln oder in mehr oder weniger grossen Gruppen 

stehend, konnten grosse zahlenmässige Unterschiede in der Besiedlung festgestellt werden 

nndWKreT'B’ bel PnmU ä VOn 10 Pflan?en nur 5 von Thysanopteren bewohnt 
und bei Taraxacum officinale Web., von 14 nur 3. Von den in der Waldlichtung gefundenen 

1 hysanopterenarten waren Tæniothrips vulgatissimus Hak, Tæniothrips biabes Zett und 
Haplothrips angusticornis Pr. am zahlreichsten vertreten. P 
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Ende April, nach der Blütenentfaltung der ersten Frühlingsblumen (Primula veris, 

Helleborus purpurascens und Euphorbia amygdaloides) sind in allen untersuchten Blüten' 
ständen dieser Arten nur Tæniothrips picipes festgestellt worden. Dieses Erscheinen als 

erste Thysanopterenart im Frühling bestätigen auch die Funde in anderen Gegenden des 

Bucegi'Gebirges. Bei Prímula veris befanden sich die Tiere gewöhnlich in den Bluten, 
doch an sonnigen warmen Tagen, ist in den Mittagsstunden beobachtet worden, dass das 

Innere der Blüten fast entvölkert war und dass sich die Tierre, mit wenigen Ausnahmen, 
an der Aussenseite der Kelchblätter ansammelten. Ein durch die Wärme der Sonnenbestrah' 
lung verursachter Ortswechsel ist auch öfters bei anderen Thysanopteren, namentlich 

bei den in den Blüten von Anthemis tinctoria und Chrysanthemum leucanthemum vorkonv 

mender Haplothrips'Arten bemerkt worden. Die Tiere standen an der Oberfläche der 

Blütenköpfchen dieser Pflanzen dicht gedrängt beisammen. 

Ab Juli ist in der Häufigkeit des Vorkommens des Tæniothrips picipes eine Abnahme 

zu verzeichnen, um Ende August nicht mehr in den Blüten der noch blühenden Pflanzen 

vertreten zu sein. Tæniothrips vulgatissimus erscheint im Monat Juni, erst weniger zahlreich, 

dann in grösserer Zahi im folgenden îvlonat, um im Ivionat August die Höchstzahl zu 

erreichen (290 $ 9 und 6 cf d\ davon im Blütenstande einer zu Verbascum lychnittis 

aehörenden Pflanze 231 $ $ und 3 cf cP); dem Herbste zu sind nur noch wenige Tiere in 
den Blütenständen von Verbascum lychnitis gefunden worden. Haplothrips angusticornis 

tritt in den Monaten Juli und August in grosser Zahl auf. 

Von den anderen zu den Thripiden gehörenden Arten waren im Gelände nur folgende 

in grösserer Anzahl vorhanden: Chirothrips manicatus und Aptinothnps styliferus an 
Gramineen, ferner Tæniothrips atratus, Tæniothrips montanus, Thrips physapus, Thrips 

flavus, Thrips montivagus und Thrips tobad in den Blüten anderer Pflanzen, doch stehen 

die Zahlen dieser Arten hinter denjenigen von Tæniothrips vulgatissimus, Tæniothrips 

picipes und Haplothrips angusticornis weit zurück. Im allgemeinen erscheinen diese Arten in 

grösserer Anzhal im Monat Juli, die Zahl der Tiere stieg im Monat August, verminderte 

sich im September und im Oktober verblieben als letzte Arten Tæniothrips atratus, TæniO' 

thrips montanus und Thrips montivagus in den Blüten von Gentiana ciliata, Verbascum 
lychnitis und Thymus chamædrys, die einzigen noch in Blüte befindlichen Pflanzen. Die 

niedrige Art' und Tierzahl der Thysanopteren im Monat Juni schreibe ich der ungünstigen 

Witterung Ende Mai zu, welche im Jahre der Beobachtungen (1952) durch einige Tage mit 

Schneestürmen und Temperaturen weit unter 0° die Entwicklung der Pflanzen hemmte, 

das zarte kaum entfaltete Laub der Waldbäume beschädigte und die Kleintierwelt verán' 

lasste Schutzquartiere zu beziehen. Tote Thysanopteren sind nach dieser ungünstigen 

Witterung nicht nachgewiesen worden. 

Alle in dieser Waldlichtung vorkommenden Thripiden sind häufig oder nicht selten 

im Bucegi' Gebirge vertreten, ausser Odontothrips uzeli, welche Art in anderen Gebieten 

des Landes selten, im Bucegi'Gebirge bis jetzt nur hier angetroffen wurde. 

Von den Aeolothripiden war im Gelände Melanthrips pallidior am häufigsten, eine 

sonst in allen Zonen des Landes vorkommende Art. Melanthrips fuscus, in den Zonen der 
Laubwälder (guerdon, Fagion) sowie im Flachlande ziemlich verbreitet, ist in diesem 

Gebiete recht selten. Platythrips tunicatus, bis jetzt nur im Bucegi'Gebirge angetroffen, 
wurde durch ketschern gesammelt, so dass keine sichere Angabe über die Wirtspflanze 

gegeben werden kann, doch ist zu erwähnen, dass in der Waldlichtung Galium verumi und 

Galium erectum ziemlich häufig vertreten waren; Anaphothrips silvarum ist nicht häufig im 

Bucegi'Gebirge, doch stellenweise sehr zahlreich. Zu bemerken ist die verhältnismässig 

geringe Zahl der in einigen Gebieten des Landes und selbst in den höheren Lagen des 
Bucegi'Gebirges massenhaft gesammelten Art Aeolothrips intermedius; es dürfte dieses 
wohl den Boden—und Vegetationsverhältnissen zuzuschreiben sein. Der in dieser Wald' 

lichtung zum ersten Mal in Blüten von Verbascum lychnitis angetroffene Aeolothrips 

verbasci scheint im Bucegi'Gebirge nicht selten zu sein, doch ist sein Vorkommen nur 

vereinzelt; ist in anderen Geländen auch in Blüten von Anthyllis vulneraria und Sambucus 

nigra gefunden worden, in einer Pflanzengesellschaft mit V erbascum lychnitis. 

Die blütenbewohnenden Tubuliferen gehörten ausschliesslich der Gattung Haplo' 

thrips an und alle in der Waldlichtung vorkommenden Arten dieser Gattung erschienen 
erst im Monat Juli, um Ende August zu verschwinden. Dieses fast plötzliche Erscheinen der 
Haplothrips—Arten ist auch mit einem zahlenmässigen grossen Auftreten derselben, 
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stdlenwdæ selbst in e,net einzelnen Blüte, verbunden, z.B. Haplothrips angustkornis 

Haplothrips mgeretc. Von den 7 Arten dieser Gattung war Haplothrips angustkornis ani 
häufigsten und zahlreichsten, die Blüten von Orchis militaris, Galium erectum Erysimum 

Wittmanm, Anthemis tinctona, Achillea strida und Plantage media bewohnend ' Hablo* 
thrips leucanthemi wurde nur in den Blüten von Chyrsanthemum leucanthemum gefunden 

Zahlreich war Haplothrips plunsetosus in den Blüten verschiedener Pflanzenarten ebenso 
Haplothrips mger und eine vielleicht zu Haplothrips pannonicus gehörende Art. ’ 

\¿mk1!,Semrinella"StalLCl das 111 der Waldlichtung gesammelte Thysanopterenmaterial 
aus Weibchen. Die Männchen, in geringer Anzahl, erschienen zahlreicher in den Monaten 

Li , L'gust, ,, September nur bei Tæniothnps picipes konnten Männchen bereits im 
onat April beobachtet werden und bei Melanthrips pallidior im Juni. Eine verhältnismäs¬ 

sig grosse Anzahl von Männchen konnte bei Tæniothnps atratus, Haplothrips angustkornis 
und Tæniothnps picipes festgestellt werden. Obwohl sich Tæniothnps vulgatissima 
Sneohof Waldlichtung befand, war die Zahl der Männchen äusserst gering 
(290 $ $ , 6c? cP), ähnlich auch bei Thrips tabaci (51 $ $ , 1 ç/1). 

Ueber die Vergesellschaftung der Thysanopteren an den einzelnen Pflanzen gibt der 
analytische Teil Aufschluss, doch ist zu bemerken dass die Befunde nur Ergebnisse eines 

bestimmten Zeitpunktes veranschaulichen können, die unter dem Einflüsse verschiedener 
Ursachen Aenderungen unterworfen sind. 

Arboricole Arten 

, Jfc0ptereï ÿeser Gruppe waren nicht zahlreich; an einer niedrigen, am Rande 
der Waldlichtung befindlichen Fichte (Picea excelsa) wurde die im BucegbGebirge nicht 

selten vorkommende Art Tœniothrips pini durch Abklopfen gesammelt. An den Blättern 

vonAcer pseudoplatanns befanden sich Aeolothrips versicolor f. similis und etwas zahlreicher 

Liothnps hradecensis diese Art auch an Ulmus scabra. Von Oxythrips ulmifoliorum, im 

•e wte L ^ucegi'Gebirges an den Blättern von Ulmus scabra nicht selten wurde nur 
ein Männchen an Verbascum lychnitis gesammelt, welche Pflanze sich unter einer strauclv 

wordenWaC^Senen ^ime ^e^anc^; an ^er Ulme selbst sind keine Thysanopteren beobachtet 
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Vertical and Horizontal Stratification of Insect Communities 

in Wet Tree Cavities 
By W. E. Snow 

Tennessee Valley Authority 

Wilson Dam, Ala. 

ABSTRACT1 

Observations of a sweet gum stump near Town Cree\, Alabama, in 1955 and 1956 
showed that the arthropod inhabitants could be segregated into dry wall forms, moist wall 

forms, surjace ring forms, subsurface or aquatic forms, micropedonic or subsurface ooze forms 
and subcortical forms. 

In the dry wall, wood roaches, serropalpid beetles, and tenebrionid beetles were found 

Dominant moist wall representatives were the ant Aphænogaster lamellidens and a collem- 

bolán, Isotoma sensibilis. Stump mold niches formed suitable breeding sites for the heleid 

Forcipomyia bipunctata and served as pupation sites for the ravtailed syrphids Meromacrus 

acutus and Eristalis transversus. The heleid Dasyhelea oppressa and the tabanid Leucotabanus 

annulatus were common in the surface ring area. Typical mosquitoes in water at the base of 

the stump were Aedes tnsenatus, Orthopodomyia signífera, and Toxorhynchites rutilus 
septentrionalis. In the subsurface layer of ooze, larvae of an helodid beetle, Prionocyphon 

discoideus, and M. acutus were frequently present; however, both species migrated to moist 

areas of the stump wall for pupation and emergence. In subcortical situations, species of mites 
in the genera Galumna, Liroaspis, and Fuscuropoda were very abundant. 

1 Published in Ecology 39: 83-88. 1958. 
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La Influencia del Clima sobre la Biologia y el Desarrollo de los 

Insectos y su Importancia Practica para la Agricultura 
Por J. E. Wille 

Estación Experimental Agricola de la Molina 

Lima, Perú 

ABSTRACT 

c th™e,weil jepfrated climatic regions must be distinguished: Costa (Coast) 
j™ (HlUs) and Montana (Jungle); they have remarkable differences in temperature, humidity 

and precipitation These differences influence the migrations, geographical distribution and 
development of the South American migratory locust, Schistocerca cancellata (paranensis) 

m an outstanding way: the swarms of migratory grasshoppers can live only in the dry and 
temperate climate of the lower Sierra, but die in the humid Costa and the rainy Montaña. 

The red-stamer, Dysdercus peruvianus, a very noxious cotton crop insect, is clearly 
influenced in its seasons development by the degree of insolation and fog, the latter prevailing 
in the Coast during springtime (September till December). If the weather is very foggy and 
without sunshine in these months, the red Stainer will with absolute certainty, during the rest 
of the cotton season, develop into a dangerous and destructive cotton pest. This relationship is 
demostrated by exact records of twenty years. 

The constant observation of the eco'biology of economic insects and its relationship with 
meteorology is not only of academic interest but has application in forecasting the distribution 
and development of insects noxious to agriculture. 

Este tema de bio-ecología es tratado desde unos 50 años por numerosos investigadores. 
Al comienzo, se observó en los elementos climáticos solamente temperatura y humedad 

esta ultima en forma de precipitaciones o en forma de humedad relativa del aire. Pero muy 

pronto se reconoció que otros factores, como insolación, nubosidad, evaporación y otros 

teman una influencia a veces decisiva, sobre la gradación y biología de los insectos que viven 

ai aire libre. La correlación de estos elementos del clima entre sí, se ha demostrado en diagram 

mas climáticos, mapas y curvas climográficas y en dibujos di' o tridimensionales, en 

relación con un determinado insecto. Recuerdo solamente las figuras clásicas de W. Dwight 
rierce (1916) sobre el picudo mejicano y otros insectos. 

En el curso de los estudios bio-climáticos se constató muy pronto que los datos climá- 

ücos que se leen en las estaciones meteorológicas corrientes, correspondieron solamente 

aproximadamente a las condiciones bio-ecológicas reales, en que un insecto vive en la natu- 

raleza; asi resulto la diferenciación entre las observaciones macro-climáticas y micro- 

climáticas, que fue fundada y muy bien desarrollada por Rudolf Geiger (1950) y sus alumnos. 

Influencias climáticas sobre los insectos deben quedar bien visibles, así se puede 
esperar, en un país como el Perú en Sudamenca que desde el Oeste en la Costa del Oceano 

Pacifico a través de un angosto borde de tierras cultivadas y de desiertos, se levanta a las 

alturas de los Andes en que crece la papa y la cebada hasta alturas de 4500 mts. al lado del 

lelo y nieve eterna de los picos nevados, y que desde estas alturas baja a la cuenca Ama¬ 

zónica con sus grandes ríos y densas selvas. Las condiciones macro-climáticas de estas tres 

zonas e eru, que generalmente se denominan Costa, Sierra y Montaña, son caracterizadas 
por los siguientes datos resumidos: 

En la Costa que está bajo la influencia de la corriente de Humboldt del Oceano Pacífico 

Un c *ma semitropical con temperaturas altas a moderadas, que no bajan a bajo de 
0 C y raras veces suben arriba de 30°C. Muy significativo para la Costa es la casi absoluta 

ta ta de lluvias y la constante, muy alta humedad atmosférica, alrededor de 88% humedad 

relativa. Por la falta de lluvias, la agricultura es solamente posible en los lechos de los cortos 

ríos que bajan desde los Andes al lado Oeste y por medio de un ingenioso sistema de canales 
irrigadores que en sus bases datan de las antiguas épocas de los Reinos Incaicos. 

La Sierra o sean los altos cerros de los Andes, desde una altura de 2000 metros, muestra 

öS? ^emPlado hasta/río: las temperaturas bajan abajo de 0°C y no suben generalmente 
de 11 U, las lluvias son fuertes, variando alrededor de 600 mms. anuales y limitándose a la 
epoca de Diciembre a Abril. 
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La Montaña o Selva Amazónica es absolutamente tropical con temperaturas altas 

(18 â 35°C) y lluvias abundantes de 2000 mms. anuales y más. 

Los datos meteorológicos oficiales de los últimos años en las Estaciones Meterorologicas 

de las tres zonas son tan escasos que no es posible dar ejemplos instructivos y así debemos 

limitarnos a las generalidades antes mencionadas. 

La influencia entomológica de los tres macroclimas debería manifestarse claramente, 

si se podría observar la misma especie de insectos en las tres zonas. Este caso raro se realizo 

en los años 1944 á 1948, en los cuales se desarrolló una fuerte plaga de la langosta migratoria 
sudamericana Schistocerca cancellata Serv. (paranensis Burm.) (Wille y Martinelli 

1950). La Schistocerca cancellata, que es la fase solitaria de la langosta migratoria sudamem 

ZONA AFECTADA POR LANGOSTA 1945 

cana, es un insecto común en la Costa y Sierra y, mas raro en la Montaña del Perú; en su 

fase gregaria (Sch. paranensis) hasta 1944 se había observado solamente en los Depar ta" 
mentos de Huancavelica, Ayacucho y Apurimac, especialmente entre Huanta y Ayacucho, 
apareciendo en grandes mangas y produciendo daños económicos (Wille 1952). En Julio de 

1944; comenzó una general gradación de la langosta migratoria en el Perú, formándose tres 

centros principales en la Sierra: en el Sur, al Este del Cuzco; en el Centro en Ayacucho y 
Apurimac; y en el Noroeste en los Departamentos de Amazonas y Cajamarca con las 
ciudades de Jaén, Bagua, Cutervo y Huancabamba. El motivo de este súbito desarrollo es 
conocido solamente del Centro Noroeste, pues en esta region faltaron casi completamente 

las lluvias en los años 1942 y 43, favoreciendo así el desarrollo de grandes mangas en 1944- 
La langosta migratoria se desarroll ó especialmente en esta zona Noroeste del Perú, en forma 
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extraordinaria mientras que en las zonas Central y Sur las plagas quedaron moderadas Los 
mapas detallados de la zona Noroeste muestran las regiones de invasión de 1945 á 1947- se 

100 000 kdórr/t a TT ^>la mvadldo una región que puede estimarse en más’de 
100,000 kilómetros cuadrados. Con esta vasta dispersión geográfica la langosta vi hihía 
trasgredid° su habitat normal y climáticamente apropiado, que^s la zona Sámente seca 
de la Sierra y la vegetación xeroñtica de los valles interandinos de la cuenca del Marañen 

MonCtaña.nZ° * lnfluenCla del cllma’ que limitó automáticamente la dispersión a la Costa y 

La extensión de la plaga de las langostas a la Costa, a las ricas zonas agrícolas de Piura v 

Lambayeque,Chiclayo, fue muy temida por las autoridades y agricultores- pués estas zonas 
costaneras están separadas del centro interandino de Jaén y Bagua solamente por la cadena 

Snansfoia la Casta d" h ”“ ¿ 35°° “ S'nm- Per° d factOT Atante dé la expansion a la Costa debería ser el clima; asi escribí en 1945: 

„ ,radN° Slí PUede neg3í q,ueana man§a de Angostas podría cruzar los cerros de los Andes 
y entrar en los terrenos de la Costa. Pero esta manga, en m, concepto, no podría propagarse 

y provocar una plaga de langostas, porque las condiciones ecológicas de la Costa son absolu 

temente adversas a una gradación de la langosta. La mejor prueba para estateoría mía es 
la constante presencia de individuos aislados de la langosta Schistocerca baranensis (Sch 
cancellata) en los campos cultivados de la Costa, sin quehasta ahora ;"LyzZpZdït 
masa, especialmente por causa de la alta humedad atmosférica de la Costa.” 

En realidad, un año más tarde, en Noviembre de 1946, varias mangas cruzaron la 

maías" Dero°Ssñnndefnen baJ° ,de 2200 mts- “Abra de Porculla” volando no en 
sas, pero si en forma dispersa, y paulatinamente se acumularon al lado Oeste de las 

habími^mzMo ÍT^d „e mUCh°S millones de individuos. Estas langostas que 
hallan cruzado la cadena de la Cordillera y que entraron así a la “Costa" y a la influencia de 

Sr«r ry dife,rentes de las dei °tr° iad°de ios And«- - «®p«s>£ 
rumbos fiios ^l' T' no,vo,aron en masa; ™ emprendieron vuelos dirigidos hacia 
rumbos fijos, ni se movieron de sus primeros lugares de invasión. Este estancamiento 

de los§1AndesnLa3ahnï eXpl'Cib!e las “ndiciones ecológicas diferentes en el lado Oeste 
os Andes. La alta humedad en el lado Oeste que casi cada mañana alcanzó 98 % h r y 

temperaturas nocturnas bajas de alrededor de 17°C inmovilizó completamente una mayor 

hcuafsThabt'b311^5' As¡’ se íabía cumplldo ,a Prognosis que fuera emitida en el año 1945, 

direcAóneF^lSms a"° 1946’,k lang°]ta migratoria invadió también las regiones situadas en 
río H 11E 7 Sur’ cljuzando las cadenas internas de los Andes y entrando en los valles del 

alarmara Tnrhn^ ,tnbutanos May° Y Huayabamba hasta Tingo María. Estas mangas 
esta niara dp an S,C° 0n0j7 agricultores de estas zonas, pero se pudo asegurarles que 

íanvostaf ad 1rP a mmfdlatamente, P<* causa de las fuertes lluvias que matarían las 
angostas adultas y principalmente sus larvas, lo que realmente aconteció, pues en 1947 

quedaron solamente muy pequeños focos, sin importancia económica. 

desarrollo dp |f°T "d^ d.emostrad°,que el clima había influenciado en forma decisiva al 
desarrollo de la plaga de la langosta migratoria sudamericana y a su dispersión geográfica en 

las regles de la Costa, Sierra y Montaña del Perú. También se hf reconocido que las 

m ?,dn nredeS reiSPdCtIVa|S - Ü™ y de,la eco'blo,°gía de un insecto dañino habían per- 

tonquihzadores 3 dlStnbuC1°n de una pla§a y dar a Ios agricultores consejos prácticos y 

dañ,nraeifind dd ch,ma,esP?clal del Perd y la eco-biología de un muy importante insecto 
contini A a gL °T e,,a Costa pueron estudiadas desde el año 1935 y constantemente 

ntmuadas hasta hoy día. Asi, puede referirse a observaciones continuas de 20 años 

!Kamen £ ra” jcas° n° muy común- Se trata del insecto “arrebiatado”, “chinche deí 
roni M ert° ,Dyslkrcus peruvianas G -M„ que en ciertos valles de la Costa Central y en la 

del iteod“6 i k Costa ataca al algodonero, picando las bellotas y produciendo la fibra dura 

ra Ite?-, d0n’ 3 C,XßPa • ^üy ™Portante para la eco-biología del Dysdercus con sus mi- 
f ¡i vil tqU6 en - a Costa, Cotral se extienden desde los campos algodoneros de los valles 

2000 mts aCIOn J1 peStV>a 6 Malv.aceas en ¡as “lomas” y cerros bajos de los Andes (hasta 
intenter 1 n} ' ' n e orte de la Costa Peruana, las migraciones se dirigen mucho más al 
interior; asi a la antes mencionada zona de Jaén y Bagua y hasta la vecina República del 
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Ecuador. El motivo ecológico de estas migraciones es la necesidad biológica de los Dysdercus 
de vivir en un ambiente altamente húmedo. Con estas migraciones el Dysdercus peruvianus 
muestra ser bien parecido a las otras especies de Dysdercus en Africa, revelando que el 

algodonero es únicamente un eslabón en la cadena larga de sus plantas hospedadoras y 

alimenticias, dificultando así mucho su control económico. 

Los agricultores prácticos habían observado durante largo tiempo que los daños fuertes 
producidos en el algodonero por el arrebiatado aparecieron alternando en dos años, así que 

después de un año malo seguía un año bueno. Así se había formado la opinión pública que 

la biología del arrebiatado debería seguir a un ciclo de dos años. Científicamente no se pudo, 

a primera vista, reconocer ningún motivo o relación, que dirigiera la vida del arrebiatado en 

ZONA AFECTADA POR LANGOSTA 1946 

ciclos bienales. Pues, por sus numerosas generaciones por año (seis a siete) el arrebiatado pudo 

evitar y eliminar pequeñas fluctuaciones ecológicas, así por observaciones continuas y 

exactas se debía solucionar las dos preguntas: existen realmente ciclos de dos años y cuáles 
son las condiciones eco-, climato- y biológicas que inducen al arrebiatado para entrar en 

gradación y convertirse en un insecto de importancia económica. La primera pregunta se 

solucionó por las observaciones de las cosechas del algodonero en la Costa Central, en los 

valles infestados, que daban el siguiente cuadro. 

Se observa que la primera discrepancia del ciclo bienal se realizó en la temporada 1940 41 

y después de nuevo en el período de 1943 á 50, en que hubo solamente cosechas buenas. 
Después de este intervalo “sano”, el arrebiatado se desarrolló en una forma dispersa, no 

alcanzando daños generales y grandes, pero sí estragos locales y a veces de importancia 
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Coscechas buenas o malogradas por el arrebiatado en la Costa Central 

Año 1935/36 mala 
Año 1945/46 buena 

Año 1936/37 buena 
Ano 1946/47 buena 

Año 1937/38 mala 
Año 1947/48 buena 

Año 1938/39 buena 
Año 1948/49 buena 

Auo 1939/40 mala 
Año 1949/50 buena 

Año 1940/41 mala 
Año 1950/51 regular 

Año 1941/42 buena 
Año 1951/52 regular 

Año 1942/43 mala 
Año 1952/53 regular 

Año 1943/44 buena 
Año 1953/54 mala 

Año 1944/45 buena Año 1954/55 mala 

económica, finalmente en los dos últimos años del período observado, en 1953/55 el 

arre íatado resultó como insecto muy dañino, con graves mermas en la cosceha. Así ’por 

esta observación que se ha extendido sobre veinte anos consecutivos se ha demostrado que 

un ciclo de dos anos no existe en la vida y en los daños del arrebiatado, y que este insecto 

támb,'/11 gradacion en lnterval°s absolutamente irregulares, produciendo así sus estragos 
también con pausas muy variables. & 

• Comparando los datos de las cosechas de algodón en los diferentes años con observa 
i nes del clima y de otras condiciones ecológicas, debería ser posible también la solución de 

ZlTZt* PriT*"’ ? dl1 rr° df la Una influencia decisiva, aparentemente, 
debía tener el desarrollo de la flora silvestre de las “lomas”, a las cuales el arrebiatado migra 

durante el invierno. Si las finas garúas (lluvias ligeras de neblina) caen en abundancia, esta 

Jora crece en forma esuberante y ofrece así al arrebiatado buen albergue y rico alimento en 
las plantas malvaceas silvestres. Asi, el arrebiatado puede pasar el invierno reproduciéndose 

en dos generaciones y es capaz de invadir en la primavera a los valles algodoneros en muy 

numerosos enjambres. Asi, a un invierno muy lluvioso con bien desarrolladas lomas, debería 

seguir una temporada algodonera muy infestada por el arrebiatado con altas mermas en la 
cosecha. Dero, la observación imparcial no confirmó esta relación. 

El motivo verdadero que determina la gradación del arrebiatado se reveló comparando 
entre anos buenos y malos, los datos meteorológicos de la primavera, meses Setiembre a 

Temporada 1937/38 Temporada 1943/44 

Ins 
e 

hor 

olación total 
n el mes en 
as y décimos. 

Nubosidad 
Grados 
1-10 

Insolación total 
en el mes en 

horas y décimos 

Nubosidad 
Grados 

1-10 

Estación 
Meteoro' 

lógica Lima 

Gua' 
dalu' 

pe 

Lam- 
baye' 
que Lima 

Gua' 
dalu' 

pe 

§
 kn cr Lima 

La' 
chay 

Lam' 
baye* 
que Lima 

La' 
chay 

Lam' 
baye- 
que 

Setiembre 26.8 190.9 192.5 9.6 6 5.3 10.1 22.0 237.5 9 9 4 

Octubre 49.2 206.2 183.7 9.0 6 5.0 87.3 89.0 265.4 7 9 4 

Noviembre 124.2 195.7 176.5 7.7 5 4.9 158.7 166.5 258.0 4 7 4 

Diciembre 122.4 238.1 219.7 7.0 5 4.2 228.8 235.3 269.4 5 7 3 

Cosecha : 50 á 95 % daño s por arr ebiatado. Sin ningi m daño por arr ebiatac lo. 
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Diciembre. Temperatura y humedad atmosférica no son importantes, pero la insolación 

(horas de sol) y la nubosidad de los indicados meses están en directa relación con el desarrollo 
del arrebiatado para formar plaga económica. Este fenómeno sea explicado en los ejemplos 

de dos temporadas: una muy mala 1937/38, y la otra libre del arrebatado 1943 44. 
Los valores meteorológicos de las dos estaciones de Lima y Lambayeque son directamente 

comparables y demuestran las grandes diferencias de las dos temporadas: en 1937/38, baja 

insolación y alta nubosidad producen una fuerte gradación del arrebatado con alta merma 

de la cosecha; en 1943/44, fuerte insolación y baja nubosidad impiden el desarrollo del 
arrebiatado, de modo que la cosecha queda libre de daños. Los datos de las estaciones de 

Guadalupe y Lachay se han incluido, porque estas estaciones están situadas entre Lima y 

ZONA AFECTADA POR LANGOSTA 1947 

Temporada por temporada se ha dibujado mapas respectivos con los porcentajes de 

los daños en señas convencionales y con los datos meteorológicos en tablas y curvas, asi 
resultaron cuadros muy instructivos que en una vista rápida permitieron apreciar las reía' 

ciones entre el clima del año y el estado de la infestación y de los daños del algodonero por e 

arrebiatado; como ejemplo publicamos el mapa de la temporada 1937/38. ^ 
Estudiando la influencia de la nubosidad y de la insolación sobre la gradación de 

arrebiatado en forma más detallada, se observó que el arrebiatado que migra en la primavera 

desde las lomas a los campos algodonales es muy susceptible, especialmente sus estados 

larvales, a los rayos del sol y el resecamiento producido por la insolación directa. El algodón 
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no ofrece aun suficiente sombra, pues las plantadas están reden germinadas y las socas han 
desarrollado pocas ramas y aún hojas. Así un día de cinco o seis horas de sol brillante mata 
o daña mortalmente los arrebatados, cuando no pueden alcanzar un albergue de sombra 
efectiva esto es en campos limpios, sin malas hierbas, muy difícil. Así la población del 

mambfefdeTs bmen^eanad” ^ ^edando sin Rancia s, llegaron numerosos 
enjambres de las lomas buenas o solamente pocos ejemplares en años de lomas secas. Pero 
™ an°n COr! fuertes neblinas y solamente escasos momentos de insolación, el arrebatado 
se desarrolla rapidamente en los campos nuevos, se multiplica en dos a tres generaciones 
hasta fines de Diciembre y puede entonces en pleno verano picar en números altos las 
bellotas recien formadas con los daños correspondientes en la cosecha. 

Por estas observaciones eco-biológicas y meteorológicas, se ha solucionado así un prob- 

,“’a la\|ricuhurraeSple"tlfiC°l' Per°’ esta solución tiene también mucha importancia práctica 
para a agricultura. Pues si al comienzo de la temporada el clima se manifiesta con poco sol 

,a-h“-bllnas, se sabe la® condiciones biológicas para el arrebiatado son óptimas; 
i contadas en los campos algodoneros en Octubre y Noviembre indican que realmente 

nrnnó P ad° En gT nú“er,° ? f ProPaSa en forma rápida, entonces se puede dar el 
pronostico que la temporada sera plagada por el arrebiatado. Entonces se da la voz de alarma 
y se recomienda a los agricultores tomar las medidas adecuadas de control. En esta forma una 
Observación primera puramente científica ha encontrado en la previsión de plagas una 
aplicación practica de gran valor económico. P ë 
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Correlation of Vertical and Horizontal Flight Activity 

in Mosquitoes with Marked Changes in Light Intensity 
By W. E. Snow and Eugene Pickard 

Tennessee Valley Authority 

Wilson Dam, Ala. 

ABSTRACT1 

Observations on the diel movements of Mansonia perturbans by biting collections in 
cypress forest at Reelfoot La\e, Tennessee, during June 1952 showed appreciable ubward 

movement at dus\ and downward movement from the forest canopy at dawn Pronounced 
flight activity m the early evening was initiated after light intensity declined below 1 F C 
and at dawn m the period from 0-1 F.C. 

Horizontal flight was also measured by biting records and detected visually in cotton and 
corn fields adjacent to Beaver dam Swamp near Greenbrier, Alabama, in June 1956 Flight 

below 1 pQmT¿ed m /0rCfe dt thr SWamp margin a few minutes after light intensity declined 
l h ? /Tt 0fmigTmg ™scluitoes re“ched the mile point between 10 and 

-ÄKttRfS&TÄr' v',, ** ~ 
DISCUSSION 

currentsPatUTRt°me?id 7°U °bs£rVe the relation of fllght directions to the direction of wind 

W. E Snow. Flights were made generally upwind or in a southerly direction when 
winds up to three miles per hour were from the southwest. 

rloA° Fraga r>E Azevedo. Did you observe some relationship between the movement 
of the margin to that you studied and the light of the sun at thePoccasion of the sunrise? 

n V.. ?V°LW' At Reelfoot Lake movement was away from the sun at sunrise at 
Greenbrier, Alabama, movement was at right angles but still toward the shadowed vegeta- 
tion or the swamp margin. 6 

m,J'T If' Thn ñS^s given by Dr. Snow, although taken to indicate movement or 
in fdKT“ y ^ gained on the basis of different feeding times and habits 

such mowments?abltatS’ ^ ^ SnOW Carned °ut any marking experiments which prove 

W. E. Snow The only marking experiments in the area show anopheline males to 
move along a túpelo swamp up to 5/8 mile overnight. P 

1 Published in Ann. Ent. Soc. Amer. 50: 306-311. 1957. 
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The MicroClimate in which Woodlice Live 
By E. B. Edney 

University College of Rhodesia and Nyasaland 

Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia 

The observations described in this paper form part of a programme of work whose aim 
was to investigate the effects of water and heat in the lives of woodlice. Work under 

controlled conditions in the laboratory has already told us something of the reactions of these 

animals to temperature and humidity (Gunn, 1937 and subsequent authors) and of the rate 

and site of loss of water from them (Edney, 1951 and subsequent authors) but little is 

known of the conditions which they experience in the field, and it was this problem which 

prompted the following observations. I have chosen to present a few samples of the work 

in some detail rather than to attempt a summary, for I feel that in this relatively new field 

methods used and difficulties met are more interesting than formal conclusions, which at 
this stage are in any case necessarily tentative. 

The first example I should like to take concerns some measurements and observations 
made at Juniper Hal, Surrey, England in the summer of 1954. Temperature and humidity was 

measured at intervals over a period of 30 hr. in and near a large tree stump inhabited by 

fave common species of woodlice. Temperatures were measured with fine thermocouples 

and humidities with the small electrical hygrometers described earlier (Edney, 1953). These 

ygrometers have proved satisfactory (though their calibration is tedious) at relative 
humidities above 40%. Below this their response is feeble. During the night in question 
one or two hygrometers were put out of action by dew and had to be replaced. 

The results (Fig. 1) need not be discussed in detail, but attention may be drawn to a 

few points. Readings commenced at 09.00 hr. G.M.T. on the 7th July, and during the follow* 

Fig. 1. Temperatures and humidities measured at various points in and near a tree stump inhabited by Armadillo 
tum vulgare and other species of woodlice. The vertical lines indicate the range of temperature of the air 1 cm. 

above the stump surface during periods of 20 sec. at the times indicated; A, R. H. in lower part of crevice. 
’ . .of air 1 cm. above the stump; C, body temperature of Armadillidium on the surface; D body 

temperature of Armadillidium in crevice; E, temperature in crevice with woodlice; F, temperature of the Surface 
or the stump. 
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ing 24 hr. the temperature of the surface at the stump next to a crevice occupied by 

Armadillidium vulgare showed a range of as much as 42°C. (from 51° - 9°C.) while by 

contrast the temperature inside the crevice (which was 6" deep and 3" x 1" at the top) 

remained between 28° and 12°C. The air temperature 1 cm. above the surface of the stump 

rose to a few degrees above that in the crevice and fell slightly below it at night. 

In a similar way, the relative humidity of the air 1 cm. above the stump varied widely, 

between 50% in the hottest part of the day and 90% at night, while inside the crevice, even 

near the top, the humidity remained for the most part between 95% and 100%, though it 

fell to 80% for 2 hours during the day. During this drier period, humidity in the lower part 

of the crevice remained very high. 
So much for the climatic conditions. As regards the animals themselves, the internal 

temperature of a specimen of A. vulgare tethered inside the crevice was measured from 

15.00 hr. on the first day onwards, and it followed pretty closely the temperature of the 
air in the crevice. During the afternoon, the temperature of another specimen, tethered 

on the surface of the stump, was some 10°C. higher, and followed the temperature of the 

surface. The woodlice under observation remained in the crevice all day, moving downwards 

during the period of low humidity mentioned above, but remaining near the top for the 

most part, where they moved round the crevice horizontally in such a way as to avoid 

direct insolation. From 18.30 hr. onwards these animals emerged from the crevice and moved 

away into the grass. There was considerable activity during the night, but some animals 

were always to be seen in the crevice. 

Much has been written on the supposed differences in humidity requirements of various 

species of woodlice. It is therefore worth recording that five species, A. vulgare, Porcellio 
scaber, Oniscus asellus, Metaponorthus pruinosus and Trichoniscus pusillus, were all present 

in this tree stump. This is not to say that the conditions to which the various individuals 
were exposed were identical, for humidity and temperature may vary significantly within 

1 cm. Indeed the R.H. below a dead leaf in one crevice was 98% but only 82% above it: 

Trichoniscus was present below the leaf, Oniscus above it. Nevertheless, I have found all 

five of these species present together beneath one stone. Perhaps the significant difference 

between the humidity requirements of the species lies in their lower humidity limits. 

Thus Trichoniscus was never found far away from saturated air, while Armadillidium was 

found at rest at 65% R.H. and the others at intermediate humidities. 

My second example concerns some observations made on the fringe of the Sahara in 

Algeria in April 1955. The woodlouse Hemilepistus reaumuri has been reported as living in 

the 'desert’ (Vandel, 1924; Verrier, 1932), and I wished to find out how a member of this 
essentially hygrophilic group of animals could do so. Hemilepistus was found near Biskra, 

at the 14 Km. post on the Batna road, where it occurs in enormous numbers. Hemilepistus 
is about 2 cm. long, which is large for a woodlouse. It stands and runs rapidly with its body 

well above the ground, thus avoiding close contact with the hot surfaces which are some' 

times encountered. It lives in neat round holes which it excavates in the sand of an alluvial 

plain. Several individuals may live in one hole, but I was not able to trace a hole to a greater 

depth than 12". 
During the hottest part of the day, from about 11.00 to 15.00 hr. local time, none of 

the animals were to be seen on the desert surface; before and after this time they emerged in 

very large numbers, wandered over the surface and fed upon a desert plant and upon each 

other. Owing to security restrictions I was unfortunately unable to make observations 

throughout the night, but presumably the animals were active during that time. 
In April at Biskra conditions are by no means extreme, indeed the soil and air tempera' 

tures recorded would often be exceeded in summer in a north temperate climate. But 

ambient humidity was always low, and for this reason it is unlikely that any north temper' 

ate species could have existed in the area occupied by Hemilepistus. 
Temperature and humidity measurements were made on several occasions and Fig. 2 

shows one such record. Animals sought the shelter of their holes by 10.30 hr. when the 
ground surface temperature was beginning to rise. Air temperature was also rising at the 

time. They emerged again at about 15.00 hr. when the ground temperature was falling, 

though the air temperature was still rising. From this and other similar records I am inclined 
to think that ground temperature plays an important part in determining emergence from 

the holes, though clearly the situation is complicated by several variables and needs much 

further study. Certainly air movement seemed to have little effect, for animals were outside 
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in fairly high winds; on the other hand, during periods of alternating sunshine and shade 

the former caused the animals rapidly to seek the shelter of their holes. I found no evidence 

of any private ownership of holes: the idea was to run down the nearest, though the upper' 
most occupant of a hole usually resisted intrusion by a stranger. 

# # Air D-D Dead, dry louse 

°-o Ground l-l Live louse 

a-a In hole 

bod\2tempemureUreS “ ^ of HemilePistus reaumuri, and demonstration of the effect of transpiration on 

The measurements in Fig. 2 show that the temperature inside a hole, even near the top 
remained much lower than that of the surface of the desert. The internal temperature 

of a living animal tethered on the surface, was higher than the temperature in the hole, but 

lower than that of a dead, dried louse measured at the same time in the same position. This 

fact suggests a cooling effect by evaporation of water from the body, and water loss measure' 
ments made at the same time (and discussed below) showed this to be true. 

i i “lty W^S nJeasrlired inside a hole, and during the period concerned never fell 
below 80% at a depth of 2 , or below 96% at 6", even though the humidity of the air 

immediately outside the hole fell to below 20% during the day. Such a high humidity 

inside the living holes is remarkable in an environment with such a low ambient humidity 

1 his above all explains the existence of woodlice in the area; but only burrowing wood lice 

could exploit the circumstance for there were but few stones or other forms of cover. It is 

biologically 6Xample °f the faCt that areas marked tdesert’ on maps are not necessarily deserts 

Some measurements of the rate of water loss from Hemilepistus were made Durine 
the exposure to which Fig. 2 refers, between 12.00 and 13.00 hr. five individuals in sunshine 

showed a mean rate of loss of 5.4 mg./cm.2/hr. or 7.6% of the original weight per hour, 

ouch a rate of loss would adequately account for the difference of some 2°C. between the 

temperatures of the living and of the dead, dried animals shown in Fig. 2. The figures 

suggest, but do not prove, that transpiration is sufficiently rapid to be of survival value for 

short periods of exposure to high temperatures. During the same period, an animal in a hole 

lost only 1.1 mg./cm.2/hr., or 1.6% of its original weight per hour. In other circumstances 
nemilepistus showed a considerably lower rate of transpiration. 

P n hree °^ker sPec^es woodlice were found in the 'stony’ desert near Bou Saada: 
orce io sp. near albinus, Porcellio dngustulus and AAetoponorthus pruinosus, and some 
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comparative measurements of water loss were made. P. albinus, when exposed together with 
Hemilepistus, showed a higher rate of loss: a mean of 1.6 mg./cm.2/hr. (4 individuals) as 
compared with 0.76 mg./cm.2/hr. (4 individuals) for Hemilepistus. When P. albinus, 
P. angustulus and M. pruniosus were exposed together the rates were 5.6, 3.9, and 4.7 
mg./cm.2/hr. respectively. It seems then that of the four species studies, H. reaumuri has by 
far the lowest rate of transpiration, Porcellio albinus the highest, with the other two species 
in between. Cloudsley-Thompson, who has also observed Hemilepistus in the field in 
Tunisia, found (in litt.) that in the laboratory H. reaumuri showed a much lower rate of 
water loss than P. scaber the common north temperate woodlouse. 

P. albinus and P. angustulus were found in shallow wadis, where they lived under 
stones in the day time and emerged at night. These species do not dig holes, but as Fig. 3 
shows, adequate protection from high temperatures and low humidities is afforded by the 

shallow wadis and stones. 

Fig. 3. Temperatures and humidities in the habitat of Porcellio albinus, in Algeria. 

These observations provide some information, brief and incomplete as it is, about the 
life of the so called ‘desert’ woodlice in the spring of the year. It would now be very interest' 
mg to find out how they get on in the hot dry summer. 
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DISCUSSION 

B. Hocking. How was the surface area of the woodlice measured? 
E. B. Edney. The whole cuticle of several animals of known weight is cut and drawn 

on squared paper. One thus obtains ‘k’ in the relation S = K.W* so that surface area may 
be calculated from the weight of an individual whose area is unknown. 

N. Waloff. Are there any adaptations to water loss in the eggs or the brood pouch of 
the desert forms? 

E. B. Edney. No. 
B. Hccking. How were the tethers attached to the woodlice? 
E. B. Edney. They were simple loops of cotton. 



The Exploitation of Pleurococcus and Lichen by Insects 
By Edward Broadhead 

University of Leeds 

Leeds, England 

ABSTRACT1 

In the North of England, the Psocoptera are, ecologically, the most important of the animals 
grazing on the microflora on the bar\ of trees. These psocids are extremely abundant on larch 
trees at many localities in the Pennine hills. Since 95% of the psocid population on larch in 
this region is made up of 8 species, and since densities at some places reach almost two indivi' 
ua s per inch length of twig, it seems likely that inter' and intra'Species competition for space 

and food may, at times, be intense, and that the balance between the species may be a delicate 
one. 

These eight abundant species fall into two feeding groups. Preference experiments in 
which the animals are given the choice of Pleurococcus and lichen (Lecanora concoides 
Cromb.), have shown that six species prefer Pleurococcus to lichen and that the remaining 
two species prefer lichen to Pleurococcus. Analysis of the crop contents of individuals taken in 
the field indicates that all six of the Pleurococcus preferers” take the same foods in approxv 
mately the same proportions, viz Pleurococcus, fungal spores of the honeydew mould Sporodes' 
miuni, bark and detritus. Their food requirements in nature are therefore virtually the same 
When Pleurococcus and Sporodesmium are in short supply, these species ta\e more bar\ and 
detritus but only a very little lichen, and their oviposition rate is greatly reduced The two 

lichen preferers ’ on the other hand, although normally feeding on lichen, will readily take 
Pleurococcus and Sporodesmium when lichen is in short supply, and they oviposit as freely 
in the laboratory when fed upon Pleurococcus as they do on a lichen diet. These two lichens 
philous species are of interest in that one of them grazes the whole surface of the lichen, whereas 
the other feeds only on the fructifying cups, which are evidently the only parts of the lichen free 
from lichen acid. In this respect it is therefore incompletely adapted to a lichen diet. 

pearly all these species overwinter, in the North of England, in the egg stage, and éclosion 
takes place in two waves. The eggs of the two Mesopsocus species (M. unipunctatus (Müll.) 
and immunis (Steph.)) hatch first, so that the early summer psocid populations are made up 
largely of these two species, both of which are Pleurococcus feeders. In late summer, when the 
adult Mesopsocus have died out, the psocid populations on larch comprise the remaining four 
Pleurococcus"/eedmg species (Elipsocus westwoodi McL., Elipsocus hyalinus (Steph.), 
Philotarsus picicornis (F.) and Amphigerontia bifasciata (Latr.)) and the two lichenophilous 
species (Reuterella helvimacula End. and Elipsocus mclachlani Kimmins). 

At about 1000 ft. above sea level in the Pennines, larch trees present two distinct ecological 
niches for these Psocoptera. The trunks, the dead lower branches, and the older thicker portions 
of the living branches are covered with lichen, and the greater proportion of the populations of 
the lichemfeeding species occurs here. The younger portions of the living branches carry little 
lichen but bear appreciable amounts of Pleurococcus and Sporodesmium. This is the habitat 
of the Pleurococcus 'feeders. The feeding preferences therefore account for the distribution 
observed in the field to a considerable extent, but not entirely. At lower localities, about 
300 ft. above sea level, lichen is much less abundant, and Pleurococcus occurs on both 
living and dead branches of larch. Here the populations of the Pleurococcusfeeding species 
are highly interspersed, but differences in distribution pattern between the species indicates 
that this distribution is determined, not only by the distribution of the food, but also by 
responses to other unknown factors in the environment. 

regards these Pleurococcus 'feeding species then, there would appear to be no important 
difference in food requirements, nor would there seem to be any important difference in their 
requirement for oviposition sites, since all lay their eggs on the barff Moreover the nymphs 
live in the same microhabitat as the adults, which fly very little, so that the whole life history is 
spent on the twig surface, and, since the populations of the various species are highly inter' 
spersed, it may also be said that the place in which they live is the same for all these species. 
In these three alVimportant niche requirements, the differences between the species are very 
small, and yet they are living together on the same trees, at relatively high population densities 

'To be published in J. animal Ecology, 1958. (In press). 
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This coexistence is evidently not a transient stage in the growth of a larch plantation, and the 
repetition of this situation in the twenty'four plantations studied suggests that it is a situation 
of some stability and some permanence. 

DISCUSSION 

G. C. Varley. Do parasites play a part? Is quantity of Pleurococcus greatly changed? 

E. Broadhead. 1. Examination of parasites is at present in only a very preliminary 
stage, but it appears that a single Myrmarid parasitises the eggs of both Mesopsocus species 
in the early summer. The braconid Euphorus fulvipes parasitises at least 3 of the later summer 
species. 2. In late summer, larch twigs completely grased over are quite numerous in the 
plantations. Grasing is evidently quite intensive, and it seems likely that on occasion, 
sufficient grasing must occur to result in some lowering of the oviposition rate of the adults. 

H. G. James. Do Collembola compete with the psocids for Pleurococcus. 

E. Broadhead. Collembola do occur on larch trees in Northern England, but only 
occasionally in large numbers. As regards biomass, the psocids are clearly the most impor¬ 
tant exploiters of Pleurococcus in this area. 



Oviposition Response of Limonius agonus (Say) (Coleóptera, 

Elateridae) to Sand Particle Siz,e 
By James B. Kring 

Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station 

New Haven, Conn. 

ABSTRACT 

The eastern field wireworm, Limonius agonus (Say) is normally found in large populations 
in continuously cropped, fine sandy soils. A series of tests were made to determine the role of 
sand in the selection of oviposition site. For comparison similar tests were made with adults of 
the wheat wireworm, Agriotes mancus (Say). This species is normally found in heavier sod 
soils. 

Adults of L. agonus in choice chambers preferred fine to coarse sand for oviposition. It is 
proposed that this is a response to maximum contact with the sand. 

In coarse sands adults of this species were observed to ma\e extensive use of their mandibles 
in digging oviposition tunnels. When presented with a choice between sands slightly larger than 
the maximum mandible opening and sands slightly smaller the adult beetles deposited a greater 
number of eggs among the sands easily moved with the mandibles. 

Similar reactions were not observed for A. mancus. 

DISCUSSION 

J. A. Begg. Were the L. agonus females fed when ovipositing? 
J. B. Kring. Yes, adults were fed with a mixture of pollen and honey presented on 

a small piece of potato. The adults will however oviposit without feeding. 
W. H. Lange. Did Agriotes mancus oviposit during your studies? 
J. B. Kring. Yes, eggs were obtained from this species when it was provided with 

entrances into the sand. 

G. C. Varley. Did you work with the ovipositor in any of your tests? 
J. B. Kring. No, observation shows, however, that during oviposition the ovipositor 

is extended and touches the sides of the tunnel. The same factor should operate here. 

iFor complete text see Ann. Ent. Soc. Amer. 50: 392-394. 1957. 
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The Seasonal Abundance of Some Arthropods Collected 
from Oak Leaf Litter in S.E. Devon 

By Peter D. Gabbutt 

Department of Zoology, The University 

Exeter, England 

ABSTRACT 

The fdUiicL wds extrdcted from the litter by the use of Tullgren funnels. The litter, which 
wds composed of od\ ledves, beech ledves, twigs, beechmdst, dcorns dnd other debris, wds sorted 
dnd weighed dfter desiccdtion. 

The dmount of litter per unit dree1 wds dt d mdximum dfter ledf fdll in October'J\[ovember 
dnd fell to d minimum the following July'August. This sedsondl vdridtion wds due to the od\ 
ledf component. 

At edch site 25 sdmples (0.1.sq.m.) were tafien dt rdndom from the litter in d totdl 
sdmple dred of 250 sq.m. The first site wds studied from Februdry 1953 to Mdy 1954 dnd 
the second between June 1954 dnd Mdy 1955. 

The numbers of spiders, beetles, pseudoscorpions dnd centipedes hdve been expressed in 
terms of two pdrdmeters, d) numbers per squdre metre dnd b) numbers per 100 grdms of 
0d\ ledves. It is supposed thdt the Idtter gives dn estimate of the living spdce dvdildble (but not 
necessdrily occupied) becduse of the relation between od\ ledf weight dnd litter volume. Observd' 
tions suggest thdt the sdme reldtionship does not hold throughout the yedr. After ledf fdll 
the ledves lie free from one dnother dnd, therefore, for d given weight of od\ ledves, the enclosed 
volume is probdbly dt d mdximum. As the yedr proceeds the ledves tend to disintegrdte dnd 
become compressed so thdt the volume, per unit weight, within the litter possibly redches d 
minimal vdlue just before the leaf fdll, (i.e., July or August). 

At the second site the ped\ numbers per unit dred occurred in September while the ped\ 
numbers per 100 grdms of od\ ledves occurred in August. The beetles dnd centipedes, dt the 
second site, showed d two month Idg between pdrdmeter ped\s. 

In this study, the pdrdmeter ped\s did not coincide dnd the dnimdls were not necessdrily 
dt their gredtest concentrdtion when dt pea\ numbers. The implicdtions of these results were 
briefly discussed with respect to the ecology of Nemobius sylvestris (Bose) (Orthopterd: 
Gryllidæ). A more detdiled dccount is in the course of prepdrdtion dnd this will be published 
elsewhere. 

i 
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Gemeinsame Probleme der Angewandten Bodenbiologie 

und der Zweckgebundenen Entomologie 
Von Adolf Brauns 

Staatliches Naturhistorisches Museum 

Braunschweig, Germany 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Die angewandte Bodenbiologie ist im wesentlichen ein ökologischer Forschungszweig und 

zeigt dies in ihrer Struktur, die eine systematische, experimentell orologi sehe und eine 

angewandt'ökologische Arbeitsrichtung ernennen lässt. Bei der Einordnung der Bodenbiologie 

in den Rahmen angewandter Wissenschaftsgebiete ergeben sich mannigfache Berührungspunkte 

mit anderen Disziplinen, etwa auch mit der angewandten Entomologie. Zur Darstellung 

werden die Verhältnisse in forstlichen Beständen gewählt, da dort die Fa\toren des ökologischen 

Beziehungsgefüges infolge der längeren Umtriebszeiten eindeutiger sind als auf den land' 

wirtschaftlichen Ffutzungsflächen.—Im entomologi sch'subterranen Bereich sind Insekten und 

ihre Larven trotz geringerem Anteil gegenüber anderen bodenbewohnenden Organismen' 

gruppen an der Bildung coprogener Humuselemente deutlich mitbeteiligt; dabei sind die 

Streuorganismen wie die Faunula der humifizierten Stöc\e den terricolen Lebensformtypen 

zuzurechnen.—Ein charakteristisches Moment im entomologisch'bodenbiologischen Bezie' 
hungs\reis sind u.a. Erscheinungen des Uberwinterns oder Verpuppens in bodennahen Schich' 

ten und in der amorphen Stoc\substanz. Hier werden neben Schadinsekten indifferente Arten 

der Kraut', Strauch' und Kronenschicht angetroffen. Jffach Begriffser\lärung der “Wirtschaft> 
liehen Indifferenz” wird gezeigt, dass Forschungen über die Biologie indifferenter Arten zur 

Lösung der Populations dynami\ bei primären Schadinsekten beitragen gönnen. Andererseits 

werden dadurch unsere Kenntnisse über den gesamten Vertilger\reis der Gross' und Sekundär' 

Schädlinge erweitert. Aussichtsreich erscheinen dabei auch Untersuchungen über die ätiologische 

Bedeutung der Umweltfacoren für die Entstehung der Polyedrosen, nachdem selbst inStreu und 

Bodenschichten überwinternde, polyeder\ran\e Insektenlarven festgestellt werden \onnten. 

Jfficht zuletzt sind Anzeichen dafür auffindbar, dass bei Gradationen (zumindest der Sekundär' 

Schädlinge) dem bodenbiologischen Zustand des Standortes, der sich wiederum auf die Wirts' 

pflanzen hinsichtlich ihrer Disposition für Erkrankungen jeglicher Art auswir\t, eine ent' 
scheidende Rolle zu\ommt. 

In den letzten Dezennien hat sich die Bodenbiologie als ein Forschungsgebiet mit 
vornehmlich biologischen Fragestellungen mehr und mehr aus der Position einer Hilfs' 
Wissenschaft der Bodenkunde herausgelöst. Besonders die Intensivierung der ökologischen 
Grundlagenforschung in der Pflanzenpathologie, die immer komplexer werdenden Aufgaben 
in der gesamten Pflanzenschutz^Wissenschaft—die nur in ständigem Erfahrungsaustausch 
Zwischen Wissenschaft und Praxis einer Lösung näher gebracht werden können—, nicht 
zuletzt aber die Erkenntnis einer unmittelbaren Verbindung zwischen der Sicherung und 
Erhöhung der Leistungen eines gegebenen Pflanzenverbandes und dem biologischen 
Bodengeschehen, haben dazu geführt, dass sich die Bodenbiologie weitgehend zu einer 
eigenen Forschungsdisziplin entwickelt hat. 

Kaum haben nunmehr allerorts die verstärkten Bemühungen um einen Ausbau des 
bodenbiologischen Forschungszweiges eingesetzt, zeigt sich eine Fülle von Stoff und eine 
Vielzahl an Problemen, so dass ein umfangreiches Gebiet im Entstehen begriffen ist, das 
neben einer Sichtung zu einer Ordnung und Abgrenzung auffordert. Vor allem gilt es, beider 
Einordnung der Bodenbiologie in den Rahmen der angewandten Wissenschaftsgebiete auf 
Berührungspunkte mit anderen Forschungszweigen aufmerksam zu machen, um auf dies^ 
Weise zu einer Zusammenarbeit zu kommen, die notwendig ist, damit die Erkenntnisse der 
Bodenbiologie so bald als möglich wirtschaftlich nutzbar gemacht werden können. 

Kennzeichnend für das Wesen der angewandten Bodenbiologie ist, dass sie erst mit 
dem Fortschritt der allgemein'ökologischen Forschung in ein entscheidendes EntwicklungS' 
stadium eingetreten ist. Zu der Ökologie tritt aber die Bodenbiologie in dreifacher Weise in 
engere Beziehung, wie ich an anderer Stelle kurz charakterisiert habe (Brauns, 1956b). 
Einmal sind die subterranen Organismen ein Glied einer “biozönotischen Kette” des 
Zugehörigen Lebensraumes. In diese Kette sind die Bodenfauna und Bodenflora eingefügt 
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und spielen im Stoffkreislauf ihrer Organismengemeinschaften eine besondere Rolle. 
Der subterrane Lebensraum mit seinen terricolen Organismen ist mithin nur ein Teil eines 
Ökosystems (vgl. Tischler, 1955). Zum andern kann die Bodenbiologie auf Grund der 
biologischen Gegebenheiten auf ökologische Untersuchungsmethoden niemals vernichten. 
Damit wird übrigens auch der Bodenbiologe sich eines Tages äussern müssen zu dem 
neuerlichen Vorhaben einer grundsätzlichen Begriffsklärung und Fundamenterneuerung 
in der allgemeinen Ökologie (vgl. dazu die Veröffentlichungen von Peus, 1954 und Schwenke, 
1953 u. 1955; weitere Einzelheiten bei Brauns, 1956a). Schliesslich treten auf bodenbiologi- 
schem Gebiet wirtschaftliche Fragestellungen an den Freilandbiologen heran, die nur als 
allgemein-ökologische Probleme bearbeitet werden können. 

Die starke Verflechtung der Bodenbiologie mit der ökologischen Forschung kommt in 
der ihr eigenen Struktur, die deutlich einen dreistöckigen Aufbau erkennen lässt, gleichfalls 
Zum Ausdruck. Wenn auch die systematische Arbeitsrichtung notwendigerweise die Basis 
für alle Untersuchungen bildet,! so sind die beiden anderen Arbeitssektoren ökologisch 
ausgerichtet und erfordern in steigendem Masse die Zusammenarbeit mit benachbarten 
Disziplinen. Auf dem experimentell-ökologischen Arbeitsgebiet sind etwa die interspezifi¬ 
schen Beziehungen zu erforschen, weiterhin die Beziehungen von Organismengesellschaften 
Zueinander oder die Auswirkungen des Bodenlebens auf den Pflanzenverband eines 
Standortes und schliesslich die Bedeutung der abiotischen Umweltfaktoren für das biolo¬ 
gische Bodengeschehen zu analysieren. Dass sich auch das Freiland für expenmentell- 
biozönotische Forschungen eignet, hat Tischler (1954) in einer Veröffentlichung auseinan¬ 
dergesetzt. Die dritte Arbeitsrichtung, als angewandt-ökologisch zu bezeichnen, sucht die 
Möglichkeiten zur Verbesserung der Lebensverhältnisse in den Bodenschichten und damit 
gleichzeitig Möglichkeiten zu einer Nutzbarmachung der Organismengesellschaften in der 
Praxis. 

Wenden wir unser Interesse nach diesen einleitenden Ausführungen über das Wesen 
und die Bedeutung der Bodenbiologie der angewandten Entomologie zu, so sind auch hier, 
nach unerlässlichen, systematischen und allgemein-ökologischen Vorarbeiten, alle Unter¬ 
suchungen, die sich vornehmlich mit der Lösung der von der Praxis vorgebrachten Probleme 
beschäftigen, angewandt-ökologischer Art. Nicht allein deshalb, sondern auch aus anderen, 
im folgenden zu erläuternden Gründen tritt die zweckgebundene bodenbiologische For¬ 
schung in vielseitige Verbindung zur angewandten Entomologie. Obwohl die Beziehungen 
Zu den Verhältnissen auf den landwirtschaftlichen Nutzungsflächen in ähnlicher Weise 
demonstrierbar sind, möchte ich mich vorwiegend auf die forstlichen Bestände beschränken, 
da die einzelnen Faktoren des ökologischen Beziehungsgefüges im Wirtschaftswald infolge 
der erheblich längeren Umtriebszeiten eindeutiger sind. Wie reichhaltig etwa die gemein¬ 
samen angewandt-ökologischen Probleme des Waldbaues und der angewandten Boden¬ 
biologie sind, habe ich andernorts vor kurzem aufzuzeigen versucht (Brauns, 1956c). 

Im entomologisch- subterranen Bereich ist zunächst auffällig, dass der Anteil der 
ausgesprochen terricolen Insekten (einschliesslich der aktiven larvalen Stadien) quantitativ 
weit geringer ist als der Anteil der übrigen bodenbewohnenden Organismengruppen 
(vgl. Brauns, 1954b). Trotzdem sind Insekten und besonders ihre Larven an der Bildung 
coprogener Humuselemente in den Bodenschichten mitbeteiligt (Brauns, 1954d). In 
mehrjährigen und weiträumigen Untersuchungen konnte ich sogar von den Dipteren, die zu 
einer der grössten Insektenordnungen gehörig sonst überall nachteilig in die Belange des 
Menschen emgreifen, nachweisen, dass weit mehr Formtypen in den Streu- und Boden¬ 
schichten vertreten sind, als man anfangs zu vermuten geneigt ist (Brauns, 1954a). Ausser 
zu zahlreichen räuberischen Arten gehören auch manche Larvenformen zu den wirt¬ 
schaftlich wichtigen Erstzersetzern der Fallstreu. Dass die Streuorganismen der Bodenfauna 
zuzurechnen sind, braucht kaum begründet zu werden, da zwischen der Bodenauflage und 
den weiteren Bodenschichten regelmässig ein Austausch der vorkommenden Arten statt¬ 
findet. 

Den Kreis der eigentlich bodenbewohnenden Larvenformen müssen wir in den forst¬ 
lichen Beständen andererseits sogar noch erweitern, als auch die Faunula der amorphen 
Substanz der Stöcke in die ökologische Gruppe der terricolen Formen einzubeziehen ist. 
Im fortgeschrittenen Zersetzungsstadium des Stockes lässt sich verhältnismässig leicht der 
Nachweis erbringen, dass die Holzfauna mehr und mehr abgelöst worden ist von den aus¬ 
gesprochen terricolen Organismengruppen (vgl. auch Brauns, 1954a). 
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Zur ungünstigen Jahreszeit bildet der Stock in den letzten Abbaustadien zudem nicht 
allein einen Uberwinterungsort für einen grossen Teil der Streubewohner sondern auch 
fur viele Arten der Kraut- Strauch- und Kronenschicht. Schon in der Nähe der Stöcke 

llemXhF nehtrh°rhte PoÇul1ationsdichte Winter hin beobachten. Die Wärme und vor 

de, AeKba g SV£ h11"Sf Slnd lm St?ck °der in seiner nächsten Umgebung gegen 
Ende des Abbauprozesses besonders günstig (Brauns, 1954c). Daher wird der Stock auch 
wahrend sommerlicher Trockenzeiten mit Vorliebe aufgesucht k h 

Ein sehr wesentliches Moment in dem Beziehungskreis der beiden angewandten 
Wissenschaftsgebiete entomologischer und bodenbiologischer Arbe.tsr.chtung"stX dl 

schafthch gleichgültigen Arten scheint mir dringend erforderlich zu sefn " ^ 

a der Begriff der wirtschaftlichen Indifferenz" vielfach unterschipdlirh a 

Ausmass der Schadwirkungen erträglich war. Im letzten Fall kann man eigentlich nicht 

als “LTT TLLr Jflrtsch^ftl,chen Indifferenz" sprechen; vielleicht könnte man diese Arten 
der uLLhaf ” pkaT beachtenswfrt kennzeichnen. Zur Vereinfachung der Behandlung 
der Inferenz -Erscheinungen sind im folgenden beide Gruppen zusammengefasst d § 

FreilaYd n L d? WlrtschjL hegt dle Frage nahe, ob denn eine Förderung ökologischer 
Untersuchungen indifferenter Insektenarten wirtschaftlich vertretbar ist (BmunS 

1953). Durch die Stellung einer solchen Frage kann freilich der Eindruck erwLkt „LdL’ 
als ob die Forderung dieser Untersuchungen nur dann gegeben sei LLn dLLL ¿ ’ 
sprochener Nutzen für die praktische Wirtschaft verbunden ist. Nun hat die ForstwirtLhfft 
wie grundsatzhch auch die Landwirtschaft) auf vordringliche Behandlung™ Fraget 
sofern ein gewisses Vorrecht, weil auf diesen beiden Wirtschaftssektoren dip Ami™ 

er ervermehrungen wirtschaftlicher Grossschädlinge sich in kürzester Zeit katastrophal 
auswmken können so dass deshalb die wissenschaftliche Bearbeitung allein drnseTZen 
mf «forderlich gehalten wird, um zu einer baldigen Einschränkung der Schäden durch 
ntsprechende Gegenmassnahmen zu kommen. Auch die wissenschaftliche Bearbeitung der 
LhL pLLk Jahrzehnten nfu aufgetretenen Schadinsekten, deren Massenvermehrungen 

nicht plötzlich einsetzen und bei denen das Ausmass der Schäden bei weitem nicht so gross 
wie bei den bekannten, klimatisch sensiblen Arten, wird von der Wirtschaft noch 

anerkannt, weil der sich immerhin summierende Schaden in einem forstlichen if., i 
letzten Endes doch bemerkbar wird. Eme Abwendung 
Faktoren erscheint vom wirtschaftlichen Standpunkt aus noch vertretbar 

Fnr=chegenUbe,r dleJserD*u“lndest einseitigen Einstellung wird es jedoch immer dringender 
Forschungen über die Biologie wirtschaftlich indifferenter Arten auszubauen selbsfLenn 

wltscffrf6 deLrtlger Untersuchungen erst nach Jahren sichtbar werden und der 
rtschaft zugute kommen sollten. Die Forschungszweige der angewandten Bodenbiologie 

und der angewandten Entomologie können sich dabei in hervorragender Weise ergänzen* 
Bei dem Problem der Indifferenz haben wir es unbedingt mit einer FrLe TT Ln Lp 

zur osung des Problems der Populationsdynamik bei den primären Schadinsekten'viel 

P~g be,VMmag- SCh0nklm Jahre 1941 folgerte ICh m -- VaSÄ dTe 
Prognose bei Massenvermehrungen von Lymcmtria monacha L. (Lep.; Lymantriidæ) einem 
ausgesprochenen forstlichen Grossschädling: “Die weitere Untersuchung dieser ur äcU 
hchen, zu einer Kalamität führenden Faktoren ist notwendig, da andere nicht selten Tm 

bzLhNhBlOt0PkVOrk0mmknde verwandte Arten nicht zu Massenvermehrungen neigen 
bzw. bisher noch nicht schwere wirtschaftliche Schäden verursacht haben". Dabe" komm 

indiffpr L"'1, "'L1 a em darauf an> Untersuchungen über die Bevölkerungsbewegungen 
ndifferenter Insektenarten innerhalb der Schadgebiete von Grossschädlingen vorzunfhmen 

d“r'“’" - -st» 
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Aber auch bei den sogenannten Sekundärschädlingen glaubt man dafür Anzeichen 
auffinden zu können, dass bei ihren Gradationen dem bodenbiologischen Zustand des Staiv 
dortes der sich wiederum auf die Wirtspflanzen hinsichtlich ihrer Disposition fur Erkran¬ 
kungen jeglicher Art auswirken wird, eine entscheidende Rolle zukommt. Die Analyse es 
bodenbiologischen Zustandes eines (ökologisch stets ausserordentlich komplexen) Standortes 
führt aber immer zur Frage der Bodenfruchtbarkeit, die sich deutlicher denn je zu einer 
Humusfrage entwickelt und nicht zuletzt verknüpft ist mit biologischen Zusammenhängen. 

Während man nun bei einer Ausdehnung der Untersuchungen auf die Verbreitung 
und Biologie wirtschaftlich indifferenter Arten den Faktorenkomplex der Entstehung von 
Insektenkalamitäten zu analysieren versuchen wird im Hinblick auf die Bodenbiologie 
besonders jener Arten, die im subterranen Lebensraum sich verpuppen, überwintern etc., 
ist die Bedeutung wissenschaftlicher Untersuchungen der Krankheiten jener Arten 
vielleicht noch grösser. Untersuchungen an wirtschaftlich gleichgültigen Arten werden 
zeigen inwieweit dieser Artenkomplex ein wertvolles Parasiten- und pathologisches 
Reservoir dar stellt und uns Möglichkeiten geben, unsere Kenntnisse über den gesamten 
Vertilgerkreis der Schadinsekten erheblich zu erweitern, so dass wir uns dadurch Kenntnisse 
erwerben können über die Nutzbarmachung der biotischen Faktoren überhaupt. 

Besonders aussichtsreich erscheint vor allem eine stärkere Beachtung der sogenannten 
Polyederkrankheiten (Polyedrosen) unter den Insekten. Infolge einer erheblichen Bedeutung 
dieser pathologischen Erscheinungen unter bestimmten Umweltbedingungen müssen wir 
uns eingehende Kenntnisse aneignen von der Verbreitung der Virosen und von der Arten' 
zahl der jeweiligen Krankheitsträger denn auch unter den Polyedrosen gibt es offensichtlich 
verschiedene Formen, die sich bei Übertragungen sehr unterschiedlich verhalten (Brauns, 
1953). Das Auftreten polyeder kr anker Larven (von Cephaleia alpina Klug. ; Hymenoptera, 
Pamphiliidæ) während der Überwinterung in den Streu- und Bodenschichten (Brauns, 1951) 
zeigt an, dass hier im Grenzgebiet zwischen der entomologischen und bodenbiologischen 

Forschung ein weites Arbeitsfeld vor uns liegt. 
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The Fungus-Growing Ant, Cyphomyrmex costatus 

and the Sporophore of its Fungus 
By Neal A. Weber 

Swarthmore College 

Swarthmore, Pa. 

ABSTRACT1 

The two-millimeter-long Central American Cyphomyrmex costatus Mann forms a nest 
in the soil consisting of a single, elliptical cell about 10 x 20 x 30 mm. It feeds solely on a fun a„ c 
growing in the form of dense, short white hyphae on vegetable substrate brought into the nest 

J , 3 7T' taTkS- T typhös may become slightly enlarged and in loose clusters but do 

Mines'°P the dmSe Pyr,f0rm W sPherical terminal enlargements characteristic of the larger 

f, Jhe furf'P has been maintained on a variety of nutrient agars and other substrates in 

memnTfí °!mts ¡or m°fe than ten months and studied on sabbatical leave in the Depart¬ 
ment of Bacteriology of the University of Wisconsin. All cultures, when returned to the ants 

mkwscob^alhtóÍhZ CUïtmted,by tbem■ r.he hyPhæ growing in artificial culture are similar 
. ] Pfùc * 7 the go-rden. Several agaric sporophores, however, have developed and 
p esent the first fruiting stages to be formed from artificial culture of any of the Trobical 

American fungus-growing ants. These have been identified by Drs. Alexander SmiTand 

“T’" “ repi'0ta ' ^/aricacece). Pieces of the stipe are «“hÏÎ 
ants and the mycelium resulting from culture of parts of the sporophore resembling that 
found in the garden in nature, is treated by the ants as thJr own fungus 8 that 

1 he cultivation of the fungus by the ants is similar to that of other attines. The ants 
prepare the substrate by licking it and sometimes defecating on it. They markedly accelerate 

erowth h °, the ¡7Ungt1 hyPlar]tir}Z tufts °f the mycelium on the substrate^ The resulting 
growth is continually explored with the antennal apices and frequently licked Bacteria are likely 

of a talT m t T'““ SUbStmte and mUSt Play a rÔle m the The mamtenani 
1 t W f hy g,arden despite continual possibilities for contamination appears to be due to 
antibiotic qualities of the fungus and the ant saliva and feces. 

1 Full text published in Ecology 38: 480-494. 1958. 
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Analyse de l’Entomofaune du Sol comme Méthode 

de Diagnostic des Types du Sol1 

By M. S. Ghilarov 

Institute of Animal Morphology 

Moscow, U.S.S.R. 

A la base de la classification génétique contemporaine des sols se trouve la notion 
veloppee par V. Dokoutschaiev concernant la tonalité des types du’ sol. Dans les limites 

de areal de chaque type du sol, le type donné est plus évident au centre de l’aréal où il h 
forme sur les divers éléments du relief, souvent et ! 

mesure que Ion s approche des limites de l’aréal du type donné, la surface occupée nar ce 

ype e so se rétrécit; le sol du type donné se borne aux éléments déterminés du relief aux 
formations déterminées de sous-sol etc. ... Les types tonaux du 

de formation dIsSsoiasrnL’,nflUtreS ^ ttypÊS dlfférents’ créés Par des processus différents ae formation des sols. L influence du climat—qui est un des facteurs fondamentanv Ho L 
formation des sols passe pour ainsi dire, à travers le prisme du microclimat du régime 

tvnpT d ermìqT dU S0Li^ni de nombreux cas> le diagnostic des sols à la limite de plusieurs 
types de sol, devient difficile, surtout dans les régions montagneuses, et diver s auteurs 
onnent par rapport aux memes variétés du sol des interprétations différentes. 

i’ , . La metbod(; pedologique et entomologique des diagnostics des types du sol élaborée par 
uteur est basee sur 1 emploi des caractéristiques écologogiques et soogéographiques des 

insectes du sol comme indices des conditions existant dans le sol. La possibilité théorique 
e emploi des données fournies par l’étude de l’entomofaune pour le diagnostic des sols 

condir du dait qie POUr fxistence de cbac3ue espèce d’insectes, un ensembli déterminé des 

ndard éc°lo"^ue de r“P**)- Pour l’aréal de chaque 
espece d insecte—d apres les données de certains auteurs (Buckle, 1923) plus de 98% 

peces d insectes sont lies avec le sol,— il est caractéristique qu’au centre de l’aréal dans 
a region de sa plus grande propagation l’espèce est plus euntopique, c’est-à-dire quelle 

habite des lieux les plus divers; tandis que vers les limites de l’aréal elle devient plus 
stenotopique, c est-a-dire plus strictement liée à des habitats déterminés par l'engeance 

espece donnée. Pour les insectes, il est caractéristique que près des limites de leur aréal 

tser&jsvfl* f —«*« « approche! pL *, !" "S 
des climats des regions ou 1 espece se rencontre le plus souvent. Pour les insectes du sol les 
conditions climatiques de l’endroit passent à travers le prisme du régime hydrothermique 
du sol, près des limites de 1 areal, ils peuplent des terrains où le régime hydrothermique se 
rapproche de celui des regions de leur plus grande propagation. Le “principe du changement 
des états ambiants établi par Bey B.enko (1930) pour les acridiens SeP vérifie facilement poh 
I “Peces d“lsectes du sol a grande repartition géographique. Ainsi, dans la zone de 

steppe boisee, les larves de 1 Amphimallon solstitiahs L. se rencontrent dans divers 
endroits mesophytes, dans les sols de compositions mécanique différente, sur des versants 
différemment exposés. Dans la partie Nord de l'aréal, dans la tône forestière, cette esnèce 
devient xerophy e liee aux sables et aux versants Sud; dans le midi, dans les régionsLes 

* ~ «—« k- W. de, SI S 

Pour les espèces de moindre extension dans les endroits où on les rencontre la constance 
des conditions du sol est caractéristique; cette constance est déterminée par ut moindre 
élasticité écologique. Avec cela certaines espèces sont moins plastiques par rapport à la 
temperature, d autres, envers l’humidité, d'autres encore par rapport à la composition 
mécanique, d autres, enfin, envers les propriétés chimiques etc_Par conséquent l’exis¬ 
tence d insectes d une meme espèce dans des terrains divers est une indice de l’identité 
physique, chimique et biologique des sols de ces terrains. Plus la composition de l’entomo¬ 
faune se rapproche de celle du centre de l’aréal de tel ou tel sol, plus on a le droit de con¬ 
clure a la similitude des processus de formation de ces sols. Ce sont justement les insectes 
qui conviennent le mieux pour les recherches de ce genre car leurs caractéristiques écologi¬ 
ques sont extrêmement nettes et leurs exigences écologiques et leur distribution géovraphi- 
que sont mieux connues que celles des autres animaux vivants dans le sol. 

iAlso published in Entomologicheskpe Obozrenie 35(3): 495-502. 1956. (Russian with English abstract). 
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Les exemples qui suivent permettent de se rendre compte de 1 importance des 

données fournies par l’étude des insectes du sol (et jusqu’à un certain point, des autres 

invertébrés) pour le diagnostic des sols. 

I sOLS DES FORÊTS DE NOYERS ET D’ARBRES FRUITIERS DANS LES 

MONTAGNES DE FERGHANA 

Le type caractéristique de la végétation de la zone montagneuse de la Kirghizie meri" 

dionale, des montagnes de Ferghana et de Tschatkal est représenté par des bois de noyers 

et d’arbres fruitiers composés de Juglans fallax, Malus Sieversi, Prunus, Acer Kirgizorum 

qui couvrent des centaines de milliers d’hectares. Les sols de ces forets se forment sur le 

loess ils sont riches en humus (jusque 10% dans la couche supérieure) tres proronds 

(la couche d’humus a plusieurs dizaines de cm); ils ont une structure noyeuse stable. 

Diverses autorités de la science du sol donnent de ces sols des interprétations diffe- 

rentes- Vilensky (1946, 1947) et Rozanov (1949) trouvaient possible de les classer parmi les 

sols se rapprochant des terres brunes (Braunerden) définies comme telles par Ramanne en 

Europe Occidentale, décrites chez nous par Prassolov (1929) et par d autres auteurs qui 

traitaient le sujet des forêts d’essences feuillues de la Crimée et du Caucase. Neoustroyev 

(1913) considérait ces sols comme des tchernozioms desalcalises. Guerassimov et Liverovsky 

(1947) classent les sols des forêts de noyers et d’autres fruitiers comme sols d un type special 

“brun-noir”. 
L’étude des particularités écologiques et zoogéographiques des insectes de ces sols a 

démontré que dans la composition de la faune des bois de noyers et d’arbres fruitiers des 

montagnes de Ferghana sont largement représentés les groupes caractéristiques pour les 

terres brunes se formant endessous des forêts d essences feuillues du Caucase, de la Crimee 

et de l’Europe Occidentale. Telles sont les fourmis Leptothorax tuberum F du groupe 

bulgaricus For. Stenamma westwoodi Westw, les coléoptères Cryptophagus subfumatusKr. 

les Staphylmides Conosomus et Tachyporus, les Tenebrionidae du genre Lezna (des especes 

de ce genre sont connues dans les forêts du Caucase, de la Crimee, des Balkans, des Apennins, 

de la Suisse et de l’Asie Mineure) les charançons du genre Acalles (communs dans les terres 

brunes du Caucase) et beaucoup d’autres. 

Il est intéressant de constater que des fabricants de sols comme les vers de terre sont 

représentés surtout par quatre nouveaux espèces du genre Eophila, genre dont 1 areal 

coïncide avec celui des terres brunes du Vieux-Monde. 

Les données citées, ainsi que beaucoup d autres (Ghilarov 1947> 1953, Arnoldi,^1949) 

sont les témoignages des liens historiques profonds qui rattachent les régions des forets de 

noyers et d’arbres fruitiers de la Kirghisie meridionale aux regions de la Mediterrannee. 

La présence parmi les représentants de la faune du sol des forêts de noyers et d arbres 

fruitiers des montagnes de Ferghana, d’une grande quantité de formes mésophytes relictos, 

propres aux peuplements des terres brunes des hetraies, du Caucase, de la Crimee et de 

l’Europe Occidentale ou se rapprochant à celles-ci, témoigne de Ja ressemblance des 

régimes hydrothermiques, chimiques, et biologiques des sols dont il s agit avec les regimes 

des terres brunes. Le degré élevé d’humidité de ces sols est prouvé par la présence des groupes 

hygrophiles telles que les limaces, Enchytrseides, Litobiides etc. . . . 

L’aspect écologique de tout le complexe des invertébrés des forêts de noyers et d’arbres 

fruitiers des montagnes de Ferghana et leurs liaisons zoogéographiques permettent de con¬ 

clure que la formation des sols de ces forets se fait d une façon tres semblable a celle des^sols 

bruns, mais cette dernière se rattache au type xéromorphe méditerranéen le plus extreme. 

De plus, il faut se rappeler que dans ces conditions, l’activité même de la faune du 

sol est l’un des principaux facteurs de sa formation. 

IL TERRA ROSSA DE LA CÔTE MÉRIDIONALE DE LA CRIMÉE 

Dans les pays méditerranéens, à la surface des roches calcaires il se forme des sols de 

couleur rouge dont le nom populaire italien— terra rossa est entre dans la littérature 

scientifique. La terra rossa est un sol spécifique, différent des sols rouges propres aux regions 

plus humides. 

Déjà en 1905, Ramanne fait remarquer que la terra-rosea s étend sur toute la cote de 

la Méditerrannée, tandis que Reifenberg (1929) démontre que des sols de ce type se forment 
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basakeaSr * Médlterranilée onentale «« seulement sur le calcarne, mats sur le 

Sur la cote Sud de la Crimée, en beaucoup d’endroits, les sorties des roches calcaires 
sont couvertes par des sols rouges argileux qui caractérisent de nombreuses régions (près de 
Gourzouf, près d Aloupka et de Siméis, etc. . .). La nature de ces sols, les medleurs pour la 

páoTogís et U raiSln eSt “terprétée de dlverses faç0ns par les Afférents spéciales 

Antipov—Karataiev et Prassolov (1932) et Klepinine (1935) considèrent les sols de 

ce genre comme relictes, formes a 1 epoque tertiaire et démunis, par suite d’érosion des 

couches de formation postérieure; ces auteurs supposent qu’actuellement en Crimée il ne 

Vilnlr Sha"d et p um,de pour la formation des produits de l’efflorescence rouges 
Vilensky (1926) a émis 1 opinion que ces sols sont des terra-rossa typiques-produ. s con 

temporams de la formation des sols Filatov (1945) trouvait que ce sont des terres brunesTe 
développant sur les produits de 1 efflorescence rouges. 

l’ém£T<=réS0U,dredeS di,vers Problèmes concernant les diagnostics de ces sols, j’ai fait 
etude des insectes du sol dans la ternnrossa et dans les autres sols de la Crimée méridionale 

Ces etudes ont demontre que dans les terres rouges, les insectes du sol sont presque unique¬ 
ment representes par des especes méditerranéennes aussi que par des espèces endémiques 
alliées immédiates de celles de la Méditerrannée. F euuemiques 

n exemple je citerai les espèces Blaps mucronata Latr. Pedinus strieicollis 
Reitt., Opatrum triste Stev., Licinus silphoides Rossi, Ophonus subquadratus Dej. Acmopus 
piapes Ohv Harpalus caspius Stev., Haplœmbia sol,en Ramb., Ctenolepisma lineata * 
Aphœnogaster subterranea Latr. Tetramorium semilæve E. André, Pachymlus flavibes 

oc . etc. . . (Ghilarov 1947, 1949). Le fait que, dans ces terres rouges de la côte Sud de la 

auT^eriltTb 4U representee par les espèces a Earéal de la Méditerrannée, démontre 
que le regime hydrothermique contemporain de ces sols est identique au régime hydro- 
thermique des sols typiquement méditerranéens et par conséquent que leur formation est 
comparable a celle de la terra^rossa de la Méditerrannée. 

temnSin!°s d?C “if0"* 'deS produits de l’époque tertiaire, mais de formation con- 
! Aj-Si eS r0cheS “foalre® memes- on Peut observer les diverses étapes de l’appari- 

roche dU deVeloppement de la eofomtion rougeâtre sur la surface et dans les fissures de la 

De plus, si les terra-rossa de la Crimée n’étaient pas des produits de la formation con¬ 
temporaine des sols, elles auraient été lavées des versants sur lesquels elles se forment. 

u n — p°%centages des espèces méditerranéennes dans les différents sols de la côte Sud de 
la Crimee démontrent a quel point le regime des sols en question, que nous pouvons appeler 

de la c.ôtér0SSd T fT—® de “lu! de la Méditerrannée en comparaison aux autres sols 
de la cote Sud de la Crimee: 96% des especes Méditerranéennes se rencontrent dans la 

XvionsSetSnb adr0Chr 25% rdanS la terre brune> 22% dans les soIs foncés des alluvions et 0% dans les tchernozioms (terres noires). 

On peut ainsi conclure que les sols rouges formés sur les roches calcaires de la Crimée 
représentent des terra-rossa de caractère méditerranéen qui se forment à notre époque. 

III. SOLS DES FORÊTS TAPISSANT LES RAVINS DE LA ZONE DES STEPPES 

di,anbé^n4CaraCté^tiqUe du ?aySage de la Zone de la ré§ion des stePP“. est la soi¬ 
xante foret bairaque tapissant les ravins profonds qui coupent les plaines 

i. „9“ fo«ts-,dans les régions de Vorochilovgrad et de Kamensk par exemple (Sud-Est de 

la partie Européenne de 1 URSS) se composent principalement de chênes, frênes et ormes 

avec des tilleuls en premier etage aussi dans les endroits les plus humides. 

, r^anS le® trapu* pufiés sur ?es questions, il n’y pas de données spéciales concernant 
les forets naturelles dans la zone de steppes. 

Les sols des forêts tapissant les ravins se trouvant entre les vastes massifs du tcher- 

otiom (terre noire) des steppes ont été considérés comme sols alluviaux ou formés de 
depots de tchernoziom apportes par les cours d’eau. 

. I L etu.de des particularités de la faune du sol des forêts tapissant les ravins du Sud-Est 

de la partie Européenne de 1 URSS a permis d’établir que, contrairement aux terres des 
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steppes et des champs qui entourent ces bois, on n’y rencontre presque pas d especes propres 
¡rix steppes. Dans les sousTois on ne rencontre presque exclusivement que des especes 

peuplant les forêts de la ione de la steppe boisée. 

Comme exemples, on peut citer les espèces du genre Melolontha, Geotrupes stercorosus 
Scr Selatosomus globicollis Germ., Athous hæmorrhoidalis F. Lacón munnus L., Harpalus 
quadripunctatus Dej., H. luteicorms Dft., Badister bipustulatus F. Othius punctulatus 
Goeze, Prxonychus ater F., Pseudocistela ceramboides L., etc ... (les listes completes d nv 

sectes du sol des forêts “bairaques” se trouvent dans les publications de Ghilarov, 1953 et 
Arnoldi 1953—celles des Oribatides—chez Bachkirova, 1953). Les vers de terre (lombrics) 

sont représentés par l’espèce Eisenia nordens\ioldi Eisen, abondant dans la zone de forets, et 

caractéristique même pour la taïga. 

Le complexe des espèces d’invertébrés du sol qui peuplent les forêts tapissant les 
ravins sont caractéristiques des sols gris (pas podzol) des forêts d essences feuillues de la 

zone des steppes boisées. Cela démontre la similitude des regimes des sols des forets tapissant 

les ravins et des sols gris des bois de la zone des steppes boisées. 

Les particularités des profils des sols des forêts tapissant les ravins et les résultats de 

leurs analyses chimiques (Ghilarov, 1953) ont confirmé la justesse de cette interpretation. 

Ces sols ne sont pas des terres alluviennes mais se forment in situ sur la matière 

maternelle mise à nu par l’érosion, sous l’action de la végétation forestiere et de la faune u 

sol des bois, ce qui démontre le bienfondé de notre conclusion. 

Nos observations nous ont permis de nous prononcer en général au sujet de la question 

de la formation des sols gris des forêts, en soutenant le point de vue de Dokoutschaiev 
(1898)- que les terres grises des bois à essences feuillues sont les produits^ d un processus 

spécial et caractéristique de ces bois, et non pas des tchernozioms desalcalises par 1 influence 

des forêts—comme le considéraient Korjmsky (1887) et Tanfiliev (1901). 

Il n’existe aucune trace de l’activité des rongeurs des steppes: zisels (Citellus), marx 

mottes Spalacidés dans les sols des forêts tapissant les ravins de la zone des steppes, 

tandis que dans la steppe environnante, même dans les champs depuis^ longtemps cultives, 

le sol et le sous-sol dans toutes leurs couches comportent une quantité enorme de couloirs 

creusés par ces rongeurs. 

L'étude de l’entomofaune du sol appliquée au problème du diagnostic et de la genese 

des sols des forêts tapissant les ravins dans la zone des steppes a permis d obtenir des resub 

tats décisifs. / 

IV. SOLS DU PLATEAU DE YAILA (CRIMEE) 

Riches en humus, se distinguant par leur structure granuleuse et par lYmiformÊté de 

leur coloration, les sols non boisés des plateaux du massif montagneux de la Crimee (Yaila) 
sont considérés par la plupart des spécialistes comme sols de prairies montagneuses, avec 

le qualificatif: “sols à aspect de tchernoziom” (Bogoslovsky, 1897). Le fait que les sols du 
plateau de la Crimée diffèrent de ceux des prairies montagneuses alpines, est hors de doute. 

Mais à quel point le régime de ces sols comparé aux sols typiques des prairies montagneuse 

s’identifie't'il à la formation propre aux tchernozioms? La ressemblance des sols du plateau 
de la Crimée avec les tchernozioms ne se limite-t-elle pas aux seuls signes distinctifs extérieurs 

(coloration foncée, richesse en humus, structure granuleuse), ou bien cette ressemblance 
témoigne't'elle d’une similitude dans le processus de formation de ces sols et des sols noirs 

des steppes? L’étude de l’entomofaune du plateau de la Criméa a contribue a résoudre ce 

problème. Sur le plateau de la montagne Romankoche (1400-1500 m. d’altitude), en plus des 

terrains avec la végétation des prairies montagneuses, il existe des hauteurs couvertes de 

Festuca sulcata et d’autres herbes communes aux steppes. 

Dans ces sols qui ressemblent à ceux des steppes, on rencontre des larves de Selatosomus 
latus F Amphimallon solstitialis L., Pedinus, Zabrus blapoides Creutz., Dorcadion sp. 
Otiorrhynchus ligustici L. et des larves d’autres espèces largement répandues dans les zones 

des steppes. Donc, le fait de les rencontrer simultanément dans les prises d échantillons 

des terres est caractéristique aussi des sols des steppes, c est'addire des tchernozioms. 

La prédominance des espèces que 1 on rencontre dans les sols des plateaux de la Crimee, 

notamment dans la zone des terres noires demontre que dans le regime des sols de ce plateau, i 
existe beaucoup de caractères communs avec des terres noires, c est à dire que le processus 
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tchernozioms ^ ^ S°ls Se dàveloppe dans le même sens et qu’il est semblable de celui des 

La ressemblance des sols du plateau de Yaila avec les tchernozioms s’explique par le 
tait qu ils se forment sur les roches calcaires jurassiques dont les proches gisements influent 
sur le regime microclimatique du sol en le faisant dévier dans une direction plus xérothermi- 
que que celui des sols des prairies montagneuses. Cette déviation dans la formation du sol 
vers le processus inherent au tchernoziom est favorisée aussi par le fait que ces sols sont 
satures des calcium. ^ 

. Pa™ les Pentes du plateau de Yaila, de nombreuses espèces sont caractéristiques des 
steppes (Woulf, 1925). Il faut noter que nos savants éminents Prassolov et Berg estimaient 
que sur les plateaux non boises de Yaila, des tchernozioms de montagne se sont développés 
et leur existence a ete egalement admise par Dokoutschaiev. 

L etude de la faune des sols a prouvé l’existence des tchernozioms (analogues aux sols 
noirs des steppes) sur les terrains nivelés de Yaila et leur remplacement sur les versants 
Nord et Ouest par des sols de prairie montagneuse. 

V. SOLS DES SOMMETS NON BOISÉS DU NORD-OUEST DU CAUCASE 

Au Nord-Ouest du Caucase, on observe l’inversion des zones de végétation. Au-dessus 

îu nnKr^eS/Uta^Sudf ^reneS’ de chê*es et de charmes’ sur dss montagnes telles que 
ober-Oach, Chize et Tkhab (650-900 m. d altitude), les sommets plus ou moins plats sont 

couverts non par des forets ou par la végétation typique des prairies des montagnes, mais 

if1/ une vegetatlon spécifique, pareille à celle des steppes, avec Festuca sulcata, Suba 

dëstlaménèsÆ de imi oomp~ des espèces répandues dans les steppes 

Ces peuplements sont considérés par de nombreux botanistes comme les “steppes de 
mon ague ( a eev, 1931, et d autres auteurs). En-dessous de ces steppes montagneuses se 
forment des sols noirs et noir-cendrés se distinguant par l’uniformité de tout l’horizon de 
leur couche supérieure et par leur structure granuleuse bien déterminée. La composition 
c unique de ces sols rappelle egalement celle des tchernozioms, tout en se distinguant par leur 

mâssifsPaiSSeUr danS °rdre de 30 à 40 Cm')' P1US baS’ C£ l0gent deS calcaires caillouteux ou 

. Chez les botanistes et le pédologues, il n’existe pas d’opinion bien déterminée quant à 
1 historique et a la genese de ces sols. De nombreux auteurs les considèrent comme des 
steppes reliqueuses. (Mistchenko, 1928; Maleev, 1939 et d’autres auteurs), tandis que 
d autres auteurs trouvent que l’absence de forêts sur ces sommets est un phénomène 
secondaire résultat de la substitution des bois par des prairies (Zonn, 1950). 

En ce qui concerne le caractère des sols des sommets non boisés, on peut également 
rencontrer des definitions differentes. Zakharov (Ì935) considérait ces sols comme étant des 

kn?ÂiOZIOmj Zol?n l1950'* es prenait p°ur des sols de prairies montagneuses; Troussov 
(1916) pour des sols des prairies comparables seulement à des thernozioms. Souvent ces sols 
sont appelés: sols des prairies de montagnes” fGlmka, 1923); de nombreux auteurs les 
considèrent comme étant des rendzines. (Maleev, 1931). 

d ?Terr à Unef déci®10n au suiet de ces sols, nous avons utilisé les données résultant 
de etude de la faune des so s, ce qui nous permet de conclure que les insectes et les autres 
invertebres répandus dans la zone des steppes, dans les steppes des tchernozioms sont 
predommant dans ces sols-ci. C’est ainsi qu’il faut nommer les larves de Pentodon idiota 

bst., Rhizotrogus œquinoctiahs Hbst., Amphimallon solstitialis L., Selatosomus latus F. 
Upatrum sabulosum L., Pedinus femoralis L., Oodescellis polita Sturm., Zabrus blapoides 
Oreutz., Harjbalus flavicorms Dej., Amara equestns Duft., Dorcadion caucasicum Küst., des 
myriapodes Uinopodes flavipes eschenchn Att. et de nombreuses autres. Des formateurs de 
sois aussi importants que les vers de terre sont représentés principalement par l’espèce 
tierna rosea Sav.—unique espèce largement répandue dans les steppes de la zone des 
tchernozioms. Il est vrai qu en même temps que les espèces typiques aux steppes, on ren¬ 
contre dans ces sols des especes endémiques (Lama starc\i Reitt., de nombreux Otiorrhynchus 
Spp-,et d autres) mais leur nombre est minime, la majorité des habitants de ces sols étant 
representee par des especes qui sont généralement nombreuses dans les tchernozioms Cela 
demontre que les conditions existant dans ces sols répondent aux standards écologiques du 
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complexe des habitants des tchernozioms et permet de considérer ces sols comme des 

tchernozioms de montagne. 
Déjà Dokoutschaiev (1899) écrivait “que dans certaines parties du Caucase non occu- 

pées par des forêts, nous étions en droit de nous attendre a trouver des sols plus ou moins 
semblables à ceux du tchernoziom”. Le caractère steppoide de la population des insectes du 

sol est la meilleure preuve de la justesse de cette affirmation. 
L’abondance des insectes du sol liés aux steppes et incapables de dispersion sur de 

grandes distances sur les sols des sommets isolés du Nord-Ouest du Caucase demontre 
l’ancienneté de l’existence, dans ces conditions, des formations caractéristiques des steppes. 

Les cas cités de l’emploi de l’analyse écologique et zoo géographique de l’entomofaune 
des sols pour les diagnostics des sols et dans la solution des problèmes géographiques des 

types des sols démontrent l’intérêt de cette méthode. 

L’étude de la composition de la faune des sols au point de vue des espèces présentes en 
tenant compte des exigences des espèces différentes par rapport aux conditions du milieu 
(dont on peut juger d’après les conditions où on les rencontre habituellement) permet 
d’émettre des conclusions concernant le processus de la formation des sols et egalement en 
ce qui concerne les déviations que ce processus prend sous 1 influence de 1 activité de 
l’homme. La population des insectes du sol, en particulier, se modifie nettement sous 
l’influence de mesures telles que l’afforestation des steppes (Berezina, 1937; Ghilarov, 1949), 
l’irrigation, etc. ... Le changement dans le régime des sols se reflète vivement dans le change¬ 
ment du complexe des insectes du sol, meme a un moment ou ce changement est encore trop 
faible pour être mis en relief par des méthodes de mesure physiques. 

Les résultats brièvement énoncés de 1 application des recherches entomologiques dans 
la solution des questions litigieuses dans le diagnostie et la géographie des sols démontrent 
leur grande utilité dans le développement d une toute autre et difficile branche d histoire 

naturelle—la science du sol. 
DISCUSSION 

C. Delamare Deboutteville. La caractérisation des sols par la microfaune peut se 
faire dans les meilleures conditions lorsqu elle est basee sur la connaissance a 1 echelle mon¬ 
diale, des réactions écologiques d’un seul groupe a la lumiere de sa différenciation phyletique. 

La faune d’un lieu donné est fonction des aventures historiques. Il en resulte qu en un 
lieu donné la faune sur place n’est pas forcement la plus adequate pour assurer le metaboHsme 
biologique du sol en question. Il est souhaitable d amorcer des recherches physiologiques 
pour sélectionner des microfaunes artificiellement composées, capables de produire un 

meilleur rendement des sols cultivés. 
M. S. Ghilarov. M. Delamare a raison d’insister que les études de la faune du sol 

doivent être basées sur les études phylogenetiques et écologiques. 

La signification des animaux du sol pour le métabolisme biologique du sol est aussi, a 

mon avis, très importante. 



Sopra un fenomeno biologico finora sconosciuto, la cecidoforia 

o trasporto della propria galla (Lep. Coleophoridae) 
Per Athos Goidanich 

Università di Torino 

Torino, Italy 

RIASSUNTO1 

Viene descritto e illustrato nei particolari un fenomeno biologico del tutto nuovo (segnalato 
pi-everuwamenie dall A. già nel 19Si) che si indica come cecidoforia (dai radicali greci galla 
e io porto). Il fenomeno scoperto in Italia consiste nel trasporto da parte del cecidozoo? un 

biantTedadnh“ 9okot:’horidœ’ delìa Propria stessa galla tagliata a maturità dalla 
pianta ed adoperata dalla larva come un sacculo od astuccio, esattamente al modo delle altre 
larve Col. Chrysom Clytrmœ, Lep. Tmeidœ, Psychidæ, Coleophondœ 

„ “ dea Co eophora ìcterella Toll (specie descritta recentemente di Polonia 
sopra un unico esemplare) che vive in Piemonte e forma la sua galla sul Polygonum convoi- 

us. La neoplasia e un acrocecidio del boccio fiorale, quindi un antocecidio, di forma allungata 
e peduncolata a epidermide liscia ma irregolare, verde pallida o rosata, a pareti spesse di 

hm'ÏÏi’ Ppe,n$'mattco *"differenziato che avvolge la camera larvale allogata nei tre quinti 
prossimali dell organo. La galla si sviluppa rapidamente dalla fine di giugno (inizio desìi 
sfarfallamenti e delle ovideposizioni) sino alla metà o anche fine di agosto; le farfalle sono In 
moto in maggioranza nel luglio. La generazione è unica nell'anno. A sviluppo completato la 
arva, che e tipicamente endoftica ed alimentata dalle produzioni trofiche gallari provenienti per 
™™°si dane pareti di tessuti speciali della camera interna, comincia una nuova fZTvìi 
questa volta istofaga. L apparato boccale masticatore intacca dapprima un'area rotondeggiante 

vZZ ITT1“ dTale d 1 Sa a' abb°zzand° a futur° f<"° * sfarfallamento; subito dopo 
viene tagliata anularmente la parete interna presso la base cosi da staccare nettamente il 
neoplasma. La larva rimane allogata in questo, però non si abbandona nel vuoto ma si aggrappa 
saldamente al moncone basa e caliciforme, eventualmente appendendovisi con un filo sericeo 
Inizia allora, sporgendo con l avancorpo dalla galla diventata astuccio o sacculo o fodero, una 
lunga fase di migrazione cecidofora sulla pianta ospite e relativi supporti, senza prendere cibo e 
quindi senza defecare, mancando infatti al peculiare suo sacculo ogni apertura posteriore di 
scarico (come e invece norma costante delle altre Coleophora). Alla fine della migrazione 

Ja larva cecidofora fissa sopra un sostegno solido la bocca del ricovero, si rivolta completamente 
nell interno ed apre un rotondo foro di uscita che poi copre con una tettoia robusta di seta col 
qual e secreto tappezza altresì tutto l'interno della galla-ricovero. In questa passa l’inverno 

’JZPrmaVerf’ Sl ™msa}'da- U nu°v° fenomeno è un caso di originale utilizzazione 
ecologica secondaria del prodotto già molto evoluto dell'attivatà biotica primaria di un animale 

]For complete text see .viemone delia Società Entomologica Italiana 35: 247-264. 1956. 
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L iponomobiosi facoltativa di un Dittero Acalittero 

cecidogeno (Dipt. Chloropidae) 
Per Athos Goidanich 

Università di Torino 

Torino, Italy 

RIASSUNTO1 

^eI. dimostrare le influenze ecologiche nel determinismo dei comportamenti biologici 
nell ambito della grande sene dei Diptera Acalyptera, è documentata con nuovi materiali 
tanto a ocalizzazione larvale del Chlorops pumilionis Bjer\ander ( = tæniopus A/feigen) 
neue tre successive generazioni annuali, quanto il risultato biologico sopra il vegetale. L'aspetto 
piu interessante delle nuove indicazioni è la descrizione del comportamento iponomobionte o 
minatore della larva di generazione primaverile. clima dell'Europa centro'meridionale 
infatti la specie svolge una generazione primaverile su Triticum vulgare e Hordeum vulgare, 
urna generazione estiva su Agropyrum repens ed una generazione invernale su Secale cereale e 

riticum vulgare; ulteriori Graminacee possono concorrere ad offrire habitat per ciascuna di 
esse. La reazione piu tipica, conosciuta da moltissimo tempo, è la cecidogenesi o formazione di 
galle L.io vale quando la pianta si trova in una fase vegetativa attiva, con il cono meristematico 
proliferante ed un viluppo di foglie ancora arrotolato all'apice. La mosca incolla isolate le 
lunghe bianche uova sul lembo di una foglia, generalmente dell'ultima spiegata, disponendole 
parallelamente alla nervatura e con il polo cefalico diretto verso la ligula. La larva neonata 
striscia direttamente sull epidermide, si insinua sotto la guaina e viene a trovarsi nel cono di 
foghe avviluppate Essa corrode l'epidermide superiore (della faccia interna) e il relativo 
parenchima della foglia più giovane, e cosi scende lentamente verso l'apice vegetativo. Jffel 
frattempo la sua presenza determina la formazione di sostanze organo'formative o cecidogene 
(ormoni segregati da essa oppure necrormoni sprigionati dalle corrosioni fogliari), le quali 
in ucono un arresto nello sviluppo del cono vegetativo e nell'allungamento degli ultimi internodi 
dello stelo e viceversa una iperplasia dei parenchimi delle foglie inguainanti mentre i lembi delle 
stesse rimangono accorciati e larghi. E' così creato un acrocecidio caulinare, a forma grossolana 

i sigaro, nel cui interno la larva del Dittero consuma e distrugge il cono meristematico vegeta' 
two; poi essa si volta di 180°, risale un poco nella cavità centrale e s'impupa. Questi sono i 
comportamenti tanto della generazione estiva nello stelo o nei rami laterali di Agropyrum 
quanto della generazione invernale (nata da uova deposte da mosche della generazione prece' 
eme o anche da quelle sopravvissute della generazione primaverile) nelle giovanissime piantine 
i Secale o Triticum, nelle quali pero la cecidogenesi comincia soltanto dopo lo svernamento 

pur essendo nata la larva in autunno. 

La generazione primaverile su Triticum e Hordeum trova la pianta con lo stelo completo 
e terminato da una spiga. Ha luogo però nel vegetale ancora un completamento organologico, 
con allargamento dei nodi e soprattutto con l'allungamento degli internodi, e con lo sviluppo 
e la maturazione della spiga. Il Chlorops nasce quanto quest'ultima è ancora avvolta daU'ultima 
guaina. Esso penetra sotto la guaina stessa e danneggia l'internodo in maniera che la spiga non 
si libera o resta parzialmente imprigionata, e ad ogni modo è portata da brevi e deformi inter' 
nodi Questo aspetto e stato chiamato gout o “gotta" come Gout'fly il suo autore. In questa 
fase la larva diventa iponomobionte (scoperta da F. Venturi, 1949), e scava una mina longitudi' 
naie (ofionomio) sotto l epidermide e nello spessore degli strati di ipodermide clorofllata e di 
sclerenchimi di sostegno che decorrono all'esterno dell'anello dei grandi fasci fibroma scolari e del 
parenchima senza clorofilla circondante il lume del canale lacunare. Il Chlorops iponomobionte 
uti izza quin i proprio i tessuti clorofillati dello stelo, comportandosi per le esigenze trofiche 
come gli altri Ditteri e Lepidotteri autori di caulonomi. Ma la sua ecologia minatrice risente 
ancora delle specifiche proprietà cecidogene. Infatti l'internodo così interessato arresta completa' 
menta il proprio allungamento, coinvolgendo parzialmente anche gli internodi precedenti e 
contemporaneamente manifesta una proliferazione maggiore dei tessuti dell'ipodermide lui 
ato e o stelo ove e situato l ofionomio del Dittero, offrendo in definitiva più cibo al parassita. 

J\e frattempo lo sviluppo asimmetrico della guaina fogliare rispetto a quello dello stelo provoca 
torsioni e sfregamenti i quali causano la lacerazione dell epidermide ricoprente la mina. Questa 
allora appare come un lungo solco nello stelo, quale è stata finora sempre descritta. In essa la 
larva si volta su se stessa e risale più o meno, talvolta (se l'internodo era rimasto troppo breve 
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ed insufficiente all'alimentazione completa) fino nella spiga, anch'essa corrosa; segue l'impupa' 

mento. 

Accennando preventivemente ad una comparazione con altri rappresentanti sia minatori 
che galligeni della presente e di altre famiglie (specialmente Agromyzidæ), si rimanda ad una 
successiva discussione generale sull'argomento. L A. conclude che il Chlorops pumilionis, con 
la sua specifica instabilità ecologica tra iponomobiosi e cecidobiosi, con le variazioni fenologiche 
tra due e tre generazioni all anno, con la (pur non eccessiva) oligofagia in una famiglia vegetale 
primitiva (Graminecé), ed infine con l'imprecisa delimitazione tassonomica propria e dei 
congeneri nell'ampio genere Chlorops, conferma la attuale plasticità di questa famiglia 
Chloropidæ in mezzo alle ulteriori famiglie degli Acalyptera, non piu stabili di essa. 

Tor complete text see Memorie della Società Entomologica Italiana 35: 225—246. 1956. 



Uber Struktur und Dynamik der Mesofauna 

von Niedermooren der Estnischen SSR1 

Von Harald Haberman 

. Zoologisches und botanisches Institut der Akademie der Wissenschaften 

Tartu, Estnisches SSR 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

u/. T’e Mes°fau™ der Hiedermoore besteht aus einer ziemlich beständigen Auswahl von 
Wirbellosen die m bestimmten Verhältnissen in der dreischichtigen Biozönose verteilt sind. 

ie Arten der offenen wassernahen Biozonose sind dominant und vermischt mit Arten der 
Wiesen' und Waldbiozonosen und einigen allgegenwärtigen Schizophagen. Der Anteil der 
fur hiedermoore charakteristischen Arten ist ca 9%, der der fakultativen Arten 30% und 

lind T"’ F h% .’hr* Kordgrenze finden 4%■ D,e ^dlungsdichte der Moosschicht 
individúen p™™) ist 96. Spinnen, Käfer, Mollusken und Ameisen machen 69%, Milben 

d„r!laTnù- uft Fjiegenmaden und Wanzen machen 29% aus. Die Besiedelungsdichte 
Krautschicht (Individuen pro 100 Schlage mit dem Metz) der Miedermoore ist 222, die der 

Auenmoore 227. Zi\a<kn, Fliegen und Spinnen stellen 70%, Blasenfussier, Wanzen, 
Käfer Schlupfwespen, Hautflug erlarven und Raupen 25% der Individuen dar. Die Besieg 
lungsdichte der Waldschicht in gleichen Werten beträgt 254. 75% der Besiedlung bestehen aus 
Spionen, Fliegen, Käfern Psylliden und Schlupfwespen, 20% entfallen auf Zikaden, Raupen 
nautfiuglerlarven, Psociden und Ameisen. F 

, . P!e Randzone der Moore ist im Vergleich mit dem Zentralgebeit ca zweimal so intensiv 
besiedelt. Hie den Moorebedingungen am besten angepassten Arten von Zikaden, Fliegen 
Wanzen und Schlupfwespen zeigen ein ausgeprägtes spätsommerliches Häufigkeitsmaximum. 
Die geringe Anzahl typischer Arten deutet auf die Jugendlichkeit der Fauna hin. 

Die Entwässerung der Moore bedingt grosse Veränderungen in der Zusammensetzung 
der Fauna. Die Besiedlungsdichte der Moosschicht erhöht sich fünfmal, die der Krautschicht ca 

Gebieten™ ^ Momartm verschwinden schliesslich völlig in den trockengelegten 

■ uFu B1gnff “N?ede™°°r” ist vom faunistischökologischen Standpunkt aus offen- 
f'Eht ~h noc, uJnzuUï^dd/efiniert- Deswegen fehlen sogar in solchen Sammelwerken wie 

R,e I]Tyelt der UdSSR il953) und m denen über ökologische Zoogeographie (Hesse, 
ee Schmidt,1951: 565-583) fast vollständig die Versuche einer Charakterisierung der 

entomologischen Fauna von Niedermooren. 

, . OVf Er,Schen SSR n5ÍTen von landschaftlichen Naturkomplexen Moormassive 
bis 20 /0 des Territoriums ein (Varep, 1953; Truu, 1956). 

Die Niedermoore erstrecken sich hauptsächlich in den Gebieten der Transgression 
glazialer Seen und spätglazialer Meere (Abb. l) und bilden geschichtlich junge Formationen 
deren Entwicklung erst im frühen Holozän begann (Orviku, 1955). Die Mächtigkeit ihrei 
1 orüager betragt 0,3-4 m, pH schwankt von 5-6.. Der Grundwasserspiegel schwankt je 
nach den Niederschlagsmengen von 25 cm bis zur Überschwemmung. 

_ Die Pflanzendecke der Niedermoore Estlands ist nach den Untersuchungen von 
Lippmaa (1931, 1935), Sirgo (1935), Varep (1953), Vaga (1953), Trass (1955), Kask (1955) 
u a verhältnismässig mannigfaltig. Varep (l.c.) unterscheidet 11 Assoziationsgruppen der 
Niedermoore. Besonders charakteristisch ist die calciphile Assoziationsgruppe Schoenus 
jerrugineuS'Pinguicula mit einzelnen Birken und Gesträuch (Faulbaum, Weiden), im 
westlichen Teil Estlands mit Myrica gale. Typisch sind auch Seggenassoziationen. 

Der Institut für Zoologie und Botanik der Akademie der Wissenschaften der 
Estimschen SSR hat in den Jahren 1948-1953 55 Niedermoormassive erforscht. Nebenbei 

stataonare Beobacht ungen an den Moormassiven von Avaste (Abb. 1-17) und der 
Mundung des Flusses Emajögi (45-54) während der ganzen Vegetationsperiode (IV-X) 
angestellt. Das Material wurde aus der Moos% KrauU und Waidschicht gesammelt 
Insgesamt liegen 592 quantitative Analysen vor. 

Die Hauptaufgabe bei der Charakterisierung der ökologischen Spezifität der Fauna 
eines beliebigen Naturkomplexes bildet die Feststellung der vorherrschenden Lebens 

'Published in full in EmoraologicMoe Obczrmie 35(3): 620-636. 1956. (Russian with German abstract). 
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Abb. 1. Die Verbreitung der Moore in der Estnischen SSR (Nach Orviku, 1955). 1—Die Grenze der maximalen 
Transgression lokaler glazialen Seen; 2—Die Grenze der maximalen Transgression des baltischen Eisstausees; 
3—Die Grenze der maximalen Transgression des AncyluS'Sees; 4—Die Grenze der maximalen Transgression des 
Litorina'Meeres; 5—Die Moore: 1—55—Die erforschten Niedermoormassive; 17—Die Station von Avaste; 
52—Die Auenmoor'Station; I—Der höhere Teil Estlands; II—Der tiefliegende Teil Estlands. 

bedingungen der ihr zugehörigen Arten, durch die die Selektion der Arten in ihren Wectv 
selbeziehungen zur Umwelt, in ihrer historischen Entwicklung, bedingt ist. Faktisch sind 
jedoch unsere Kenntnisse über die Ökologie der Hauptmasse der Insektenarten der Moore 
offensichtlich unzureichend. Es würde die Kräfte einer Gruppe von Forschern übersteigen, 
die Lösung dieser Aufgabe durch eine eingehende Erforschung der Autökologie aller 
vorherrschenden Arten zu versuchen. Daher wurde vom Verfasser der für die allgemeine 
Charakterisierung der gesamten Mesofauna von Niedermooren praktisch zugängliche 
Weg der quantitativen Analyse eingeschlagen. 

Eine allgemeine Übersicht über die Struktur und Dynami\ der Mesofauna von 7\[ieder' 
moor en ergiebt sich aus den in folgenden Tabellen zusammen gefassten Daten. Tabelle I 
zeigt in Jahresmittelwerten (V-X) die Anzahl der Individuen pro lm2 in der Moosschicht 
verschiedener Moortypen. (N = Zahl der Analysen). 

Die durchschnittliche Besiedlungsdichte von 95,5 Individuen pro lm2 ist nicht hoch. 
Spinnen, Käfer, Mollusken und Ameisen bilden die vorherrschenden Gruppen, zu denen 
69% aller Individuen gehören. Spinnen sind durch 20, Käfer durch 204, Mollusken duch 22 
und Ameisen durch 8 Arten vertreten. 29% der Individuen bilden Milben, Oligochaeten, 
Zikaden, Fliegenmaden und Wanzen, insgesamt ca 60 Arten. Die übrigen Gruppen bieten 
ungefähr 2% aller Individuen dar und sind durch rund 70 Arten vertreten. Von der 
Gesamtzahl der Arten der Moosschicht—etwa 390—bilden Insekten rund 80%, und von 
diesen die Käfer 65%. 

Die jahreszeitliche Dynamik der Anzahl der aufgezählten Gruppen zeigt Tabelle II. 
Das jahreszeitliche Maximum bildet sich im Juli. Schwankungen in der Anzahl sind nicht so 
scharf ausgeprägt wie in der Krautschicht. Dieses ist in hohem Masse durch scharf aus- 
geprägte Herbstmaxima der Population der Oligochaeten und Mollusken und durch eine 
geringere Anzahl von Wanzen bedingt. Typisch ist auch eine geringe Abnahme der Anzahl 
im Herbst und eine relative hohe Anzahl im Frühling, was von verhältnismässig günstigen 
Überwinterungsbedingungen der Tiere dieser Schicht zeugt. 

Regional ist die Besiedlungsdichte der Moosschicht in den im östlichen Teil des 
Territoriums gelegenen, geschichtlich älteren Niedermooren höher, hauptsächlich bezüglich 
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\ Standorte 

Sys* 'k 
tema- \ 
tische \ 

Einheiten \ 

Ir sein ì vioor Avaste Niederestland 
Auen^ 
moore 

Allgemeiner 
Mittelwert 

Hiiu' 
maa 

Saare' 
maa Profil 

Beo' 
bach' 
tungS' 
punkt 

Ent' 
wäss' 
ertes 
Ge- 
biet 

W 
Teil 

O 
Teil 

MM* % 
von Indi' 

viduenzahl 

N =6 N =4 N =25 N = 14 N = 2 N = 20 N = 9 N = 17 N = 95 

Oligochaeta 
Mollusca 
Isopoda 

1,5 
16,7 
4,0 

3,0 
11,3 
5,5 

3,2 
12,0 
0 5 

33,1 
14,0 

164,5 
14,0 

1,3 
14,4 

4,2 
18,9 

1,0 
16,0 

6,8 
17,5 

% 
7,1 

18,3 
Chilopoda 0,7 1,0 0 4 14 n o 

0,1 

Diplopoda 
Pseudoscor- 

0,7 7,3 0,4 5,8 18,5 1,9 2,6 0,4 2,7 2,8 
pionida 0,2 __ 0 2 0 4 n i 

Opiliones 
Araneida 
Acarida 
Collembola 

0,2 
12,3 
0,5 

23,5 
8,3 
2 0 

0,4 
10,9 
4,0 
2 0 

0,2 
23,5 
16,1 

i ß 

15,0 
39,5 

0,1 

9,5 
7,9 

0,6 
0,6 

21,4 
9,3 

0,2 
32,1 
2,6 

19,0 
6,9 

19,9 
7,1 

Derma ptera — 
i,ö 

0 1 
0,8 0,8 5,7 1,9 2,0 

Blattaria 
Psocoidea 

Thysanoptera 0,2 
— 

— 

U, X 

1,4 
0,4 

0 

0,1 
0,2 
n i n n 

0,9 
0,1 

Heteroptera 
Homoptera 

2,2 2,0 3,3 3,4 4,5 
0,7 
1,5 

0,9 
9,9 

0,3 
2,5 3,5 3,7 

Cicadina 
Psyllina 

7,0 3,5 1,0 
0,1 

3,0 
0 1 

19,5 
0 5 

1,8 5,6 3,1 4,5 4,7 
Hymenoptera 0,8 2,8 1,5 

y J. 

3 1 
U, J 

n ft r\ n 
Formicidae 

Coleóptera 
6,5 4,0 

* 

15,6 13,9 16,5 
U, O 

5,9 
0,9 
4,4 

2,2 
14,6 10,7 11,2 

larva 
pupae 

4,8 3,8 3,2 
0,2 

4,3 
0.3 

44,0 
2,5 

1,7 6,0 7,4 4,5 4,7 
imagines 

Le pido ptera 
9,2 7,0 9,6 16,8 60,5 13,8 21,3 20,9 14,1 14,8 

larva 
Diptera 

0,2 — 0,3 1,6 — 0,2 0,3 0,9 

Nematocera 
Brachycera 

larva 
pupae 

0,5 
1,3 
1,5 
0,2 

0,2 
3,2 
0,1 

0,5 
1.4 
7.4 
0,7 

23,0 
5,0 

0,2 
0,9 
6,5 
0,3 

0,7 
5,3 
0,3 

2,8 
1,2 
0,1 

3,7 3,8 

Insgesamt 70,2 102,5 70,9 151,7 453,5 69,0 89,2 115,2 95,5 93,1 

* (Allgemeiner Mittelwert) Berechnet ohne Berücksichtigung der entwässerten Gebiete. 

der Mollusken und Spinnen. In Aucnmoortyp 
Moosschicht den allgemeinen Durchschnitt um 
Zahl der Spinnen und Käfer. 

en übersteigt die Besiedlungsdichte der 
ca 20%, hauptsächlich durch die grosse 

mr 3,abe n 111 Zeigt d'e Struktur der Population der Krautschicht in Jahresmittelwerten 
U V-X) in Prozenten vom gesamten Fang und durchschnittlich auf einen Netzfang in ver¬ 
schiedenen Moortypen. Die durchschmtnittliche Besiedlungsdichte der Krautschicht im 
Moor A vaste betragt am ständigen Beobachtungspunkt 222,1, in den Mooren von Nie¬ 
derestland—222,2 und ist etwas höher in Auenmooren—226,7 und in Übergangsmooren— 

Die dominierende Gruppe der Population der Krautschicht wird von Zikaden 
spinnen und Zweiflüglern gebildet (68-75% von der Gesamtzahl der Individuen). 24-30% 

er gesamten Population bilden Arten der Schlupfwespen, Wanzen, Käfer, Raupen, 
Gradfiugler, Mollusken, Ameisen und Blasenfüsse. So weist die Population der Kraut¬ 
schicht eine quantitativ und qualitativ überaus stabile Stuktur auf. In Auen- und Über¬ 
gangsmooren nimmt die Anzahl der Mücken und Käfer merklich zu. Auenmoore sind auch 

urch eine grossere Anzahl von Schnecken gekennzeichnet. Übergangsmoore sind ärmer 
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TABELLE II—Moosschicht—Jahreszeitliche Dynamik der Anzahl der Individuen in 
Mittelwerten pro 1 m2. (Moor Avaste, N = 14). 

Monate 
Süstem.Gruppen V VI VII Vili IX X 

E* 
(Summe) 

M 
(Mittelwert) 

Oligochaeta 1 2,3 15,0 53,3 243 8 464 33,1 

Mollusca 9 5,0 16,3 19,3 52 10 193 13,8 

Chilopoda — — 1,0 — — — 5 0,4 

Diplopoda 6 4.0 9,2 2,7 2 7 83 5,9 
Pseudoscorpionidae — 2,0 — — — — 6 0,4 

Opiliones — — 0,2 — — — 1 0,1 
Araneida 13 23,0 30,2 14,0 13 25 319 22,8 

Acarida 16 7.0 24,0 14,0 14 17 223 15,9 

Collembola 1 2,0 2,6 1,0 — 2 25 1,8 

Dermaptera — — 0,2 — — — 1 0,1 

Blattaria 3 2,7 1,8 — — — 20 1,4 

Psocoidea — — 0,6 0,7 — — 5 0,4 

Heteroptera 5 1,0 2,6 4,7 9 6 47 3,4 

Homoptera 
Cicadina 9 1,3 4.4 1,0 — 4 42 3,0 

Psyllina — 0,2 — — — 1 0,1 
Hymenoptera 5 3,0 4,6 1,3 — 3 44 3,1 
Formicidae 5 6,3 31,6 2,3 — -— 195 13,9 

Coleóptera 
larva 1 1,0 4,8 6,7 8 4 59 4,2 

pupae — 0,7 — — 2 0,1 
Imagines 10 29,3 12,2 11,7 27 14 236 16,9 

Trichoptera 
larva _ _ 0,2 _ _ — 1 0,1 

Lepiodoptera 
larva 1 1,3 0,6 L7 _ 9 22 1,6 

Diptera 
Nematocera 1 1,0 _ 1,0 _ _ 7 0,5 

Brachycera 1 3,0 
4,3 

1,0 2 2 19 1,4 
larva 28 3,6 3,0 21 8 83 5,9 
pupae 6 0,7 — 0,3 — — 9 0,6 

Insgesamt* 118 308 770 417 391 121 2125 151,8 

* “E” und “Insgesamt” in absoluten Ziffern gegeben. 

TABELLE III—Krautschicht—Anzahl der Individuen in Jahresmittelwerten auf einen 
Netzfang (100 Schläge) in Prozenten der Gesamtzahl der Individuen. 

——— 

Syst. Gruppen 

Moor Avaste Nieder moore Auenmoore Übergangsmoore 

N = 130 N =64 N =61 N =8 

Homoptera Cicadina 24,5 37,1 24,6 16,6 
Araneida 24,9 14,9 21,0 8,1 
Diptera /Brachycera 16,2 10,7 11,5 18,1 

\Nematocera 9,1 5,2 14,0 24,0 
Hymenoptera Terebrantes 7,7 3,9 3,1 7,7 
Heteroptera 5,3 5,1 4,4 9,4 
Lepidoptera larva 4,6 0,9 2,1 1,3 
Coleóptera 2,9 4,3 7,7 7,3 
Orthoptera 1,7 1,3 0,5 1,4 
Gastropoda 0,4 2,2 5,4 — 
Hymenoptera Formicidae 1,2 1,2 1,4 1,6 
Thysanoptera 0,3 7,5 0,7 2,1 
Cetera 1,2 5,7 3,6 2,4 

Insgesamt 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 

Durchschnittlich 
Individuen auf 
100 Netzschläge 

222,1 222,2 226,7 315,6 
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hjsken.nnen “ Zwe,flüglern> charakteristisch ist das völlige Fehlen von Mol- 

Hinsichtlich des Artenbestandes ist die Population der Krauf-srhirht ? ç ~ni • u 

Zikaden6(70^Artenì^S^ ^ ^ A ^US^ndA 9°° Arten- Die vorherrschende GruppTder 
WA* 7° jA Ü-î ^ Spi*nen (40 Arten) und Zweiflügler (250 Arten) umfasst ungefähr 
QsVttraA® U)brJgen GruPPen ungefähr 540. Am artenreichsten sind Insekten die ca 

Käfi m Arfen ™chen' Von lhnen bllden Ad 
d:ÂÎf% Und St£llen damit dle «^reichste Gruppe auch der Population 

i^rchsdmit^äi^Zahf fe<flrid^>^1íam^ader')a^nZ:a^j der PoPulatIoncn nach Monaten durchschnittliche Zahl der Individuen des 24 stundigen Netzfanges auf einen Fang). 

Monate IV V 

System.Gruppen 

Gastropoda 
Araneida 
Diplopoda 
Saltatoria 
Blattaria 
Thysanoptera 
Heteroptera 
Homoptera Cicadina 
Hymenoptera Terebrantes 

Formicidae 
Coleóptera 
Lepidoptera larva 
Diptera Nematocera 

Brach y cera 

Insgesamt 

39,1 

VII 

121,8 77,0 

Vili IX 

2. 1. 2. 1. 2. 1. 2 1 
hilft. Hlft. Hlft. Hlft. Hlft. Hlft. Hlft. Hlft. 

0,6 1,2 1,4 3,1 1,0 1,4 0,8 0,1 
30,5 37,1 48,8 53,0 56,3 107,5 98,5 82,4 
0,3 — 0,5 2,2 0,1 0,1 0,7 0,4 
0,5 4,4 8,4 6,3 5,6 3,3 1,3 

7 1 
5,7 

0,3 2,7 2,3 1,1 0,4 0,4 0,5 0,3 
1,5 0,2 0,6 0,1 1,3 2,0 0,8 
0,6 17,8 41,8 26,1 22,3 10,3 5,8 1.6 
0,8 35,0 132,8 140,5 115,5 90,9 33,7 29,4 
3,2 10,2 25,5 27,1 19,9 26,6 8,0 3,6 
0,6 0,6 8,7 4,4 6,4 4,3 4,1 0,9 

14,6 6,9 5,3 2,4 3,1 8,4 7,1 2,0 
12,0 5,2 9,0 7,6 13,8 12,0 13,0 10.6 
6,1 16,2 5,1 5,7 9,3 24,7 68,3 61, 6 

12,0 51,2 97,1 109,9 44,5 22,9 11,8 12,1 

83,6 188,3 387,3 389,5 299,5 314,8 254,4 210,7 

X 

TabeuÍei^ahnaSsf líChe >iynKamlk, der AAÌ der P°Pulat>onen der Krautschicht zeigt 
in 1 ersfen H ili HS?eA Che Maximum bildet sich in der zweiten Hälfte des Juli und 

der ersten Hälfte des August hauptsächlich durch die sich rasch vergrössernde Anzahl 

vfn ztdTnUZweZr ÜgleurDle den Moorbedingungen am bestenÄ 
,. , ’ lfluglern, Wanzen und Schlupfwespen weisen ein auseenräntes cnät- 

überwinternden Arteftypiff (st^^ ^ ^ ^ “ der E' °der Larvenphase 

ä ssrÄsis jsa 
den Artenfm^FAb A “ 45%) ^ PoPuIatlonen aller in der Krautschicht überwintern- 
? " 7m FruhJahr, was von einer ungenügenden Anpassung vieler Arten an die 

SsrÄSfi,»"-D" *' AnaU £ 

230 254* dK Kradtei1C^-ff Stgftellt werden’ welche in den Jahresmittelwerten zwischen 
«ft b'6 fafer-SPI""“ Zweiflügler, Hautflügler, Zikaden und Blattflöhe 

w“ Offrir k n Individuen, die Mucken, Raupen, Wanzen und Psociden ungefähr 

Hautflu^erf nd „TÄ mit den anderen Gruppen, die Anzhal der Käfer, 
autüugler und Blattflohe. Von der gesamten Artenzahl (ca 340) gehören 286 Arten (84%) 

zur vorherrschenden Gruppe, worunter sich 157 Käferarten befinden. 54 Arten (16%) sind 

hfektengeeenbfld?tPwo ÖAAr2?) des gesamten Artenbestandes wird von 
sichtlich auf eine n T , au Käfer fallen. Eine solche Struktur der Populationen weisst 
sichtlich auf eine gute Spezialisierung der Hauptmasse der sie bildenden Arten hm. 
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TABELLE V—Waldschicht—Struktur der Populationen in Jahresmittelwerten auf 
einen Netzfang (100 Schläge) in Prozenten von der Gesamtzahl der Individuen. 

\ Moore Moor Avaste Übrige Moore 

Moormassive 

Entwässerte 
Gebiete Mittelwerte 

System.Gruppen N =4 N = 8 N = 12 N = 13 

Gastropoda 
_ — 2,1 

Opiliones 0,3 0,9 0,8 0,8 

Araneida 19,0 27,4 24,6 6.8 

Orthoptera 0,7 0,2 0,4 0,4 

Psocoidea 3,6 3,1 3,3 0,1 

Heteroptera 0,7 2,0 1,6 3,4 

Homoptera Cicadina 7,8 4,9 5,9 17,6 

Psyllina 20,1 4,4 9,5 10,8 

Hymenoptera 4,6 12,1 11,0 6,2 

larva 3,1 3,5 3,4 1,6 

Formicidæ 4,0 1.3 2,2 2,1 

Coleóptera larva 0,5 2,6 2,0 2,2 

imagines 9,3 16,8 14,4 18,5 

Lepidoptera larva 6,9 4,1 5,9 2,3 

Diptera Nematocera 11,6 3,9 6,4 8,3 

Brachycera 7,3 14,1 11,9 17,1 

Durchschnittliche 
235,2 Individuenzahl in 

einem Netzfang 

230,5 254,2 242,4 

Für die jahreszeitliche Dynamik der Populationen der Waldschicht (Tabelle VI) ist 
ein frühes Eintreten des sommerlichen Maximums bezeichnend, wodurch sich diese Popula" 
tionen von den schon betrachteten unterscheiden, wie auch ein verhältnismässig langsames 
Abnehmen der Individuenzahl während der drei Sommermonate. 

TABELLE VI—Waldschicht—Dynamik der Anzahl der Populationen nach Monaten 
in Mittelwerten der Individuenzahl in einem Netzfang. 

Monate 

Ortschaften 

V VI VII VIII X 

N = 4 N = 3 N = 14 N = 3 N = 1 

Massiv des Moores Avaste 192,0 — 280,0 170,0 — 

Entwässerte Gebiete 104,0 313,0 254,0 312,5 168 

Übrige Moore 61,0 285,0 262,9 — — 

Gesamtdurchschnitt 119,0 299,0 265,3 241,2 168 

Ein Vergleich der allgemeinen Untersuchungsdaten über die Zusammensetzung der 
Populationen in den verschiedenen Schichten der Niedermoore (Tabelle VII) hebt einige 
wichtige Gesetzmässigkeiten in der Entstehung dieser Populationen hervor. 

In den Populationen aller Schichten sind deutlich drei Hauptgruppen von Tieren zu 
unterscheiden: eine vorherrschende, eine begleitende und eine zurücktretende. Zu der 
vorherrschenden Gruppe wurden Tiergruppen gezählt, deren Vertreter 10 und mehr 
Prozent der gesamten Individuenzahl in einem Fang ausmachten, zu der begleitenden Grup" 
pen, in der der Prozentsatz 2-10 betrug, während in die zurücktretende Gruppe Tiergruppen 
mit der geringsten Anzahl von Vertretern eingereiht wurden. Das Verhältnis der Indivi" 
duenzahl der zwei ersten Gruppen kennzeichnet schon gewissermassen den Grad der 
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Schichten 

% der 
Anzahl 
der In' 

A rten 
Verschiedene 

Arten Insektenarten 
Unter den 

Insekten Käfern 

dividuen Anzahl % Anzahl % Anzahl % Anzahl % 
MOOSSCHICHT 390 69 20 321 80 204 86 
Dominierende 
Artengruppe 69 254 65 42 17 212 83 204 80 
Begleitende 
Artengruppe 29 66 17 12 18 54 82 

Zurücktretende 
Artengruppe 2 70 18 15 21 55 79 

KRAUTSCHICHT 900 38 5 862 95 407 46 
Dominierende 
Artengruppe 71 360 40 40 12 . 320 88 

Begleitende 
Artengruppe 27 517 57 4 1 513 99 407 79 
Zurücktretende 
Artengruppe 2 25 3 4 16 21 84 

WALDSCHICHT 340 27 8 313 92 157 59 
Dominierende 
Artengruppe 83 286 84 20 7 266 93 157 59 
Begleitende 
Artengruppe 15 43 12 _ - 43 100 

Zurücktretende 
Artengruppe 2 11 4 7 64 4 36 — — 

Differenzierung der Populationen, der von der Moos' bis zum Waldschicht zunimmt 

A <- Im ^rtej^e?íand der Populationen überwiegen Insekten, wobei der Anteil ihrer 
mnew u der j^utschicht am grössten (95%) und in der Moosschicht am geringsten 

W hl K ;U^e¿1en YSek?n ÿminieyen ihrerseits Käfer, deren Anteil m der Moosschicht 
die höchste (86%) und m der Krautschicht der kleinste (46%) ist. 

Die vorherrschenden Gruppen sind mit Ausnahme der Populationen der Krautschicht 
ie artenreichsten. Ihnen gehören 65-84% von allen Insektenarten der Moos' und Wald' 

Schicht und 40 % von den Arten der Krautschicht an. Bezeichnend für die Moosschicht ist 

7? ^°Yerr?Chein Tken 1Und Kafern’ für die Krautschicht—der Zikaden und 
Zweiflügler fur die Wa dschicht—der Käfer und Blattflöhe. Von den begleitenden Gruppen 
wurden in der Krautschicht Käfer (407 Arten), Geradflügler und Wanzen, in der Wald' 

rrkk Wan2:en ^nd APs°cUen, in der Moosschicht Oligochaeten und Milben notiert 
Uherhaupt steigt der Anteil der Insekten von der Moos' bis zur Waidschicht an, obwohl die 
Anzahl der Insektenarten m den Populationen der Krautschicht am höchsten ist. Zusanv 
menfassend kann man die Populationen der Moosschicht als die primitivsten und genetisch 
a esten bezeichnen. Die Populationen der Krautschicht sind am stärksten entwickelt und 

v°n vielseitig angepassten Arten charakterisiert. Die Populationen der 
Waidschicht sind am besten spezialisiert und verhältnissmässig arm an Arten, wobei aber 
die Anpassung es diesen Arten ermöglicht, die ganze Vegetationsperiode am intensivsten 
tur ihre Lebenstatigkeit auszunutzen. 

Die Entwässerung der Niedermoore ist von grossen Veränderungen in der Zusammen' 
Setzung der Fauna begleitet. Schon in den trockeneren Randgebieten der Moore, ist die 
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Besiedlungsdichte in Vergleich zum mittleren Teil etwa zweilmal grösser. In den entwäs¬ 
serten Gebieten dagegen vergrössert sich die Besiedlungsdichte in der Mosschicht um das 
Fünffache, hauptsächlich durch Zunahme der Oligochaeten, Käfer, Milben und Fliegen¬ 
maden, in der Krautschicht durchschnittlich um das Zweieinhalbfache (Mxm bis 1400 
Individuen auf einen Fang). Um ein beträchtliches sinkt die Anzahl der Spinnen. Die 
stärkste Umgestaltung aber hat die Struktur der Populationen in Gebieten erfahren, die 
unter landwirtschaftlicher Kultur stehen. Das Ersetzen der natürlichen Biozönosen in den 
entwässerten Gebieten durch neue Tierkomplexe äussert sich in erster Linie in der qualita¬ 
tiven und quantitativen Zusammensetzung der Populationen der mono' und oligophagen 
Arten und der sich von letzteren nährenden Zoophagen und Parasiten. Das Ansteigen der 
Gesamtzahl der Individuen ist durch das Eindringen der den Mineralböden eigenen Arten 
bedingt, darunter fast aller wichtigsten Schädlinge. Dabei verringert sich die Zahl der 
mooreigenen Arten bis zu ihrem völligen Schwinden. Je nach der angewandten Agrotechnik 
und den angebauten Kulturen verändert sich die qualitative und quantitative Zusammen¬ 
setzung der Fauna und verliert ihr bestimmtes, ständiges Gepräge. 

Im ganzen ist die Fauna der Niedermoore durch die geringe Anzahl der typischen 
Arten als historisch jung zu charakterisieren. Die meisten mooreigenen Arten besiedeln 
nämlich die Mossschicht. Im Vergleich mit den Biozönosen der Mineralböden prägt sich 
die Einwirkung der extremen Lebensbedingungen in scharfer Begrenzung der Arten- und 
Individuenzahlen der meisten Gruppen aus. 
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On the Diapause of some Mediterranean Insects 
By E. Rivnay 

Agr. Res. Station 

Rehovoth, Israel 

ABSTRACT 

1. Heterodynamic diapause is rather a coadaptation of the development of the insect 
to the annual cycle of its host plants. 

2 Diapause in the Mediterranean Region, in accord with the growing period of the 
host plant, may be either hibernation or aestivation. 

3. When necessary insects which hibernate in the J\[orth may shift the period 
and cestivate in the Mediterranean Region. 

4. In view of the longer period of activity, an insect which is univoltine in the 
may become bivoltine in the Mediterranean Region. 

of rest 

J^lorth 

The following discussion will not include homodynamic insects, i.e. those which 
continue to develop and propagate uninterruptedly as long as external conditions of 
temperature and humidity remain favourable, but only heterodynamic insects whose 
development is arrested at some stage or another irrespective of external favourable com 
ditions. 

The term Mediterranean Region includes those countries around the Mediterran- 

and arícP “ partlCular the eastern Part> whose Wlnter 18 mild and rainy and summer hot 

In the literature we find that the definition of diapause is usually associated with 
hibernation. This arrested development is usually regarded as a means of surviving ad¬ 
verse conditions, notably the winter cold (Wigglesworth, 1942). In the Mediterranean 
Region the temperature does not drop to such low degrees that heterodynamic diapause 

i T 7 meanf of furviva • In fact> we find many species which continue to be active 
although at a reduced rate, during the winter months. On the other hand, we find many 
other, closely related, insects which pass several weeks in hibernation, while still others 
spend the diapause during the summer. In some cases the diapause is prolonged and aesti¬ 
vation merges into hibernation. 

During the past two decades, the writer and co-workers studied life histories of 
several species in the Eastern Mediterranean Region, with special attention given to 
diapause, hrom these studies some examples are chosen for discussion. 

(1) Syringopais temperateli Ld. (Elachistidae, Lep.) 

This pest produces one generation yearly. The larvæ mine in wheat blades during 
February and March They pupate and emerge as adults during April and lay eggs which 

uC u L same montdl- The larvae do not feed, but enter immediately into a diapause in 
which they remain until the rainy season of the following year, i.e. 8-9 months. The larvæ 
resume activity only when sufficient moisture from the first rains penetrates the earth. 
In Israel this happens as a rule in December but in other countries it may happen in Novem¬ 
ber. (Rivnay, 1956a). r 

About six months of this diapause should be considered as heterodynamic aestiva¬ 
tion and the remaining 1-2 months as homodynamic hibernation since, after the summer 
their awakening depends upon external conditions of moisture. Those who are familiar 
with agriculture and other phenological aspects of biology in this region will see clearly 
that this mode of diapause is a close adaptation to the annual cycle of the host. The small 
grains begin to sprout in December and by January provide food for the emerging larvæ 
Ve diapause takes place during the arid summer when wheat-growing is impos- 

(2) Phyllopertha nazarena Mars. (Scarabæidæ, Col.) 

The larva of this insect feeds on the roots of small gram. Its life history extends over 
three years and is similar to that of other related species in Europe and North America, 
r. nazarena also enters diapause a few times during the larval stages, but there is one 
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main difference: while the northern species hibernate, the Mediterranean species æsth 
vate. (Rivnay, 1944). 

The northern species are active from July to September-October, whereas P. nazarena 
feeds during January-March. When we compare the climates of the two regions it becomes 
evident that the insects are active in the same environmental conditions, since the winter 
climatic conditions of the Mediterranean approximate those of European and North 
American summers. Diapause takes place when food becomes unavailable in both types 
of regions. 

To sum up we may say, therefore, that in Phyllopertha the diapause is in accord with 
the absence of the host plant, shifted from the winter in the northern countries to the 
summer in the Mediterranean region. Such a shift is common among many Mediterranean 
insects. 

(3) Hylemyia anúqua Mg. (Anthomyidae, Dip.) 
Information on such shifts was obtained by Miss S. Yathom (Ms.) who studied 

Hylemyia spp. in Israel. A comparison of the dates of emergence of the various genera- 
tions of the onion fly, H. antiqua, in different localities is given in Table I. As shown, all 
details of diapause in the Mediterranean Region agree with those in northern countries, 
except that the periods are shifted. 

TABLE I. 

England Germany Holland U.S.A. Israel 

Emergence of Adults of pupae in 
diapause 

Aprib 
May 

April' 
May 

April' 
May 

May November 

Beginning of Diapause of 1st 
generation (small part) June June June June December 

Emergence of Adults of 1st 
generation (bulk) 

July 
August 

July July July 
August 

January 

Beginning of Diapause of 2nd 
generation (bulk) 

August August August August February 
March 

Emergence of Adults of 2nd 
generation (small part) 

August 
September 

September August 
September 

September 
October 

March 
April 

(4) Lixus junci Boh. (Curculionidae, Col). 
This insect, which attacks beets, is typical of the Mediterranean and is found as 

far north as the Po Valley, Italy. There, the insect has one generation as follows: oviposi- 
tion in May, larva during June-July, adult emerging in August-September. The adult 
females do not lay at that time but enter hibernation which lasts until the following 
March-April. In other words, the species is univoltine and hibernates heterodynamically. 

In the Eastern Mediterranean region, oviposition may take place as early as February 
and adults may appear by June. These females of the first generation may lay and pro¬ 
duce a second generation which enters diapause late in the summer—i.e. the insect is 
bivoltine. In this connectinn two facts should be added. First, in laboratory experiments 
only 10-12of the females of the first generation reproduced. The rest died in the 
laboratory. This happened with field collected beetles as well as with laboratory bred 
females during two successive years. (Rivnay, 1956b). Secondly, the diapause of the second 
generation is in heterodynannc aestivation from August-November which merges into 
homodynamic hibernation because, if the temperature allows, the females may begin 
laying even earlier than February. In both regions the life cycle depends upon the growth 
periods of beets. 

(5) Epilachna chrysomelina F. (Coccinellidae, Col.) 
This insect is a cucurbit pest. Since the hosts are all summer plants, it would seem 

natural for the beetles to hibernate. On this phase, however, there is a diversity of opinion 
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in the literature. Reports from West North Africa (Perret, 1938) claim that the beetles 
do hibernate. On the other hand, Ghabn in Egypt 1951 states that beetles feed during the 
winter months on wild cucurbit plants. 

Studies at Rehovot, Israel, gave the following results: After a period of two or three 
weeks or active feeding adults of the last two or three generations become sluggish and 

maoHOVp L eatbut btt^e ^ooc* and remain in this stage even if placed in a thermostat 
at 27 rí the °Pt1imum temperature. No egg-laying takes place outdoors from October 
onward because the prevailing outdoor temperatures are below the threshold of repro- 
duction. However when the beetles are placed in the thermostat at a temperature of 
24 O. egg-laying begins although, the beetles remain sluggish and gregarious. In other 
words there is no correlation between arrested activity of the body and that of reoroduc- 
tion.—While the arrested activity of the body was heterodynamic that of reproduction 
was homodynamic. (Malamed, 1956). These findings may explain the diversity of opinion 
m the literature. 
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Ecology of Promecotheca papuana Csiki, a Coconut Beetle 
By J. L. Gressitt 

Bishop Museum 

Honolulu, Hawaii 

ABSTRACT 

Promeœtheca papuana is a coconut leaf'mining beetle of the family Chrysomelidæ, 

subfamily Hispinæ. It belongs to the same genus as the species which was the subject of the 

book h T. H. C. Taylor: “The biological control of an insect in FijiA This species occurs 
in northern F[ew Guinea and the Bismarc\ Archipelago. It has been principally \nown as 

a pest in Flew Britain, where the studies have been made. This beetle is rather similar m habits 

to the Fiji species, and minor differences will be pointed out. It has native parasites, not yet 

fully identified. At intervals of several years serious outbreaks have occurred—principally at 

Linga Linga Plantation on the north coast, and Lindenhafen Plantation of the oouth coast, 
respectively, of central Ffew Britain. Also on the Gazelle Peninsula after the severe volcanic 

eruption of 1937, and earlier onManus Island. The most recent of these outbrea\s was in 

1953, with recovery during 1955A6. It occurred smultaneously at Linga Linga and Lindem 

hafen, even though the two places have exactly opposite wet and dry seasons. Other areas 

except a few nearby spots, maintained low populations. After the 1937 and 1939'40 out' 

breads, the latter also at Linga Linga and Lindenhafen, the Javan parasitic wasp Pleurotropis 
parvulus, so successful in controlling the Fiji species, was introduced. It seems to have been 

effective except for the reoccurrence of the outbreaks at the latter two localities. The building 

up of the mite Pyemotes ventricosus produces a one'stage condition of Promecotheca which 
renders the parasites ineffective. The increase of the mite may be associated with abnormally 
dry seasons, but this is not fully clear as yet, and other factors are probably involved. 

INTRODUCTION 

This is a preliminary report based on two months field study of the coconut leap 
mining hispine beetle, Promecotheca papuana Csiki, in New Britain, during April and 
May, 1956. 

This beetle belongs to the subfamily Hispinæ of the leaf-beetle family Chrysomelidæ. 
Members of the Hispinæ as a rule attack palms, Pandanus, grasses, and other monocotyle- 
donous plants.The genus Promecotheca includes a number of species, ranging from Samoa 
to the Philippines and Indonesia.There are several important coconut pests within the 
genus, and the Fijian species, in particular, has been the subject of considerable research, 
so that this study has been guided to a considerable extent by the information available 
on that beetle (Taylor, 1937). Several earlier reports upon Promecotheca papuana Csiki 
(P. antiqua Weise) have already appeared (Murray, 1937; Froggatt, 1939; O’Connor, 
1940; Froggatt and O Connor, 1941). There are other species of Promecotheca in the New 
Guinea area, but little is known about most of them. Another species in New Britain, 
P. straminipennis Weise, was found during this study to mine in the leaves of a tree¬ 
like Pandanus in the larval stage and to feed on the undersides of the leaves in the 
adult stage. A still larger species on Bougainville Island was found also to mine in leaves 
of large Pandanus, with up to seven larvæ in a single mine. 

The Promecotheca problem in New Britain has been a most puzzling one. In general 
the beetle appears to be under good natural control, from native natural enemies and the 
introduced Javan parasitic wasp, Pleurotropis parvulus. However, occasional outbreaks 
occur, particularly in certain localities, and some of these have been most serious. As a 
result of some of these outbreaks, copra production has practically ceased for a period of 
two years or so. Outbreaks have occurred at intervals of approximately 11 or 12 years, at 
Lindenhafen and Linga Linga plantations, respectively on the south and north coasts of 
central New Britain, and others have occurred on the Gazelle Peninsula. Aside from New 
Britain, the same beetle has been known as a pest on Manus Island, and in the Duke of 
York Islands. 

In the past it has been assumed that this species, like the Fijian Promecotheca, builds 
up large populations when abnormally dry weather permits a build-up of the mite Pye¬ 
motes ventricosus (Pediculoides), which in turn produces a “one stage condition’’ in Pro- 
mecotheca as a result of predation upon certain stages of the beetle and upon its parasites. 
However, this has not been proven in New Britain. No evidence of such a relationship 
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was found during this study, but no observations were made during the period of develop' 
ment of an outbreak. 

The New Britain pest obviously has a number of differences in its bionomics from 
the Fijian species. One important difference is that P. papuana normally has several larvae 
to a mine, whereas in the Fiji species each larva has an individual mine. Many more re' 
lations with ants were noticed than have been reported for the Fijian species, P. cœrulei' 

pennis. 
BIONOMICS 

The flattish, oblong'oval eggs are laid in papery cases, consisting of partly digested 
fragments of coconut leaf surface and covered with a type of mucilage ejected from the 
anus of the female. In the Lindenhafen area there are often five eggs per case, whereas on 
the Gazelle Peninsula there are generally only three per case. The eggs are laid on the 
undersurfaces of the frond leaflets, very rarely on the upper surfaces. Before ovipositing 
the female makes a slit in the leaf-surfaces. On hatching, the young larvae enter directly 
into the inner leaf tissue by means of this slit, from beneath the ootheca. 

The larvae remain always within the mine, and are thus never exposed. They feed 
upon the parenchyma tissue, leaving upper and lower surfaces intact. The larva is quite 
flat, creamy white with the anterior portion of the head reddish brown. There are three 
larval instars. Generally the larvae in one mine feed side by side, and stop feeding to rest 
or moult at the same time. The portions mined during each instar are generally readily 
distinguished by a darker pigmentation of the dry portion last fed upon by a particular 
instar. Often, also the breadth of the mine changes with each instar. 

Pupation takes place in the larval mine, the larva receding from the end of the mine 
for the transformation, just as it does for moulting from one instar to the next. There is 
first a prepupal period, during which the larva appears more swollen and less flat. The 
pupa is pale reddish brown. 

The adult feeds on the undersides of the leaflets, generally only on the terminal 
portions unless the population is very dense. It leaves a feeding mark in the form of a 
straight, very narrow line, representing the chewing away between two veins. This is 
accomplished by chewing while alternately turning the head at right angles with the 
body, while the body is in line with the leaflet axis. 

The life'cycle occupies about two months. The egg stage averages 13.6 days. The 
larval stage lasts about 30 or more days. The prepupal period lasts three days, and the 
pupal stage lasts 9^ to 10 days. Following metamorphosis the adult remains in the mine 
about three days before cutting its way out. It emerges through an arcuate neatly cut 
slit, generally on the dorsal surface of the leaflet. The adult beetle may live up to four or 
five months in captivity according to O’Connor, but probably rarely if ever lives this 
long in nature. The adults commence feeding shortly after emergence, but do not start 
to mate for at least a week, and the females do not commence eggdaying for at least an' 
other two weeks. One female can lay up to a few hundred eggs, generally producing one 
egg'Case every two days or up to about five cases per week (Vunakanau) which amounts 
to about two eggs per day. After ovipositing for about a month there is a resting period 
during which no eggs are laid. 

HOST PLANTS 

The preferred food plant of this beetle is the coconut palm. The original native hosts, 
however, may have been the nipa palm (J^iypa fruticans) and the sago palm (Metroxylon 

sagù). Of these two, the nipa palm seems to be definitely preferred. At Vunakanau a new 
host plant, the betel nut palm, A reca cathecu (catechu), was noted. Interestingly enough, 
the betel palms principally affected were in an area of the plantation where the coconut 
palms were hardly attacked by the beetle. Betel nut palms in other parts of the planta' 
tion were not affected. It appears unlikely that outbreaks originate in native hosts. 

Age of palms attacked. In general, Promecotheca appears to prefer mature palms. 
Actually the governing factor appears to be exposure to sunlight. Hispines are sundoving 
insects, being strictly diurnal. Thus younger palms, or palms lower than those surround' 
ing, are less liable to attack than mature palms. Individually isolated palms are particularly 
vulnerable. Young palms well away from the shade of mature palms, or other shade, are 
quite susceptible to attack, and all ages of palms are actually suitable for any stage of the 
beetle. However, new plantings of coconut have not been observed to be seriously at' 
tacked. During this survey, at Linga Linga and Lindenhafen, it was noted that almost all 
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the Promecotheca of various stages were found on young palms, and almost none on mature 
palms These young palms were largely within the shade of taller palms, which con tra' 
diets the above generalization. The reasons for this are not too clear. I suspect that it is a 
reaction to some of the results of, and factors contributing to, the termination of the severe 
outbreaks then just terminated at the two localities. These include the long severe dam' 
age to the mature palms, which for quite a time eliminated plant tissue suitable for food 
or oviposition for the beetle; the great build'up of parasites and predators in the mature 
palms, also contributing to the migration or extermination of the beetle population in 
those palms; and the general slowness of the beetle to move to new situations following 
the rejuvenation of the attacked palms. Some other contributing factors may have been 
overlooked. 

Relationship to the host. Promecotheca papuana is very closely attached to the 
coconut palm, with all stages occurring in the palm crowns. It is a weak flyer, and rarely 
mes far at one time. If disloged, or brought to the ground on a frond cut down, an adult 
will almost invariably fly straight upward to the palm crown again, or at most to the next 
nearest palm if the palms are tall. If part of the frond on which it was brought to the 
ground is projecting above the surroundings, the beetle may alight on leaflets of this 
higher portion. Thus the beetle is not a rapid spreader, and is not known to migrate. 
Infestations apparently do not spread from one area to another to any great extent and 
if of wide extent are apparently the result of a general local condition obtaining, such as 
factors working against the parasites or against most of the natural enemies. The larvae 
spend their entire existence in the mine between the upper and lower surfaces of the 
leaflet, mining closer to the upper surface. After being mined, both surfaces turn pale 
brown, or dark brown when wet. The pupa also passes its existence within the mine 
and the new adult remains there for several days, until fully hardened, when it chews its 
way out through a crescentic slit in the upper surface of the mine. The adult then spends 
its time on the undersides of the leaflets of the lower or middle fronds of the crown, often 
going to the newer fronds, particularly under crowded conditions, to oviposit. Feeding 
mating, and oviposition take place only in the daytime. 

THE NATURE OF PROMECOTHECA OUTBREAKS 

Outbreaks of this beetle are peculiar in that they seem generally to be restricted to 
a particular plantation or limited area at one time, and tend to recur at intervals in these 
areas while the beetle exists under normal biological control in nearby areas. Localities 
which are known to have had repeated outbreaks are Linga Linga on the north coast of 
New Britain west of the Willaumez Peninsula, Lindenhafen on the opposite south coast, 
and parts of the Gazelle Peninsula. There are also reports for the Duke of York Islands,’ 
and the Baining area. Following questioning of many parties, reports of various small 
outbreaks have come to light, though often the information is quite incomplete. 

The reasons that certain areas are more affected than others are not clear. Abnormal 
dry seasons have been associated in literature with the development of Promecotheca 

outbreaks, principally through the buildup of populations of the mite Pyemotes (Pedi' 

culoides) ventricosus which is said to destroy the parasites and contribute to the develop' 
ment of the one'Stage condition thereby and through destruction of young stages of the 
beetle at a given time. However, it proves difficult to correlate dry weather with the de' 
velopment of the New Britain outbreaks because of the differences in rainfall and seasonal 
occurrence of rain in the areas most susceptible to the occurrence of outbreaks. Linden' 
hafen, where the worst outbreaks have been known, has the highest recorded rainfall in 
the Territory, whereas the Gazelle Peninsula coconut areas have a much lower rainfall. 

There seems to be a general widely'spaced periodicity in the occurrence of Pro' 
mecotheca outbreaks in New Britain. From the incomplete records, it appears that out' 
breaks may occur at intervals of approximately every 11 to 12 years. Constrictions at wide 
intervals on the trunks of the mature palms are quite noticeable over much of Linga Linga 
Plantation and on parts of Lindenhafen. The intervals between the constrictions correlate 
quite well with the time periods between the known or rumored beetle outbreaks. On 
many palms four distinct, sub equally'spaced constrictions are visible, the highest being 
just at the base of the crown (not yet visible where old pendant frongs are still adhering) 
and representing the just'terminated outbreak. Information obtained elsewhere, including 
Vunakanau, indicates a recurrence of outbreaks at similar intervals. 
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THE 'ONE-STAGE CONDITION’ 

The 'one-stage condition’ obtains in a population when there is a single cycle or 
generation progressing at one time—in other words, when the population in a given area 
consists entirely of one stage, or two successive stages (such as adults and eggs) at a given 
time. The 'one-stage condition’ appears to be characteristic of outbreaks in New Britain. 
No concrete evidence has been demonstrated that it is caused by the build-up of the mite 
Pyemotes (Pediculoides) ventricosus, as was proven in Fiji, although this mite is present in 
New Britain. The facts seem to suggest that some major upset of the parasite balance 
must take place, because the 'one-stage condition’ seems to be inseparably linked with 
the occurrence of outbreaks. For the development of such high populations as exist in 
outbreaks, the parasites must be rendered very ineffective for a period. Possibly the beetle 
population increases rapidly after mortality in certain stages produces the 'one-stage con¬ 
dition’. Since the parasites are at a great disadvantage owing to the lack of suitable host 
material during a considerable part of each beetle generation, the life-cycle of the parasites 
being shorter than that of the beetle, quite a number of beetle generations are apparently 
required before the parasites can gain the upper hand and reduce the beetle population 
materially. It is a striking fact that the 'one-stage condition’, once attained, seems to be 
maintained for a long period—often up to two years. This seems difficult to reconcile 
with our knowledge of the egg-laying period of the female beetle, which theoretically 
should permit the termination of the 'one-stage condition’ within a generation or two. 
However, my observations confirm O’Connor’s suggestion that the adult population de¬ 
creases much more rapidly than would be expected from the observed adult life-span 
and oviposition period in captivity. Probably predators and diseases are to a large degree 
responsible for this rapid decline in the adult population, and are of still greater importance 
than supposed, because of their major contribution to the perpetuation of the one-stage 
condition. At the same time, the small number of eggs and larvae resulting from the small 
number of adults carrying over between one peak in adult population and the next, are 
undoubtedly 100% parasitised by the parasites avidly searching for host material during 
the period of dearth between the peaks in larval population of two successive generations. 
Thus, between the predators and the parasites, the 'one-stage condition’ is perpetuated, 
to the continued disadvantage of the parasites. 

Why the Pleurotropis parasite was so successful in Fiji, and less so in New Britain, 
whereas the life-cycle of the New Britain Promecotheca is slightly shorter than that of 
the Fijian species, remains a question. Possibly some factors obtaining as a result of climatic 
aberration prove unfavourable to the Pleurotropis. The native Derostenus parasite de¬ 
finitely competes with Pleurotropis, and can do so successfully. At Linga Linga the former 
was found to be more abundant than the introduced parasite. However, Pleurotropis is 
often more abundant than Derostenus. 

PARASITES 
Pleurotropis parvulus Ferriere, the introduced eulophid wasp from Java, is well 

established in New Britain. It is often the most abundant larval parasite, though when 
Pleurotropis and Derostenus oviposit in the same beetle larva, the former succumbs and 
the latter survives. Pleurotropis oviposits in partly grown beetle larvae, and its larva 
pupates in the Promecotheca prepupa or pupa. As many as 40 or so wasps can develop 
from one Promecotheca. 

Derostenus sp. Its habits are somewhat similar to those of Pleurotropis, except that 
the larvae emerge from the host to pupate free in the beetle mine. 

Eurytoma promecothecæ Ferriere is a larger parasite. The larva feeds externally on 
the larva of Promecotheca, and pupates free in the mine. It attacks any of the promecotheca 
larval instars. The minimum life-cycle lasts about three weeks. 

Closterocerus splendens Kew. is an egg parasite. Pupation takes place within the 
host egg, and the adult emerges through a minute hole it chews through the upper 
surface of the egg-case. 

A few other rarer parasites and hyperparasites have been noted by O’Connor and 
myself. 

RELATIONSHIPS WITH ANTS 
From this study it has become apparent that ants are of the greatest importance in 

relation to the population balance of Promecotheca, and of greater importance than was 
formerly believed. Several species of ants, not yet all identified, have been observed as 
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predators, particularly of eggs of the beetle. Others are also larval or even adult predators, 
and at least one species may be detrimental from the standpoint of preventing invasion 
by other ants useful in controlling the beetle. 

Oecophylla smaragdina. This ant has a very definite adverse relationship towards 
Promecotheca. There is fairy general (often very distinct) correlation between the pre- 
sence of this ant and the absence of Promecotheca. This was observed repeatedly when 
searching for Promecotheca at Lmga Linga and Lindenhafen. Ardley correlated presence 
of Oecophylla at Linga Linga in 1954, with slight damage by Promecotheca, when nearly 
all other palms were badly affected and this was further verified by Ardley and myself 
at Linga Linga in 1956. At Vunakanau, in the area east of the manager’s house, which was 
in general very badly affected to the extent of complete browning of all but’ the newly 
emerging fronds, there were certain palms conspicuous by their green foliage and practi- 
cally unaffected by the beetle. Of one group of six adjoining palms, all green, four had 
Oecophylla in numbers going up and down the trunks. The other two were climbed and 
proved to be swarming with Oecophylla. A few days later Oecophylla were noted on the 
trunks of these two palms also. The crowns of these palms were partly in contact, and 
presence of large numbers of Oecophylla in a palm crown cannot always be ascertained by 
merely examining the trunk. Other observations provided similar evidence. These cases, 
and those observed by Ardley all involved mature palms. In the case of young palms, the 
correlation is not always so distinct. This I believe to be at least in part a result of the fact 
that Oecophylla observed in young palms may be there transitorily, or have just recently 
established colonies, and not yet evicted the Promecotheca. Small populations of Oecophylla 
obviously have a lesser effect on the occurrence of the beetle in palms. O’Connor stated 
that he observed large numbers of Oecophylla passing along frond midribs while Pro- 
mecotheca adults fed or oviposited undisturbed on the leaflets. I believe that such cases 
occur when the ants are migrating, or are busily engaged in tackling some major problem, 
and not doing general foraging. 

Few positive observations have been made of Oecophylla predation upon Promecotheca, 
yet the indirect evidence is strong, and tests made in the field seems to add weight to these 
conclusions. In one case, the majority of egg-cases, some few hundred, on a new frond of 
a young palm at Vunakanau were observed to be disappearing, under daily observation. 
Some new Oecophylla nests had just been established between a series of leaflets of the 
same frond. The egg-cases were being largely chewed away. It is well recognised that 
few insects occur in numbers where Oecophylla are abundant. Some tests were made of 
reactions of the ants to Promecotheca by releasing adult beetles on a coconut frond midrib, 
or near the bases of leaflets, where the ants were going to and fro. In some cases the beetles 
took immediate flight and escaped to a part of the palm lacking Oecophylla; others flew 
into the presence of other Oecophylla and were caught; still others were caught by the 
ants before they could take flight. Some were caught by an antenna or leg by a single ant 
and held till other ants seized the other appendages. Then the beetle was simply held with 
its appendages stretched in all directions until it died. In one case the antennae were pull¬ 
ed with unequal force so that the head was pulled out and promptly carried off while 
the other ants later carried away the body. I feel that Oecophylla both catch and chase 
away adult Promecotheca, and prevent them from laying many eggs in a palm well popu¬ 
lated with the ants, and also chew away eggs when the ants invade Promecothecadnhsbited 
palms. This ant is well known for its belligerancy, and will attack almost any invader. 
Once a large number of ants were observed holding a dead rat on the midrib of a young 
palm. The rat remained there for several days, constantly held by many ants, as it gradually 
dwindled in size, from being fed upon. 

Monomorium sp. This minute, slender, black ant was several times observed singly 
or in small groups to be chewing into Promecotheca egg-cases. The cases frequently found 
with small irregular chewed holes are thought to be the result of predation by this ant. 

Paratrechina vividula. This very abundant medium-small black ant was commonly 
found in palms infested by Promecotheca. It is probably one of the most important predators 
of Promecotheca eggs, and possibly also of the larvae. This may be the ant recorded by 
O’Connor as Technomyrmex detorquens, but both ants are very likely represented in 
New Britain. 

Cremastogaster sp. and Tapinoma sp. These slender pale ants were occasionally 
found near Promecotheca egg-cases or mines, and are believed to be minor predators also. 
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O’Connor mentioned Pheidole megacephala as the most important ant predator, but I did 
not observe this species as often as several of the others here mentioned. 

Polyrhachis salomo and P. restellata. These two large ants, silvery gray-black 
and shiny black, respectively, are often found in palms infested with Promecotheca, the ants 
making small nests of debris and silk on undersides of leaflets. Though insufficient positive 
observations were made, these may be predators of some importance. They are active 
and fairly belligérant ants. The former species was particularly abundant at Linga Linga. 

Camponotus spp. These moderately large ants, the common New Britain species 
being reddish brown, are moderately common in coconut crowns, often nesting at the 
bases of leaflets. They are thought also to be Promecotheca predators. 

Iridomyrmex sp. This small reddish ant, a fierce biter, is common in coconut planta¬ 
tions. It builds long slender nests of the frass-like pubescence on new palm petioles. The 
nests are often on the new leaf-shoots, or along the frond midribs. This ant is generally 
represented by large populations localized in certain palms, often the minority in New 
Britain. When Iridomyrmex is present, other ants are generally not found in the same palm. 
The presence of Iridomyrmex does not seem to greatly affect the prevalence of Promecotheca. 

If this ant is not a predator of Promecotheca eggs or larvae, as are several of the other 
common ants in the coconut plantations, then it is definitely not beneficial from the planta¬ 
tion standpoint, as far as Promecotheca is concerned, because it deters other ants which 
are predators upon the beetle. Iridomyrmex is common in other palms, particularly on the 
new leaf shoots. This ant in Bougainville and the British Solomons is responsible for coco¬ 
nut nutfall by deterring other ants, particularly Oecophyila, which in turn deter the 
Amblypelta bugs which cause the nutfall. 

OTHER PREDATORS 

Vertebrates. I feel that the importance of vertebrate predators upon Promecotheca 
has been overlooked in New Britain. Various lizards, particularly skinks, and also geckos 
and others, are quite abundant in the plantations, and those frequently seen in the crowns 
undoubtedly feed upon the adult beetles, at least. Taylor (1937) reasoned that in Fiji 
mines observed to be torn open with the larvae removed were the result of predation by 
a species of lizard, but similarly ravaged mines in New Britain I feel are the result of feed¬ 
ing by birds, probably parrots. Several lizards kept in captivity at Vunakanau fed 
upon adult Promecotheca. 

It was noted that at Linga Linga and Lindenhafen the malip parrot was exceedingly 
abundant, whereas it was absent, or nearly so, from the Vunakanau area. At Volupai 
a pet malip tore open some mature larval mines I was observing, apparently eating the 
larvae. The marks left by this action: a double slit in the dorsal surface of the mine, were 
identical with those observed a number of times in central New Britain. Marks of this 
nature were hardly ever found at Vunakanau. Quite possibly some other birds may also 
be of importance as predators upon the beetles. 

Earwigs. Frequently in examining old mines living or dead earwigs were found 
within the mines. They had entered through roughly chewed, rounded holes on the un¬ 
dersides of the mines, quite different from the clean-cut crescentic dorsal emergence holes 
of the adult beetles. No observations were made that prove that the earwigs are actual 
predators upon larvae or pupae, and they may be mostly scavengers. However, O’Connor 
felt that they were predators, and this is quite likely true. The same earwig is a known 
predator upon larvae and pupae of Brontispa. One adult earwig confined with an adult 
Promecotheca killed the beetle. Another may also have done so, though it first killed a 
young earwig in the same container. It is unlikely that earwigs often feed upon adult 
beetles, except possibly females ovipositing within a newly unfolding leaflet of a new 
frond—a preferred haunt of the earwigs. 

Diseases. As noted by O’Connor, there are fungal, bacterial, and perhaps other 
diseases of larval or adult Promecotheca. It is quite possible that diseases reduce the ab¬ 
normally high populations. 

Information which might be obtained during the build-up of an outbreak is most 
needed for the solution of the general problem. 

New Guinea is the center of distribution of the genus Promecotheca, and there are 
probably a number of species in the Territory. An unrecorded species was taken on Bou- 
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gainviHe änd possibly three new species were found on Guadalcanal during my 1056 

Pinus e,r hOStS mdud£ tW° SpeC,eS °f BaU^ rattan, sugafc^e, and 
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Temperature in Relation to Seasonal Development of 

British Dragonflies (Odonata) 
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INTRODUCTION 

climates: firstly, the ofTpTpuhZTto^^the^t" temperate 
resistant to cold, and secondly the need for the aHnlt a P ™ wmter ln a stage 
to the warm sea’son. In « 
stncted to a certain period within the warm , , adult stage to be re- 

species inhabiting the same body of water nay be’ reduced^ All Tmpe‘Itlon ^ith other 
the process of synchronisation or the reduction nf *1 • bese dernands involve 
of development. reduction of temporal variation, at certain stages 

Recent studies of the British Odonata have shown that different sneered 
siderably in the ways in which they achieve synchronisation and P T l Y COn' 
meaningful to recognise two ecological types of dragonflies’ Th h , tf?ls basls lt ls 

'spring species’ or summer spec,es’idependmg upon fhêtsit.bÏTf T ^ temed 
the life history (Corbet, 1954). (The terminology of diapause used inthis1" Stag£ 
is that put forward by Andrewartha (1952).) Spring species which at^s,c°m“unica,tlon 
possessing a diapause in the final larval in «ta/ fr3 P u ’ whlch are defined as those 

Summer species, on the other hand, may be usefullf dwideThto"^3 feC°!ogicaI SrouP- 
comprising: (a) those which regularly f 

cíes), and (b) those which require two years or more to complete a gLefitionTn ord V 
understand better the physiological significance of this classification h w ^ h 
to consider examples of each type of life-history. neat,on it will be necessary 

. . SPRING SPECIES 
/inax Imperator Leach. 

In Britain this species is usually semi voltine (requiring two vears to rnmnW • i 
generation). Oviposition extends from midTune to late Auvu.r Tu! complete a single 
3 weeks, and larvae grow rapidly during the summer heina ¿If ^a,tc^ in about 
ture prevents further devient Ä ^ 

active, but do not grow. If at this stage such larvæ are «Äu, are 
they continue to grow normally thus indicar ma «w , . uUected to high temperatures, 

result of dormancy, not diapause! is the 
rising, and the final larval ,Lar is enteredby mo“Temperatures 

s Sä feSÄt != 
before metamorphosis can begin in spring. Emergereo^urswbW P] ^ necessary 
metamorphosis has been completed, and is closely synchronised • nnr 1 6 3-y’ 3S S?°,n as 

rs «I? i: »■ r? 

length by more than 2 minutes. Larvae which can enter the final * i r T 0 m 

T Mtd t0 ¿TponeÆgenœ 

emergence at the end of ’the emergence pe°"od\co?LUl95?bUn aTTSU'3^ 
ve opment proceeds most rapidly at a temperature near to 10° C., and therefore mature 
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it takes place when temperatures are falling during late autumn, being completed by late 

November (Corbet, 1956a). 
Other spring species with similar life-histories are Pyrrhosoma nymphula (Sulzer) 

and Agnon virgo (L.) (Corbet, 1957a). 

SUMMER SPECIES 

(a) Sympetrum striolatum (Charp.). 
This species is uni voltine. Oviposition extends from late June until late October, 

this being about the longest period shown by any British dragonfly. The eggs hatch in 
3-4 weeks and larvae overwinter in instars 2-6, most doing so in instars 4 or 5. Larval 
Growth is exceptionally rapid from April onwards, and the final instar is entered about 
a month or less before emergence, which begins in June. No diapause stage can be dis¬ 
cerned in this life-history. Nevertheless, although the emergence period is very long (at. 
100 days compared with 45 in Andx), most individuals appear to emerge at the beginning 
of it indicating that temporal variation is being reduced to some slight extent. It is prob¬ 
able that this is brought about by larvæ accumulating in the final instar until environment¬ 
al temperatures rise high enough to permit metamorphosis (Corbet, 1956c). For this to 
be effective in bringing about synchronisation, the lower temperature threshold permitting 
metamorphosis would have to be above that permitting entry to the final instar. Such a 
device would only reduce temporal variation under the conditions of rising temperature 

characteristic of spring and early summer. 

Several species of Coenagnidse (e.g. Coendgrion puelld (L.), Endlldgmd cydthigerum 

(Charp.) and Ischnurd elegdns (Van der Linden) probably have life-histories similar to 
that of S. strioldtum. Lestes sponsd (Hansemann) is also univoltine, but passes the winter 
as a diapause egg, completing the whole larval development in 2-3 months, between 
April and July. There is no sign of any reduction of temporal variation in the final instar, 
and metamorphosis follows ecdysis without delay. The temperature responses for the 
completion of diapause are closely similar to those of Andx (Corbet, 1956b), and in this 
species appear to be adapted towards ensuring that all members of a population over¬ 
winter in the cold-resistant egg stage (Corbet, 1956c). 

(b) Cœndgrion mercuridle (Charp.). 
This species is semivoltine, normally requiring two years to complete one genera¬ 

tion. Eggs are usually laid in June and July, and hatch about a month later. Larvae spend 
the first"5winter in instars 8 or 9, growth being interrupted owing to low temperatures 
from November until April. Growth is resumed in M!ay, and most larvae enter the penul¬ 
timate instar before the end of November. The slow growth during summer is no doubt 
the consequence of the low temperatures obtaining in the bog streams which form the 
habitat of this species. Most of the larvae resuming growth after the second winter are 
in the penultimate instar, but a few may be in the antepenultimate or final instars; repre¬ 
sentatives of all three instars are capable of emerging later the same year. Thus it is clear 
that the larval population in early spring shows a wide range of temporal variation. There 
is, however, significant reduction of this variation before emergence, and this appears to 
take place both at the time of entry to the final instar, and again at the commencement of 
metamorphosis. It seems probable that this synchronisation is achieved by a more ad¬ 
vanced system of lower temperature thresholds than that encountered in S. strioldtum. 

In this case it appears that the lower temperature thresholds permitting (i) entry to the 
final instar, (ii) commencement of metamorphosis, and (iii) emergence, are in an ascending 
series (Corbet, 1957c). Once again we may observe that such a system can only reduce 
temporal variation in a population when the environmental temperature is rising steadily. 
Efficiency of synchronisation achieved by this means will depend on the thresholds for 
successive developmental stages being widely separated, and will reach its upper limit as 
the threshold for the last stage before emergence tends towards the seasonal temperature 
peak for the habitat. Both these conditions preclude species with a high thermal coefficient 
for growth from making economic use of such a system, and therefore we may expect to 
find it developed only in summer species which have a slow rate of growth. 

Ceridgrion tenellum (Villers), another bog-dweller, has also been found to have a 
semivoltine life-history of this type (Corbet, 1957c). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Bearing in mind these examples of life-histories, we see that a fundamental difference 
between spring and summer species is that the former achieve synchronisation when 
temperatures are falling, but the latter when they are rising. Furthermore as a com a™ 
o this difference, evolutionary trends can be expected to proceed towards metamorphosis 

'?wer.temP/rf^s “ spring species and at higher temperatures m summer 
species The function of the diapause stage is also different in the two main groups In 
pring species (e.g Anax) its significance is clearly to synchronise emergence m spri.4 

wT\erhTleS (?'g- LeSUs)' °'lthe °ther hand’ its ™portance seemsto be "o ensure 
that the whole population passes the winter in the resistant egg stage It cannot have this 
additional function m Anax, since nearly all larval stages appear to be able to survTve the 
winter. Similarly, diapause could hardly assist in the synchronisation of emergence of 
Lestes, since the whole larval life is interposed between it and emergence. § 

These differences in the temperature relations of the two ecological Groups have 
imp .cations of importance in the adult stage also. We have seen that, with regard to the 
efficiency of synchronisation of emergence, the groups fall in the following order spring 
species, semivoltine summer species (type b), and univoltine summer species (type a) 
Evidence has been adduced which indicates that dragonflies exhibiting the c oselt syt 
chron.sat.on (i.e. spring species) have the shortest adult lives, and rice versa Thus the 
reproductive life of Pyrrhosoma averages about 7 days (Corbet, 1952), whereas that of 
Lestes, a damselfly of comparable size, is probably at least twice this (Corbet, 1956c). 

If we compare the life-histories of tropical and temperate species of dragonflies it 
is possible to discern a change in the relative durations of larval and adult stafes n the 
tropics, where growth is rapid, larval life is probably very short, whereas for several 

tW°th h aduk fe 1S probabiy fair‘y ,long- (Two reasons why this may be so are (i) 
t the absence of appropriate fluctuations m environmental conditions will mean that 

emergence cannot be synchronised, and (ii) that a long-lived dispersal stage is a prerequisite 
for species which inhabit temporary pools.) As we move to higher latitudes the situation 
becomes progressively reversed, until the extreme case of a spring species is encountered 

Sy a“a weekStanCe’ * ^ ^ °f ^ 22 m°nths and a ^uctive life of 

. I;it.may therefore be justifiable to regard spring species as the most highly adapted 
to life in northerly latitudes, since all, or nearly all, stages in the life-history are resistant 
to cold, and the emergence of the short-lived adult is highly synchronised. Summer species 
of type (b), on the same counts, seem less well adapted, whereas it seems likely that sum 

ratinnPfrn'eS tif Í?• haVe a Vpe °[ llfe'history which has undergone the least modifi- 
cation from that found in tropical or subtropical regions to-day. 

,1 ri>aTWS the tfnpfature rc;latl0ns of British dragonflies in their development of season- 
al regulation not only provide us with an informative background to their present-dav 
eco ogy, but also perhaps with an indication of the evolutionary steps by which they 
have succeeded in colonising temperate regions. * y Y 

The general principles underlying the physiological responses of poikilothermous 
mrnals to fluctuating temperatures are not likely to vary much from one group to another 

and therefore other insect groups in temperate regions can be expected to reveal patterns 
or synchronisation similar to those existing in British dragonflies. 
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The Effect of Density on the Larvae of a Mosquito 

and its Influence on Fecundity 
By Micha Bar'Zeev (Wolfinsohn) 
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Ness'Ziona, Israel 

ABSTRACT1 

æ?yPt'I reared dt relatively low food (yeast) concentration, develop slowly 
Above a certain minimum amount, however, the food has no effect on growth When excess 

food is present, the mortality of the larvae is high as a result of the development of a film of 
yeast on the water surface, unless the water is renewed frequently. ^ 

r r Lf™æ ]eared unde* crowded and nomcrowded conditions, but with the same amount 
of food per larva, showed similar growth rate and mortality, provided that the water was 

renewed 0 Prevent development of the yeast film. There was found to be no egea of any 

m0nahty- Dekyed devd0^ larvœ under crowded 

tions *ftTCS enhdnCe 'b' deVehpmmt °f larvœ at iow> and MW * at normal concentra- 

larvœ reared under starving conditions yield adults of lower fecundity and smaller size 
than larvœ reared under normal food conditions. The cause, or one of the causes of the lower 

fecundity, is the smaller amount of blood ingested by females reared under starving conditions. 

. J1 has.*onS been recognised that overcrowding has a detrimental effect on animals 
ich manifests itself in various ways: slower growth rate, increased mortality smaller 

adults, lower fecundity etc. Pearl and Parker (1922) and Bodenheimer (1936) Observed 
decreased fecundity with increasing crowding on Drosophila melanogaster. Similar results 
were obtained by Chapman (1928), MacLagen and Dunn (1936), and Crombie (1942) with 

and PutñamTl930ílnhln "T*?8 mSeCtS’ far 88 mos9uitoes concerned, Shannon 
“d . \1934) obserYed a slower growth rate and higher mortality of A. eeeybti under 
crowded conditions. Similar observations were reported by Tertian and Stahler (1949) on 

w^re kreerUand Zav atUiffThey * S° ?bserved that PuPæ from underpopulated colonies 
ZxLZÎtCfA? A" Pt.Upæ f[0m °yrp0pulated colonies. Most investigators 

1 Ta,n y Î? fbe mechamcal disturbance of the insects by each other 
of DroTv/ hlS condusion Robertson and Sang (1944) demonstrated that the fecundity 
of Drosophila melanogaster depended on the quantity and quality of food, and that the 

ecreased fecundity under crowded conditions was due to lack of food. These results have 
been confirmed by Bodenheimer (1955). 

of A P“. “vestlftlon to reinvestigate this problem with larvae 
„ . T gypt (lof.al. strain) which can be easily reared in the laboratory, and to determine 

ether competition for food or other factors determine the detrimental effect on the 

croVSH Uinder ,Cr0wded c°nditions. Larvae were reared under different crowded and non- 
crowded conditions keeping the amount of food per larva constant, and the growth rate 
and mortality of the larva: were compared. Since bacteria develop in the water culture and 
change the amount of food present for the larvae, it was necessary to 

cukuíe' Th’8 WflaChleVed by the addltl°Jn °f penidllin and Chloromycetin to the water 
larvaT™h rfr inidally’ (a) the effect of the antibiotics on 
arval growth rate and mortality, (b) the degree of microbial sterility of the water culture 

grïwTrate antiblot>cs, (c) the effect of different amounts of food on larvai 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

„ ► FlV^ ^rOU?S °{ 30 n|W,ly h?tched !arvæ were introduced in 100 ml. of tap water 
contained in erlenmeyer flasks of 250 ml, and baker’s yeast (Paca Co., Tel-Aviv Israel) 
was added in increasing quantities, using equal portions at an interval of 3 days’. Every 
ccond day, 100 units of penicillin (Rafa Laboratories, Jerusalem) and 20 <S of Chloromycetin 

controls 5Vv & C°o P21™’ US-,A) per mL w£re added to each contained As 
controls, 5 groups of larvae were fed similarly, but without the addition of antibiotics. 

Tull text published in the Bull. Res. Council of Israel 6B: 220-228. 1957. 
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The day on which pupation occurred was recorded, and the number of larvae pupating 
thereafter was counted. The average pupation (weighted mean) per day was thus deten 
mined. After pupation was completed, the number of bacteria in the water culture was 

C0UntThe temperature (as indicated in each table), and therefore, the growth rate in 
different experiments varied. To each experiment, however, a control test was carried out 

simultaneously and at the same temperature. 

RESULTS 

Results are given in Table I and Figure 1. 

TABLE I_The Effect of the Amount of Yeast on Growth Rate and Mortality of Larvae 

with and without Addition of Penicillin and Chloromycetin (av. temp. 24°C). 

Group 
No. 

Total 
quantity of 
yeast (g.) 

Number 
of 

larvae 

Days to 
first 

pupation 

Days to 
final 

pupation 

Average 
pupation 

(days) 
Mortality 

Larvae Pupae 

1 
2 

0.1 

A. With penicillin and chloromycetin 

30 12 33 22.1 6 0 

0.2 30 12 29 19.7 4 4 

3 0.6 30 11 20 14.9 3 3 

4 1.0 30 10 21 14.9 1 1 

5 1.4 30 10 21 15.1 2 1 

1 
2 

0 1 

B. Without penicillin and chloromycetin 

30 30* 

0.2 30 19 40 30.0 24* 2 

3 0.6 30 7 11 97 10 0 

4 1.0 30 7 10 9.2 3 0 

5 1.4 30 7 10 8.7 6 0 

* Larvae died in the first and second stage. 

Above a certain minimum amount (0.600 g. of yeast per group of 30 larvae), the 
quantity of food had no effect on growth rate. The antibiotics (at normal food concentra' 
tions) delayed the development of the larvae, but had no effect on their mortality. Develop^ 
ment proceeded uniformally, and the adults obtained were normal. When the quantity of 
food was small, the growth rate was greatly decreased. At very low concentrations or 
yeast (0.1-0.2 g. per 30 larvae) it was observed that development proceeded better in the 
presence of antibiotics. Further experiments at a concentration of 0.1 g. of yeast per 30 
larvae were carried out, which vanfied this observation (Table II). 

TABLE II—The Effect of Antibiotics on Larval Growth Rate and Mortality at Low 

Concentrations of Yeast (av. temp. 28°C).__ 

Group 
No. 

Total 
amount of 
yeast (g) 

Number 
of 

Larvae 

Days to 
first 

pupation 

Days to 
final 

pupation 

Average 
pupation 
(days) 

Mortality 
Larvae Pupae 

A. With penicillin and chloromycetin 

1 0.1 30 11 19 14.8 0 3 

2 0.1 30 8 22 12.8 4 1 

3 0.1 30 10 20 14.3 1 1 

B. Without penicillin and chloromycetin 

1 0.1 30 12 26 17.8 25 1 

2 0.1 30 12 32 192 23 0 

3 0.1 30 11 30 18.3 13 0 

The water culture without the antibiotics was found to contain 8.6 x 106 bacteria per 
ml., while the one containing antibiotics showed 2 x 102 bacteria per ml. or less. Although 
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Fig. 1. Growth rate of larvae at different amounts of yeast 

A. —With penicillin and Chloromycetin 

B. —Without penicillin and Chloromycetin 

the use of these antibiotics does not insure sterility in a bacteriological sense, the remaining 
number of bacteria is so small that they may be assumed not to contribute to the nutrition 
of the larvae. Furthermore, if the bacterial flora is constant in all experiments, it will prob' 
ably effect the conditions equally in all cases. 

mm 
EFFECT OF CROWDING ON GROWTH RATE AND MORTALITY 

Experiments were performed in which the number of larvae was gradually increased, 
using the same technique and antibiotics as before, and keeping the volume of water 
(100 ml.) and the amount of food per larva constant. However, a difficulty encountered in 
these experiments was the formation of a film on the water surface when relatively large 
amounts of food were added. Within a few days, an overgrowth of moulds developed on 
the film. The latter which was found to consist mostly of yeast, caused larvae and pupae 
to die, most probably by interference with their normal respiration. Such a film of yeast 
was also formed when excess of other food (bread crumbs) was given instead of baker’s 
yeast. When the amount of food was not too high, and, therefore, no film was formed, 
there was no undue mortality under crowded conditions; however, the development of 
the larvæ was greatly delayed. 
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In order to overcome this difficulty, the larvae were collected every second day by 
filtration and transferred to 100 ml. of fresh water with the addition of yeast and anti' 
biotics as used previously. Each experiment was performed in duplicate. Results are given 

in Table III, experiments A, B, C, D. 

TABLE III—Effect of Larval Density on Growth Rate and Mortality of Larvae. 

Group 
No. 

Yeast (g.) 
after each 
filtration 

Number of 
larvae in 
100 ml. 
water 

Days to 
first 

pupation 

Days to 
final 

pupation 

Average 
pupation 

(days) 
Mortality 

Larvae Pupae 

Experiment A (av. temp. 28°C) 

1 0.200 30 9 13 10.4 1 6 

la 0.200 30 8 11 9.6 0 11 

2 0.400 60 9 15 11.8 3 10 

2a 0.400 60 9 14 11.1 0 13 

3 0.600 90 9 15 11.5 1 22 

3a 0.600 90 8 14 10.7 0 27 

4 0.800 120 9 17 11.9 4 14 

4a 0.800 120 9 14 10.9 2 26 

5 1.000 150 8 15 11.1 5 29 

5a 1.000 150 8 17 12.1 4 33 

6 1.200 180 9 15 11.3 7 35 

6a 1.200 180 8 .15 10.4 7 27 

Experiment B (av. temp. 32°C) 

1 0.200 30 5 10 6.1 3 2 

la 0.200 30 5 8 5.3 2 0 

2 0.600 90 4 8 5.5 0 8 

3 1.000 150 4 10 5.5 0 10 

3a 1.000 150 4 8 5.5 0 4 

4 1.400 210 4 8 4.3 10 6 

4a 1.400 210 5 8 4.3 0 19 

5 1.800 270 4 7 4.4 0 13 

5a 1.800 270 5 8 5.4 0 7 
6 2.200 330 4 10 5.5 0 31 

6a 2.200 330 4 10 5.5 0 31 

Experiment C (av. temp. 30°C) 

1 2.000 600 8 13 8.3 0 7 
la 2.000 600 8 13 7-3 9 7 

Control 

1 0.100 30 7 12 8.7 0 0 

la 0.100 30 7 11 8.5 0 0 

Experiment D (av. temp. 30°C) - 

1 2.000 1000 6 13 8.7 4 9 
la 2.000 1000 6 13 8.3 4 3 

Control 

1 0.200 100 6 10 7-4 1 0 

la 0.200 100 6 10 6.9 0 0 

It can be seen that increased crowding has no effect on the growth rate nor on the 
mortality of the larvae. Therefore, the crowding did not exert any mechanical influence on 
the larvae. 

POSSIBLE EFFECT OF METABOLIC WASTE PRODUCTS 

As the larvae in the foregoing experiments were transferred frequently to clean water, 
a possible effect of accumulating metabolites could not be detected. The following experi' 
ments were, therefore, carried out in order to determine if such metabolic products have 
any effect on the larval development. 

About 2000 larvae were reared in 100 ml. of tap water with the daily addition of 
small amounts of yeast. When pupation began (after about 12 days), the larvae were filtered 
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from the water and the latter passed through a Seitz sterilizing filter, to remove bacteria or 
yeast. 30 newly hatched larvae were introduced into the water thus conditioned and 30 
others mto ordinary tap water (control). Both groups were fed with 0.600 g. of yeast 
divided into two equal portions which were supplied at an interval of 3 days (Table IV).' 

TABLE IV—Growth Rate and Mortality of Larvae in “Conditioned” Water and Tap 

Water (av. temp. 25°C). 

Group 
No. 

Total 
amount of 
yeast (g.) 

Number 
of 

Larvae 

Days to 
first 

pupation 

Days to 
final 

pupation 

Average 
pupation 

(days) 
Mortality 

Larvae Pupae 

1 0.600 30 
A. Conditioned Water 

6 9 77 o o 
la 0.600 30 6 9 8.1 0 0 

1 0.600 30 
B. Tap Water 

6 9 7-8 o o 
la 0.600 30 6 9 7.8 0 0 

There was no difference in growth rate or mortality in the two cases. It remained, 
however, possible that some unstable metabolites had formed, and thus their effect could 
not be detected. About 100 newly hatched larvae were, therefore, transferred daily to new 
conditioned water, i.e. water prepared as previously from which the larva have just been 
taken out. In comparison, 100 newly hatched larvae were transferred daily to ordinary tap 
water (Table V). Again no difference was found in growth rate or mortality of the larvae 
in the two cases. 

TABLE V Growth Rate and Mortality of Larvae Transferred Daily to “New 

Conditioned” Water as Compared to Tap Water (av. temp. 23°C). 

Group 
No. 

Total 
amount of 
yeast (g.) 

Number 
of 

larvae 

Days to 
first 

pupation 

Days to 
final 

pupation 

Average 
pupation 
(days) 

Mortality 
Larvae Pupae 

A. Conditioned Water 
1 2.000 100 6 15 9.6 0 2 
la 2.000 100 6 16 10.2 0 2 

B. Tap Water 
1 2.000 100 8 16 11.2 0 0 
la 2.000 100 8 16 11.0 0 2 

THE EFFECT OF LARVAL FOOD ON THE FECUNDITY OF A. AEGTPTI 

As mentioned previously, the fecundity (number of eggs produced per adult) of 
Drosophila melanogaster is reduced under crowded conditions as the result of lack of food 
(Robertson and Sang, 1944). The effect of larval food on the fecundity of several species of 
Diptera has been studied by MacKerras (1933), Bodenheimer (1955) and Mathis (1938). 
The latter showed that larvae of A. cegypti derived from larvae fed on a rich or abundant 
diet laid more eggs than those from larva fed on a poor diet or from larvae collected in nature 
and reared in their natural medium. Roy (1936) showed that more eggs were laid after the 
ingestion of large amounts of blood. The following experiments were carried out in order 
to determine if the amount of larval food affects the fecundity of A. aegypti. 

A group of 30 newly hatched larvae in 100 ml. of water was reared under conditions 
of starvation, adding a small amount of yeast (20 mg.) every 4-5 days. A similar group 
was reared under normal food conditions (600 mg. in two portions). The adults of the two 
groups were given a blood meal. 48 hours later, 15 females of each group were dissected 
under a binocular microscope, and the number of eggs in them was counted. In 15 experi- 
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ments, the average number of eggs was 577 ± 2.6 and 111.2 + 4.8, respectively, in the 
two groups. The number of eggs produced by females reared under conditions of starvation, 
was thus highly significantly lower (P> 0.01) than females reared under normal food 

conditions. 

Since Roy (1936) showed, as mentioned above, a relation between the amount of 
blood ingested and the number of eggs laid, it was interesting to determine if there is any 
difference between females reared under starvation conditions, and females reared under 
normal food conditions in the amount of blood ingested. 12 females of each group were 
weighed each before and after their first blood meal. The average weight of a female reared 
under starvation conditions was 1.3 + 0.07 mg., and the amount of blood ingested was 
0.8 ± 0.07 mg., while the average weight of a female reared under normal food conditions 
was 2.4 ± 0.09 mg., and the amount of blood ingested was 2.0 ± 0.16 mg. The amount 
of blood ingested and the weight of females reared under conditions of starvation was thus 
highly significantly (P> 0.01) lower than the values obtained for females reared under 

normal conditions. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The experiments reported indicate that under crowded conditions, larvae of A. 
ægypti exert on each other no mechanical effect, which may interfere with their normal 
development. Furthermore, no deleterious effect of any metabolites was found. The 
growth rate was normal, provided that the amount of food per larva was adequate, and the 
water was renewed so as to prevent the development of a film of yeast. It can, therefore, 
be concluded that the inhibitory effect of crowded conditions on larval development is due 
to lack of food (as observed in the experiments in which insufficient food were present). 

If relatively large amounts of food are added, high or complete mortality appears as 
soon as a film of yeast is formed on the water surface, probably due to interference with the 
normal respiration of the larvae. However, additional factors may be responsible for high 
mortality under these conditions, such as changes of the physical and chemical properties 
of the water. Under normal food conditions, the larvae prevent the development of such a 
film, most probably by feeding on the yeast. This can be seen by the comparison of the 
films formed in water containing larvae and food, and water containing food only. When 
an excess of food is present, development of the yeast is faster than the larvae can cope with. 

The observations on the effect of antibiotics on the growth rate are rather surprising. 
The enhancement of the growth rate of larvae by antibiotics, when the amount of food is 
low, is strikingly similar to the well-known enhancement of the growth of mammals or 
birds by antibiotics. One explanation offered by Jukes and Williams (1953), ^that “anti¬ 
biotics inhibit organisms which compete with the host for available nutrients , may also 
be applicable to the larvae of mosquitoes. At low food concentrations, such a competition 
would obviously have the greatest effect on growth rate, provided that the nutritional 
value of the original food is higher than that of the bacteria grown on it (which also serve 
as food for the larvae). As to the effect of antibiotics at normal food concentrations, the 
delay in the growth rate may be due to the inhibition of organisms which, according to 
Budington (1941) and others, support the growth of mosquito larvae under these conditions. 

The lower fecundity and smaller size of A. ægypti when reared under starvation 
conditions, are indications that the amount of food available to the larvae is an important 
factor in determining the fecundity of the adults and their size. The cause, or one of the 
causes, for the lower fecundity is the lower amount of blood ingested by females reared 
under starvation conditions, and this is possibly a result of their smaller size. It can, there¬ 
fore, be expected that under crowded conditions, when the amount of food is inadequate, 
the larvae will yield adults of lower fecundity and smaller size. This may explain the results 
of previous studies on the influence of crowding on the fecundity of insects and on their 
size, in which no particular attention has been paid to the provision of sufficient food for 
the larvae. 
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Competition in Laboratory Cultures of Mused domestica 
By D. J. Kuenen 

Zoological Laboratory, State University 

Leiden, Netherlands 

ABSTRACT 

While rearing Musca domestica for studies on problems connected with acquired re' 
sistance against DDT, a few particulars of general ecological interest came to light which 
will be discussed here. 

A technique was elaborated to mafie the results more reproducible. 
Increase of density of larvæ gave increase of the numbers of puparia formed, up to a 

certain maximum. At higher concentrations the numbers of puparia again decreased. The 
percentage of puparia formed was constant up to medium concentrations and fell steeply at 

igher, the individual weight of puparia decreased from the lowest concentrations onwards. 
1he total biomass showed a maximum at medium concentrations. At medium concentrations 
the formation of puparia very often was discontinuous; after a first period of production, 
which showed a gradual decrease, the numbers later increased again, and also the individual 
weight of the puparia. An explanation for this phenomenon is suggested. 

The maximum production of dry weight of puparia was about 15% of the dry weight 
of the food substances present in the culture medium. 

INTRODUCTION 

Musca domestica is extensively used nowadays as a laboratory animal, particularly 
ror insecticidal studies and in connection with problems of acquired resistance. A number 

Publications on the rearing technique have appeared (Richardson, 1932; Ha fez, 1948; 
Wilkes et al., 1948; West, 1951) and massæulturing raises no difficulties. 

While occupied with similar studies, we came across some ecological problems and 
further attention was given to these. In this paper we are concerned only with the problem 
or competition among the larvae. 

Competition experiments have been made with the Diptera Lucilia and Calliphora 
spp. One of the advantages of M. domestica over carnivorous larvae is that food and space 
can be varied independently. In the carnivorous larvæ a certain amount of meat is supplied 
in which the larvæ live. Increasing the food supply also increases the space in which the 
population lives. But M. domestica can be reared on milk + cellulose^tissue, and the amount 
or available food and the volume of the medium can be varied independently. This gives 
us a wider range of experimental possibilities. 

REARING TECHNIQUE 

p j-t were kept in ca§es on sugar-water and powdered dry yeast at 25°C. and 
collected for experiments by placing in the cage a petri-dish with a 

k\i ,L “ar<dboard wetted with milk. The white eggs are then easily collected off 
the dark substratum. A watch glass was covered on the hollow side with wet filterpaper 
and the eggs were laid out on it in the required number. 

The rearing medium for the larvæ consisted of the following ingredients : 

Water. 1000 ml. 
Powdered skimmed milk. 250 g. 
Cellulose^tissue. 200 g. 
Dried yeast powder. 13 g 
0.1 N KOH. 30 nil. 

This was worked into a homogeneous mass and distributed over glass jars of one liter 
contents at 100 g. medium per jar. 

The watchglass was inverted over the medium and the jar covered with bolting cloth. 
The larvæ hatching from the eggs crawled into the medium and after they had completed 
their growth they pupated in the upper parts of the medium. 

We found this technique sufficient for obtaining reproducible results, though still 
with some variation. The KOH is added to raise the pH to about 7-8 which suppresses 
most or the fungus growth. Eggs from different females should be thoroughly mixed, by 

767 
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Fig. 1. Percentage hatch of eggs. Abscissa: date and hours. 
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Fig. 2. Effect of competition on results of cultures. Abscissa: numbers of eggs with which culture was started. 
Numbers of eggs hatched and percentage of puparia formed on left ordinate; mean weight of puparia and biomass 
on right ordinate. 



Fig. 3. Percentage of 1st, 2nd and 3rd instar of larvae, and total number (upper line). Abscissa: date and hours. 
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dropping all collected eggs in 1% KOH, which separates the batches laid by one female, 

and stirring this before using the eggs. 
Further requirements for good results are: keeping the adults at a specified density 

per cage, using eggs produced during a short part of the day, and removing the watchglass 

after 24 hours. 
The larvae from eggs collected at about 9 o’clock in the morning nearly all hatch in 

from 16 to 22 hours that day; the age difference in one culture thus is only small (Fig. 1). 
The larvae keep together in the beginning, but as they grow they spread through 

the medium which becomes perforated by their tunnelling. A considerable amount of 
NH3 is produced and the pH of the medium rises to about 9. If no larvae develop or only 
very few, the pH of the medium drops to perhaps 4 and extensive fungus growth develops. 

Fig. 5. Mean weight of 1st, 2nd and 3rd instar larvae. Abscissa: dates and hours. 

We have tried to influence the microbiological development by sterilising the medium 
and then inoculating it with certain bacteria, but this has not been a success. 

When a culture has been going for some time and if we then add further eggs, the 
larvae hatching from these do not succeed in developing further. Larvae of three days or 
more apparently have changed the medium to such an extent that it has become inadequate 

for first instar larvae. 
RESULTS 

The first instar takes about a day, the second IF2 days to develop. The third varies 
much more as will be seen presently. In most cases formation of puparia begins 5-6 days 
after the hatching of the eggs, in another 5-6 days flies begin to emerge. 

Totals Per Jar 

The number of eggs per jar (100 g. medium) was varied between 100 and 3000; the 
percentages of eggs hatching is somewhere between 80 and 95%. The numbers of puparia 
formed were counted and weighed, which gave the following results (Table 1): 
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TABLE I. See also Fig. 2. 

Eggs 
Per Jar 

Eggs 
Hatched 

100 89 
250 226 
500 452 
750 683 

1000 921 
1500 1367 
2000 1822 
3000 __ 

Puparia 
Formed 

% age 
Puparia 

81 91 
206 91 
407 90 
558 82 
619 67 
418 31 
279 15 

Mean 
Weight Biomass 

23.0 1.89 
20.0 4.46 
16.6 6.37 
13.2 706 
11.2 6.54 
97 3.93 
8.4 2.31 
7.2 — 

also at first' irb °f larvæ m,creasf We see the number of P^na f°™ed increasing 
Erst. The maximum number of puparia is 619, and is formed when we have 1000 

exfenr^f/i glVlng 9?1 larva\At a hl,gher number competition is increased to such an 
extent thât less animals succeed m reaching the pupal stage. 

_ • ^percentage of puparia, calculated in relation to the number of larvae hatched 
remains the same up to 500 eggs and decreases afterwards. From this point of view com’ 
petition begins to manifest itself at about 750 larvae per jar. 

he mean weight of the puparia is maximal at the lowest concentration and falls as 

25 mHfro^np^lnCreaSedtFnly °íCaS;rIly are PuParla fou"d weighing more than 
cl'?8' At 10°° eggs Per jar the weight falls to 11 mg. and after that slowly decreases 
further to nearly 7 mg. at 3000 eggs. The lightest puparium ever found was 6.4 mg. 

wh.loYlf thus k£e that,the individual suffers from even a slight increase in concentration 
while the numbers in the population do not decrease until much higher values. According 

Pootvrpe™rrCOmPetltl0n ,S mam at £Very COnCentratIon used ex“Pt perhaps af 
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Finally, by combining mean weight and numbers we can calculate the biomass pro' 
duced. As could be expected this value rises up to about 1000 eggs per jar and then 
decreases. The maximum is 7-06 g. live weight of freshly formed puparia per 100 g. medium. 
The maximum ever obtained was 8.6 g. 

Most pupae develop into flies but mortality is higher in the pupae which are formed 
later. Pupal mortality may be as low as 0.5% for the first day of formation, but can increase 
to 22.4% of those formed on the last day. Evidently a great retardation during larval 
development increases the chance of death during the pupal stage. 

The first adults developing from any batch of puparia show a preponderance of 
males, while the flies emerging last are mostly females. With increasing concentration of 

Fig. 7- Mean weight (left row) and percentage of total puparia formed per day (right), in cultures started with 

different numbers of eggs (100-1500). 

the larvae the total percentage of males increases. Competition of the larvae evidently 
affects the females more than the males. 

Per Day Results of Larval Cultures 

The transformation from Larva I into Larva II occurs about 24 hours after hatching. 
In not more than eight hours almost all individuals have reached this stage. 

The first change from L II into L III occurs 20 hours later. After eight hours 90% of 
the individuals have transformed to L III. This last stage is by far the longest and takes 
2-4 days. Most puparia are formed 5-6 days after hatching. (Figs. 3 and 4). 
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All this applies to cultures of low concentration (500 eggs per jar) The mean weiaKr 

ÄÄSLW "lt0 vr* 
stage first (F.| 5) Th‘S “ beCaUSe the heaVleSt animaIs chanSe »to the "ext 

When the concentration is increased the time spent on stage L I and L II is slightlv 
increased, but we do not hnd a higher mortality. At 750 eggs per 100 g the first punaria 
are also formed on the 5th day, but after the 6th day the increase in the number of pupana 
is slowed down although there are still plenty of L III present. Their number decreases 
slowly, partly through pupation, partly through death (Fig. 6). ' ‘ 

hatching.Very hlgh concentrations (300°) puparia were formed up to the 17th day after 

rearing medium"*“ ?(»%).1““0Unt8 °f food (milk + yeast) and sPace (cellulose tissue), compared with normal 

DISCONTINUOUS PRODUCTION OF PUPARIA 

At low and high-concentrations the puparia were formed on a number of continuous 

thñ * CUrVe °f,numbefs Per da.y sh°wing one maximum. This maximum occurred on 
he first or second day of the pupation period. But at concentrations of about 750-1500 we 

frequently found the number per day first decreasing, but later increasing, generally about 
the seventh day of the pupatiorvperiod (Fig. 7). 6 y 

period^ °nly the nUmber f°rmed’ bUt als° the Wdght °f the PuPanum increased in this 

„ , . Jbe only Posible interpretation seems to be that the disappearance of the first larvæ 
which hampered the slower and smaller larvæ in their earlier periods of development! 

obtaming^t C0mpetItl0n’ not by leavlng them more food, but by reducing interference in 

... -Thl? d0eS n0t at,lowf concentrations because there the food is sufficient and 
he interference small. Neither does it occur at higher concentrations where the pupation 

of a number of larvæ does not decrease the interference sufficiently to yield any result 
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while at the same time too little food is left for the remaining specimens to benefit from any 
small reduction of interference. 

In accordance with this hypothesis is the fact that the second maximum occurs only 
when the formation of the first puparia takes place within a short time. The circumstances 
are then improved more or less suddenly and only then will a sufficient number of larvae 
react in a short period which is necessary for a second maximum to appear. 

If this is a true picture of what happens we should find a change of situation when 
increasing the volume of the medium separately from the amount of food. Now this indeed 
happens. When we increase the volume with the same amount of food the second maximum 
disappears. Increase of food to one and a third of the original amount makes little difference 
in the time of the first maximum, but again the second maximum disappears. 

Decrease of volume postpones the moment of the first maximum, and again the second 
maximum disappears. 

Clearly, the agreement of observation and hypothesis does not prove the hypothesis, 
as there is no alternative suggestion. Also the fact that any change in the situation makes 
the second maximum disappear should warn us that the explanation may be more complex 
than has been supposed. More detailed work is now in progress to try to elucidate the 
problem of the discontinuous formation of puparia. 

EXPLOITATION OF THE MEDIUM 

Per 100 g. of medium we have 19 g. dry weight of food substances. From this amount 
we can rear puparia with a maximum of ca. 9 g. fresh weight or about 2.7 g. dry weight. 

This means that about 15% of the dry weight of the available food substance is used 
for building up the puparia. The remainder is unconsumed food, waste products (faeces 
and shed cuticles) and the balance of 02 uptake and C02 production. Much of the energy 
present in the food is spent as calories, as the temperature of the cultures is several degrees 
higher than that of the surrounding air. 

The production cannot be increased much by changing the composition of the medium. 
A slight increase may be possible (Fig. 8). 

Studies are being continued to give further estimates of the different factors in the 
materiahbalance of such cultures. 
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DISCUSSION 

Dale W. Jenkins. Why was milk used as a food for rearing flies? Was whole or skim 
milk used? Were flies normal in longevity and fecundity? 

D. J. Kuenen. Richardson’s medium was not constant enough for results to be re- 
producible. Skimmed "dried milk was used. As concentration of larvæ goes up fecundity 
goes down very much and longevity is reduced. 



Some Rain Forest Insects of Panama1 
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ABSTRACT 

■ , jA Studa Í the T£CfS Within the rain f°rests was made and confined to the insects asso- 
ciated with herbs or shrubs reaching from just above ground to about six feet above ground 

ZZ U lng Zms were exclM Particular emphasis was given to insects assorted 
with the upper and lower surface of leaves and the quantity and character of these two groubs 

ZZhZsZudyhTLmmotS nu°Cmed ^ ?mprised 7Z6 per cent °f M msccts involved in the study. The most numerous insects found upon the upper surface of leaves were ants 

smalkrDÎbtera An Èf** ^ Z f der SUrfaCe °f leaves were the moths and smaller Diptera. An effort was made to record for each individual studied the presence or 
absence of presumptive protective mechanisms of coloration, structure or behavior Using 
the criteria selected the insects of the upper leaf surface group showed 41.8 per cent of all 
individua s possessed some protective mechanism or device whereas for the under surface 

feZtiZ bì1'7- per,Centff the population had some similar protective device. A study of 
hinTZ Pehavlor showed a strong tendency for these rain forest insects to select the same 
l{md of resting background many times in sequence. 

hehavTn^fn^-T reC°rds ^ reSU‘tS °f some studies of protectively colored and protectively 
behaving species m an insect population on the Island of Barro Colorado Panama It 
attempts to show the relative proportions of such species in a tropical insect population 

ma colòratibnTd0" "Ith® Wlde*t, sense- ^eluding true and false mimics, conceal¬ 
ing coloration and warning coloration. The study is limited to insects among the foliage 
extending from just above the ground to about six feet above the ground and includes 
the larger flying species of insects that flew from the foliage to the ground or the reverse 

JlSS PUrP°Ay 1,mitedT thlS regl0n ln order * avoid large quantities 
ants and minute forms which give character to the population on the ground It is 

to thaMOhluVH K610" Whldl thl,s popolation was studied apptoaimately corresponded 

b,r<" “d ““ ,P““ °f 

Tre Carned OUr ln the comPany of an associate who took rapid 
dictation concerning the characteristics of every insect seen as we went up and down the 
trails. Several areas were studied and the results summarised. The following 6 aroups 
comprise insects in the areas of observation: 8 ° gr°ups 

(1) Insects on the upper surface of green leaves, 486 individuals. 

(2) Insects on the under surface of green leaves, 111 individuals. 

(3) Insects in flight, 190 individuals. 

(4) Insects hovering, 4 individuals. 

(5) Insects on the surface of stems and vines, 19 individuals. 

(6) Insects on the surface of bark, 12 individuals. 

^rîtaken!nffh^fndividuals n°ted’ T7 12 fCOrds concern the bark °f trees. All records 
! “ in th® late minings or until four-thirty in the afternoons. After this time there 

Scent for In TrffiClent1 lght ” T foref t0 dlst,nSulsh «sects clearly. Most insects, 
except for an occasional crepuscular species, become less active in the late afternoon. 

of fUhTTU appr°ximately 0I?f bul?dred spiles of «sects observed in a wide variety 
freo -L d to‘alled about 40 in alb Tb's excludes rather numerous leaf 
largestHroun wa°fS’ 4 phfangldsL and 6 spiders- 0f the 822 individuals observed, the 
to f2 6 gn ° P /°cnd eitber on,the uPPer or under surfaces of green leaves and amounted 
lhe"f tnZ ! t£ a p°Pula1tI0n observed. Of the 40 principal kinds of insects seen, 
on theZZSn?l ibunr'ant on either upper or lower surfaces of green leaves are analyzed 

the basis of their preference for one or the other of these two surfaces in Tables I and II. 

tf sK? prcsen‘s the reSU,K fr°m part °f the 5tudiM suPP°'t of a grant from the Bache Fund of the National Academy 
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TABLE I—Insects Most Abundant on the Upper Surface of Leaves. 

Per cent of the observed population 

Number of individuals on the upper leaf surface 

Moths. 4 .82 

Ants. 64 13.10 

Roaches. 26 5.30 

Small Diptera. 6 1.23 

Hymenoptera (not ants). . 17 3.49 

117 23.94% 

TABLE II—Insects Most Abundant on the Under Surface of Leaves. 

Per cent of the observed population 

Number of individuals on the under leaf surface 

Moths. 36 32.40 

Ants. 6 5.4 
Roaches. 3 2.7 
Small Diptera. 15 13.5 
Hymenoptera (not ants). . 2 1.8 

62 55.8% 

The preference of roaches, ants and other Hymenoptera for the upper leaf surfaces 
and the preference of moths and small Diptera for the under leaf surfaces will be noted. 
The moths were for the most part small species of Geometridæ; the small Diptera were 

chiefly Mycetophilidæ. 

As each insect was observed, it was recorded if it possessed any characteristic in 
color, structure or behavior which might be considered of possible protective value. Ten 
categories of presumptive protective value were listed and checked as follows: 

(1) Insects with white-tipped tarsi or antennae which were usually kept in inten 
mittent, frequent motion, 13 individuals. 

(2) Insects which quickly 'edge over’ the margin of a leaf and hide beneath, 

17 individuals. 

(3) Mimetic insects, 9 individuals. 

(4) Insects with concealing coloration, 5 individuals. 

(5) Insects with bright contrasting coloration, including warning colors, 13 indivi' 

duals. 

(6) Hyperactive insects with quick, jerky movements, 67 individuals. 

(7) Insects with masking coloration, which includes green forms as separate from 
other examples of concealing coloration, such as leaf-matching types of long 
horned locusts, 26 individuals. 

(8) Insects with bright coloration, but not of contrasting types, 20 individuals. 

(9) Insects in part transparent, 2 individuals. 

(10) All other types of insects, 2 individuals. 

On the basis of the above classification for the upper leaf surface group of insects there 
were 174 individuals which appeared to have at least one characteristic which might be 
regarded as operating in a protective manner; this was out of a total population of 486 
observed from the upper leaf surface. A smaller number were noted to have two or more 
apparent protective devices. If the leaf frequenting ants, because of their ground origin, 
and the fungus gnats, because of their small size (the total of both these groups is 70 in¬ 
dividuals) be removed from the total of all of the upper leaf surface individuals, then the 
percentage of individuals having one or more protective devices is 41.8 per cent. The 
observed population under the leaf was only about one-fourth as large as that of the upper 
surface. The individuals using protective devices of the under leaf surface group was only 
II.7 per cent of the total population for this group of 111 individuals; none appeared to 
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have two devices in the same individual. No check was attempted of individuals feigning 
death, or possessing noxious odors. 

The repetitive behavior of a number of insects observed on leaves showed the 
following: 

(1) A small Acalyptrate fly waving white feet flew to the upper surface of a green 
leaf, again to the upper surface of a green leaf, and repeated this 7 times. 

(2) A species of Dolichopodid selected the upper surface of a green leaf 7 times in 
sequence. 

(3) A small yellow moth flew to the under surface of a green leaf and repeated 5 times. 

(4) A pale yellow Geometrid selected the upper surface of a green leaf 6 times. 

(5) A red winged partly transparent butterfly flew to the under surface of a green 
leaf 12 times in succession. 

(6) A brown butterfly of the nymph type flew to a brown leaf, to a green leaf, to a 
yellow leaf, to a green leaf, to a brown leaf, to a green leaf, to a yellow leaf, 
to a brown and green leaf and stayed until dislodged with a twig by myself 
and then flew to a yellow leaf. 

(7) A different species of brown butterfly flew from a green leaf to a green leaf 4 times. 

These observations indicate that rain forest insects are highly selective with respect 
to their resting stations and frequently exhibit types of behavior or structure which might 
be considered to have a measure of protective value from enemies. It would be desirable 
to compare the North American temperate forests with those of the Panama rain forest. 
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Ecological Studies on Hydropsyche in Japan 

By Masayoshi Hiro 

Nagoya Jogakuin College 

Japan 

FOREWORD 

It is well known that Hydropsyche has a habit of building its nest on the walls of water 
tunnels and reducing the amount of water flowing therein. This peculiar habit is now be' 
coming a big problem in electric power production, because efficiency is very much reduced 
by the accumulation of Hydropsyche in the water tunnels of power plants. Actually, it is 
reported in Japan that about sixty per cent of the power plants are suffering from loss of 
power which amounts from three to twenty per cent of the power obtainable. This trouble 
can also be found in America, as will be seen from the report of the California Electric Com' 
pany. At the moment, we have no good counter measures, because the ecology of Hydro' 
psyche has not yet been fully clarified. 

During the past few years, I have made ecological studies on the larvae and adults of 
Hydropsyche. Several important points have been made much clearer. It seems to me that 
this knowledge is necessary for establishment of the complete counter measures against the 
above'mentioned trouble in the electric power industry. 

SPECIES OF HYDROPSYCHE 

There are about one hundred and fifty species of Trichoptera in Japan. Among 
them, the following eight species can build their nests on the walls of water tunnels in 
the power plant. 

(l) Mocronema radiatum MacLachlan (Hydropsychidæ) 

(2) Hydropsychodes hrevilineata Iwata (Hydropsychidæ) 

(3) Hydropsyche ulmeri Tsuda (Hydropsychidæ) 

(4) Hydropsyche na\aharai Tsuda (Hydropsychidæ) 

(5) Hydropsyche selysi Ulmer (Hydropsychidæ) 

(6) Hydro psyche gifuana Ulmer (Hydropsychidæ) 

(7) Hydropsyvhe echigœnsis Tsuda (Hydropsychidæ) 

(8) Hydropsyche sp. (Hydropsychidæ) 

The composition of the Hydropsyche fauna varies with the conditions in the power 
plants and the degree of growth varies even within the same species. 

SOURCES OF INSECTS STUDIED 

Three districts of Japan were selected as sources of insects. These districts differ 
from each other in the average yearly temperature. 

(1) Cool district: The Senzyu Power Plant of the Sinano River. 

(2) Warm district: The Uji Power Plant of the Uji River and the Kimbara 
Power Plant of the Ibi River. 

(3) Very warm district: The First Power Plant of the Kurokawa River. 

RESULTS 

1) The larva has five stages. One stage lasts only twenty days at the longest in the 
summer, but it lasts much longer, sometimes a few months in the winter. The larva can 
survive through the winter in various stages. In other words the stage in which it passes 
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the winter is not always the last one. Its form in the first stage is so well adapted for 
flowing water that it can reach the deep part of the tunnel very easily. 

2) Favourable conditions for nest building and growth. 

a) The speed of water flowing in the tunnel must be above 5060 cm/sec. 

b) Except in the case of a larva which likes to live in cold water, the temperature 
of the water should be above 7-5° C. 

c) The larva likes to live in clear water, but it can also live in a muddy stream, 
provided that lumps of sand or clay do not settle down. 

d) The larva dislikes the light very much. Therefore, the deep part of the water 
tunnel is its preferred environment. 

e) The nest of the larva is made on the wall of a tunnel with many hollows. 

f) The larva lives on plankton flowing into the tunnel and it has no choice of 
food. 

3) The duration of adult life. If the adult is kept in a laboratory Petri-dish, it can 
survive from four to six days. Probably it can survive for seven to ten days under natural 
conditions. 

4) The length of one generation. The larva can live in the water tunnel until the 
adult stage, but the adult cannot deposit its eggs in the tunnel since it is unable to copu¬ 
late or to survive long enough. The egg stage lasts fifteen days, the larval stage, sixty to 
one hundred days. The pupal stage occupies from 16 to 19 days; the adult stage from 
seven to ten days. Thus, the total length of the successive stages is 100 to 140 days. 

5) The oviposition, which begins at the end of March, is most frequent in June and 
July, but continues until the beginning of November. It is to be noted that the Hydro' 
psyche passes the winter in the larval stage. 

6) I have found that the adult of Hydropsyche has a strong phototaxis. There is no 
remarkable difference in its reaction to white and colored light. By making use of this 
phototaxis, a trap for collecting the adults can easily be made. By counting the number 
of trapped adults, I estimated the seasonal fluctuation in the number of adults and 
found that the number of adults is maximum in June and July. 

7) There are some natural enemies of Hydropsyche. These are the insects Protohermis 
grandis and Paragnetina tinctipennis and the fish Oncorhynchus milJ{tchitsch macrostomus, 
Leuciscus ha\onensis and Salvelinus pluvius. 



Interaction Between Ant Populations 
By M. V. Brian 

The Nature Conservancy, Furzebrook Research Station 

Wareham, England 

ABSTRACT 

Species populations of social insects are briefly compared with those of nomsocial in' 
sects; in Britain today social forms with discreet, closed, self'regulating colonies preponderate. 
Many of the habitats in which ants flourish are too transient for equilibrium to develop, 
but in some this does happen. Then in W. Scotland even in fine mosaic habitats species difl 
ferentiation develops; Formica lemani ta\es the warmest, Myrmica scabrinodis the next, 
and M. rubra the least warm sites and in uniform areas pure Myrmica populations may 
develop. This state arises as a result both of interspecies adaptive differences and of a domin' 
ance hierarchy; it is not a matter of preference, for when space is abundant, all choose the 
warmest area. It is lively, but unproven, that the relegation of these species to the cooler and 
wetter places in S. England is part of the same process, and caused by the addition of species 
o/Lasius and Tetramorium cæspitum. 

t Ants have highly organized populations. The reproductive processes take place 
in “nests” (ecologically equivalent to oviposition-sites in non-social insects) with con' 
trolled internal milieu into which food is transported from a foraged area outside. The 
germinal tissue is supplied by relatively few, perhaps only one, individual (the queen). 
Non-reproductive individuals specialise, (a) in nursing, thus increasing the survival rates 
of juveniles; (b) in foraging and hence the evolution of such powerful and complex methods 
of food collection as are known to occur (e.g. the protection and stimulation of Homop- 
tera, the power to kill and consume large prey collectively, the ability to store seeds and 
to cultivate fungi); (c) in defence and aggression thereby keeping away predators and 
clearing other competitors from nest and food sources; and (d) in building which enables 
greater control of the internal environment and a greater range of habitable area. 

Through all these developments ants have become dominant and important features 
in most world ecosystems. But they appear to suffer from some limitations : one is that the 
temperature of their brood growth process appears to be much the same in all parts of 
the world, and in temperate regions their nest sites, though not necessarily their foraging 
areas, have to receive a large quota of radiation heat, for that brought by aerial convection 
and conduction within the substratum is totally inadequate. Thus, unlike animals that 
live wholly amongst their food and so require only one set of physical conditions, ants 
require two: one rather exacting one for their nests, and another less exacting one for 
their foraging, and it is only where the two lie within economic distances that they can 
exist. In Britain, nest sites need to have high insolation, to be moist but not too wet, to 
be soft enough for excavation but mechanically stable, and they need to be within reach 
of plants to supply sugar and water through Homoptera and protein through the many 
small insects that feed on the plants and their litter. This constraining condition—^neces¬ 
sity for the juxto-position of “no plants” with “plants”—is offset somewhat by the ex¬ 
treme Catholicism of food, and in West Scotland where some vegetation is the rule, it is 
nest-sites that are usually in short supply; the habitats in which they occur are usually 
mosaics of bare areas or at most shortly vegetated ones, with areas of taller vegetation. 
In this respect, most ants (but not bees or wasps) appear to be more comparable with 
reptiles that leave their eggs in hot places, than with higher vertebrates which use either 
decomposing plant debris or physiological heat to maintain special nest micro-climate. 
In all cases, however, the duality of requirements is clear. 

The stability of such habitats varies greatly, and frequently the best are least stable. 
Thus, felled woodland is ideal for a short period for first the moss round the tree stumps 
then the bark then the wood itself, are successively used as a nest site, whilst the surround¬ 
ing herbal vegetation is ideal for food. Or again, in heathland after fire, bare areas between 
regenerating plants are ideal for nesting, but the plants, at first too sparse and small, soon 
pass an optimal relation with nest-site and shade out the species although their food re¬ 
mains abundant. The most stable areas are those in which small grazers (rabbits) keep 
the soil surface vegetation short. 
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There is evidence that a number of ant species have rather recently split into types 
separately adapted to stable and transient vegetation (Myrmica rubra, Formica rufa, per- 
haps Oecophylla). In M. rubra one kind (adapted to transient habitats) has discreet colonies 
closed to the entry of queens after workers have been produced, and which are all mutually 
hostile, and as a result of both these factors, well dispersed; each colony grows, matures, 
produces more sexuals, which mix genes at mating grounds common to perhaps twenty 
acres then disperse to form more colonies: a parent colony dies with its queen. The 
other kind (adapted to stable habitats) has fusible colonies open to more queens and which 
flow and bud over suitable terrain and are presumably immortal (Brian and Brian 1949, 
1955). Most species seem to lie between these two extremes. One additional feature is 
sometimes present, that is that males, and occasionally females, are produced partheno- 
genetically by subTemales. 

In serai vegetation, the four common Scottish species: 
Formica lemani Bondroit (FI) 
Myrmica scabrinodis Nyl. (Ms) 
M. rubra L. (now M. ruginodis Nyl). (Mr) 
Leptothorax acervorum Fabricius (La) 

do not develop a recognisable pattern, but in more lasting areas they do (Brian and Brian 
1951; Brian 1952b; 1956a). In one such area (rabbit-graced plagioclimax in felled wood¬ 
land) the stable pattern was analysed and it was found that for each species considered 
alone the nests were distributed randomly or over-dispersed, but that considering all 
four species together, they were aggregated (Brian 1956b). Over-dispersion, within a 
species, could be due to several factors: aggregation of foundress queens, elimination or 
driving off of further queens once a colony is established, hostility between foragers lead¬ 
ing to avoidance—if foragers control location of nests as is possible. An interesting point 
in this connection is that within a species, much closer approach is needed for recogni¬ 
tion and dangerous grappling can occur, but between species contact is not necessary, 
and avoidance is the rule. The aggregation of the 4-species population of nests is un¬ 
doubtedly due to the mosiac structure of this particular habitat, the nests appearing in 
the higher, drier areas round old treestumps (except Myrmica rubra which also lives in the 
wetter zones between); it certainly indicates that although nest territory is very strictly 
held, species are tolerant of considerable proximity of each others’ nests. 

Now within these nest aggregates there is a definite arrangement or conation in 
relation to solar heat supply. In the warmest place with the biggest heat quota, which in 
freely open areas is on the south side, one gets FI; to the east one gets Ms (or south, if 
FI is absent, as occasionally happens) and to the north and west one gets Mr. La is inter¬ 
stitial; it lives in hardwood inaccessible to the others. Also, there is a far lower proportion 
of Mr on than off stumps. 

It is easy to show both by prolonged study of a set of stumps as the trees grow up 
and shade them (when species move round with the sun quota) and by putting down 
artificial stone nest sites and noting the succession, that this zonation to heat is the re¬ 
sult of aggression and a linear dominance order (reversed occasionally between colonies 
of disparate sizes). 

Naturally, one must ask why the dominant species (FI) is unable to drive the others 
out entirely, as it should theoretically do. And the answer is, that it lacks adaptations 
that they possess, in fact in general, is an inverse relation between aggressivity and adapta¬ 
tions (perhaps the whole spread of ants from the tropics is a similar process. Waves 
of aggressive species pushing out and replacing others which evolve adaptations—Myrmica, 
Formica, then Lasius). Thus, FI is a gallery maker, and since it cannot make mounds, is 
forced in the cloudy Scottish climate to live only under a bare or lichen covered substratum. 
Ms can build mounds which, though small (rarely over 5 cm high) are very solid, as they 
are of mudded cells and vegetation, and so can resist a good deal of trampling by small 
mammals, as well as dessication during drought. Thus, this species can live in closely 
grazed grassland into which FI cannot penetrate. But even they cannot in turn drive Mr 
right out, for this species may make very little nest at all, just a screen or tent of vegetable 
debris mixed with soil which curtains off an area in grass and herbs much taller than Ms 
is able to survive in (about 10 cm.) These building differences can easily be shown under 
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glass on the field (Brian 1952a) or in dishes in the laboratory. In this way, Mr can bring 
its brood right into sunshine and can live like the more celebrated Formica transcaucasica 
on waterlogged soil or in tussocks in bogs (but it becomes less resistant to drought). These 
tent dike nests doubtless enable Mr to move about more readily and respond more quickly, 
to changes in insolation, caused by growth of plants; they are little more than bivouacs 
(Brian 1956a). 

These facts about nest distribution appear adequately explained by competition 
and different building skills and methods; but it is clear that if the nest of a species is 
going to be driven out of its optimal site, it may only survive if its foraging methods are 
adapted too (Brian 1955). FI forages at all levels from below ground to high in birch trees 
but only in warm sunny weather and then usually in the middle hours of the day, its for¬ 
aging areas are very large (as La) and overlap several areas of the Myrmica spp. Ms forages 
below and on the soil surface, rarely in herbs and never in trees—its body form and be¬ 
haviour (short legs, crouching mein) seem to adapt it to this. It is active in quite dull 
weather and even at night in summer. Mr forages from the soil surface up into herbs but 
rarely trees; it has longer legs and runs with agility over grass; it may siesta in hot mid¬ 
day weather when FI is active. These differences in foraging behaviour appear to be in¬ 
nate, and have structural correlations, there is only slight evidence in the use of artificial 
sugar baits that range from soil level to the tops of the herbs, that they are sharpened by 
competition and learned avoidance of areas traversed by other species. But if this develop¬ 
ed appreciably, one could easily get a system in which the species avoid much contact by 
spatio-temporal foraging differentiation. For, Mr evidence has been gathered that asym¬ 
metrical foraging areas tend to fit together which suggests that some avoidance between 
foragers occurs (it is connected with ownership of outpost sugar sources). 

Thus one may build up a simplified picture of the ant community in a heterogeneous 
mosiac habitat such as the above:—each species with nests over-dispersed; all species to¬ 
gether aggregated on the higher areas but with a dominance order for solar warmth, which 
causes the subordinate to be driven into sub-optimal situations; and the close proximity 
of nests of different species accompanied by less feeding competition than might be, owing 
to innate spatio-temporal differences in behaviour. In such situations when nest sites are 
complex, colonies would no doubt grow to a food limit, and their size would be inversely 
related to the nest-site density (assuming this did not affect the food supply very much). 
In more homogeneous areas, mono-specific blocks develop, for example, Ms in short 
grassland surrounded by a mixture of Ms and IMr in the taller surrounding grass. In 
practice, many factors prevent such single and stable situations developing. 

In South England the common W. Scottish fauna occurs in the west in Devon and 
Cornwall and further east (Dorset, Black Down) on the north side of non-calcareous hills, 
but on the south side of these and on low lying ground, they almost vanish, Ms being 
common only in some grassland and Mr in wet tussocks in bogs and in shady woods. All 
available evidence points to their being competitively replaced by three species of Lasius 
and by Tetramorium ccespitum and Formica fusca—they occur as islands in areas where 
one species is expanding and can be found dead in the latter’s nests, or they can be shown 
to be unable to hold prey or sugar pads against the attack of the latter. The study of nest 
exchange takes longer and results are not yet coming in; removal of the extant forms and 
seeding with the northern form has not yet been attempted. 
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DISCUSSION 

G. Le Masne. Par quelle méthode le Dr Brian détermine-tdl les limites exactes du 
territoire exploité (foraging-area) d’un nid de Fourmis—de Myrmica par example? 

M. V. Brian. By putting down bait randomly and plotting the tracks—this gives 
the foraging area. 
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Genetics of Populations of Lepidoptera 
By Charles L. Remington 

Yale University 

New Haven, Conn. 

ABSTRACT 

Hereditary variants in populations of Lepidoptera have been considered from the boints 

and To [C0ntr0UeÍ by ™m™us loci. The Inheritance, geographic trends 

of Cohas “ÍT™ Ttr* "re rTeWíÍ f0T Sym^triC Polymorphes Lh as “2 a'' 
of Col as, g laucas of Papilio, unsilvered'' of Speyeria, spring forms of Lvcænonsis 
parallel forms of Catocala, and rare forms of Sarnia cynthia and Speyeria aphrodite These 

and Umre,n tis «chipiuf22^2 suf chryxus, the Industrial Melanies, 
2 K r archippus. In an analysis of multicharacter variation some intrabobulation 
examples of striding diversity (Utetheisa) and extreme uniformity (Vanessa cardili imaeinal 
Celerio lineata) are passed in review. These are comparid with racial vaZion S m 
turn is carried on to the problem of spéciation, the nature of the biological species barrier 
and some speculations on reasons for interspecific sterility and inviability. Recent exberi- 
mental studies of hybridization m Callosamia, Limenitis, and Papilio are reponed. f 

nnerZfZtary vanatI,ons 111 the Lepidoptera will be divided into two sorts for the pur- 
poses of this account of genetics of natural populations: first, those with two or more con¬ 
spicuously different forms presumed to be controlled by “switch-genes” at a single chromo- 
s nal locus (so-called polymorphism) ; and second, complexes of smaller visible variations 

fhatT 7 COntrolled, by genes at numerous loci (polygenic variations). It is recognized 
tìiat there is no razor s edge which can be found, separating the first from the second 
The division is made partly for convenience of organization, partly because it is largely 

e second category which relates to species differences, a subject which will be probed 
toward the end of the paper This is not intended to be a detailed review of published 
work samples from unpublished and published studies will be used where appropriate 
and the emphasis will be on suggestive work as well as more fully elabora ted^esearch’. 

“SWITCH-GENE” POLYMORPHICS 

This term is used for “yes” or “no” forms, controlled by alleles at one locus These 
a le es are not alone believed to produce the characters. Rather it is supposed that the 
alleles act as switch-genes controlling the combined action of genes «various other 

œrned withatrheSn«tlraef “M“delian factors”. The present account is not con- 
cerned with the nature of genes or of gene action; terms such as “gene”, “switch-gene” 
and locus are used merely as a familiar, convenient short-hand for discussing certain 
predictable results of cross-breeding. These forms within a single species may occur to- 
^ether oyer a wide area, or they may be principally allopatric so that the localpopulation 
m almost any one locality has only one of the phenotypes. The zone of interbreeding of 
the forms is then relatively narrow. From the point of view of evolutionary theory these 
two conditions have important differences. 7 7 

Primarily Sympatric Forms 

The Lepidoptera furnish many of the most obvious examples among animals of the 
co-occurrence of pairs of forms over a broad distributional range. In some cases the poly" 

orphism probably is maintained by mtrogression of an adaptively inferior genotype 

mn^,h nearby z?ne,where thls genotype is superior and fixed. But in each instance of poly¬ 
morphism in which mtrogression is not the primary factor, there is a logical challenge 
Any two genetic alternatives can be expected to have at least slightly different survival 

es un er a given set of environmental conditions. If these environmental conditions 

rôthemrtrlynUnKfT 0Veru U® Pen0,d °f tÍme’ ¿t is t0 be exPected that one or 
monomornh > TF1 ^ ellmi,natfd bY natural selection, and the population will become 
monomorphic. This is even likely to be true in the long run in instances in which the 
heterozygote is at present adaptively superior to either homozygote due to “heterosis” 

zvgotebsndlauí8?tr' FOr a tlmfib0th alleles W0.uld be mainfained, although inferior as homo- 
yg tes, but it is reasonable to suppose that genetic recombinations would eventually 

787 
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bring about a physiological state in which the most adaptive combination would be one 
of the homozygous types. Production of the adaptively inferior type as a by-product 
could then cease, and its controlling allele would be eliminated. It is well known that 
polymorphism does occur, and widely. We must therefore ask what means other than 
permanent heterosis and introgression can maintain it. Each instance of polymorphism 
might involve one of two conditions. 1) A population may have one allele on the way to 
elimination, and the more adaptive one will be fixed eventually, the speed being related 
to the degree of adaptive superiority of one allele. 2) A population may occupy an environ¬ 
ment which is changing so profoundly, either as the rhythmic annual seasonal change or 
in aperiodic fluctuations, that first one and then the other allele is adaptively superior, 
with neither carried to fixation. The cyclic, annual change of seasons would retain the 
polymorphism in species with two or more generations each year, whereas the effects of 
aperiodic change could be independent of voltinism. It would be extremely difficult to 
conceive and apply a test to show whether 1) or 2), above, is the correct interpretation 
in any one case, and we do not yet know any proven instance among Lepidoptera. A suit¬ 
able technique for measuring adaptiveness of alternative genotypes of butterflies, compar¬ 
able to the population cage of recent Drosophila studies, has not been found. We have 
therefore been limited to uncontrolled analyses of natural populations, and these are still 
very indefinite. Nevertheless, some facts are known, and several examples of primarily 
sympatric polymorphism have been described. There is an excellent recent review by 
Ford (1953), and a more detailed review of some aspects of sex-limited polymorphism by 
Remington (1954), so a literature summary is omitted here. The following examples are 
new in large part, and most of them are presented as preliminary and suggestive of re¬ 

search to be carried out soon. 

The geographic change in frequency of the forms in our polymorphic populations 
points to selective factors which are favoring the different genotypes. Most species of 
Colias (Pierididæ) have among the females the sex-limited “alba” allele and the recessive 
allele for male-like coloration, and apparently this locus is homologous through the genus. 
For a few species of Colias, several samples have been taken along an extensive stretch 
of rather uniform terrain, especially with little altitudinal difference among the samples. 
In each series, there is a general increase in frequency of the “alba” form in successive 
populations increasingly far from the equator (Remington, 1954). But there are many in¬ 
consistencies in the data when only latitude is considered, and it is unlikely that the ir¬ 
regularities will be explained until the frequencies are coupled with detailed information 
on temperature and other environmental factors. A representative inconsistency is in 
Colias alexandra in Colorado, where the usual trend in “alba” frequency appears to be 
reversed. The frequency among females around Eldora (elevation 8,500' to 9,500'), Boulder 
County, is less than 1% (N = >200); at Gothic (9,200' to 9,800'), Gunnison County, 
the “alba” frequency is greater than 5% (N = >100). Gothic is 70 miles south and 75 
miles west of Eldora; the total annual precipitation is nearly the same in the two localities, 
in several years of field work at 9,500' and higher, just above Eldora, there was not one 
“alba” among perhaps 100 females found, and it is clear that the altitudinal difference 
between Eldora and Gothic does not account for the frequency difference. It should be 
noted that in any one locality the “alba” frequency tends to differ in several sympatric 
species. In the Gothic area, the approximate frequencies are: C. meadii Edwards < 1%, 
C. alexandra Edwards 5%-—15%, C. scudderi Reakirt around 50%. Thus, a homologous 
gene presumably has different adaptive values in different genomes. 

Another conspicuous pair of color forms is present in females of Papilio glaucus 
Linné (Papilionidæ). The dark form is “glaucus”; the yellow and black, male-like form is 
“turnus”. The frequency of the “glaucus” form is: 0% in Massachusetts, northern Michi¬ 
gan and Minnesota, and northward; less than 5% in southeastern Connecticut and prob¬ 
ably southern Minnesota; about 30-35% in September in southeastern Pennsylvania 
(George Ehle, in litt.); “found commonly” in eastern Nebraska (Leussler, 1938); approxi¬ 
mately 50% to 70% in Virginia; 70% to 90% in eastern Missouri; “about two-thirds” 
at Raleigh, North Carolina (Brimley, 1938); and more than 90% in Mississippi and Ala¬ 
bama (Mather, 1954), Louisiana (Lambremont, 1954), and Oklahoma (W. J. Reinthal, 
personal comm.). This southward rise in frequency of the “glaucus” form is reversed in 
peninsular Florida, where the frequency is only about 3% to 5% in central Florida and 
probably lower to the south. It may be that when most of Florida was an island, the iso- 
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lated population lacked the “glaucus" genotype, and even after the connection with 

mTuMP Tr reftab!,s.hed- thf, “glaucus" form has been adaptively inferior in Florida 
to the highly selected turmas genotype and has not diffused much into the Florida 
stock The general geographic change of frequencies of the “glaucus” form suggests a 
causal correlation with temperature but it may be that mimicry is the principal selective 
fector controlling the frequency of this sex-limited form. The “glaucus" females mimic 
Battus philenor Lmne and perhaps Pallio tro,lus Linné. The geographic pattern of abúnT 
ance of ß. ph,len0r is too incompletely known for the establishment of I^clos™correlation 

wdUhftmrtVBThT0“' Khaea!!°rthern 1,mitD°f the “g|aucus” for« appears to fit rather 
wdl the limit of B. phdenor, but the increase in B. philenor from New Jersey to Mìssissìddì 
does not appear to be proportional to the large rise in frequency of the “riaucus” form 
over that range. Of very great interest is the fact that the four close western relatives 

. glaiicus (P. rutulus Lucas, P. alexiares Hopffer, P. eurymedon Lucas and P /,■ 
caudatus Kirby) entirely lack the “glaucus” form, although the presumed model R hhil™ ' 
is abundant in part of the ranges of all but P. eirymedL TheTeZn St of thÍZ- 
cus form coincides roughly with that of P. trodus and does not appear to overlap th¡ 
eastern limit of any of the four relatives. L. P. Brower is investigating the frequency of 
the two female forms m much more detail and will present his results elewhere 7 

, , A,tbird N?Lth A“filrali example with sex-limited female polymorphism is Poane, 
hobomo^ Harris (Hesperndae). Like Papilio glaucus, it has a very dark female form 
hontas ’) and at male-like form (“hobomok”) which is 

e genetics of these forms has not yet been demonstrated. The two forms are found to¬ 
gether in many places. A few representative frequencies of the “pocahontas” form among 

foe*n°<y femleS are: NcVa Scfia-°% (Ferguson, 1954); southern Connecticut-rougfo 
I?/)? w0UtheaSte™u Pennsylvania-about 20-25% in one large colony (George Ehle 

" ‘ ] trgmia both light and dark females occur everywhere" (Clark & Clark' 

OSO ; >Tthern ®eor8'a “pocahontas” definitely present, “hobomok”no/(S,rrt’ 

(^acy * Sh£PPard' 1941); east-central Missouri 
coidR rPg r rk 1956i d ^ebraska (Leussler, 1939)-0%. The conclusion from these re- 

r s is that the widespread zone of polymorphism is bounded to the north and west bv 
a broad area in which only one form, “hobomok", occurs. The “pocahontas" genotype ri 
no known to be fixed anywhere. Closely related species of Poanes show fixation oFone 
.. bekother,for™, eg-, all females of P. zabulón Boisduval 6? Leconte are of the dark 

poca on tas type, but all females of P. aaroni Skinner are of the male-like “hobomok” 

Sigton,0ri954)t0graphS °f polymorPhlsm m Poanes- Pepili» glaucus, and Colias, see Re- 

In the genus Speyeria (Nymphalidæ) there are several species which have the same 
two forms, one with the spots on the underside of the wings metallic silverv and rhe nrh^ 
with these spots dull buff-colored (Fig. 1). The two forms 

pearance. Both occur in both sexes, and it is possible that they are controlled by a single 
pair of autosomal factors. We have begun genetic studies in two species S adantis Ecb 
wards and S. mormoma Edwards, but difficulties in carrying larvæ through the winter 
ave so far prevented successful analysis. A few preliminary data on geographic changes 

n tbe frequency of the silvered" and “unsilvered" forms are available S mormonia 
populations have been sampled randomly as follows (S = silvered, US = unsilvered • lati- 

arranged “ “g frequency^of the 

1. (59%) : lat. 39°20' N long. 112°30' W. (S-49 <?<?, 80 9 9 ; US-43 48 9 9 ■ 
15 mi. E. of Ephraim, el. 12,000', Sanpete Co., Utah; 23 Aug. 1955 fee. C. l’ 
Remington, R. W. Pease, D. P. Muhonen). 

Iat,4gw'Æ' lon§- 1A9°4«rW; (S-37 US~19 <?<?; Salmon Meadows 
el. 4,500, Okanogan Co., Wash.; 18 July 1955; kg. J. C. Hopfinger) 

o^,42 9 9; USO 9; Hessie, el. 
9,500 , Boulder Co., Colo. ; 31 July-30 Aug. 1953-4; leg. C.L. 6? J. E. Remington). 

4. (100%): lat. 39° N lon& 107° W (S-92 d'd',27 9 9 ; US-O; Gothic, el. 9,500' 

honen)80" ’ 1 ly"10 Aug' 1955; feg' Remington. Pease, Mm 

2- (66%) : 

3- (99%) : 



lili 
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5. (100%): at 44 50 N long 115 20' W. (S-23 d’d1, 1 9; US-0; Meadow Creek 

, ,lm07, ,L0ok;° 8,800 ’ Va ey C° ’ Idah0; 1 ^ 1956; ,eg- D- P- Muhonen). 
6. (100%): lat. 36^40' N.106°4O'W. (S-3 2 9 9 ; USA); Twining, el. 9,400', 

Taos Co., N. Mex.; 16 Aug., 1955; leg. C. L. Remington). 

Significant correlations with latitude, longitude, or altitude do not appear in these 
preliminary data. The frequency of males in the sum of the silvered groups (58%) is the 
essentially same as that for the unsilvered groups (56%), so no correlation with sex can 

be drawn now. It may be that the two localities with high US frequencies are significantly 
drier than the other four. According to the arrangement of the members of the genus 

L u Grey’ n° SpeCieSi ° Sfeye/ia has the unsllyered form fixed in all populations 
although some races entirely lack silvered individuals. In contrast, unsilvered individuals 
are apparently unknown in every population of several species. 

Lycænopsis pseudargiolus Boisduval 69 Leconte (Lycænidæ) differs from the four 
preceding dimorphic species in having more than two conspicuous sympatric forms (Fig 
2). In most of eastern North America, L. pseudargiolus has four fairly discrete flight pe- 
nods: 1) a very arge early spring “brood” (Fig. 2: 3 left specimens of each row) which 
overlaps with 2) a somewhat less numerous late spring “brood” (top right); 3) a mid- 

flZZZ r’ Ta 7 fVen *uarceticen,ter n§ht); and 4) a few late summer individuals 
(bottom right). In the earliest brood only, there are at least four recognizable forms of 

edor rattern on m£ ™dersld<: °f the hmdwings. One is plain (bottom row, 2nd from 
right), somewhat like all later broods (right specimen in each row); the second has the 
outer margin of the hindwing with a broad dark band (top row, 2nd from right); the third 
has this band lacking but shows a prominent discal dark patch (middle row, 2nd from left)• 
the fourth has both the discal and marginal dark markings (left specimen in each row)’ 
These four forms are variable, and they seem to grade phenotypically from one to another 
(e.g.. 2nd from left bottom row; 2nd from right, lower row). It is particularly remarkable 
that this polymorphism is expressed only in the early spring "brood". The first form, above 
is commonly called violacea , the second “marginata”, and the third and fourth lumped 
as lucia In the New Haven area, 168 ApnhMay specimens of L. pseudargiolus which 
were classified showed the following proportions: 7 (4 o’ &, 3 9 9 ) “violacea”; 109 (65 

9 P margrraata ; 52 (26 cPcP, 26 9 9) “lucia”. Edwards (1883) gave com- 

«data fo“ Br°ok'7?’ N-Y-; of 14d specimens taken between 17 April and 16 May 
1883, 53 were violacea , 67 marginata , 26 “lucia”. There are no comparable data for 
other areas, but some generalities may be mentioned. In Nova Scotia “lucia” and “mar- 
ginata are about equally numerous (Ferguson, 1954) but “violacea” may be absent in 
early spring. Edwards (1883) reported “lucia” and “violacea” from nearby Anticosti 
Island, and only violacea from St. Michael’s, Alaska. All three forms are present in Que* 
bee, in Maine, and in northern Michigan, where “marginata” is commonest, “violacea” 
scarcest. Clark (1932) mentioned all three forms in the District of Columbia but no fre* 
quenaes were given. At Coalburgh, West Virginia, only “violacea” occurs (Edwards 
1883),t and the same seems to be true southward. In eastern Nebraska, “violacea” is com’ 
mon, very rarely a specimen is met with approaching form marginata” (Leussler 1938) 
In the northern Front Range of Colorado (elev. 8,000' to 9,500'), at least 90% are of a 

j ttlnar^1,n nta ^orn?’ but occasional lucia” are found. In southern Alberta “marginata” 
and lucia ily together, but the proportions have not been reported (Bowman 1951) 
The species does not have other “broods” in northern Colorado, Alberta, Saskatchewan 
°5 Anticosti. ^ West of the Rocky Mountains, in Arizona and California, apparently only 
the violacea dike form occurs. It is obviously too soon to try to reach detailed conclu* 
Sions on geographic trends in frequency of the spring forms and their adaptive signifi* 
canee. In general, L. pseudargiolus is like P. glaucus and P. hobomoJ{ in having its greatest 
polymorphism in the northeastern one-fourth of the U.S.A., with an approach to fixation 

Fig. 1. Speyeria mormonici, silvered form left, unsilvered form right. Emery Co Utah 

f^C£fno£sis pseudargiolus forms. Dates and sexes, top to bottom by rows. 1st (left) row—$ 28 Anril 
n “April, f 24 April; 2nd row—c? 3 May, 20 April, c?1 20 April; 3rd row—$ 7 May $ 3 Mav’ 
$ 3 May; 4th (right) row-cE 10 June, c? 9 July, cE 14 August. All from New Haven Co., Conm See text! 
Fig. 3. Forms of Catocala lacrimosa (above and C. paleogama (below). Left—typical form; center, above— 
form evelina , below—form annida ; right, above—form “paulina”, below—form “phalanga” 
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of one form or another to the north, south, and west of this zone. There is a question which 
must be answered before much progress can be made with L. pseudargiolus: is each pre- 
sumed “brood” normally descended from the preceding, i.e., is L. pseudargiolus in Com 
necticut and southward primarily uni', bn, tri', or quadriwoltine? The two very large 
groups of pupae reared at Yale from early New Haven larvae failed to produce a single 
imago by mid'summer, although the pupae were alive at this time, several weeks after fresh 
monomorphic L. pseudargiolus began flying in the woods. In both cases, all pupae died, 
apparently some due to drying and others to mold when we attempted to induce éclosion 
with moist conditions. The early experiments by W. H. Edwards (1883) had similarly 
high mortality of pupae but are interesting in showing that most pupae produced from eggs 
laid by the early spring “brood” went into hibernation and would probably have eclosed 
the next spring. On the other hand, he found that many pupae of offspring of the late 
spring and later “broods” produced adults in a few days. Fantastic as it may seem more 
than 70 years after the work of Edwards, it still has not been disproven beyond question 
that there are two species: primarily a univoltine spring species which is highly poly' 
morphic in many regions; and a largely allochronous bi- or travoltine species which is 
monomorphic. The only alternative explanation seems to be that there is only one species, 
with the largest portion of the population univoltine and going into diapause soon after 
pupation. If this were correct, there would be some genetic polymorphism for voltinism, 
and a small segment of the population would therefore have direct development without 
diapause, until the end of the summer, when environmental conditions would induce 
pupal diapause. Under this alternative system, all generations would be genetically poly' 
morphic, but the “lucia” and “marginata” genotypes would be expressed phenotypically 
only in individuals which had been subjected to winter environmental conditions. The 
occurrence of seasonal color forms is well known in Lepidoptera in all parts of the world. 

Voltinism in Œneis nevadensis Felder U* Felder does not involve polymorphism but 
shows a surprising rigidity whose possible adaptive significance is pulling. In north' 
central Washington and Vancouver Island and perhaps throughout the range of the 
species, Œ. nevadensis has a large spring brood in even-numbered years. Hopfinger (1947 
et seq.) recorded its great abundance in 1948, 1950, and 1952 and its total absence in 1947, 
1949, and 1951. He has since found it numerous in 1954 and 1956, absent in 1953 and 1955, 
and he noted in retrospect (in litt.) that he first found it in 1916 and then every even-num- 
bered year when he was present, from 1922 to 1946. The question is, regardless of an ap' 
parent developmental necessity for a twO'year life cycle, why is there not a large popula' 
tion eclosing during the alternate years? Hopfinger reported (in litt.) that there are very 
rare deviants from this pattern of semi'voltinism; he wrote: Going through my records 
again, I find this: July 2, 1947, 2 Œneis nevadensis taken [at Camp Gilbert]. This is the 
odd-numbered year. All other odd years, since ’22, the records say, no Œneis [nevadensis]." 
The two exceptions probably represent individuals which were able to develop and eclose 
in a single year or which perhaps required three years, or both. The initial material for 
establishment of an off-year population has probably appeared many times in the history 
of this colony. Selection favoring such establishment might be expected, because competi' 
tion for food would be greatly reduced for the early stages of development of the off-year 
population. One is tempted to speculate on possibilities of predation on first instar larvae 
by year'old half-grown larvae, the small likelihood of the rare off-year individual finding 
a mate, and so on. The eventual answers to the questions will be of great interest. There 
may be several other instances of alternate-year populations of North American Lepi' 
doptera. A gelechiid moth, the lodgepole needleminer (Recurvaría milleri Busck and per- 
haps one or more sibling species), also flies in alternate years, at least in some areas— 
odd-numbered years in the California mountains, even-numbered years in the north (see 
Samuelson, 1954, and others). 

The noctuid genus Catocala (sensu lato) has several North American species which 
have two or more distinctive sympatric forms, probably controlled by alleles at one or two 
single loci. C. paleogama Guenée has three forms with forewing markings so similar to 
those of three forms of C. lacrymosa Guenée that the forms may be controlled by homo¬ 
logous genes in the two species (Fig. 3). C. lacrymosa has black hindwings, unbanded 
above, and C. paleogama has orange-yellow hindwings which give a very different aspect; 
however, the two species are phylogenetically close (Barnes à? McDunnough, 1918). 
Two loci may be involved in the genetics of these forms, with the commoner, typical 
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form of each species dominant at both loci (AABB, AaBb, AABb, AaBB), form “phalanga” 
of C. paleogama and form “zelica” of C. lacrymosa homozygous recessive at one locus 
(AAbb, Aabb), and form “annida” of C. paleogama and form “evelina” of C. lacrymosa 
homozygous recessive at the other locus (aaBB, aaBb). There is no guide for guessing as to 
which form would result from double récessives at both loci. 

A final pair of instances of sympatric switch-gene polymorphism involves extremely 
rare forms which occur as once-in-a-lifetime finds over a wide range but which have a 
low but measurable frequency in one or more localized populations. It may be supposed 
that these forms are under simple genetic control, that the rare homozygote and usually 
its heterozygote have low adaptive value, but that in the localized populations the hetero- 
zygote has a higher adaptive value than the abundant homozygote. 

Samia cynthia Linné (Saturniidæ) is a moth which was introduced into the U.S.A. 
during the 19th century for possible silk-production. It rapidly became established in 
feral populations in cities along the Atlantic coast where its food, Æilanthus, is an abund- 
ant tree. New Haven is one of several cities supporting large colonies. An excessively 
rare aberration is known, in which the two transverse line elements of the median 
part of the wing are moved to positions much closer together than in normal in- 
dividuals (Fig. 4). At least three of these supposed mutants have been found among less 
than 1,000 S. cynthia which have emerged at Yale from cocoons taken from the New Haven 
railroad yards. This indicates a frequency of the form at least one or two orders of magni¬ 
tude higher than in any other colony known. Here it appears to be an example of “balanced 
polymorphism . We were very fortunate in 1951 to have a male and a female eclose the 
same day, and we allowed them to pair that night. Of the substantial Fi brood reared, 
most of the moths are like the parents or are slightly more aberrant. However, a few in¬ 
dividuals are intermediate in pattern and are unlike any wild specimens seen. One is very 
similar to the normal form. We were unable to carry out further pairings, and the strain 
has been temporarily lost. The simplest explanation for the genetics of the form is that 
there is unifactorial control, with the mutant produced by an autosomal recessive allele 
with variable expression in the phenotype of the homozygote. A close watch will be kept 
to try to follow changes in frequency of the rare form. 

A condition which may be similar has been found recently in Speyeria aphrodite 
Fabricius. The range of this species, as now understood by the leading authority on this 
genus, L. P. Grey, includes most of the U.S.A. north of latitude 40° N. and southern 
Canada, and southward here and there in mountains. As with some other species of the 
genus, remarkable aberrations have been found with the silver spots of the underside var¬ 
iously fused and usually with some melanosuifusion of the upperside. In August of 1952 
and 1953 a female and a male were collected “within three to four miles of each other” 
in Vilas Co., Wisconsin, and were recorded as “ab. a” and “ab. b” (Arbogast, 1956). 
These are shown, with a normal male, on Fig. 5. The difference in “a” and “b” can prob¬ 
ably be attributed to the basic sexual differences in the color pattern of S. aphrodite. It is 
reasonable to suppose that the same genotype produced both individuals. As with the S. 
cynthia mutant, the discovery of more than one of these exceedingly rare aberrants in the 
same locality makes this case worthy of special attention. The collector, M. K. Steffen, 
took these two from about 275 individuals of S. aphrodite (Arbogast, in litt.). Speculations 
are useful in preparing for future studies of this population. It is possible that this ex¬ 
ceedingly rare form is controlled by a single recessive allele. Suppose that the frequency 
of the mutant homozygote is 1% and that the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium is being 
maintained. This would mean that 81% of the population would be homozygous for the 
dominant allele and 18% heterozygous. If there were random mating between these two 
genotypes, it would be expected that 3% of wild gravid females would be heterozygous 
females which had mated with heterozygous males. Such females would produce the mu¬ 
tant form in 25% of their offspring. Tests of these assumptions would be laborious but not 
beyond reason. Perhaps the easiest method would be to scour the population for a wild 
mutant, from which a homozygous recessive tester stock could be established from sib 
matings of homozygous recessive F2 offspring. Such a project would extend over a few 
years and could be continued as a sideline to other research. Tentative plans along these 
lines are being made. 
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Primarily Allopatric Forms 

There are some species of Lepidoptera in which two or more Mendelian forms occur 
with almost no overlap zone of polymorphism. These can be regarded as polymorphic 
species with the component populations monomorphic. Such instances differ from examples 
such as the “glaucus”'“turnus” pair of Papilio (see above) in lacking a zone where the 
heterozygote is probably adaptively superior to either homozygote. They are caused by 
the presence of abruptly different environmental zones. Examples include industrial 
melanism, discussed in these meetings by Dr. H. B. D. Kettlewell, and possibly the allo- 
patrie pale and dark forms of Œneis chryxus in the mountains of eastern California (Hovan- 
itz, 1940). Œ. chryxus Doubleday 6? Hewitson has highly cryptic coloration when at rest 
on rocks or soil, its preferred inorganic substratum. Hovanitz showed that mutually ex¬ 
clusive areas with pale granitic rock and dark reddish volcanic and andesitic rock are popu¬ 
lated, with rare exceptions, by mutually exclusive populations of Œ. chryxus with con¬ 
spicuously different pale yellow-white (“ivallda”) and dark yellow-brown (“stanislaus”) 
forms. Except for the general color, these two forms are so nearly identical that one sus¬ 
pects that the difference is under simple genetic control. However, Hovanitz found a 
series of intergrades between Sonora Pass and Tioga Pass, in a narrow zone where the two 
appear to interbreed, and he deduced that the differences are due to “a combination of 
several genetic factors”. 

The numerous industrial melanics which have been studied in Europe are typically 
controlled by a simple dominant allele at a single autosomal locus. No genetic studies have 
been carried out as yet in North America, but it is clear that industrial melanism is pre¬ 
valent here, perhaps as much as in Europe. A clear case is illustrated in Fig. 6. Phigalia 
titea Cramer is an extremely abundant early spring geometrid moth whose males and 
brachypterous females rest during the day on tree trunks. Their cryptic color pattern 
normally makes them almost invisible when on trees. In very recent times, the black form 
has appeared at a high frequency in the New Haven region. It is also known from Ithaca, 
N.Y., eastern Massachusetts, and probably other areas. A European relative, P. pedaria 
Fabricius, shows industrial melanism. 

Limenitis archippus Cramer (Nymphalidæ), the famous mimicking species, has three 
races which are very different in general coloration, although pattern differences are not 
great. Each of these races occupies a substantial area, but there is a rather abrupt change 
from one allopatric form to another. Although a gradual cline from one to another has 
been reported, a careful analysis of the geographic pattern of color characters has not sup¬ 
ported the claim, except in Louisiana and perhaps Mississippi. Mimicry provides the ex¬ 
planation for the allopatry. L. archippus is a Batesian mimic of Danaus butterflies, and 
each of the three distinctive races mimics a different Danaus (see experimental studies 
by J. VZ. Brower, in press). The three models are principally allopatric, although regular 
two-way migration by D. plexippus blurs the picture in the southeastern states. L. archippus 
archippus is present from southeastern Canada to north-central Washington and south¬ 
ward to Utah, eastern Texas, and northern Florida; in general this is the breeding range 
of its model, D. plexippus Linné, whose orange-brown coloration it matches closely. L. 
archippus floridensis Strecker occupies the southern two-thirds of the Florida peninsula; 
this is the main breeding range in the U.S.A. of its model, D. gilippus berenice Cramer, 
whose dark brown color it matches closely. L. archippus obsoletus Edwards is present from 
eastern California to New Mexico, which is the principal breeding range in the U.S.A. 
of its model, the pale desert race D. gilippus strigosus Bates; the mimic has almost precisely 
the coloration of the model. Hybridization of these races carries special interest in two 
lines of inquiry. 1) Are the allopatric “races” of L. archippus sufficiently differentiated to 
have attained the status of biological species? 2) How much genetic change was required 
to convert the mimics from the coloration of one model to that of another? We have be¬ 
gun hybridization studies and in 1956 carried the cross between archippus and floridensis 

Fig. 4. Sarnia cynthia. Upper left, normal cf. Others all sibs showing variable expression of recessive gene modi' 
fying position of lines. All from New Haven, Conn. 
Fig. 5. Speyeria aphrodite, uppersides above, undersides below. Left, normal cf, Berkshire Co., Mass.; center, 
mutant (f1, Vilas Co., Wise.; right, mutant $ , Vilas Co., Wise. 
Fig. 6. Industrial melanism in Phigalia titea cFÒT Left, normal form, right melanic form. North Haven, Conn. 
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through the F2 generation (Fig. 7). The hybrids showed no apparent sterility, and the 
answer to the spéciation question seems to be negative. A preliminary count of sexuados 
shows for the Fi hybrids 5 d d, 9 9 9 , and for the F2 hybrids 19 d d\ 10 9 9 . The 
Fi hybrids are somewhat variable, but most have intermediate coloration between the 
two very unlike parents. The single large F2 brood shows, as expected, a range of varia' 
tion which includes the Fi-like intermediates and both of the parental types. However, 
a substantial proportion of the F2 show a distinctive form with very dark (floridensis) 
forewings and lighter (archippus) hindwings. The reverse, with pale forewings and dark 
hindwings, did not appear. The genetics could be explained on the basis of Mendelian 
factors at two loci, one controlling forewing color, the other hindwing color, the locus for 
hindwing color being unable to produce a color darker than the color determined by the 
locus for forewing color. The alleles would not be dominant at either locus, and heterozy' 
gotes would be expressed phenotypically. The F2 form with dark fore wings and paler 
hindwings matches nicely the common form in Louisiana. There neither model species of 
Danaus is abundant, and the Limenitis may be free of natural selection for mimicry, or 
the phenotype may allow maximum mimicry of a mixture of the two models, D. plexippus 
and D. gilippus. 

MULTI CHARACTER VARIATION 

Intra-Population Variability 

Populations of living organisms show variability, some to a greater degree than others. 
This variability appears in many different characters—size, pigmentation, form, behavior, 
climatic adaptation, and so on. Such variation is in part due to environmental differences, 
and a preliminary stage in the analysis of natural variability is distinguishing the here¬ 
ditary variations from those induced by environmental conditions. In some instances both 
factors are operating, as may be the case with L. pseudargiolus (above). The hereditary 
variability of a population is believed to be controlled by numerous genetic loci. A general 
tendency of natural selection is presumed to be toward a choice between the members 
of any series of alternative alleles and elimination of all but one. There is therefore theo¬ 
retical interest in elucidating the details of genetic control, and eventually the adaptive 
significance of variability in unusually variable as well as extremely uniform populations. 
Species with exceptional uniformity in the imaginai stage over a wide geographic range 
include Vanessa car dui Linné, V. atalanta Linné, J\[ymphalis antiopa Linné, Eurema 
lisa Boisduval 6? Leconte, and Celerio lineata Fabr. It is possible that these species are 
genetically conservative (i.e., have a low mutation rate) or that their individuals are so 
motile that panmixis results in little chance for isolation and for locally adapted geno¬ 
types. Mutation rates in the Lepidoptera are virtually unknown; therefore we cannot 
now evaluate genetic conservatism. 

The impressive uniformity of adults of C. lineata all over North America contrasts 
with the great variability of this species in the larval stage. Nothing has been recorded of 
the frequencies and geographic trends in frequency of the larval forms; it may be that the 
migratory activity of this species prevents development of local differences. In some years 
the larvae appear in plague abundance in arid parts of southwestern North America. One 
such year was 1955, and on 19 August a count was made to determine the proportions 
of color forms in a marching swarm of larvae on the desert just east of Portal, Cochise 
County, Arizona, near the Sout western Research Station of the American Museum of 
Natural History. Two distinctive shades of green ground color (perhaps due to pigments 
in the blood) were represented, and superimposed on both types of ground color were at 
least three classifiable forms of dark markings. Several combinations are shown in the 
photograph (Fig. 13), made in the field from anaesthetized living larvae. Attempts were 
made to rear the various forms for genetic study, but each pupa produced a large tachinid 
fly. The numbers of the most distinctive larval forms were: of 317 scored for ground color, 
299 seemed to be yellow-green, 18 pure green; of 523 scored for dark markings, 26 were 
spotted (the 3 larvae to the right in the figure), 119 appeared striped and had the dorsal 
pale band wide (3rd and 4th larvae from left), 378 had the mid-dorsal pale band narrower 
(the 2 larvae to the left). Similar counts should be made at other localities and should be 
repeated from time to time in the Portal area. It is essential, of course, that the genetics 
of the larval forms be worked out. 

One of the most variable Lepidoptera known is Utetheisa bella Linné (Arctiidæ). 
All or most of its U.S.A. populations show remarkable variation in ground color (white, 
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pink, or red) and black markings of the hindwings and in color and spotting of the fore' 
wings. A few of the variants are shown in Fig. 10, all collected in a few acres of open 
woods at the Archbold Biological Station in Highlands County, Florida. Much of the 
most noticeable heterogeneity is spectral and does not appear in a black-and-white photo¬ 
graph. The variety of forms seems to be almost unlimited, and every new sample taken 
contained new ones. Therefore, it is too soon to try to classify the forms, and only a be¬ 
ginning has been made with the genetics of this species. Two broods reared from wild 
females show diversity inter se, and not one Fi individual resembles its mother. Rearing 
further broods in controlled conditions will be needed to eliminate conspicuous environ¬ 
mental variations, if any, but preliminary rearing shows that most of the forms are gene¬ 
tically controlled. The nicest theoretical question posed by U. helld is how so much in- 
trapopulational heterogeneity can be maintained by natural selection. 

Inter-Population Variability 

Under this heading fall racial differences. The concept of subspecies which differ by 
integral groups of characters has been effectively criticised, particularly in very recent 
years (for Lepidoptera, see Gillham, 1956). It is probable that genetically non-allelic char¬ 
acters tend to vary independently through the range of a species. This is especially true 
of characters which vary gradually from one extreme to another and therefore are prob' 
ably polygenic—characters like size, degree of blackness, number and sise of spots, mean 
fecundity of females, and so on. Simple Mendelian characters, like voltinism and some 
polymorphism, show clinal changes in frequency of the alternative phenotypes. Unless 
there is a high degree of isolation, with island populations having little genetic exchange 
between them (as in Papiiio ophidicephalus Oberthür and the satyrid, Paralethe dendro' 
philus Trimen, in South Africa—see van Son, 1955a and 1955b), it is to be expected that 
most characters will have dines (linear or radiating) across the range of the species inde¬ 
pendent of the clines of other characters. North American Lepidoptera which show this 
variation prominently appear to include Speyeria atlantis, Euphydryas spp., many Blues, 
Pieris napi Linne, probably Megathymus yuccce Bdv. 6? Lee. (sibling species may be in¬ 
volved here), Arctia caja Linné, and many more. In Papiiio glaucus, for example (see studies 
by L. P. Brower, to be published shortly), the size passes clinally from small in the north 
to large in the south, the submarginal band of yellow spots on the forewing underside 
varies from discrete in the east and south to increasing fusion to the northward and west¬ 
ward, and the frequency of the “glaucus” form increases from north to south like the size 
dine but in Florida is abruptly reversed (unlike the size dine). Environmentally controlled 
variation must, of course, be expected in some cases, as is suggested by the many species 
whose early spring brood in the south resembles the entire population in the north, e.g. 
P. glaucus. 

Interspecific Variability 

Genetic studies are the most important means of discovering the biological nature 
of species differences and their possible evolutionary history. This approach is, of course, 
limited to species with biparental reproduction, because interspecific hybridization must 
be carried out. With rare exceptions in the Psychidæ and perhaps a few other families, 
Lepidoptera have biparental reproduction. It is usually possible to cross closely related 
species of moths and butterflies, particularly with the aid of the hand-pairing technique 
(see review by Clarke & Sheppard, 1956b). 

Spéciation may he defined as the accumulation in a population of genetic differ enees 
from other populations until these in sum constitute a barrier of sterility or inviability suffi' 
dent to prevent swamping out of the differences, when or if the population becomes sympatric 
with closely related populations. 

Why does the barrier result from these genetic differences? Probably there are many 
possible combinations of causes. For inviability factors, it may be presumed that in different 
populations there are hereditary physiological adjustments to the specific environmental 
conditions. For example, in colder regions, where the growing season is shorter, factors 
may be favored which produce more rapid growth rates than in warmer regions; when the 
two genotypes are mixed in hybrids, the heterozygotes may be inviable monsters. We do 
not yet know much about this condition in insects, but Moore (1946 et seq.) has demon¬ 
strated it in his embryological studies of hybrids between northern and southern frogs 
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(Rana pipiens Schreber). The mixed genotype caused huge heads on small bodies, with the 
resultant monsters being inviable. 

Another possible example would be the enzymatic and excretory failures which 
would be expected in an individual hybrid combining the water-conserving genome of a 
desert form with the water-demanding genome of a wet forest form (e.g., possibly Papilio 
rudfpni Comstock of Californian desert ranges and the very similar P. k brucei" of the 
lush Colorado mountains). 

Still another, of great importance in the Lepidoptera, would be differently focussed 
foodplant specificity in a pair of isolated populations. A hypothetical example will help 
to explain this point. Consider an ancestral population feeding well on willow. It becomes 
split by climatic changes which produce a wide, willow-less desert strip down the center. 
The larvae destroy to a great extent the foodplants and genetic changes in the foodplant 
which produce toxins are strongly favored by natural selection. A change to toxin A1 
in the western willows would reduce the feeding (and survival) of our insect in the west, 
until mutant a1 arose in the insect, blocking the action of toxin A1. A quite different change 
in the eastern willow (toxin A-) might be expected; it would be selected over the non¬ 
toxic alternative A, which would disappear. This in turn would favor mutant a2, block¬ 
ing the action of toxin A2. A succession of such changes, independently in the eastern 
and western populations, would eventually result in one set of western willow toxins 
(A1) C1, D“, E1, F2, etc.) in sum quite lethal to the eastern insects, and the toxin com¬ 
bination of the eastern willow (A2, B1, C2, D1, E2, F1, etc.) would be lethal to the western 
insects. If these hypothetical insect populations were later re-joined, and they then in¬ 
terbred, the resultant hybrid would be unable to tolerate either of the willows and would 
die. 

Hybrid inviability is probably a compound of factors such as these. Gametic hybrid 
sterility, on the other hand, seems commonly to be due to meiotic incompatibility of the 
two parental sets of chromosomes. Failures of pairing and subsequently of gamete forma¬ 
tion result. This supposedly comes from an accumulation of chromosomal rearrangements, 
duplications, deletions, and perhaps profound genic changes which appear and are fixed 
by natural selection while the two populations are isolated from each other. 

Among the Sphingidae, the hybrids between female Celerio euphorbice Linné and 
male C. galii Rott. show full pairing at meiosis but most females die as pupae; the recipro¬ 
cal cross gives high and equal hatch of both sexes, and all hybrids which hatch from both 
crosses are fertile (Bytinski-Salz 6? Günther, 1930). This seems to be an example of hybrid 
inviability. In contrast, the hybrids between males of each of these Celerio and $ Pergesa 
elpenor Linné show almost complete failure of meiotic pairing (a few bivalents are formed); 
only males eclose, and these are sterile (Bytinski-Salz, 1934). This is an example of hybrid 
sterility. 

A few selected data from my recent experiments or from specimens at Yale Univer¬ 
sity will be used to illustrate characteristics of interspecific hybridization. Details and 
analyses will be published elsewhere. 

Answers to three primary questions may come from hydribization experiments. 1) 
What is the genetic nature of species differences, i.e., what genes make up the barrier in each 
case? Are most of these simple Mendelian factors or polygene complexes or chromosomal 
rearrangements? In the hybrids, which, if any, of these genes produce meiotic failure, 
immunogenic incompatibility, disharmonious development? How significant to the bar¬ 
rier are the genes for the obvious form and color differences which taxonomists must em¬ 
phasize? What relative weight can be given to various taxonomic characters in phylogene¬ 
tic reasoning? 2) What are the relationships of the members of a group, as determined by 
the relative fertility in a series of crosses? What are the limits of phylogenetic reliability 

Fig. 7- Hybrids of Limenitis archippus floridensis X L. a. archippus. Top left—archippus (New Haven Co., 
Conn.); top right—floridensis (Dade Co., Fla.); top center—Fi hybrid; bottom row—three F2 hybrid sibs. 

Fig. 8. Upper left—Amorpha populi; upper centerSmerinthus ocellatus; upper right—Paonias exccecatus; 
lower left—Fi hybrid, $ populi X cf ocellatus; lower right—Fi hybrid, $ exccecatus X Cf ocellatus. All 
ex coll. H. BytinskhSalz, in Yale Collection. 

Fig. 9. Upper left—çp Papilio “brucei" (Gunnison Co., Colo.); upper right—cf P. polyxenes (New Haven Co., 
Conn.); lower—cf Fx hybrid, $ polyxenes X cP ""brucei". 
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of its results? This is a technique apparently corresponding to comparative serology. 3) 
What are the possibilities of gene exchange in nature, regardless of the present geographic 
distribution of the related species being hybridised? Further, how much natural hybridising 
is taking place? Once hybrids have been produced in the laboratory, reference specimens 
are available which permit recognition of wild hybrids. 

One of the earliest and most extensively hybridised groups is the family Sphingidae. 
In the Yale collections are numerous Fx hybrid sphingids produced by Dr. H. Bytinski- 
Sals. These show something of the genetic control of obvious taxonomic characters. For 
example, in crosses between species with a strongly scalloped wing-margin (e.g., Amorpha 
populi Linné and Paonias excæcatus J. E. Smith) and species with much straighter margins 
(e.g., Smerinthus ocellatus Linné), the Fi hybrids show an intermediate condition; no simple 
dominance is present. The straight antemedian line of the forewing of A. populi is domin¬ 
ant over the form of antemedian line of S. ocellatus. Similarly, on the hindwings, the color¬ 
ed patch of the Fi hybrids is rusty brown as in A. populi rather than rosy-pink as in S. 
ocellatus. But the blue eye-marking of S. ocellatus (entirely absent in A. populi) is expressed 
clearly in the hybrids. Fig. 8 shows the three species and the hybrids. 

Callosamia promethea Drury and C. angulifera Walker (Saturniidæ) are widely 
sympatric and are very closely related. Yet they do not seem to hybridize in nature. 
Crosses were carried out in 1955 and 1956 for the purpose of: a) clarifying the genetics of 
several extremely interesting differences between them; b) determining the degree of 
genetic (i.e., other than behavioral, seasonal, etc.) barrier between them; and c) finding 
how wild hybrids could be recognized, if they occur. Here are some of the differences 
which most attracted us : 

wing markings: 
foodplant : 
time of courtship: 
cocoon : 

promethea 

sexes unlike 
Lauraceæ; Prunus 
late afternoon 
attached to branch; slender 

angulifera 

sexes similar 
Liriodendron 
probably after dark 
not attached (on ground); rounder 

With some difficulty, we obtained several matings by hand-pairing, and eggs were 
collected from two crosses in each direction (i.e., $ promethea X cP angulifera and the 
reciprocal). No eggs hatched from the reciprocal cross; the hatch was high from the former 
combination. Many Fi hybrid moths eclosed the same summer and the next spring, and 
several pairings were made; no eggs hatched from F2 pairings or from backcrosses to 9 
promethea, but a small proportion of eggs hatched from the backcross to d71 promethea. 
The number of crosses is still too small for confident generalizations concerning fertility 
of any of the combinations. At this time it can only be said that some Fi hybrids are fertile. 
As the photograph (Fig. 11) shows, hybrid males show intermediacy between promethea 
and angulifera in the discal marking and in the contrast between ground color inside and 
outside the postmedian line, although their aspect is more like angulifera than promethea. 
Fi hybrid females seemed to “send” sexual attractant at about the same time as promethea 
females in adjacent cages; if this is verified in further studies, backcrosses of wild hybrids 
would be expected with promethea rather than angulifera. The conditions of rearing prov¬ 
ed to be unsuitable for analyzing cocoon-hanging, but in shape the Fi hybrid cocoons re¬ 
semble angulifera, not promethea. Regarding choice of foodplant, 58 newly hatched hybrid 
larvae preferred Prunus serótina (32) to Liriodendron (17) to Sassafras (9); data from con¬ 
trol larvae of the pure species are not yet available. No specimen has been seen in any col¬ 
lection which resembles the laboratory Fi hybrids. If natural hybridization occurs, it is 
extremely rare. 

The genus Limenitis in North America is ideal for evolutionary studies of two dif¬ 
ferent kinds. 1) Like any representative group of related species, their hybrid relationships 
are interesting. All the species except archippus are largely allopatric, and they have some 
foodplant specializations which invite investigation. 2) At least two species (L. archippus 
Cramer and L. astyanax Fabricius) are Batesian mimics (see above), whereas other species 
are non-mimetic (L. arthemis Drury and L. weidemeyerii Edwards in North America, 
several species in the Palearctic region). All five North American species are closely related 
inter se and can be hybridized. This permits an analysis of the genetics of their mimicry. 
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We have begun a series of hybridization studies of the genus, some of which are described 
above under Allopatric Polymorphism”. 

An interspecific combination from which hybrids were reared during 1956 was the 
cross of 9 L. astyanax X cf L. weidemeyerii. The former is abundant from Massachusetts 
to northern Florida, westward to Nebraska and Texas, with a distinctive southwestern 
race from western Texas to western Arizona. The latter species is primarily in the Rocky 
Mountains of the U.S.A. and associated ranges. A preliminary tally of the FT hybrid 
brood shows 29 cf cf and 12 9 9 . According to Haldane’s Rule, among hybrids, if one 
sex has more break-down than the other, it will be the heterogametic sex. In Lepidoptera 
the is heterogametic. These Fi hybrids and the F2 hybrids of L. a. archippus X 
L. a. jiondensis (see above) both support the generalization. The astyanax X weidemeyerii 
hybrids are like Field s (1910, 1914) hybrids between L. astyanax and L. arthemis in lack¬ 
ing the broad white band. L. arthemis, like weidemeyerii, has a prominent white band on 
the wing; with both species the band is removed by the action of a single dominant allele. 
T e white band is probably controlled by a homologous allele in these and perhaps all 
non-mimetic Limenitis. Fig. 12 also shows that the pale blue postmedian area of L. astyanax 
(an important mimetic character giving resemblance to the model, Battus philenor) is ab¬ 
sent in the hybrids and seems to be controlled by a single recessive allele. If this is posi¬ 
tively proved, we can see that as few as two mutations would be sufficient to change a 
non-mimicking Limenitis to an effective mimic of B. philenor. The first step must have been 
the elimination of the white band, which alone would have produced a reasonable re¬ 
semblance to B. philenor. The recessive mutation to hindwing blue would then have 
strongly enhanced the resemblance. While it is possible that the band-less allele is actually 

j-ÆSWi^Ck^ene con tolling a highly evolved series of alleles at other loci, it would be 
difficult to explain the origin of mimicry in such a system. The early genetic steps then 
would presumably not confer any effective mimicry, in which case selection toward mimi¬ 
cry would not operate. It seems reasonable to presume that a single new mutation eli¬ 
minated the whole white band. The hybrid brood is very uniform in phenotype and is 
easily distinguishable from either parent species; wild hybrids should be easy to recognize. 
The natural population most similar to the hybrids is race arizonensis Edwards, rather 
than the eastern race from which the 9 parent came. One presumed hybrid was taken 
in the Verde Valley in Arizona (Bauer, 1954), and it shares most of the characters of our 
laboratory hybrids. No other published record of a hybrid has been seen. Natural hybridi¬ 
zation must be very rare, in part because there are only a few places where the two species 
overlap. We have not yet been able to test fertility of Fi hybrids nor to study their food- 
plant specificity. 

The remaining examples were selected from the large number of crosses we have 
made between members of the Papilio polyxenes'machaon complex. For papers on other 
combinations, see especially Clarke 6? Sheppard, 1955, 1956a. 

During the summer of 1955, hand-pairings were made of 9 Papilio polyxenes X P. 
brucei (the zelicaondike. Colorado mountain form which feeds on Umbelliferae). Ivlany 

fertile eggs were laid by two females, and from these a large number of overwintering 
PuPæ were reared. Numerous males eclosed in the spring of 1956, along with two weak 
females which expanded their wings and soon died. This combination showed the most 
extreme female inviability of any of the Papilio crosses we have made. However, the males 
were exceptionally good breeders, and they proved to be fertile in several outcross and 
backcross combinations. Probably the most vigorous, matable, and fertile brood we have 
ever had (including intraspecific pairings) was our Brood 82, which came from the back- 
cross. 9 polyxenes X cP (polyxenes X hrucei ). Some of the data have not yet been an¬ 
alyzed, but the sex-ratio was apparently normal, and there was no sexual difference in 
viability or fertility. 

The ^i hybrids are all dark and polyxenesdike, lacking the broad yellow band of 
brucei , machaon, and others (Fig. 9). As the figure shows, the hybrid male has an even 

blacker aspect than P. polyxenes Fabricius, because the blue and the yellow submarginal 
spots of the hindwings are greatly reduced, and the postmedian row of yellow spots is 
invaded strongly on the inner side by black scales. By preliminary comparisons of these 
controlled hybrids with rare black swallowtails taken in the lower canyons of Boulder 
County, Colorado, we have been able to identify these wild individuals tentatively as 
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mtural, hybrids. Backcrosses of our Fx hybrids to yellow-banded forms gave a M ratio 
of yellow and black and proved that the yellow band is controlled by a recessive 
alíete at a single locus. This was already welbknown for related species, such as P. machaon 
Lmne. As with crosses involving the latter, yellow-striped abdomen invariably appeared 
with yellow-banded wing, whereas the forms with black wing always had the abdomen 
spotted. It would be somewhat unexpected, a priori, if a single locus were simultaneously 
controlling the color pattern on the wings and the abdomen. It may be that there are act- 
ually two distinct loci involved, with close linkage. However, this possibility is made 
doubtful by one remarkable discovery. Meiners (1936) reared a specimen with the typical 
yellow wing-band of brucei ’ from a larva taken in a garden in Troy, western Illinois. 
Ine most important point is that the abdomen is also yellow-striped, as with “brucei” 
This locality has a pure population of P. polyxenes and is at least 700 miles from the nearest 
yellow-banded population, in western Nebraska. It seems impossible that the yellow- 
banded genes of this individual reached Illinois by introgression or immigration, and the 
best hypothesis is that the form arose de novo in Illinois by mutation. This is substantiated 
by the general appearance of the Meiners specimen, which differs in several subtle ways 
from any yellow-banded individual we have produced from a black (heterozygous) parent 
in our experiments. This could be explained if the entire genotype of the Meifiers speci- 
men were from polyxenes, except for the yellow-band genes, which therefore would lack 
all of the usual modifiers of its normal, adapted genotype. If yellow-band arose in Illinois 
by new mutation, it is inconceivable that the striped abdomen is controlled by a gene at 
a locus independent of that for yellow-band, since the probability is almost infinitesimal 
that two such rare events as mutations at both loci could have occurred in one individual. 
This specimen makes it highly probable that striped abdomen and banded wings are con¬ 
trolled by the same allele. One confusing specimen from Scott City, Kansas, in the Gunder 
coltection at the American Museum of Natural History, has the unique combination of 
the abdominal coloration of one species with the wing coloration of the other. Although 
no microscopic examination was made, close inspection showed no sign of a foreign ab¬ 
domen having been attached to the specimen. This individual may be a mosaic resulting 
from a somatic mutation. 

A complex population of polyxenes'group swallowtails in the Riding Mountain re¬ 
gion of Manitoba has been known for many years. On this isolated plateau there are: 1) 
machaondike individuals (now named P. machaon avinoffi Chermock & Chermock)1 2) 
polyxenes'like individuals, most of them with the “pupil” of the anal eye-spot strongly 
acentric; and 3) a type similar to polyxenes but with extensive based enlargement of the 
postmedian yellow spots (now named P. nitra \ahli Chermock 6? Chermock). We went 
to the region and collected a large quantity of livestock which was then used for various 
analytical crosses (Remington, 1956). We did not succeed in establishing stocks of the 
avinoffi form. P. \ahli cannot be conspecific with P. nitra Edwards, which is of the yellow- 
banded wing, yellow-striped abdomen genotype and which in any event may not be a 
valid species or race. Our Brood 83 is the Fi of a pairing between two of the yellowest 
I(ahli we reared. Part of Brood 83 is still in the pupal stage, but the individuals which 
emerged in July of 1956 include the following: 3 & d71 black (\ahlvlike), 1 ç? and 1 $ 
yellow (avinoffi'like). On the assumption that yellowish ffiihli are heterozygous, a ratio of 
3 \ahli. 1 avinoffi would be expected. A full analysis of the Riding Mountain complex will 
be published elsewhere, but some tentative generalizations can be given here. 1) Riding 
Mountain is the locus of origin of P. \ahli, an isolated, distinctive offshoot of P. polyxenes 
with black wings, spotted abdomen, and large acentric “pupil”. 2) In relatively recent 
times P. machaon arrived on the plateau, perhaps carried from Alberta in hay or straw 
during development of the National Park or of highways or railroads. 3) These two Papilio 
at first lacking behavioral and other isolating mechanisms, hybridized rather freely; the 
distinctive genotype of P. I^ahli allows the Fi heterozygotes to show some yellow-wing 

Fig. 10. Variations of Utetheisa bella. Archbold Biological Station, Highlands Co., Fla. Hindwing ground color 
or lower right specimen whitish. Fore wing ground color of upper left scarlet, upper center pale pink, uoper 
nght yellow-orange, lower left pink, lower center rosy orange, lower right tan-pink. 

Fig. 11. Left ■cTl Callosamia angulifera; right—cf1 C. promethea; lower—cf1 Fi hybrid. 

Fig. 12. Leh—Limenitis weidemeyern ($ Boulder Co., Colo., c? Gunnison Co., Colo.); right—L 
(New Haven Co., Conn.); center—F j hybrids. 9 9 above, c? & below. 

astyanax 



Fig. 13. Larval forms of Celerio lineata. Portal, Cochise Co., Ariz. Ground color of left three was yellow'green; 
of right four was pure green. Note larvaevorid egg shells on second larva from right. 

Certain probationary conclusions concerning interspecific hybridization are suggest¬ 
ed by these and related experiments. A) The genetic control of conspicuous taxonomic 
characters is simple, often unifactorial, rather than polygenic. This may be shown to be 
a “switch-gene” mechanism; but there is not yet any significant evidence. B) Some natural 
hybridization (and introgression) occurs, but due to recessive inheritance of conspicuous 
characters, recognition of natural hybrids is questionable in the absence of comparisons 
with laboratory hybrids. C) Haldane’s Rule continues to fit most unisexual deficiencies 
in Lepidoptera hybrids. D) Interspecific relationships within a group may include a wide 
range of hybrid sterility and inviability, and the compatibility of any unstudied pair is at 
present unpredictable. E) At least in Papilio, and perhaps in Callosamia, there is a most 
perplexing phenomenon: in many interspecific crosses the Fi hybrids are highly fertile 
in backcrosses and outcrosses, and completely sterile in Fi X Fi pairings. 
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characters, never seen in laboratory crosses of machaon with true polyxenes. 4) Since P. 
\ahli and P. avinoffi belong to separate species, one expects that isolating mechanisms are 
evolving in Riding Mountain populations and that eventually natural hybrids will no 
longer be produced. Meanwhile, each species may be incorporating into its genotype new 
adaptive alleles from the other species (introgression). There is little basis for regarding 
\ahli as dimorphic, in the sense of P. glaucas females. For the present, these Riding Moun¬ 
tain swallowtails may be called P. \ahli (or P. polyxenes l{ahli), P. machaon avinoffi, and 

their hybrids. 
We have carried out several Papilio crosses, notably of P. brevicauda bretonensis 

McDunnough and P. polyxenes X P. machaon (races melitensis Eller and brittanicus 
Spengel), which have given abundant Fi hybrids. Both sexes of the hybrids were highly 
fertile in back-crosses to the parental species, but Fi X Fi pairings produced abundant 
eggs but no larval éclosion. Hypotheses can be conceived which might explain low via¬ 
bility in these crosses, but the consistent absence of all F2 hybrids has so far defied our 

speculation. 
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DISCUSSION 

G. Stehr. You mentioned populations with the “alba” form fixed. Does this refer 
to the phenotype or gene frequencies. 

C. L. Remington. I know of no proof that the extreme northern populations of 
Colms, reported by Hovanitz to be 100% “alba” phenotypically, are, in fact, all or in part 
homozygous AA, although I would be very surprised if they were not preponderantly 
homozygous. The southernmost populations are of course homozygous aa. 
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On Problems and Methods in the Study of a Sex'Limited 
Dimorphism1 

ByG. Stehr 

Forest Biology Laboratory 

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. 

In discussions of the phenomenon of polymorphism and its significance, the definition 
of this term by E. B. Ford (1953) is commonly adopted. It states that polymorphism is 
the occurrence together in one habitat of two or more discontinuous forms of a species, 
provided that the rarest is not maintained merely by recurrent mutation; thus geographic 
races, continuous variation, and newly acquired but unsuccessful mutations are excluded 
from the status of polymorphism. 

Still included is what Ford calls transient polymorphism”, which describes the phase 
during which a new mutation favoured by natural selection gradually replaces the original 
allele or chromosomal type in the population. Opposed to this is "balanced polymorphism”, 
where the discontinuous forms of a species, or "morphs” in the terminology of Huxley 
(1955), are being maintained as normal constituents of the population. 

For the sake of increased clarity and usefulness, I wish to propose a change in Ford’s 
definition of polymorphism to the effect that his transient polymorphism also be excluded, 
giving at the same time a more positive and functional definition to the remainder. 

Let us take polymorphism to designate the occurrence together in one habitat of two 
or more discontinuous forms of a species that, by virtue of a physiological, ecological, or 
genetical mechanism of mutual interdependence, are protected simultaneously against 
elimination from the population by natural selection. 

A most important conclusion follows from this view, as K. Mather (1953) has pointed 
out. If mutual adaptation which is the equivalent of persistent co-existence—is the 
essence of polymorphism, then this does not represent the beginning of a break-up of the 
species and, therefore, cannot be considered as furnishing, by itself, the raw material for 
further evolution. J. Huxley (1955) also emphasizes that the balance mechanism must be 
strong enough to prevent the disappearance of any morph in periods exceptionally un- 
favourable to it. Obviously, with polymorphism, the underlying mechanism must provide 
a stable equilibrium. 

W. Hovanitz (1953), on the other hand, says that "polymorphism is but one stage in 
evolution, that which lies between differentation of individuals and differentiation of 
populations or species , and populations may be interpreted as potential new races. . . 
Thus transient morphism is described here, and any maintenance of the different types, 
if such should occur, could depend merely on the fluctuation of selective forces. Any such 
equilibrium must essentially be unstable and is easily upset, thus leading to a fixation of 
one or the other alternative in the population. A term other than polymorphism should be 
used here, for situations so greatly different should not be grouped together. 

As the essential feature of polymorphism is a mechanism that guarantees the per' 
sistent co-existence of different morphic types within the population, the study of poly' 
morphism becomes, then, the study of these mechanisms. According to their general 
nature we can divide polymorphisms into environmental and genetic polymorphism. In 
environmental polymorphism, as it occurs in bees, ants, locusts, and some Nymphalidæ, 
nutrition, temperature, or other physical agents exert the decisive control over the different 
types. As these factors are cyclical, or alternate, or in some other way subdivide the 
population regularly, the persistent recurrence of the different morphs is secured. 

Of more interest to us is genetically controlled polymorphism. An extreme example 
of this is, of course, sexual dimorphism, the most obvious polymorphism with complete 
interdependence of the two forms. This is controlled by the well-known mechanism of sex- 
determination, a switch-mechanism , producing only two types, usually in equal numbers. 
Co-existence and mutual dependence take here the direct form of co-operation in reproduc¬ 
tion. 

In the majority of cases, however, genetic polymorphism is based on heterosis, the 
selective advantage of heterozygotes, which effectively maintains and preserves the alter' 

’Contribution No. 374, Forest Biology Division. Science Service, Department of Agriculture, Ottawa, Canada. 
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native genetic units, alleles or chromosome types, in the population. Co-existence is here 
the indirect outcome of the advantage attached to the heterozygote. 

The possibility of other types of genetic polymorphism, without either actual co¬ 
operation or heterotic combination in heterozygotes, has to be considered. Batesian mimicry 
implies a true interdependence of several phenomorphs, since their relative proportions 
determine their selective values. This is a real feed-back mechanism, quite different from a 
simple opposition of selective advantages enjoyed by alternative morphs under shifting 
conditions. 

I wish to turn now to the case of polymorphism that has recently been described 
(Stehr, 1955) in Choristoneura fumiferana (Clem.), the spruce budworm. There exist two 
types of females, the common dusky-grey type and a rarer brown type. The gene respon¬ 
sible for this difference is located in the X-chromosome and is effective, with regard to 
colouration, only in the heterogametic females. There are, therefore, only hemizygous 
females with their colour determined by one allele in the single X-chromosome. In the males, 
however, where both homozygotes and the heterozygote occur, no phenotypic effect can 
be shown. The frequency of the brown-female gene throughout the Canadian range of the 
species, from the Maritime Provinces to northern Alberta, is uniform and obviously at a 
stable equilibrium. 

It can be safely assumed that this is a genetic polymorphism and not a transient stage 
of evolution. But there are, as yet, no clues as to the nature of the mechanism by which 
the two phenomorphs are maintained in the females of the species. No difference could be 
established with respect to viability. No information exists about their relationship to 
predators or diseases or any behavioural differences in the field. 

Under the assumption that heterosis is responsible for the polymorphism in this 
species, we are required to analyse the three genotypes in the males. Progeny tests showed 
that the heterozygote and both homozygotes are present in field populations in the ex¬ 
pected proportions. No distinct selective discrimination against, or heterotic preference 
for, any one genotype is therefore indicated. But our data are as yet small because progeny 
tests in Lepidoptera accumulate only slowly to yield significant results. We have turned 
to the techniques of paper chromatography for an analysis of the brown-female gene and 
its distribution in males. The content of fluorescent substances shows considerable varia¬ 
tion. There are difficulties, however, apparently of the same nature as those encountered 
in Elisabeth Goldschmidt’s work (1954) on the eyeless mutant in Drosophila where different 
fluorescent patterns were not necessarily correlated with the genes of primary interest. 

Our failure so far to discover any obvious differences between fitness of genotypes 
brings to mind the fact that the situation of polymorphic females and uniform males is 
conspicuously frequent in Lepidoptera. No satisfying comprehensive explanation for this 
peculiar relationship between polymorphism and sex has been offered as yet. 

Actually, we are faced with compounded or second-degree polymorphism, where the 
zygotic differences are doubled by the sex differences. While heterosis is usually spoken of 
as involving three genotypes only, two homozygotes and one heterozygote, we have, in 
the spruce budworm with our sex-linked and sex-limited brown-female gene, five geno¬ 
types, two hemizygotic females, two homozygotic males, and the male heterozygote. With 
an autosomal gene six genotypes are available and heterosis may then be based on the 
differences between five or six selective values which, presumably, need to be only slight— 
and difficult to detect—to provide a fine balance between advantages and disadvantages 
conferred by a single mutation. Thus it may be thought that Lepidoptera use frequently 
the sex-dimorphism to create multifactorial polymorphic systems of as great intricacy as 
for instance the blood-group systems in Mammalia. 
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DISCUSSION 

C. L. Remington. Is it possible that there are examples of “balanced polymorphism“ 
in which the two alleles are not held in the population by heterosis? For example, climatic 
fluctuations from year to year might be eliminating one allele more or less rapidly for a 
sequence of years and then be discriminating against the other for a time, but never long 
enough to result in fixation. 

G. Stehr. If the fitness of a homozygote is independent of any population parameter 
(e.g. the relative frequency of the morphs as in Batesian mimicry) but fluctuates between 
plus and minus values merely in dependence of external factors and the heterozygote offers 
also no “selective tie” between the two alleles, then the possibility of a break-up into two 
more specialized populations is given. This indicates that evolutionary progress may be 
imminent; it is essentially a transient situation. Polymorphism is, however, in itself an 
evolutionary accomplishment, that of combining unity of a population with the noiv 
uniformity of its members. 
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Some Light on Population Dynamics Provided by Lines of 

Drosophila melanogaster Selected for Resistance to DDT 
By James C. King 

The Biological Laboratory 

Cold Spring Harbor, N.Y. 

ABSTRACT 

Data accumulated during four years of experimentation on the acquisition, loss and 
inheritance of resistance to DDT by lines of D. melanogaster show that resistance develops 
slowly, that the response to selection differs in different strains and under different levels of 
selective intensity in the same strain, that parallel lines selected in the same way do not neces' 
sarily respond identically, that selection can raise the LD50 as much as twenty fold and that 
when selection is relaxed, resistance declines slowly—never significantly within four genera' 
tions. All the evidence points toward a polygenic system of resistance factors although there 
may be some factors of relatively larger effect. In one line out of four there are sex linked 
resistance factors, but this line carries autosomal factors as well. The Fi of crosses between 
lines has an LD50 intermediate between the parental values and is always close to the geometric 
mean, showing an absence of dominance and generally additive effects on a logarithmic scale. 
In a series of crosses made between the same two lines over a period covering thirty'seven 
generations during which these lines were under continuous selection, there was clear evidence 
in the F2 of the early crosses of a segregation of dissimilar factors and of nomadditive inter' 
actions. In the later crosses, made as selection proceeded, this phenomenon gradually decreased 
and finally disappeared. 

METHODS OF MEASUREMENT AND SELECTION 

For the past four years we have been carrying out at The Biological Laboratory an 
investigation of the acquisition, loss and inheritance of resistance to DDT in populations 
of D. melanogaster. A considerable mass of data has accumulated and while it raises at 
least as many questions as it answers, it allows us to reach some limited conclusions and 
to suggest some further enquiries which may prove fruitful in increasing our understanding 
not only of resistance to insecticides but also of population dynamics in general. 

Since we are interested in the behavior of populations rather than pure lines, we 
have endeavored to keep our numbers as high as practicable. In order to measure resistance 
and to develop resistant lines, we have therefore subjected adult flies to an aerosol of DDT 
dissolved in tri-n-butyrin. Dosage is measured by time of exposure and mortality figures are 
obtained by counting live and dead flies twenty Tour hours after treatment. In the selected 
lines, surviving flies are used as the parents of the next generation. 

Like many biological parameters, resistance is difficult to measure with precision. 
With our methods, even though every effort is made to maintain constant conditions, 
repeated treatments at the same dose, of flies from the same population vary discouragingly. 
This means that variances are large and that even when we use the best statistical tech¬ 
niques available, confidence intervals are wide. We must, therefore, test large numbers of 
flies if we are to obtain even meagerly meaningful measurements. One can use the per cent 
mortality at a given dose as the measure of the resistance of a population. But because of 
the high variance, this would mean making a large number of separate runs. Even so, one 
would then have no information on the nature of the mortality distribution over a range of 
doses. If the variances of the mortality distributions of two lines differ widely, whether 
one or the other is determined the more resistant, may depend on what single dose one 
picks for the tests. 

It is therefore preferable to run several tests at each of several doses and then obtain 
a regression of mortality expressed in probits against dosage on a logarithmic scale. We have 
found that we can get acceptable—but not spectacular—results by exposing one thousand 
flies in a single treatment and running twenty treatments spread over five different doses. 
From such data one can obtain an LD50 (mean tolerance) and its confidence limits and also 
some measure of the standard deviation of the mortality distribution. 

The maximum likelihood method of probit analysis is of course the most accurate 
method of analyzing dosage-mortality data. But the necessary calculations are elaborate 
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and time-consuming and several shorter methods of approximation have been devised. One 
of the most ingenious and satisfactory of these is that described by Litchfield and Wilcoxon 
(1949). It has been used generally in the present work. It has the disadvantage of depend¬ 
ing entirely on a regression line fitted by eye, but a poorly fitted line will result in larger 
confidence limits rather than in spurious accuracy. The maximum likelihood method as 
described by Finney (1952) has been employed in the case of crosses where the greatest 
possible precision of measurement was desired. But no matter which method was used, all 
of our data have been heterogeneous; the Chi2 value is always higher than expected on 
the basis of the number of treatments. Our methods leave uncontrolled some variables in 
addition to pure chance. We know what some of these are but have been able to devise no 
practical way of eliminating them. The fact that our measurements lack great precision 
does not mean that they are worthless. In spite of erratic fluctuations we observe definite 
patterns of response which cannot be ignored. 

Our experiments for the development of resistant lines were designed to test three 
possible sources of variability of response : differences between strains, differences between 
different levels of selective intensity and differences between replicated experiments. Two 
different strains were used, a laboratory Oregon-R strain and a newly collected wild strain, 
Syosset (Sy), descended from some two dozen flies trapped at a grocery store in July, 1952. 
We started using three levels of selective intensity. At one level the parents were survivors 
of a dose which had killed approximately 50% of the treated flies. At a second, the parents 
were the 5% surviving a dose killing 95%. At the third level the parents were the survivors 
of a dose which had killed 99%. In practice, it was found very difficult to maintain the 
distinction between the two higher levels. Recently this distinction has been discarded 
and “high level” lines are now selected by taking as parents twenty females from among 
the survivors of a dose which has killed over 90%. Finally, several lines were carried in 
duplicate, the same strain subjected to the same type of selection in two separate lines. 

RESPONSE TO SELECTION 

The early response to selection was disappointing. After ten lines had been carried 
for ten generations, the four lines stemming from the Ore-R strain showed no response; 
the six Syosset lines indicated a slight but barely significant increase in resistance. With 
generation twelve, however, the two Syosset lines selected at the 50% level of intensity 
showed a significant increase over the control and this continued in subsequent generations 
as a steady climb. In general, the Syosset lines responded faster than the Ore-R and the 
lines carried at the 50% level responded more consistently than those carried at the higher 
levels. 

Figure 1 shows the LD50 and its 95% confidence interval by generations for four 
different selected lines, SyS-1002, SySTOOl and ORS-1001 all selected at the 50% level 
and SyS-102 selected at the high level. Since the relationship between dose and mortality 
is logarithmic and since this gives the confidence intervals for the LD50 on a logarithmic 
scale, these data are presented on a semi-log plot. In the case of SyS-1002, it is fairly obvious 
that we have had a rather steady rate of increase from generations twelve to thirty-nine. 
The erratic fluctuations and large confidence intervals of the first ten generations probably 
reflect deficiencies of technique which characterized the beginning of the project. The gap 
at generations thirty-four and thirty-five and the errant figure for generation thirty-six 
represent further technical difficulties. Since generation thirty-nine, the resistance has 
continued to increase but at a definitely lower rate. 

The series of points in the lower part of each graph represent values of S, the “Slope 
Factor” of the Litchfield-Wilcoxon method of analyzing dose-effect data. This figure is 
the antilog of the standard deviation of the mortality distribution. It is useful because it is 
the factor by which one may multiply or divide the LD50 to obtain the dose corresponding 
to the point one sigma above or below the mean. When we plot it on a logarithmic scale 
it shows us the relative value of the standard deviation for each generation. Since our 
data are consistently heterogeneous, the values for S fluctuate widely and the confidence 
intervals are very large. In general the value of S hovers around 2.00 and in almost no case 
has it been significantly different from 2.00. This led us to believe for a considerable time 
that as resistance increased the slope factor did not change significantly. But there are real 
differences in the values of S. If we divide the data for SyS-1002 into three parts, generations 
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Ml, 12-39, and 41-59, the mean of the middle sequence is significantly higher than the 
means of either the first or third group. 

In order to reduce the obscuring effects of the fluctuations in the S values, we have 
plotted in the present graphs the moving averages of four adjacent values. This plot in¬ 
dicates that over the period of selection there has been a rise in the standard deviation 
followed by a decline. In a general way the rise coincides with the period of rapid increase 
in the LD50. 

For SyS-1001 the picture is very similar to that for SyS-1002 up to generation thirty- 
nine or forty. From this point on, however, the rate of increase here is extremely low. The 
changes in the standard deviation run almost parallel in the two lines. The highest points 
come at about the same generations, but the peak is lower in SyS-1001 than in SyS-1002. 

In the case of ORS-lOOl, the most striking fact is that no very definite trend toward 
increasing resistance is shown until after twenty generations of selection. Then a fairly 
steady increase begins and continues without much indication of slowing down. Again 
a rise in the standard deviation occurs during the period of increasing resistance, but the 
peak is reached early in the process and the standard deviation then declines while the 
resistance continues to rise. 

In the case of SyS-102, as with all lines carried at the high level of selective intensity, 
measurement and selection could be carried out only in alternate generations. Here there 
is no very definite trend for thirty generations, then a sharp rise to a plateau somewhat 
below the level reached by the 50% Syosset lines in an equal number of generations (but 
in twice the number of selected generations). Then at generations fifty we see an enormous 
jump to an LD50 twenty times that of the control. This level has since been maintained. 
The standard deviation again shows a rise and a decline, but the peak comes during the 
plateau phase rather than at the point of greatest increase in resistance. 

SyS-102 is unique in that it is the only line in which we can demonstrate resistance 
factors on the X chromosome. In all lines the males are less resistant than the females; in 
SyS-102 this difference is distinctly less. The ratio of female LD50 to male LD50 is 1.7 in 
SyS-102 and 2.3 in SyS-1002. When we cross SyS-102 females and Sy males, the slope factor 
of the Fi was 2.29 and it rose to 2.50 in the F2. In the reciprocal cross it was 2.84 in the Fi 
and fell to 2.39 in the F2. But all the resistance in SyS-102 does not lie on the X chromosome. 
In the cross between Sy females and SyS-102 males, the Fi males which have only Sy X’s 
have an LD50 of over six minutes. Sy males have an LD5o below two minutes. 

RELAXED SELECTION 

Response to selection for resistance is slow. What happens when selection is relaxed 
and a resistant line is allowed to breed without further exposure to DDT? Our data on this 
question are less extensive than those on positive response, but what we have, indicate 
that there is no rapid reversion to susceptibility. Three relaxed selection lines have been 
set up and followed. In no case was there any significant decline in resistance through F4. 

Figure 2 gives the LD5o’s for one such line (SyS-1002Rx2). It can be seen that in F5 the 
LD50 was not significantly lower than that of Pi. Between F5 and F42 there was a distinct 
decline which cut the LD50 in half. From Fi2 to F24 the decline continued but the rate was 
less rapid. At F24 resistance appears to have been leveling off at a figure still about three 
times that of the control. An earlier line (SyS-1002Rx), also stemming from SyS-1002, also 
showed a decline sometime after F4, but at F33 when the line was discontinued it was still 
distinctly above the level of the control. 

The third relaxed line (SyS-102Rx3) has been carried through only six generations. 
The parent line had a very high LD50—between forty and fifty minutes. It showed no 
decline through F4. The figure for F5 suggested a decline, but the difference was not sig¬ 
nificant. In F 6, however, there was a precipitate and highly significant drop to a figure 
about one quarter of the average for generations two through five. The parent line in this 
case was one selected at the high level and it attained its very high resistance in a single 
jump. The relaxed line appears to have lost, between F5 and F6, what the selected line 

gained between F48 and F50. 

In attempting to generalize, we can say little more than that the pattern of loss of 
resistance differs in different lines as does the pattern of acquisition. 
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Fig. 1. Graphs showing response to selection for resistance in four different lines. Ordinate: LD60 in minutes on 
a logarithmic scale; abscissa: number of generations. LD50 indicated by X; 95% confidence interval by bar. Dots 
show the moving averages of four adjacent values for the Slope Factor (S). Further explanation in text. 

CROSSES 

When a resistant line is crossed with its control, the LD50 of the Fi is intermediate 
between the two parental values, but closer to that of the control than to that of the 
resistant line. In fact in all such crosses made, the LD50 of the Fi is close to the geometric 
mean of the two parental values. This indicates that resistance is additive on a logarithmic 
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scale. Figure 3 gives the data on one such cross. The LD50 of the Fi was 9.8'; the geometric 
mean of the two parents, 9.5'. 

Numerous crosses between resistant lines have given similar results—Fi’s of inter¬ 
mediate resistance or of equal resistance when the two lines crossed were equal. There is 
practically no evidence of dominance or of heterosis. 

If we inbreed the Fi flies of a cross and obtain the F2 and later generations, the picture 
becomes more complicated. In the early crosses studied, there was consistently a drop in 
LD50 from Fi to F2 and a definite indication of a higher standard deviation in the mortality 
distribution of the latter. Since under relaxed selection in any given line, there was no 
decline through F4, this indicated a segregation in the F2 of dissimilar genetic factors brought 
together by the cross. What was more surprising, in the F3 there was a rise in LD50 back 
to the Fi level (King, 1955, 1956). It was suspected that this reversion might result from 
differential fecundity among the F2 flies and tests on the variance of the number of off¬ 
spring from Fi, F2 and F3 females were made. It was found in two different crosses that 
the variance in the number of offspring of the F2 females was significantly greater than that 
of the Fi or the F3. 

Tests were then run on the resistance of the offspring of three groups of F3 flies drawn 
from three segments of the F2 fecundity distribution—the upper ten per cent, the ten 
per cent around the mean and the ten per cent at lower end of the distribution. We were 
disappointed to find no significant differences in resistance between the three groups, 
but the picture was complicated by the fact that in the cross on which this experiment 
was carried out, there had been no drop in resistance from Fi to F2. 

We then plotted the data on the LD50’s of the Fi and the F2 of six crosses made be¬ 
tween SyS-1001 and SyS-1002 and obtained the striking picture shown in Figure 4. It is 
quite obvious that the difference in resistance between Fi and F2 is greatest in the first 
cross and that this difference decreases with time until it disappears in XlO. It was in XlO 
and Xl2 that the variance of the number of offspring per female was found to be signi¬ 
ficantly higher in the F2. It was in Xl2 that the LD50’s of descendents of flies from different 
portions of the F2 fecundity distribution did not differ in resistance. It now appears that 
there was little reason to expect differences since the LDso’s of the Fi and the F2 in this 
cross were not significantly different. One can only wonder what the results would have 
been if this type of experiment had been performed on one of the early crosses when there 
was a pronounced drop in the F2. 

When one ponders these results, however, it is difficult to reject the conclusion that 
they represent some sort of patterned development. There appears to have been a direc¬ 
tional change in the ratio of LDöo’s of Fi and F2 as the two lines responded to selection. 
It is interesting to note that those crosses in which the drop in the F2 occurred were made 
during the period of rapid response to selection. After generation forty when the rate of 
response had lessened, this phenomenon disappeared. 

CONCLUSIONS 

From our data on acquisition and loss of resistance and on the behavior of resistance 
in crosses, what can we conclude and surmise concerning the inheritance of the character? 

First of all, there is much evidence that there are several, if not many, genetic factors 
involved. One is that a line can be stabilized at a low level of resistance. The most striking 
evidence of this is provided by a line (SySM-2) which was carried for twenty-six genera¬ 
tions in medium containing DDT. The adults were tested in every generation, but no 
selection of adults was ever practiced. This line showed no tendency to increase in re¬ 
sistance. The last measurement was not significantly different from the first. Nevertheless, 
the mean of the twenty-six LDso’s was 4.97' with a standard deviation of .1573' which is 
significantly higher than the 2.5' of the control. One generation in medium containing 
DDT doubled the LD5o and there was no further change, but the errors in measurement 
made it very difficult to demonstrate a real difference from the control in any single test. 
Another line (SyS-1101), subjected to adult selection, maintained for ten generations a 
nearly stable LD5o averaging 4.8', again significantly higher than that of the control. An 
inbred Syosset line carried for ninety-four generations by brother sister mating and never 
exposed to DDT had, when recently tested, an LD50 of 4.77 also significantly higher than 
the control. Apparently, some factor or factors for a low level of resistance had become 
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fixed in this line by random genetic drift. In fact, inspection of the data on the early 
generations in all the selected lines, in spite of the fluctuations and large confidence inter' 
vals, indicates a slight response in the direction of greater resistance. 

In the second place, it has been established that adult flies from a line selected success' 
fully for larval resistance are not necessarily resistant. On the other hand, lines which 
have been selected for adult resistance usually display high larval resistance. Thus there 
are at least two kinds of heritable larval resistance, one associated with adult resistance 
and one entirely separate from it (King, 1956, in press). 

Thirdly, three selected lines having high resistance give no evidence of sexdinked 
resistance factors; a fourth clearly carries such factors but must carry factors on the auto' 
somes as well. 

In the fourth place, the increase in standard deviation from Fi to F2 in the early 
crosses between SySTOOl and SyS'1002 clearly indicates the segregation of different 
factors found in two lines stemming from the same stock and selected in the same way. 

Finally, the whole pattern of the increase in resistance and its relation to the changes 
in the standard deviation of the mortality distribution are more consistent with a multi' 
factorial system than with a single gene difference. The slowness of response itself argues 

Fig. 2. LD50 with 95% confidence interval by generations tested for SyS'1002Rx2, resistant line under relaxed 
selection. 

Fig. 3. LDgo’s with 95% confidence intervals for Pi and Fi—F4 of cross between SyS'1002 F56 and unselected 
Sy control. Small bar at 9.5 on Pi line marks the geometric mean between the Pi values. 

Fig. 4. LD50 s with 95% confidence intervals of Fi and F2 of seven crosses between two independently selected 
lines. Number of cross at top; number of generations of selection at time cross was made at bottom. For each 
cross, Fi value is entered slightly to the left, F2 value slightly to the right. 

against a small number of factors, especially since we seem to get some response from the 
very beginning. If we had only two pairs of alleles, for example, it is hard to see why it 
should take ten or twenty generations of selection to obtain an effective rise in the frequency 
of the resistant alleles, even if they were very rare at the beginning. In the case of SyS'102 
the response seems to have come in two discontinuous jumps; in the other lines it seems to 
have been rather steady. There may have been some jumps and temporary plateaus. It is 
hard to be certain. But since the whole process continued over so many generations, these 
could be more logically explained as the result of some factors of greater effect among many 
of small. And in SyST02 we must remember that selection was carried on at the high level. 
If we had few factors, why did it take so long to find a generation in which the ten to 
twenty survivors had a high frequency of the one or two resistant alleles? The delay may, 
on the other hand, be attributable to the necessity of getting survivors which happened to 
carry rare heritable combinations of several factors. 

When we come to changes in the standard deviation, the problem is rather more 
complicated. An increase in the standard deviation may mean at least two things. We may 
have a real increase in variance resulting from the segregation of several factors to produce 
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a binomial distribution of genotypes and thus a wide spectrum of intergrading phenotypes 
This type of variance would be greatest-in the case of no dominance and of S addn 
t.ve effects-when all the segregating factors were present in a fifty-fifty frequency O 
our increased standard deviation may be an artifact produced by a population not normally 
distributed. In such a case the high variance of per cent mortality at every dose and the 
general heterogeneity of the data would obscure the non-normal character of the distribu 
tion In our analysis we would see a normal distribution of large variance. This situation 

d¿e most Pronouyed in the case of a single dominant or recessive gene for resistance 
h n the resistant and susceptible phenotypes were in a ratio of fifty-fifty. But since we 

have no evidence for dominance, it is unlikely that we have encountered this parricuh? 
constellation of forces in its extreme form. particular 

in jT?r °[the fraphs s,hows that while we observe an increase and then a decline 
n tandard deviation during the period of most rapid increase of resistance there is no 

clear correlation between the highest standard deviations and the sharpest’increases in 
resistance. Rather, the standard deviation seems to rise and fall gently in some sort of 

system °n p £ increase ” reSlstance- Thls 15 consistent with a polygenl 

If we are dealing with numerous factors, do they have additive effects or are there non- 
additive interactions between them? The fact that the F.’s of crosses between lines gwe 
LD5„ s very close to the geometric means of the parental values, seems to argue for a simple 
additive relationship on a logarithmic scale, of course. But the fact that we sometimes 
ge an F2 of lower LD50 and higher variance clearly suggests non-additive behavior In the 
crosses where these phenomena were observed, the upper end of the mortality distribution 

iinne^d1 TpSt C f£"m FVt0 The agression line pivoted on a point near the 
upper end. This had the effect of pushing back the point of intersection with the fifth 
probit line and thus reducing the slope of the line. This means that the dose-mortality 
scale changed, the change increasing from right to left. The genetic system responsible for 
resistance appears to have unraveled faster at the lower end than at the upper If inter- 
actions had remained additive on the F, scale, the regression line should have pivoted 

enualit ^ LDso po!nt and the uPPer and lower ends of the line should have swung 
equally in opposite directions. & 

All of this suggests that numerous factors have been involved in building resistance 
in our selected lines. Some factors, which by themselves confer a small increment of re 
sistance, are fixed, or at least raisedI m frequency before other factors have a chance to 
build a higher level of resistance iCf. Maelzer and Kirk, 1953). There seem to be several 
possible genetic pathways leading to the same level of resistance. In the early stages of the 
process recombination between different systems easily distorts them and we observe non- 
additive interactions. As selection continues, either different lines converge toward one 
ultimate system, or each system becomes so well integrated that neither is upset by a 
mth e ^°und,of Jecombina^°n- Tbere is some suggestion in the data that it is die latter 
rather than the former. In Xl2, where there was no drop in LD60 from F¡ to F« there was a 
significant drop from F2 to F3. In X18 there was a drop from F3 to F4. We have not observed 
similar drops when selection has been relaxed on an uncrossed line. Does this mean that a 
genetic system conferring resistance, which can stand one round of crossing over without 
disintegrating, can be dismantled by two or three rounds? The evidence points this way 
Unfortunately, the problem is hard to handle experimentally because in following mass 
crosses it is very difficult to be sure that the individuals in F3 and later generations carry a 
representative sample of the genetic factors present in F2. Differential fecundity and sur¬ 
vival may alter the genetic make-up of the population radically. 

■ \th's “d earl.'f PaPys I have used the expression integration of the genetic system 
nd perhaps it would clarify matters to give a brief explanation of what I mean by this 

term. In any population which breeds at random most individuals are heterozygotes in the 
sense that few of them carry pairs of identical chromosomes. Selection, therefore operates 
primarily on heterozygotes. Those chromosomes will be retained in the populatiónwhich 

ave a high probability of forming viable zygotes when combined at random with the other 
chromosomes present. Those which have a low probability of forming viable zygotes will 
be reduced in frequency. A genetic system is well integrated when recombination and 
random fertilization produce predominantly well adapted zygotes. When dissimilar strains 
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of a species are crossed, recombination and segregation in the Fi sometimes produce an 
array of F2 individuals with a mean viability lower than that of the original strains. The 
hybrids do not possess an integrated genetic system. This has been clearly demonstrated 
by such work as that of Brncic (1954), Vetukhiv (1956 and earlier papers), and Wallace 
(1955 and earlier papers). 

In the case of lines under selection for resistance to DDT, integrating the genetic 
system would mean increasing the probability that adaptive combinations of factors will 
be kept intact. If two genes produce, when present together, greater resistance than the 
sum of their effects when each is present alone, any mechanism which could reduce the 
probability of their being separated by recombination would certainly have great adaptive 
value in a line under selection for resistance. One such mechanism may be increasingly 
close linkage of such factors. Whether close linkage is achieved by a shift in the position 
on the chromosome of the points where chiasmata are most probable, by the gradual 
accumulation of adaptive combinations within those regions where chiasmata are infre- 
quent or by some other ingenious trick, I do not know. During the process of selection, the 
chance occurrence of combinations of more than additive effect would appear to be mutar 
tions toward greater resistance; their disappearance as a result of recombination would 
change the scale of dose-response effects—would produce non-additive interactions. If, 
during the process of selection, such genes were to become more and more firmly linked, 
these non-additive interactions would decline and eventually disappear. This is precisely 
what we have observed. 

We have detected non-additive interactions in the F2 of crosses—apparently the 
result of the dissociation of peculiarly adaptive combinations by chromosomal interchange 
in Fi gametogenesis. This produced a pivoting of the mortality regression line around a 
point near its upper end. This pivoting moved the lower end backward along the dosage 
scale. Conversely, if our hypothesis is correct, we should find cases during selection where 
the opposite has occurred. As adaptive combinations are integrated into the genetic 
system, we should observe an increase in LD50 brought about by swinging the lower end 
of the regression line toward the right along the dosage scale while the upper end remains 
relatively fixed. If we look at the data for SyS-1002 for generations fifty one to fifty mine, 
we find just such a phenomenon. If we average the LDg^s and the LDie’s for generations 
fifty-one to fifth-three and for generations fifty-seven to fifty-nine and then divide the 
former averages by the latter, we get a ratio of 1.03 for the LDs4 s and of 0.84 for the LD16 s. 
The dose at the sixth probit has remained constant; that at the fourth has increased by 
19%. As a result, the average of the LD50 has gone up from 37-1 to 40.1. This is the reverse 
of what we saw in the earlier crosses. It appears to show a reduction of non-additive inter¬ 
actions as a result of selective pressure. 

The work reported here has been done under contract No. DA-49-007-MD-327, 
Medical Research and Development Board, Office of the Surgeon General, Department of 

the Army. 
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DISCUSSION 

T R-,Bu*vine- Without questioning his conclusions I would suggest Dr KW« 
method makes his work more difficult. The use of aerosols and tíme as a measte of resistance 
may be questioned, since work with flies exposed to aerosols show big differences in dose 

P Iau. rei“6rmay "ot really ^crease linearly with logarithm of time 
r „ J'Ì?IKing- 1 ,w‘sh had time to discuss the points you raise at heater length 

agree that the aerosol has disadvantages. We have used it primarily because we wanted 

°2eeP he nrber 0fi°Ur Survivors as larS£ as Practicable. We have measured dosage bí 
t e but we have used increasing concentrations as our lines have become more resistant7 
We have worked out a regression of log LD50 on reciprocal of concentrai This gives ^ 
conversion factors so that LD50’s may all be expressed in terms of one concentrate^ I IS 

no longer holds8"6" COnCentrat,on'lf the rang£ * time is very great, the linear relationship 

J. G. Robertson. I am not sure whether you spoke of vour lines ^ KP,mr all c 
tibie to mutagenesis. If the answer is plural then how dc/you account for^n inifv 

polyseme syslm'i'favailableith^ y°Ur ^ y°U SUggeSting a DDT resistant p ygernc system is available to the organism prior to its acquaintanceship with thaï- 

ufo melici DOT“ t0 a rather teleol°gIcal Pâture. D. P. Pielou has shown 
U. melanogaster that DDT is not a mutagenic agent. This finding is contrary to vour 

suggestion that it is a mutagenic agent. I would like to see this discrepancy brought mto 
line. (2) Is there any evidence that dauenmodification enters the picture? 7 

I L AMf U aG' 1 Cer1tam!y did not mean t0 say or to imply that DDT was mutagenic 
LüeTärPiebtTTrafT IS “Ü mitigatore have concluded that it is not 

k S iy53, Fielou’ 1952)- To me the evidence indicates that factors for resistance are 
und m many species of insects and can be increased in frequency by selection If accept¬ 

ing this evidence makes me a teleologist, I’ll have to plead guilty By way of extenuation 
e potentiality for resistance seems to vary widely in different insects and for different 

poisons. We face neither the best nor the worst of all possible worlds. 
I see no reason to invoke dauer-modification to explain the known facts about resist¬ 

ance although I know of no proof that it may not play a role. It cannot be the whole explana- 
- Jncreased resistance has been obtained by sib selection (Crow, unpublished data) and 

by selection for correlated characters (Sokal and Hunter, 1954). In both these cases lines 
developed resistance without ever being exposed to DDT. 
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Polymorphism and Coadaptation in Natural Populations 
of Drosophila subobscur a 

By Elisabeth Goldschmidt 

Hebrew University 

Jerusalem, Israel 

ABSTRACT 

Populations of Drosophila subobscura from Israel are differentiated from European 
strains of this species by the types and frequencies of their chromosome orders as well as by 
*76 mark^b unequal contribution of the five long elements to overall heterozygosity. In the 
marginal populations of Israel inversion frequency per fly is as high as in the centre of the 

distribution of the species and inversion variety is larger. Wherever the prevalent chromosome 
orders differ by two or more inversions, intermediate orders are rare or absent, in conformance 
with the rules of coadaptation The coadapted chromosome systems are largely complex and 
depend on nomrandomly distributed inversions. 

The comprehensive field and laboratory studies which have been devoted during the 
past twenty years by many American workers, and most especially by Dobshansky and his 
collaborators, to inversion polymorphism in Drosophila have firmly established the adaptive 
nature of this structural heterozygosity. . ^ 

Many varied patterns of polymorphism have been shown to exist in different species 
of the genus Drosophtla There are, in the first place, striking differences in the distribution 
o he inversions over the members of the chromosome set (for reviews cf. Da Cunha 1955 
and Lima de Faria, 1956). In some species, like D. pseudoobscur a, persimilis, athabasca 
rie buio sa, melamca, a single chromosome has specialised in carrying the bulk of inversion 
heterozygosity, giving full scope to recombination on the other elements. No such division 
o abour exists, for unknown reasons, in D. willistoni, robusta, azteca, algonquin, sturtevanti 
where the load of polymorphism is distributed more or less equally over the members of 
the set. 

Variations in the methods of geographic differentiation have also been demoiv 
strated. In D. pseudoobscura, persimilis, robusta athabasca, geographic race formation is 
intensely correlated with replacement of gene orders from area to area. In D. willistoni on 
the other hand, comparatively few of the inversions (and apparently also of the gene 
orders) proved to be endemic, and with the exception of those on the X'chromosome the 

Sfy sefS to be represented throughout the vast area of distribution of the species in 
Middle and South America. Da Cunha and Dobshansky (1954) found it most adequate to 

de?Crij p2|raPhlcal1 ^nation in this species in terms of inversion concentration per 
individual. These authors developed a working hypothesis, according to which the extent 
ot the structural polymorphism of a population is directly related to the diversity of 
ecological niches available to it and to its success in the competition with other species. 
Ecologically poor habitats, like the Caatmga desert, and ‘marginal areas’, like Argentina 
and Uruguay in the South and Florida in the North, were characterized by much lower 
inversion concentrations than districts with luxuriant vegetation in the centre of the 
distribution of the species. 

Wallace has recently (1953a, b) drawn attention to another fundamental difference 
between the types of inversion systems prevailing in different populations. Where the 
function of preventing crossing over between coadapted gene complexes is fulfilled by 
simple inversions these tend to be comparatively short. (Some exceptions to this rule have 
been pointed out by Levine, 1956). Gene blocks exceeding about 30 percent of the length 
of the chromosome arm tend to be isolated by complex configurations depending on two or 
more overlapping inversions. In such cases two gene orders related by several inversions 
will preponderate in the population, while intermediate orders, which might cross over 
reely with either or both of the others in the coadapted chromosome lengths are expected 

to be rare or absent. D. pseudoobscura utilises both the simple and the complex method of 
coadaptation in different geographical regions. D. willistoni, on the other hand, generally 
depends on numerous short inversions, which, by free recombination, give rise to a very 
large number of different gene orders. 
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Thus, a full analysis of a polymorphic species should deal with the variety of invert 
sions present and with their distribution over the elements of the chromosome sef it 
should also elucidate the method of geographic race formation adopted by the species and 
the pattern of its coadaptive systems. y P ana 

The palæarctic D. subobscura ranks among the most polymorphic members of the 
genus Although the cytological analysis of this species over its large area of distribution 
is ar from complete, a survey of the data at hand may throw some light on the salient 

i!tS Pol^°[Phlsm- D■ subobscura inhabits Europe from Spain to Scandinavia 
A the^orthaJ?d 1:0 Leban°n and Israel in the East. It may well extend deep into Northern 

tl ' 1955)K In sP^e °f the scarcity of Drosophila collection 
r cords from Egypt, Arabia and Iraq, we have reason to believe that Israel lies near the 
sou hern limit of the distribution of this species. The activity of this fly in Israel Sited 
to six to ten weeks of the short spring, indicating that ecological conditions are not nearly 
as favorable as in France and Switzerland, in England and Scotland or even in Lebanon 
where the species can be collected during six to seven months of the year. ’ 

Two sets of data from Europe may be adduced for comparison with the D subobscura 
populations from Israel. Mainx and collaborators have mapped the chromosomes and have 

vestigated the chromosome orders in laboratory strains derived from wild flies of many 
countries (Mainx et al, 1953; Kunze-Mühl and Sperlich, 1955; Richter and Hündler, 19551 

ey made, however, no attempt at a quantitative analysis of any single population 
Stumm-Zollinger (1953) studied inversion types and frequencies m eight populations from 
Switzerland, four from France and one from Portugal. Although she didnot analyze the 
arrangements, her extensive data on inversion frequencies can sometimes be interpreted 
m terms of the underlying chromosome orders. Our study of two populations from Israel 
w ich is far removed from Stumm-Zollinger’s European localities, may therefore furnish 
some estimate of the extent and nature of geographic differentiation i/this species. 

•marTaarleJ,’n 'w"8 ** Tmve,rslon Mincies in different areas, indicates that the 
marginal populations of Israel are as polymorphic as those of Europe. While inversion 

TABLE I—Average Inversion Frequency per Individual in Drosophila subobscura 

from Different Areas. 

Country Females Males Limits 

Switzerland 
France 
Portugal 

Israel (Qiryat ’Anavim) 
Israel (Oranim) 

2.4 — 3.8 
3.4 — 4.8 
4.2 
3.5 ± 0.2 
3.3 ± 0.4 

2.2 — 2.9 

3.5 —4.1 
3.4 
3.3 ± 0.3 
4.2 ± 0.3 

(0-4)—(0-11) 
(0-7)—(0-11) 

0—10 
0—11 

0—12 

concentration per female varied from 2.4 to 4.8 in different European populations, we found 
3.5 ± 0.2 inversions per female at our southern locality near Jerusalem (Qiryat, Anavim) 
while at our northern site near Haifa (Oramm) the females had 3.3 ± 0.4 inversions on the 
average and the males showed 4.2 + O.3.1) 

dfeSSTy bfSírf ^IvS'tL* °'4,) off?T¡m “ « *e 5 per cent 
females as well as 54 wild males, analyzed for their diploid sets by examining 6-8 of fur nfl Oramm comprized 46 larval offspring of wild 

frequency of these males was somewhat higher *4.2' +0.4?thai ?ha?07ïhe SÎ?T ffmakes: ThtAaXeraí?e lnversl°n 
autosomal sets. While the latter value may be mostsuablefor55th ” T‘d [emaies T4 ± °-4)- caI^lated for 

Ä£ihe wild'11 seems poss,bl' •»*'««first oflirv* *«■ - 

Tfgn' Hnf?graIï lhowin|the percentage frequencies of 11 different inversions in representative population, 
of Drosophila subobscura from four countries. (Further explanation in text). P ^ 

Fig 2. The distribution of polymorphism over the five long chromosomes of D. subobscura The right hand 

histogram shows the numbers of inversions known to date in the different chromosomes. The'three histograms 

«ÄSn,nb"ta 0f the ™riou* el— “ overall HeterotygosiÄ 

Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of the inversion system of the J- chromosome in Israel. (Explanation in text). 
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If diversity of inversions is chosen as a yardstick of structural polymorphism, the 
‘marginal’ populations should be expected to show fewer types of inversions than the 
central ones. This assumption, again, could not be verified. The richest of Stumm-Zol- 
finger’s populations contained 21 inversions, in the remainder only from 14-19 could be 
detected, and at all her localities combined she found 23. At Qiryat ’Anavim in Israel 
26 intrapopulational inversions were present (Goldschmidt, 1956), while 21 were found at 
Oranim. Altogether 29 inversions are known to date from Israel. The eight inversions 
newly found or first localised from Israel (Table II) bring the total record for D. subobscura 

up to 37- 

TABLE II—Inversions First Found or Localised in Drosophila subobscura from Israel. 

Inversion Localization Superimposed on 

Found At 
Qiryat ’Anavim 

Found at 
Oranim 

Ja 21D — 25A ST + + 

u3 52B — 50B C
 

+
 

c
 

to
 + + 

u5 41A — 48A Lfi + — 

u9 47D-48A — 49D Lfi + 2 + 7 — + 

Ea 64 B-C — 68 B-C Ei + 2 + 9 + + 

017 8IC — 87 A o3 + 4 + — 

o18 85C — 9OA o3 + 4 + — 

o20 79C — 85C 03 4~ 4 + 

Two recent reviews have stressed the wide distribution of most chromosome orders 
in D. subobscura (Da Cunha, 1955; Buzza ti-Tra verso and Scossiroli, 1955). Apart from 
some quantitative differences in the concentrations of the inversions recorded by Stumm- 
Zollinger, little evidence of geographic differentiation in this species had come forth. The 
analysis of populations from Israel furnishes ample proof of such differentiation. There are 
qualitative as well as quantitative differences between the polymorphic systems of different 
areas. Fig. 1, illustrating the frequencies of eleven inversions in Portugal, France, Switzer¬ 
land and Israel, is based on a single representative population from each country. Three 
patterns of distribution may be recognized. One group of inversions (top series, comprising 
O3 + 4, Os, Us) is common in Europe and rare or absent in Israel. A second series plays an 
important part in the polymorphism in Israel, while it is scarce or missing in Europe (bot¬ 
tom series, including 02, U3, J3 + 4). A third class of inversions, while common to Israel 
and Portugal, is sparsely represented in France and Switzerland (middle series, including 
O7, E12 and Eg). The gaps between the regions explored are as yet too wide to justify 
speculations with regard to dines. It would appear that some inversions increase or decrease 
from east to west, but the more striking feature of this distribution is the similarity between 
Portugal and Israel, concerning especially the structural features of the E-chromosome. 
(Lisbon with latitude 38° has a cooler summer and a more evenly distributed rainfall than 
Jerusalem with latitude 31° and no rain from May to October. Still, of all European local¬ 
ities that were investigated, Lisbon is closest to Israel in latitude.) 

Since it would be most desirable to describe geographic differentiation in terms of 
chromosome orders, 115 haploid sets were analyzed in the sample from Oranim (cf. Table 
III). No quantitative data are available for comparison with other areas, but certain con¬ 
clusions may be drawn from the qualitative records of Richter and Hiindler (1955) as well 
as from the inversion frequencies reported by Stumm-Zollinger. It is clear, for instance, 
that in most European populations the Standard orders of all the long chromosomes must 
be common, while in Israel they are invariably rare or absent. The only Standard order 
occurring with appreciable frequency at Oranim is that of the X-(A-) chromosome and 
even this remains well below 10% in frequency. The virtual absence of the O3 + 4 inver¬ 
sions in Israel is due to the replacement of the Standard order of the distal region of the 
O-chromosome by the O3 + 4 order. 

It may be concluded that geographic differentiation in D. subobscura is correlated 
with replacement of gene orders on all the long chromosomes, similar to that described for 
the third chromosome of D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis (Dobzhansky and Epling, 
1944; Dobzhansky, 1944). There is, on the other hand, excellent agreement between the 
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TABLE III—Frequency of Chromosome Orders at Oranim. 

Order 
Number 
Found 

Frequency 
% ± St. E. Order 

Number 
Found 

Frequency 
% ± St. E. 

J3 + 4 87 75.7 ± 4.0 O3 + 4 + 2 98 85.2 + 3.3 
Ji 26 22.6 + 3.9 O3 + 4 + 7 4 3.5 + 1.7 

ST 2 1.7 ± 1.2 O3 + 4 8 7.0 ± 2.4 

115 
O3 + 4 + ] 2 1.7 ± 12 

Lf + 2 + 7 79 68.7 + 4.3 O3 + 4 + 2 + 7 1 0.9 + 0.9 

Ui + 2 + 3 31 27 .O ± 4.1 O7 2 1.7 ± 1.2 

115 
Lfi + 2 + 4 2 1.7 + 1.2 
Lfi + 2 3 2.6 ± 1.5 X'chromosome 

115 
A2 53 91.4”± 3.7 

Fi + 2 + 9 + 12 64 55.7 + 4.6 
Ai 1 1.7 + 17 

Ei + 2 + 9 31 27.O ± 4.1 ST 4 6.9 + 3.3 

58 
E8 18 15.7 + 3.4 
ST 2 IT ± 1.2 

ÏÏ5 

inversion frequencies of the two Israel localities (cf. Table IV), although these are about 
100 kms apart by air distance. The only significant difference detected concerns one of the 
rarer inversions, namely O7, whose frequency amounted to 6% at Qiryat ’Anavim and to 
13% at Oranim (chi square = 4.39, 1 d.f. p = 0.05-0.02). In D. pseudoobscura, micro- 
racial differentiation could be observed in the Death Valley region between localities as 
close as 3d2 2 miles apart and permanent differences could be established with certainty 
at a distance of 10-15 miles (16-24 kms). There is no evidence of the existence of such 
micro-races in D. subobscura. 

TABLE IV—Frequencies of Heterozygous Inversions at Two Localities in Israel. 

Inversion Inversion 
Q. ’Anavim 

(230 Individuals) 

X-chromosome 
Ax 1.9 ± 1.1 
a2 14.7 ± 2.8 

(73 Females) 
Autosomes 

Jt 28.7 + 3.0 
J3 + 4 32.2 + 3.1 

Ux 3.5 + 1.2 
u2 0.4 ± 0.4 
u4 = U«(?) 2.6 ± 1.1 
u7 39.6 + 3.2 
u3 30.9 ± 3.1 
u5 0.4 ± 0.4 
Uo _ 

Oranim 
(100 Individuals) 

Autosomes 
3.2 + 3.2 Ei + 2 

16.1 ± 6.6 e9 
(31 Females) Es 

E12 

37.O ± 4.8 e3 
39.0 + 4.9 O3 + 4 

3.0 ± 1.7 o2 
— o7 

5.0 ± 2.2 Ox 
34.0 ± 4.7 Ox7 
30.0 ± 4.6 Os 

— Ois 
1.0 ± 1.0 Oi9 = Oi3(?) 

O20 

Concentration (Percent) 

Q. ’Anavim 
(230 Individuals) 

Oranim 
(100 Individuals) 

21.7 + 2.7 25.0 + 4.3 
22.2 ± 2.7 26.0 + 4.4 
21.3 ± 2.7 23.0 ± 4.2 
47.4 ± 3.3 50.0 ± 5.0 
0.9 ± 0.6 1.0 + 1.0 

* 3.0 ± 1.7 
15.7 + 2.4 21.0 + 4.1 
6.1 ± 1.6 13.0 + 3.6 

— 2.0 ± 1.4 
0.4 ± 0.4 — 

1.3 ± 0.8 — 

0.4 ± 0.4 
* 

— 

0.4 ± 0.4 — 

*Found in material from Q.A. which is not included in the sample of 230. 

While geographical differentiation at the cytological level is commonly measured by 
changes in frequencies of gene arrangements, it is equally well reflected, in our species, an 
the varying contributions of different chromosome elements to overall heterozygosity 
(cf. Fig. 2). While structural heterozygosity appears to be an essential requisite for the 
adaptation of the population to its environment, the load of this polymorphism may shift 
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easily from one chromosome to another, as illustrated in Fig. 2 in the three histograms on 
the left, which are based on representative populations from different regions. At Qiryat 
’Anavim the joint contribution of the A- and the O- chromosomes amounts to only 12%, 
while the remaining 88% are borne by other members of the set. In European populations 
the burden of polymorphism is more equally distributed, but in different areas the maximum 
frequency of inversions may fall to the share of either the U', the E- or the O-chromosome. 

The right hand histogram in Fig. 2 shows the pronounced differences in the numbers 
of inversions described for the five chromosomes of the set. It is seen at a glance that the 
participation of the different elements in overall polymorphism nowhere bears an apparent 
relationship to the inversion variety available to them. The O-chromosome, which at 
Qiryat ’Anavim contributes only 7 per cent, is the most variable of the set and 17 different 
inversions have been described for it. In Israel alone, where its heterozygosity plays such 
a small part in overall polymorphism, a variety of ten different inversions is at its disposal, 
but only two of these have been chosen for a limited participation in the coadaptive 
mechanism. 

The distribution of structural polymorphism over the elements of the chromosome 
set may thus show considerable variation within the limits of a single species. Lima de 
Faria recently (1956) discussed the specialization of a single chromosome (like the third of 
D. pseudoobscura) on bearing the bulk of polymorphism and ascribed its origin to the 
'organization pattern’ or to the special properties of the chromosome concerned. The 
present data indicate that selection may favor or suppress the polymorphic variety of one 
and the same element in different areas of the species range. 

It might be inquired why D. subobscur a is polymorphic on all its chromosomes in 
temperate climates, while resorting to specialization of three elements in a hotter country 
like Israel. If the interchromosomal effect of inversions on crossing over is superimposed on 
a temperature increase, the overall rate may become so high that polymorphism of two 
chromosomes has to be sacrificed in order to ensure effective isolation of the coadapted 
blocks in the remaining three. 

A description of the coadapted chromosome systems in D. subobscura cannot omit to 
mention the peculiar localization of the inversions which constitute the building blocks of 
these systems. Non-randomness of inversion break-points has been observed in several 
Drosophila species (Dobzhansky, 1944; Novitski, 1946), but the apparent existence of 
certain 'breaksensitive’ regions in all the autosomes is particularly striking in D. subobscura 
(Kunze, Mühl and Sperlich, 1955 ; Goldschmidt, 1956). There are 'twin pairs’ of inversions, 
differing by only a few bands like Ji and J3 or U2 and U7. In several instances a break region 
was found to be shared by three or more inversions. This applies to Ei, E2 and Eg, to U3, 
U2 and U7 as well as to O2, CL, Oi8, O2o and O21. The eight inversions first localized in the 
Middle East populations conform to this pattern of non-randomness, only one of them 
(the very rare Ü5) involving two new break regions. Since most of these inversions are 
probably old-established in natural populations, it cannot be decided whether they con¬ 
stitute a random sample of spontaneous rearrangements or whether selection has preserved 
them on account of their position. It is obvious, in any event, that pairs or triads of inver¬ 
sions sharing one or more break-points are largely utilized in the dominating coadapted 
systems of the Israel populations. 

As an instance of a complex system isolating two chromosome orders over about 
half their lengths, the common configuration J1/J3 + 4 may be considered. The structural 
relationship of the partners is illustrated in Fig. 3 (1-5). They pair as a large loop shown in 
Fig. 3 (6). The very short regions B and b, by which the ‘twin’ inversions Ji and J3 differ, 
appear as unpaired 'buckles’ at the beginning and in the middle of the loop. Double cros¬ 
sing over in a simple inversion loop of this size would produce viable chromatids and would 
hence give rise to breakdown of the coadapted gene series of the two chromosomes. In the 
complex heterozygote J1/J3 + 4 two complementary chiasmata would presumably be spaced 
by interference at either side of the unpaired region b in the middle of the loop. This would 
result in a duplication and a deficiency shown in Fig. 3 (7 and 8). The orders ST and J3 

are phylogenetically intermediate between Ji and J3 + 4. It is clear from Fig. 3 (1-3) that 
both these orders can freely undergo crossing over with the Ji chromosome in the gene 
string F-K. The coexistence of these two intermediate orders in the same population with 
J3 + 4 and Ji would therefore endanger the integrity of the coadapted gene series of the 
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latter chromosome. In accordance with expectation ST is very rare in Israel and J3 is 
absent or hypothetical. The relative frequencies of these chromosomes are illustrated in 
Fig. 4. 

The common heterozygote of the U-chromosome (Ui +2 + 7/U1 + 2 + 3) is again com¬ 
plex and crossing over is here blocked over 40 per cent of the chromosome length. Fig. 4 

75 

0/ 
/0 

50 

25 

Chromosome lengths isolated 

I-50% I—40%—J 

-50% 

-20%-j 

*9 -12 

Fig. 4. Histograms illustrating percentage frequencies of the orders of the J- U- and E-chromosomes, involved 
in the prevailing coadapted systems in Israel. (For full data cf. Table III). The percentage figures at the top 
refer to the chromosome lengths isolated in pairs of orders indicated by the brackets. 

indicates that the intermediate order Ui + 2 is very scarce. The E-chromosome possesses a 
simple system made up of the common orders Ei + 2+9 and Ei + 2+9 + 12, which differ 
by the short inversion Ei2. The coexistence of the moderately frequent order E8 in the 
same population gives rise to a second, complex system, which does not interfere with the 
first, since Eg is isolated from the two other arrangements over half the chromosome length 
including the extent of Ei2. Of the three phylogenetic intermediates ST, Ei and Ei + 2,2 only 
the first is represented with a low frequency (Fig. 4). 

Although the agreement with Wallace’s rules (1953a, b) is striking indeed, it must be 
stressed that many of the gene orders which might induce a breakdown of the prevailing 
coadapted systems are found in our populations, their numbers being low, but not negligible. 
While these orders may be immigrants from neighbouring populations differing in structure, 
it need not be implied that they are undesirable intruders. It is more likely that their 
presence ensures a certain measure of residual plasticity by allowing an occasional experi¬ 
ment in transferring new genes to the comparatively rigid coadapted series. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion it may be stated that D. subobscura in the Middle East is clearly differen¬ 
tiated by its inversion polymorphism from Central and Western European races of this 
species. The available evidence points to a large scale replacement of chromosome orders on 
all the autosomes over the species range. 

2Since Ei and E2 invariably occur together and since they share their proximal breakpoint, there is no way of telling which of the two inversions 
is phylogenetically closer to ST. The order might also be ST-E2-E2+1. 
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While the populations of D. subobscura in France and Switzerland are characterized 
by a fairly equal distribution of polymorphism over the five long chromosomes of the set, 
we observe in Israel a tendency to concentrate heterozygosity on three of the elements, 
relieving the remaining two for extensive recombination. Thus, the distribution of poly^ 
morphism over the different chromosomes appears to depend on selection rather than on 
the intrinsic properties of these elements. 

Populations of the fly in Israel depend on complex overlapping inversions in several 
of their dominant coadaptive systems, which isolate large chromosome sections. Phyloge^ 
netic intermediates between the most common gene orders are rare or absent, in accordance 
with Wallace’s rules. 

The working hypothesis of Da Cunha and Dobzhansky (1954) would lead us to 
expect a decrease in structural polymorphism towards the margin of the species area and 
under more stringent ecological conditions. However, the Israel populations of D. sub' 
obscura possess a higher average heterozygosity than many Swiss populations, as well as a 
larger variety of inversions. 

J. Wahrman, analyzing the structural polymorphism of two Israel species of Praying 
Mantids (of the genus Ameles), which is based on Robertsonian changes, found a far 
wider range of variation in the rarer and regionally more restricted of the species. 
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Evolutionary Changes in Chromosome Number 

and Morphology 
By Stanley G. Smith 

Forest Insect Laboratory 

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. 

ABSTRACT 

Cytologically, Chilocorus stigma (Say) is the most polymorphic of \nown animals. In 
the Sault Ste. Marie area males are heterozygous for one, two, or three centric fusions (2n 
~ 24-26) and, owing to segmental deficiencies, two of the bivalents may be heteromorphic; 
the sex' determining mechanism (S.D.M.) in Ontario is XX (?) : XO (d71). Ignoring the 
difference between the sexes, there are thus potentially 3° numerically or morphologically 
distinctJ types. Californian males are homozygous for two autosomal fusions and have the 
X attached to one of a pair of autosomes (neO'XT S.D.M.): their chromosome number is 
therefore 22. Florida males likewise have a neO'XT S.D.M., but to date only single'fusion 
heterozygotes have been found in the two populations sampled. Their chromosome number 
is, however, increased from 25 to as high as 28 through the presence of genetically inert, super' 
numerary, chromosomes. These observations are discussed in relation to the light they throw 
on the problems of evolutionary changes in chromosome form and number, of chromosome 
mechanics,* and of the mode of origin of supernumerary chromosomes. 
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Industrial Melanism in the Lepidoptera and its Contribution 

to our Knowledge of Evolution 
By H. B. D. Kettlewell 

University of Oxford 

Oxford, England 

ABSTRACT 

About seventy species of moths in Great Britain are in the process of changing their 
complicated wing patterns, built up for concealment by day on lichened surfaces, to an all' 
blac\ coloration. This was first noted about 1840, and the rate of spread of the blac\ forms 
constitutes the most striking evolutionary change ever witnessed in any living organism. 
It has been postulated that birds must be responsible for a differential selection, but no evi' 
derice has been forthcoming that birds actually ta\e and eat stationary insects in natural 
positions. In 1953, I conducted a series of marierelease'recapture experiments near Birming' 
ham, England, where about 10^/q of Biston betularia E. are of the white form. This film re' 
cords the techniques used in the experiments, including those for breeding experimental stocks. 
It also provides a visual record of six species of birds predating the moths, first, in an indus' 
trial area and, secondly, in an unpolluted woodland in Dorset. The birds ta\e the moths in 
their order of conspicuousness, and are responsible for the elimination of white forms in 
polluted countryside and of blac\ forms in unpolluted England. This single fact is sufficient 
to account for the spread of melanic forms throughout central and eastern England, quite 
apart from other character and behaviour differences which undoubtedly exist and which are 
at present the subject of investigation. 

Industrial melanism refers to the phenomenon, at present taking place in the Lepi- 
doptera of many countries, in which whole populations are changing from light to dark 
coloration. It is in fact the most striking evolutionary change ever witnessed in our life 
time. It has been referred to as a transient polymorphism: but polymorphism, wherever 
found, must be accepted as offering an opportunity for research. The fact that two or 
more forms of a species exist within a population must surely suggest alternative advan- 
tages, or disadvantages, for each, and these are, quite definitely, not limited to colour dif¬ 
ferences alone, but to the whole behaviour and physiological pattern of the individuals 
concerned. In transient polymorphism, we are witnessing a situation in its acute phase. 
Much more frequently we meet it in a balanced state in which the environment, with 
comparatively little change, governs the proportions of the two or more forms in a popula- 
tion. Industrial melanism may, therefore, be regarded as an expression of the degree of 
change which has taken place due to the impact of civilisation. It also reflects the speed 
at which living organisms can adapt themselves to a changed situation. 

In England, since the middle of the last century, black forms of many species have 
been becoming increasingly common, and at the present moment more than seventy species 
in the British Isles are in the process of changing. One of the earliest to do this was Biston 
betularia L, the Peppered Moth (Plate I, left 1, 2 and 3). Its all black form, carbonaria 
Jordan, was first recorded about 1845 from Manchester, when at its highest frequency 
it could not have been more than one per cent of the population. By 1895, however, it 
formed about 99 per cent. J. B. S. Haldane (1924) has shown that this represents an ap¬ 
proximate 30 per cent advantage of the black form over the light for this period, a figure 
hitherto unknown in selective advantages. Since then, the same has taken place in scores 
of other species, but it must be noted that these are limited to those which depend for 
survival on their cryptic coloration, species which rely on their colour protection and pass 
the day concealed sitting motionless on lichened tree trunks, boughs or rocks. Industrial 
melanism does not normally occur among species which depend on other types of defence, 
such as warning or flash coloration, nor amongst those which simulate dead leaves 
or green foliage. 

In nearly every case it has been shown that the new black mutant is inherited as a 
simple Mendelian dominant, and in no case so far investigated has a recessive melanic 
spread through the population. Recessive melanics do, however, occur, but these are for 
the most part confined to non-cryptic species. They are rare, semi-lethal and are main¬ 
tained by recurrent mutation. 
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Industrial melanism is not confined solely to Britain, where, because of the degree 
of industrialisation and also its isolation, it has become more manifest than elsewhere. It 
is common in North Germany and in most of the other European manufacturing centres. 

Plate I. Examples of British industrial melanica with their typical forms. 

Left row: 1, Biston betularia L. f. typical; 2, Biston betularia f. carbonaria Jordan; 3, Biston betularia f. insulana, 
Th.-Mieg.; 4, Gonondontis bidentata Cl., 5, Gonondontis bidentata f. nigra Prout; 6, Hemerophila abruptana 
Thun.; 7, Hemerophila abruptana f. fuscata Tutt. 

Right row: 1, Colocasia coryli L.; 2, Colocasia coryli f. melanotic a Haverkampf; 3, Alois rhomboidaria Schf.; 
4, Aids rhomboidaria f. nigra Adkin; 5, Alois repandata L; 6, Alois repandata f. nigra Tutt; 7, Semiothisa 
liturata Cl.; 8, Semiothisa Ixturata f. nigrofulvata Collins. 

It appears to have arisen at a much later date in North America, where today it is affect' 
ing about 100 species in the Pittsburgh area alone. That more has not been learnt about 
this rapid evolutionary change in its earliest stages is, therefore, a story of missed oppor- 
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tunity. Canada may thus offer us a further chance to exploit what has hitherto been missed 
Melanie forms of many species are occurring at the present time around Montreal, 
Toronto and other centres. They are likely to spread in view of Canada’s ambitious 
industrial programme. 

Plate I shows, as well as Biston betularia, six other species with their melanic forms. 
They will serve as examples of how melanism has spread in England. 

The present position of Biston betularia in Britain and its two melanics can be seen 
from Plate II. Three points can be elicited from it. First, there is correlation between a 
high proportion of the carbonaria form and industrial areas. Secondly, in western England, 
which is still unpolluted, betularia are 100 per cent of the typical light form; and, thirdly. 

Plate II. Gene frequency map of Biston betularia and its two melanics. 

there is a high proportion of melanics in the eastern counties, though far removed from 
industrial centres. In my opinion, the reason for this last group is that, with the pre- 
vailing southwesterly wind, the whole of eastern England is constantly subject to poilu-* 
tion falbout as far as the coast and probably further. Moreover, this is substantiated by 
leaf washings which, even though conducted on a small scale so far, nevertheless show 
contamination and also by the absence of lichens in the vegetative form from most kinds 
of tree trunks. A comprehensive analysis of this map is about to go to press (Kettlewell 
1958). 

Gonodontis bidentata (Plate II, left 4 and 5) has very different habits to the last species; 
it would appear not to fly nearly so actively. This year, I have been able to show that 
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betularia regularly flies two miles and probably more in the course of a night, and this 
habit must favour gene-flow. The distribution of bidentata, f. nigra Prout, is local and 
patchy. Thus in the centre of Birmingham this mutation appears not yet to have taken 
place, and all the specimens are typicals but darker than normal. Twenty miles outside, 
however, in the colliery area of Cannock Chase, nigra forms about 40 per cent of the 
population. 

Plate III. Biston betularia f. typical and f. carbonaria at rest on lichened oak trunk, Dean End Wood, Dorset. 

Hemerophila abruptaria Thun (Plate I, left 6 and 7) has its melanics centred on Lorn 
don, but more recently it has appeared further north in Bedfordshire and Northampton¬ 
shire, most likely having its origin from a separate mutation and where, no doubt, it will 
now rapidly spread. 

Colocasia coryli L., about 1926 the first melanics were bred from larvae collected 
after being blown down by a severe storm in the Chilterns near Tring. Subsequently, 
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melanic moths captured at light continued to increase so that today about 45 per cent 
taken at light are melanics in this district. In regard to possible behaviour differences, it 
is of interest to note that on several occasions larvæ have been beaten in some numbers 
from the lower boughs of beech (Fagus sylvatica) in this same district but, it is alleged, 
on each occasion all produced normal typical coryli only. However, more recently, follow' 
ing another high wind, larvae were collected as they ascended the tree trunks after being 

Plate IV. Biston betularia, f. typical and f. carbonaria at rest on oak trunk in industrial area, Birmingham. 

blown down. These once again produced a proportion of melanics. If the evidence pn> 
vided by the individuals concerned is correct, it would appear that there may be a be' 
haviour difference between the two forms, larvae of the melanics feeding on the tops of 
the trees more frequently, and the typicals on the lower boughs. This example must also 
draw attention to the fact that in other species we have found behaviour differences between 
the two forms. 
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Aids rhomboidaria Schf. (Plate I, right 3 and 4) is common throughout England but, 
although a darker form of the typical perfumaría (Newman) replaced the normal population 
in the London area many years ago, the all black form nigra (Adkin) was for many years 
found only in the Norwich area of East England. Aids repandata L. (Plate I, right 5 and 
6) has replaced its typical form by a melanic in many industrial areas in the midlands up 
to 90 per cent of the population. This species will be referred to again later in this paper. 

Semiothisa liturata Cl. (Plate I, right 7 and 8) is a final example of where throughout 
central and the eastern half of England the black form is superseding the light. It will 
be seen from the seven species referred to that the appearance of a melanic form in a parti" 
cular district is dependant on three factors:—first, the mutation rate for the particular 
locus; second, the suitability of the environment for receiving it; and, third, its capacity 
for spread depending on the habits of the species. In regard to the first, it is probable that 
the mutation rates of different melanics vary greatly. For example, it appears that it may 
be high in Biston betularia, where the carbonaria form has arisen separately both in Beh 
fast and Dublin in Ireland, and more recently again near Torquay in Devon, in each case 
in towns entirely surrounded by unpolluted countryside and harbouring 100 per cent of 
the typical form. On the other hand, Ectropis consonaría Hb. must surely have a very low 
mutation rate for its melanic form nigra Banks. In England it has been driven out of many 
built up areas but the melanic occurs in two widely separated areas, first near Maidstone 
in Kent, and secondly near Stroud in Gloucestershire. The melanic has, therefore, not 
had an opportunity of invading industrial areas before being eliminated in its typical 
form. In North Germany, however, f. nigra is an industrial melanic. 

The small noctuid moth Procus literosa Haw. provides an example of where a species 
has for a time been eliminated in its typical form, but subsequently has regained lost terri" 
tory as a melanic. For many years, this moth has been absent from Sheffield, but recently 
it has reappeared but in its melanic state. The same applies to Apamea characterea Hb. 

Apart from mutation rate, dispersal can, on occasions, play an important part. In 
the species Tethea ocularis L., with one exception, no melanic was known in this country 
prior to 1947, though it was well known in Northern Europe. In that year throughout 
Eastern England odd specimens of its dark form were taken for the first time. Since then, 
it has gone ahead, and today the melanic forms about 50 per cent of the population in 
Cambridge (where Biston betularia is 85 per cent black). 

All these examples bring home to one the great flexibility of species, and any pre" 
conceived idea of fixation must surely have been born of knowledge based on a study of 
species living in a comparatively unchanging environment. 

The impact of industrial melanism on science did not actually take place until about 
1890 even though it must have been occurring before Darwin’s eyes. In this year, J. W. 
Tutt (1890), Chapman, Cooke and others vied with each other in differing explanations, 
the emphasis, in each case with a Lamarckian bias, being on the direct effect of the environ' 
ment on the insect. It must be remembered that at this date Mendel’s Laws, though con" 
ceived, did not receive recognition till 1900. In the 1920’s J. W. Heslop'Harrison pro" 
duced a series of papers (Harrison, 1927) in which he claimed that he had induced melanic 
mutations to the level of 8 per cent (Fisher, 1932) in typical stock treated with manganous 
sulphate and lead nitrate. More recently (Harrison, 1956), he has created the name “mela" 
nogen” which signifies a specific mutagenic agent present in air pollution, which gives 
rise to the black forms. Although repeated by several competent workers, these results 
have so far never been corroborated, nor in my opinion are they likely to be. In the labora" 
tory, with the most potent weapon known, irradiation, a mutation rate of one in several 
thousands is the highest known. It is unlikely, in fact, that the effect of pollution on “soma” 
or “germplasm”, as he calls it, can have any bearing on the origin or spread of industrial 
melanism. 

Using Biston betularia, we have recently been able to show the important part play" 
ed by natural selection. By releasing known numbers of marked individuals into first of 
all an industrial area, where the local population consisted of nearly 90 per cent melanics, 
(Kettlewell, 1955a) and secondly into unpolluted countryside, where there were no mela" 
nies, (Kettlewell, 1956) the selective advantages of the two forms in each case have been 
ascertained Plates III and IV. Of 584 individuals (447 carbonaria and 137 typical) freed 
into the Birmingham area, we got back three times more carbonaria than typical (Table I). 
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TABLE I. Release Experiments for B. betularia (males only) Rubery near Birmingham, 
1955. The Letters C, T, and I stand for cdrbondrid, typicdl and insuldrid Respectively 

Throughout this Paper. 

Date 
Release 3 

Total 
Catches 

Total 
Recaptures 

Total 
C T I C T I C T I 

8.7 54 23 (5) 82 62 7 5 74 ___ 

9.7 — 
— — 73 11 1 85 33 11 0 44 

10.7 100 41 (4) 145 51 5 2 58 3 2 0 5 
11.7 — — — 50 7 2 59 46 2 (2) 50 
12.7 — — — 89 7 5 101 0 1 0 1 
13.7 — — — 25 4 0 29 — 

14.7 — — — 53 2 1 56 — _ _ 

15.7 — — — 20 2 2 24 _ . _ 

16.7 — — — 13 2 0 15 _ _ _ 

17 7 — — — 20 2 0 22 — _ _ 

18.7 — — — 15 2 2 19 _ _ _ 

19.7 — — — 5 1 0 6 — _ _ 

20.7 — — — 10 1 0 11 — — — 

Totals 154 64 (9) 227 486 53 20 559 82 16 (2) 100 

Wild Birmingham population 
Per cent phenotype 

Per cent return of 
releases = recaptures 

1955 1953 

C T I 
Total 

C T I 
Total 

86.94 9.48 3.58 559 85.03 10.14 4.83 621 

53.25 25 (22.2) 100 27.5 13.0 (17 4) 149 

However, in the . release of 969 betuldrid into an unpolluted wood in Dorset, we found 
exactly the reverse and recovered three times more of the typicdl light form than cdrbon' 
drid (Table II). Furthermore, Dr. Niko Tinbergen was able to film six species of birds in 
the act of taking the moths at rest and they did this selectively Tables III and IV. By elimina' 
ting other considerations, it was possible to show that selective predation was respon' 
sible for the deficiency in each case. In my opinion, there can be no longer any doubt of 
the part played by birds in the selective elimination of those individuals which do not 
conform to their backgrounds. 

But this need not necessarily be the only difference between the black and the light 
forms. The gene responsible for the changed line of chemistry of the pigment is also re' 
sponsible for other, maybe equally important, physiological and behaviour differences. 
We have attempted to analyse some of these. E. B. Ford has previously shown that when 
subjected to a degree of starvation, the melanic form of Alcis repdnddtd f. nigrd is more 
hardy than its typicdl form (Ford, 1937). By spraying pollution, obtained from air filters 
in London, on to leaves, we have been able to feed backcross broods of B. betuldrid on 
foliage similar to that found in industrial areas late in the year. The evidence so far ac' 
cumulated by this method does suggest that a higher proportion of cdrbondrid forms 
survive than of the typicdl, but the issue has been complicated by the rearing of small 
numbers only in each brood due to the ravages of virus disease. However, six backcross 
broods gave 108 cdrbondrid to 65 typicdl, which by chance would happen on only one in 
100 occasions. 

There is some evidence that in certain backcross broods originating from industrial 
areas those larvae which fed up rapidly and pupated first, produced a high proportion 
of typicdl betuldrid, whilst those that fed slowly and pupated late in the summer were 
mostly of the cdrbondrid form. This it has been possible to check by segregating all larvae 
that pupated at weekly intervals. Table V shows one such example. In regard to this 
brood, after the first two pupal containers, which produced 35 Typical and 16 cdrbondrid, 
had been collected in August, mice ate the main and third group in September. However, 
seven larvae, which survived and were still feeding in October, produced five moths, all 
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TABLE II. Release Experiment Figures for Biston betularia (males only) Dean End, Dorset, 
1953. 

Date 
(1953) 

Releases 
Totals 

Catches 
! 

T otals 
Recaptures 

Totals 

C T I C T I C T I 

(13.6) (37) (38) (9) (84) — — — — — — — — 

14.6 8 17 0 27 4 17 2 23 (4) (1) (1) (6) 
(15.6) (8) (25) (1) (34) 2 27 5 34 2 9 (3) 14 
(16.6) (22) (40) (0) (62) 1 34 2 37 (0) (0) (0) (0) 
17 6 — — — — 7 58 3 68 (7) (7) (0) (14) 
18.6 42 65 (3) 110 0 30 1 31 0 l 0 1 

196 39 72 0 111 2 26 1 29 2 6 0 8 

20.6 24 57 0 81 1 44 2 47 1 3 0 4 

21.6 42 29 0 71 1 13 2 16 1 4 0 5 

22.6 — — — — 5 13 1 19 5 4 0 9 
23.6 — — — — No Releases No Captures 
24.6 — — — — No Releases No Captures 
25.6 82 43 0 125 1 11 0 12 0 0 0 0 

26.6 — — — — 3 8 1 12 2 2 0 4 
276 51 28 0 79 0 8 0 8 0 0 0 0 

28.6 22 22 0 44 1 20 0 21 1 5 0 6 

29.6 17 18 0 35 0 14 0 14 0 5 0 5 

30.6 24 11 0 35 4 11 1 16 3 6 0 9 

1.7 — — — — 2 9 0 11 2 2 0 4 

2.7 — — — — 0 7 0 7 0 0 0 0 

3.7 — — — — — — — — — — — — 

4.7 55 31 0 86 — — — — — — — — 

5.7 — — — — 0 9 0 9 0 7 0 7 

Totals 473 496 15 984 34 359 21 414 30 
* 

62 4 96 

C T I Totals 

Wild Dean End population (4) 297 17 318 
Per cent phenotype (Possible 

Escapes) 94.6 5.4 

Release after 1 day of self-determination 
Per cent phenotype 

2 4 (1) 

Per cent return of releases 6.34 12.50 (26.67) 

TABLE III. Observation on Predation of B. betularia by Redstarts for 2 Days only (by 
Dr. N. Tinbergen from his hide). Birmingham, 1955. 

Typical Carbonaria Total 

19.7 a.m. 12 3 15 

20.7 a.m. 14 3 17 
p.m. 17 9 26 

Total 43 15 58 

Jilote: On all occasions these observations commenced with equal numbers 
of both phenotypes. We replaced them when all of one phenotype 
had been taken. 

carbonaria. If a differential feeding rate exists between the two forms, it can be accounted 
for by two hypotheses : first, that selection has favoured those typicals which fed up rapid' 
ly, thereby avoiding the heavier pollution which takes place late in the year; or, alter' 
natively, carbonaria may be capable of getting rid of toxic substances. Slow feeding and 
a capacity for excreting noxious materials have been demonstrated frequently in other 
instances. In this light, industrial melanism may confer on a species a capacity for extend' 
ing its larval life later in the season than would otherwise be the case. 

1 
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TABLE IV. Direct Observation on Predation by Five Species of Birds. Dean End Wood, 
Dorset, 1955. 

Observer Carbonaria Typical 

Spotted Flycatcher N.T. 46 8 
(Muscicapa striata L.) H.B.D.K. 35 1 

Nuthatch N.T. 22 8 
(Sitta europæa L.) H.B.D.K. 9 0 (first day) 

H.B.D.K. 9 3 (second day) 

Yellow Hammer N.T. 8 0 
(Emberiza citrinella L.) H.B.D.K. 12 ' 0 

Robin 

(Erithacus rubecula L.) 
N.T. 12 2 

Thrush 
(Turdus ericetorum L.) 

N.T. 11 4 

Total Predation observed 
(for days when records were kept) 

164 
'T— 

26 
Total 

190 

Note: On all occasions these observations commenced with equal numbers of both phenotypes. We replaced 
them when all of one phenotype had been taken. 

TABLE V. B. betularia. Speed of Reaching Larval FulLGrowth. A Comparison of 
f. typical and f. carbonaria. (Brood B/4/52.) 

Pupation date. Typical Carbonaria 

“Earliest” Aug. 1st 9 1 
“Early” Aug. 8th 26 15 
Main fraction September ? ? 
“Late” October Ò 5 
Laboratory controls Aug.—Oct. 19 17 

A further behaviour difference may be found in regard to the assembling habits of 
newly hatched females. Sib females of the same day of hatching, one of f. carbonaria and 
the other f. typical, were placed in muslin cages which were hung up 3 to 5 feet apart. 
The work was conducted in a locality where the betularia were 100% of the typical form. 
Throughout the night males were collected as they fluttered on the outside of the assembling 
cages, and were segregated according to whether the female of choice was of the black 
or the light form. Table VI shows the results obtained. It appears from this short experi¬ 
ment that carbonaria females may be more effective on warm night and typical females on 
cold ones. Alternatively, the scent molecule may be slightly different. Sheppard (1952) 
has shown that preferential matings take place in another dimorphic species, Panaxia 
dominula. 

Lastly, there may be a difference between the two forms in regard to their choice 
of resting site by day. Into a large barrel which presented alternate surface areas of black 
and white, equal numbers of each form of B. betularia were introduced at night; and at 
daybreak they were scored for correct or incorrect positions. Those individuals which 
were on the edges or the top or bottom of the container were eliminated. Table VII shows 
the result. Of 118 releases which qualified, 77 chose correct positions, and 41 incorrect. 
(Kettlewell, 1955b). It is likely, therefore, that the two forms are sensitive to the back¬ 
ground they choose, having regard to their own colour. The same mechanism could ac¬ 
count for their behaviour in each case. It is possible that contrast differences between 
the colour of the scales surrounding the eyes, and the light reflected from the background 
on which they sit, are appreciated and gauged by the different segments of the eye. In 
over 2,000 releases of B. betularia in the field, I have frequently noted that the insects 
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TABLE VI. B. betularia Female Assembling Differences Between 
f. typical and f. carbonaria. 

T. males to T. males to 

Date. typical females carbonaria females 

Warm (above 60°F.) 
14.6.55. 2 7 
16.6.55. 1 8 

29 6.55. 0 7 

Total warm. 3 (8%) 22 (92%) 

Cold below (50°F.) 

17-6.55. 10 5 

20.6.55. 4 4 
28.6.55. 10 5 

30.6.55. 6 1 

Total cold. 30 (67%) 15 (33%) 

Cool (50-60°F.) 

7 nights 21 38 

Total All Weathers 54 75 

TABLE VII. Background Recognition in Biston betularia. 

Black White 
( = carbonaria) ( = typical) Total 

Black background 38 20 58 
White background 21 39 60 

Total 59 59 118 

From this it can be seen that 77 betularia chose correct positions 
(38 carbonaria and 39 typical) and 41 incorrect. The 2x2 table gives 
a x2(i) = 10.9, for which P is approximately 0.001. 

take up the best possible position presented locally, and before settling down finally, 
they revolve on their own axis at the same time as they flatten their wings against the 
trunks. It is possible that during this procedure they are testing contrast differences. 

These then, apart from changed pigmentation, are indications of the existence of 
behaviour differences between the dark and light forms. It must be emphasised, however, 
that in none of these have investigations been carried out, so far, on a scale large enough 
to admit conclusive results. If these differences really exist, some conferring benefits, others 
disadvantages, a state of balanced polymorphism may be expected to be attained in many 
species, and this is the more likely if the heterozygous melanic is at an advantage to both 
the homozygous forms. 

Lastly, we have attempted to formulate a theory for the origin of the industrial 
melanics and the reason for their being Mendelian dominants in nearly every case. Domin¬ 
ance suggests that the gene-complex must have, at some time in the past, had previous 
experience of the particular mutation, that it was successful, and that during this period 
the state of dominance was achieved. It in no way assumes, however, that the conditions 
under which these melanics flourished, bear any relationship to those found today as the 
result of industrialization. Conversely, it could be argued that a recessive melanic has 
previously on no occasion conferred benefits on the species and hence, in a gene-complex 
not fitted to receive it, it is driven into the recessive state. 

Is there any evidence available therefore that, in the past, melanic forms have suc¬ 
ceeded in contributing to the survival of a species? In order to answer this, it is necessary 
to examine the situation in areas of relict countryside unchanged by man, and in Britain 
the old Caledonian forests in Scotland provide excellent material for investigation. This 
summer (1956) I spent several weeks working the Black Wood of Rannoch in Scotland, 
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which is far removed from any industrial area, and one of the few indigenous pine forests 
left in this country, and without doubt similar to those which covered much of England 
4,000-6,000 years ago. In this wood I found no fewer than seven species of Lepidoptera 
with melarne forms in a state of balanced polymorphism. One of these, A.lcis repandata 
L., previously referred to, passes the day resting on pine trunks, and in a random sample 
of 428 recorded by me, 10 per cent were of the melarne form, nigra Tutt, a figure which 
is 5 per cent more than one recorded from the same wood in 1942 (Williams, 1949). Further¬ 
more, this melanic form is similar to the industrial melanic which is spreading through 
built up areas^in many parts of England. It may, in fact, provide a connecting link between 
the “ancient” or “geographic” mêlâmes and present-day industrial melanism. Of the 
seven polymorphic species. Aids repandata was obviously the one to choose for a fuller 
study and very early in our investigations I and three other observers noted that on tak¬ 
ing flight, f. nigra was practically impossible to follow on the wing for more than a short 
distance, whereas f. typical could be seen flying up to a distance of one hundred yards or 
more. In order to learn more about the normal habits of this species, each morning many 
hundreds of pine trunks were searched and each repandata was scored for camouflage 
efficiency, and a white indicator label was pinned a foot to its right. The pine trunks 
ofFered two backgrounds, a light lichen covered one and a dark one; nevertheless, the 
majority of f. nigra were scored as inconspicuous and nearly all f. typical were assessed as 
inconspicuous and, in fact, the latter could frequently only be recognised on fanning the 
trunks with a net, thereby causing the wings to move momentarily. Later in the day the 
same trunks were examined and a record made of those which were missing. By this means 
it was found that on certain days as many as 50 per cent of the repandata had vacated the 
positions that they had occupied in the morning. On closer study it was apparent that 
these had taken flight due to disturbance by the large black ant (Formica rufa group) or 
due to direct sunlight which at this latitude strikes two thirds of each trunk in the course 
of a day. We have, therefore, a situation in which the majority of melanics are at a slight 
cryptic disadvantage when at rest, but gain a very considerable benefit whilst on the 
wing. Furthermore, in this locality, large numbers of both forms have, in the course of a 
day, to fly because of disturbances from one cause or another. When this happens they may 
travel a considerable distance passing in and out of the shade, but eventually nearly al¬ 
ways taking up position again on a pine trunk. During these excursions we actually wit¬ 
nessed three specimens captured on the wing by birds, all f. typical This may well be part 
of the explanation of the presence of these melanic forms in these ancient woods, and it 
is my belief that the same species which today exhibit industrial melanism, have, in some 
previous era, found use for their melarne forms under conditions very different to those 
of today. This fact is again borne out by the Lepidoptera of Canada where, due to a very 
different reason, melanic forms are common in the extreme north. Or again further south 
in the genus Zale, occasional melanic forms turn up sporadically in many species and in 
at least one industrial melanism has developed. In another, Z. undularis, the melanic 
form appears to have become fixed, the light patterned form umbripennis occurring in 
the population as a rarity. Melanism is, in fact, not a recent phenomenon, but very old. 
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ABSTRACT 

A series of lines of Drosophila melanogaster have been selected during the past few 
years for the following quantitative characters: increased and decreased duration of the larval 
period, peripheral and central pupation sites and resistance and susceptibility to DDT in 
the larval medium. Statistically significant responses were obtained in all these lines, but 
fluctuations in the mean levels of these characters obscured developmental trends of the re' 
sponses and prevented computation of heritabilities. 

Fluctuations among related strains were reasonably parallel, but not entirely so, and the 
hypothesis is put forward that this is evidence of gene'environment interactions, relating specifi' 
colly to variations in the microbiota in the medium vials. Attempts at dealing quantitatively 
with these fluctuations are discussed. The data are contrasted with those of other recent authors 
who have selected for quantitative characters in Drosophila and other organisms. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper is one of a series on the genetics and ethology of DDT^resistance in 
Drosophila and houseflies from the Department of Entomology of the University of Kansas. 

The present paper deals with the description and analysis of unpredictable fluctuations 
in the expressions of three quantitative characters in Drosophila melanogaster. The dis" 
cussion will center mainly on length of larval period, with some mention made of site of 
pupation (in the medium vs. at the margin of the medium), and larval resistance to DDT. 
In each experiment a high and a low line were obtained by mass selection. The fluctuations 
occurred in an approximately parallel manner within a group of lines tested simultaneously. 
However, the response was sufficiently noivadditive to make a simple subtractive correi 
tion impossible. Consequently the standard techniques for evaluating selection data of 
this kind could not be applied. 

A number of approaches, both statistical and experimental, were attempted in an 
effort to control these fluctuations. While none of these attempts was more than partially 
successful we felt that the presentation of this problem would be of interest to students 
of quantitative genetics, particularly since a survey of the literature disclosed a dearth of 
reports on similar phenomena. 

Below follows a somewhat detailed description of the fluctuations observed in the 
selection experiment for length of larval period. This will be discussed under the following 
headings: 

(a) A brief description of the origin of the selected lines and the methods of selection 
practised. 

(b) A brief discussion of the results of selection. 

(c) A description of the nature and amount of fluctuations present. 

(d) Are the fluctuations of genetic or environmental causation? 

(e) Attempts at the experimental elimination of the fluctuations. 

(f) Attempts at the statistical elimination of trends and fluctuations. 

Results of selection for differences in site of pupation and in larval resistance to DDT in 
the medium are recounted briefly to demonstrate similar fluctuations in other lines of 
Drosophila. The paper ends with a general discussion of these results and the conclusions 
which may be drawn from our study. 

Contribution No. 948 from the Department of Entomology, University of Kansas, 

2These investigations were supported by the Medical Research and Development Division of the Office of the Surgeon General Department 
of the Army under Contract No. DA-49-007-MD-358 (selection for length of larval period and selection for DDT-resistance) and by the 
Office of Naval Research, Department of the Navy under Contract No. Nonr. 171(00) (selection for site of pupation). 

3The authors acknowledge computation by Penelope Howland and drawings by Julie Sokal and Constance Hunter. 

4Present address: Dept, of Entomology and Economic Zoology, University of Minnesota, St. Paul. 
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SELECTION FOR LENGTH OF LARVAL PERIOD 

(a) Two-way mass selection of Drosophila was carried out by the junior author for 
75 generations from the spring of 1952 until the spring of 1956. One line, referred to as LL, 
was selected for long larval period while the other line, SL, was selected for short larval 
period. An unselected line, referred to as CS, has been maintained as a control. The original 
stock, designated as COSITI, which has served as a foundation stock for three other selected 
lines in this laboratory, was produced by three generations of special crosses, including 
reciprocal crosses, of four strains (Canton'S, Oregon'R, SwedemC and Urbana'S) from the 
California Institute of Technology. The COSITI stock had been maintained by mass 
mating for six generations when selection for the present experiment was begun. 

In each line selection intensities varied with the population size of each generation. 
Approximately 22 parent pairs were taken from one end of a distribution of 200 flies, or 
less, in the selected lines. Two hundred eggs were taken at random from an oviposition 
bottle containing the parent flies, and offspring from these eggs were reared to produce the 
next generation. The control flies were reared in the same manner as the selected lines 
except that parents for ensuing generations were chosen at random. 

Flies were reared singly from eggs placed one each in Ldram shell vials (size 15 x 45 
mm.). Each vial was filled to a height of 10mm. with a corn meaLmolasses'agar medium 
from a single batch freshly prepared for the three lines in each generation. Beginning with 
generation 8 one drop of a live yeast suspension was added to each medium vial two to 
three hours before use. 

The vials were kept in a room with the temperature maintained at 25 ± 2°C. There 
were occasional larger fluctuations whenever the temperature control equipment became 
faulty. However, we have been unable to relate the fluctuations in larval period to accidental 
variations in temperature. In any case, all three lines developed in the same room environ' 
ment. No attempt was made to control the relative humidity of the room. It was generally 
low because of the air'conditioning system. Light was not controlled. The vials experienced 
an approximately natural illumination cycle. 

The vials were numbered and in every 24'hour period three to four observations were 
made relating to time of hatching and pupation of the fly in each vial, making it possible 
to determine the approximate length of the larval period of each individual. 

For a variety of reasons it was impossible to gather larval period data for every gen' 
eration of selection, nor was it feasible to apply selection in every generation. Selection was 
neglected in 18 generations while records are lacking in 25 of the 75 generations of the 
study. 

(b) The results of this experiment are graphed in Fig. 1. In spite of marked fluctua' 
tions a significant difference (P < .01) in mean length of larval period between the LL and 

CO 
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< 

5 GENERATIONS OF SELECTION 

Fig. 1. Results of the selection experiment for long and short larval period. Abscissa: generations of selection; 
ordinate: mean length of larval period in hours. LL, line selected for long larval period; SL, line selected for short 
larval period: CS, control line. 
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SL lines could be demonstrated with the second generation of selection and for all ensuing 
generations. Significant differences (P<.05, mostly P<.01) can be demonstrated between 
the LL and CS lines in all but 10 generations scattered throughout the period of study and 
between the SL and CS lines in all but two generations at the same probability level 
While differences between the lines are thus established beyond reasonable doubt, and 
consequently selection can be demonstrated to have been effective, it is impossible to ree- 
ognize trends in these differences involving more than a very few generations. 

Least squares regressions of the deviations dL ( = XLl-XCs) and ds ( = XSL-XCs) on 
generations were not significant. A more thorough investigation involving ordering tests 
(Quenouille, 1952) of moving (overlapping) ten-generation segments of the deviations re¬ 
vealed only three segments exhibiting statistically significant trends in the dL series while no 
trends could be shown significant in the ds series. When these segments are examined in 
detail, particularly with reference to the amount of selection to which the LL line had been 
subjected for the generations concerned, no relation is found between occurrence of trends 
and selection intensity. Considering the drastic fluctuations of the lines at other times the 
authors retain grave doubts about the biological significance of these statistically demon¬ 
strable trends. Smoothing out the dL and ds series by moving averages (see Fig. 2) per¬ 
mitted a clearer impression of certain segments of the selection data. However, the scatter- 
ìng of generations for which larval periods are unavailable throughout the later generations 
of the study permitted the computation of moving averages only up to generation 22. 

GENERATIONS OF SELECTION 

Fig. 2. Fouivgeneration moving averages of the data of Fig. 1. Instead of means of larval period, deviations of the 
means of the selected lines from the means of the control line are shown, expressed in hours. Moving averages 
cannot be computed beyond generation 22 because of incomplete records. (SS—CS should read SL—CS. This 
error was caught too late to change the cut.) 

We are thus left with a paradoxical situation in which highly significant differences 
between mean levels of larval periods of three selected lines exist and persist, while we 
are unable to demonstrate developmental trends for these differences. An obvious explan¬ 
atory hypothesis would be to assume that a simple Mendelian mechanism is responsible 
for differences in larval period. However, subsequent genetic analysis indicated strongly 
that the character is caused by multiple genetic factors. A discussion of the genetics of 
this character and of the apparent limit to selection noted in this study falls beyond the 
scope of this paper. The interested reader is referred to Hunter (1956; other MSS in prep¬ 
aration) for a detailed account of the above experiment. 

(c) Marked fluctuations occurred in the three lines, means of succeeding generations 
from the same line differing by as much as 30 hours. These differences from generation to 
generation were frequently statistically significant. While the three lines generally fluctuated 
in a parallel manner there were enough deviations from parallelism in both directions (i.e. 
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slopes of selected lines steeper or shallower than that of CS line) to render useless the 
obvious simple correction for fluctuations, namely the employment of deviations dL and 

ds, defined above. 

Not only the means but also the variances of length of larval period fluctuated drastfi 
cally from generation to generation. Variances were not correlated with means and thus 
the coefficients of variation fluctuated as strongly as the mean squares. 

(d) Before discussing attemps at controlling these fluctuations it is important to 
determine whether they are of genetic or environmental origin. Some possible genetic 
mechanisms are (1) random fluctuations in gene frequencies between succeeding generations 
or (2) compensating natural selection reversing the effect of selection by the experimenter, 
owing to adverse correlates of the selected character. 

Rearing Temperature in 0 C. 

Fig. 3. Average results of rearing three lines (LL, SL and CS) at various temperatures. 

A genetic interpretation of the fluctuations can be rejected on three grounds: (1) 
Drastic fluctuations in gene frequencies are unlikely in view of the sample sizes selected. 
Maximal estimates by Hunter (1956) are for decreases of heterozygosity of 3.1% per 
generation, probably less. The only evidence in favor of drift in these data is the serial 
correlation of the control strain means, discussed in section (f). (2) Drastic selection is 
unlikely, unless it occurred within the females prior to oviposition. Extensive records were 
kept of the preadult mortality of the various life history stages and while this mortality 
also fluctuated during the course of the study no important relation between fluctuations 
in larval period and in mortality could be found. (3) The best evidence for an environmental 
nature of the fluctuations is given by their parallel nature when lines are reared on the same 
batch of medium. Significant differences in larval period can be induced between two ram 
domly selected samples of Drosophila from the same egg pool by using different batches of 
medium prepared at the same time but in different containers, A consideration of this 
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problem led to an inquiry as to whether the factor or factors causing these fluctuations 
could be controlled experimentally. 

(e) Some of the environmental factors known to affect length of larval period under 
the conditions of the above study were investigated to see whether they might be respom 
sible for the fluctuations. Specifically temperature, amount of yeast and relative humidity 
of the air above the medium were kept constant. However, fluctuations continued even 
when these factors were not permitted to vary. We must conclude therefore that none of 
these factors is solely responsible for the phenomenon. Attempts at stabilising the flucti 
ations by using the “synthetic” medium of Kalmus (1943) were also unsuccessful. 

On the other hand, when each of the factors was varied in turn, the other two being 
kept constant, not only the means levels of larval period for the three lines, but also the 

I » 9 1 « « 

Nothing Water only 1.3% 2.6% 5.2% 20% 
Added Added 

No Yeast 

Percent Concentration (by weight) of 
Yeast Solution Added to Rearing Vials 

Fig. 4. Average results of rearing three lines at various concentrations of yeast added to the rearing vials. Lines 
were reared ordinarily at 1.3% yeast concentration. 

differences between the lines, varied in a manner reminiscent of the changes between sue' 
ceeding generations in the selection study. These results are illustrated in Figs. 3, 4 and 5. 

While temperature, yeast concentration and relative humidity thus do not appear to 
be responsible for the observed fluctuations, they provide a model for the action of the 
unknown factor or factors by evoking nomparallel responses from lines of different genetic 
composition. 

(f) The observed fluctuations in the selected lines were of such magnitude that 
occasionally the change in mean length of larval period from generation to generation was 
larger than the corresponding change in the control line plus the selection differential 
applied to the parent generation. Conversely, some changes from generation to generation 
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in selected lines were less than the corresponding change in the control line, creating the 
illusion of a negative contribution by the selection differential. On a simple additive hy- 
pothesis both the above situations are inadmissible, the former yielding a heritability esti¬ 
mate of more than 100%, while the latter gives a negative heritability. Efforts were there¬ 
fore made (1) to remove the fluctuations from the data in the hope that a simple additive 
relationship would emerge or (2) to establish another simple relationship, exhibiting the 
non-additive properties of our data, between selection intensity, environmental force and 
phenotypic response. 

Percent Relative Humidity 

of Air above Medium. 

Fig. 5. Average results of rearing three lines (LL, SL and CS) at various relative humidities of the air above 

the medium. 

A variety of scale-transformations were tried but none was successful in changing 
the data to an additive model. The difficulties encountered in this study cannot be ascribed 
to an improperly chosen scale of measurement. 

Trend lines were fitted by least squares regression of the mean larval periods of the 
lines on generation number. Highly significant (P< .01) negative regression lines could 
be fitted to all three Drosophila lines. Regression coefficients on generation number are as 
follows: LL = - .283, CS = -.366 and SL = - .350 hours per generation. These regressions 
explained respectively 27, 44 and 42 per cent of the variance of larval period in terms of a 
trend for decrease in larval period during the progress of the selection experiment. This 
trend has been interpreted by Hunter (1956) as caused by unintended selection for early 
emerging flies in all three lines. The LL line has a higher regression coefficient than the CS 
line, which while not statistically significant, might indicate the force of selection for long 
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larval period working against the general trend. However no similar phenomenon can be 
shown in the SL line and in view of the low coefficient of determination of LL as compared 
with CS and SL it would appear that more unexplained fluctuation occurred in the former 
line. 

When serial correlations (self-correlations of the series lagged by one or two gener¬ 
ations) are computed for the means of the three lines we obtain the results shown below. 
The third line refers to partial serial correlations indicating the correlation of generation 
N —2 with generation N when the relation through generation N —1 is eliminated. The 
double asterisk indicates statistical significance at PC.Ol while ‘ n.s.” symbolises P>.05. 

LL CS SL 
roi .43** .59** .72** 
ro2 .16 n.s. .23 n.s. .43** 
f02-l — .05 n.s. .15 n.s. — .10 n.s. 

It can be shown that when the trend due to generation number is removed much of 
the serial correlation is lost. Below are given the partial serial correlations with generation 
number kept constant. The symbol -f- indicates a probability value of approximately .05. 

LL CS SL 
foi-G .19 n.s. .27+ .51** 
t02*G .23 n.s. .36+ .03 n.s. 

The control line shows correlations on the borderline of significance while only r0i.c for 
the SL line is relatively large and significant. These findings are borne out by point-pair 
tests (Quenouille, 1952) on the deviations of the means of these lines from regression on 
generation number. 

The interpretation of these findings is complicated. Before trend is eliminated all 
three lines are serially correlated in the manner of first-order Markoff series, i.e. each term 
in the series is in part determined by the preceding one. In the LL line elimination of 
trend removes the serial correlation, in the SL line a first-order Markoff relation remains 
even after trend has been removed and the CS line is a borderline case with some indication 
that in this line a second-order Markoff relation exists, i.e. that generation N — 2 has an 
independent influence on generation N, aside from its influence via generation N-l. 

The nature of these Markoff relations in lines CS and SL remains obscure. Genetic 
drift would be a likely cause were it not for the relatively large effective population size 
maintained by each line. The negative influence of generation N — 2 in the CS line suggests 
a sine curve with a four-generation period. However, the authors are unaware of any 
cyclically varying environmental factors in the study. 

The fluctuations of the CS line can be summarized by the following multiple regression 
equation: C2= 122.95 .3856 G2 .4103 Co + .3507 Ci, where C2 is the estimated mean 
at generation N+2, G2 is the generation number N+2, C0 is the mean at generation N 
and Ci is the mean at generation N + l. The variables are able to account for 55 per cent 
of the variation of the means, an increase of 11 per cent over the determination by generation 
number alone. The deviations from this multiple regression equations were used as inde¬ 
pendent variables on which to regress the deviations of the LL and SL means from regres¬ 
sion estimates on generation number. There were significant correlation coefficients (.55 
for LL and .83 for SL) but important portions of the variance were left unaccounted. Even 
after known factors had been kept constant the variance of the generation means was on 
the order of 100 times as large as expected on the basis of sampling error and the variance 
within generations. 

More disappointing, however, was the fact that the deviations from regression in 
both selected lines showed no relation whatsoever to the presence or absence of selection. 
Thus the absence of additive relations has made it impossible in this case to apply the cus¬ 
tomary techniques for obtaining heritability estimates. We shall refrain from recounting 
some of the other techniques attempted in the hope that they might help in isolating the 
effects of selection in these data. Suffice it to state that they were unsuccessful. 

SELECTION FOR DIFFERENCES IN PUPATION SITE 

Limitations of space do not permit an equally detailed analysis of this experiment. 
Two lines were selected for pupation-site differences, starting with newly pooled stock 
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(COSU-2, constituted in the same manner as COSU-1). The flies are raised in 6-dram shell 
vials on corn meal-molasses-agar medium. Each vial contained 10 eggs obtained from a 
single mated pair. Optimally, the population for selection numbered 1000 flies per gener¬ 
ation, which were thus descended from 100 mated pairs. Effective population size was never 
lower than 20 pairs, so that inbreeding because of small population size is very slight. 
Vials with a high percentage of peripheral pupation were chosen as parents for the peri¬ 
pherally pupating (PP) line, and vials with a low percentage of peripheral pupation en¬ 
gendered the centrally pupating (CP) line. Continued selection resulted in increasing and 
statistically highly significant differences in percentage of peripheral pupation between the 
two lines, as illustrated by Fig. 6. These pupation site lines are now in the 79th generation 
of selection, but the present discussion will be illustrated by the first 52 generations. 

GENERATIONS 

Fig. 6. Results of the selection experiment for peripheral and central pupation sites. Abscissa: generations of 
selection; ordinate: percent peripheral pupation. Upper solid line: peripherally pupating (PP) line; lower solid 
line: centrally pupating (CP) line; broken line: difference between the two selected lines (D); dotted sections of 
lines indicate absence of selection and of records. 

Extensive studies had shown that the density of larvae in the vial affects pupation 
site. Since fertility fluctuated during the course of selection, the intended density of ten 
larvae per vial was seldom realized. 

In order to eliminate this variable, regression estimates were made, separately for 
each generation, of the pupation sites for both lines at a constant, hypothetical density of 
ten larvae per vial. These data are illustrated in Fig. 7 and, while still showing strong 
fluctuations, present a somewhat clearer picture of the divergence between the two lines. 
Fig. 8 shows four-generation moving averages for the data of Fig. 7- While trends are 
clearly visible in the smoothed curves, even here the non-additive relations persist. The 
difference between the two lines is clearly a function of the level of expression of the char¬ 
acter as determined by the environment. Matters are further complicated in this experiment 
since there is no control line to serve as a standard of comparison. In this study we are 
again faced with a statistically significant difference between lines, the development of 
which can be shown better than in the case of larval period, but still cannot be related to 
the selection intensities bringing it about. 
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Fig. 7- Same data as in Fig. 6, but pupation sites have been adjusted to an average density of 10 pupae per vial 
for each line in each generation. 
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SELECTION FOR DIFFERENCES IN LARVAL RESISTANCE 

TO DDT IN THE MEDIUM 

Since early 1952, we have been selecting several lines of Drosophila for resistance, as 
well as susceptibility, of larvae to DDT in the culture medium. This experiment is in its 
94th generation at the time of writing. Three lines have been obtained : the resistant (RS) 
strain, obtained by mating survivors from DDT poisoning; the control line (NS), obtained 
from the COSUT strain mentioned above; and the susceptible (SS) line developed from 
sibs of poisoned flies starting with NS flies of generation 7- 

These lines have been assayed for DDT resistance from time to time and fluctuations 
very similar to those discussed above have been shown. For an illustration of these fluctu' 
ations for the first 34 generations of selection the reader is referred to Fig. 1 of Sokal and 
Hunter (1954). It is not necessary to discuss these data in detail since they only repeat the 
features described in the previous sections. 

The DDT'resistance assays of these and other lines demonstrate rather conclusively 
that the fluctuations are associated with a particular batch of medium. Replicate batches 
of medium prepared the same day and containing identical quantities of the insecticide will 
produce quite different mortalities among larvæ from the same batch of eggs. Deviations 
from additive relations (on a logarithmic scale) are not large enough to produce reversals 
of relative resistances, and in general tested lines retain their order of resistance over a 
wide range of insecticide doses. However, whenever they are tested on several medium 
batches, differences between lines are hardly greater than those between batches within a 
single line. 

The reader may wonder whether the fluctuations in the three experiments were 
correlated with each other. A study of this question has yielded negative results. The 
fluctuations are thus, specifically, interactions between the genotype of a line at a given gen' 
eration and the microclimate and microbiota of a given batch of medium vials. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Our primary effort has been to manipulate the data in some acceptable manner which 
would permit the determination of the heritability of the selected character. In this we 
have not succeeded. Approximate methods of determining heritabilities can be devised, 
but a discussion of this aspect is beyond the scope of this presentation. The interested 
reader is referred to Hunter (1956) for the heritability of larval period ; papers on the other 
characters are being prepared for publication. 

In spite of our failure to account for the fluctuations statistically we have felt that a 
presentation of the problem would be of interest to students of quantitative inheritance 
since (1) it draws attention to a phenomenon only rarely reported, since investigators are 
likely to abandon selection studies on such unstable phenotypes, and (2) it might stimulate 
someone to devise a method for analysing situations of this kind. 

A review of some of the recent literature finds no case similar to the ones described 
above. Selection for abdominal bristles as practised by Mather and Harrison (1949) showed 
some parallel fluctuation among lines which however was not large when compared to the 
total phenotypic change brought about by selection. Rasmuson (1955) working with both 
sternopleural as well as abdominal bristles found fluctuations which were not parallel in 
high and low lines and which again were smaller than the divergence produced by selection. 
Robertson and Reeve (1952) selecting for long and short wing and thorax length in Dro' 
sophila found parallel fluctuations (also seen in unselected controls) whose magnitude was 
such that distinct trend lines useful in computing heritabilities could be drawn. 

In work with mammals or poultry such fluctuations are not commonly found. However, 
the fluctuations in efficiency of food utilisation in swine reported by Dickerson and Grimes 
(1947) come closest to duplicating the situation found in our data. Four of the five gener' 
ations of selection reported in that study did form a trend indicating divergence and it is 
on the basis of this trend that the authors computed one of their several estimates of hérita' 
bility. We find it difficult to apply these findings to our work. In the larval period study, 
segments with trends of four generations could also be found and heritability estimates 
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computed from them. However, later generations would have shown reversals in the trend 
and consequently yielded negative heritabilities. Falconer’s (1953) work on selection for 
large and small sise in mice had parallel fluctuation which, however, were sufficiently addi' 
tive that when the component of variance effecting both lines alike was removed from the 
error mean square around the trend lines, the remaining variance was no larger than that 
expected as sampling variance of the means. The unpredictable fluctuations discussed above 
should be distinguished from cyclical and seasonal fluctuations observed in poultry genetics 
and in such experiments as that by Yoon (1955) on time of vaginal opening in mice. 

Perhaps fluctuations in our experiments were more pronounced since the characters we 
chose may have been particularly labile to micro'environmental changes as compared to 
the homeostatic physiological responses of mammals studied by the animal breeders and 
the known stability of bristle number in Drosophila (cf. preliminary experiments of Mather 
and Harrison, 1949). However, size in Drosophila studied by Robertson and Reeve (1952), 
is equally easily affected by environmental factors. Here major fluctuations were apparently 
avoided by providing the flies with an environment conducive to the production of a max' 
imum response. The unknown environmental complex in our vials must affect the char' 
acters we studied along a sensitive intermediate range rather than at one or the other 
extreme. The authors have found such conditions to exist in housefly morphological char' 
acters (Sokal and Hunter, 1955) and in similar characters in Drosophila (unpublished MS). 

We would like to point out the interesting implications of these strong phenotypic 
fluctuations for evolutionary theory. If natural selection in the field is based on phenotype 
then with the effective low heritability the results of selection may be largely due to chance. 
Thus a situation resembling drift may well occur when selection is applied to environmentally 
labile insect populations. 

Considerable evidence, much of it not presented here, has accumulated indicating that 
the causes of the fluctuations exhibited in these Drosophila studies lies in the microhabitat 
within the vials rather than in some as yet unidentified factor acting from without. We can 
only speculate about their real nature. From a number of more or less casual observations 
we tend to the belief that quality and quantity of the microflora in the vials is the critical 
factor. Even to the naked eye there are a number of different types of surface and medium 
consistency which apparently are caused by different micro'organisms. These different floras 
appear to affect the behavior of the larvae in the vials and the expression of the phenotypic 
characters discussed here. The micro'organisms may affect the medium either by changing 
its physical properties or by altering food substances or both. 

If the above hypothesis is correct it becomes interesting to speculate how two batches 
of medium prepared one after the other and seeded from the same Drosophila culture could 
acquire different microfloras, in view of the fact that there may be a large phenotypic 
difference between flies reared on two such batches. Work currently underway in our 
laboratory is investigating this problem. 
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DISCUSSION 

H. Kalmus. Perhaps the study of sex ratios and of cyclomorphosis could be helpful 
in suggesting some of the reasons for the fluctuations observed in Dr. Sokal’s selection 
experiments. 

R. R. Sokal. It may well be that cyclomorphosis in Daphnia and aphids is an extreme 
and periodic case of environmentally caused fluctuations. In aphids, work by a number of 
people (most recently Bonnemaison) has been able to elucidate some of the environmental 
factors responsible for cyclomorphosis. While we have been able to discover and control 
some of the sources of variation at least one major causal agent still eludes us. 



RadiationJnduced Mutations in Female Drosophila melanogastcr1 

By R. C. King 

Northwestern University 

Evanston, Ill. 

ABSTRACT2 

In Drosophila melanogaster sensitivity to radiation'induced mutation varies strikingly 
during the development of the egg, and ovarial oocytes may be subdivided into three categories. 
Cells of Class A show a high rate of dominant lethal mutation and of X'chromosome loss and 
recessive lethal mutation; whereas cells of Class B show lower rates of all three types of muta' 
tion. The difference in sensitivity to mutation is not the result of germinal selection, and it 
can be correlated with cytological differences between the two groups of cells (although both are 
in diplotene). In group A cells the nuclear membrane has broken down and the chromosomes 
are maximally condensed; whereas the relatively diffuse chromosomes of group B cells lie in a 
typical nucleus. Cells of Class C (which include those which are in pre'diplotene stages of 
meiotic prophase as well as oogonia) contain few or no induced dominant lethal mutations 
and X'chromosome losses; but the frequency of sexdin\ed recessive lethal mutations is not 
significantly different from that found in cells of Class B. Perhaps the probability of breakage 
is low or the probability of restitution high in chromosomes of Class C cells. If such were the 
case, dominant lethal mutations and X'chromosome losses would not be produced, but subtler 
types of genetic change such as recessive lethals would still occur. Since the latter type of 
mutation is not eliminated from the germ tract it is this class of mutations which should be 
studied in populations of higher animals exposed to radiation. 
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DISCUSSION 

H. H. Ross. In the tumors described, do you find any increase of fermentation over 
respiration as in cancer cells? 

R. C. King. Work has not proceeded far enough to allow any answer to this question, 
cf. King, 1957b. 

D. D. Miller. Has your work also included use of higher X^ray doses that caused 
reduction of fecundity in irradiated females? 

R. C. King. Yes, see King, 1957c. 

Research carried out at Brookhaven National Laboratory under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

2The material of this paper is published as noted in the references. 
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Mormoniella and the Nature of the Gene: 

Mormoniella vitripennis (Walker) (Hymenoptera: Pteromalidae)1-2 

By P. W. Whiting 

University of Pennsylvania 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

ABSTRACT 

It is postulated that the germ plasm does not consist of genes transmitted intact from 
generation to generation hut of highly differentiated genic structure in which mutation causes 
a localized change, a gene, acting as a unit. This unity of the gene is transitory, limited to the 
meiosis of the heterozygote. 

A series of mutant alleles in Mormoniella is discussed. Each allele causes a disturbance 
in one or more normal wild'type functions. One function, “element O”, is to produce some 
substance, “enzyme O”, fundamental to eye'color production. This, combining with chromogen, 
produces red pigment. A second function, “element S”, is to produce a secondary substance, 

enzyme S , which, uniting with “enzyme O”, produces dar\ pigment. Some of the alleles do 
not appreciably affect viability or fertility. Others cause inviability at certain developmental 
stages, others cause female sterility and still others cause male sterility. A given function as 
modified by one allele may be alternative or nom alternative to a given function as modified by 
a second allele. All disturbances of function caused by the mutant alleles are recessive to normal 
wild type. 

Mutations are for the most part radiatiominduced, but instability in “element O ' 
following a certain spontaneous mutation produces, under certain conditions, many mutations 
giving new alleles differing in capacity for formation of “enzyme O '. 

THE GENE CONCEPT 

Early in this century Johannsen chose the word gene which was to replace deVries’ 
pangene. In the late nineteenth century there were many such terms. Darwin had genmules; 
Haeckel, plastidules; Spencer, physiological units; Galton wrote of stirps; Nägeli of micellae; 
Weismann of biophores, determinants, ids, etc. Every granule found in a cell was invested 
with the dignity of being the fundamental unit of life. The word gene then is ideologically 
the lineal descendent of these hypothetical subcellular units that have by various philo- 
sophical biologists been regarded as necessary to explain life, heredity and evolution. 

In proposing the word gene, Johannsen wrote (1911), ’’old terms are mostly comprom- 
ised by their application in antiquated or erroneous theories and systems, from which 
they carry splinters of inadequate ideas, not always harmless to the developing insight.” 
He further stated—“the ‘gene’ is nothing but a very applicable little word, easily combined 
with others, and hence it may be useful as an expression for the ‘unit-factors’, ‘elements’ 
or allelomorphs’ in the gametes, demonstrated by modern Mendelian researches.” Johann- 
sen speculated that the genotype may be “parallelized with the most complicated molecules 
of organic chemistry consisting of ‘nuclei’ with a multitude of ‘side-chains’, and “that the 
genes may be looked upon as analogs of the ‘radicals’ or ‘side-chains’.” After the demonstra¬ 
tion of the linear order of the genes Johannsen wrote (1923) “From a physiological stand¬ 
point we may prefer to regard local conditions (say “chemisms’) in or on the chromosomes as 
responsible for those units.” Johannsen, while supposing “modern Mendelian researches” 
to have demonstrated the existence of “elements” in the gametes, was quick to get away 
from a particulate theory of heredity. Although he apparently held a belief in discontinuity 
in genic differentiation, his “chemisms” are nearer to vital processes than to corpuscular 
elements. Processes must occur in space and space permitted in the chromonema tends 
toward being one-dimensional. There is therefore a linear order of localized functions. 
Mutations change these functions giving rise to localized genes. It may be said that the 
germ plasm does not consist of genes but of genic materials which by mutation produces 
genes. 

'Dr. Jakob Seiler has made noteworthy contributions advancing the knowledge of cytogenetics and sex determination in insects and has 
inspired many students who have become foremost investigators. I would like to dedicate this paper to Professor Seiler. 

•The work covered in this paper has for the most part been carried out under a contract, AT(30-l)-147l. between the U.S. Atomic Energy 
Commission and the University of Pennsylvania. 
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At this point I would like to pay tribute to the pioneer work of Goldschmidt who 
emphasized the fundamental error of the particulate view. It was through his writings that 
I was led to reconsider the gene concept and to reorient my frame of thought. 

This paper makes no pretence of reviewing the literature on “the nature of the gene”. 
This task has already been done many times and quite recently. I will confine my discussion 
to what has been happening in a localized region of the germ plasm of Mormoniella where 
many different genes are being produced by mutation, forming a multiple allelic series. The 
large number and great complexity of these alleles make them especially favorable for 
investigation of conditions in this region. 

MORMONIELLA 

Mormoniella is a minute wasp, a parasite on pupae of cyclorrhaphous Diptera. About 
two millimeters in length, it is large in size compared to the majority of the hundreds of 
thousands of other species in its superfamily, the Chalcidoidea, most of which are egg 
parasites. 

Ashmead in 1904 named the genus Mormoniella (p. 316) with type M. brevicornis in 
the tribe Raphitelini and he named the genus ?{asonia (p. 317) with type 7S[. brevicornis in 
the tribe Eutelini, both tribes being included in the subfamily Pteromalinæ. The two genera 
were based on the same type specimen and are, therefore, synonymous. Muesebeck, 
Krombein and Townes (1951), citing Brues, 1910, Cañad. Ent. 42: 260, state:—“The first 
reviser of this genus (Brues, 1910) selected the name J\[asonia, although Mormoniella has 
page priority. Brues’ selection is valid according to article 28 of the Zoological Code.” 
Edwards (1952), however, citing the International Commission on Zoological Nomencla' 
ture (1950), points out that the name Mormoniella must take precedence over 7\[asonia 
since it has page priority and has been used in the literature since 1913. By chance Ashmead 
gave the same specific name brevicornis under both generic names. Walker had named it 
Pteromalus vitripennis in 1836. Presumably it should be called either Mormoniella vitripennis 
(Walker) or J\[asonia vitripennis (Walker). (Walker) should be parenthesized because a 
generic name is adopted other than the one which he used. This convention is often ignored 
by experimentalists. Mormoniella may very well serve as a common name for the species 
for the following reasons. (1) There is only one known species of the genus of which living 
material is available. (2) There is disagreement among systematists regarding the name. 
(3) Mormoniella has been used extensively in the literature by experimentalists. 

The sex gene, if such exists in Mormoniella, has not been found. All males are haploid 
and there are no bad eggs as in Habrobracon (Whiting, 1945) and in the honey bee (Mackem 
sen, 1951) to indicate sex homozygotes which might conceivably develop into diploid 
males. Various schemes may be devised to explain sex determination, but such speculation 
is useful only if it guides experimentation. Development of the linkage map is going forward. 
Possibly the next gene tested may be sexdinked and may furnish the key to sex determina' 
tion. Haploid chromosomes are five in number. 

The eye color of the wild'type Mormoniella is dark brown, body color bronze'green. 
The males are brachypterous and the females, even if excited, prefer not to fly but to hop, 
using their wings to increase the short distances in air. It is quite safe to place a few sped' 
mens on a table where a vial may be set over each one. Thus they can be distributed without 
etherizing into separate vials for genetics tests. Sex may be recognized in the adults, not 
only by the wings, but by the brighter color of the males, especially the antennal flagellum, 
—pale in males, black in females. Infected blow'fly puparia may be broken open and Mor' 
modella pupæ dumped out for examination on a dark card. About 85 per cent of the progeny 
of mated females are females which may be identified in the dark pupal stage by a light 
ventral streak indicating the developing ovipositor. Thus sexes may be separated without 
etherizing, as may also many of the mutant eye colors. Unlike the related Melittobia 
species, unmated Mormoniella females oviposit as readily as mated, producing haploid sons 
which show recessive as well as dominant mutations if their mothers have been X'rayed or 
which give gametic ratios if their mothers are heterozygous. I have obtained as many as 
200 adults from a single infected puparium of a large blow fly, Sarcophaga ballata Parker. 
These are of course very small due to crowding from eggs laid by several females. Fifty to 
75 from a large puparium will be of near maximum size and will exhaust the host food so 
that it does not decay. 
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Wild-type traits show considerable fluctuation. In body color, some strains tend 
toward deep bronze, others green, blue or golden yellow. The dark brown eye color also 
varies, in general being darker in females. In some strains it is reddish brown, in others 
chocolate. The one gene thus far found in the wild is purple body color, a recessive, taken 
at Woods Hole in successive summers. Purple is linked with an allelic series of mutant eye 
colors, the R series, the main subject of this paper. Among 12,171 segregants counted in 
the earlier work (Whiting, 1950) there were 10.62 per cent crossovers and a summary of 
more recent counts (Whiting, 1956) shows 11.1 per cent crossovers among 17,570. This 
averages 11 percent crossovers among the total 29,741. Both in the parentals and in the 
crossovers the purple were slightly fewer than the non-purple. Non-purple total 13,777 
parentals, 1631 crossovers, purple total 12,724 parentals, 1609 crossovers. The linked genes 
were introduced in various combinations so that no selective advantage against purple 
would be due to the linkage. It is suggested that there may be some slight selective dis- 
advantage due to the purple gene itself. 

THE R-LOCUS MUTANTS 

Among the many different mutant genes that have appeared in Mormoniella, the great 
majority have affected eye color. All are recessive to wild-type brown. Many of them remove 
black in varying amounts giving reddish brown, mahogany, dahlia, vermilion and scarlet, 
the last having but a small black fleck or none. Others remove red or bright pigments so that 
beginning with scarlet there are tomato, orange, peach, tinged and oyster. The last is typi¬ 
cally pigmentless, transparent, showing the black underlying integument so that the eye 
appears pearl gray or oyster white. This black integument affects the color of the eyes of 
many of the mutant types especially those with a considerably reduced amount of pigment, 
giving them a dull appearance. If the specimens are placed in alcohol the eye substance loses 
its transparency becoming chalky white so that the eye color is brightened, oyster becoming 
white and peach or tinged becoming pale pink. After this change the alcoholic specimens 
retain their color indefinitely. 

In pure stocks and among the offspring of many heterozygous females, eye color muta¬ 
tion frequency is of the order of magnitude of one in 25,000 haploid males. This may be 
increased to one per cent or more by irradiation of the unmated mothers. The majority of 
these mutations occur in a single locus, R, and of these R-locus genes, all but a very small 
proportion are either oyster or scarlet. It is of interest to note here that similar oyster and 
scarlet mutants were obtained in another chalcidoid, Pachycrepoideus dubius Ashmead, of 
the pteromalid subfamily Sphegigasterinæ, a parasite of Drosophila pupae, much less favor¬ 
able for genetics studies than Mormoniella (Whiting, 1954). In both species these genes 
act as complementary alleles, the compound females, scarlet-oyster, being wild-type brown 
but producing only scarlet and oyster sons. 

The gene scarlet, then, possesses two “elements”,—one a recessive causing scarlet 
eyes, the other a dominant alternative to oyster eyes. Similarly the gene oyster has recessive 
oyster and the dominant alternative to scarlet. According to orthodox or conservative 
standards we might define this relationship as two pairs of genes completely linked. As will 
be seen later, however, we must deal, not simply with two but with several pairs of factors. 
These are all completely linked, as diverse elements, factors, functions or processes of single 
pléïotropie genes. The attempt to call every function a separate gene leaves us without a 
word for the whole mendelizing group. Functions may be said to be alternatives. The whole 
group is an allele to other groups, alleles, in the same series. 

The symbol for the series, R, is omitted from the formulae for the separate genes as a 
matter of convenience. Were we dealing with several different pairs or series of alleles, it 
would be more convenient to use corresponding symbols. For the present we are concerned 
with the two factors, O and S. The O alternatives are placed arbitrarily to the left of the S 
in the gene formulae. Thus a wild-type compound female may be +.st/oy. + . 

RADIATION-INDUCED MUTATIONS 

Method I 

In her irradiation studies for obtaining dose-action curves from unmated wild-type 
females of Mormoniella, Marion Kayhart (1956) noted bright eye-color mutants, some of 
which were tested by crossing to peach-eyed females with purple body color,—stock 
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pe-333.5 pu. Purple serves as a check against the possible occurrence of impaternate females. 
The peach gene is an R-locus double recessive, recessive to wild type both in O and in S. 
It may be represented as pe.st for it gives a blend, a very pale peach, with oyster, oy. + , and 
is recessive to scarlet, -f.st. Daughters of mutant sires by peach purple females may then 
be wild type if the mutation is non-R or mutant type if an R mutation is involved either in 
O or in S. Dr. Kayhart classified her mutants roughly as red, scarlet, peach and oyster. 
Scarlet included only very brilliant red with little or no black fleck. Dark reds and dull reds 
were lumped under “red”. Peach had pale eye colors with no black fleck. Oyster may have 
included some tinged if they were produced in these experiments, but tinged mutants have 
not been found after irradiation of wild stock. Tests of Dr. Kayhart’s mutant males have 
not hitherto been reported. Only the summary for all doses of all types of irradiation will 
be given here. Each mutant male indicates a separate mutation. There are no replications. 
Presented as number obtained (number tested R locus, number tested non'R) there were 
red 167 (0,21), scarlet 363 (106,9), peach 95 (4,20), oyster 172 (29,0), total 797 (139,50). 
R-locus mutations are almost three times as numerous as all other eye-color mutations 
tested. However, since numbers tested were not in proportion to numbers found for the 
different colors a correction may be made by assuming that those tested are representative for 
each color. This gives 522.5 R-locus and 274.5 non-R expected among the 797 found, or 
almost twice as many at R as at all other loci. All of the red and most of the peach tested 
were non-R, while all of the oyster and most of the scarlet were at R. Scarlet mutations are 
slightly over twice as numerous as are oyster. It is these scarlet and oyster R-locus mutations 
that account for the high rate resulting from irradiation. 

Another type of test, a test with vermilion-MK and oyster-DR, determines the gene 
element involved, O or S. Vermilion-oyster compound females, -{-.vm/oy. + , are used as 
the testers. Vermilion, bright red with a large black fleck, is an S-element factor and hence 
these compounds have wild-type eyes, like scarlet-oyster compounds. A mutant male 
crossed to such a female will sire daughters of two genotypes. These are both wild phenotype 
if the mutant is non-R. Scarlet mutants in general sire bright red, + .vm/+ .st, and wild-type, 
oy- +/ + • st, daughters. Oyster mutants in general sire oyster, oy.-\-/oy.-\-, and wild type, 
+ .vm/oy. -f-, daughters. Rarely an oyster mutant from wild-type stock has proved to be a 
double mutant, oy.st. These are regularly obtained from irradiation of scarlet stock. They 
sire bright red, -\- .vm/oy.st, and oyster, oy. + /oy.st, daughters. Element or elements involved 
in the other R-locus colors are similarly tested. 

Method II 

Fertile male mutants resulting from irradiation of unmated females do not include all 
of the visibles produced. Obviously, male-sterile mutants cannot be tested and visibles with 
recessive lethal effect do not appear. A second method has been reported (Whiting and 
Kayhart, 1956) making possible the identification of “total” R-locus visibles. The treated 
wild-type females were subsequently mated to males of the peach purple stock. Purple acts 
here as a check against androgenesis which may occur if females are mated after being 
irradiated. Non-R mutations are masked by the dominant alleles in the peach purple sperm 
but any non-purple mutant-type daughters are mutants involving R. Seven peach purple 
females and one peach purple male were obtained, presumably androgenetic. There were 
46 female mutants,—one dark red, dahlia, one dull red, tomato, 30 scarlet, three peach and 
eleven pale peach. Tests showed the dahlia to be a semilethal, ten of the scarlet to be norm¬ 
ally viable and five to be lethal. The six pale peach tested proved to be peach-oyster 
compounds, the mutation to oyster having occurred in the treated eggs. 

Method III 

A third method of obtaining irradiation eye-color mutations is now being carried out 
by Mrs. Sarah Caspari. This is the reciprocal of the second method presented above. 
X-rayed wild-type males are mated to peach purple females. Androgenetic offspring do not 
appear and all daughters are wild-type except those resulting from R-locus mutations in 
the sperm. Rate of mutants among females sired by treated males ranges over three per cent 
when treatment is 5000 r. The gene element involved may be determined by mating mutant- 
type females compound for peach with oyster and with scarlet or vermilion males. 

A preliminary summary shows 90 scarlet and 43 oyster mutations, the latter appearing 
as pale peach (peach/oyster compound) females. The scarlet mutant females include 31 normal 
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fertile, -f.st, 45 recessive lethal, the males dying in various stages of development character^ 
istic for each mutation, + .st.l, 11 female-sterile, +.st./s, and three male sterile, -f.st.ms. 

Among the oyster were 33 normal fertile, 31 oy. + , 2 oy.st, six lethal, 5 cry. + .l, 
1 oy.st.l, one oyster female-sterile, oy. + .fs, one oyster male-sterile, oy.~P.ms. For color 
elements alone these total 128 single mutants, 90 scarlet, 38 oyster, and 3 double mutants, 
oy.st, phenotypically oyster, in which both elements must have mutated simultaneously. 

There were also two dark red and one vermilion mutant females sired by x-rayed 
wild-type males. One of the dark red, dahlia lethal-817, da/-8l7, proved to be an S-element 
mutation with recessive lethal effect, -j-.da.l. The other, mahogany-819, is in the O element, 
mh.-p, and is detectable only in compound with a mutant allele affecting O. Males and 
homozygous females are similar to wild type. Thus this mutation would have been un¬ 
noticed if it had occurred in an unfertilized egg producing a male. It was easily recognized 
by the method of this experiment. Mahogany 819 has the effect of reducing crossing over 
between the loci R and purple. Offspring of mahogany females heterozygous for purple 
total 18 crossovers among 2341 counted, —0.77 per cent in contrast to the average from 
other alleles,—11.0 per cent. The vermilion mutation was lethal at éclosion, umI-809. 
The compound females, -p.vm.l/pe.st and + .vm.l/oy.st appear scarlet but the males have 
much black pigment in their rather dark red eyes. Many of them fail to eclose; others 
eclose but are weak, unable to walk about and none are able to mate. 

METHODS OF MAINTAINING LETHAL AND STERILITY GENES 

Genes in the R series with recessive lethal effect are maintained in compound with a 
viable member of this series. If this viable member is female-sterile a balanced stock is 
obtained. Thus scarlet lethal-474.6 is combined with oyster female-sterile-423, 
-p.st.l/oy.st.fsa. The highly fertile female-sterile males produced each generation mate 
with their compound sisters, siring fertile scarlet and sterile oyster daughters. Scarlet 
female-sterile-689 males, -f-.st./sa, have been crossed with these compound females siring 
scarlet daughters of which half are fertile, + .st.l/+ .st.fsa, and half sterile, oy.st.fsa/-f-.st.fsa. 
The sterility of the latter shows that fsa designates a similar factor in the two alleles. Color 
of males produced alternates, scarlet and oyster, in subsequent generations. In her recent 
experiments Mrs. Caspari obtained a scarlet female-sterile mutation, st-841, giving a 
complementary fertility effect with oyster female-sterile-423. The compounds, -p.st. -p.fsb/ 
oy.st./sd. + , scarlet in eye color, are fertile, producing scarlet and oyster males. The stock, 
st-84l/oy-423, is balanced with fertile scarlet and oyster males, sterile oyster females, sterile 
and fertile scarlet females. 

The oyster lethal genes obtained by Mrs. Caspari give an oyster phenotype in com¬ 
pound with viable oyster alleles. Oyster lethal-801, oy. + .1, complementary with scarlet, 
+ .st, is maintained in compound with scarlet female-sterile-a-689. Males produced are 
scarlet, +.st. + ./sd; females are wild-type, oy. + .l.+/-|-.st. -p.fsa, and scarlet, 

.st. 4- .fsa/-\- .st. ~b The original mutant females were pale peach from peach purple 
mothers and were similar to the pale peach compounds of viable oyster with peach. The 
mutation in the wild-type sperm affected, not only a color factor, O, but also some factor 
necessary for survival. It was, therefore, in a sense a double mutation. The oyster lethal-805, 
oy.st.l, recessive to scarlet, affected both color elements and was therefore a triple mutation. 
The pale peach mutant female compound for this gene pe.st/oy.st.l, was crossed to a scarlet- 
DR male, -¡-.st, and the scarlet daughters, oy.st.l/ + .st and pe.st/ + .st, set singly after 
mating with dahlia-GF males, da.-\-• Those that produced only scarlet sons, no peach, were 
the lethal bearers from which the line was continued. Every generation the daughters are 
red, oy.st.l/da.-p, or oy.st.l/-p.st, and wild-type, + .st/da.-pl the sons are red, -\-.st or 
da.-p. The red females, always the lethal bearers, are selected for breeding. 

Male-sterile scarlet, st-815, is balanced against female-sterile oyster, oy-423. The 
oyster males, oy.st.-p.fsa, mate with the compound females, oy.st. -f-./sa/-f-.st.ms.+ , so 
that every generation scarlet and oyster are produced in both sexes. 

SPONTANEOUS MUTATION 

Spontaneous eye-color mutation in wild-type stock and in most pure bred stocks is of 
the general order of magnitude of one in 25,000 males examined. The rate was probably no 
higher than this in the early cross-breeding work with the x-ray mutants from wild-type 
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stock. Most of these were oyster and scarlet and it was supposed as later tests showed, 
that these were complementary alleles, like the original two mutants found in 1948, 
oyster-DR, oy.-j-, and scarlet-DR, + .st. The early mutant stocks also included the Rdocus 
vermilion-MK, -hum, and dahlia-GF, da.-\~, and the non-R mutants called tomato, to and 
garnet, ga. In addition there was the double mutant gene oyster scarlet, oy.st, from x-rayed 

scarlet'DR stock. 

In December 1951 a cross was made between dahlia females and scarlet males. The 
Fi females, ck.+/+.st, bred unmated produced 9847 red males—dahlia and scarlet—and 
eight mutants—four tinged and four oyster. Counts from stock derived from one of the 
tinged, tv277, totalled 83,700 with only two mutations. However, wild-type females from 
crosses between Woods Hole wild-type females and tinged males produced 40 separate 
eye-color mutants—30 scarlet, five orange, five peach—among somewhat over 61,000 sons. 
This test was repeated in 1954 and 30 mutations obtained—27 scarlet, three peach—among 
31,385 F2 males. It was again repeated in December 1955, giving 46 mutations—40 scarlet, 
six peach—among somewhat over 36,000 F2 males. Rate totals 0.09 per cent largely due to 

the 97 scarlet. 
Oyster mutants were not separated from the tinged segregates in these counts. To do 

this would be a tedious and time-consuming task. 

The reciprocal cross, tinged females by Woods Hole wild-type males, yielded no higher 
rate of mutation than that found in pure stocks, less than one in 25,000. In the last tests this 
cross yielded no daughters although matings were observed to take place many times. These 
facts are as yet unexplained. 

Tests were made of some of the mutants from the 1952 experiment, but not from that 
of 1954. Descendents of these mutants have tended to mutate with relatively high fre¬ 
quency. Data are published in detail (Whiting, 1956). I have made a comparison with the 
opening of Pandora’s box. The spontaneous mutation to tinged-277 let loose a host of 
problems which increase constantly as one attempts to solve them. Descendents of the 
1955 mutants indicate conditions similar to those from the 1952 tests. Data are not as yet 
fully analysed and new mutations are constantly appearing. Pandora’s box seems to be wide 
open. Tentative conclusions regarding conditions at the R-locus and what may be happening 
in this region of the germ plasm, “the nature of the gene”, will be given. 

Tinged-277 is regarded as tvst, a double mutant type, being recessive both to dahlia- 
GF, and to scarlet-DR, -fi.st. It is supposed that the mutation occurred in the O ele¬ 
ment of a +.st egg of the da.-f/ + .st mother. The cross with Woods Hole wild-type 
females, therefore, produced daughters, +.+/ti.st. These were the mothers of the 
116 mutant males. As an example of genic instability following mutation the descendents of 
the mutant, peach-333.5, may be cited. This mutant is regarded as pe.st from a mutation in 
the O element of a ti.st egg. He was crossed with oyster-DR purple females. Besides the 
21 oyster purple sons, oy-\-.pu, from unfertilised eggs and the 89 pale peach daughters, 
oy-\~ pu/pe.st, there were produced ten mutant oyster daughters, oy-\-pu/oy.st. The pale, 
peach daughters bred as expected showing purple linkage of peach. Oyster sons of the 
oyster daughters, crossed with scarlet DR females sired scarlet daughters, + .st/oy.st, 
showing that peach, pe.st, having mutated from tinged, ti.st, mutated to oyster, oy.st. 
One lot of the oyster daughters of the mutant produced only oyster and oyster purple sons, 
but from a second vial there were both tinged and oyster,—ti 33, oy pu 55, ti pu 1, oy 34. 
The distinction between tinged and oyster was clear. The numbers suggest a mixed 
parentage, that some of the oy.st had mutated to ti.st. 

Crosses of peach-333.5 males to vermilion MK females and crosses of peach-333.5 
females to Woods Hole wild-type males gave no mutants among their descendents, but 
unmated daughters of peach-333.5 males by Woods Hole wild-type females produced, 
besides the 1043 expected sons (541 wild type, 503 peach), 36 mutants—four tinged, 
31 oyster, one scarlet. It is supposed that these mutations took place in the O element. 

That it is the O element that has become unstable is shown by analysis of the scarlet 
mutants among the descendents of tinged'277- Because the S element remains st, no dark 
eye colors are possible in the males or in the homozygous females. The compounds of the 
different scarlets with oyster-DR, oy. T, give conditions ranging from simple dominance, 
oy.-d~/st.st, to various degrees of complementarity—bright red, but darker than scarlet, 
oy. -p/da.st; dark red, oy.-\-/m\i.st; reddish brown, oy. + /rdh.st; to complete complemen- 
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tarity, oy.+/ + .st. These mutations in the O element are masked by st in the S element, but 
differentiated by oy. + in compounds. 

A second example of genic instability following mutation may be presented. The 
mutant scarlet-336.13 was crossed to oyster-DR purple females. Daughters were 85 red 
ranging from dark, oy. -¡-pu/mh.st, to bright, oy. + puida.st, one peach, oy.-f pu/ pe.st, and 
65 oyster, oy.+ pu/oy.st. These were allowed to mate with their oyster purple brothers, 
oy.-\~pu, so that purple appeared in both sexes among their offspring. The four oyster 
females tested produced oyster and oyster purple in both sexes. The one peach (unmated) 
produced peach and oyster sons. Four selected dark red produced dark red and oyster 
daughters, scarlet and oyster sons. Four selected bright red produced bright red and 
oyster daughters, scarlet and oyster sons. Peach purple sons of the peach female were 
mated to Woods Fiole wild-type females. F2 males were brown and peach. In all fraternities 
segregating a color difference in eyes purple linkage was shown as would be expected if 
there were mutations at the R locus rather than modifying factors at other loci. The 
mutant scarlet-336.13 was therefore either rnh.st or da.st for he transmitted these genes to 
his dark red and to his bright red daughters respectively. He produced at least one pe.st 
sperm and 65 oyster sperm, probably oy.st. 

In all cases where the mother of mutants is heterozygous for purple, the majority of 
the mutants are of the body color associated with the parental eye color derived from 
tinged-277- The minority of the mutants are the (eleven per cent expected) crossovers 
between R and purple. 

Crosses of the various mutant types descended from tmged-277 with Woods Hole 
wild-type indicate further stimulation of mutation when wild-type females are used but 
not when wild-type males are used. When the mutant types are inbred, further mutation 
ceases. This applies not only to pure cultures having a single eye color, but also to inbred 
lines in which two eye-color genes are retained, such as ti.st and +.+ for example. 

Spontaneous mutants have appeared among descendents of irradiation mutants and 
this has been supposed due to genic instability caused by the irradiation. However, a 
reconsideration of the evidence indicates that this instability is associated with the tester 
stock used, spontaneous mutants following tests with pe-333.5 pu but not m^MK pu/oy-DR 
pu. Since the former but not the latter is derived from ti-277, it seems highly probable that 
the spontaneous mutants are due to inherent instability of the gene pe.st, specifically the 
element pe, rather than to any effect of the irradiation in subsequent generations. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

The word gene carries with it “splinters of inadequate ideas, not always harmless to 
the developing insight”. These splinters are remnants of the corpuscular view,—the belief 
held by Johannsen and still held in large measure by present-day cytogeneticists in the gene 
as a hereditary unit transmitted intact from generation to generation. It has been assumed 
that this unity is “demonstrated by modern mendelian researches”. Quite the contrary 
appears to have been shown by cytogenetics. For many if not all of the terms in our genetic 
formulae, the unity of the genes is very transitory, confined to the meiosis of the heterozygote. 
Because gene A segregates as a unit from a, it does not follow that paternal A segregates 
as a unit from maternal A. The right half of each may cross over, recombining with the left 
of the other. Moreover, the reality behind the symbols for some genes is the absence of a 
chromosome or of part of a chromosome or of genically active substance. 

The sex alleles of Drosophila which segregate as a pair of genes in the sex-heterozygous 
male, Mm, may serve as an example. The reality behind the term M is the sperm cell lacking 
the X chromosome. Such sperm cells possess the dominant gene M just as a doughnut 
possesses a hole. Half of the sperm cells contain m, a diffuse gene made up of sex-potent 
materials scattered throughout all the genically active region of X. All the eggs possess m 
but in few of them is it the same m. In the meiosis of the sex-homozygous female there have 
been many exchanges so that very few X chromosomes are strictly maternal or strictly 
paternal. The diffuse sex gene m is interspersed with differentiated materials which may 
mutate to form the localized sex-linked genes. It is these localized genes which give the basis 
for the linkage map. A mutation in a sex potent region of the germ plasm may produce a 
gene for intersexuality. Such a mutant gene, showing linkage with other genes, would tell 
us what regions in the linkage map are sex potent. 
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Mutations produce kinks in tetrads—kinks caused by inversions, deletions, repeats. 
Kinks prevent crossing over so that the genic material in the region segregates as a unit. 
Homozygous tetrads have no kinks; the homologous chromonemata pair evenly and crossing 
over may take place in the middle of a homozygous inversion, for example. Kinks large 
enough to be seen are not called genes. It is only the submicroscopic kinks, the microi{in\s 
(to use a word once suggested in conversation by Dr. John R. Preer) that have qualified as 
genes. This limits the term to those mendelizmg differences which are not understood. 
As soon as cytogenetics reveals the nature of a gene, it is no longer called a gene. I would 
prefer to use the word in a broader sense, to include anything that mendelizes,—the 
mega\in\s as well as the micro\ini{s. The reality corresponding to the terms in our genetic 
formulae may be called genes regardless of size. 

In genetics studies on “the nature of the gene” what is really being investigated is a 
certain region of the germ plasm, a certain length of chromonema in which one or more 
mutations have occurred producing changes which act as units, genes in mendelian heredity. 
These genes may be pleiotropic but strictly alleles even though the traits affected may be 
widely diverse. When dominance of the different characters is in opposite directions, the 
alleles are complementary. Genes not completely integrated so that recombination may 
rarely occur are called hemialleles or pseudoalleles, the last term reminiscent of Bateson’s 
spurious allelomorphism. Whether a series constitutes true alleles or pseudoalleles depends 
upon the effectiveness of the kinks preventing crossing over. 

If genes are defined as the units of mendelism, then by definition there are no plasma' 
genes because the cytoplasm does not mendelize. This is not to assert that there are no 
transmissible differences localized in the cytoplasm. We do not call chloroplasts genes. Why 
then apply the term to ultramicroscopio structures? 

Genic materials sparsely scattered through the chromosomes may differ in different 
stocks or races. Presumably then there is mixing in the meiosis of hybrids, but there is no 
basis for assuming a theoretically numerable set of discrete “polygenes”. Such is an un- 
warranted extrapolation from demonstrated “multiple factors” and modifiers, “kinks” 
affecting the same trait. 

It is possible that in some cases a mutant gene may involve a single process,—one gene, 
one enzyme. Such a theory can be neither proven nor disproven because a demonstration of 
pleiotropic effects in any finite number of cases will always leave other cases inadequately 
tested. 

The different traits determined by the pleiotropic genes are often related to each other 
functionally. A given chromosome region tends to specialize on a certain subject, like the 
various rhesus antigens in man or the posterior vertebrae including the tail in mice. Some 
of the alleles or pseudoalleles in a series may accumulate additional functions by virtue of 
further kinks and these new functions may have no relationship physiologically to the main 
topic of interest in the series. They just happen to be in the vicinity where the net is drawn. 
Thus the agouti series in mice specializes on restricting dark pigment in the hair, but the 
yellow gene is pleiotropic having a lethal effect and is also concerned with fat metabolism. 
A series of genes may be called allelic at least until a break occurs. Then, depending upon 
the nature of the break and how frequently it is repeated, it will be in order to decide whether 
the allelomorphism should be called spurious. 

Are the R alleles of Mormoniella truly alleles or are they pseudoalleles? Thus far, 
despite the hundreds of thousands of specimens that have been examined, no case of recom¬ 
bination has been shown. Wild-type sons of scarlet-oyster compounds, +.st/oy. + , have 
not appeared. Tinged-277 from a da.-\-/-\-.st mother was at first thought to be a crossover, 
da.st, but it gives pale-peach, a blend, oy.-{-/ti.st, with oyster, whereas da.st obtained by 
x-radiation of dahlia stock and also spontaneously from +.+/ti.st mothers is partially 
complementary with oyster giving a bright red compound, oy. -¡-/da.st. 

The suggestion has been considered that the scarlet mutants obtained from the 
+ .+/ti.st females were crossover mutations in which the exchange took place within 
the O element. This seemed plausible because many of these mutants were rdh.st, mh.st 
and da.st, with the O element intermediate in pigment potency between tinged and wild 
type. However, this theory does not fit the oy.st mutants from +.+ /ti.st nor the -f-.st, etc. 
mutants from oy.-\-/pe.st. It is therefore unlikely that mutation is here a type of crossing 
over. 
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Purple linkage data indicate it to be the genes descended from ti.st that have been 
mutating. S remains unchanged, st, but O has become unstable, unst'O, mutating through¬ 
out the whole range of pigment-forming potency from oy to + under certain conditions. 
These conditions are found in the oöcytes of a heterozygous female from a Woods Hole 
wild-type egg, + . + , fertilized by an unst'O.st sperm, but not from the reciprocal. They 
are not found in inbred stocks homozygous for any of the unstO.st genes or heterozygous 
for these genes, +.+ /unst'O.st, the alleles being retained by selection during the inbreed- 
ing. They are found in oocytes of Fi females compound for unst'O.st and various stable 
mutant alleles, such as oy-DR, immediately after crosses of the stocks, but they disappear 
after inbreeding of the stocks. They are likewise found in spermatogenesis of unst'O.st 
mutant males, as evidenced by the occurrence of mutant daughters from stable tester 
mothers. It may be tentatively suggested that some factor or set of factors present in certain 
stable stocks and present in the Woods Hole wild-type egg but not in the sperm may 
combine in such a way after crossing as to have a position effect on unst'O.st. 

From the demonstrated fact that reciprocal crosses give different results it need not 
necessarily be concluded that the cause is cytoplasmic. Sex determination is not understood 
for the chalcidoids. It is possible that the female may possess some mutation-stimulating 
chromosome region lacking in the male. 

The “elements” O and S, demonstrated by repeated mutations to oyster and to scarlet 
in Mormoniella and also in the related Pachycrepoideus, appear fundamental to eye-color 
production. An R region with these two elements associated may be found to exist in 
other pteromalids. Oyster, the most frequent mutation in O, causes the complete absence of 
eye pigment. Scarlet, the most frequent mutation in S, causes the loss of capacity to form 
dark pigment. O in normal (+) condition may determine the production of some substance, 
an enzyme, let us say, which acting alone on chromogen, produces red pigment. The 
mutation to oyster removes this enzyme so that no pigment can be formed. Other less 
frequent mutations in O determine partial reduction in amount of enzyme O. 

S in the normal (+) condition determines the production of a secondary enzyme 
which, uniting with enzyme O, forms a compound enzyme O-S. This unites with chromogen 
producing dark pigment. The mutation to scarlet determines lack of enzyme S so that dark 
pigment is not formed. Other mutations in S permit formation of more or less dark pigment. 
It may be suggested that the association of these two elements in close proximity has come 
about to facilitate chromatogenesis by the production of compound enzyme O-S. 

Genes which put a kink in the R region, like the allele mahogany-819, which reduces 
crossing over, or genes which put a kink near the R region like glass (Whiting, 1955) may be 
helpful in the study of this region. If we follow the symbolism used in ClB Drosophila, 
mahogany-819 may be mh.-j-.C and glass may be g/.C, the element C reducing crossing 
over if heterozygous. By similar reasoning the element I in dahlia lethal-817, +.da.l, is a 
recessive lethal, the element ms causes sterility in males of scarlet-814, +.st.ms, the element 
fsa causes sterility in females of oyster-423, oy.st.fsa, and of scarlet 689, +.st./sa, and the 
element fsb causes sterility in females of scarlet-841, ff-.st./sb. 

What is the minimum number of elements, then, that must be postulated in these 
alleles or how many of them are there in the R region as estimated from the data at present 
available? Two color elements, O and S, are here considered. There may be more. The 
symbol 1 is placed arbitrarily in position three, as oy. + .l, but 1 in oyster lethal-804 may 
not be the same as in dahlia lethal-817 for example and it may not even be homologous with 
it. We might, if we could make the cross, show complementary alternatives to different 
lethal elements giving a viable wild phenotype, oyl'804fdal'817, oy. -f .la.-j-/-¡-.da.-¡-.lb, 
but haploid males are not present to transmit lethals. Similarly, homology of male-sterile 
factors cannot be tested with each other or with lethals. 

The distinction between lethals and male-steriles is somewhat arbitrary. Where 
shall we draw the line? Scarlet-lethal-474.6 acts before hatching; scarlet-lethal-812 kills 
the larvae; scarlet-lethal-813 kills the pupae; vermilion-lethal-809 is lethal at éclosion, the 
adults unable to walk about, feed or mate; scarlet-814, -\-.st.ms., mates but produces no 
offspring; scarlet semilethal-810, -\~-st.sl, is female sterile and its compound with peach 
produces a small proportion of scarlet adults, many dead larvae and a few dead pupae. The 
elements symbolized as l, ms, and si, are of undetermined homology, so that number of 
wild-type alternatives is unknown. 
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At least two non-homologous elements for female sterility are identified,—fsa and fsb. 
Thus the normal wild type might be represented with at least six elements, O.S.L.Fsa.Fsb.c., 
each alternative to whatever we find going wrong with any R-locus mutant type. But 
perhaps none of these conditions are due to hypogenic corpuscles at all. The wild-type germ 
plasm is a complicated mechanism acting as a whole. Its many regions are highly differ¬ 
entiated but delicately adjusted to each other so that their numerous functions may be 
normally performed. The different mutant “elements” in the R region may be localized 
processes causing malfunctions of greater or less severity. They interact with each other 
and with structural conditions,—with holes, bumps and loops (deletions, insertions, re¬ 
peats, inversions), the kinks in the adjacent chromonemata which may give rise to further 
alleles or to hemialleles. Our symbols are a very inadequate diagram of the machinery which 
produces the products known as genetic characters. 
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Progress and Problems in the Analyses of Gynandromorphic 
Honey Bees1 

By Walter C. Rothenbuhler 

Iowa State College 
Ames, Iowa 

ABSTRACT 

Hypotheses of gynandromorph origin are reviewed, and it is shown that male parts of a 
honeybee gynandromorph in the strain possessed by us arise usually from one or more 
accessory sperms, whereas female parts arise usually from the zygote. As many as 40 per cent 
of the bees emerging from certain samples of brood have been gynandromorphic. Such a frequency 
provides abundant material and unique opportunities for further research on a number of 
problems. Some exceptional individuals are discussed. A4ost important among them are certain 
genetic mosaics possessing patches of apparently diploid male tissue. These mosaics provide 
strong evidence for the sex'allele hypothesis of sex determination in honey bees. 

At the last International Congress of Entomology, Dr. A. M. da Costa Lima (1952), 
of Brazil, described an interesting gynandromorphic honey bee. He presented several 
remarkably clear photographs of this specimen showing the striking dimorphism in some of 
its paired structures one of which was male and one female. After some other pertinent 
discussion, da Costa Lima stated, ... I cannot give in this paper explanatory remarks on 
what seems to me the most interesting investigation to be made in a case of gynandro- 
morphism like this, viz., to say, after a detailed study of the racial morphological characters 
of the male side of the body, whether they are exclusively matroclinous, or of biparental 
origin. At the time that Dr. da Costa Lima was speaking, our laboratory was investigating 
the problem he was posing. Three different experiments were completed eventually which 
have given genetic evidence on the origin of gynandromorphs in one strain of honey bees. 

In the last sentence of his paper, Dr. da Costa Lima raises a second important problem. 
Concluding this note I must remark that notwithstanding my efforts for getting more 

material, I did not succeed to receive any more gynandromorphs from the same hive.” 
Gynandromorphic honey bees have appeared usually in small numbers. Even though our 
original gynandromorph-producing queen produced such sex mosaics in rather high fre- 
quency (Rothenbuhler, Polhemus, Gowen, and Park, 1949), it was realized that further in¬ 
vestigation depended upon getting daughter queens that also produced gynandromorphs. 
Maintenance of the stock, at least, and increase of gynandromorph frequency, if possible, 
seemed imperative. In the early work about half of the matings produced some gynandro¬ 
morphs—generally less than one or two per cent of their worker progeny. After eight 
years, most of the matings in our selected line produce 5 to 40 per cent sex mosaics. Such a 
frequency provides abundant material for any type of investigation. 

The normal inhabitants of a honey-bee colony are the queen, some drones, and many 
workers. Queens and workers are female and normally develop from fertilized eggs. The 
morphological and functional differences between a queen and a worker are due to different 
larval nutrition. The drones or male bees develop from unfertilized eggs and so are cyto¬ 
genetically different from the females. Drones differ from the female castes very much in 
both general appearance and structural detail. It is relatively easy to recognize sex-mosaic 
combinations. 

The combinations of males and female tissues observed in the presently studied 
gynandromorphs are of the most diverse sorts. They extend from a small amount of exter¬ 
nally visible male tissue (for example: part of one eye) in an individual otherwise female to 
a small amount of externally visible female tissue (for example: part of one tibia) in an 
individual otherwise male. Illustrating more intermediate distributions are the following 
individuals: female head, female thorax, male abdomen; male head, female thorax, female 
abdomen; approximately one-half male and one-half female head, female thorax, male 
abdomen; male head, approximately bilaterally divided thorax and abdomen. Such bilateral 
division includes both the internal and external sex organs in many cases. 
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There are many subtle secondary sex characteristics in bees which enable one to 
recognize male or female tissue in cases where a mixture of both is present. Particularly 
important for the study under consideration are the differences in eye size between drones 
and workers. The eye facets in the middle and upper regions of the drone eye are much 
larger than the facets in any region of a worker eye. In a sexunosaic bee, it is possible, 
consequently, to identify the sex of most eye tissue by the size of its facets. 

These sex'mixed bees from our colonies are undoubtedly very similar to those first 
discovered by the German schoolmaster, Lucas, and reported by Laubender, in 1801, which 
may be the first record of gynandromorphic honey bees. Other occurrences of sex-mosaic bees 
were reported in the years following, but it was not until the discovery in Constance, 
Germany, of gynandromorphs in one of the colonies belonging to Herr Eugster, that they 
became well known. Von Siebold, the Professor of Zoology in the University of Munich, 
published a notable paper on the Eugster gynandromorphs in 1864, which brought them 
to the attention of the scientific world. Theordor Boveri, who studied at Munich under 
Richard Hertwig, successor to von Siebold, must have heard much of the amazing sex' 
mosaic bees. After his work on partial fertilization in sea urchins, he desired greatly to 
examine the Eugster gynandromorphs to determine whether the male parts were matroclb 
nous or biparental. It was thought, however, that the specimens preserved by von Siebold 
were lost. Many years later Herr Doflein, curator of the Zoological State Museum at Munich, 
found a bottle containing the specimens preserved by von Siebold and sent them to Boveri 
at Wurzburg. So some 50 years after their collection Boveri (1915) studied the racial charac' 
teristics of three or four specimens and concluded that the male parts had arisen from the 

mother only. 

HYPOTHESES OF GYNANDROMORPH ORIGIN IN HONEY BEES 

Figure 1 presents Boveri’s hypothesis, as well as others, in diagrammatic form. Boveri 
reasoned that an unfertilized egg might start to develop giving rise to two (or more) cleavage 
nuclei. The sperm nucleus then would unite with one of these nuclei giving rise to diploid 
female tissue. The unfertilized nucleus (or nuclei) would develop into haploid male tissue of 

maternal origin. 

T. H. Morgan (1905) pointed out shortly after the turn of the century that an alterna' 
tive explanation is possible. Perhaps an accessory sperm is entering the egg and undergoing 
development along with the zygote resulting from fertilization. The zygote would develop 
into female tissue, the accessory sperm nucleus into male tissue of paternal origin. An 
occurrence of gynandromorphs discovered in the Terek region of Southern Russia, preserved 
specimens of which were studied by von Englehardt (1914), seemed to support Morgan s 
hypothesis. The male parts possessed the racial characteristics of what was supposedly the 

father. 
Other explanations have been advanced, all of them involving fertilization. Morgan 

and Bridges (1919), after their successful investigations of Drosophila gynandromorphs, 
suggested loss of a sex chromosome to explain the male parts of bee gynandromorphs. 
Muller, being aware of the discoveries of the Whitings on sex determination on the parasitic 
wasp Habrobracon juglandis, suggested to Altenburg (Altenburg, 1945) that dispermie 
fertilization of a binucleate egg might explain gynandromorphic bees. Some other possible 
explanations involve loss of part of a chromosome, position effects, or somatic crossing over. 
Without marker genes or different racial characteristics in the queen and drone, it is obvious 
that the gynandromorphs look alike under the various hypotheses. 

TESTS OF HYPOTHESES 

From the foregoing account it is seen that no certain knowledge on the origin of honey' 
bee gynandromorphs was in existence when the new occurrence of them was discovered on 
Sept. 2, 1948, at Iowa State College (Rothenbuhler, Polhemus. Gowen, and Park, 1949). 
At this time artificial insemination of honey bees made it possible for us to carry out specific 
experiments—an advantage that previous investigators did not possess. In addition, the 
new sex mosaics were found in a line marked by the recessive mutant gene for ivory eyes. 
It was realized that possession of a second, recessive, mutant gene would enable us to make a 
genetic analysis of these anomalies. About a year later a stock producing chartreuse'eyed 
drones was obtained. This mutation proved to be recessive to wild type, nonallelic to 
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ivory, and not linked with ivory (Rothenbuhler, Gowen, and Park, 1952b, 1953a). With 
these marker genes, the experiment outlined in Figure 2 can be made. If a queen homozygous 
for ivory eyes were inseminated with semen from drones hemizygous for chartreuse eyes, 
all worker progeny would be expected to have wild type, black eyes, whereas all drone 
progeny arising by parthenogenesis, would have ivory eyes like the mother. Under the 
partial fertilization hypothesis of Boveri, male parts of gynandromorphs would be ivory like 
the mother; under the polyspermy and androgenesis hypothesis of Morgan, male parts 
would be chartreuse like the father, under the various fertilization hypotheses, male parts 
would be wild type in either part or all of the cases. 

Several such matings were made and the male parts were chartreuse like the father, 
whereas the female parts were black-eyed, possessing genes from both parents (Rothen- 

HYPOTHESES OF GYNANDROMORPH ORIGIN 

BOVERI: PARTIAL FERTILIZATION. 1888, 1889, 1915. 

MORGAN AND BRIDGES: CHROMOSOME ELIMINATION. 1919. 

MULLER AND ALTENBURG: DISPERMIC FERTILIZATION OF A BINUCLEATE EGG. 1945. 
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Fig. 1. Hypotheses of the origin of gynandromorphic honey bees. Fig. 2. Use of marker genes to test hypotheses. 
Fig. 3. Pooled count of progenies in two combs of brood from a mixed-sperm mating. 
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buhler, Gowen, and Park, 1951, 1952a). Figure 4 shows an individual with chartreuse male 
parts from the father and black female parts from both parents. 

A different experiment in which a homozygous ivory queen was mated with drones 
hemizygous for the recessive nonallelic, nondinked gene for cream eyes produced gynandro- 
morphs with male eye parts invariably mutant and female eye parts usually black, iviutant 
female eye tissue, which was probably cream, occurred in some gynandromorphs (Rothen- 
buhler, 1952). Two hypotheses on the origin of this exceptional female tissue were advanced 
but they have not been tested. The male tissue was proven to be cream by selecting 
gynandromorphs with male reproductive systems, obtaining semen from them, and artT 
ficially inseminating homozygous cream queens with it. All of the worker bees from three 
such matings were cream-eyed, confirming the polyspermy-androgenesis hypothesis of 

gynandromorph origin. 
Still a third type of experimentation is possible and this third one is in some ways more 

nearly critical than the former two. If two sperms are actually taking part in development, 
one fertilizing the egg pronucleus and one giving rise to the male parts, it ought to be possible 
to get direct evidence of this. If a queen were artificially inseminated with two kinds of 
sperms this would be expected to show in the gynandromorphic progeny. Figure 3 shows the 

results from one such mixed-sperm mating. 

A queen that was homozygous for the ivory-eye gene was mated with black-eyed drones 
and ivory-eyed drones. In a large sample of brood, this mating was expected to produce 
two kinds of worker bees and four kinds of gynandromorphs. The frequency of each type of 
worker bee reflects the frequency of each type of sperm fertilizing eggs in the brood sample 
in question. From this knowledge, one can calculate the expected frequency of each type of 
gynandromorph among the 67 found that had both male and female eye parts. The actual 
observations were in close agreement with expectations. 

Uniquely important are the individuals having ivory female facets and black male 
facets. An ivory sperm fertilized an ivory egg to give rise to the ivory female tissue. A 
second sperm, this time black, is necessary in order to explain the black male tissue. 

The foregoing results are considered to be strong evidence for the development of 
accessory sperms in the eggs of the gynandromorph-producing strain of bees. This is sup¬ 
posedly a very unusual phenomenon in the entire animal kingdom. There is evidence that it 
occurs occasionally in the eggs of pigeons (Hollander, 1949), silkworms (Tanaka, 1953), 
Drosophila (Crew and Lamy, 1938), and Habrobracon (Whiting, 1943). It is not surprising 
that sperm development is uncommon because in many cases it leads to a pathological 
result—the lack of somatic integration in the individual. 

EXCEPTIONS AND SEX DETERMINATION IN THE HONEY BEE 

Certain exceptions to the foregoing have occurred. For example, Mackensen (1951) 
has described a gynandromorphic bee that had matroclinous male parts instead of the patroc- 
linous male parts described above. We also have found an occasional rare specimen that 
possessed matroclinous male parts and biparental female parts as expected under the Boveri 

hypothesis. 

If one accessory sperm can develop in addition to the zygote as described above, would 
two or more accessory sperms ever take part in development? This, indeed, does occur. 
Some queens homozygous for ivory eyes and mated to both ivory and chartreuse drones 
have produced gynandromorphs having two kinds of male tissue. The zygote resulting from 
the union of the egg nucleus and a chartreuse or ivory sperm gives rise to black or ivory 
female tissue. Apparently one accessory sperm gives rise to the ivory male tissue whereas a 
second accessory sperm gives rise to the chartreuse male tissue. Certain matings have pro¬ 
duced more than 5% of their gynandromorphs having female tissue in combination with 
two genetically different kinds of male tisue. Two kinds of female tissue in one individual 
have occurred, but are rare. 

The most important exceptions were observed in high numbers (although not the 
first time) during the summer of 1956. A female homozygous for ivory eyes was artificially 
inseminated with semen from drones related to her—three drones being ivory and three 
drones chartreuse. More than a dozen and a half offspring from this mating were observed 
to be male mosaics having either chartreuse or ivory male tissue or both in combination with 
black male tissue. The chartreuse or ivory male tissue in each case presumably arose from an 
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Fig 4. Gynandromorph resulting from the type of mating outlined in Fig. 2. Individual has chartreuse, male 
right eye and wild-type, female, left eye except for two patches of chartreuse, male tissue near the tOD of the 

accessory sperm in the usual way. The black male tissue, however, would not be expected 
to develop from any single gamete involved in the mating unless mutation had occurred. 
Un the other hand, the possibility must be considered that the black male tissue developed 
from the union of an ivory egg and a chartreuse sperm. 

Certain observations provide evidence that the black male tissue is, in fact, diploid in 
origin. Two sister queens similarly mated produced similar mosaic males. More’than three 
dosen males (to be discussed elsewhere in detail) have shown mosaic patches of black male 
tissue which could not have arisen from any single gamete of those involved in the mating. 
Uf real significance is the fact that observations and preliminary measurements on certain 
individuals indicate the black male facets to be slightly larger than the adjoining chartreuse 
or ivory male facets. This is difficult to explain except by a diploid origin. Grosch (1945) 
showed that diploid male Habrobracon juglandis had slightly larger eye facets than haploid 
males, a result of diploidy which might also be expected in the honey bee. 

If we recall the type of sex determination in Habrobracon, a simple explanation is 
suggested. In Habrobracon an individual that is heterozygous at the sex locus is a female. 
Hemizygotes are haploid males, and homozygotes are diploid males which die usually, but 
not always. Mackensen has long suspected that the Habrobracon scheme of sex determina- 
tion applies in honey bees for there exists in their genetic constitution a series of haplo- 
viable, homozygousdethal alleles (Whiting, 1947 p. 18). Females mated to closely related 
™ Prod^ce the expected percentages of inviable eggs (Mackensen, 1951). Mackensen 
(1955) has determined the number of haplo-viable homozygousdethal alleles in six inbred 
lines, and Laidlaw, Gomes, and Kerr (1956) have estimated the number in one random¬ 
mating population of honey bees. It has been suspected that the in viable homozygotes 
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are diploid males but no adult, living, diploid male has ever been identified. If the Mackensen 
hypothesis is valid, it has seemed logical to expect that gynandromorph-producing queens 
mated to closely related, genetically marked, drones might produce mosaics having recogniz- 
able patches of diploid male tissue instead of female tissue. Even though the suspected 
diploid male tissue is inviable when left to its own developmental resources, it might 
survive in mosaic combination with healthy normal tissue. 

This is the explanation advanced for the exceptional individuals described above: 
The chartreuse and ivory male tissues arose from accessory sperms in the usual way. The 
zygote which would have given rise to black female tissue had the “lethal” alleles been 
heterozygous, has here given rise to black, diploid, male tissue because the “lethal” alleles 
are homozygous. The haplo-viable homozygous-lethal alleles are indicated, therefore, 
to be sex alleles as well as “lethal” alleles. Following this new evidence, the sex-allele 
hypothesis of sex determination in the honey bee continues to be the only hypothesis among 
those reviewed by Kerr and Laidlaw (1956) which has strong experimental support. Sex 
determination in the honey bee seems to be the same as in two species of Habrobracon. 
At this time, genetical information on sex determination exists for two widely separated 

genera of Hymenoptera. 

ADDITIONAL POSSIBILITIES AND PROBLEMS 

The foregoing has been a brief account of the major work already accomplished on 
gynandromorphic honey bees. The things that remain to be done, and the problems for 
which this material provides unique approaches, are challenging. 

The whole cytological problem is comparatively untouched. It ought to be possible to 
get direct visual evidence of cleavage divisions in accessory sperms, indicated by the genetic 
evidence. The cytological approach would surely add important information to that already 

possessed. 
The frequency of gynandromophs in the progeny of a given mating presents several 

unsolved problems. Results presented elsewhere (Rothenbuhler, 1954, 1955; and Rothen- 
buhler and Gowen, 1955) indicate that the tendency to produce gynandromorphs is heredi¬ 
tary. Nevertheless, there are important environmental factors which cause gynandromorph 
production in a given mating, of the gynandromorph-producing stock, to vary widely from 
time to time. Further work is needed to identify the environmental factors and evaluate 
the role they play in gynandromorph production. It will be possible, then, to go much further 
in learning the specific nature and action of the hereditary units involved in the tendency to 
produce gynandromorphs. 

The physiology of the egg is involved in the problem. Accessory sperms normally 
enter the bee’s egg (as they normally enter the eggs of most insects), but normally they 
degenerate. In this gynandromorph-producing strain, accessory sperms are escaping normal 
controls in the egg, are undergoing cleavage and contributing to the developing individual. 
Further analysis of this very early embryonic phenomenon might reveal important informa¬ 
tion on cell physiology and growth. 

Several morphological problems are accessible in this material. One problem concerns 
the sex structures which are present in various combinations. In view of the thousands of 
individuals available, it would seem possible to do several highly informative studies on 
developmental relations between and within gonads, sex ducts and external genitalia. 

These mosaic individuals are naturally made transplantations. One can study the 
effect of one genetically or sexually different kind of tissue on another, by simply sorting 
out the desired specimens. One of the more obvious problems involves pigment develop¬ 
ment. Several mutant genes for eye color are available and they can be combined in the 
various mosaic combinations (Rothenbuhler, Gowen, and Park, 1953b). 

The gynandromorphs already seen were reared as worker bees. The female tissue was 
worker in its morphological development, and the male tissue was drone. What would be 
expected if a gynandromorph were reared as a queen? Presumably the female tissue would 
show queen morphology but the male tissue would be expected to die, since death is the 
fate of male larvae subjected to queen-rearing treatment. Our preliminary experiments with 
larvae from one mating apparently have resulted in the death of about two-thirds of the sex- 
mosaic larvae reared as queens. One-third have survived. Substantial amounts of male tissue 
have survived in some individuals. 
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From the work already accomplished, the directions of some new investigations have 
been indicated. Gynandromorphic honey bees, because of their unusual origin from zygotes 
and accessory sperms, because of the haplo^diplo nature of honey bees, and because of the 
presence of different castes in honey bees, actually seem to supply something new in the 
way of experimental material. Further investigation of them is expected to shed new light 
on some old biological problems. 
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DISCUSSION 

P. W. Whiting. Do you obtain gynandromorphs in the honey bee with diploid male 
parts? In Habrobracon most of the gynandromorphs are from binucleate eggs and male parts 
are usually gynogenetic. 

W. C. Rothenbuhler. In addition to the mosaic males already discussed briefly, there 
were two individuals of the type you inquire about. They possessed a small amount of 
thoracic or abdominal female tissue, some black male tissue interpreted as diploid, and some 
ivory male tissue presumably haploid. 

W. R. Lee. Were the drones related to the queens in the crosses that produced male 
diploid tissue? 

W. C. Rothenbuhler. Yes, the drones were closely related to the queen. 
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Genetics of Culex pipiens (Diptera: Culicidae) 
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ABSTRACT 

Fundamental genetic research in Culicidae is desirable for several reasons, e.g. for the 
study of crossing relations in the Culex pipiens complex, for the problems of susceptibility to 
infection, resistance to insecticides and others. Several mutations have been produced in Culex 
pipiens by means of X'rays. These and some spontaneous ones are enumerated. The phenomena 
associated with reproductive incompatibility in the Culex pipiens complex are briefly reviewed. 
By means of marker genes it could be demonstrated that the crossing type is determined by 
extra'chromosomal cytoplasmic factors. This intrinsic incompatibility mechanism seems to 
be a specific mechanism of evolution in Culicidae. 

Several considerations have made it desirable to investigate the formal genetics of 
mosquitoes in a way comparable to what has been done for Drosophila and other animals 
employed in genetical research. First among these was my discovery of certain strange 
reproductive incompatibilities within the species Culex pipiens (Laven, 1951, 1953). These 
will be discussed more fully in the second half of my paper. 

Other problems in mosquito biology and behaviour which seem clearly to demand a 
genetical approach include those of susceptibility to malaria infection and resistance to 
insecticides. The American parasitologist Huff showed some time ago (Huff, 1927, 1929, 
1931,1934,1935) that susceptibility to bird-malaria in Culex pipiens behaved as a Mendelian 
character. Other data have been accumulated but no clear-cut picture has been obtained. 
This is mainly due to our ignorance of the fundamental genetics of the species concerned. 

Insecticide resistance has been studied in Drosophila and Musca domestica and it has 
been shown that in these species resistance and susceptibility are genetical traits. No such 
approach is yet possible in mosquitoes. 

In response to this situation I decided to attempt to produce mutations in Culex 
pipiens by means of X-rays. The results of such an attempt could not be predicted since 
different animals react very differently to X-radiation. The results with Culex have proved 
very promising and it is hoped that they may induce other workers to perform further 
experiments of the same kind with mosquitoes. A single treatment of 2-3 day old males of 
Culex pipiens with 4,000 r produced at least twelve clearly visible variants which have 
proved to be heritable. 

I will give here a short description of these X-ray induced mutations and also of such 
spontaneous ones as I have been able to isolate during the last two years. (Preliminary 
descriptions of some of these mutations: Laven, 1955, 1956; full account: Laven, in press). 

Rap is a dominant mutation which transforms the antennae in both sexes and the 
palps in the male. Normally the antennae have 13 segments. In animals with this mutation 
they are reduced to about half the normal length and at the same time the male palps have 
lost their last joint. Rap is lethal when homozygous. 

The mutation \ps looks like a “hopeful monster”. The terminal segments of the male 
palps are transformed into a sort of claw. Such a mutation might perhaps, under certain 
circumstances, prove useful to the bearer. It is autosomal and recessive and more or less 
equally expressed in both palps in contrast to the next mutation. 

Kpu also transforms the terminal segments of the male palps, but in this case the 
expression is highly asymmetrical. This factor is dominant and sex-linked. 

There are several mutations affecting the wings and wing-venation. Two factors have 
the effect of fusing the distal ends of certain veins, so that they form a common stalk just 
before reaching the wing margin. One of these factors, var, joins veins r3 and r4+5. The 
other has the effect of joining r2 and r3 and mi+2 with m3. Both these factors are sex-linked 
and recessive but they are not allelic. 

A further mutation reduces one branch of each of the two forked veins (r2 and m3). 
When it attains maximum expression one vein disappears altogether (m3) and the other (r2) 
is only a fifth of its normal length. It is interesting that this reduction takes place from 
within outwards towards the margin of the wing. This factor is recessive and autosomal. 

875 
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One X-ray induced mutation (Sch) appears to simulate an earlier stage in the evolution 
of the wing venation. Normally scales are found only on the veins. In this mutant there is 
a row of scales between ri and r2. These scales seem to represent a vein which is normally 
suppressed in the Culicidæ. This factor is dominant and autosomal. 

Two very striking mutations affect the length of the wings. The first of these is a 
dominant (Kuf). In the heterozygous condition it reduces the wings in both sexes to about 
four-fifths of their normal length. When homozygous it reduces them to more than a half. 
This is one of the best marker genes. The second mutation (\fl) is recessive. It reduces the 
wings, when homozygous, to about five-sixths of their normal length. These mutations can 
both be expressed simultaneously, in which case their effect is additive. An animal which is 
either heterozygous or homozygous for the dominant mutation and at the same time 
homozygous for the recessive has exceedingly short wings. 

Only two factors are so far known which affect the appearance of the larvae, a series of 
alleles determining the colour of the fat body (the colours so far encountered being green, 
yellow, brown and light grey) and a factor producing very dark larvae (mel) which is lethal 
in the fourth stage when homozygous. (Laven and Chen, 1956). 

Of particular interest for several reasons is a heritable factor which transforms males 
into intersexes. This is a simple recessive autosomal (Laven, 1955a). 

Last but not least mention should be made of inherited mosaicism and gynandromorphy 
in Culex. The origin of these morphological and sex mosaics is not yet fully understood but 
in our view they probably result from double fertilization either of binucleate eggs or of 
the egg nucleus and one polar body. The tendency to produce mosaics appears to be in¬ 
herited as a recessive autosomal. However, this factor when homozygous in the female is 
not expressed in the bearer but only in her progeny. The situation resembles that encountered 
by Katsuki and Goldschmidt in Lymantria. 

Even with these few mutations it has been possible to some extent to mark the chromo¬ 
somes. Culex has only three of these in the haploid set. It follows that the factors which 
have been enumerated must form three linkage groups. One of these is the sex-linked group. 
It comprises at least four, the sex-factor itself, the two mutations causing stalk formation in 
the wing veins, and the asymmetrical modification of the male palps. A second, autosomal 
linkage group contains at least three mutations, dominant wing-shortening, symmetrical 
palp-transformation and scale-row. The intersex-producing factor also seems to lie on this 
chromosome. Experiments to locate the other factors are still in progress as are experiments 
relating to the occurrence and amount of crossing-over. This is apparently confined to the 
male sex which, curiously enough, is the heterogametic one. In Culex there is a rather simple 
mechanism of sex-determination involving only one pair of alleles, M (dominant) producing 
males and m females. 

With regard to crossing-over and recombination the situation in Culex also appears 
to be very simple. According to Moffett (1936) and Callan and Montalenti (1947) there is a 
strong correlation between chiasma position and chiasma number. If a chiasma occurs in 
one arm of a chromosome (all three are metacentric) there will be a second chiasma in the 
other arm only when the first lies in the distal part of the first arm. In other words we have 
here a case of positive interference across the centromere. The result of this is that on the 
average only slightly more than one chiasma is encountered per bivalent. 

So much for the formal genetics of Culex. I shall now turn to the remarkable pheno¬ 
mena associated with reproductive incompatibility between various European, African 
and American populations of the single morphological species Culex pipiens. I have so far 
tested twenty-one strains from Germany, England, France, Italy, North Africa and the 
USA. Part of this work was carried out in collaboration with Dr. J. B. Kitzmiller from 
Urbana, Illinois (Laven and Kitzmiller 1954). 

Some of these populations can be successfully crossed in both directions. By this is 
meant that more than 75% of eggs hatch and 95% of the resulting larvae yield viable, fully 
fertile adults of both sexes. Other populations are completely isolated by intersterility in 
both directions. However, m these crosses about the same proportion of embryonated eggs 
are obtained as in normal crosses. The embryos die in an advanced stage of development 
before hatching. From that it is clear that there is no sexual isolation even between these 
fully incompatible populations. Still other strains can be crossed successfully in one direction 
only. In this direction the results are similar to those obtained in normal crosses, but in 
the reverse direction they resemble those obtained in fully incompatible crosses. The follow- 
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ing figure (Fig. 1) shows the very complicated relationships found to exist between those 
strains which have so far been tested. I have no doubt that further tests will complicate 
the picture still more. 

Fig. 1. Crossing relations between European, African and American strains of Culex. For further explanations 
see text. Ha = Hamburg, Germany. Im = Immenrode, Germany. Og = Oggelshausen, Germany. Pr = Prag, 
C.S.R. Sc = Scauri, Italy. La = Latina, Italy. Tu = Tunis, North'Africa, fat = Culex fatigans, Florida, U.S.A. 
LTSA=C. pipiens, Illinois, USA. Tü = Tübingen, Germany. Ö = Österberg, Germany. AI = Algier, North' 
Africa. Pa = Paris, France. Lo = London, England. Am = Amiens, France. Dr = Dremmen, Germany. 
El = Elberfeld, Germany. 

The heavy lines with arrow-heads pointing in both directions indicate compatibility 
in both directions, double lines indicate compatibility in one direction only and dotted lines 
incompatibility in both directions. 

This picture can be interpreted in two ways. One may consider either the potency of a 
strain or population to induce viable progeny in other strains or its valence to have viable 
progeny induced in it by other strains. From a consideration of the various cases of non¬ 
reciprocal compatibility it appears that the potency and valence of a given strain or group 
of strains are not necessarily identical. In the populations so far studied it is possible to 
distinguish at least eight and possibly nine different types of crossing behaviour. 

It is possible that complete incompatibility between two strains may indicate the 
occurrence of incompatible chromosome or gene sets. In the nature of things this hypothesis 
cannot be tested. Complete compatibility in both directions is without interest. Enlighten¬ 
ment must be sought from those cases in which there is compatibility in one direction only. 

The picture of all the various strains suggests several possible lines of approach, 
If one crosses two compatible strains with different potency and valence, it should be 
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possible to modify one strain in the direction of the other by successive out-crossings. 
Such an experiment was made with strains Ös, Pa, and Og, but without any change in the 
mating type of the hybrids. 

More convincing is an experiment now in the 55th backcross generation. This involves 
strains Ha. and Og. Females of strain Ha give viable offspring with males of strain Og. By 
repeatedly breeding the genome of Og into strain Ha one would expect to be able to change 
the mating type of the hybrids, which is originally Ha, into that characteristic of Og. 
However not the slightest change can be seen even after so long a substitution of the Ha by 
the Og genome. 

This experiment was begun 1951 when no mutants were available. From the 27th 
generation onwards I introduced mutations in order to mark the three paternal chromosomes 
and follow their behaviour in the hybrids. No abnormal results were observed. The markers 
showed the same Mendelian segration as in the originally irradiated strain. 

From all available evidence (it has been possible to mention only two out of several 
experiments) we are compelled to conclude that in Culex pipiens the crossing type is deter' 
mined by extra-chromosal genetic factors. As already indicated, explanations involving 
sexual isolation are ruled out. Also excluded are explanations involving predetermination, 
balanced systems of lethal genes and incompatibility genes. A last possibility is abnormal 
segregation of chromosomes or chromosome segments during oogenesis. Even with marker 
genes in all chromosomes I have never found evidence of this. 

One peculiarity of the incompatible crosses made possible a further analysis of this case 
of extra-chromosomal inheritance. The incompatible cross between Og females and Ha 
males produces about 0,6% hatching. A proportion of the larvae reach the adult stage but 
in this case and in other comparable ones these are all females (which are fully fertile). 
By means of marker genes it was possible to demonstrate that these females are the products 
of automictic parthenogenesis. As there is no evidence for normal parthenogenesis in mosqui¬ 
toes it follows that we are dealing with a case of induced parthenogenesis (Laven 1956a). 
All the available evidence indicates that in the incompatible cross the spermatozoa enter 
the egg and that there is an antagonism between the sperm and the egg cytoplasm. The 
nature of this is not yet understood. The sperm appears to be unable to reach the nucleus 
of the egg and to join with it to form a synkarion, since the resultant larvae have only the 
female chromosome set, made up by the egg nucleus and one polar body. One is tempted to 
seek for the factor or factors determining crossing type in the mitochondrial complement of 
the middle piece of the sperm but for the present this is no more than speculation. 

To conclude my paper I would like to point briefly to the possible significance of the 
incompatibility mechanism here discussed in the evolution of mosquitoes. Similar cases of 
reproductive incompatibility have been found also in other genera in the same family. 
Whether such cases will also be detected in other groups of animals cannot be predicted. 
The absence of intermediate stages between complete compatibility and complete incom¬ 
patibility, in the case of mosquitoes, appears to me to suggest that this isolating mechanism 
has been developed in a single step. Such an event, i.e. the abrupt development of isolation 
between two populations through an intrinsic incompatibility mechanism has sometimes 
been postulated in order to overcome difficulties in evolution theory. This hypothesis has, 
however, never yet been verified. It is possible that we have here for the first time evidence 
of the occurrence of such a mechanism. 
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RÉSUMÉ 

On peut définir des entités spécifiques bien caractérisées parmi les Grillons du genre 
Gryllus appartenant à la faune américaine et à la faune européenne. Ces entités sont corn 
firmées par des méthodes biométriques, par des élevages de souches spécifiques pures et par les 
résultats de leurs croisements réciproques. D'après toutes ces informations on peut déduire 
un schema des parentés génétiques. 

G. argentinus en Amérique, G. campestris en Europe semblent être les espèces qui sont 
les plus proches d'une origine commune, à partir de laquelle s'est diversifié le groupe. Dans 
celui'ci, certaines espèces présentent parfois de grosses différences morphologiques, éthologiques, 
. . . (G. peruviensis, G. campestris etc.) et peuvent encore se croiser en donnant des hybrides 
plus ou moins féconds. D'autres, au contraire, n'échangent pas, ou peu de gènes, mais sont 
demeurées morphologiquement très voisines (G. assimilis, souche du Brésil et autres souches de 
G. assimilis étudiées dans ce mémoire). 

Les nombreux diagrammes ont pour but: Io—de souligner l'intérêt de la Zoologie quantità' 
tive qui permet, de différencier et de définir les espèces et occasionnellement leurs hybrides 
■2 de retenir l attention des Systematiciens sur la valeur et la multiplicité des informations 
que les méthodes biometnques et statistiques apportent a la connaissance morphologique 
précise des représentants d'un groupe difficile à classifier. Enfin comment ces méthodes, 
associées à des données biologiques, permettent de tenter une interprétation des voies de la 
spéciation et de l'évolution dans ce groupe. 

L hybridation interspécifique peut être considérée comme cause de variation et comme 
facteur possible d evolution. De ce point de vue, ce sont surtout les Botanistes qui ont 
engagé leurs recherches dans cette voie. Les végétaux se prêtent mieux à ce genre d etudes 
que les animaux où de grosses difficultés, inhérentes aux modalités de reproduction, aux 
conditions d’élevage, sont autant de particularités matérielles défavorables. Malgré’cela, 
1 orientation actuelle de la Systématique et 1 interet porte par les biologistes aux facteurs 
qui conditionnent la spéciation donnent une valeur nouvelle à lanalyse des hybridations 
interspécifiques dont on relève des exemples dans de nombreux groupes soologiques. De 
plus, des hybridations conduites avec méthode apportent des informations sur le rôle du 
cytoplasme dans les transmissions héréditaires des caractères quantitatifs et dans la réalisa¬ 
tion des équilibres morphogénétiques spécifiques. 

MATÉRIEL UTILISÉ 

Mes recherches portent sur des Orthoptères Ensifères de la superfamille des Grylloïdea, 
soit sur de nombreuses espèces du genre Gryllus. 

Pour 1 expérimentation j’ai utilisé des grillons sauvages mais surtout des animaux 
obtenus en élevage au laboratoire. Selon les cas, ces élevages, pour une même espèce, pro¬ 
viennent de souches d’une localité unique, ou, au contraire, de localités distinctes. Les 
espèces ou sous-espèces que j’ai pu hybrider sont, jusqu’ici, au nombre de dix et elles appar¬ 
tiennent à la faune de l’ancien et du nouveau monde. Ce sont, d’une part, G. campestris L., 
G. bimaculatus de Geer, d’autre part, G. argentinus Sauss., quatre souches déterminées 
comme appartenant a 1 espece G. assimilis Fabr., mais dont les parentés génétiques se 
révèlent très différentes; il s’agit de G. assimilis, souche du Brésil, bien distincte des souches 
de G. assimilis de la Jamaïque, du Venezuela et de la Floride. La souche de la Floride a été 
déterminée comme étant la variété mexicanus Sauss. de G. assimilis; enfin des espèces 
G. bermudensis Caud., G. capitatus Sauss., G. peruviensis Sauss.1 

La provenance de ces espèces est la suivante: G. argentinus (Ar)2, souche récoltée à 
Tandil, localité située à trois cents km. au sud de Buenos-Ayres; et quatre souches de G. 
1 

Toutes les déterminations ont été faites par L. Chopard, Professeur d’Entomologie au Museum d’Histoire Naturelle, Paris. 

2Pour chaque espèce, il est adopté, dans le texte, une ou plusieurs lettres représentatives d’un indicatif spécifique. C’est une abréviation 
conventionnelle employée dans la notation des croisements. Dans cette notation le parent femelle est énoncé le premier. 
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1 ArxC f O’ 
ArxAr.C PxH | 

Ar X B f G1 
ArxAr.B PxH 

Hybridations delà Ç 

Ar X Cp f C? 
Ar X Ar.Cp PxH 
CpxAr.Cp PxH 

Cp X Ar (j ar 
Cp.ArxAr (peu) HxP 
Cp.ArxCpAr (peu) F2 

ARGENTINUS 
et leurs réciproques Ar xAsb t ô1 

Ar X Ar Asb P^H 
AsbxArAsb 

As^x Ar f cy ArxAs^Ar PxH 

Ar X P Q * 
ArPxAr HxP 
ArPx P 

Px Ar f G pas tenté back-cross 

1 Hybridations de la Ç 

PERUVIENSIS 

PxC 9 * 

PC xC (peu) H p 
PC XP (peu) 

P X Br f O' pas tente back-cross 

Px B f CT 

P X Ar f G pas tenté back-cross 

Hybridations de la Ç 

CAPITATUS 

Cp X C f O’ 

Cp X Br f O 

Cp X Ar 9 (f 1 Cp.ArxAr (peu) HxP 
CpArxCpAr (peu| F2 

Hybridations dela Q 
BERMUDENSIS 

Br X C ar 

Br X Ar f ^ 

Br X Asv f cf 

Hybridations de la Ç> 
BIMACULATUS 

B X Asm en cours 

B X C Q G1 les 12 groupes F2|_)f^)H 

Hybridation delà Ç 
CAMPESTRIS 

C X B g o les 12 groupes F2 

Hybridations delà Q 

ASSIMILIS 
Mexique 

Asmx Asv g G 
As^x Br en cours 

Hybridations de laQ 

ASSIMILIS 
Diverses origines 

Asj X Asv g G F2 

ASy X Asj g G F2 

As; X As^ 
J m 

en cours 

Asy X Asm en cours 

=peu Féconde 
Q~- 

fécond : stèrili ^p)= Fécondité a déterminer 

Fig. 1. Croisements interspécifiques chez les Gryllides d’Amérique et d’Europe. Fécondité des hybrides Fi. 

assimilis, (Ssb) souche récoltée dans les Monts Itatiaya, Brésil; (Asj) souche de la Jamaïque, 
environs de Kingston; (Asv) souche du Venezuela, environs de Caracas; enfin (Asm) 
souche de Floride, environs d’Homested; G. bermudensis (Br) souche récoltée dans les 
environs de la station biologique des îles Bermudes; G. capitatus (Cp) des environs de 
Lima; G. peruviensis (P) de Jauja, Vallée du Rio Mantaro, dans la Cordillère des Andes. 
Quant aux souches de grillons européens, elles proviennent, pour l’espèce G. campestris (C), 
de localités variées de France, pour l’espèce G. bimaculatus (B), de France méridionale et 
d’Afrique du Nord (environs de Tunis). 
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POSITION SYSTÉMATIQUE DES ESPÈCES 

, .Les espèces européennes sont très voisines, elles présentent cependant des différences 
spécifiques profondes, dans leur morphologie, leurs réactions physiologiques, leurs mœurs, 
leur cycle annuel, ainsi que dans leur constitution genetique. Elles cohabitent dans 
certaines parties de leurs habitats respectifs qui chevauchent (pourtour du Bassin 
méditerranéen) mais ne s y hybrident pas. Cependant, dans certaines conditions écologiques, 
(oasis du Sud algérien) elles se croisent spontanément, comme elles le font facilement en 
captivité. Dans les deux cas 1 hybridation est favorisée par le confinement et les conditions 
thermiques qui bouleversent le cycle habituel de G. campestri. 

Quant aux grillons du continent américain, ce sont, comme les précédents, des grillons 
dits “champêtres”. Mais, pour ces derniers il est difficile de nommer les espèces. Tous les 
auteurs, depuis les plus anciens, s accordent a en trouver la systématique fort délicate. 
D après B. B. Fulton (1952), ils constituent une redoutable pierre d’achoppement pour des 
systematiciens de ce groupe. Le fait que les grillons appartiennent à plusieurs entités 
spécifiques se dégage de tous les travaux sur les Gryllides d’Amérique, aussi bien de l’en- 
semble des travaux de systématique pure, qui ont défini près de cinquante espèces, que de 
ceux qui ont fait la revision du groupe et de ceux qui ont tenté d’apporter une base biomé- 
trique a la connaissance des espèces (de Saussure 1874-1877, Lut? 1908 RehnetHebard 
1915, Blatchley 1920). 

Cette pulvérisation des espèces et les faibles différences qui les séparent ont rendu les 
déterminations si difficiles que les systématiciens ont finalement rangé les Grillons de tout 
le continent américain, du Canada a la Patagonie, en une meme espèce G. assimilis ce qui 
est évidemment exagéré. Récemment B. B. Fulton (1952), tout en ne nommant pas d’espèces 
distinctes affirme toutefois i existence de races physiologiques isolées génétiquement dans 
les populations de Gryllides de certaines régions de l’est des Etats-Unis (Michigan, Caroline 
du Nord). Les differences relevees par 1 auteur portent:—Io) Sur les cycles (hibernation à 
l’état de nymphe ou à l’état embryonnaire) ce qui entraîne l’isolement sexuel de grillons qui 
peuplent une même aire géographique.—2°) Sur les mœurs. Les grillons qui sont à l’état 
imaginai au printemps vivent en couples isoles, alors que ceux qui le sont en automne 
vivent en grand nombre groupes sous des abris divers. — 3°) Sur le nombre de générations. 
Les œufs des grillons de printemps ne donnent pas les imagos d’automne mais au contraire, 
les nymphes qui hivernent à ce stade.—4°) Sur les modalités du chant: trilles ininterrompues 
ou stridulation nocturne irrégulière aiguë, ou encore stridulation vigoureuse tente et 
intermittente, à la fois diurne et nocturne.—5°) Sur l'habitat qui varie avec les populations, 
friches, prairies, régions boisées, sable humide des rivages. 

Dans la nature,^ il semble donc se produire un isolement reproductif. Malgré cela, 
B. B. Fulton conclut a la seule existence de races ou populations de grillons champêtres 
en Caroline du Nord. Pourtant, observations et même expérimentation de cet auteur ont 
montré que ces diverses “populations” de grillons ne se croisent pas entre elles alors que les 
spécimens d’une même population sont féconds. 

Similitudes morphologiques et incertitudes de la systématique classique ont conduit 
B. B. Fulton à refuser le statut d’espèces aux divers groupes étudiés alors que tout porte à 
croire qu’on a affaire à de réelles espèces, sympatriques et allopatriques (selon Mayr 
1942-1948). La détermination des grillons est difficile parce que la spéciation intéresse des 
caractères qui sortent des normes des descriptions classiques qui ne concernent souvent que 
des spécimens de collection et ne retiennent seulement que la couleur (qui varie dans une 
même espèce selon la température, l’humidité et l’habitat), la forme (qui, selon la taille des 
individus, est modelée par l’allométrie différentielle des caractères). Cependant la spéciation 
se dégage lorsqu’on utilise d’autres procédés d’investigation. Ce seront ceux qui font appel 
aux caractères mêmes qui sont à la base de la diversification et de l’isolement des espèces 
soit des caractères génétiques, physiologiques, éthologiques, ceux aussi qui permettent une 
analyse morphologique très fine qui révèle des différences malgré la similitude apparente des 
formes. 

Il faut alors compléter les procédés descriptifs habituels, les déterminations par simili¬ 
tude avec les types de collection, en s’adressant à des populations naturelles, faire des 
élevages au laboratoire, puis rechercher les parentés génétiques par des croisements multiples 
et faire une analyse morphologique objective qui soit biométrique et statistique. 
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CROISEMENTS INTERSPÉCIFIQUES 

Les grillons américains que j’ai en élevage m’ont permis une telle étude biométrique et 
génétique d’où se dégagent des entités spécifiques fort nettes. La méthode employee definit 
des équilibres morphologiques spécifiques nettement limités dont les constantes biomé' 
triques peuvent être représentées par des diagrammes caractéristiques de haute 
signification. J’en donnerai seulement ici quelques illustrations dans ce memoire et renvoie 
à des travaux antérieurs (G. Cousin (1939 . . . 1956)). 

Les tableaux de corrélation établis avec des caractères spécifiques appropriés, mesurés 
avec grande précision, permettent de définir et séparer les espèces. Les profils graphiques 
résument les différences et les similitudes entre les caractères tout en donnant leurs valeurs 

numériques. 

Les différences morphologiques qui justifient la séparation des espèces n’excluent pas 
leurs parentés, ou affinités génétiques, qui se manifestent par des possibilités de croisements 
interspécifiques et par le degré de leur fertilité. La distribution des croisements obtenus 
se présente actuellement, de la manière suivante (Fig. 1). D’après ce tableau on constate 
que les Gryllides américains s’hybrident plus ou moins entre eux, de même qu’ils s’hybrident 
avec les Gryllides européens. 

Si on résume les données expérimentales obtenues on remarque qu’elles peuvent se 
présenter de divers points de vue qui sont les suivants : 

Io) La valence génétique de certaines espèces. Il apparaît nettement que G. argentinus et 
G. campestris occupent l’un et l’autre une position génétique spéciale soit par la femelle 
(Ar), soit par le mâle (C), car ils s’hybrident avec un grand nombre d’autres espèces (Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2. Diagramme des croisements interspécifiques entre quelques espèces de Gryllides. 

Il semble alors que G. argentinus de la faune américaine, G. campestris de la faune eurasiatb 
que soient deux entités originelles voisines l’une de l’autre d’où se sont détachées des séries 
d’espèces bien individualisées ou en voie de spéciation, entre lesquelles des échanges de 
gènes sont encore largement possibles, comme le montre la Fig. 3. 

2°) Les résultats numériques des diverses hybridations. On relève de grandes différences 
dans le nombre des hybrides obtenus des divers croisements. Ce fait, rapproché des 
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données relatives a la fécondité des hybrides Fi justifie une évaluation approximative du 
degré de parenté génétique des espèces (Fig. 4). 

3°) La morphogénèse au cours du développement des œufs hybrides. Si on établit la liste 
des genomes diversement hybrides qui assurent 1 organisation d un même cytoplasme 
spécifique on constate qu un meme ovule donne des hybrides qui diffèrent par toute une 
série de caractéristiques. 

L œuf le plus polyvalent est celui de G. argentinus qui peut être organisé par les 
spermatozoïdes de cinq espèces étrangères. La réalisation hybride la plus facile est donnée 
avec un génome G. argentinus X G. campestris et, en hiérarchie décroissante d’organisation 
équilibrée. G. argentinus X G. bimacuiatus; G. argentinus X G. capitatus; G. argentinus X 
G. assimilis Brésil,' G. argentinus X G. peruviensis (Fig. 5). La mise en série des résultats 
numériques des cinq combinaisons hybrides se confond, dans l’ensemble, avec la série 
décroissante de la taille des individus obtenus dans chacun de ces croisements. Ar X C 
donne des hybrides vigoureux ainsi que Ar X B, alors que Ar X P ne donne que des hybrb 
des chétifs, de petite taille et qui semblent à la limite de la viabilité. 

De 1 analyse^ de la Fig. 5 on peut aussi tirer des informations sommaires sur les poteiv 
tialites morphogenetiques des combinaisons hybrides pour les œufs de G. peruviensis, 
G. capitatus, G. bermudensis. D’après cette même figure on remarque en outre: 
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parente CT 9 
B X C 944 1195 

C X B 207 333 

Cp X Ar 220 267 

Ar X Cp 92 HO 

Arx Asb 80 70 

Asb X Ar 31 18 

Arx P 11 52 

P X Ar 4 2 

Asm*Asv 50 58 

Asv xAsm encours en cours 

Croisemenls hybrides 1 
réciproques 

sans réciproques —^ 

parenls Cf 9 
ArxC 325 426 

Arx B 194 286 

BrxC 106 157 

PxC 59 64 

BrxAr 51 35 

Px Br IO 16 

PxB 4 2 

Cp X Br 1 1 

CpxC 2 1 

Asm X B r 1 

Asj X Asm en cours en cours 

BrxAsy en cours en cours 

Bx Asm 7 

Fig. 4. Résultats des hybridations entre Gryllides d’Afrique, d’Amérique et d’Europe. 

a) que l’œuf des deux espèces européennes n’a pas pu être hybridé par les espèces 
américaines. 

b) que le spermatozoïde de ces deux espèces organise l’œuf des espèces américaines. 
G. campestris mâle donne Ar X C, Br X C, P X C, Cp X C et G. bimaculatus mâle 
donne Ar X B, P X B. 

c) l’intérêt que présente l’espèce G. argentinus comme information sur l’évolution des 
Grillons du continent américain, car, si on considère les échanges de gènes de cette espèce, 
soit par son œuf, soit par son spermatozoïde, avec les autres espèces on constate que ces 
échanges sont possibles avec G. capitatus, G. assimilis (Brésil), G. peruviensis en combinai" 
sons hybrides réciproques plus ou moins fécondes et avec G. bermudensis dans les combinai" 
sons Br X C, et Br X Asm- 

LA BIOMÉTRIE ET SON RÔLE DANS LA DEFINITION DES ESPÈCES ET DANS 

L’ANALYSE DES CARACTÈRES MORPHOLOGIQUES DES HYBRIDES 

J’ai fait l’étude biométrique et stastistique de toutes les espèces engagées dans les 
croisements ainsi que celle de leurs hybrides, d’après des “échantillons étalons” des espèces 
comportant au moins 200 individus et d’après toutes les populations hybrides obtenues. 
Faute de pouvoir développer ici l’essentiel des résultats de ce travail, je donnerai seulement, 
à titre d’exemple, divers diagrammes: profils graphiques et tableaux de corrélation, qui 
mettent en évidence quelques caractéristiques différentielles des groupes. 

Io) Les profils graphiques donnent des informations sur le type structural de l’espèce, 
ils définissent les caractères de diverses parties du corps soit: de la tête, du pronotum, des 
pattes postérieures, des organes du vol, enfin de l’organe de ponte des femelles3. 

3Les indicatifs des caractères sont les suivants: Tfr-hauteur, Tt-largeur de la tête; Pd-largeur antérieure, Pp-largeur postérieure, 
Pi-longueur du pronotum; Fé-fémur, Ti-tibia des pattes postérieures; Et-largeur, El-longueur de l’élytre, Ai-longueur de l’aile; 
Ta-longueur de la tarière. 



Fig. 5. Schema des possibilités d’organisation morphogénétique hybride chez quelques œufs de Gryllides. 

Pour les caracteres consideres, le type structural de 1 espèce est ainsi convenablement 
represente par les profils graphiques. Ceux-ci, pour être comparables, d’une espèce à une 
autre, sont exprimes en valeurs relatives; c est à dire que chacune des moyennes des carac¬ 
tères d’un groupe spécifique est rapportée à une référence fixe, la taille moyenne de ce 
groupe, 27, (qui symbolise un caractère composite formé de la somme des mesures de sept 
caractères individuels. Les coordonnées de ces profils sont semi-logarithmiques. Les Figs. 6 et 
7 présentent, Fig. 6, les types structuraux de quatre espèces américaines, G. assimilis du 
Brésil, G. argentinus, G. capitatus et G. peruviensis, des deux sexes. On constate que ces 
especes different par des caracteres de la tete et du pronotum, des pattes et des organes du 
vol. Etablis avec des mesures faites avec une précision du 0,05 mm et des calculs appropriés, 
ces graphiques permettent une évaluation exacte des différences entre les moyennes relatives 
de chacun des caractères spécifiques. Les deux diagrammes de la Fig. 6, sur lesquels le 
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caractère référence est sur une même horizontale, sont directement comparables. Superposés 
ils permettent de chiffrer, les différences des valeurs relatives pour chaque caractère chez 
les mâles et les femelles de même espèce. 

La Fig. 7 précise, de même manière, les divergences dans le type structural de la partie 
antérieure du corps des quatre espèces américaines chdessus et des deux expèces d’Europe 
G. bimaculatus et G. campestris. De plus, lorsque les profils sont établis, non en % de Z7 
(comme dans les Figs. 6 et 7) mais selon une échelle logarithmique qui permet une lecture 
directe de la valeur des caractères (comme dans les Figs. 11, 12 et 13) on peut: 

a) lire directement les valeurs moyennes de chacun des caractères et de ce fait évaluer 
leurs différences réelles d’une espèce à l’autre. 

b) calculer les moyennes relatives en rapportant respectivement, pour chaque espèce, 
ces valeurs réelles à celle de Z7, leur caractère référence spécifique. 

2°) Les tableaux de corrélation sont des diagrammes qui ont pour principe l’association, 
deux à deux, des caractères mesurés sur chaque individu du groupe. Compte tenu du 
caractère référence, et comme il y à 10 caractères mesurés chez les mâles, on peut établir 
55 combinaisons de tableaux, 66 pour les femelles où les caractères mesurés sont de 11. 
Tous ces tableaux sont intéressants car ils informent sur la liaison plus ou moins serrée qui 
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unit deux caracteres. Par exemple Th/Tt qui associe deux caractères d’une même partie du 
corps, la tête, donne de fortes corrélations, Th/El, corrélation entre un organe de la tête 
et 1 élytre donne des corrélations plus lâches, la variabilité de l’élytre à Th égal étant plus 
grande que la variabilité de la largeur de la tête, Tt à hauteur Th égale. Mais les tableaux 
de corrélation qui présentent le plus d’intérêt pour la systématique sont ceux qui vont 
permettre de définir les espèces, non seulement avec des constantes numériques abstraites, 
mais par leur separation même sur les diagrammes. Ces tableaux sont ceux qui sont constitués 
avec les caractères spécifiques. Par exemple G. argentinus a de longs fémurs et des ailes 
courtes, G. bimaculatus des fémurs relativement moins longs et des ailes relativement plus 
grandes et G. campestris un fémur plus court et des ailes courtes. Un tableau de corrélation 
établi avec les mesures individuelles des groupes “échantillon étalon’’ de ces trois espèces, 
Fig. 8, présente trois nuages de points distincts. 

Par conséquent si on mesure le fémur et l’aile d’un individu récolté dans la nature et si 
le point de rencontre des deux mesures sur le tableau de corrélation se trouve dans les limites 
de la variabilité d’une des trois espèces en cause on aura procédé à une détermination objec- 
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Fig. 8. Indice morphométrique Ai/Fe d1. 

tive. D’autant que cette détermination peut être confirmée par la même opération répétée 
sur d’autres tableaux de corrélation, sur tous ceux qui associent des caractères de valeur 
taxonomique. Sur les 55 et 66 combinaisons citées plus haut, il y a toujours au moins quatre 
ou cinq de celles-ci qui permettent la définition biométrique de l’espèce et de ses hybrides 
(Fig. 10). Ces tableaux de corrélation sont établis en coordonnées logarithmiques ce qui 
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Fig. 9. Types structuraux des especes G. argentinus, G. bimaculatus, G. camtestris et des hybrides (TAr $ 
B et 9 Ar (f C. 

permet de représenter les populations par une droite figurative de pente a. Cette pente 
traduit la relation entre les deux caractères y et %. 

ANALYSE BIOMÉTRIQUE DE QUELQUES HYBRIDATIONS 

1 ) Hybridation de la femelle G. argentinus avec les males des especes G. campestris 
et G. bimaculatus 

La Fig. 9 donne, avec les deux premiers diagrammes, les types structuraux des trois 
especes. On remarquera les differences morphologiques entre Ar et B mais celles-ci sont 
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faibles comparées à celles que ces deux espèces présentent avec C. Les deux diagrammes du 
bas se rapportent au type structural des hybrides Ar X B et Ar X C comparés aux types 
structuraux des espèces parentes. L’hybride Ar X B présente un peu d’hétérosis, son type 
structural se rapproche de celui de Ar. Les ailes longues de B sont dominantes. L’hybride 
Ar X C est d’une taille intermédiaire entre Ar et C mais plus proche de Ar. Son type 
structural proche de Ar pour les caractères de la tête, en diffère pour ceux du pronotum. 

Quant à la Fig. 10, elle montre comment un tableau de corrélation qui associe la largeur 
postérieure du pronotum, Pp, à la longueur du tibia de la patte postérieure, Ti, sépare 
nettement Ar de C en deux populations de points. Celles-ci sont représentées par des 
droites figuratives de pente a. On voit, en outre, que la relation d’allométrie qui lie les 
caractères Pp et Ti est plus forte chez; G. campestris a = 1,22 que chez; G. argentinas 
a = o,94. La première espèce a une tête qui est proportionnellement plus grande par 
rapport au tibia chez les grands que chez les petits individus. La relation est inversée chez 
G. argentinas. 
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L’hybride Ar X C est intermédiaire et plus petit que chacune des deux espèces, mais 
plus proche de Ar que de C. Sa relation d allometrie a. — 1,08 est intermédiaire entre 
celle de Ar et de C, plus proche de Ar. 

2° Hybridation de la femelle G. argentinus avec les males des especes G. capitatus 

G. assimilis (Brésil) et G. peruviensis. 

Les trois profils graphiques qui sont donnés Figs. 11, 12 et 13 résument toutes les 
caractéristiques des hybrides Ar Cp, Ar X AsB, Ar X P obtenus du croisement de 
G. argentinus avec trois autres espèces sud^américaines. Comme il est dit plus haut, les 
coordonnées donnent, en échelles logarithmiques, les valeurs réelles des caractères, ce qui 
permet la lecture directe des différences entre espèces et hybrides. La valeur de chaque I7 
spécifique permet de reconstituer les valeurs relatives. 

Alors que, pour leurs caractères quantitatifs, les hybrides sont, d’habitude, plus ou 
moins intermédiaires entre leurs parents, ici, pour la partie antérieure du corps, les mâles 

X Cp et Ar^ X P sont plus petits que les parents, seul Ar X AsB est intermédiaire, 
enfin, pour ces memes parties anterieures, les femelles sont, soit plus ou moins semblables au 
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Fig. 12. Profils graphiques des types structuraux de G. argentinus, G. capitatus Brésil et leurs hybrides Fi $ 
Ar X cP Asb. 

parent femelle (Ar X Cp et Ar X Asb), soit intermédiaires (Ar X P). Ramenées à tailles 
égales, les valeurs relatives des divers caractères peuvent être comparées et donnent, des 
trois hybrides, les caractéristiques suivantes: Chez; les mâles et les femelles, l’hybride 
Ar X Cpest fortement matrocline pour les caractères de la tête auxquels s’ajoute la tarière 
chez les femelles. Cela est inversé chez Ar X Asb où, dans les deux sexes, l’hybride se 
rapproche de l’espèce paternelle par les caractères de la tête, du fémur, des élytres. Quant 
à l’hybride Ar X P, les individus mâles sont du type maternel alors que les femelles sont 
intermédiaires, sauf en ce qui concerne la hauteur de la tête et l’organe de ponte. 

Dans un si court exposé il n’est pas possible de donner des informations sur les 
croisements hybrides obtenus entre Gryllides du continent américain et entre ceux-ci 
et les Gryllides européens. Je donnerai seulement quelques précisions sur les parentés des 
hybrides obtenus avec la femelle G. argentinus. Elles sont calculées d’après la place occupée 
par les populations hybrides sur les tableaux de corrélation qui concernent les divers carac¬ 
tères rapportés à une référence commune convenable, ici Zô. Les parentés de ces caractères 
quantitatifs hybrides sont exprimées par rapport à la femelle G. argentinus. On constate, 
d’après ces données numériques, que la transmission quantitative des caractères est très 
variable chez un même hybride et aussi, qu’un même caractère est transmis de manière 
bien différente selon la combinaison génétique réalisé (Tableau I). Pour terminer je propose 
(Fig. 14) un schéma des parentés génétiques qui unissent les diverses espèces dont j’ai 
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obtenu des hybrides. Dans ce schéma, le sens des croisements est indiqué en partant du 
parent femelle, marqué par un point, qui est relié au parent mâle par un trait dont l’épaisseur 
dépend de la fécondité du croisement. Les espèces d’Europe sont placées en bas du dia" 
gramme malgré leur parenté accusée avec certaines espèces américaines (Ar). De l’essai de 
groupement de ces dernières, placées à la partie supérieure du diagramme, il apparaît 
nettement que G. argentinus échangé des genes, généralement en des combinaisons hybrides 
reciproques, avec d autres especes américaines, Cp, Asb, P. Cette parenté se révèle 
même avec le grillon des îles Bermudes, Br. Il est à remarquer que les souches Asb, Asj, 

Asm, Asv déterminées comme G. assimilis, présentent des différences génétiques notables. 
Celle du Brésil est une espece distincte, proche de G. argentinus et de cette espèce seule" 
ment. Elle n échangé aucun gene avec les souches de la Jamaïque, du Venezuela ou du 
Mexique. Par contre, ces trois dernières sont très proches les unes des autres, elles ne 
représentent que des races ou sous"espèces locales d’une même espèce relativement isolée du 
point de vue génétique. Elles ne donnent que de rares hybrides avec G. bermudensis et 
G. bimaculatus. Il y aurait donc lieu de donner le statut d’espèce à G. assimilis du Brésil 
(origine: Monts Itatyaïa). La définition de cette espèce n’est pas facile. Ce Grillon est 
morphologiquement très proche du type: G. assimilis de la Jamaïque; seule une étude 
biometrique precise souligne les divergences spécifiques, qui sont relativement peu impor" 
tantes. Le critère génétique est cependant, jusqu’ici, formel et très valable. Il justifie que 
la souche G. assimilis du Brésil soit séparée des trois autres souches quant à sa spéciation. 
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TABLEAU I—Hybridation de la femelle Argentinus. Degrés de parenté de ses hybrides 

Fi en % de Ar. 

C? Ar XC A rXB A rXCp Ar X AsB Ar XP 

Th/le 59 90 62 

Tt/Z. 53 84 54 

Pa/Z, 45 55 

Fe/26 64 51 76 78 

Ti/Z, 55 -3 

E!/26 85 47 57 98 

9 Ar XC A rXB A rXCp Ar XAsB ArXP 

Th/Ze 53 90 62 

Tt/Z» 50 87 41 

Pal Z, 58 58 34 

Fe/2» 57 57 55 

Ti/Ze 64 

E!/26 28 23 52 

Ta/Zc 77 21 73 57 73 

Enfin, il découle des données expérimentales, qui sont ici les croisements interspéci¬ 
fiques à résultats positifs et négatifs, que des entités spécifiques morphologiquement 
distinctes peuvent être définies parmi les Grillons américains et que ceux-ci accusent des 
parentés, à divers degrés, entre eux et avec les Grillons d’Europe. 
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Chromosomes in Classification of Diptera 
By J. W. Boyes 

McGill University 

Montreal, Que. 

The problems involved in the classification of the Diptera are abundant and important. 
It is not surprising, therefore, that a generally acceptable system of classification based on 
adult morphological characters has not yet been advanced. So far, chromosomal evidence 
bearing on these classification problems has received scant notice from the taxonomists. 
This may be partly because we cannot study the chromosomes of dried or fossil specimens. 
But chromosome studies have been made on living Diptera, and studies of chromosome 
number, morphology and behaviour do provide a new approach to old problems in classifi¬ 
cation. Accordingly, it seems proper to outline some of the pertinent cytological evidence 
now available and to illustrate the kinds of useful information we can obtain through 
chromosome studies. 

The genus Drosophila has been the subject of extensive cytological studies for many 
years. The extensive literature concerning it has been ably reviewed recently by Patterson 
and Stone (1952), and by da Cunha (1955). The writer has decided, therefore, to restrict 
the present discussion to families other than the Drosophilidæ with only limited reference 
to the Simuliidæ to be reported on by Rothfels in a report which follows immediately. 
The literature will be supplemented with some of the writer’s unpublished observations. 

MITOTIC SOMATIC CHROMOSOMES 

The mitotic chromosomes of Diptera have been observed most frequently in the oeso¬ 
phageal ganglia, spermatogonial cells of the testes, oogonial cells of the ovary, and occasion¬ 
ally in embryonic cells or elsewhere. They range in number from 2n = 4 to 2n = 20 not 
including supernumeraries and E-chromosomes found in certain tissues. The chromosomes 
are as variable in morphology as in number, and although they differ appreciably in their 
internal state during the mitotic cycle in different species, as evidenced by the differential 
staining reaction of sex chromosomes in particular, they do show remarkable uniformity of 
conduct during mitosis. 

The distributions of the mitotic chromosome numbers of the Diptera that the writer 
has been able to obtain from the literature plus unpublished records from his own studies, 
mostly on species of Calypterae, have been assembled in Table I. The groupings used here 
and throughout this paper are those of Imms (1926). The few species having the X-O type 
of sex-determining mechanisms, or multiple sex chromosomes, have been listed under the 
chromosome number possessed by the female. It is, of course, possible that a few species 
have been missed in my survey of the literature, but these few are unlikely to change the 
overall picture as presented. 

TABLE I. Mitotic Somatic Chromosome Numbers in the Diptera. 

Imms Groups, 2n = 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 Total 

Nematocera 2 55 46 5 5 6 — — — 119 

Brachycera — — — 6 5 2 2 1 — 16 

Aschiza — 1 5 4 5 1 — — — 16 

Schizophora 
Acalypteræ 
(not ine. Dros.) 1 1 1 9 2 14 

Calypterae — — — 1 68 1 — — 1 71 

Pupipara — — 1 8 — — — 1 — 10 

Total 2 57 53 25 92 12 2 2 1 246 

899 
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It is clear that the great majority of the Nematocera possess 2n = 6 or 8 chromosomes. 
A few have 2n = 10 or 12 and some have complements with other numbers, apparently 
derived by various processes from these basic sets. In the Orthorrhaphous Brachycera 2n = 
10 or 12 in most species but a few species have interestingly high numbers, as for example 
Anthrax sinuosa of the Bombyliidæ with 2n = 18. In the published literature on the As' 
chiza Section of the Cyclorrhapha numbers range from 2n = 6 to 2n = 14 and the writer 
in a recent unpublished study of the Syrphidæ has found 2n = 8, 10 and 12 chromosomes 
represented in nearly equal numbers. The majority of species of the Acalypteræ Super' 
family even including the Drosophilidæ (not listed in Table I) have 2n = 12, but numbers 
do range from 2n = 6 to 14 as in the Drosophilidæ. On the other hand nearly all species 
in the Calypteræ Superfamily have 2n = 12 chromosomes. The exceptions are Muscina 
stabulans of the Muscidæ with 2n = 10, Hylemya fugax of the Anthomyiidae with 2n = 
13 d\ 14 9 , and Pseudosarcophaga (Agria) affinis of the Sarcophagidæ with 2n = 19'20. 
Finally, in the Pupipara, species of the Streblidæ and Nycteribidæ have 2n = 10 and of 
the Hippoboscidæ 2n = 8 or 18. There is a clear shift in numbers between the Nematocera 
in which many species have 2n = 6 or 8 and the Calypteræ where 2n = 12 in a firmly 
established type of mitotic chromosome complement. It is not possible, at present, to sug' 
gest a point of origin of the latter type of complement but the conspicuous scarcity of 2n 
= 6 or 8 in the Orthorrhaphous Brachycera might suggest a possible general shift near 
the time of origin of this group. However, we have not enough chromosome numbers of 
species in the group to support such a suggestion. 

Some families of Nematocera, such as the Culicidæ with 2n = 6, the Simuliidæ with 
2n = 6 with rare exceptions, the Sciaridæ with 2n = 8 and the Bibionidæ with 2n = 10, 
have apparently a stabilized number of chromosomes whereas other families such as the 
Chironomidæ with 2n = 4, 6 and 8, the Psychodidæ with 2n = 10 and 12, and the My' 
cetophilidæ with 2n = 8, 12 and 14 have developed a variety of numbers. The Brachycera 
families, Asilidæ with 2n = 10, 12 and 14 and Bombyliidæ with 2n = 12 and 18, have 
similar variety as have also the Aschiza families Syrphidæ with 2n = 8, 10, 12 and 14, 
and Phoridæ with 2n = 6, 8 and 10. Aside from the Drosophilidæ with 2n = 6, 8, 10, 
12 and 14, there are too few records in the Acalypteræ to permit any general statement on 
this point. In the Calypteræ, however, 2n = 12 regularly occurs in sixteen species of 
Tachinidæ, twenty of Sarcophagidæ, several of Muscidæ, thirteen of Calliphoridæ and 
seventeen of Anthomyiidae, not including, of course, the three exceptions mentioned above. 
The shift to 2n = 10 in the Streblidæ family of the Pupipara (Cooper, 1942) is most 

interesting. 
There has been practically no effort to relate the differences in chromosome number 

within families to the classification groups they contain (except in the Drosophilidæ, of 
course). The writer (unpublished) has attempted to do this in the Syrphidæ with an inter' 
esting result which he will report in detail elsewhere. Briefly, using the classification system 
of Hull (1949), the species with 2n = 8 and 10 are restricted to two separate subfamilies 
(Syrphinæ and Cheilosinæ), whereas, using the classification system of Goffe (1952), 
with one exception these species fall in one subfamily (Syrphinæ) and the one exception 
is in a nearby tribe (Pipizini) in the other subfamily (Sphixinæ). Another significant obser' 
vation in this connection is that a single species of the Sarcophagidæ having 19'20 chromo' 
somes (Pseudosarcophaga affinis, Boyes, 1953) lies in the Tribe Agriini whereas all others 
studied to date have 2n = 12 and lie in the Tribe Sarcophagini of Roback ( 1954). Differ' 
enees in the number of mitotic chromosomes even exist between species of the same genus 
as in Drosophila and in Syrphus wherein the writer has found 2n = 8 and 10. There are 
also a few cases where the sex'chromosome mechanism provides number differences which 
could serve to distinguish a species from its near relatives, as for example, Hylemya fugax 
in which besides five pairs of autosomes the males have X1X2Y and the females X1X1X2X2 

(Boyes, 1952). 
Data regarding the size of mitotic chromosomes are limited. The chromosome lengths 

provided by Bridges, etc. (see Demerec 1950) give the average total length for the 2n 
complement of Drosophila melanogaster as about 16 microns. A corresponding figure for 
Simulium, calculated from data provided by Rothfels (1953), is about 30 microns. A few 
data (based on averages of about 10 complements for each species) from my own obser' 
vations are presented in Table II. It is clear that the chromosome complements in the 
Calypteræ are much larger than they are in the Nematocera. 
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TABLE II. Lengths of îvlitotic Chromosome Complements of some Diptera Families. 

Family Number 
of Species 

Average TCL 
in n 

Standard 
errors 

Anthomyiidae 11 79.76 3.813 

Calliphoridae 9 68.92 4.215 

Sarcophagidae 11 66.85 3.813 

Syrphidae 10 52.34 3.999 

Tachinidae 11 57.07 3.813 

The literature on the morphology of mitotic chromosomes in neuroblast and gonial 
cells of Diptera is now fairly extensive. Table III shows my attempted organisation of the 
available data without specific attention to the sex chromosomes. In a few cases, where 
no other descriptions were available, the chromosomes were classified on the basis of their 
appearance in illustrations of polar views of metaphase plates. This method of classifying 
is obviously open to many criticisms and has, therefore, been used sparingly. Where even 
this method could not be employed or the literature was not available to me, only the hap¬ 
loid number of chromosomes is given. The groups are rather arbitrary and assignment to 
them difficult at times because the origins of the complements cannot be determined. Some 
consideration of morphological similarities of families is also necessary, for example, the 
Bibionidae and Scatopsidae have been placed together in my Group 3 although we cannot 
know the exact relationships of their chromosome complements. Also, a crude classification 
into V s, J s, I’s and dots leaves much of the morphological variation without representa¬ 
tion. Nevertheless, a few points of interest emerge from this classification. 

TABLE III. Mitotic Somatic Chromosome Morphology in the Diptera. 

I (Tims' 

Groups 
Group I 

vw 
Group 2 

wvv 
Group 3 

vvvw 
Group 4 

WWW 

Group 5 

others 

Culicidoe 

Limoniidae 

VW 

fwv 
Ivvj 

Nematocera Melusinidae VW 

Simuliidae 

Thaumaleidae VV 

VW 
VV 
3n 

CecidomyidaeWW*£ 
ÍVVV J 

Chironomidae jyyy1 
Iw 

Itonididae WVV 

Myce tophilidae fw VI 

(Fungivoridae) (1111111 
ÍVVVI 
WJ I 
fwn 
Will 

Phryneidae 

Sciandae 
Tendipedidae VWl 

Tipulidoe (wii/ 

Bibionidae ÍVWW 
, , IVVIII 

Blepharoceridae VVI11 

Liriopeidae VVVW 

Scatopsidae Hill 

Psychodidae VVVW Psychodidae WWW 

Brachycera Lonchopteridae VW 
Asilidae 

Rhagiomdae n*5 

/ VWVI ’ 
LVVVIJ? 

Asilidae VVWII 

Bombyludae /VWVI. 
tllllllJJ. 

Asilidae 

Strati omyidae 8 

/vwvvii 
IVVWIIJ 

Aschiza 
Phoridae n*3 Phoridae {nY/i 

Syrphidae WVI Syrphidae WWI 
c . , ÍVVVVVV 
Syrphidae IVVWVI Syrphidae VWVJII(J) 

Chamaemyidae WJ 

Schizophora 

Acalypterae 

Ortalidae (?) W.l 

Trypetidae n* 5 

Agromyzidae Hill. 

Chamaemyidae WVVV* 

Drosophilidae 1111 l.etc. 

Ortalidae VVVW. 
Sapromyzidae VVVW I 

Scatophagidae^/yvYn1 
Sciomyzidae WVV VI 

Trypaneidae VVJVVI 

Trypetidae VWVI I 

Ephydridae /wvil..| 
(VVII.. / 

Calypterae 

Anthomyiidae {vvvw'l. 

Calliphoridae VVVVVI 

Muse,doe fcW 

Sarcophagidae. 

Tachinidae & 
V 

viirin 
vvwv 
VWVI 

Pupipara Hippoboscidae VJV 
Nyctenbidae n»5 (VJI) 

Streblidae n*5 (VJI) 
Hippoboscidae VVVVJJJJV 
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Few of the families that have maintained a particular chromosome number have also 
maintained a uniformity of chromosome morphology. The Simuliidae and the Culicidæ 
seem to be unique examples in the Nematocera. Similarly the n = VVVVVI complement 
is common in all families of the Calypteræ, present in some families of the Acalypterae, 
and also found in some of the species of Syrphidæ. The smaller complement of the Teh 
matopsxs species of Psychodidæ described by Sarà is closer to this type than those of most 
Nematocera. The complement of the bombyliid, Anthvdx IdtcTdlis (see îvletz;, 1916) is 
similar in some respects but smaller and the same can be said for those of 2n — 12 species 
in the Asilidae. In the Acalypterae (as noted by Metz, 1916) certain families such as the 
Trypetidae, Sapromyzidæ and Sepsidæ, have this typical complement of the Calypteræ 
whereas other families such as the Ortalidæ, Drosophilidæ and perhaps also the Agromy' 
z,idae have smaller chromosomes of different morphology. None of the complements illus- 
trated by Patterson 6? Stone, 1952, really looks like this typical Calypteræ somatic comple- 
ment. One is tempted to conclude that this type of large stable 12-chromosome complement 
arose from a 12-chromosome type in the primitive Aschiza (perhaps in early Syrphidæ) 
and has gradually established itself as the predominant type in the higher Diptera. This 
of course leaves the relationships of the highly specialized Pupipara, for which we now have 
very little information on chromosome morphology, in doubt. 

It is not my intention, however, to leave you with the impression that this typical 
12-chromosome complement of the Calypteræ is a fixed or static arrangement. A great 
deal of my time during the last few years has been spent in demonstrating quite the reverse. 
For example, in the Tachinidæ, the X-chromosomes range from 4.8% to 31.0% of the 
total complement length (TCL) and arm ratios for Pair V range from 1.13 to 2.14 for the 
16 species representing 14 genera studied. The same kinds of differences exist between 
species of the same genus. For example, in Sdrcophdgd the X-chromosomes range from 
4.0% to 17.1% of the TCL and arm ratios for Pair V range from 1.17 to 1.43 for the nine 
species studied to date. Similarly, within Hylemyd brdssiccE the sex chromosomes range 
from 3.1% to 3.5% of the TCL and arm ratios for Pair V from 2.11 to 2.34 in six different 
collections from a variety of hosts and geographic locations. In these same collections there 
are also differences in the locations of secondary constrictions. There is no doubt in my 
mind that inversions and translocations occur in the chromosomes of these species of 
Calypteræ but they somehow retain five pairs of V’s and J s plus one pair of sex chromo- 

somes which range from the V to the dot in shape. 

Other variables exist in the mitotic somatic chromosomes of Diptera. There is great 
variation in the staining reaction of the sex chromosomes during the interphase. In Wfm 
themid ddtdnce for example, the large X-chromosome is conspicuously dark in metaphase 
plates and heteropycnotic in metabolic nuclei whereas in S[eophorocerd hdmdtd, another 
tachinid species, the X chromosomes stain like the autosomes at metaphase and are not 
observable in metabolic nuclei. Also, in some species of Cecidomyidæ, White has described 
E-chromosomes present in the germ line but not in other somatic tissues, and the number 
of E-chromosomes "seems to be constant and characteristic for each species (White, 1954). 
Beermann (1952, 1956b) has reported chromosomes of this type in the Chironomidæ. The 
L chromosomes of the Sciaridæ are also similar in certain respects, but completely absent 
in some species. Supernumerary chromosomes have been found in the Tipulidæ (Bauer, 
1931) the Phryneidæ (Wolf, 1950) and by the writer in the Tachinidæ, the Anthomyiidæ 
and recently in the Calliphoridæ. In my experience, the supernumeraries occur in sporadic 
individuals and accordingly have limited potential value in classification. 

POLYTENE SOMATIC CHROMOSOMES 

Complicated polytene chromosomes are found in the salivary glands, Malpighian 
tubules etc. of many Diptera. The fascinating story of their discovery and application to 
genetic studies and to the analysis of polymorphic populations can be found in suitable 
texts (see White, 1954) and in reviews such as that of da Cunha (1955). It is not my intention 
to attempt to review these extensive studies but rather to draw attention to their signifia 

canee in the classification of this order of insects. 

Polytene chromosomes have now been reported from many families of Diptera in¬ 
cluding the Culcicidæ, Simuliidae, Tipulidæ, Chironomidæ, Bibionidæ, Sciaridæ and 
Cecidomyidæ in the Nematocera and the Drosophilidæ and Agromyzidæ in the Acalyp- 
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teræ. Stalker (1954) reports finding them in ovarian nurse cells of Cecidomyidæ, Empidæ, 
Lonchopteridæ, Helomyzidæ, Agromyzidæ and Tachinidae. The writer has seen them 
in the salivary glands of a number of species of Muscidæ, Sarcophagidæ and Tachinidae. 
In the latter two families the complicated organization of the poly tene chromosomes makes 
them unsuitable for use in cytogenetical studies, at least until we understand the sources 
of the com plicât ions. do not know how mein y families of higher Diptem hâve these 
same complications. 

The number of polytene chromosomes usually corresponds to the number of pairs 
of mitotic somatic chromosomes. There are accordingly differences between families, genera 
and species in the numbers of polytene chromosomes they possess. For example Bauer 
(1945; has reported four polytene chromosomes for Sergentia longiventris and only three for 
S. coracina. There are also differences in polytene chromosome morphology between species, 
genera etc., in the positions of the centromeres (as in Sciar a, McCarthy, 1945, Carson' 
1944 and Metz, 1938), in the location and number of nucleoli (Bauer, 1945, Tempes species 
have one nucleolus and Camptochironomus, two), and in the distribution of heterochroma¬ 
tin (in the Cecidomyidæ, White, 1948). It is possible that polytene nuclei are present in 
more kinds of tissue in the Chironomidæ and Sciandæ (Pavan and Breuer, 1952), and their 
presence in ovarian nurse cells, as mentioned above, is apparently restricted to certain 
families. Also, White (1954, p.45) mentions interesting cases in mosquitoes and cecidomyids 
in which the polyploid state replaces the polytene state in cells of certain tissues. It should 
be clear from these few examples that differences in polytene chromosomes exist at various 
levels of classification. 

It would not be proper to leave the discussion of polytene chromosomes without at 
least mentioning the use of detailed comparisons of bands, Balbiani rings etc. in comparative 
studies of polymorphic populations within certain species. These comparisons provide a 
precise method of evaluating the extent of chromosomal changes resulting from inversions, 
translocations, deletions etc. The excellent pioneering studies of Dobzhansky on Drosophila 
species are well known but it should be stressed that such analyses have now been extended 
to Chironomus (Bauer, 1936; Philip, 1942; Hsu and Liu, 1948; Mainx, Kunze and Koske, 
1953; and Acton, 1956), Sciar a (Metz, 1947 etc. and Carson, 1944), Anopheles (Frizzi, 
1951, 1952; and Kitzmiller, 1953) and also to Liriomyza in which Mainx and his collabor¬ 
ators have provided analyses of natural populations (Mainx, 1951 and 1955; Mainx, 
Fiala and Kogerer, 1956). Fairlee’s studies on Tendipes will probably be mentioned by Roth- 
fels in the next paper. All of these investigations have provided evidence that polymorphism 
within species is commonly associated with chromosomal variation arising from inversions, 
translocations, etc. Such studies are of particular importance in classification because they 
provide us with a better understanding of the nature of the chromosomal changes involved 
in the origin of species and of how these changes are built into new species. And surely 
the understanding of the origin of species is the only solid foundation on which to build a 
natural system of classification. 

MEIOTIC CHROMOSOMES 

During meiosis the chromosomes have a characteristic number and morphology for 
each species. The somatic pairing attraction in Diptera no doubt affects the appearance 
of the bivalents during certain stages of meiosis (Smith, 1944, Cooper, 1941, etc.) but it 
seems to be present in all species and therefore does not constitute a variable of value in 
classification. Number differences between species can be detected, of course, in meiosis; 
and certain meiotic configurations such as the multiple sex-chromosome complex of Hylemya 
fugax may clearly distinguish a species from others in the same genus. There are also im¬ 
portant size differences in meiotic chromosomes, apparently corresponding to the size dif¬ 
ferences in the mitotic somatic chromosomes. The meiotic chromosomes of the last men¬ 
tioned species are, for example, much larger than those of Drosophila species. Generally 
speaking, however, the work on meiosis in the Diptera has not been extensive and interest 
has been focused on the behaviour of the chromosomes rather than on their number and 
morphology. 

White (1949) has presented a careful analysis of classification in relation to chromosome 
behaviour during meiosis in the Nematocera. In Table IV, the writer has subdivided 
White’s groups on the basis of chromosome number and morphology. Several families not 
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included by White, for various good reasons, have been inserted in parentheses. It seems 
clear that certain types of complements have originated from more primitive types. For 
example, it would seem that the original complement in my Group 1 consisted of three 
metacentric pairs of chromosomes and that other types have arisen through translocations, 
inversions etc., with in one case, the complete loss of a pair and in another a multiplication 
of haploid sets to the triploid state. In my Group 2 the original complements seem to have 
had four metacentric pairs which have undergone modification and reduction in families 
like the Chironomidae. The change from n = VVVI to n = IIIIIII in the Mycelo- 
philidæ could have resulted from centric breaks. My Group 3 families have retained a 
complement of five metacentric pairs in a number of species. Since the Scatopsidæ are 
morphologically similar to the Bibionidae, it seems preferable to suggest that their type of 
complement has developed from the Will type. The six metacentric chromosome pairs 
of the two psychodid species in my Group 4 apparently constitute a unique type of comple¬ 
ment in the Nematocera. It is tempting, but probably premature, to suggest that chromo¬ 
some numbers in the Nematocera have increased through non-disjunction of metacentric 
( ± ) autosomes and that specialized complements have developed, through translocations, 
inversions, centric breaks, etc., from original complements consisting of metacentric and 
submetacentric pairs only. This view seems simpler and more logical when we note the 
scarcity of chromosome types that are likely to have arisen through centric breaks. 

TABLE IV. Chromosome Number and Morphology in White’s Nematocera Groups. 

Group 1 

VW 

Group 2 

wvv 

Group 3 

WVV V 

Group 4 

WWW 

To Brachycera 

White 1 

Retain dittane* 
pairing of te* chrom. 

(Tipuloidea not 
ine Limoniidae), 

Tipulidae j 

Addition _ 
of pairing 
seg toX4Y 

VWV 
Will 

Liriopeidae VVWV 

White i! 

lost of original 
X *. Y 

(Chiosmafa in (?) 

Culícida« 

Limoniidae 

Simulidae 

VW 
VW 
WJ 
fwv 
vv 
3n 

fwvj 
Chironomidae jvvv 

Iw 

(Tendipedidae VWl) 

Psychodidae VVWV Psychodidae WWW 

White III 
Loss of chiasmata 

în & 
Thaumaleidae W. 

Mycetophilidae 
Fungivoridae) 

Phryneidae 

Wvi 
unni 
WVI 
Lvji 

B,b,or»dae {ft'fff' 

BlepharoceridaeVVI 11 

Scatopsidae 1 1111 

\ Pairing segment \- 
/added to X4.Y y— 

according to White 

White IV 
Loss of Y. Anomalous 

Chromosom* cycl*. 

-Hr~ 
Cecidomyidae 
(t E chrom ) 

(Itonididae 

Sciaridae 

VWV 
WJJ J 
VJJIII 
lyw <r 
wvv) 
fwn 
Ivm 

White 
(not listed) 

Melusinidae VW 

The view that “all Brachycera lack chiasmata in the males” was advanced by White 
in 1949 but an exception in the Phoridæ has been reported by Barigozzi and Semerza 
(1952). Although the list of cases supporting this view (see White, 1954, p. 223) is impressive, 
it does not yet include an adequate sample of the higher Diptera and the writer is inclined 
to think that other exceptions will be found. Also, White concluded that the distance 
pairing of the X and Y at meiosis in Melophagus ovinus (see Cooper, 1941) arose through 
loss of “the pairing segment found in other Brachycera”. On the other hand it could be 
that the ancestors of this species trace more directly from those Nematocera which exhibit 
“distance pairing” of the sex chromosomes. On this point of view one might reach the 
conclusion that at least some of the Pupipara, although highly specialized, have not evolved 
from Calypterate Diptera but have come more directly from less advanced forms closer 
to or in the Nematocera. White’s views are, however, compatible with arguments from 
other sources that the Pupipara are derived from the Muscoidea. 

After a careful and critical examination of White’s excellent analysis of the classifi¬ 
cation of the Nematocera, the writer is convinced that White’s conclusions are generally 
correct. With reference to the origin of all of the Brachycera (he apparently includes all 
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the families of the higher Diptera in this group) from his Group III by the addition of a 
pairing segment my analysis leads to somewhat different conclusions. It is acceptable that 
the Calypterae came from this Group III by way of certain Acalypterae but we know that 
certain higher Diptera (as Melophagus ovinus) have retained a type of distance pairing of 
the X and Y reminiscent of some of his Group III families and may have originated more 
directly, without the addition of the pairing segment, from them or from related forms. 
It seems reasonable to suggest also that the Phoridæ, in which species have n = 3 or 5 
small chromosomes and at least one species has chiasmata at diplotene in the male, are 
traceable more directly to his Group II. It is possible that there are several lines of ascent 
from the Nematocera. 

It is my feeling that the Calypterae may represent the highest advance in one of these 
lines of ascent. The cytology of the Pupipara studied to date leaves the impression that 
they represent relics of lower forms, perhaps of very early Calypterae, that have become 
highly specialised. On the other hand, the Acalypterae, the Aschisa and the Brachycera 
groups of Imms have retained a tolerance of flexibility in number and morphology of their 
chromosomes and exhibit some variety in chromosome behaviour in meiosis. Consideration 
of these features leaves one with the impression that they may represent two, or more, 
groups that arose separately from the Nematocera and that they have more recently broken 
into smaller groups which are experiencing chromosomal rearrangements leading to the 
origin of new species as evidenced by the chromosomal polymorphism revealed in recent 
studies of polytene chromosomes. 

Chromosomal differences occur with such regularity between similar and closely 
related species of Diptera that they seem to be a regular feature of spéciation in this order 
of insects. There is no doubt in my mind, for this and other reasons, that chromosome 
studies have much to contribute to the solution of problems of relationship and classifi¬ 
cation in the Diptera. 
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Salivary Gland Chromosomes and Phylogenetic Interrelations 

in Black Flies 
By K. H. Rothfels 

University of Toronto 

Toronto, Ont. 

ABSTRACT 

The salivary gland chromosomes of a number of species will be described and illustrated 
in lantern slides. Most species may be readily diagnosed by gross ”idiogr am'features” of the 
chromosome complement such as haploid number, degree of ploidy, presence or absence of 
chromocenter, qualitative features of centromere regions, arm ratios, degree of pairing of 
constituents, site of the single nucleolus and of other conspicuous landmarks. 

Greater precision is attained when at least the ”outstanding” parts of the complement 
have been mapped, i.e. the chromosome ends, centromere regions and nucleolar attachments. 
Such partial mapping allows the determination for each species of the specific spectrum of 
”floating rearrangements” composed mainly of inversions. The location of the differential 
segments of the sex chromosomes is of outstanding importance in this connection. This more 
subtle cytological analysis has revealed in blac\ flies the common existence of sibling species, 
not so far differentiated by conventional taxonomic means. 

Blac\ flies are sufficiently conservative in their evolution to allow band comparison 
between related species to the extent that all major rearrangements between species may be 
described explicitly. Species may then be grouped on the basis of shared arrangements assuming 
that rearrangements are unique in origin and may serve as phylogenetic tracers. Usefulness 
of the method will be illustrated with examples from the genus Prosimulium in the evolution 
of which paracentric inversions, pericentric inversions (especially in differential segments of 
T'chromosomes), wholemrm transfers, and shifts of nucleoli and sexdoci are inferred. 
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The Cytotaxonomy of Some Weevils of the Genus Hylobius 
By Stanley G. Smith 

Forest Insect Laboratory 

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. 

ABSTRACT 

On the basis of chromosome number, the genus Hylobius (including Leconte's Hypo' 
molyx) comprises three distinct groups in Lforth America and Finland: five species have 22, 
two have 40, and one has 32 chromosomes, including the X and y sex chromosomes in the 
male. Details of chromosome morphology establish the existence of two subgroups in the 
22'chromosome group that conform with their geographical distribution and a third species 
that is intermediate. The 2n = 32 species is clearly derived from a 40<hromosome progenitor 
by centric fusion. Some of the expected intermediate numbers are already \nown among 
oriental species of the genus. 
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Chromosome Number and the Systematics 

of Pentatomomorpha (Hemiptera) 
By Dennis Leston 

London, England 

Ekblom (1941) attempted to correlate cytological and morphological data in Hemiptera- 
Heteroptera but since then much further information has become available on the cytology 
of Pentatomomorpha (Pfaler-Collander 1941; da Cunha 1945; Manna 1951) and upon its 
systematics (Leston, Pendergrast and Southwood 1954; Leston 1953,1954,1955; South wood 
1955; etc.)- In addition the comprehensive works of Makino (1951) and White (1954) 
bring together much that previously was inaccessible whilst Schrader (1947) and Schrader 
and Hughes-Schrader (1956) have suggested mechanisms permitting change in chromosome 
number where a discrete centromere is lacking. Manna (1951) showed the tendency for 
various taxa to exhibit a type number but the present work is concerned to show this in 
its evolutionary context. 

SOURCES 

Unless stated otherwise the cytological data are drawn from the sources listed by 
Makino (1951) but with considerable alteration of nomenclature and taxonomic grouping. 

PENTATOMOMORPHA 

As defined by Leston et al. (1954) the series Pentatomomorpha includes Pentatomoidea, 
Lygæoidea, Coreoidea and Aradoidea: Saldoidea may possibly be an early offshoot of the 
group. Carayon (1955) supports this grouping, giving additional reasons for attaching 
Aradidae thereto, whilst China (1955), although criticising it, gives a diagram showing 
its component parts having a common origin. Saldoidea are excluded from Pentatomomorpha 
in the present study. 

Pentatomoidea 

The central group of pentatomoid families is represented by the series Tessaratomidæ, 
Scutelleridæ and Cydnidæ with Phlœidæ an early offshoot of the first named and Brachy- 
platidæ (and probably Aphylidæ) an evolved offshoot of the second. Pentatomidæ and 
Dinidoridæ are the two highest families and are closely allied: Acanthosomidæ and 
Urostylidæ remain of unknown affinity but the former is undoubtedly ancient (Leston 

op. cit.). 

Nineteen species of Acanthosomidæ, Scutelleridæ and Brachyplatidæ are known 
cytologically : all have 2n = 12 (XY) (Fig. l). It was therefore assumed that Tessaratomidæ 
would have a similar caryotype, a forecast which has received some confirmation: Prof. 
Schrader (personal communication) writes “I have four specimens of Piezosternum subuld' 
turn, all collected in Costa Rica ... am able to say that it has 12 chromosomes (five pairs 
of autosomes + X -f- Y)”. 

In Pentatomidæ the formula 2n = 14 (XY) dominates all others by about seven to 
one (Fig. 1). Most cases of deviation occur in genera known to retain species of normal 
caryotype: thus Rhytidolomia senilis (2n = 6) and R.saucia (14), Thyanta calceata (27, XXY) 
and T. perditor (14) (Schrader and Hughes-Schrader 1956). As examples of genera containing 
species with 2n = 14 and species with 2n = 16 may be cited Stollia (da Cunha 1945; 
Manna 1951), Podisus and Oechalia (Heizer 1950, 1951). The subfamilies Pentatominæ, 
Amyoteinæ and Halyinæ cannot be distinguished on chromosome number. 

In Dinidoridæ (Fig. 1) two species have 2n = 14 (Manna 1951), one has 2n = 20, 
one has 2n = 21 : as will be shown below 14 is probably the type number. Eumenotes, an 
aberrant pentatomoid of unknown affinity, has 2n = 14 (Manna 1951). 

Coreoidea 

Reuter (1912) split Coreidæ into three families, Coreidæ sens, strRhopalidæ and 
Alydidæ, a trichotomy supported by recent work ÍSouth wood 1956). 

Alydidæ and Rhopalidæ (Fig. 2) are of type 2n = 13 (XO) and the only known un¬ 
conformities are provided by Leptoconsa acuta (2n = 17) (Manna 1951) in the former and 
Chorosoma schillingi (2n = 11) (da Cunha 1945) in the latter. 
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Figs. 1-2. Frequency histograms of diploid number. 1, Pentatomoidea. 2, Coreoidea. 

Coreidæ (Fig. 2) are cytologically diverse but it is legitimate to assume that species 
with compound X’s have arisen from others with a single X; Schrader (1947) has postulated 
simple fragmentation of the sex chromosome. Frequency distribution of diploid numbers 
after reduction of the compound X’s is shown in Fig. 3, which suggests distribution about 
a mode 2n = 21 (XO). 

Wilson’s classical work on Acanthocephala demonstrated the presence of intraspecific 
chromosomal polymorphism. This genus had originally a 2n = 21 (XO) constitution— 
as exhibited in some A. terminalis—and the compound X and supernumerary Y are sec' 
ondary features. The only coreid known with 2n = 13 is the pseudophlœine Ceraleptus 
obtusus (da Cunha 1945) but present information on the systematics of the family does 
not suggest that it is a primitive survival. 
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■ XY 

Rhypdrochrominde D XXXXY 

Figs 3 4. Frequency histograms of diploid number. 3, Coreidæ after conversion of compound X’s to unitv 
4, Khyparochrominæ and Lygæinæ. 

Lygaeoidea 

This superfamily at present includes Lygæidæ, Neididæ, Piesmidæ, Largidæ and 
Pyrrhocoridæ but the last named is morphologically closer to Coreoidea whilst Largidæ 
show somewhat intermediate characters. Lygæidæ must be broken into the following 
groups, each probably of family rank: I, Lygæmæ; II, Orsillmæ + Kleidocerinæ + Cy^ 
minæ; III, Blissmæ + Henestarinæ + Geocormæ; IV, Pachygronthinæ + Heterogastrinæ 
+ Oxycaremnæ; V, Rhyparochrommæ + Physopeltinæ (Leston, unpublished work) 

TABLE I. Lygæidæ and Physopeltinæ Grouped to show Chromosome Number and 

Numbers of Species Examined. 

Group Subfamilies 

I Lygæinæ 

II Orsillinæ 
Kleidocerinæ 
Cyminæ 

III Blissinæ 
Geocorinæ 

IV Pachygronthinæ 

Oxycareninæ 
V Rhyparochrominæ 

Physopeltinæ 

Chromosome number Frequency 

2n 
14 (XY) 9 
16 (XY) i 
14 (XY) 4 
14 (XY) i 
28 (XY) 4 
16 (XY) 2 
20 (XY) 2 
13 (XO) i 
14 (XY) i 
16 (XY) i 
12 (XY) i 
14 (XY) 12 
17 (XXXXY) i 
16 (XY) g 
18 (XY) 4 
20 (XY) 9 
17 (XXY) i 

Pyrrhocoridæ mclucle Dysdercus species of type 2n = 13 (XO) and 2n = 16 (XXO) 
(Mendes 1947, 1949) but another is stated to be of 2n = 16 (XY) constitution (Ray^ 
Chaudhuri and Manna 1950). Pyrrhocons apterus is polymorphic but 2n = 23 (XO) is 
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the basic caryotype: the species is geographically distant from the bulk of the family. The 
largids examined comprise two of type 2n = 13 (XO) and one of 2n - 11 (XU). 

Diploid numbers for Lygæidæ are shown in Table I. They are consistent with the 
hypothesis of a 2n = 14 (XY) type number but Lygæmæ are distinct from all other coreoid- 
lvgaeoid groups in that the autosomes do not include a pair of microchromosomes 

' ^ In group II, Cyminae exhibit a doubling of the type number and the split between 
Cyminæ and Kleidocerinæ—hitherto included in a single subfamily—suggested by recent 
morphological and egg investigations (Leston and Scudder, unpublished work ; Southwood 
1956) is strongly supported by the respective caryotypes. The single group I V bug with 
an XO mechanism is Oedancala dorsalis, nevertheless probably a typical pachygronthme. 

Rhyparochrominæ + Physopeltmæ, it is suggested, have 2n = 14 as basic type^ 
There is a marked tendency for the addition of one, two or three pairs or autosomes and 
this is especially marked in Drymini, a Palæarctic tribe with 2n == 20 as type. Physopelta 
schlanbuschi (Manna 1951) has 2n = 17 (XXY) and Aphanus (?) japomcus has 2n - 17 
(XXXXY) but a number of other species are polymorphic, exhibiting a tendency lor the 

X to compound (Pfaler-Collander 1941). , . 0 «« , in/n\ 
The single species of Neididæ examined has 2n = 28 (XY) (Pfaler-Collander 1941) • 

there is no doubt that this family has arisen from a lygæid stock and it may, in fact, have 

a close relationship with Cyminae. 
Aradoidea 

Aradoidea comprises Aradidæ (including Mezirmæ and perhaps Isoderminæ), 
Termitaphididæ and Aneuridæ. The cytology of a single mearme is known and is of 2n - 

31 (XXY) make-up (Schrader 1947)- 

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION 

Pentatomoidea are essentially tropical or subtropical insects. Schrader and Hughes- 
Schrader (1956) show that in Thyanta, with six species examined, the species exhibiting 
2n = 14 (XY) are tropical but the atypical forms (with 16, 16 and 27 (XXY) respectively) 
are found within the middle Nearctic latitudes. The data of Manna (1951) and Schrader 
(1945 1946 etc.) have been analysed: of 15 Indian species examined only one, Spermatodes 
sp„ has a diploid number other than 14; 13 central American species of Arvelius, Brachy- 
stethus, Edessa1, Loxa, Mayrinia, Mecistorrhinus, Afeodine, Peromatus and Platycarenus 

TABLE II. Species of Pentatomidae with Diploid Number other than 14, to show 
Approximate Geographical Distribution. CAPITALS Indicate Tropical or Subtropical 

Localities. 

Species 

Rhytidolomia senilis 
Solubea pugnax 
Oechalia patruelis 
Euschistus crassus 
Stagonomus bipunctatus 
Banasa dimiata 
Cosmopepla lintneriana 
Stollia oenea 
Stallia fabricii 
Palomería angulosa 
Palomena prasina 
Palomena viridissima 
Podisus modestus 
Podisus maculiventris 
Podisus placidus 
Thyanta custator 
Thyanta pallidovirens 
Trichopepla semivittata 
Spermatodes sp. 
Banasa calva 
Thyanta calceata 

Chromosome number 

2n 

Distribution 

6 N. E. United States 

10 United States (not W.) 

12 HAWAII 

12 S. E. United States 

12 Mediterranean 

16 United States, Canada 

16 United States (not W.) 

16 Palæarctic 

16 Palæarctic (esp. N.) 

16 Japan, N. China 

16 Palæarctic 

16 Mediterranean 

16 United States (not W.) 

16 United States, Canada 

16 E., Central United States 

16 E., United States 

16 Nearctic 

16 E., Central United States 

16 INDIA 

26 E., Central United States 

27 E., Central United States 

'Since this was written Prof. Schrader has kindly drawn my attention to his 1941 paper (J. Morph. <», ^^jmwhich 
that 11 soecies of Edessa had 2n= 14. Ignoring the pair not identified to species and E. irrorata—which has been taken into account 
remain eight species to be added to the 13 central American 2n= 14 forms. These eight, when added to the 31 tropical o^utooprna ^n- 
14 species of Table III, lead to an even stronger degree of significance in the association between atypical caryotypes and temperate dis 

tion than is stated below. 
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all that have been examined from the area—have a diploid number of 14 Table II lists 

Íhe famdTnorm have “^Tpes other than 14: it suggests that departures from 
the family norm—found on present data to be about one species in every eight—are more 
frequently met with outside the tropical and subtropical zones. The data set out m Table 
III have been tested statistically: a probability test shows P = .017, that is, the association 

TABLE III. Geographical Distribution of Pentatomidæ and Diploid Numbers. N.B., 

Five Species used in the Compilation of the Histogram (Fig. 1) have been Excluded from 

_this for Uncertainty of Determination or Locality. 

Tropical or 

-«
t- 

r-H
 

II G
 2n 14 Total 

subtropical spp. 31 2 33 

Temperate spp. 58 19 77 

Total 89 21 110 

between temperate species (Palæarctic and Nearctic) and atypical diploid numbers— as 
compared with tropical and subtropical species—is significant. 

In Dinidoridæ two Indian species of Coridius have 2n = 14 (Manna 1951) but the 
two forms lying at the periphery of the family’s distribution have diploid numbers of 20 
(Japan) and 21 (Costa Rica). 

A tendency for atypical caryotypes in Rhyparochrominæ to be concentrated in the 
Palæarctic is also suggested but in Coreidæ 69% of the bugs examined differ from the family 
type with no suggestion of regional or climatic segregation. 

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

tv . Tke pentatomomorphan groups inadequately known cytologically include: Aradidæ 
Dinidoridæ, Cydmdæ the scutellerid Pachycorinæ, Tessaratomidæ, Phlœidæ, Urostylidæ’ 
he lygæid Dicranocephalinæ and Heterogastrinæ, Piesmidæ, Largidæ, Pyrrhocoridæ and 

Colobathnstidæ (see Table IV). Nevertheless, the caryotype is known of 286 species (nv 

^ “°™ner investigated by Menon (1955) and a pentatomid investigated by 
Dutt (1955), details of which were received too late for inclusion in the tables and histO' 

TABLE IV. List of Families Examined Cytologically in Pentatomomorpha, to show 

_ Occurrence of Compound X Chromosomes. 

Family Species examined Species with 
compound X 

Pentatomidæ 115 1 
1 Dinidoridæ 4 

Tessaratomidæ 1 0 
Scutelleridæ 10 o 
Brachyplatidæ 6 0 
Acanthosomidæ 4 o 
Largidæ 3 o 
Pyrrhocoridæ 5 1 or 2 
Alydidæ 8 0 
Rhopalidæ 16 0 
Coreidæ 48 18 
Lygæidæ I 10 1 or 2 

— II 9 0 
— III 4 0 
— IV 3 0 
— V 36 2 

Neididæ 1 0 
Aradidæ 1 1 

Total 284 
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grams but which do not affect the conclusions arrived at) : it is felt that this is adequate 

for an attempt to relate caryotype changes with phylogenesis. 

In other series of Heteroptera such primitive families as Belostomidæ, Naucoridæ, 
Nepidæ, Notonectidæ, Mesoveliidæ and Reduviidæ have high diploid numbers and usually 
an XX : XY sex determining mechanism. Thus the early Pentatomomorpha originated with 
a reduction of the diploid number: phylogenesis has been accompanied by a similar re' 
duction outside the series under review, in Tingidæ (from a proto'reduvioid stock) 
Pleidae, Gerridæ (cf. Ekblom 1941) and probably Miridæ, but in the last named is masked 

by a secondary increase in many species. 

strong tendency 

for loss or gam of I -3 prs. 
autosomes d X to compound-? I-CORE 1DAÇ 

' -group — I3-RH0PAUPAE 

rl3,X0 

loss of 
V 

of 

fusion-loss 
of m 

13-ALYDIDAE 

I3-PYRRH0C0RIDAE 

-13-LA RGIDAE 

P-PIESMIDAE 

20-DRYMIN1 

tendency for gain J-14-RHYPARACHROM.etc. 
: I-3prs autosomes 

■PI4-PHYS0PELTINI 

- ? -DICRANOCEPHAl. 

-ia-LYGAEINAE 

-I6-0XYCARENINAE 

-14-PACHYGRONTH.etc. 

-16-BLISSIKIAE 

14, X Y 
including m 

2n> I4,XY 

increase 

1_ 

doubling 
_I_1 

I2,XY 
no m 

addition of two 
aufosomes 

)4,XY 

l 

stdble 
'group 

-20-GE0C0RINAE 

-28-NEIDIDAE 

-28-CYMINAE 

-14-KLEIDOCERINAEetx. 

-I2-ACANTH0S0MID. 

- ? -UROSTYLID. 

• 2 -PHLOEIDAE 

-I2-TESSARAT0MID. 

-i?-<iruTELLERIDAE 

-12 -BRACHV PLATIOAE 

- 2-CYDNIDAE 

-14-EUMENOTINAE 

- i 4—DI NI DOR I DAE 

-U-PFNTATOMIDAE. 

- 2-ARADOIDEA 

Fig. 5. Evolution of caryotypes in Pentatomomorpha. Names underlined are of groups in which at least ten 
species have been examined; stable groups are groups in which less than one in ten of the species examined vary 
from the type number. No time scale is implied. 
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Small changes in diploid number, e.g., gam or loss of a single pair of autosomes loss 
of Y, have accompanied the genesis of many pentatomomorph families. The interrelations 
of the families are shown m Fig. 5, which is based on the usual morphological criteria* 
time scale is not indicated thereon but the principal family^groups, e.g the “12” pentad 
molds and the 14” pentatomoids, have at least a middle Jurassic orig n -th s suggeS a 
long term stability in chromosome number. suggests a 

A second group of small numerical changes is that existing between species: the dib 
ference between the two categories is beyond the scope of the present paper to discuss 

tnT aut0?>me rmber OCCarS inLmany genera of Pentat°nddæ and has been shown 
above to be significantly associated with sonai distribution: in view of the age of many 
such genera they are perhaps no longer autochthonous and hence variation from family 
type number is presumed to be selection controlled after rearrangement. Only in Coreidæ 
does divergence from family type number appear to be almost a regular concomitant of 
spéciation: m this family deviation is by loss or gam of from one to three pairs of autosomes 
As 37 per cent of the cytologically known coreids show compounding of the X, a rare 
phenomenon in the other families under consideration, it may be suspected that a single 
factor is responsible for caryotypic instability in the family. In Rhyparochrominæ there is 
considerable interspecific and more often intergeneric, variation in chromosome number 
ut almost invariably by the addition of from one to three pairs of autosomes: unfortunately 
e geographically biased nature of the examined sample does not permit one to say whether 

this variation is general (as m Coreidæ) or zonal (as in Pentatomidæ) in distribution. 

Manna (1951) has drawn attention to the presence throughout Coreoidea and Lyga- 
oideaof a pair of microchromosomes—absent from Lygæmæ. The distribution of m parallels 
that of ventral tnchobothna arrangement, type of spermatheca and other morphological 

11 suPPorJs the writer s view—not formally presented in the present instance— 
that these groups form a single superfamily. It is curious that the presence of m should 
provide a taxonomic character of greater weight than the loss of Y but such, m Pentatomo^ 
morpha, is the case: whether Lygæmæ retain a predygæoid caryotype or have had the m 
disappear by fusion loss is uncertain but the general structure of the bugs supports the 
atter hypothesis. Largidæ exhibit an interesting phenomenon: whilst possessing a coreoid 

caryotype the bugs retain lygæoid wing venation and perhaps lygæoid genitalia; they and 
Pyrrhocoridæ seem to have gained a selective advantage through loss of ocelli (not acconv 
pained by loss of night power). 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The evolution of Pentatomomorpha was accompanied at first by a reduction in 
chromosome number. Two principal branches emerged: Pentatomoidea (2n = 12 XY) and 
LygæoideæCoreoidea (2n = 14, XY; m present). ’ j 

n u" Pent"ids Acanthosomidæ, Tessaratomidæ, Scutelleridæ and 
Brachyplatidæ—retain the ancestral type number: higher pentatomoids—Eumenotinæ 
Dmidondæ and Pentatomidæ have gained a pair of autosomes. 

3- The Lygæoidea for the most part retain their ancestral diploid number. Coreoidea 
(including Largidæ and Pyrrhocoridæ) have lost the Y. 

4. Spéciation has been accompanied by increase of the caryotype by a pair of autosomes 
in many Pentatomidæ but this phenomenon is significantly associated with Palæarctic 
and Nearctic species. 

5. Spéciation has been accompanied by the addition of one to three pairs of autosomes 
in Rhyparochrominæ; by compounding of the X and addition or loss of one to three pairs 
of chromosomes in Coreidæ. F 

, ^ Rhopalidæ and Scutelleridæ are stable groups. A general tendency for increase in 
me number of autosomes is probably present in Oxycareninæ, Blissinæ and Geocorinæ. 

u ui ^?Tul?Ì?lg of the chromosomes has occurred in the phylogenesis of Cyminæ and 
probably Neididæ. 
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DISCUSSION 

A. Wolsky. Is there any indication in the literature that somatic polyploidy was 
observed in some tissues of any Pentatomomorpha? . . 

Dennis Leston (by correspondence). Somatic polyploidy was shown by Ueitier to 
occur all through Heteroptera but only in gerrids has the phenomenon been investigate 

thoroughly. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The value of cytology as an additional tool in the field of taxonomy is undeniable. 

However, this is only possible when we have adequate data at hand obtained in a planned 
way of study. Cytologically, insects are the most extensively studied group but even there 
we ave so far been able to gather data on the chromosome number of only about 3 500 
species out of nearly three-quarters of a million already described by systematists. During 
the last few years several publications dealing with the cytotaxonomic aspects of various 
groups of insects have been made (Pfaler-Collander, 1941; Xavier, 1945* White 1949- 
Hughes-Schrader, 1950; Smith, 1950; and Manna, 1951). ’ ’ 

The Heteroptera are one of the groups of insects that has been the subject of exten¬ 
sive cytological investigations since the time of T. H. Montgomery and E. B. Wilson. 
Even in this group only 29 families out of the 58 recognized by Brues, Melander, and 
Carpenter (1954) are known cytologically. The data again are not equally extensive in all 
amilies and in certain ones only a few species have been examined. In the present paper 

the cytological data gathered from these 29 families have been employed to evaluate the 
supergenenc classification, and attempts have mainly been made to characterize cytologic- 
ally the different families recognized by Brues, Melander, and Carpenter (1954). Since the 
cytological data also help in understanding natural relationships, an attempt has also 
been made to establish a phylogenetic tree based mainly on the cytological findings. Lastly 
the broad mechanical principles underlying the change of the caryotype in the Heteroptera 
have also been discussed. F 

CYTOLOGY AND SUPERGENERIC CLASSIFICATION 

1. Pentatomidæ 

u ejfVaVon t^ie subfamilies Coptosominæ, Scutellermæ, and Tessaratommæ and 
the tribe Graphosomini to family status (vide infra) has made the Pentatomidæ more 
uniform with regard to chromosome number. Since the publication of Manna (1951), 
the cytological data on pentatomid bugs have been extended by Rao (1954), Schrader 
(1956), Sharma and Prashad (unpublished), and Sharma (unpublished). 

Pentatomidæ ma^ characterized by the presence of 14 chromosomes (diploid), 
an aï. XX type of sex determination, and a complete absence of m-chromosomes in the 
species so far studied. During the early prophase of meiosis in males, the two sex chromo¬ 
somes, X and Y, almost always lie very close together to form a single positively hetero- 
pycnotic mass, sometimes associated with the nucleolus, and from diakinesis they separate 
out as two distinct bodies. The autosomes show a more or less diffuse condition till late 
dipintene, when their regular bivalent features become clearly demonstrable. At metaphase 
I, the six autosomal bivalents are invariably arranged in a ring on the equator of the spindle, 
and the two univalent sex chromosomes usually lie within the autosomal ring. They may 
a so take part in the formation of the ring, leaving the inner space empty, but are rarely 
found outside it. During the prophase stages, chromatoid bodies are detectable in the 
cytoplasm of many species. The first anaphase is equational for the sex chromosomes and 
reductional for the autosomes; thus each daughter cell receives the same number of chromo¬ 
somal elements as there were at metaphase I. It is invariably followed by metaphase II, 
as there is no interkinetic stage. The sex chromosomes form a pseudobivalent, which lies 
at the centre of the spindle surrounded by a ring of six autosomes. This arrangement on 
the second metaphase plate is characteristic and almost without exception. It is followed 
by the reduction division of the sex chromosomes, whereby the daughter nucleus after 
anaphase II receives either the X or the Y along with six autosomes. 

The Asopinæ are cytologically known through the study of 13 species (see Manna 
1951 and Makino, 1951). In the males, three diploid numbers 12, 14 and 16, have been 
reported of which 14 seems to be the original, because nine species representing all the 
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seven genera so far studied, two species each of Y\pateticus (Podisus) and Picromerus, and 
one each of Arma, Oechalia, Mineus, Penllus, and Stiretrus, possess this number. Only 
one species, Oechalia patruelis, has 12 chromosomes. O. petruelis and O. pacifica have been 
considered different species because of their marked cytological differences (Heizer, 1950), 
although Kirkaldy (1909) considered them to be synonymous with O. grísea (Burm.). The 
number 16 is found in three species of Apateticus. Since two species of A patéticas and one 
of Oechalia have 14 chromosomes, it can be concluded that the 16-chromosome species in 
the former and the 12-chromosome species in the latter are derived from the basic 14. 
Moreover, the chromosomes of Oechalia are not in a stable condition because some males 
of O. pacifica show multiple sexchromosome complexes such as XiX2Y or XiX2X3Y. 

In the Dinidormæ, only four species belonging to three genera have been studied. 
The three genera have different diploid numbers, namely: 14 in two species of As pongo pus, 
21 in Dinidor rufocinctus (Manna, 1951), and 20 in Megymenum gracilicorne (Makino, 
1951). Further, D. rufocinctus has a multiple sex-chromosome mechanism (Schrader, 1947). 
In view of the scanty data, it is difficult to assume a basic number of 14 in this sub-family. 

The Pentatominæ possess the most diversified chromosome numbers found among 
the subfamilies of Pentatomidæ (Manna, 1951). The numbers range from six to 27 among 
the 120 species studied. It will be apparent from the cytological data that this subfamily 

includes heterogeneous groups (vide infra). 
The three species of Acanthosoma and a single species of Elasmostethus in the Acan- 

thosomini have 12 chromosomes. Distant (1902-1910) and the British Museum (see Manna, 
1951) elevate the tribe to subfamily rank. Leston (1953) favours the creation of a family 
to embrace the various species of this tribe. Anyhow, cytologically they are distinct from 
other tribes of Pentatominæ and are characterized by 12 chromosomes. All the species in 
the Discocephalini, Edessmi, Halyini, and Sciocorini examined have 14 chromosomes 
(see Manna, 1951). Six species belonging to four genera, Mayrinia, Mecistorhinus, Anodine, 
and Platycarenus, in the Discocephalini show a regular occurrence of heteroploidy in the 
fifth lobe of the testes (Schrader, 1945a, 1946). However, this abnormality has not given rise 
to individuals with abnormal chromosome numbers. All the 11 species of Edessa and a 
single one of Peromatus in the Edessini so far studied are orthodox in their chromosome 
number, but in P. notatus Schrader (1941) has observed some mitotic abnormalities. Two 
species each of Halys and Brochymena (see Manna, 1951 and Sharma, unpublished) and 
Dalpada versicolor (Rao, 1954), in the Halyini, and the three species of Sciocoris and the 
single species of Dyroderes, in the Sciocorini, are all orthodox in the number and behaviour 

of their chromosomes. 
The Pentatomini contain the most diversified chromosome numbers in the subfamily 

Pentatominæ. To the numbers listed by Manna (1951) and by Makino (1951), Bagrada 
pietà, recorded by Rao (1954), four species of Thyanta, studied by Schrader (1956), and 
Placosternum urus and Lfeodius sp., examined by Sharma (unpublished), are to be added. 
Of the 37 genera studied, 31 have 14 chromosomes. These 31 genera comprise 70 species, 
namely, single species each of Antestia, Agonoscelis, Bagrada, Brachystethus, Codophila, 
Cœnus, Halyomorpha, Holocostethus, Lelia, Menida, Murgantia, Mormidea, Placosternum, 
Plautia, Staria, Trichopepla and Udonga; two each of Dolycoris, T^eottiglossa, Piezodorus, 
and Rhytidolomia; three each of Aelia, Carbula, Carpocoris, Loxa and Thyanta, four each 
of Efezara and Pentatoma; six of Euschistus; seven of Stollia; and nine of Eurydema. The 
numbers six and ten are found in Rhytidolomia (Pentatoma) senilis and Solubea (Oebalus) 
pugnax, respectively, and 12 in Euschistus crassus and Stagonomus bipunctatus. Further, 
Banasa calva and Thyanta calceata have 26 and 27 chromosomes, respectively. Thirteen 
species have been observed with 16 chromosomes in the following genera: single species 
each of Banasa, Cosmopepla, Lfeodius, Spermatodes and Trichopepla; two of Thyanta, and 
three each of Stollia and Palomena. Rhytidolomia senilis has the lowest number recorded 
among the pentatomid bugs, but that it is derived from a basic 14 is rendered probable 
by the fact that two other species, R. juniperina and R. saucia, have 14. Some other species 
of the genera mentioned above that have deviated from the type number are Euschistus 
crassus, 2n = 12, and Stollia œneus, S. melanocephalus, S. venustissimus, and Trichopepla 
semivittata, 2n = l6. The different species of Thyanta (Schrader, 1956) have various 
chromosome numbers: T. antiguensis, T. perdiator, and T. pseudocasta have 14, T. pah 
lidovirens and T. custator have 16, and T. calceata has 27 and unlike other species this has 
XiX2Y males. The other species viz.: Solubea pugnax (2n = 10), Stagonomus bipunctatus 
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(2^ 12), Cosmopepld bimaculata, J\[eodius sp., and Spermdtodes sp. (2n = 16) have nunv 
bers different from the typical 14, but in the absence of knowledge of the chromosome 
number of some other congeneric species we are not sure if the numbers are characteristic 
of their genera. It may be suggested that 16 is the type number for the genus Pdlomend 

since all the cytologically examined species have that number. The two species of Bdndsd 

have markedly different chromosome numbers: B. dimididtd has 16 and B. cdlvd has 26. 
The differences in the chromosome number of the different species of Thydntd (Wilson, 
1911 and Schrader, 1956) are especially interesting since the morphological distinguishing 
features of these species are not very well defined and their specific differences are ascer^ 
tamed from the cytological findings. The three species of Loxd show the occurrence of 
heteroploidy (Schrader, 1945 a, b), which may be a cytological characteristic of the genus. 

2. Podopidæ 

Brues, Melander, and Carpenter (1954) recognize the family Podopidæ (Graphoso^ 
matidæ), members of which were placed in the Graphosomatinæ of the Pentatomidæ by 
Distant (1902) and in the Graphosomini of the Pentatominæ by Kirkaldy (1909). We have 
cytological knowledge of only five species belonging to three genera, namely : Ancyrosomd 

leucogrdmmes, three species of Grdphosomd, and Scotinomorphd horvdtti (see îvianna, 1951; 
Makino, 1951). All these species have 2n = 14 and the behaviour of the chromosomes 
during meiosis is in no way different from that of the pentatomid type. The sexchromo- 
some mechanism is also similar, i.e., XY: XX. 

3. Plataspididæ 

The family status of the Plataspididæ (Coptosomidæ, Plataspididæ) has been recog" 
nized by Brues, Melander, and Carpenter and at the British Museum (see Manna, 1951). 
Distant and Kirkaldy recognized them as the subfamilies Plataspidinæ and Coptosominæ, 
respectively. We have cytological knowledge of six species (see Manna, 1951 and Rao, 
1954): four of Coptosomd and two of Brdchypldtys. This family is characterized by having 
12 chromosomes with the usual XY: XX sex determination. The behaviour of the sex 
chromosomes during meiosis follows the usual pentatomid pattern but the meiotic cells 
appear to be smaller. 

4. ScUTELLERIDÆ 

The ten species studied belong to five genera: four species of Eurygdster and three of 
Odontotdrsus in the Odontotarsini; Chrysocoris stollii and Scutellerd perplexd in the Scuteb 
lerini; and Hoted curculinoides in the Tetyrini. All have 12 chromosomes (see Manna, 1951), 
which can therefore be taken as the characteristic number of the Scutelleridæ. However, 
of the four species of Eurygdster, E. mdurus may also have individuals with 14 chromosomes 
according to Geitler (1939). Kirkaldy and Distant put this family in the Scutellerinæ of 
the Pentatomidæ. All the species have the same general plan of meiosis, with an XY : XX 
type of sex determination comparable with that of the pentatomid bugs. Further, some of 
them show several chromatoid bodies, but their chromosome number is distinct from the 
pentatomid type. 

5. Cydnidæ 

Distant s subfamily Cydnidæ in the Pentatomidæ has been raised to family status 
(Cydnidæ) by Brues, Melander, and Carpenter. We have cytological knowledge of 
Mdcroscytus suboeneus and Stibdropus molginus from the unpublished observation of 
Sharma. The former has 12 and the latter 31 chromosomes. Both of them follow the pen- 
tatomid type of meiosis, but they differ from one another with regard to the sex-deter- 
mining mechanism. Mdcroscytus has the usual XY : XX type while S. molginus has XiX2Y 
sex chromosomes in males. From the present data, it is difficult to suggest any basic number 
for this family. 

6. Tingidæ 

Only two species, Stephdnitis ndshi and Tingis cldvdtd, have been examined (see 
Makino, 1951). Both have 14 chromosomes and, unlike the condition in most of the 
Heteroptera, the first division is reductional for both the sex chromosomes and the auto^ 
somes. Males have X and Y chromosomes, which at metaphase I lie paired at the centre 
surrounded by the six autosomal bivalents, and at metaphase II, two types of plates are 
found. This is followed by the equational division of all the chromosomes at anaphase II. 
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In the absence of more data, it is uncertain if this family could be characterized by the 
above cytological peculiarities. 

7. Aradidæ 

Only one species, Eumenotes obscura, has been examined (Manna, 1951). It has 14 
chromosomes, an XY : XX type of sex determination, and a pentatomid type of metaphase 
arrangement, thus following the pentatomid pattern of meiosis. The ratio between the 
volume of the nucleus and the cytoplasm in this species is different from that in the pen' 
tatomids. The chromosomes are bigger and occupy more space than those of pentatomids. 
The species is retained in the Tessaratominae of the Pentatomidæ by some authorities, 
and the cytological behaviour shows that it has similarities with pentatomid bugs in a 

broad sense. 
8. Dysodiidæ 

Only one species, Dysodius lunata, has been studied, by Schrader (1947)- The males 
have 31 chromosomes, including XiX2Y sex chromosomes. Meiotic chromosomes at meta' 
phase I are irregular in disposition, but at metaphase II, the sex pseudotrivalent usually 
lies at the centre surrounded by autosomes. This family was erected by Reuter (1912) and 
is allied to Aradidæ. It is not possible at present to comment on this family from the 
cytological point of view. 

9. Hydrometridæ 

Four species belonging to three genera, one each of Hygotrechus and Limnotrechus and 
two of Hydrometra, have been examined (see Makino, 1951). Hygotrechus sp. and L. 
marginatus, described by Montgomery (1906), have 21 chromosomes (XO males). The 
arrangement of the chromosomes in the meiotic metaphases is irregular. 

10. Mesoveliidæ and 11. Saldidæ 

The cytological knowledge of these two families is very poor : Mesovelia furcata and 
Saida littoralis have 2n = 35 with XiX2X3X4Y males and 2n = 33 with XO males, respec' 
tively (Ekblom, 1941). Distant considered the Mesoveliidæ a subfamily (Mesoveliinæ) of 
the Hydrometridæ, but its chromosome number and sex'chromosome mechanism are very 
different from those of the Hydrometridæ. Further, the known species has no rmchromo' 
somes and the metaphase arrangements are more like those of the reduviid bugs. 

Saida littoralis, in the Saldidæ (Acanthiidæ), has an unusually large X chromosome 
and a pair of minute chromosomes, which appear like m'chromosomes, but their arrange' 
ment on the metaphase plates is irregular. 

» 

12. Gerridæ 

Eight species of Gerris have been examined (see Makino, 1951; Poisson, 1936; and 
Das, unpublished). The males of all the species are of the XO type. All but G. grocilicornis 

and G. nepalensis have 21 chromosomes; the former has 19 and the latter 23 chromosomes 
(Das, unpublished). The chromosomes are small and one pair especially appear to be 
m'chromosomes, apparent in some species but not in others. Even if they are present, 
their arrangement on the spindle at metaphase I and metaphase II is irregular and does not 
follow the coreid pattern. 

13. Veliidæ 

Velia currens, in the Veliidæ, studied by Poisson (1936), has a high chromosome 
number, 25, and the males are XO. The metaphase arrangement is irregular and devoid of 
m'chromosomes. This family was recognized as the subfamily Veliinæ of the Hydro' 
metridæ by Distant. 

14. Lygaeidæ 

Since the publication of the chromosome lists by Manna (1951) and Makino (1951), 
only a single publication has appeared (Menon, 1955), but several other species have been 
examined by Sharma (unpublished) and Banerjee (unpublished). 

The family Lygæidæ, like the Pentatomidæ, is characterized by 14 chromosomes and 
an XY : XX type of sex determination. This family differs markedly from the latter by the 
presence of m'chromosomes in the great majority of cases (vide infra). The meiotic behaviour 
of the autosomes is like that of the pentatomids but the sex chromosomes, instead of being 
fused, may lie separately during early prophase. The disposition of the chromosomes at 
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first and second metaphase is variable depending on the caryotype, i.e., species without 
m-chromosomes behave like the pentatomids, while in those with nvchromosomes, the 
arrangement is less regular and the nvchromosomes usually lie at the centre of the spindle 
at metaphase I. The chromatoid bodies present in some pentatomid bugs are not seen in 
this family, and the different groups usually show different characteristic numbers (see 
Manna, 1951). 

Four species of Aphanus, belonging to the Aphaninæ, have 14 chromosomes, which 
include a pair of nvchromosomes and the X and Y, but A. japonicus (see Makino, 1951) 
has 17 with multiple sex-chromosomes in males. Thus 14 may be the type number for the 
subfamily as well as for the genus. Similarly, the 16 in two species of Ischnodemus, belong¬ 
ing to the subfamily Blissinæ, the 20 in two species of Geocoris, belonging to Geoconnæ, 
and the 16 in a single species of Philomyrmex, belonging to Oxycareninae, may be considered 
either characteristic numbers for the respective genera or for the subfamily in which they 
belong. But Banerjee (unpublished) observed that Oxycarenus lactus of the last mentioned 
subfamily has 2n = 17, X1X2Y males, and no m-chromosomes, while Menon (1955) in 
O. hyalinipennis has observed, in addition to a similar diploid complement, some cells with 
two m-chromosomes occurring as supernumeraries. 

Two tribes of the subfamily Cymmæ each have different diploid numbers. Of four 
species of Cymus in the Cymini, three have 28 and one has 26, while a species of Ischnor' 
hynchus in the Ischnorhynchini has 14 chromosomes. Since each tribe is represented by a 
single genus, it is difficult to assign any type number to them. 

The Lygæinæ typically have 14 chromosomes. The tribe Lygæini is further character¬ 
ized by the absence of m-chromosomes. Ten species belonging to four genera—one species 
of Graptostethus, seven of Lygæus (including one studied by Sharma, unpublished), and 
one each of Melanocoryphus and Tropidothorax—have 14 chromosomes with typical 
behaviour, but some individuals of L. equestris and T. leucopterus (Schachow, 1932) possess 
a supernumerary Y giving rise to an X Y]Y2 sex complex. Further, in Melanocoryphus 
albomaculatus the first division in males is reductional for all the chromosomes. Oncopeltus 
fasciatus, unlike other members of the Lygæinæ, has 16 chromosomes. All four species of 
A[ysius, in the Orsillini, have 14 chromosomes. 

In the Pachygronthinæ only two species have been studied, of which Oedancala 
dorsalis (2n = 13) is highly interesting, since it is the only lygæid in which the males are 
XO (Montgomery, 1901, 1906). The other example of this subfamily, Phlegyas (Peliopelta) 
abbreviata, has 14-chromosome and XY males. 

The Rhyparochrominæ have diversified chromosome numbers. Three types of com¬ 
plements have been observed in the tribe Beosmi: two species of Dieuches, including an 
unpublished work of Sharma, have 12 chromosomes, while of the four species of Trapezori' 
otus, two have 14 and two have 16. Further, some species in this genus show multiple sex- 
chromosomes in males (Pfaler-Collander, 1941). In the Lethiini, the nine species studied 
belong to four genera: three species of Drymus, two of Eremocoris, one of Gastrodes, and 
three of Scolopostethus have 20 chromosomes, which is thus the type number for the tribe. 
Single species of Ligyrocoris and Pachybrachius (Partiera) in the Myodochini have 16 
chromosomes. In the Rhyparochromini, the 16 species examined show three types of 
diploid numbers: 14, 16, and 18. Single species of Acompus and Tropistethus, three of 
Peritréchus, and two of Rhyparochromus have 14 chromosomes; a single species of Isch' 
nocons and three of Stynocons have 16 chromosomes; while single species of Macrodema, 
Pionosomus, Plinthisus, Pterometus, and Stygnocoris have 18. 

15. Pyrrhocoridæ 

The Pyrrhocoridæ are cytologically very interesting. The diversified numbers, the 
sex-determining mechanisms, and the metaphase arrangements are the points of interest 
derived from 15 species. The different diploid numbers at present characterize different 
genera rather than particular supergeneric groups. In the Larginæ, four species of Largus 
(Euryophthalmus), in the Largini, have low chromosome numbers: one with 11 and three 
with 13: the males are XO, and there are no m-chromosomes (see Manna, 1951; Piza, 1953). 
The arrangement of the chromosomes on the metaphase spindle is regular; the sex chromo¬ 
some at metaphase I usually lies on the periphery of the autosomal ring, while at metaphase 
II, it takes up a central position. The single species of the Physopeltini, Physopelta schiari' 
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buschi, is peculiar in having a multiple sex-chromosome mechanism, 2n = 17 including 
a pair of m-chromosomes, and regular arrangement at metaphase I, the impair taking up a 
central position as in coreid bugs (Ray-Chaudhuri and Manna, 1955). Only the tribe 
Pyrrhocorini in the Pyrrhocorinæ is known cytologically, and it has different chromosome 
numbers in the different species. Eight species of Dysdercus have been examined (Piza, 
1947, 1951; Manna, 1951; Ray-Chaudhuri and Manna, 1952; Banerjee, unpublished, 
and, Sharma, unpublished). D. ruficollis has 2n = 13 with XO males (see Makino, 1951), 
while all other species have 16 chromosomes. The sex-chromosome mechanism is highly 
interesting. Piz,a (1947), in D. mendesi, and Ray-Chaudhuri and Manna (1952), in D. 
\oemgii, examining meiosis in males only, claimed that they are XY but have a peculiar 
phenomenon of double reduction of the sex chromosomes. But by examining the females, it 
was found by Pria (1951), in D. mendesi, and independently by Ray-Chaudhuri, Banerjee, 
and Manna (unpublished), in D. \oenigii, that this genus possesses an X]X20: XiXiX2X2 
type of sex determination, as in some coreid bugs. In contrast to the condition in coreids, 
here the two sex chromosomes in the males lie apart up to metaphase I, but during anaphase 
the individual daughter halves fuse to form a single element, thus giving rise to the con¬ 
fusion. Dysdercus is, therefore, characterised by 16 chromosomes in the males, including 
XiX20. At metaphase I, the X chromosomes invariably lie at the centre surrounded by 
the autosomal bivalents. The first division is equational for the sex chromosomes, after 
which they fuse to form a single element and remain as such till anaphase II. The other 
species of the above tribe, Antilochus conqueberti and Odontopus sexpunctatus (Banerjee, 
unpublished), have 2n = 27 and Pyrrhocoris apterus has 2n = 23, all of them having 
XO males. 

16. Coreidæ 

The coreids are characterised by a regular arrangement of chromosomes on the spindle 
at metaphase I, the presence of a single X or multiple sex-chromosomes, a pair of m-chromo- 
somes, and the absence of a Y chromosome. Acanthocephala (Metapodius) is the only 
genus where XY males are described. The large majority of coreids have diploid numbers 
between 15 and 25. Early prophase of meiosis is more that of a pentatomid pattern. When 
more than one X is present, they fuse and behave as a single mass throughout meiosis. In 
metaphase I the m-chromosome remains at the centre of the spindle surrounded by auto¬ 
somal bivalents, which form a ring around it, the sex-chromosome mass usually lying 
outside the ring of autosomes. In some species lacking the m-chromosome, the metaphase 
disposition becomes irregular. The first division, like that of almost all heteropterans, is 
equational for the sex chromosomes. The second division metaphase arrangement is 
irregular. 

At present, only the Coreinæ are well represented cytologically, two other sub¬ 
families, the Alydinæ and the Coriziinæ, having been elevated to family rank (see Manna, 
1951). The Coreinæ include the most diversified numbers in the Coreidæ. Three species 
of Acanthocephala have been studied from the Acanthocephalini. This genus is the only 
exception in the family where a Y chromosome is present in males, but XO males are some¬ 
times found in natural populations. Further, the first division is reductional for the sex 
chromosomes, and all the species show a regular occurrence of supernumerary chromosomes. 
In the tribe Anisoscelini, of six species belonging to four genera, single species each of 
Diactor and A[aria and three of Leptoglossus have 21, while Anissoscelis faliacea has 27 
chromosomes. Thus, this tribe has 21 as the basic number and XO males. A single species 
each of Pachycephalus (Copularmi), Chariesterus (Chariesterini), Petillia (Petascelini), and 
Phthia (Leptoseclarini) have 22, 25, 28, and 21 chromosomes, respectively. Pachycephalus 
and Petillia possess XXO males, while the other two have XO males. The data are obviously 
very meagre for the above tribes. The Coreini show different chromosome numbers: 
Haploprocta sulcicorms has 18 and appears to have XXO males, and four species of A nasa 
and one of Chelimdea have 21 and XO males. Six species belonging to three genera: two of 
Centrocoris, three of Coreus (Mesocerus, Syromastes, Verlusia), and one of Enoplops 
(Coreus) have 22 chromosomes in XXO type males. Holopterma alata has 20 chromosomes 
and may have XXO sex chromosomes in males. Males of Althos (Margus) inconspicuus 
and Coreus marginatus var. fundator have 23 chromosomes, the former with XO and the 
later with XXXO sex chromosomes. Catormtha sp. has 2n = 25 with XO males. From the 
above facts, it appears that the different numbers are rather characteristic of the different 
genera but this tribe as a whole possesses high chromosome numbers and multiple X- 
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chromosomes. The Gonocerini, like the Coreinae, has different numbers: thus four species 
of Cletus have 2n — 18, two of Gonocerus have 2n = 19, and one of Cletomorphci has 
2n = 22. Like other members of the tribe, the genus Gonocerus may also have XXOtype 
males and, since Schachow (1932) reports 20 as the chromosome number of G. acutean' 
gulatus, the number 19 reported by Xavier (1945) may not be correct. This genus is further 
characterized by the absence of m-chromosomes. It appears from the present data that this 
tribe also has high chromosome numbers and that the genera differ in the number of auto* 
somes since most appear to have XXO-type males. All except H. unipunctatus of the seven 
species of Homœocerus of the Homœocermi, including five studied by Sharma (unpublished), 
have 2n = 21 and XO males. H. unipunctatus has two fewer chromosomes. In the Mictim, 
two species of Thasus (Pachylis) and Archimerus alternatus have 2n = 15, whereas T. 
pharaonis has 2n = 17, all with XO males and a first division reductional for the sex 
chromosomes as well as the autosomes. In two other species of this tribe, Elasmomia 
granulipes and Euthoctha galeator, the diploid number is 21 in XO males; thus all the mem- 
bers of this tribe, unlike most other Coreinae, have an unpaired X, but some have pre¬ 
reduction of the sex chromosomes. The two species of Acanthocons (2n = 24) in the 
Physomerini are characterized by the absence of m-chromosomes and by XXO males. 
Cytologically, the Merocorinae and Pseudophlœinae are poorly known. Merocons 
(Corynocoris) distinctus has 2n = 25 with XO males. In the Pseudophlœinae, Ceraleptus 
obtusus has 2n = 13 (XO males), Coriomeris denticulatus has 2n = 22 (XXO males), and 
Clavigralla gibbosa has 2n = 23 (XO males) (Das, unpublished). 

17. Alydidæ 

This family is equivalent to Distant’s subfamily Alydinæ of the Coreidæ. The mem¬ 
bers show a close resemblance to the coreids in the general course of meiosis. But the 
Alydidæ are characterized by 13 chromosomes, including one pair of m-chromosomes, and 
XO males. The disposition of the metaphase chromosomes is like that of the Coreidæ. 

Six species belonging to four different genera have 13 chromosomes (see Manna, 
1951). One species of Camptopus, three of Conscus (Alydus), two of Riptortus, included 
formerly in the tribe Alydini, and a species of Protenor in the Micrelytrini, are very typical 
in chromosome behaviour and number. In Peptocorixa acuta, also in the Leptocorixini, not 
only are there 17 chromosomes but the morphology and characteristic disposition of the 
chromosomes are different from what is found in other members of this family. 

18. Corizidæ 

Distant s subfamily Corizinæ is treated as a family here. Although its cytological 
behaviour is of the coreid type, it is closer to the Alydidæ. With 13 as the type number, 
all the species have XO males. Out of 19 species studied (see Manna, 1951 and Makino, 
1951) one in each of Chrosoma, Jadera, Harmostes, Libindus (Piza, 1953), Maccevethus, 
Myrmus and Stictopleurus; two in each of Lioryssus and Rhopalus; three species of Lep- 
tocoris, and five of Corizus — only Chrosoma schillingi appears to have 11 and Corizus 
hyalinus 15 chromosomes. 

19. Phymatidæ 

Only one species, Phymata wolffi (?), belonging to this family (Montgomery, 1901, 
1906) has been studied. The diploid number is 29 with XO males. The disposition of the 
chromosomes at metaphase I is irregular. 

20. Reduviidæ 

We have cytological knowledge of 23 species representing 16 genera in six sub¬ 
families. 

The single species Apiomerus crassipes in the Apiomerinæ has 24 chromosomes with 
XY males. Ectrychotes dispar, a member of the Ectrichodiinæ, has an unusual type of sex 
chromosome for the Reduviidæ (Manna, 1951). The males are XO, have 29 chromosomes, 
and the first division is reductional for the sex chromosome. The subfamilies Acanthas- 
pidinæ and Stenopodinæ, represented by Reduvius personatus and Pnirontis modesta, have 
2n = 22 ? (males XY) and 2n = 25 (males X1X2X3X4Y), respectively. Two species of 
Triatoma (Conorhinus), in the Tritominæ, have 23 and 25 chromosomes, with XiX2Y 
males (Payne, 1912; Manna, 1950). Knowledge of the Harpactonnæ has been extended 
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to five tribes, Harpactorini, Polididusarini, Sycanini, Velinirini, and Zelini. In the Harpac- 
tonni the diploid number ranges from 26 to 32 and the members have multiple sex-chromo- 
some mechanisms. Thus Acholla multispinosa and Arilus (Prionidus) cristatus have 26 
chromosomes, but the former has X1X2X3X4X5Y males and the latter, XiX2X3Y. Four 
species of Sinea and one of Harpactor have 28 chromosomes, with XiX2X3Y males but 
S. rileyi appears to have 30 chromosomes, with X1X9X3X4X5Y males. The cytological 
findings appear to be confusing in Acholla ampliata, which has 32 chromosomes. Sycanus 
sp., in the Sycanini, has 28 chromosomes, with XiX2X3Y males. In the Zelini the sex 
chromosomes in males vary from XY to XiX2X3Y, which is responsible for the increase of 
the total number. Thus Zelus (Diplocodus) exsanguis has 26 chromosomes with XY males; 
Fitchia spinulosa and Rocconata annulicornis have 27 chromosomes including XiX2Y; and 
Pselliopus (Pselliodes) cinctus has 28 including XiX2X3Y sex chromosomes. Velinus nodipes, 
in the Velinirini, has a similar complement to P. cinctus. The study of Macrothylacia rubi 
is very incomplete. Polididus armatissimus (Polididusarini) has the lowest chromosome 
number, 12, so far recorded in the Reduviidæ with an XY : XX sex mechanism (see Makino, 
1951). 

It will be apparent from the above that the Reduviidæ comprise a rather heterogeneous 
assemblage of insects. The sex chromosomes, usually multiples, are the most variable in 
number. At present, the family may be characterized by its high chromosome number and 
multiple sex chromosomes. The latter lie close together in early prophase and are nucleolar. 
At first metaphase the arrangement of the chromosomes is usually irregular and they 
occupy the whole of the equator, but at metaphase II the sex-chromosomes, forming a 
pseudomultivalent, lie at the centre surrounded by the autosomes. In this family, the 
chromosomes are small and m-chromosomes are absent. 

21. Nabidæ 

Six species in this family, viz., three of Reduviolus, two of A[abis, and one of Coriscus 
(see Makino, 1951), are known cytologically. The chromosome numbers in Reduviolus are 
highly interesting because it appears that R. ferus and R. rugosus have 20, whereas R. 
apterus has 40 chromosomes (Schachow, 1932). The chromosome number, even in the same 
species, varies at metaphase I; thus in Ffabis apterus ten elements have been reported by 
Meijere (1930) and 20 by Yosida (cited from Makino, 1951). Another species, R[. annulatus, 
appears to have 18 chromosomes, and although the X and Y do not pair, even at metaphase 
II, they disjoin regularly (Montgomery, 1906). The cytological knowledge of Coriscus 
ferus is very incomplete. This family has been considered as the subfamily Nabinæ of the 
Reduviidæ by Distant. It has a uniform sex-determining mechanism (XY : XX), and its type 
number appears to be 20. The metaphase arrangements are more irregular than in the 
reduviids in both meiotic metaphases, and m-chromosomes are usually absent. 

22. Miridæ (Capsidæ) 

Ten species in this family (see Makino, 1951) have been studied. Adelphocoris lineo' 
latus and A[otostira erraticus, studied by Schachow (1932) and belonging to the Mirinæ, 
appear to have 15 chromosomes, which include a pair of small chromosomes that behave 
like m-chromosomes. The males are XO, and the meiotic metaphase arrangement is irre- 
guiar. Sometimes the sex-chromosome takes up a central position but the presumed m- 
chromosomes do not. The remaining eight species, in the Capsinæ, are characterized by a 
high chromosome number (2n = 30-34), XY males, and an irregular disposition of the 
chromosomes in meiotic metaphases. Two species of Lygus, one of Macrotylus studied by 
Geitler (1939), and two of Pœcilocapsus studied by Montgomery (1901, 1906) appear to 
have 34 chromosomes, and Calocoris chenopodii studied by Ekblom (1941) has 32, in all 
cases with XY males. The account of Leptoterna dolabrata given by Montgomery (1901) 
is very incomplete. A highly peculiar and anomalous cytological behaviour was observed 
in Calocoris rapidus (2n = 30) by Montgomery (1901, 1906), who could not solve the 

. situation clearly. Thus the family Miridæ appears to include heterogeneous groups. 

23. Cimicidæ 

Only four species of Cimex have been studied (Darlington, 1939; Slack, 1939). They 
are characterized by high numbers (29 or more) and multiple-sex-determining mechanisms. 
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Further, the diploid number is not very stable because of the occurrence of supernumerary 
sex chromosomes in different members of the same species. The number of X chromosomes, 
which occur as supernumeraries, ranges from two to 15 in males. We are not in a position 
to say if this is a characteristic of Cimex alone. 

24. Nepidæ 

Ten species belonging to three genera have been studied (see Manna, 1951; Makino, 
1951; Dass, 1952; Srivastava and Das, 1953; Sharma and Prashad. 1955, Prashad, urn 
published; and Banerjee, unpublished). In the Nepinæ, K[epa cinerea has 2n = 33 with 
X1X2X3X4Y males (Steopoe, 1931), but Spaul (quoted from Makino, 1951) reports a very 
different cytological behaviour, a different diploid number, and a different sex-determining 
mechanism in the same species. Of the three species of Laccotrephes, L. griseus and L. 
maculatus (Sharma and Prashad, 1955) have 2n = 41 with XiX2Y and L. rubra has 2n = 
43 with X1X2X3X4Y males. However, Dass (1952) reported that L. maculatus has 2n = 43 
chromosomes with X1X2X3X4Y males. On the whole, this subfamily appears to be character¬ 
ized by very high numbers of chromosomes, a multiple sex-chromosome mechanism, and 
by different genera and even congeneric species varying in their diploid numbers. In the 
Ranatrinæ, six species of Ranatra have been studied. Almost all show some sort of hetero¬ 
geneous cytological behaviour. Thus R. chinesis has the highest number (46), with XY 
males, and Ranatra sp. has the lowest (40), also with XY males. R. linearis and R. elongata 

(Dass, 1952) are chromosomally similar, i.e., 2n = 43 and XiX2X3X4Y males, but Srivastava 
and Das (1953) report that the latter species has 2n = 42 with XiX2X3Y males. R. sordidula 

(Prashad, unpublished) has 42 chromosomes with XiX2X3Y males. In all these, the first 
division is equational for the sex chromosomes, like that of other heteropterans, but in 
R. filiformis, 2n = 42 and X1X2X3Y males (Banerjee, unpublished), the first division in 
male is reductional for all the chromosomes. 

The Nepidæ are, therefore, characterized by high chromosome numbers and a multiple 
sex-chromosome mechanism. The chromosome behaviour and the metaphase arrangement 
are like those of reduviid bugs, but the chromosomes at metaphase II are less regularly 
arranged. ' 

25. Nethridæ (Galgulidæ) 

In this family only one species, Galgulus (Gelastocoris) oculatus, has been studied 
(Payne, 1909): it has 35 chromosomes and X1X2X3X4Y sex chromosomes. The arrangement 
and disposition of the chromosomes at meiotic metaphases are comparable to those of 
reduviid bugs. 

26. Belostomatidæ 

Ten species, one each of Benacus, Belostoma, and Zaitha, two of Sphærodema, and five 
of Lethocerus, have a diploid number ranging between 4 and 30 (see Makino, 1951; Das 
Gupta, 1950; and Das, unpublished). The different species of Lethocerus are responsible 
for the extreme variation, since in the rest the number is either 24 (Belostoma, Zaitha) or 28 
(Benacus, Sphærodema). In Sphærodema annulatum (Das, unpublished), the males are XO 
but in the rest of this family, they are XY. In S. annulatum Das claims to have observed 29 
chromosomes in males and a first division that is reductional for the sex chromosome. 
However, some species show two small chromosomes like m-chromosomes, but the meta¬ 
phase arrangement is irregular. 

27. Notonectidæ 

In this family, eight species belonging to the genus A[otonecta are known, of which 
five have 24 and three have 26 chromosomes (see Makino, 1951). All the species have an 
XY : XX sex mechanism. At first metaphase most of the chromosomes form a ring on the 
equator and the central space is occupied by one or two small elements. This typical 
arrangement is comparable with that of coreid bugs and the centrally placed chromosomes 
appear to be m-chromosomes. However, the number of these smaller elements is greater in 
species with 26 chromosomes (Browne, 1916). At metaphase II, in some species, the sex 
pair is centrally placed. 

28. Corixidæ 

We have cytological knowledge of 30 species: four of Callicorixa; 12 of Corixa; one 
each of Cymatia, Glænocorisa, and Megalotomus; and 11 of Sigara (see Makino, 1951). 
Cymatia bonsdorffi has 26 (Slack, 1938) whereas all the species of Corixa, Glænocorisa, and 
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Callicorixa appear to have 24 chromosomes and XY males. A pair of minute chromosomes, 
whose behaviour suggests calling them m-chromosomes (Prokifieva, 1933), has been 
observed in a number of cases. Megalotomus pallescens appears to have 15 chromosomes 
with XO males (see Makino, 1951). It is exceptional in this family in having a low chromo- 
some number and an XO : XX sex mechanism. Therefore, this family may be characterized 
by a type number of 24 and an XY : XX sex mechanism. The metaphase arrangements are 
more uniform: at metaphase I a small element, which appears to be the m-chromosome, 
remains at the centre surrounded by a ring of autosomes, and at metaphase II, the sex 
pseudobivalent may take up the central position. In some species non-homologous associa- 
tion between meiotic bivalents usually takes place (Slack, 1938). 

29. Naucoridæ 

The four species, three of J\[aucoris and one of Pelocoris, studied (see Makino, 1951) 
show high numbers of chromosomes and have XO males. cimicoides is believed to have 
the highest chromosome number (51) among Heteroptera so far studied. The general 
course of meiosis is orthodox, but our knowledge, even of these species, is far from complete. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Cytology in Relation to Phylogeny 

The cytological data have been applied in order to understand the phylogenetic 
inter-relationships of the various groups of Heteroptera. Thus the plan presented (Fig. 1) 
shows cytological links between the various groups following mainly the systematic 
classification adapted by Brues, Melander, and Carpenter (1954). At the origin, a hypo¬ 
thetical form having the diploid number 14 and an XY : XX mechanism has been conceived, 
from which different lines of linking have been made. One of the reasons for considering 
the hypothetical stock to be one with an XY : XX sex mechanism is that, in all probability, 
the sex chromosomes have evolved from autosomes. If that be the case, the autosomes 
occur in pairs and therefore we expect that the number of sex chromosomes at the time of 
their origin to be two. The foremost evidence for the primitiveness of the above hypo¬ 
thetical form is the fossil record. The palaeontological evidence of the extinct heteropteran 
forms is very limited. Several fossil records discovered from the Jurassic rocks fail to show 
the family characteristic satisfactorily owing to their poor preservation, so much so in 
fact that their inclusion in the Heteroptera is questionable (see Brues, Melander, and 
Carpenter, 1954). Para\nightia magnifica Ev.-, placed in the family Paraknightiidæ by 
Evans (1950), is the earliest fossil record of the Heteroptera, discovered from the Upper 
Permian deposits of Lake Macquaie, New South Wales, Australia. The structure of the 
embolium of this extinct species has similarity with the following existing families: Miridæ, 
Naucoridæ, Belostomatidæ, Notonectidæ, Corixidæ, Nepidæ, and Nethridæ, and also 
with the species Bathrus variegatus Dist. of the tribe Halyini, subfamily Pentatominæ, 
family Pentatomidæ. It is evident from the above that there is practically no family existing 
that can undoubtedly be considered the most primitive, and in the absence of such evidence, 
we have provisionally considered the Halyini as the primitive stock for the purpose of 
constructing the family tree. 

In the Halyini, all the members so far studied have 14 chromosomes and an XY : XX 
type of sex determination. The Podopidæ appear to be closely related to pentatomids 
because both of them have 14 chromosomes and an XY mechanism of sex determination. 
The chromosome number of the families Plataspididæ, Scutelleridæ, and possibly Cydnidæ 
is somewhat lower, but in the general plan of meiosis and in their sex-determining mechan¬ 
isms, they are closer to the pentatomid stock. The Tingidæ resembles the pentatomids 
in chromosome number and sex-determining mechanism, but the species studied show that 
the first division is reductional for all the chromosomes. 

The aradids are closer to pentatomids in that they have a similar chromosome number 
and sex-determining mechanism, as judged by Eumenotes obscura, the only species of 
Aradidæ studied cytologically. The superfamily Aradoidea includes Aradidæ, Dysodiidæ, 
Hydrometridæ, Mesoveliidæ, and Saldidæ, among others. The present cytological knowl¬ 
edge of these families is very poor but it appears that extensive changes in the caryotypes 
have taken place during their evolution. Apart from the Aradidæ, the families have com¬ 
paratively high numbers of chromosomes. In some cases, where the X chromosome is the 
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CORIZIDAE 
13-15, l3=l2X(m) 

ALYDIDAE 
13*17,l3=l2X(m) 

NOTONECTIDAE 
24-26,24»22XY(m) 

,CORIXIDAE 
15-26,24=22xV(m) 

C YDNIDAE' 
12-31, 12= 10X Y ? 

PLATASPIDIDAE- 
12= IOXY 

SCUTELLERIDAE- 
I2 = I0XY 

PODOPIDAE 
14= 12 X Y 

PYRRHOCORIDAE 
II - 2 7;(m?) ; X ; X, Xt ;X, X*Y 

NAU CORIDAE 
20-51; X 0 

BELOSTOMATIDAE 
4-30,24 or 28XY(m?) 

CYMINI 
26-28,XY(m) 

12-28,l4=l2XY(m) /S ALDIDAE 
33=32 X(m?) /: 

HYDROMETRIDAEr—GERRIDAE 
11-21, 2I = 20X ? \ 19-23,2l = 20X(mD 

LYGAEINI 

14-16, 14 = 12XY 

MESOVELIIDAE 
35; 4XY 

DYSODIIDAE 
3I;2XY 

VELIIDAE 
25=24X 

ARADIDAE 
14 = 12 X Y 

PENTATOMIDAE 
6*27, 14 = 12 XY 

•TINGIDAE 
14= 12 XY 

Pentatominae 
6-27, I4 = I2XY 

HALYINI ? 
14 = 12 X Y 

Paraknightia magnifica Ev. (fossil ) 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the interrelationship between various groups of Heteroptera based on 
cytological data. 

largest member of the complement, the Y is lost, whereas in others a multiple sex'chromo' 
some mechanism with varying numbers of X chromosomes appears to have been estab' 
lished, the Y remaining more or less unchanged in the process. Except in the Saldidæ, 
rmchromosomes have not been observed, and even there they do not show all the character' 
istics attributed to nvchromosomes. 

The Gerridæ and Veliidae of the Gerroidea may be linked cytologically with the 
Hydrometridæ. The points of similarity are the larger si2;e of the X chromosome, an average 
diploid number about 21, and the usual absence of m'chromosomes. This can be supported 
from the systematises point of view, since Distant considers the Gerridæ and Veliidæ to 
be subfamilies of the Hydrometridæ. 

The superfamily Lygæoidea is linked cytologically to pentatomids through the 
Lygæini. The members of this tribe have 14 chromosomes, an XY : XX sex mechanism, 
and lack m'chromosomes. The chromosome behaviour is typically pentatomid. The family 
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Lygæidæ has shown further changes in the evolution of its caryotype, which include the 
formation of a pair of m-chromosomes. The relationship between the Lygæidæ and the 
Pyrrhocoridæ is not very pronounced, although both have a low chromosome number and 
some members of the latter group have m-chromosomes in their complement, as in PJry- 
sopelta. Further, the XO : XX sex mechanism in Oedancala may be taken as another point 
of similarity between the two families. Considerable changes have taken place with regard 
to the evolution of the sex-chromosome mechanism in the Pyrrhocoridæ. We have so far 
observed XO : XX; XiX20: XiX1X2X2; and XiX2Y: XiXiX2X2 sex-determining mechanisms 
in this family. Males with XiX20 are found in all but one species of Dysdercus. 

The cytological evidence of similarities between the Pyrrhocoridæ and the Coreidæ 
is appreciable. These two groups have a basic similarity in their sex-determining mechanism, 
in the usual absence of the Y chromosome, to some extent in their chromosome number, 
and in the presence of m-chromosomes, at least in some species of the Pyrrhocoridæ. 
Similarities between the Coreidæ and the Lygæidæ are also apparent. With the exception 
of Acanthocephala, where males are XY, all members of the Coreidæ have either a single X 
or multiple X chromosomes. The latter in the Coreidæ have separate identity only in 
spermatogonial cells, for during meiosis they fuse to form a single mass and behave as a 
single body. In Dysdercus, on the other hand, they remain separate up to the onset of 
anaphase I, after which they fuse and behave as a single mass. Further, the disposition 
of the sex chromosomes in coreid bugs is generally at the outer margin of the autosomal 
ring and the central place of the spindle is invariably occupied by the m-chromosome. The 
family Coreidæ, in the present sense, retains species with a high chromosome number. 
The superfamily Coreioidea, which includes the Coreidæ, Alydidæ, and Corizidæ, has a 
basic similarity in the general pattern of meiosis, although the members differ greatly 
among themselves in chromosome number. 

Certain similarities in number, sex-determining mechanism, and the usual absence of 
m-chromosomes exist between the superfamily Reduvioidea and the family Pyrrhocoridæ. 
All three families of the Reduvioidea studied have high numbers, and no other relationship 
can be established at present. Further, the sex-chromosome mechanism in this superfamily 
is not in a stable condition. The number of sex chromosomes and the sex-determining 
mechanism in the Reduviidæ and the behaviour of the sex chromosomes in the Nabidæ 
bear testimony to this statement. 

The families Cimicidæ and Miridæ of the Cimicoidea can be linked up with the 
Nabidæ by the presence in both groups of a high chromosome number, an XŸ : XX sex¬ 
determining mechanism, and irregularly disposed metaphase chromosomes. In the Cimicidæ 
the sex-chromosome condition is very unstable and their behaviour renders a distinction 
between multiple sex-chromosomes and supernumerary chromosomes difficult. 

Brues, Melander, and Carpenter (1954) have put most of the aquatic and hygrophilous 
species in the group Cryptocerata, which includes the families Belostomatidæ, Corixidæ, 
Notonectidæ, Naucoridæ, Nepidæ, and Nethridæ. Cytological observations, on the other 
hand, reveal that these groups have a diverse chromosome behaviour, thus lending a point 
of similarity to different families of the Gymnocerata. The families Nethridæ and Nepidæ 
have high chromosome numbers and multiple sex-chromosome mechanisms. The general 
process of meiosis together with the above characteristics suggest they are related to 
reduviids. Kirkaldy (1909) put nepids and reduviids in a single superfamily, Nepoidæ. 

The Belostomatidæ, Notonectidæ, and Corixidæ may be linked together because of 
their high number of chromosomes, XY : XX sex-determining mechanism, and the presence 
of a pair of minute m-chromosomes. Cytologically, the Belostomatidæ may be related to 
the Lygæidæ through the Cymini, which have a high chromosome number, and XY 
mechanism, and a pair of m-chromosomes. The Naucoridæ have no m-chromosomes. Thus 
the Belostomatidæ may have given rise to the Naucoridæ, on the one hand, and the 
Notonectidæ and Corixidæ, on the other. 

While discussing the phylogenetic relationship of the Fleteroptera, Ekblom (1941) 
suggested their probable evolution in a different way. According to him, species with high 
chromosome numbers, no bouquet arrangement in the leptotene and zygotene stages, and 
a large sex chromosome are to be encountered in primitive families. He followed Reuter’s 
(1912) classification and suggested that the four major groups, the Geocorisæ, Hydro- 
corisæ, Sandalirrhyncha, and Amphibocorisæ, have evolved separately, diverging from a 
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common stock, the Protosaldidæ. In the absence of adequate data, it is not at present 
possible to decide between the two alternatives suggested by Ekblom (1941) and the 
present author. That the Heteroptera have evolved from species with a low chromosome 
number, as suggested by the present author, may further be supported by the prevalence 
ot low numbers in the related suborder Homoptera (Shinji, 1931, and see Makmo, 1951). 

Mechanism of Chromosome Evolution in Heteroptera 

The mechanism underlying chromosomal evolution in the Heteroptera still remains 
obscure, despite various suggestions put forward from time to time by different authors 
I he foremost difficulty in assuming any principle governing structural changes in the 

chromosomes is attributable to our limited knowledge of the structure of the centromere 
in the Heteroptera. Schrader (1947) is of the opinion that the centromere activity in this 
group is not localised but extends throughout the entire length of the chromosome. An 
alternative hypothesis, suggested by White (1954), is that heteropteran chromosomes may 
have numerous small centromeres distributed at intervals along their length. As supporting 
experimental evidence, he has cited the work of Hughes-Schrader and Ris (1941), who 
have observed functional fragments of chromosomes in successive cell generations produced 
by irradiating the somatic cells of the scale insect Steatococcus. Pffia (1953) has suggested 
that Heteroptera have one centromere at each end of their chromosomes. Mendes (1949), 
however, claims from his observations of a single non-staining gap in the somatic chromo- 
somes that they are monocentric. The present author (Manna, 1951) has observed on 
several occasions in many lygæids that the bivalents separating at the first anaphase have a 
istinct V-shape with the apices of the V s directed towards the poles. Even at anaphase 

II, in some species of the above family, a similar but less defined shape is observed, which 
suggests that the chromosomes are monocentric. On the other hand, while studying the 
effect of irridiation on the meiotic chromosomes of the pentatomid bug Chrysocoris stollii, 

Manna and Bhattacharjee (unpublished) observed that X-ray dosage as high as 400r did 
not produce many fragments in tissues fixed between zero hours and ten days after irradia- 
don. Besides, multiple configurations were practically absent in hundreds of cells examined. 

hus, the present results indicate that irradiation fails to induce the alterations in chromo¬ 
somes that are to be expected on the basis of irradiation changes found in groups with 
ordinary monocentric chromosomes, ivletrical study of the chromosomes of a few species 
in the Pentatomidae and the Lygaeidae (Manna, 1951), where the chromosome number is 
less variable in different, as well as in congeneric, species, has, however, revealed that 
structural rearrangements must have played an important role in the evolution of the 
caryotypes of the Heteroptera. 

The comparatively large sise of the chromosomes in forms with low numbers and their 
smaller size in forms with high numbers suggest that translocation and fragmentation have 
also played parts in heteropteran evolution. The whole situation, therefore, still remains 
confusing. 

The occurrence of multiple sex-chromosomes in congeneric species has been explained 
by many workers as due to polyploidy. White (1954) has seriously questioned the existence 
o polyploid species in many animals other than parthenogenetic ones. Recently Schrader 
(1956) has expressed his opinion against the occurrence of polyploidy in the genus Thyanta, 
because of the narrow variation in DNA content found in different species of Thyanta 

having different chromosome numbers. In order to explain the changes in chromosome 
number in Thyanta, he proposes what he terms longitudinal fragmentation’, which means 
a separation of the chromatids of each chromosome and the establishment of 'chromatid 
autonomy . In the large majority of Heteroptera where numerical variation exists it mostly 
involves change in a few chromosomes and rarely in the whole set. Thus polysomy, rather 
than true polyploidy, has probably played a part in the evolution of this group. 
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SUMMARY 

1. Data collected from the behaviour of the meiotic chromosomes of males of nearly 
450 species belonging to 29 families have been employed to evaluate the supergeneric 
classification of the Heteroptera. 

2. The Pentatomidæ and Podopidæ have 14 chromosomes, an XY : XX type of sex 
determination, and no nvchromosomes. At metaphase I in males, the sex chromosomes 
lie unassociated in the centre surrounded by the autosomal bivalents or they may lie else' 
where, and at metaphase II, the sex chromosomes pair and invariably lie at the centre sun 
rounded by the autosomes. The Pentatomidæ includes cytologically heterogeneous groups. 
The Acanthosomini is characterised by 12 chromosomes, the Discocephalini by the regular 
occurrence of heteroploidy, and the Pentatomini by diversified numbers, while the rest 
have in almost all cases 14 chromosomes. 

3. The Plataspididæ and Scutelleridæ are characterised by having 12 chromosomes 
and XY : XX males. The Cydnidæ may have the same basic number. Their meiotic pattern 

is closer to that of the pentatomids. 

4. The Tingidæ, like the pentatomids, has 14 chromosomes and an XY : XX sex 
mechanism, but unlike in most of the heteropterans, the first division is reductional for the 

sex chromosomes. 

5. The Aradidæ has a pentatomid pattern of meiosis and chromosome number, but 
other families, the Dysodiidæ, Hydrometridæ, Mesoveliidæ, and Saldidæ, of the Aradoidea 
have diverse chromosome numbers, sex complexes and chromosome arrangements on the 
meiotic metaphase spindle. However, knowledge of these families is very poor and several 
are known through only a single species. 

6. The Gerridæ and Veliidæ have high numbers and XO : XX males. Some species 
possess m-chromosomes irregularly arranged at metaphase. 

7. The Lygæidæ has 14 as the basic number, which usually includes a pair of m- 
chromosomes and XY : XX sex chromosomes. The Lygæini has no imchromosomes and 
follows the pentatomid pattern of meiosis. The Lethini has a characteristic number of 20. 
This family includes species with heterogeneous chromosome numbers. 

8. The Pyrrhocoridæ has diverse chromosome numbers, sex complexes, and the usual 
absence of im and Y chromosomes. The different numbers, at present, characterise different 
genera rather than any particular tribe or subfamily. The metaphase arrangements are 
either of the lygæid or the coreid type. Males of Dysdercus have Xi and X2 chromosomes, 
whose behaviour is unlike those of coreid bugs. 

9. The coreids are characterised by the absence of a Y chromosome and by a high 
number of chromosomes, near or over 20, including a pair of rmchromosomes and a single 
X or multiple X chromosomes. The arrangement of the chromosomes at first metaphase is 
characteristic in having the impair at the centre of a ring of autosomal bivalents. The sex 
chromosomes usually lie outside the ring. The genus Acanthocephala alone has an XY : XX 
sex mechanism. 

10. The Corisidæ and Alydidæ have a meiosis like that of the coreids, but they differ 
in having 13 chromosomes (XO : XX males). 

11. Of the Phymatidæ, Reduviidæ, and Nabidæ (Reduvioidea), the first usually has 
multiple sex'chromosomes varying from XO to X1X0X3X4X5Y in males. The others, which 
are poorly represented cytologically, have XO : XX and XY : XX types of sex chromosomes, 
respectively. All the families of this group have high numbers and an irregular metaphase 
I arrangement. 

12. The Miridæ and Cimicidæ, like the reduviids, have high numbers, and in the 
latter the number of sex chromosomes is highly variable. 

13. The Nepidæ has a diploid number near or over 40 and a multiple sexæhromosome 
mechanism. The differences in the chromosome numbers of congeneric species are mostly 
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due to varying numbers of sex chromosomes. The metaphase arrangement is irregular in 
both meiotic divisions. The Nethridae is known through a single species that resembles 
nepids and reduviids in number and sex complex. 

14. Niost of the Belostomatidæ, Notonextidæ, and Corixidæ have 24 chromosomes, 
prevalently with XY males. The caryotype of many species probably includes a pair of 
nvchromosomes, whose arrangement at metaphase I in the last two families follows the 
coreid pattern. Knowledge of the Naucoridae is limited and some species appear to have 
the highest chromosome number in the Heteroptera. 

15. A phylogenetic tree has been constructed from a hypothetical stock, like the 
Halyini, having 14 chromosomes and XY : XX sex chromosomes. Some species of this group 
are similar to the earliest fossil record of the Heteroptera, Pdrd\nightid yndgnificd. From the 
cytological standpoint, evolution has proceeded towards the establishment of forms with 
higher numbers and changed sex-determining mechanisms. 

16. In the establishment of different caryotypes, fragmentation, nondisjunction, and 
structural rearrangement have played very important roles. Further, polysomy, rather than 
polyploidy, is more evident when different caryotypes are analysed. 
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ABSTRACT 

■a sty\ ^ermination by Feulgen cytophotometry of the average amount of deoxyribonucleic 
acid (UJ\A) per nucleus measures a relatively stable component of the chromosomes and thus 
provides a more accurate and objective index of the total chromosomal content of diverse 
karyotypes than has hitherto been available. The potentialities of this technique for insect 
cytotaxonomy are discussed, and the results thus far obtained are reviewed. These may be 
summarized as follows: (l) Cyto photometric data confirm the comparative morphological 
evidence for the Robertsonian equivalence of karyotypes in the chromosomically polymorphic 
mantid genus Ameles (data of Wahrman and O'Brien). (2) DhfA data permit discrimination 
between ordinary polyploidy and structural rearrangements in the mantid genus Liturgousa. 
{3) A 2:1 ratio in DTfA values between Pseudomiopteryx and Stagmomantis is discussed with 
reference to present status of the question of the role of polyploidy in evolution of mantids. 
(4) Correlated studies (in collaboration with F. Schrader) of chromosomal cytology and DA[A 
vaiues in heteropteran bugs of the Tribe Pentatomini indicate that differential polyteny has 
been a factor m the chromosomal evolution of insects at the level of both species and genus. 

INTRODUCTION 

Tha.t chromosomes their numbers, structure and behavior—constitute criteria of 
critical significance for an evolutionarily significant taxonomy needs no defense here and 
now. Indeed, it is already 45 years ago that Thyanta calceata, one of the insects whose 
chromosomal evolution is here under consideration, became the first animal species to be 
resuscitated from synonomy primarily on the basis of its unique chromosome complement. 

L e of species and higher categories has perforce gone hand in hand with 
the diversification of the chromosomal mechanism. That the record of this evolution, as 
partially preserved in the chromosomes of forms now living, is hard to read stems not only 
from the discontinuity of the record, but also from the small sffie of chromosomes, and from 
the nature of their evolutionary changes. Evolutionary variation in chromosomes has in' 
vo ved two basic and often interrelated types of change—numerical, and structural. Numeri' 
cal change is easy to assess, but ithe resulting data on species'specific chromosome numbers 
are notoriously susceptible of misinterpretation, since numerical change is so often accorm 
panied by structural changes which may completely obscure inter'group homologies. These 
structural changes are truly difficult to identify and to measure; and it is here that the small 
sise of chromosomes presents so formidable a barrier to their analysis. Consider the decep' 
tively simple-'appearing problem of determining whether or not two chromosome compie' 
merits differing in chromosome number, are equivalent in total chromosomal content. One 
finds that chromosome sise is never open to precise determination. Chromosome diameter ap' 
proaches too closely the limit of resolution of the microscope to permit significant measure' 
ment, and even chromosome length can rarely be assessed with an accuracy adequate for 
the detection of any but relatively gross changes. Differential heterochromatinisation, and 
differences in degree and in timing of coiling are frequent—not only inter' and intra'speci' 
fically—but even in succeeding cell generations of a single tissue. The effect of these and 
other factors on total chromosome mass cannot accurately be assessed, since relative intensity 
of stain cannot be measured by the unaided eye and it is rare indeed that gyre number and 
diameter are determinable. In short, comparisons of total chromosome content between 
diverse karyotypes frequently rest on untrustworthy data. 

The cytologist is therefore constantly searching for new techniques to increase the 
resolving power of his methods of measuring chromosomes and chromosome complements. 
Such a new tool has recently become available in the cytophotometric measurement of 
DNA (deoxyribose nuclei acid) in individual nuclei. Its use in cytotaxonomy is based on 
the following rationale: (1) DNA has been shown to be a relatively stable structural 
component of chromosomes, and with the exception of certain special cases, to be restricted 
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to chromosomes. (2) Further, the amount of DNA associated with a single set of chromo 
somes is relatively constant. It is doubled in preparation for each mitosis; it is halved at 
meiosis; and it increases stepwise with ascending levels of polyploidy and polyteny (review 
in Swift, 1953). (3) It follows that the mean amount of DNA per nucleus constitutes a 
species characteristic. By furnishing an objectively determined index of the total chromoso' 
mal content it may be expected to reflect evolutionary changes that are not detectable or 
demonstrable by the methods of comparative chromosomal morphology alone. 

So much for the basic premises. That the actual measurement of DNA in individual 
nuclei in cytological preparations has become a practical laboratory technique stems from 
two developments. First is the validation of the Feulgen reaction, when rigorously standard' 
ized and controlled, as chemically diagnostic for DNA. Second is the development of instro 
ments for measuring the amount of the Feulgeopositive material in individual nuclei under 
the microscope. The technique is an adaptation for use with visible light of the ultraviolet 
microspectrophotometry originated by Caspersson (1936). The special apparatus and metlv 
ods were introduced by Pollister and Ris in 1947, and have since been improved both 
photometrically and cytologically. The validity of the method may now be considered well 
established (review of evidence in Leuchtenberger, 1954). 

What then may we expect from the application of this technique to problems of 
insect cytotaxonomy? It should prove useful in analysing relationships between species' 
karyotypes whose evolutionary homologies have been masked by chromosome breakage, 
fusion, and loss or gain of kinetochores. Polyploidy should be detectable as multiple DNA 
values, even if critical evidence from chromosome number and morphology has been ob' 
scured by structural and numerical change. This will, of course, be realised only if the 
quantitative relationships in DNA values have not themselves been masked by subsequent 
duplications or deletions in the chromosomes. The following report summarises the results 
already obtained. Only the merest beginning has been made, in a few groups of mantids 
and bugs, but the results are promising and well warrant further exploration. 

REVIEW AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

1. Robertsonian Relationships in Chromosomal Polymorphism 

First, let us consider a case which confirms the validity of the method, for here com' 
parative chromosomal cytology gives a convincing explanation of the evolutionary relation' 
ships involved, and this answer has been confirmed by the independent, quantitative 
technique of cytophotometry. In three species of the mantid genus Ameles, Wahrman 
(1954, 1956) has demonstrated a wide range of chromosomal polymorphism exemplifying 
the Robertsonian relationship—the evolutionary equivalence of one mediokinetic to two 
acrokinetic chromosomes. Thirteen cytologically distinguishable types are now known, 
ranging in chromosome number from 18 to 29, but in all these types the basic number of 
30 chromosome arms is demonstrable. For five of these the mean amount of DNA per 
nucleus has been determined by O’Brien (Wahrman and O’Brien, 1956); the results are 
summarized in Table I. It is apparent that the DNA values of these diverse chromosomal 

TABLE I—Karyotype Analysis and DNA Values in Various Chromosomal Types of 
Ameles (data from Wahrman and O’Brien, 1956). 

Species 

Chromo Autosomes 
Meta- 
kinetic 

X 

Basic 
Arm 

Number 

Mean 
DNA 

per 
Spermatid 

Standard 
error 

Number 
of 

nuclei 
measured 

some 
Number 
2 n cf 

Meta' 
kinetic 

Aero' 
kinetic 

Ameles sp. n. 19 10 8 1 30 2.07 .067 20 

Ameles sp. n. 20 9 10 1 30 2.11 .058 20 

Ameles sp. n. 21 8 12 1 30 1.96 .070 20 

Ameles heldreichi 27 2 24 1 30 1.84 .048 20 

Ameles heldreichi 28 1 26 1 30 1.71 .048 20 
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types are very similar. Within each species they are practically identical. Between species 
the difference in DNA, although statistically significant, is slight and does not exceed what 
might be expected to follow small cytologically undetectable duplications or deletions. 
The ancestral equivalence, in the Robertsonian sense, of these diverse karyotypes has thus 
been mutually confirmed by comparative chromosomal morphology and cytophotometry. 

2. Discrimination between Polyploidy and Other Numerical and Structural 

Rearrangements 

Let us now look at a situation in which comparative chromosome morphology fails to 
provide a convincing explanation of interspecific relationships—exemplified by another mam 
tid genus, Liturgousa (Fiughes-Schrader, 1951, 1953). Four species are cytologically known: 
maya, with 17 chromosomes (2nd71); a still unnamed species from Trinidad, with 21; 
actuosa, with 23; and cursor, with 33 (Fig. l). In these karyotypes structural changes in 

Fig. 1. Spermatogonial chromosomes of 4 species of Liturgousa: a and c—L. maya; b—L. sp. n.; d—L. actuosa; 
e—L. cursor. Stain Feulgen; fixation in a Carnov, in b, c, d, and e Sanfelice (Hughes'Schrader, ’53). 

the autosomes have been so extensive that few homologies are now apparent. Nor is a 
Robertsonian relationship positively demonstrable. For example, if a basic number of 32 
autosomal arms is represented alike by the 16 autosomes of maya and the 32 of cursor, then 
this relationship has been masked by subsequent shifts in kinetochore position, for at 
least six pairs of cursor chromosomes are mediokinetic. The alternative possibility of a poly¬ 
ploid relation, with maya diploid and cursor tetraploid, cannot be excluded on the mor¬ 
phological evidence. The chromosome numbers suggest polyploidy, and although chromo¬ 
some size is definitely smaller in cursor than in maya, many polyploid series in both plants 
and animals show an overall decrease in chromosome size with ascending levels of poly¬ 
ploidy. In this morphological impasse, the DNA data (Table II) give an unequivocal answer: 
the nuclear content of DNA being identical in maya and cursor, no polyploid relation, as 
ordinarily understood, can be present here. The DNA data are in harmony with the first 
alternative considered—a Robertsonian equivalence of the two karyotypes, subsequently 
masked by perikinetic inversions. 

The existence of two species with intermediate chromosome numbers—actuosa 
with 23, sp. n. with 21—lends indirect support to this conclusion for it shows a high 
frequency of structural rearrangements in the chromosomal evolution of the genus. Sp. n. 
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TABLE II—Chromosome Number (2 n c?) and DNA Values in 4 Species of 

Liturgousa (data from Hughes-Schrader, 1951 and 1953). 

Species 

Chromosome 
Number 

Relative amount 
DNA 

per nucleus 

Liturgousa maya 17 1.00 

Liturgousa sp. n. 21 1.50 

Liturgousa actuosa 23 1.43 

Liturgousa cursor 33 0.94 

of Trinidad is of further interest in that it is taxonomically indistinguishable from maya 
and was identified as maya until its chromosome complement was known. DNA values 
here disclose an unsuspected relationship with actuosa. Further comparative studies in 
this large and interesting genus are obviously called for before these relationships can be 
interpreted. 

3. The question of polyploidy in mantid evolution 

Although polyploidy thus appears to be ruled out in the case of Liturgousa, its 
intervention in the more remote evolutionary history of mantids cannot be excluded, and 
is indeed strongly suggested by certain cytological considerations. Thus, while chromosome 
numbers in mantids, now recorded for some 50odd species, show a pronounced peak at 27, 
there is also a secondary clustering of species around 17- Among these low-numbered karyo- 
types are several in which the total mass of the chromosomes obviously does not exceed 
half that characteristic of many high-numbered complements. Moreover, in the latter the X 
chromosome or its derivative arms in X1X2Y species, is approximately twice as long as the 
larger autosomes, while in the low-numbered species referred to above this ratio is approxi¬ 
mately one-to-one. These relations suggest (Hughes-Schrader, 1951, Goldschmidt, 1953) 
that, associated with a doubling of the chromosome number, the sex chromosome mechanism 

Fig. 2. Chromosomes of Stagmomantis heterogamia: a—secondary spermatocyte with sex chromosomes X1 and 
X2; b—with Y chromosome (Hughes-Schrader ’51). 

Fig. 3. Chromosomes of Pseudomiopteryx infuscata: a—secondary spermatocyte with X chromosome; b—with 
no X (Hughes-Schrader ’51). 
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HnnbnfnoadjUSfd ^ t” COn^ition ^ ^sion of the Xes in the XO forms or by the fornix 
tion a sex trivalent through translocation with an autosome in the XXX2Y species. 

Only the first step m testing this hypothesis has been taken—the comparison of DNA 
values between a species with high-chromosome number and relatively long X such as 
Stagmomantis heterogamia and a representative of the low-numbered karyotypes with 
relatively short X~ Pseudomiopteryx infúscala. In Figures 2 and 3 the chromosomes of 
these two forms may be compared; inspection alone indicates a ratio of at least 2-1 in total 
chromosomal mass. Cytophotometnc measurements (Table III) confirm this- the DNA 

TABLE III—DNA Values (in arbitrary units, Feulgen cytophotometry) in 

Pseudomiopteryx and Stagmomantis (from Hughes-Schrader, 1953). 

Species 

Mean amount 
DNA 

per nucleus 
Standard 

error 

Number of 
nuclei 

measured 

Pseudomiopteryx infuscata 0.74 0.02 20 

Stagmomantis heterogamia 1.59 0.04 26 

value of Pseudomiopteryx is slightly less than half that of Stagmomantis. This finding is 
certainly in agreement with the hypothesis of polyploidy, but no final conclusion is justified. 

pposed to it is the existence of an almost continuous spectrum of intermediates between 
the minimum and maximum chromosome numbers and apparent total chromosome mass 
represented by the known mantid karyotypes. For instance, every number except one 
between the extremes of 15 and 39 is represented by one or more species, and it is already 
evident that Robertsonian rearrangements have been frequent in mantid evolution. Since 
total chromosomal mass cannot be very accurately appraised, it is of course possible that 
this apparent continuity, suggestive of gradual change, masks the existence of multiple 
classes of DNA values among mantid karyotypes. Far too few sub-groups have as yet been 
subjected to DNA analysis to test this possibility. Significant in this connection, also is 
the fact that in at least one instance (Table II) congeneric species differ by a factor half 
as great as that which would separate ploid levels. Two such steps would produce multiple 
DNA classes, indistinguishable from the effects of polyploidization. On the other hand it 
must be remembered that only one representative of the postulated “diploid” category has 
been analysed; the analysis of a statistically significant sample may well alter this very 
preliminary picture. At present, however, we can only conclude that neither comparative 
chromosomal data nor the DNA data now available suffice either to establish or to 
exclude polyploidy as a factor in mantid evolution. 

The extremely low DNA value of Pseudomiopteryx is, however, of further interest in 
relation to the still open question of the basic chromosome number in the ancestral mantid 

StrX' i ’wr er~Cir?.?rcharacterises the majority of known karyotypes, and 
of these the X X Y species which have been analysed also have relatively high DNA values 
at least twice that of Pseudomiopteryx. The point I wish to raise is this: if the ancestral 
mantid karyotype had a relatively high chromosome number and DNA content—comparable 
to that of Stagmomanis how could DNA content and total chromosome mass be halved, 
as is the case in Pseudomiopteryx, without loss of viability? A possible answer to this 
question is provided by recent work in our laboratory. Correlated studies of chromosome 
cytology and specific DNA values in one group of the Heteroptera have given evidence of a 
mechanism of chromosomal evolution hitherto undemonstrated at the species level which 
may have been involved in mantid history also. 

4. Differential Polyteny in Chromosomal Evolution 

This mechanism is differential polyteny—evolutionary change in the number of 
t e constituent longitudinal strands of which the individual chromosome is composed 
Changes in the level of polyteny at the ontogenetic level are familiar phenomena: the 
number of strands composing a chromosome doubles for each mitosis, and is halved at each 
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anaphase. Polyteny is moreover stabilized at different levels in different tissues or organs in 
many plants and animals, as is best exemplified in the varyingly polytene organ systems of 
many Diptera (Beerman, 1952). Occurring in the germ cells, a shift in the level of polyteny 
could be stabilized as a species character; chromosome number could remain constant while 
DNA per nucleus was halved or doubled with a downward or an upward shift in poly' 
teny. Precisely this type of evolutionary change has, we believe, occurred in the history 
of the pentatomid bugs (Schrader and Hughes'Schrader, 1956; Hughes'Schrader and 

Schrader, 1956). 

We chose for analysis the tribe Pentatomini, subfamily Pentatominæ, family Penta' 
tomidæ of the Heteroptera. It is distinguished, in comparison with its sister tribes, by a 
multiplicity of species coupled with exceptional uniformity in general morphology. This 
uniformity extends to the chromosome complements: of some 90 known karyotypes 75 have 
the diploid number of 14 (6 pairs of autosomes plus X and Y in the male), and all the deviai' 
ing species which have been studied from this point of view are readily derivable by struc' 
turai rearrangement from this tribal complement. The chromosomal uniformity is not limited 
to number, but is evident also in the general conformation of the complement and in a 
recognizable pattern of meiotic behavior. It is thus against a background of exceptional 
uniformity of chromosome complement that the DNA values must be considered. The 
results of our DNA analysis of 16 species representatmg ten genera of Pentatomini are 
briefly summarized in Figure 4. The genus Thyanta is distinguished by its extremely low 
DNA value; the mean amount per nucleus is only half of the average value of eight other 
genera tested. Since the complement of certain Thyanta species is identical in number of 
chromosomes and in general configuration with those of other genera analyzed, a downward 
shift in the level of polyteny, associated with the evolutionary differentiation of Thyanta, is 

indicated. 

Thyanta spp. Trichopepta- Ac roste mum 
Eu schist us 

DNA per nucleus 

Fig. 4. Distribution of mean DNA per nucleus values in 16 species of Pentatomini (logarithmic scale; 
units arbitrary; Feulgen cytophotometry). From 0.89-1.10 = 6 species of Thyanta; thence in ascending order of 
DNA values = Trichopepla, Peribalus, Murgantia, Arvclius, Adormidia, Loxa, Euschistus crassus, Ccenus, 
Euschistus obscuras; and at 3.13 Acrosternum. (Hughes'Schrader and Schrader 56). 

At the other extreme among these ten genera stands Acrosternum, with its exception' 
ally high DNA value, separated by a disproportionately wide gap from the majority of 
the genera. Preliminary work on other members of the Acrosternum'A[ezara complex 
suggests that Acrosternum marginatum is a low deviant from a still higher class of DNA 
values and of polyteny—a level four times that of Thyanta and twice that of the tribal norm. 
Studies testing this possibility are now in progress at our laboratory.1 

We must now inquire to what extent comparative chromosomal morphology supports 
our thesis of differential polyteny in the Pentatomini. A general parallel between chromo' 
some size and DNA value is demonstrable. Thus the chromosomes of Thyanta are definitely 
the smallest and those of Acrosternum the largest in this series of ten genera; while the 
majority group, whose DNA values are intermediate between these two, are intermediate 
in chromosome size also. (In Fig. 5 the complement of Peribalus, typical of the majority 
group, may be compared with the two extremes.) A priori, a still closer parallel might be 

1In harmony with this suggestion are data now available (Hughes'Schrader and Schrader, 1957) on four additional species of Acrosternum; 
their DNA values range from 3.6 to 4.0. 
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Fig. 5. Chromosomes of Acrosternum marginatum (top row), Peribalus imbolarius (middle row), and Thyanta 
pseudocasta (bottom row); spermatogonia at left, primary spermatocyte in middle, and secondary spermatocyte 
at right. 

expected: to wit—that different levels of polyteny would be detectable as differences in 
chromosome diameter, chromosome length remaining unchanged. This is not realised- 
the chromosomes of Thyanta, for example, are shorter as well as thinner than those of any 
other form, and in Acrosternum both chromosome length and diameter greatly exceed the 
tribal norm. Perhaps we face here a similar situation to that found in the giant chromosomes 
of Diptera, in which increasing levels of polyteny are associated with increase in length as 
well as in diameter. Obviously many factors are involved in the determination of chromo- 
some sise, and in a comparison at the genus level a general, overfall agreement between 
sise and the postulated level of polyteny is perhaps all that should be expected. In summary, 
then, we have shown (1) that representative species of ten genera of Pentatomini, uniform 
in the general morphology of karyotype and identical in chromosome number nevertheless 
give evidence of multiple classes in their DNA values—the DNA per nucleus in Thyanta 
being only one half the tribal average. And (2), among these ten genera, chromosome sise 
roughly parallels the DNA values. (3) These relationships are most simply explained on 
the basis of differential polyteny. 

Let us now turn to a closer analysis of chromosomal evolution within this deviant 
genus Thyanta, for here we find evidence for still another evolutionary change in polyteny. 
We have made correlated chromosomal and DNA studies of six species of Thyanta. Of these 
the tropical and subtropical perditor, pseudocasta and antiguensis have retained the chromo¬ 
some number, behavior and general conformation of karyotype so characteristic of this 
Tribe. Two closely interrelated northern species, custator and pallidovirens, have added 
one pair of autosomes, derivable by simple fragmentation of one pair of the tribal comple¬ 
ment—a type of structural change theoretically easy of establishment in a group whose 
chromosomes have the diffuse type of kinetochore. The sixth species is of unique interest. 
It is T. calceata, resuscitated from synonomy by Barber in 1911 after Wilson’s (1905, 1911) 
discovery that it differed widely in chromosome number from T. custator with which it had 
been merged. Calceata has 27 chromosomes (2 n cf); the tribal number of autosomes has 
been doubled, and an X*X2Y sex chromosome mechanism has replaced the ancestral XY 
system. On the basis of chromosome number, calceata has frequently been assumed to be of 
polyploid origin, and indeed it was to test this assumption that we began our study of the 
genus. Polyploidy is the more plausible here since the associated development of a compound 
sex chromosome mechanism, by stabilising sex determination, might well have facilitated 
the establishment of a tetraploid species. The DNA data give us an unequivocal answer, 
and quite exclude polyploidy, as ordinarily understood, as the cause of the change in chromo¬ 
some number. As Figure 6 shows, T. calceata has the same amount of DNA per nucleus as 
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does pseudocasta, with but 14 chromosomes. Additionally, it is apparent that the structural 
rearrangement in pallidovirens and custator has been accompanied by no significant change in 
DNA. Indeed, all 6 species of Thyanta are remarkably close in DNA values—the range 
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Fig. 6. DNA values (in arbitrary units of Feulgen cytophotometry) of 5 species of Thyanta and Arvelius albo* 
punctatus; m = means with standard error, n = number of nuclei measured. 
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being only from 0.89 in antiguensis to 1.1 in perditor. But to return to calceata: compared to 
congeneric species the number of autosomes has doubled, but the DNA value has remained 
the same. Here again is evident a change in chromosomal valence, or differential polyteny. 
It thus appears that within the Tribe Pentatomini the level of polyteny has been reduced at 
least twice, once in the ancestral stock of the genus Thyanta, and once again within the 
genus in the differentiation of the species calceata. 

In the first case chromosome number remained unchanged but chromosomal valence 
was reduced; in the second case the chromosomal valence remains the same but chromosome 
number is doubled. How was this brought about? We visualize the process as a permanent 
separation of the two chromatids of each chromosome—a longitudinal splitting or frag- 
mentation—and the assumption of complete autonomy by the chromatids. Such a process, 
at the cellular level, is well known in chromosomes with a diffuse kmetochore. In coccids it is 
realized to varying degrees in different cell types of many species; thus in Llaveiella the 
two chromatids of the X may divide independently at the first meiotic division, and in 
Protortonia the chromatids of all the chromosomes go through the entire male meiosis as 
separate entities (review in Hughes-Schrader, 1948). Alternative modes of origin are of course 
conceivable; a reduction in polyteny could have followed a doubling of chromosome number 
and have been, in a sense, a reaction to it—representing a tendency to return to a physiologi¬ 
cal norm of DNA content optimum for the group. But for such a procedure we have no 
known precedent, and on the basis of our present knowledge, especially of species with 
diffuse kinetochores, chromatid autonomy certainly appears to be the most probable explana¬ 
tion of the mode of origin. 

Chromatid autonomy will, as in the case of Thyanta calceata, be indistinguishable 
from ordinary polyploidy on the basis of chromosome number alone. Nor need it necessarily 
be detectable by a reduction in chromosome size associated with a doubling of chromosome 
number; for, as noted earlier, chromosome size often decreases with ascending levels of 
ploidy, although admittedly no such cases have as yet been subjected to combined morpho¬ 
logical and cytophotometric analysis. The relative amount of DNA per nucleus, when 
correlated with chromosome morphology and number, does, however, permit a distinction 
and forces us to recognize in differential polyteny a hitherto undemonstrated source of 
evolutionary variation in chromosomal systems. It is already apparent that evolutionary 
changes in polyteny may appear in very different guise: thus chromosome number may 
remain unchanged and only the chromonematal valence be altered ; or, a shift in level of 
polyteny may be associated with a doubling of chromosome number, whether brought about 
by chromatid autonomy or by any other means. In the latter case we must recognize a new 
category of polyploidy—a differentially-polytenic polyploidy. In either guise differential 
polyteny must be considered in the analysis of cytotaxonomic relations wherever differ¬ 
ences of great magnitude in DNA values are encountered among relatively closely related 
species. For example, and to return for a moment to the open question with which we left 
the subject of the cytotaxonomy of mantids, polyteny no less than polyploidy must now 
be considered in the further analysis of the significance of the two-to-one ratio in DNA 
values characterizing certain subgroups. 

Nothing is yet known of the adaptive significance of differential polyteny in the evolu¬ 
tion of insects. We have some evidence, however, that Thyanta calceata with a level of 
polyteny only one-fourth that of the tribal norm is the least successful of the six Thyanta 
species we have studied. Perhaps in calceata is realized the lowest level of polyteny com¬ 
patible with survival within the established morphological and physiological framework of 
this group. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The foregoing review has brought together for discussion the results thus far obtained 
in the application of Feulgen cytophotometry to problems of insect cytotaxonomy. A 
summary of the principal findings has been given above in the Abstract and need not be 
repeated here. The following more general conclusions appear to be justified: 

1. The cytophotometric determination of the relative amount of DNA per nucleus 
provides an objective and more accurate index of the total chromosomal content of diverse 
karyotypes than has hitherto been available, and thus constitutes a new tool in the analysis 
of cytotaxonomic relations. 
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2. Species-characteristic DNA values have confirmed the comparative cytological 
evidence for the evolutionary equivalence of diverse karyotypes in chromosomically poly¬ 
morphic species and populations. 

3. DNA values have permitted the discrimination between ordinary polyploidy and 
the effects of structural rearrangements in cases where comparative morphology alone is 
inadequate. 

4. In correlation with chromosome number and morphology, cytophotometry of DNA 
has shown differential polyteny to be a factor in the chromosomal evolution of insects at the 
level of both species and genus. 
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DISCUSSION 

J. G. Robertson. At what stage is the nucleus when your photometric measurements 
are taken? 

Sally Hughes-Schrader. We measure only interphase nuclei, in which the 
chromosomes are maximally extended, giving as wide and uniform a dispersion of particles 
as possible. We can safely compare only those species which have similar “distribution 
patterns”. 

R. C. King. Is it possible to determine by microspectrophotometry the DNA content 
of a nucleus such as a germinal vesicle where the nucleus appears to be empty except for a 
Feulgen positive karyosome? 

Sally Hughes-Schrader. Yes. Alfert has followed DNA values through matura¬ 
tion of eggs in mice, and has shown that the apparent Feulgen-negativity of growth stage 
oöcyte nuclei is merely a matter of dilution. As growth proceeds the concentration of DNA 
falls below visibility to the eye. 
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ABSTRACT 

Hemiptera chromosomes have generally been considered as being provided with diffuse 
\ineto\ore and therefore capable of producing spindle fibres along their whole length. 

The discovery of chromosomes having one centromere at each end in a scorpion of the 
genus Tityus led the present writer to assume that the same could also occur with Hemiptera 
chromosomes. His studies with several \inds of bugs allow him to consider the dicentricity of 
Hemiptera chromosomes as definitively established. 

Indeed, Hemiptera spermatogonial and somatic chromosomes, when sufficiently long to 
be analyzed, bend toward the poles while performing anaphase movement. This peculiar 
behavior is in full agreement with the chromosomes having one centromere at each end. If they 
were provided with diffuse or multiple centromeres they should curve with the convex side 
turned toward the poles. 

Moreover, long tetrads resulting from parasynaptic pairing orient themselves parallel 
to the spindle axis and ma\e connection with the poles by means of fibrils attached to their ends. 

Primary metaphase tetrads, characteristically dumbbelbshaped, divide by the median 
constriction, giving rise to anaphase halfitetrads constituted by two still paired halfichromo' 
somes, each of which has a single centromere in its poleward extremity. 

In the period elapsing from the end of the first division to the metaphase of the second one, 
the halfitetrads, following the separation of the centrosomes to establish new poles, open out 
and resume the dumbbell shape, in the following manner summarized. 

The halfipartners begin to separate from one another by the centromeres. forcing the 
chiasmata that hold them together to slip toward the acentric end, where they remain united 
until further separation. At the anaphase of the secondary spermatocytes, the halfipartners, 
up to this point joined to one another by the terminalized chiasmata, separate and go to opposite 
poles. Each anaphase chromosome is therefore a halfichromo some. 

At a time not yet precisely determined, the half'chromosomes open out in the same way 
that the halfitetrads did, recovering the dicentricity with which they reappear in somatic 
tissues and spermatogonia of the next generation. 

Hemiptera chromosomes are, consequently, iso'chromosomes. 

Long heterochromosomes of the males of the X O sexual type prove in the heterolfinetic 
division of the spermatocytes to be provided with one centromere at each end. 

Schrader (1935), studying the meiosis in the male of the bug Protenor, observed that 
the heterochromosome in the first division of the spermatocytes was oriented parallel to 
the equatorial plane and its halves moved toward the poles with the same orientation. 
From this fact Schrader concluded that Hemiptera chromosomes are provided with a 
diffused centromere, or, in other words, with a nondocalized centromere. 

Due to Schrader’s recognized authority, his opinion was soon adopted and his con" 
elusion generalized, so that at present almost all students of Hemiptera cytology believe 
firmly in the reality of the diffuse or nondocalized condition of the centromere. However, 
it is worth while to consider that the heterochromosome of Protenor, as seen by Schrader in 
the second spermatocyte division, contrary to what happens in the first division, orients 
itself parallel to the spindle axis and passes undivided to one pole without changing its 
orientation. Thus, the same chromosome that offered the arguments in support of the idea 
of diffuse kinetochore, behaves a little later in so unexpected a manner as to oppose that 
idea categorically. Schrader could not escape this difficulty, leaving unexplained the 
behavior of the heterochromosome in the second division. 

Piza (1939), having discovered that the chromosomes of the brazilian scorpion Tityus 
bahiensis were provided with one localized centromere at each end, submitted Schrader’s 
paper to a critical appreciation, concluding that Hemiptera chromosomes were also dicentric. 
On this assumption and even before demonstrating that chromosome dicentricity really 
exists, the contradictory behavior of the sex chromosome of Protenor on the first and the 
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second meiotic divisions became perfectly clear. In fact, long chromosomes having one 
centromere at each end cannot behave otherwise. When they are paired or longitudinally 
split, the chromosomes must orient at metaphase and move at anaphase parallel to the plane 
of the equator, due not only to the mutual repulsion at both ends, but also to the opposite 
influence of the poles upon the centromeres in the corresponding extremities. On the other 
hand, when a chromosome is single and not yet split it can do nothing but rotate under 
the action of the poles on its terminal undivided centromeres, until it reaches a position of 
equilibrium in the system of forces operating in the cell, by becoming parallel to the spindle 
axis (Pisa, 1943). A more elaborate explanation for the orientation and anaphase movement 
of dicentric chromosomes was presented later (Pisa, 1953). 

Hughes'Schrader and Ris (1941), on the basis of the behaviour of X^ray"induced 
chromosomal fragments of Steatococcus, concluded that the chromosomes of this coccid have 
diffuse kinetochores. Impressed by the bending of anaphase chromosomes with both ends 
looking to the corresponding pole, they endeavored to explain the phenomenon by assume 
ing that the observed bending was due to the chromosomes extremities reaching the wall 
of the spindle cone in its narrower polar part. It was objected by Pisa (1943, 1946) that even 
if the spindle were truly a cone with a somewhat solid wall (which seems not to be the 
case at least in Tityus, as pointed out by Pisa, 1943), chromosomes having diffuse centro" 
meres, that is, endowed with kinetic activity along their entire length, in such a situation, 
should begin to be bent in exactly the opposite manner, I mean with the convexity turned 
toward the poles, as soon as they entered the narrower part of the spindle cone which 
would oppose their free advancement. The manner in which Steatococcus chromosomes 
move favors the idea of terminal dicentricity, being in complete disagreement with that of 
diffuse centromere. 

A little later Ris (1942) proposed another explanation for the bending of the chromo" 
somes, attributing it to a proportional shortening of the spindle fibres inserted along their 
whole body. Why this happens was not explained. It seems to me that the spindle fibres 
are not sufficiently rigid to influence the movement of the chromosomes by pulling them 
toward the poles, as Ris explanation suggests. The fibres are in my opinion nothing but a 
linear modification of the cellular medium coincident with the lines of forces operating 
between the poles and the individual centromeres (see Pi2¡a, 1943). 

The spindle fibres become shorter because the centromeres approach the poles, 
instead of the centromeres approaching the poles because the fibres become shorter. Why 
the forces applied to the extremities of a diffuse centromere surpass in intensity all the 
others in such a way as to promote the bending of the chromosomes in Steatococcus and 
Tamalia cases, remains an open question. 

We may take the behavior of X-ray-induced fragments of Steatococcus chromosomes 
analyzed by Hughes"Schrader and Ris (1941) as highly suggestive but not conclusively 
demonstrative of the diffuse nature of the kinetochore. It is true that the fragments orient, 
disjoin, and move days after the treatment, perpetuating themselves mitotically through 
many call generations as normal chromosomes do. However, vesiculated and lagging frag" 
ments, entirely devoid of spindle fibres and probably lost or irregularly distributed in^a 
passive way, found in a high percentage of the observed cases (in ten of the thirty"six 
embryos studied in detail), speak strongly in favor of the existence of chromosomal loci 
lacking kinetic organ. Furthermore, the observation made by Hughes"Schrader and Ris 
does not exclude the possibility of the Steatococcus chromosomes being provided with two 
long terminal kinetochores, capable of being divided and their pieces distributed among 
the fragments. Moreover, an active substance produced by a localized centromere and dif¬ 
fused from the point of origin through the whole length of the chromosome may equally 
account for spindle-fibre formation and chromosomeffragment movement, as suggested bv 
Piza (1946). y 

Figs. 5-12. Tityus bahiensis. 5, Primary anaphase chromosomes strongly bent toward the poles (Pria, 1939). 
6, Primary spermatocyte chromosomes starting to separate from each other at the ends. 7, Chromosomes 4, 
6 and 2 of Fig. 1. 8, Chromosomes 1 and 3 of Fig. 1. 9, 10, 11, Three successive stages in anaphase movement of 
paired monocentric fragments. 12, The same monocentric fragments initiating separation in two neighbouring 
primary spermatocytes. 
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TITYUS CHROMOSOMES 

The repulsion of the corresponding ends of Tityus chromosomes in the primary 
spermatocyte metaphases, the progressive bending of the extremities toward the poles even 
before the bodies of the paired chromosomes begin to move from one another at anaphase, 
and the strong curving of the chromosomes as they approach the poles, with the ends 
convergently pointing to the centrosomes, are so striking, that I concluded, from the time of 
my first contact with the situation, that I was in presence of a typical case of terminally 
dicentric chromosomes (Figs. 1, 5-12) (see Piza, 1939, 1941). 

Despite the existence of intercalary spindle fibres on the poleward side of the chromo- 
somes, all other possibilities (diffuse or multiple centromeres) were soon definitively 
discarded. The presence of a centromere at each end of the chromosomes being a permanent 
cause of breakages, chromosomal fragments were readily found. Breakage of the chromo- 
somes into two pieces is evidently much more frequent than any other type. The broken 
fragments soon rejoin to each other, in such a frequency that fragments with a single ter¬ 
minal centromere become a rarity. Nevertheless, monocentric fragments have been found 
and their behavior analyzed. As stated elsewhere (Piza, 1949), fragments with a single 
terminal centromere, when regularly paired, show metaphase repulsion at the centric 
extremity only, begin anaphase separation at this extremity, and finish by assuming a 
position parallel to the spindle axis (Fig. 6-12). Only once a median fragment devoid of 
spindle fibres was found vesiculate outside the spindle (Piza, 1943a). 

Rhoades and Kerr, (1949) concluded from their study of X-ray-induced fragments that 
Tityus chromosomes are polycentric like Ascaris chromosomes, instead of being terminally 
dicentric as repeatedly reported by Piza. What led these authors to their conclusion was 
the fact that fragments paired with their entire mates, contrary to what should be expected 
from monocentrics, showed both extremities equally bent toward the pole. The bending of 
the end corresponding to the point of breakage was therefore considered as due to the 
presence there of an active centromere. However, such a behavior of the broken ends is 
far from being the rule. As figured in a previous paper (Piza, 1950), broken ends generally 
do not show any bending toward the pole. Since terminally dicentric fragments resulting 
from recombination of centric pieces may also occur, aspects like that shown in the unique 
figure of the Rhoades and Kerr’s paper did not evidence the polycentricity of Tityus 
chromosomes. I am quite sure that in irradiated material at least a few cells would show 
monocentric fragments moving toward the poles parallel to the spindle axis, like those 
spontaneously produced (Piza, 1949). Unfortunately the authors made no mention of 
anaphase movement of the chromosomes. 

Having studied more than ten thousand sections of Tityus testes and a considerable 
number of acetic-orcein preparations, 1 am firmly convinced of the correctness of my point 
of view with regard to Tityus chromosomes. Figs. 1 and 5 do not allow any other interpreta¬ 
tion. 

HEMIPTERA CHROMOSOMES 

It is true that the situation in Tityus does not preclude the possibility of Hemiptera 
chromosomes being provided with polycentric or diffuse centromeres. However, the evid¬ 
ence in hand points to a terminally dicentric condition like that in Tityus. 

We have previously seen that the simple assumption of a dicentricity in the X-chromo- 
some of Protenor accounts for its contradictory behavior, moving parallel to the equator in 
the first division of the spermatocytes and perpendicular to that plane in the second one. 

The presence of s single centromere at some distance from the end in a pair of auto¬ 
somes of Dysdercus, as shown by Mendes (1949), suggests that at least in one case the 
localized centromere really exists in Hemiptera. However, it seems to me that the dicentric 
condition prevails. 

Indeed, if we select for study species provided with long chromosomes, many things 
may be cleared up. For instance, the rod-shaped spermatogonial chromosomes of Euryoph' 
thalmus rufipennis (Piza, 1946), Pachylis laticornis and P. pharaonis (Piza, 1946a), Anasa sp. 
and Leptoglossus stigma (Piza and Zamith, 1946), Corizus (Liorhyssus) hyalinus (Piza, 
1946b), J adera sanguinolenta (Piza, 1946c), Dysdercus honestus (Piza, 1947), and D. mendesi 
(Piza, 1947; Mendes, 1949) are bent toward the poles as soon as anaphase movement begins 
(Fig. 2, A). This agrees much better with a terminal dicentricity than with the possession 
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Fig. 1. Tityus bahiensis. Anaphase of the primary spermatocyte showing all the 6 chromosomes strongly bent 
toward the poles (see also Figs. 5-12). 

Fig. 2. Euryophthalmus rufipennis. A. Beginning of spermatogonial anaphase showing the chromosomes bent 
toward the poles. B. Heterokinetic division of the spermatocyte with the heterochromosome distended between 
the anaphase plates. 

Fig. 3. Lybindus dichrous. A. Lateral view of the major autosomal pair in metaphase and anaphase of the primary 
spermatocyte. B. Second division of the major autosome. 

Fig. 4. Lybindus dichrous. Centromeres passing from the vertex of the primary anaphase autosome to the end of 
the arms of the secondary metaphase one. 

by the chromosomes of diffuse or multiple centromeres, in which case they should advance 
with the convexity turned toward the poles. 

So far as we know, chromosomal pairing in Hemiptera is of the parasynaptic type, 
that is, side by side. When we are dealing with bivalents which after having accomplished 
metaphase shortening are still longer than wider, we can see that they orient themselves 
perpendicularly to the equatorial plane, establishing connection with the poles by means of 
a pair of fibrils attached to their ends. This is what happens, for instance, in Euryophthalmus 
(Piza, 1946), Pachylis (Pizia, 1946a), Anasa and Leptoglossus (Pizia and Zamith, 1946), 
Corizus (Pizia, 1946b), Hypselonotus (Castro, 1947), Holymenia, and Crinocerus (Pisa, 1956). 
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Anaphase separation takes place by the median constriction so characteristic of the 
dumbbelbshaped Hemiptera tetrads. In this way, it is considered as being accomplished in 
a transverse sense. The anaphase chromosomes of the primary spermatocytes are therefore 
constituted by two paired half-chromosomes. As they reach the poles and even before the 
division of the cell body is finished, the centrosomes, of the secondary spermatocytes 
begin to separate from each other, giving rise to the new poles. Following this movement, 
the still-paired half-chromosomes of the secondary spermatocytes initiate a process of 
opening out, which begins at the centric extremity and advances toward the opposite end, 
just as diagrammatically represented by Piz;a (1946b). When this process ends, the chromo¬ 
somes are again dumbbell-shaped and have the median constriction in the equatorial plane 
and the centric extremities looking to opposite poles. The half-partners remain connected 
with one another in metaphase by chiasmata slipped from the centric to the acentric end 
during the process of opening out. Separation occurs at anaphase. In a moment not yet 
precisely established, the chromatids of each half-partner in their turn separate from one 
another in a similar manner, giving origin to dicentric iso-chromosomes as they appear in 
spermatogonia, in primary spermatocytes, and in somatic cells. 

This peculiar behavior of Hemiptera chromosomes was postulated before we had 
crucial proof that it really occurs. This proof came some years later, when the meiosis in 
the male of the Coreid Lybindus dichrous was studied. 

Lybindus proved to be particularly interesting in having a pair of long rod-shaped 
autosomes very suitable for this sort of investigation. Following their behavior through the 
whole meiosis I was fortunately able to find the crucial proof that my previous view was 
correct. 

In fact, the large autosomes give rise to a thick rod-shaped tetrad which orients itself 
parallel to the spindle axis at metaphase of the primary spermatocytes. Soon after division, 
the anaphase half-tetrads, while moving toward the poles, become clearly V-shaped. There 
is no doubt that the vertex of the V, looking to the poles, encloses the centromeres of the 
paired half-chromosomes (Fig. 3, A). In the secondary spermatocyte metaphases the V- 
shaped element can be easily recognised. However, in polar views, contrary to what is 
expected, the V has its vertex always turned outward, showing that the centromere are 
no longer localised there. Lateral views make the matter clear, showing that the V is 
bound to the spindle by the end of each branch. Consequently, the centromeres placed 
previously at the vertex of the V have changed their position to the extremity of the arms 
(Fig. 3, B). This is actually what happens. During the preparatory phase of the second 
division the centromeres localised at the vertex of the V-shaped chromosome, just arrived 
at the pole, begin to separate from one another. Proximal chiasmata which held its arms 
together, slipping toward the distal ends, convert the original V into an inverted one through 
a series of X-shaped intermediate stages (Fig. 4) (see Pisa, 1953). Thus, I believe I have 
the crucial proof of the dicentricity of Hemiptera chromosomes. 

The behavior of the long heterochromosome of the male of some species belonging 
to the X-O sexual type also affords good evidence in favor of chromosomal dicentricity. 
Indeed, in the metaphase of the heterokinetic division of the spermatocytes this chromosome 
is oriented parallelly to the spindle axis, showing fibrils attached to its ends. As it is an 
element that does not divide, its position is certainly due to the influence of the opposite 
poles upon its extremities. Following anaphase movement of the autosomes, the heterochro¬ 
mosome often acquires a fusiform shape, passing indifferently to one of the poles. It some¬ 
times happens that the heterochromosome, subjected to equal solicitation from both poles, 
cannot leave the equatorial plane. In such cases, while its body remains stationary in the 
equator, its extremities advance toward opposite poles, in line with the autosomes (Fig. 2, 
B) (see Pisa, 1946, 1946a, 1946b, 1956; Pisa and Zamith, 1946; Castro, 1947). Unless 
secondary influences intervene to aid the heterochromosome in choosing its way, it con¬ 
tinues to distend and finishes by being broken at some point, as observed in Euryophthalmus, 
Pachy lis and Corizus. Thus, the long heterochromosome of the Hemiptera referred to in 
this paper seems conclusively to be provided with one centromere at each end. The peculiar 
behavior of this chromosome in the heterokinetic division, when it passes undivided to 
one of the poles cannot, so far as I can see, be understood otherwise. 
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Chiasma Relations in an Elaterid Beetle, Agnotes mancus Say1 

By Nulo Virkki 

University of Helsinki 

Helsinki, Finland 

ABSTRACT 

This species is unusual among Coleóptera in having diagrammatically clear meiosis, 
almost comparable to that of Orthoptera. It has 2n = 19 chromosomes in the male, the sex' 
determining mechanism being XO. In spermatogenesis 9 bivalents are formed: 2 large and 
recognizable (Fi and F2) and 7 small and indistinguishable (S). The S bivalents are, therefore, 
treated as a group. 

In spermatocytes, the centromeres are not delimited, but remarkably negatively hetero' 
pycnotic gap appears near the middle of the L bivalents. A chiasma frequency for both arms 
and for both euchromatic blocks of the long arm of L2 is calculated. More than one'fifth of 
the chiasmata are situated in the vicinity of the hetero pycnotic gaps. In the S bivalents, 
chiasmata are formed at random. 

Although 1 chiasma per bivalent is the rule, 0.37% Li, 0.17% L2, and 0.03% S bivalents 
form rings. The observations in general point to wide variation between individuals and 
between cysts within individuals. 

The present paper is a more detailed report of the chiasma relations of Agriotes mancus, 
the spermatogenesis of which has been recently described by Smith (1956) as diagram' 
matically clear when compared with the majority of the cytologically known beetles. The 
study deals with beetles of one locality only. The material was collected in Hall’s Harbor, 
Nova Scotia, November 1955, and placed in a temperature of 3°C, which practically stop¡ 
the process of spermatogenesis. The beetles were taken for investigation from the coldroom 
during the winter. Also, Dr. Smith’s material has been available for comparison. 

Although the meiotic prophase is very clear indeed, almost comparable with that of 
orthopterans, there are some characteristics which restrict the study of the bivalents. From 
the nine pairs of autosomes, the seven acrocentric ones, here called S'chromosomes (biva' 
lents), are practically indistinguishable from one another, due to their similar size and appear' 
ance. Therefore, they have been handled here only briefly, and as a group. The two meta' 
centric pairs, which will be called Li and L2, are longer and easily recognizable from the 
S'chromosomes, but are sometimes difficult to distinguish from one another. They are not, 
however, equal in size, L2 measuring about 87 per cent of the length of Li. The chromosome 
complement of the male is 9A XO, the X being consequently univalent and not of interest in 
this connection. 

Before we turn to the bivalents, a glimpse at the somatic chromosomes of the species' 
will be of advantage. Fig. 1 shows us the 3rd spermatogonial metaphase, a very rare stage 
among adult Agriotes. In later spermatogonial mitoses the chromosomes are too small and 
compact to show any structural characteristics, but here we can still recognize some of 
them. Most remarkable is the long unstained gap, a differential segment, in Li. The centro' 
mere is not situated here, although one would readily think so; later data show that both 
L'chromosomes are almost mediocentric. A weakly developed differential segment in the 
middle of Li indicates the real location of the centromere. L2 does not show any characteris' 
tics of its structure in the four cells found in this early stage. In the S'chromosomes numerous 
short gaps are visible, but their nature has not been established in detail. These negatively 
heteropycnotic segments are, presumably, caused, or at least emphasized, by the cold 
storage. Such segments, however, tend to form constantly in the same places in the chromo' 
somes, thus indicating that their formation is based on the chromosome structure (Gläss 
1956). 

In spermatogenesis the structure of the L'chromosomes looks different. The centric 
gap, where the centromere is supposed to be located, becomes easily visible during the 
diplotene in both Li and L2. In addition to this, another gap often develops more distally in 
L2, but the distal gap encountered in Li in the 3rd gonial mitosis never appears again. 

'This work was done at the Forest Insect Laboratory, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario. 
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Fig. 1. Third spermatogonial meta phase. Differential segments of Li chromosomes (in centre) clearly visible. 

Although the central gaps are present also in untreated animals, the length of all the gaps 
may be strongly influenced by the cold. The intensity of the gap formation is not, however, 
directly correlated with the length of cold exposure. Longest gaps have been found among 
individuals kept 10 weeks in the coldroom (Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2. Four diplotene nuclei from an individual with exceptionally long unstained gaps. Li bivalent between 
arrowheads.—Upper row, left: Lx cross, L2 cross; right: Li rod, L2 cross. Lower row, left: Lx semi-rod, L2 rod; 
right: L! semi-cross, L2 cross. 

The bivalents of this species are almost always held together by one single chiasma, 
the location of which is variable. Thus the bivalent form varies from crosses with practically 
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equal arms to simple rods. In order to estimate the mutual relations of different bivalent forms 
in successive prophatic stages, the following categories have been established: 

1. crosses (arms of the cross equal in length; all cases with chiasmata close to the central 
gap included); 

2. semi'crosses (arm ratio on the average 1:2; all cases with chiasmata clearly distal 
from the central gap included); 

3. semi'Tods (arm ratio less on the average than 1:2); 

4. rods (chiasma terminal, or almost so). 

In estimating the phase, the contraction of Li has been used as the criterion. The 
average euchromatic length of 5 rodfformed Lrbivalents thus gives the “age” of each 
spermatocyst. This procedure cannot be compared in accuracy with a real timing, but is 
tar better than the vague definitions diplotene, late diplotene, etc. In counting the cases 
only those nuclei in which both Li and L2 are easily recognisable have been taken into 
account. Although this has restricted the material considerably, a confusion of Li and L2 has 
been avoided and the comparability has been increased. Altogether 60 individuals have 
been included in this analysis, the average number of cells being 19 per individual We see 
the results in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. Frequency of the four bivalent forms: Li and L2 (1126 nuclei analyzed from 60 individuals). 

First spermatocysts containing a reasonable amount of recognisable LTivalents have 
been found between 29 and 26 microns, from one single animal. The frequency of 
cases is small until 11 microns, apparently due to a rapid progress of the chromosome 
contraction. Metaphases, on the other hand, were so abundant that only samples of them 
have been included. 

The general course of these curves shows us the terminalisation process. Owing to the 
location of the centromere in L^chromosomes, the relative number of crosses can never be 
increased and that of the rods can never be decreased by the terminalisation. Therefore, 
occasional increase of the former, or decrease of the latter, must in successive stages be 
caused by individual or cystal variation, partly by chance. Changes of this sise are apparently 
due to similar reasons elsewhere. At any rate, the significance of these curves is in their 
main course. Although terminalisation seems to occur during the whole contraction period 
taken into account, it proceeds slowly until 11-8 microns. Crosses are very endurable until 
8-5 microns, a sudden decrease occurring just prior to the metaphase. The semncrosses 
behave in the same way; their great frequency prior to the metaphase is due to the rapid 
terminalisation in crosses. In general, the sembrod stage is passed rapidly, and the number of 
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these configurations drops more quickly. The curve of the rods is, of course, highly de¬ 
pendent on the other curves, especially on the semi-rod curve. The curves of Li and L2 shape 
very similarly, indicating that, in addition to the terminalization, the chance of being 
formed into different bivalent configurations are approximately similar in these chromosomes. 
There exists also a slight correlation between Li and L2 of the same nucleus in the location 
of the chiasma. In 60 per cent of cases before 11 microns the chiasma of both bivalents was 
in the same half, either proximal or distal. The correlation is greatest in rods and half-rods; 
if Li is rod-formed, in 36 per cent of cases L2 is also rod-formed. 

Fig. 4 gives us an idea of the great variation. For this figure the best five animals were 
chosen, these having a high number of comparable cysts, and about twenty cells from each 

Fig. 4. Comparison of cross and rod frequencies in four individuals, A. D. F. and U. 

cyst were analyzed. The most remarkable phenomenon in these capricious curves is the 
great variation in one and the same individual. Nuclei of practically the same stage of 
contraction often show quite a different percentage of crosses or rods. Interindividual 
differences are therefore hard to recognize. The animal U seems, judging from its uneven 
series of cysts, to differ remarkably from others, having an unusual high proportion of rods. 
But even in one and the same cyst the variation ranges from nuclei with all bivalents rod- 
formed to those with principally cross-formed ones. These observations are in agreement 
with those made by Suomalainen (1952) on Neuroptera, and by Elliott (1955) on grass¬ 
hoppers. 

As a summarization of the relations in L-chromosomes, Fig. 5 shows the structure and 
the chiasma distribution in both of them. Cysts of rapid terminalization, e.g., beyond the 
contraction stage of 8 microns, have not been included. The figures are, of course, somewhat 
too high for the distal and too low for the proximal areas, owing to the terminalization. 

Below the schemata are relative lengths of the chromosome blocks, as measured from 
certain different phases. In Li lengths of all 3 blocks have been estimated from the 3rd gonial 
metaphase plates. In L2 this has not been possible, but 63 diakinetic bivalents have been 
measured from the exceptional individuals which show both gaps very clearly. Comparison 
with late, rod-formed ordinary bivalents shows a considerably good correspondance, and 
we also see that the distal gap is situated in the long arm of both chromosomes. 

The chiasma distribution appears above the schemata. Percentages for both arms 
have been read from late rods; material of Li is only half of the L2, because its arms were 
difficult to recognize. In both chromosomes, but especially in L2, the long arm has more 
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Fig. 5. Structure of the L chromosomes, and distribution of chiasmata. 

chiasmata per length than the short one. In the animals which have both gaps easily visible 
the frequencies correspond well with the length of the arms, but we see that the distribution 
on the long arm is not even, the short block having a percentage as high as 42.2. 

Estimated from the whole material prior to 8 microns, more than one-fifth of the chias¬ 
mata are situated in the absolutely heteropycnotic regions. According to a small sample of 
60 cells, half of such chiasmata of Li are in the long arm, another half in the short one. But in 
L2, the long arm forms 67-4 per cent of these chiasmata, which partly explains the higher 
chiasma frequency of the long arm of L2 in general. 

In the metacentric L-bivalents the terminaliz¡ation never results in increasing of the 
crosses : this should happen only in the acrocentric S-bivalents. Thus, if the chiasma forma¬ 
tion near the centromere is as frequent as in the L-bivalents, the frequency of the crosses 
should first rise and then drop during the terminalisation. This does not happen (Fig. 6). 
It is to be assumed that the distribution of chiasmata is greater than in L-bivalents and 
perhaps random. The terminali^ation starts earlier and proceeds faster than in L-bivalents. 
The shortness of the chromosomes may be the main cause of this apparent speed. 

The number of chiasmata per bivalent extremely seldom exceeds one, and never have 
more than two per bivalent been encountered. I have surveyed altogether 51 cysts con¬ 
taining 13,056 nuclei, and 12,959 nuclei, or 99.3 per cent, have had no ring bivalents. 
In 88 one ring was found, in 3 nuclei two rings, and in one nucleus, three of them. It appeared, 
further, that Li is the main ring former: 0.37 per cent of them form rings, whereas only 
0.17 per cent of L2 and 0.19 per cent of the S-bivalents have been found in ring form. 
In average the ring frequency of one S-bivalent is 0.03 per cent. These figures show that 
the chiasma frequency is not in relation to the chromosome length. L2 comprises, for example, 
87 per cent of the length of Li, but its ring frequency is only half of that of the Li. This 
might be due, of course, to the chiasma interference, which decreases the possibility of 
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Fig. 6. Frequency of the four bivalent forms: small bivalents (676 nuclei analyzed from 5 individuals). 

another chiasma, the shorter the chromosome, but it is quite usual to find one or both 
chiasmata interstitial. Thus changes of the interference in connection with the ring forma' 
tion seem very plausible. 

The occurrence of rings seems too sporadic to be successfully compared between 
individuals. In one animal, however, the ring frequency is unusually high, its only cyst 
containing 12 Lrrings, three I^'rings, and one Spring. This means that Li has formed rings 
approximately 13 times as often as the mean of the material, L2 seven times, and S'bivalents 
twice as much. Possibilities of the ringTormation have presumably increased generally in 
this individual or in this spermatocyst, and L-bivalents, and especially Li, have been most 
affected. Influence of environmental factors, such as temperature, seems very likely, and 
especially because their efficiency has also been proved experimentally (e.g. Elliott, 1955; 
Snoad, 1955). 

Summing up from the above data, a strong chiasma interference operates in the chromo¬ 
somes of Agriotes mancus, extending across the centromere. In formation of the only chiasma 
in the biggest two chromosome pairs, the proximal portions are preferred. In the few cases of 
ring formation, the chiasmata are in different arms and quite often interstitial. 

As yet, Agriotes mancus is the only known animal which shows such a degree of 
localization of the chiasmata in the proximal regions of metacentric chromosomes. Closest 
cases comparable with this are from the plant kingdom, especially from Liliaceae (cf. Suoma- 
lainen, 1952, p. 72), with the difference, however, that no chiasma interference across the 
centromere appears in those plants. 

The early stages of spermatogenesis seem very normal in this elaterid. The pairing 
of the homologous chromosomes is complete, and no prominent heteropycnotic segments 
are recognizable. In such cases the location of the only chiasma is presumably determined 
by the initiation of pairing. The initiation of pairing is usually determined by nuclear 
arrangements. In cases of distal localization the zygotene polarization of chromosome ends is 
considered as the determinative action. In cases with procentric localization, on the other 
hand, the determinative action is considered to be the arrangement of the chromosomes in 
the preceding mitotic ana- or telophase. Especially in cases, where the conjugation starts in 
the anaphatic chromosome groups (cf. Virkki, 1954, p. 49), the proximal initiation of pairing 
is to be expected. In Agriotes mancus we have a species with neat bouquet formation, but 
proximal localization of chiasmata. Obviously, in this case, the pairing starts proximally, 
and already prior to the bouquet formation. If the time of chiasma formation extends until 
the polarization the latter may start to compete with the posttelophatic arrangement as a 
determining factor. 
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Although the frequent distribution of chiasmata in the proximal half of the L'chromo' 
somes can be explained this way, the high percentage of chiasmata formed strictly at the 
borders of the heteropycnotic gaps is hardly due to such a general cause only. In 
Mecostethus grasshoppers, localised chiasmata form at the borders between heterochromatin 
and euchromatin, and White (1954) has advanced an idea that such borders are generally 
inclined to chiasma formation. In Agriotes mancus this explanation also seems inevitable, 
although no heteropycnosis can be recognised by the eye in the early prophase. 
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ABSTRACT 

Results of a study of the adult and larval morphology and correlated cytology in the family 
Diprionidae are given. The species discussed include one species of Monoctenus, sixteen 
recognized species of Neodiprion, four separate groups feeding upon Pinus ponderosa, 
two on Pinus contorta, and one on Pseudotsuga taxifolia; two species of Diprion (Diprion) 
and two of Diprion (Gilpinia). All unknowns which are in the old abietis complex of Ross, 
are delimited morphologically as well as cytologically and assigned positions in the complex. 
Male chromosomal counts in the family are either seven or eight, the latter count in Neodiprion 
swainei Middleton, Neodiprion abietis Harris, and the douglas fir sawfly. A[ew determinations 
have been made not only in the Diprionidae but in the neighbouring families Tenthredinidae, 
Argidae, and Pergidæ. 

Pairing has been observed in all male and female chromosomal complements, and the 
writer believes that a diplotetraploid sex ratio in chromosomal numbers, as opposed to a 
haplodiploid one, holds in all the species examined (a revival of an old theory that polyploidy 
exists throughout the Hymenoptera). The theoretical results of diplotetraploidy are discussed in 
so far as they would effect or even explain sex determination, uniform male morphology, 
slightly variable female morphology, and the possibility of there being sex chromosomes in the 
Hymenoptera. The correlation between unsettled, probably incipient species, and irregular 
cytological behaviour is also discussed. The chromosomes of most species are separable and lend 
themselves to more detailed analyses. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the sawfly revision in the Synoptic Catalog of 1951, the coniferous feeding Diprioni- 
dæ were divided into two subfamilies (Ross, 1951); Diprion and Gilpinia were granted 
subgeneric status in the genus Diprion; and the genus dfeodiprion was divided into three 
groups or complexes, swainei, abietis and lecontei. Recently Ross (1955) published his 
revision of the status of the genus J\[eodiprion for North America, a revision which all 
followers of the economics and antics of sawflies had been awaiting with interest. The most 
drastic change involved the adoption of a two-way split into lecontei and sertifer groups, 
incorporating the old swainei complex within the former, and the abietis complex within 
the latter. Ross re-emphasized in his paper that although the phenomena of relationships 
and distribution and even the conception of the limits of a single species in the genus 
A[eodiprion are beginning to assume a somewhat more tangible form than formerly, a more 
detailed knowledge of the individual species of the genus is imperative and results are still 
in the preliminary stages. 

Since the time of Atwood and Peck’s excellent treatment of twelve so-called species 
of J\[eodiprion in Eastern Canada (Atwood 6? Peck, 1943), efforts have been concentrated in 
research laboratories in Canada and the United States upon mass rearings of members of 
the genus and of the Diprionidae in general. As increasing numbers of sawfly specimens 
have been collected and examined, investigators have been confronted by innumerable 
aberrant types and unidentifiable forms” from all coniferous hosts from all districts. 

The wealth of variability to be found is one of the most striking features arising from the 
growing confusion and it is obviously impossible to assess the actual numbers of “type 
species involved until the limits of this variability can be determined. There is, so far, 
no definite information as to the level of spéciation in any sawflies, let alone the Diprionidae 
and the genus Afeodiprion, although it is assumed that the many cases of striking adult and 
larval similarity suggests that spéciation is incipient in the entire group. In the Diprionidae 
the required information can only come from cross-breeding studies to determine the degree 
of sexual isolation actually present and the possible extent of natural hybridization. Two 
prerequisites to any valid hybridization study are recognizable stable characters of specific 
significance and a knowledge of the limits of variability of these characters for the individuals, 
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sibs, colonies, and populations to ensure sensible tagging of the experimental animals and 
to allow the repetition of the experiments. 

In the course of work on the comparative internal larval anatomy of sawflies (Maxwell, 
1955) the writer found two groups characterised by remarkable internal uniformity, the 
Nematmae of the family Tenthredinidæ and the Dipriomdæ as a whole. The various genera 
in the Diprionidæ could be separated fairly loosely on the basis of gut divisions, arrangement 
of cryptdike regions in the gut, and variations in the rows of chitinous rectal teeth (to be 
published). No single character, however, has proved entirely species specific. Interest in 
this group led the writer to more detailed investigations of adults and larvae and to the 
application of cytological techniques in an effort to supply an additional fine taxonomic tool. 

The present investigation was undertaken to describe and compare the chromosomal 
complements of as many species as possible in the abietis complex of the genus Jieodi prion 
including unknown and undescribed material from British Columbia. Cytological prepara- 
tions were made from samples of carefully reared material and correlated larvae and adults, 
male and female, were described in minute detail to define the limits of variability in so far 
as the range of material permitted. Work was carried out, in addition, on the cytological 
comparisons of different populations of these and of other species of sawflies in the genus 
J\[eodiprion, in the Diprionidæ, and in neighbouring families to indicate possible ranges in 
chromosomal variation. Pinned adults, preserved larvæ and prepupae, and correlated cyto¬ 
logical preparations from males and females were collected extensively during the summers of 
1951 and 1952. Material collected in 1953 and 1954 was used to check as well as elaborate 
previous results, and additional material was obtained in Australia (Pergidæ) in 1955 and 
1956, and in England (Diprionidæ) in 1956. 

Most preparations were made from gonads of the prepupal female just as the eye-spots 
begin to change, and of the white pupal male. The Smith (1943) smear technique was used 
and most preparations were Feulgen stained after sixteen minutes hydrolysis in 1 N HC1 at 
60° centigrade. Frequently hæmatoxylin and eosin controls were run. 

Besides a necessary survey of the previous and present taxonomic status of the members 
of the Diprionidæ, cases of application of cytological work to sawflies were examined. 
It was apparent from the beginning that any mention of sawfly chromosomes or those of 
any species of the Order Hymenoptera, involved the investigator in a mass of controversy 
as to the constancy of chromosome number, the possibility of universal natural polyploidy, 
the method of sex determination and the presence or absence of sex chromosomes. 

A more detailed background to the work as well as complete morphological descrip¬ 
tions of larval and adult forms is available in the writers unpublished account (Maxwell, 
McGill Ph.D. 1955). It is proposed to include herein a brief resume of current taxonomic 
and cytological research in the Diprionidæ, descriptions of the chromosomal complements 
of all the species or species-groups examined, and a discussion of resulting taxonomic and 
cytologic implications. 

CURRENT STATUS 

The arrangements of species in the Diprionidæ as well as neighbouring families will 
follow that of Ross (1951), the recognized North American sawfly authority, where 
possible, that of Benson (1951) the European authority, in other cases. Ross’ analysis of 
the genus J\[eodiprion (Ross, 1955) bears special mention since the genus was the centre 
of the writer’s most concentrated study. Ross, in comparing members of the genus with 
each other and with members of other genera of the Diprionidæ concluded that the present 
members descended from an ancestral form possessing certain distinctive adult and larval 
characteristics which gave rise to the sertifer group on the one hand, the lecontei group on 
the other. The lecontei group produced a primitive abbotti complex (containing J\[. compar, 

nigroscutum, etc.) then three separate complexes, the lecontei (e.g. lecontei, K- 
pinetum), the pinvrigidae (e.g.) J\[. swainei), and the pratti (e.g. virginianus, maurus, 

tædæ tædæ, pratti ban\sianæ, -N- pratti pratti) complexes. The sertifer group produced 
two main branches: one a gillettei stem giving rise to 7\[. gillettei, a primitive species, then 
to such forms as 7v[. burlai, A[. fulviceps, A[. mundus and to sertifer and A(. nanulus, 
the other a stem giving rise to such forms as A[. scutellatus, 7werneri, A[. tsugæ, and 
7v(. abietis. 

Cytological investigations of the Hymenoptera have been hampered by, (a) the diflr 
culty of assessing timing of mitotic and meiotic divisions and of finding stains effective for 
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all stages, (b) the minute size of the chromosomes, and (c) difficulty in interpreting the 
haploid or diploid constitution of the complement because of the similarity of oogonial and 
oocyte, spermatogonial and spermatocyte plates. Earlier work with sectioned material merely 
accentuated these difficulties. Examination of any tabulation of established chromosomal 
counts in the Hymenoptera reveals that the actual number of species examined in the various 
groups is small. The haploid number appears to vary from five to thirteen (with the excep- 
tion of recent unpublished results by Sanderson and Waterhouse who found counts in the 
twenties and thirties in the Tenthredininae), only one actual polyploid1, Diprion (Diprion) 
similis, n-14 being recorded (Smith, 1941). The majority of sawflies are in the seven or 
eight class, some six or nine. 

White (1951) considers polyploidy, a major factor in the evolution of chromosome 
numbers in plants, a possible factor in animals; he stresses, however, that since it would of 
necessity abolish heterogamety in bi-sexual organisms it would be confined to herma' 
phroditic and parthenogenetic forms. Impressed by both universal arrhenotokous par¬ 
thenogenesis and also widespread thelytokous parthenogenesis in the Hymenoptera, 
workers have long examined the possibility that the postulated haplodiploid male relation’ 
ship is actually diplotetraploid. It has been proposed that the controversial Diprion 
(Diprion) similis (Smith, 1941), a form reproducing by arrhenotokous parthenogenesis, is 
actually polyploid, while other investigators have concentrated upon alternately proposing 
that all Hymenoptera are actually ploid and in retracting their hypotheses. Reed (1934) was 
the first proponent of what has been known as the basic four theory11 of Hymenoptera, 
i.e. that polyploidy characterized the entire order, that the basic number of chromosomes in 
the order was four, that many species had double the basic number in the haploid, some, a 
second doubling, and very few species had prime numbers in the “haploid” condition. 
He based his argument on findings in eighteen species out of twenty-two in seven families 
°f Hymenoptera and believed that an over-all balance would remain undisturbed in arrheno¬ 
tokous parthenogenetically reproducing forms. An early report of pre-conjugation in the 
bee (Nachtsheim, 1912) and of early conjugation 1 and subsequent “dissociation” of 
parasynaptically paired “homologues” in the Cynipidæ (Hogben, 1920) suggested to another 
worker, on sawflies, (Greenshields, 1936) that possibly all Hymenoptera examined until 
that time at least were derived tetraploids in which a vestigial synapsis interferes with 
functional synapsis. Peacock and Sanderson (Peacock and Sanderson, 1930; Sanderson, 1932) 
reported an unusual degree of “pairing” in male chromosomal complements of Pteronidea 
and suggested that if these chromosomes were actually homologues, the male was naturally 
a diploid individual. Finally, Dodds (1938, 1939) reported somatic and secondary pairing 
in male larvae and insisted that a degree of genetic homology must be present between the 
paired chromosomes. The opposing school of thought insist that were ploidy a characteristic 
of the order as a whole it should be readily demonstrable genetically and there has been, 
so far, no such demonstration (Speicher, 1936; Whiting, A. R. and P. W. 1956 Congress; 
Rothenbuhler, 1953, 1956 Congress). 

The Whiting Habrobracon system of sex determination (Whiting, 1939, 1943), by 
means of a series of multiple and complementary alleles, has been accepted with and without 
reservation, for certain species of Hymenoptera in habitually outbreeding forms. In the 
parasite Pteromalus, Guhl and Dozorceva (Gulh & Dozorceva, 1934) believed they could 
distinguish an x and y chromosome in the male complement and postulated an intricate 
system of sex determination by selective fertilization which needs re-examination. This 
discovery was seized by another worker (Torvik-Greb, 1935), who hinted at selective 
fertilization and sex chromosome differentiation in Habrobracon to allow for inbreeding 
Hymenoptera. A Telenomus system of sex determination was postulated from results 
obtained from work with the parasite Telenomus (Dreyfus & Breuer, 1944), a most ingenious 
mechanism, as yet unconfirmed, whereby brother-sister matings are compatible with a 
non-production of diploid males. Manning (1953) postulated an equally intricate method of 
sex determination for the honey bee, combining what he believed were sex chromosomes and 
selective fertilization. In her work on bees and sawflies (Sanderson, 1951, 1932), Sanderson 
has found no real suggestion of the presence of sex chromosomes and believes there is still 
no real proof of their existence. Similarly, in the course of his excellent analysis of Gilpinia 
and other Diprionidae, Smith (1941) found no trace of heteromorphic pairs, and no cytological 
evidence of any linear difference between synapsed chromosomes. He believes there is no 
cytological evidence for the existence of sex chromosomes. It is of interest that from the 
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observed material Smith (1942) deduced that there was at total absence of structural 
hybridity in the genus JJeodiprion at least of cytologically detectable structural hybridity. 
Baldwin and House (1954) demonstrated physically, in reactions to thermal conditioning, 
structural hybridity in JJeodiprion lecontei while Smith himself described (Smith, 1941) 
a number of distinct races in Gilpinia. There are very few detailed works on the chromo- 
somes of one or more species in any of the Hymenoptera groups but these few include, for 
sawflies (Sanderson, 1932; Smith, 1941), for Apis (Sanderson and Hall, 1948), for Vespa 
(Mark & Copeland, 1907-8) for Xylocopa (Granata, 1909) for JJeuroterus (Dodds, 1939), 
for -A(emeritis (Speicher, 1937) for Habrobracon (Torvik-Greb, 1935) and for Pteromalus 
(Dozorceva, 1936). 

SPECIES COMPARISONS IN THE FAMILY DIPRIONIDAE 

Subfamily Monocteninae 

Monoctenus juniperinus MacGillivray. (Figs. 1-3. Host, Juniperus. Distribution, Ontario. 

Adult Female: 6mm. Head, amber to dark-brown, ocellar patches. Thorax, straw- 
coloured, black markings on scutum scutellum. Abdomen, brown-black white interseg- 
mental folds. 

Larva : Head-capsule, orange, rimmed ocelli ; olive body, variable banding in supraspira- 
cular area. 

Cytology: Male haploid complement n. 7- Establishing the basic chromosome comple¬ 
ment was complicated by the precocious splitting of some chromosomes in spermatogonial 
divisions resulting in apparent 8, 9, and 10 counts. In their fully condensed state, (either 
spermatogonial or spermatocyte), the chromosomes are fairly short, thin, attenuated, 
frequently surrounded by a peculiar Feulgen-positive halination in early stages. 

Subfamily Diprioninae 

Sertifer Group (Former abietis Complex of Ross, 1951) 

JJeodiprion abietis Harris. (Figs. 13-21, 72-76). Hosts, Abies, Picea. Distribution, Nova 
Scotia to Rocky Mountains. 

Adult Female: 6mm. on Abies, 7~8mm. on Picea. Head, orange, ocellar markings. 
Thorax, entirely orange to orange with various brown-black markings including heart- 
shaped prescutal patch, longitudinal and spot patches on scutum. Abdomen, orange with 
darker dorsal striping. Saw, variable. 

Larva: Head-capsule, black; olive-gray body, irregular black supraspiracular and 
spiracular banding. 

Cytology: Male haploid complement, n.8. In both the Abies and Picea form, the male 
chromosomal complement consists of six easily paired metacentric chromosomes, gradually 
decreasing in size, plus one dot-shaped chromosome, the latter retaining all nucleolar 
remnants at its most condensed stage at mid-metaphase. In prophase, the dot-shaped chromo¬ 
some is a fairly short pachytene thread attached to or close to the nucleolus. At late pro¬ 
phase the precocity of the eighth chromosome is not so apparent. It remains short and stout, 
gradually condensing to a densely staining dot-shaped body, easily overlooked as a nucleolar 
peculiarity were it not for its Feulgen affinity. In male and female complements, the chromo¬ 
some left to “pair” with the dot-shaped one is the longest in the complement. In females 
there are two dot-shaped chromosomes and an “extra pair.” A similar dot-shaped chromo¬ 
some is present as a member of the 7 chromosome complement of JJ- sertifer, and Smith (1941) 
photographed a round dot-shaped chromosome in some male complements of Gilpinia. 

JJeodiprion nanulus nanulus Schedi (Figs. 24, 79, 80). Hosts, Pinus ban\siana and Pinus 
resinosa. Distribution, Nova Scotia, Quebec, Ontario. 

Adult Female: 7~9mm. Head, orange, dark-rimmed ocelli. Thorax, straw-coloured, 
variable brown scutal stripes. Abdomen, orange. Saw, variable. 

Larva: Head-capsule, black; olive body, fairly constant supraspiracular striping. 

Cytology: Male haploid complement, n.7. At midmetaphase there are seven approxi¬ 
mately equal medium-sized chromosomes. Earlier in metaphase one large chromosome is 
apparent. Pairing is evident in male and female complements. 
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A[eodiprion sertifer Geoffroy. (Figs. 22, 23). Host, Pinus sylvestris. Distribution, Canada, 
introduced, Europe. 

Adult Female: 10-12mm. Head, orange, black-rimmed ocelli. Thorax, orange. Deep 
pigmentation of proximal area of Vein R before branching of the Médius absent from 
English and Continental material. Abdomen, orange brown marked dorsally. Saw, variable. 

Larva: Head capsule, tawny to black, clear area around clypeus and labrum, yellow 
body with irregular subspiracular markings varying from a solid black band to spots, 
tendency to breaking up of solid black supraspiracular band as well. 

Cytology: Male haploid complement, n.7. Canadian sertifer with six approximately 
equal-sized chromosomes, a seventh highly condensed, round to ovoid, attached to or close 
to nucleolus. In oogonial and oocyte divisions, one ovoid chromosome only remains paired 
with an elongate. Pairing within the male complement is noticeable in several cases. 
A difference in timing of condensation is apparent from the irregular form and alignment of 
the chromosomes on the metaphase plate. English sertifer revealed three fairly short rounded 
chromosomes, three long, one dot-shaped. Finer analysis is necessary to state whether or 
not this cytological discrepancy is real or a difference in timing. 

Ponderosa Species 1. (Figs. 25-29). Host, Pinus ponderosa. Distribution, British Columbia. 

Adult Female: 8-10mm. Head, orange, black-marked ocelli. Thorax, orange to tawny. 
Abdomen, orange. Adult close to sertifer. Saw, resemblances to both sertifer and nanulus, 
closer to latter. 

Larva: Head-capsule, black, pale, however in penultimate instar with inverted black 
Y (see Contorta Sawfly”) body, olive-green slightly irregular black supraspiracular 

banding. Resemblance to abietis larva. 
Cytology: Male haploid complement, n.7, six metacentries, fairly large, one long 

chromosome with a secondary constriction lying close to nucleolus. Two chromosomes 
show under-condensation at early metaphase. 

Ponderosa Species 2. (Figs. 30, 33). Host, Pinus ponderosa. Distribution, British Columbia. 

Adult Female: 8mm. Head, orange, black-rimmed ocelli. Thorax, orange, heart- 
shaped prescutal marking, variable black longitudinal and dot markings on scutum. 
Abdomen, orange to dark. Saw, similar to Ponderosa Species 1. 

Larva: Head-capsule, tawny to black, light orange patch base of clypeus, labrum, 
around antennae and ocelli; body, olive-green, solid black banding. 

Cytology: Male haploid complement, n.7, including three graded pairs of chromosomes 
plus one elongate metacentric. 

Ponderosa Species 3. (Fulviceps complex, may be ventralis Ross (Fig. 32). Host, Pinus 
ponderosa. Distribution, British Columbia. 

Adult Female: 8mm. As Ponderosa Species 2 except tawny thorax. 
Larva : Head-capsule : orange to third instar, tawny to black in penultimate, or orange 

with black band stretching between ocelli : olive-green body, variable banding, differs from 
Ponderosa 1 and 2. 

Cytology: Male haploid complement n.7, three pairs of metacen tries one rod-shaped 
chromosome. Long attenuated chromosomes until late prophase, two particularly under¬ 
condensed. 

Ponderosa Species 4. Probably Ffeodiprion mundus Rohwer. (Fig. 31). Host, Pinus ponderosa. 
Distribution, British Columbia. 

Adult Female: 10mm. Head, orange, black-rimmed ocelli. Thorax, “black-and-white” 
effect, prescutum tawny to pale, may have black heart-shaped mark, scutum brown to 
completely black, whitish laterally, pale scutellum. Abdomen, dorsum blackish, venter pale. 
Saw, close to nanulus. 

Larva: Head-capsule dark to tawny, pale, and spotted medially, laterally to antennae, 
dark about ocelli, dark patch labrum, tawny clypeus; olive-green body, variable banding, 
similar to Ponderosa 3. 

Cytology: Male haploid complement, n.7, of the fourteen chromosomes in oogonial 
mitosis, twelve are paired including two or three pairs of metacentrics. One of the two 
unpaired members is longer than the other chromosome. 
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Contorta Species 1. Probably 7\[eodiprion nanulus contorta? Ross (Figs. 34, 35). Host, 
Pinus contorta. Distribution, British Columbia. 

Adult Female: 6mm. Head, orange. Thorax, orange, pale brown longitudinal scutal 
markings. Abdomen, orange. Saw, between abietis and nanulus. 

Larva: Head-capsule, black to tawny, sometimes orange with deep brown marking 
joining ocelli. Resembles Ponderosa 3; olive-green body, black or gray banding. 

Cytology: Male chromosomal complement, n.7, six pairing metacentries one small 
dot-shaped chromosome associated with the nucleolus. 

“Douglas Fir Sawfly.” Part of the abietis complex from B.C. does not fit description of 
7T werneri Ross, N- deleoni Ross, nor J\(. scutellatus Rohwer. (Figs. 36, 77)- Host, 
Pseudotsuga taxifolia. Distribution, British Columbia. 

Adult Female: 6-7mm. Head, orange, black-rimmed ocelli. Thorax, orange, prescutum 
with black heart-shaped markings, black longitudinal and dot markings on scutum. Abdo¬ 
men, orange. Saw, abietis-like. 

Larva: Head-capsule black to dark, orange crescent above ocelli, half of clypeus and 
labrum clear; olive body, irregular banding. 

Cytology: Male haploid complement n.8, six pairing metacentrics, one small dot¬ 
shaped chromosome, one elongate. The six metacentrics are almost identical in size, pairing 
recognized by different stages of condensation. 

J\[eodiprion tsugæ Middleton. (Figs. 64-67, 81, 82). Host, Tsuga heterophyla. Distribution, 
British Columbia. 

Adult Female: 5-6mm. Head, orange, black-rimmed ocelli. Thorax, orange with 
variable heart-shaped and longitudinal and dot markings, or complete brown prescutum 
and scutum. Abdomen, clear. Saw, between abietis and 7\[. nanulus contorto?. 

Larva: Head-capsule, black to tawny; body clear green distinct black, gray banding. 
Cytology: Male chromosomal complement, n.7, two pairs equal-sized metacentrics. 

one smaller pair, one elongate chromosome. Large chromosome may be undercondensed. 

Lecontei Group (Former swainei and lecontei Complexes of Ross, 1951) 

J\[eodiprion swainei Middleton. (Figs. 54-57). Host, Pinus ban\siana. Distribution, north¬ 
eastern Quebec to Manitoba. 

Adult Female: 6-8mm. Head, orange to tawny, black-rimmed ocelli, dark sutures. 
Thorax, Pale to tawny with pale or dark brown prescutum, scutum, scutellum white. 
Dark longitudinal marks on scutum of some. Abdomen, brown, white intersegmental folds. 
Saw, variable. 

Larva: Head-capsule, varies from clear orange through various shades of brown to 
black; yellow body, variable supraspiracular patches and banding. 

Cytological Findings: Male haploid complement, n.8. All fairly elongate, showing 
pairing tendencies. 

J^eodiprion lecontei Fitch. (Figs. 41-45). Hosts, Pinus ban\siana, Pinus resinosa. Distribu¬ 
tion, Ontario, Quebec. 

Adult Female: 10mm. Head, orange dark-rimmed ocelli. Thorax, orange, with or 
without brown-black heart-shaped mark on prescutum, dark longitudinal marks and spots 
on scutum, scutellum white. Abdomen, brown-black dorsum, orange patching first segment, 
white intersegmental folds. Saw, variable. 

Larva: Head-capsule orange, black-rimmed ocelli; body yellow, variable but clear 
banding and spotting on supraspiracular, spiracular and addorsal region. 

Cytology: Male haploid complement, n.7, all fairly long metacentrics. In late prophase 
one chromosome appears as somewhat dot-shaped then elongates by metaphase. Smith 
(1942), found the centromeres to be median in all chromosomes except one. 

Njeodiprion pinetum Norton (Figs. 46-50). Host, Pinus strobus, Distribution, eastern. 

Adult Female: 7mm. Head, orange-brown, black-rimmed ocelli. Thorax, tawny 
colour, black laterally. Abdomen, orange, second last segment, black. Saw, variable. 
Resembles 7\[. com par. 

Larva: Head-capsule, black; body, yellowish, black patching supraspiracularly and 
addorsally. 
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Cytology: Male haploid complement, n.7, seven squat metacentros when fully con¬ 
densed, almost equal-sized. Pairing in all but one chromosome. 

Xeodiprion virginianus Rohwer. (Figs. 37-40). Host, Pinus ban\siana. Distribution, Eastern, 
particularly Ontario. 

. Adult Female. 9mm. Head, orange to tawny, black-rimmed ocelli. Thorax, prescutum, 
whitish, to orange, scutum orange with or without brown lateral markings, scutellum 
whitish. Abdomen, orange, dark intersegmental marking, last three segments, black in part. 
Saw, variable. 

Jt is interesting that Atwood and Peck (1943) were careful to note in their synonymiz- 
ing of J\[eodiprion dubiosus Schedi with J\[eodiprion rugifrons (now J'feodiprion virginianus), 
that they were not convinced that dubiosus was not actually a separate species rather than 
merely a colour variety of rugifrons . The chief difference appeared to be the overwintering 
of dubiosus in the egg stage rather than as prepupae. Schedl’s original holotypes had dark to 
black abdomens as well. In the course of four year’s summer rearings, a certain proportion of 
“Heodiprion virginianus” emerged in the laboratory in the autumn, and the emerging 
females were consistently darker than spring-emerging females. It is entirely possible that 
two “species” are involved. 

Larva: Head-capsule, orange, dark-rimmed ocelli, body yellow, black banding and 
patching. J\[eodiprion swainei and Aleodiprion virginianus are easily separable in the larval 
stages at the Ontario-Quebec border. Towards the Manitoba border, however, the pattern- 
ing of both with a tendency towards the breaking up of solid bands into patches is strikingly 
similar. The larvae are frequently separable only on the basis of either careful rearing or a 
comparison of the life history stage of each when found under natural conditions. 

Cytology : Male haploid complement, n.7, with six metacentrics forming three pairs of 
different size and one odd elongate chromosome. 

leodiprion maurus Rohwer. Host, Pinus ban\siana. Distribution, Ontario. 

Adult Female: 7mm. Head, black, straw-coloured labrum. Thorax, black. Abdomen, 
dorsum, black, venter straw-coloured. Saw, variable. Resembles sertifer group. 

Larva: Head-capsule, black; yellowish body, pronounced supraspiracular patching, 
addorsal banding to patching. 

Cytology: Male haploid complement, n.7, chromosone complements indistinguishable 
from those of tyodiprion pratti ban\sianæ and leodiprion tædæ tædæ. 

Jfeodriprion tædæ tædæ Ross. Host, Pinus tæda. Distribution, Virginia. 

Adult Female, Larva: See Tfeodiprion pratti ban\sianæ Rohwer. 
Cytology: Male haploid chromosome complement, n.7. Complements strikingly 

similar to those of pratti ban\sianæ. 

J\[eodiprion pratti ban\sianæ Rohwer (Figs. 51-53). Host, Pinus ban\siana. Distribution, 
Central Manitoba, Ontario, and Quebec populations sampled. 

Adult Female: 7mm. Head, orange, black-rimmed ocelli patching around antennae. 
Thorax, prescutum grayish-white, scutum, black, yellow laterally whitish scutellum. 
Dorsum, tawny. Saw, variable. 

Larva: Head-capsule, black; body yellow, supraspiracular banding with all degrees of 
variability to sparse spotting, other spotting. Definite tendency towards solid banding in 
races from Bruce County, southern Ontario. Adults and larvae of Af tædæ tædæ from 
Virginia differed no more from those of J\[. pratti ban\sianæ than did races of ban\sianæ 
from each other. 

Cytology: Male haploid complement, n.7, one large pair of metacentrics, two smaller 
pairs and one fairly large chromosome are present. Some oogonial divisions consistently 
showed a three-lobed chromosome. 

leodiprion compar Leach. (Figs. 58-63). Host, Pinus ban\siana. Distribution, Ontario. 

Adult Female: 7mm. Head, black, distinctive round straw-coloured spot on vertex, 
part of clypeus and labrum yellow brown. Thorax, abdomen, black. Saw, variable, close to 
lecontei. 

Larva: Head-capsule, black, light yellow round spot on dorsal part of frons, sinuous 
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white area from inner margins of antennæ across head cutting part of clypeus. Labrum with 
lighter brown markings; body olive-green, dark green banding, to black. 

Cytology: Male haploid complement n.7, with one very long chromosome in early 
metaphase. Extreme difference in timing of contraction characterizes members of the 
chromosome complement. In male two equal-sized pairs of chromosomes, a smaller pair and 
one odd. 

Miscellaneous Species 

Diprion (Diprion) similis Hartig. (Figs. 4-9). Host, Pinus. Distribution, Canadian, intro- ‘ 
duced Nova Scotia to Manitoba, sampled also in England, Scotland, some European 
collections. 
Adult Female: 12mm. Head, black, yellow posteriorly, labrum, clypeus. Thorax, 

“shoulders” yellow with black patches, prescutum yellow, black heart-shaped markings, 
scutum yellow, longitudinal and dot-shaped dark markings fused, scutellum, yellow. 
Abdomen, shiny blue-black, yellow laterally on second and third segments dorsally, and 
from eighth segment on. Saw, variable. 

Larva: Head-capsule, black to tawny, lighter about labrum and clypeus, body olive- 
green, dark mosaic intricate black pattern overall. 

Cytology: Male haploid complement, n.7. Smith (1941) said that D. (D.) similis 
although intermediate in size between D. polytomum and D. nemorum, was diploid in the 
male, tetraploid in the female and included spermatogonia! plates showing fourteen chromo¬ 
somes, oogonial of twenty-eight. He claimed that spermatogenesis followed the typical 
pattern for the Hymenoptera, with the fourteen univalents that align themselves on the 
first metaphase plate all going to one pole at first anaphase. Second anaphase saw the separa¬ 
tion of split halves producing two telophase nuclei with fourteen chromosomes each. 
He said that failure to form bivalents was not evidence that the fourteen chromosomes were 
two homologous sets of seven. The fact that no quadrivalents were formed in the egg was no 
argument against evidence of polyploidy since the bivalents were extremely small and the 
chiasma frequency low. The finding aroused great interest in this animal polyploid. 

No indication of polyploidy (here implying n.14 in male) was found in either Canadian 
introduced or European sertifer. In all cases both male and female cells were comparable in 
gross size to those in other species of Diprion and of 7\[eodiprion, without the increase in 
size which might be expected in ploidy. The males showed metaphase plates of 7 chromo¬ 
somes, the females 14. The complements did not lend themselves to detailed study in the 
preparations made, however three pairs (in the male) of metacentrics were almost equal¬ 
sized, with a seventh varying from short to elongate depending upon the stage of division 
and degree of condensation. It is proposed that D. (D.) similis is not, after all, a polyploid 
in the sense implied. 

Diprion (Diprion) pini (Linnaeus). Host, Pinus. Distribution, Europe. 

Adult Female: Almost identical with D. (D.) similis. 
Larva: Head-capsule, black, body, yellow to olive-green with variable black banding 

and spotting. 
Cytology: Male haploid complement, n.7. Similar to D. (D.) similis. 

Diprion (Gilpinia) frutetorum Fabricius. (Figs. 10, 12). Host, Picea. Distribution, Ontario. 

Adult Female: 8mm. Head, black, white clypeus, round patch between antennae. 
Thorax, “shoulders”, white prescutum, black, scutum black, yellow laterally, scutellum, 
white. Abdomen, yellow with black band as posterior border each segment. Saw, variable, 
close to hercynice. 

Larva: Head-capsule, black; olive-green body, black banding. 
Cytology: Male haploid complement, n.7, with two fairly long pairs one shorter pair 

of metacentrics, one elongate chromosome. 

Diprion (Gilpinia) hercynice (Hartig). (Fig. 11). Host, Picea. Distribution, introduced, all 
Canada, from Europe. 

Adult Female: 8mm. Head, black, cream-coloured posteriorly to ocelli. Thorax, black. 
Abdomen, black, yellow lateral banding. Saw: variable. 

Larva: Head-capsule, pale green, brown markings, body white, green stripes. 
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Cytology: Male haploid complement, n.7- Smith’s (1941) analysis of D. (G.) hercyniœ 
was so thorough that any redescription would be superficial. In several cases, however, 
a dot-shaped chromosome is detectable on a mid-metaphase plate. At the diplotene stage in 
the female, two chromosomal masses remain undercondensed and faintly staining for some 
time. 

ADDITIONAL CYTOLOGICAL DETERMINATIONS 

In preliminary working over of Australian reared material (to be published in the 
Proc. Linn. Soc. L{.S. Wales) the writer has established three 8-counts in species of 
the genus Perga, one in the genus Philomastix (Family Pergidæ) and two in the genus 
Pterygophorus (Family Pterygophoridæ). The complements are markedly uniform in chromo¬ 
some size and show pairing. 

Slides of early pupæ and prepupae of Pi\onema alas\ensis and Pi\onema dimmocl{ii 
in subfamily Nematinae, family Tenthredinidae, show male haploid counts n.8 which are 
indistinguishable from each other as well as from complements of Pristiphora geniculata, 
another Nematine. Pairing is evident as early as mid-metaphase in primary spermatocytes. 
One large pair of chromosomes is usually associated with the nucleolus. One species of the 
Nematine genus Anoplonyx also yielded a male count of 8. 

Arge pectoralis and Arge clavicornis in the family Argidæ, appear almost as cytologic- 
ally homogeneous as they are by adult and larval morphological standards. Clavicornis has 
7 dumb-bell shaped metacentrics, one elongate member, all fairly uniform in size. Pectoralis 
has one pair of strikingly large chromosomes. As only second divisions were available, 
unfortunately no detailed comparisons could be carried out with the material on hand. 

One of the best examples of pairing of sawfly chromosomes is in the currant sawfly, 
Njematus (Pteronidea) ribesii. Sanderson (1932) provided an excellent detailed analysis of 
the chromosomes of Pteronidea. Her redetermination of the chromosome number as n.9 
instead of n.8 in no way lessens the validity of her work. Although impressed by a high 
degree of so-called ’"pairing” in many of the complements, the many exceptions and dis¬ 
crepancies forced her to discard any pairing hypothesis. Obviously many of these “excep¬ 
tions” could have been accounted for by the fact that an odd number of chromosomes (9) 
was actually present. Sanderson’s work remains a valuable contribution to the “pairing 
controversy” and demands reconsideration and re-explanation. As already stressed 
Sanderson is no longer convinced of the pairing phenomenon. 

DISCUSSION 

In the preceding pages of descriptions, members have been designated “species” only 
if, on the basis of correlated adult, larval and cytological evidence they are consistently 
separable. In every case descriptions are based on summaries of from ten to one hundred 
specimens or more. In all cases members of colonies, of neighbouring populations, and of 
populations from different geographical locations were examined. Correlated adults and 
larvae are available for every case of a cytological preparation. 

According to Dobzhansky (1941), “species are formed when a once actually or 
potentially interbreeding array of Mendelian populations becomes segregated in two or 
more isolated arrays,” and “Races may be defined as Mendelian populations of species 
which differ in the frequencies of one or more genetic variants, gene alleles, or chromosomal 
structures.” In the Diprionidae there is a definite possibility that active hybridization is 
occurring and that the so-called species are not only incipient, implying a wealth of vari¬ 
ability which has not yet settled into a standard form, but also are part of a vast monotypic 
genus of one or a very few species. The application of Dobzhansky’s dynamic criteria can 
only come through cross-breeding and hybridization attempts under both laboratory 
and natural conditions. F. L. Waterhouse, Queen’s College, Dundee, has been performing 
just such experiments with races in the Tenthredminæ (as yet unpublished) with most 
interesting results. As a preliminary to hybridization work it is imperative to establish 
certain morphological limits in the test material. In the writer’s original work, ranges of 
variability are illustrated of, for example, the head, thoracic and abdominal sculpturing 
and colouring, saw morphology, and larval variability. A few descriptive details have been 
supplied here merely to indicate the presence of variability. 

Individual variation is particularly striking in colonies of laboratory reared material 
under different conditions of temperature and humidity e.g. in adult size, patterning and 
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colouration, and hence care must be taken in drawing descriptive conclusions. Colonial 
variations are particularly striking in swainei, virginianus, and A[. pratii ban\sianoe 
and a predominance of certain variations in certain parts of the country within species 
populations is clearly indicative of racial variation e.g. the light and dark “races” of J\[. 
pratti ban\sianæ. Rearing of these particular species in the laboratory indicated that, in 
general, their type of diapause, life history and accepted ecological pattern are by no means 
irrevocably settled. For instance forms that normally overwinter as diapausing prepupae 
regularly, in the laboratory, show a certain percentage of autumn emergence. These facts 
apply similarly to most members of the Diprionidæ examined. As isolating factors under 
natural conditions therefore, diapause time and life history pattern are none too stable. 

Throughout sawflies, host preference characteristics frequently provide important 
clues to sawfly distribution and implied spéciation. Pinus ban\siana, one of the commonest 
hosts, stretches from the Atlantic to the Rocky Mountains. Pinus strobus and Pinus 
resinosa are restricted to an area about the Great Lakes from the Maritimes to the Manitoba 
border. Pinus ponderosa is restricted to the southern Pacific coastal region with a jog into 
British Columbia where the four Ponderosa Species were collected. Pinis contorta is found 
in the southern part of British Columbia and Alberta with a connecting link around the 
Rocky Mountain block by way of Washington state. Picea forms a thick covering over 
the entire country, a source of food for spruce feeders from coast to coast. Abies spreads 
from the Atlantic midway through Alberta while an Alpine type is found on the western 
side of the Rockies. Pseudotsuga and Tsuga follow the Pacific coastline with a small extension 
into Alberta. Most species in the lecontei group follow the jack-red-white pine distribution. 
The sertifer group show an interesting split in host trends. JJ. abietis as a balsam-spruce 
feeder is found from Newfoundland to the Rocky Mountains, possibly on the Pacific Coast 
as well. The douglas fir sawfly is found on Pseudotsuga in the southeastern part of British 
Columbia as is A[. tsugce on Tsuga. The remainder of the group feed upon species of Pinus. 
H- sertifer on introduced Scots pine seems so far restricted to southwestern plantations but 
there is increasing evidence of a similar, possibly native form, in the northern parts of 
Ontario and Quebec on other pines. In the genus Diprion, the introduced D. (D.) similis 
follows a Pinus distribution, D. (G.) hercyniæ and D. (G.) frutetorum one of Picea. The 
remaining Diprionid, Monoctenus juniperinus follows Juniperus only. Interest centres on 
the relationship between species on either side of the Rocky Mountain barrier, JNfi abietis 
and JJ. nanulus are well represented from the east coast to the Rocky Mountains and 
strikingly similar forms are found on the Pacific coast. Any species on Pacific coast hosts 
seem to have flourished in that place. Ross (1955) hypothesized a widespread diprionid 
ancestor in North America from which an eastern segregate evolved the entire lecontei 
group, a western segregate evolved the sertifer group. JJ. sertifer is presumed to have arisen 
from a member of the genus spreading from western North America to eastern Asia and 
ultimately across Eurasia and re-introduced into America in the east. The two transcon¬ 
tinental A[. abietis and JJ. nanulus species in the sertifer group, following a spruce-balsam 
bridge across the continent in the one case a pine bridge in the other, are believed by Ross 
to have evolved in the west and spread to the east. The writer believes that it might also be 
argued that the trend in spéciation of North American sawfly groups might include a 
European introduction to the Atlantic coast and a gradual spread to the Rocky Mountains 
with a slower spread to the Pacific coast. Those reaching the Pacific would remain there 
becoming quickly geographically isolated. The extreme similarity of members of the sertifer 
group in British Columbia and on the opposite side of the Rocky Mountains renders it 
certainly extremely unlikely that separate Atlantic and Pacific introductions are involved. 
If the species in question are native to the country or are Atlantic introductions from Europe 
the single complex distribution of species in British Columbia as opposed to the two-group 
one for the remainder of the country is more easily explained as an isolation of one or a 
few species of the group on one side of a geographic barrier and their consequent evolution. 
An explanation is lacking for the widely different generic distribution in the Diprionidæ in 
Europe and North America i.e. emphasis upon the Diprion genus in Europe, the 
JJeodiprion in America. 

It is apparent that the species differ more in life history, ecological or geographic 
niche and host preference than in stable morphological characters. An added suggestion 
that spéciation is indeed incipient. 
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Turning to the morphological characters of the group these are, as has been mentioned, 
strikingly homogeneous. There are certain definite characteristics that make a diprionid a 
diprionidand notan argid, for instance, but when we descend to the so-called species level 
character summarizations are necessary. Crowson (1953) developed a “non-congruence 
principle” whereby taxonomic groups are not usually to be distinguished from the nearest 
related ones by more than one really constant character. His theory is applicable to broad 
sawfly separation, e.g. orthandrious as opposed to strophandrious genitalia for the two main 
lines of families. Beyond this level it is necessary to separate groups on variations in com¬ 
binations of characters both adult and larval. One drawback to a combination character 
analysis for species is a common tendency to regard all characters of equal value with little 
or no regard to the character’s morphological role or evolutionary age which distorts the 
concept of one species’ position in relation to its neighbour’s. 

Within sawflies set series of adult and larval characters appear “worked upon” at 
different evolutionary levels. These are, in the adult, the punctation, the genitalia; in the 
larva, the setal number, annulation, patterning and colouration externally, rectal teeth and 
crypt arrangement on the gut internally etc. For sawflies as a whole the cytology of the 
chromosome complements has proved a valuable additional factor to separate groups and 
the species within the groups. 

The genus Monoctenus is regarded as providing a natural morphological link to the 
Tenthredinidæ on the one hand, the sertifer group of the Diprionidæ on the other. The 
haploid count, n.7, presumed more specialised than a primitive 8 count (based upon a theory 
of primitive ploidy) is of interest and it is imperative to examine more species in the genus. 
The genus Diprion is not so homogeneous from a subgeneric point of view, as it is fre¬ 
quently supposed. Differences between D. (D.) similis and D. (D.) pini and the two species 
of Diprion (Gilpinia) are as great if not greater than those separating Diprion from Monoc- 
tenus. The lecontei group seems to be the more “settled” cytologically, n.7, and possibly 
morphologically. T'f. swainei, n.8, although a morphological unit in the group is the one 
species that was formerly granted separate complex status. The sertifer group is one of the 
most interesting from an evolutionary as well as an experimental point of view. There is a 
definite intra-group two host split Abies'Piced'Pseudotsugd'Tsugd on the one hand, Pinus 
on the other. There is also a two-chromosome number split not quite synonymous with 
the host division: n.8 in Abies'Piced'Pseudotsugd feeders; n.7 in the Pinus feeders and the 
species on Tsugd. Tfeodiprion tsugee adults and larvæ have been taken in association with 
Pinus monticold and it would be interesting to find out whether or not this exception to 
the host-chromosome number split is a primary or secondary feeder on Pinus. dbietis 
and the douglas fir sawfly are strikingly similar in many characters and close to tsugee. 
7\[. sertifer, 7\[. ndnulus ndnulus and ndnulus contonee closely resemble one another with 
sertifer adult characters close to those of dbietis, ndnulus larval. Among the remaining pine 
feeders in the group, the four ponderosd species resemble ndnulus more closely than they do 
sertifer. There is a definite trend in the sertifer group and only time and hybridization work 
will tell whether or not these forms have settled as true morphological species, and whether 
or not the degree of similarity between them is correlated with the degree of reproductive 
isolation. By leaning heavily upon both adult and larval characters and using cytology as a 
limiting factor for final decisions, the writer believes it is at least possible to delimit and 
describe the groups included and to tag accordingly future samples for hybridization 
experiments. 

There are some cytological observations that play an integral role in the general 
morphology of the species as well as special role in study pertaining to the evolution of 
the order Hymenoptera. In the first place, the male haploid, female diploid ratio (or male 
diploid), female tetraploid, as the writer suggests) appears to hold in all body tissues. 
A series of first instar larvae were sectioned and found to fall into the two suspected male 
and female ratio in all developing tissues. Secondly a high degree of ploidy is found in all 
species in certain regions. Examples of complements at least 16 ploid were found and in 
gonadal tissues there were large prominent cells, some at least 8-ploid, of unknown func¬ 
tion. 

In the Diprionidæ and neighbouring sawfly families few groups possess well-differenti¬ 
ated chromosomal sets, regular division and synchronization of degree of condensation and 
timing of division both in mitosis and meiosis. 
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As already stressed workers in the past have suggested that four was the basic 
chromosome number of the order Hymenoptera. The writer wishes to revive this old 
theory for varied reasons. 

In the Diprionidæ examined so far, only three 8-counts have been established, two'in 
the sertifer group, one in the lecontei, however there are no associated characters of the 
forms in question that would suggest that these were any more “primitive” than the 
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remaining members with 7 counts or variations thereof (on a ploid theory basis simple 
multiples of the basic four would tend to cytological prinutiveness unless one postulated 
initial reduction to a 7 count and then multiplication of a chromosome secondarily). Support 
for a basic four theory has been sought in investigations of the possibility of there being a 
degree of homology between certain members of a chromosomal set e.g. in a so-called “hap¬ 
loid” or chromosome set and hence a degree of morphological similarity in sises of pairs, 
possibly a tendency towards “pairing” or lying close together in late prophase and early 
metaphase, and, in general, a similarity in timing of division and degree of condensation 
between members of “pairs”. In female chromosome complements where natural pairing 
arrangement of male and female homologues from each parent occurs the “pairing”, on 
this hypothesis, would include so-called loose “groups of four”. When Smith (1941) 
reported finding D. (D.) similis a polyploid, White (1948) stated “if this species is really a 
polyploid, it is rather difficult to see how it could have arisen from a form in which diploid 
individuals were females unless some kind of a Habrobracon mechanism were present (if the 
diploid males of Habrobracon were fertile, one could imagine them becoming the founders of 
a diplotetraploid race analogous to Diprion simile)". White added that if heterozygosity 
for an “x-factor” determines femaleness in Diprion simile ( = Diprion (Diprion) similis) 
he would like to know how the males were kept homozygous. Although the writer believes 
that D. (D.) similis is not a polyploid exception in the Diprionidæ, she believes that male 
Hymenoptera are diploid female tetraploid, or rather that based upon information from 
primitive sawfly groupings, Cynipidæ and some higher Hymenoptera there is strong 
cytological evidence that they are. If this is the case, White’s queries, as do those of everyone 
interested in the why’s of sex determination and genetic equilibrium, apply to the Hymenop¬ 
tera as a whole not just a suggested ploid member in a single sawfly species. 

There are two aspects of species constitution in Hymenoptera that make it particularly 
difficult to substitute a theory of diploidy-tetraploidy for haploidy-diploidy. One, the fact 
that so far genetically there is no actual indication of polyploidy in various groups, the 
other, the fact that polyploidy would tend to upset the fine sex balance in any bisexual 
species. White (1948) claims that recessive mutants that are sex-limited in their expression, 
so that they produce no effect on the male, will be in a special position in organisms with 
male haploidy. This he believed might possibly explain why in social Hymenoptera the 
males are all of one type while the females are differentiated into several castes. In sawflies, 
generally, the males are strikingly monotous in morphological characters as compared to the 
females. Based upon an haploidy postulate this character monotomy is vaguely interpretable. 
Discarding this for a concept of diploidy-tetraploidy removes the possibility unless the 
diploid male complement may act as a haploid in so far as certain visible characters are 
concerned, i.e. have certain regions present without their genetic homologues. In somewhat 
the same vein workers such as the Whitings and Rothenbuhler argue that there is certainly 
in Habrobracon and in bees no evidence of any characters suggesting a diploid condition 
on the one hand a tetraploid on the other. The writer agrees that had ploidy occurred 
recently in the evolution of the Hymenoptera so that sets of chromosomes were actually 
pairs of genetic homologues, some genetic indication of the condition should be found. 
Its universality in an order and its occurrence far back in time would suggest that chromo¬ 
some sets that had evolved with only a slight degree of genetic homology remaining between 
all or a few pairs of original homologous chromosomes. The greatest difficulty in accepting 

Figs. 1 to 3. M. juniperinus. Fig. 1. Oogonial mitosis. Fig. 2. Early diakinesis, female. Fig. 3. Spermatogonial 
mitosis. Figs. 4 to 9. D. (D.) similis. Fig. 4, 6. Early to Mid-diakinesis, female. Fig. 5. Metaphase in primary 
spermatocyte. Figs. 7 to 9. Meta phases in secondary spermatocytes. Fig. 11. D. (G.) hercyniœ. Mid'diakinesis, 
female. Figs. 10, 12. Early metaphases, primary spermatocytes, D. (G.) frutetorum. Figs. 13 to 21. abietis. 

Fig. 13. Oogonial complement. Figs. 14 to 18, 20, 21. Metaphases in primary spermatocytes. Fig. 19. Pachytene 
chromosomes, female. Figs. 22, 23. 7s[. sertifer. Oogonial complement and metaphase in primary spermatocyte. 

Fig. 24. >I n. nautilus. Oogonial complement. Figs. 25 to 29. Ponderosa Sp. 1. Metaphases in primary sperma¬ 
tocytes, Fig. 29 showing pairing and “lagging” chromosomes. Figs. 30, 33. Ponderosa Sp. 2. Metaphases in pri¬ 
mary spermatocytes. Fig. 31. Ponderosa Sp. 4. Oogonial complement. Fig. 32. Ponderosa Sp. 3. Metaphase in 
primary spermatocyte. Figs. 34, 35. H. n. contonee Oogonial complement and metaphase in primary spermatocyte. 

Fig. 36. Douglas fir sawfly. Metaphase in primary spermatocyte. Figs. 37 to 40. ?i. virginianus. Fig. 37- Premeiotic 
telophase, female. Figs. 38, 39. Metaphases in primary spermatocytes. Fig. 40. Early diakinesis, female. Figs. 41 to 
45. lecontei. Figs. 41, 42, 44, 45. Early diakinesis, female. Fig. 43. Late prophase, primary spermatocyte. 
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a diploid-tetraploid theory for the Hymenoptera is in explaining the method of sex deter¬ 
mination. White’s (1948) postulate that a diplotetaploid race might become established if 
diploid males (Habrobracon system) were fertile. Morphological proof of the presence of 
diploid males, e.g. presence of characters from both parents as in bees and Habrobracon is 
lacking as already suggested. In all sawflies reproducing by facultative parthenogenesis, 
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brother-sister matings are the rule not the exception which should, on the Habrobracon 
scheme, lead to a preponderance of diploid males. White (1948) stressed that where no 
diploid males were found in certain Hymenoptera it would be better to regard haploidy as 
being male-determining per se while admitting the Habrobracon scheme as a special method 
of sex determination for Habrobracon. Substituting diplotetraploidy without diploid males 
for haplodiploidy the writer is forced to conclude that the answer lies in the 2-1 tetraploid 
female to diploid male ratio with sex determination resulting from a delicate complemental 
balance. 

In all species of sawflies examined, the writer observed pairing in the complements of 
males both in mitosis and meiosis, “pairing” implying, (1) a pair of equalised chromosomes 
of close to identical morphology, (2) identical timing of division and degree of condensation 
in both members, and (3) occasionally, physical proximity of the members of a pair. “Pairing” 
was involved in female complements as well, in this case groups of four chromosomes showed 
close resemblance to one another. The closest to complete pairing was observed in squash 
preparations of T^ematus (Pteronidea) ribesii, n.9. In odd counts, one chromosome is left 
unpaired, in even counts, such as n.8 of abietis two chromosomes usually differing in 
morphology remain. “Pairs” are frequently identified by precocity or lagging in the timing of 
condensation at late prophase. 

It is tempting to suppose that the odd chromosome or pair of chromosomes in male 
sawflies, the odd pair or four in the female might have something to do with sex determina- 
tion, e.g. at least possess a number of sex loci if they are not actual sex chromosomes. All 
that may be said at this time is that frequently the odd chromosome or pair of assorted 
chromosomes tends to be particularly heterochromatic and remain attached to or in the 
vicinity of the nucleolus or nucleolar remnants; that whereas these chromosomes show 
marked precocity in division timing, the single odd or two odd members show a similar 
precocity and usually became particularly highly condensed at metaphase in comparison 
with the remaining chromosomes of the complement, (e.g. the dot-shaped chromosome of 

abietis). 

What is needed to postulate male diploidy and female tetraploidy in the Hymenoptera, 
is a ratio scheme of sex determination (in all probability close to the Drosophila scheme of 
balanced X-chromosomes and autosomes) which lends itself to an explanation of uniform 
male morphology, graded female variability, and the species potential of the groups. 

It is obviously unnecessary to stress that this work is a survey of a group and a dis¬ 
cussion of cytological implications, and by no means a completed study. It is hoped that 
it has been complete enough, (1) to illustrate some morphological groupings for future 
hybridization work, (2) to establish the value of cytology as an additional taxonomic tool 
in sawflies and to point out the possibilities of more detailed analyses in all species comple¬ 
ments, (3) to contribute at least an idea or two to evolutionary Hymenoptera concepts, and 
finally (4) by resurrecting the old basic-4 Hymenoptera theory, to challenge other investi¬ 
gators not to prove or disprove the theory so much as to explain existing phenomenon of 
“pairing”. 
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Figs. 46 to 50. pinetum. Fig. 46. Early diakinesis female. Figs. 47 to 50. Metaphases in primary spermatocytes. 

Figs. 51 to 53. N- P■ ban\sianœ. Fig. 51. Oogonial complement.Fig. 52. Early diakinesis. Fig. 53. Metaphase in 
primary spermatocyte. Figs. 54 to 57- N- swainei. Fig. 54. Diakinesis female. Figs. 55 to 57- Metaphases in primary 
spermatocytes. Figs. 58 to 63. N- compar. Fig. 58. Premeiotic telophase, female. Fig. 60. Metaphase in primary 
spermatocyte. Figs. 59, 61 to 63. Early diakinesis, female. Figs. 64 to 67. N- tsugæ. Figs. 64, 66. Oogonial compie* 
ments. Figs. 65, 67- Metaphases in primary spermatocytes. Fig. 68. P. geniculata. Metaphase in primary sperma* 
tocyte. Figs. 69, 71- A. clavicornis. Meta phase in primary spermatocyte. Fig. JO. A. pectoralis. Metaphase in 
primary spermatocyte. 
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ability at all times for invaluable consultation. 
All drawings of chromosome plates were made with an Abbe camera lucida. A Zeiss 

microscope was used, 120X objective, 10.5X ocular with a final magnification of 3000. 
Photographs of these plates are at a magnification of 6600. Chromosome photomicrographs 
were taken with a Zeiss microscope, 120X objective, 20X ocular, the final magnification 3500. 
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DISCUSSION 
A. R. Whiting (Mrs.). In Habrobracon, genetic tests of large numbers of loci have 

consistently demonstrated that males breed like haploids, heterozygous females like diploids, 
and that each chromosome of the male (haploid) complement is genetically differentiated 
from the others. 

P. W. Whiting. Sawflies belong to a different suborder of Hymenoptera from those 
upon which genetics work has been done. It is possible that in this group, the Symphyta, 
$ $ may be tetraploid, c? cf diploid. There is need of genetics work to supplement the 
cytological. 



Studies on the Chromosomes of Coleopteran and Hemipteran 
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ABSTRACT 

During my cytological studies on Coleopterous and Hemipterous insects, I have noticed 
significant relations between autosomes and sex chromosomes in some groups of related 

species indicating a balanced condition. Two types of relationships were observed. (I) Quanti' 

tative balance is held between the total length of autosomes and X chromosomes. This type is 

found in some species groups of Coccinellidæ, Rutelinæ (Scarabeidæ) in Coleóptera and 

Pentatomidœ in Hemiptera. (II) Change in the number of autosomes is accompanied by a 

change in the number of X'chromosomes (in the case of multiple sex chromosome mechanism). 

This type is found in some species groups of Coreidæ, Reduviidæ and Pentatomidæ in 
Hemiptera. 

Based on the studies of triploid intersexes in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster. 

Bridges (1921) found that the sexual characters are determined by a number of genes which 
are distributed in autosomes and sex chromosomes. He classified these genes into two types, 
the male-determining and the female-determining genes. The male-determining genes are 
located in the autosomes, while the female-determining genes are carried by X chromosomes. 
The net sex is determined by the balance of the sex-determining genes distributed in auto¬ 
somes with those located in the X chromosomes. The balance theory of genes has been 
confirmed by Schweitzer (1922), Dobzhansky and Schultz (1934), Ono (1935), Wettstein 
(1937) and others. 

The question arose, what will be the quantitative relation between autosomes and 
X chromosomes among related species having a different chromosome number or a different 
chromosome constitution? I have pointed out (Yosida 1946, 1947, 1952) that a quantitative 
balance between autosomes and sex chromosomes might characterize related species. With 
this possibility in mind, I have studied the chromosomes of several species of Coleóptera 
and Hemiptera. I will report here the results of my observations. 

QUANTITATIVE BALANCE BETWEEN AUTOSOMES AND 

X CHROMOSOMES IN RELATED SPECIES 

Fig. 1 shows the chromosomes in spermatogonial cells and spermatocytes of eight 
species of Coccinellidæ, Coleóptera. As shown in the figure, they have 16, 18 or 20 chromo¬ 
somes in spermatogonial cells. The sex-chromosomes are always X-Y in the male. Fig. 2 
shows a serial alignment of chromosomes of these eight species. Although there is a differ¬ 
ence in chromosome number,—16, 18 and 20—among the eight species, they have a similar 
karyotype. “A” chromosome, shown in this figure, is generally large and V-shaped, “B” 
chromosome is small and V-shaped. While the “C”, “D” and “E” chromosomes are large 
and J-shaped, the chromosomes “F” to “I” are short and J- or rod-shaped. However, the 
length and the shape of each chromosome is more or less different according to the species. 
For instance, the size of chromosomes in Epilachna vigintioctomaculata is generally very 
large, in contrast with that in Hippodamia tredecimpunctata. X chromosomes are in all 
species J-shaped, but their length is more or less different. On the other hand, the size of 
Y-chromosome is generally small, though differences between the species are apparent. In 
Fig. 3 a graphic comparison of chromosomes of the eight species is given. The figure rep¬ 
resents the length of each chromosome pair measured on an arbitrary scale. In Table I, 

TA 
“T. A.” in the twelfth column stands for the total length of autosomes, and ——1 is the 

A 
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ratio of the total length of autosomes to the length of the X chromosome. It follows from 
this table that the total length of autosomes is very different among the eight species. The 
length of the X chromosome also varies considerably. However, it should be noticed that 

in spite of the considerable differences, the value of is nearly the same in all species 

studied except for Harmonia axyridis. The autosome/sex chromosome ratio fluctuates 
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Fig. 1. Chromosomes in eight species of Coccinellidae. Species names are given in the first column in abbreviated 
forms. H. a. = Harmonía axyridis. C. b. = Coccinella bruchi. C. c. = C. crotchi. E. v.m. = Epilachna vigintú 
octomaculata. E. v.p. = E. vigintioctopunctata. E. p. = E. pustulosa. S. g. = Synonycha grandis. H. t. = Hip' 

podamia tredecimpunctata. (From Yosida 1946, 1948). 

around 16. This relation found in Coccinellidae seems to suggest a quantitative balance 
between autosomes and X chromosomes in related species. 

I have also studied (Yosida 1949) the chromosomes in four species of Scarabeidae, 
Coleóptera. These covered three species of Rutelinae (Anomala rufocuprea, A. corpulenta 
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Fiß- 2. Serial alignments of chromosomes in Coccinellidae. The Roman letters in the first column are abbreviations 
of the species names, as in Fig. 1. (From Yosida 1946, 1948). 

and Popillia jdponicd), and one species of Cetoniinæ (Glycyphdnd fulvistemmd) (Fig. 4). 
The three species of Rutelinæ have 18 chromosomes in the diploid condition, but G. 
fulvistemmd of Cetoniinæ has 20 chromosomes. The karyological analysis is shown in 
Fig. 5. The male has X and Y chromosomes. The length of chromosomes is shown schematic' 
ally in Fig. 6 by the same method as for Coccinellidae. The results of measurements are 
shown in Table II. The total length of autosomes (T. A.) and the length of X chromosomes 
vary among the four species. However, the value of the autosome/X chromosome ratio 
T A 

X is almost the same for the three species of Rutelinæ, while for G. fulvistemmd of 

E F G H I X Y 

lililí., h 

nu h h nil 
!! !! I! !! Il li 

h h il h .. !! 
Fig. 3. Graphie comparison of chromosomes in eight species of Coccinellidae. Letters on the left side are abbrevia* 
tions of species names, as in Fig. 1. 
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TABLE I. Relative Length of Chromosomes and Ratio of Total Length of Autosomes 
to Length of X Chromosome (T.A./X). 

\. Chroms. 
TA. 

Spp. N. 
A B C D E F G H I X Y T.A. 

X 

H.a. 113 63 67 63 50 44 29 30 20 429 14.3 

C.b. 83 67 89 69 52 52 44 36 30 12 492 16.4 

C.c. 89 73 60 58.5 50 41 41 35 26 27 10 473.5 17.5 

E. v.m. 113.5 77 86 86 82 69 65 57 52 40 9.5 709.5 17.7 

E. v.p. 110 61.3 50 50 42.5 37.5 33.8 17.5 25 15 402.6 16 1 

E.p. 79.7 66.9 63.3 51.1 53.5 49.9 48.7 43.8 39 28 14 495.9 17.1 

S.g. 76 67 78 66 69 42 42 36 34 30 10 510 17.0 

H.t. 72 64 54 52 28 26 20 18 8 22 ? 342 16.5 

Remarks: Letters A, B.and I denote autosome pairs, while X and Y denote X and Y chromosomes re* 
spectively. T. A. stands for total length of autosomes. H. a. = Harmonia axyridis. C. b. = Coo 
cinella burchi. C. c. = Coccinella crotchi. E. v.m. = Epilachna vigintioctomaculata. E. v.p. = E. 
viginticoctopunctata. E. p. = E. pustulosa. S. g. = Synonycha grandis. H. t. = Hippodamia trede' 

cimpunctata. 

Cetoniinæ it is considerably different. On the basis of the comparison of the autosome/X 
chromosome ratio, it may be said that the three ruterine species are closely related to one 
another, but their relation to G. fulvistemma of the Cetoniinæ appears to be rather remote. 

Further, the autosome/X chromosome ratio in 17 species of Pentatomidæ, Hemiptera, 
was examined. As Fig. 7 shows, they are divided into three groups, having 12, 14 and 16 
chromosomes. Six species have 12 chromosomes, nine species 14 chromosomes, while the 
remaining two species have 16 chromosomes. The sex chromosomes of the male in all 
species consist of X and Y. Interesting is the fact that the species with 12 chromosomes 
generally possess a small X, while the species with 2n = 14 and 16 chromosomes have a 
large X. The total length of autosomes and X chromosomes of 10 species reported in 1946 
is shown in Table III. Although the total length of autosomes and X chromosomes varies 
by species, the autosome/X chromosome ratio seems to be almost always the same, fluctuât- 
ing around 12. 

The length of all chromosomes in two related species (Tenodera superstitiosa and 
Paratenodera aridiforia) of Mantidæ, Orthoptera, was measured in detail by Oguma (1921). 

TABLE II. Relative Length of Chromosomes and Ratio of Total Length of Autosomes 

to Length of X Chromosome (T.A./X). 

Species A B C D E F G H I X Y T.A. 
T. A. 

X 

A.r. 84 106 75 79 64 49 51 36 22 12 544 24.7 

A.c. 80 82 72 67 52.5 37 25 30 18 13 445.5 24.7 

P.j. 98.5 116.5 85 103.5 93.5 79 66 29 27.0 9.5 671 24.8 

G.f. 65 76 59.5 57.5 56.5 51 47 42 36 23 4 490.5 21.3 

Remarks: Letters A, B,.. . and I denote autosome pairs, while X and Y denote X and Y chromosomes respective^ 
ly. T. A. stands for total length of autosomes. A. r. = Anomala rufocuprea. A. c. = A. co pulenta. 
P. j. = Popillia japónica. G. f. = Glycyphana fulvistemma. 
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Fig. 4. Chromosomes in Scarabeidæ. (From Yosida 1948). 
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Fig. 5. Serial alignments of chromosomes in Scarabeidæ. The Roman 
abbreviations of the names of species. A. r.. = Anomala rufocuprea. 
japónica. G. f. = Glycyphana fulvistemma. (From Yosida 1948). 

letters on the left side of the figure are 
A. c. = A. corpulenta. P. j. = Popillia 
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Fig. 6. Graphic comparison of chromosomes in Scarabeidæ. Letters on the left side are abbreviations of the species 

names, as in Fig. 5. 

TABLE III. Relation Between Autosomes and X Chromosomes in Male Germ Cells 
of Pentatomidæ. 

Species 2 n Length of chromosomes 
T. A. 

X 
T. A. X Y 

A.canthosoma labiduloides 12 59.7 4.7 4.2 12.7 

Acanthosoma denticauda 12 55.9 5.0 4.0 11.2 

Coptosoma punctissimum 12 64.7 5.0 3.0 12.9 

Elasmostethus humeraris 12 52.0 4.2 3.3 12.3 

Eusarcoris lewisi 14 49.7 5.4 3.0 12.2 

Eurydema rugosa 14 61.6 6.0 3.0 10.2 

Halyomorpha picus 14 59.0 5.0 2.5 10.2 

Lelia decern punctata 14 83.0 6.0 4.0 13.8 

Pentatoma japónica 14 75.5 6.0 3.0 12.5 

Palomena angulosa 16 71.2 5.0 3.0 12.9 

They have a multiple sex'chromosome apparatus consisting of XX-Y in the male. From the 
T.A. 

data given by Oguma, I have computed their autosome/X chromosome ratio . As 
X 
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shown in Table IV, the ratio in T. superstitiosa is 29.0, and that in P. aridifolia is 29.1. 
From the comparison of the above data, it can be said that in these two species the quantità-« 
ti ve relation between autosomes and X chromosomes is very accurately balanced. 
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Fig. 7- Chromosomes in Pentatomidae. Letters in the second column are abbreviations of the species names. A.l. 
= Acanthosoma labiduloides. A.d. = A. denticauda. C.p. = Coptosoma punctissimum. E.h. = Elasmostethus 
humeraris. P.b. = Picromerus bidens. C.b. = Coptosoma biguttula. E.l. = Eusarcoris lewisi. E.r. = Eurydema 
rugosa. H.p. = Halyomorpha picus. L.d. = Lelia decern punctata. P.j. = Pentatoma japónica. A. f. = A elia 
fieberi. C.a. = Carbula abbreviata. G.r. = Graphosoma rubrolineatum. P.r. = Pentatoma rufipes. P.a. =Palo' 
mena angulosa. E.m. = Eusarcoris melanocephalus. (From Yosida 1947, 1950). 

It is well known that in Drosophila (Bridges 1939) the Y chromosome is generally 
empty in relation to the sex genes. There are many animals having the sex-chromosome 
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mechanism of X-O type. A comparative study of the chromosomes of two species of Oxya 
(O. vicina and O. velox), Acrididæ, Orthoptera, has been carried out by Kobayashi (1949). 

TABLE IV. Chromosomes in Two Species of Mantidæ (Orthoptera) (Oguma 1921). 

Species 2 n Sex'chrom. T.A. Xi +X2 Y 
T. A. 

X, +X2 

Tenodera superstitiosa 27 XiX2 - Y 41.5 14.36 4.63 29.0 

Paratenodera aridifolia 27 XA-, - Y 48.47 16.51 5.10 29.1 

These species have 23 chromosomes in diploid condition, their sex-chromosome mechanism 
being of X-O type. Kobayashi has measured the length of all chromosomes of the two species 
(Table V). According to him, the karyotype of O. vicina is 2L + 2Mi + X + 5M2 + 2s 
(total 23), and that of O. velox 2L + 4Mi -f- X + 3M2 + 2s (total 23). The total length 
of autosomes of O. vicina was 36.45 and that of O. velox was 43.75. The length of X 
chromosomes in these two species was 4.35 and 5.0, respectively. In spite of the difference 
with regard to the total length of autosomes and length of X chromosomes, the value of 
autosome/X chromosome ratio for O. vicina and O. velox was found to be 8.94 and 8.74, 
respectively. 

Based on the above data, the conclusion may be drawn that the autosome/X chromo¬ 
some ratio is nearly the same in related species. In other words, it can be said that in animals 
a certain balanced condition will hold between the autosomes and the X chromosomes. 

CHANGE IN THE NUMBER OF AUTOSOMES IS ACCOMPANIED BY A 

CHANGE IN THE NUMBER OF X CHROMOSOMES (IN CASES OF 

A MULTIPLE SEX CHROMOSOME MECHANISM) 

In five species of Coreidæ, Hemiptera, (Yosida 1947, 1950) I found that there was a 
numerical parallelism between autosomes and X chromosomes. As shown in Table VI, 
one species (Acanthocoris sordidus) has 24 chromosomes in diploid condition, while others 
(Mesocerus marginatus and Pachycephalus sp.) have 22 chromosomes. All three species 
have a sex-chromosome mechanism of XX-O type. On the other hand, two other species of 
Coreidæ (Corizus sp. and Riptortus clavatus) have 13 chromosomes in diploid condition 
and X-O in the male. From these observations I (Yosida 1947, La Kromosomo 3-4, p. 140) 
have pointed out “many papers on studies of chromosomes in Coreidæ have reported that 
the majority of species in this family have 2n = 13 or 22. The group of species having 
2n = 22 have two X chromosomes while those with 2n = 13 have single X chromosome. 
This indicates a certain quantitative balance between autosomes and X chromosomes in 
the related species of Coreidæ”. 

It is known that many species of bugs belonging to the Reduviidæ, Hemiptera, have 
a multiple sex-chromosome mechanism. I have observed (Yosida 1947) that. Velinus nodipes 
of this family possesses a multiple sex-chromosome mechanism of 4X-Y. According to the 

TABLE V. Chromosomes in Two Species of Oxya (Acrididæ, Orthoptera) (Kobayashi 
1949). 

Species 2 n 
Type of autosomes 

Sex'chrom. T. A. X 
T. A. 

Short m2 Mx Long X 

Oxya vicina 23 4 10 4 4 X-O(cf) 36.45 4.35 8.94 

Oxya velox 23 4 6 8 4 x-o(cT) 43.75 5.0 8.74 
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TABLE VI. Chromosomes in Five Species of Coreidae (Hemiptera) (Yosida 1947, 1950). 

Species No. of chrom. ( $ ) Sex-chrom. ($) 

Acanthocoris sordidus 24 xx-o 

Mesocerus marginatus 22 xx-o 

Pachycephalus sp. 22 xx-o 

Corizus sp. 13 x-o 

Riptortus clavatus 13 x-o 

list of chromosome numbers in animals by Makino (1951), many species of this family have 
multiple sex chromosomes, such as 2X-Y, 3X-Y and 4X-Y. The relation between the chromo¬ 
some number and sex chromosome mechanism is listed in Table VII. Although the nu- 

TABLE VII. Relation Between Autosomes and Sex Chromosomes in Reduviidæ 
(Hemiptera) (From Makino 1951). 

No. of chrom. Sex-chrom. ( 6 ) No. of species observed 

28 3X-Y 8 
27 2X-Y 2 
26 5X-Y 1 
26 3X-Y 1 
26 X-Y 1 
25 4X-Y 1 
24 X-Y 1 
23 2X-Y 1 
12 X-Y 1 

merical relation between autosomes and X chromosomes is not always distinct, it may be 
said that species having many autosomes tend to possess multiple X chromosomes. 

In the foregoing, I have mentioned that 17 species of Pentatomidæ have 12, 14 or 16 
chromosomes in diploid condition. Many investigators have recognised that the majority 
of species in this family have 2n = 12, 14 and 16. However one species (Thyanta calceata) 
of this family has 2n = 27 and the sex-chromosome mechanism of the type XX-Y (Wilson 
1911). 

Insects of the order Plecoptera also have a multiple sex-chromosome mechanism 
(Matthey and Aubert 1949). The relation between autosomes and X chromosomes is 
shown in Table VIII. As can be seen from the table, the increase in chromosome number 

TABLE VIII. Chromosomes of Plecopteran Insects (Matthey and Aubert 1949). 

Species 2 n(ô) Sex-Chrom. ($) 

Périodes intricata 33 XXX-O 
P. jurassica 31 xxx-o 

P. microcephala 27 XXX-O 
Isogenus imhoffi 26 xx-o 

I. alpinus 26 xx-o 
I. fontium 26 xx-o 

Perla cephalotes 26 xx-o 
P. abdominalis 26 xx-o 
P. marginata 22 xx-o 

P. maxima 19 x-o 
P. immarginata* 10 X-Y 

* By Nakahara (1919) 
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is accompanied by an increase in the number of X chromosomes. Similar phenomena have 
also been recognised in spiders (Araneida) (Hackman 1948). The results obtained by Hack' 

TABLE IX. Chromosomes of Araneida (Hackman 1948). 

No. of chrom. (n) No. of species observed Sex-chrom. ( ô ) 

18 1 XXX-O 
16 2 xxx-o 
16 3 xx-o 
13 20 xx-o 
12 9 xx-o 
11 8 xx-o 
11 3 x-o 
10 22 xx-o 
10 1 x-o 
9 1 xx-o 
6 1 ? 

man are summarised in Table IX. A certain numerical relationship between autosomes 
and sex chromosomes can be recognised. 

From the above investigations it can be said that increase in the number of autosomes 
is accompanied by an increase in the number of X chromosomes. Moreover, it may be 
said that a quantitative balance between autosomes and X chromosomes will hold in some 
groups of related species. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

From comparative studies of chromosomes in some groups of Coleóptera and Hemip' 
tera, I have pointed out that a quantitative balance should exist between the autosomes and 

TA 
the X'chromosomes. The quantitative ratio of autosomes to X chromosomes, that is - v - 

X 
of the present article, appears to be nearly constant so far as different species within a 

T A 
group are concerned. For instance, -in seven species of Coccinellidæ, (Coleptera), 

A 

was about 16. The same ratios in three species of Rutelinæ (Scarabæidæ, Coleóptera), in 
ten species of Pentatomidæ, (Hemiptera), in two species of Mantidae, (Orthoptera), and 
in two species of Oxya, (acrididæ, Orthoptera) were approximately 24, 12, 29 and 8 re' 
spectively. 

A relation between polyploidy and multiple sex chromosomes has been discussed by 
E. Goldschmidt (1953) and Gates (1953). Their conclusions are similar in that the multiple 
sex chromosome mechanism is accompanied by polyploidy. It seems highly probable that 
the increase in the number of autosomes goes with that in the number of X chromosomes, 
maintaining a quantitative equilibrium. 

As mentioned above, I have found no definite relation of Y chromosomes to the 
quantitative balance between autosomes and sex chromosomes. However, this consideration 
may not apply to all species groups. According to Westergaard (1940), the Y chromosomes 
in Melandrium species seem to have sex'determining genes. The number and the size of Y 
chromosomes in such a species group should be important for the mechanism of sex de' 
termination. 

If studies on the quantitative balance of autosomes and sex chromosomes are carried 
out in many groups of animal species, the relation between the chromosome constitution 
with regard to sex determination and the differentiation of species may become clear. 

I acknowledge here my gratitude to Professor Sajiro Makino of the Hokkaido Univer' 
sity for his valuable advice and important criticism. 
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DISCUSSION 

E. Goldschmidt (Mrs.). The results with DNA measurements obtained by Professor 
Schrader and Dr. Hughes-Schrader in recent years have cautioned us against inferring upon 
polyploidy from simple count of chromosome numbers. Robertsonian changes and chromo- 
some fragmentations may change chromosome numbers without affecting DNA content. 
The DNA measurements have also demonstrated that desoxyribonucleic content may 
undergo drastic changes while the chromosome number remains constant. These results 
have virtually deprived us of any hope of detecting polyploidy by DNA measurements 
even though it might exist. 

D. D. Miller. In the genus Drosophila there must be a number of cases of closely re¬ 
lated species differing greatly in autosome material/X chromosome material ratio, since 
interchanges of chromosome material have frequently taken place. 
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Chromosomal Polymorphism in a Species of Weevil 
By Stanley G. Smith 

Forest Insect Laboratory 

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. 

ABSTRACT 

Fusion of non'homologous autosomes is shown to dccount for different individuáis of 
Pissodes approximate having diploid numbers of 30, 31, and 32 chromosomes. The distri' 

bution of this polymorphism in Ontario is plotted, and evidence is presented that the fusion 

homozygotes enjoy a selective advantage over both the homozygous unfused and heterozygous 
fusion individuals. 
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The Cytology of Ptinus hirtellus Sturm and its Parthenogenetic 
Triploid Form P. latro Fab. 

By Ann R. Sanderson 

University of St. Andrews, Queen’s College 

Dundee, Scotland 

ABSTRACT 

Breeding experiments at the Pest Infestation Laboratory (D.S.I.R.) indicate that P. latro 
and P. hirtellus comprise a single polymorphic species. The male latro is unknown. Female 
latro X male hirtellus produce latro only. In hirtellus 2n = 18; maturation in both sexes and 
fertilization appear normal. Latro is triploid, 3n = 27; no irregularities are apparent in the 
two maturation divisions, presumably because a precocious chromosome split occurring in 
prophase leads to the formation of 27 pseudobivalents with retention of the triploid number. 
This view is supported by the occurrence in very young oocytes of bouquet stages apparently 
showing the triploid number of loops. Further, in late oogonial mitoses there is a distinct 
tendency to separation of chromatids before congression in metaphase. This centromeric anti' 
cipation however is also apparent in somatic cells of both male and female hirtellus. 

The role of hirtellus sperm in latro development has not yet been fully elucidated. Eggs 
from virgin females never pass beyond ffirst metaphase. Eggs laid by inseminated females 
are stimulated to complete maturation by a sperm, or sperms. Haploid nuclei found in 
certain eggs possibly arise from sperms. Many eggs show abnormal cleavage spindles with 
laggard chromosomes. 

The tentative conclusion is that P. latro is a parthenogenetic triploid derived from P. 
hirtellus. Successful completion of maturation in the latro egg, however, is apparently still 
dependent on the presence of the sperm. Gynogenesis occurs as a normal feature of reproduc' 
tion in certain Turbellaria and Ffematodes and has been recorded in an earthworm, but this 
appears to be only the second record in insects. In the psychid moth Luffia lapidella Goeze 
the parthenogenetic form is inseminated by the male of the bisexual form. The sperm fuses with 
the egg nucleus but the embryo develops from the diploid polar nucleus (LfarbebHofstetter, 
1935. La pseudogamie chez Luffia lapidella Goeze (Lepid. Psychide). Rev. Suisse de Zoologie, 
62, Fase. 2 (Ho. 9)). 

DISCUSSION 

J. G. Robertson. Do you know of any hormonal determination of sex in insects? 

A. R. Sanderson (Miss). No—quite uninformed on this. 

H. Kalmus. Could Dr. Sanderson tell us something about the geographical distribu¬ 
tion of the two races? 

A. R. Sanderson (Miss). The only information I have is in an unpublished paper by 
R. W. Howe, Slough (D.S.I.R.). Known in America and Europe—in Britain hirtellus has 
been known for the last 100 years. 

D. D. Miller. Are there tissues (or organs) in which cell size could readily be com¬ 
pared between P. latro and P. hirtellus—such as the compound eyes or wing cells? 

A. R. Sanderson (Miss). I think measurements could be made. As far as I know no 
statements have been published by the Slough entomologists—Moore fsf Woodroffe— 
who discovered the parthenogenesis. 

W. C. Rothenbuhler. Mackensen and previous workers have reported the produc¬ 
tion of females by unmated queen honey bees. Would this be another case of gynogenesis? 

A. R. Sanderson (Miss). No. This would be thelytoky. Gynogenesis is a form of 
parthenogenesis in which the egg requires activation by a sperm. Gynogeny is the produc¬ 
tion of female offspring. Perhaps it would be less confusing if we used the term “pseudo- 
gamy” and dropped the term “gynogenesis”. 
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Paper Chromatography in Insect Taxonomy 
By J. G. Robertson 

Entomology Division 

Ottawa, Ont. 

ABSTRACT1 

Eighteen insects of the orders Coleóptera, Lepidiptera, Diptera, and Hymenoptera, were 
examined for chemical differences by paper chromatographic techniques. Development was 
carried out in a butanol'acetic acid'water system. The location of separating components was 
determined with shortwave ultraviolet light, ninhydrin, and ammoniacal silver nitrate. The 
work represents an evaluation of the method for taxonomic purposes. The analyses are com' 
plicated by pattern differences evident in larval, pupal, and adult stages of the same species, 
ideographic isolates within Malacosoma disstria and Chamæpsila rosæ and physiological 
entities within Pristiphora erichsonii show identical patterns; however, differences are found 
at interspecific levels. As the technique can be considerably refined, it is concluded that paper 
chromatography is a valuable taxonomic tool. 

DISCUSSION 

Micks. I would advise extreme caution in deriving a characteristic pattern 
formula based on the number of spots when there are differences in weight and age of the 
material and when the various insect species are not compared on the same chromatograms. 

J. G. Robertson. The formulae were assigned in such a way that they did most damage 
to the premise that the method would separate species. I randomised my spotting in order 
to overcome bias resulting from a desire to obtain differences at geographical and physiological 
levels. The paper makes clear difficulties associated with age and weight both interspecific^ 
ally and between classes. 

D. W. Micks. It surprises me that in the 2'dimensional chromatogram represented in 
slide No. 3 there are only about 9 spots, since practically all other workers studying different 
groups of insects have found at least 18 ninhydrnvpositive spots. It is most important that 
enough insect material be added to the paper. 

J. G. Robertson. Eoemophlceus spp. is a comparatively dry insect. If I apply more 
than 16 insects to the starting point I spread the load over my defined diameter (.75 cm.). 
This leads to streaking, which, of course, masks resolution. 

D. W. Micks. Were the chromatograms represented in your first slide obtained on 
a single sheet or did they represent a composite of separately run chromatograms? 

J. G. Robertson. No, the chromatograms were run on separate sheets but brought 
together for comparison on a single chart. 

D. D. Miller. Did any specific substances of known source (e.g., eye pigment) cause 
difficulty in analysis of chromatograms? Why did you use the heads of insects? Were 
members of same species always of same age? 

J. G. Robertson. I avoided differences due to individuality by setting acceptable 

frequency norms. If you do not accept this norm the spots of low frequency and which are 

distributed randomly in the chromotograms may be associated with eye pigment, diet, 

sex, etc. Heads are easily separated morphological entities and of a sise suited to this 
analysis. No. 

1 Paper published in the Canadian Journal of Zoology 35(3): 411-419,. 1957. 
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Etude de la Parthénogenèse Thélytoque Facultative 

d un Phasmide (Clitumnus extradentatus Br.) 
Par Joseph Bergerard 

Université de Paris 

Paris, France 

RÉSUMÉ1 

Les Phasmides sont connus pour presenter de nombreux cas de parthénogenèse thélytoque 
soit accidentelle (especes normalement bisexuees), soit obligatoire indéfinie (espèces où les 
femelles existent seules). Ce travail porte sur une parthénogenèse de type intermédiaire: 
l espece étudiée est, en effet, bisexuee, mais les œufs non fécondés éclosent à des taux très 
elevé s (60% environ). 

L etude genetique a permis d isoler des souches ou la parthénogenèse est totalement 
facultative, le pourcentage d éclosion des œufs vierges étant aussi élevé que celui des œufs 
fécondés. 

L etude embryologique comparee des œufs vierges et des œufs fécondés a permis d'établir 
que les embryons ont un développement tout à fait comparable dans les deux cas, sauf pour la 
phase initiale ou l evolution des embryons d origine parthénogénétique est beaucoup plus lente. 

L etude cytologique effectuée au cours de cette période montre qu après un début de 
segmentation haploïde, il se produit un blocage d un grand mombre mitoses en métaphase, et 
que le redoublement du nombre chromosomique résulte d un mécanisme analogue à celui de 
la mitose colchicinique. 

La parthénogenèse des Phasmes est connue depuis longtemps et a donné lieu à de 
nombreux travaux (pour la bibliographie complète, voir White 1951, 1954; Suomalainen 
1950). Les travaux les plus importants sont ceux de Cappe de Bâillon, Favrelle et de Vichet 
(1934-38) et Cappe de Bâillon et de Vichet (1940), qui en arrivent à distinguer dans ce 
groupe deux types d’espèces: 

1) Espèces à parthenogenese constante, où il n’existe pas normalement de mâles 
(thelytoquie indéfinie), ex. Carausius morosus. 

2) Espèces à parthénogenèse accidentelle où existent normalement les deux sexes, 
mais dont les femelles vierges pondent des œufs dont un pourcentage plus ou moins élevé 
donne naissance à des larves uniquement de sexe femelle. 

En fait, il n existe pas de differences essentielles entre les deux types: dans certaines 
especes etudiees par ces auteurs, le pourcentage d’éclosion des œufs vierges atteint en effet 
jusqu à 40% et ils admettent que les espèces purement parthénogénétiques doivent dériver 
d’espèces à parthénogenèse accidentelle par isolement fortuit de femelles non fécondées. 
Les Phasmides se révèlent donc comme un matériel particulièrement favorable chez les 
animaux, pour une etude du mécanisme de 1 isolement des races géographiques parthéno- 
génétiques. Malheureusement nos connaissances sur le mécanisme cytologique de cette 
parthenogenese sont imprecises (White, 1951). J ai donc repris cette étude sur une espèce 
d origine indochinoise, Clitumnus extradentatus, élevée depuis une dizaine d’années au 
laboratoire. Des études préliminaires m’ont montré que cette espèce normalement bisexuée 
presente une parthenogenese accidentelle tres importante; environ 60% des œufs vierges 
se^ développent jusqu a 1 éclosion de la larve (Bergerard, 1954). D’autre part, la sélection 
rn a permis d établir un certain nombre de souches à parthénogenèse réellement facultative 
où le taux d éclosion des œufs vierges se situe aux environs de 90% et n’est pas signifi- 
cativement différent de celui des œufs fécondés, après élimination de gènes léthaux ou 
simplement défavorables à la parthénogenèse. 

GARNITURE CHROMOSOMIQUE DE L’ESPECE 

L’étude des neuroblastes embryonnaires et celle des divisions méiotiques du mâle 
montre qu il existe dans cette espece 36 autosomes (17 paires de chromosomes acrocen- 
triques, plus une paire de petits métacentriques facilement identifiable). L’hétérochromo¬ 
some unique chez le mâle apparaît sous la forme d’un grand métacentrique. La détermi- 

résultats complets de ce travail ont fait I obier d une Thèse de doctorat, Paris (1957) en cours de publication au Bull. Biol. Fr. Beig. 
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nation génétique du sexe est donc du type X.O, tres cornrnun chez; les Phasmes et plus 

généralement ches les Orthopteroïdes. 

PHASE DU DÉVELOPPEMENT OU SE PRODUIT LA RÉGULATION 

CHROMOSOMIQUE 

Les œufs vierges incubés à 27°C présentent dans la plupart des souches isolées (type 
05) un retard de développement de 13 jours environ; la durée moyenne du développement 
embryonnaire est de 43 jours pour les œufs fécondés et de 56 jours pour des œufs vierges. 
L'étude embryologique précise montre que la totalité de ce retard est acquise au cours de 
la segmentation de l’œuf. A partir de la formation de la bandelette germinative, le develop^ 
pement des deux types d'œufs suit exactement la meme chronologie. Il est donc logique de 
penser qu’il se produit au cours de la segmentation de l’œuf vierge un phénomène qui lui 
est particulier et ne laisse plus de traces par la suite, et donc de rechercher si cette phase 
de développement ne correspond pas à la regulation chromosomique. 

De plus, dans l’une des souches étudiées ^ (N 4) le retard de développement est pjus 
important: l’éclosion n’a lieu, en moyenne, qu au bout de 64 jours d incubation a 27 C. 
L’étude embryologique précise montre que 1 allongement du temps de développement porte 
alors non seulement sur la phase de segmentation de 1 œuf mais aussi sur le debut de la 

Fig. 1. Correspondance entre la présence de mitoses haploïdes bloquées et le remplacement des cellules n par des 
cellules 2n. La courbe supérieure donne le pourcentage de métaphases haploïdes dans l’ensemble des métaphases 
normales, la courbe inférieure le pourcentage des métaphases bloquées par rapport à la totalité des cellules en 
métaphase. Explication de la double échelle des temps dans le texte. Chaque point correspond à une moyenne 
effectuée sur une dizaine d’embryons. 
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formation de l’embryon, pratiquement un peu au-delà du début de la formation du système 
nerveux. D’après l’hypothèse faite on peut donc penser que dans cette souche la régulation 
est plus tardive que dans les autres. Elle sera donc plus facile à étudier et c’est d’elle que 
nous parlerons tout d’abord. 

Fig. 2. Surface du vitellus d’un œuf vierge (souche N4) montée in-toto après 8 jours d’incubation. On remarquera, 
en haut, à droite une métaphase haploïde normale, du côté gauche, deux métaphases haploïdes bloquées et vers 
la droite, un stade plus avancé de diploïdisation. Les éléments des diplochromosomes sont séparés et un noyau 
diploïde ne va pas tarder à se reconstituer. 

Fig. 3. Métaphase haploïde normale (écrasement d’un embryon parthénogénétique au stade blastoderme) 19 
chromosomes; on remarquera le petit v autosomique et le grand V (hétérochromosome). 

Fig. 4. Métaphase haploïde bloquée (écrasement d’un embryon parthénogénétique au stade blastoderme). Les 
chromosomes sont doubles et ne sont plus reliés que par le centromère, d’où la forme en croix que prennent les 
deux métacentriques dont le plus grand est l’hétérochromosome. 
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ÉTUDE DE LA REGULATION CHROMOSOMIQUE 

On peut suivre dans la souche N i toute cette régulation par la méthode d’écrasement 
à l’acétocarmin pratiquée soit sur des œufs en segmentation, soit sur des embryons très 
jeunes. Au début de la segmentation il n’existe à la surface du vitellus que des cellules 
haploïdes (Fig. 3). Puis apparaissent des cellules diploïdes dont on peut suivre l’augmenta¬ 
tion du pourcentage tout au cours du développement jusqu’à un stade correspondant à la 
formation du système nerveux où il ne reste plus dans l’embryon que des cellules diploïdes. 
La courbe supérieure de la Fig. 1 montre cette disparition progressive des cellules haploïdes. 
On remarquera qu’elle est en réalité formée de deux parties. Au terme de sa segmentation 
l’œuf peut en effet poursuivre une prolifération des cellules haploïdes pendant un temps 
plus ou moins long, mais on constate que dès la formation de la bandelette germinative il 
existe toujours dans cette bandelette un petit nombre de cellules diploïdes et par la suite 
à chaque stade d’évolution embryonnaire correspond un pourcentage moyen de cellules 
diploïdes. J’ai donc été amené dans la deuxième partie de la courbe à utiliser comme échelle 
de temps, non la durée absolue d’incubation mais le stade d’évolution de l’embryon mesuré 
en jours par rapport au développement de l’œuf fécondé pris comme référence. 

Mais, dans les écrasements, on peut remarquer dès le 3ème ou 4ème jour d’incubation 
l’apparition, à côté des mitoses haploïdes normales, de mitoses d’un type spécial (Fig. 2). 
Les chromosomes y sont courts et divisés en deux chromatides qui ne sont plus attachées 
que par le centromère (Fig. 4). On peut noter, en particulier l’aspect en croix caractéristique 
des deux chromosomes métacentriques (X + petit v autosomique). De plus, des coupes ou 
des préparations de blastoderme in-toto montrent que ces chromosomes sont répandus sans 
ordre dans le cytoplasme de la cellule, achevant ainsi l’analogie de ce type de mitose avec 
la mitose colchicinique. 

La courbe inférieure de la Fig. 1 montre l’évolution du pourcentage de ces mitoses 
bloquées dans l’ensemble des cellules en mitose, au cours du développement de l’embryon. 
On notera que ce phénomène de blocage porte sélectivement sur les mitoses haploïdes et 
n’intervient jamais, à 27°C, sur les mitoses diploïdes. De plus, ces mitoses existent bien 
avant l’apparition des premières cellules 2n. 

Il est donc certain que la régulation chromosomique se fait ici au moyen de mitoses 
bloquées de type colchicinique, les deux éléments des diplochromosomes finissant par se 
séparer et la cellule reconstituant une membrane nucléaire unique qui englobe donc désor¬ 
mais 2n chromosomes. Ce mécanisme explique naturellement le caractère thélytoque de la 
parthénogenèse. 

D’autre part, signalons que des mesures histophotométriques effectuées grâce à 
l’appareil de Lison (1950) montrent le même phénomène de remplacement progressif des 
cellules haploïdes par des cellules diploïdes, ce qui donne une sécurité supplémentaire à 
l’interprétation des figures cytologiques. On trouvera dans l’article de Swift (1953) la 
bibliographie complète et la discussion de la valeur de cette méthode. 

Dans les souches à régulation plus hâtive (type 05) on constate qu’elle se fait en 
suivant un mécanisme identique mais qui s’accomplit cette fois tout entier au cours de la 
segmentation de l’œuf vierge, seule phase ralentie de l’embryologie. Au moment de la 
formation de la bandelette germinative, l’embryon ne contient plus que des cellules di¬ 
ploïdes. 

PROLIFÉRATION ANORMALE DE CELLULES HAPLOIDES 

Nous avons déjà dit que dans la souche N4 la bandelette germinative ne peut com¬ 
mencer à se constituer qu’en présence d’au moins quelques cellules diploïdes et que la 
diploïdisation est presque complète au moment de la formation du système nerveux. Mais 
pendant qu’à la surface du vitellus se réalise ce phénomène de régulation chromosomique, 
les cellules haploïdes continuent à se multiplier et envahissent d’une manière anormale le 
vitellus sous-jacent. Ce tissu ne participera jamais à la formation de l’embryon et les mitoses 
s y bloquent progressivement, les noyaux évoluent lentement vers un état pycnotique 
suivant donc ici une évolution classique, pour les mitoses colchiciniques, dans la plupart 
des tissus animaux. 
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ACTION DE TEMPERATURES PLUS BASSES SUR LE DÉVELOPPEMENT 

DES ŒUFS FÉCONDÉS 

A 18°C, le développement embryonnaire des œufs fécondés devient extrêmement lent 
(durée totale: environ 200 jours) et Ton constate que le blocage des mitoses apparaît cette 
fois dans des cellules diploïdes, au début du développement. 

Les phénomènes cytologiques et embryologiques sont alors entièrement superposables 
à ceux que nous avons décrits pour l’œuf vierge de la souche N4, en particulier, il se corn 
stitue un tissu interne qui disparaîtra ensuite par dégénérescence pycnotique des cellules, 
et 1 on voit apparaître localement de grosses cellules, au moins tétraploïdes. Il semble donc 
possible d’interpréter les phénomènes cytologiques et embryologiques qui se produisent 
dans les œufs vierges comme découlant d’un abaissement du métabolisme cellulaire, dû à 
l’haploïdie des cellules, mais qui apparaît d’une manière analogue dans les embryons db 
ploïdes grâce à un abaissement de température. Il est d’autre part remarquable que l’embryon 
de Clitumnus extradentatus paraît ne pas pouvoir évoluer au-delà de certains stades si le 
pourcentage de cellules diploïdes est trop faible. C’est de cet accord entre les phénomènes 
cytologiques et embryologiques que semble découler la régularité de la parthénogenèse 
facultative dans cette espèce, et ce phénomène distingue probalement les Phasmides d’autres 
Orthoptéroïdes, par exemple des Acridiens, où la parthénogenèse accidentelle est largement 
répandue mais ne donne la plupart du temps naissance qu’à des larves peu nombreuses et 
qui restent partiellement haploïdes (White, 1951). 
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DISCUSSION 

A. R. Sanderson (Miss). Do haploid embryos ever survive? 

J. Bergerard. Les embryons haploïdes ne peuvent poursuivre longtemps leur dé' 
veloppement, et semblent ne jamais dépasser dans cette espèce le stade de formation de 
premières cellules nerveuses (8e jour du développement des œufs fécondés dans les con' 
ditions expérimentales adoptées). 

E. Goldschmidt (Mrs.). Est'ce qu’il y a une compétition entre les cellules haploïdes 
destinées à mourir et les cellules diploïdes? 

J. Bergerard. En réalité, il existe les cellules situées en profondeur et dont le bloquage 
aboutit à une pyenose et celles situées à la périphérie qui donnent des cellules diploïdes à 
l’origine du futur embryon diploïde. 
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Methods for Estimation of Sùe of Corn Borer Populations1 

By T. A. Bancroft2 and T. A. Brindley3 

Iowa State College 

Ames, Iowa 

ABSTRACT 

Methods are given illustrating the use of nested sampling designs for the efficient estv 
mation of the mean and variance of corn borer populations. Such methods, involving optimum 
allocation, are extended to include the case of multiple available estimates of variance com' 
ponents. A proposal to consider optimum size of sampling unit as part of the optimum alloca' 
tion problem, for nested sampling designs in corn borer surveys, is presented. Some observa' 
tions on the national corn borer survey and stratified sampling with nested sampling are 
included. 

INTRODUCTION 

A sampling design is a method of selecting a fraction of the population in such a way 
that the selected sample represents the population. A sampling design frequently used in 
various scientific investigations for estimating the mean of a population is that of multiple 
random subsampling, sometimes called nested sampling. As a simple example, in estimating 
the population mean number of corn borer larvae for a selected sampling unit of, say, np 
plants, it is convenient for an entomologist to select a random sample of fields over a region 
defined as the population and a random subsample of sites within each field. From the 
larvae counts on the np plants per site, obtained by dissection, an estimate of the population 
mean number of borers per sampling unit or site and its variance and standard error may 
be obtained. The objective of any particular choice of number of fields and number of sites 
for the selected size sampling unit is to: (i) maximize the precision of the estimate obtained 
from a given amount of expenditure including personnel, time, and equipment, or (ii) 
minimize the cost of obtaining the sample estimate if the desired degree of precision is 
fixed. The problem of determining the optimum number of sampling units at each level to 
meet these requirements has been discussed by various authors, (Anderson and Bancroft, 
1952; Cassil, Wadley and Dean, 1943; Cochran, 1953; Gangali, 1941; Marcuse, 1949; 
Rojas, 1953; Sukhatme, 1954). 

Before presenting examples of nested sampling procedures, the structure of the mathe¬ 
matical model for the nested sampling design, assuming 2 levels will be explained. Let Xij 
denote the number of larvae obtained by dissecting the np plants on the jtn site of the ith 
field. Assuming that the effects of the different levels on the sampling units are additive, 

then x¡j = m + h + su (1) 

where i = 1, 2, . . . , m refers to a field, 
j = 1, 2, . . . , nB refers to a site within a field. 

The value m represents the general population mean and is a fixed constant. The components 
fi and su are assumed to be random variables with means and covariances equal to zer& 

and with variances °\ and °\, respectively, called variance components. The components 

fi and sij represent the effects peculiar to the fields and sites, respectively, and the cor¬ 
responding variance components represent the variabilities at the different levels. The 
The variance of x, on a per site basis, for the two level case is given by 

a2_ _ = V =*i + 

nf nf ns 

For the example under discussion we shall assume that the mathematical model (1) 
holds and that the sample number of fields nf and sites ns are small (<5%) relative to the 
population of fields and possible sites within any field. Also for the example considered 
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we shall assume that the sise of the subsampling unit, that is, the number of stalks or plants 
within any site, is fixed at np, and that equal numbers of sites, ns, will be selected within 
each field. Further, we shall ignore the effects of variation in field sise. More general 
methods; relaxing the assumptions that the mathematical model and the small relative 
sises of iif and ns to their population values holds; based on finite sampling methods are 
given in Cochrane (1953) and Sukhatme (1954). 

The procedures for obtaining optimum values for nf and ns for a proposed survey 
require either a knowledge of the values of the variance components attributable to the 
various levels or estimates from a preliminary survey. Since it would be unusual for an 
investigator to know the values of the components, estimates are usually obtained from 
a previous or preliminary survey. 

AN EXAMPLE OF OPTIMUM ALLOCATION: SINGLE AVAILABLE 

ESTIMATES OF THE VARIANCE COMPONENTS 

Consider the survey given in Special Report V-23 of the United States Department 
of Agriculture entitled “Interrelation of Factors Affecting Control of the European Corn 
Borer in the Boone County Area, 1953” by D. Lyle Goleman and Tom A. Brindley. The 
Boone County study area was established in the spring of 1950 for the purpose of obtaining 
data on the biology and ecology of the corn borer. Investigations have been continued 
during the active seasons of 1951, 1952, 1953, 1954,1955 and 1956. In 1953 a total of 88 corn 
fields were selected in a restricted random fashion as a representative sample of corn fields 
for the county. Within each field two sites were selected, and at each site a subsampling 
unit of 5 plants were chosen. All plants chosen were dissected and larval counts recorded. 
For our example, nf = 88, and ns = 2, while the subsampling unit size np = 5. While 
neither the fields or the sites were selected strictly at random, it will be necessary to make 
the assumption of random sampling and subsampling for the analysis which follows to 
hold. 

The following analysis of variance, on a per stalk or plant basis, for first-generation 
larvae-midseason, 1953, is given on page 22 of Special Report V-23: 

TABLE I. Analysis of Variance on a per Plant Basis. 

Source of variation Degrees of 
freedom 

Mean 
square 

Expected value 
of mean square 

Fields 87 2.5516 
ap + 5<7s + 10af = a2 + n»npffj[ 

Sites/fields 88 1.1080 
+ 5°l = °2 

Plants/sites/fields 704 .6335 a2 

Total 879 — 
P 

The analysis of variance in Table I includes a line for the variation of elements (plants) 
within the subsample units sites within fields in order that we may have a measure of the 
size of its contribution. By equating the expected mean squares to their estimates and 

solving the three^ equations, we obtain = .14436 and = E1080. Incidentally 

Gs = .09490 and = .63350; the latter being large relative to and °2S. 

The sample mean number of borers per plant is found by summing the individual 
observations of borer counts for each plant and dividing by 88 x 2 x 5 = 880 and turns out 
to be X = 0.2760. The variance of the mean on a per plant basis is found, by dividing the 
second term of (2) by np, to be 

- 0-2 
<7?. _ _L ! 2 

x nf nfnsnp 

.14436 1.1080 

88 + (88)(2)(5) 

= .00289977. 

(3) 
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The standard error of the mean is = 0.0538. We may find an approximate 95% 

confidence interval for the population mean number of borer per stalk, m, to be 

T-T a V < m < X +T a X 
1— a, 

P [[.02760-2(0.0538) <m <0.2760 + 2(0.0538)j = .95, 

P [o. 1684 <m <0.3836] = .95 

This means that, although the sample point estimate of the population mean m is 0.2760, 
the population mean m will be included in the interval 0.1684 to 0.3836, if we wish to be 
correct 95% of the time in making such statements. On a per hundred stalk basis this interval 
becomes 17 to 38. Point estimates alone are of little value. The width of the confidence 
interval gives a measure of the adequacy of the size of the sample taken and the adequacy 
of the allocation of the nf, ns, and np. For example, suppose that 176 fields were taken (nf 
= 176), two sites per field (n = 2), and 5 stalks per site (np = 5). This was the actual 

siz;e sample and allocation for the Boone County study for 1950. Further, let us assume the 
estimates of the variance components and the sample mean, obtained from Table 2, to hold 
for our hypothetical case. From (3) we obtain 

;2 .14436 1.1080 

- 176 + (176)(2)(5) 

- .00144982. 

In this case the 95% confidence interval, on a per 100 stalk basis, becomes 20 to 35 instead 
of 17 to 38. 

In practice it may be necessary to fix the overall cost of the survey or one may wish 
to specify the allowable variation (in effect the width of the confidence interval) in advance. 
In such case we need procedures for determining the optimum allocation for the levels for 
the nested design. 

In order to determine the optimum allocation of nf and ns, it is necessary to consider 
the functions: 

c(nf,ns) = nfcf + nfn3c'8 (4) 

V(nf,ns) = — +-• 
nf npnsnf 

Here the total cost c(nf,ns) is assumed to be an additive function of the costs at the two 
levels, that is, the cost of nf fields and nfn8 sites, where the cost per field and site is Cf and 
c's, respectively. In order to include the cost of dissecting a single plant in the analysis, 
we may take c's = cs + cpnp, where cs is cost of locating a site and cp the cost of dissecting 
one plant. Formulas for the optimum values of nf and ns, for the selected size of sub' 
sampling unit np, are obtained by minimizing V(nf,ns) subject to the constraint of a fixed 
overall cost c or by minimizing c(nf,n8) subject to the constraint that the allowable amount 
of variance is preassigned, V. The formulas for a fixed cost c and preassigned value np 
turn out to be 

(cf^p+np^s) 

np'Tfcs + Cpnp) 
(6) 

nf0 = 
c 

Cf + nsoCs 

c 

Cf+csnso+cpnsonp 

while the optimum formulas for a preassigned variance, V, are : 

nso 

_2 
C<2 V Cf(ffp+nPgs) 

npr^(c8 -b cpnp) 
(7) 

nfo = 
a\ ~bfT2/nspnp _ af-F17 /nso 4~ ^p/nspn! 

V V 
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For any given problem in hand, values for cf, cs and cp will depend on the values of 
nf, ns and np and hence would be difficult to determine precisely. In general, the larger 
the values of nf, ns, and np the smaller would be the respective unit costs ct-, cs and cp. 
For the Boone County study, within the possible ranges of variations of nf, ns, and with 
nP as the basic cost fixed at 5, a reasonable estimate is given by Cf = cs = 5cp. This means 
that the cost of visiting a field is the same as the cost of locating a site and each is 5 times 
the cost of dissecting one plant. These are estimates of average costs for the 6 years of 
duration of the Boone County study. Substituting these values in (6), assuming an overall 
fixed cost c, and based on the 1953 estimates, we obtain 

nso = .9 . 
Since ns0 cannot be fractional we take ns0 
using ns0 = 1 and fixed np = 5, from 

— 1. We obtain the optimum value of nf0, 

nf0 
15c, CfCsnso I cpns0np 

For the above costs estimates, the most efficient allocation of the sample, for a proposed 
survey with a fixed sample unit of np = 5, would result in a number of fields depending 
on the total cost of taking one site per field. Assuming cp = 10jé to be a reasonable estfi 
mate for the cost of dissecting one plant, and, say, c = $220 the total fixed cost available 
for the survey, then the optimum allocation would be nf0 = 147 and ns0 = 1. It should 
be pointed out, however, that, should it be desired to obtain an estimate of <r2 from the 

proposed survey, it would be necessary to take at least 2 sites within each field. 

If, instead of fixing the overall cost of the survey, we should preassign V as an allow' 
able amount of variance, the formulas (7) could be used to obtain the optimum estimates 
ns0 and nf0. 

OPTIMUM ALLOCATION: MULTIPLE AVAILABLE 

ESTIMATES OF THE VARIANCE COMPONENTS 

It is proposed in this section to extend the methods of Section 2 above to the case 
involving multiple available estimates of each of the variance components. In the case of 
the Boone County study the six years of data provide 6 estimates of each of the variance 
components. An unbiased estimator for the population variance component, say, <j2, as' 

suming that each of the 6 is an estimate of a common population variance component, is 
given by 

+ Í2 af + . . . + Í6 a{ 

1 2 6 
a2f = 

2.2 
°2 = 

fl H~ ^2 + • • • + fó 

where f¡ (i 1,2,... ,6) are the respective degrees of freedom accompanying each variance 
component estimate. 

Table II provides analyses of variance on a per plant basis for each of the six years 
for the First'generation larvaemndseason and for the Fall population larvae. For the First' 
generation, letting a\ = a2 and *2 = a2 +5 a2, we may calculate 

176(6.3460) -F 88(0.9300) + 88(0.0670) + 88(1.1080) + 32(11.7906) + 32(0.5781) 

176 + 88 + 88" + 88 + 32 + 32 ’ 
1697-8000 

504 

= 3.3687. 

If we assume that Satterthwaite s, 1946 approximate formula for the respective degrees of 
freedom, holds sufficiently well for our case, in which we have not assumed the component 
fi to be normally distributed, then 

¿2 = 51(0.8904) + 6(0.0870) + 5(.006l) + 23(.1444) + 9(1.6559) + 8(0.0631) 

51 + 6 + 5 + 23 + 9 + 8 
64.6920 

102 

= .6342 . 
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Substituting these values in the formulas given in (6) we obtain ns0 = -7- Correcting this 

to the nearest integer we find ns0 = 1 and nf0 = ¿ For Ci = 10i and c = $220 the opti¬ 

mum allocation for, say, 1956, a new survey using this method, would be ns0 = 1 and ff0 
= 147. Incidentally, these are the same values as those found in Section 2 for the single 
available estimate obtained from the 1953 data with a2 = 3.2634 and a* = .14436. 

The above method assumes homogeneity of the 6 estimates each of A and °2, and 
further it makes no use of any information which might be available from preliminary 
field observations for the year of the proposed survey. 

Now the graphs in Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 indicate a relationship between estimates 
of the variance components and corresponding estimates of the overall mean. With an 
estimate of the overall mean in hand, from preliminary field observations for the year of the 
proposed survey, estimates of the variance components, to be used in determining the 
optimum allocation, may be found from the graphs. 

TABLE II. Analyses of Variance for Boone County Data (per plant basis). 

Source 
First generation 
larvae^midseason 

Larvae-Fall 
population 

d.f. M.S. s2 d.f. M.S. s2 

1950 

Fields 175 15.2500 0.8904 175 7.1226 0.2969 

Sites/fields 176 6.3460 0.8455 174 4.1533 0.5293 

Plants/sites 1407 2.1186 2.1186 1393 1.5067 1.5067 

TOTAL 1758 3.8545 1742 2.3329 
1951 

Fields 87 1.80 0.087 87 3.23 0.140 

Sites/fields 88 0.93 0.090 88 1.83 0.164 

Plants/sites 704 0.48 0.480 704 1.01 1.010 

TOTAL 879 0.657 879 6.07 1.314 
1952 

Fields 87 0.1277 0.00607 87 8.0785 0.4160 

Sites/fields 88 0.0670 0.00180 88 3.9182 0.3485 

Plants/sites 704 0.0580 0.05800 704 2.1756 2.1756 

TOTAL 879 0.06587 879 2.9401 
1953 

Fields 87 2.5516 .14436 87 41.8073 3.10565 

Sites/fields 88 1.1080 .09490 88 9.7508 .61628 

Plants/sites 704 .6335 .63350 704 6.6694 6.66940 

TOTAL 879 .87276 879 10.39133 
1954 

Fields 31 28.3491 1.6559 31 90.8286 7.5716 

Sites/fields 32 11.7906 1.7019 32 15.1125 -0.9263 

Plants/sites 256 3.2812 3.2812 256 19.7438 19.7438 

TOTAL 319 6.6390 319 27.3154 
1955 

Fields 31 1.2814 0.0631 31 13.4241 0.7402 

Sites/fields 32 0.5781 32 6.0219 0.2972 

Plants/sites 256 0.6500 0.6500 256 4.5359 4.5359 

TOTAL 319 .7131 319 5.5733 

Previous studies (Bliss, 1953; McGuire, 1954) indicate that empirical distributions 
of corn borer larvae may be adequately fitted by such theoretical distributions as the negative 
binomial, contagious distributions, and the Poisson binomial. The variance law for these 
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distributions is given by er = m -j- km2, where cr is the population variance, m the popm 
lation mean, and k is a constant. Assuming that such a law would hold for the individual 
variance components and the overall mean, a straight line approximation of the form <r2 
— a + ßm> estimated by a2 = a -f bx, has been fitted by the method of least squares 
to each of the scatter diagrams in Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4. It will be noted that in each case 
the fit is excellent. 

The graphs in Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 now provide a method for estimating the variance 

components a\ = and = aP + , given an estimate x of the overall mean m. Sub' 

stituting these estimates, (r1 and in (6), optimum estimates ns0 and nf0 may be obtained 
for a proposed new survey. Using the actual sample mean for First generation, 1955, and 

the estimates of (71 and obtained from Figures 1, 2, we find ns0 = 1 and nf0 = 53. Two 
estimates may now be obtained for the variance of the sample mean x by using in turn the 

actual values used for ns and nf for First generation 1955 and the above optimum values 
These are found to be v(x) = .003778 and v(x) 0p = .003272. The relative efficiency of 
the optimum design to the actual design is 

R-E- = Tic n 100% = 115%- vWop 

This means that 15% more information would have been available from the 1955 First' 
generation survey using the optimum allocation than the values of ns and nf actually used. 
The respective 95% confidence intervals on a per 100 stalk basis turn out to be 31 to 56 
for the actual allocation and 32 to 55 for the optimum allocation. While, for this particular 
case, no great gain would have been made in reducing the width of the 95% confidence 
interval by the use of the optimum allocation, we have information that other means, 
such as increasing the overall sample size or a more judicious choice of size of sampling unit' 
must be sought to reduce the width of the 95% confidence interval. 
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OPTIMUM SIZE OF SAMPLING UNIT: MULTIPLE AVAILABLE 

ESTIMATES OF VARIANCE COMPONENTS 
In the examples presented the sampling unit consisted of a fixed number n = 5 of 

contiguous corn stalks. The overall efficient use of funds should involveTons,derations of 

subsamnlinTuffits^ch6 “"V WeU aS 0ptrum aIlocatIon °f numbers of sampling and 
sul sampling units. Such considerations are of particular importance for the examples dis* 

cussed earlier since the variation among stalks or plants within sites within fields "2 is 

fT t0 thevar,ati0n am0ng sites Wlthln fields ?s or to the variation among 
fields f. Methods are available (Cochran, 1953 Sukhatme, 1954) for determining the 

wnhffi e lchehrfvemp>n SUn,t fora defgn T0lulng 'arge Umts and a number smaller units 
each large unit Since ns0 = 1, such a design would be reasonable for our example- 

however, these methods require a knowledge of the functional relationship between tM 
anation between the smaller units within the large sampling unit and the number of 

X =0.7705 

<r| = 3. 4700 

2 _ 
°2 =-0.6969 + 5.4078 X 

3. 0 - 

1.5 3. 0 4-5 6.0 7.5 9.0 10.5 

Fig. 2. Boone County. First generation : = a + bX fitted by least squares. 

15. 0 

fnr l h ht I" f H arge sal?P mg un,'t; McGuire (1954) has investigated this problem 
HoU lgh eVu w 1"f“tatlon> l™t unpublished results based on an empirical study by F G 
Holdaway and H. C. Chang of the University of Minnesota indicate that this relationship 
changes with degree of infestation. In view of this, it appears that the variance component 

% is a function of the overall mean level of infestation x and the size of the sample unit np. 

For the corn borer example it would seem desirable to use a survey design and one 
analysis which would provide easily obtained optimum estimates for n„ as well as n and 

5^ ¿th^than 100^SlbI6 ahfalrly ‘f86 gamplÍn^ Umt Were USed’ but samPled at »bout 5 /0 rather than 100%. In such case, for the corn borer example, it would be possible to 
considerar example as a three level nested sampling problem. For example, suppose that 
the np 5 plants were a random sample from a sample unit of say, Np = l(X) plants 
a en at each site. For illustrative purposes let us suppose that the analyses of variance 
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obtained in Table 2 would still hold. Similar formulas to, (6) and (7) obtained for the three 
level case would now include optimum values np0 and nPo and would appear as follows: 

np0 = 

and 

nf0 = 
_c_ 

Cf ~b csnso ~b cpnsonpo 

nfo 
°f+^s/nso+Gl 'nsonpo 

V 

Figures 1, 5 and 6 provide a method for estimating af, and % for First generation 
1955, given an estimate x of the overall mean. Using the actual sample mean for First 
generation 1955, the estimates for the three variance components, and^the assumed cost 

relations, we find from (8) that npo = 4, ns0 = 1 and nfo = 57- Since % taken from the 

example is probably an underestimate of °p> if fact np = 5 were a random sample from 
Np = 100, then np0 = 4 is probably an underestimate for the optimum number of plants 
that should be taken for this hypothetical case. However, we may calculate v(x)oP and v(x) 
and find the relative efficiency of the optimum design to the actual design to be R. E. = 
102%. For our hypothetical illustration this would mean that there would be no appreciable 
difference in the width of the computed confidence intervals for the actual allocation and 
the optimum allocation. Since we have now taken care of sample unit size by arranging 
our design as a three level nested design, the procedure left for decreasing the width of the 
confidence interval, for this particular year and season, would involve increasing the overall 

size of the sample, that is, selecting more fields. 
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THE IOWA FALL POPULATION CORN BORER SURVEY 

As part of the national corn borer survey, a state survey is carried out every fall in 
Iowa for estimating the number of borers per sampling unit or plant (Bancroft, Brindley 
Bowles and Tang, 1954). The state is divided into 12 districts and 50 sampling units of 
25 stalks are selected at random in each district. Since it is costly to dissect all of the attacked 
p ants in each sampling unit, a subsample of two of the attacked plants is dissected to 
obtain an estimate of the number of corn borers per sampling unit. When the number of 
attacked plants in a sampling unit is one, that plant is dissected. 

— , number of attacked plants in the ith sampling unit of siz;e P plants, and 
estimated mean number of borers per attacked plant in the ith sampling unit based 

on a subsample of mi, and n the number of sampling units in the sample, then an estimate 
of the population mean number of borers per P plants for a district is given by 

n 

y 
n 

Y Mi yi(ir.j) 
i = l 

(10) 

If n is small compared to the total number of possible sampling units, say N, in the district, 
i.e. about 5% or less, then the variance of y is given by 

v(y) = 
n(n -1) 

n 

n 
2 (Miyi(mi))2 

i = l 

( I Mi yi(mi))2 
i = 1 

n 
(ID 

The mean and its variance may be put on a per plant basis by dividing (10) and (l 1) by 
P and P2 respectively. The means and their variances for each of the 12 districts of Iowa 
are given in Bancroft, Brindley, Bowles and Tang (1954) for 1949, 1950, and 1951. 
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The above survey design can be considered as a two level nested sampling design 
involving sampling units and stalks within sampling units. Based on evidence from the 
Boone County study in which the optimum number of sites per field turned out to be one, 
i.e. ns0 = 1, for the cases considered, the choice of two levels instead of three appears to 
be justified. Further, the dissection of a subsample of m¡ of only the attacked plants h/ii 
of each sampling unit would appear more efficient than dissecting mi out of the P attacked 
and noivattacked plants. This presupposes that, in general, borers will be found in attacked 

plants and not in noivattacked plants. 
An illustration of procedures for the case for the mi all equal but the Mi not all 

equal will be presented using the data for the District I of the 1951 Iowa Fall Population 
Corn Borer Survey. From formulas (10) and (11), the sample mean (number of borers per 
25 stalks) and its estimated variance may be calculated to be y = 12.4 and V(D = 4.78. 

(T? 

Fig. 5. Boone County. First generation : g“ = a + bX fitted by least squares. 

The variance of y may also be calculated from an analysis of variance on the Miyq as 

follows : 

TABLE III. Analysis of Variance on the Miyu for District I of the 1951 Iowa Fall 
Population Corn Borer Survey. 

Source of 
variation 

Degrees of 
freedom 

Sum of 
squares 

Mean 
square 

Expected value 
of mean square 

Among sample units 49 23,449.64 478.564 °2 + 2(71 

Within sampling units 50 11,515.00 230.300 

TOTAL 99 34,964.64 
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The variance of y is now obtained from 

v(y) + 

a. 

nm 
(12) 

mean square among sampling units in the 
analysis of variance tafble 

nm 

= ^64 = 

(50)(2) • 4-/y- 

A 

<r 2 

The standard error of y is Vv(y) =2.19. We may find an approximate 95% confidence 
interval for the District population mean number of borers per 25 stalks, juy, to be 

P [7 ~ r^OÍ |v(y)</iy<y + T« ^v(y)] = 

P [12.4 - 2(2.19)<iiy < 12.4 + 2(2.19)] = .95, (13) 

P [8 < [iy < 17] = .95. 

The interval in (13) would have been reduced, without increasing the overall cost 
of the survey for this District, if optimum values for m and n were selected. An estimate 
of the optimum value for m assuming the mi are to be taken equal, and the variation within 
sampling units to be homogenous, is given by 
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where the cost function is assumed to be c = nei + nmc2, and 

A = Within sampling units mean B = Among sampling units mean square 
square from Table III, from Table III. 

Assuming Ci = 20c2 for District I, then 

2(230.300) 

478.564-230.300 _ 

= 6. 

Assuming c2, the cost of dissecting a plant, to be 10^ as in Section 2, then Cj the cost of 
locating a sampling unit, is $2.00, and c for the original survey is $110. Keeping the cost 
of a proposed survey fixed at c, assuming our measures of variation unchanged, and using 

m0 = 6, we find 

n0 = 
Ci + moC2 

110 

2 + (6) (.10) 

= 43. 

Using these optimum values and the estimates of G\ and °1 from Table III we find 

124.132 , 230.264 
v0(y) = -7T-r 

43 

= 3.78. 

(43) (6) 

The 95% confidence interval for optimum allocation for District I assuming the same sample 
mean, is 9 to 16 instead of 8 to 17- The relative efficiency of the optimum allocation to the 

actual is 127%. 
NESTED SAMPLING WITH STRATIFICATION 

The 12 districts of Iowa corn borer survey described above are strata and illustrate 
a survey design involving nested sampling or subsampling after stratification. Methods 
are discussed in Sukhatme (1954) for obtaining the variance of the state mean for such a 

design. 
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The Analysis of Insect Counts as Negative Binomial 

Distributions 
By C. I. Bliss 

The Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station and Yale University 

New Haven, Conn. 

ABSTRACT 

The negative binomial is presented as the most versatile and generally useful of the 
over dispersed distributions for the analysis of insect counts. Two models by which it may be 
generated are illustrated with entomological data. Two methods are described for fittine a 
common index of dispersion \c to a related series of distributions with varying means: (l) a 
regression analysis based upon the moment estimate and (2) a log transform which minimizes 
the nom additivity in an analysis of variance. Bioassay concepts and probit analysis are ex' 

beetles ^ 1 UStrdtive ^eld priment for comparing the action of six lots of cubé upon bean 

Many entomological studies are based upon a count of the number of individual 
insects of a given type in each unit of area, host or time. These units may vary markedly 
in size, and in number from one to many. When the sample contains a large number of 
units, such as of individual leaves from an apple tree, and each leaf is examined for leaf- 
hoppers, the leaves may be scored in a frequency distribution showing the number of 
leaves with no hoppers, with one hopper, with two hoppers and with each larger number 
which may occur on a single leaf. In naturally occurring population, these distributions 
are nearly always overdispersed”, as if the exposure to infestation varied from one unit 
to another. My subject this morning concerns the most widely applicable of the several 
overdispersed distributions, the negative binomial. 

RELATION TO THE POISSON DISTRIBUTION 

The simplest hypothesis to account for the variation in insect counts is that represented 
by the Poisson distribution. Each primary sampling unit is assumed to be equally exposed 
to infestation by a given species but sufficiently large to contain many more than the largest 
number of individuals that is actually observed. The number (u) occurring in an individual 
unit varies by chance, even though each has the same expectation. Our best estimate of 
this expectation is the arithmetic mean, or the total number of bugs in all N units divided 
by the number of units, m = u = lu/N. If our model is correct, the variation in u be¬ 
tween units, as measured by the variance s2 = 2(u - u)2/(N-l), will not differ signifi¬ 
cantly from the mean u. In short, the expected variance is equal to the mean and only a 
single parameter need be estimated from our data. To determine whether the variation is 
in fact within the experimental error, we can compute = I(u - h)2/u. If this observed 
X does not exceed the limit expected from the f distribution, at P = 0.05 for N-l 
degrees of freedom, we commonly assume that our counts are consistent with the Poisson 
model. 

When our sampling units are sufficiently numerous and not too heavily infested, we 
may score them into an observed frequency distribution. The upper part of Table I shows 
the number of Japanese beetle larvae in each cubic-foot unit of soil in an 18 x 20 foot area 
of a level field, planted with corn at four-foot intervals. It represents the most uniform part 
of the field with the smallest infestation of those reported by Fleming and Baker (1936). 
Below the plan I have tallied the number of units with u = 0, 1, 2. . . larvae into a fre¬ 
quency distribution, which shows the frequency f for each u. In this 360 square feet of 
corn field, the number of larvae totalled ü(fu) = 920, averaging u = Z(fu)/N = 920/360 
= 2.5556 larvae per square foot. 

The variance s- = 2.7379 exceeded the mean by so small a margin, that one would 
seldom question the agreement of these observations with the Poisson hypothesis, ie: 
equal exposure to infestation for all of the square-foot units in this section of corn field. 
The discrepancy can be tested, however, by computing f = 384.60 with 359 degrees of 
freedom, for which P = 0.17, well above the critical level of P = 0.05. We can go further 
and compute from N and m = u the frequencies expected by the Poisson (P<p). A y2 
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TABLE I. Plan Showing the Number of Japanese Beetle Larvae (u) per Square Root 
in the Top Foot of Soil in a Section of Corn Field (Fleming and Baker, 1936). 

A k 1 2 5 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 0 1 0 4 2 1 3 4 6 6 47 

0 3 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 3 5 3 2 1 3 2 0 3 6 6 57 

1 1 5 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 3 1 1 3 0 1 4 7 42 

2 5 2 1 4 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 1 3 2 1 1 2 1 7 49 

n 1 7 5 4 2 2 2 1 2 3 1 3 5 2 1 1 1 1 0 2 46 
s 2 5 2 1 3 0 4 1 5 2 2 3 3 3 2 1 4 0 0 2 45 

V-< 0 0 2 4 1 ' 2 4 3 2 5 3 4 5 6 4 3 1 1 1 8 59 

-* 0 4 0 1 1 6 5 2 3 1 1 2 3 5 0 1 1 3 4 6 49 
D 
J 0 1 1 1 2 4 4 2 2 4 4 2 2 1 0 2 3 3 3 4 45 

^4-. 

o 3 0 2 5 0 5 9 2 3 4 2 2 3 2 4 1 2 1 2 4 56 
c o 1 2 1 4 3 0 5 2 2 5 2 2 2 3 2 3 3 1 3 4 50 

• *—< 
4-> 0 4 1 3 3 2 6 5 3 4 3 1 1 1 4 4 1 2 5 2 55 
CJ 

3 2 4 3 2 4 3 2 2 1 1 1 2 3 4 3 1 5 3 2 51 

c 
H 

2 2 4 7 5 6 4 3 4 2 4 2 2 4 3 1 1 1 3 0 60 

0 6 2 3 4 4 8 3 3 1 3 3 3 5 4 0 0 1 1 3 57 

5 2 3 1 1 4 3 5 2 2 4 2 5 3 1 2 2 1 1 7 56 

3 3 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 5 5 1 4 3 3 1 2 0 1 45 

> 1 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 3 4 4 4 2 5 5 4 2 0 3 2 2 51 

al 27 51 46 45 41 53 70 43 47 47 48 42 48 56 44 34 25 35 45 73 920 

N = 360, ú = 920/360 = 2.5556, s2 = 982.89/359 = 2.7379 

X2 = 982.89/2.5556 = 384.602, n = 359, P = 0.17 

Frequency distribution of above data: f = No. observed, P0 = Poisson expectations, NB0 = Negative 

binomial expectations. 

u 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 + 

f 26 77 97 67 47 28 10 5 2 1 

P 0 27-9 71.4 91.3 77.8 49.7 25.4 10.8 3.9 1.3 .5 

NB0 30.3 72.6 89.4 75.1 48.5 25.6 11.6 46 1.6 • 7 

From P</>, X 2 = 4.08, n = 7; from NB</>, x2 = 3.10, n = 6. 

comparison of the observed and expected frequencies shows an even closer agreement with 
the Poisson. From this, one might reasonably conclude that all units were equally exposed 
to infestation by Japanese beetle larvae. 

Thus the Poisson provides a base line of minimal variation against which we can test 
any apparent departures. In natural populations, these occur far oftener than variation 
within the limits predicted by the Poisson. Even in Table I there was demonstrable hetero¬ 
geneity. If in the table we sum the columns, which paralleled the rows of corn in the field, 
and also the rows, we have two series of marginal totals. The y2 analysis in Table II of 
the variation between columns, between rows, and in the remainder reveals a highly signifi¬ 
cant variation between columns (P <0.001) but not between rows or in the remainder. 
The overall y2 with 359 degrees of freedom, giving P = 0.17, should have warned us that 
it may have concealed a significant source of variation between the count units. Apparently, 
cultivation and other agricultural practices represented different hazards to Japanese beetle 
larvae between and within field rows of corn plants. 

TABLE IL y2 Analysis of the Larval Distribution in Table I. 

Variation D.F. P 

Between columns 19 56.783 < .001 

Between rows 17 10.209 .89 

Remainder (difference) 323 317-610 .58 

Total 359 384.602 • 17 

On the Poisson hypothesis, x~ = (NZu: 
(N = 18), and unit counts (N = 360) in turn. 

2 — Z2u)/Zai, with u = column totals (N = 20), row totals 
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It is exceptional that uneveness in exposure to infestation has so handy an explanation. 
More often we find that the distribution may be apparently Poisson within a small area, 
but that as the area is enlarged, the expectation does not remain constant. Usually we cannot 
pinpoint the cause. This type of variation occurred in some counts (Burrage and Gyrisco, 
1954) of European chafer larvae per squareToot in a 25 x 25 foot area of permanent pasture. 
The total area may be divided into 5x5 foot subareas, each of 25 units, and a frequency 
distribution prepared of the counts in each subarea (Table III). Nearly half of the 625 

TABLE III. Frequency Distributions of European Chafer Larvae (u) per Square Foot 
in 5 x 5 ft. Subareas in the Top Foot of Soil in a Permanent Pasture Plot (Burrage and 

Gyrisco, 1954). 

Subarea 
Row Col. 0 1 

No. of units (f) containing u 
2 3 4 

larvae 
5 6 + Ifu u 

1 1 10 10 3 2 22 .88 
2 8 9 5 2 1 29 1.16 
3 9 9 2 3 1 1 32 1.28 
4 9 8 2 5 1 31 1.24 
5 5 10 2 7 1 39 1.56 

2 1 20 4 1 6 .24 
2 16 6 3 12 .48 
3 8 7 7 3 30 1.20 
4 1 6 10 6 1 1 53 2.12 
5 11 6 7 1 23 .92 

3 1 18 5 2 9 .36 
2 18 4 3 10 .40 
3 11 10 3 1 19 .76 
4 10 7 6 1 1 26 1.04 
5 10 7 3 1 3 1 33 1.32 

4 1 22 1 2 5 .20 
2 18 5 2 9 .36 
3 13 5 5 1 1 22 .88 
4 14 3 7 1 20 .80 
5 16 8 1 10 .40 

5 1 14 10 1 12 .48 
2 19 4 1 1 9 .36 
3 11 5 4 4 1 30 1.20 
4 9 12 2 1 1 24 .96 
5 10 10 5 20 .80 

If 310 171 89 40 10 4 1 535 

t n 
P20I 292.2 197.0 88.9 32.7 10.3 2.9 1.0 7 09 5 
P0 265.5 227.3 97-3 27.8 5.9 1.0 .2 40.63 4 
NB0 304.5 185.7 83.3 32.9 12.1 4.3 2.2 4.19 4 

Negative binomial k: within subareas, kc = 6.83; between subarea totals, kx = 3.90; pooled distribution, 
k = 2.120. 

squareToot units contained no chafer larvae, but the number per subarea varied more than 
lOTold, from 5 to 53. We may compute a x2 with 24 degrees of freedom from the variance 
of the counts within each subarea and compare these observed y2’s with their expectations. 
Only 5 of the 25 subareas had a y2 larger than that expected at P = 0.05. The expected 
Poisson frequencies <pi were then determined for each 5x5 foot square from its subarea 
mean. The total expectations for each u, summed over all 25 subareas (P20¡), are compared 
with the total observed frequencies (2f) at the bottom of Table III. The two distributions 
agree quite passably. 

In contrast, the subarea totals differed far beyond the Poisson expectation, with 
X2 = 154.11 for 24 degrees of freedom. Between subareas, the heterogeneity in infestation 
far exceeded that within subareas. The predicted Poisson frequencies (P0), based upon 
the single overall mean, u = 0.856, diverged widely from the accumulated observed fre- 
quencies (IT). The overdispersed distribution of these chafers can be looked upon as the 
rule and equal exposure to infestation as the exception. 
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OVERDISPERSED DISTRIBUTIONS 

When the variance in a series of counts exceeds its mean significantly, the expected 
infestation is not constant over the area and the distribution cannot be described with a 
single parameter. The variation in this expectation may be due to many causes. These 
have led to an impressive series of mathematical models based upon different biological 
postulates and representing a bewildering degree of complexity. Competent mathematical 
statisticians who have reviewed them critically (Feller, 1943; Skellam, 1952) agree on one 
qualification. In a number of cases, one can start from two or more mutually incompatible 
biological hypotheses, and by deductive reasoning arrive at the same overdispersed dis- 
tnbution. Thus, we might assume that contagion was present and the initial infestation 
uniform, or, alternatively, that subareas were unequally exposed to infestation and in- 
dividuals completely independent of each other. With the proper definitions, both hy- 
potheses would lead to the same overdispersed distribution. Elence, when fitting a single 
series of counts, one mathematical formulation as contrasted with another is unlikely to 
provide critical selective evidence on how an observed population originated. In conse- 
quence, they seem to me more useful as descriptions of what we observe than as primary 
analytical tools in ecology. 

In view of this limitation, I prefer the most general and easiest of the overdispersed 
distributions, the negative binomial, in which the expectation varies in a /2 distribution. 
It can be derived mathematically from several biological models which cover a wide range 
of alternatives. Heterogeneity in exposure to infestation is illustrated by the chafer counts 
in Table III. The 25 fitted Poisson distributions with varying means can be composited into 
a compound Poisson distribution (PI0i) and compared with the negative binomial ex¬ 
pectations (NB0) based upon the overall observed frequencies. They agree quite well. 

As a second model, the effect of population growth, a type of contagion, is illustrated 
by the beet leaf hopper distributions in Table IV from counts of the spring migrant 
(May 20) and late resident (August 26-27) populations in the same field and year. The 
invading spring migrants were fitted originally by Bowen (1947) with a Poisson distri¬ 
bution although a negative binomial gives a demonstrably better fit. The larger 2nd gener¬ 
ation, however, agrees excellently with a negative binomial distribution and not at all 
with the Poisson. Still other models have been developed so it is not surprising that by 
empirical test the negative binomial seems to have the widest applicability of the over¬ 
dispersed distributions. 

TABLE IV. Frequency Distributions of Adult Beet Leaf-Hoppers per Beet in a 43^2 
Acre Field from Two Counts in 1937 (Bowen, 1947)- 

u f 
May 20 

P (J> NB0 u f P0 
August 26-27 

NB0 u f P 0 NB0 

0 174 161.3 173.1 0 2 0.1 1.6 12 15 16.4 16.8 
1 112 129.5 115.9 1 8 1.1 6.2 13 14 10.0 12.9 
2 54 52.0 48.4 2 14 4.2 13.7 14 8 5.6 96 
3 14 13.9 16.2 3 19 11.0 22.2 15 6 2.9 7.1 
4 4 2.8 4.7 4 28 21.8 30.0 16 6 1.5 5.1 
5 1 0.4 1.3 5 41 34.3 35.4 17 4 • 7 3.6 
6 1 0.1 0.3 6 30 45.2 37-9 18 1 .3 2.5 
7 + 0 0 0.1 7 38 50.9 37 5 19 3 .1 17 

8 39 50.2 34.8 20 1 .1 1.2 
9 32 44.0 30.8 21 2 0 .8 

10 30 34.7 26.0 22 1 0 .5 
11 18 24.9 21.2 23 + 0 0 .9 

P(Z2) 0.13 0.74 < .001 .978 

On each date, the leafhoppers were counted on 10 sugar beets, selected at random, from among 3900 plants 
in each of 36 plots. The number of beets (f) infested with u = 0, 1, 2 .. . leafhoppers has been fitted by a Poisson 
(P0) and a negative binomial (NB0) distribution. 

Other overdispersed distributions have their advocates, among them the Neyman 
contagious distribution (1939), its generalization by Beall and Rescia (1953), the Thomas 
11949), the Polya-Aeppli (Anscombe, 1950) and the truncated log-normal (Thompson, 
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1951) distributions. The negative binomial has a single mode or peak, whereas all but the 
last of these alternatives may have two or even more modes. Most insect distributions 
have a single mode, and many can be fitted almost equally well by either the negative bio- 
miai or one of its alternatives. In several cases where other distributions seemed superior, 
the poor performance of the negative binomial could be traced to an inefficient method of 
computing. When the observed distribution has more than one mode, two possibilities 
may be considered. (1) The additional mode may be due to chance and the data fitted 
adequately with a single mode. This may give as acceptable a gradation as a bimodal dis¬ 
tribution. (2) If one mode is at zero frequency (u = 0), many units within this class may 
represent contaminants from areas that differ ecologically and in which the insect would 
be extremely unlikely to occur. One might then fit a truncated negative binomial with the 
zero class missing (Sampford, 1955). Computationally, the truncated negative binomial is 
far more troublesome than the complete distribution. 

The negative binomial, (q-p)~k, derives its name from its similarity to the positive 
binomial, (q + p)n. It has two parameters, the mean m, which is estimated efficiently and 
easily by the arithmetic average, and an exponent k, which is a measure of dispersion. 
As k—► o°, the negative binomial converges to the Poisson at one limit. As k—►O, we 
find the logarithmic distribution at its other limit (Fisher et al., 1943). Both are basic 
distributions which have been fitted to insect counts. 

Three methods for computing k from a single frequency distribution are in common use. 
The first and easiest is from the mean (ïï) and the variance (s2) of the distribution, as ki = 
(u2 — s2/N)/(s2 — u). When so computed, Bliss and Owen (1958) have shown that 1 ki 
gives a nearly unbiassed estimate of 1/k, even with small samples. The efficiency of k i is 
90 percent or more, when (k -f m) (k + 2) m > 15. The second estimate k2 is computed 
from the proportion of empty units, so that the expected proportion at u = 0 is made 
exactly equal to the observed proportion (f0 N) by balancing the equation k2log(l + 
ö k2) = log(N f0) (Anscombe, 1950). For 90 percent efficiency or more, at least 1 3 of 
the units should be uninfested and m sufficiently large to satisfy the inequality (m + 
0.17) (Po — 0.32) > 0.20. The third estimate, k, is by maximum likelihood, which is 
efficient under all conditions and quite practicable when the number of insects in any one 
unit does not exceed 20 or 30 (Bliss and Fisher, 1953). One characteristic of the negative 
binomial k must be noted. Its distribution may be very skew, so that confidence limits 
and standard errors should be calculated initially in terms of 1 k, which has a relatively 
symmetrical distribution. 

FITTING A COMMON K TO A SERIES OF NEGATIVE BINOMIALS 

The original data in a composite distribution may come from subareas that are known 
to differ ecologically or in their treatment, and our interest may center in the subareas. 
Within subareas, the distribution is seldom uniform, and the larger the population per 
unit, the more readily overdispersion can be demonstrated. Let us assume that a negative 
binomial describes the distribution of units within each subarea. Even though they differ 
markedly in their means, do they agree in their index of dispersion k? When comparing 
samples from normal distributions which differ in their means but not in their standard 
deviations, we conclude that each is subject to similar sources of variation of about the 
same magnitude, and that their means can be compared without hampering reservations. 
Similarly, if a series of negative binomial distributions were characterized by a common k, 
the same basic factors may well have determined their form within each subarea. These 
subareas may represent different years and localities, as in the counts of grasshopper egg 
pods reported by Putnam and Shklov (1956). 

A common k may be needed in estimating field populations. Thus, Waters (1955) 
developed a sequential sampling plan of forest areas to determine when the infestation 
of spruce budworm on balsam fir had reached a level that justified airplane dusting. To 
minimize the number of pretreatment counts, he needed in his equation an estimate of 
the negative binomial k within subareas (k = 7-20). Although a single overall distribution, 
covering a wide area of forest, could be fitted adequately by a negative binomial with k = 
1.44, the latter k would include a larger range of variation than the standard unit for air¬ 
plane dusting. 
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In general, as we enlarge the area of sampling, new sources of heterogeneity are in' 
troduced, overdispersion becomes more pronounced, and the k is smaller. This is well 
illustrated by the chafer counts in Table III where within subareas kc = 6.826, but for 
the entire area, k = 2.120. The situation is reversed when dealing with the size of the 
sampling unit within subareas. If no new sources of dispersion were operative and adjacent 
units were not correlated, k should increase proportionately with the size of the count unit. 
Given complete correlation between adjacent count units, k would not change with plot 
size. Usually the increase in k is intermediate between these two extremes, again assuming 
that no new sources of variation are introduced. This is especially pertinent when plan' 
ning insecticidal experiments based upon counts of survivors. By sub'sampling within 
plots, the variation between subsamples aids in estimating the intepplot k needed in com' 
paring plots which receive different treatments. 

Several methods have been proposed for computing a common k from the variation 
among sampling units within subareas (Anscombe, 1949, 1950; Bliss and Fisher, 1953). 
The simplest of these, and the only one I will discuss here, is based upon the mean and 
variance of unit counts within subareas. This can be approached as a problem in regression 
(Bliss and Owen, 1957). For each subarea we compute x' = u2 — s2/N and y' = s2 — ü, 
and plot y' against x'. The line fitting these points and passing through the origin has a 
slope of b = l/kc- Some subareas may have negative values of y', especially as the density 
of insects per unit count approaches zero. These, of course, are plotted as well as the more 
numerous positive values. The vertical scatter of the points in such a diagram increases 
with x, as in Fig. 1. Since the increase in the variability of y' is often roughly proportional 
to x', we can compute as one approximate estimate l/kc = £y'/Zx' from the simple ratio 
of the two totals. 

Fig. 1. Regression estimate of kc = 1/b = 7-196 from counts of spruce budworm in Table V, where x' = 
u2 — s2/N and y' — s2 — u. 

Sometimes a very few counts in a diagram of y' against x' may differ sharply from the 
general trend. If these were “outliers”, representing sources of variation alien to the main 
object of the investigation, one could elect to omit them when computing the line of best 
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fit. His line then, of course, would no longer give an overall picture of all series, only of 
part of them. The resulting kc, however, might be more useful than if it included subareas 
which were not relevant to the main purpose of the investigation. 

To determine whether a single k holds over the entire series, l/ki = y'/x' for each 
subarea may be plotted against its mean u. If l/ki tends to decrease or increase consistently 
with u, or if distinct clusters of points seem to call for different values of 1/k, the units 
within the several subareas may be exposed to different complexes of variation. If there is 
neither a trend nor marked clustering, we may fit a common k to the entire series of subareas. 
The spruce bud worm data in Fig. 1, have been replotted in Fig. 2, and except for a wider 
scatter at u < 2, they show no trend opposed to a common k. 

-0.6 - 

Fig. 2. Distribution of 1/kx = y'/x' about horizontal line for the regression estimate of l/kc = 0.1390, as related 
to the mean number (u) of spruce bud worms per subarea, from counts in Table V. 

In all critical cases, the unweighted estimate of kc should be considered as preliminary, 
subject to correction by a weighted analysis (Bliss and Owen, 1958). When written as 
y' — (l/k)x', each point has an expectation of zero. Its weight w may be based upon the 
reciprocal of the variance of this difference, computed in practice as 

0.5 (N - l)k'4 1 A 

W k' (k' + 1) - (2k' - 1)/N - 3/N2 ’ x' (a + k')2 ~ x' (ö + k')2 

where u is the mean for each subarea, and k' is a trial value. If the number of unit counts 
N is the same in each subarea, the first part of the weight (A) is a constant. Starting with 
an unweighted estimate of 1/k, we compute l/kc = 2(wx' y')/'E(wx'2) and repeat the 
calculation for successively better approximations. 

To test whether, in fact, a given series of negative binomial distributions has a common 
kc within the sampling error, we may compute y2 from our final estimate with 2 degrees 
of freedom less than the number of subareas as 

X2 = 2(wy/2) — 22(wx/y/)/Z(wx/2) 

If y2 is not significant, the variance of l/kc by standard regression theory is l/S(wx'2). 
Even though k varies significantly, as demonstrated by £2, the series of subareas or plots 
may have a sufficiently large common element, that we will still want to use the common 
k. The variance of l/kc is then estimated as y2/nZ(wx/2). 
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This procedure has been applied in Table V to the subarea counts plotted in Fig. 1, 
where each is based upon 25 unit counts. When the number of units within a subarea or 

TABLE V. Estimation of kc from Twig Counts of Spruce Budworm on Balsam Fir in 
Northern Maine, June 1953. (Bliss and Calhoun, 1954; Waters, 1955). 

Plot u s2 x' y' y'/x' (Ü +- k')2 wx' wy' 

1 10.68 46.64 112.20 35.96 .32050 323.28 1.7557 .56270 
2 11.08 19.08 122.00 8.00 .06557 337.82 1.6801 .11016 
3 12.24 51.86 14774 39.62 .26817 381.81 1.4865 .39863 
4 12.36 23.99 151.81 11.63 .07661 386.52 1.4684 .11249 
5 15.04 43.21 224.47 28.17 .12550 499.08 1.1372 .14272 

Plot u s2 Plot u s2 Plot u s2 

6 11.04 30.79 21 5.64 14.07 36 2.88 4.360 
7 13.56 49.92 22 6.20 13.92 37 8.64 11.407 
8 12.88 29.61 23 8.40 17.67 38 5.20 4.833 
9 760 23.17 24 984 11.47 39 6.36 12.823 

10 13.16 29.06 25 5.56 1476 40 5.32 7 060 
11 12.84 23.31 26 6.08 6.993 41 3.16 7140 
12 9.40 20.33 27 2.72 2.960 42 1.48 1.177 
13 1.72 1.460 28 4.24 4.607 43 3.36 7.323 
14 2.00 .667 29 4.52 9.68 44 1.80 2.333 
15 76 .523 30 6.92 16.08 45 76 1.273 
16 2.32 2.393 31 6.44 984 46 .80 750 
17 2.56 4.090 32 4.68 5.893 47 4.60 11.333 
18 1.24 1.523 33 2.32 2.893 48 992 20743 
19 1.52 2.260 34 3.56 4.673 49 2.68 2.977 
20 1.44 2.340 35 4.36 6.490 50 .48 .343 

Statistics computed from 50 plots, each of N = 25 unit counts, as shown in detail for plots 1 to 5: 
Provisional estimate: k' = Xx'/Xy' = 2554.355/349740 = 7.30. 

For each plot: A = ^567-575; since w = A/x'(G + k')2, wx' = 567-575/(ïï + 7-30)2; wy' = wx' (y'/x') 
Weighted estimate: X(wx'2) = 5215.326, X(wx'y') = 724-739, b = l/kc = 0.13896, kc = 7.196 
Test of homogeneity : X2 = 164.3129 — 100.7122 = 63.601, n = 48, P = 0.07 

Precision of kc: since P—>«.05, V(b) = 63.601/48 x 5215.326 = 0.0002541, sb = 0.01594. At P = 0.05, 
t = 2.011, giving 0.1069 < b < 0.1710, and 5.85 < k < 9-35 

plot is small or the number of plots large, the calculation is facilitated by grouping plots 
with similar means, disregarding differences between treatments and blocks. The sums of 
squares within plots Su2 as well as the plot totals T are summed in computing a single 
x and y' for each group, as illustrated in Table VI. Only these need be plotted for a graphic 
test of the suitability of kc. The shorter, grouped estimate of kc = 7-096 for this example 
differed negligibly from the longer, ungrouped estimate, kc = 7-196. 

When the moment estimate of k is inefficient, other methods are available. As the 
proportion of uninfested units (u = 0) becomes large, a common k can be estimated by 
method 2, as described by Anscombe (1950). For a fully efficient estimate, a common k 
can be computed by maximum likelihood, whatever the relative magnitudes of the mean 
and of k (Bliss and Fisher, 1953.) 

THE ANALYSIS OF FIELD EXPERIMENTS 

Studies of overdispersion bear directly upon the analysis of insecticidal experiments 
in which we can count only the survivors. An analysis of variance cannot be computed 
directly from such counts (u) without impairing its additivity and the homogeneity and 
normality of its error variance. By a transformation, which depends upon the nature of 
the insect distribution, these properties can often be recovered. If Poisson, or if the variance 
of u plots linearly against the mean u, the counts are transformed to their square roots. 
If the distribution is overdispersed and negative binomial, as is more usually the case, a 
plot against the mean of the standard deviation rather than the variance approximates 
more nearly to a straight line, and we would transform each count u to y = log(u + Jk). 

The appropriate variance, both for the graphic test and for estimating k, is that be" 
tween plots within the blocks or other restrictions in the experimental design, not that 
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TABLE VI. Estimation of kc from the Twig Counts in Table V but with the Plots 
Grouped by the Total Number of Bud worms in each Plot. 

Class No. of u = 
limits Plots XT XXu2 XT2 x' y' XT/fN y'/x' 

H
 

II M
 

c f 

0 
8 212 498 6336 1.2162 .21375 1.060 .17575 

40 
10 604 2260 37736 5.9127 .71133 2.416 .12031 

80 
7 733 4311 77777 174919 2.9538 4.189 . 16887 

120 
7 1009 7635 146201 32.992 4.8710 5.766 .14764 

160 
3 524 4856 91950 48.386 9.3744 6.987 .19374 

200 
3 661 7025 145981 77.198 7.6556 8.813 .09917 

240 
5 1314 16938 346214 109.759 15.233 10.512 .13879 

280 
2 615 9385 189117 149.78 25.623 12.300 .17107 

320 
4 1311 20361 429887 170.64 19.864 13.110 .11641 

360 
1 376 6692 141376 224.47 28.167 15.040 .12548 

400 

Total 50 7359 79961 1612575 

N = 25, x' = (XT2 - XXu2)/fN(N - 1), y' = [NXXu2 - XT2 - (N - l)XT]/fN(N - 1) 

1612575 - 79961 
From total row: Provisional k' =-= 7-30 

25 x 79961 - 1612575 - 24 x 7359 
For each interval: A = 567-575 (Table V), wx' = £A/(u + k')2, wv' = wx'(y'/x') 

Weighted estimate: X(wx'2) = 5248.29, X(wx'y') = 739.598, kc = 7 096 

Test of homogeneity : X(wy'2) = 107-951, *2 = 107.951 - (739.598)2/5248.29 = 3.726, n = 7 

between subplot counts within plots. However, a common k fitted to the subplots may 
enable us to bracket the between-plot k, as noted in the preceding section. In order to 
estimate the interplot k directly, Beall (1942) has suggested duplicating each treatment 
within a randomized block. Doubling the block size has the disadvantage of increasing the 
variability within blocks, and, hence, the experimental error, without achieving a precise es¬ 
timate of k. Instead, let us try to meet a primary requirement of the analysis of variance, 
that for additivity, by estimating k so that an analysis of variance of the transformed counts 
has zero non-additivity. When this is achieved, homogeneity of the error variance and 
normality often follow. 

A test for non-additivity has been described by Tukey (1949), and if the experiment 
is in randomized blocks, it can be reduced to a simple calculation (Bliss and Calhoun, 1954). 
As applied to a two-way classification, representing blocks and treatments, the test de¬ 
termines whether the random component in each entry is related linearly to the product 
of two deviations from the overall mean, that of its block mean and that of its treatment 
mean. If this regression is zero, the variate is additive. A sum of squares attributable to 
this regression, with one degree of freedom, is segregated from the interaction of blocks 
by treatments in the analysis of variance, and compared with the mean square from the 
residual sum of squares. 

The calculation is illustrated in Table VII with the data (Turner, 1946) for 24 treat¬ 
ments in each of three randomized blocks. The treatments were six different lots of cubé, each 
applied as a dust at four concentrations, and the counts (u) were the numbers of bean 
beetle larvæ on 10 bean plants in each plot. For analysis, the treatment totals Tt and 
block totals Tb have been supplemented by the sum of the products X(Ttu) for each block, 
omitting the untreated plots. The calculation of the sums of squares, including the test 
for non-additivity, is shown in the analysis of variance in the lower part of the table. The 
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TABLE VII. Test for Non-Additivity in an Experiment in Randomized Blocks for 
Comparing Six Lots of Cubé (A to F), Applied as Dusts against Mexican Bean 

Beetle. (Turner, 1945). 

Block Doss Survivors u from lot Tb Untreated 
No. % A B C D E F £(Ttu) plots, u 

I 1/8 28 47 90 21 12 24 
1/4 6 19 87 7 28 5 453 231 
1/2 5 11 16 9 27 1 87725 294 

1 0 1 3 2 1 3 

II 1/8 41 85 112 93 86 15 
1/4 39 48 155 37 22 5 880 186 
1/2 23 10 56 10 3 11 168920 83 

1 4 8 12 0 4 1 

III 1/8 100 77 152 160 82 21 
1/4 
1/2 

40 83 13 7 17 57 953 234 
17 7 43 8 8 5 178773 179 

1 8 li 18 5 4 10 

Tt 1/8 169 209 354 274 180 60 T - 2286 1207 
1/4 85 150 255 51 67 67 
1/2 45 28 115 27 38 17 435418 

1 12 20 33 7 9 14 

N = 72, ZTt2 = I2(Ttu) = 435418, Sb + St + Cm = 151218, S* = I(TbTtu) - T(Sb + St + Cm) = 
13075346, SbStN = 31758203592, B* = S*/v/SbStN = 73.371 

Source DF Sum of Squares MS F 

Between blocks 2 lTb2/dh' - Cm = Sb = 6079 3040 5.60 
Between treatments 23 lTt2/f - Cm = St = 72559 3155 5.81 
Non-additivity 1 S*2/SbStN = B*2 = 5383 5383 9.92 
Error 45 Remainder 24431 542.9 

Total 71 Zu2 -Cm = [u2] = 108452 
Correction for mean 1 I2u/N = Cm = 72580 

Number of: blocks f = 3, lots h' = 6, doses d = 4, treatments dh' = 24 
u = 2286/72 = 31.75, s2 = 542.9, provisional k/ = 1000.52/511.15 = 1.96 

significant F for non-additivity demonstrates that the initial counts are not suitable units 
in which to analyze the treatment results. 

In applying this test to the transformed counts, y = log(u + §k), we start with a 
preliminary estimate of k. This may be an intermediate value between the two limits indi" 
cated by a subplot k, as described above. In the absence of subplot counts, we may de" 
termine ki from the overall mean u for all treatments and the error mean square s2 in an 
analysis of variance of the original counts, excluding the term for non-additivity. Whatever 
its source, the total count u in each plot is transformed with the preliminary k to y = 
log(u + fk), and B* for non-additivity is computed as in Table VII, substituting y for 
u in the equations. If B* is positive, the calculation is repeated with a smaller ^k; if neg¬ 
ative, Jk is increased. This is continued until we obtain two values of B*, one negative, 
the other positive and both small. Interpolation between them for B* = 0, from the average 
of that for 2 k and for k 2, leads to the fk giving zero non-additivity. 

The calculation is illustrated in Table VIII with the two trial estimates, |k = 1 
and 2. The first estimate, from ki = 1.96, was obtained from the analysis of the original 
counts in Table VII. Interpolation for B* = 0 between the two trial estimates in Table 
VIII gave |k = 1.36, with which the original counts were transformed for the defin¬ 
itive analysis in Table IX. 

The expected precision of the non-additivity estimate of k has not yet been determined. 
That it may be overly sensitive to chance variations in the original counts is suggested 
ny a series of dummy experiments superimposed upon uniformity counts of Leptinotarsa 

(Bliss and Owen, 1958). To increase the precision of the estimate, the untreated checks 
or negative controls, often with far larger numbers than the treated plots, may be omitted 
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in computing Jk. To avoid the undue influence of an occasional '‘pocket” of survivors 
that may escape the insecticide, we may also omit, when estimating ^k, a treatment that 
shows no survivors in half or more of its replicate plots, restoring it later to the analysis. 
Even though no trial value for Jk gives exactly B* = 0, its variance for nomadditivity 
may be enough less than the error to provide an acceptable transform. In one or two cases, 
Jk for B* = 0 has been negative, as in counts of pea aphids from a dusting experiment 
(Walker, 1943). The smallest count contained 340 aphids, and for zero nomadditivity, 
“§k” = —55. Despite the inconsistency of a negative k with the initial hypothesis of 
an underlying negative binomial, the several treatments could be compared satisfactorily 
in terms of the transformed counts. 

TABLE VIII. Estimation of Jk by Minimizing Norn Additivity B* in the Experiment 
in Table VII. 

Block Dose y = log (u + 1) for lot Tb 

No. % A B C D E F S(T,y) 

I 1/8 1.462 1.681 1.959 1.342 1.114 1.398 
1/4 .845 1.301 1.944 .903 1.462 .778 24.307 
1/2 -778 1.079 1.230 1.000 1.447 .301 103.386517 

1 0 .301 .602 .477 .301 .602 

II 1/8 1.623 1.934 2.053 1.973 1.940 1.204 
1/4 1.602 1.690 2.193 1.580 1.362 .778 30.598 
1/2 1.380 1.041 1.756 1.041 .602 1.079 128.538025 

1 .699 .954 1.114 0 .699 .301 

III 1/8 2.004 1.892 2.185 2.207 1.919 1.342 
1/4 1.613 1.924 1.146 .903 1.255 1.763 32.470 
1/2 1.255 .903 1.643 .954 .954 .778 131.401987 

1 .954 1.079 1.279 • 778 .699 1.041 

Tt 1/8 5.089 5.507 6.197 5.522 4.973 3.944 
1/4 4 060 4.915 5.283 3.386 4 079 3.319 87.375 
1/2 3.413 3.023 4.629 2.995 3.003 2.158 363.326529 

1 1.653 2.334 2.995 1.255 1.699 1.944 

7 = log (u + 2) 

I 1/8 1.477 1.690 1.964 1.362 1.146 1.415 

1/4 .903 1.322 1.949 .954 1.477 .845 25.953 
1/2 .845 1.114 1.255 1.041 1.462 .477 110.130366 

1 .301 .477 .699 .602 .477 .699 

II 1/S 1.633 1.940 2.057 1.978 1.944 1.230 

1/4 1.613 1.699 2.196 1.591 1.380 .845 31.718 
1/2 1.398 1.079 1.763 1.079 .699 1.114 134.320893 

1 .778 1.000 1.146 .301 

00 
r-". 
r-. .477 

III 1/8 2.009 1.898 2.188 2.210 1.924 1.362 
1/4 1.623 1.929 1.176 .954 1.279 1.771 33.171 
1/2 1.279 .954 1.653 1.000 1.000 .845 137.130199 

1 1.000 1.114 1.301 .845 .778 1.079 

Tt 1/8 5.119 5.528 6 209 5.550 5.014 4.007 
1/4 4139 4.950 5.321 3.499 4136 3.461 90.842 

1/2 3.522 3.147 4.671 3.120 3.161 2.436 381.581458 

1 2.079 2.591 3.146 1.748 2.033 2.255 

hk = 1 IL — 2 ±k = 1 ik = 2 

Cm 106*. 033203 114.614S47 S* -2*. 384553 2.478428 

Sb 1.523828 1.214526 s/SbStN 40.669806 33.165934 

St 15.075640 12. 578972 B* -.058632 .074728 

Interpolated ^k: 1.2S1S for 2/k; 1.4396 for k 2; average 1.3607 

PROBIT ANALYSIS BASED UPON SURVIVORS 

Many entomologists prefer to convert their results to the percentage control from a 
treatment. When only the surviving insects can be counted, this percentage is based upon 
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the number in the untreated plots, on the assumption that equivalent numbers would 
have occurred on the treated plots if they, too, had not been treated. The percentage 
scale, however, has its limitations, and, especially in laboratory toxicity tests, it is now 
common practice to plot the percentage kill on a probability grid, or in probits, and the 
dosages in logarithmic units. The same transformation can be applied to percentages based 
upon counts of survivors, and the probits plotted against the logliose of toxicant. 
Valuable as a graphic analysis may be in deciding upon the form and validity of the 
computed estimates, it extracts only part of the inherent information. Let us explore the 
form which a more penetrating analysis might take. 

For comparing insecticides in the field, the most informative experiments are planned, 
as bioassays. Each of two or more insecticides is applied at two or more dosage levels, say 
in randomized blocks. Unless a negligible natural infestation is increased artificially’and 
uniform, the experimenter can assume a variation in excess of the Poisson. He may then 
consider an analysis directly in log-counts of survivors and two alternatives in terms of 
probits. 

1. Analysis of the Log-Counts 

As a first possibility, he could estimate the value of \k giving zero non-additivity 
as described above, preferably omitting the untreated controls. He would then compute 
his dosage-response curve directly in units of the logarithmic transform of the number of 
survivors, y = log(u + Jk). If his log-dose log-survivor curves were parallel and linear, 
he could compute by standard bioassay procedures the relative toxicity of the several 
insecticides in his experiment and their confidence intervals. This would compare directly 
the effectiveness of the several insecticidal combinations in the experiment. Each assumption 
m the calculation could be checked and the precision of each estimate measured objectively. 
If the log-dose log-survivor curves were both linear and parallel, he could estimate a relative 
toxicity of two insecticide formulations that would be valid at all levels of survival. If 
their curves were linear but not parallel, a given relative toxicity would be limited to a 
specified level of survival, corresponding, perhaps, to a selected percentage kill computed 
with the untreated controls. 

The analysis for parallel log-dose response curves is exemplified in Tables IX and X. 
The assumptions underlying a bioassay are tested first by an analysis of variance, of which 
rows 1, 2, 8 and 9 follow the same pattern as in Table VII, except for the substitution of 
y — log(u ff- 1.36) for the count u. These show that the blocks in this experiment differed 
significantly in the number of survivors, that differences between treatments were highly 
significant, and that our estimate of ^k = 1.36 has reduced B*2 effectively to zero. 

The sum of squares for treatments was then subdivided into its essential components. 
Since the six lots of cubé were applied in the same four concentrations, their totals Tp 
from Table IX could be compared directly (row 3), F = 5.96 showing that they differed 
significantly in toxicity. The percentage concentrations, which doubled in successive 
dosage levels, have been converted to the coded log-doses xi = — 3, — 1, 1 and 3 for com¬ 
puting the variation attributable to the assay slope (row 4). Applying the same process 
separately to the values of X(xiTt) for each lot, we find (row 6) that their separate 
slopes did not differ significantly from parallelism. The relationship proved to be linear, 
both on the average (row 5) and in the individual curves (row 7)- Hence, our tests of sig¬ 
nificance in Table X fully validated analyzing the experiment as a bioassay in these 
logarithmic units. 

For estimating relative toxicities, one preparation, lot A, was designated as the 
Standard , with which each of the others, the 4"Unknowns”, has been compared. By 

established bioassay techniques (Bliss, 1952; Finney, 1952), each relative toxicity has been 
computed initially in logarithms, as the difference between two mean responses divided 
by the assay slope, or M' = (yu — ys)/b, where the subscripts u and s refer to an Un¬ 
known and the Standard respectively. The necessary equations for an even number of 
coded doses, which differ by a constant log-interval i, are shown in the lower part of Table 
IX, together with their solutions. From 100(antilog M(), we find toxicities relative to lot 
A ranging from 45.1 to 160.6 percent. 

The reliability of each estimated relative toxicity is expressed most conveniently in 
terms of its confidence interval. This is computed initially in logarithmic units, although 
ìtò imits may then be converted to percentages if so desired. As described in a recent paper 
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TABLE IX. Analysis of Log'Counts with |k Interpolated from Table VIII. 

Block Dose y = log (u + 1.36) for lot Tb 
No. Xi A B C D E F 2(tty) 

I -3 1.468 1.684 1.961 1.349 1.126 1.404 
-1 .867 1.309 1.946 .922 1.468 .803 24.967 

1 .803 1.092 1.240 1.015 1.453 .373 105.921699 
3 .134 .373 .639 .526 .373 .639 

II -3 1.627 1.936 2.054 1.975 1.941 1.214 
-1 1.606 1.693 2.194 1.584 1.368 .803 31.044 

1 1.387 1.055 I.759 1.055 .639 1.092 130.698062 
3 .729 .971 1.126 .134 .729 .373 

III -3 2.006 1.894 2.186 2.208 I.921 1.349 
-1 1.617 1.926 1.157 .922 1.264 1.766 32.731 

1 1.264 .922 1.647 .971 .971 .803 133.565797 
3 .971 I.O92 1.287 .803 .729 1.055 

Tt -3 5.101 5.514 6.201 5.532 4.988 3.967 31.303 
-1 4 090 4.928 5.297 3.428 4.100 3.372 25.215 

1 3.454 3.069 4 646 3.041 3.063 2.268 19.541 Td 
3 1.834 2.436 3.052 1.463 1.831 2.067 12.683 

Total T 1 p 14.479 15.947 19196 13.464 13.982 11.674 88.742 = T 
—X(xiTt) 10.437 11.093 10.098 12.594 10.508 6.804 61.534 = — X(XlTd) 

Lot B C D E F 
Log'toxicity, M t - .IO772 —. 34614 .07448 .03647 .20583 
% Toxicity 78.0 45.1 118.7 108.8 160.6 
L2 log interval, *L .2249 .2339 .2244 .2240 .2275 

Relative toxicities with lot A as Standard: for an even number of doses (d = 4) assay slope, b = 2Z(xiTd) 
/ifh'Xxi2 = —1.13562; dosage interval, i = log 2; fh' = 3x6 = 18; log^relative toxicity, M' = (ÿu —ys) 
/b = (Tpu — Tps)/12b 

Log ^confidence interval: Student’s t2 = 4.0569 for n = 45, slope factor, C = B2/(B2 — s2t2) = 1.03688; Half- 

interval, = v/(C —1) (CM'2 + |c'i2h'); for c' = 5, h' = 6 lots. 

TABLE X. Analysis of Variance of the Log-Oounts in Table IX. 

Row Source DF SS MS F 

1 Between blocks, Sb 2 1.3896 .69480 7.54 
2 Between treatments, St 23 14.0182 .60949 6.61 
3 Lots of cubé 5 2.7474 .54948 5.96 
4 Dose, linear, B2 1 10.5179 10.5179 114.06 
5 curvature 2 .0153 .00765 .08 
6 Lots x linerar 5 .3034 .06068 .66 
7 x curvature 10 .4342 .04342 .47 
8 Nomadditivity, B*2 1 .0000 .00000 .00 
9 Error 45 4.1496 s2 = .092213 

10 Total 71 19.5574 
11 Correction, Cm 1 IO9.3770 

Nomadditivity: Sb + St + Cm = 124.784847, S* = 0.0229048, y/SbStN = 37.451300, B* = .00061159 
Number of lots or preparations, h' = 6; Number of doses, d = 4; Calculation of sum of squares (SS) in row: 

1, 2, 8-11. As in Table VII, replacing u by y. 
3. XTp2/fd = 1345.4926/12 - Cm = 2.7474 
4. B2 = X2(x1Td)/fh'Sx12 = 6l.5342/3 x 6 x 20 = 10.5179 
5. XTd2/fh' — Cm — B2 = 2158.3832/3 x 6 - Cm - B2 = .0153 
6. X/X2(xTt) \ /f£Xl2 - B2 = 649.2765/3 x 20 - B2 = .3034 
7. St — X(SS in rows 3 to 6) = 14.0182 — Z(SS) = .4342 

(Bliss, 1956) and summarized in the lower part of Table IX, the log^confidence interval is 
computed with a slope factor C, which depends upon the reliability of the assay slope 
and the desired probability, here 1-P = 0.95, of bracketing the true toxicity. From M' for 
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each Unknown and C for the assay, half logffntervals (JL) have been determined for 
lots B to F. Comparing each M' and its |L, we find that only lot C differed significantly 
from the Standard. Thus one could compare the relative strengths of these preparations 
without converting any count to a percentage control. 

2. Analysis in Unweighted Probits 

If our entomologist should prefer units which measure the percentage reduction in 
infestation, he would need untreated control plots or checks; for greater reliability, ah 
lotting two or more to each block. A preliminary analysis of the control counts may im 
dicate little difference between blocks, or variation unrelated to that of the treated plots, 
in either case, he would pool his estimates of the untreated population into a single value. 
He would then subtract the count of survivors in each treated plot from the mean count 
in the controls, divide the difference by the control count, and transform the resulting 

TABLE XI. Percentage Reduction of Counts in Table VII from the Mean Count of 
ü = 201.2 on Six Check Plots, and the Corresponding Empirical Probits. 

Block Dose Percent reduction foi • lot 
No. Xl A B C D E F 

I -3 86.1 76.6 55.3 896 94.0 88.1 
-1 970 90.6 56.8 96.5 86.1 97.5 

1 975 94.5 92.0 95.5 86.6 99.50 
3 100 99.50 98.51 99.01 99.50 98.51 

II -3 79.6 57.8 44.3 53.8 57.3 92.5 
-1 80.6 76.1 23.0 81 6 89.1 97.5 

1 88.6 95.0 72.2 95.0 98.51 94.5 
3 98.01 96.0 94.0 100 98.01 99.50 

III -3 50.3 61.7 24.5 20.5 59.2 89.6 
-1 80.1 58.7 93.5 96.5 91.6 71.7 

1 91.6 96.5 78.6 96.0 96.0 97.5 
3 96.0 94.5 91.1 97.5 98.01 95.0 

Tb 
y = probit kill 2(T,y) 

I -3 6.08 5.73 5.13 6.26 6.55 6.18 
-1 6.88 6.32 5.17 6.81 6.08 6.96 159.28 

1 6.96 6.60 6.41 6.70 6.11 7.58 3048.5950 
3 7.94* 7.58 7.17 7.33 7-58 7.17 

II -3 5.83 5.20 4.86 5.10 5.18 6.44 
-1 5.86 5.71 4.26 5.90 6.23 6.96 148.92 

1 6.21 6.64 5.59 6.64 7.17 6.60 2860.5757 
3 7.06 6.75 6.55 7.54* 7.06 7.58 

III -3 5.01 5.30 4.31 4.18 5.23 6.26 
-1 5.85 5.22 6.51 6.81 6.38 5.57 146.43 

1 6.38 6.81 5.79 6.75 6.75 6.96 2809.3480 
3 6.75 6.60 6.35 6.96 7.06 6.64 

Tt -3 16.92 16.23 1430 15.54 16.96 18.88 98.83 
-1 18.59 1725 15.94 19.52 18.69 19.49 109.48 

1 19.55 20.05 17-79 20.09 20.03 21.14 118.65 Td 
3 21.7 5 20.93 20.07 21.83 21.70 21.39 127.67 

Total 76.81 74.46 68.10 76.98 77-38 80.90 454.63 = T 
Zxiy 15.45 16.90 19.16 19.44 15.56 9.18 95.69 

Lot B C D E F 
Log-Toxicity M' — .11089 -.41101 .00802 .02690 .19300 
% toxicity 77.5 38.8 101.9 106.4 156.0 
72 log-interval \L .2303 .2436 .2292 .2293 .2324 

"^Maximum likelihood estimate, expectations initially from Tt's. 
Non-additivity: S* = — 42.922069, B* = -.431551 

For"computing M' and UL: b = 2 x 95.69/0.30103 x 360 - 1.76597, C = 1.03865 
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percentage reduction to a probit with an appropriate table (Fisher and Yates, 1957; Finney, 
1952). In view of their expected additivity, probits provide a potentially superior scale 
for comparing treatments, especially at the higher percentages. At this stage he might 
disregard the varying amounts of information in each probit and test for non-additivity. 
If the non-additivity were negligible, he could ignore any questions related to the negative 
binomial, and estimate his relative toxicides and their confidence intervals as above, but 
from equally-weighted probits instead of log-survivors. 

This procedure is illustrated in Table XI, again with the basic data on the bean 
beetle from Table VII. The count on each plot has been converted to a percentage reduc¬ 
tion from the mean of the six check plots (u = 201.2), and then to an empirical probit y 
by a standard table. The probit expectations for the two plots with 100 percent reduction 
were computed from the remaining 70 observations as “missing plots”, leading to “working 
probits” (defined below) for these two plots. The analysis of variance of the probits in 
Table XII paralleled that in Table X. Since the terms for non-additivity, curvature and 

TABLE XII. Analysis of Variance of the Unweighted Probits in Table XI. 

Source DF SS MS F 

Between blocks Sb 2 3.8702 1.9351 8.29 
Between treatments St 23 35.5002 

Lots of cubé 5 7 6667 1.5333 6.57 
Dose, linear B2 1 25.4349 25.4349 109.03 
Dose, curvature 2 .0419 .0210 .09 
Lots X linear 5 1.1604 .2321 99 
Lots X curvature 10 1.1963 .1196 .51 

Non ^additivity B*2 1 .1862 .1862 .80 
Error 45 10.4978 s2 = .23328 

Total 
Correction Cm 

71 
1 

50.0544 
2870.6727 

non-parallelism were less than the error, quite as valid a set of toxicities could be computed 
with the same equations from the unweighted probits as from the log-transforms. The 
relative toxicities and half-confidence intervals (Table XI) agreed substantially with the 
previous results; the biggest discrepancy, in the toxicity of lot B, was far from significant. 

3. Weighted Probit Analysis 

Recent advances in the statistics of bioassay now provide a maximum likelihood 
solution that is more definitive than that in either of the two preceding sections. The unit 
of analysis is the working rather than the empirical probit. Each is given a weight which 
depends upon the negative binomial kc and differs materially from equality or from that 
appropriate for a binomial percentage, where both the numbers killed and surviving are 
known (Anscombe, 1949). The rest of the calculation follows that for a Poisson variate 
as described by Wadley (1949) and by Finney (1949). We first estimate the negative bi¬ 
nomial kc, as illustrated in Table VIII. We then compute from empirical probits, such as 
those in Table XI, the assay slope and the mean empirical probit for each lot and block, 
and with these the expected probit Y for each plot. Hence, just to start our definitive 
analysis, we need most of the two preceding calculations. 

The maximum likelihood solution is one of successive approximations. A stage that 
is unnecessary in the probit analysis of most laboratory data concerns the number of in¬ 
sects exposed to the insecticide, m. In addition to the untreated control plots, each treated 
plot provides some information on this number, and Finney (1949) has introduced an aux¬ 
iliary variate ( — Q/Z) for the purpose of improving the estimation of m. In the bean beetle 
example in Tables VII-XII, this adjustment proved so trivial in the first approximation, 
that it could be omitted from the second cycle and m taken as the mean number of survivors 
in the untreated checks. Each empirical probit in Table XI was replaced by the working 
probit, y = (Y — P/Z) + p(l/Z), where p is the observed proportionate reduction (%/l00) 
from the check or control, and, corresponding to each expected probit Y, the remaining 
terms are taken from appropriate tables based upon the ordinate (Z) and the expected 
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proportion killed or area (P) of the normal curve. Each probit y was then given a weight 
w' = mkzZ2/Q(Qm -f k ), where Q = 1-P. 

A i1 test of the first cycle showed a highly significant heterogeneity and the need 
for a second cycle. New expected probits Y for the second cycle were computed from the 
weighted assay slope of_the logliose response curve for the 1st cycle, and the separate 
weighted means xi and y for each lot of cubé in each block. These Y’s led to the working 
probits y and their weights w' in Table XIII for calculating the second cycle. In contrast 

TABLE XIII. Second Cycle in the Maximum Likelihood Analysis of the Data in 
Table XI. 

Block Dose Working probit y for lot 
No. Xl A B C D E F 

I -3 6.07 5.73 5.13 6.22 6.32 6.17 
-1 6.72 6.31 5.08 6.73 6.06 6.84 

1 6.95 6.59 6.38 6.63 5.64 7.34 
3 7.71 7.44 7.02 7.32 7.47 700 

II -3 5.81 5.19 4.86 5.01 5.17 6.25 
-1 5.84 5.70 4.23 5.87 6.20 6.68 

1 6.10 6.61 5.54 6.65 6.88 6.60 
3 7.06 6.73 6.55 7.53 7.05 7.46 

III -3 4.99 5.31 4.36 4.13 5.24 6.11 
-1 5.85 5.14 6.13 6.51 6.25 5.45 

1 6.38 6.63 5.80 6.70 6.63 6.85 
3 6.73 6.60 6.34 6.96 7.00 6.46 

Negative binomial weight w' 

I -3 5.17 4.32 2.43 5.59 4.66 6.02 
-1 7.78 6.91 4.41 8.23 7.29 8.62 

1 9.61 9.24 7.02 9.65 9.44 9.58 
3 8.15 9.08 9.31 7-44 8.78 6.82 

II -3 3.72 3.05 1.55 4.13 3.30 4.46 
-1 6.19 5.28 3.13 6.63 5.65 7.07 

1 8.76 794 5.43 9.08 8.29 9.34 
3 955 9.65 8.04 9.31 9.66 8.94 

III -3 3.05 2.47 1.19 3.42 2.71 3.77 
-1 5.33 4.51 2.54 5.81 4.86 6.24 

1 799 7.13 4.61 8.44 7.46 8.76 
3 9.65 935 7-24 9.65 9.52 9.54 

Lot B C D E F 
Log'toxicity M' -.10090 — .39726 .04638 .07441 .12928 
% toxicity 79.3 40.1 111.3 118.7 134.7 
Lálog'interval, è L .1853 .2067 .1798 .2113 .1796 

Calculation with coded doses xx of expected probits Y for the second cycle: Weighted assay slope from 
first cycle = 0.2336; unweighted slope from Table X = 0.2658; for computing Y, bx = (2(0.2336) + 0.2658\ 

/3 = 0.244. The origin, a = y — bxi for the logdose response curve for each lot in each block, was computed 
from its weighted means y and xi and the assay slope b = 0.2336. With the unweighted average of the three 
a s for each lot or preparation (ap), of the 6 a's for each block (ab), and of the 18 a’s for the entire experiment (ä) 
an expected probit was determined for each plot as Y = äp + äb — ä + 0.244 xx. 

Working probits and weights: y = (Y — P/Z) + p(l/Z), with terms in ( ) for each Y from Fisher and Yates 
(1957); wr = mkcZ2/Q(Qm + kc) with m = 201.2, kc = 2.72, and table in Finney (1949). 

Agreement of the y’s with the parallel lines fitted to each lot in each block with assay slope b' = 0.2543, 
X1 = 55.495 with 53 degrees of freedom. 

For computing log-toxicities M' and confidence intervals èL: M' = i' (xls — xXu + (yu — y8)/b'k i' = 
Vi log 2, b' = 0.2543; C = 1.03039. 

with a probit analysis based upon binomial percentages, where the greatest weight cor' 
responds to a kill of 50 percent, the negative binomial weights were here maximal at ap' 
proximately 95 to 98 percent control. 
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The completed analysis from the second cycle agreed well with the underlying hy- 
potheses, with y2 = 55.49 for 53 degrees of freedom. This result testifies to the validity 
of the kc obtained by minimizing the non-additivity, of the negative binomial weights and 
of the general analytical procedure. The log-relative potency for the cubé samples B to F 
were estimated separately for each block, and found in separate y2 tests to be mutually 
consistent. Their weighted log-relative toxicides M' (Table XIII), presumably the most 
reliable that could be computed from the experiment, had confidence intervals averaging 
15 percent less than before. Although the three series of toxicides agreed within their 
experimental errors, the principal discrepancy being in lot F, this third procedure, if pro¬ 
grammed for the electronic computer, would be not only preferable but practicable as well. 
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DISCUSSION 

R. W. Stark. Biologists attempting to use distributions are happier when there is a 
biological example or explanation for contagious distributions. I have heard the comment 
that the negative binomial does not have such examples and is perhaps not as suitable for 
use as those that have. Could Dr. Bliss give us any such examples of its use? 

R. Sokal. Could Dr. Bliss elaborate on the biological model underlying the negative 
binomial? 

C. I. Bliss. Anscombe, Kendall, and others have listed several models which would 
lead to negative binomial distributions. One of these, heterogeneous Poisson sampling, is 
illustrated by the chafer counts in Table III. “Contagion”, due to reproduction and re¬ 
stricted dispersion from a nearly-Poisson migrant spring infestation, is shown by the 
second generation of beet leaf hoppers in Table IV, described by Bowen and fitted equally 
well by Neyman’s contagious and by the negative binomial distributions. These and other 
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models have been described by Feller and Skellam. The negative binomial does not lack 
biological models. 

L. G. Putnam. I had assumed that to be of value, each organism having a negative 
binomial distribution should have some general value of k that would apply to the full 
range of mean values. Evidently this is not necessarily correct? 

C. I. Bliss. Since ecological factors may influence k and since many organisms can 
adapt to a wide range of environments, I would not expect a single k to characterise a 

species or genus, even with a standardised sampling unit and procedure. 

T. A. Bancroft. Is it important for ordinary statistical inference problems, e.g. in 
testing hypotheses, to know whether the theoretical distribution of best fit is negative 
binomial or contagious, etc., since the variance law is the same for both? 

C. I. Bliss. In some overdispersed distributions the variance within subareas is a 

linear function of the mean. In these cases, the square root of the count would be more 
appropriate than a logarithmic function for analysing the counts from a field experiment. 
This suggests that at least an approximate knowledge of the underlying theoretical dis' 
tribution may have practical importance. 

J. U. McGuire. What difference do you think sampling will have on the form of the 
distribution which will best fit a particular set of values? With European corn borer, 
there seems to be a loss of information by sampling. 

C. I. Bliss. The area or pattern of sampling will undoubtedly affect the sise of the 
negative binomial k, as illustrated by the counts of European chafer and spruce budworm, 
but I suspect that agreement with the negative binomial is relatively insensitive to the 
type of sampling. In my experience, distributions agreeing with the negative binomial 
have included complete censuses, systematically arranged samples, and random samples over 
areas of widely differing extent. 
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ABSTRACT 

Wherever normality can he assumed it is possible to estimate the variance by using the 
average range in a series of samples and Tippett's table of the “Average Range Divided by the 
Standard Error." In general the entomologist has to wor\ with discrete populations whereas 
most of the theoretical investigations of the range are with continuous functions. Since Tippett's 
table must be used in calculating the approximate value of the variance, it was felt that the 
usefulness of this table for use with some discrete population should be investigated. 

Burr's (1955) method of computing the expected range for a discrete distribution has been 
used on 5 Poisson distributions for sample sizes of 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64. The results indicate 
that the expectation of the range for this type of discrete population approaches that of the 
normal as the population mean increases. The estimated variance, using the range from a 
Poisson distribution with a population mean of 2 and Tippett's table, is too small by approxP 
mately 8% for samples of 2, and 19% for samples of 64. However, if the population mean is 4 
the error is 2% for samples of 2 and 3% for samples of 64. 

It, therefore, seems reasonable to suggest that the approximation to the variance of a 
Poisson distribution by means of the range and Tippett's table will be useful for distributions 
with means of 4 or above and for sample sizes from 2 to 8. 

INTRODUCTION 

Very often the availability of an approximation permits the easy application of an 
otherwise awkward statistic or statistical technique. A very striking example of such an 
approximation is the use of the Fitest in lieu of the exact randomisation test in the analysis 
of variance. In recent years the quality control statistician has frequently employed the 
range in a sample to get a quick estimate of the sample variance. 

The range, which is the difference between the highest and lowest values in a sample, 
has been found useful in making quick estimates of the variance of a set of data under the 
assumption of normality. Many investigations, of a theoretical and applied nature, have been 
conducted with the range. Unfortunately, most of these investigations have dealt with the 
range from continuous functions, principally the normal function, whereas the functions 
encountered in entomological investigations are of a discrete nature. One of the characterise 
tics of discrete distributions is that their mean and variance are functionally related. 
This is true for the Poisson and all of the compound Poisson distributions. 

Since Tippett’s1 table of the “Range Divided by the Population Standard Deviation” 
is based on the “normal” distribution, it is of interest to find out how well the table may be 
used to estimate the required population variance for a discrete distribution. It is expected 
that the use of the range from discrete distributions will give a biased estimate of the vari' 
ance. The purpose of this paper is to examine the nature and magnitude of this bias for 
Poisson distributions with different selected means and sample sises. 

THE METHOD OF SOLUTION 

Theoretical 

The expected value of a discrete distribution is defined as 

E(X) = 2 piXi, 
i = 0 

where pi is the probability of occurrence of Xi. 

•Tables for Statisticians and Biometricians, Volume II First Edition Table XXII, page 167. 

1033 
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In order to calculate the expectation of the range for a sample of n from a given population, 
the probability of the range is needed. If the samples are independent the probability of 
the range, Rn (= 0, 1, 2, . . .,i), for samples of two is 

P2(Ro) — Po“ ~b Pi2 H- P22 ~b P32 "b . . . . etc. 
P2(Ri) = (popi)2 + (P1P2)2 + (P2P3)2 + . . . . etc. 

(2) P2(R2) = (P0P2)2 + (pip3)2 + (p->p4)2 + . . . . etc. 

P2(Rco) = (PoPco)2 + (PIP J2 + (P2P«)2 + . . . . etc. 

and then, for a general n, 

i = R 
(3) Pn (R) = 2 [Sn (i,R) - Sn (i+l,R) - Sn (i,R — 1) + Sn (i+l,R-l)] 

i = 0 

i+R 
where S (i,R) = 2 pi, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . ., t, 

i 

and where t is the value of i for which pi = 0.000 001 and n is the size of sample. The 
calculation of (3) may be simplified as follows: 

(a) The following arrays are set up. 

Po Po + pl P0 + P1 + P2 Po + Pl+p2"bp3 P0 + P1+P2 + P3 + P4 P1+P2 + P3 + P4 + P5 

pi P1+P2 Pl+p2 + P3 P1 + P2 + P3 + P4 P1+P2 + P3 + P4 + P5 

p2 p2+p3 P2 + P3 + P4 P2 + P3 + P4 + P5 

P3 P3 + P4 P3~bp4 + P5 
P4 P4 + P5 

P5 

(b) Then following equation (3) 
Pn (0) = p0n + pin + p2n + p3n + p4n + p5n 
Pn (1) = (p0 + pi)n - pin - p0n + (pi+p2)n - p2n - pin + etc. 
Pn (2) = (p0 + pl + P2)n — (pO + Pl)n — (pi+p2)n + pin 

+ (pi + p2~bp3)n — (pi+p2)n + (P2+P3)11 + P2n + etc. 

(c) The actual process may be shortened by summing the columns of step (a) and using 
the following relations which are easily deduced from equations in step (b). For example: 

Pn(l) = (po + Pi)n - pin - p0n 
+ (Pl + P2)n - P2n - Pin 
+ (p2 + P3)n — P3n — P2n 
+ (p3 + p4)n — p4n — p.3n 
+ (P4 + Pb)n - P5n - P4n_ 

= 2[Sn(i,l)] + p0n — 2Z[Sn(i,0)] + p5n 

or Pn(2) = (p0 + pi + P2)11 — (po + pi)n — (pi + p2)n + p!n 
+ (pi + P2 + P3)11 — (pi + P2)n — (p2 + ps)n + P2n 
+ (p2 + P3 + Pl)n — (p2 + ps)n — (p3 + p4)n + p3n 
+ (p3 + p4 + p5)n — (P3 + Pl)n — (p4 + Pö)n + P4n 

= I[Sn(i,2)] + Sn[0,1)] - 2Z[Sn(i,l)] + Sn(4,l) + I[Sn(i,0)] - Sn(0,0) - Sn(5,0)) 

(d) The two terminal points are added together for each column in (a) and designated by 

En (i,R) = [Sn (0,R) + Sn (i —R,R)], 

which allows equation (3), the probability of the range, to be written as follows: 

i —R i —R-pl i —R+2 
(4) Pn(R) = 2 [Sn(l,R)] - 2 I[Sn(i,R-l)] + En (1,R-1) + 2[Sn(i,R-2)] 

i=0 1=0 1=0 

— En(i,R —2). 

The average value of the range will be given : by 

(5) E(Rn) = 1 P(Rn)Rn. 
R = 0 
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Example 

An example of the use of the above method of computation, due to Burr (1955), 
follows. The probabilities for a Poisson distribution with a mean equal to 0.5 and the sums 
in step 3 (a) are 

Pi=S(i,0) S(i,l) S(i,2) S(i,3) S(i,4) S(i,5) S(i,6) S(i,7) 

0 0.606531 0.909796 0.985612 0.998248 0.999828 0.999986 0.999999 1.000000 
1 0.303265 0.379081 0.391717 0.393297 0.393455 0.393468 0.393469 
2 0.075816 0.088452 0.090032 0.090190 0.090203 0.090204 
3 0.012636 0.014216 0.014374 0.014387 0.014388 
4 0.001580 0.001738 0.001751 0.001752 
5 0.000158 0.000171 0.000172 
6 0.000013 0.000014 
7 0.000001 

Squaring each value in the above table and adding down each column the values for 
i-R 
2 S2 (i,R) and adding the terminal points in each column the value for En as defined in 
i = 0 

3(d) are obtained as follows: 

R 
1 = R 
2 S2 (i,R) 
i = 0 

E2 (i,R) 

0 0.465759 0.367880 
1 0.979460 0.827729 
2 1.133189 0.971431 
3 1.159526 0.996502 

4 1.162801 0.999863 
5 1.162926 1.008109 
6 1.154816 1.154816 

7 1.000000 1.000000 

Using the values in the above table and substituting in equation (4) the probabilities of 
the range P (Rn) are obtained : 

7 
P2(0) = 2 [S2(i,0)] = 0.46759 

i = 0 
6 7 

P2(l) = 2 [S2(i,l)] - 2 2 [S2(i,0) ] + E2(i,0)] 
i = 0 i = 0 

= (0.979460) - (2) (0.465759) + (0.367880) = 0.415822 
5 6 7 

P2(2) = 2 [S2(i,2)] - 2 2 [S2(i,l)] + E2[(i,l)] + 2 [S2(i,0)] - E2[(i,0)] 
i = 0 i = 0 i = 0 

= (1.133189) - (2) (0.979460) + (0.827729) + (0.465759) - (0.367880) 
= 0.099877 

The above values for P(Rn) are then substituted in equation (5) to obtain the expectation 
of the range. 

RESULTS 

The above computational technique was employed on five Poisson distributions with 
means 0.50, 1.00, 2.00, 4.00 and 16.00 and for sample sizes n = 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64. 
The computations for the Poisson distribution with the mean of 16 were done with IBM 
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equipment, all others on a desk calculator. Table I gives the percent relative efficiency of 
the population standard deviation computed from Tippett’s table in terms of the true 
population standard deviations. 

TABLE I—The Percent Relative Efficiency of the Estimated Standard Deviation, 
Using Tippett’s Table of the Range in Terms of the Population Standard Deviation, 
to the True Standard Deviation Based on 6 Different Sample Sizes Taken from each of 

Five Poisson Distributions. 

Mean of 
Poisson 

distribution 

Sample Size (n) 

2 4 8 16 32 64 

0.5 84.4 83.8 81.3 80.8 81.4 82.1 

1.0 92.8 92.3 89.7 86.7 85.1 84.4 

2.0 96.7 96.6 95.9 94.5 92.2 90.0 

4.0 98.4 98.3 98.1 97.7 97.2 96.6 

16.0 99.6 99.6 99.5 99.5 99.4 99.3 

The values in Table I indicate that the variance estimated from Tippett’s table using 
a range from a Poisson distribution is always negatively biased. However, this bias ap- 
proaches zero as the mean of the Poisson distribution increases. It seems reasonable to 
recommend the use of the variance estimated in this way if the mean of the Poisson dis¬ 
tribution is at least 4 and the sample size no larger than n = 8. This agrees with the closing 
statement made by Pearson (1950) in discussing the use of the range for normal populations. 

In passing, it must be pointed out that while Poisson populations were used in this 
paper they are the exception rather than the rule in entomological research. The distribution 
most likely to be found will be one of the compound Poisson distributions. 

The Poisson distribution has a variance equal to the mean. 

Var = X, 

while the compound Poisson distributions have 

Var = X (1 + a) 

where a is a parameter of the distribution. 

It may, therefore, be expected that as a increases the negative bias of the estimated 
standard error also increases. It is hoped that an investigation similar to what has been 
done with the Poisson distribution can be done with the negative binomial distribution. 
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EXTRACTO 

Estudios morfométricos en fases de S. cancellata Serv., fueron conducidos, en la forma 

usada por Dirsh sobre S. gregaria Fors\dl. Ventiún índices fueron estudiados y su variación 
entre sexos de cada fase y fases de cada sexo fue establecida y asesorada estadísticamente. Los 
índices y forma de medición fueron los siguientes: 

Calibrador con Vernier: Longitud del cuerpo (L), Longitud del Elitro (E), Máxima 
anchura de la cabeza (C), Longitud del Fémur posterior (F) y Máxima anchura del Fémur 
posterior (A). 

Binocular con pieza ocular micromètrica: Longitud del Pronoto (P), Longitud de la 
Prozona y Metazona del Pronoto (Pz, Mz), Altura del Pronoto (H), Máxima y Mínima 
anchura del Pronoto (Mx, M), Longitud de los Fémures anterior y medio (AF, MF), Longitud 
y Anchura del Esterno (St, W), Máxima y Mínima anchura del interespacio mesosternal 
(mxS, mS), Mínima anchura del interespacio metasternal (mT), Diámetros vertical y 
horizontal del Ojo compuesto (O, Oh) y Anchura del vértice entre lox ojos (V). 

Todos los índices resultaron ineficaces para la separación de fases; cinco fueron selec' 
donados y se formaron cinco relaciones (ratios) con éllos, en la forma que sigue: 

E: Mayor en gregaria que en solitaria, en los machos y altamente significativo; mayor 
en solitaria que en gregaria en las hembras, sin significación. 

F: Mayor en solitaria que en gregaria en ambos sexos, con elevada significación. 
A: Mayor en solitaria que en gregaria en ambos sexos, con elevada significación. 
mS : Mayor en gregaria que en solitaria en ambos sexos y altamente significativo. 
Oh: Mayor en solitaria que en gregaria en ambos sexos, con elevada significación. 

Las relaciones formadas (E/F, E/A, F/mS, Oh/mS y A/mS) todas funcionan para la 
la separación de fases con un alto grado de probabilidad (P < 0.001). 

De estas relaciones E/F y E/A son de más fácil uso para el trabajo en el campo, pues los 
tres índices implicados son mensurables con calibrador. 

Su uso y confiabilidad durante trabajos de campo, con individuos pertenecientes a la fase 
transiens, son discutidos en este trabajo. 

INTRODUCCION 

Desde que B. P. Uvarov, en 1921 estableció por primera vez la separación morfométrica 
de fases de Locusta migratoria L., basándose en la relación “Longitud del élitro/Longitud del 
fémur posterior” (E/F), se han efectuado numerosos estudios morfometricos sobre diferentes 
especies de langostas. 

Dirsh, en 1953, ha reseñado la introducción de nuevos índices y formación de nuevas 
relaciones (“ratios”), por diferentes autores, y ha efectuado un extenso estudio de la mor' 
fometría de fases de Schistocerca gregaria Forskál, probando 20 índices diferentes, con los 
cuales ha confeccionado algunos “ratios” adecuados a la separación de las fases de dicha 
especie. 

El autor, en 1953, pudo comprobar la factibilidad de distinguir fases de S. cancellata 
Serv. en el Perú, usando la relación E/F. Sin embargo, los valores de E/F hallados, debían 
ser rectificados por varias rabones. 

En el presente trabajo sometemos a la consideración ajena los resultados obtenidos, 
en un estudio ampliatorio. 

' Los lineamientos generales, los índices a medir (con exclusión de uno nuevo), la forma 
de medición de los mismos y, en suma, el desarrollo del mismo trabajo, han sido tomados de 
Dirsh (op. cit.). 
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Todos los índices y las relaciones que se pudieron formar con los más adecuados, han 
sido estudiados estadísticamente para asesorar su confiabilidad. 

MATERIAL 

El material de la fase gregaria fue colectado en pleno vigor de la gradación de langostas 
ocurrida en el nor-oriente del Perú (JaémBagua), en los años 1945-48. 

El material de solitaria fue colectado en uno de los centros de propagación continua de 
S. cancellata en el Perú, en el curso de los años 1950-54. Su historial biológico la revela como 
no 'gregaria, pues en todos esos años no se ha producido ninguna tendencia a un cambio de 
fase, manteniéndose la relación E/F constantemente baja. 

Gregaria: JaémBagua: 9 machos—12 hembras. Colector: J. E. Wille1—1947. 
JaémBagua: 10 machos—4 hembras. Colector: Ó. Beingolea.—1947. 
Jaén: Ribera del Río Chinchipe: 4 machos—8 hembras. Colector: W. 
Weyrauch2.—1948. Colección del Museo Nacional de Ciencias Naturales. 

Solitaria: Valle de La Convención: 50 machos—50 hembras. Colector: O. Beingolea. 
Diferentes recolecciones hechas en los años 1950-54. 

METODOS 

La forma de efectuar las mediciones aparece en la descripción del método que acompaña 
los resultados de las mismas en el próximo subtítulo. 

Todas las medidas han sido tomadas en milímetros. Los instrumentos para las mediciones 
han sido un calibrador con Vernier y binocular con pieza ocular micromètrica. 

Indices medidos con calibrador: 
Longitud del Elitro. 
Longitud del Fémur posterior. 
Anchura de la Cabeza. 
Anchura Máxima del Fémur posterior.3 

Indices medidos con binocular: 
Longitud del Pronoto. 
Longitud de la Prozona del Pronoto. 
Longitud de la Metazona del Pronoto. 
Altura del Pronoto. 
Anchura Máxima del Pronoto. 
Anchura Mínima del Pronoto. 
Longitud del Esterno. 
Anchura del Esterno. 
Anchura Mínima del interespacio Mesosternal. 
Anchura Máxima del interespacio Mesosternal. 
Anchura Mínima del interespacio Metasternal. 
Longitud del Fémur Anterior. 
Longitud del Fémur Medio. 
Diámetro Vertical del Ojo. 
Diámetro Horizontal del Ojo. 
Anchura del Vértice entre los Ojos. 

El comportamiento de estos índices, según que sean mayores en una fase que en la 
otra, así como el grado de probabilidad, resultante del asesoramiento estadístico de las 
diferencias, son dados en las páginas siguientes. En todos los casos las diferencias han sido 
formadas restando los valores de la Fase solitaria de aquellos de la Fase gregaria, para 
establecer las diferencias entre fases para cada sexo, y restando los valores correspondientes 
a las hembras de aquellos de los machos, para establecer las diferencias entre sexos de cada 
fase; por tal razón, en los casos en que los valores de solitaria son mayores que los de gregaria, 
y lo mismo en los casos en los que los valores de las hembras son mayores que los de los 
machos, las diferencias son negativas. 

Los símbolos usados son aquellos empleados por Dirsh (op. cit.). 
Los símbolos de los índices, de las relaciones y de las fases, son empleados cada vez 

que se hace alusión a éllos, para favorecer la brevedad. 

'Jefe del Depto. de Entomología de la Estación Experimental Agrícola de La Molina. 
-Ex-Jefe de la Sección “Insectos” del Museo Nacional de Ciencias Naturales. 

3La introducción de este índice fué sugerida^ por el Ing°. Agr°. J. Salazar T. (Jefe de la Brigada de Defensa Agrícola N°2). Aunque desde 
hace mucho tiempo se reconoce como un carácter morfológico diferencial, no sabemos que haya sido empleado antes. 
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MEDICIONES 

Todas las mediciones han sido efectuadas sobre 23 machos y 24 hembras de gregaria 
y 50 machos y 50 hembras de solitaria. Los resultados figuran en las Tablas I a II (Promedios, 
errores standard y desviaciones standard) y III y IV (Diferencias entre promedios, valores 
de t y P y Grados de Libertad). 

Los resultados de las mediciones, el sentido de su variación y los niveles de P a los 
cuales funcionan las diferencias en uno u otro sentido, se exponen en las líneas siguientes 
(Tablas I-IV) : 

TABLA I 

Promedios, Errores Standard y Desviaciones Standard de las Fases gregaria y solitaria. 

MACHOS 

N° Indices 
Sino 
bolos 

Promedio y error standard 
Desviación 
standard 

G S G S 

1 Longitud del cuerpo. L 47-70 ± 0.94 44.82 ± 0.18 4.52 1.34 

2 Longitud del élitro. E 44.99 ± 0.62 42.39 ± 0.16 2.97 1.13 

3 Longitud del Pronoto. P 9.06 + 0.15 8.94 ± 0.06 0.73 0.44 

4 Longitud de la Protona del Pronoto. Pz 4.33 ± 0.05 4.27 ± 0.02 0.27 0.15 

5 Longitud de la Metazona del Pronoto. Mz 4.73 ± 0.10 4.63 ± 0.03 0.50 0.22 

6 Altura del Pronoto. H 6.86 ± 0.14 6.60 ± 0.05 0.70 0.39 

7 Mínima anchura del Pronoto. M 4.68 ± 0.07 4.59 ± 0.03 0.35 0.24 

8 Máxima anchura del Pronoto. Mx 6.27 ± 0.13 6.08 ± 0.05 0.64 0.36 

9 Longitud del “sternum”. St 11.17 ± 0.17 10.75 ± 0.05 0.82 0.37 

10 Anchura del mesosterno. W 5.29 ± 0.07 5.00 ± 0.02 0.34 0.16 

11 Mínima anchura del interespacio meso 
sternal. mS 1.15 ± 0.03 0.95 ± 0.01 0.14 0.09 

12 Máxima anchura del interespacio meso 
sternal. mxS 1.78 ± 0.03 1.73 ± 0.01 0.13 0.08 

13 Mínima anchura del interespacio meta' 
sternal. mT 0.24 ± 0.01 0.21 ± 0.01 0.06 0.07 

14 Longitud del Fémur anterior. AF 6.75 ± 0.09 6.30 ± 0.04 0.45 0.30 

15 Longitud del Fémur medio. MF 7.54 ± 0.10 7.16 ± 0.04 0.49 0.28 

16 Longitud del Fémur posterior. F 23.48 ± 0.35 24.53 ± 0.12 1.66 0.85 

17 Anchura del vértice entre los ojos. V 1.58 ± 0.03 1.48 ± 0.01 0.16 0.10 

18 Diámetro vertical del ojo. O 3.40 ± 0.05 3.45 ± 0.02 0.25 0.14 

19 Diámetro horizontal del ojo. Oh 2.05 ± 0.05 2.24 + 0.01 0.26 0.09 

20 Máxima anchura de la cabeza. c 6.82 ± 0.09 6.40 ± 0.03 0.46 0.21 

21 Máxima anchura del Fémur posterior. A 4.44 ± 0.09 4.98 ± 0.03 0.42 0.20 
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TABLA II 

Promedios, Errores Standard y Desviaciones Standard de las Fases gregaria y solitaria. 

HEMBRAS 

N° Indices 
Sím' 
bolos 

Promedio y error standard 
Desviación 
standard 

G S G S 

1 Longitud del cuerpo. L 51.14 ± 115 51.75 ± 0.28 5.63 1.97 

2 Longitud del élitro. E 49.03 ± 0.67 49.09 ± 0.26 3.27 1.83 

3 Longitud del Pronoto. P 9.49 ± 0.15 10.13 ± 0.07 0.80 0.51 

4 Longitud de la Prozona del Pronoto. Pz 4.54 ± 0.07 4.76 ± 0.04 0.35 0.28 

5 Longitud de la Metazona del Pronoto. Mz 4.95 ± 0.10 5.36 ± 0.04 0.49 0.29 

6 Altura del Pronoto. H 7.38 ± 0.12 764 ± 0.05 0.61 O.37 

7 Mínima anchura del Pronoto. M 5.07 ± 0.08 5.46 ± 0.04 0.38 0.26 

8 Máxima anchura del Pronoto. Mx 6.99 ± 0.14 731 ± 0.05 0.68 0.38 

9 Longitud del “sternum”. St 11.75 ± 0.19 12.22 ± 0.08 0.97 0.58 

10 Anchura del mesosterno. W 6.00 ± 0.09 6.13 ± 0.03 0.46 0.23 

11 Mínima anchura del interespacio meso 
sternal. mS 1.48 ± 0.03 1.24 ± 0.02 0.14 0.12 

12 Máxima anchura del interespacio meso 
sternal. mxS 2.10 ± 0.03 2.11 ± 0.02 0.13 0.13 

13 Mínima anchura del interespacio meta' 
sternal. mT 0.69 ± 0.02 0.67 ± 0.01 0.09 0.11 

14 Longitud del Fémur anterior. AF 6.76 ± 0.09 6.72 ± 0.05 0.42 0.33 

15 Longitud del Fémur medio. MF 7-72 ± 0.11 7 91 ± 0.06 0.56 0.39 

16 Longitud del Fémur posterior. F 24.97 ± 0.33 28.30 ± 0.18 1.63 1.21 

17 Anchura del vértice entre los ojos. V 1.69 ± 0.03 1.69 ± 0.01 0.15 0.09 

18 Diámetro vertical del ojo. O 3.47 ± 0.05 3.7O ± 0.02 0.22 0.14 

19 Diámetro horizontal del ojo. Oh 2.01 ± 0.03 2.25 ± 0.01 0.13 0.09 

20 Máxima anchura de la cabeza. c 7.19 ± 0.08 7.23 ± 0.05 0.41 0.34 

21 Máxima anchura del Fémur posterior. A 4.71 ± 0.08 5.67 ± 0.05 0.39 0.36 
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TABLA III—Diferencias entre Promedios de Fases. 

MACHOS 

G —S 

N° Indices 
omv 
bolos Diferencia t G.L p 

1 Longitud del cuerpo. L + 2.88 2.991 72 < 0.01 
> 0.001 

2 Longitud del élitro. E + 2.60 4.062 72 < 0.001 

3 Longitud del Pronoto. P + 0.12 — 72 No significativo. 

4 Longitud de la Protona del Pronoto. Pz + 0.06 1.000 72 < 0.6 
> 0.2 

5 Longitud de la Metazona del Pronoto. Mz + 0.10 — 72 No significativo 

6 Altura del Pronoto. H + 0.26 1.624 72 < 0.2 
> 0.1 

7 Mínima anchura del Pronoto. M + 0.07 — 72 No significativo 

8 Máxima anchura del Pronoto. Mx + 0.19 1.357 72 < 0.2 
> 0.1 

9 Longitud del “sternum” St + 0.42 2.555 72 < 0.05 
> 0.01 

10 Anchura del mesosterno. W + 0.29 4142 72 < 0.001 

11 Mínima anchura del interespacio meso* 
sternal. mS + 0.20 6.666 72 < 0.001 

12 Máxima anchura del interespacio meso* 
sternal. mxS + 0.05 1.666 72 

< 0.2 
> 0.1 

13 Mínima anchura del interespacio meta' 
sternal. mT + 0.03 1.500 72 

< 0.2 
> 0.1 

14 Longitud del Fémur anterior. AF + 0.45 4.500 72 < 0.001 

15 Longitud del Fémur medio. MF + 0.38 3.454 72 < 0.01 
> 0.001 

16 Longitud del Fémur posterior. F - 1.05 2.837 72 < 0.01 
> 0.001 

17 Anchura del vértice entre los ojos. V + 0.10 2.500 72 < 0.05 
> 0.01 

18 Diámetro vertical del ojo. O - 0.05 — 72 No significativo. 

19 Diámetro horizontal del ojo. Oh - 0.19 3.392 72 < 0.01 
> 0.001 

20 Máxima anchura de la cabeza. c + 0.42 4.200 72 < 0.001 

21 Máxima anchura del Fémur posterior. A - 0.58 5.934 72 < 0.001 
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TABLA IV—Diferencias entre Promedios de Fases. 

HEMBRAS 

N° Indices 
Síim 
bolos 

G —S 

Diferencia t G.L P 

1 Longitud del cuerpo. L - 0.61 — 73 No significativo. 

2 Longitud del élitro. E - 0.06 — 73 No significativo. 

3 Longitud del Pronoto. P - 0.64 3.555 73 < 0.01 
> 0.001 

4 Longitud de la Prozona del Pronoto. Pz - 0.22 2.750 73 < 0.01 
> 0.001 

5 Longitud de la Metazona del Pronoto. Mz - 0.41 3.727 73 < 0.001 

6 Altura del Pronoto. H - 0.26 2.000 73 < 0.05 
> 0.01 

7 Mínima anchura del Pronoto. M - 0.39 4.333 73 < 0.001 

8 Máxima anchura del Pronoto. Mx - 0.32 2.133 73 < 0.05 
>0.01 

9 Longitud del “sternum”. St - 0.47 2.043 73 < 0.05 
> 0.01 

10 Anchura del mesosterno. W - 0.13 1.300 73 < 0.2 
> 0.1 

11 Mínima anchura del interespacio meso- 
sternal. mS + 0.24 8.000 73 < 0.001 

12 Máxima anchura del interespacio meso' 
sternal. mxS - 0.01 — 73 No significativo. 

13 Mínima anchura del interespacio meta' 
sternal. mT + 0.02 — 73 No significativo. 

14 Longitud del Fémur anterior. AF + 0.04 — 73 No significativo. 

15 Longitud del Fémur medio. MF - 0.19 1.461 73 < 0.2 
> 0.1 

16 Longitud del Fémur posterior. F - 3.93 10.342 73 < 0.001 

17 Anchura del vértice entre los ojos. V 0.00 — 73 No significativo. 

18 Diámetro vertical del ojo. O - 0.23 4.600 73 < 0.001 

19 Diámetro horizontal del ojo. Oh - 0.24 8.000 73 <0.001 

20 Máxima anchura de la cabeza. c - 0.04 — 73 No significativo. 

21 Máxima anchura del Fémur posterior. A - 0.96 10.212 73 < 0.001 
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1. —Longitud del cuerpo (L).—‘‘Medida como la distancia entre el extremo anterior de 
la cabeza y el ápice de la placa sub'genital (machos) o ápice del ovipositor (hembras)” 
Machos: Mayor en G que en S: 0.01 > P > 0.001. 
Hembras: Mayor en S que en G: Diferencia no significativa. 

2. —Longitud del Elitro (E).—“Medida como la distancia entre la separación de las venas 
costa (mediastinal) y sub^costa (radial anterior) y el ápice del élitro”. 
Machos: Mayor en G que en S: 0.01 > P > 0.001. 
Hembras: Mayor en S que en G: Diferencia no significativa. 

3. —Longitud del Pronoto (P).—“Medida a lo largo de la carina media pronotai”. 
Machos : Mayor en G que en S : Diferencia no significativa. 
Hembras: Mayor en S que en G: 0.01 > P > 0.001. 

4. —Longitud de la Prozona del Pronoto (Pz).—“Medida a lo largo de la carina media 
pronotai, entre el márgen anterior y el surco pronotai principal”. 
Machos: Mayor en G que en S: 0.6 > P > 0.2. 
Hembras: Mayor en S que en G: 0.01 > P > 0.001. 

5. —Longitud de la Metazona del Pronoto (Mz).—“Medida a lo largo de la carina media 
pronotai entre el surco pronotai principal y el márgen posterior”. 
Machos: Mayor en G que en S: Diferencia no significativa. 
Hembras: Mayor en S que en G: P < 0.001. 

6. —Altura del Pronoto (H).—“Medida como la distancia vertical entre el punto más bajo 
del lóbulo lateral del pronoto y el punto más alto de la carina media del mismo, entre 
el segundo y tercer surcos”. 
Machos: Mayor en G que en S: 0.2 > P > 0.1. 
Hembras: Mayor en S que en G: 0.05 > P > 0.01. 

7. —Anchura mínima del Pronoto (M).—“Medida en zona mas estrecha”. 
Machos: Mayor en G que en S: Diferencia no significativa. 
Hembras: Mayor en S que en G: P < 0.001. 

8. —Anchura máxima del Pronoto (Mx).—“Medida como la mayor distancia entre la 
superficie de los lóbulos laterales del pronoto en la metazona”. 
Machos: Mayor en G que en S: 0.2 > P > 0.1. 
Hembras: Mayor en S que en G: 0.05 > P > 0.01. 

9. —Longitud del Esterno (St).—“Medida como la distancia entre la sutura anterior del 
esterno y el borde posterior del primer esternito abdominal”. 
Machos: Mayor en G que en S: 0.05 > P > 0.01. 
Hembras: Mayor en S que en G: 0.05 > P > 0.01. 

10. —Anchura del Mesosterno (W).—“Medida a través de la parte más estrecha del 
mesosterno, al nivel de las patas medias”. 
Machos: Mayor en G que en S: P < 0.001. 
Hembras: Mayor en S que en G: 0.2 > P > 0.1. 

11. —Anchura mínima del interespacio Mesosternal (mS).—“Medida a través de la más 
estrecha porción de la parte posterior de este espacio”. 
Es mayor en G que en S en ambos sexos con igual significación: P < 0.001. 

12. —Anchura máxima del interespacio Mesosternal (mxS).—“Medida a través de la parte 
más ancha de dicho espacio”. 
Machos: Mayor en G que en S: 0.2 > P > 0.1. 
Hembras : Mayor en S que en G : Diferencia no significativa. 

13. —Anchura mínima del interespacio Metasternal (mT).—“Medida a través de la parte 
más estrecha del primer esternito abdominal que separa los lóbulos metasternales . 
Mayor en G que en S en ambos sexos; en los machos la diferencia es significativa a 
nivel de 0.2 > P > 0.1 y sin significación para las hembras. 
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14. —Longitud del Fémur anterior (AF).—“Medida a lo largo de la cara externa del fémur, 
desde la unión con el trocánter hasta el extremo distal del fémur”. 
Mayor en G que en S en ambos sexos; en los machos la diferencia es significativa a 
nivel de P < 0.001 y sin significación para las hembras. 

15. —Longitud del Fémur medio (MF).—“Medida a lo largo de la cara externa del fémur, 
desde la unión con el trocánter hasta el extremo distal del fémur”. 
Machos: Mayor en G que en S: 0.01 > P > 0.001. 
Fíembras: Mayor en S que en G: 0.2 > P > 0.1. 

16. —Longitud del Fémur posterior (F).—“Medidâ a lo largo de la cara externa, como la 
máxima longitud de la base al ápice”. 
Mayor en S que en G en ambos sexos; las diferencias son significativas a nivel de 
0.01 > P > 0.001 para los machos y P < 0.001 para las hembras. 

17. —Anchura del Vértice entre los Ojos (V).—“Medida como la distancia más corta entre 
los ojos compuestos, en el vértice”. 
Machos: Mayor en G que en S: 0.05 > P > 0.01. 
Hembras: No existe diferencia. 

18. —Diámetro Vertical del Ojo compuesto (O).—“Medida como el eje vertical máximo”. 
Mayor en S que en G en ambos sexos; la diferencia es no significativa para los machos; 
para las hembras es significativa a nivel de P < 0.001. 

19. —Diámetro Horizontal del Ojo compuesto (Oh).— “Medida como el diámetro trans¬ 
versal”. 
Mayor en S que en G en ambos sexos; la diferencia es significativa para los machos a 
nivel de 0.01 > P > 0.001 y para las hembras a nivel de P < 0.001. 

20. —Anchura máxima de la Cabeza (C).—“Medida como la máxima anchura de la cabeza 
en las genas”. 
Machos: Mayor en G que en S: P < 0.001. 
Hembras: Mayor en S que en G: Diferencia no significativa. 

21. —Anchura máxima del Fémur posterior (A).—“Medida como la máxima anchura de 
este fémur en su porción engrosada”. 
Mayor en S que en G en ambos sexos: P < 0.001 para los dos sexos. 
Estos dos índices han sido tomados cuando los brazos del calibrador pasan por los 
puntos señalados con el mínimo roce perceptible. 

DISCUSIÓN DE LAS MEDICIONES 

Errores standard (Tablas I (Machos) y II (Hembras)).—Son pequeños comparados 
con los valores promedios, para todos los índices, con excepción de L en el caso de los machos 
de fase gregaria, en que es relativamente grande. No podemos entrar en una comparación 
de errores standard entre fases, desde el momento que el número de individuos de gregaria 
es diferente y muy pequeño; lógicamente, aparecen como mayores en gregaria que en solitaria, 
pero guardando cierta proporción inversa al número de individuos. 

Las probabilidades han sido estimadas comparando los valores de t calculados con los 
valores de la tabla, para los distintos valores de P según los grados de libertad. 

Machos (Tabla III).—La diferencia de promedios es positiva en 17 casos (N°s. 1 a 15, 
17 y 20) y negativa en 4 casos (N°s. 16, 18, 19 y 21). Sólo en 8 casos las diferencias son de 
suficiente significación (t > 3); tales casos están representados por los índices N°s. 2, 10, 
11, 14, 15, 19, 20 y 21; que corresponden a E, W, mS, AF, MF, Oh, C y A. 

De estos casos la diferencia es positiva en 6 y negativa en 2. 
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Hembras (Tabla IV).—La diferencia de promedios es positiva en tres casos y negativa 
en 18. Sólo en 8 casos la diferencia es de significación suficientemente alta (t = o mayor de 3); 
tales casos están representados por los números 3, 5, 7, H, 16, 18, 19 y 21, que corresponden 
a P, Mz, M, mS, F, O, Oh y A. 

De los casos señalados la diferencia es positiva en un solo caso y negativa en 7- 

Hay exactamente el mismo número de caracteres que exhiben diferencias de fase en los 
machos y en las hembras. En los machos la mayoría de las diferencias son positivas (17 de 21), 
en tanto que en las hembras predominan las diferencias negativas (18 sobre 21). Esta ínver- 
sibilidad de las diferencias rige para los caracteres más confiables: de los 8 caracteres con¬ 
fiables de los machos, en 6 la diferencia es positiva, en tanto que de los 8 caracteres de las 
hembras sólo en uno la diferencia es positiva. 

Al comparar los promedios de los dos sexos, dentro de cada fase se observa lo siguiente : 

Gregaria.—En 20 de los 21 índices la diferencia de promedios es negativa (mayores en 
hembras que en machos); la única excepción la constituye el número 19, que corresponde a 
Oh. Machos y hembras difieren en 7 caracteres a niveles de alta significación (t > 3) 
(N°s. 3, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13 y 16: E, M, Mx, W, mS, mxS, mT y F). 

Solitaria.—Idénticamente que en gregaria, en 20 índices la diferencia es negativa, 
constituyendo la única excepción Oh. La diferencia en todos los índices es altamente signi¬ 
ficativa (t > 7), con excepción del único índice con diferencia positiva, la cual, precisamente, 
carece de significación. La diferencia entre los sexos es, pues, más marcada en solitaria 

que en gregaria. 

Las curvas de frecuencia de los índices muestran, de un modo general, superposición 
entre fases. Así, ninguno de los índices es útil para la separación de fases, en el caso de 
medirse individuos aislados o, incluso, grupos integrados por pequeño número de individuos, 
aunque muestras de regular número podrían distinguirse por los diferentes valores de A, 
único índice cuya diferencia de promedios entre fases, alcanza altos valores de t en ambos 

sexos. 

RELACIONES 

Desde que no es posible utilizar los índices como un criterio para la separación de 
fases, el paso siguiente consistiría en una selección de los mismos para la formación de rela¬ 

ciones (ratios). 

Una selección de pares de índices para la formación de ratios exige las siguientes con¬ 

diciones ideales: 

1. —Que cada indice varíe en la misma dirección en ambos sexos. 

2. —Que de cada par que integran una relación, uno en relación al otro, varíen en 
dirección opuesta, lo que amplía la divergencia de la relación entre fases. 

3. —Usar los índices que presenten, junto a los requisitos anteriores, la más alta 
significación en ambos sexos. 

Una selección de esta naturaleza no nos dejaría sino los siguientes índices: mS, F, 
Oh y A (N°s. 11, 16, 19 y 21 de las tablas III y ÍV). Con estos índices se conformarían las 
relaciones F/mS, Oh/mS y A/mS. (Figs. 1 a 3). Sin embargo, no hemos querido dejar de 
lado el índice E a pesar de no reunir los requisitos 1 y 3, con el cual hemos formado las 

relaciones E/F y E/A (Figs. 4 y 5). 

DISCUSIÓN DE LAS RELACIONES 

Los datos sobre estas relaciones figuran en las tablas V (Promedios, errores standard y 
desviaciones standard), VI (Diferencias entre promedios y asesoramiento fiducial) y VII 
(Diferencias entre sexos de cada fase y asesoramiento fiducial). 
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n9 W 3 . Curvas de frecuencia data Ralación Anchura Famur Posterior/rniViinia anchura 
infír-cspocio mesostemal. 
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Las relaciones E/F y E/A son mayores en G que en S, en tanto que las restantes reta' 
ciones son mayores en S que en G. Todas ellas son utiles para la separación de fases, siendo 
las diferencias entre promedios altamente significativas. 

Como se puede juzgar en las figuras todas las relaciones muestran superposición de las 
curvas de frecuencia de las fases. Así, ninguna permitiría la ubicación de individuos aislados 
en una u otra de las fases. Su utilidad quedaría limitada a la posibilidad de obtener muestras 
consistentes de un número apreciable de individuos. 

De todas las relaciones, las mejor establecidas, por los requisitos llenados por los 
índices, serían F/mS, Oh/mS y A/mS; sin embargo, las otras dos alcanzan significación tan, 
o más elevada y se observa que E/A presenta la faja de superposición más estrecha de todo 
el grupo. 

De los ratios establecidos, los de mayor utilidad en trabajos de campo serían E/F y E/A 
por ser los índices que los componen mesurables con calibrador. El mayor valor en la separa' 
cíon de fase correspondería a E/A por presentar menor superposición, pese a las deficiencias 
presentadas por E. Se explicaría la eficiencia de esta relación por que pese a que E no sigue 
la misma dirección en ambos sexos, su significación es alta en una de éllos y nula en el otro, 
en tanto que A alcanza significación elevadísima en ambos sexos; las ventajas de A como 
índice neutralizarían la desventaja de E, limitada ésta a las hembras. Por lo menos para el 
caso de los machos, E/F y E/A son de buena aceptación para la separación de fases en trabajos 
con muestras pequeñas. 
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